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FOREWORD
To the first Edition

By

THE HISTORY OF BENGAL PUBLICATION COMMITTEE

The idea of writing a comprehensive History of Bengal on modern
scientific lines may be traced back to 1912 when Lord Carmichael,

the first Governor of the Bengal Presidency, took the initiative and

invited mm. Haraprasad ^3stri to prepare a scheme. It was pro-

posed to publish the history in three volumes dealing respectively

with the Hindu, Muslim and British periods. Several meetings

were held in the Government House, Calcutta, but what became

of this plan and how far it was matured are not definitely known.
Some years later, the late Raja Prafulla Nath Tagore, the grandson

of the famous Kali Krishna Tagore, volunteered to pay the entire

cost of such, a publication, and invited the late Mr. Rakhaldas

Banerji to draw up a plan along with some other well-known scholars

of his time. Several meetings were held in the house of the Raja, but

ultimately nothing came out of it.
*

Ever since the foundation of the University of Dacca, it was

felt that the University should take up the task of preparing a

History of Bengal as early as practicable. This idea received an

impetus from Sir Jadunath Sarkar, who, in the course of a lecture

delivered at the University about the middle of July 1933, emphasised

that a History of Bengal on modem scientific lines was long overdue,

and that this University, standing as it does in the very heart of

an ancient and important seat of Bengal culture, should in the

fitness of things take up the work. Sir Jadunath promised his

whole-hearted support and active co-operation in this enterprise.

The scheme received a new impetus from Mr. (now Sir)

A. F. Rahman, when he joined the University as Vice-Chancellor in

July 1934. In his first convocation address next month he emf^sised

the need of commencing the work, and in his second convocation

speech, in Jidy 1935, he announced that some preliminary work had

already been done.

By the end of August 1935, the scheme took ta more definite

shape, as Professor R. C. Majumdar, Head of the Department of

History, who bad so long been pre-occupied with his own research

work on the history of Ancient Indian Colonies in the Far East,

was now free to take up the work.
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On the 13th of September 1935, the Vice-Chancellor convened

a general meeting at his house, of local citizens and University

teachers interested in the subject, and a Committee called the

History of Bengal Publication Committee was formed at the meeting

composed of the following gentlemen :

—

1. A. F. Rahman, Esq., Vice-Chancellor, Dacca University

—Chairman

2. Dr. N. K. Bhattasali—Secretary

3. Dr. S. N. Bhattacharyya—Jt. Secretary

4. Professor R. C. Majumdar

5. Sir Jadunath Sarkar

6. Dr. K. R. Quanungo

7. Hakim Habibur Rahman

8. Mr. Sharafuddin

The Committee formally met immediately after the general

meeting, and its first task was the framing of a tentative Scheme of

Work for the consideration ofthe Executive Council of the University.

Mr. (now Sir) A. F. Rahman very generously announced at the

inaugural meeting of the Committee a donation of Rupees one

thousand in memory of his deceased mother, and Dr. K. R. Quanungo,

Reader in History, promised on behalf of the Friend’s Library,

Kanungopara, Chittagong, a contribution of Rupees fifty.

The Committee passed several resolutions one requesting the

Executive Council to undertake to find funds for the publication of

the proposed History, and to make an initial grant of Rs. 1,000/-

and another requesting Professor Majumdar to take the necessary

steps for the furtherance of the scheme.

In pursuance of the latter resolution of the Committee, Professor

Majumdar wrote to the Vice-Chancellor on the 14th September, 1935,

requesting him to place the draft scheme before the Executive

Council and to move the Council to provide the necessary funds for

the publication of the proposed History, and to make an initial grant

of Rupees one thousand for meeting the preliminary expenses.

The scheme was recommended by the Academic Council and in

a meeting held on 19th December, 1935, the Executive Council

finally approved of the entire scheme, financial as well as administra-

tive, and resoli^d as follows

“That the financial and administrative schemes for the publica-

tion of the History of Bengal as a Dacca University publication as per

Appendix c be approved, that for the purpose of meeting prciliminary

expenses for the publication of the History, a grant of Rs. 1,(XK)/-
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be now made out of the University funds and that the University

undertakes to find funds that might be necessary', in addition to

the donation raised, for the publication of the History on the definite

understanding that the proprietary right of the History should

solely vest in the University of Dacca.”

It is not necessary to reproduce the entire scheme, but the

following extracts may be quoted to give an idea of the administra-

tive arrangement :

‘Scheme for a History of Bengal

1 . It shall be published by and at the expense of the University

of Dacca under its general superintendence and control.

2. The History shall be divided into three volumes as follows

Vol. I. The Hindu Period.

Vol. II. Pre-Mughal Period (1200-1576 A.D.).

Nol. HI. Mughal Period (1576-1757 A.D.).

3. Dr. R. C. Majumdar shall be the editor of the first volume

and Sir Jadunath Sarkar should be requested to edit the second and

the third volumes.

4. The management of the preparation and publication of tile

proposed History shall be entrusted to a committee to be called

‘History of Bengal Publication Committee’ composed as follows

1. The Vice-Chancellor -Chairman.

2. Dr. N. K. Bhattasali— Secretary.

3. Dr. S. N. Bhattacharyya—Jt. Secretaiy.

Other members -4. Sir Jadunath Sarkar and 5. Dr. R. C, Majumdar,

Editors 6. Dr. K. R. Quanungo ; 7. Hakim Habibur Rahman ;

8. Mr. Sharafuddin. The Committee shall have power to co-opt

other members.”

In the second meeting of the History Publication Committee

held on 16th February, 1936, a fund called the History of Bengal

Publication Fund was created with the nucleus grant of Rs. 1,000/-

made by the Executive Council, and appeals for financial help were

also made. In response to these appeals, Sir P. C. Ray made a

donation of Rs. 1,000/- and the Government of Bengal ofiered a

similar donation of Rs. 1,000/- to the Fund. Subsequently, the

Executive Council sanctioned a sum of Rs. 10,000/- f&r the printing

and publication of the work.

In course of the long period of composition and completion of

the work, several noteworthy changes took place in the personnel of

D
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the Committee as well as in the scheme of the work. Dr. N. K.

Bhattasali resigned the office of Secretary on 25. 5. 36 and

Dr. S. N. Bhattacharyya was appointed in his place. Dr. A. F.

Rahman resigned the office of Chairman on 8. 4. 37 and Dr. R. C.

Majumdar was appointed in his place. Professor R. C. Majumdar
resigned the office on 29. 6. 42 and Professor M. Hasan succeeded

him. Mr. Sharafuddin ceased to be a number of the Committee,

and Professor S. K. De, Dr. M. Shahidullah, Dr. M. I. Borah, and

Dr. D. C. Ganguly were added as members to the Committee.

Dr. D. C. Ganguly was appointed Joint Secretary on 19. 9. 40.

Some changes in the scheme of work, particularly in the dis-

tribution of chapters to different scholars, were also made from time

to time. The names of the writers finally selected are mentioned in

the Table of Contents under each chapter. The Committee convey

their thanks to all of them for their valuable co-operation.

Though the work was initiated early in 1936, its progress was

delayed for several reasons, to which reference has been made by

the editor in the Preface. It is a matter of great satisfaction to

all concerned that in spite of all difficulties and handicaps the first

part of the work is at last completed and published.

.The Committee take this opportunity of expressing their grati-

tude to Sir Jadunath Sarkar, C.I.E., for commending the work to the

University and for accepting the onerous duties of editorship of

Volumes II and 111 of the history. They desire to offer their grateful

thanks to Sir A. F. Rahman, for his services in regard to the

initiation and promotion of the work during the period of his

Vice-Chancellorship. The Committee feel especially indebted to

Professor R. C. Majumdar, who, in spite of his heavy administrative

duties as Vice-Chancellor, accepted the editorship of Volume I,

contributed to it so many chapters, and saw the book through the

Press. His energy and enterprise alone ha\ e made the early publica-

tion of the work possible.

The Committee take this oppoitunity to convey their thanks

to Sir P. C. Ray for his very generous donation for the publication

of this work.

The thanks of the Committee are also due to various persons

and institutions for the help rendered by them in the publication of

this work. Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, m.a., f.r.a.s.b., Director

General of Archaeology in India has most generously lent free of

charge the blocks preserved in his Department and also supplied

prints of negatives at the usual cost. With his kind permission, the

Superintendent, Archaeological Section, the Indian Museum and the

Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Eastern Circle, Calcutta, have
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rendered all facilities for the study of the sculptures and taking

photos wherever necessary. We take this opportunity to offer the

Director General and the members of his Department our most

grateful thanks for the very valuable services rendered by them.

The authorities of the Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, Calcutta

University, Vahglya Sshitya Parishat, Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Indian Society of Oriental Art, Dacca Museum, Greater

India Society and Indian Science News Association, and Messrs.

O. C. Gangoly, N. K. Bhattasali, J. N. Banerjea and S. K. Saraswati

have lent us free of charge blocks and photos in their possession

and we offer our heartfelt thanks for the readiness with which they

have offered their co-operation.

We wish we cov’d say the same thing about the Varendra Research

Society at Rajshahi, the only institution in the whole of India

from which he hayb failed to receive the help and sympathy we had

every reason to expect, in view of the past history of the institution

dnd its illustrious founder who has rendered yeoman’s service to the

advancement of the study of the History of Bengal. This Society

alone possesses all the illustrated Buddhist manuscripts, definitely

known to be written in Ancient Bengal, whose whereabouts are

known at present. It is hardly necessary to point out that the

coloured illustrations in these mss. are necessary for a proper

study of the art of painting in Ancient Bengal. In spite of repeated

requests, the Society refused to lend them to us and only gave

permission to consult them at Rajshahi. The Vice-Chancellor (who

was also the Editor) personally saw (he President of the Society

and explained that it was impossible to prepare tri-colour blocks at

Rajshahi and offered the guarantee of either the Dacca University,

or the University of Calcutta (which he hoped to secure from its

Vice-Chancellor) for the safe-keeping and return of the mss. if they

were sent for a few days to Calcutta. This the Society persistently

refused to do with the result that the History of Bengal, containing

the first comprehensive treatment of the art of painting, had to be

published without those illustrations which have not yet seen the

light of the day although the Society has been in possession of the

MSS. for a quarter of a century. As regards photos of sculptures,

the Society offered the use of eleven, already in their possession,

only on payment of Rs. 50/- which amounted to the entire cost of

their original preparation for the use of the Society. Without

pursuing this unpleasant topic any further, it may be said that after

prolonged correspondence two photos were lent free on condition

thgt the “Dacca University would give to the Museum free of

charge, in return, the blocks of these photographs prepared by

them” and “acknowledge duly in the proposed work the courtesy
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thus extended." While we take this opportunity to acknowledge
the courtesy that we have received from the Varendra Research

Society, Rajshahi, and thank them for their help, we cannot but

regret that it was not forthcoming in a larger measure.

As it has not been possible to indicate under each illustration

the source from which its photograph was obtained, a separate

‘acknowledgement’ list has been inserted for this purpose. It is to

be definitely understood that the right of reproducing the illustrations

is reserved by the persons, authorities and institutions who lent

their blocks or photographs.

Finally, we wish to place on record our appreciation of the

services rendered by the General Printers and Publishers Ltd., the

printers of this volume. The Managing Director of this company

Mr. S. C. Das, M.A., an ex-student of the Dacca University, has

taken special care to see this volume through the Press and has

spared no pains to expedite the publication in the face of exceptional-

difficulties. Our special thanks are due to him and to Mr. R. K.

Ghoshal, m.a. who has not only revised the proofs and prepared the

Index, but also made many valuable suggestions for improvement.



PREFACE
The genesis of the present work has been explained in the Foreword.

The editor feels that he owes ait explanation for the very long

interval between the inception of the work and its publication.

In view of the importance of the subject a few relevant facts may
be mentioned which will also incidentally explain the changes made
in the personnel of the writers referred to in the Foreword.

Shortly after the work was taken up we were denied the co-

operation of Dr. N. K. Bhattasali, M.A., ph.d., who was the Secretary

of the Publication Committee and had agreed to write the chapter

on Art. It is unnecessary to discuss here the reasons which led

l9r. Bhattasali to come to this decision, but the change of Secretary

and the loss of a valuable contributor naturally caused dislocation

of work and involved considerable delay in completing the preli-

minary steps. The chapter on Art was entrusted to the late

Mr. N. G. Majumdar, who naturally desired to collect photos of

select specimens of architecture and sculpture before commencing to

write. This took up a long time as the specimens to be photographed

were spread over a wide area. At last the photos were prepared and

he took them with him in his ill-fated journey to the Indus Valley,

as he hoped to be able to write the chapter in his leisure hours

while on tour. The tragic circumstances under which he met his

end in Sind are known to all. His death dealt a severe blow to our

scheme, as most of the photos together with the notes prepared by

him were irretrievably lost. In this predicament the editor invited

two young scholars—Dr. Niharranjan Ray and Mr. Sarasi Kumar
Saraswati—to write the chapter on Art, and they readily agreed to

take up the work. But the preparation of a new set of photographs

took up much time and caused considerable delay. We take this

opportunity to pay our tribute of respect to the gifted archaeologist

who had readily volunteered his valuable co-operation which, alas,

was denied us by his sudden and tragic death.

When the chapter on Art was assigned to the latf Mr. N. G.

Majumdar he had to be relieved of the work already allotted to him
and this involved re-allocation of a number of chapters. The new
arrangement did not prove at all satisfactory, and most of these

chapters had to be written by the editor himself. The sudden

departure of one of the contributors for Europe, without any

previous intimation, also involved more work for the editor, as no
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competent scholar was found willing to take up the work at a

short notice.

Even when most of the chapters were ready the editor was

confronted with other difficulties. It was originally proposed to

devote a whole chapter to the ethnology of Bengal, and a specialist

on the subject was invited to write it. Repeated reminders, extending

over a period of five or six years, were always followed by promises

to send the contribution within a short period, but it was not

received even when the printing of the volume had made considerable

progress. As he never declined the task no substitute could be

appointed. At last, in order to avoid the total suspension of the

work at a time when in view of the abnormal circumstances every

effort had to be made to expedite the printing, the editor had no

other option but to write himself a brief note on the subject at the

beginning of chapter xv. This chapter dealing with the social condi-

tions of Ancient Bengal was also entrusted to a specialist on tjie

subject. After a great deal of delay the promised contribution was

received, but it dealt with pre-historic anthropology only and did

not at all touch the real subject. Again, in order to avoid

further delay in the publication, the editor undertook to write it

himself with the co-operation of Dr. D. C. Ganguly, m.a., ph.d. and

6r. R. C. Hazra, m.a., ph.d. The former worked on the cp'igraphic

and the latter on the literary data, and the materials collected by

them were co-ordinated and put into proper form by the editor

with certain additions. Special thanks are due to both these scholars

for having agreed to undertake the work at such short notice.

Thus more than five years had passed before the volume could

be sent to the Press. But three months after the printing had

begun the declaration of war by Japan upset the normal life in

Calcutta and considerably dislocated her business and industry.

The printing press was seriously affected by the panicky evacuation

of the city, and there was considerable delay before satisfactory

progress in the work of printing could be resumed. In view of the

abnormal situation no efforts were spared to expedite the printing,

lest any fresh wave of panic should again suspend the work.

Unfortunately, the Japanese air-raids on Calcutta in December last

year again dislocated the business life of Calcutta when only the

last four ch^ters remained to be printed. It reflects great credit

upon the custodian of the printing establishment that in spite of

considerable difficulties, these chapters were at last printed off. Faced

with the contingency of having to postpone indefinitely the publica-

tion of the volume over which he had worked for more than six

years, the editor decided to push up the printing at any cost, even

at the risk of sacrificing quality to a certain extent. The proofs
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could not be sent for final revision to the authors of the last three

chapters and the editor had to undertake the sole responsibility of

seeing them through the Press.

This somewhat long and tedious narrative is given here not only

as an explanation of the long delay in the publication of the work,

but also as an interesting record which might be of use to the future

historian of the History of Bengal. For in view of the present

state of our knowledge any exposition of the history of Ancient

Bengal must be regarded as provisional ; and as new evidence is

continually and rapidly accumulating, it may be confidently hoped

that the present work would turn out to be merely a precursor of

many similar volumes which would be written at no distant date.

The editor does not pretend to do anything more than laying the

foundation on which more competent hands will build in future,

till a suitable structure is raised which would be worthy of our

motherland. The historian of that not very distant future may
perhaps view with greater sympathy the pioneer efforts of his

predecessor if he realises the difficulties under which the latter had

to carry on his work, in addition to heavy administrative duties

throughout the period.

The task of compiling a history of Ancient Bengal is by no

means an easy one. The greater part of the subject is yet an

untrodden field, and few have made any special study of such

branches of it as art and religion, social and economic conditions, law

and administration. These topics have been so far studied almost

exclusively with reference to ancient India as a whole, but a regional

study, strictly confined within the limits of the territory where the

Bengali language is spoken, has not yet been seriously taken up by

competent scholars. In respect of political history also, while much
spade work has been done, no serious attempt has yet been made
to reconstruct a continuous historical narrative as distinct from the

collection and interpretation of a number of archaeological data.

In many respects, therefore, the present volume breaks altogether

new ground, and faults of both omission and commission are almost

inevitable in such a case.

In writing this history we have strictly confined ourselves to the

data definitely applicable to the geographical limits of Bengal, and
any deviation from this rule has been duly noted.

An attempt has also been made to make the treatment as

detached and scientific as possible. Where materials of study are

lacking, we have chosen to leave a void rather than fill it up with

the help of imaginary ot unreliable matter. Many topics of interest

and importance have, therefore, been altogether ignored or very

imperfectly treated.
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It is hardly necessary to recapitulate the difficulties wihch are

inherent in a work of (his kind or to exidain the principles adopted

in the preparation of this volume. The series of historical works

published by the Cambridge University have been deliberately

adopted as the standard and model of this work, and the following

passage in the Preface to the First Volume of the Cambridge Ancient

History admirably sums up our views and ideals :

"In a co-operative work of this kind, no editorial pains could avoid a certain

measure of overlapping ; and in fields where there is so much uncertainty and such

wide room for divergencies of views, as in the first two \olumes, overlapping must

mean that occasionally different writers will express or imply different opinions. It

has not been thought desirable to attempt to eliminate these differences, though

they are often indicated or discussed. Such inconsistencies may sometimes be a

little inconvenient for the reader's peace of mind, but it is better he should learn to

take them as characteristic of the ground over which he is being guided than that

he should be misled by a dogmatic consistency into accepting one view as

authoritative and final.

‘*lt will easily be understood that it is not possible to give chapter' and

verse for every statement or detailed arguments for every opinion, but it is hoped

that the work will be found serviceable to professional students as well as to the

general reader. The general reader is constantly kept in view throughout, and our

aim is to steer a middle course between the opposite dangers, a work which only

the expert could read or understand and one so ‘popular* that serious students

Vould rightly regard it with indifference.**

It is a source of great pleasure to us that in spite of delays and

difficulties, it has been found possible to bring out the first volume.

The printing of the second volume has already made some progress,

though in view of the abnormal situation prevailing in Calcutta, it

is difficult to say when it will see the light of day.

On behalf of the Dacca University, and the Editorial Board, we
wish to express our indebtedness to the various contributors for their

whole-hearted co-operation in this project, even at a considerable

personal inconvenience.

The editor acknowledges with pleasure the help he has received

from his many friends and old pupils. Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri, m.a.,

PH.D., Carmichael Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture,

Calcutta University, not only offered many valuable suggestions,

but helped the editor to tide over many difficulties that confronted

him from time to time. Mr. Sarasi Kumar Saraswati, m.a.. Lecturer,

Calcutta Uifivcrsity, has regularly assisted the editor in seeing the

volume through the Press and taken immense pains in preparing

photos, blocks and maps, and properly arranging these materials for

oublication. Mr. Pramode Lai Paul, m.a., Mr. A. Halim, m.a., and
Mr. Kshitish Chandra Ray, m.a. prepared a bibliography of articles,

published in oriental journals, for the use of the contributors.

Mr. Subodh Chandra Banerji, m.a.. Keeper of Manuscripts, Dacca
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University Library, offered many valuable suggestions in writing the

chapter on Social Conditions. Mr. Anil Chandra Mukherji has

drawn the maps which are published in this volume. The editor

conveys his thanks and expresses his indebtedness to these and all

others who have helped him in any way in discharging his responsible

duties.

The system of transliteration followed in the Epigraphia Indica

has been adopted in this volume. In chapter xii i and a have been

used to indicate the vowels / and u. not joined with any consonant.

As regards Indian place-names, the system of spelling adopted

in the Imperial Gazetteer has been generally followed, though

there are some deviations in well-known cases. In writing

modern place-names vowels have not been as a rule accentuated

except in cases of find-spots of images and inscriptions. In these

and similar instances, such as English derivatives from Sanskrit

'words (like Tantric. Puranic, Brahmanical etc.) it has not been

possible to maintain a rigid uniformity, for in view of the fact that

different practices are adopted even in standard works, and none of

them can be regarded as definitely established, it has not been

thought desirable or necessary to take meticulous care to change the

spelling adopted by different contributors. Titles of books cited

have been printed in italics, and a list of the abbreviations used

for books, periodicals, places of publications etc. has been appended.

Volumes have been indicated by Roman, and pages by Arabic,

numerals, with a dot between the two, but without any words like

Vol. or p ; pp. etc.

As copious footnotes giving full refbrences to books and articles

in periodicals have been added throughout the work, it has not been

thought necessary to add a long bibliography at the end of the

volume. Only a select bibliography is given containing a list of

important works of a general nature and such other references as

have been specially suggested by the writers of the different

chapters.

Calcutta, R. C. Majumdar

April 15, 1943. '
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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL AND HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY

1. PHYSICAL ASPECTS

Bengal is the name given to the eastern province of British

India which stretches from the Himglayas in the north to the Bay of

Bengal in the south, and from the Brahmaputra, the Kangsa, the

Surma, and the Sajjuk rivers in the east to the NSgar, the BarSkar,

'and the lower reaches of the Suvarnarekhs in the west. The area

described above lies roughly between 2T 9' and 20° 50' north

latitude and 86° 35' and 92° 30' east longitude. The extent of the

province, excluding the States of Hill Tippera, Cooch Bihar, and

Sikkim, and the surface area covered by large rivers and estuaries

is 77,521 square miles and the total population a little over sixty

millions. The majority of the people in the western districts are

Hindus. In the east Muslims predominate. The area of some of

the southern districts is increasing owing to the recession of the Bay
in the south.

The territory inhabited by the Bengali-speaking race stretches

far beyond the political boundaries of the modern province of

Bengal. It extends to the east into the districts of Goalpara,

Sylhet, and Cachar which form parts of the province of Assam,

and to the west into the districts of Manbhum, Santal Parganas,

and Purnea which arc included within the official boundaries of

Bihar. The sarkars of Sylhet and Purnea, the pargan^ of Akmahal

(now Rajmahal) and the famous Pass of Teliagarhi, now in the

Santal Parganas, formed integral parts of the snbah of Bengal in

the days of Akbar. RennelPs map of the northern provinces shows

that even as late as 1779 Purnea was included within Bengal and
not “Bahar” Bihar. The northern boundary of the province

reached the summit of the Himalayas as early as the time of the

Gupta kings. In the east “the valley of the Barak with its two
Districts of Cachar and Sylhet had formed the north-eastern part

of the Dacca Division” of Bengal as late as the year 1874,

The province of Bengal lacks some of the extraordinary

varieties of physical aspect for which the great sub-continent, of

which it is an integral part, is justly famous. It has no deserts
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and no hills or ridges except on the fringe in the extreme north,

east, and west. It cannot boast of anything comparable to the

purple waters of the Kashmirian lakes which reflect the splendours

of Haramukh, the gushing streams of Central India which leap

into falls amidst the marble rocks near Jubbulpore, or the back*

waters and cascades of Malabar that lend charm to the scenery of

the western sea-board of the southern Presidency. It can, however,

justly take pride in the snow-capped peaks with gold-hued crests

in the northern district of Darjeeling, a vast riverine plain which

forms the focus of three great river-systems where the country

“widens out into a panorama of irrigated fertility,” of swamps and

flats in the south cut up by hundreds of coves and creeks, once

the “royal throne of kings,” now the residence of the lord of the

jungles.

The hand of nature has split up the province into four grand

divisions which fairly correspond to its major political divisions in*

historic epochs. North of the main branch of the Ganges, now
known as the Padma, and west of the Brahmaputra, lies the

extensive region which embraces the modem Rajshahi Division and

the State of Cooch Bihar. The most important part of this area

constituted the ancient land of Pundravardhana of which Varendri

was a well-known district {maniala). West of another branch of

the Ganges, namely the Bhsgirathl, or the Hooghly, stretches the

great Burdwan Division—the Vardhamtina-Mukr/ of the times of

yore. A considerable part of the area answered to the flourishing

territory of ancient R3dh3. Between the Bhagirathl, the PadmS, the

lower reaches of the Brahmaputra, and the estuary of the Meghna
lies the central region of Bengal embracing the bulk of the Presi-

dency Division and a considerable portion of the Dacca Division.

This area was known to Pliny and Ptolemy as the territory of the

Gangaridai, and to Kalidasa as the land of the Vahgas who were

specially noted for their skill in handling boats. Beyond the

MeghnS in the east stretches the Chittagong Division within whose

embrace are supposed to lie the buried remains of the royal seat

of Samatata. It has to be noted that the divisions of ancient

Bengal referred to above at times transgressed the limits set by

nature.

The most characteristic physical feature of Bengal proper is

its river-system. The two mighty rivers, the Ganges and the

Brahmaputra, with their numerous branches and tributaries have

played a large part in shaping its destiny. By the vast, deposit

of silt carried from uplands, they have created the enormous area

of deltaic lowlands and the process is still going on in full vigour.

The same fluvial action is also responsible for the constant shiftiogs
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of river-beds to an extent unknown in any other part of India with

the exception, perhaps, of Sind. These changes in river-courses

have made and unmade flourishing cities and thriving marts, and

sometimes changed the whole outlook of large areas. In view of

the great influence exerted by the river-system on the history of

Bengal, it is necessary to make a brief reference to its outstanding

features.

The Ganges enters the province of Bengal at the point where

the low-lying Rajmahal Hills almost touch its waters. The narrow

passes of Teliagarhi and Sikragully (Sikrigali) form excellent

strategic points in Bengal’s first line of defence. It is not, therefore

a mere accident that far-famed capital cities like Gauda-Lakhnawati,

Pandua, Tanda and Rajmahal should have grown up in the neigh-

bourhood of this salient.

The present course of the Ganges, after it has swept in a curve

found the spurs and slopes of the Rajmahal Hills, is very different

from what it was before the sixteenth century. In those days it

flowed further north and east and the city of Gauda was probably

on its right bank. There has been more than one shifting towards

the south and west before the Ganges reached its present course,

and the dry beds of some of its old channels can still be traced.

About twenty-five miles to the south of ancient Gauda the

Ganges divides itself into two branches, the BhSgiratht, of which

the lower portion is called the Hooghly, running almost due south,

and the Padma flowing in a south-easterly direction. To-day the

enormous volume of the waters of the Ganges is carried mainly by
the Padma, while the upper part of the BhBgTrathi has shrunk to

a very shallow stream. But formerly the Bhsgirathi was in all

probability the more important channel of the Ganges. It is

difficult to determine when the great change took place, but there

is hardly any doubt that by the beginning of the sixteenth

century a.d. the Padms already ranked as the main stream of

the Ganges.

One important evidence adduced in favour of the view that

the BhSglrathl was the principal stream of the Ganges in ancient

times, is the great sanctity attached to it by the Hindus. The
mighty Padma causes havoc and creates terror, but is not looked

upon with great veneration, nor does it claim any traditional

religious* sanctity.

The earlier course of the lower Ganges, as it rushed down the

channel of the Bhagirathi, was somewhat different from what it is

to-day. Small rivulets from the west like the Bansloi, the Mor, and
the Ajay fell into it after it had broken off from the parent river,

as now, but at Trivepi (near Hooghly) it branched off into three
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streams. These were the Sarasvati flowing south-west past Satgaon

(Saptagrama), the Yamun§ (Jumna) running its course south-east

down its present bed, and the Bhagirathl proper, the middle off-

shoot, gliding south down the present Hooghly channel up to

Calcutta and then through the Adi-CadgS (Tolly’s Nulla) past

Kalighat, Baruipur, and Magra to the sea. There are reasons to

believe that the Sarasvati flowed into an estuary near modem
Tamluk and received not only the waters of the RupnSrSyan

and the Damodar but those of many smaller streams issuing from

the hills of the Santal Parganas. Sometime after the eighth

century a.d. the port of Tamluk lost its importance on account of

the silting up of the mouth of the Sarasvati and the consequent

shifting of its course. Its place was eventually taken up by

Saptagrama or Satgaon, Iiigher up the river, which figures as the

Muslim capital of South-western Bengal in the fourteenth century

A.D. In the sixteenth century the main waters of the BhSgirathi

began to flow through the Hooghly channel. Sstgaon was ruined,

and first Hooghly, then Calcutta, took its place. The upper

Sarasvati to-day is a dead river, but the Bhsgirathi or the Hooghly

has deserted the old Adi-Ganga channel and flows through the lower

course of the Sarasvati below Sankrail.

The course of the Padms has also considerably changed during

the last four centuries. It is difficult to trace accurately its various

channels, but the probability is that it at first flowed past Rsmpur
Boalia through the Chalan Bil (or Jhil), the Dhaleswari, and the

Budigahgs rivers past Dacca into the Meghna estuary. In the

eighteenth century the lower course of the Padms lay much further

to the south. The river flowed through the districts of Faridpur

and Bskarganj, and joined the MeghnR estuary just above the

island of Dakshin Shahbszpur, about 25 miles due south of

Chsndpur. Rsjnagar, the famous city of Rsjfl Rajavallabha, was

then on its left bank, and hard by this city ran the river KRligangs

connecting the Padmii with the Meghnli river. About the middle

of the nineteenth century a.d., the main volume of the waters of

the Padms flowed through this channel, which came to be known
as the Kirtins^s. Gradually the Padms adopted its present course.

In addition to the two main streams, the BhSgirathi and the

Padms, the water of the Ganges reaches the sea through numerous

other branches thrown off by the latter. Two of these, the Jalafigi

and the Matabhanga flow into the BhSgirathi and swell the waters

of its lower channel, the Hooghly. Many other old branches like

the Bhairab and the Kumar are now dying rivers and their place

has been taken by the Madhumati and the Arialkhan.

The Padms is joined in its lower course by the Brahmaputra
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and the Meghns, and the combined rivers form the mighty
Meghna estuary. At present the main volume of the waters of the
Brahmaputra rolls down the JamunS which meets the Padms near
Goalundo. But the old course of the Brahmaputra was very
different : after tracing a curve round the Garo Hills on the west
it took a south-eastern course near Dewanganj, and passing by
Jamalpur (near which the Jhinsi branched off from it), Mymensing,
and the neighbourhood of the Madhupur Jungle in the district of
Mymensing, it flowed through the eastern part of the Dacca district,

and having thrown off a branch, called LakhmiyS, passed by
Nsngalband to the south-west of SonSrgson and fell into the

Dhaleswari. The LakhmiyS ran almost parallel to the main course,

and passing by Narayanganj met the Dhaleswari a little to the west

of its junction with the main stream of the Brahmaputra. This

course of the Brahmaputra was already deserted in the eighteenth

century when it flowed further east and joined the MeghnS near

Bhairab-bazar in the Mymensing district. But, as in the case of
the Ganges, religious sanctity still attaches to the older course, and
even to-day thousands of pilgrims take their bath at the muddy
pools near Nangalband. But the easternmost channel, too, soon
dwindled into an insignificant stream. Towards the end of the

eighteenth century the Jamuna river increased in importance, and
since about 1850 a. d. it has become the main channel of the

Brahmaputra.

Of the numerous rivers in Northern Bengal that flowed into

the Ganges or the Brahmaputra, a few deserve special mention as

having changed their courses considerably in comparatively recent

times. The river Tista at first ran due south from Jalpaiguri in

tltfee channels, namely, the KaratoyS to the east, the Punarbhavs

( Pumabhaba ) to the west, and the Atrsi in the centre. This

perhaps accouts for its name TrisrotS (possessed of three streams)

which has been shortened or corrupted into Tistff. Of these the

Punarbhavs emptied itself into the Mahananda. The Atrsi, passing

through a vast marshy area known as the Chalan Bil (Jhil), jomed
the Karatoya, and the united stream fell into the Padma near

Jafarganj. The KaratoyS was once a large and sacred river and we
have still a KaratoyS-mahutmya which bears testimony to its

sanctity. On its banks stood the city of Pundravardhana whose
antiquity reaches back to the Maurya period. The dwindling
Karatoys still flows by the ruins of this ancient city at Mahfisthsn-
garh in the Bogra district, and forms a fixed landmark in the

shifting sands of the fluvial history of this province.

As regards. the Tista, the parent stream of the three famous
rivers of Noithern Bengal, Hunter calls attention to the fact that
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in the destructive floods of 1787 a. d., it suddenly forsook its old

channel and rushing south-east ran into the Brahmaputra. There

are, however, reasons to believe that the bed to which the mighty

torrent turned on this occasion is an old one which had been

deserted in ages long gone by. The sudden change in the course

of the TistS in 1787 A.D. was originally regarded by many as having

caused the Brahmaputra to sweep through the Jamuna channel,

but this view no longer finds general acceptance.

The change in the course of the river Kosi (Kausikl) is

perhaps, more remarkable than even that of the TistS. This river

which now flows through the district of Pumea and unites its

waters with the Ganges at a point much higher up than Rajmahal,

originally ran eastward and fell into the Brahmaputra. The

channel of the Kosi must have, therefore, been steadily shifting

towards the west right across the whole breadth of Northern Bengal.

There was a time when the Kosi and the Mahsnanda joined tUb

KaratoyS, and formed a sort of ethnic boundary line between the

civilised people on the south, and the Kochs, Kirstas, etc., on the

north.

It would appear from what has been stated above that great

changes have taken place in the courses of some of the important

rivers in Bengal during the last four or five hundred years.

Though positive evidence is lacking, we must presume the possibility

of similar changes in the remoter past. It is to be regretted that

we have no knowledge of their nature and extent. In any case we
must bear in mind that during the period with which this volume

deals the courses of the rivers in Bengal were probably somewhat

different not only from those of the present time, but even from

those in the recent past of which we have more definite knowledge.

This point must not be lost sight of in discussing any geographical

question concerning ancient Bengal on the basis of the position of

the rivers.

The frequent changes in the courses of rivers have been respons-

ible for the ruin of many old places, at times by washing them off,

and more often by making them unhealthy and inaccessible.

Reference has already been made to Tamralipti and Saptagrama.

It is believed that the shifting of the beds of the Kosi river gave

rise to the swamps and floods that contributed to the ruin of the

city of Gauda. The capricious Padma has swept away so many
cities and villages within living memory, that we can well imagine

the devastating effect of this and other rivers on the province of

Bengal. In addition to the frequent shiftings of courses, the vast

deposit of silt by the rivers in the deltaic region, between the

Btegirathl and the Padm&, has been a potent instrument in
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changing its physical aspect to a considerable extent. For the

deposit of silt constantly raises the level of land in some areas

and makes the other regions comparatively lower and water-logged.

The vast Sunderban area in the delta offers an intriguing problem.

Many hold the view that the Sunderbans had once been a populous

tract but were depopulated by the ravages of nature and the

depredations of marauding peoples like the Maghs and the

Portuguese. Reference to the Khadl-vw/ia>^a ot-man4alay a flourish-

ing district in the Sena period which, in later ages, became part

of the dense forest, and to the country between the Biskhali and

Rabanabad which was depopulated by Maghs, may be recalled in

this connection. Epigraphic evidence proves that the marshy area

called Kotalipida, near Gopalganj in the district of Faridpur, was

once a thriving seat of civilisation and possibly a centre of sea-borne

trade and commerce. The change in the condition of the interior of

the districts of Jessore and Khulna in recent times also well illustrates

what might have taken place on a much larger scale during the

preceding centuries.^

IL BENGAL IN HOLY WRIT

The historic lands included within the area now known as

Bengal find no mention in the Vedic hymns. The horizon of the

earliest Aryan singers is apparently limited to the region extending

eastwards only as far as Bhagalpur. The theologians of the Aitareya

Brshmam,^ however, refer to peoples who lived in large numbers
beyond the frontiers of Aryandom and were classed as dasyus.

Among such folks we find mention of the Pundras. Puridranagara,

the capital city of this ancient people, is proved by epigraphic

evidence to have been situated in the Bogra district of Northern

Bengal. Some writers have traced the name of the Vangas, another

early Bengal tribe, to the Aitareya Aranyaka,^ In the text occur

^ For a full discussion, with references to authorities, of the changes in the

courses of rivers, cf. Physical Features of Ancient Bengal by Dr. R. C. Majumdar
(D. R. Bhandarkar Volume, pp. 341-364) and The Changing Face of Bengal-~-a

Study in Riverine Economy by Dr. Radhakamal Mookerjee (published by the

University of Calcutta). Reference may also be made to W. W. Hunter's A
Statistical Account of Bengal, C. R. Wilson's The Early Annals ofthe English in

Bengal, I. 128 ff, address on The Waterways in East Bengal, at the Rotary Club,

Dacca, by J. W. E. Berry (Amrita Bazar Fatrika, 15-6-38, p. 10) and JASB. 1895,

pp. 1-24 ; also cf. S. C. Majumdar, Rivers of the Bangui Delta, 1941, and N. K.

Bhattasali, Antiquity of the Lower Ganges and its Courses (Science and CulturCy

vn. 233-39.

* See infra p. 35.

’ n. I. 1. Keith, Ait. Ar. 101, 200.
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the words ^^Vayamsi Vahgavagadh&i-CerapSdsh** The expression

Vahgnvagadh^h has been emended to Vahga-Magadhsh, that is,

the peoples of Vahga and Magadha. The Aranyaka refers to them
as folks who were guilty of transgression. Commentators, ancient

and modern, differ as to the real meaning of the words used

in the text. The possibility that the expressions in the Aranyaka

signify old ethnic names is not excluded. But it is extremely

hazardous to build any theory about the antiquity of the Vahgas

on such fragile foundations.

The first unambiguous references to the Vafigas occur in the

ancient epics and the Dharmasutras, The Bodh9yana Dharma-

sntra^ divides the land known to it into three ethnic or cultural

belts which were regarded with varying degrees of esteem. The

holiest of the three was ArySvarta, lying between the Himalayas

and the western Vindhyas and watered by the upper Ganges and

the Jumna. The zone that stood next in point of sanctity embraced

Malwa, East and South Bihar, South Kathiawar, the Deccan, and

the lower Indus valley. The outermost belt was formed by the

Arattas of the Punjab, the Pundras of North Bengal, the Sauviras

occupying parts of Southern Punjab and Sind, the Vafigas of Central

and Eastern Bengal, and the Kalingas of Orissa and adjoining tracts.

The regions inhabited by these peoples were regarded as altogether

outside the pale of Vedic culture. Persons who lived amidst these

folks even for a temporary period were required to go through

expiatory rites.

In the epics the Vangas are no longer shunned as impure

barbarians. The Ramayana^ mentions them in a list of peoples

that entered into intimate political relations with the high-born

aristocrats of Ayodhys. The search parties that were sent to the

east in quest of the heroine are asked to visit the land of the

Pundras and Mandara.* The last mentioned place reminds one of

Madaran in Western Bengal (or Mandar Hill near Bhagalpur).

In the Great Epic* Bhima undertakes a hurricane campaign in

the land we call Bengal. Having killed the king of Modsgiri

(Monghyr) he fell on the mighty lord of the Pundras as well as the

potentate who ruled on the banks of the river Kosi. Having

defeated them he attacked the king of the Vangas. Next he reduced

to subjection the lords of Tamralipta (modern Tamluk in the

1 1 . 1. 25-31, L. Srinivasacharya’s ed., pp. 11-13.

* u. 10. 36-37—Yavadavartate chakram tavail me Vasundharaj
« * »

Vang-Anga-Magodha-Matsyah samriddhah Kaii-KosalUh.ll
» IV. 40. 23-25. Af6A.’n.30.’
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Midnapore district) and Karvata,.apparently a neighbouring place,

^

as well as the rulers of the Suhmas (in the present Hooghly district),

those who lived in maritime regions, and all the hordes of outlandish

barbarians (mlechchhas). Having conquered these territories and

despoiling them of their riches, the mighty victor advanced to the

Lauhitya (Brahmaputra). From all the kings of the mlechchhas

who dwelt on the sea-coast he exacted tribute and precious gems

of various kinds. In connection with the same campaign we have

reference to a people called Pra-Suhmas who must have lived near

the Suhmas in some part of Western Bengal.

Further light on the topography of Bengal in the epic age and

the growing esteem in which the land was held by poets of upper

India is thrown by the Tirthay3tr3 section of the Vanaparvan*

We have here pointed reference to the sanctity of the river

Karatoya which is known to have flowed past the city of Pupdra-

nagara (Mahasthangarh) in North Bengal and of the spot where

the Ganges emptied itself into the sea {GahgSySstatra rujendra

sSgarasya cha sahgame).

Jaina writers of the AchSrShga-sUtra? describe the land of the

Ladhas (Radha) in West Bengal as a pathless country inhabited by

a rude folk who attacked peaceful monks. In one of the VpShgas*

however, the Ladhas as well as the Vahgas are classed as Aryans. The

latter are represented as possessing the city of Tamalitti (Tamralipti

or Tamluk). The Ladhas had Kodivarisa for their chief city.

Kodivarisa (Kotivarsha) has been identified with modern Bangarh in

the Dinajpur district. In the Gupta and Pala periods Kotivarsha

was included in the Pundravardhana province and not in Radha.

The AchSrSnga-siitrcfi divides the land of Ladha into t^^o parts

named Vajjabhumi and Subbha (=Suhma-) bhumi, Vajjabhumi or

Vajrabhumi had its capital, according to commentators, at Panita-

bhhmi. The name VajrabhQmi, “Land of Diamond,” reminds us

of the sarkar of Madaran in South-west Bengal, mentioned in the

A'in-i-Akbari in which there was a diamond mine. The sarkar

answers to parts of the modern Birbhum, Burdwan, and Hooghly

districts. The ‘Land of Diamond’ may have extended westwards

as far as Kokhra on the borders of Bihar which was famous for its

diamond mines in the days of the Emperor Jahangir.

The Suhmas are, as we have seen above, mentioned in the

Mahabharata. They also appear in the Buddhist Samyutta Nikaya*

^ It is tempting to identify the Karvafas with the Kharwirs of Midnapore

and other districts of Western Bengal (Hunter, III. 49, SI etc.).

» Ch. 85. 2-4. » I. 8. 3. See infra p. 36. ‘ lA. 1891, p. 375.

• 1.8. 3 /Jacobi /nS.fl.£. XXII. 84,264.
* v. 89; Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, II. 1252.
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and the Tel<^tta Jstaka' under the name of Sumbhas. Their chief

town was Setaka (or Desaka). A l^vetaksdhishthsna is often

referred to in the inscriptions of the Eastern Gahgas, but its identity

is uncertain.

The Great Epic distinguishes the Suhmas from the people of

Tamiuk, but the DaeaktmSra-charit(^ includes Dsmalipta (Tamra-

lipta or Tamluk) in the Suhma territory. The Pavanadata^ of

Dhoyi (twelfth century a.d.) places the Suhma country on the

Ganges and refers to the famous shrines of Mursri (Vishnu), of

Raghukulaguru (the Sun), and of ArdhangrlSvara (combined form

of iSiva and his consort) that adorned the land. Mention is also

made of a city of 6iva (ChandrUrdhammli) and an embankment

that commemorated King Vallslasena. These details, to which

attention is invited by several writers,* point to the Triveui-Sapta-

grsma-Pandua area in the Hooghly district as the heart of the

Suhma country. Nilakantha* equates Suhma with Rsdhs. Accord-

ing to the DigviJaya-prakSia,* the last mentioned territory lies tcf

the east of Birbhum and to the north of the river Dgmodar. The
“Land of Diamond” should be excluded from that part of RddhS
which was known as Suhma.

Early Buddhist vvriters who knew the “Sumbhas” show little

acquaintance with the Vahgas. A knowledge of that ancient people

is sometimes inferred from the epithets Vangantaputta and VahgUa
found in the PsH canon.^ But the earliest clear Buddhist literary

reference to Vahga is probably that contained in the Milinda-pahho.*

Psnini, who flourished long before the second century b.c.,

knows Gau<^pura* but not Vahga. The last mentioned territory is,

however, well-known to his great commentator, Patawjali.'®

III. THE HISTORIC PERIOD

The literary references in the Vedic, Epic, and SQtra texts,

both Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical, do not admit of a definite

* Jat. I. No. 96. ' Sixth Uchchhvasa, Mitraguptaeharitam,
* vv.27ff.

* Cf. R. D. Banerji, JASB. 1909, pp. 245 ff, G. M. Sarkar, JL. xvi. 23, 57,

78 ; C. Chakravarti, PavonarfUtom of Dhoyi, Introduction, p. 25.

* Commentary on Mbh. ii. 30, 16.

* ForiwMiri, 1340(b.s.), M&gha, p. 610. The work is attributed to a con-

temporary of Pratspsditya(S. Mitra, yamAor-jrAif/nSr/rMani, 132).

* EHBR. 8 ; Manoratha-pXiranh, I. 270 ; ApadSna, II. 497 (v. 29).

* Malalasekera, Dictionary ofPbll Proper Names, II. 802 ; 5 R.£. xxxvi. ii.

269 (Text 359). The Vahga (Vanka) of the MahSnIddesa, 1. 154, may not refer

to the famous Janapada in Bengal, but to Bangka near Sumatra.
* vi, 2. 99-100. >• iv. 1. 4 ; iv. 2. 1 ; Kielhom’s ed., vol. ii. 269, 282.
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chronological arrangement. For a chronological treatment of the

subject it is necessary to turn to the evidence of literature, Indian

and foreign, assignable to well-known epochs, and that of early

epigraphs.

The historians of Alexander refer to a people whom they call

the Gangaridai. According to the evidence of Pliny, Ptolemy, and

many other classical writers, the people in question occupied the

country of the lower Ganges and its distributaries. Jaina and

Buddhist legends connect the names of the great Mauryas and their

contemporaries with Pupdravardhana, and Chinese pilgrims found

Atokan monuments in various parts of the province. The existence

of Pundranagara in the Maurya epoch is, in the opinion of some

scholars, proved by an old Brshmi inscription,* unearthed at

Mahasthsngarh in the Bogra district.

Glimpses of Bengal in the early centuries after Christ are

afforded by the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, the Geography of

Ptolemy, the MUinda-pahho, and the NagSrjunikonda inscriptions.

The Periplus, describing the east coast of India, mentions the river

Ganges and a market-town on its bank which had the same name
as the river. The city of Gange is also mentioned by Ptolemy who
describes it as a metropolis and distinguishes it from Tamalites i.e.

Tflmralipti. Of special interest is Ptolemy’s reference to the five*

mouths of the Ganges ; namely, the Kambyson mouth, the most
western ; the second mouth, called Mega ; the third called

Kamberikhon
; the fourth styled Pseudostomon ; and the fifth

mouth. Antibole. Opinions differ in regard to the identification of

these distributaries. In the opinion of the present writer, Kambyson
stands for Sanskrit Kapils mentioned by KfilidSsa. This answers

to the modern KSs&i which flows past Midnapore and, like the

RupnSrfiyan, may have been erroneously supposed to be a branch
of the Ganges. The Mega has been identified with the Hooghly.
The Kamberikhon is said to represent the Kobbadak or Kabadak
(Kapotsksha), the “Cobbaduck” of Rennell’s map, which flows

past Jhinkargachha. A more plausible identification would be with

the Kum&ra (Kumaraka) river which issues out of the Matsbhanga
branch of the Padma and joining the Gorai, ultimately empties

itself into the Haringhata estuary and the Arialkhan.* The
Pseudostomon, “False Mouth,” is probably so called as it lay

concealed behind numerous islands. It is taken to correspond to

i Barua, IHQ. 1934, pp. 57 ff; D. R. Bhandarkar, El. xxi. 83 ff ; P. C. Sen,
IHQ. 1933. pp. 722 ff.

• Strabo (xv. i. 13) refers to ‘a single mouth.’
* Hunter, n. 172 ff ; v. 261 ff etc.
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the estuary of the Padms and the M^hns. The Antibole (lit.

“thrown*back”)^ is regarded by some as identical with the old

Gahga that flows past Dacca. The precise identity must await

future research.

The ‘Milinda-pahh<^ mentions Vahga in a list of maritime

countries where ships congregated for purposes of trade. In the

Nagarjunikonda inscriptions* we have reference to Vahga in connec-

tion with the missionary activities of “the masters and fraternities

of monks” of Ceylon.

From the fourth century a.d. onwards the epigraphic records

which are assignable to distinct chronological periods (such as the

Gupta, early post-Gupta, Fala and Sena ages) enable us to trace

more clearly the chief political or geographical divisions and

administrative units of Bengal. Unfortunately the boundaries of

some of the units cannot be fixed with any degree of certainty, and

the difficulty is increased by the fact that the extent of even

well-known divisions like Gau^a, Vanga, and Rsdha varied 'm

different ages. All that we can do at the present state of our

knowledge is to enumerate the more important divisions with short

explanatory notes of the various connotations of the names gleaned

from epigraphic and literary sources.

GAUDA

The precise location of Gauda, which emerges from obscurity

before the sun of the Guptas set for ever, is a matter regarding

which there has been considerable divergence of opinion. As already

stated, a Gaudapura is mentioned by Fsnini. Products of Gauda
are well known to the* Kautiliya Arthaiastra.* The country is also

familiar to Vstsyfiyana, the author of the Kamasutra} We learn

from the Haraha inscription* of S54 a.d. that l^Snavarman Maukhari

forced the Gauda people to seek refuge in the sea. This points to

a country not very far from the sea-coast.’ In the seventh

' Has it any reference to the action of the Brahmaputra in silting up and

<frh’/ng back the Ganges! (Hunter, v. 266).

* See supra p. 10, f.n. 8. » El. xx. 22 ff. • Book n. 13.

‘ Benares ed. (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Book Depot), pp. US, 294.

* EL xtv. 117.

’ It is interesting to recall in this connection the statement of AbiiT-Fazi

{Ain. II. 120) that the Ggnges “after spreading into a thousand channels joins the

sea at Sstgaon.” Fredericke (1570 a.d.) found an “infinite number of ships” at

Buttor (Bator) near Sxtgson (Hunter, iii. 309). The estuary j^. Khs^i of

inscriptions) of the Sarasvati may have been regarded in those days as an aim of

the sea. The G^u^^•vlshaya lay not very far from it. A few PurBpas indudiog the

Matsyanfet to the Gauda-desa as the territory where a veiy ancient IkshvHku king
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century a.d. a Gau^a king had undoubtedly his capital at

Karnasuvarpa near Rungamutty (Rshgsmsti), some twelve miles

to the south of Murshidabad.^

The Brihat-samhilS of Varahamihira® (sixth century a.d.)

clearly restricts Gaudaka to a part of Bengal which is distinguished

not only from Paupdra (North Bengal), Tamraliptika (part of the

Midnapore district), Vahga and Samatata (Central and Eastern

Bengal), but also from Vardhamana (Burdwan). Curiously enough,

the Bhavishya PurSn^ defines Gauda as a territory lying to the

north of Burdwan and south of the Padma. This corresponds to

the kingdom of Gauda-Karpasuvarna described by writers of the

seventh century a.d. The Anargha-rSghavc^ of Murari (latter

half of the eighth century a.d.) mentions Champa as the capital

{rSjadhSm) of the Gaudas in the time of that poet. This city is

probably identical with Champanagari in the sarksr of Madaran

mentioned in the A’in-i-Akban. It stood on the left bank of the

Damodar, north-west of the city of Burdwan.*

The records of the Pala and the Sena dynasties and of

contemporaneous families who held sway from the latter half of the

eighth century a.d. to the Muslim conquest, enable us to glean some

additional information about Gauda and its relation with VaAga

during the period of their rule. The potentate who exercised

supreme sovereignty in Bengal in the time of Nagabhata n Pratthsra

(first part of the ninth century a.d.) is referred to as Vaisgapati

(lord of Vahga) in the Gwalior inscription of Bhoja i, * grandson of

Nagabhata ii. But from the time of Devapala, and possibly from

that of his father Dharmapala himself, the contemporary and

rival of Nagabhata ii Pratlhara, and Dhruva and Govinda in

Rashtrakuta, the title Gaude&vara becomes the official style of the

reigning emperors. Gauda is, however, still referred to as a vishaya

or district as we learn from a Kanheri inscription® of Amoghavarsha l

(814-877 A.D.). The existence of Vanga as a political or adminis-

built the city of ^^ravasti. The evidence probably points to SravastifSahet Mahet>ia

Conda in Kosala or Oudh, and not to the place of that name in Northern Bengal.

It is, however, important to note that the expression Gauda-drin does not occur in

the corresponding text of the Mahabharata and the Vd,yu and Brahma PurSt^as. It

is thus an obvious interpolation. In the Jfanuuutra, the Kosalas, that is to say,

the people of the ^ivasti region, ruled over by early IkshvBku kings, are clearly

distinguished from the Gaudas (Rayebaudhuri, PUAL 4th ed., pp. S3d-537),

> Watters, ii. 192, 340 ; Hunter, ix. 92. a. JASB. 1853, p. 281 ; 1893, p. 31S ;

1908, p. 281. See//!/rap.60.
2 XIV. 6-8. ’ lA. 1891, p. 419 f,

* JASB. 1908, p. 279 ; for the date of the poet see Keith, The Sanskrit Drama,

p.225,
* Hunter, i. 368. * EL xvin. 108. ' U. xiu. 134.
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trative unit in the same period is proved by the Nilgund inscription*

of the same RsshtrakQta monarch. Gauda and VaAga are sometimes

mentioned side by side as in the Baroda Plates of Karkarsja* (811*

12 A.D.), But political union under the same sovereign, styled both

Vahgapati and Gaude^vara, was fast making them interchangeable

terms. The process was complete in the Mughal and British periods.

In a record^ of the time of Aurangzeb ‘Alamgir, the sabah of Bengal,

over which Shsyista Khan presided, is referred to as Gau^a-mott^aln.

In the nineteenth century a Bengali poet hailing from the Jessore

district in the heart of old Vahga, applies to his own countrymen

the designation Gau4ajana.

Regarding the connection of Gauda with Radha evidence seems

to be discrepant. In the Prabodha-chandrodayc^ of Krishna MUra
(eleventh or twelfth century A.D.), the OtM^a-rBshira is said to

have included Radha (or Radhapurl) and BhQri^reshthika, identifi^

with Bhursut on the banks of the Damodar in the Hooghly-Howrah

districts. But the Managoli inscription* of the Yadava king Jaitugi i

distinguishes Lala (Radha) from Gaula (Gauda).

According to Jaina writers* of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries Gau^ included Lakshmanavati in the present Malda

district. If the commentator of the KSmasVlra of VatsyByana is

to be believed, it extended southward as far as Kalihga.* It may
be noted in this connection that the Saktisangama-tantra,* a late

mediaeval work, extends the country from Vahga (Central and

Eastern Bengal) to Bhuvane^a (Orissa). The RSjatarahgin^

(twelfth century) uses the term in a very extended sense. We
find in this work the expression Pancha-Gauda which in some

texts is taken to embrace, besides Gau^a proper, the countries

known as Ssrasvata (Eastern Punjab), Khnyakubja (Gangetic

Doab), Mithila (North Bihar) and Utkala (Northern Orissa).*®

This is reminiscent of the Gauda empire of Dharmapsla. But there

is no early warrant for the use of the term Gauda in this wide sense.

In the early Muslim period the name Gauda came to be

applied to the city of LakshmapSvatl in the Malda district. It is

‘ El. VI. 103. * lA. xn. 160. » ASI. I92M3, p. 145.
* Act. II ; IHQ. 1928, p. 239; BhSratavarsha. mi (B.8.), 6r«vapa, p.239.
* El. v. 29 ; cf. also Jyottshaiatvam quoted in Sabdaka^inma, pp. Ili9>l]60

(under Rsdkoka). The Digvijttya-pmk'iaa places Rsdha*deia to the west of
Oauda (yasumatl, 1340, MEgha, p. 610).

* 1908, p. 281.

* Benares edition, p. 293. The commentator wrote in the thirteenth century
(Keith, A Hbtory ofSanskrit lAurature, 469).

* ‘Ciauda’ in the habdsdcalpadruma. * iv. 469.
** Skm^ Parana quoted in the Sabdakalpadruma (under “Oau^a'*).
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perhaps this Gauda which is at times included within Pu^dra by

some authorities of a late date.^ There was also a Gauda in

North Sylhet.*

VAi^GA

The earlier references to this famous janapada have been noted

above. It is mentioned in the Meherauli inscription* of Chandra
and one of the earliest records of the Chslukyas of Vatspi.*

Kalidasa, the traditional contemporary of Dihnaga (fifth century

A.D.), places the Vangas amidst the streams of the Ganges {GangH^

srotd*ntaraJ^ The western boundary of their country possibly at

times extended beyond the Hooghly to the river Kapi§a or KasSi

in the Midnapore district. The inclusion within Vanga of an area

beyond the Hooghly is also vouched for by the Jaina Upfinga styled

the Prajn^panS, which mentions Tfimralipti (Tamluk) as a city of

the Vangas.* The Tamluk territory is, however, usually mentioned

in literature as a distinct region.

Vafiga of Pftla and Sena records seems to have been a smaller

tract than the old territory known to the Jaina PrajhSpanS and the

Raghuvamia of Kalidasa. It could not have extended as far as

Tamluk, as the district beyond the BhagirathT, which was once
included within its area, now formed part of the Vardhamana-

bhukti. Even a part of the delta embracing Jessore and certain

adjoining tracts came to be distinguished as Upavafiga. This last-

mentioned territory is already referred to in the Brihat-samhit9 of

Varahamihira.’ The Digvijaya-prakctiQj^ a mediaeval work assigned

to cir. 1600 A.D., places in Upavafiga Jessore and some other tracts

abounding in forest {Upavahge Yakor^dyah de^h knmm^samyut^h).

Vafiga proper was now restricted to the eastern part of the Gangetic

delta. If the AbhidhUna-chmt^mani^ of Hemachandra and the

Jayamahgala^^ of Yafcodhara are to be believed, it was identified

‘ Bhavishya PurUna, lA, 1891, p. 419 ; cf. Sahdakalpadruma (quoting the

Trikanifasesha) under “Varcndrl.” It is, however, to be noted that the PurUna

places Gauda south of the Padms.
• JASB. 1873, p. 236. » Fleet, CIL lu. 141.

The MahakUta Pillar inscription. lA, xix. 7 ff.

* Raghuvamsa, iv. 36. • lA. 1891, p. 375.
* XIV. 8. Jathara of the passage has been identified with Ja{ar Deal (S. Mitra,

Ya&ohar»Khulnnr ItihUsa, 69).

• S. Mitra, op, cit, 4, 132.

• BhnmikSn^af VahgSstu HarikefiyUh,

Vahgu LohityUt pnrvena (Benares ed., pp. 294-95). It may be noted in
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with or included some territory on the east of the Brahmaputra.

Hemachandra actually equates the people of Vafiga with the in-

habitants of Harikeli (Sylhet ?).^

In the later Pala period Vahga was divided into two parts,

northern and southern {anuttara). It is to be noted that the sister

province of Rsdha was also from the ninth or tenth century a.d.

divided into two regions styled £///jrfl-R5dha and i)a/:j/;/W-Radh5.*

Amttara or southern Vanga is distinctly referred to in the Kamauli

Grant® of Vaidyadeva, a minister of Kumarapffla. The two divisions

of Vanga implied in Vaidyadeva’s Grant may have corresponded

roughly to the two bhSgas of the same territory mentioned in later

Sena inscriptions, namely the Vikramapura-W/5gfl and Navya.

Of the two sub-divisions of Vanga, the Vikramapura-WSga is

well-known. But in the Sena period it seems to have embraced a

wider area than the modern pargana of Vikrampur in the Dacca

Division watered by the Padms. It seems to have stretched south-*

ward as far as the Kotalipsda and Edilpur ParganUs.

Nsvya as a sub-division of Vahga is mentioned in the

Madhyapada Plate of Vi^varupasena.^ A recent writer regarded

Nsnya-mandala of the Rsmpal Plate as a mistake for Navya-

mapdala.® He further identified NehakSshthi in that nian4ala with

Naikathi in the Bskarganj district. The record of Vi§varupascna

includes in the Navya region the Rsmasiddhipataka which has been
^

identified by the writer mentioned above with a village in the

Gaurnadi area of Bakarganj. In the east Navya extended to the

sea i.e, the head of the Bay and the estuary of the Meghna.® ^

Navya, which means “accessible by a boat or ship,” is a fitting

designation of the south-eastern part of the Gangetic delta which

is a labyrinth of rivers and creeks. As Navyam has the sense of

newness, one is reminded of Navyavaka^ika (lit. new intermediate

space or opening) of the Faridpur Grants of the sixth century 40.’

The two places may have been connected with each other. But

the data at our disposal are too scanty to warrant any definite

conclusion regarding the matter.

this connection that Sonsrgson, the chief city of Vanga during the early Muslim

period, is situated about 2 miles inland from the Brahmaputra creek (Hunter,

V. 71 and the map in the volume).

» EHBP, I. IV. * EL xxm. 74, 105,

’ CL. 140. ^ IB. 146, 194.

* J. Ghosh, Panchapushpa^ 1339 (b.s.), Phfilguna, p. 369.

e IB. 142, 146,

LL 1910, p. 200; DR. 1920, pp. 42, 87; El xvm, 76
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SAMATATA

This territory finds mention in the Allahabad Pillar inscription

of Samudragupta and later records. Its exact limits in the Gupta
age are not known. The Brihat-samhita,^ a work of the sixth

century a. d., distinguishes it from Vanga. The narrative in the

record of Hiuen Tsang in the next century describes it as a low and
a moist country on the sea-side that lay to the south of Ksmariipa

( in Assam ). It was more than three thousand // i.e. about

500 British miles in circuit and its capital was about twenty // i.e.

about 3} miles in circuit. If the identification of Rajabhata, king

of Samata(a, mentioned by Far Eastern travellers, with RSjarsja-

bhatta of the Ashrafpur Plates be correct, then it is possible that

in the seventh century a.d., Samataia had a royal residence at

KarmSnta.^ This plac^ has been identified with Badksmts in the

district of Tippera, situated twelve miles west of Comilla. The
connection of Samatata with the Tippera district in later ages is

clearly established by the BsghsurS image inscription of the time

of Mabipsla, and the Mehsr copper-plate of Dsmodaradeva, dated

1234 A.D. Hiuen Tsang’s description suggests that in his time it

may have included within its political boundaries a part of Central

Bengal in addition to Tippera. A descriptive label attached to a
picture of Lokanstha in a certain illustrated manuscript places

Champitals in the Tippera district in Samatata.’

HARIKELA

Writers of the seventh century mention, beside the land described

above, a country called Harikela. According to I-tsing* it was the

eastern limit of East India. The evidence of the Chinese writer is

confirmed by that of the Karpura-mahjan (ninth century a.u.) which

includes Harikela girls among women of the east :

“Thou gallant of the women of the East, thou champak-hXoom ear-ornament
of the town of Champs, thou whose lustre transcends the loveliness of Radhs,
who hast conquered Ksmarupa by thy prowess, who providest merry-makings
ikeli) for Harikeli.”*

In the epigraphic records of the Chandra dynasty of Eastern

Bengal, Trailokyachandra, ruler of Chandradvipa (Bskarganj district),

is described as the mainstay of the king of Harikela. The lexico-

grapher Hemachandra identifies Harikelt, apparently the city of

' MV. 6-8 ‘See infra pp. 86-87.
* Fouchcr, Icon. 102, pi. iv. 3 ; Bhatt. Cat. 12. l-taing. XLVi.
’ Konow and Lanman’s ed. and tr. iflOS), pp. 22Mn.

3
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Harikela, with VaAga.^ It has been recently pointed out by a young
writer that the Mahjukn-mulakalpa mentions Harikela, VaAga, and
Samatata as distinct entities and that in two manuscripts in the

Dacca University collection, Harikola, that is possibly Harikela, is

synonymous with Sylhet.* The cwiAtnct of tht Man]uirl-mulakalpa
need not, however, be taken to suggest that Harikela was dissociated

from VaAga in all ages. Hie case of Tsmralipta suggests that a

jampada which is mentioned as a separate kingdom by one authority

may have formed part of a neighbouring realm in a different epoch.

CHANDRADVIPA

Cbandradvlpa is mentioned in the Rampal copper-plate inscrip-

tion as the name of the territory ruled over by Trailokyachandra

(tenth or eleventh century a.d.). The famous Tars image of

Cbandradvlpa is illustrated in a manuscript dated 1015 a.d.* * In

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was the name of a small

principality in the district of Bskarganj of which the capital was at

first at Kachua and subsequently removed to Madhavpasa.* It is

identified with the parganS of Bagls (Bskls) in the sarkar of the

same name mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari.^

The Madhyapads inscription of Vi^varQpasena mentions two

interesting place-names. These are “Bsngalabada” and “-ndradvipa.”

The last name has been restored by different scholars as Kandradvlpa,

Indradvlpa and Chandradvlpa. The reading Chandradvlpa is

supported by the fact that the territory in question included

GhsgharakRtti-pataka. As is well-known, Ghsghar is the name of

a stream that flowed past Phulla^ri in north-west Bskarganj in the

days of the poet Vijayagupta (fifteenth century a.d.). It exists

to the present day.

VAlSGALA

BsAgslabada< stood to the south of Rsmasiddhi mentioned

above which has been identified with a place in Gaurnadi in the

BakarganJ distiict. The name can scarcely be dissociated from
Vangala-de^a mentioned in epigraphic and literary records since the

eleventh century a.d. It was VaAgala, rather than VaAga, that

> See supra p. 15, f.n. 9.

* Foucher, Icon. 135-37
;
Bhatt. Cat. 12 ff.

* H. Beveridge, The District ofBakarganJ, 72 ff.

‘ Ibid. 70 ; Ain. n. 123, 134.

* For Fe^S-bouse see JffQ. 1939, p. 140.

• BHBP. I. iii-iv.
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gave its name to the great eastern subah of tb Mughal empire that

stretched from Chittagong to Garhi, and to the great Presidency of

British India round Fort William. Abu’l-Fazl apparently regarded

Vahga and Vahgsla as identical. He says ;

“The original name of Bengal was Bang. Its former rulers raised mounds
measuring ten yards in height and twenty in breadth throughout the province

which were called al. From this suflTix. the name Bengal took its rise and

currency."*

But Vahga and Vahg^da are mentioned separately in several

inscriptions of South India and the Tarikh-i-Firuzshahi of Shams-i-

Sirfij ‘Afif.* Though a Vangjla army advanced as far as Pghsrpur

in the Rajshahi district in the eleventh century a.d.* and the

dominions of the Chandra kings of Vangsla embraced, according

•to tradition,* PattikerS and Mrikula or Mehsrakula in Tippera as

well as Rangpur and Chittagong, the home territory of the Vahgglas

does not seem to have lain in any of these areas. In a book dealing

with the Maynnmatl-Gopichsnd legend we have pointed reference

to Vahgala Langobardi hailing from Bhati : “BhSti haite Sila

VBngBla Jambs lambs d^di?

Bhati, Jit. “downstream," “land of the ebb-tide,” is the name
given to the low-lying flats of the Gangetic delta that border on the

great estuaries. TSranatha refers to “Bati" as an island-realm

near the mouth of the Ganges.* Abu’l-Fazl confines the Bhati.’ to

‘the tract of country on the east’ of the subah of Bengal.’ The
name is still used to denote the Sundarban region of the districts of

Bakarganj and Khulna. The derivation of the name Vahgala

(VaAgax3i, from Sli, “dike”) supports its identification with the

part of old Vanga (not the whole as stated by Abu’l-Fazl) intersected

by Jihsjs and creeks, and abounding in dikes and bridges, that was

known as Bhati in the days of Akbar and Taranatha. It is in this

area that Gastaldi (1561 a.d.) places his “Bengala.” European

writers of the seventeenth centuiy place “Bengala” further to the

east. But their evidence, valuable as it is for the contemporaneous

period, does not carry the same weight as that of Gastaldi for the

earlier ages.*

* Ain. n. 120 * El. v. 257/ EHBP. i. v; E A D. m. 295.
' El. xn. 98.

* Mo'namarir Can (Dacca Sahitya Parishad) ; Hunter, vu. 312; //4£0. 1898,

p. 22. Bhatt. Cat. 10-11 ; El. xvu. 351.

* MUnikehandra Rsjsr GSn, 12. JASB. 1878, p. 150.

* lA. TV (1875), p. 366. * Ain. n. 116.
* JASB. 1908, p. 292; Raychaudhuri, 189-190 ; R. Mookerjee, The.

Changing Face ofBengal, PI. m-iv (List of Maps). For other views and a detailed

discussion on Vangala, cf. IHQ. xvi. 225 ff.
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PUl^DRA AND VARENDRl

Mention has already been made of the PuQdras, a people known

to later Vedic texts and the Great Epic. The Digvijaya section of

the Mahsbharata places them to the east of Monghyr and associates

them with the prince who ruled on the banks of the Kosi. This

accords with the evidence of Gupta epigraphs and the records of

the Chinese writers which agree in placing the territory of the

Pupdras—then styled Pundravardhana—in North Bengal. The

distinction drawn by some writers between the Pundras and the

Paundras and the location of the Paundras to the east of Prayaga

and west of Magadha^ lack corroboration by Gupta epigraphs and

is not countenanced by the testimony of Chinese pilgrims.

Varendrl or Varendri-man^a/n was the metropolitan district of

the Pundravardhana territory, as the city of Paundravardhana-pwra—

the Pundra-wagara of an old Brahml inscription—was situated withih

its area. The form Varendra (-1) -mandala occurs in the Talcher

Grant® of Gayadatungadeva and the Kavi-praiasti of the Ramacharita

of Sandhyakara Nandi. The latter definitely locates it between the

Ganges and the KaratoyS. Its inclusion within Pundravardhana is

proved by the Silimpur, Tarpandighi and Madhainagar inscriptions.

The TabaqSt-i-NSsirl mentions BSrind as a wing of the territory of

Lakhnawati on the eastern side of the Ganges. The evidence of

Indian literature and inscriptions proves that it included considerable

portions of the present Bogra, Rajshahi and Dinajpur districts. An
important part of Varendrl was apparently known as Ssvatthi or

^ravasti. This territory included Baigram near Hili in the Dinajpur

district, Krodafija or Kolascha (in Dinajpur or Bogra) and a place

called Tarkari which was separated from Btllagrama in Varendrl by
Sakati, apparently a river.® Among other localities of Varendrl may
be mentioned BhavagrSma, Belahishti, KSntapura and NslSri.*

The first two I am unable to identify. KSntapura reminds one of

Kantanagara of the Dinajpur district, while Natari is undoubtedly

Nator in the district of Rajshahi. Varendrl may have also included

Paduvanva which some writers identify with Pabna.®

RADHA

This far-famed territory was, like Vanga, divided into two parts

viz., Dakshina- or South Radha and Uttara- or North Radha. This

> Sastri, Cat. tv. 57. » JASB. N.S. xn. 293.

» EL xm. 290 ; Ksm. S3s. 137, 155 and errata ; AS/. 1930-34, Part n. 257-58

;

/C. u. 358.

« OL. 133 : IB. 100, 108 ; lA. 1891. p. 420.

® See itifia Gh. vi. j 6.
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mode of division which can be traced back to the ninth century A.D.

apparently replaces the older segmentation of the area into Vajja-

bhQmi and SubbhabhQmi.

dakshu^a-rAdhA

This part of Radhs is mentioned in the Gaonri Plates^ of

Vakpati Munja (981 a.d.). Ten years later it is referred to in the

NySyakandati of Srldharacharya.* It figures in Chola records of

1023-25 as Takkanaladam. Among other references may be men-

tioned those in the AmareSvara Temple inscription® of MandhatS

(Nimar district in the Central Provinces), composed by Halayudha,

the Prabodha-chandrodaya * of Krishna MUra and the Chandt of

Kavikankana MukundarSma ® According to these records Dakshina-

Rsdha included Bhurisrishti or BhuriSreshthika (modern Bhursut)

and Navagrama in the Howrah and Hooghly districts, as well as

Damunya (to the west of the Damodar) in the Burdwan district.

It is clear from this that the territory in question embraced consider-

able portions of Western Bengal lying between the Ajay and the

Damodar rivers. The southern boundary may have reached the

Rupnarayan and the western boundary may have extended beyond

the Damodar far into the Arambagh sub-division. Tradition, how-

ever, recorded in the Digvijaya-prakaia, restricts Riidhs to the

territory lying north of the Damodar (Damodar-ottare bhsge

R3(fhadehali praklrtitdh)? Closely connected with Dakshina-Radha

as a territory subject to the same ruling family (Sura) was Apara-

Mandara, perhaps identical with Ma(n)daran in the Arambagh
sub-division of Hooghly.

UTTARA RADHA-MANDALA

The northern part of the famous land of RadhS was known as

Uttara-Radha {Uttiraladam of Chola inscriptions) at least as early

as the time of the Gafiga king Devendravarman. This fact is

known from the Indian Museum Plates’ of the Ganga year 308

which possibly falls in the ninth century a.d. This district is also

known from the Belava and Naihati Grants. The last mentioned

* El. xxm. 105. » JASB. 1912, p. 341.
* Hiralal, Inss. in C.P. and Berar (2nd. ed.), p. 72 ; IC. i. 502 f.

* Act. II. ' Cal. Univ. ed., Pt. i. p. 20.

* See swpni p. 10. f.n. 6 and p. 14, f.n. 5.

’ £1. xxm. 74,
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record includes it within the Vardhamsna-Mwitr/. But in the time

of Lakshma^asena it formed part of the Kankagrlma-hAuArt/.^

Among places mentioned in inscription* as being situated in

Uttara-Radhs, Siddhalagrsma has been identified with Siddhan-

gram in the Birbhum district, and VallahitthS with Balutiya on

the northern borders of the Burdwan district. The Saktipur Grant

of Lakshmanasena suggests that the mmi4ala of Uttara-Rsdha also

embraced villages in the Kandi sub-division of Murshidabad.

The river Ajay is usually regarded as constituting the boundary

line between north and south Radha, But the inclusion of a part

of the Katwa sub-division within Uttara-Radhs may imply that at

times the Khari, rather than the Ajay, separated northern RadhS

from southern R&dha. As to the northern limits of the Uttara-

Radha-mant/a/u, it has already been stated above that the Jaina

PraJnSparul knows Kotlvarsha or Bangarh in the Dinajpur district

as a city in Radha. The Chandraprabhs of Bharata Mallika refeis

to a part of Radha which lay north of the Ganges (Uttara-Ganga-

Radham).^ It is, however, clear from contemporary inscriptions

and the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

the Ganges formed the boundary between “Ral and the city of

Lakhan-or” on the one hand, and “Barind and the city of Diw-kot

on the other.”*

TAMRALIPTA (-LlPTl) OR DAMALIPTA

Tamralipta is already known to the Mahabharata, In the

Digvijaya section of the Sabhaparvan it is distinguished not only

from territories known to have been situated in Northern, Eastern

and Central Bengal, but also from Suhma. This state of things

changed in later ages when Tamralipti is represented as having

formed a part of Vanga in the time of the Jaina Prajaapana, and

of Suhma in the days of Dandin, the author of the Daiakumara-

charita. The core of the territory lay in the modern Midnapore

district and its capital has been identified with Tamalites of Ptolemy,

the modern Tamluk. In the days of Hiuen Tsang it lay over 900 li,

that is about 150 miles, from Samatata and was about 1400 li

(about 233 miles) in circuit. “The land was low and moist,”

forming a bay where land and water communication met.

Having surveyed the chief traditional political and geographical

divisions of Bengal, we may now refer to the administrative units

i £/. xxt. 218.

» p. 35.

• JRAS. 1935, p. 99 ; IB. 71.

* Nsslrl. I. 584-86.
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of the province in different periods. Epigraphic records enable us

to determine with a tolerable degree of certainty the approximate

location of at least the more important divisions, called bhuktis.

The term bhukti, which we first find in the Gupta records, literally

means an ‘allotment’ but was applied to denote the biggest

administrative unit within a kingdom or empire.

A bhukti was usually divided into smaller areas styled vishaya,

man4ala or vlthi. Vishaya and man^ala are sometimes used as

synonymous terms. Khadi, which is referred to as a vishaya in

the Barrackpore Grant, is styled a man4ala in the Sundarban Plate

of Lakshmapasena. But a vishaya is at times included within a

man4a!a. Conversely a mancfala is at times included within a

vishaya. The Khalimpur Plate of Dharmapsla refers to the

MahantaprakSia-v/j/wya apparently as a part of the Vy«ghratatl-

manifala. On the other hand, the Bangarh inscription refers to

the Gokaliktr-wflMi/a/a as a part of the Kotlvarsha-VK/iaya.

The terms vishaya and mancfala were in rare cases possibly

used to denote the same administrative division as bhukti. Thus
Magadha which is styled a vishaya in the colophon of a manuscript

of the AshfasShasrika Praj hSpSramita ^ written in the fifteenth year

of Rsmapsla, is styled a bhukti in a Nalanda Seal inscription.* It

is, however, possible that the Magadha-v/i/raya was only a part of

the Mag&dha-bhukti. In the Irds inscription DsnyAdi-bhukti is

referred to as a man4ala of the Vardhamsna-h/raAr//. Apparently

we have to class bhuktis into two groups, namely major bhuktis

and minor bhuktis. The latter were at times equated with

manifalas.

The denotation of the term vithi in the Gupta age is not

clear. In later times it appears as a sub-division of the bhukti as

well as the matufala. Other sub-divisions of mc.^4alas referred to

in epigraphs are kha^4ala, Svritti, and apparently, bhSga. The
Svritti was further sub-divided into chaturakas and the latter into

pStakas. The chaturaka is mentioned in certain grants as a sub-

division of a mc.n4ala, and the pataka, of a bhaga. The pataka
seems to have been the lowest administrative unit. Hemachandra
defines it as one-half of a grama or village.

Inscriptions of the Gupta age disclose or imply the existence

of three bhuktis in the area now known as Bengal viz., Pundra-

vardhana, Vardhamffna, and an unnamed bhukti which included

Suvarna-vtthi and NavySvakstiks. The first two of these along
with five others viz., Tita-bhukii, trinagzxa-bhukti, KankagrSma-
bhukti, Danda-bhukti and Pragjyotisha-hhu^fj are known from the

» Bl, 269 ; PB.9i. * ^5/. 1927-28. p. 139.
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Pala and Sena records to have formed part of the Gauda empire.

Of these Tirarbhukti (Tirhut in North Bihar), ^rinagara*hAtiJtfi

or Magadha-MwArr/ (in South Bihar), and Pragjyotisha-Mwjfcfi (in

Assam) in the main lay beyond the limits of Bengal proper.

An old bhukti was sometimes incorporated with a neighbouring

division, and a new bhukti carved out of an older one. In the Irda

record of the tenth century a.d., Danda-Mw/:// forms part of the

VardhamSna-ft/jMi//. In the time of Laksmanasena the northern

part of the Vardhamana-WwA://, together perhaps with some
adjacent tracts, was constituted into a separate administrative

division styled Kankagrfima-WwJt//.

We now proceed to give a brief account of the bhuktis included

within Bengal proper with the sub-divisions or smaller units into

which they were split up for administrative purposes.

I. PUNDRAVARDHANA-BHUKTI

It is mentioned in Gupta epigraphs ranging from the years

124 to 224 that is from 444 to 544 a.d. In the records of the Pala-Sena

age it is variously styled Pundra- or Pauijdra-vardhana or simply

Paundra-iAw/://. It seems to have been the biggest administrative

division or province of the Gauda empire. It extended from the

summit of the Himalayas (Himavach-chhikhara of a Damodarpur
Plate) in the noith to Kh5di in the Sundarban region in the south.

The Bhagirathi (Jahnavi) separated it from the Vardhamana-

bhukti in the west. The Madhyapsds Plate of Vi&varTipasena

extends its eastern boundary to the sea, apparently the Bay of

Bengal and the estuary of the MeghnS. According to the Mehar

copper-plate, dated 1234 a.d., it comprised even a part of the

district of Tippera.

The bhukti was divided into several vishayas and mandalas of

which twenty-four find mention in known epigraphs. These were :

1-2. VyaghrataU-Afflw/a/« to which was attached the

MahantaprakSsa- Vishaya,

3-5. Sthallkkaia-F/.s/7flya to which was attached the Amra-

sh^indik^-Mandala near the Udragrama-A/a^^/ato.

6. KuddslakhSta- Vishaya.

7-9. Kotivarsha-K/jAnyj in which were included the Gokalika-

and Hatevarta-A/ay^fl/flrs.

10. Brghmaolgrama-A/mw/flto.

11. N^nysi-ManffoIa.

12-13. Khediravalll- which included the Vallimunds*

Ma7t4ctki*
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14-15. Ikkadasi-Fw/zfl>'fl which included the Yoh*Man4ota.

16-17. Satatapadm5vati-Ff5^a>^a in which was included the

Kumsratalaka-Mj7>^a/a.

18. Panchavasa-Afan.^a/a.
1 9. Adha^pattana-A/^Tn^/flto.

20. Kh&(jLl-Vishaya or •Man4ala,

21. Varendra- or Varendn-Mflw/flfa.

22. Vanga which included the Vikramapura-iBAs^a and

Navya.

23-24. Samatata-Afjn^j/fl which included the FarsinSyi-Vishaya,

Nos. 1-6, 8-15, 17-18 and 24 do not admit of precise identifica-

tion and Nos. 21-23 have been dealt with above. The theory that

equates the VySghratati-wflnr/flf/a with Bagdi is not based upon any

convincing evidence. No. 7, Kotivarsha-vw/zjyj, is already mentioned

in pupta inscriptions. The city from which it derives its name is

referred to in the Pwmnj. TheJaina Prajhapana places it in

Radhs (Lad ha). But Gupta and Pala inscriptions invariably include

it within the Pundravardhana-MwA://. The head-quarters of the

vishaya have been identified with the mediaeval Diw-kot (Devakota

or Devikota). The ruins of the city are found about eighteen

miles south of Dinajpur town in the village of Bangarh. Several

names of the famous city are mentioned by lexicographers e.g.

Um5 (Usha-?) vana, Bsnapura and iSonitapura.

No. 16 was apparently situated on the banks of the river

PadmS. The name of the vishaya is important as furnishing

evidence of the early use of the name Padms for the main eastern

branch of the Ganges.

The Adhalipattana-/nflfn^fl/a included the Kau§Smbi-Ashta-

gacYiQhha-khQn4ala, This Kau^Smbi has been identified by some
writers with Kusumba in the Rajshahi district. Hunter apparently

refers to it as Kusumbi tappa (fiscal division).^

Khadi, lit. estuary, is referred to as a vishaya in the Barrackpore

Grant of Vijayasena and as a in the Sundarban Grant of

Lakshmanasena. It is known to the Dskarnava^ as one of the

sixty-four pl(has or sacred seats and is distinguished from Rgdha;

(West Bengal), Vahgala (which includes the south-eastern part of

deltaic Bengal), and Harikela (easternmost part of Bengal). The
name survives in the Khadi parganlf of the Diamond Harbour

sub-division of the district of Twenty-Four Parganas. Land in this

area was, in the days of Vijayasena, measured according to the nala

(reed) standard adopted in Samatata. This has been taken to

* Hunter, viii. 120.
* IB. 60-61 .
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indicate that KhSdi was included within the Samatata country.

But this is not a necessary inference. The services of land-measurers

from Samatata may have been requisitioned by the Sena kings in

the area under review as those of Samatata engravers were utilised

by NtcrlyanapSla and Gopala ii in a preceding age.

Khsdi or Khstika was split up into two parts by the Ganges.

The eastern part, PQrva-khstiks or Khsdi proper, was included

within the Pundravardhana-M«/;r/. But Pa^chima-khStika which

lay to the west of the Bhsgirathl in the present Howrah district

was a sub-division of the Vardhamana-6/iu^r/.

II. suvarnavithi-navyavakAsikA

In the Gupta age Vanga does not seem to have formed part of

the Puudravardhana-b/iukd' but constituted the domain of a septate

Vparika or governor who was probably stationed at NavySvakfitiks.

The official designation of the province in question is, however,

not definitely known to us. One part of it, where stood the

provincial head-quarters, is apparently referred to as Suvarnavithi

in the GhugrBhsti copper-plate inscription of Samschsradeva.^ The

Vparika in charge of Suvarnavithi was the immediate superior of

the Vishayapati (district officer) of VSraka-matida/a. The district

of Vsraka extended as far as the eastern sea (prsk samudra,

apparently the head of the Bay of Bengal together with the estuary

of the Meghna) and included DhruvilBtl, identified with Dhulat

near Faridpur town.

It has been suggested, that NavyBvakaUks is to be identified

with the ruins at Sabhar in the Dacca district.* But Suvarnavithi

which apparently included NavySvaksiika reminds one of Suvarna-

grsma (SonSrgSon), and not Sabhar. It has, however, to be

admitted that there is no dated reference to Sonsrgcon before the
thirteenth century a.d.*

m. VARDHAMANA-BHUKTI

It is mentioned in the Mallasarul Plate of the sixth century a.d.,

the Irda Grant of the tenth century, and the Naihati and Govindapur

^ EL xvm. 74 if. Dr. R. G. Basak holds that Suvarnavithi was the name of
the headquarters and Navysvakssiks, that of the province {HNL 192). But the

use of the term vUhi as an administrative area, as noted above and below, does

not support this view.

* EL xvm, 85.

* Suvarpa-vithi may have reference to the entire area in the south-eastern

part of the Dacca district which includes besides Suvarpa-grsma, such places as

Sonsksndi and Sonsrang (vide map in Hunter, v).
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Grants of the twelfth century. It embraced the valley of the

Damodar river and is known to have included the Uttara-Rsdhs
and Daudabhukti-maii(^a/a.r. At times it stretched from the river Mot
in the north to the Suvarnarekhs in the south. It is doubtful if it

covered an equally extensive area as early as the sixth centuty a.d.

Varahamihira distinguishes it not only from Tamraliptika (in

Midnapore), but also from Gaudaka (possibly corresponding to

Murshidabad and parts of Burdwan, Birbhum and Malda districts).

Towards the east, the bhukti extended as far as the western

branch of the Ganges, now known as the Hooghly. In the tenth

century the southern boundary extended to the lower reaches of
the Suvarnarekhs. About the middle of the twelfth century the

northern boundary is known to have extended beyond the river Ajay

so as to embrace within its limits the village of VttllahitthS situated

iji the Uttara-R)T.dhff-mfl«^fl/a. In the time of Lak^hmanasena

(last quarter of the twelfth century) Uttara-Rsdha formed part of

the KaAkagrSma-Mukr/.

The main sub-divisions of the Vardhamsna-h^uJtr/ as may be

determined from known inscriptions of the Psla-Sena period are as

follows :

—

(1) Danda-Bhukti-Mandala.

(2) Patchima-Khtrpks.

(3) Dakshina-RtrdhS.

(4) Uttara-Rsdhtr-Mandala.

The last two sub-divisions have been noticed above. Dakshina*

Rsdks is not expressly included within the Vardhamana-Muitr/

in any official record of the period. But its inclusion is implied by

the well-known fact that in the sixth century a.d. the Vardhamana-

bhukti embraced the valley of the Damodar and from the tenth to

about the middle of the twelfth century the bhukti extended from

the valley of the Ajay in the horth to that of the Suvarqarekha in

the south.

The Danda-Bhukti-Mapdala is referred to in the Irda inscrip-

tion and also in the RSmacharita of Sandhyikara. It is doubtless

identical with Tandabutti, “in whose gardens bees abounded,”

referred to in Chola inscriptions of 1023-25 a.d. Danda*Bhukti

has been identified by scholars with the marchland between Orissa

and Bengal corresponding to the southern and south-western part

of the Midnapore district. The name is said to survive in modem
Dffntan not far from the river Suvarnarekhs.

Paichima-khfitiki is known from the Govindapur Plate of

Lakshmanasena. It is apparently distinguished from PQrva-khStiki

which is referred to in the Sundarban Plate of iSrima^ommanapSla,

dated 1196 a.d. The river Ganges (Hooghly) doubtless formed
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the boundary line between the two parts of Khatika or Khadi. As

already stated above, Khadl was a well-known vishaya in the early

Sena period. Its eastern part was included in the Pun^ravardhana*

bhukti.

Patchima-khatika included 'Ret&dAa.-chaturaka which has been

identified with Betad in the Howrah district.^ The sub-division

may have been carved out of Dakshina-Radha.

IV. KAI^KAGRAMA-BHUKTI

It has been stated above that in the days of Lakshmanasena

northern Radha was attached to the Kankagrama-h/i«k/i. The

place Kahkagrama, from which the bhukti derives its name, is

identified by one writer with Kankjol near Rajmahal.® Other

writers recognise in Kankagrama the village Kagram in tl\,e

Bharatpur thana of the Murshidabad district.® The only facts

that may be regarded as beyond dispute are that the new bhukti

embraced considerable portions of the valley of the Mor river. It

doubtless included parts of the Birbhum and Murshidabad districts.

It is difficult to say how far it extended in the direction of the

present Santal Parganas and the ancient territory of Audumbarika

or Audambar mentioned in the Vappaghoshavsta inscription and

the Ain-i~Akbari. The sarkar of Audambar stretched from the

southern boundary of Purnea to Murshidabad and Birbhum. It

included Akmahal (modern Rttjmahal) and may have embraced

‘Ka-chu-wen-ki-lo’ (Kajangala-monrfu/a) mentioned by Hiuen Tsang

and SandhyJtkara. In the time of JayanfCga of the Vappaghoshavsta

inscription, the Audumbarika-vw/;flyc apparently formed part of the

realm of Karnasuvarna. It is possible that the new bhukti of

KankagrSma represents the old kingdom of Gauda-Karnasuvarna

mentioned by Varshamihira, BSna and Hiuen Tsang.

The KankagrSma-Wu/:r/ included a number of administrative

areas styled vithi. In the VardharnSna-MwArti, the mawiala came

between the bhukti and the ytthi. But the new bhukti seems to

have been split up directly into vtthis. Like many of the older

territories of Bengal, Kafikagrsma had a northern and a southern

sub-division. The southern part (Dakshina-vtthi) embraced Uttara-

Radhs or at least that portion of it which was watered by the

river Mor.

‘ Doubtless identical with “Buttor” of Fredericke (Hunter, m, 309).
» El. XXI, 214.

^ Cf. Pafichapushpa, 1339 (b.s.), Phslguna, p. 670 with Hand-Gazetteer of
India, 56.
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THE TRANS-MEGHNA TRACTS

The division of the Trans-Mehgns area into mati4olas,

vishayas, and khan^as is hinted at in inscriptions discovered in

Tippera and Chhtagong. The Gunaighar Grant of Vainyagupta

of the year 188 (508 a.d.) refers to a district styled Uttara-man<^/a

which must have answered to a part of Tippeia. The Harikela-

matf4ala finds mention in the Chittagong Plate of Ksntideva.

The Samatata-mon^d/a including the VatuT^Viyi-vishaya is mentioned

in the Mehar copper-plate of Dsmodara. The Tippera Grant* of
Lokanatha of the year x44 (possibly 7th or 8th century a.d.)

refers to the Suwunga-vwAaya which included a forest sub-division

{qtavi-khan^d). A place styled Veja-kfia^a figures in the

MaynSmati copper-plate grant of Ranavahkamalla Hariksladeva.

^
We may conclude this account with a reference to the chief

cities of ancient Bengal.

CITIES OF ANCIENT BENGAL

As early as PSnini we find mention of a city called Gaudapura.
But it cannot be identified. An old Brshml inscription refers to

the city of Pundranagara which answers to the modern MahasthSn-
garh, an ancient shrine and fort seven miles north of Bogra on the

river Karatoys. Under the name of Pugavadhana it seem to be
mentioned in a Saachi Swpa inscription. The city was Still flourish-

ing in the days of Hiuen Tsang (seventh century a.d.), and
SandhySkara Nandi ( twelfth century a.d.). It formed the head-

quarters of a hhttkti till the Muslim conquest.

The famous port of Tamralipti may be older even than the
capital city of the Pundras. It is mentioned in the Great Epic.

But the earliest dated reference to it is that contained in the

Geography of Ptolemy (about the middle of the second century a.d.).

The Greek geographer refers to the city as Tamalites and places it

on the Ganges in a way which suggests connection with the country
of the Mandalai. The town of Tamluk, to which it is taken to
correspond, is on the right bank of the river Rupnffrayan about
twelve miles from its junction with the Hooghly. As pointed out

above, the courses of these rivers have shifted frequently, and it is

possible that in early times the port of TsmraUpti may have been

situated on the Sarasvatl or another branch of the Ganges. In the

days of the Chinese pilgrims, Fa-Hien, Hiuen Tsang, and 1-tsing,

and of Dandin, the author of the DaMumsra-charita, it was the

^ £f. XV. 303 ff ; HNI, 195 ; Cf. alto infra p. 8S
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place for embarkation for Ceylon, Java and China (in the east),

and the land of the Yavanas (in the west). The KathSsaritsSgara

preserves traditions about people embarking on ships at Tsmralipti

and going to Katsha, possibly in the Malay Peninsula. The decline

of the famous port commenced probably after the Dudhpflni

(Hazaribagh) Rock inscription of Udayamsna (about the eighth

century a. d.). The Abhidhana-chintsmani mentions DSmalipta,

Tamalipta, Tamslinl, Stambapura and Vishnugriha as synonyms of

Tsmralipti. The Trikanda&esha adds VelSkVla and TamalikS

(Tamluk).

Along with Tamalites, Ptolemy mentions the royal city of

Gange which is already known to the author of the Periplus (first

century a.d.) :

"Through this place are brought malabathrum and Gangetic spikenard and

pearls, and muslins of the finest sorts which are called Gangetic.”

The “market-town,” as it is called in the Periplus, stood on

the banks of the Ganges. But its exact situation is not known.

Nor do we know the site of Vanganagara referred to in the

Ceylonese chronicles in connection with the story of Prince Vijaya.

In the same story figures a city styled Siriihapura which is placed

in Lsla (probably Ritdhs) and is taken to correspond with Singur

in the Serampore sub-division of Hooghly,^ There is, however, a

theory which places the city in Ksthiswsr.*

The Susunia inscription of the fourth century A.D. refers to a

place called Pushkarana which h^s been identified with Pokharns

on the south bank of the Dsmodar in the Bankura district. To
its famous ruler Chandravarman has been ascribed the foundation

of Chandravarma-kota mentioned in a Faridpur Grant. This

stronghold is said to be represented by the fort at KotfilipRdit in the

district of Faridpur. From the days of Kumflragupta i (fifth

century a.d.) emerges another notable place, Kotivarsha, to which

reference has already been made above (see supra p. 25).

The Baigram inscription of 448 a.d. refers to the head-quarters

of a district officer at Pafichanagari. The identity of the place is

uncertain. It may have been situated in the Dinajpur district.

Another important site in North Bengal, whose antiquity can be

traced back to the fifth century a.d., is Pfiharpur in the Rajshahi

district which was known as Somapura in the days of DharmapSla

and his successors. It was burnt by a Vangsla army in the eleventh

century a.d.

In the sixth century a.d. Vardhamsna (Burdwan) and

Navysvakatiks (possibly in the Dacca district) as well as Pu^dra-

> JASB. 1910, p. fi04. * CHI. 1. 606.
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vardhana appear to have been seats of provincial governors or

divisional commissioners styled Vparika. The grant of Vainyagupta

refers to a royal residence styled Kripura and the naval port of

ChndKmani whose location is uncertain. Kripura reminds one of

Nripura of the Nslanda Plate of Samudragupta.

In the seventh century Karpasuvarna (possibly in the

Murshidabad district) ranked with Pundravardhana, Tamralipti

and the unnamed capital of Samatata as one of the premier cities of

Bengal. It was the royal seat of ^ainhka and of JayanKga and was
occupied for a time by BhSskaravarman of Assam. Close to the

city was a magnificent monastery styled RattamattikS or Red Clay

which is taken to answer to Rungamutty (RShgSmSti) on the

western branch of the Ganges, near Berhampore in the Murshidabad

district.

The Ashrafpur Plates refer to Jayakarmsnta-vasaka as a seat

of the Khadga kings who possibly ruled over Samatata. The place

hd^ been identified with Badksmts near Comilla.

Curiously enough the records of the earliest Psla kings do not

afford any clue as to the location of their metropolis. We have

only reference to a few camps of victory mostly in the neighbouring

province of Bihar.* In the time of Dharmapsla, who is referred to as

Vahgapati in a Pratihara record, the ancestral capital may have

been in Eastern Bengal. But from the time of Devapftla, who is

styled Gaude§vara in the Biidsl Pillar inscriptions, Gauda seems

to have been the metropolitan vishaya. The Anargha-rSghava of

MurflrT, who probably flourished in the latter part of the eighth

century a.d., refers to ChampH as the capital of Gauda. The
connection of Champa with a “Pala” king of Gauda has been

inferred from the Jaynagar Image inscription attributed to

“Palapsla,” but the reading of the name and of his epithet “Lord of

Gauda” is extremely doubtful. Champs in Gauda may have been

identical with Champa-nagarl in the sarkar of MadSran mentioned

in the Ain-i~Akbaru It may, however, also refer to the famous city

of that name that stood near modern BhSgalpur.

The Chittagong Plates of KSntideva of Harikela*mnti^a/a

(assigned to the ninth century a.d.) mention a royal residence at

VardhamSnapura. If this city stood in Harikela it must be

distinguished from Burdwan in West Bengal.^ Its precise location

can not be determined in the absence of fuller evidence.

* Pataliputia and Kapila in the records of Dharmapsla (Ps/s Ins., infra Ob. vi,

App. I. Nos. 2. 3) and Mudgagiri in the records of Devapsla and Narayapapsla

(Nos. 6, 14).

‘ This point has been further discussed in Ch. vi infra. § UI.
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Epigraphic records of the time of GopSla n, Mahipfila and

Vigrahapsla iii refer to royal encampments at Va^aparvatikii,

Vilasapura and possibly HaradhSma.^ The last two skandhSv3ras

were situated on the Ganges as the royal donors bathed in the

sacred stream before issuing the grants, mentioned in the records,

from those places. Haradhsma the “abode of Hara” or ^iva,

reminds one of the city of Chandr3rdhamauli, that is Siva, in the

Suhma country, mentioned by Dhoyl in the Pavanadata. But the

identity in meaning of the names of the two places may be accidental.

Ramapala, the youngest son of Vigrahapsla iii, gave his name
to the city of Ramsvati mentioned in the Manahali record of

MadanapSla and the Ramacharita of Sandhyakara. There should

be no hesitation in recognising in this city the Rsmauti of the

Auhi’Akbari. The Senas removed the royal seat to the neighbouring

city which became famous in the early Muslim period as Lakhnauti

(Lakshmansvati) or Gaur (Gauda).® This famous capital stood on
the banks of the Ganges close to its junction with the Mahanantls
about twenty-five miles below Rsjmahal. The Ganges has now
changed its course and the ruins of the famous metropolis of

mediaeval Bengal, which stretched no less than fifteen miles along

its old bank, no longer touch the sacred stream at any point.

Though it had to reckon with a rival in Pandua, Gaur retained its

importance till the days of HumJtynn and Akbar. The great

Mughals styled it Jannatabad. Owing to its unhealthy climate the
city is said to have been abandoned, at least temporarily, after 1576
A.D. The capital was removed to Tanda and finally to Rsjmahal.*

Among the less known dynasties that ruled contemporaneously
with the Pslas in the tenth and eleventh centuries A.D., the
Kilmbojas of Dandabhukti had their capital at Priyangu. The
identity of the place is not known. The Chandra and Varman
families issue grants from the camp of victory at Vikramapura and
are associated with the cities of Rohitagiri, Pattikera, Meharakula
(or Mfikula) and Simhapura. The identification of these cities has
been discussed in chapters dealing with their political history.*

The official capital {rajadham) of the Sena kings was according
to the testimony of Dhoyi, at Vijayapura. This city stood on the
banks of the Ganges in or near the world-sanctifying country

* PSto /«*.,<>/». err.. Nos. 23, 31, 39.

® Rennelli Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan, 55; Hunter, vn, 23, 51 ff ;Khan Sahib M. Abid Ali Khan, Memoirs ofGaur and Pandua,
* Dr. B. Hamilton expressed the view that “the city went to ruin not

from any great or uncorom<m calamity ; but merely from the removal of the seat
ofOovemment" (by Suja). Hunter, vu 53.

*See Ipfra Cha. vn and ix.
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idesam jagati pavanam) where the Jumna (Tapana-tanaya) starts

off from the Bhftgirathi. This undoubtedly points to the region of

Triveni in the northern part of the Hooghly district. The manus-

cript of the Pavanadnta of Dhoyi styles this territory Brahma which

one editor emends to Suhma. Mr. P. C. Sen,* however, believes in

the existence of a Brahma country and finds his theory supported

by the Kavya-mtmathsn which mentions Brahmottara* along with

Suhma. The theory seems plausible enough. But it cannot be

said to be definitely established until fuller evidence, epigraphic or

literary, is forthcoming.

Triveni is styled Muktaveni (‘with the braids separated’) to

distinguish it from PrayCga or Allahabad which is known as Yukta-

veni (‘joint-braided’). The place is so-called from the fact, noted

above, that the BhfigirathT, the Sarasvati and the Jumna branch out

at this point. Triveni retained its fame in the early Muslim period

and is still one of the most sacred spots in Bengal. Within two

nfiles from it stood Saptagrftma, the mediaeval capital of South-

western Bengal. The famous city is now represented by S.-itgaon,

a small village on the left bank of the Sarasvati about four miles

north of Hooghly.

The narrative ofDhoyi makes it likely that Vijayapura did not

lie so far north of Triveni as Nadiyii which was the seat of ‘Rae

Lakhmanlah’ at the time of the Khiiji raid. It cannot be identified

with Vijayanagara in Rajshahi. The wind-messenger of Dhoyi^ is

not represented as crossing the Ganges at any point, or moving

forward to another de^ far away from the sacred region where the

Jumna comes out of the Ganges. It is, however, probable that the

Senas, from the time of Lakshmanasena, had a secondary capital

at Lakshmansivati near the Pala city of Rftmiivati. A third centre

of Sena power was Vikramapura in the Dacca district of Eastern

Bengal. The importance of this city dates back to the days of

the Chandras and the Varmans. It continued to flourish till the

time of Arirsja Danujamadhava, the illustrious DaSarathadeva, of

the Deva family. The latter seems to have transferred his capital

before 1280 a.d. to Suvarnagrama,® modern Sonnrgaon in the

eastern part of the Dacca district between the Lakhm'iya and Mcghna

rivers. At about the same period Satgson replaced Vijayapura as

the metropolis of South-western Bengal. Chatigrama, the head-

quarters station of the Chittagong district and Division, does not

appear to be mentioned in classical Sanskrit literature or inscrip-

» IHQ. 1932, pp. 524 IT,
’ Cf. Barmhattar in Ain. ii. 141.

» It may be that Sonargaon itself was regarded as a part of the Vikramapura-

bhaga in those days. See also Infra Ch, ix, § i,

5
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tions of an early date. But if Tibetan tradition is to be believed,

it was the birthplace of the Buddhist Tsntrik sage Tila-yogi who
flourished in tenth century a.d. The city was famous for its

large Buddhist monastery styled Pandita-vihsra where Buddhist

scholars used to hold learned disputations with adherents of rival

sects.^

* For further reference to Chittagong in Tibetan chronicles, cf. IHQ. xvi. 228

;

JASB, 1898, p. 23.



CHAPTER II

THE LEGENDARY PERIOD

“The vision of the historian,” says Vincent Smith, “can not pass

the line which separates the dated from the undated." In the case

of Bengal, dated history begins only from 326 B.c., with the famous
stand made by the warriors of the Gangaridai and the Prasioi to

resist the threatening onslaught of Alexander who had advanced to

the Hyphasis and was eager to penetrate deeper into the interior

of India.

There was probably some kind of organised social and political

life in Bengal many centuries before that notable event, but we do
not possess any detailed information about it. The little that we
know of the earliest period is derived almost solely from a study of
the Vedic literature. We cannot but attach due significance to the
absence of all references to Bengal in the Rik-samhita and in later

SathhitSs and Brt^^hmanas, barring a few casual notices in the
Aitareya BrShmam, and possibly the Aitareya Aranyaka, all of
which reveal an attitude towards the country and its people which
is not one of approbation (See supra pp. 7-8).

We may, therefore, legitimately draw the inference that the
primitive peoples of Bengal were different in race or culture, and
perhaps in both, from the Aryans who compiled the Vedic literature.

We may further hold that Bengal was unknown or but little known
to the Vedic Aryans during the period represented by the Rik-
samhits, but that at the time of the later Satbhitas and Brahmapas
they were gradually coming into contact with the province and
adjoining tracts, though this region was still outside the pale of Vedic
civilisation. These inferences are fully supported by the famous
story of Mathava the Videgha in the Satapatha Brahmana.

An interesting sidelight is thrown on the orthodox Aryan view
of the origin and characteristics of the early people of Bengal by
the feunah^epa episode of the Aitareya Brahmana} The ^tishi

ViSvamitra adopted as his son a Brahmana boy who had been
offered as a victim in a sacrifice to appease a deity. Fifty elder

sons of the sage expressed disapproval of the act and were conse-

quently cursed by their father. “Your offspring,” said the offended

parent, “shall inherit the ends of the earth.”* They came to be

‘ vn. 13-18.

* M. Haug translates the passage as follows : “You shall have the lowest

castes for your descendants.”
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known as the Andhras, Pundras, feabaras, Pulindas, and Mntibas

who lived in large numbers beyond the borders of Aryandom, and

ranked as dasyus or outlandish barbarians. An echo of this legend

is found in the thiitecnth book of the Mahabharata,

A different account of the origin of the Pundras, and some

cognate tribes including the Vahgas aud the Suhmas, is given in the

first book of the Great Epic ^
: A blind old sage drifted along the

Ganges on raft, and passed through many countries, till he was

picked up by a king named Bali. The childless monarch implored

him to raise up offspring on his wife. He did so, and in course of

time the queen gave birth to five sons, Ahga, Vanga Kalinga,

Pundra, and Suhma. They gave their names to five countries,

which together roughly correspond to the modern provinces of

Bengal and Orissa, with the district of Bhagalpur in Bihar.

In spite of stories about the infusion of the blood of lUshis

from upper India, it is evident that even in later Brahmanical

literature the primitive tribes of Bengal were regarded as dasyus

and transgressors by the sages. The Mahabharata peoples the

Bengal sea-coast with Mlechchhas, the Bhagavata Purana (ii. 4. 18)

classes the Suhmas as a sinful (papa) tribe along with the Kirfitas,

Hanas, Andhras, Pulindas, Pukkasas, Abhiras, Yavanas, and Khasas,

while the Dharmasutra of Bodhfiyana prescribes expiatory rites

after a sojourn amongst the Pundras and the Vangas.

The wild character of the people of Bengal is also emphasised

by early Jaina tradition. It is stated in the Acharanga-sutra^ that

when Mahitvira travelled in the “pathless country” of the Ladhas,

in “Vajjabhnmi” and “Subbhabhnmi,^’ many natives attacked him,

and dogs ran at him. Few peole kept off the attacking beasts.

Striking the monk they cried “cAw chchhu,*' and made the dogs

bite him. Many other mendicants had to eat rough food in

Vajjabhnmi. They carried about a strong pole or a stalk to keep

off the dogs. The Jaina writer laments that it was dilficult to travel

in Liidha (Radha) /.c. in Western Bengal.

The literary evidence bearing upon the non-Aryan character of

the original people of Bengal is supported by linguistic considera-

tions. From an examination of certain tribal names constituting

almost identical pairs or triads, differentiated between themselves

only by the nature of their initial consonants, Sylvain LevF draws

the conclusion that the primitive peoples of Bengal and some

* The account is also found in the Pursnas
; Cf. Matsya, Ch. 48. vv. 77 ff.

Vayu. Ch. 99. 11. 85 ff.

*
I. 8. 3 ; S.B.E. xxii (Jaina-suiras, Part i), p. 84.

* Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India (trans. by P.C. Bagchi), pp, 124-125.
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neighbouring provinces spoke a language that v as neither Aryan

nor Dravidian, but belonged to a separate family of speech. Other

scholars^ suspect a strong Polynesian influence on the pre-Dravidian

population of the southern coast of India. Keith- considers much
of the evidence adduced by L^vi as of dubious value. It is, however

interesting to note that a Bengal tribe (the Gaudas) and a royal

family (the Pslas) in historic ages were considered to have an

oceanic connection.®

Whatever may have been the ethnic association of the primitive

inhabitants of Bengal, it was not long before Aryan influence began

to spread in Iheir land. While early Dharmasvtras and grammatical

treatises confine the land of the Aryans to the upper Ganges valley,

the author of the Mamva Dharmasasfra extends it from the

western to the eastern sea. It should, however, be noted that the

law-giver brands the Paundras as degraded Kshatriyas, and classes

them with Dravidians, Scythians, Chinese, and other outlandish

peoples. The Sabhaparvan (52. 17) of the Mahahharaia, on the

contrary, refers to the Vahgas and the Pundras as well-born

Kshatriyas. The testimony of the epic accords with that of the

Jaina Prajhaparta which includes the Vangas and Ladhas in the

list of Aryan peoples, while Dravidians rank as mUikkhas or

miechchhas (barbarians).

By the time when the Tlrtha^yaira section of the Great Epic

Has composed, the valley of the Karatoys as well as the lower

reaches of the Ganges, where the great river runs into the sea,

became recognised as sacred spots. The sanctity of the lower

Ganges is also implied in the famous story of king Bhagiratha.

About the political history of the ancient peoples • of Bengal,

Vcdic literature gives no details save that it was peopled by a

number of tribes as mentioned above. No Bengal king figures in

the hymns or even in the Vedic texts on ritual and philosophy, as

does Sudas, hero of the Tritsus, Janamejaya, sovereign of the Kurus,

or Janaka, the philosopher-king of the Videhas.

' Eg, James Hornell, MASS, vii. No. 3, 1920, quoted in Levi’s work {ibid. 124).

* Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and the Upanishads, ii. 632 f.

® 'Samudr'a'^raya,' an expression used in the Haraha inscription in reference

to the Gaudas, has been taken to mean "living on the sea-shore" {El. xiv.

120) and taking "shelter towards the sea-shore" (/fW. Ill) But Samudra may
not refer to the sea-5/ime. The passage in question implies that the Gaudas

were considered to have had a place of refuge in the sea itself, perhaps in an island,

and not merely in the vela, anupa or kachchha. This is possible if they were them-

selves a maritime people, or at least had intimate connection with peoples beyond

the seas. Communication between West Bengal and Malayasia was easy in the

Gupta Age. Regarding the oceanic connection of the Palas. cf. the commentary

on Sandbyakara’s kmacharita, i. 4.
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The epics of the middle country and the chronicles of Ceylon
furnish some detailed information regarding the legendary kings of

old. The epic poets knew Bengal as a country that was usually

split up into groups of petty states nine of which are specifically

named. Their placid contentment was now and then rudely

disturbed by the appearance of invaders from the upper provinces.

The Riima-epic records a tradition that the Vangas acknowledged

the supremacy of the ruler of Ayodhys.^ The people of the lower

Ganges sometimes fought for their independence but occasionally

“followed a cane-like course as against a river torrent.” The

Great Epic refers to victorious campaigns undei taken by Karna,

Krishna, and Bhimasena in these pails of Iridia. Karna is said to

have vanquished the Suhmas, the Pundras, and the Vangas, and

constituted Vanga and Ahga into one vishaya of which he was the

Adhyaksha or ruler. Krishna defeated both the Vangas and the

Paundras. His wrath was specially directed towards the “false”

Vasudeva, lord of the Paundras, who is said to have united Vanga,

Pundra, and Kirata into a powerful kingdom, and entered into an

alliance with JarSsandha of Magadha. Before he met his doom at

the hands of Krishna, Paundraka-Vasudeva had to suffer humiliation

at the hands of the PSndu princes. Bhimasena, in the course of his

eastern campaign, subdued all the local princes of Bengal including

Samudrasena, his son Chandiasena, and the great lord of the Pundras

himself. In many respects Paundraka-Vssudcva was a remarkable

figure, and may be looked upon as the epic precursor of the Gauda
conquerors of the seventh and eighth centuries. In the end both

the Vangas and the Paundras had to bring tribute to the court of

Yudhishthira.

While suffering much at the hands of conquerors from upper

India, the Bengal kings availed themselves of opportunities to

wreak vengeance on their tormentors. They took part in the

internecine strife of the Kurus and the Pandus, and appear in the

battle books of the Mahdbharata as allies of Duryodhana. The

Bhtshma-parvan gives a thrilling account of a lively encounter

between a scion of the Pandus and the “mighty ruler of the

Vangas”:

“Beholding that Unce levelled at Duryodhana, the lord of the Vangas quickly

arrived on the scene with his elephant that towered like a mountain. He covered

the Kuru king's chariot with the body of the animal. Ghatotkacha, with eyes

reddened with rage, flung his upraised missile at the beast. Struck with the dart

the elephant bled profusely and fell down dead. The rider quickly jtmiped down
from tte falling animal”

and Duryodhana rushed to his rescue.

» II. 10.37.
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While some of the Bengal kings fought on elephants, others

rode on “ocean-bred steeds of the hue of the moon/* Their

dhvajas or standards are also referred to in the epic.

While epic stories recall the military prowess of Bengal rulers

“of fierce energy,” the PSli chronicles of Ceylon preserve memories

of another field of their activities. A prince named SihabShu, who
inherited the kingdom of Vanga from a maternal ancestor, renounced

his claims in favour of a relation, and built a new city in the

kingdom of Lala which came to be known as Sihapura. The new
metropolis has been identified by some with Sihor in Kathiawar,

and the territory in which it lay, with Lata. But Kathiawar was

known in ancient times as Sur^shtra. and not as Lata. The close

association with Vanga suggests that Lala of the Pali chronicles is

Ladha of the Jaina Sutras and Radha of Sanskrit records. There

is a place in R^dhn known as Singur which is taken by some to

represent the Simhapura of the Island Chronicles.^

The eldest son of Sihabahu was Vijaya. The prince incurred

the displeasure of his father and his people by his evil ways, and

had to go into exile. With his followers he sailed in a ship to Sopara,

north of Bombay. But the violence of his attendants alienated the

people of the locality. The prince had to embark again, and

eventually “landed in Lanka, in the region called Tambapanni.**

The date assigned by the Ceylonese tradition to the arrival of

Vijaya and his “lion-men” (Sihalas) in the island is the year of

the Parinirvana according to the reckoning of Ceylon (544 B.c.).

But it is difficult to say how far this date can be relied upon* or

what amount of historical truth is contained in the story. It may
be based upon some genuine tradition relating to the early political

relations between Bengal and Ceylon, or may be simply an echo of

the later colonial enterprises emanating from Bengal to the over-sea

territories towards the south and the south-east.

The few scattered notices of Bengal collected above arc but

poor substituies of history. But they enable us to form some general

conclusions : First, that the early settlers in Bengal and Orissa

^ JASB. 1910, p. 604 ; for other views see C///. i. xxv ; sec also IHQ, ii

1926), p. 6 ;
IX (1933), pp. 724 IT. Singur is a nolabic place in the Hooghly

district (Hunter, iij. 307).

* In the time of the Pctiplus (60-80 a.d,) ihc island was still known as

Taprobane (Tambapanni or TamraparnI), and Palacsimundu. It is only in the

Geography of Ptolemy that we come across the new name Salike along with the

older designations (Taprobane and Simoundou). The inhabitants of Salike were

known to Ptolemy as 5fl/fl/,doubtless the SVtalas of Ceylonese tradition. The name
Sihala is also met with in the Nsgurjunikonda inscriptions of about the third

century a.d.
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were closely allied tribes of non-Aryan origin, but a gradual process

of Aryan infiltration began in the first millennium b.c. Secondly,

that there were settled governments in Bengal long before the

commencement of the historic period. Thirdly, that the country

was normally divided into a number of states some of which

occasionally grew very powerful. Lastly, that the kingdoms of

Bengal had intimate relations with her immediate neighbours on

the west.



CHAPTER III

EARLY HISTORY FROM 326 B.C. TO 320 A.D.

The veil of darkness that enshrouds the early history of Bengal

is partially lifted in the latter half of the fourth century B.c. A
considerable portion of the country now constitutes the domain of

a powerful nation, whose sway extended over the whole of ancient

Vahga, and possibly some adjoining tracts. Greek and Latin writers

refer to the people as the Gangaridai ( variant Gandaridai). The
Sanskrit equivalent of the term is difficult to determine. Classical

scholars take the word to mean “the people of the Ganges region.”

Curtius, Plutarch, and Solinus^ agree in placing them on the further^

that is the eastern, bank of the Ganges. Diodorus, too, in one

passage locates “the dominions of the nation of the Praisioi and the

Gandaridai,” whose king had 4,000 elephants trained and equipped

for war, beyond the Ganges.* This accords with the statements of

Curtius and Plutarch. There is, however, another passage of

Diodorus* where it is stated that

“This river (Ganges), which is 30 stades in width, flows from north to south

and empties into the ocean, forming the boundary towards the east of the tribe

of the Gandaridae who possesses the largest number of elephants . . . 4,000

elephants equipped for war.**

This has been taken by some writers to imply that the territory

of the Gandaridae (Gangaridai) lay to the west of the Ganges,

understanding by the term the Bhagirathi or the Hooghly. But

Diodorus himself does not make it clear in this passage as to whether

he means by the Ganges the westernmost branch or the easternmost

one. A third passage of the same writer^ seems to suggest that the

easternmost branch that separates our country from Further India,

that is Indo-China, is meant. The passage is quoted below :

**lndia ... is inhabited by very many nations among which the greatest of

all is that of the Gandaridai, against whom Alexander did not undertake an
expedition, being deterred by the multitude of their elephants. This region is

separated from Further India by the greatest river in those parts, for it has a
breadth of 30 stadia, but it adjoins the rest of India which Alexander had
conquered.**

The river mentioned in this passage as having ‘ a breadth of
30 stadia” and forming the boundary between Further India and

* M*Crin6h, Jnvaston ofIndia by Alexander the Great, 221, 310; Megasthenes
and Arrian (1926), p. 160.

* xvu. 93. » n. 37, ^ xvm. 6

6
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the Gangaridai is doubtless the Ganges. In the light of this evidence

it is more reasonable to identify the stream which, according to a

passage quoted earlier, forms the boundary towards the east of the

tribe of the Gandaridae, with the easternmost branch of the Ganges

rather than with the westernmost mouth of the river.

Incidentally the passages quoted from Diodorus seem to imply

that the famous Sicilian writer uses the term Gandaridai (Gangaridai)

in two different senses. In its restricted sense he confines it to the

easternmost part of India, while in its wider sense he means by it

the whole country between the part of “India which Alexander

had conquered” and Further India. It is the restricted sense of

the term which alone is known to the natural historians and

geographers of classical antiquity. Pliny tells us^ that the final

part of the course of the Ganges is through the country of the

Gangarides. Ptolemy says^ that “all the country about the mouths

of the Ganges is occupied by the Gangaridai.” He mentions

Tamalites separately in a way that implies connection with the

territory of the Mandalai and Palibothra (Pstaliputra) rather than

with the Gangaridai. The truth seems to be that while Greek and

Latin historians and geopraphers in general restricted the dominion

of the Gangaridai to the territory about the mouths of the Ganges

(GangSsroto'ntara of the Raghuvam^ of Kslidasa), and one great

authority seems to distinguish it from Tamalites (Ttimralipti),

Diodorus sometimes uses the term in an extended sense to mean the

entire territory between the Hyphasis (Beas) and the borders of

Further India or the Trans-Gangetic peninsula. This peculiar

use of the term by the Sicilian writer explains why in certain

passages the king of the Prasioi® and the Gandaridai is sometimes

referred to simply as the king of the Gandaridai.^ The reference to

the possession of 4,000 elephants by the king of the Prasioi and the

Gandaridai in Book xvii, and by the Gangaridae in Book ii, Ch. 37,

suggests that the Gangaridae of Book ii are not the Gangaridae

proper of the lower Ganges valley, but the united nation of the

Prasioi and the Gandaridai of Book xvii. The extended meaning

given to the name Gandaridai ( Gangaridai) by Diodorus may have

been due in part to the presence in upper India of a city called

Gange^ whose existence is vouched for by Artemidoros and Strabo.

This city must be carefully distinguished from Gange, the royal

* Megasthenes and Arrian, 137 ; Monahan, EHB. 5.

* New edition, p. 172,

^ The name appears in various slightly differing forms in classical writings

(cf. CHf. I. 468. f.n. 5). The form ‘Prasioi’ is adopted in this chapter.

* E.g. XVII. 93.

® Ancient India as described in Classical Literature, 77.
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residence of the Gangaridai, mentioned by Ptolemy and apparently

by the author of the Periplus.

It is not easy to determine the precise boundary line between
the Gangaridai proper and the people styled the Prasioi who had
their capital at Pa^aliputra. The evidence of Ptolemy suggests that

in his days, or in those of the writers on whom be relies, the

kingdom, of which PBtaliputra was the royal residence, apparently

extended as far as the Ganges and may have included Tsmralipti.

The Gangaridai lay beyond this territory. The exact political

relationship between the Prasioi and the Gangaridai in the days of

Alexander is not free from a certain amount of ambiguity. This is

due in part to the somewhat equivocal language used by the

classical historians or their translators. Curtius refers to the

Gangaridae and the Prasioi as two nations under one king,Agrammes,

but immediately afterwards makes Poros testify to the “strength

of the nation and kingdom” which words imply a united realm and

not a dual monarchy. Diodorus, too, speaks of the nation of the

Prasioi and the Gandaridai whose king was Xandrames. The
people over whom this prince ruled is farther on represented simply

as the Gandaridai, a use of the term whose significance has bMn
sought to be explained above. Plutarch refers to “the kings of

the Gandaridai and the Prasioi” implying the existence of a plurality

of such rulers. They were reported to be waiting for Alexander

with an army of 80,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 8,000 war chariots, and

6,000 fighting elephants. As the king mentioned by Curtius and

Diodorus had only 20,000 horse, 200,000 infantry, 2,000 four-horsed

chariots and 3,000 or 4,000 elephants, the additional forces mentioned

by Plutarch may, in the opinion of some, point to an extra

contingent furnished by a second prince who may be identified with

the king of the Gangaridae proper if the first ruler was the monarch

of the Prasioi. It is, however, worthy of notice that the number

of foot soldiers remains constant in the three accounts. As regards

the number of elephants, the discrepancy between the accounts of

Curtius and Diodorus suggests divergence of tradition rather than

reinforcement by an additional contingent. The bloated number of

chariots and horses in the pages of Plutarch is capable of a similar

explanation. It is significant that a few lines farther on Plutarch,

too, like Curtius and Diodorus, speaks of the “whole country”

beyond the Ganges which “Alexander could easily have taken

possession of ” as the domain of “the king” who “was hated and

despised by his subjects for the wickedness of his disposition and

the meanness of his origin”- characteristics which cannot fail to

recall the famous description of Agrammes by Curtius and of

Xandrames by Diodorus. The epithet, “son of a barber,” and
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sovereignty over the Prasioi undoubtedly point to the identification

of the ruler in question with a king of the Nanda line, the nSpita-

kumSra of the Pariiishta-parxan of Hemachandra, or his son.
It may reasonably be inferred from the statements of the

Greek and Latin writers that about the time of Alexander’s invasion,
the Gangaridai were a very powerful nation; and either formed a
dual monarchy with the Prasioi, or were otherwise closely associated
with them on equal terms in a common cause against the foreign

invader.

When Alexander reached the Beas and was eager to cross over
to the Ganges valley, the information reached his ears that the king
or kings of the Gangaridai and the Prasioi were awaiting his attack

with a powerful army. The shock of battle was narrowly missed.

The war-worn veterans of the Macedonian king persuaded their

leader to trace back his steps to the Hydaspes and ultimately to

Babylon.

After the withdrawal of Alexander, the Greek menace was
evanascent for several generations. Chandragupta welded the

major part of India into one empire. The evidence of Greek as

well as Buddhist writers seems to suggest that the authority of the

great Mauryas was acknowledged in deltaic as well as in northern
Bengal.

The Brohmi record at Mahssth3n, which is usually assigned to

the Maurya period, refers to Pundranagara as a prosperous city.

It undoubtedly enjoyed the blessings of good government. Its

store-house was filled with coins styled gan4akas and ktikanikas
which were at the service of the people in times of emergency due
to water, fire, and pests. The reference to coins in this old inscrip-

tion is of peculiar interest. As is well known, numerous
punch-marked coins have been discovered in various parts of
Bengal.'

The discovery of terracotta figurines of the &ubga period at
Mahssthangarh proves that the city cf Pundravardhana continued
to flourish even after the fall of the imperial Mauryas. The site of
Silua in the Noakhali district has yielded fragments of a colossal
image the pedestal of which bore an inscription assigned by
archaeologist to the second century b.c.* The accounts of the
Periplus and Ptolemy seem to indicate that in the first two
centuries of the Christian era the whole of deltaic Bengal was
organised into a powerful kingdom with its capital at Gange, a great
market-town on the banks of the Ganges. The city of Gange is

placed by Ptolemy considerably to the south-east of “T(h)amalite8”

* Cf. Ch, itvi infra. *
1930-34, Part I, 38-39.
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or T^mralipti (about whose exact position his information does not

seem to be accurate), below the junction of the branches of the

Ganges leading to the Mega (possibly the Hooghly) and Kamberi-

khon mouths respectively. The capital, which thus probably lay in

Central Bengal, produced muslin of the finest sort which was much

prized by the peoples of the west. There were gold mines in the

vicinity. The Periplus refers to a gold coin which is called Caltis*

The reference to gold mines is interesting. One cannot fail to

be reminded of the *‘Gold District” (Suvarpa-vlthi) of a Faridpur

Grant, and also of the “Gold Village” (Suvarna-grfima) which

replaced older Vikramapura as the capital of Vafiga in the latter

half of the thirteenth century a.d. As to the gold coin it is to

be noted that a coin made of the precious metal has been unearthed

at Mahgsthangarh representing the standing bearded figure of

Kanishka on the obverse and Nannaia on the reverse.^ It is,

however, difficult to say whether the coin mentioned in the Periplus

was issued by the imperial government of the Kushgnas, or some

local administration in the Gangetic delta,

*KushSna’ coins have been discovered in several places in

Bihar, Bengal, and Orissa. It is a debatable question whether these

finds indicate any suzerainty of the KushSna kings over these

territories. Coins, as we know, travel by way of trade far beyond

the limits of the kingdom where they arc issued. In the absence

pf any corroborative evidence, therefore, it is not easy to say

whether Bengal or any part of it ever formed a province of the

Kushsna empire.

The next glimpse of the political condition of Bengal is afforded

by the inscriptions of the age of Samudragupta. They disclose the

existence of new kingdoms in place of the traditional realms

mentioned in the epics and the early literature of the Jainas and

the Buddhists. In Eastern Bengal rose the kingdom of Samataja.

In Western Bengal we have the kingdom of Pushkarana with its

capital probably at Pokharna in the Bankura district. It was ruled

by Simhavarman towards the close of the third or beginning of the

fourth century a.d. and then by his son Chandravarman. Chandra-

varman seems to have been a mighty warrior who extended his

dominions eastwards as far as the Faridpur district. For the

protection of the newly acquired territory he founded a fortress

styled Chandravarma-kota.

It would appear that the general political condition of Bengal

at the beginning of the fourth century a.d. was not probably very

^ ASI. 1930-34, Part ii. 256, lf% probably an imitation of the issues of

Kanishka which were in circulation in a later age in Eastern India.
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different from that depicted in the epics. A number of sturdy

states, sheltered by the great barriers of rivers and swamps, consti-

tuted its most prominent characteristic. Events, to be described

later on, also show that, in this age, as in earlier times, they could

occasionally form closer political associations and join hands to

fight a common external aggressor.



CHAPTER IV

RISE OF GAUDA AND VAl^GA (320-650 a.d.)

I. BENGAL UNDER THE IMPERIAL GUPTAS

The establishment of the Gupta empire marks the end of the

independent existence of the various states that flourished in Bengal

at the beginning of the fourth century a.d. With the exception of

Samatata, the rest of Bengal was definitely incorporated in the

Gupta empire by the time of Samudragupta. The ruler of Samatata.

to quote the conventional and characteristic court-language of the

Guptas, 'gratified the emperor Samudragupta by payment of all

kinds of tribute, by obedience to his commands and by approach for

paying court to him.*^ In other words, Samatata was a tributary

state, acknowledging the suzerainty of the Gupta Emperor, but with

full autonomy in respect of internal administration. The exact

limits of Samatata cannot be ascertained, but it may be taken as

roughly equivalent to Eastern Bengal*

Whether the subjugation of Bengal took place during the reign

of Samudragupta, or was accomplished wholly or even partly by his

father,* is difficult to decide. An inscription engraved on an iron

pillar at Meherauli, near the Qutb MinSr at Delhi, mentions, among
other military exploits of a king called Chandra, that he ‘extirpated

in battle in the Vahga countries his enemies who offered him a

united resistance.'^ In the absence of full details about this king

Chandra, his identity is a matter of great uncertainty and has

formed a subject of keen controversy among scholars. He has been

identified, for example, both with Chandragupta i* and Chandra-

gupta 11 .® In the former case we must hold that the father of

Samudragupta had already added Vanga’ to the Gupta empire. In

1 Allahabad Pillar Ins. I. 22. CIL m. 8, 14.

^ For boundaries of Samatata, see supra p. 17 and infra p. 85, f.n. 4.

^ The question whether the Guptas ruled in Bengal before Chandragupta

has been discussed infra pp. 69-70.

« C//. m. 141.

« Fleet (CIL iii. 140, f.n.l ); Dr. R. G. Basak (HNL Uff); Dr. S. K.

Aiyangar ( JIH, vi. University Supplement^ 14-22).

® Hoemle (lA. xxi. 43). Formerly V. A. Smith also held this view (JKAS.

1897, p. 1 ; EHL 3rd ed., p. 290, f. n. 1).

’ Vanga countries ( Vangesftu) may mean VaAga (Eastern and Southern

Bengal) and other parts of Bengal, or different principalities in Vanga.
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the latter case, it must be presumed that Vafiga had shaken off the
yoke of the Gupta empire, and the son of Samudragupta had to
reconquer the province by defeating the combination of the peoples
or different states of Bengal.

There is, however, no definite evidence that Chandra of the
Mehrrauli inscription is either Chandragupta i or Chandragupta ii,

and he may be altogether a different person whose identity yet

remains to be established.^

In spite of the uncertainty of the data furnished by the

Meherauli Iron Pillar inscription, it shows that although Bengal was
divided into a number of independent states they did combine and
offer a vigorous resistance against a foreign invader named Chandra.
The latter was either one of the two Gupta Emperors named
Chandragupta, or an earlier ruler whose aggressive policy helped

the Guptas by weakening the resources of Bengal and its power of

resistance. The latter hypothesis appears more probable, and it is

not unlikely that the original kingdom of the Guptas included a

portion of Bengal which provided them a basis for further conquests
(see infra pp. 69-70).

Evidence is not altogether lacking that Samudragupta himself

carried his victorious arms into Bengal. For among the kings of
Aryavarta, who were, according to the Allahabad Praiasti, uprooted

by Samudragupta, we find the name of Chandravarman who may
be reasonably identified with the king of that name mentioned in

the Susunia inscription as ruler of Pushkarana.^ This Pushkara^ia

has been plausibly identified with the village named Pokharns,

25 miles north-east of Susunia on the south bank of the river

DSmodar, which has yielded considerable antiquities reaching back
to the Gupta period, if not earlier.® Chandravarman may thus be

regarded as the king of Radha or the region immediately to its south,

1 MM. Haraprasad Sastri identifies this king with king Chandravarman, one
of the nine kings of Aryavarta defeated by Samudragupta as mentioned in his

Allahabad Pillar inscription. He holds that this Chandravarman is the same king
who is referred to in the Susunia Rock inscription as son of Siihhavarman, ruler of
Pushkarana, and believes further, on the strength of an inscription found at
Mandasor, that Pushkarana, where this family of kings ruled, is to be located at
Pokharan in the Jodhpur State, mm. SfistrPs view has been accepted by V A.
Smith and R. D. Banerji ; mm. H. P. ^Sstrl (£/. xn. 315 ff ; xm. 133 ; 7^, 1913

'

pp* 217ff); V, A. Smith {EHL 4th cd., p. 307, f.n. 1) ; R.D. Banerji {EL xiv. 367fr)!
Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri holds that Chandra may be one of the “two kings

named Sada-Chandra and Chandrsriisa mentioned among the post-Andhran kings
of Naga lineage** in the Pursnas {PHAL 4th cd.,p.449). None of theae proposals,
however, is supported by convincing arguments.

* //ffi. 1.254-55 ; PjffA/. 4th cd.,p. 448.

• ASL 1927-28, pp. 188-89
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by defeating whom Samudragupta paved the way for the conquest

of Bengal.

Whatever view we might take of the actual process of the

conquest of Bengal, the epigraphic records leave no doubt that in

the days of KumiXragupta i Northern Bengal formed an important

administrative division of the Gupta empire under the name of

Pundravardhana-Mwitr/.^ It was placed in charge of a Governor

appointed by the Emperor himself. The Governor, in his turn,

appointed officers to take charge of the various districts into which

the province was divided. It is to be noted, however, that

occasionally even the district officer seems to have been appointed

directly by the Gupta Emperor.

The Damodarpur copper-plates of Budhagupta® indicate that

Northern Bengal formed an integral part of the great Gupta empire

down to the end of the fifth century a.d. Another inscription from

Dnmodarpur, dated in the year 544 a.d.,® refers to a suzerain ruler,

whose name ended in -gupta, but whose proper name is lost. In

that year the son of the Emperor was acting as his Governor in

Pundravardhana-Mi//://. It appears very probable that the overlord

in question belonged to the dynasty of the Later Guptas^ who
claimed suzerainty over Northern Bengal down to the end of the

sixth century a.d.

Although Samatata was a semi-independent feudatory state in

the time of Samudragupta, it seems to have been gradually

incorporated into the Gupta empire, for in the year 507-8 a.d.

Maharfija Vainyagupta was the ruler of this region, and granted

lands in the Tippera district,® He issued gold coins and assumed

the title Dvada^Sditya.® Although he is titled MahSrSja in his

own record, he is given the title MaharajadhirEja in a seal discovered

» Dhanaidaha cp. Year J 13 (432-33 a.d.), £/. xvn. 345 ; Baigram cp. Year

128 (447-48 a.d.), EL xxi. 78 , Damodarpur cp. Nos. 1 and 2, Years 124, 128

(£/. XV. 129 ff ; xvu. 193).

* Nos. 3 and 4 (£/. xv. 134 ff) , cf. also Paharpur cp. dated 159 o.e. (EL

XX. 61 , SPP. xxxix. 143).

^ No. 5. EL XV. 141 ff. Date corrected in EL xvn. 193.

^ It has been suggested that the overlord in question was Vishnugupta, a

large number of whose coins have been found with the legend *Chandrsditya* on
the reverse (£ff£P. 13-14).

* ounaighar cp. IHQ. vi. (1930), pp, 40 ff. It records a grant of

land from the victorious camp of Krlpura by Mahsrsja Vainyagupta, who medi-

tates on the feet of Mahsdeva, at the request of Mahsrsja Rudradatta, slave to

his feet in the Year 188 current (507-8 a.d.). The land granted roust have been in

the neighbourhood of Gunaighar (Gu^iksgrahsra of the ins.) where the plate

was found, about eighteen miles to the north-west of Comilla.
« Cf. iHQ. DC. 784 ff.
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at Nfilands.^ The exact status of Vainyagupta Is difficult to

determine. The most reasonable view seems to be that he was a

member of the Imperial Gupta family and acted at first as a de

facto independent ruler whose dominions included Eastern Bengal.

Subsequently, taking advantage of the decline of the Imperial

Guptas, and also perhaps of the internal disunion and discord, he

declared himself openly as the Emperor.^ In any case, his career

proves the direct Gupta rule over Samatata at the beginning of the

sixth century a.d. Kripura, the place from which he issued his

land-grant in 507-8 a.d. was evidently the seat of his government.

It has not yet been identified, but is possibly to be looked for in

Bengal.

Of Suhma or Riidhs, the remaining part of Bengal, we have no

detailed information for the period during which it was subject to

the Gupta rule.*

II. INDEPENDENT KINGDOMS IN BENGAL

The different stages in the decline and downfall of the Gupta
empire have not yet been fixed with any degree of certainty.

There is, however, no doubt, that it showed visible signs of decline

towards the beginning of the sixth century a.d.

Apart from what we know of the general political condition in

Northern India, this may also be inferred from the assumption of

higher rank by the Governor of Puudravardhana (North Bengal)*

and the fact that Vainyagupta was ruling as practically an

independent king in Eastern Bengal. Within half a century the

death-blow was dealt to the mighty Gupta empire by the sweeping

victories of Yaiodharman. In his Mandasor inscription this great

military adventurer, who suddenly leapt to fame and power, proudly

claims to have extended his conquests as far as the Brahmaputra

river.* How far the boasts of YaSodharman were founded on fact

it is difficult to say. But in any case the empire of Yatodharman

was a short-lived one and no trace of it was to be found after the

* ASI. 1930-34, p. 230.

® IHQ. IX. 784 ff/ 989 ff; vol. x. 154 ff.

^ No Gupta records have been found in Rsdha. Gupta coins have been
discovered at Kalighat, Hooghly and Jessore (Allan, CCBM. cxxiv ff , JASB. un.
148 ff). As will be shown infra p. 52. Rs^ha was probably administered by
Vijayasena, a Governor of Vainyagupta at the beginning of the sixth century a.d.

* In the two Dsmodarpur cpp. (Nos. 1 and 2) of the reign of Kumaragupta,

the Governor of Pundravardhana is called simply 'uparika,' but in "those of

Budhagupta (Nos. 3 and 4) and a later one (No. 5} he is called Uparika-MahSrsja.
^ Mandasor Ins. 1. 5. (C//. m. 146).
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middle of the sixth century a.d The Gupta empire, already

weakened by the inroads of the Huji^s, collapsed before the

onslaughts of Ya^odharman.

The fall of the Gupta empire, and the failure of Yai&odharman

to rebuild one on a durable basis, led to the political disintegration

of Northern India marked by the rise of a number of independent

powers. The more prominent of these were the PushyabhQtis of

SthSnvi^vara (Thaneswar), the Maukharis of Kosala or Oudh
and the Later Guptas of Magadha and Malwa. The Later Guptas

may have been an offshoot of the Imperial Guptas, but as

yet we have no positive evidence in support of this view. They,

however, continued the traditions of the Gupta sovereignty in

the central and eastern part of the Gupta empire. Bengal also

took advantage of the polical situation to shake ojBT the foreign

yoke and two powerful independent kingdoms v/z., Vahga and
Gauda were established there in the sixth century a.d.

III. THE KINGDOM OF SAMATAJA OR VAISGA

The first independent kingdom that arose in Bengal on the

ruins of the Gupta empire seems to have comprised originally the

Eastern and Southern Bengal and the southern part of Western

Bengal. Two of its important provinces administered by Governors

were VardharnSna-W/w/:// and NavySvakfis’ikS (or Suvarnavlthi),^

roughly corresponding respectively to Western and Southern Bengal.

It is highl}' probable that the headquarters of the rulers themselves

were in East Bengal and that it was directly under their

administration.

Five inscriptions'** discovered at or near Kotalipads in the district

of Faridpur and one in the Burdwan district® reveal the existence

of three rulers of this kingdom named Gopachandra, Dharmsditya

and SamScharadeva. The title Maharajadhiraja assumed by all

^ See supra p. 26.

^ Three of these were edited by F. E. Pargitcr in lA* xxxix (1910),

pp. 193-216. These are (1) the Grant of Dharmsditya, Year 3; (2) Second

Grant of the same king ; and (3) Grant of Gopachandra, Year 18 (for date cf.

HNL 191). The fourth Grant, the Ghugrshati CP. of Samachfiradeva was edited

by R. D. Banerji {JASB, N.S. vi. 429) ;
Pargiter ijASB, N.S. vu. 476) ; and Dn

N. K. Bhattasali (EL xviii. 74 if). Mr. R. D. Banerji held that “all these four

grants arc forgeries” (JASB, N.S. vi. 429 ff ; vii. 289 ff ; x. 425 ff). Dr. Bloch also

regarded the copper-plate of Samschuradeva as spurious. (ASL 1907-8, p. 256).

Pargiter opposed this view (JASB, N.S. vii. 499 , 1912, pp. 71 Off) and

their genuineness is no longer doubted by any scholar. The fifth copper-plate

issued in Year 7 of Samschsradeva, and found at Kurpsls, is yet unpublish^.
^ Mallassml cp. of Gopachandra, Year 3. (EL xxm. 155).
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these kings proves that they were independent and powerful. This

title, in contrast to the subordinate title of Maharaja applied to

Vainyagupta, who ruled shortly before them and perhaps over the

same locality, undoubtedly indicates a changed status and the dis-

appearance of the last vestige of the imperial authority of the

Guptas over this region. The issue of gold coins by Sam&charadeva^

supports the same conclusion.

A connection between the old and the new kingdom seems to

be cstabhshed by the fact that one Maharaja Vijayasena was

probably a vassal chief both of Vainyagupta and of Gopachandra.^

The identity of the person of this name serving under these two

kings cannot be definitely proved, but it is generally accepted,® and

we may assume, therefore, that there was no long interval between

the reigns of Vainyagupta (507-8 a.d.) and Gopachandra. If we

assume further, as seems very likely, that Vijayasena, who ruled

over the Vardhamsna-Mt/Jt/Z under Gopachandra, also held the

same office under Vainyagupta, we may reasonably conclude that

Vainyagupta ruled over Eastern, Southern and Western Bengal,

and that this imperial province of the Guptas constituted an

independent kingdom under Gopachandra and his successors.

Neither the relationship between the three kings DharmSditya,

Gopachandra and Samfichsradeva nor their order of succession can

» For gold coins of Samacharadeva cf. JASB, N.S. xix. Num Supply 54 If.

The inference derived from the legends of these coins that Samacharadeva

was a vassal of ^sanka (1C, iv. 225) must be definitely rejected. It rests

upon the very doubtful reading Sr\ Mirendrov/mi/a on the reverse of the coin

described by V. A. Smith in 7MC. i. 120, pi. xvi, 11. Smith said that the

three letters following Narendra **look like v/nora,** but Allan has read the legend

as Narendrnditya (CCBM, 149), and the legend on the reverse of the other

type of coins of Samacharadeva has been read with certainty by both Smith (op.

cit. 122) and Allan (op. cit. 150) as Narendradltya.

Mr. R. D. Banerjj, on the other hand, read the legend in both cases as

Narendravinata (ASl. 1913'14, p. 260) and held that it cannot be anything else.

With all due deference to Mr. Benerji's emphatic assertion, the reading

Narendraditya seems to me to be preferable, and we may reasonably hold that

Samacharadeva assumed the title Narendraditya in imitation of the Gupta king.

But even assuming that the reading 'Narendravinata' is correct, its

interpretation as **fully subdued or obedient to Narendra," and the identification

of Narendra with Sagsaka are of extremely doubtful character, to say the least of

it. . Against the inference based on a series of doubtful data must be placed the

clear evidence of the inscriptions of Samacharadeva that he was an independent

monarch.
> Vijayasena is the DQtaka of the Gunaighar Grant and is described as

''Mahapraithara Mahapilupati Pdnehadhikaran-oparika and MahUrUja ^-AiahU-
samanla^' (IK 15-16, WQ, vi. 55). In the Maliassrul Ins. he is called Maharaja,

but he uses his own seal.

• As to the contrary view (/C. vi. 106-7), cf. p. 53, f.n. 2, U. 4-10.
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be definitely determined. Pargiter’s view^ that Dharmfiditya was

the first king and ‘‘Gopachandra succeeded him, with no one

Intervening unless it was for a very short interval” is generally

accepted. But if we assume the identity of Vijayasena, we should

rather regard Gopachandra as the earliest of the three, and

Dharmsditya as coming immediately after him.^ Samachsradeva

is generally regarded as having flourished after the other two, but

it Is difficult to say whether there were one or more intervening

kings, at present unknown to us.

The existence of a few kings of this line, later than SamSchara^

deva, is rendered probable by a large number of gold coins found

mostly in different parts of Eastern Bengal, notably at Sabhar

(Dacca district) and Kotalipada (Faridpur district).® These are

rude and debased imitations of Gupta coins, sometimes found along

with those of l§a^anka and Samacharadeva, which have been referred

to the sixth or seventh century a.d. Only two of these coins bear

names of kings that can be read with some degree of certainty.

The first is a rude copy of Gupta coin of Archer type with the

letters ^PTithu vj (ra) • on the left, below the bow, and ^ ja ' between

* lA. 1910, pp. 206 ff.

‘ Mr. Pargiter {pp, cit.) regarded Dharmsditya as earlier than Gopachandra

on two grounds vfe., (/) the use of earlier and later forms of y in their respective

plates , (0 the additional epithets pratlta dharntailla applied to the land-measurer

^ivachandra in the plate of the latter. The first should never have been put

forward as a serious argument, for experience has shown that palaeography does

not offer a safe basis for comparative chronology within a short period of time,

say, less than a century. This isclearly demonstrated in the present instance by the

fact that in the Mallassrul cp. of Gopachandra the earliest of the three forms of

y noted by Pargiter has been exclusively used, while the first plate of Dharmadi-

tya (1. 27) shows a distinctly later form of a. The addition of epithets to Sivachan*

dra may no doubt be cogently explained by his attainment of seniority in ser-

vice, but may be due to purely personal predilections of the writer. It may also

be argued that the epithets were done away with after Sivachandra had been

sufficiently Jong in service when his name was too well-known to require any

testimonial. In any case this cannot be regarded as a more cogent argument in

support of the priority of Dharmsditya over Gopachandra than the identity of

Vijayasena of the Gunaighar and Mallasanil plates favouring the opposite view.

For if Gopachandra ruled after Dharmsditya we have to assume that Vijayasena

served as a Governor under Vainyagupta, Dharmsditya, Gopachandra and other

kings, If any, who might have intervened between them. This is certainly not

impossible, but less probable than the other view that Vijayasena served only two

kin'^, Vainyagupta and Gopachandra. Although, therefore, no certain conclusion

is possible, it seems more reasonable to take Gopachandra as earlier than

Dharmsditya.
® For these coins cf. IMC, i. 120, 122 (pi. xvi. 11, 13); CCBM. evi-evii, 154

(pi. xxiv. 17-19) ; JASB. N. S. xix. Num. Suppt^ SS ff ; Jbid. xxi. Nvm. Spppl 1 ff.
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feet. The name of the king who issued it was probably, therefore,

Prithuvira, Pfithujavira or Prithuviraja.*

The second coin belongs to a class of which several have been

found. On most of them the legend has been read as SuiOumySy

but one appears to read Sn-Sudhanyaditya?

These kings, and others whose names are not recorded on the

gold coins issued by them, presumably ruled in Vahga, and may be

regarded as later rulers of the kingdom founded by Gopachandra.

But nothing definite can be said about them until further evidence

is forthcoming.

Gopachandra, who probably founded the independent kingdom,

must have flourished not later than the second quarter of the sixth

century a.d., i.e. within a generation of Vainyagupta, for as we
have assumed above, Maharaja Vijayasena was a vassal chief of

both. The latest known dates of Gopachandra, Dharmsditya and

Samscharadeva are respectively the regnal years 18, 3 and 14. Their

reigns may thus be placed approximately between 525 and 575 a.d.

with the margin of a few years both at the beginning and at

the end.

The six grants by these kings give interesting details about

the provincial administration. All the records taken together

undoubtedly imply that there was a free, strong, and stable

government in Bengal which brought peace and prosperity to the

people and made them conscious of their power and potentialities.

How and when this independent kingdom of Vahga came to

an end is not known to us. We learn from the MahfikUta

inscription® that the Chalukya king Kirtivarman claimed to have

conquered, among other countries, Ahga, Vanga, Kalihga and

Magadha. As Kirtivarman ceased to reign in 597-98 a.d., his con-

quests in Bengal may be placed in last quarter of the sixth century

A.D. It is not impossible, therefore, that either SamSchRradeva, or one

of his successors, was the adversary of Kirtivarman. The nature

and extent of Kirtivarman’s success are not known, but it might

have some effect on the break-up of the kingdom of Vahga.

It is not also unlikely that the rise of the kingdom of Gau^a
under ^aishka dealt the final death-blow to the independent

kingdom of Vanga. This point will be further discussed in connection

with the history of SaSShka (see infra p, 59).

® Allan has described this unique coin in Numismatic Chronicle, Fifth Scries,

XIV. 23S.

* JASB, N. S. XIX. Nm. Si^pl. 60. ® lA. XK. 7.
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The northern part of Western Bengal and the whole of Northern

Bengal were evidently outside the dominions of Gopachandra and

his successors. From about this period these territories came to be

known as the Kingdom of Gauda, though this geographical term

sometimes comprised the whole of Western Bengal.^ Henceforth,

throughout the Hindu period, Gauda and Vahga loosely denoted

the two prominent political divisions of Bengal, the former

comprising the Northern and either the whole or part of Western

Bengal, and the latter. Southern and Eastern Bengal. Although

actual political boundaries varied in diiferent times, this rough

geographical division persisted throughout the ages, but the names
Pundra or Varendn (Noithein Bengal), Rsdhs or Suhma (Western

Bengal), and Samatata or Harikela (Eastern Bengal) were also used.

The hold of the Imperial Guptas was far stronger over Gauda
than over Vahga or Samatata. This explains the difference in the

political evolution of these two constituent parts of Bengal. For

while Vahga regained its independence in the first half of the sixth

century a.d., the history of Gauda was a more chequered one. As

we have seen above {supra p. 49), one of the Dfimodarpur copper-

plates proves the Gupta sovereignty over Northern Bengal at least

up to 544 A.D. It is very likely that the Gupta sovereign was a

member of the Later Gupta dynasty. The Later Guptas might

or might not have been connected by blood with the Imperial

Guptas, but they were, to begin with, in possession of a substantial

portion of the Gupta empire. 1 hat their pretensions as successors

of the Imperial Guptas were tacitly recognised is proved by

reference to the ‘Gupta suzerainty’ in the records of the Parivrfljaka

rulers of Bundelkhand in the sixth century a.d.®

One of the Later Gupta kings, Mahflsenagupta, claims to have

defeated Susthilavarman (king of Kamarupa) on the banks of the

Lauhitya or Brahmaputra river.® As he flourished towards the end

of the sixth century a.d., it may be presumed that the suzerainty of

» For the extent of Gauda at different periods of history, see supra pp. 12-15.

To the evidence cited there in order to show that Gauda included Rsdhs and

was situated close to the sea, the following may be added :

(i) According to the KathUsarUsagara, “in the country of Gaur there was a

city Bardhamana by name.” (Tawney’s transl. vu. 204).

(i7) The Gurgi Ins. of the 11th century a.d. states that ‘(out of fear of the

Kalachuri king ?) the lord of Gauda lies in the watery fort of the sea*

(EJ, XXII. 135).

2 CIL ui. 95, 102, 107. ^ Aphasd Ins. 11. lO-IL CIJ. m, 203, 206.
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the Later Guptas continued over Northern Bengal throughout that

century. This presumption is strengthened by the consideration

that we know of no independent ruler of Gauda before the end of

the sixth century a.d., and the first known independent king ^atshka,

who flourished early in the seventh century A.D., probably began his

life as a Mahnsitmanta, presumably under Mahnsenagupta. The
probability, therefore, is that Gauda acknowledged the suzerainty

of the Later Guptas down to the end of the sixth century a.d.

The Gupta suzerainty over Gauda during the sixth century a.d.

does not appear to have been either peaceful or uninterrupted.

If Ya&odharman really carried his triumphal march right up to the

bank of the Brahmaputra river, as he claims, that event must have

considerably weakened the power and position of the Guptas in

Gauda. It is exceedingly likely that although the Gupta suzerainty

in Gauda survived this ‘catastrophe, it gradually became more

nominal than real. That Gauda came to be regarded as an

important political unit, by the middle of the sixth century a.d.,

is proved by the Haraha inscription of the Maukhari king

lifinavarman dated 554 a.d.* In v. 13 of this inscription the king

claims to have defeated the lord of the Andhras and “made the

Gauda people take shelter towards the sea-shore after causing their

land territories to be deprived of their future prospects.*’* The
exact meaning of the expression is obscure, but the general purport

seems to be clear. InCnavarman, in course of his victorious

campaigns, came into conflict with the Gaudas, ravaged their

territories, and forced them to retreat towards the sea. The reference

to the sea, combined with the expedition of I^ffnavarman to the

Andhra country, seems to indicate that the conflict with the Gaudas

took place in the southern part of Western Bengal. Although this

region was geographically included in Gau^a, it was at the time of

ItRnavarman’s conquest, probably a part of the kingdom of Vahga,

founded by Gopachandra, as we have seen above {supra p. 52). It is

thus difficult to decide whether Itttnavarman's adversary was a ruler

of VaAga or Gauda proper. In the latter case we must presume that

the whole of Western Bengal then formed part of the kingdom of

Gauda and the kingdom of Vanga came to be confined to Southern

and Eastern Bengal.

The fight between lisnavarman and the Gaudas must then be

regarded as an episode in the long-drawn struggle between the

Maukharis and the Later Guptas. For it is well-known that one

> Ei. XIV. 110 ff.

3 This psuaae has been difTerently (cf. sie>ra p. 37, f.n. 3) inteipieted. The

ttanriation quoted here is that of Dr. R.O.Basak, HNI, 111,
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of the outstanding facts in the early history of the Later Guptas
was the unceasing struggle with the Maukharis who coveted

Magadha and Gauda, which adjoined their territories but formed
part of the dominions of the former. It is not necessary, for our
present purpose, to give a detailed account of this struggle, and a
few salient facts must suffice. Isanavarman, the most powerful of

the Maukhari kings, conquered a part of Magadha and defeated the

Gaudas.^ The fact that his successors Jsarvavarman and Avanti-

varman granted a village in the Shahabad district shows that they,

loo, were in possession of a part of Magadha.- On the other hand,

the Later Gupta king KuniSragupta defeated I^Snavarman, and his

son Damodaragupta also defeated the Maukharis.*'* It is thus

evident that in the hereditary struggle between the Guptas and the

Maukharis victory inclined alternately to the two sides none of
which could claim any decisive success. But fortunes were more
favourable to the next Gupta king Mahfisenagupta who carried his

victorious arms up to the Lauhitya or Brahmaputra river, if not

beyond it, and defeated Susthitavarman, king of Kamarupa.*
Now, whether the home territory of Mahftsenagupta was Malwa or

Magadha,® a point on which opinions differ, it is evident that

both Magadha and Gauda formed part of his dominions and he put

an end to the Maukhari aggression in these territories. This is

confirmed by the fact that no other Maukhari king is known to

have any pretension of suzerainty over them. As the recorded dates

^ Haraha Ins., EL xiv. 110 ff.

* Deo Paranark Ins. of Jlvitagupta n, I. 15, C//. iii. 216, 218. The ins.

is fragmentary and the interpretation is conjectural.

^ Aphsad Stone Ins. of Adityasena. 11. 7-8, C//. in. 203,206.

See supra p. 55, f n. 3 and JASB, N.S. xvii. 321. Dr. R. K. Mookerji held

{Harsha, 25, f.n. 1) that Susthitavarman belonged to the Maukhari dynasty. But

as R. D. Banerji has shown, this is certainly erroneous {JBORS.xiv.lSS). In spite

of Dr. N ookerji’s arguments to the contrary {JBORS. xv. 252 ff), it is now
generally held that Susthitavarman was king of Ksmartipa.

* Originally the scholars held that the Later Guptas ruled in Magadha, and

Fleet designates them as Guptas of Magadha (C//. iii. Introduction, p. 14). Dr.

H.C. Raychaudhuri pointed out that according to Deo-Baranark Ins. of Jivita-

gupta n, the Maukhari kings Sarvavarman and Avantivarman held a considerable

part of Magadha. He, therefore, held that **after the loss of Magadha the Later

Guptas were apparently confined to *Mslava* till Mahzrsenagupta once more pu-

shed his conquests as far as the Lauhitya” {BHAL 2nd ed., p. 372. f n. 3). Dr.

R. K. Mcnokerji {Harsha, 60, 67), C. V. Vaidya (Hist. Med. Hindu India, i. 35)

and Dr. D. C. Ganguly (JBORS. xix. 402) definitely locate the Later Gupta
dynasty in Malwa. Mr. R. D. Banerji controverted these views and tried to

establbh the older view that the Later Guptas ruled in Magadha (JBORS. xiv.

254 ff). Mr. Banerji’s views have been challenged by Dr. R. K. Mookerji
(JBORS. XV. 251 ff ) and Dr. H. C Raychaudhuri (JBORS. xv. 651 ff ). No
definite conclusion on this point seems possible.

8
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of l^arvavarman and Avantivarman are respectively 553-54 and

569-70 A,D./ it may be presumed that the Maukhari menace was

definitely over and Mahasenagupta re-established his supremacy

over Magadha and Gauda towards the close of the sixth century a.d.

The exact political status of Gauda during this period

is difficult to determine. It is unlikely that the Later Gupta

kings directly administered the territory. The probability is that

it was ruled by a local chief who acknowledged their suzerainty.

But by the beginning of the seventh century a.d., if not a few years

earlier, Gauda formed an independent kingdom under Sa^finka, and

Magadha also formed a part of his dominions. The rise of this

independent kingdom was probably facilitated by the great calamity

which befell Mahasenagupta who, according to some scholars, was

disastrously defeated by the Kalachuris. The extent of the calamity

can be measured by the fact that in the year 595 a.d., Ujjayim,

which was according to those scholars the capital of the Later

Gupta kingdom of MSlava, was in possession of the Kalachuri king

Sankaragana, and the two young sons of MahSsenagupta were forced

to live in the court of king Prabhakaravardhana of Thaneswar, whose

mother Mahasenagupta was probably a sister of Mahasenagupta.

This reconstruction of the history of Mahasenagupta’* cannot, of

course, be regarded as certain, but, if true, it explains the rise of the

independent kingdom of Gauda-Magadha out of the ruins of the

Later Gupta empire. It also explains why Sa^sfika, the founder of

this independent kingdom, was involved in a war with the Maukhari

king and the ruler of Kamarupa, the two great enemies of the

Later Guptas, and formed an alliance with Devagupta, king of

Mslava. In other words, the political traditions of the sixth

century were continued in the seventh century a.d.

It is not also unlikely that the invasion of the Tibetan king

Srong Tsan dismembered the kingdoms of the Later Guptas in

Eastern India and helped the rise of 6a§Snka.® Another important

^ These dates are known from coins, cf. JRAS. 1906, p. 848. According

to the reading of Mr. Dikshil the dates are respectively 577-78 and 579*80. The
readings of the dates on coin^ are obviously conjectural and cannot be relied

upon. (TA. 55-60).

• This view is fully developed by Dr. D. C. Ganguly (JBORS. xix.

405 ff; IHQ xu. 461) who even goes so far as to assert that it was the

Kalachuri king Duddharsja, son of Sankaragana (and not Devagupta, as is

generally held ), who defeated and killed Grahavarman, the Maukhari king, and

imprisoned his queen Rffjya^rl at Kanauj. These statements arc not, however,

supported by any reliable evidence and are based on the assumptiog^that the

Kalachuris were the only rulers of Mslava from 595 a.d. to 629 a.d. for which

there is no proof ( cf. PHAL 4th ed., p. 514, f.n. 1 ).

* Sec infra pp. 91-93.
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factor towards the same end may be found in the conquest of

Klrtivarman, the Chalukya king. As noted above {supra p. 54),

he claims to have conquered Anga, Vanga, and Magadha, and this,

if true, must have considerably weakened the position of the Later

Guptas in Gauda and Magadha. 6a§5nka might have taken

advantage of this catastrophe to set up an independent kingdom

in Gauda. The reaction of these important factors on the politics

of Bengal is difficult to determine in view of the paucity of definite

data, and the consequent uncertainty of all conclusions. We shall

not, therefore, dwell any more on these speculative theories, but

treat the history of Gauda under l$aS5nka as an independent

topic.

V, sasAnka

iasShka occupies a prominent place in the history of Bengal.

Unlike the three kings in lower Bengal who preceded him, he is

more than a mere name to us. He is also the first known king of

Bengal wffio extended his suzerainty over territories far beyond the

geographical boundary of that province.

Of his early life and the cirumstances under which he came to

occupy the throne of Gau(^a we possess no definite information.

A seal matrix cut in the rock of the hill-fort of Rohtasgarh records

the name of ‘iSri-Mahasamanta J§a§5nka’ /.e. ‘the illustrious great

vassal iSasflnka.’^ If this §a§5nka be the same as 6a^ahka, king

of Gauda, as has been usually held by scholars, it would follow that

iSaSflnka began his life as a subordinate ruler. Who his overlord

was, we do not definitely know, but from what has been said in

the preceding section (see supra p. 56), it appears most reasonable

to hold that this overlord was no other than Mahiisenagupta.

The theory that iSa^finka was originally a subordinate vassal of

the Maukhari kings,® though not altogether improbable, is not

supported by any convincing evidence. The view that i5a&?5nka was

also known as Narendragupta is based on insufficient grounds, and

even if it were true, there is hardly any justification for the belief

that he was connected with the Guptas.®

» CII in. 284.

* According to Dr. D.C. Ganguly, the Deo-Baranark Ins. "definitely settles

that ^BShka was a feudatory of Avantivarman and probably for a short period of

hia son Grahavarman” (JHQ. xii. 457), His fundamental assumption that Avan-

tivannan was in possession of Magadha throughout his reign lacks any evidence.

As noted supra p. 58, the probability is that Mahasenagupta must have conquered

Magadha. asotherwise he could hardly have proceeded up to the Brahmaputra river,

3 PHAL 4lh cd., 514, f.n. 3 ; Allan, CCBM. lxiv. Mr. R. D. Banerji’s view
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All that we definitely know is that some time before 606 a.d.

isasSnka became the king of Gaiida with his capital at Karnasuvarna,

which has been identified with RringCmfiti, six miles south-west of

Berhampur in the Murshidabad district.^

There is hardly any doubt that both Northern and Western

Bengal were included in the dominions of feaSSnka. Whether they

included also Southern and Eastern Bengal cannot be determined

with any degree of certainty. While the distant military expeditions

of l§a6finka lend colour to the supposition that he must have already

conquered the whole of Bengal, there is no positive evidence in

support of it. On the other hand, Hiuen Tsang’s reference to

feilabhadra. the Buddhist patriarch of Nslanda, as being a scion of

the Brahmanical royal family of Samatata,*^ may be held to prove

the existence of Samatata as a separate independent state in the

first half of the seventh century a.d.

But whatever may be the extent of his rule in Bengal, feaiafika’s

dominions probably included Magadha from the very beginning, and

he soon felt powerful enough to follow an aggressive foreign policy.

He extended his suzerainty as far south as the Chilka Lake in

Orissa. For, in a record dated in the year 619 a.d., Mahfiriija

Mahasamanta Madhavarfija (ii), the king of the iSailodbhava

dynasty ruling over Kongoda, invokes the name of ^ai&Snka as the

suzerain.® Although the exact boundaries of Kongoda are not

known, there is no doubt that it comprised the region round the

Chilka Lake in Orissa, and probably extended south to the Ganjsm
district.^ In order to extend his power to the province of Kongoda,

^asfinka must have defeated the Mana chiefs whom we find in

possession of the intervening territory in 602 a.d. ® The details of

this or other campaigns that ^asafika must have waged in the south

are unknown to us.

We are more .fortunate in respect of the campaigns of Sa^Snka

in Northern India. As his chief adversary was the great emperor

Harshavardhana, we get some detailed information of him from

Banabhatta’s Harsha-charita and the account of the Chinese pilgrim

Hiuen Tsang.

that SaauDka was the son or nephew of Mah^senagupta (BL 105) has hardly any

basis to stand upon.

* This view, propounded by Beveridge 1893, pp. 315-328), is now
generally accepted. Mr. M. Chakravarti, however, did not regard this identifica-

tion as certain, and suggested that KarnasuVarna may be identified with Cauda or

Lakhanawaii [JASB, N.S. iv. (1908). pp. 280-811.

* Watters, ii. 109. For the probable existence of a Bhadra royal dynasty,

cf. /C. 11 . 795-97.

® Ganjam CP., El, vi. 143 ff. JAHRS. x. 7. « Jbid. 10-11,
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Jt seems that the keynote of Sa^>5hka’s foreign policy was to

secure his dominions from the aggressive designs of the Maukhari

rulers who had for three generations carried on a bitter struggle

with the Later Guptas for the possession of Magadha and Gauda.

The Maukharis had considerably improved their position by an

alliance with the powerful rulers of Thaneswar, for the Maukhari

king Grahavarman, the son of Avantivarman, had married Rsjyasn,

the daughter of Prabhskaravardhana, the Pushyabhuti ruler of

Thaneswar. The Maukharis were also freed from any danger from

the side of the Later Guptas. For Mahssenagupta was probably

the maternal uncle of Prabhskaravardhana, and in any case was

definitely attached to his cause, as his two sons Kumtiragupta and

Msdhavagupta were sent to the court of Thaneswar to act as

companions of the two young princes, Rsjyavardhana and

Harshavardhana. The prospect of Sas^nka was, therefore, gloomy

in the extreme. But he was not slow to take advantage of the

political situation. It seems that by shrewd diplomacy he succeeded

in winning over to his side king Devagupta of Mftlava^ who had

evidently taken possession of the dominions of Mahftsenagupta and

was naturally hostile to the Thaneswar court for its alliance with

the Maukharis, the hereditary enemies of his family. It is probable

that :§a^anka had gradually extended his authority up to Benares

before he decided to strike the final olow.® The fatal illness of

Prabhskaravardhana gave the allies the required opportunity. The

Malava king defeated and killed Grahavarman and imprisoned his

queen Rsjyasrl at Kanauj.^ His next move was an invasion of

Thaneswar itself.^ As soon as these news reached Thaneswar,

Rsjyavardhana, who had just ascended the throne on his father’s

death, marched against Devagupta with a hastily collected army

of ten thousand cavalry, leaving his younger brother Harsha in

charge of the kingdom.®

It is difficult to trace in exact sequence the course of events

that rapidly followed. The only facts of which we are certain are

that Rsjyavardhana defeated Devagupta, the Malava king, and

^ This generally accepted view, based on the simultaneous hostile operations

of Sasanka and Devagupta against the Maukharis and the PushyabhGtis, has been

challenged by Dr. D. C. Ganguly, who has reconstructed the whole history of the

period on an entirely new basis (Wfi. xn. 461). But this has been sufficiently

refuted by Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri {PHAl. 4ih ed., pp. 513-5J4).

» MMK. Ch. 51. p. 634. MMK (J), v. 71 5. IHI p. 49.

• HC. TV. 173. There is no conclusive evidence that Kanauj was the

capital of the Maukharis, but it seems to b- the most reasonable assumption on

the basis of evidence at present available to us. (cf. TK. 32-36).

• HC.Tr. 173. * /6/V/. 174-76.
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captured a large part of his army, but before he could relieve

Kanauj, or even establish any contact with his sister Rajya^l, the

widowed captive Maukhari queen, he was himself killed by

^a^ahka.^ While both Bsnabhatta and Hiuen Tsang agree that

Rsjyavardhana was treacherously murdered by or at the instance

of i^a^flhka, they give different accounts of the incident. Again,

Harshavardhana’s own inscriptions tell us that Rsjyavardhana met

with his death in the house of his enemy owing to his adherence to

a promise {satyQnurodhtm).

Apart from these conflicting versions, it is necessary to

remember that the charge of treachery is brought against !§a§ahka

by two persons, Bspabhat^a and Hiuen Tsang, whose writings

betray a deep personal prejudice, amounting to hatred, against him.

Besides, their story, on the face of it, is hardly credible. Hence

some scholars are not disposed to accept at their face value the

statements of the two contemporary writers about the treachery

of Sa^flnka.

The whole question has been discussed in an appendix to this

chapter (see infra pp. 71-76) and need not be further dealt with here.

According to BSpabhatta, Rtsjyavardliana had started with ten

thousand cavalry.* Of this a part must have been lost in his

fight with Devagupta, and a part was sent back with Bhandi in

charge of the captured forces of Mslava. It is, therefore, extremely

unlikely that he himself advanced against Isastinka. The probability,

rather, is that ^asShka marclicd forward to help his ally Devagupta,

but could not come to his rescue till it was too late. There is hardly

any doubt that !>a^ahka’s forces met those of Rsjyavardhana. The
latter with his reduced forces could hardly offer a successful

resistance. Nor is it unlikely, in view of his subsequent conduct,

that flushed with his successes, or unaware of l§a^shka’s approach,

Rsjyavardhana did not take adequate measures for resisting the

new, and perhaps unexpected danger. In any case, it may be

safely presumed, on the basis of known facts, that either he was

defeated before he died, or that his chances of gaining a victory

were very w'cak, even if contrary to what Bs^ia says, his irrational

credulity did not lead to his death at the hands of ^a^finka, before

the contest was finally decided.

The death of Rsjyavardhana in 606 a.d. left l^a&Shka the

master of the situation. But he was prudent enough not to push

his successes too far. His main object was accomplished by the

complete discomfiture of the Maukharis, and we may pres\une that

his aggressive campaign in the west was at an end.

lbid.m. * IbidAlS.
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As soon as the news of the death of Rsjyavardhana reached

Harshavardhana, he took a solemn vow to punish iSaiaahka, and
marched with a vast army for taking vengeance upon the king

of Gauda.^ On his way he met the messenger of Bhaskaravarman,

king of Kamarnpa, and concluded an alliance with him,* presum-

ably against the common enemy, l^aknka. Proceeding still further,

he met Bhandi* who told him about the details of Rajyavardhana’s

murder and of the escape of his sister Raiyagrl from the prison.

Harsha thought it to be his first duty to find cut his sister, and
leaving the army in charge of Bhandi, he went out in search

of her. After a great deal of difficulty he traced her in the

Vindhya forest just in time to save her from an act of self-

immolation in fire along with her companions.^ In the meantime

Bhandi proceeded with the army against the Gauda king, and

Harsha himself joined it on the bank of the Ganges after rescuing

his sister.® Of the further progress of his vast army and the

development of his “everlasting friendship” with Bhaskaravarman,

we possess no definite information, nor are the results of Harsha*s

diplomatic and military preparations reported by either Bgnabhatta

or Hiuen Tsang.

The only reference to an actual conflict between iSasanka and

Hai .ha occurs in Arya-mafijusri-m^ilakalpa,^ It is a late Buddhist

chror icle narrating history, like the Puranas, in the guise of prophecies

regarding future political events. But the most curious feature of

the book is the peculiar way in which it refers to the kings, either

by the first letter of the name or by a synonym, but never by the

full proper name. While the chronicle has no claim to be treated as

historical, it can justly be regarded as a collection of old and genunine

traditions preserved in the Buddhist world in the mediaeval age.

There are good grounds for the belief that king ‘Soma* mentioned

in Mahjuirt-mulakalpa refers to feaganka, both being synonyms

of moon. His adversary, ‘the king whose name begins with ‘Ha,*

may be regarded as Harsha. With these assumptions, the follow-

ing passage^ may be taken as an interesting reference to the conflict

between the two kings :

‘At that time will arise in Madhyadesa the excellent king whose name begins

with (the letter) ‘Ra* (Le. Rajyavardhana) of the Vaiiya caste. He will be as

» Ibid. 187, 191, 206 ff; Watters, i. 343. » HC. Tr. 216-223.

3 Ibid. 224-225. « Ibid. 249. ’ Ibid. 258.

* The text was first edited by T. Ganapati Sastri and subsequently by

Mr. Jayaswal in IHI.

’ IHL 50. The number of verses refers to MMK (J)

;

the corresponding verses

in MMK. aie on pp. 634-35.
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powerful as Soma (SaaSiika). He also ends at the hand of a king of the Nagna

caste (vv. 719-720).

*His younger brother Ha (Harshavardhana) v ill be an unrivalled hero. He

decided against the famous Soma. The powerful Vaisya king with a large army

marched against the Eastern Country, against the excellent capital called Pundra

of that characterless man. (72 1-723)...He defeated Soma, the pursuer of wicked

deeds ; and Soma was forbidden to move out of his country (being ordered) to

remain therein (thenceforth) (725). Ha returned having [or not having! been

honoured in that kingdom of the barbarian.’ (726).

How far the account of Sagfinka in Arya-mahjiikrt-mulakalpa,

which, by the way, is somewhat vague and uncertain,^ can be

regarded as historicaJ, it is difficult to say It is at best a Buddhist

tradition of the type referred to by Hiuen Tsang. Ii is interesting

to note that the stories of Sagshka’s oj^^pression against Buddhism,

his foul disease, painful death, and going down to hell, as described

by Hiuen Tsang are repeated in this Buddhist work. It would,

therefore, be extremely unsafe to accept the statements recorded

in this book as historical. But even if we assume the correctness

of the statement, the net result of the elaborate campaign of

Harsha, aided by his eastern ally Bhaskaravarman, king of

Kamarupa, seems to be that, attacked on two flanks, iSa^anka had

to fall back on his capital, and his enemies caused damage and

destruction in his kingdom. But the enemies had to retire soon

leaving him master of his own kingdom.

This view finds some support in a statement of Hiuen Tsang.^

Referring to Kajangala (near Rajmahal) he says that it ceased to

be an independent state centuries ago and its capital was deserted.

*‘Hcncc when king Siladitya in his progress to ‘East India* held his court

here, he cut grass to make huts, and burned these when leaving.”

This shows that at some unspecified date Harsha led a military

campaign as far as the borders of Bengal, but evidently went back

without any material success. This may refer to the expedition

against iSaeSfika at the early part of his reign, and to this extent

it supports the account of mmk. But it is equally likely that

^ The interpretation of Dr. R. G. Basak summed up in the following passage

seems quite as reasonable as that of Mr. Jayaswal;

“The author here means to say that Harsha defeated Soma (SasSnka) who
was forced to remain confined within his own kingdom, and prevented him from
moving further towards the west ; and Harsha himself, not being honoured with

welcome in these eastern frontier countries returned leisurely to his ownkingdom
with the satisfaction that he had achieved victory...There is little doubt that as

the result of the first campaign Harsha could not establish political supremacy
over Gau^la.” (UNI, 152).

• Watters. 11 . 183,
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Hiuen Tsang here refers to the court held by Harsha at Kajahgala

after his return from the conquest of Kohgoda in 643 a.d.^ Further,

it is important to note that in his account of Puiidravardhana,

Hiuen Tsang makes no mention of Karsha’s invasion, such as is

described in mmk.

But even if it is assumed, on the very doubtful authority of

MMK., that Harsha had some success against S^asanka, it must have

been very short-lived. For according to Hiuen Tsang’s own
testimony, .^ananka was in possession of Magadha at the time of

his death,® which took place shortly before 637-38 A.n. This is

confirmed by the statement recorded by Ma-Twan-Lin that Siiaditya

assumed the title of king of Magadha in 641 a.d.®

Hiuen Tsang tells us that proceeding eastwards with his army,

Harsha invaded the states which had refused allegiance, and waged

incessant warfare, until, in six years, he had fought Ihe five Indias."*

If the implication of this statement is that Harsha subjugated the

whole of India, or even Northern India, within six years of his

accession i.e. by 612 a.d., the statement hardly deserves any serious

consideration. On the other hand, it is not unlikely that Harsha

undertook various military campaigns, probably including those

against iSasanka, during these six years. But he could not achieve

any conspicuous success so far at least as iSaA^Tnka was concerned,

as the latter was in possession of Gauda, Magadha, Utkala and

Kongoda long after 612 a.d.

Even assuming that Kanauj was the capital of the Maukharis,

there is no reason to hold that Harsha’s accession to the throne of

Kanauj implied any discomfiture of J^aianka. The entire episode

about the conquest of Kanauj by Jsabfmka and his ally Devagupta,

as described in Bana’s Harslia-charila, is rendered somewhat
mysterious by the fact that the olhcial genealogy of the Maukhari

kings, as recorded in a Niilanda seal,® makes it very doubtful

whether Grahavarman ever sat on the Maukhari throne. According

to Bitna, Grahavarman was the eldest son of Avantivarman, and yet

the name of the son and successor of Av antivarman in the Nslanda
seal, though partly effaced, is certainly not that of Grahavarman.

1 172.

* Watters, II. 115. The passage, which has been quoted m/ra p, 66, shows
that Sasshka was in possession of Bodh Gaya shortly before 637-38 a.d.

* AA, IX. (1880), p. 19.

* Walters, i. 343. Hiuen Tsang's further statement that after these six

years oT warfare Harsha reigned in peace for thirty years without raising a wea-
pon is contradicted by his own statement about campaigns of Harsha against
Kongoda ( BcaULife, 172 ).

® EL XXIV. 283

9-
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B5?a nowhere says distinctly that Grahavarman was the Maukhari
king, but the title ‘Deva’ applied by him to Grahavarman, and
the general tenor of his description certainly imply that Grahavarman
had succeeded his father on the Maukhari throne. It is, of course,

just possible that Grahavarman’s name was omitted in the Nslands
seal as it merely gave a genealogical account and not a list of

succession. A more detailed knowledge of the history of the

Maukharis would perhaps throw new light on the activities of
SaRShka.

All that we know definitely is that Grahavarman was not the

last Maukhari king, and a younger son of Avantivarman ruled over

the kingdom, presumably after the defeat and death of his elder

brother Grahavaiirian. Harsha’s accession to the throne of Kanauj
must, therefore, have taken place some years after the death of

Grahavarman, and there is thus no reason to suppose that Harsha-
vardhana occupied the kingdom of Kanauj by defeating ^aSanka,

For it is equally plausible that ^asfthka put the younger brother of
Grahavarman on the throne of Kanauj, and it was by defeating him
at a later period that Harsha ascended the throne of Kanauj. On
the whole, making due allowance for the paucity of information at

our disposal, and the fact that it is derived mostly from the accounts

of hostile and prejudiced writers, we are bound to hold that iSaSahka’s

political and military career was a successful one. Beginning his

life as a vassal chief, he made himself master of Gauda. Magadha,
Utkala and Kongoda, and consolidated his position by defeating the

powerful Maukharis. Although this involved him in hostility with
two of the most powerful potentates in Northern India v/z., the
kings of Thaneswar and Kcmarnpa, he held his own against this

powerful combination and maintained his extensive dominions till

his death.

The date of his death cannot be exactly determined, but it

must have taken place after 619 a.d. and before, probably very

shortly before, 637 a.d.

While travelling in Magadha in 637-38 a.d. Hiuen Tsang^
noted that in recent times Sa^afika cut down the Bodhi tree at

Gaya and ordered the removal of the image of Buddha in a
neighbouring temple. On hearing that his order was executed, so

runs Hiuen Tsang’s account, king iSaignka was seized with terror,

his body produced sores and his flesh rotted off, and after a short

while he died. This account of 6a§flhka’s death, which is

reproduced in mmk„* is undoubtedly inspired by the hatred which
the Buddhists felt for him on account of his anti-Buddhistic

‘ Watters, n. 115; ^eaX-Records. ii. 118, 121-22,
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activities.^ Curiously enough, an echo of this tradition is found
even in late genealogical works of Bengal BrShmanas.* According
to the traditions preserved among a section of the Graha-Vipra
(also called iSaka-dvlpa) Brahmanas, they are descended from
twelve Brshmanas living on the banks of the Sarayu river, who
were summoned to treat an incurable disease from which SagShka,

the king of Gauda, was suffering. This tradition, however, says that

jSasSnka was cured and rewarded the Brrhmanas w^ho then settled

in Bengal.

Hiuen Tsang has recorded numerous acts of oppression

perpetrated by Sagrihka against the Buddhists.^ According to him
one of the reasons urged by Bodhisattva to induce Harsha to ascend

the throne was that he might “then raise Buddhism from the ruin

into which it had been brought by the king of Karnasuvarria.”^

^his is, in a way, a confession that Buddhism suffered a great decline

on account of the activities of l^a^irnka^The latter was a devotee

of iSiva,^ and his active patronage of iSaivism might have hastened

the process of decline which had already set in in Buddhism. But

how far the acts of oppression, charged by Hiuen Tsang against

^a^sfika, can be regarded as historically true, it is difficult to say.

At present, it rests upon the sole evidence of the Buddhist writers

who cannot, by any means, be regarded as unbiassed or unprejudiced,

at least in any matter which either concerned iSa^anka or adversely

affected Buddhism.

Indeed, such religious intolerance on the part of a king was

so rare in ancient India, that some scholars, who are not disposed

altogether to disbelieve the Buddhist stories about iSai&anka, have

sought to explain away this unusual conduct. They attribute

iSasSnka’s action to political exigencies, on the supposition that the

Buddhists in Magadha and other parts of iSakhka’s kingdom were

in league with the Buddhist emperor Harshavardhana with whom
SaSahka was engaged in a prolonged struggle.® This is, however,

^ MMK, also adds ‘oppression upon Jainism.*

2 VJL rv. 88, 90. Mahadeva-karika quoted by Umesh Chandra Sarma
;

Kuhpmji by Ramadeva.
® Extermination of Buddhism and expulsion of Buddhists from a Vihara in

Kuflinagara (Watters, ii. 43) ; throwing into the Ganges a stone, containing foot-

prints of Buddha, in Pstaliputra (p. 92) ; cutting down the Bodhi-tree, destroying

its roots down to the water, and burning what remained (p 114) ; attempt to

remove an image of Buddha and replace it by that of Siva (p. 1 1C).

^ Watters, I. 343.

^ His coins bear the image of Mahsdeva on the obverse, Allan, CCBA/.
147.48. The last incident referred to in f.n. 3 above, also corroborates the view

that l^BSnka was ^va.
® R. P. Chanda in GR. 13 : R. D. Bancrji in BL 110-11 ; EHBP. 25.
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a pure conjecture, based on similar tendencies displayed by the

Buddhists at a later age to sacrifice national for the sake of sectarian

interests.^

V Although sufficient data are not available for forming a correct

estimate of the character and achievements of l^aiahka, he must be

regarded as a great king and a remarkable personality during the

first half of the seventh century a.d. He was the first historical

ruler of Bengal who not only dreamt imperial dreams, but also

succeeded in realising them. He laid the foundations of the imperial

fabric in the shape of realised hopes and ideals on which the Palas

built at a later age. He successfully avenged the humiliation

inflicted upon his country by the Maukliari rulers, and gave a new

turn to that age-long duel between Cauda and Kanauj which

constitutes an important feature in North Indian politics for more

than five hundred years. With friendly biographers like Bflna and

Hiuen Tsang, he would probably have appeared almost as brilliant

as Harshavardhana to posterity. But their undisguised enmity has

blackened his name and tarnished his fame. The discovery of fresh

evidence alone can enable us to form a Just picture of his career

and a fair estimate of his character.

‘ According to Chachnanta (Eng. trans. by M. K. Fredunbeg, pp. 72, 89ff,

lOS), the Buddhists of Sind effectively helped the Muslim invaders of that country.



APPENDIX I

THE GUPTA KINGDOM IN BENGAL

Dr. D. C. Ganguly has propounded the view that “the early

home of the Imperial Guptas is to be located in Murshidabad,

Bengal, and not in Magadha.”^

The view is based on the tradition recorded by I-tsing that

“Maharaja Sri-Gupta built a temple for the Chinese priests and

granted twenty-four villages as an endowment for its maintenance.

This temple, known as the Temple of China,’ was situated close

to a sanctuary called Mi-li-kia-si-kia-po-no^ which was about forty

yojanas to the east of Nalanda, following the course of the

Ganges.”®

Allan, in opposition to Fleet, proposed to identify this J5n-Gupta

with Mahfiraja Gupta \^ho founded the Gupta dynasty and was the

grandfather of Chandragupta i. Allan, however, located the temple

in Magadha, and took Msing’s statement to imply that Gupta was

in possession of P-italiputra.^ To Dr. D. C. Ganguly belongs the

credit of pointing out that according to the distance and direction

given by T-tsing the temple must have been situated in Bengal.

From this fact Dr. Ganguly concludes that the original home of the

Guptas was in Bengal and not in Magadha.

Dr. Ganguly’s view about the location of the temple is

strikingly confirmed by a fact which was noted long ago by

Foucher, but to which sufficient attention has not been paid by

scholars.® In an illustrated Cambridge ms ( Add. 1643
) dated

1015 A.D., there is a picture of a Stupa, with the label“Mrigasthapana-

Stnpa of Varendra.” Foucher has pointed out that MrigasthSpana

is the Indian original represented by I-tsing’s Mi-li-kia-si-kia-po-no,

although Chavannes doubtfully restored it as MrigaAikhSvana. It

would, therefore, follow that the Temple of China’ was near the

Mfigasthapana Stapa in Varendra, and must have been situated

either in Varendra, or not far from its boundary, on the bank of

the Bhagirathl or the Padm^.

The statement of I-tsing would thus justify us in holding that

one Maharaja Srl-Gupta was ruling in Varendra or near it.

» IHQ.xiw. 532-535.

* Dr. Ganguly inadvertently takes this (Mrigasikhsvana ?) as the temple

founded by Mahsraja Gupta (op. cit. 532).

* Chavannes, Religieux Eminents (l-tsing), pp. 82-83. Beal-Life, xxxvi.

* CCBM, XV, XIX. ® Foucher, Icon. 62-63.
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Whether he is to be identified with the founder of the Gupta
dynasty depends upon the interpretation we put upon the further

statement of I-tsing that MahCraja Sri-Gupta flourished more than^

five hundred jears before his time. If we interpret it too literally,

Gupta must be placed towards the close of the second century a.d.,

about a hundred years before the founder of the Gupta family.

But, as pointed out by Chavannes and Allan, “I-tsing’s statement

is a vague one and should not be taken too literally.*’ Allan holds

that “considering the lapse of time and the fact that the Chinese

pilgrim gives the statement on the authority of a tradition handed

down from ancient times by old men, there seems no reason to

doubt the identification on chronological grounds.’’*

These are undoubtedly forceful arguments and cannot be lightly

set aside. Although, therefore, we may not accept Dr. D. C.

Ganguly’s view ‘that the early home of the Imperial Guptas is to

be located in Murshidabad, Bengal, and not in Magadha,’ it is a

valid presumption that parts of Bengal were included in the

territory ruled over by the founder of the Gupta family. This

presumption, however, cannot be regarded as established historical

fact unless further corroborative evidence is forthcoming. For it is

solely based on a tradition recorded by a Chinese pilgrim four

centuries later, and is opposed to the Puranic testimony* which

includes Prayrga, Saketa and Magadha, but not any region in

Bengal, among the early dominions of the Guptas.

' “ il y a plus de cinq cents ann^es” (Chavannes, op. cit. 83).

® CCBM. XV. * Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age, 53, 73.



APPENDIX II

sasAMa

A brief review of the facts that may be definitely ascertained

about fea^shka has been given above (see supra pp. 59-68). We
propose here to examine critically and consider in some detail

the accounts given in BSnabhatta’s Harsha-charita and Hiuen

Tsang’s Travels,

As noted above, Banabhatta narrates in detail how Harsha

rescued his sister and then joined on the bank of the Ganges the

large army which he had equipped for punishing Sasanka. It is

unfortunate, however, that he brings his narrative to a close at this

critical point, leaving us totally in the dark about the encounter

between Harsha and l^a^anka. What is worse still, some of the

most important details even in this incomplete story are left vague

and obscure. Bflnabhatia, for example, does not care to explain

why Rajyagri fled to the remote Vindhya forest instead of seeking

shelter in her brother’s dominions which were much nearer and

easier of access. But the more significant, and from our point of

view, the more unfortunate, omission on the part of B5na, is in

respect of the activities of .^a^anka. From the message he puts in

the mouth of Samvndaka, a servant ofRajyaferi, it appears that on
the very day on which the death of Prabhakaravardhana was

rumoured, Grahavarman was killed, and his queen fettered and

confined into prison at Kanauj by the wicked Lord of Malava.^

This account is supplemented by the statement of Bhandi

:

“1 learnt from common talk,” said he,‘*that after His Majesty R &jyavardhana

was taken to paradise and Ksnyakubja was seized by the man named GUpta,

queen Rffjyasri burst from her confinement and with her train entered the Vindbya

forest,”*

Later, the attendants of Rsjyasri told Harsha the

“full story of his sister’s misfortunes from her imprisonment onward,—how she

was sent away from Ksnyakubja, from her confinement there during the Gau^a
trouble, through the action of a noble man named Gupta,— how she heard the

news of K ffjyavardhana’s death, and refused to take food, and then how, faint for

want of fcod, she wandered miserably in the Vindhya forests, and at last in her

despair resolved to mount the funeral pile.”*

It is surprising that Banabhatta did not notice the apparent

inconsistencies between the three versions of the same story.

1 HC. Tr. 173. » Ibid, 224, * Ibid, 250.
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According to Sarrwjidaka, Kanauj was captured by the Lord of

MSlava (Devagupta) and perhaps the same king is referred to as

Gupta by Bhandi. But the attendants ascribe the imprisonment

of Rajyai^ri to ‘Gauda trouble.’ Further, whereas according to

Bhandi, Rajvasri burst from /icr presumably by eluding

or in defiance of Gupta who had seized Kanauj, the attendants

ascribe her release to the kind action of a noble man named Gupta.

On the important question whether this Gupta is identical with the

Gupta of Bhandi, B^nabhatta is distressingly silent.

Bhandfs statement, being admittedly based on common talk,

is less reliable than the versions of the servant and attendants of

RajyaSri who were eye-witnesses to the event. We may thus

reasonably infer that shortly after Dc\agupta had captured Kanauj

by defeating and killing Grahavarman, Sasanka marched to the help

of his ally and reached Kanauj. In the meantime, Devagupta,

intoxicated with his recent success, proceeded towards Thaneswar

without waiting for the arrival of his ally l^afeshka, and met with

his doom. It is evident, how'^cver, that l^a&Shka still retained his

hold on Kanauj, and RfEjyavardhana had an encounter with him.

Banabhaita does not give any details about the subsequent mo\e-

ments of these two adversaries, but merely states that Rajya-

vardhana “had been allured to confidence by false civilities on the

part of the king of Gauda, and then, weaponless, confiding, and

alone, despatched in his own quarters’'^ What the exact allure-

ments were, and why the king was foolish enough to enter into the

enemy’s camp without proper escort or safeguard, Banabhatta does

not care to explain.

Hiuen Tsang, the other contemporary writer, is equally vague

and obscure on this point. He tells us that .^aSSnka frequently

told his ministers, with reference to Rajyavardhana, “that if a

frontier country has a virtuous ruler, this is the unhappiness of the

mother kingdom,” and then adds, “on this they (i.e. the ministers)

asked the king to a conference and murdered him.” Later, Hiuen

Tsang quotes the following speech of Harsha’s ministers : “Owing

to the fault of his (Rsjyavardhana’s) ministers, he was led to

subject his person to the hand of his enemy, and the kingdom has

suffered a great affliction : but it is the fault of your ministers.”®

This is hardly consistent with Bana’s version,® for no heedless act

» /6/J. 178. “ Beal— I. 210-11.

* St, Julien’s translation of the above passage, which is more d««isive on

this point, runs as follows (7/1. 1878, p. 197) “But by the incapacity of his

(Rsjyavardhana’s) ministers he has gone and fallen under the sword of his ene-

my ; that has been a great disgrace to the realm. It is we who are to blame.”
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of the king under the influence of temptation or allurement, but

a deliberate plan (or conspiracy 7) of the ministers was responsible

for the course of events which ultimately put Rsjyavardhana in the

clutches of his enemy. Besides, emphasis is laid here on the fault

of the ministers and not on any treacherous act of ^aishka. To
these two contemporary accounts we have to add a third, viz., the

statement contained in the inscriptions^ of Harsha that Rsjya-

vardhana gave up his life at the house of his enemy owing to his

adherence to a promise {satySmrodhena).

On the basis of the above accounts, historians are generally

agreed that ^atshka treacherously murdered Rsjyavardhana.

Mr. R. P. Chanda* was the first to challenge the accuracy of the

view and gave cogent reasons to show that Rajyavardhana was
either defeated and taken prisoner or surrendered to l^aSSnka.

Mr. R. D. Banerji* and the present writer* also supported

Mr, Chanda. This view is, however, opposed by Dr, R. G. Basak®

and Dr. D, C. Ganguly* who have reiterated the old theory of

l^asSnka’s treachery.

This controversy, is not likely to be closed until fresh evidence

enables us to reach definite conclusions. In the meantime, the

arguments on both sides may be summed up to enable the reader

to form his own judgment.

The main argument adduced by Dr. Basak and Dr Ganguly is

the agreement between the contemporary sources. But it may
be pointed out, that while Btrnabhatta and Hiuen Tsang agree that

Rsjyavardhana was murdered in a treacherous manner, the two

authorities differ in essential details, and further the third contem-

porary source, the inscriptions of Harsha, and one version of Hiuen

Tsang make no allusion to treachery at all. Curiously enough, all

these accounts are characterised by a deliberate vagueness and
obscurity which is difficult to account for.

Following the ordinary canons of criticism the charges of BSna
and Hiuen Tsang against l^aSSnka must be accepted with a great

deal of reserve. Both w'ere prejudiced against him on account of

his hostility apinst their patron, and Hiuen Tsang made no secret

of his wrath against l^a^Snka for his anti-Buddhist activities. That
Hiuen Tsang was ready, nay almost glad, to believe anything

discreditable to f^a^finka, is abundantly clear from the various stories

he has recorded of f^a&Snka’s persecution of Buddhism, and his

ignoble death. The attitude of Bstia is also quite clear from the

> £/. IV. 210 ,1.67. » C/J.8ff. • ^/. 107.

* EHBR.n.n. • J¥N/.144fr. • /WQ. XII. 462 ff.

* These have been referred to iupra p. 67, f.n. 3.

10-
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contemptuous epithets like Gau4Sdhama and Gaudabhujahga by

which he refers to l^a^ahka.

Such witnesses would be suspect even if their stories were

complete, rational, and consistent. But unfortunately both the

stories are so vague and involve such an abnormal element as

would not be believed except on the strongest evidence. Hiuen

Tsang does not refer to any ill feling or hostility between ^ai^nka

and Rfljyavardhana, nor even any conflict of interests. Nothing

but pure jealousy at Rsjyavardhana’s virtue prompts ^a^Shka to

incite his ministers to murder him. Apart from the irrational

character of the whole story, it is sufficiently refuted by the fact

that according to BSiia, Rajyavardhana’s rule was so short that

^a^ahka could have hardly any opportunity to be deeply impressed

by his virtue, and ""frequently' addressed his ministers on that

subject.

The story of Baiiabhatta presupposes that although Rajya-

vardhana was out to fight with l^asahka, who was his mortal enemy

and in occupation of Kanauj where Rajya^ri was still kept in

prison, he could be tempted to meet his adversary, alone and

without any weapon. The story is neither rational nor complete,

for Banabhatta does not even care to mention the nature of

allurements which might explain or excuse such an unusual step

taken by Rajyavardhana. Dr. R. G. Basak tries to cover this

vital defect by assuming that neither Harsha nor Bhan^i knew
clearly about the allurement offered by l§a§ahka to Rajya,^ and
Bana had special reason to conceal the details. How Bana came
to know what was unknown to both Harsha and Bhandi, Dr. Basak

does not tell us. Nor does he explain how iSahkara, the commentator

of Bana, who flourished centuries latci,^ knew the details of the

story though they were not recorded by Ba^a. It seems that, in

this particular case, contrary to the ordinary principle, the accurate

knowledge of the details of an event grows in proportion to the

lapse of time.

According to l^ahkara,® Sa^anka enticed Rajyavardhana through

a spy by the offer of his daughter’s hand, and while the unlucky

king with his retinue was participating in a dinner in his enemy’s

camp he was killed by the Gauda king in disguise. This story is

hardly consistent with Baca’s account that Rajyavardhana was

alone and defenceless when he was killed in his enemy’s house.

* HNL 148. But it is said in Harsha-charita that when Harsha met

Bhandi, enquired the facts of his brother's death, and Bhandi related the

whole story in full.” (HC, Tr, 224).

* Dr. Ganguly places Sankara in the 14th century a.d. IHQ. xii. 462.

* //iV/. 149.
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Dr. Basak, oblivious of this inconsistency, accepts the story as
correct and remarks, “It is quite plausible, that during a period
of truce the offer of the hand of his daughter to Rsjyavardhana
was made by 6asfihka, and lest Rsjyavardhana’s heedless compliance
with such an invitation sent through a messenger should tarnish

the reputation of the king, BSna refrained from giving full details

of this incident in his book,’’^

B5na could not have such a story in view, for it is inconsistent

with his own account, and there appears to be no valid reason for

suppressing it.

The above analysis would show that there are legitimate

grounds for doubting the accuracy of the story. Dr. D. C. Ganguly
observes that “there is no warrant for thinking that Bana and
Hiuen Tsang blackened the character ofSa§ahka with accusations

knowing them to be false. Unfortunately such instances are not

rare. References to Siraj-ud-daulfi, Napoleon and Tipu Sultan by
contemporary English writers, and the contradictory versions of
the encounter between Shivaji and Afzal well illustrate the

unwillingness or incapacity ojf hostile writers to give impartial

account of dreaded foes. The last instance perhaps furnishes an
apt parallel to the !>a^nhka-Ra:jyavardhana incident. The Mahratta

and Muslim writers accuse respectively Afzal and Shivaji of

treachery. In the present instance we have only the version of

Kanauj. The Bengali version might have painted the scene in an

altogether different way. For the present we can accept the

statement in Harsha’s inscriptions that Rsjyavardhana gave up
his life, in his enemy’s house, where he went for the sake of a

promise, or, as Dr. Basak puts it, to keep his W'ord of honour. That

this enemy was J^asShka also admits of little doubt. Further details

of this incident may be revealed some day by the discovery of fresh

evidence, but until then the modern historians might well suspend

their judgment and at least refrain from accusing iSasShka of

treachery, a charge not brought against him even by the brother

of the murdered. It may also be emphasised that even Buddhist

traditions were not unanimous in respect of the treachery of ^asrthka.

For according to the generally accepted interpretation of mmk.,

Rajyavardhana was murdered, not by Sagahka, but by a king of

the Nagna caste.®

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that Hiuen Tsang’s

emphasis upon the Emit of the ministers in respect of Rajya-

vardhana’s death becomes very significant when we remember that

Rajyavardhana was a Buddhist and his ministers were most

» Ibid. * JtIQ. XII. 463. 3 ////. 50.
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probably orthodox Hindus. Hiuen Tsang refers to an attempt on
Harsha’s life by the non-Buddhists.^ Who knows that Rsjya-

vardhana’s death was not similarly encompassed by his ministers

with the help of SaeSoka who was known to be a great champion
of orthodox faith ? This is, of course, a mere hypothesis, which

lacks convincing evidence, but it would explain the mysterious

vagueness of the contemporary authorities and prove that there

might be other explanations of Rajyavardhana’s death than the

treachery of ^asSnka.^

^ Besl-^Records, i. 220-21.

• An apt illustration is furnished by the capture of the Roman emperor

Valerian by the Persian king Shapur in a.d. 260. It is generally held that in

course of negotiations for peace, “the Persian king expressed his desire for a per-

sonal interview ; the emperor agreed ; in fatal confidence he met the Persian king

and was taken prisoner.” The following comment is made in Cambridge Ancient

History (Vol. xii. p. 1 35) on this episode ; “On the fact of the capture our sour-

ces are in complete accord, but they disagree in their accounts of the manner in

which it was effected. While Zosimus represents it as a treacherous breach of

faith on the part of Shapur, others would place it after a battle with insufficient

forces against the superior strength of the enemy, otheis again—and this must

certainly be false—will have it that Valerian had fled from beleagured Edessa to

the Persian King in face of a mutiny of his own starving soldiers.”



CHAPTER V

POLITICAL DISINTEGRATION AFTER

I. KINGDOM OF GAUDA

The death of 6a§5nka proved to be a political disaster of the

first magnitude. Not only were the dreams of a far-flung Gauda
empire rudely shattered, but within a few years his kingdom,
including the capital city Karnasuvarna, passed into the hands of

Bhaskaravarman, the hostile king of Ksmarupa. The events that

led to this complete collapse are not known, and only a few facts

of this obscure period in the history of Bengal may be gleaned from
the documents at present available to us.

^iuen Tsang who travelled in Bengal about 638 A.D., shortly

after the death of ^ai^ahka, mentions, besides Kajahgala (territory

round Rajmahal), four kingdoms in Bengal proper, v/z., Pun^ra-
vardhana, Karnasuvarna, Samatata, and Tfrmralipti.^ The first two
undoubtedly denote the two component parts of J^aSanka’s kingdom
v/z., North Bengal and northern parts of Western Bengal including

Burdwan, Birbhum, Murshidabad, and Nadia districts. Hiuen
Tsang refers to the capital of each of the kingdoms mentioned by
him, but does not say anything of their kings and gives no
indication of their political status. The silence has led some
scholars to think that they were included within the empires of
Harshavardhana.® But this assumption is not supported either by
the general tenor of Hiuen Tsang’s description or by any facts

known so far.

It is obvious from Hiuen Tsang’s account that l§a§sfika’s death

loosened the bonds which united North and West Bengal, and these

formed separate kingdoms in 638 a.d. Within a few years both

» Watters, n. 182-193. Be2̂ ^Records, ii. 193-204.

The fallacy of this view has been pointed out in JBORS. ix. 312ff. and

IHQ. XV. 122. But Dr. R. G. Basak repeats the same and even improves upon

it. “The ‘reason,” says he, “for Yuan Chwang not mentioning the name of any

king ruling in any of the four or five political divisions of Bengal at that period

may be sought in the fact that when he visited (in 643 a.d.) these countries and

also Kamartipa, he found most of them included in Harsha's own dominion, and

some in that ofBhaskaravarman (Italics is ours),” HNl. 227. It may be mentioned

in passing that Hiuen Tsang visited Bengal nbout 638 a.d. and not 643 a.d, as

stated above (Watters, ii. 335). Mr. Tripathi has merely echoed the old view

without any fresh argument (TK. Chs. iv-v ; JBORS, xviii. 296 ff).
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these kingdoms were conquered by Bhaskaravarman. The fact that

Bhaskaravarman made a grant from the victorious camp at

Karnasuvarna^ shows that he even succeeded in seizing the capital

city of ^a§ahka.

This may also be indirectly concluded from some incidents

referred to in the Life of Hiuen Tsang. It is recorded there that

some time about 642 a.d., Bhaskaravarman proceeded with his

army of elephants, 20,000 in number, to meet Harsha at Kajahgala

near Rajmahal, and his 30,000 ships passed along the Ganges to the

same destination.^ This evidently implies an effective suzerainty of

the king of Kamarirpa over the former dominions of ^asahka.®

It is interesting to note that, according to the Life of Hiuen

Tsang, at the time of this meeting Harsha himself had just

returned from his victorious campaign in Kohgoda,^ the kingdom

of the .^ailodbhavas who formerly acknowledged the suzerainty of

Sa^Shka.

Now Hiuen Tsang's account, as preserved in his Records, does

nor refer to Puriclravardhana and Karnasuvarna as subject to

Bhaskaravarman, and as regards Kohgoda, it even goes so far as to

say that its soldiers ‘‘rule by f^e the neighbouring provinces, so

that no one can resist them.”^ It would thus appear that the

dominions of J5a§5hka in and outside Bengal proper were conquered

respectively by Bhaskaravarman and Harsha some time between

638 and 642 a.d. The only exception was Magadha which

evidently passed into the hands of one Purnavarman, described as

last of the race of A^okaraja, at the time when Hiuen Tsang visited

1 Nidhanpur cp. {El xii. 65; xix. 115.) * Beal-L//e. 172,

• This point was emphasised for the first time by Dr. D. C. Ganguly {IHQ.

jcv, 122 ff). It should be remembered, however, that the passage of Bh&skara*s

army and ships can also be explained by the assumption of Harsha’s suzerainty

over Bengal. Bhaskara’s conquest of Bengal is assumed on the authority of

Nidhanpur cp., but it is equally probable that after Sasanka’s death his dominions

both in Bengal and Orissa were conquered by Harsha. The turmoil following the

death of Harsha might have enabled Bhaskaravarman to conquer Bengal and pitch

his victorious camp at Karnasuvarna. In any case, he must have occupied Bengal

by 648 A.D. when he is referred to as king of Eastern India in Chinese annals in

connection with the expedition of Wang-hiuen-tse. This view has been fully

developed in my Outline of Anc. Ind. Hist, and Civilisation, p. 348. For other

views on the subject, cf. HNL 225-229, It is difficult to accept Dr. Basak*s

suggestion that Bhaskaravarman never conquered Karnasuvarna, but merely pitched

his temporary camp there,as an ally of Harsha during the latter’s second campaign

{HN I, 228-29), It would have been highly impolitic, to say the least of it, on

the part of Bhaskaravarman to issue a formal royal edict from a place which

belonged not to him but to a mighty king like Harsha. Further, as noted above,

he is definitely referred to as king of Eastern India in the Chinese annals.

* Beal-Ii/e. 172. * Beal-Records. n. 207
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it about 637-38 A,D.^^But in or about 641 a.d. it was conquered
by Harshavardhana.® Kajangala also was presumably conquered
by H^rsha.

'^Thus the available evidences seem to indicate that the death

of ^^a^Snka was followed by a disruption of his vast dominions and
its component parts formed separate independent states. This gave

the required opportunity® to his life-long enemies Bhaskaravarman
and Harshavardhana who conquered respectively his former

dominions in and outside Bengal.

The political disintegration of the Gauda empire after the death
of Sagiihka seems to be referred to in that curious Buddhist work
Arya-mahju^n-mTilakalpa mentioned above. The relevant passage

has been translated as follows by Jayaswal

:

“After the death of Soma the Gauda political system (Gauijla-tanfra) was
reduced to mutual distrust, raised weapons and mutual jealousy—one (king) for

a week ; another for a month ; then a republican constitution—such will be the

daily (condition; of the country on the bank of the Ganges where houses were
built on the ruins of monasteries. Thereafter I oma’s (^Sasanka’s) son Manava
will last for 8 months 5 (J ?) days.”*

This English rendering of the relevant passage by Mr. Jayaswal

cannot be regarded as free from doubts, particularly as the reference

to a republican constitution is based on an emendation of the text.

But it undoubtedly conveys the general sense of the text.

The passage immediately following the above extract in mmk.

almost undoubtedly refers to a king JayanSga of Gauda,® and

there is equally little doubt that he is to be identified with the king

of that name whose coins have been found in Western Bengal,®

1 Ibid.m^
* This may be inferred from the following statement by Ma-Twan-Lin :

“In the fifteenth year of the Ching-Kiwan Period (641 a.d.) Siladitya assumed the

title of king of Mo-kie-tho (Magadha) and sent an ambassador with a letter to the

emperor*’ l/A. ix. (1880) 19].

« Jt must be emphasised, that apart from conjectures based on pre-conceived

notions about Harsha’s military exploits, and inferences based on doubtful

evidences of negative character, the only two positive references to Harsha's

conquests in Eastern India are those of Magadha in 641 a.d., and Kohgoda the

following year (apart from a temporary court held at Kajangala referred to supra

p. 78). The reasonable presumption, therefore, is that Harsha led victorious

campaign in these regions after, and not before, Sasahka's death.

* IHh 58. The word Ganajya has been emended to ganarajya.

• NUgaraja-sainahveyo Gau^a-raja bhavishyatil^

ante tasya nripe tishtham jayadyavarnatadvisaul(MMK. p. 636.

Jayaswal reads ‘Nagaraja’ in place of Nagaraja [MMK (J), v. 750] and takes

Nagaraja to be the name of the kin^ and regards him as belonging to the BbaiaUva

dynasty {IHI. 51).

• For JayaoBga’s coins cf. Allan, CCBM. lxi, civ., 150-151. The coins bear
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and who issued a land-grant from the victorious camp of

Kar^asuvar^a, the capital of l§a^shka.^

Although the tradition recorded in mmk. cannot be regarded

by itself as historical, it is corroborated in the present instance by

known facts. The general picture of anarchy, confusion, and

political disintegration is fully confirmed by the conquests of

Harsha and Bhaskaravarman, and merely supplies the details of

a presumption to which they inevitably lead. The reference to

Jayanaga is also corroborated, as noted above, by coins and inscrip-

tion of a king named JayanSga who ruled with Kar^asuvarna as

capital.

The date of Jayanaga cannot be ascertained with precision,

but judging from his coins and inscription, he may be placed within

the period 550-650 a.d. '^n the basis of the tradition recorded in

MMK. we may hold that after the anarchy and confusion caused by

the invasion of Bhaskaravarman had subsided, and a son of fea^shka

had vainly tried to re-establish the fortunes of his family, the

kingdom passed into the hands of Jayanfiga.^ He is styled

MaharSjadhiraja and was evidently a ruler of some authority.

He ruled over Birbhum and Murshidabad districts, but the extent

of hi^ingdom or any other detail of his reign is not known to us,

'^or more than a century after this the history of Gauda is

obscure in the extreme. This period which extends roughly from

650 to 750 A.D. was marked at the beginning by political chaos

and confusion in Eastern India caused by the death of Harsha

(646 or 647 a.d.), the usurpation of his kingdom by his minister,

and the strange military adventures of the Chinese envoy

Wang-hiuen-tse.*

But the success of the Chinese arms brought into prominence

the name Jaya and there is no doubt no>v that they were issued by Jayansga

(£r. xviii. 6 ).

^ Vappaghoshavata Grant (£/ xviii. 60 fT), or MaHiya Grant {ABORI, xix.

81). It records a grant of land situated in Audumbarika-vij/7a>a which has been

identified with Audambar Pargana mentioned in A6arf. It comprised the

greater part of Birbhum and a part of the Murshidabad district {El. xix. 286-87),

Samanta Narayanabhadra was the ruler of this vishaya at the time of the grant.

• Dr. R. G. Basak writes : “The Manjusrt-mulakalpa makes Jayanaga

almost a successor of Sasanka. but in our opinion, he and his son ( stated to have

reigned for a few months only) preceded Sasahka as kings of Karnasuvarna’*

{HNL 140). Dr. Basak gives no reason, and in the absence of more reliable

evidence or cogent arguments to the contrary, it is better to accept the tradition

recorded in mmk. Dr. Basak refers to a son of Jayanaga, but mmk. refers to

the son of Sasshka, and not of Jayanaga, as liaving ruled for eight months and
five days. It is just possible that Jayanaga ruled after the death of Sasanka and
before the conquest of Karpasuvarna by Bhaskaravarman.

^ This h^ been dealt with in detail infra p. 92.
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a new factor in North Indian politics. The powerful king of Tibet,

Srong-tsan Gampo, who exercised suzerainty over Nepal and had
sent military assistance to the Chinese in their hour of need, is

credited with extensive conquests in India. There is no reliable

record of his exploits, but he is said to have conquered Assam
and gradually made himself master of nearly the half of India.^

In spite of obvious exaggerations the claims were probably not

without some basis. We have definite evidence that the dynasty

of Bhaskaravarman was overthrown not long after his death by a

Mlechchha ruler.®* It is also not improbable that the Khadga
kings who ruled over parts of Bengal in the seventh century a.d.

came in the train of the .Tibetan invasion,® though of this we
have no definite evidence.'^Although the Tibetan supremacy was
short-lived and Indian states threw off the suzerainty of Tibet

about 702 a.d.,^ the menace of Tibetan invasion probably played

an important part in Indian politics.

Another important political factor was the re-establishment of

the Later Gupta power in Magadha. That this province was

included for a short time in the empire of Harsha admits of no

doubt.® But not long after bis death it came into the possession

of Adityasena. He and his three successors ruled over this kingdom
in the latter half of the seventh and beginning of the eighth

century a.d.« They all assumed imperial titles and were evidently

very powerful rulers. Some scholars hold that Bengal, or at least

a large part of it, was included in their empire,’ but we have no
reliable evidence of any kind to support this view.

» Ldvi-Arf-/7fl/. II. 174. See also /V/rrt pp. 91-93. • DHNLu 239.

® EHBR. 24. It must be noted, however, that important persons with the

title Khffdgi arc mentioned in Mallasarul Ins. (6th cent, a.d.) (£/. xxiii, 159).

L^vi-Nepa/. ii. 174-75. ® See supra p. 79, f.n. 2.

* The history of Adityasena and his successors, Devagiipta, Vishnugupta

and Jivitagupta ii is known from six inscriptions (C//. iii. Nos. 42-46 and

Vaidyanfftha Temple Ins. at Deoghar, ClI. iii. p. 213 f.n.). All the four kings

bear imperial titles viz., Paramabhattaraka and Mahsrgjsdhirsja. All their re-

cords have been fo nd in Bihar. No. 46 is issued from the Jaynskandhavara of

Gomatikottaka and Fleet suggests that it was on the bank of the river Gomatl.

This is, however, by no means certain. The only other evidence of their rule

outside Bihar is furnished by the Vaidyanatha Temple Ins. of which no facsimile

is published, and which was written in Maithila character iJASB. lii. 190-91),

It says that Adityasena, having arrived from the Chola city, performed three

Asvamedha and other sacrifices. Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri thinks that these Later

Gupta kings are referred to as Lords of the whole of Uttars-patha {sakal-oitarci-

patha-natho){PHAL 4th ed., pp. 516-17). No 43 gives the date 66 for Adityasena,

which, referred to Harsha Era, would be equivalent to 672 a.d. Adityasena and
his three successors may be placed approximately between 650 and 725 a.d.

** Dr. R. G. Basak thinks that 'Bengal, specially the Southern Rs^ha and

Vanga* probably formed parts of Adityasena’s dominions as he extended his

11
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We learn from an inscription^ of a king of the feaila dynasty

named Jayavardhana that the brother of his great-grandfather

defeated the Paundra king and conquered his dominions. According

to this record the iSaila dynasty had a remarkable history. Their

original home was in the valley of the Himalayas, but they

conquered the Gurjara country. Later, they spread to the east

and ultimately three branches of the family established themselves

at Kari, the Vindhya region, and Paundra. It is said that the two

chiefs who conquered Ka^i and Paundra were brothers, and the

son of the former became the lord of the Vindhya regions.

The Paundra kingdom, conquered by the iSailas, has been

identified by all scholars with North Bengal, on the ground

that this region was known as Loth Pu^dra and Paundra,*

Unfortunately, no details of the Saila rule in Bengal are known to

us. The conquest probably took place about 725 a.d.®

The next important event in the history of Bengal is the

'^defeat and death of the king of Gauda at the hands of Yagovarman,

the king of Kanauj, who undertook a military expedition all over

Northern India to establish his position as Lord Paramount like

Harshavardhana and Yagodharman. The date of Yagovarman’s

conquests may be approximately fixed between 725 and 735 a.d.

He evidently regarded the Lord of Gauda as one of his chief

adversaries and his success against the latter has obtained great

prominence on account of the title of a famous poetic work Gau4a-

vaho (‘Slaying of the King of Gauda’) by his court-poet VfikpatirSja.*

Curiously enough, the poem itself, consisting of 1209 verses, refers

only once (v. 1194), very incidentally, to the slaying of the Gauda
king, while five \erses (vv. 354, 414-417) refer to the Lord of

Magadha. The latter fled before Yasovarman in the Vindhya region

(v. 354), but the other kings who accompanied him immediately

returned to fight (v, 414). After describing the battle in two

verses (vv. 415, 416), the poet simply says that Yalovarman,

having slain the king of the Magadhas, who was fleeing, proceeded

to the sea-shore (v. 417).

It has been assumed that the Lord of Gauda and Lord of

Magadha, mentioned by Vakpati, were one and the same person.

conquests towards the shores of the ocean (i/iV/. 128). He evidently relies on

the statement in the Vaidyaralha Temple Ins. that Adityasena conquered the

whole earth upto the shore of the four oceans. But such praises are too conven-

tional to be regarded seriously. Nor can we infer the supremacy of the Later

Guptas in Bengal from the very hypothetical proposition that they were Lords of

Uttarspatha (sec supra p. 81, f.n. 6).

* Eagholi CP, (EL ix. 41).

* Cf, Bclavacp.l.27.B/.20. • DHNLhll6,
* Cauia-^vahot edited by l^nkar Pgndurang Pandit (Bombay, 1887).
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The assumption has led to a further one viz. that Gauda was

subject to the Later Gupta kings of Magadha. But even if the

first assumption be correct, the second does not necessarily follow.

The emphasis laid on Gauda in the very title of the poem would

rather lead to the inference that Magadha was subject to the king

of Gauda.^ But all these assumptions must be regarded as purely

provisional on account of the obscurity of the poem Gati4a-raho

which has been discussed in detail in Appendix ii.

Ya^^varman followed up his victory against Gauda by the

conquest of Vanga. Thus nearly the whole of modern Bengal

passed into his hands. The nature of his rule is not known to us,

but it could not have been of long duration. For the promising

career of Yafeovarman was cut short by the disastrous defeat

inflicted upon him by Lalitaditya, the king of Kashmir, before the

close of the first half of the eighth century a.d., and probably not

long after 736 a.d.*

Lalitflditya naturally regarded himself as the overlord of the

various states which had acknowledged the suzerainty of Yafeo-

varman. Presumably to enforce this claim, he undertook a

digvjjaya or an expedition of conquest. According to Kalhana’s

account his victorious campaign not only led him across the whole

of Northern India right up to Kalihga, but also over the whole of

Southern India up to the river Kfiven and the Malaya mountains.

To what extent this may be regarded as historically true it is

difficult to say. As regards Bengal, with which alone we are here

concerned, there is no direct reference in Kalhana’s account that

Lalitffditya invaded, far less conquered, any part of the province.

But two incidents reported by Kalhana lead to the presumption

that the kingdom of Gauda acknowledged his suzerainty.

In the first place, we are told that a troop of elephants from

Gauda-mandala joined Lalitsdiiya,* and it is only reasonable to

conclude that the king of Gauda acknowledged^the suzerainty of

Lalitfiditya and sent his elephant troops to help him. -Secondly,

Kalhana relates how the king of Gauda was forced to visit Kashmir

* The ^quest of Magadha is perhaps to be credited to the Saila rulers

of Northern Bengal, As noted above, two other branches of this family ruled

in Vindhya region and Benares, and this circumstance must have helped the

feiila ruler of Bengal to wrest the supremacy of Magadha, probably from Jlvita-

gupta u, the last known ruler of the Later Guptas, who reigned in the first half

of th^eighth cectury a.d.

For different views, cf. Cau4a-vaho, 2nd ed., pp. cclvi ff.

’ RT. IV. 148, Dr. H. C. Ray states that Lalitaditya “reached the Gau^la

land’* (DHNL i, 277). This is, however, by no means certain though very pro-

bable. In any case RT. docs not refer to Lalitsditya’s march to Oau^a.
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at the behest of Lalitsditya, and was n^rdered tbere.^ The Gau^a
king had evidently some fear about his safety, and to remove it,

Lalitsditya swore by an image of Vishnu that no violence would
be done to his person. In spite of this guarantee Lalitsditya caused

the Cauda king to be mui dered at a place called Trigrsmi. Here,

again, the distant journey undertaken by the Gauda king, in spite

of misgivings about his own safety, can be reasonably explained

only on the supposition that he acknowledged the suzerainty of

Lalitsditya.

The sequel to the murder of the king of Gauda is interesting

enough to be recorded here. Kalhana relates how some loyal and

faithful followers of the Gauda king took a solemn vow to avenge

the foul mt^er, made the long journey from Gauda to Kashmir

in the guise of pilgrims, and attacked the temple which contained

the Vishnu image by which Lalitsditya swore the safety of the

Gauda king. With a full knowledge of certain death, these people

entered the temple and broke one of the two images found there,

unhappily the wrong one. In the meantime, soldiers came from

the capital and cut all the Gaudas to pieces. The Kashmirian

poet has paid the highest tribute to the loyalty and devotion of

these people. “Even the creator,” says he, “cannot achie\e what

the Gaudas did on (hat occasion,” and “to this day the world is

filled with the fame of the Gauda heroes.”* The story, romantic

though it is, is probably true, for otherwise Kalhana would not

have reported it, knowing fully how thoroughly it discredits his

ideal king Lalitsditya.

Same reliance, however, cannot be placed on another romantic

story recorded by Kalhana about Jaysplda, the grandson of

Lalitsditya. But though its historical character may well be

doubted, a brief account of the curious episode may be given for

what it is worth.

JaySpIda, the grandson of Lalitsditya, set out with a vast army

for conquering the world, in imitation of his grandfather. But his

kingdom was usurped, during his absence, by his brother-in-law

Jajja, and he was deserted by his army. Ultimately he dismissed

all his soldiers and wandered alone. In course of this romantic

enterprise, he entered the city of Paurjdravardhana which was then

ruled by a prince called Jayanta, as a subordinate chief to the

king of Gauda. He married Jayanta’s daughter, defeated the

five Gauda chiefs and made his faiher-iu-law their overlord.*

It is difiicult to say what amount of truth, if any, there is in

* itr. IV. 323-30. • /ir. IV. 332, 335. * RT. IV. 402-468.
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this story. But the reference to five Gauda kings indicates a state

of political disintegration which is supported by other evidences.

It appears very likely that Gauda became a field of struggle for

supremacy among a number of local chiefs who had asserted their

independence as there was no central authority to keep them under

control. ^
Another reference to a foreign conquest of Gauda, about this

period, occurs in an inscription of Jayadeva ii, the Lichchhavi

king of Nepal. In this record, dated 759 or 748 a.d., the king’s

falher-in-law, Harsha of the Bhagadalta dynasty, is described as the

lord of Gauda, Udra, Kalihga and KoBala.^ The fact that the

rulers of Ksmarupa claimed descent from Bhagadatta has led to

the presumption that Harsha was ruler of Ks:marirpa.® We must

remember, however, that the Kara dynasty of Orissa also claimed

descent from the same family,^ and it is equally probable that

Harsha belonged to that dynasty. In any case we have no
independent evidence about the possession of Gauda by any ruler

of either KamarUpa or Orissa, and it is difficult to say how far the

assumption of the title ‘lord of Gauda’ was justified by actual

exercise of authority in that kingdom.

II. KINGDOM OF VANGA

We have no definite information about the political condition

of Vanga during the reign of Sasanka. But even if it were

incorporated in his dominions, it must have again formed an
independent state shortly after his death. Hiuen Tsang has

referred to the kingdom of Samatata, which seems to have included

the major part, if not the whole, of Vanga proper^ How long the

independent kingdom established in this region by Gopachandra
continued to exist and how it ended are unknown to us. We learn

from Hiuen Tsang that a line of Brghma^a kings ruled in Samatata

in the first half of the seventh century a.d. But he does not give

us any information about it beyond stating that ^ilabhadra, the

* Pasupati Ins. dated years 153 (W.ix. 178). This year is usually referred to

the Harsha Era {Hf^L 268), but Jayaswal refers this and other dales in Nepalese

records to a new era starting in 595 a.d. {JBORS. xxii. 164 If, 184).

2 GR, 17-18 ; DHNl i. 241 ; Levi-JVepo/. ii. 171. Harsha is usually identified

with king Harsha mentioned in Tejpur cp. of Vanamsla (JASB. ix. Part ii, 766 ;

Kam. Stts, 54).

Cf. Chaurasi Grant of Sivakara {JBORS. 1928, p. 304). Some scholars,

while holding Harsha to be a king of the Kara dynasty, believes him also to be

a descendant of Bhaskaravarman {IHQ- xiv. 841).

* It is difficult to ascertain the boundaries of Samatafa which must have

aried at different ages. The district of Tippera was definitely included in it
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patriarch of Nalandff, was a scion of this royal family.^ Reference

may ^ made in this connection to a vassal chief named
Jyeshthabhadra, mentioned in the Nidhanpur copper-plate of
Bhaskaravarman. The name-ending -bhadra has led some scholars

to connect^ him with Silabhadra and to postulate the existence of

a Bhadra dynasty ruling in Bengal.* Although there is not

sufficient evidence in support of this view, it is not an unlikely one.

This Brahmanical royal dynasty seems to have been overthrown by
a line of Buddhist kings whose names contained the word khadgct

as an essential element. The history of this dynasty, generally

referred to as the Khadga dynasty, is known from two copper-plates

found at Ashrafpur, 30 miles north east of Dacca,® and a short

record inscribed on an image of SarvSiji (DurgS) found at Deulbadi,

14 miles south of Comilla.^ These disclose the names of three

rulers viz., Khadgodyania, his son Jatakhadga, and the latter’s son

Devakhadga. They also refer to the queen and the son of the last

named king, viz. Prabhsvati and Rsjarsja, also called RsjarSjabhata.

They were aH^evout Buddhists.

Khadgodyama is described as nripadhiraja (overlord of kings)

and seems to have been the founder of the kingdom. The records

unfortunately do not contain any historical infomation, beyond the

usual vague praises, about him or his successors. Of the two

copper-plate grants of Devakhadga, one is dated in his 13th regnal

year, and the date of the other is doubtful.® Both were issued

from the royal camp of Karmsnta-va.rj^f/, which was probably their

capital. This city has been identified with modern BadkfimtS, a

(sec supra p. 17). The account of Hiuen Tsang, however, shows that Samatafa

was an extensive kingdom in his days. “This country,” says he,“which was on

the sea side and was low and moist, was more than 3,000 li in circuit” (Watters,

II. 187). From Samatata the “pilgrim journejed west for over 900 li to Tsmra-

lipti.” (Ibid 189). From these indications the kingdom of Samatata in the 7th

century a d. may be reasonably regarded as having comprised the area bounded

by the old course of the lower Brahmaputra river in the north, Chittagong Hills

in the east, and the Bay of Bengal on the south. The western boundary was

perhaps formed by a branch of the old Canges (Padms) corresponding to

modern Gorai and Madhumati rivers. Cunningham held that Samatata denoted

the delta of the Ganges and its chief city occupied the site of modern Jessore.

Fergusson and Watters identified it respectively with Dacca and Faridpur

districts. (Watters, ii. 188).

» Watters, u. 109.

s /C.u. 795-97, As mentioned swprfl p. 80, f.n. 1, a vassal chief Nsrfiyaiia*

bhadra is mentioned in the Ins. of Jayansga.

• MASS. I. No. 6, pp. 85-91.

• JASB. N.S. XDC. 375 ff ; HNI. 203.

* El. xvn, 357.
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Police station in the Tippera district,^ but this identification cannot

be regarded as certain.

The date of these kings is also a matter of dispute. Some
scholars refer them to the 9th century a.d.,^ while others hold that

they ruled during the latter part of the seventh and the beginning

of the eighth century.^ Apart from the evidence of palaeography,

on which both the theories are mainly based, the latter view seems

to be supported by certain reference in I-tsing’s account of fifty-six

Buddhist priests of China who visited India and the neighbouring

parts during the latter half of the seventh century a.d. One of

these priests, Sheng-Chi by name, found Rsjabhata ruling over

Samatata,* and this ruler has been identified by most scholars

with Rajarajabhata of the Khadga dynasty.® From the same

work of 1-tsing, we know that a certain Buddhist temple situated

about 228 miles east of Nalanda® was originally founded by

iSrl-Gupta, but the land belonging to it “has now reverted to the

king of Eastern India, whose name is Devavarms.’*’ This king

has been identified by some with Devagupta® of the Later Gupta
dynasty of Magadha, and by others with Devakhadga.® It must

be remembered, however, that the temple in question was

undoubtedly situated in Bengal. Fuither, Magadha, the home-

territory of the Later Guptas, is placed by 1-tsing in Mid-India^®

and not Eastern India, which is described by him as bounded by

Tflmralipti in the^south (and west) and Harikela in the east.^^

The identification of DevavarmS with Devakhadga, therefore,

appears to be more reasonable. The Chinese evidence, thus

interpreted, leads to the conclusion that the Khadga dynasty ruled

approximately between 650 and 700 a.d. and their kingdom

comprised nearly the whole of Eastern and Southern Bengal. But

these conclusions must be regarded as tentative.

» El. XVII. 351 ; JASB. N.S. x. 87. * Bl, 233 ; MASB. i. No. 6. pp. 85ff.

» JASB. N.S. XIX, 378 ; JASB. N.S. x. 86 ;
HNF. 202.

Beal- Life, xl-xli ; Chavannes, Religieux Eminents {Llsing), p. 128, f.n,3.

» JASB. N.S. xix. 378 ; HNi. 207. • IHQ. xiv. 534.

’ Beal-Iz/e. xxxvi-xxxvii ; Chavannes, op. cit., p. 83 ; IHQ. xiv. 534.

® Dr. R. G. Basak was presumably led to this view 130) by the

mistaken belief that the land granted by the king was situated near Mahabodhi

temple in^Gaya, whereas, as noted above, it was more than two hundred miles

further to the east in Bengal {supra p. 69).

• JASB. N.S. xix. 378.

” Bodh-Gaya, is referred to as situated in Mid-India in connection with

the biography of Hiuen-Ta'i (Beal-Li/e. xxx ; Chavannes, op. cit., p. 35).

Takakusu-I-rsm^. pp. xxxi. xlvi ; Chavannes, op. cir,pp. 121, 106 ; Beal-

Life. XL-XLi. Tamraljpli is called the southern district of Eastern India ftomwhich

people went towaroa Mid-India, showing that it was on the south-western border

of India.
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The Tippcra copper-plate grant of Samanta LokanStha^

introduces us to a line feudatory chiefs ruling in East Bengal in

the region round Tippera. The founder of the family is described

as a paramount ruler, adhimahctrnja. His name is lost, except the

last two letters -n^tha. His successor ^ivanStha is, however, referred

to as ssmanta. Nothing of importance is known of the next two

rulers after whom came Lokanatha who issued the charter.

The facts recorded about Lokanstha are somewhat vague and

obscure. It appears that he 'defeated an army sent against him by

his suzerain (parameSvara), On the other hand, another king,

Jlvadhflrajua by name occupied a part or whole of the kingdom of

Lokanatha, but gave up the fight and restored the territory, as the

latter obtained the royal charter,presumably from the suzerain.

There is a further reference to a fight between Jayatungavarsha

and Lokanatha. The natural presumption is that Lokanatha

rebelled against his suzerain Jayatungavarsha, and scored an initial

success by defeating the army of the latter. But he was ultimately

defeated by Jivadharana, another feudatory chief of Jayatunga-

varsha. He then submitted to his suzerain, and his dominions were

restored to him. But neither Jayatungavarsha, which was obviously

a title rather than a proper name, nor Jlvadhfira^a can be

identified.^

The copper-plate of Lokanatha is dated in words, but

unfortunately the portion containing the figure for hundreds is lost

and the extant part gives us only the year 44. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar

restores it as 144, and refers it to Harsha Era which would make
it equivalent to 750 a.d.® Dr. R. G. Basak, on the other hand,

restores the date as 344, and referring it to the Gupta Era obtains

the date 663-64 a.d.^ for Lokanstha. The palaeographical evidence,

according to Dr.*^ Basak, also refers the inscription to the seventh

century a.d. If we accept this date, we may reasonably hold the

view that Lokanatha was a feudatory of the Khadga dynasty, and

Jayatungavarsha was biruda (title) of^, either Khadgodyama or

Jfitakhadga. It may be added that according to the copper-plates

of the Khadgas, Jatakhadga annihilated his enemies and

Devakhadga had under him a number of feudal rulers who paid

court to him. But whether the Khadgas exercised supremacy over

Lokanstha or not, these is no valid reason to suppose, as some

scholars have done, that both these dynasties acknowledged a

common suzerain, far less that this suzerain was thekjdng of

Kfimartrpa.®

‘ £/. KV. 301-315.

® /^Lxi. 44.

» £frB?.29;/C.ii.37-45*

* For a fuller account cf. HNL 195 fF.

• HNI. 195.
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/
The history of the Khadga dynasty after Rajarajabhata is not

known to us. According to the traditions recorded by the Tibetan

monk TaranStha, to which detailed reference will be made in the

next chapter,^ the Chandra dynasty had been ruling in Vanga (and

occasionally also over Gauda) as early as the middle of the seventh

century a.d., and its last two rulers Govichandra and Lalitachandra

reigned during the last part of the seventh and the first part of the

eighth century a. d. It is not improbable that Govichandra

supplanted the Khadgas and re-established the supremacy of his

dynasty. ^
If we may believe in Taran^tha’s statement, it was probably

during the reign of Lalitachandra that Yasovarman invaded Vanga.

It is, however, equally or perhaps more likely that the king of

Vanga opposing Yasovarman was a Khadga king. But whoever

he may be, he was, according to Gm/f/a-va/zo, no mean enemy, and

possessed large elephant forces (v. 419). The author of Gau4a~

vaho pays indirectly a high tribute to the people of Vanga when he

says that ‘their faces assumed a pale colour while offering obeisance

to the victor, because they were not accustomed to such an act

(v. 420).’ This testimony^o the people’s bravery and love of

freedom was perhaps based on the personal knowledge of the author.

The suzerainty of Yasovarman was probably more nominal than

real, and in any case it was short-lived. There is no evidence to

show that either of the two other foreign rulers, Lalitaditya or

Harsha, who probably exercised supremacy over Gauda, had any

pretensions of suzerainty over Vanga.

According to Taranatha, the death of Lalitachandra was

followed by a period of anarchy and confusion. There was no

king ruling over either Gauda or Vanga, and as he characteristically

puts it, every Kshatriya, Grandee, Brahmana, and merchant was

a king in his own house.

The contemporary records also describe the political condition

of Bengal in the middle of the eighth century a.d. as 'mdtsya-

nySya,*^^ technical term used in treatises on politics to denote the

absence of a central ruling authority, resulting in a chaotic state,

where every local chief assumes royal authority and might alone

is right.

This Jamentable state of political disintegration was undoubtedly

caused by the series of foreign invasions and the successive changes

of ruling dynasties in Gauda and Vanga referred to above. They

* For references to Taranatha’s account in this chapter cf. App, i to Ch. vi. infra,

* Khalimpur cp. Pa/a Ins,, No. 2,
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shattered the political fabric reared up with so much care by

Oopachabdra, Dharmsditya, Samschfiradeva and ^asShka. Bengal

lapsed into a state of political inanity and the people must have

suffered untold miseries. But the very grave peril and the extremity

of the evil brought its own remedy.



APPENDIX I

RELATIONS OF TIBET WITH INDIA .

Some time between 581 and 600 A.D., an obscure chief named
Srong Tsan united the scattered hill tribes and founded a powerful

kingdom in Tibet. He had an army of about 1,00,000 soldiers and

led a victorious campaign to Central India, a term used by the

Chinese to designate Bihar and probably also sometimes U. P. as

distinguished from Eastern India comprising Bengal and Assam.

The nature and extent of his conquest are not known to us, but

it has been suggested that the era known as San and current

in Bengal and Assam commemorates this forgotten foreign invasion

of Bengal. The name of the era, San, equivalent to the last part

of Uie name of the Tibetan king, and its epoch 593*594 a.d. both

favour this hypothesis,^ but it goes against the generally accepted

view that the era originated in the time of Akbar by the conversion

of Hijra into a solar year.*

Srong Tsan was succeded by his son Srong*Tsan Gampo.^
He was a remarkable figure. He married a princess of Nepal and
also won, under military pressure, the hands of the daughter of

the Chinese emperor. Through the influence of his queens he was
converted into Buddhism and introduced the religion in his country.

The grateful posterity regards him as an incarnation of Bodhisatva

Padmapsni. He revised Tibetan alphabet on the model of the Indian,

invited Indian Pandits to Tibet, and had Buddhist scriptures

translated into Tibetan. He founded numerous monasteries and

castles at Lhasa and made that his capital. He also extended the

suzerainty of Tibet in all directions.

^ LM-Nepal. n. 147, 153*4.

^ Levi's view has been refuted by K. P. Jayaswal {JBORS* xxn. 172).

Some other views on the origin of Bengali San have been summarised by D. Triveda

in JIH. XIX. 292 ff.

^ The account of Srong-tsan Oampo is based on the following authorities;

. The Chronicles of Ladakh (translated by Francke in Antiquities of
-Tibet^ Part it, pp. 82-84).

. A Study on the Chronicles of Ladakh by Dr. L. Petech (published

as a supplement to IHQ, xv), Ch. v.

c. lAwi-Nepal ii. 148-152.
^ d, Sarat Chandra Das‘s account [JASB, l. (1881), Part i, pp. 218-224].

(This is somewhat antiquated and should be read m the light of

Nos. fl-c).

L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism pf Tibet, Ch. m.
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Srong-tsan Gampo was a contemporary of the great Indian

emperor Harshavardhana. The death of Harsha, towards the

close of 646 or the beginning of 647 a.d., was followed by anarchy

and confusion, and the succession to the imperial throne was

claimed by one of his ministers, who evidently held sway in Bihar

and whose name is given in Chinese texts as Na-fQ-ti 0-lo-na-shuen,

the original Indian name being perhaps Arjuna or ArupSSva of

Ttrabhukti (Tirhut, North Bihar). According to the story preserved

in the Chinese annals, this Arjuna attacked a Chinese mission,

under Wang-hiuen-tse, that was sent by the Chinese Emperor to

Harsha. For reasons, not explained, Arjuna killed most of the

members of the mission and plundered their property. Wang-

hiuen-tse fled to Nepal, secured 7,000 soldiers from Nepal and

1,200 from Tibet, and, returning to Indian plains, disastrously

defeated and imprisoned Arjuna and took him a captive to China.

It is said that Wang-hiuen-tse stormed the capital city of Arjuna,

and about 580 walled towns in India submitted to him. Even

Bhaskaravarman, the king of Kamarupa, sent supplies to the

victorious army led by Wang-hiuen-tse.* The whole episode took

place during 647 and 648 a.d. in the plains of Bihar, probably to

the north of the river Ganges and not far from the river Gandakl.

The story reads more like romance than sober history, and it

is difficult to say what amount of historical truth there is in it.

For it is as difficult to accept the story of unprovoked hostility on

the part of Arjuna as to believe in the utter rout of his army and

thorough conquest of his country by 8,000 soldiers.

There is, however, no doubt that the Tibetan king Srong-tsan

Gampo was drawn into Indian politics, either in connection with

the strange episode of Wang-hiuen-tse or in pursuance of his father’s

policy. Whether he actually conquered any part Of Indian plains

is not definitely known, but he is said to have conquered Assam
and Nepal, and exercised suzerainty over half of Jarabudvlpa.*

There is hardly any doubt that Nepal was at this time a vassal

state of Tibet and remained so for nearly two hundred years.

The reign-period of Srong-tsan Gampo is not definitely known,
but there is general agreement among scholars that he died about
650 A.D.® He was succeeded by his grandson Ki-li-pa-pu (650-679)

^ JA. 9c Scrie, t. xv. (1900), pp. 297 ff. It appears that the mission of Wang-
hiuen-tse was sent to Magadha and presumably the incidents took place there.

The Chinese form of the name of the Indian king may mean 0-lo-na-$hu)^ king of
Ti-na-fu-ti (p. 300, f.n. 2). The latter may s*and for Tirabhukti (North Bihar).

® Levi-Nepa/. it. 148.

• Tibetan historians give various dates for the birth of Srong-tsan Gampo,
ranging between 6D0 and 617 a.d. (JASB. l. 218). According to Dr. Petech, "it
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who proved an extremely capable ruler. He inflicted a crushing

defeat upon China in- 670 a.d, and conquered Kashgar and the

neighbouring regions in the North. In the South he is said to

have extended his conquests as far as Central India,^ but un-

fortunately no localities are specified.

In 702 Nepal and Central India revolted against Tibet. Nepal

was subdued, and Central India, even if it did not send regular

tribute, did not remain free from depredations. For, during the

period 713-41 an embassy from Central India came to China to

seek for help against the Tibetans and the Arabs.*

Lalitsditya MuktSptda, the powerful king of Kashmir, was

also engaged in hostilities against Tibet and sent an embassy to

China between 736 and 747 a.d. He represented to the Imperial

court, that in conjunction with the king of Central India he had

closed the five roads leading from Tibet to India and obtained

several victories against the Tibetans.® After Lalitaditya the task

of keeping the Tibetans in check fell upon the Pala kings of Bengal,

and further account of the relations between Tibet and India will

be given in Chapter vi.

is established with certainty that Srong-tsan Gampo was born in 569 a.d. and
reigned from 620 to 650 a.d.” (op.cit., pp. 47-48). L^vi (iVepa/, n. 173) and
Thomas (Literary Texts, 49) also place the king’s death at 650, the latter assigning

him the date 600-650 a.d. Francke notes that the Chinese date for the king is

600-650 A.D. (op. cit.).

* L6vi-Nepa/. n. 174. 1 do not know the authority for Sir R. C. Temple’s

assertion that ‘‘at this period Tibetan rule must have spread southwards far into

Bengal” (/4. 1916, p. 39).

* Livi-Nepal. ii. 174-75. » yftW. 175.



APPENDIX II

THE EVIDENCE OF GAUDA-VAHO

Dr. S. P. Part^it, the learned editor of Gau4a-vaho, has assumed

without any discussion that the Lord of Magadha mentioned in

that poem was identical with the king of Gauda.^

This assumption, though supported by Haripala’s commentary

on Gau4(hvaho,^ rests only on evidence of a very indirect character.

The principal argument, of course, is that unless the identity is

assumed there remains no justification for the title of the book.

But the learned editor himself admits that even such an assumption

docs not go very far in supporting or explaining the title. Thus he

was constrained to remark as follows :

‘*But this mention of the Magadha king is made in the most incidental

manner and with no direct purpose to refer to him as the hero who has given the

name to the poem.”^

Another argument is supplied by internal evidence. After

singing Yaeovarman’s exploits the poet gives some personal

accounts. We are told that one evening the poet was requested by

an assembly of learned people to describe fully the manner in

which Ya^ovarman slew the lord of Magadha (v. 844). In reply

the poet said, after describing in general terms the greatness of

Yafeovarman in 228 verses, that he would sing next morning the

Gau4chvaho, describing the destruction of many (or one) eastern

kings. Next morning when the poet was going to relate the

exploits of Ya^ovarman to the learned assembly, the poets of the

court talked among themselves about Yasovarman’s virtues and

his prowess that had accomplished the death {lit. cut the throat)

of the Gauda king (v. 1194). (This passing reference is the only

allusion to the death of the Gauda king in the whole poem). The
poet then began : “Hear the wonderful deeds of Ya^ovarman.”

But here the poem ends.

Now it may be argued that as Gau4a-vaho was sung in

response to the request to describe how Yasovarman slew the lord

of Magadha, the king of Magadha was the same as Lord of

Gauda. It is, however, not quite inconceivable that the poet, in

compliance with the request, proposed to give an account not only

of the king of Magadha, but also of the various eastern kings,

' (rK wcv,, XLn. 2 Cf. commentary on v. 844. 3 GV. xuu.
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including that of Gauda. It is evident from the abrupt end that

he actually accomplished neither, and even if he did so, his work
has not come down to us. This is also the view of the learned

editor of Gau4a-vaho}

On the whole, the union of Gauda and Magadha under one

ruler may be a valid presumption but cannot be regarded as a

proved fact, on the strength of Gau4a-\aho, Further, it is

legitimate to infer that even if both Magadha and Gauda were

under the same ruler, it was the ruler of Gauda who had Magadha
under his sway, rather than vice-versa. For, otherwise there is no
justification for the name Gatuja-vaho^

' GV. XLViii, For a summary of the various opinions expressed by scholars

on this subject cf. Supplementary Notes (pp. ccxxxix-cclv) by Utgikar in the second

edition of Gauifa-vaho, published by Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

(Poona. 1927).

‘ According to N. B. Utgikar, “the reason for the selection of the name of

the Gauda king in preference to other kings subjugated by Yasovarman, to form

the designation of a highly-pitched poem, may possibly have to be sought for in

the latent ill-will that can historically be proved to have existed between the two

kingdoms of Kanauj and Gau^a before the time of Yasovarman** (2nd ed., p.

cclii). This explanation is, however, hardly convincing.



CHAPTER VI

THE PALAS

The foundation of the Psla dynasty about the middle of the

eighth century a.d. marks a new epoch in the history of Bengal.

For the first time the historian has the advantage of being able

to follow, in the main, the fortunes of a single ruling dynasty, the

order of succession of whose long line of kings is precisely known,

and whose chronology may be fixed with a tolerable degree of

certainty. The advantage does not forsake him till the end of the

Hindu period, in spite of occasional political disintegration and the

rise of local dynasties ruling in various parts of the province.

The history of the Psias, extending over four centuries, may be

divided into the following stages :

I. The Origin and Early History of the PSlas.

II. The Pala Empire.

III. The Decline and Fall of the Empire.

IV. Restoration.

V. The Break-up of the Psla Kingdom.
VI. Disintegration and Temporary Revival,

VII. The End of the Psla Rule.

1. THE ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY OF THE PALAS

The anarchy and confusion which prevailed in Bengal for more

than a century' led to a natural reaction. The people, who had

suffered untold miseries for a long period, suddenly developed a

political wisdom and a spirit of self-sacrifice to which there is no
recorded parallel in the history of Bengal. They perceived that the

establishment of a single strong central authority offered the only

effective remedy against political disintegration within and invasions

from abroad to which their unhappy land was so long a victim.

They also realised that such a happy state of things could only be
brought about by the voluntary surrender of authority to one person
by the numerous petty chiefs who had been exercising independent

political authority in different parts of the country. The ideal of
subordinating individual interests to a national cause was not as

' See supra pp. 77-90.
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common in India in the eighth century a.d. as it was in Europe

a thousand years later. Our admiration is, therefore, all the greater,

that without any struggle the independent political chiefs recognised

the suzerainty of a popular hero named Gopala. Thus took place

a bloodless revolution which both in its spirit and subsequent results

reminds us of what happened in Japan about a.d. 1870.

Unfortunately this memorable episode in the history of Bengal

is known to us only in brief outline, and details are altogether

lacking. The Khalimpur copper-plate' issued in the 32nd year of

the reign of DharmapSla, refers to this event in the following

couplet :

m^tsyanyrtyamr=apohi1iifh prakriiihhir^lakshmyah kararh

grahitahW

in-Gopala=^iti kshittsa-siras^m chudamanis—iat-sutal}!

Kielhorn translates the above as follows :

‘‘His son was the crest-jewel of the heads of kings, the glorious Cops la, whom
the people made lake the hand of Fortune, to put an end to the practice of fishes.”

In a footnote to the above, Kielhorn adds : “GopSla was made
king by the people to put an end to a lawless state of things in

which everyone was the prey of his neighbour.’’ He also cites

authority for his interpretation of the phrase ^maisya-ny^ya.^

Now there is no dispute regarding the general interpretation

of the above passage, viz., that Goplila was made king in order to

put an end to the state of anarchy which prevailed in Bengal. The

only point that is open to discussion is the agency that made him

king. According to the couplet referred to above, Gopixla was made
king by the ^prakfitis.^ The common meaning of the word is

‘subjects,’ and it has consequently been held that GopSla was

elected king by the general body of people.^ Although this view

has met with general acceptance, it is open to doubt whether the

passage refers to anything like a regular election by the general

mass of people, and, if so, whether this was at all practicable in

those days and in such abnormal times. It would, perhaps, be

more reasonable to hold that the choice was originally made by the

leading Qhiefs, and was subsequently endorsed and acclaimed by the

people. This may well be regarded as tantamount to an ‘election

by the people’ referred to in the Khalimpur copper-plate.

ItJias been suggested on the other hand that ^prakfitV should

be taken as a technical term meaning principal officers, and that

^ Ins. No. 2 (see list of inscriptions, App. i to this chapter)*

• BL 151, 162,171; Git. 21; GL. 19 f.n.
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Gopsla was placed on the throne by the principal officers of the

state.^ This view is supported by an instance recorded in the

R^jatarafigirfi, viz,, the election of Jalauka as king by a group of
seven officials called ^prakfitis,' It must be remembered, however,
that such election is possible, and even very probable, only when
there is a strong and stable government exercising authority over

the whole kingdom. In the absence of such a central government,

we can hardly think of ministers or a set of permanent officials who
could offer the throne to a nominee of their own. If we presume,

as we must, that a central political authority exercising any sort of
control over the whole of Gauda or Vanga had ceased to function

for a long period, and the country was divided into a large number
of independent principalities, we can scarcely think of a group of

officials (presumably of one of these states) placing somebody on
the throne of Bengal, or a considerable portion of the province.

On the whole, therefore, we are justified in holding the view

that GopSla was called to the throne by the voice of the people,

though perhaps the selection was originally made by a group of

leaders or independent ruling chiefs.

Although this remarkable episode has not been referred to in

Indian literature, and its very memory has now vanished from
Bengal, it was a living tradition among the people even so late as

the sixteenth century a,d. This is proved by the curious story

recorded by the Tibetan historian Lams Taranatha.^

Unfortunately we possess very meagre information about the
life and reign of Gopala. His father Vapyata and grandfather
Dayitavishi^u are referred to in very general terms in the official

records, and there is nothing to indicate that they were ruling

chiefs. Vapyata is called ‘destructor of foes,’ but this does not
imply anything more than that he was, perhaps, a military chief.®

In a commentary to Ashtasahasrik^ Prajnaparamiia composed
by Haribhadra, during the reign of Goprda’s son Dharmapffla, the
latter is described as Rcijabhatadhvafhia^patita.^ This led mm.
Haraprasiid Ssstri to conclude that DharmaprUa belonged “to the
family of a military officer of some king.”® Others have taken

* EHBP, 112. * Cf. App. Ill to this chapter.
Mr. J. C. Ghosh’s view that Vapyata was the first king of the line rests

on very insufficient grounds [IHQ, vu. 751 (831); ix. 481].
rajye Rajabhat’adi-vam^-patita^srhDharmapalasya vaij

tattvaloka-vidhayini virachita sat-panjik^eyam mayaH
The verse, occurring at the end of ch. 32 of the commentary, quoted

and an account of the ms. is given in BI, 164, f.n. 4.

3 RC.^ 6. R. D. Banerji misquoted this passage and by reading 'the same’
for ^somc’ attributed to mm. Sffstri the view that the Palas were descended from a
general of Rajabhata (BL 164. f.n. 4). mm. Sffstri, far from holding this view,
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Rsjabhata as a personal name, and identified him with the king

of the same name ruling in Samatata when Sheng-chi came to India

towards the close of the seventh century a.d.^ This Rajabhata

may be identified with the heir-apparent -of Devakhadga named in

ofiScial records of the dynasty as Rajaraja and Rajaraja-Bhata.'^

The passage cited by mm. Haraprasada Sastri would thus lead to

the conclusion that the Palas were connected in some way with the

Khadgas. The fact that the Khadgas were Buddhists, like the

Pslas, and were ruling in Eastern Bengal, shortly before the

accession of Gopala, undoubtedly strengthens this presumption.

On the other hand, apart from the questionable interpretation of

Rajabhata as a personal name, the word ‘patita" creates consider*-

able difficulty. There is no warrant for the assumption that it

means ‘descended by the female line.’® It is normally used in a

derogatory sense such as ‘fallen,’ ‘outcast,’ etc,, and scarcely ever

in the sense of ‘being descended from,’ though the latter meaning

is not altogether unknown.^

Some scholars have traced a subtle reference to the royal family of

Dharmapala’s mother in the fifth verse of Khalimpur copper-

plate (Ins, No. 2). In this verse Deddadevl, the wife of Gopala,

is compared to the wives of the deities Moon, Agni (Fire), l§iva,

Kuvera, Indra, and Vishnu.® In course of the comparison, the

word *Bhadr3tmaj^^ is used immediately after Bhadra, the name
of Kuvera’s wife. Kielhorn, while translating this verse, took

*Bhadr3tmaja" as an epithet qualifying Deddadevl, and translated

it as ‘a daughter of the Bhadra king,’ regarding Bhadra as a

tribal or family name. Mr. Akshaya Kumar Maitreya, on the

other hand, took *Bhadr3tmaja^ as an ordinary adjective to Bhadra,

meaning daughter of a gentleman. It must be confessed, however,

that there is hardly any point in applying such a colourless epithet

to Bhadra alone of all the goddesses mentioned in the verse.

Kielhorn, therefore, may be right in his interpretation, and

Deddadevl might belong to the royal Bhadra family referred to

in the last chapter.®

suggested (op, ci7.) that Dayita-Vish^iu, the grandfather of Gopala, belonged to the

family of Mstj-i-Vishnu mentioned in the Eran Stone Ins. (Fleet, CII. in. No. 19).

' VJI, 147. See supra p. 87.

* JASB, N.S, XIX. 378. R. D. Banerji rejects this view {BL 165-66), but

it is'acceptcd by R. G. Basak (HNL 207) Mr. J. C. Ghosh identifies Rajabhata

with Vapyata, the father of Gopsla (IHQ* ix. 481). This seems to be very unlikely.

3 IHQ, VII. 533. ^ Cf. avamsa-patito raja (Chanakya^iatoka, 81).

^ For similar comparison cf. Mbh, Adi-P. ch. 199, vv. 5-6.

^ See supra p. 86.
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It would thus appear that we have hardly any definite informa-

tion regarding the origin of the royal Psia family. Strangely

enough, unlike other mediaeval records, we do not find any mythical

pedigree of the dynasty in the Prda inscriptions. In the Kamauli

Plate of Vaidyadeva (Ins. No. 50), who was originally the minister

of a Pa^la king, Vigrahapala in is said to have belonged to the solar

dynasty.^ According to the commentary of Sandhyakara Nandi^s

Ramacharita (i. 4), Dharmapula was ‘the light of Samudra’s

race’ {samudra-kula-dlpa) Le,, descended from the ocean.^ It may
be noted that both the records belong to the very end of the Pala

period, more than three hundred and fifty years after the accession

of GopSla, and naturally very little weight attaches to the theories

contained in them about the origin of the dynasty. Besides, the

membership of the solar or lunar family was commonly claimed for

most of the royal houses of those days, and there is nothing dis-

tinctive about it. The descent from the samudra or ocean has

undoubtedly more novelty in it. A distant echo of this may be

traced in an old Bengali text called Oharma-mangala composed

by GhanarSma.^ It records that Dharmapixla had no son and his

queen Vallabhadevl was banished to a forest. There she had a

liaison with the ocean and a son was born to her. This silly story

gives a wrong name for Dharmaprda’s queen, and describes him as

a devout Vaish^ava and devoted to the BrShmauas.

Taranfitha tells us that Goprda was succeeded by a son whom
Nffgarflja Sagarapala, the sovereign of the ocean, begot on his

younger queen.^ This is evidently another version of the origin

of the Pulas from or ocean. These stories are too silly to

be seriously considered,^ and do not help us in the least in tracing

the ancestry of the Palas. An attempt has been made to reconcile

the two different traditions of samudra and surya origin by holding

that samudra-kula means siirya-kula or solar race to which Samudra,

the son of the mythical king Sagara, belonged.®

‘ This tradition is also recorded in Pag Sam Jon Zang, cf. JASB. 1898, p. 20.

In a champu’kavya, called Udayasundari-katha, composed by Soddhala, a poet of

Gujarat in the eleventh century a.d., and published in the Gaekwad Oriental

Series. Dharmapsla is said to have belonged to the family of Mandhats (p. 4). As
Mandhata is a well-known mythical king of the solar race, this reference

supports the view that the Palas belonged to the solar race.

• RC.* p. IX. » Quoted in BL 168. f.n. 18.
« Tar,, pp. 208-9. According to Taranatha, this successor was Dcvapala, but

according to Buston {History of Buddhism, translated by Dr. E. Obeimiller,
Heidelberg 1932, p. 156), he was Dharmapala.

Mr. R.D. Banerji tries to give a rational interpretation of *Samudra-kula'
by the theory that the Palas came from the sea (PB, 46)

• This view, originally propounded by Mr. Prabhaschandra Sen, has been
restated at sometogth by Mr. J. C. Ghosh {IHQ. ix. 484-85).
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As to the caste of the Pslas the commentary on a verse of

RSmacharita (i, 17) distinctly says that Rsmapsla was born of a

Kshatriya king. Tilranatha tells us that Gopala was begotten on
a Kshatriya woman by the Tree-God.^ It may be readily believed,

therefore, that the Palas, like most of the ruling families in

mediaeval India, were regarded as Kshatriyas. This view is corro-

borated by the matrimonial relations of the Palas with the Rashtra-

kQtas and the Kalachuris. But according to that curious work

Mc^juirl-mulakalpa, which refers to kings only by the first letter

of the name, kings, who have been identified with the Pfilas, are

said to be of the menial caste.^ Abu’l-Fazl calls the Pslas

Kayaslhas.^ But the value of the last two evidences is not very

great, and they need not be seriously considered.

Perhaps one of the reasons why no reference to the origin and

caste of the Pslas occurs in their own records is the fact that they

were Buddhists and did not care so much to adopt Brahmanical

institutions or traditions. The copper-plates of the Pslas begin

with an invocation to Lord Buddha, and many kings of the dynasty

are known to have been great patrons of Buddhism. According

to the Tibetan tradition,^ GopSla founded a VihSra or monastery

at Nalanda and established many religious schools. Tsranstha, as

usual, gives a long list of Buddhist teachers who flourished during

this reign. Whether GopSla himself first adopted Buddhism, or

whether he was born in a Buddhist family, it is not possible to

determine. But certain it is that the successors of Gopsla were all

ardent followers of Buddhism, and for nearly four hundred years

their court proved to be the last stronghold of that dying faith in

India. For this reason the Pala kings enjoyed an important position

in the international Buddhist world, and they maintained intact

the fountain-head of later Buddhism from which streams flowed to

Tibet in the north and the Indian archipelago in the south and east.

As in the case of the origin of the family, uncertainty also

hangs over the location of the original kingdom of Gopala. The

inscriptions do not supply any definite information on the point.

The fact that during the first two hundred years of the Pala rule,

covering the reigns of eight kings, almost all the copper-plate grants

were issued from victorious camps in Magadha, and all the other

inscriptions, with only a single exception, belonged to that region,

naturally led many to conclude that the Palas originally ruled in

1 .Tflf.. p. 202.

• Tatah parena bhupala gopala dasajivimh MMK (J), v. 883. Mr. Jayaswal

takes Gopsla in this verse as referring to the Pala dynasty. This is very doubtful,

specially as Buddha’s doctrine is said to have been lost during their reign (IH!. 72),

• Ain. Transl u. 145. * Tar., 204; Buston, 156.
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Magadha and subseqaabtiy conquered BeogaL But this view can

hardly be maintained in the light b( positive evidences which have

come to light in recent years.

In the first place, the RSmacharita definitely refers to Varendrl

as the ‘janakabhiih' or ancestral home of the Pfilas. Secondly, the

Gwalior inscription refers to the aidversary of NRgabhata, who can

hardly be anybody other than ,Dharmapa|aj as Vafigapati. These

two evidences make it almost certain that- the home and the

original kingdom of the Pnlas roust be placed in Bengal. This is

indirectly supported by the BsdSl Pillar inscription which says that

Dharmapsla, to begin with, was only the ruler of the east, and
gradually spread his dominions in other directions.

We should, of course, remember that Varendra (also called

Varendn) denoted the northern, and Vanga, the eastern and south-

eastern part of Bengal. The evidences of Ramqcharita and Gwalior

inscription might, therefore, appear to be contradictory, unless we
regard Vanga as denoting the whole province of Bengal. Such an

use of the name Vanga can, however, be justified or explained only

on the supposition that the Pslas were originally the rulers of

Vanga, and the name came to be applied to .the rest of the province

with the growth of their dominions. The conflicting nature of the

two evidences, therefore, still remains. Perhaps TaranStha’s account

supplies the best solution of the difficulty, viz., that Gopala was

born of a Kshatriya family near Pupdravardhana, but was subse-

quently elected ruler of Bhangala undoubtedly a corrupt form of

Vanga or Vangiila.*

But whatever may have been the limits of the original kingdom
of Goprda,* it is reasonable to hold that he consolidated his

authority over the whole of Bengal. In the Monghyr copper-plate

of Devapsla (Ins. No. 6), Gopala is said to have conquered the

earth as far as the sea. This, of course, does not mean much. But

it is difficult to believe that his son and successor Dharmapsla coqld

carry on victorious campaigns up to the Punjab, unless he had
inherited from his father at least the consolidated kingdom of

Bengal.

From the time of NSr.tyapapala onwards the copper-plate grants

of the Pflla kings begin with a verse which is an eulogy bo(h of
Buddha and Goplla. Naturally all the epithets are equally appli-

cable to both of them. Qne of these runs as follows :

jitvS yah k^mak-Sri-prabhavam- abbibhavarh iaivatim-

prSpa SSntkh

* For fuller discussion see App. ni to this chapter.

‘ R.D. Banerji held that Gopala was elected ru|pr of Ganda, Va^ and
Magadha (Bf. 162), but no evidence is cited.

,
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In the case of Gop9la, the passage seems to mean that he

established peace in his kingdom by having defeated the attacks

of the oppressors or tyrants, the expression ‘ksmakarV meaning

those who do not acknowledge any control and act wilfully. The
reference in this case is, of course, to the period of anarchy and

political disintegration that prevailed before the accession of GopJila,

It has been suggested, however, that ^KamakarV means ‘king of
Kamarupa, who is an enemy,* Kama, with the pleonastic suffix ka^

standing for KsmarUpa, under the well-known Sanskrit aphorism

that part of a name may be substituted for the full name.^ It

is unreasonable to rule out the interpretation altogether, but it

is to be seriously considered whether such an achievement of

Gopala, as the conquest of Assam, or of Magadha (as noted by
TaranStha), would not have been more directly stated in the official

records, if it were a fact. Besides, as we shall see (m/ra p. 117),

Kamarupa was conquered in the time of Devapala.

On the whole, therefore, it would be safe to conclude that the

main achievement of Gopala was the establishment of durable peace

in Bengal by bringing under control the turbulent elements in the

province. That the reign of Gopala ended in peaceful pursuits and

not adventurous military expeditions is also hinted at in verse 3^

of the Monghyr copper-plate of Devapala (Ins. No. 6).

The reign-period af Gopsla is not definitely known. According

to Tiiranatha, he ruled for forty-five years,® but this statement

cannot be accepted without corroboration. According to Mafiju&rh

miilakalpa,^ his reign-period was twenty-seven years. His accession

to the throne may be placed with a tolerable degree of certainty

within a decade of 750 A.D., and he probably ceased to rule about

770 A.D.® The fact that he was called to the throne at a critical

moment shows that he must have been fairly advanced in age, and

given proof of his prowess and ability. It is not likely, therefore,

that he ruled for a very long time. According to Mufijuirl-

mulakalpa, he died at the advanced age of eighty.® This is hardly

likely, as we know that his son and grandson ruled respectively for

at least thirty-two and thirty-five years.

1 IHQ. vri. 531-32.

* ‘Having conquered the earth far as the sea, he released the war-elephants,

* Tar., p. 204. ^ MMK (/). v. 690.

* The dates of the Pala kings have been discussed separately in App, n to

thb chapter.

* MMK (/). V. 690,
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IT. THE PALA empire

/. Dharmapala {c. 770-810 A.D.)

Gopflla was succeeded in c. 770 A.n. by his son DharmapRia, who
was destined to raise the Piila kingdom to the high-water mark of

glory and power. But before we describe his life and reign, it is

necessary to pass in rapid review the political condition of India

at the time.

In the Deccan, the R.'^shtrakutas had wrested the political

power from the Chalukyas, and established themselves as the ruling

dynasty in 753 a.d., f.c\, about the time when Gopilla ascended the

throne. Two powerful rulers of this dynasty, Dhruva (c, 780-794)

and his son Govinda iii (r. 794-814), sent strong military expedi-

tions to extend their powers in Northern India, and brilliant, though

temporary, successes attended their efforts.^

Their chief adversaries in the north were the Pratihsras.

It is not necessary for our present purpose to enter into the con-

troversial details about the early history of the dynasty. It will

suffice to say that Vatsarsja, an early ruler of this dynasty, and

one of whose known dates is 783-84 a.d,, was a powerful king who

not only consolidated his power in Malava and Rfijputana, but also

tried to extend his conquests to Eastern India.- In particular, he

defeated the lord of Gauda. His success was, however, short-lived.

He was defeated by the Rashlraknta king Dhruva who completed

his triumph by defeating the lord of Gauda in the Ganges-Jumna

Doab.

It would thus appear that shortly after his accession to the

throne, Dharmapsla was involved in a tripartite struggle between

the three chief ruling powers of India. It is difficult to follow the

exact course of this struggle in strict chronological order, as the few

isolated facts, known to us from the inscriptions of the three

dynasties, arc capable of different interpretations. We can only

trace what seems to be the most probable trend of events in the

light of all available materials.

The fight between the Gaudas and the PratihSras was the

natural consequence of the imperial designs of both these powers.

Dharmapala inherited a consolidated and powerful kingdom and

began to expand his dominions towards the west, where the

political situation was admirably suited to his ambition. With the

passing away of Yasovarman and Lalitsditya, no greaf^ower or

^ For the history of the Rsshtraktitas, cf. RA.

For the history of the Pratihsras, cf. GR; TK. Chs. x-xi.
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political personality arose in Northern India and for nearly half a

century it offered a most tempting field to every ambitious political

adventurer. Dharmapfcla seized the opportunity and rapidly pushed

his conquests towards the west. Unluckily for him, Vatsarsja, the

king of the Pratihsras, also felt the same urge of imperial ambitions

and utilised the same opportunity by pushing his conquests towards

the north and east. In the light of subsequent events, one might

safely conclude that the possession of the imperial city of Kanauj

was the common objective of both, and the contending parties

probably came into clash somewhere in the Doab.^ Dharmapsla

was defeated in this encounter, and the effect of this reverse might

have been serious, but for the providential intervention of the

Rashtrakuta king Dhruva who inflicted a disastrous defeat upon

Vatsaraja.

After defeating Vatsarnja, Dhruva evidently marched through

his dominions right up to the Doab. Here he met Dharmapala*

and defeated him. But this was not evidently a lasting victory

with any serious consequence to Dharmapala. Dhruva was too far

away from his base to follow up his victory, and there were

probably other causes to induce him to turn back. In any case, he

shortly returned to the Deccan.*

* The Pratihara king Vatsaraja is said to have “appropriated with ease the

fortune of royalty of the Cauda” (lA. xi. 157 ; £7. vi. 248). This does not

necessarily mean, as has been suggested (BI. 148), that Vatsarzjja advanced as far

as Cauda, far less that he actually occupied both Cauda and Vanga. For all we
know, the encountei of the loid of Cauda with Vatsamja, like that with Dhruva,

might have taken place in the Doab or its neighbourhood, in a territory far from

the borders of Bengal. This is more piobablc as we have no evidence of any
extensive territoiial conquests of Vat.^aiaja such as would be implied in a

triumphal march fiom Malwa up to the heart of Bengal. No special importance

need be attached to the statement that he took away Gauda's umbrellas of state,

for the same claim is made by Dhruva, though in this case we know definitely

that the encounter took place in the Doab, far away from Bengal (GP. 34-35).

A verse in Prithuiaja-vijoyo says that the sword of the Chahamzsna king

Durlabharsja purified itself by a dip at the confluence of the Canges and the sea,

and by the taste of the land of Cauda. As Durlabharsja’s son was a feudatory

of Nsgabhata, it has been suggested that Duilabharaja was a feudatory of Vatsa-

raja and accompanied him in his expedition to Bengal (IHQ. xiv. 844-4?). It is,

however, not very safe to form such important conclusions on stray verses

composed about four centuries after the events described.

* As the encounter between Dhruva and the lord of Cauda took place in

the Gangctic Doab,the latter must have extended his conquests beyond Allahabad

in the west. This circumstance and the fact that the fight must have taken place

some time after 780 A.n. leave no doubt that the lord of Cauda was Dharmapala,

and not his predecessor.

’ RA. 58.

14
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In spite of his reverses, Dharmapsla derived the greatest benefit

from Dhruva’s campaign. His mighty opponent VatsarRja was a

‘fugitive in the trackless desert,* while his (VatsarRja’s) dominions

were trampled under feet by victorious KaniRta army. For

some time to come DharmapRla had no more fear of opposition

from that quarter. So he continued his victorious campaign, and,

emboldened by success, advanced to the furthest limits of Northern

India.

The full account of this wonderful military campaign is not

known, but a few important details have been preserved in the

Pfila records. According to v. 3 of the Bhagalpur copper-plate of

NfirjiyanapRla (No. 14), DharmapSla acquired the sovereignty of

Mahodaya (/.c. Kanauj) by having defeated IndrarRja' and other

enemies, and then conferred it upon ChakrSyudha.

That DharmapRla proceeded far beyond Kanauj in course of

his military campaigns is proved by v. 7 of the Monghyr copper-

plate (No. 6). It tells us that in course of the victorious campaigns
of DharmapRla, his attendants performed religious rites at Kedfira,

Gokarna, the confluence of the Ganges and the sea and various

other holy places. KedSra is undoubtedly the famous place of
pilgrimage on the Himalayas in Gharwal, and although Gokarna
cannot not definitely identified,^ the verse leaves on doubt that

^ It has been generally taken for granted that this Indrarsja is no other than
Indrsyudha, mentioned in the Jaina Harivainsa of Jinasena as having ruled in the
north in the year 783-84 a.d. It is, however, more probable that Indrarsja was
the brother of the Rsshtraktita king Dhruva whom he had left in charge of
LatCBvara-mfln(ffl/fl, which presumably represented Gujarat and other Rsshtra-
knta possession in the north (GP. 37, f.n. 2). In that case the defeat of Indrarsja
was a further episode in the Rashtraknta-Gauda rivalry by which Dharmapfila
not only avenged his former defeat by Dhruva, but also cleared the way for his
further conquests by eliminating the only power that stood between him and the
empire. As to Indrayudha, we do not know anything beyond what has been stated

in Harivamsa, not even whether he was king of Kanauj, or related in any way to
Chakrayudha who was placed on the throne of Kanauj by Dharmapala as his
proUg^ ana vassal.

• Kielhom identified Gokarna with a place of that name in the North Ka-
nara district of the Bombay Presidency which is even now a place of pilgrimage
frequented by Hindu devotees from all parts of India {lA. 1892, p. 257, f.n. 56).
This identification implies a victorious march of Dharmapa la across the Bombay
Presidency, right through the dominions of the powerful Rsshtrakutas, and it is

difficult to accept it without more positive evidence. A more probable identifica-

tion is that with Gokarpa in Nepal, on the bank of the Bagmati, about tlil^ miles

above and north-east of Pasupati. This identification is strengthened by the

tradition preserved in the Svayembhu Purana, that Dharmap&Ia, ruler of Cau^a,
occupied the throne of Nepala. Curiously enough, the same Syaymbhu Purina
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Dharmapala practically overran the greater part of Northern

India.

In the light of the above facts, we can understand the

full significance of verse 12 of the Khalimpur copper-plate of

Dharmapala.^ It describes how Dharmapala installed the king of

Kanyakubja in the presence of the chiefs of Bhoja, Matsya, Madra,
Kuru, Yadu, Yavana, Avanti, Gandhara, and Kira, who uttered

acclamations of approval, bowing down respectfully with their

diadems trembling. There can be hardly any doubt that the king

of Kanyakubja referred to in this passage was ChakrSyudha. It

would appear that at the conclusion of his victorious campaign,

Dharmapala held an imperial assembly or Durbar at Kanauj whose
sovereignty he had acquired by his own prowess. The Durbar was

attended by the vassal chiefs named above, who all witnessed the

installation of Chakrayudha by Dharmapala as his vassal chief of

Kanauj.

This famous scene represents the culmination of Dharmapala*s

triumph, and testifies to the formal assumption by him of the

position of suzerain of Northern India which he had earned by

defeating various kings. The categorical statement that the chiefs

of various states assembled in Kauauj, and bowed their heads in

refers to Gangusjgara and places it in or near Kapilavastu. It has been plausibly

suggested that Gokarna and 'Gahgasametambudhr of the Monghyr copper-plate

refer to the two places in Nepa], and that verse 7 of Monghyr copper-plate refers

to a campaign of Dhaimapsla along the foot of the Himalays (/C. iv. 266). In

support of this it may be pointed out that the confluence of the Ganges and the

sea was situated in Bengal itself, and it was too near home to deserve special

mention, either as a place of pilgrimage visited by the followers of Dharmapala,

or as a landmark in his victorious campaign. On the whole, it would be belter,

in the present state of our knowledge, to regard Gokarna as situated in Nepal,

and leave the other question undecided.

It may be mentioned here that a place named Gokarna with a temple is

referred to in an inscription in the Pudukottai State (^Economic Conditions in

Southern India by A. Appadorai, Vol. t, p. 21). In the light of what has been

said later about the military campaigns of Devapala in the South Indian penin-

sula, the location of Gokarna, conquered by Dharmapala, in the Pudukottai

State is worth consideration.

^ Although the general purport and implication of this verse are clear, its

exact meaning is somewhat obscure on account of the defective construction of

the last line. The emendation of **dattah srhkanyakubjas-' into **datiabrth kanya»

kuhjas^' (CL. 14, f.n. 12) would give the meaning suggested in the text. The

expression ^sva^bhishek^odakumbhah,* however, implies that Dharmapala*$ own
coronation (as emperor) also probably took place before Chakrayudha was placed

on the throne of Kanyakubja. Kieibom suggests in a footnote that the word

*dalta]k' in the verse as it stands, ‘‘indicates that Dharmapala had been requested

to permit the installation of the king of Kanyakubja*' (EL iv. 252» f.o. 3)»
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approval of the coronation ceremony held by the command of

Dharmapala, leaves no doubt that they all acknowledged his

suzerainty, though it is conceivable that some of them might have

offered homage and submission even though they were not actually

defeated in battle. It would indeed be fantastic to suppose that

although they were all independent chiefs, in no way subordinate

to Dharmapnla, they had come all the way to Kanauj only to

approve of the settlement of political affairs in that city ‘by way

of diplomatic gesture.'^ The expression 'pranati-parinataih' hardly

leaves any doubt about their status \is a vis Dharmaprila.

Fortunately, we have got an independent positive evidence in

support of the view that Dharmapala held the position of a suzerain

in North India. In the Udayasmdan-katha, a champu-kavya

composed in the first-half of the eleventh century a.d. by Soddhala,

a Gujarati poet, king Dharmapala is referred to as Uttarapatha-

svamin or lord of Uttarapatha." This Dharmapnla can only refer

to the Pala emperor of that name. The expression Paficha*

Gauda is also possibly reminiscent of the Gauda empire of

Dharmapala!^

An idea of the extent of Dharmapala’s empire may be obtained

if we can definitely locate the states mentioned in v. 12 of the

Khalimpiir coppcr-plate. Among them the kingdoms of GandhSra,

Madra, and Kuru are well-known, and were situated lespectively in

the western, central, and eastern Punjab, while Kira corresponds

to the Kangra district in the north-eastern part of the same

province.^ IMatsya corresponds to modern Alwar State with parts

of Jaipur and Bharatpur, while Avanti is certainly modern Malwa.

Bhoja, ^adu, and Yavana countries cannot be located with certainty.

The last-named probably refers to an Arab principality, either in

the Indus Valley or the North-Western Frontier Province. The

Yadus or Yadavas ruled over the kingdom of Simhapura in the

Punjab,"’ but other regions like Mathura and Dvaraka are also

traditionally associated with them, and it cannot be exactly

ascertained which section of the Yadavas accepted the surerainty

of Dharmajmla. In view, however, of the fact that the list includes

several other states in the Punjab, the Yadu principality of

Simhapura is piobably meant. As regards the Bhojas they are an

ancient pcojile, and the kingdom of Bhojakata, mentioned in

Vak?[taka copper-plates, includes at least a part of Berar, if not the

1 TK, 216-17, 230. ® Gaekwad Oriental Series edition, pp. 4*6,

* See supra p. 14.

* For the local ion and an account of the kingdom of Klra,cf. IHQ» ix. 11-17.

^ Cf. the Lakkhsmandal praiasti (£/. 1 . 10).
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whole of Thus on the whole, it may be safely concluded that

Dharmapala exercised his imperial sway over the Punjab, Eastern

Rsjptitana, Malwa and Berar, and this was the result of the

victorious military campaigns which carried him as far as Kedhra

In the western Himalayas, and in course of which he defeated

Indraraja and other kings.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the empire of

Dharmapala was not like that of the Mauryas or Guptas, or even

of the later Pratihsras. The vassal states were not annexed to

the central dominions of the emperor, and their rulers were left

undisturbed so long as they acknowledged the supremacy of the

emperor, and rendered such homage and military assistance as

might have been fixed by usage or treaties. So we cannot regard

the Punjab, Eastern RajputSna, Malwa, and Berar as integral parts

of a consolidated dominion under the direct rule of the emperor.

This is clearly indicated in verse 8 of the Monghyr copper-plate of

Devapala (No. 6), and is in consonance with the available evidences

in our possession.

The kingdom of Kanauj, roughly corresponding to modern U. P.,

evidently stood on a diflferent footing. Dharmapala not only

conquered it but drove its ruler away, and placed bis own nominee

on its throne. He had the coronation of this nominee, and probably

also his own impeiial coronation, celebrated at Kanauj in the

presence of a large number of vassal chiefs. It was thus perhaps

regarded as a ceremonial capital of the empire. Although he did

not definitely annex the kingdom of Kanauj to the central kingdom,

comprising Bengal and Bihar, which was ruled by him in person,

he left it in charge of his prot6g6 ChakrSyudha, who owed his

position entirely to the emperor, and w^hose status was thus very

infeiior to that of the other vassal chiefs.

We can thus easily visualise the structure of the Psla empire

under Dharmapala. Bengal and Bihar, the nucleus of the empire,

were under the direct rule of Dharmapala, a long stretch of

territoiy between the borders of Bihar, and Punjab formed the

dependency of Kanauj, while a large number of principalities in

the Punjab, Eastern Rajputana, Malwa, Beiar, and probably also

Nepal (if we belic\c the story in Swyamhbu Purana) formed the

vassal states, enjoying internal autonomy but paying homage and

obedience.

Ji seems very likely that Dharmapala completed this imperial

fabric during the period that intervened between the retirement of

^ Cf. Mark. Collins, The Geographical data ofthe Raghuvarnsa a»d Daia^

kitniara-charita (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 28, 37 ff.
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Dhruva and the re-appearance of his son Govinda iii in the north.

As these two events may be dated approximately at 780 and

800 A.D./ we may roughly describe the career of Dharmapala

soinewhat as follows :

c, 770 A.D.—Accession to the throne of Bengal.

c. 770-790 A.D.— Conquest of Magadha and a large part of

U.P., even extending beyond Allahabad.

Encounter with VatsarSja and Dhruva

in the Ganges-Jumna Doab.

c. 790-800 A.D.—Victorious campaign up to the Indus on
the West, Himalayas in the North and

even beyond Naibadft in the South.

Dharmapala could follow unchecked a career of aggressive

militarism in the west mainly because of the collapse of the power

of his great adversary, the Pratihara king Vatsaraja. According to

the Rashtrakuta records, the latter was forced by Dhruva to leave

his kingdom and betake himself to the trackless desert * In other

words, Vatsargja took shelter in the heart of Rajputana which was

a stronghold of the Gurjara power and was known after them as

Gurjaratrabhumi.^ The Pratiharas, however, had not given up

their political ambitions. Vatsarsja’s son and successor Naga-

bhata ii made strenuous efforts to recover the lost grounds. He
made aliance with the kings of Sindhu, Andhra, Vidarbha and

Kalihga. He thus seems to have organised a confederacy of states

situated on the border of the PSla and RSshtrakUta empires, and

presumably put himself as their champion against both.^

Having consolidated his position by his successful diplomatic

policy, NF.gabhata decided to try his strength against his mighty

adversary Dharmapala.® He marched against Kanauj where

^ RA, 57 ; El. xxin. 217. The date of Govinda m’s northern expedition has

been fully discussed in App, ii, dealing with Psla chronology.

* Supra p. 106.

” (7P. 8, 30. Dr. H. C. Ray’s view that Malava was at this time “under

the strong grip of the Pratihsras’* {DBNJ. ii. 845), is disproved, among other

grounds by the fact that Nugabhata is said to have seized by a sudden attack the

hill-fort of the king of Malava (El. xviii. 108). This shows that the Pratihsras

had lost hold of Mslava. The known facts, therefore, support the view, that

after the Pratihsra king Vatsarsja was defeated by Dhruva, Ms lava acknowledged

the suzerainty of Dharmapsla, but later, when Govinda iii invaded Northern

India, it became a vassal state of the Rsshtrakutas, Cf. D. C. Ganguly, Parama*

ras, p. 18.

^ GP. 38-39.

• The struggle between Dharmapala and Nagabhata ii has been discussed

at length with full references to authorities in GP. 40-44. The views stated there

form the basis of the account in the text. Mr. N. N. Das Gupta has offered a

different construction of the whole history (JBORS. xii. 361 ff). His theory that

Dharmapala was defeated by Govinda in shortly before his encounter with
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DharmapSla had placed his prot4g6 Chakrsyudha on the throne.

Chakrsyudha was defeated^ and fled to Dharmapfila. A battle

between Dharmapria and Nffgabhata, with the empire of Northern

India at stake, was now inevitable. That Nagabhata made exten-

sive preparations for this enterprise, and was loyally helped by his

feudal or allied chiefs, is known from several epigraphic records.

The Jodhpur inscription of the Pratihara chief Bauka* informs us

that his father Kakka gained renown by fighting with the Gau^as

at Mudgagiri Le, Monghyr. Vahukadhavala, probably a feudatory

chief of the Pratih&ras, is said to have defeated a king called Dharma
(i.e. Dharmapala) * while another feudatory, ^ahkaragana, claims to

have conquered the Gauda country and presented it to his overlord.^

As there are reasons to believe that all these chiefs were contem-

poraries of Nsgabhata ii, it may be safely presumed that they all

took part in the campaign of Nsgabhata against Dharmapala.

It would appear, from the statement about Kakka, that a

pitched battle was fought at Monghyr. It would mean therefore

that Nagabhata had marched into the very heart of Dharmapala*s

dominions. It is difficult to explain this weakness or lack of pre-

paration on the part of Dharmapsla, and it is not unlikely that

he was attacked by the king of Tibet about the same time (see

infra p. 124).

If we are to trust the Pratihara records, Nagabhata n must

have inflicted a crushing defeat upon DharmapSla. But the Pratl-

hfira king was not destined to enjoy the fruits of his victory.

Once more the dream of founding a PratihSra empire was shattered

by the Rsshtrakutas. The triumphant career of Nagabhata ii,

like that of his father Vatsaraja, was cut short by the invasion of

the hereditary enemy from the south.

It is not improbable that in his dire necessity DharmapSla

invoked the aid of the Rsshtrakuta king against the common
enemy. It is equally likely that the growing power of Nagabhata

alarmed Govinda iii and he advanced to the north of his own
accord. For we know from the Pratthara records, that Nsgabhafa

made alliance with the states on the border of the RsshtrakOta

kingdom, and captured the strongholds of Malava. As Mslava

commanded the route between the Riishtrakata kingdom and

Northern India, and was probably then subordinate to the former,

the Rsshtraknta king might have accepted the challenge so

defiantly thrown, and advanced to the north to settle his own

Nagabhata would no doubt explain the advance of Nsgabhafa ii right up to

Monghyr, but there docs not appear to be sufficient reason to accept this view'.

^ £/. xvm. 108, verse 9. * £7. xvm. 98, verse 24.

• EL a. 7, verse 9. ^ EL xv. 14, verse 14.
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account with the Pratihara ruler. But whatever may be the cause,

the effect of the war was decisive. Nsgabhata’s power was
thoroughly crushed, and Govinda iii made a triumphal march right

across his dominions at least up to the Ganges-Jumna Doab.^

The victorious campaign of Govinda iii against Nsgabhata ii

saved Dharmapala and Chakrsyudha from imminent disaster. No
wonder, that, as the Rushtrakuta records tell us, both of them

submitted, of their own accord, to Govinda in.^ Indeed, circums-

tances would even justify the assumption that it was a pre-arranged

affair, and that this was the price by which they purchased the

timely intervention of the Rsshtrakuta monarch. In reality, this

submission meant nothing. For, as they anticipated, Govinda m
soon returned to the Deccan, and Dharmapala was left free to

re-organise his empire.

There is no reliable evidence in support of the view, generally

accepted, that Nrtgabhata, after having defeated Chakrayudha,

annexed his kingdom and transferred his scat of government to

Kanauj, which henceforth continued to be the capital of the

dynasty.® As a matter of fact, the only known record of Nagabhaja,

dated 815 a.d., was found in Buchkala. in the Jodhpur State, and

the locality is said to be within his kingdom proper {sva-mhaya).^

1 GP. 42-43 66 ; TA:. 231.
- “ to whom (Govinda in) those (kings) Dharma and

Chakrayudha surrendered of themselves'* (Sanjan Plates of Amoghavarsha i,l. 23.

El. xviii. 253. Also cf. A/j. 66 ; TK. 232). Mr. N. N. Das Cupla’s view that

Dharmapala was defeated in a battle by Govinda iii is not supported by the evi-

dence that he quotes {JBORS. xii. 362-63). There are reasons to believe that

Govinda m*s success against Dharmapala was too insignificant to be included in

contemporary records, and was magnified at a later date (Cf. App. ii).

• This view is held by Dr. R. S. Tripathi who also places the victories of

Nagabhata ii against Dhaimapala and Chakrayudha after his own defeat at the

hands of Govinda iii {TK. 232-33). In view of the decisive defeat inflicted upon

Nagabhata ii by Govinda iii, this sequence of events does not appear to be

reasonable. The only evidence in favour of the them y that Nagabhata ii trans-

ferred his capital to Kanauj is a statement in the Prabhavaka-charita that king

Nagavaloka of Kanyakubja, the grandfather of Bhoja, died in 890 v.s. This Na-

gfivaloka is probably Nagabhata ii, but the statement about the capital may have

been due to the fact that Kanauj was long known as the famous capital of the

Pratihsras at the time when the book was composed. If Ncgabhata really trans-

ferred his capital to Kanauj, it was very likely towards the close of his reign ( c,

830 A.D.), after Dharmapsla had died and his son and successor Devapsla had

enjoyed the position of supreme ruler of Northern India for a fairly long perioa,

as is claimed in his records. But the date of the death of Nagabhata ii, vjz., 890

v.s. (=833 A.D.) is very doubtful as the earliest known date of his grandson

Bhoja, is 836 a.d., i.e. only three years later. The authenticity of the passage in

Probhavaka-charita may therefore be justly doubted.

4 P/.1X.200.
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Taking everything into consideration, the most probable view

seems to be that Dharmapala’s empire did not suffer any considerable

diminution during the rest of his life, and the power of the Pratihflras

was mainly confined to Rajputana. It is, therefore, reasonable to

suppose that Dharmapala spent his last days in peace, and we may

well accept the statement, made in the Monghyr copper-plate (v. 12)

of Devapala, that there was no disturbance in the dominions when

he succeeded his father Dharmapala.

Dharmapala fully deserved the rest after a long reign of stress

and storm. His career was indeed a remarbable one. He inherited

a small kingdom from his father, but his prowess and diplomacy,

aided by good fortune, enabled him to establish a vast empire in

Northern India. He had to fight many battles, and some times

suffered serious reverses. On more than one occasion his position

appeared precarious. But his undaunted spirit triumphed over all

obstacles, and he launched Bengal into a career of imperial glory

and military renown to which there has been no parallel before or

since. The lure of the imperial city of Kanauj which proved the

ruin of ^asfihka’s kingdom paved the way for his grand success,

and Bengal’s dream of founding an empire in Northern India was

at last fulfilled. We can only dimly realise its profound effect on

Bengal. The country which only two generations ago was trampled

under feet by a succession of foreign invaders, and suffered almost

complete political disintegration, suddenly came to be the mistress

of the whole of Northern India up to its furthest limits. It was

nothing short of a miracle, and no wonder that the whole country

was resounding with the tales of wonderful achievements of its

remarkable ruler. The court-poet did not perhaps very much

exaggerate the state of things when he wrote the following verse

about Dharmapsla :

“Hearing his praises sung by the cowherds on the borders, by the foresters

in the forests, by the villagers on the outskirts of villages, by the playing groups

of children in every courtyard, in every market by the guardians of the weights

and in pleasure-houses by the parrots in the cages, he always bashfully turns aside

and bows down his face.”'

Dharmapsla assumed full imperial titles

bhamraka Maharajrtdhiraja, whereas his father is called only

Mahrxrajadhfraja, That Dharmapala introduced pomp and grandeur

worthy of the empire he had built up, would be evident fromJhe

following description of what looks like an Imperial Pnrbar held

in Pstaliputra :

*‘Now—from his royal camp of victoi7, pitched at Pataliputra. where the

manifold fleets of boats proceeding on the path of the Bhagiralhi make it seem

' Klialimpur copper-plate, v. 13 {EL iv. 252).

15-
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aa if a series of mountain-tops had been sunk to build another causeway (for

R&ma's passage) ; where, the brightness of daylight being darkened by densely

packed arrays of tutting elephants, the rainy season (with its masses of black

clouds) might be taken constantly to prevail ; where the firmament is rendered

grey by the dust, dug up by the hard hoofs of unlimited troops of horses presented

by many kings of the north ; and where the earth is bending beneath the weight

of the innumerable foot-soldiers of all the kings of Jambudvipa, assembled to

render homage to their supreme lord.”^

In spite of the obvious exaggeration of the poet, the above

passage is a fair index of the imperial vision of Bengal towards the

close of the reign of Dharmapsla.

It is extremely unfortunate that we know so little about the

personal history of Dharmapsla, except his political and military

achievements. The Khalimpur copper-plate shows that he must have

reigned for at least thirty-two years. I'sranatha’s statement that

he ruled for sixty-four years cannot be credited in the absence of

any corroborative evidence. The Monghyr copper-plate informs us

that he married Rajp^sdevi, the daughter of the Rashlrakuta king

Parabala. This Rashtrakuta king is usully identified with the

king of that name who was ruling in Central India in 861 a.d., but

this seems very doubtful.* It is very likely that Dharmapsla's

father-in-law belonged to the well-known Rashtrakuta family of the

Deccan,® but no king of that family with Parabala as name or

biruda is known to us so far.

The Khalimpur copper-plate refers to Yuvarfija TribhuvanapRla

as dutaka of the Grant. Whether he is identical with Devapffla,

who succeeded Dharmapflla, or a different person, is not known to

us. In the latter case, he was probably the eldest son of Dharmapfila

who either predeceased his fethcr, or was superseded by Devapitla

under circumstances not known to us.

1 Ibid.

‘ Cf. Pathari Pillar inscription, El. ix. 248 ff. The date of this inscription

has been read as Samvat 91 7. The figure for hundred is not quite clear on the

published facsimile, but the reading has been accepted by all scholars. Now the

accession of Devapala, son of RannadevI and Dharmapala, is generally assigned to

c. 8f0 or 815 a.d. Unless Devapala was a minor, of which there is no evidence,

he must have been born some time before 795 a.d., and his mother’s birth cannot

be placed later than 780 a.d. Her father Parabala, therefore, must have been bom
about 760 a.d. and was therefore more than hundred years old when the Pathari

inscription was engraved. Even if we assume that Devapala was a child at the

time of accession, we have to believe that Dharmapala married, at a fairly advanced

age, a young girl of twenty or thereabouts, and that his father-in-law survived him
for nearly half a century. These may not be impossible, but are certainly very

unusual. On the whole, the identity of Dharmapala 's father-in-law and the king

Parabala of the Pathsri inscription must be regarded as doubtful (cf./M. 55,f.n. 19).

» The late Dr. Fleet proposed to identify him with Govinda in {BG. i.

Part II, p. 394), but he is not known to have any biruda like Parabala.
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Dharmapala had a younger brother named Vflkpflla. It is

claimed in a later record that he was a valiant hero and destroyed

the enemies of his brother. It may be presumed that Vfikpala was
the commander of the royal army. Similarly, we learn from another

later record that a Brshmana named Garga was the minister of

Dharmapala. In this record of his descendant, Garga is given the

credit of making Dharmapala, the lord of the east, ultimately the

lord of the other directions too. These credits, claimed on behalf

of the general and minister of DharmapSla, may, no doubt have

some foundation, but we must accept them with caution, specially

as they come from interested parties.

According to Tibetan tradition, Dharmapala was a great patron

of Buddhism. He is said to have founded the famous Vikramasila

yihnra in Magadha on the top of a hill on the bank of the Ganges.

It had 114 teachers in different subjects and included a central

temple, surrounded by 107 others, all enclosed by a boundary

wall.^ According to Buston,^ Dharmapala also built a magnificent

monastery at Odantapurl, but according to TSranatha,* it was

founded by either Gopala or Devapala. Curiously enough, the

legend related by Bustoii about the foundation of Odantapurl

vih^ra by Dharmapsla is exactly the same as is told by TaranStha

about the foundation of a vihara at SomapurT in Varendra by

Devapala. Now the recent archaeological excavations^ carried out

at Paharpur, in Rajshahi district, leave no doubt that its ruins

represent the famous Somapura-vj/i^ra, and the name of the place

is still preserved in the neighbouring village called Ompur.

According to the short inscriptions on some clay seals found in

Paharpur, the Somapura-v/Adra was founded by Dharmapala,

Tarantitha says that Dharmapala founded fifty religious schools.*

As already stated above, Dharmapala was the patron of the great

Buddhist writer Haribhadra.® It reflects great credit upon the

emperor, that amid his pre-occupations with war and politics he

could devote his thought and activities to these pious and peaceful

pursuits.

1 Tar., pr2l7. According to other traditions, however, Dcvapala is regarded

ns its founder {Cox^\tt-Catalogue,m. 321-22)

The reference to the Vihara as Sr\rmd-VikramaMa-deva-imhavihara{fA\\XdL»

Nepal, 229) shows that Vikramasila was another name or biruda of Dharmapala

(or Devapala) who founded it.

P.157. « P.206.
* For an account of these excavations cf. ASM. No. 55 (Paharpur—K. N.

Dikshit).

» P.217. * Bustoo.pp. 156ff.
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Although Dharmapsla was a Buddhist king, he was not hostile

to Brahmanical religion in any way. He granted land for the

worship of a Brahmanical god (Ins. No. 2) and followed the rules

of caste laid down in the scriptures (No. 6, v. 5). The appointment
of a Brahmana Garga as his minister, whose descendants occupied

the post for several generations (No. 16), shows that politics was
not influenced in any way by religion.

2. Devapala (c. 8J0—850 A.D.)

Paramekvara Paramabhatmraka Mahnrajadhir^ja Dcvapala, who
succeeded to the throne about 810 a.d., was fully endowed with the

prowess and other qualities of his father. The available records

seem to indicate that Devapala not only maintained the empire

intact, but even extended its boundaries. The most interesting of

these is the Bsdnl Pillar inscription (No. 16) which contains an

eulogy of five generations of hereditary Brahman ministers who
served under four rulers of the Pala dynasty beginning from

Dharmapala. Extravagant pretensions are put forward in this

record on behalf of DarbhapSni and his grandson KedSramisra who
both served under Devapala. It was Darbhapani’s diplomacy, so

we are to!d, which enabled Devapala to exact tributes from the

whole of Northern India from the Himalaya to the Vindhya

mountains, and from the Eastern to the Western seas (v. 5). It

was again the intelligence of Kedaramisra that enabled DevapRla
to enjoy the sea-girt earth after having exterminated the Utkalas,

curbed the pride of the Hunas, and destroyed the haughtiness of

the Dravida and Gurjara lords (v. 13).

Similar credit is given to the general of DevapSla in the record

of a descendant of the former (Ins. No. 14). We are told that on
the approach of Dcvapiila‘s forces, under his brother Jayapsla, the

king of Utkala lied from his capital city, and the king of Prfigjyotisha

submitted without any light (v. 6). Dcvapnla’s own Grant (No. 6)

shows that his career of victory led him as far as Kiimboja in the
west and Vindhya mountains in the south.

To whomsoever might belong tlie credit of these remarkable
achievements, they undoubtedly testify to the brilliance of Deva-
p5la’s reign. It appears that he peacefully inherited the vast empire
of his father and firmly established his authority (ins. No. 6, v. 12).
But it was soon apparent that he could not long main/ain the
exteiisivc empire left by his father merely by peaceful and diplomatic
methods, as his minister Darbhapani claims to have done. In those
unsettled times, nothing but a policy of blood and iron could have
checked ihc disi uptive forces within the empire and aggressive
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designs of ambitious neighbours. So Devapsla’s long reign of about

forty years must have witnessed a series of military campaigns,

including those against the Prggjyotishas, Utkalas, Hunas, Gurjaras,

and Dravidas.

PrSgjyotisha is a well-known name of the Brahmaputra valley,

and the province or a part of it was also called Kamarnpa.^
According to Hiuen Tsang, KSmarupa included the whole of Assam
valley and extended up to the Karatoyn river in the west.

According to the Bhagalpur copper-plate (No. 14), when Jayapnila

set out on a conquering expedUion the king of Prrvgjyotisha lived

in happiness for a long time by accepting the order (of Jayap^la)

to desist from warlike preparations. It is thus evident that the

king of Assam accepted the suzerainty of Devapfila and was left

unmolested. This king was probably either Harjara or his father

Pralambha.®

The conquest of Utkala was, however, more thorough. In

addition to the passage quoted above about the flight of the Utkala

king from his capital, the Bndal Pillar inscription informs us that

the Utkalas were exterminated. There might have been one or

more expeditions against Utkala, and the kingdom was thoroughly

subjugated, TSranatha informs us that Orissa, like Bengal, suffered

from internal disruption,^ shortly before GoprUa was elected king.

But like the Pnlas in Bengal, the Kara dynasty restored the solidarity

of the kingdom, .^ubhakara, the third king of this dynasty who
bore imperial titles, has been identified by S. L6vi with the king of

Wu-cha who sent an autographed manuscript to the Chinese emperor

Te-tsong in 795 a.d. His son .‘^ivakara also bore imperial titles, and

ruled in Orissa.^ After him nearly two hundred years elapsed

before we hear of another Kara king in Orissa who might or

might not have been descended from the earlier Karas. ^ The Palas

probably conquered Utkala during or immediately after the reign of

* In the Kamauii Grant of Vaidyadcva (/:/. u. 348), the village granted

is said to be situated in Knm;ulTpa-mG7?d«/<^ ^uid Piae)yolisha-A////A//. This shows

that Kamarupa was regarded as a smaller unit vviihm Pisgiyotlsha which necessa-

rily included a larger area. It is however, generally accepted that the same country

was known as Prngjyotisha in ancient times and as Kamarltpa in mediaeval times

{HK. 1 ff).

^ For the contemporary history of Assam, cf. DUNI. i. 241 fl’.

® Tar., p. 197.

* Chaurasi copper-plate. JBORS. xiv. 292 If.

® The chronology of the Kara kings l^ involved in difficulties. For the view

adopted in the text, cf. Orissa by R. D. llancrji, Vol. i, Ch. xi ; JAHRS, x. 56.

According to Vinayak Misra, the Kara dynasty came to an end about 794 a.d.

with the reign of DandimahadevI (Orissa under the Bhauma Kings, 71).
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isivakara, and their boast that they had exterminated the Utkalas

was perhaps not altogether unjustified.

The Hunas were the nomadic tribe from Central Asia that

played a dominant r61e in the history of India during the latter half

of the fifth and the first half of the sixth century a.d. After that

they had ceased to be a great power, but ruled over one or more
small principalities. One of these was situated in the seventh

century a.d. in UttarSpatha, near the Himalayas.^ It was probably

this principality which was successfully invaded by Devapflla.®

Thereafter he proceeded up to Kamboja, which was to the North*

west of the Punjab and immediately to the north of GandhSra.

The Huna principality and Kamboja were both situated on the

outskirts of the Pala empire and this sufliciently explains Devapala’s

hostility with them. These detailed conquests show that DcvapCla

not only maintained intact the empire he had inherited from his

father, but also extended its boundaries by the conquest of Assam

and Orissa on one side, and Kamboja and Huija principalities on

the other. The claim that he ruled from the Himalaya to the

Vindhya, and from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea, was

perhaps not very far from truth, and was in any case a pardonable

exaggeration, and not a ‘mere bombast.’®

The Gurjaras mentioned in the Badal Pillar inscription were

undoubtedly the PratiliSras, the old enemy of the PSlas. We have

seen above (supra pp.l06, 1 12) how the crushing defeat inflicted by the

Rashtrakutas forced the Prat ihSras to confine their activities within

Rjtjputc'ina and Dharmapftla enjoyed his mighty empjre undisturbed

by them. Devapala also appears to have enjoyed a brief respite

from their hostile activities during the first part of his reign. For,

as we have seen above {supra p, \\2)y apart from a doubtful refer-

ence in a Jaina text, theie is nothing to prove that Nagabhata ii

recovered his power and occupied Kanauj, and if be did so it was

probably not long before the date of his death (833 a.d.) as given

in the same text. The records of the Pratihsras show that this did

not revive the old glory of the family. The reign of Nsgabhata’s

son Ramabhadra was an inglorious one, and there are indirect

evidences to show that he suffered severe reverses in the bands of

his enemies, who even for a time ravaged his own dominions.^

Ramabhadra’s son and successor Bhoja, however, infused a new

‘ HC. Ch. V.

* A territorial unit called Huna-mun^fd/a in Malwa is referredL^o in an

inscription of the Paramara king Vakpatiraja (£/. xxiii. 102). Both Vakpati and

Sindhuraja are said to have defeated the Hunas. Thus there was probably also

a principality in Malwa.
« JK, 240. • GP. 45-46. TK. 236-37.
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energy and strength among the Prat i haras, and seems to have

recovered some of the territories lost by his father. The Barah and

Daulatpura copper-plates show that he had occupied Kanauj and

recovered Kalanjara-/w«i?i/^//a by 835 a.d., and Gurjaratra, his

ancestral territories in Ra jputana, by 843 a.d.^ But, evidently, his

success was short-lived. For we find Gurjaratrfi in possession of

another branch of the Pratihara family in 861 a.d., and Bhoja was

defeated by the Rashtrakiitas some time before 867 a.d.®

It seems to be almost certain that the lord of Gurjaras,

whose pride was curbed by Devapsrla, was no other than Bhoja i.

According to the Bad si Pillar inscription, this must have occurred

fairly late in the reign of Devapsla, for the credit of this achieve-

ment is taken by Kedaramisra, the grandson of his first minister

DarbhapSni. We may, therefore, fix the date of this event between

840 and 850 a.d.® It was probably shortly after this that Bhoja

was defeated by the Rashirakuias. These successive defeats so

weakened his power, that even Gurjaratra, the territory round

Jodhpur in RF.jputfina, passed out of his hands. Thus in spite of

a short period of trouble, Devapsla had not much to fear from

the Pratiharas, and during his long reign that eternal enemy of the

Pfilas was kept in check,

^

1 GP. 48 ;
TK. 237-38. * GP. 48-50 ; TK, 242-43.

» CP. 49-50 ; r/C 240-41.
*

It may be surmised that in his fight against Bhoja, Devapala was helped

by the Chandellas of Khajuraho. There is a tradition that the founder of this

dynasty supplanted the Pratiharas (V. A. Smith, Early History of India, 3rd ed.,

p. 390). This statement has not been believed by the historians. But if we
remember that Bhoja was ruling over Kalanjara-znan^/n/fl in 836 a.d. (which

might well have included Khajuraho about 53 miles from Kalanjara), that he was
defeated by Devapala about 840 a.d., and that since then the Chandellas were in

continuous occupation of Khajuraho and the neighbourhood (even though they

had later to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Pratiharas), it would not be

unreasonable to hold that the Chandellas had helped Devapala in his fight against

Bhoja, and were rewarded, after the latter’s defeat, with the sovereignty of the

territory near Khajuraho, perhaps under the suzerainty of Devapala. Vakpati, the

second king in the traditional genealogical list of the Chandellas, is said to have

made the Vindhyas his pleasure-mount (Khajuraho Ins. v. 13, f*/. i. 126) and

Vakpati’s son Vijaya is said to have, like Rama, in his warlike expeditions reached

even the southernmost point of India, presumably for the benefit of an ally, as

the epithet ^suTirid-upakrithdaksha' shows (Khajuraho Ins. v. 20, El, i. 142).

Now Devapsla also claims to have reached the Vindhya region and, as we shall

see, there are reasons to believe that he sent an expedition to the extreme south.

It may be-^presumed, therefore, that the earlier Chandclla kings were allies of

Devapsla. This strengthens the view that they might have ousted Bhoja from

Kslanjara with the help of the Paid king.

Dr. H. C. Ray thinks that the Chandclla kings referred to above were

feudatory chiefs, perhaps of Bhoja (DHHI. 670-671). Of this there is no
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Lastly, we come to the Dravidas who were also defeated by
Devapnla. They are usually identified with the Rsshtrakutas, and
as the Rsshtrakutas were, like the Gurjaras, the rivals of the Palas,

the reference may be to a successful fight with them.^ It would

then appear that Devapftla had to fight with both the hereditary

enemies for maintaining his empire, and he was evidently more
successful than his father. His R^shtrakuta rival was undoubtedly

Amoghavarsha.^

The term Dravida is, however, usually applied to denote, not

the Deccan plateau which formed the RSshtrakuU dominions
proper, but the South Indian peninsula. It is not unlikely, there-

fore, that the Dravida ruler defeated by Devapala belonged to this

region and in that case he was most probably his contemporary
Pandya king Sri-Mftra I^ri-Vallabha who ruled about 815-862 a.d.

According to the Sinnamanur Plates, this PSnd>a king repulsed a

hostile confederation consisting of the Gahgas, Pallavas, Cholas,

Kalifigas, Magadhas, and others at a place identified with modern

Kumbakonam. The Magadhas in the above list can only refer to

the forces of the Pala king who was in occupation of Magadha
during this period. The conquest of Utkala had brought DevapSla

into contact with the Kalingas and there was every inducement on

his part to enter into a close political association with them, and,

through them, with the other powers mentioned above. For these

powers were hostile to the RSshtrakUtas, and were repeatedly

defeated by them during the reigns of Dhruva and Govinda ill.

The common enmity to the Rashirakutas would have cemented the

alliance, and the southern powers, whose dominions were ruthlessly

devastated by the Rashtrakntas, would naturally try to gain the

support of such a powerful ruler as Devapala.

It appears fiom the Vclvikkudi Grant that the Pandya king

was at one time a member of a similar confederacy of Eastern kings

which defeated the Rashlrakuia king Krishna i at Venbai. But

evidently he had seceded from it and was an object of its attack.

The Sinnamanur Plates refer to his success against the confederacy

definite evidence, though ii is the general view {CP. 55) As Dlianga ascended

the throne about 954 a.d., V?kpaii and Vijaya, who were icmovcd respectively

five and four generations from him, may be regarded as contemporaries of

Dcvapnla.
» BL 205.

® Dcvapsla's success must have been facilitated by the internal discords in

the Rsshtrakuta lingdom. l or details cf. RA, 73-77. Dr. Altckai is wrong in his

statement that the Psia records claim that Nsrayanapala had defeated a Dravida

king {fbid. p. 77). The claim is really made on behalf of Devapala. Dr. Altekar’s

identification of the Dravida king with Anioghavarsha seems, however, to be quite

reasonable, though his view about the struggle between the Pa las and the

Rashtraktitas, based on the wrong assumption, is open to doubt.
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at Kumbakonam, but it is just possible that there were other

episodes in connection with this campaign which were less favourable

to him.^

It is thus quite likely that the Dravida king, whose pride was
curbed by DevapSla, was the P^^jdya ruler l§ri-Msra ^n-Vallabha.

Tliis view is strengthened by verse 15 of the Monghyr copper-plate

(No. 6) which describes the empire of Devapsla as bounded by the

Himalayas in the north and RameSvar Setubandha in the south.

It is no doubt an exaggeration, but there would be at least some
basis for this, if we accept the above view. Some military victory

near Rame^var in the Pgndya kingdom could be easily magnified

by the court-poet, and would offer some explanation of the statement

about the extent of his empire
; but it would be very curious indeed

that such a statement should be made without absolutely any

basis of fact. Similarly, the claim of the Chandella king Vijaya

that he reached, in course of his conquest, the extreme south where

RSma built his bridge, v ould be equally absurd unless we suppose

that he did this in company with some powerful king ;
and from

what has been said above,^ this king may be DevapRla. It is

difficult to believe that two court-poets writing in different countries

at different times should concoct the same baseless story about two

different kings. The available evidences do not enable us to make
any positive statement, but the hypothesis about a victorious

expedition of Devapala in the southernmost part of India cannot

now be ruled out as altogether fantastic.

Devapala ruled for at least 35 years® and his reign may be

placed between 810 and 850 a.d. Under him the Pala empire

reached the height of its glory. His suzerainty was acknowledged

over the whole of Northern India from Assam to the borders of

Kashmir, and his victorious forces marched from the Indus to the

upper reaches of the Brahmaputra, and from the Himalayas to the

Vindhyas, perhaps even to the southernmost extremity of India.

His name and fame were known far outside India, and king

Bslaputradeva of the i^ailendra dynasty ruling in Java, Sumatra,

and Malay Peninsula sent an ambassador to him.^ The object of

this embassy was to ask for a grant of five villages with which the

' This hypothesis of Devapsla’s military expedition to the extreme south of

India is bas^ on Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri*s very interesting paper “The Ptlrva-

raja of the Velvikkudi Grant” {Dr, S*Krishmswami Aiyangar Commemoration

Volume^ 1936, pp. 197 ff). Cf. also supra p. 106, f.n. 2.

• Cf. ^pra p. 1 19, f.n. 4.

• The Nslanda Copper-plate (No. 7) is dated in the 39th or 35th Year.

(SeeApp. 1).

• Ibid.

16-
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•^ailendra king proposed to endow a monastery he had built at

Nslands. The monastery of Nalands was in those days the seat

of international Buddhist culture, and the Pala emperors, as its

guardians, held a high position in the Buddhist world. DevapSla

was a great patron of Buddhism and he granted the request of the

iSailendra king. His interest in the Nalanda monastery and deep

devotion to the Buddhist faith are also known from the Ghoshrawa
inscription (No. 8). It records that Indragupta, a Brahman of

Nagarah&ra (Jelalabad) and a learned Buddhist priest, received

ovation from Devapila and was appointed the head of the NSlandi

monastery.

A general review of the Pala kingdom towards the close of

Devapala’s reign is given by the Arab traveller and merchant

Sulaiman, who made several voyages to India and wrote an

account of it in 851 a.d. The Pala kingdom is referred to as

Ruhmi (Rahma, according to Al’Masudi). The P5la king is said to

be at war with his neighbours, the Rashtrakutas and the Gurjara-

PratlhSras. His troops were more numerous than those of his

adversaries. In his military campaigns he took 50,000 elephants,

and ten to fifteen thousand men in his army were employed in

fulling and washing cfoths.'

Reference has already been made above to the nature of

Dharmapala’s empire. So far as we can judge from the available

records, Devapala, too, does not seem to have exercised any direct

administrative control over any territory outside Bengal and Bihar.

In the case of the Imperial Guptas and Gurjara-Pratlharas, not

only inscriptions all over Northern India invoke their name as

suzerain, but we have also the records of their officers governing

remote territories like Kathiawar peninsula. No such records of the

two Pala emperors have yet been discovered beyond the confines

of the modern provinces of Bengal and Bihar. It is, therefore,

reasonable to assume that so far as the rest of the imperial

territories were concerned, they were governed by local rulers who
acknowledged the suzerainty of the Pslas. This is corroborated

by V. 8 of the Monghyr copper-plate of Devapala (No. 6).^

In this connection, it is interesting to note that reference is

made to a Pala ruler, Yuvaraja by name, in the Udayasmdart^^

^ Cf. E.&D. I. 5, 25 ; S.H. Hodivala, Studies in Indo-Muslint History^ pp. 4-6.

For an explanation why the Pala kingdom is referred to as Ruhmi oi^Rahma,

cf. IHQ. XVI. 232 ff.

• According to this verse, Dharmapala, after his digvijaya, removed the sor-

rows of the conquered kings by presenting them excellent rewards and permitted

them to return to their own kingdoms.
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kath^ composed by Soddhala.^ We learn from this book that a

famous poet, Abhinanda by name, graced his court.^ The

Rdmacharita,^ composed by this poet Abhinanda, gives more

details about YuvarSja who is described as a great conqueror. He
had the epithet Haravarsha, and was the son of Vikrama^ila. He
is also referred to as the ornament of the Pala family {Pala-kula-

Chandra, Pala-kula-pradipa etc.) founded by Dharmapala (Dharma-

pala-kula-kairava-k&nan-endu).*^

These epithets leave no doubt that Yuvaraja Haravarsha

belonged to the Pala family of Bengal. According to the

Ramacharita, he was a powerful king, a statement which is also

corroborated by the Udayasundari-katha, The question, therefore,

naturally arises whether he is to be identified with a known Psla

king, or regarded as a ruler over some territory outside Bengal and

Bihar. It has been suggested that Vikrama^Tla, the father of

Yuvargrja, was another name of Dharmapa:la who founded the

VikramaSlla monastery, and Haravarsha is identical with DevapRla.®

Dr. D. C. Ganguly infers from the epithet Haravarsha that he was

connected with some RSshtrakuta kingdom. As P^rabala, the

Rfishtrakuta king of Central India, was the father of Dharmapflla’s

queen, Dr. Ganguly suggests that Yuvaraja might have ruled over

that territory.* None of these conjectures except perhaps the

identity of DharmapSla (or DevapSla) and Vikramaeila can be

supported by positive evidence. There are some grounds for the

belief that the poet Abhinanda was an inhabitant of Bengal,’ and

in that case Yuvaraja Haravarsha may be the well-known Pala

king DevapSla or his son. But if Yuvaraja Haravarsha ruled over

any territory outside Bengal and Bihar, this will be the only

instance where any part of the PSla empire was directly administered

by the Pala kings or members of their family. In any case, the

history of Yuvaraja Haravarsha is an interesting episode in the

1 Published in Gaekwad Oriental Scries.

* Ibid, p. 2.
* Published in Gaekwad Series.

• Cf I 110 (p. 10) ;
Introductory verses to chs. vni (p.63) and vi (p. 47) ;

concluding verses of chs. x (p. 91). xi (p. 102), xxvi (p. 234). vi (p. 52), and

xvm(p. 253).

* Introduction to Rmacharita, pp. xx-xxni. That Vikramasjla was possibly

a biruda of Dharmapalaor Devapala rests on some positive evidence, presumably

unknown to the editor {supra, p. 115, f.n. 1). But the
^

called Biithvlpsla in the concluding verse of Canto 2,
®

verse ofCanto 10 (ms, C) or 18 (ms.A). This may be anothername of Haravarsha.

In that case he must be different from Devapala.

* Bharatavarsha, Sravana, 1340, pp. 247 ff.

’ Introduction to Ramacharita.
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history of the Pslas. All that we can infer about the period of his

rule from literary evidence, is that he flourished certainly before

the eleventh century a.d. and probably before the tenth.^

In conclusion, a brief reference may be made to the relation

between Bengal and Tibet during the reigns of the first three Pala

kings. The political relation between Tibet and India down to the

middle of the eighth century a.d. has been discussed above (see

supra pp. 91-93). In spite of the victories of Lalitaditya, the

Tibetan rulers continued their aggressive policy, and the Tibetan

chronicles, of a later date, record their great achievements in India

during the period 755-836 a.d.

The Tibetan king Khri-srong-lde-btsan (755-97 a.d.), regarded

as an incarnation of Bodhisatva Mafijusri, was a very powerful

king. According to the Chronicles of Ladakh, “he subdued all the

provinces on the four frontiers” including “China in the east and

India in the south,”* In a Tibetan text, composed not much later

than the ninth century a.d.. his son Mu-tig Btsan-po is said to have

brought under his sway two or three (parts of) Jambudvipa.* This

somewhat vague statement is supplemented by the following details

in the same text :

“In the south the Indian kings there established, the Raja Dharma-dpal and

Drahu-dpun, both waiting'in their lands under order to shut up their armies, yielded

the Indian kingdom in subjection to Tibet : the wealth of the Indian country, gems

and all kinds of excellent provisions, they punctually paid. The two great kings

of India, upper and lower, out of kindness to themselves (or in obedience to him),

pay honour to commands.’**

The king Dharma-dpal in the above passage undoubtedly refers

to the Pala king Dharmapala. As regards Drahu-dpun, Dr. Thomas,

who edited the text, suggests that it might mean “nephew, or

grandson, Drahu,” bnt it does not help us in identifying him.

The next important king Ral-pa-can (c. 817-c. 836 a.d.), accord-

ing to the Chronicles of Ladakh, conquered India as far as the

* This lower limit is furnished by the date of Soddhala who was a
contemporary of both Chhlttaraja and Mummunirsja, rulers of Konkana, whose
known dates are respectively 1026 a.d. and 1060 a.d. (Introduction to Udayih
sundarikatha,ip. 1). The editor of Ramacharita places Abhinanda and Haravarsha
before 9(X) a.d, on the ground “that Soddhala in his chronology of famous poets
of ancient India beginning from Valmiki down to his own time places Abhinanda
before Rajasekhara” (pp. xx-xxi).

• FTBincke, Antiquities of Tibet, Dr. L ?etGch, Study on the
Chronicles ofLadakh, IHQ, xv. 65.

• F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents concerning Chinese
Turkestan, p. 270.

Ibid, 272-78.
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Gangsssgara. This has been taken to represent the mouth of the

Ganges.^

The facts culled above from the Tibetan texts throw interesting

light upon the political relation between India and Tibet during

the first century of Pala rule. How far the Tibetan claims of

conquest and supremacy in Indian plains may be regarded as

historical facts, it is difficult to say. For the Indian sources contain

no reference to any military campaign from Tibet, far less to the

exercise of political authority by its king in India proper. While,

therefore, we must suspend our final judgment about Tibetan

conquest and supremacy in India until fresh evidence is available,

we must not ignore the possibility that perhaps the course of events

in Bengal during 750-850 a.d. was influenced by Tibet to a much
larger extent than we are apt to imagine.^

III. THE DECLINE AND FAIL OF THE EMPIRE.

The glory and brilliance of the PSla empire did not long survive

the death of DevapSla. The rule of his successors, whose names
and approximate dates are given below, was marked by a steady

process of decline and disintegration which reduced the Pglas almost

to an insignificant political power in North India.

L Vigrahapala i

2 ,

3,

4,

5,

or

iSurapala i

NarflyanapRla

Rsjyapsla

Gopala II

Vigrahapala ii

c. 850-854 A.D.

c. 854-908 A.D.

c, 908-940 A.D.

r. 940-960 a.d.

r, 960-988 A.D.

^ Francke, op. cit. 89-90. Francke assigns to Ral-pa-can the date 804-16 a.d.,

but Dr. Pctcch {pp. cit. 81) gives the date 817-836 a.d.

• The alleged victories of Khri-srong-ldc-btsan (755-97 a.d.), for instance,

fit in well with what we know of the political condition in Bengal about the

middle of the eighth century a.d., and might have played no inconsiderable part

in placing a Buddhist ruler on its throne. The specific mention of Dharmapala's

submission to this Tibetan ruler or his son is of special interest. Whatever we
might think oPthe Tibetan claim, a conflict between Dharmapsla and the Tibetan

ruler is not an improbable one and might explain the farmer's defeat by

Nsgabhata n. In this connection we might recall the tradition that Dharmapsla

occupied the throne of Nepala which, we know, was under the political subjection

of Tibet during the greater part of the seventh and eighth centuries a.d. The

expedition of Dharmapsla to Kedsra and Nepsla may also have some connection

with Tibetan aggression. The alleged conquests ofRal-pa-can (817-836) might

explain the weakness of the P&la kingdom under Devapsla which enabled Bhoja

to conquer Kaoauj some time before 836 a.d. The advance of the Tibetans up to
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Devapsla was succeeded by Vigrahapala. There is some dispute

among scholars regarding the relationship between the two, but

the most probable view seems to be that VigrahapSla was the

nephew of Devapala, and not his son {cf, App. iv). According to

the genealogy preserved in the Grants of NSrayanapSla and sub-

sequent kings, Dharmapflla had a younger brother named Vskpfila,

who was evidently his general and fought his enemies in all direc-

tions. Vskpala’s son JayapSla was the great general of Devapsla,

and conquered Orissa and Assam for his royal cousin. VigrahapSla,

who ascended the throne after the death of Devapsla, was probably

the son of this Jayapsla, though some take him to be the son of

Devapsla,

For the present, we are absolutely in the dark regarding the

circumstances which led to this change in the line of succession.

It might have been due to the absence of any heir of Devapala,

although this does not appear to be very likely. For the Monghyr
copper-plate of Devapala (No. 6) shows that he had installed his

son RajyapSla as Crown-Prince, and that this son was alive in the

year 33 of his reign, i.e, not more than seven or eight years before

his death. Of course, Rajyapala might have died during this

interval, as appears to have been the case with TribhuvanapSla

mentioned above. On the other hand, we cannot altogether eliminate

the possibility of an internal dispute regarding succession^ in which

the general JayapSla might have placed his own son on the throne

with the support of his army. For the sudden collapse of the Pala

Empire naturally leads to the presumption of a catastrophe of this

kind, and the view of an internal disruption is supported by the

mention of the kingdoms of Ahga, Vahga, and Magadha in a

Rfishtraknta record dated 866 a.d.

Vigrahapala, who inherited the throne and the vast empire of

Devapala, is described in very vague and general terms as having

destroyed his enemies. The old Kedarami^ra continued as minister.

But the Badal Pillar inscription (No. 16) which attributes to his

diplomacy the great military victories of Devapala, has nothing to

the mouth of the Ganges would account for the sudden collapse of the Psla

kingdom under Nsrayanapala, if we could push forward the dates of the incident

by two decades, which is not very unreasonable in view of the proved inaccuracies

in the chronology of the Tibetan chronicles. I astly, the usurpation of a part of

the Pala kingdom by Kamboja chiefs in the tenth century a.d. may be ultimately

traceable to the Tibetan expeditions, for Kamboja was an Indian name* for Tibet

(cf. App* v). But all these are mere conjectures and speculations for the present,

and undue stress should not be laid on them tillcorroborativeevidenceisforthcoming.

1 This view finds support in the story of Yuvaraja Haravarsha referred to

supra p. 123, if he is regarded as the son of Devapsla, and we accept his association

with the Rsshtraktita kingdom in Central India as suggested by Dr. D.C. Ganguly.
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say of the next king whom it calls iSirrapala. 6urapflla was obviously

another name of Vigrahapala,^ and all that the Badgl Pillar inscrip-

tion tells us about him is that he attended the sacrificial ceremonies

performed by his minister, and poured holy water over his own
head for the welfare of his empire. It offers a strong contrast

between the warlike Dcvapala and his successor who was evidently

of a pacific and religious disposition. Vigrahapala maintained this

attitude till the last. He abdicated the throne in favour of his son
NBraya^apSla and retired to a religious life.^ He had married a
princess of the Haihaya family named Lajja.®

Narayanapala also resembled his father rather than his grand-

uncle. He had Kedarami^ra’s son Guravami^ra as his minister, but

the Bada] Pillar inscription records no glorious militar>' achievement

to his credit. The Bhagalpur copper-plate grant (No. 16), issued

in the 17th regnal year of Narayanapala, also refers to his prowess

in only vague and general terms, but does not mention any specific

conquest. Although he ruled for no less than fifty-four years (No. 1 5),

we have not the least evidence of any military victory of Narayana-
pala. All these raise a strong presumption about the weakness of

these two Pala rulers, and this presumption is fully borne out by

external evidences, particularly the history of the Rashfrakfitas and

the Pratiharas, the two hereditary enemies of the Palas,

As regards the Rashtrakutas,* we learn from the Sirur inscrip-

tion, dated 866 a.d., that the ruler or rulers of Afiga, Vafiga, and
Magadha paid homage to king Amoghavarsha (814-c. 880 a.d.).

The internal history of the Rashtrakntas makes it highly improbable

that Amoghavarsha could have undertaken an expedition against

the Pala ruler before he had defeated the king of Vengi some time

about 860 a.d. It is likely that after the conquest of Vefigi, the

Rashtrakuta forces proceeded along the eastern coast and invaded

the Pala kingdom from the south. It was perhaps of the type of

the occasional military raids of the Rashtrakutas into Northern

1 N. Vasu regarded Burapala as the son of Devap&la (P//. 216), but the

identity of SOrapsla and Vigrahapsla is upheld by all scholars (GL. 22 f.n.; jS/.217).

• Ins. No. 14, v. 17.

> Ins^No. 14, v. 9. According to Epic and Puranic traditions, Haihaya was

a great-grandson of Yadu. His descendants, called Haihayas, were divided into

many groups. But the most important line, during the historical period, that clai-

med to belong to this family, was the Kalachuri. There were two branches of

Kalachuris ruling in Northern India at the time when Vigrahapala ruled, v/z., those

of Gorakhpur and Dahala (or Tripuri). The queen of Vigrahapala presumably

belonged to one of these families.

* References and authorities for the statements about the Rashtrakntas will

be found in RA. 75-78.
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India, and had no permanent effect. But it must have considerably

weakened the military power and the political prestige of the Pslas.

The conquest of a portion of Radhrt by the iSulki king Mahsrajsdhi-

r^ja Ranastambha of Orissa may also be assigned to the same period/

and may not be altogether unconnected with the Rfishtrakuta

invasion.

These reverses of the Palas in the south probably created a

favourable opportunity for the Pratihsra king Bhojadeva to renew

his ambitious efforts which were checked by Devapfila. The defeat

inflicted by the Rflshtrakntas and the pacific disposition of Vigraha-

pala and his successor Nflrfiyanapflla must have encouraged Bhoja

to wrest the empire of Northern India from the Pfilas/ His

enterprise proved successful. He first turned his attention towards

the west and destroyed the remnant of the political suzerainty

enjoyed by the Pfllas. He then proceeded to the east and

subjugated extensive territories both in Bundelkhand and the

United Provinces. Tt does not appear that he had encountered

any opposition from the Pfllas until he reached almost the borders

of Magadha. But in spite of the weakness of the Pnlas, Bhoja

made extensive preparations against them.

We learn from the Kahla Plate® that GunSmbhodhideva, a

Kalachuri king of Gorakhpur, who obtained some territories from

Bhojadeva, snatched away the sovereignty of the Gaudas. This

Bhojadeva is undoubtedly the great Pratlhflra king, who was

successful in his expedition against the Pala king and probably

rewarded the services of his feudatory Kalachuri chief by grant of

lands. It is also probable that Bhoja obtained the assistance of the

famous Kalachuri king Kokkalla i of Dnhala. Kokkalla’s date is not

definitely known, but he probably ruled between 840 and 890 a.d/

He is said to have granted freedom from fear to Bhoja and plundered

the treasuries of various kingdoms including Vafiga.® The two

events may not be unconnected, and in any case Kokkalla’s raid

against Vanga, if it was really a fact, must have facilitated the

success of Bhoja. Another chief that probably accompanied Bhoja

* Orissa^ 193-95.

* References and authorities for the statements about the Gurjara-Pratlhsras

will be found in GP. SO ff.

• v, 9. El, vu. 89,

« DHNL n. 754; GP. 52 f.n. 4; Wt.xin.482ff. A recent writer fixes

the reign of Kokkalla i between 840 and 885 a.d. {IHQ, xvii. 1 17 ff).

• Bilhari Ins. v. 17, EL i. 256, 264 ; Benares cp. v. 7, E/. n. 306 ; Amoda
Plates, EL xix. 75 ff; Bhoja has been identified by some scholars with Bhoja n,

and by others with Bhoja i, but the former view appears to be untenable {IHQ,
xm, 482 flf)- Cf. also GP. 52 f.n. 4 ; DBHL u. 754 ; TK, 255-56 ; IHQ, xvn. 117 ff.
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was the Guhilot king Guhila ii who is said to have defeated the

Gauda king.i His father Harsharsja joined the campaigns of

Bhoja in the early part of. his reign. It is, therefore, exceedingly

likely that he accompanied Bhoja in his successful Gauda expedition

and took the credit thereof
;

for it is difficult to believe that he

could have led an expedition against distant Gauda on his own
account.

Bhoja had thus organised a formidable confederacy against the

Palas, and it seems he inflicted a crushing defeat upon them. Being

secured against any trouble from the Rashtrakutas in the south,*

and having laid low the power of the Pftlas, Bhoja could enjoy in

peace the extensive empire he had established in Northern India.

In the west he had conquered Karnal in the Punjab and the

Kathiawar Peninsula, and probably extended his empire up to the

borders of the Muslim principalities in the Indus Valley. In the

cast the Kalachuris of Gorakhpur as well as the Chandellas of

Jejakabhukti (Bundelkhand) acknowledged his suzerainty, and the

Psias were humbled to the dust. Armed with the resources of this

vast empire, Bhoja’s son and successor Mahendrapitla followed up

the victory over the Pnlas with relentless severity. Six of the

inscriptions,* found in Patna and Gays districts, leave no doubt

that Magadha was annexed to the Pratlhsra empire. Recently, an

inscription of Mahendraprda (No. 55), dated in his fifth year, has

been found on a pillar unearthed during the excavations at Pfihsrpur

in Rajshahi district, the site of the famous Somapura-vihRra of

DharmapSla. It proves that even Northern Bengal had passed on

for a time into the hands of the Pratiharas.

It is difficult to give a satisfactory explanation of this

phenomenal success of the Pratiharas and the complete collapse of

the Palas during the latter half of the ninth century a.d. The

personality of Bhoja and his success in organising a powerful confe-

deracy are no doubt important factors, but able rulers like -DevapSla

might have successfully contended against both. The failure of the

Pflla kings undoubtedly demonstrates their personal incapacity and

want of foresight and diplomacy. But there might have been

other factors at work. We have already hinted at the probability

of a disputed succession after the death of Devapaia. Further, the

records of Assam and Orissa show that both these neighbouring

1 C^hatsu Ins. v. 23. EL xu. 15.
. , «

• The revolt of the Gurjara branch, the constant struggle with the Eastern

Chslukyas, and above all the pacific disposition of Amoghavarsha may explain the

absence of active hostility between him and Bhoja. Cf. RA, 77.

• Ins. Nos. 53,54, 56-59.

17
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kingdoms, which had been subjugated by Devapala, had again

become powerful In Assam, king Harjara, one of whose known
dates is 829-30 a.d.,^ had assumed imperial titles,® and the record

of his son Vanam3:la describes him as a powerful emperor and

conqueror in many battles.® In Orissa, the Sailodbhava dynasty

re-establisned its supremacy on the ruins of the Karas, and

Sainyabhita iii M«cdhavavarman Srinivasa (r. 850 a.d.) established

the greatness of his family. He and his successor are said to have

performed A^vamedha, Vsjapeya and other sacrifices, in token of

their political supremacy.^

The rise to power of these two dependent principalities might

have been cither the cause or the effect of the weakness of the

Pala kings. In the absence of positive evidences we cannot hazard

any conjecture in favour of the one or the other, but we must keep

in view the possibility of the reaction of the greatness of these

powers upon the fortunes of the Pslas.

It has been mentioned above that Vigrahapala i married a

Haihaya princess. This might have been a move on the part of

the Palas to win over the friendship of the Kalachuris. We know
that the Rashtrakutas formed numerous matrimonial alliances® with

the family of the powerful Kalachuri king Kokkalla who had at

least eighteen sons (and possibly also numerous daughters). It is

not unlikely that Vigrahapala’s queen was a daughter of Kokkalla

himself. But, as we know from the case of the Rashtrakutas, such

alliances did not always prevent political rivalries leading to active

hostilities. In the case of the Pslas, we cannot say whether the

Haihaya alliance was really of any help to them. But it is certain

that they were able to recover the possession of Northern Bei^gal

and Magadha before the reign of NarSyanapala was over.

Three inscriptions® of NarayanapSla, dated in the years 7, 9 and

17, and found in Bihar, seem to prove that the kingdom of Magadha
was in his possession at least up to his 17th year i.e, c. 870 a.d. The
dates of the seven inscriptions of Mahendrapfila found in Bengal and

Bihar range between years 2 and 9 or 19, z.p. c. 887 to 894 or 904 A.D.

The Pratihflra power must have been considerably weakened shortly

after the last-named year. For some between 915 and 917 a.d.,

if ndt earlier, the Pratihara king MahipSla, son of Mahendrapala,

was disastrously defeated by the Rashtrakutas. His capital was

sacked and he fled towards the east, hotly pursued by his enemies.

» Tejpur Ins., Gupta Samvat 510. JBORS, in. 511.

2 Haiyungthal cp. Kam-Sas, 50.

^ Tejpur PI. w. 11-16. Kam-Sas, 60-61.

JAHBS, X. 14. * DHNL n. 760-61. • Ins. Nos. 12-14.
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This catastrophe indicates the weakness of the PratihSras, which

was perhaps due to internal troubles^ following the death of

Mahendrapsla and gave an opportunity to the Pftlas to retrieve

their position. In any case, as we find an inscription of NflrSyana-

psla (No. 15) in Bihar dated in the year 54 of his reign, we may

presume that the Pala king recovered Northern Bengal and Bihar

about 908 a.d., if not earlier.

Nffrsyanapsla had also probably come into conflict with the

RSshtrakirta king Krishna ii who succeeded Amoghavarsha about

880 A.D., and ruled till 914 a.d. It is said in the RashtrakQta

records* that Krishna ii was the ‘preceptor charging the Gau^as

with the vow of humility,* and that ‘his command was obeyed by

Anga, Kalinga, Ganga, and Magadha.’ A petty chief of VelanSijdu

(in Kistna district) named Malla i, who claims to have subdued

the Vangas,® Magadhas, and the Gaudas, probably accompanied

Krishna ii in his expedition. The nature and result of this expedi-

tion are difficult to determine, but perhaps Krishna ii had some

success against the Psla king. It is very likely that the Rsshtrakflta

Tunga, whose daughter Bhsgyadevl was married to Narsyanapsla’s

son Rsjyapala, is no other than Jagattunga,^ the son of Krishna ii.

In that case we may presume that the marriage alliaiice had

brought about, at least temporarily, a cessation of hostilities.

NSrsya^apRla died about 908 a,d., and was succeeded by his

son Rsjyapala who ruled for at least thirty-two years.® As noted

above, Rfijyapala married Bhsgyadevl, the daughter of the Rashtra-

knta king Tunga. He is credited in official records with works of

public utility such as excavation of big tanks and construction of

lofty temples.® He was succeeded by his son Gopala ii, who ruled

for at least seventeen years.’ Several records of both these kings

have been found in Magadha,® and a copper-plate grant, dated iu

1 254 ff,
“ 1^1* 13. EL V. 193

^ Pithapuram Ins. v. 11. EL iv. 40, 48.

Cf. Ins. No. 31, v. 8. Tunga is usually identified with Jagattunga, son of

the Rssh^rakuta king Krishna ii, who died about 914 a.d. {JASB, 1892, Parti,

p, 80), Jagattunga predeceased his father and never ascended the throne. His

son Indra in succeeded Krishna u. Tunga may be regarded as an abbreviated

form of Jagattunga who was a contemporary of Narsyanapala, father of

Itsjyapsla. But the proposed identification, though very probable, cannot be regar-

ded as certain. For we must remember that there were other Rashfrakuta branchy,

e.g., the one ruling in Gujarat. R. D. Banerji is inclined {BL 226) to identify

Tunga with Tungadharmsvaloka whose inscription was found at Bodh-Gays (R. L.

Mitra, Buddha-Gayn, p. 166, pi. XL.). N. Vasu identified Tunga with Kyishpa n

himself who had the epithet Subhatunga (VJL 128).

5 Cf. Ins. No. 12. « Ins. No. 31. v. 7. ’ See infra p. 179,

f Ins. Nos. 17-22, 24.
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the sixth year of GopSla n (No. 23), proves his possession of

Northern Bengal.

Thus after the end of the disastrous reign of NSrayanapala, the

prospects of the Palas appeared somewhat bright. The Pratiharas

had suffered a severe blow from which they were not likely to

recover for some time, and there was a truce with the Rashtrakittas

cemented by a marriage alliance. The worst crisis in the history

of the Palas seemed to have been over.

But unfortunately for the Palas, the downfall of the Pratiharas

let loose other forces which proved no less disastrous to them. Two
great powers, the Chandellas and the Kalachuris, tried to establish

their political supremacy in Northern India, and the Palas had to

bear the brunt of their aggressive imperialism.

Ya§ovarman, who laid the foundations of the greatness of the

Chandellas, is said to have carried on incessant military campaigns

all over Northern India, and dominated the whole region from the

Himalayas to Malwa and from Kashmir to Bengal. Even making

due allowance for the exaggerations of the court-poets, he must be

credited with military successes over a wide range of territories.

In particular, his conquest of the famous fortress of Kalafijara gave

him a dominant position in the heart of Northern India.^ According

to the Chandella records, Ya^ovarman ‘was a sword to (cut down)

the Gaudas as if they were pleasure-creepers,’ and his son Dhahga,

who ascended the throne some time before 954 a.d. and ruled till

about 1000 A.D., kept in prison the queens of Rfldha and Anga.*

These statements may not be literally true, but we may take it for

granted that during the reigns of Rajyapf5la and his two successors,

Gopflla II and VigrahapSla ii, Bengal fared badly in the hands of

Yatovarman and Dhahga. About the same time the Kalachuri

rulers also raided various parts of the country. In the Kalachuri

records we find reference to incursions against Bengal by two success-

ive Kalachuri kings, YuvarSja i and his son Lakshmanarfija, who
probably ruled in the second and third quarters of the tenth

century a.d. YuvarSja is said to have had amorous dalliances with

the women of Gauda, Karnftta, Lsia, KSsmira and Kalinga.® This

is a poetical way of describing military raids in these countries, but

it is difficult to get any idea of their nature and efiect. Lakshmana-

raja is said to have been ‘skilful in breaking (/.e. defeating)

VahgHla,’^ which, as we have seen above, refers to Southern and

1 DHNL n. 674-75.

* Khajuraho Ins. No. n, verse 23 ; No. iv, verse 46 {EL 1. 126, 132, 145).

* Bilhari Ins. v. 24 {EL i. 256, 265).

^ Ooharwa cp. v. 8 {El. xi. 142).
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part of Eastern Bengal.^ As Lakshmai^araja is also known to have

conquered Odra,* it is very probable that he advanced through

Orissa to the deltaic coast of Bengal, as Rajendra Chola did a few

years later.

These foreign raids may be regarded both as causes and effects

of the military weakness and political disruption of the Pala

kingdom. The reference in Kalachuri and Chandella inscriptions to

the various component parts of the kingdom such as Ahga, Radha.

Gauda, and Vangala as separate units may not be without signi-

ficance. It is true that sometimes a kingdom is referred to by the

name of a particular province within it, but evidences are not

altogether wanting that in the present instance, the different states

named above really formed independent oi semi-independent

principalities.

The Pala records definitely state that the paternal kingdom

of the Palas had been possessed by an usurper* before the end of

the reign of Vigrahapala ii, or in any case shortly after it. It is

generally held that this usurper belonged to the line of Kamboja
chiefs who are known to have ruled about this time both in West
and North Bengal. It was formerly believed that this was due to

the successful invasion of Northern Bengal by the Kambojas,* a
hill-tribe from the north, west or east.® But the recently discovered

Irda copper-plate grant (No. 49) puts an altogether different

complexion on the whole matter.

This grant was issued from the capital city called Priyahgu,

and records grants of land in Vardhamana-fc/zwA:// (Burdwan Division)

by the Parame^vara, Paramabhattaraka, Maharajadhiraja, the

illustrious Nayapaladeva in the I3th year of his reign. He had
succeeded his elder brother Narayanapala, who was the son of

Rajyapala and Bhagyadevi. Rajyapala is given all the three imperial

titles and is described as the ornament of the Kamboja family.

Now the queen of the Pala king Rajyapala, as we have seen

above, was also named Bhagyadevi, and it is, therefore, tempting

to identify the king Rajyapala of the Irda Plate with the Pala king

of that name. But this assumption is not free from difficulties, and

there is no general agreement among scholars on this point.* If

we identify Rajyapala of the Irda Plate with the Pala king

Rajyapala, we must hold that there was a partition of the Pala

1 See supra p. 19 ; IHQ» xvc. 225 fi.

» Bilhari Ins. v. 62 (£/. i. 260. 268). • Ins. No. 31, v. 12,

Dinajpur Pillar Ins. (No. 48) refers to a Gau^a king of Kamboja family.

For theories of Kamboja conquest, cf. GR. 37 ; BL 231.

• See infra p. 191.
* See iww p. 190.
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kingdom after his death between two branches of the Pala family.

If we do not accept this identification, the most reasonable view
would be to hold that Rsjyapfila, an ambitious and powerful

Kamboja chief, perhaps a dignitary or high ojBicial under the

Palas,^ had taken advantage of the weakness of the Pala kingdom
to set up an independent principality which ultimately comprised

Western and Northern Bengal. The theory of a Kamboja invasion

is not supported by any positive evidence, and appears to be highly

improbable.

But whichever of these views we may accept, the main fact

remains that the Pala kingdom was split up during the second half

of the tenth century a.d. The kingdom of Radha, mentioned in

the inscription of Dhanga, therefore, probably refers to the kingdom

of Narayanapala and Nayapala comprising Western and Northern

Bengal with its capital at Priyangu. The other kingdom, Anga,

would naturally refer to the dominions under Gopala ii and Vigraha-

pala 11, which probably comprised Anga and Magadha.

The Palas also lost control over East and South Bengal, and

we have definite evidence of the existence of several independent

kingdoms in this region. The earliest is the kingdom of Harikela

under a Buddhist king Mahsrsjfldhirsja Kantideva, known from an

incomplete draft of a copper-plate grant found in an old temple

at Chittagong.^ This grant was issued from VardhamSnapura,

presumably the capital of Kantideva. According to I-tsing,® Harikela

denoted the eastern limit of Eastern India, but some other Chinese

authority applies the name to the coastland between Samatata and

Orissa.^ If Vardhamanapura is to be identified with Burdwan, as

no other city of that name in Bengal is known to us, the latter

interpretation of Harikela, which is also supported by Indian sources,®

would be preferable, Ksntideva’s kingdom would thus comprise a

^ The Pslas employed mercenary forces, and certainly recruited horses from
Kamboja (Ins. No. 6, v. 13). Mr. N G. Majumdarjias very rightly observed that
“if horses could be brought into Bengal from the north-western frontier of India
during the Pala period, it is not unreasonable to suppose that for trade and other
purposes some adventurers could also have found their way into that province”
{EL XXII. 153). Mercenary soldiers (specially cavalry) might have been recruited
from the Kambojas and some of them might have been iniluential chiefs. It has
been suggested also that the Kambojas might have come to Bengal with the
Pratiharas when they conquered part of this province {DHNI. i. 311; IHQ, xv.511).
* Modern Review, \922y^. 612. The original plate is now in the Dacca Museum!

* Ltsing. p. XLVi.

^ Cf. the map at the end of vol. n. of St. Julien's translation of Hiu^ Tsang
which was originally published in Japan in 1710.

* Harikela is mentioned in Hemachandra’s ^6/i/V//iart(i-cAm/awwn/ (v. 257) as
a synonym of Vanga.
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portion of South and West Bengal. The kingdom was presumably

founded by him, as his father and grandfather are referred to as

ordinary persons. He married Vindurali, the daughter of a great

king, and this marriage probably helped him in carving out an

independent principality. For the date of Ksntideva we are solely

dependent on palaeographic evidence, and we may place his reign

during the period 850-9^0 a.d.^ It is very likely that Kantideva

flourished during the decadent period that set in after the death

of Devapala, and took advantage of the weakness of the central

authority to found an independent kingdom in Eastern Bengal.

Ultimately he extended his authority over Southern Bengal and

probably even a part of Western Bengal. In other words, he might

have been one of the earliest kings of Vahgala a kingdom which

came into prominence since the tenth century a.d.

We know of another independent king, Layahachandradeva,

who ruled near about Comilla for at least eighteen years® during

the tenth century a.d.

Another dynasty, with names of kings also ending in •chandra^

had set up an independent kingdom in Eastern Bengal during the

second half of the tenth century a.d. Two rulers of this dynasty,

Trailokyachandra and his son Srichandra, are known to have ruled

over Harikela, with ChandradvTpa (comprising roughly the modern

district of Bakarganj)® as their central seat of authority. As another

king, Govindachandra, is known to have ruled over Southern and

Eastern Bengal at the beginning of the eleventh century a.d., it is

probable that he, too, belonged to the same family, and that the

Chandra kingdom even originally comprised both Southern and

Eastern Bengal.

It would thus appear that during the reigns of Gopala ii and

his son and successor Vigrahapala ii, there were three well-defined

kingdoms, v/z., the Chandra kingdom comprising East and South

Bengal, the Kamboja-Pala kingdom comprising North and West

Bengal, and the Pala kingdom proper, comprising Anga and

Magadha, Gopala ii and his son VigrahapSla ii had the curious

misfortune of losing the paternal territory of the dynasty, though

ruling over other parts of the kingdom.

> The editors of the Chittagong Plate have fixed its date on paleographic

grounds between 750-850 a.d. But although the general character of the alphabets

would favour such an assumption, certain letters (notably AA, 5 , and w) have

decidedly later forms.
. , , • . j

* The history * of Layahachandra and the other Chandra kings mentioned

below is discussed separately in Ch. ix. infra where full references are given,

3 Sec iupra pp. 17-18,
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In verse 11 of the Bangarh Grant of Mahlpala (No. 31), the

elephant-forces of Vigrahapala ii are said to have wandered in the

eastern regions full of water, the Malaya mountains in the south,

the desert regions^ in the west, and the Himalaya mountains in

the north. This description of the aimless wanderings of Vigraha-

pala’s forces in all directions was regarded by some scholars as a

covert allusion to the loss of paternal kingdom by VigrahapSla, and
his vain attempt to seek help or refuge in various quarters.* A
recently discovered copper-plate applies the same verse to Gop3ia ii.®

This undoubtedly weakens the force of the argument in favour of

the above interpretation, but the verse may not unreasonably be

regarded as a poetic method of indicating the great catastrophe

which befell the P5la kingdom during the reigns of GopSla ii,

Vigrahapflla ii, and possibly Vigrahapsla in, to whom also the same

verse is applied.

IV. RESTORATION UNDER MAHIPAI A' (r. 988-1038 a.d.)

When Mahipflla i succeeded his father Vigrahapfila ii about

988 A.D,, the prospect of his family was undoubtedly gloomy in the

extreme. It reflects no small credit upon him that by heroic efforts

he succeeded in restoring the fortunes of his family, at least to a

considerable extent.

According to verse 12 of the Bangarh Grant (No. 31), he

recovered his paternal kingdom which was ^anadhikfita-vilupta'

This expression has been usually interpreted as ‘snatched away

(vilupta) by people who had no claim to it* (taking anadhikfita in

the sense of anadhikan), Mr. N. G. Majumdar has pointed out

that although this is possible, it is somewhat far-fetched, and the

proper meaning of the expression is ‘lost owing to non-occupation.’^

But whatever interpretation we accept, it is clear that MahipSla

recovered his paternal kingdom which was in possession of some

other ruling family.

The expression ‘paternal kingdom’ has been taken by most

writers to apply to Varendra,® which was in occupation of the

* The word read as *taru^ in GL, 95 is really ‘wrw’ (desert). Cf. EL
XIV. 326.

» The view was first put forward by A. K. Maitreya {GL. 100. f.n.) and

accepted by R. D. Banerji (BL 239).

» V. 10 of Ins, No. 23. The same verse is applied to Vigrahapsla ni (v. 14 of

Ins. No. 30), but it was regarded as an error on the part of the composer. As

Gopsla II is an earlier king, the verse must have been current before the time

of Vigrahapsla II.

^ EL xxn. 152.

* For the expression *Janaka~bhuk* is applied to Varendri in RC.
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KSmboja ruler. But, as has been shown above, practically the

whole of Bengal proper had passed out of the hands of the Pfflas,

and there is hardly any justification for regarding Varendra alone

as the paternal kingdom of the Palas. It would, therefore, perhaps,

be better to take the paternal kingdom as generally meaning ‘Bengal,’

and consider how far Mahipala was successful in recovering it.

The first important evidence in this respect is furnished by a
short inscription (No. 30) on an image of Vishnu, found in a village

called Bflghaura near Brahmanbaria in the Tippera district. It

records the setting up of the image ‘in Samatata, in the kingdom
of MahipSla, in the year 3/ Although it is not absolutely certain

whether king Mahipala of the inscription refers to the first or second

king of that name, the probability is in favour of the former. In

that case, we must presume that Mahipala must have recovered

Eastern Bengal, or at least a part of it, before the end of the third

year of his reign.^

Now, it is not possible for a king with his base in Anga and

Magadha to proced to Eastern Bengal without conquering either

Varendra or Rsdha /.e., Northern or Western Bengal. MahipSla
evidently chose the former route. For his Bsngarh Grant (No. 31)

shows that he was in occupation of Varendra (North Bengal) in

the year 9 of his reign. We may thus liold that MahipGla had

recovered Northern and Eastern Bengal within three yeaisofhis

accession.

There is no positive evidence that he had recovered either

Western or Southern Bengal. But some light is thrown on this

question by the account of Rajendra Chola’s invasion of Bengal

which requires a somewhat detailed discussion.

The northern expedition of the gieat Chola emperor was led

by one of his generals and lasted about two years from 1021 to

1023 a.d. 2 Its object was to bring, by force of arms, the sacred

waters of the Ganges, in order to sanctify his own land. After

' The attribution of the Bsghjsiira Image Ins. to Mahipala i is not accepted

by all. Dr. D. C. Ganguly takes the king to be the Pratihsra king Mahipala, son

of Mahendrapala (///C* xvi. 179 fl). Dr. H. C. Ray opposes this view {Ibid,

631 ff.), and holds it as probable that Mahipala of the Bsghaura Image Ins.

refers to the first Pala king of ihc name. It may be admitted that the available

evidence is not sufficient to lead to a definite conclusion, and if is not beyond the

range of possibility that Mahipala of the Baghaura Image Ins, may be either the

Pratlhsr^i king Mahipala, or a local ruler of Samatata. The view propounded in

the text is, however, held by most of the scholars, and appears to bo tno^c

probable than any other hypothesis.

For the account of the Chola expedition, cf. K. A. Nilakanta Sastrl,

The Cholas, 247 ff.

18
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conquering Odda-vishaya (Orissa) and Kosalai-niT</w, the Chola

general seized

“Tandabutti. . . . (land which he acquired) after having destroyed Dharma-

pala (in) a hot battle ; Takkapaladaui whose fame reached (all) directions, (and

which he eccupied) after having forcibly attacked RanasHra ; Vangala-deU, where

the rain water never stopped, (and from which) Govindachandra fled, having

descended (from his) male elephant ; elephants of rare strength, women and

treasure, (which he seized) after having been pleased to frighten the strong

Mahlpala on the field of hot battle with the (noise of the) conches (got) from

the deep sea ; Uttiralsdam (on the shore of) the expansive ocean (producing)

pearls ; and the Gangs whose waters bearing fragrant flowers dashed against the

bathing places.**^

Now there can be no doubt that Tandabutti, TakkajjalR^am,

Uttiralsdam and Vangflla-de^a in the above passage denote respectively

Dandabhukti, Dakshi^ta-Rfidha, Uttara-Rsdhff and VangXla.*

It has been reasonably inferred from the Tamil version quoted

above, that the Chola general “attacked and overthrew, in order,

Dharmapflia of Dandabhukti, RanagCfra of Southern Rfidhs, and

Govindachandra of Vangflla, before he fought with Mahipfila and

conquered Uttara-Radho:.*’ It is not definitely stated that Mahlpala

was the ruler of Uttara-Radha, though that seems to be the

implication, as no separate ruler of this kingdom is mentioned, and

the defeat of Mahlj^ala preceded its conquest. According to the

Sanskrit version, however, Southern Radha was conquered before

Dandabhukti,® a view which is difficult to accept on account of the

geographical position of the two.^

^ This is the translation of Prof. S5strl {Colas, 249 , as amended in /Hfi. xm.

151-52) which differs to some extent from that of Hultzsch {El. ix. 233) in resist

of the passage concerning Mahlpala. It may be noted that Hultzsch’s translation

“Uttiraladam, as rich in pearls as the ocean,” or an alternative translation “close

to the sea yielding pearls” (JRAS. 1937, p. 89), is more acceptable than that of

ifeastrl, for the region is not on the sea- coast, as the latter would imply. As

regards Mahlpsla. there is some controversy as to whether it refers to the Pala

king Mahipsla, i, or is only a common noun meaning ‘king’ and has reference

to a ruler of the Orissa (Oddal country {JRAS. 1935, pp. 661-66 ; 1937, pp. 79-90).

But most scholars accept the view of Kielhorn that Mahlpala, referred to in the

Chola inscription, is the first Pala ruler of that name {IHQ. xtii. 149). Prof.

S. K. Aiyangar holds that Mahipala refers to king of Orissa, even if it is taken as a

personal name {JRAS 1937, pp. 79-90).

® Prof. Aiyangar*s view that Vangsla was a genera! name of Bengal and not

a part of it (JR4S. 1937, p. 82) is unacceptable in view of the specific mention of

Uttara-Rffdha and Dakshina-RSdha, and specially as we know that the name

Vangala was used about this time to denote a part of Bengal. It is not, however,

identical with Vanga division of Bengal, as Prof. Aiyangar assumes {Ibid)-

* Colas, 248, 251. ^ But cf. JRAS. 1937, p. 84.
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The Chola campaign, as Professor K. A. Nilakanta ^astrl has

rightly observed, “could hardly have been more than a hurried raid

across a vast stretch of country.”^ We also agree with him that

the statement in the Tiruvslangfidu Plates that the water of the

Ganges was carried to Rsjendra by the defeated kings of Bengal at

the bidding of the Chola general is a boast without foundation.

The Chola conquest, no doubt, inflicted losses and miseries upon the

people, but does not seem to have affected in any way the political

condition of the country.

The detailed account, however, seems to show that Dai^^abhukti,

Southern Rsdhs, and Vangsla were independent kingdoms at the

time af the Chola invasion. Professor l^sstri says that

“the language of the Tamil inscription appears to suggest, what seems likely

even otherwise, that Mahipala had a sort of supremacy over the other chiefs

named in this context, and that the overthrow of Dharmapaia, Rapasllra, and
Covindachandra led to the final struggle in which Mahipsla was captured together

with another person called Sahgu, perhaps his Commander.”*

It is difficult to accept the Professor’s statement that MahipSla
was captured in the final struggle, as it is explicitly stated that

Mahipula was ‘put to flight’® or ‘frightened.’ It is equally difficult

to find any support in the Tamil passage, quoted above, for the

overlordship of Mahipala over the other kingdoms mentioned ih it,

except perhaps in the case of Uttara-Radha. As we have seen

above, Dapdabhukti was included within the kingdom of the

Mah&rSjadhirSja Nayapala which also probably included Rs^hd
and Varendra, and Southern and Eastern Bengal were ruled over by

the Chandra kings, when Mahipsla ascended the throne. It would,

therefore, be more reasonable to conclude that Covindachandra

ruled over the old Chandra kingdom or ai least a considerable part

of it, and DharmapSla, perhaps a scion of the Ksmboja family, still

held Dandabhukti ; while a new dynasty, the ^Uras, about whom we

shall hear more hereafter (see infra p. 210) had established its

authority in South RadhS. Mahipsla was thus able to recover, in

addition to North and a part of East Bengal, only the northern part

of Rsdhs i.e., approximately that portion of the present Burdwan

Division which lies to the north of the Ajay river.

• Colas, 247. This is also the view of Prof. Aiyangar (JItAS. 1937, p. 85).

®. Colas, 2S1-S2. The reference to Sangu would, of course, be omitted now
in view of the amended translation proposed by sastrl (IHQ. xiii. 1S1>52) and

quoted above.
* This is the translation of^ Hultzsch (£f. ix. 233) and that given by

Sastrl in Colas (p. 2S2). But sastri has now substituted it by ‘frighten’ {IHQ.

xm. 1S1>52). But even this does not support sastri’s contention that Mahipala

was captux^.
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The findspots of Mah'ipSla’s inscriptions^ show that he was in

possession of North and South Bihar. As the inscriptions of

NSrSya^apSla, RSjyapSla, Gopgla ii, and probably also of Vigrah-

pfila n, have been found in South Bihar,^ it may be regarded as

having been in the continuous possession of the P&las since its

recovery after the conquest of Mahendrapala, but we are not sure

whether North Bihar was inherited or conquered by MahipSla.
According to an inscription found in Ssrnath near Benares

(No. 29), and dated Saihvat 1083, construction and repairs of many
sacred structures on that site were undertaken by the order of

MahipSla, king of Gau(Ja,^ the actual work having been entrusted

to his two brothers SthirapSla and VasantapSla. Normally, we
would be justified in inferiing from such a record that MahlpSla’s

suzerainty extended up to Benares in the year 1026 a.d. Such an
inference is, however, liable to two objections : In the first place,

Benares and Sfirnlth being sacred places of almost international

reputation, construction of buildings there by Mahipala does not

necessarily imply any political suzerainty over the region. Secondly,

as the work of construction is referred to as a past event, Mahipala
probably died before the record was set up

;
at least, it is not

necessary to conclude that MahipSla was alive in 1026 a.d.^

These are, no doubt, forceful arguments, but connot be regarded

as conclusive. As regards* the first, the suzerainty over Benares may
not be a necessary implication, but in view of the fact that

MahipSla's dominions certainly included the whole of Bihar, it is,

in any case, a reasonable inference, so long at least as it is not
proved that Benares was under the rule of a different king. As
regards the second also, the event might have been a past one, but
as no other king of Gauda but Mahipala is referred to in the inscrip-

tion, the date may be taken as one falling within his rule. For the
present, therefore, we may regard Mahipala as ruling over Tirhut
and probably also up to Benares, about 1026 a.d.®

^ Cf. Ins. Nos. 32-34, found in South Bihar, and No. 35, found in North Bihar.
“ Cf. Ins. Nos. 15, 17-22, 24-28.

® For an account of the monuments referred to in the Ins. cf. JASB. N.S.
XV. 101.

* Cf. PB. 76 ; BL 257.
‘ One historical evidence is usually cited against the conclusion that Mahi-

pala's authority extended up to Benares in the year 1026 a.d. The colophon of
a Nepal MS. of the RamUyana refers to the Mahargjsdhirsja PunyiLValoka
Somavamsodbhava Gau^ladhvaja Srimad-Gsngeyadeva as ruling in flrabhukti
(Northern Bihar) in Samvat 1076. Some scholars identify this Gangeyadeva with
the famous Kalachuri king of this name, and hold that his conquests extended ud
to North Bihar in 1019 a.d. (v.s. 1076). As the Kalachuri records also claim that
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Towards the close of his reign, Mahipala came into conflict

with the powerful Kalachuri ruler Gshgeyadeva.^ The Kalachuri

records claim that the latter defeated the ruler of Ahga,^ which can

only denote Mahipala. It also appears from the statement of

Baihaqui that Benares was in possession of the Kalachuri king in

1034 A.D. when Ahmad Niyal ligin invaded it.® It may be reason-

ably concluded, therefore, that shortly after a.d. 1026, Mahipala
came into conflict with the Kalachuri king Gahgeyadeva and
suffered reverses in his hands.

Mahipala has been criticised by some writers for not having
joined the Hindu confederacy organised by the Shahi kings of the

Punjab against Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni. Some have attributed

his inactivity to asceticism, and others to intolerance of Hinduism
and jealousy to other Hindu kings.® It is diflicult to subscribe to

these views. When Mahipala ascended the throne, the Pala power
had sunk to the lowest depths, and the Pala kings had no footing

in their own homeland. It must have taxed the whole energy and
strength of Mahipala to recover the paternal territories and to

ward off the formidable invasions of Rajendra Chola and Gahgeya-
deva. It reflects the greatest credit upon his ability and military

genius that he succeeded in re-establishing his . authority over a

great part of Bengal, and probably also extended his conquests up
to Benares. Even this success was due, in a large measure, to the

Gangeyadeva defeated the ruler of Ahga, (he two events are naturally connected,

and it is generally concluded that Gahgeyadeva defeated Mahipala and conquered

North Bihar some time before 1019 A.D. As such it is also difficult to believe

that Mahipala’s conquest extended up to Benares in 1026 a.d. It is not generally

recognised that the above view also goes counter to the evidence of the Imadpur

(Muzaflarpur district) bronze figure inscriptions of Mahipala i (No. 35) dated in

the year 48. For the 48th regnal year of Mahipala could hardly be placed

before 1019 a.d. when North Bihar is supposed to have been under Gahgeyadeva.

As a matter of fact, the identification of the Gahgeyadeva of the Nepal

manuscript with the Kalachuri king of that name is open to serious objections,

and we cannot build any hypothesis on this basis w'ithout further corroborative

evidence. This point has been thoroughly discussca by me in IHQ. vii. 681, where

I have attempted to show that the date 1076 is to be referred to Saka era

(1154 a.d.) when Gahgadeva, the successor of Nanyadeva, ruled in North Bihar.

* The Gurgi Ins. of Prabodhasiva seems to refer to a conflict between the

Gauda king and Kokkalladeva ii, the father of Gshgeya. But no definite sense

can be made out on account of the damaged slate of the inscription (£/. xxu.

129, f.n. 1).

“ Goharwa cp. EL xi. 143, v, 17.

® The identification of Gang with Gfihgeyadcva is very probable, though not

certain. Cf. £. & D. ii. 123 ; Hodivala, Studies in Jndo-MusUm History^ p, 161 ;

DHNl. 11.773.

^ 6R. 41-43 ; BL 256.
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political circumstances in Northern India, viz,, the disastrous and

repeated invasions of Sultan Mahmud, which exhausted the strength

and resources of the great powers, and diverted their attention to

the west. It would have been highly impolitic, if not sheer madness,

on the part of MahlpSla to fritter away his energy and strength in

a distant expedition to the west, when his own kingdom was exposed

to the threat of disruption from within and invasion from abroad.^

On the whole, the achievements of Mahipsla must be regarded

as highly remarkable, and he ranks as the greatest Pfila emperor

after Devapala. He not only saved the Pala kingdom from

impending ruin, but probably also revived to some extent the old

imperial dreams. His success in the limited field that he selected

for his activities is a sure measure of his prowess and statesmanship,

and it is neither just nor rational to regret that he had not done

more.

The revival of the Pfila power was also reflected in the restora-

tion of the religious buildings in Benares (including Sfirnfith) and

Nfilands which had evidently suffered much during the recent

collapse of the Pala power. Reference has already been made to

the Sfirnfith inscription, which mentions ‘hundreds of pious works*

and the repairs of the famous Buddhist monuments of old under-

taken by the orders of Mahi pfila. Two inscriptions (Nos. 32, 33)

dated in the 11th year of Mahipfila, refer to the restoration and

repairs of the monuments of Nalanda after they were destroyed or

damaged by fire, and the construction of two temples at Bodh-Gay3.
Traditions have associated the name of Mah^pala with a number
of big tanks and towns in North and West Bengal.^ It is perhaps

not without significance, that of all the Pfila emperors, the name
of Mahipfila alone figures in popular ballads still current in Bengal.

Bengal has forgotten the names of its great emperors Dharmapala,

* Dr. H. C. Ray generally supports this view {pHNL i. 324 ; IHQ, xv.

507), though his statement that the Palas were “rulers of a comparatively small
principality'* does not apply to Mahlpala. But this does not justify the criticism

of Dr. D. C. Ganguly (IHQ, xvi. 179). It was not so much the size of the
kingdom of Mahipala, but its internal condition and external dangers, that
account for the inactivity of Mahipala. Even according to Dr. Ganguly, Mahipala
was ruler of North and South Bihar, and North Bengal. A ruler over these
territories could easily rank among the other powerful potentates of Northern
India about that time, and should have joined the common cause, if his kingdom
possessed stability and security which Mahipala's kingdom lacked.

* The big tank called Mahipal-^fig/^/ (Dinajpur) and the towns of Mahipur
(Bogra), Mahisantosh (Dinajpur), and Mahipsl (Murshidabad), and probably
also SBgardighi (Murshidabad) are associated with the name of Mahipala^ of.

GR. 41-42.
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and Devapala, but cherished the memory of the king who saved it

at a critical juncture.

Before we conclude, reference may be made to two other

historical events, the association of MahipBla with which is probable,

but not certain.

According to the Jaina author Hemachandra, the Chaulukya
king Durlabha, who ascended the throne of Anahilapstaka about
1009-10 A.D., won over his queen Durlabhadevi in a svayamvara

ceremony, but, to retain possession of this princess, he had to fight

a number of other claimants, amongst whom were the kings of
Anga, KB4i, Avanti, Chtdi-deSa, Kuru-ieio, Hnna-i/fia, MathurB,
and Vindhya.^ Now the king of A6ga, at the end of the tenth and
the beginning of the eleventh century, was Mahlpsla i. If, there-

fore, the Jaina author is to be believed, we have a glimpse of a

forgotten episode in the life of MahipSla when he was an unsuccess-

ful suitor for the hands of Durlabhadevi. But such stories cannot
be taken as historical without independent corroboration.

A manuscript of a drama named Chatt^a-kaiiiika, by Arya
Ksheml&vara, was discovered by mm. HaraprasBd Ssstrl in 1893.*

It contains a verse in which king MahipBla is said to be an incarna-

tion of Chandragupta, and the Karnatas, of the Nandas, and the

play was staged before the king by his order. It is obvious that

the poet implied that king Mahipala defeated the Karnatas as

Maurya Chandragupta defeated the Nandas. This Mahipala has

been identified by some scholars with the Pala king MahipBla i,

and it has been suggested that the Cholas were referred to as the

KarnBtas. Mr. R. D. Banerji even went so far as to suggest, on
the strength of this evidence, “that though MahipBla i was defeated

by Rajendra Cho}a when he crossed into Radhfl from East Bengal,

he prevented him from crossing the Ganges into Varendra or

Northern Bengal, and so the Chola conqueror had to turn back from

the banks of the Ganges.”*

Unfortunately the identification of the king MahipBla of Chat}<lS-

kauiika with the Pala ruler MahipBla i is not accepted by others,

who rather regard the PralihBra ruler Mahipala as the hero of the

drama.* In the absence of further particulars, it is difficult to

decide the question one way or the other. The probability is,

however, undoubtedly in favour of the latter view. For while

there is no valid reason to regard Rajendra Chola as a Kart^ata,

» DHNI. u, 945-46 • JaSB. lxii. 250,

» PB. 73 : BI. 251-52.

« Prof. K.A.N. Sastri in JOB. vi 191-98; IC. n.797. Mr.J. C. Ghoib

uphold the view of Mr. Banerji {IC. ii. 354).
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the Pratihara king MahipSla undoubtedly had a life and death

struggle with the Karpstas under Indra in. It is true that Mahl-

pfila was defeated, but the retreat of the Karniita forces and the

rc-occupation of Kanauj by Mahlp^la could easily be magnified by

the court-poet as a glorious victory of Mahipala over the Kar^Rtas,

and such an assumption was well calculated to soothe the wounded

vanity of the Prat i haras. In any case, it is not safe to derive any

inference from Chancja-kauiika regarding the victory of the Pfila

ruler over the Chola army,

V. BREAK-UP OF THE PALA KINGDOM

Mahipala was succeeded by his son Nayapala, who ruled for

at least fifteen years (c. 1038-1055 a.d.).' The most important

event in his reign was his long-drawn struggle with the Kalachuri

king Karija or Lakshmikarua. It is evident that the aggressive

policy of Gangeyadeva was continued by his son and successor.

The Kalachuri records refer, in vague poetic language, to Karna’s

raids against, or encounter with, the chiefs of Vanga and Gauda.*

A more detailed account is furnished by the Tibetan texts.* They

refer to a war between Nayapula and the Tirthika king Karj^ya

(or king of Kdr^ya) of the west who had invaded Magadha.

There can be hardly any doubt that the latter name stands for

Karija. As regards the details of the struggle, it seems that at first

Kari^ia defeated Nayapitla. It is said that failing to capture the

city, Karna’s troops sacked some of the sacred Buddhist institutions,

and even carried away a good deal of church furniture. The famous

Buddhist monk Dipamkara SrijfiSna (also known as Atisa) was at

that time residing in Magadha, but showed no interest in the

struggle that was going on. But, we are told, that ‘afterwards

when victory turned towards (Nayapala) and the troops of Karna
were being slaughtered by the armies of Magadha, he took Kangia

and his men under his protection and sent them away.’ Dlparhkara

then made serious efforts to bring the struggle to an end.

» Cf. Ins. Nos. 36-37.

* Bhcraghat Ins. v, 12 (El. ii. 11,15); Karanbcl Ins. (M. xviii. 215, 217).

According to v. 23 of the Revra Stone Ins. (£/. xxiv. 112), Karna achieved a
decisive victory over the king of the Eastern country who probably lost his life

in the fierce fight. This point has been discussed in Ch. vii infra. ^
« For the Tibetan tradition cf, JETS, i (1893), pp. 9-10 ; S. C. Das

Indian Pandits in the Land ofSnow, 31 ; This account, with slight difference in

details, is also given in JASB, 1891, p. 51. Mr. Das writes 'king of K^rnya
(probably K&nauj).’
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“Unmindful of his health even at the risk of his life, AtiSa again

and again crossed the rivers that lay between the two kingdoms.”

His efforts proved successful, and a treaty was concluded between

the two hostile kings on the basis of the mutual restitution of all

conquests and plunder.

It is difficult to say how far the Tibetan tradition is correct.

In particular, the part played by Dlpamkara seems to have been

exaggerated. But, in view of other evidences, the main outline of

the story, v/z., an indecisive struggle between Karna and NayapRla,

followed by a treaty, may well be taken as historical.

According to Tibetan tradition, Diparhkara left India for good

at the age of 59, and spent the last thirteen years of his life in Tibet,

dying at the age of 73. The date of his departure has been fixed

by various authorities at 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041 and 1042 a.d.'

As we know, the Kalachuri king Karija succeeded his father in

1041 a.p.2 So even taking the latest date proposed for the departure

of AtUa it is difficult to reconcile the discrepancy. Perhaps it would

be wise not to rely too much on the accuracy of dates derived from

Tibetan sources. On the other hand, it is equally likely that the

war, referred to in the Tibetan texts, is only a phase of the long-

drawn struggle between the Palas and the Kalachuris which had

been going on since the time of Gsngeyadeva.

According to the views propounded above, MahipSla was in

possession of Benares till at least 1026 a.d., but it passed into the

hands of the Kalachuri king Gafigeya in a.d. 1034. We must there-

fore, presume that hostility had broken out before that date, and

that it was continued after the death of GSngeya by his son Karna.

The initial success of the Kalachuris is testified to by the Tibetan

tradition, the claim in Kalachuri records that Gflngeyadeva defeated

the ruler of Anga, and the occupation of Benares by the latter. The

discomfiture of the Kalachuris towards the end and their treaty

with the Pslas, may have been due, to a great extent, to the death

of the great king GShgeyadeva. This theory fits in well with the

date of the departure of DTparnkara as given in the Tibetan texts,

if we take the latest date proposed v/z., 1042 a.d.

In any case, the treaty was merely an interlude, and Kari;^

once more directed his arms against the Pfilas during the reign of

» ms^JASB. 1891, p. 51.

1039—S. C. Das, Indian Pandits, 50, 76.

lOAO^LM'Nepal, n. 189. Pag Sam Jon Zang, Index, p. liv.

1041—

/^e- VI. 159.

1042—

1881, p. 237.

• This is the generally accepted view, though Mr. J. C. Ghosh places it in

1039 A.D. (iC I. 289).

19-
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Vigrabap&la III (a. 1055-1070 a.d.)i the son and successor of Naya-

pala. During the interval he had secured a position of supremacy

by destroying the Paramaras and the Chandelias, and conquering

the upper valley of the Mahanadl.^

The references in Kaiachuri records to Karla’s encounter with

the lords of Cauda and Vanga presumably refer to this second

expedition, as the area of the struggle in the first case did not

extend beyond Magadha.^ According to the Kaiachuri records,

Vahga trembled in fear of Kar^a, and the lord of Cauda waited

upon him * That Karijia advanced at least up to the border of

Western Bengal is proved by his record on a pillar at Psikor in the

district of Birbhiim.^ But according to RSmacharita,^ Vigraha-

pBla III defeated Kar^a and married his daughter Yauvanairl.

Evidently, in this second expedition, loo, Kar^a, in spite of initial

success, ultimately suffered defeat. Perhaps a peace was concluded,

and the alliance was cemented by the marriage of Karla’s daughter

with VigrahapBla nr.

There is hardly any doubt that the king of Cauda mentioned

in the Kaiachuri record refers to the PBla king. It is not, however,

equally certain that the king of Vanga also refers to him. We have

seen above (supra p. 139) that MahipSla recovered the possession

of East Bengal from the Chandras, but that the latter continued

to rule in South Bengal. It is also very likely that East Bengal,

or at least a part of it, did not long remain under the Pslas but

passed again into the hands of the Chandra kings.* These Chandra

kings, or the Varmans that succeeded them, might have been ruling

in Vafiga at the time of Karla’s expedition, though we are not quite

sure of it.

There is no doubt also that the Pila rulers Nayapfila and
Vigrahapfila iii were gradually losing their hold over Western

Bengal. A chief calling himself MahSmBjiLdalika T&varaghosha issued

a land-grant, in which he assumed the style of an independent king.

The Grant is not dated, but may be referred to the eleventh

century a.d., about the time of VigrahapEla ni. He issued the

Grant from Dhekkarr, probably situated in Burdwan district.^

‘ DHNl.n. 779.

• The Tibetan tradition definitely asserts that Karpa invaded only Magadhe.
• Cf. supra p. 144, f.n. 2.

* ASI. 1921-22, p. 115 ; BlrMum-vivarona (Bengali) by H. K. Mukfappsdh-
yiya n. 9.

*
I. 9. commentary. • For detailed discussion, see Ch. vn. ipfra,

» RBmganj cp. of ISvaraghosha, IB. 149. Mr. N. G. Majumdar refers it on
ptlaeographical grounds to the eleventh century a.d. It is diflficult to aocq>t
Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's view that the year 35 of the Ins. is to be referred to
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About the same time we find the rise of the kingdom of Pattikera

in the Tippera district, The existence of Pat likera as an independ-

ent kingdom throughout the second half of the ele\'enth and the

twelfth century a.d. may be inferred from the Burmese chronicles,

though unfortunately they do not give any historical account of it.^

It thus seems that Eastern Bengal had slipped from the hands
of the Palas and remained a separate independent kingdom, first

under the Chandras, and then under the Varmans. There were also

other petty independent kingdoms in Bengal.

The Pala kings, constantly engaged in hostilities with the

Kalachuris, could hardly recover their ancient territories in Bengal.

The Kalachuri power was crushed towards the close of the third

quarter of the eleventh century a.d. by the successive defeats that

were inflicted upon Karna by his neighbours.® But before the Palas

could take advantage of this, they had to face an invasion from the

ChSlukyas of Karnata. According to Bilha^a,® the court-poet of the

Chfilukyas, the prince Vikramsditya (vi) went out on a career of

conquest during the life-time of his father Some^vara i and defeated

the kings of Gauda and Kfimartipa, among others. As Somefevara i

died before the return of his victorious son, the expedition probably

took place not long before 1068 a.d. The Chalukya records refer

in a general way to other military ex]: editions against Bengal during

his reign and that of his two predecessors,^ whose exact nature and

amount of success are difficult to determine. But some very important

political events coincide chronologically with these Chslukya raids,

and are not impossibly direct or indirect consequences of the same.

The most notable among these is the establishment of a Karnata

Kshatriya family, the Senas, as the ruling power in Radha or

Western Bengal, and of the Varmans of Siihhapura, in Vanga or

Eastern Bengal.

Another foreign invasion of Bengal which may be referred

approximately to the middle of the eleventh century a.d., was that

the Chalukya-Vikrama Era {List of Ins,, 294). Dhekkarl, the place from which

it was issued, has been located in the Burdwan district by mm. H. P. sastri and

A. K. Maitra, and in Goslpsrg and KsmarUpa districts of Assam by N. Vasu

and N. G. Majumdar. In view of the fact that Dhekkari was the seat of one of

the feudal lords who helped Rfimapsla, the former view is preferable.

® For further discussion cf. Ch. ix. infra, * DHNI, ii. 780

^ Vikramnnkadeva-charita, iii. 74.

^ Cf. Ep, Cam, Devanagere Taluq Ins, Nor. 2 and 3, and Sudi Ins., El xv.

86, 97-99, 104. The earliest raid must have taken place before 1053 a.d , for in

the Kelawadi Ins. of that year Bhogadevarasa, the general of Somesvara i, claims

to have conquered Vanga {EL w, 262). Acha. a feudatory chief of Vikramsditya,

led an expedition to Vanga which will be discussed later (see infra Ch. viu).
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of the SomavamSi ruler of Orissa, named MahSsivagupta YaySti.

In one of his grants,* he states, after enumerating his various

conquests, that ‘he was cooled by the wind (caused by) profound

shaking of the sky of Gauda and Rsdha, and was the full moon in

the clear sky of Vahga/* These are beautifully vague phrases, and

do not enable us to form any definite conclusion, but it seems to

refer to some military expeditions against North, West, and East

Bengal. The date of Mahs§ivagupta YaySti cannot be determined

with any degree of certainty, but he may be placed about the middle

of the eleventh century a.d.^ The king of Orissa was evidently

encouraged by the successful expedition of Rsjendra Chola and

disruption of the Pala empire. There was not perhaps a long

interval between his triumphant raid and the Karnsta invasion,

and while one facilitated the other, the effect of the two was

ruinous to Bengal. Reference may be made in this connection

to another Orissan king, Udyotake<>ari, who claims to have defeated

the forces of Gauda. The date of Udyotakesari is not known, but

he probably flourished in the eleventh century a.d.*

The series of foreign invasions from the west and the south

must have shaken the Pnla kingdom to its very foundations during

the reigns of NayapSla and his son and successor VigrahapSla ill.

They had not only lost Eastern, Western, and Southern Bengal,

but their power in Magadha was also being gradually reduced to

a mere shadow. A clear evidence of this is furnished by four

inscriptions found at Gaya. Two of these (Nos, 36, 37), dated in

the year 15 of Nayapala, refer to one Paritosha, his son Sudraka,

and the latter’s son, called Vi^vcditya in one and Vi^;varTIpa in the

other. Nothing is said in the former to indicate the political

importance of the family, but the latter says that Gaya was

protected {paripaliia) for a long time by the strength {hahvor-

balena) of J^udraka. A third inscription (No. 38), dated in the

fifth regnal year of Vigraliapala m, bestows vague grandiloquent

praises upon l^udraka, and says, about Visvarupa, that he destroyed

all his enemies. The fourth insciiption (No. 52) of the family^ is

^ Sonpur Grant. JBORS, ii. 45-59.

* Mr.R.D.Banerji attributes the conquest to Mahffbhavagupta i(Onssa,2l2).
» DHN/.u 405,

* Bhuvanesvara Ins. JASB, vii. 557 ff. Mr. R. D. Banerji refers Udyotakc-
iari to the 10th century a.d. (£/. xin. 165), while Mr. B. C. Majumdar pla<is him
in the 12th century (£/. xii. 239).

* There is a fifth inscription of the family (No. 51) which has not yet been

fully deciphered. The published portion contains the name of Paritosha, but no
historical information.
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issued by king Yakshapala,^ son of Vi^varupa. The genealogy

begins with l^udraka, who is said to have defeated his enemies and

driven them to the forest. Then follows a very significant, but

somewhat obscure, expression about him, viz., ^\Srt~St7drakah svayam^

apujayad^indra^kalpo Gaudeivaro nTipathlakshaiia-pnjaya-yafh,*' Dr.

H. C. Ray has taken this expression to mean that the ‘Lord of

Gauda paid homage to ^Ttdraka.’^ I think the expression rather

means that the lord of Gauda formally honoured iSudraka by

investing him as king with proper ceremony. In any case, it shows
that at the time the record was composed, the pretensions of the

family rose higher than before. This is further proved by the fact

that Sudraka’s son Visvarupa is now called nfipa or king, and at

the very end, where in other inscriptions reference was made to the

ruling Psla king, a wish is expressed that the famous works of

Yakshapala may endure for a long time. A study of these four

inscriptions shows the gradual decline of the Pala power in the

Gaya district during the reigns of MayapSla and VigrahapSla iii.®

Thus towards the middle of the eleventh century a.d. the fabric

of the Pala sovereignty was crumbling to dust. Eastern Bengal,

West Bengal and Southern Bengal had definitely passed from their

hands, and their suzerainty over Magadha was reduced to a mere

name. A nev/ power, the Varmans, occupied Eastern Bengal, and

a copper-plate of Ratnapala* shows that even Kamarupa was

hurling defiance at the king of Gauda at the beginning or middle

of the eleventh century a.d.

VI. DISINTEGRATION AND TEMPORARY REVIVAL

7. Mafnp^ila ii {1070-75 A.D.)

Vigrahapsla iii had three sons, viz., Mahipala ii, J^UrapSla n,

and Rsmapala. Mahipsla, the eldest, succeeded his father. His

reign was full of troubles. There were conspiracies against the king,

and he was led to believe that his brother Rfimapala was plotting

to seize the kingdom for himself. Accordingly Mahipala threw both

^ The Tibetan historian Turanstha mentions that Yakshapala, a son of

Rsmapsla, waS elected king three years before the latter’s death (Thr. 251). It

illustrates the confused character of the historical tradition preserved by Tsranstha.

For while Yakshapala might have been a contemporary of Ramapala during the

early part^ of the reign of the latter, and ruled over a portion of the Pala

territory, he was certainlv not the son of Ramapala. The fact that Yakshapala

lived in local tradition for five centuries attests to his political importance.

* DHNL I. 348. “ iOUS, i. No. 2, pp. 134-35.

* Bargaon Grant. JASB, lxvii. 115.
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RamapGla and i^UrapSla into prison. But this did not save either

his throne or his life. Ere long he had to face a well-organised

rebellion of his vassal chiefs. Mahlpala’s army was ill-equipped,

but disregarding the counsel of his advisers he advanced to fight

the rebels. He was defeated and killed, and VarendrT passed into

the hands of Divya, a high official of the Kaivarta caste.

This revolution and the subsequent recovery of Varendri by

Rsmapala are described in detail in the contemporary Sanskrit

Ksvya Mmucharita} This unique historical document enables us

to give a critical account of the history of Bengal for half a century

(1070-1120 A.D.) with wealth of details such as are not available in

regard to any other period. Unfortunately, the historical value of

this book is considerably reduced by the fact that its author,

Sandhyskara Nandi, was a partisan of Rsmapala, and cannot be

regarded as an unprejudiced and impartial critic of cither Mahipfila

or the Kaivarta chiefs who were enemies of Rsmapala. While,

therefore, the main incidents in the reign of MahipRla ii, mentioned

in Ramacharita and referred to above, may be 'regarded as historical,

we should not accept, without due reservation, the author’s dcscrip-

' The unique manuscript of the Sanskrit poem Ramacharita (referred to as

RC, in the text) was discovered in Nepal in 1897 by the late Mahsmahopadhyaya
Pandit Haraprassd Sffstrl. The following extracts from his description will give the

reader some idea of this important text, the only authentic historical work of

ancient Bengal known to us.

'‘It is a curious work. It is written throughout in double entendre

Read one way, it gives the connected story of the RamUyana, Read another way,

it gives the history of Ramapaladeva of the Pala dynasty of Bengal. The story

of Ramayana is known, but the history of Ramapala is not known. So it would
have been a difTicult task to bring out the two meanings distinctly. But fortunately

the MS. contained not only the text of the Ramachar'ita, but a commentary of the

first canto and of 36 {sic, really 35) veises of the second. The commentary portion

of the manuscript then abruptly came to and end. The commentary, as maybe
expected, gives fuller account of the reign of Ramapala than the text

“The author of the text is Sandhyakara Nandi, who composed the work in

the reign of Madanapala Deva, the second son of Ramapala. The author enjoyed

exceptional opportunities of knowing the events of Ramapala’s reign and those of

his successors, as his father was the Sandhivigrahika, or the Minister of Peace and
War of Ramapala.”

The text was ^ust edited by mm. H. P. Sastri and published by the Asiatic

Society of Bengal {MASB. iii. No, 1). It was re-edited, with a complete com-
mentary and English translation, by Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Dr. R. G.Basak, and
Pandit Nanipopal Bancrji, and published by the Varendia Research Society, Raj-

shahi in 1939. These two editions will be referred to respectively as RC,^4Ujd ifC.'**

All quotations from English translatioi efer to jRC.* For all references to text

after u. 35, cf. RC.,* as RC.' offers no commentary to these verses. For other

verses either may be consulted. For a fuller discussion (with references) of the

historical facts dealt with in this chapter of. Introduction to RC.*
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tion of Mahipala as hard-hearted (i. 32),^ not adhering to either

truth or good policy (i. 36),* and resorting to fraudulent tricks

(i. 32, 37) ;
particulary as in one passage (i. 29), he has referred to

Mahipala as a good and great king (rSjapravara.),

It is to be noted, however, that there is nothing recorded in

Mmacharita to justify the belief, now generally held on the authority

of MM. i^Sstn, that Mahipala ii was an oppressive king, and that

specially the ‘Kaivartas were smarting under his oppression.’ Only
two important specific facts, as mentioned above, are noted against

him. As regards the first, v/z., that he imprisoned his brothers

Ramapala and Snrapala (i. 33), the author has the candour to

admit that the king was instigated to this iniquitous act by false

reports, sedulously propagated by wicked people, to the effect that

Rfimapsla, being an able and popular prince, was scheming to usurp

the throne (i. 37). The author, of course, implies that Rsmapala

had really no such intention. But this is a point on which we may
not place full confidence on his opinions and statements.

The second charge against Mahipala is that he was addicted to

warfare (i. 22), and that disregarding the advice of his wise and

experienced ministers, he led a small ill-equipped force against the

powerful army of the numerous rebel chiefs (ananta-scimanta^chakra)

(i. 31). The author has unfortunately omitted all details by which

we could judge of the actions of the king. He docs not say, for

example, what was the alternative policy suggested by the experienced

ministers ;
and considering the part played by high officials like

Divya, Mahipala may certainly be excused for not putting implicit

faith in their advice. On the whole, it is impossible, from the

brief and scattered references in Ramacharitciy to from an accurate

idea either of the reign or of the character of Mahipala ii. It is,

no doubt, true that he succumbed to a revolt of his feudatory

chiefs. This does not, however, necessarily mean, and Ramacharita

does not support the contention in any way, that the king was

particularly wicked and oppressive to his people, far less that his

personal character or policy was the direct or indirect cause of the

revolt.

It is far more probable that this revolt, like other revolts in

the Pffla kingdom about the same time, was the effect of the

^ The figures within brackets refer to cantos and verses of RC.

* The actual reading of the commentary is 'bhutam satyam myo nltafn

tayorarakshane yuktah prasaklahf But mm . Sastrl emended the texs by omitting

one Va’ in ^tayorarakshane' which gives just the opposite meaning. There is no

justification for this change, as the context of the passage supports the actual

reading.

’ JRCM3.
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weakness of the central authority and the general tendency of

disruption in different parts of the kingdom. That king Mahi-
p5la II could not rise equal to the occasion, and his personal gifts

were not sufficient to enable him to pass safely through the crisis,

admit of no doubt. But there is nothing to support the view that,

judged by the ordinary standard, he was a particularly bad king,

or that he was in any way specially responsible for the fall of the

Psla kingdom. As against this opinion, which is now generally held,

the extant evidence would in no way militate against the contention

that MahipSla ii was perhaps a victim to circumstances over which

he had no control, and that, as a king, he was more sinned against

than sinning.

2. Varendn under the Kaivarta chiefs

The part played by the Kaivarta chief Divya^ in the revolution

that cost Mahipala his life and throne is by no means quite clear.

From one passage in Ramacharita (i. 38), i\ seems very likely that

Divya was a high official under MahipSla. There is no specific

reference in Ramacharita that he headed the rebellion of the feudatory

chiefs, or even took part in their encounter with MahipSla. Yet

it is expressly mentioned that the Kaivarta king occupied a major

portion of the kingdom after having killed king Mahipala (i. 29).

Further light is thrown on this episode by the verse i. 38. It says

that Varendrl, the ancestral home of the Palas, was seized by

Divya, who was a dasyu and vpadhi~\rati. The interpretation of

the latter phrase has given rise to much controversy. The com-

mentary explains vrata as some action undertaken as an obligatory

duty, and then adds, chhadmaui vratu Chhadman, like upadhiy

means ‘plea, pretext, fraud, dishonesty, trick’ e/c\, and the natural

interpretation of the two qualifying epithets is that Divya was

really a villain, though he pictended that his actions were inspired

by a sense of duty. In other words, though his real motive in rising

against the king was nothing but ambition and self-aggrandisement,

he hid it under the cloak of a patriotic action. According to the

other interpretation, Divya was not a rebel at heart, but had to

pretend to act as such from a paramount sense of duty. The first

interpretation appears to be more fair and reasonable, and is

supported by the epithet *dasyu" which hardly fits in with the

second.

^ The name is written variously in RC, as Divya (i. 38), Divvoka (i. 38-39

commentary) and Divoka (i. 31 comm).
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It seems to be quite clear from this passage as well as the

scattered references throughout the first canto of RUmacharita^ that

its author regarded Divya as an evil-doer, and his seizure of the
throne as a rebellion, pure and simple.^ We could hardly expect

any other view from the court-poet and a loyal official of the Pslas,

and probably the author unduly exaggerated the faults and short-

comings of the enemy. It is quite likely that a writer, belonging

to Divya’s party, would have represented him in a more favourable

light. But the fact remains that the Rsmacharita, the only
evidence at present available to us, does not in any way support
the view, sedulously propagated by a section of writers in Bengal,

that Divya was prompted to seize the throne by the highly patriotic

motive of saving the country from the oppressions of the ruling

king, or that like Gopsla, the founder of the Pala dynasty, he was
called to the throne by the united voice of the people to save them

in a great crisis.* In spite of strong popular sentiments to the

contrary, we are bound to presume, until further evidence is avail-

able, that like so many other rebels in all ages and countries, Divya,

a highly placed officer of State, took advantage of the weakness

of the central authority, the confusion in the kingdom, and perhaps

also of dissensions among the royal brothers, to kill his master and

king, and seize the throne for himself. There is no need to invent

pretexts, or to offer excuses, for an act which was in that age neither

unusual nor regarded as unnatural.*

As already noted above, Ramacharita is silent on the point

wliether Divya actually joined the rebellion of the feudal chiefs.

The natural inference is, of course, that he was the leader of this

rebellion which proved successful and gave him the throne. It is,

Thus V. I. 12 refers to the Kaivarta chief as ‘bad king’ /iw#

Kaivarta-nripah)\ v. i. 24 refers to unholy or unfortunate civil revolution {ariikam

dharma-viplavam

;

and v. i. 27 describes the affray or disturbance (^amaram)

caused by the enemy as a world calamity {bhavasya apadam),

• A movement was recently set on foot by a section of the Kaivarta or

Mshishya community in Bengal to perpetuate the memory of Divya, on the basis

of the view-points noted above. They refused to regard him as a rebel, and held

him up as a great hero called to the throne by the people of Varendrl to save it

from the oppressions of Mahlpala ii. An annual ceremony, Dhya-smriti^utsava,

was organised by them, and the speeches made on these occasions by eminent

historians like Sir Jadunath Sarkar. Rai Bahadur Rama Prasad Chanda and Dr.

Upendra Nath Ghoshal, who presided over these functions, sought to support

the popular views (cf. Bharaterforsha, 1342, pp.lSff). This movement died a natu-

ral death within a few years.

3 For a detailed discussion of this point, and a view of Divya's rebellion in

its true perspective, cf. Dr. R. C. Majumdar’s article ^The Revolt of Dbfvoka

agairmt Mahlpala wand other revolts in Bengal* {DUS, i. No. 2, pp. 125ff),

20
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however, also not improbable, that he played a waiting game, and

as soon as the army of Mahipsla was worsted in the battle*field,

he boldly seized the throne and killed the king. Whatever view

may be correct, there is no doubt that MahipRla met his death in

the hands of Divya, and not during the reign of his nephew Bhima,

as has been upheld by some.^

After his accession to the throne, Divya probably came into

conflict with Jatavarman, king of Eastern Bengal. The Belsva

copper>plate of Bhojavarman claims that ‘Jfitavarman brought to

disgrace the strength of the arms of Divya.’* It is impossible to

come to any definite conclusion from such an isolated reference,

beyond the obvious fact that the two independent kingdoms of

Varendri and Vanga were hostile to each other.

Of the activities of Divya, after he had usurped the throne,

RSmacharita tells us very little. But the fact that three members
of the family ruled in succession (i. 39) shows that Divya made
his position quite secure in Varendri. Not only did R&mapSla’s

efibrts to recover Varendri prove futile (i, 40-41), but even his own
dominions seem to have been invaded by Divya or his partisans

(Ins. No. 46, v. 15). These prove that Divya was an able and

powerful ruler. He was succeeded by his younger brother Rudoka,

but nothing is known of him.

The next king Bhima,* the son and successor of Rudoka, Is

highly praised as a ruler by the author of RSmacharita. He devotes

seven verses (ii. 21-27) to a very flattering description of the

personal virtues of Bhima and the riches and strength of his

kingdom. It is not, however, easy to reconcile all these praises with

the statement that Varendri was oppressed with cruel taxation

before Rsmapsla’s conquest (iii. 27), and, therefore, presumably In

the reign of Bhima. On the whole, we may reasonably conclude

that Bhima restored peace and prosperity (i. 39) after the period

of turmoil that must have accompanied or followed the expulsion

of the Pnlas and that the Kaivarta rulers had built up their new
kingdom on a strong foundation.

* Cf. Dr. U. N. Ghoshal's Presidential Address at the Divythsmritl-utsava,

p. 19, It is true that verse i. 29 of RC. does not name the Kaivarta king who
murdered MalupBla. But verse 15 of the Manahalt cp. (Ins. No. 46) proves that

Divya was alive after Rsmapsla had ascended the throne, i.e. after the death of

RsmapBla's elder brothers Mahipsla and ^rapala. The Kaivarta king, who
murdered Mahipsla, according to RC. (i. 29), must, therefore, be Divya, and not

Bhima who was not a king at that time.

* IB. L4 ; also infra p. 198.

' The expression 'yathokta-kramena' in the oommentary to i. 39 proves that

Divya. Rudoka, and Bhima ruled in unbroken succession.

* The name of Bhima has been preserved in local tradition. A rampart near
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While Bhima was busy consolidatiug his dominions in Varendri,

preparations were going on beyond his frontier which ultimately

overwhelmed him and destroyed the fortunes of his family.

3. The reign of RUmepltla

It has been noted above that Rimapala and his elder brother

^Urapala were both in prison when MahIpSla n was defeated by
the rebellious chiefs. What became of them after this catastrophe

is not expressly stated, mm. ^sstri’s statement that “they were
rescued by their friends,”^ presumably even before the revolution,

is not borne out by RC. It is clear, however, that somehow or other

they managed to escape and leave Varendri. Although there is no
subsequent reference to ^urapsla in RC., it is clear from v. 14 of

the Manahali copper-plate of Madanapala (No. 46) that i^arapsla

ascended the throne. Of the events of his reign we know nothing.

But the silence of RC. about SnrapSla’s later history does not justify

the assumption made by R. D. Banerji that he was murdered by

RSmapSla.* All that we may reasonably infer is that l^nrapsla

played no part in the great task of recovering Varendri, which

devolved, after his death, upon his younger brother Ramapala who
succeeded him.

After the usurpation of the throne of Varendri by Divya,

RamapSla (and presumably also his elder brother l^urapala) ruled

over the remaining part of the Psla kingdom, which probably

included at first parts of Magadha and Rsdhs and was later

confined to Vanga or a part of it.’

For some time, Rsmapala remained inactive, unable to adopt

any effective means to recover Varendri (i. 40). But then some

new danger arose, and after consultation with his sons and ministers,

he resolved on firm and prompt action (i. 42). The exact nature

of this new danger is not disclosed in RC., but perhaps it refers to

Divya’s campaigns against Ramapala referred to above. It was

Bogra is still known as Shimer Jsngal. mm, Ssstri held the view (JtC* 13) that

Bhima ‘built a Damara, a suburban city, close to the capital of the Psla empire.’

The only foundation for this statement is the expression wrongly read by him as

‘4eniaram-upapuram' in the commentary to i. 27. The expression, as correctly

read in RC.,* viz., •4amaram-upaplavam,' shows that there is no reference to any

city, far less to any capital city, founded by Bhima, as Mr. R.D.Banerji imagined

(J*B. 91 i-BI. 291).

1 j^c.» 13.
* BI. 280.

’ Cf. RC.*wm where evidences are discussed with full references. The

colophon ofa ms. proves the rule of RsmapBla in Magadha in bis 2Stb regnal

year (51astri-Car. i. 143).
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probably the danger of losing even the remaining part of his

kingdom that forced Ramaplla to activity/

In sheer despair RfimapSla begged for help in all possible

quarters. The proud inheritor of the throne of DharmapSla and

Devapnla literally travelled from door to door with a view to

enlisting the sympathy and support of the powerful chiefs who were

formerly, and many of whom still nominally, his vassal chiefs (i. 43).

His efforts proved successful. By a lavish offer of land and

enormous wealth, he gained over to his side a number of powerful

chiefs who possessed well-equipped forces (i. 45). The detailed list

of these independent or semi-independent chiefs of Bengal, contained

in RC.,* must be regarded as of utmost historical importance. Apart

from giving us an accurate idea of the strength of R^map&la in that

supreme hour of trial, this list of de facto independent chiefs furnishes

a vivid and interesting pictLre of the political dismemberment of

Bengal caused by the decline of the power and authority of the Pslas.

Foremost among R&mapala’s allies was his maternal uncle

Mathana, better known as Mahaijia, the Rsshtraktxta chief who

joined Ramapala with his two sons, MahamSndalika Kshnaradeva

and Suvarnadeva, and his brother’s son MahapratlhSra l^ivarajadeva.

Next in point of importance was Bhlmaya^as, the king of Pithi and

lord of Magadha. The exact location of Pithi is not known but it

was certainly in Bihat*.® Of the other allied chief§ that joined

Rfimapala in his expedition against Varendn, Ramacharita specifi-

cally mentions only the following :

1. Vlraguna, king^ of Kotatavl in the south.®

^ The new danger might also refer to the invasion of the Paramara king

Lakshmadeva who ruled'some time before a.d. 1097, the earliest known date of his

successor (DHNI, ii. 882). It is said that ‘‘desirous of capturing matchless

elephants he first proceeded to Hari’s quarter (i.e, the east),** and “then, just as

dread, entered the town of the Lord of Gauda” (v. 38, £/. n. 186, 192). It is

not certain whether he entered Gau^a (which was then probably in possession of

Divya or Bhima), or the capital city of Rsmapsla, who bore the title, or at least

was known as. the lord of Gauda. In any case, we cannot say anything about the

nature and result of this raid by the Paramsra king.

‘ RC. II. S, 6, 8. The text gives the names in a very cryptic form. These

would not have been intelligible but for the commentary, which not only gives the

full name of each king and the locality of his kingdom, but also adds some histori-

cal details in many cases. For a full discussion of these cf. RC.* pp. xxv-xxvm,

which also give references to authorities for the brief statements made in the text.

* Cf. ch. IX § 3 infra.

* The word ‘king* is used where the commentary expressly mentions any

royal epithet. In other cases the word ‘ruler’ has been used.

* Kofa may be Identified with Kotesvara to the east of Vishpupur,

to Mahal Kot-de8(Tran8l. n. 144). According to Beames» it
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2. Jayasitiiha, king of Dandabhukti (Midnapur district).

3. Vikramaraja, ruler of Bsla-Balabhl.^

4. Lakshml^nra, lord of Apara-Mandara (Hooghly district),®

and head of the group of feudal chiefs of the forest

{samast-atavika-s^manta-chakra-chn4aniaf^i).

5. Surapfila, ruler of Kujavati (about 14 miles north of

NayadumkS in Santal Parganas).®

6. Rudra^ikhara, ruler of Tailakampa (Manbhum district).^

7. Bhaskara or Mayagalasitfiha, king of Uchchhala.^

8. Pratapasimha, king of Dhekkarlya (Dhekuri near Katwa
in the Burdwan district).®

9. Narasiiiiharjuna, king of Kayahgala-ma^dala (south of

Rsjmahal).*^

was a large pargana in the northern and centra] part of Puri {JRAS, 1896, p. 752)«

The former identification seems more likely.

' MM. H.P. Sastri identified it with BsgdI {RC.^ 14). Bala-Balabhi, according

to RC., was close to Devagrama which is located by N. Vasu in Nadiys (VJL ]98)«

Ain-i-Akbari mentions *Deur which is identified by Beames with the ancient

stone fort of Deulgaon on the boundary of the districts of Midnapur and Balasore.

If this Deulgson represents ancient Devagrama, we may find in the parganu of Bibli

(also referred to in Ain-UAkbari) a contracted form of old Bala-Balabhi. Bibli has

been identified with Pipli, the site of the earliest English factory in Bengal at the

mouth of the Suvarnarekha river {JRAS, 1896, pp. 746, 752).

^ Mandara has been identified with sarkar Madsran, locally called Mands*
ran. It comprised, according to Beames, **a very long straggling strip of territory

running from Birbhum in the North to the junction of the Hooghly and Rupnsrs-

yan rivers in the South” {JRAS, 1896, p. 106). Mandaran is now known as Bhitar-

garh Mandaran (for Blochman's identification, cf. Proc, ASB. 1870, p. 117), about

seven miles west of the town of Jahanabad or Arambagh on the Darkeswar river.

De Barro*s map (c. ISSO a.d.) shows Mandaram as an important city on a branch

of the Ganges river, almost due south of Saptagram. According to Beames, a
local Pandit derives the name from A/owflto (bad) and aranya (forest). ApaU*
Mandara has also been interpreted as on the other side of Mandara, the famous

hill about 30 miles south of Bhagalpur {lA, 1930, p. 244).

• G. Mitra, Birbhumer Itihasa, i, 59.

® Identified with Telkupi. The region is still known as Sikharbhum, perhaps

after the royal family {VJL 199). AM^Akbari refers to the parganu Shergarh,

commonly called Sakharbhum. Beames identifies it with Sikharbhumi, “an immense

pargana occupying the whole western angle of Burdwan between the Damodar
and Ajay rivers” {JRAS, 1896, pp. 106-7).

* This has been identified with *Jain Ujhial,* a parganU in Birbhum {VJt,

199). Mr. R. D. Banerji objects to this identification on the ground that there

are many other pa^ganUs called Ujhial {BI, 289-90), a fact already pointed out

by Beames, who takes the word to mean *high land’ {JRAS. 1896, p. 93).

® Bt. 290. The location of Dhekkarl in Assam, originally propounded by

Mr, N. Vasu, and supported by Mr. N. G. Majumdar {IB. 150) is less likely.

’’ The old town of Kankjol lies near the East Indian Railway line about 20

mike south of Rajmahal. For a detailed account of. Beames in JRAS. 1896, p, 96,
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JO. Cha^dnjuna of Sanka{agriiT&a.'

11. Vijayarija ofNidrXvalJ.‘

12. Dvorapavardhana, ruler of Kau§*mbl (Rajshahi or

Bogra district).*

13. Soma of Paduvanva/

In addition to Mahana, Bhimayasas, and the thirteen rulers

menti med above, RSmapSla was joined by other allied chiefs whose

names are not given (ii. 6). An analysis of the list shows that,

leaving aside the localities whose identity is unknown or doubtful,

almost all the allies of Rsmapaia belonged to South Bihar and

South-West Bengal.

If the identification of Kau^Smbl with Kusumbi in either

Rajshahi or Bogra be accepted, we must hold that RamapSla’s

diplomacy succeeded in attaching isolated chiefs, even of Varendri,

to his side. This must have proved disastrous to the cause of Bhima,

88 he was now liable to attack from within. Besides, it proves that

Varendri did not solidly stand by him, and there was disruption

within the newly founded kingdom.

Being joined by the large and well-equipped forces of the

confederate chiefs, consisting of cavalry, elephants, and infantry,

RsmapHla felt strong enough to make an attempt towards the

recovery of Varendri. He despatched a force under his Mahs-
pratlhBra, the RSshtrakirta Sivartija, which crossed the Ganges and

devastated Varendri (i. 47-49). There is no reference to any pitched

battle, but presumably the frontier guards of Bhima were defeated,

and the way was made clear for the crossing of the main force (i. 50).

As soon as l^ivarsja reported to Ramapsla that his army had

occupied the frontier posts, the entire force of RUmapBla crossed

* Ain*i*Akbari refers to the pargatia *Sakot’ in sarkar Satgaon, The name
*Sakot' resembles 'Sankata,* but Beames emends the former as Siguria(J7?^5. 1896,

p. 104). Sanka^agrama is probably the same as Saihka-kota, referred to in Vallala^

charita (ii. 4) and Sankanat referred to in Tahaqat-UNasir\ (cf.Cb. viii. App, ii, m).
2 Cf. xxvn.

^ Mr. R. D. Banerji identifies it with the ^'modern pargana of Kusumba in

the Rajshahi district/’ {JASB, N. S. x. 125). But it may also be identified with

the pargann Tappe Kusumbi in the Bogra district.

• MM. ifeastri doubtfully identifies Paduvanva with Pabna (RC* 14), but

there is no evidence in support of it, except the similarity of the two names.

Reference may be made to pargana Paunan in the Hooghly district (Hunter, m.

416). The name Paunan may be easily derived from Paduvanva.

Similarly, Paduvanva resembles Paodumba, a village mentioned in a manus*

cript of Krihr^a-prema-tarahgini of Bhagavatacharya, dated ^ka 162lrt»1698
A.D,) and preserved in the Dacca University. This village Paodumba, is said to be
in *pargane Bijanagar* and *sarkar Panjara’. Bijanagsr is mentioned as a parganU
of sarkar Pipjora or Panjara {Ain, m. 136) and comprised the greater part of

Dinsjpur district (JASB, xui. 214 ; Hunt€r» v.i. 437, 449).
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the Ganges by means of a flotilla of boats, and safely reached the

^‘‘northern bank” (ii. 9-1 1). The express reference in JtC. to the

"northern bank” seems to show that RimapsJa proceeded from bis

base in Central or Southern Bengal, and crossed the Padmff. This

supports the view, mentioned above, that at the time of this

expedition, Vanga was the chief stronghold of Rsmapnla’s power.
But the considerable shiftings of the courses of the Ganges and the
Padms rivers preclude any definite conclusion.^

After Rsmapala had crossed the Ganges with his huge army,
Bhima opposed him, and a pitched battle took place. The
tumultuous battle which is described in nine verses (ii. 12-20) was
conducted with vigour and ferocity on each side. Both Bhima and
Rsmapala took a very active part in it, and kept close to each other
(II. 14). But ‘by an evil turn of destiny,’ Bhima, seated on his

elephant, was taken prisoner. This decided the fate of the battle.

Bhima’s army fled and his camp was plundered by the ‘unrestrained

soldiers’ of R&mapSla (ii. 29-30). But shortly after the capture of
Bhima, his forces were rallied by his friend Hari, who put up a

valiant fight and at first scored some successes (ii. SSfif). But

Rsmapsla’s son, who was put in charge of the fight, “exhausted the

golden pitchers by his war-time gifts” (ii. 43), and evidently

managed to create some discord between Hari and Bhima’s followers

which caused obstruction to each other (ii. 41). Finally, Hari was
won over.* This sealed the fate of Bhima’s army, and the whole
of his kingdom lay prostrate before RffmapSla.

After having crushed this rising, RilmapBla wreaked a terrible

vengeance upon Bhima. Bhima was taken to the place of execution

where important members of his family were killed before his very

eyes. Then Bhima himself was killed by means of a ‘multitude of

arrows’ (ii. 45-49).* Thus ended the life of Bhima and the rebellion

in Varendri.

After the final collapse of the forces of Bhima, RAmapfila took

possession of his immense riches, and “occupied after a long time

the dearest land of Varendri” (ni. I). His first task was of course,

the restoration of peace and order. We learn from RC., that in

addition to the insecutiry of life and property caused by the late

troubles, the country was suffering from heavy and oppressive

taxation .(in. 27). Rsmapala reduced the taxation, promoted

cultivation, constructed great works of public utility, and introduced

* Cf. supra pp. 3 ff.

* This account radically differs from the version of mm. H. P. isstri. For

full discussion cf RC.' xxx-xxxi.

* For Rsnupila's conduct towards Bhima, cf. RC.' xxix-xxx,
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regular administration. The country was rid of the frightful rule ;

the (wholesale) massacre and arson caused by the enemies was

removed ; and the land, being brought under cultivation, flourished,^

RSmapftIa left the cares of government to his son (or sons) who,

acting under his orders, maintained good government and restored

internal order.*

Rsmapsla fixed his capital at Rsmsvatl.* Whether the city

was founded by him, or he improved an already existing place, is not

quite clear. The JRC. gives a long description of its beauty and

splendour,^ and it appears from later records (No. 46) that the

city continued to be the capital of the Pslas till the end.

After having consolidated his powei in Varendri, RSmapSla

made an attempt to le-establish the old glory of the dynasty by

subjugating neighbouring territories in the east and south. The RC.

tells us (ill. 44) that RSTmapfila was propitiated by a Varman king

of the East for the latter’s own protection (or deliverance), and

presented by him with an elephant and his own chariot. This

Varman king must have belonged to the well-known dynasty ruling

in East Bengal with Vikramapura as capital.®

Ramapfila also carried his conquests further and brought

Ksmartipa under his control. The victorious campaign was evidently

led by an allied or feudal chief who was greatly honoured by

RfimapBla (in. 47). The vanquished king of Assam was probably

Dharmap&la.^

» a. RC.* in. 27, 31,42.
‘ RC. IV. 1-3. The expression sunu-samarpita-rajya might refer to one or

more sons ; v. 6 also refers to Rajyapala and his brother.

’ See supra p. 32.

^ For the erroneous character of mm. l&sstri’s views in this respect, cf.

RC.® XXXI.

* The history of the Varman dynasty has been discussed in ch. vn. The
Varman king, referred to in RC. is probably Harivarman, and it is tempting to

identify him with the chief Hari, the great friend of Bhima, who rallied the forces

of the latter after his defeat, and fought stubbornly with Ramapsla. Reference is

made to a chief called Hari in a subsequent verse of RC., and it is very reasonable

to hold that the same person is referred to. It would then appear that after the

death of Bhima.Ramapala won over Hari (now called tsa or king) to his side,

and established him in a position of great influence (m. 32). We are further told

that the two kings, meaning presumably Ramapala and Hari, both of whom were
rich in cavalry and very powerful, met together in Ramavati and shone for a
long time in each other’s close embrace (iii. 39-40). But although the identification

appears plausible, there is no definite evidence in support of it.

* In the absence of a fairly accurate knowledge of the chronology of the

kings of Kamartipa, it is impossible to say, with any degree of certainty, who was
ruling in Kamanrpa about this time. Hoemle assigned Ratnapala to the first half

of the eleventh century a.d. (JASB» lxvii. 102 ff), and if this view is aoo^ted.
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RgmapBla also tried to expand his power in the south. The
task was no doubt facilitated by the fact that the feudatory chiefs

of Ra^hff had rallied to his standard, and were evidently attached

to his cause. Presumably with their help, he invaded Orissa and
extended his conquests up to Kalihga.^ Orissa was at that time

in a state of political disintegration. The later Eastern GaAga kings

ofKaliAga were trying to expand their dominions in the north.

King Devendravarman Rfijar&ja claims to have conquerd Odradesa

Dharmap&la may be regarded as the contemporary of Ramapala (Kam, SUs. 14Q.
For other views, cf. IHQ. xii. 630.

The Silimpur Stone Ins. {El. xiii. 283) refers to king Jayapsla of KamarUpa
(y. 22) whose name is not included in the official list of kings of KamarUpa {KUm.
Sas- 146 ff). He may be the unknown allied king, who conquered KamartJpa for

Rsmapala. But it is also not impossible that the ‘highly honoured* Timgyadeva,
whose revolt is referred to in the Kamauli Grant (No. 50), was the name of this

conqueror of KamarUpa. mm. Sastri*s view that Mayana was the name of this

conqueror (RC.^ 15) is due to an error in the reading of the text (RC.® xxxni).

® The incident is referred to in a verse (in. 45) which runs as follows

“He (Ramapala) did favour to the vanquished king of Utkala, who was bom
in the lineage of the ornament of Bhava (Siva) (Bhava-bhushana-santati), and
rescued the whole world (from the terror of) Kalinga, after having extirpated those

robbers (of that place).’*

The expression ‘ornament of Siva,* which denotes the family to which the

vanquished king of Utkala belonged, has been variously interpreted, inasmuch as

Naga (serpent), Soma (moon), or Gangs, which aie the family-names of

well-known ruling dynasties, may all be regarded as ornaments of Siva.

H. P. Sastri took the first meaning and held that Ramapala conquered Utkala

and restored it to the Nagavaiiisis (RC.® 15). Mr. R. D. Banerji accepted this

view {BF. 293), Mr. N. G. Majumdar accepted this meaning of Bhava-bhushana,

but interpreted the verse in an altogether different way. He translated it as

follows : “Ramapala favoured (or reinstated) the vanquished king of Utkala

who possessed the territory of a Bhava-bhushana-santati {i.e,, the Nagas).*’ He
held that this king of Utkala was either Harivarman or his son who had

overthrown the Naga king and made himself master of Utkala {IB. 30).

The Nagavaihsi kings are known from epigraph ic records to have ruled i n

Bastar State in the Central Provinces, and possibly these kings are referred to

in RC. m. 43 as having been defeated by Ramipala. It seems to refer to

‘Bhogali* as the territory of the Nagas, and the lexicographer Hemachandra

refers to Bhogavali as the Naga capital. The inscriptions of the kings ruling in

Bastar State at the beginning of the twelfth century a.d. call them

*Nagavamsodbhava Bhogavaii-pura-var’esvara' {El ix. 160 ff,* x. 25 ff.). The

Nagavamsi kings are not, however, known to have ruled in Orissa proper, i.e., the

territory between the river Suvarnarekha and the Chilka Lake. The Nagavaihsi

king Somesvaradeva, who ruled at the beginning of the twelfth century a.d., refers

to the king of U^ra as a rival {El. x. 26). It is, therefore, more reasonable to

hold that the king of Utkala, defeated by Ramapala, belonged to the Somavaihsi

dynasty which is known to have been ruling in Orissa in the eleventh century a.d.

{DHNL I. 393 ff.). One of the Somavamsi rulers, Mahasivagupta Yayati, as

noted above (p. 148) claims to have raided Gauda and Rah^a. One of the last

kings of this dynasty is named UdyotakekrI, and this dynasty is probably to be

21
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some time before 1075 a.d.^ Evidently the conquest of Qnssa was

not complete, for his son, the famous Anantavarman Chodaga^a

(1076-1147 A.D.), replaced the fallen lord of Utkala, some time

before 1112 a.d.,* and claims in an inscription, dated 1118 a.d,,* to

be decorated with the rank of entire sovereignty over the whole of

Utkala. It appears, however, that Orissa was not finally conquered

and annexed to the Eastern Ganga empire till shortly before 1135 A.D.

for in an inscription^ dated in that year, Anantavarman refers to

his newly made conquests of three quarters including Utkala. It

is probable that shortly after this he removed his capital to the

city of Cuttack in Orissa.®

While the Eastern Gafigas were thus steadily encroaching upon

Orissa from the south, that hapless country was also exposed to

attacks from the north. We know from Ramacharita that Jayasirfiha,

king of Daudabhukti, had defeated Karuakesari, king of Utkala,

before he joined RSmapala in his expedition against Bhima. Rflma-

pSla*s conquest of Utkala might have been a continuation of the

old campaign, and was undoubtedly facilitated by the success of his

allied feudal chief. But it is also not unlikely that his invasion of

Utkala was inspired by the dread of the rapidly growing power of

the Eastern Gangas. Subsequent conquests of Anantavarman

Chodaganga right up to the bank of the Ganges® show that Rfima-

identified with the Kesari dynasty which, according to Madla-pmjt or the

Chronicles of Oiissa, ruled in that kingdom till it was conquered by Chodaganga

inll32A.D. The /iC. refers to a king of Utkala named Karnakesari who was

defeated by Jayasiihha, king of Dandabhukti and an ally of Ramapala (u. 6). This

definitely proves the rule of Kesari kings in Orissa during the reign of Rsmapala

According to Madla-panji, Suvarnakeiari, the last ruler of this line, was on the

throne between c. 1123-32 a.d. Mr. N. N.Das Gupta even goes so far as to

assert that the Bhava-bhushana of RC, means kesari dynasty, as the serpents are

but the Ke'sara or mane of biva (M. Lix. 244). According to Mr. R. P. Chanda,

the king of Utkala referred to in RC. was Chodaganga of the Ganga dynasty

which traced its descent from the moon {GR. 51).

' Dirghasi Ins., v. 5. El. iv. 314 ff.

2 Korni c?. JAHRS. i. llSff.

* Vizagapatam CP. 7^4. xviii. 165 ff.

^ Brl-Kurmam Ins. SII. v. No. 1335 ; quoted by R. Subba Rao {JAHRS,

Vtt. 57, 59,64).

The Madla-panji states that Chodaganga defeated the last king of the

Kesarl dynasty Suvarnakeuarl in a.d. 1134, and succeeded to the Utkala kingdom

and transferred his capital to Cuttack (quoted by R. Subba Rao, JAHRS* vn. 57).

According to Fleet’s version, Chodagahga’s conquest took place in 1132 a.d. (EI

in. 336).
^

^
• According to sri-KUrmam Ins. {SII. v. No. 1335), dated 1135 A.D., Ananta-

vannim Chodaganga returned in that year to his capital after subduing the

Western, Northern, and Eastern countries, and bringing the whole country lying

between the Oimges and the Oodsvari rivers under his firm control vn.
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pflia’s apprehensions were not probably without some reasonable

foundations. As Anantavarman Chodaganga and RSEmapala both

claim to have favoured or re-instated the lord of Utkala, it is not

difficult to infer that Orissa was only a pawn in a bigger game, and

that the two rival kings tried to thwart each other’s ambition by

putting up their prot6g6s on the throne of Orissa. It may be

surmised from what has been said above that RsmapRla’s port£g6

was a Somavariisi Kefean king. Evidently this KeSari king had been

defeated by Rajaraja Devendravarman, c. 1075 a.d., and replaced

by a nominee of the latter. Some time later Ramapala helped the

defeated king (or his successor) and re-instated him. About 1112 A.D.

Anantavarman Chodaganga again replaced the old king, set up by

his father, or his successor.

In this way the duel between the Pala and Eastern Gahga
kings was carried on at the expense of the unfortunate kingdom of

Orissa. It was not perhaps till after the death of Rsmapala that

the Ganga king succeeded in finally conquering Orissa and annexing

it to his dominions. For, according to Ra/mcharitay Ramapfila

protected the whole country right up to Kalinga by destroying the

nikacharas} In this word nisacharay which means thief or *choray

there may be a veiled allusion to the Gahga king Choda-Gahga.

Ramapala was undoubtedly helped in his task of keeping the

Ganga king in check by the serious danger in which the latter was

involved in the south. The Chola king Kulottunga (1070-1118 a.d.)

invaded the Ganga dominions, and during the closing years of the

eleventh, and possibly also in the early years of the twelfth century,

the Cholas penetrated to the northernmost parts of Kalinga.'

Whether RflmapSla had actually formed an alliance with the Chola

57). According to the inscriptions of Anantavarman Chodaganga, Narasimha il

and Narasimha iv. Anatavarman’s empire extended to the Godavari in the south,

the city of Midhunapura or Midnapur in the north, the Bay of Bengal in the

east and the Eastern Ghats in the west (JAHRS, VL 215). The Kendupatna

Plates refer to the destruction of the king of Mandsra's capital by Chodaganga and

his struggle on the banks of the Ganges (JASB, lxv. 229 ff).

* m. 45. Mr. N. G. Majumdar inferred also from RC, in. 42 that Rsmapala

advanced up to the sea-coast of Orissa {IB, 29). But this view is wrong (cf. the

commentary dhd English translation of the verse in RC.*).

* The account of the Kalinga war of Kulottunga is given in details in the

Tamil work Kalihgattupparani {lA. xix. 329 ff). and this is corroborated by the

Drakshscama Ins. (El/xnii. 138 ff). According to this record, the general

Kulottunga '^reduced to ashes the whole of Kalinga country, defeated the Ganga
king, destroyed in battle Devendravarman and others, and planted a pillar of

victory on the borders of the Odra country.** As the editor points out, **the

earliest notice of the conquest of Kalinga in the records of Kulottunga occurs in

a stone inscription dated in the 26th year (s 1096 a.d.), and as this is repeated in
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king we do not know. The Tamil poem Kalifigatttq>part^i, which

describes the Chola conquests of North Kalihga, also gives a long

list of peoples who paid tributes to Kulottuhga. It includes

Vangas, Vangslas, and Magadhas. Kulottunga also assumed the

title “Lord of the earth lying between the river Ganges and the

river Kfiveri,”^ Such general statements are, however, liable to

suspicion, and cannot be accepted as historical, though it is not

impossible that RsmapSla might have thought it politic to maintain

friendly relations with the Chola king by nominally acknowledging

his suzerainty over the disputed border land. For about this time

the Chola king was carrying on hostilities against both the Eastern

Gangas and the Later Chslukyas. As Ramap&la’s territory was also

invaded by both these powers, he might have sought to make
alliance with the Cholas for securing support against the common
enemies.

In a significant passage in RSmacharita (in. 24), the expression

'adharita-Karn3fekshatya~ltla’ is used to describe the condition of

Varendri. The only reasonable interpretation seems to be that

Varendri was successfully guarded against the longing eyes of the

Kanjiatas. In other words, the Kar^Stas made attempts to conquer

Bengal, but were prevented by RSmapala from doing so.

The Kar^flta country was at this time ruled by the Cbslukya

king VikramSditya vi. Reference has already been made above to

the invasions of Bengal by him and his predecessors,^ A feudatory

chief of the Chalukya king named Acha also claims to have carried

on raids against Bengal towards the close of the eleventh or the

beginning of the twelfth century.® But even far more important

than these raids was the establishment of two Kar^sta ruling families

within the boundaries of the Psla kingdom. These were the Senas

in West Bengal, and Nsnyadeva in Mithils or North Bihar. The

Senas were kept in check by RSmapsla, though they ultimately

drove the Pslas from Bengal, and their history has been dealt with

in a separate chapter.® But, for the time being, Nanyadeva proved

a far more dangerous foe. Up to the end of MahlpSla I’s reign, at

any rate, Mithila was included in the PRla dominions. How long

the inscriptions of the 30th year and after, one is strongly inclined to believe that

this should have taken place in or a little before a d. 1096.”

There might have been an invasion of Kalihga by Kulottuhga in person
later than 1096 A.n. For some of the inscriptions of the king dated in the 42nd
and 45th years of his reign refer to an invasion of Kalihga in whiebabe king
himself is said to have set fire to Kalihga, destroyed in battle a number of chiefs,

and took possession of the seven Kalihgas (£/. xxn. 141). Cf. also Colas, n. 33-37.
‘ Draksharsma Ins., dated 1116 a.d. {SU. iv. No. 1029).
» See supra p. 147. • See infra p. 208. « See ch. vm infia.
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the Pslas continued to rule in that region, it is now difScult to say.

NSnya,^ a feudatory chief of Kamatic origin, ascended the throne

of Mithila in 1097 a.d., and his dynasty ruled over that province

for a long time. He claims to have broken the powers of Vahga
and Gauda. The ruler of Vahga, with whom Nsnyadeva fought,

was probably Vijayasena who also claims in his record to have

defeated Nanya. The lord of Gauda was probably RBmapBla ;
for,

on general grounds, it appears hardly likely that Nanya could have

conquered Mithila in 1097 a.d. without coming into conflict with
RBmapBla. In any case, it seems certain that MithilB definitely

passed out of the hands of the Pslas during the reign of RBmapala.
Another power with which RBmapala had come into conflict

was the GShadavSlas. The founder of this dynasty, Chandradeva,

flourished during the last quarter of the eleventh century a.d. The
dynasty ruled over nearly the whole of modern U.P., and their chief

seat of authority was probably Benares. Although the imperial city

of Kanauj was included in their dominions, and the kings styled

themselves as lords of Kanyakubja, they were not infrequently

referred to as kings of Benares or Ks^.^

As the boundary of the Gshadavsla kingdom probably touched

that of the PBlas, hostility between the two was natural, and almost

inevitable. The first reference to the conflict occurs in the Rshan
Grant,’ dated 1 109 a.d., which describes Govindachandra, son of the

reigning Gshadavsla king MadanapBla, as “terrific in cleaving the

frontal globes of arrays of irresistible mighty large elephants from

Gauda.” The king of Gauda with whom Gavindachandra fought

was undoubtedly Rsmapsla. The expression used in the Gshadavsla

grant does not imply any decisive victory, fat less territorial con-

quest, on the part of the Gshadavsla prince, but certainly pays a

high tribute to the forces of the Palas. We do not know whether

the clash was due to the aggressive action on the part of the Pslas

or of the Gshadavalas, but the latter view is more probable.

The result of the confict during RsmapSla’s reign is perhaps

indicated by the expression dhfita-madhyadeia-tanimS used to des-

cribe the political condition of Varendrl (RC. ui. 24). It means

that Rsmapsla kept in check the growing power of Madhyadesa,

which undoubtedly refers to the Gshadavsla kingdom. This may

perhaps be* partly attributed to a diplomatic marriage. For we

know that Govindachandra married Kumsradcvi, the princess of

PHhi, whose mother was the daughter of Mahaua, the famous

RSshtrakOta chief of Anga and the maternal uncle of Rsmapsla.

* For the account of Nanyadeva that follows cf. IHQ. vn. 67911.

• DHNI. I. 507-8. * Line 9. (lA. xvm. 16, 18).
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This marriage alliance was probably engineered by Mahana as a

means to cement the alliance between the Pslas and the Gsha^avslas.

But such political marriages can seldom check politicad ambitions

for long, and in the present case, at any rate, the alliance did not

long survive the death of Mahana and Rsmapsla.

A review of the main incidents of RsmapSla’s career, such as

may be gleaned from contemporary records, reflects the highest

credit upon his character and abilities. Beginning his life as an

exile from his native land Varendri, and maintaining a precarious

existence in a corner of his kingdom, Rsmapsla succeeded not only

in re-establishing his sovere^lj over the whole of Bengal, but also

in extending his supremacy over Assam and Orissa. He crushed

the power of a valiant and popular chief like Bhima and successfully

guarded his dominions against such formidable foes as the Gahgas,

the CbSlukyas, and the GShadavslas. The author of RSmacharita

says with legitimate pride that under Rsmapsla Varendri enjoyed

peace for a long period, and no wicked person dared disturb her

tranquillity. This was probably true in regard to the whole of his

kingdom towards the close of his reign.

Rsmapsla must have lived up to a considerably old age.

According to the Manahali copper-plate,^ he gave evidence of his

valour in the battle-field even during the life-time of his father.

He could not, therefore, have been very young when he ascended

the throne after his two brothers. The Chandimau Image inscrip-

tion (No. 42) shows that he must have ruled at least for forty-two

years.* It may be safely presumed, therefore, that he lived up to

the age of nearly seventy years. He was overwhelmed by the news

of the death of his maternal uncle Maha^a, who, with his sons and

nephew, had proved the staunchest supporter in his great hour of

trial. Unable to bear the sorrow, RamapSla put an end to his own
life by drowning himself in the Ganges at Monghyr according to the

time-honoured custom in India.* Thus ended a great career, a

worthy hero of the modern Ramsyana composed by Sandhyskara

Nandi.

VII. THE END OF THE PALA RULE

The reign of Rsmapsla might well have been regarded by his

contemporaries as marking the revival of the greatness of the Pslas,

and inaugurating a new era of peace and prosperity. But^vents

* ns. No. 46, V. 15.

* According to Taranfitha, Ramapala ruled for sixty-four years.

RC, IV. 8-10.
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soon proved it to be but the last flickering of a lamp before its final

extinction.

Rsmapftla had at least four sons. Of these, Vittapsla and
Rsjyapsla played important rales during the life-time of their father,’^

though none of them ever ascended the throne. The two others,

Kumsrapala and Madanapala, who both ruled over the Ptila king*

dom, are not referred to in Rdmacharita as having taken any part

in the eventful reign of their father. The seniority among these

four brothers according to age, and the reason why KumSrapIla
superseded the other brothers, and his son was succeeded by
Madanapsla, are all unknown to us. A mystery hangs over this

period of history, and it is deepened .by the concluding portion of

RC. As the title of the book shows, the main purpose of the author

was to describe the exploits of RSmapala (and of Rama) and this

is clearly stated in several verses at the end of the poem.^ Yet the

story is carried beyond the death of Rsmapflla for three more reigns.

This may be explained by supposing that the author desired to bring

the historical narrative down to his own time. But what is sur-

prising is that while the poet dismisses in a single verse each of the

reigns of Kumn:rapn;la and his son GopSla iii, he devotes no less than

thirty-six verses to the reign of Madanapala. Whether this is purely

out of devotion to the reigning king, or there were other motives

also for so unceremoniously passing over the reigns of his two

predecessors, it is diflicult to say. I'hat he deliberately ignored the

importance of the two reigns may not unreasonably be concluded

from his statement (iv. 1 5) that Madanapflla’s accession removed

the dart of grief resulting from the death of Ramapfila. On the

whole, it appears not unlikely that there were internal troubles

during the period immediately following the death of Ramapala,

and they were not over even when Kumsrapala ascended the throne.

KumSrapSla was succeeded by his son GopSla iii. The single verse

in RC. referring to him (iv. 12), and a verse in the Manahali cp.®

have led scholars to conclude that Gopala iii met with an unnatural

death even while he was an infant.* Mr. R. D. Banerji has even

^ RC. n. 36 ; iv. 6. * KavUpraksti, vv. 8, 9, 11.

3 Ins. No. 46, V. 17.

* Ins. No. 44 would seem to belie the view, if it really belongs to the reign

of Gopala ni; and is dated in year 14 ; for it would then appear that Gopala iii

must have reigned for at least 14 years. Mr. N. G. Majumdar refers it to the

reign of Gopsla m on palaeographic grounds (/f5/. 1936-37, pp. 130), But the

alphabets^how great resemblance with those of the Dinajpur Pillar Ins., which has

been referred to the tenth century a.d., and although one or two letters show an

advanced form, others like J and medial e show distinctly early forms. On the

whole, it is difficult to say very definitely that the inscription belongs to the reign

of Gopala lu and not Gopala u. Besides, the figure read by Mr. Majumdar as 4
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suggested that he was murdered by Madanapsla.^ But though
dark hints to some such foul crime may be detected in itC., there

is no positive evidence in support of any of these contentions. All

th'^t we definitely know is that Madanapsla succeeded his nephew
Gopala III, and ruled for more than 14 years (Ins. No. 47).

The period covered by the three reigns of Kumflrapala, GopSla ill,

and Madanaptcla (r. 1120-1155 a.d.) saw the final collapse of the

Pala kingdom. The circumstances leading to this catastrophe are

not yet fully known to us, but some of the causes operating to the

same end, namely the disruption within and invasions from outside,

may be described in some detail.

Troubles began early in the reign of Kumsrapala. The Kamauli
Plate (No. 50) tells us that Vaidyadeva, the great and favourite

minister of Kumarapsla, obtained victory in a naval fight in South

Bengal, and, being ordered by his master, put down the rebellion of

Timgyadeva in the east. Tirfigyadeva was presumably the feudal

ruler of Kamartrpa which was conquered by RsmapSla. For Vaidya-

deva, who put down the rebellion, became ruler of the country

which included Pragjyotisha-6/?MA:/i and Kamarupa-ma^t/ato. The
victory of Vaidyadeva, however, did not restore Kl^marupa to the

Palas, for within a short time, possibly after the death of Kumsra-
p5la, Vaidyadeva practically assumed independence.*

About the same time Eastern Bengal also must have passed

out of the hands of the Palas, for we find an independent Varman
dynasty ruling in Vikramapura. According to RC., a Varman ruler

acknowledged the suzerainty of Ramapala, and sought his protection

but the Belava copper-plate leaves no doubt that Bhojavarman
was ruling as an independent chieftain.* Vaidyadeva’s military

campaign in South Bengal perhaps indicates renewed conflict either

with Anantavarman Chodaganga, or the Later Chaliikyas, leading

to the rise of the Senas. As already noted above,^ the Eastern

Gafiga king is said to have carried his victorious arms right up to
the bank of the Ganges, as far as Midnapur, some time before

1135 A.D. He also defeated the king of Mandsra on the Ganges,
and destroyed his fortified town Araniya, probably Arambagh in

Hooghly district.® On the other hand, the Psla records claim

is vciy doubtful (cf. JRASBL. vii. 216). Dr. N. K. Bhattasali's reconstruction of
the history of Gopala iii (IHQ, xvii. 214-216) is too imaginary to be seriously

considered.

' BL 311. » Ins. No. 50, vv. 1 1, 13-14, and 11. 47 ff.

* This has been fully discussed in ch. vn. infra,

* Cf. j//prup. 162, f.n. 6.

* For Mandara, cf. supra p, 21 ; also p. 157, f.n, 2 above. For the conquests of
Anantavarman in Bengal, cf. the Kendupatna Grant, vv. 22,30, SASB, lxv. 239,241*
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victory in the campaigns in South Bengal during the reign of

Kumfirapsla, and a somewhat obscure verse in RC. (iv. 47) seems

to imply that MadanapSIa had some success in Kalinga, or at least

had power to defeat the king of Kalinga if the latter dared attack

him. But shortly a power arose in the borderland betw^een the

kingdoms of the PAlas and Anantavarman, which checkmated both

and carried its victorious arms in the heart of their dominions.

These were the Senas who undoubtedly took advantage of the

conflict between the Palas and the Eastern Gangas to establish their

position in South Bengal. Their task was also facilitated by the

invasions of the Later Chalukyas to which detailed reference will

be made in a later chapter. It is not also altogether unlikely that

the naval campaigns in South Bengal during the reign of Kumfira-

pala were directed against the Senas.

Like the Eastern Gangas and the Chalukyas in the south,

the third hostile power, kept in check by Ramapala, viz., the

Gahadavdas in the west, also took advantage of his death and the

consequent weakness of the Palas to push forward their conquests.

The Maner Plates' show that by 1 124 a.d. they had advanced up

to the district of Patna. It is also evident from the Lar Plates*

that the Gahadavala king Govindachandra was in occupation of

Monghyr in a.d. 1 146. Madanapala must have achieved some success

in his fight with the Gahadavnlas towards the end of his reign. For

the Jaynagar inscription (No. 47) shows that some time before

his 14th regnal year, /.c., about 1154 a.d., he had recovered Monghyr.

In his war with the Gshadavalas, he received valuable assistance

from his kinsman Chandradeva, the lord of Ahga, who was the

son of Suvar^adeva and grandson of Mahana.* The RC. frequently

refers to the alliance between the two, and is full of praises for

Chandradeva.^ It is not unlikely that Chandradeva, like his grand-

father Mahana, brought about an alliance between the Pfda and

the Gshadav&la king both of whom were his near relatives. For

RC. says (iv. 23) that in a moment of peril, when his kingdom was

in disorder, Madanapala made alliance with a king of godly

character. But, for the present, this is a pure conjecture.

^ JASB. xvui. 81, The conflict between the Pfilas and the Gfiha^avalas seems

to be also referred to in Prukrita Paihgalam {IHQ. xi. 565-66).

^ El. vu. 98.

* IHQ. V. 35 if. The view, originally propounded by mm. H. P. Sffstri

16) and followed by Mr R. D. Banerji (^/. 312-13), that this Chandra was

the Gsha^avsla king Chandradeva is untenable. This point has been discussed

in APP* u in connection with the date of Rsmapala.

« IV. 16-21.

22
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Even apart from the above express reference, there are other

indications in RC. about great troubles within the kingdom of

Madanap&la. Madanapsla is said to have destroyed or dethroned

a king named Govardhana (iv. 47). A king of this name is

referred to in Bellva copper-plate^ as having been defeated by

Jstavarman, the king of East Bengal. But as Jstavarman was a

contemporary of Divya and Vigrahapsla iii, it is difficult to identify

the two Govardhanas, though this cannot be regarded as altogether

impossible. In any case, he may be regarded as a local ruler in

Bengal.

But more significant is the reference to a battle on the river

Kslindl, which is probably to be identified with the modern river

of that name in Malda district which once flowed past or near the

capital of Madanapala. We are told (iv. 27) that Madanapala

had driven back to the Kslindl the vanguard of the forces that had

destroyed a large number of soldiers on his side. This probably

refers to the conquest of Vijayasena who had already made himself

master of Southern and Eastern Bengal. In his DeopSra inscription,

he claims to have driven away the lord of Gauda, who was almost

certainly Madanapsla. The victory was not perhaps a decisive one,

but the authority of Madanapsla in North Bengal was considerably

weakened, if not finally destroyed, by this invasion.

It is also not unlikely that the disorder in the kingdom, or the

battle on the Kslindl, refers to an invasion of Gauda by the

Kart^Sta ruler of Mithils. We have seen above that NSnyadeva

claimed to have broken the powers of Gauda and Vahga. A king,

described as* Gau^adhvaja GShgeyadeva and mentioned in a

colophon as reigning in Tirhut in SaAvat 1076, probably refers to

his son Gahgadeva ruling in 1154 a.d.* The title Gaudadhvaja

seems to indicate that he claimed some political authority in Gau^a.

The son of NSnyadeva was almost certainly a contemporary of

Madanapsla, and probably attacked his kingdom with some success.

The internal disruption and foreign invasions, described above,

led to the collapse of the Psla kingdom. The Manahali copper-

plate (No. 46) shows that at least up to the eighth year of

Madanapala, a considerable portion of North Bengal, if not the

whole of it, was included within his kingdom. The nature and

extent of his authority over North Bengal after that date cannot

be determined with any degree of certainty. The Jaynagar Image

inscription (No. 47) shows that in the 14th year of his reign he

* IB. 14 ; also infra p. 198. « IHQ. VII. 681.
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ruled over the Monghyr district. In view of what we know of the

Senas, the Gfihadavalas, and the Karnata rulers of MithilS, we may
safely conclude that when Madanapala died, the Pftlas had ceased
to exercise any sovereignty in Western, Southern, and Eastern
Bengal, and in Western and Northern Bihar. In other words, the

Psla kingdom was confined to Central and Eastern Bihar, and
probably included a portion of Northern Bengal, Within ten years
of the death of Madanapala, the descendants of Dharmapala and
Devapala, if any, were driven away even from this last refuge by
the Senas, and the Palas passed out of history.

MadanapSla is the last king who is definitely known to have
belonged to the great Pala dynasty. Names of some kings ending
in are known from records found in Bihar, but their relation-

ship, if any, with the Pala dynasty of Bengal has not yet been
established. One of these is named Govindapala, who ruled in the

Gaya district. The colophons of a few manuscripts and a stone

inscription are dated in years which seem to be counted from the

destruction of his kingdom in 1162 a.d.^ If this view be correct,

Govindapala must have ascended the throne shortly, if not imme-

* Govindapala is known from two stone inscriptions, one of which was found
in Gaya, and colophons of seven manuscripts (PB. 108-112). One of these alone

is dated in the ordinary way

—

*Paramcsvara-Parawabhattaraka~Paramasaugata^

MaharUjadhiraja-mmad-Govindapalasya vijaya-rajya-samvat^arc 4.* Three others,

including the stone inscription, use, however, peculiar expressions such as *\Sr{-

Govindapala-deva-gatarajye chaturddam-samvatsare,
’ ’ ‘

*Sr\mad-Govindapala-dcvasy

dtita-samvatsa IS'' and **Snffiad-Govhtdapd/a-dcvdndvi vinaihtaraj'yc ashta-trhmat^

samvatsare." The dates in three other colophons are given simply as ''Sr\-Govinda*

pdllya samvat 24," 'Govindapala-devdnam sam 37' and \Snmad-Goviftdapdla-

devdnam sam 39,' The remaining colophon, dated in sam 38, gives the title

Gau4esvara to Govindapala. The second stone inscription of unknown origin has

never been published, and all that we arc told is that it was dated in 1178 a.d.

(ASC, XV. 1 55). The correct interpretation of the above expressions denoting dates

has given rise to difficulties (for a full discussion and references, cf. JASB. N.S.

XVII. 8 IT). Mr. R. D. Banerji held the view that the king ruled for 39 years,

though he ceased to exercise any sovereignty in those places where the expression

'gatQ’-rdjyCf 'vinasma-raj'ye,' 'atita-samvaisa' etc. arc used. A far more reasonable

view seems to be to interpret them, like similar expressions used in connection with

Lakshmanasena, as the years counted from the cessation of the reign of Govinda-

pala. Now the Gaya Stone inscription is dated in 1232 Vik^ri i.c., vs. and

*gata~rdjye cboturdasa-samvatsare,' According to Mr. Banerji‘s interpretation,

this would place the accession of Govindapala in 1219 v.s. or 1162 a.d,

where as according to the other view, that year would coincide with the end

of his reign. In the former case, Govindapala must have been on the throne

till at least 1200 a d. (39th year). But this is incompatible with the scheme

of chronology of the Sena kings, which, though rejected by Mr. Banerji, is

now almost universally adopted. This point has been further discussed in

Chap. VIII. App. I. in connection with the chronology ol the Sena kings.
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diately, after Madanapsla. No connection between the two has yet

been established, but the name-ending -psla, the assumption of full

imperial titles including ‘Lord of Gauda,* and the reckoning of date

from the end of his reign raise a strong presumption that he was

the last member of the Imperial Pala dynasty. Whether his kingdom

extended much further beyond the district of Gayn, where his stone

inscription has been found, cannot be determined with any degree of

certainty. The assumption of imperial titles and the epithet ‘Lord

of Gauda’ may be a vain boast, though the possibility is not

altogether excluded that he might have temporarily occupied Gauda.

For, as we shall see later, the Sena kings had probably to send more

than one expedition before they finally seized the Gauda kingdom.

Some scholars have assumed the existence of another Pfila king

named Palapfila. But the assumption is based upon very doubtful

reading of an inscription, and Palapala cannot find any place in sober

history until further evidence is forthcoming.* The same may be

said of IndradyumnapSla who is only known from tradition.^

‘ Mr. R. D. Banerji introduced this Pala king on the strength of an

inscription found at Jaynagar (JBORS. xiv. 496). The reading Gau4esvara

Palapala is, however, impossible, even according to his own facsimile, unless

we imagine Uiat one letter (ra) was dropped by the engraycr through mistake,

and another letter {la) was written in line 1 in two diffeient ways, although

separated by only one letter {JBORS. xv. 649 ; IHQ. vi. 164). Thus the

existence of Palapala may be seriously doubted.

’ lA. xxxvm. 248.
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LIST OF PALA inscriptions

dharmapala

1. Year 26—Bodh-Gaya Ins. JASB. N.S. iv. 101 ; GL. 29.
2. Year 32—Kbalimpur cp. El. iv. 243 ; GL. 9.

3. ... —Nalanda cp. EL xxni. 290.

devapAla

4. Year 9—Kurkihar Image Ins. JBORS. xxvi, 251.
5. Year 25 -Hilsa Image Ins. JBORS. x. 33 ; lA. 1928,

p. 153 ; JRASBL. iv. 390.

6. Year 33—Monghyr cp. ET. xviii. 304 ; GL. 33.

7. Year— 39 or 35—Nalanda cp. EI. xvh. 318 ; Monograph
No. 1 of V.R.S. ; JRASBL. vii. 215.

8. ... —Ghoshrawa Stone Ins. lA. xva. 307 ; GL. 45
9. Year 3—Metal Image Ins. ASI. 1927-28. p. 139.

VIGRAHAPALA I OR sDRAPALA I

10. Year 3—Two identical Bihar Buddha Image Ins. JASB.
N.S. IV. 108 ; PB. 57. For correction of date cf..

JRASBL. IV. 390.

11. Sarnath inscription mentioning Jayapala, who is perhaps
the father of Vigrahapala i. ASJ. 1907-8, p. 75.

NARAYAISIAPALA

12. Year 7—Gaya Temple Ins. PB. 60.

13. Year 9—Indian Museum Stone Ins. PB. 61-62.

14. Year 17—Bhagalpur cp. IA. xv. 304 ; GL. 55.

15. Year 54—Bihar Image Ins. IA. xlvii. 110 ; SPP. 1328

(B.S.), p. 169.

16. Badal Pillar Ins. EL ii. 160 ; GL. 70.

RAJYAPALA

17. Year 24—Nalanda Pillar Ins. IA. xlvii. 111.

18. Year 28—Kurkihar Image Ins. JBORS. xxvi. 246.

19. Year 31—Kurkihar Image Ins. Ibid. p. 250.

20. Year 32 (31?)-Kurkihar Image Ins. Ibid. p. 247.

21. Year 32—Kurkihar Image Ins. Ibid. p. 248.

OOPALA II

22. Year I—Nalanda Image Ins. JASB. N.S. iv. 105 ; GL. 86.
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23. Year 6—Jsjilpsra cp. Bhsratavarsha 1344 (B.S.), Part i,

p. 264.

24. ... —Bodh*GayS Buddha Image Ins. JASB. N.S. iv.

105 ; GL. 88.

VIGRAHAPALA 11 (OR III)

25. Year 3 (2?)—Kurkihar Image Ins. JBORS. xxvi. 37, 240.

26. Year 8—Terracotta Ins. Ibid. 37.

27. Year 19—Kurkihar Image Ins. Ibid. 36, 239.

28. Year 19—Kurkihar Image Ins. Ibid. 37, 240.

MaHIPALA 1

29. (V.S.) 1083—Sarnsth Ins. IA. xiv. 139 ; ASI. 1903-4,

p. 222 ; JASB. 1906, p. 445 ; GL. 104.

30. Year 3—Baghaura Image Ins. El. xvii. 355.

31. Year 9—Bangarh cp. JASB. Lxi. 77 ; El. xiv, 324 ;

GL. 91.

32. Year 11—Nalanda Stone Ins. JASB. N.S. iv. 106 ; GL. 101.

33. Year 1 1—Bodh-Gaya Image Ins. PB. 75.

34. Year 31 (probably 21)—Kurkihar Image Ins. JBORS.
XXVI. 245.

35. Year 48—Two identical Imadpur Image Ins. lA. xiv.

165 (f.n. 17) ; JRASBL. vii. 218.

35A. On a colossal statue of the ascetic Buddha at Titarawa

or Tetrawan is an Ins. of three lines. Only the

name Mahlpala has been read. ASC. i. 39 ;
iii.

123, No. 11.

nayapAla

36. Year 15— Gays Narasimha Temple Ins. PB. 78.

37. Year 15—Gaya Krishnadvarika Temple Ins. JASB. LXIX.

190 ; GL. no.

VIGRAHAPALA 111

38. Year 5— Gaya Akshayavata Temple Ins. PB. 81.

39. Year 12 -Amgachhi cp. EI. xv. 293 ; GL. 121, The date

was formerly read as 13. Cf. PB. 80.

40. Year 13—Bihar Buddha Image Ins. PB. 112.

RAMAPALA,

41. Year—3—Tetrawan Image Ins. JASB. N.S. iv. 109 ; PB.

93— ; for correction of date cf. JRASBL. iv. 390.

42. Year 42—Cbandimau Image Ins.Pf. 93*94.
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gopala hi

43. Nimdighi (Manda) Ins. SPP. xix. 155 ; PB. 102 ; IHQ.
xvn. 207.

44. Year 14 (?)— Rajibpur Image Ins. IHQ. xvn. 217 ; ASL
1936-37, pp. 130-33. For the date of this Ins. cf.

supra p. 167. f.n. 4 and JRASBL. vii. 216.

MADANAPALA

45. Year 3—Bihar Hill Image Ins. ASC. m. 124. No. 16.

46. Year 8—Manahali cp. JASB. lxix. Pt. i, p. 68 ; GL. 147.

47. Year 14- Jaynagar Image Ins. ASC. ni. 125. The date

is usually read as 19, hut ct JRASBL. \ii. 216.

MISCELLANEOUS INSCR.IPT ONS

48. Dinajpur (Bangarh) Pillar Ins. of Kunjaraghatuvarsha.

JASB. N.S. VII. 619 ; PB. 68 ;
Vangavatii

(Bengali), 1330 (B.S.), p. 249.

49. Irda CP. of KHmboja king Nayapflla, Year 13. El. xxii.

150 ; XXIV. 43.

50. Kamauli cp of Vaidyadeva (mentions KumRrapsIa), Year

4. EL ii. 350 ; GL. 127.

51. Gayn Gadndhar Image Ins. of Paritosha. PB. 82-83

52. Gays SUalS Temple Ins. of YakshapSla. lA. xvi. 64ff

;

PB. 96.

INSCRIPTIONS OF THE PRATlHARA KING MAHENDRAPALA (ALSO

WRITTEN AS MAHlNDRAPALA) FOUND IN BENGAL AND BIHAR

53. Year 2—British Museum Ins. PB. 64.

54. Year 4—Bihar Buddha Image Ins. ASL 1923-24, p. 102.

55. Year 5—Paharpur Pillar Ins. Dikshit, Excavations at

Paharpur (Memoir ASL No 55), p. 75.

56. Year 8—Rsmgays DaSSvatffra Ins. PB. 64.

57. Year 9—British Museum Ins. PB. 64, PI. xxxi. [The

date is read as 9 by R. D. Banerji, and 6 by

Kielhorn (Nach. Getting. 1904, pp. 210-11)

and Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar (List, No. 1644)

The reading ‘9’ seems to be right.]

58. Year 9—GunSriya Ins. PB. 64 ; JASB. xvi. 278. PI. v.

59. Year 19 (?)—Bihar Ins. (now missing). PB. 64. (This

may be the same as No. 57).



APPENDIX II

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE PALA KINGS

Nearly twenty years ago,^ the writer of this chapter laid down
a definite scheme of chronology of the Psla and the Sena kings.

His conclusions, though opposed to the prevailing view championed

by Mr. R. D. Banerji, have now been generally accepted,‘ with

slight modifications, due to new discoveries. It is not necessary,

therefore, to discuss the different views once held on the subject,

and it will suffice to re-state the fundamental principles on which

that scheme was based, and the chronology resulting therefrom.

Proceeding from the one fixed point in the chronology of the

Pslas, viz., the date a.d. 1026 for Mahipsla i supplied by the

Sarn&th inscription (No. 29), it is possible to fix the approximate

dates of his predecessors and successors by counting backwards and

forwards from this fixed date, on the basis of the known reign-

periods of those kings* and a few well-established data, viz., the

synchronism between Dharmaptila and Govinda in, Mahipsla and

Rajendra Chola, and Nayapala and Kalachuri Karna
; the conquest

of Varendra by Vijayasena after the eighth regnal year of Madana-
{Ala

;
and the end of MadanapSla’s reign before the known date of

GovindapSla.

The following table is drawn up on this basis, showing the

known reign-periods of kings and making allowance (a) for the

excess of their actual reign-periods over those known at present,

and (b) the reign-periods of those kings about the duration of whose
reign nothing is known so far.

NAME OF KING. KNOWN REIGN- APPROXIMATE YEAR

PERIOD. OP ACCESSION.

1. Gop&Ia 1 • • • • 750 A.D.

2. Dharmapsla . . 32 770 ..

3. Devapsla . . 39 (or 35) 810

4. VisTE^pala i

or stirapsla i .

.

3 850 „
5. Nsrayapapala .. 54 854

6. Rajyapala .. 32 908 ..

JASB. N.Sa xvn. 1 ff.

* The latest exposition of Mr. Baneiji’s views is in JBOSS. xiv. 489-338.

For criticism ct these views and general discussion on Psla chronologj'. ct. JBOKS,
XV. «43-d50 ; IHQ. m. S7^39I ; vi. 153-168.

For the reign-periods, cf. the regnal years of the inscriptions in >^>pendix i.
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NAME OF KINO KNOWN REION- APPROXIMATE YEAR

PERIOD. OF ACCESSION.

7. Gopala II 17 940 „
8. Vigrahapala ii ... 26(?) 960 ..

9. Mahipala i ... 48 988

10. Nayapala 15 1038 „
11. Vigrahapala in ••• 1055 „
12. Mahipala 11 ••• ••• 1070
13. Stirapalaii 1075
14. Ramapala 42 1077
15. Kumarapala 1120 ..

16. Gopala III ... 14 (?) 1125 „
17. Madanapala 14 1140

18. Govindapala 4 1155 „

Although the general basis of the chronology has been explained

above, it is necessary to make a few remarks regarding the dates

assigned to some of the kings.

7. Gopala I

Dr. M. Shahidullah placed the date of Gopsla’s accession in

715 A.D., chiefly on the strength of Taranntha’s account.^ But his

whole chronological scheme is vitiated by the wrong assumption that

Govichandra was the last king of the Chandra dynasty. He ignores

altogether the reign of Lalitachandra who, according to TSranStha,

succeeded Govichandra and ruled for many years in peace.*

Dr. Shahidullah puts the end of Govichandra’s reign at about 700 a.d.

If we add the long reign of Lalitachandra, and the years of anarchy

that followed, the commencement of GopSla’s reign may be reason-

ably fixed at about the middle of the eighth century. The date has

been assumed, in round numbers as about 750 a.d. but this should

be regarded as only an approximate one.

Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya* places the accession of Oopsla in

700 A.D., mainly on the strength of Tibetan traditions, and accepts

Tsranstha’s statement that Gopsla ruled for 45 years. Presumably

Gopda was fairly advanced in age when he was called to the throne

at a critical time. Hence we should not assign a long reign to him

» /HG.vn.530ff. See p. 183.

• IHQ. lu. 571-591 ;
vi. 153-168. In drawing up the chronology of the Palas,

Mr. Bhattachaiya has relied mostly on astronomical grounds. His conclusions in

itspect of the later kings (after Vigrahapsla ii) agree generally with those of mine.

Regarding the earlier kings the chief difference lies in the too early dates he assigns

to Oopsla and Dharmapala on the strength of various Tibetan traditions. Accord-

ing to Mr. Bhattacharya, the first three kings of the Psla dynasty ruled for a period

of Z40 years. This is so unusual that nothing but the strongest positive evidence

would warrant the assumption.

23«
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in the absence of any positive evidence, .^s regards Tibetan tradi-

tions, Tsranstha’s account agrees with the proposed date.^ Besides

it has already been noted above (supra p. 124) that in an almost

contemporary Tibetan text, DharmapCla is mentioned as a contem-

porary of Mu-tig Btsan-po who ascended the throne in 797 A.D.

This certainly supports the chronology adopted above, and does not

favour the view that Gopsla was elected king long before 750 a.d,

2. DharmapSla

The contemporaneity of Dhaimapala and Govinda iii shows

that Dharmapflla must have been on the thione some time during

793-814 A.D., which covers the reign-period of the latter. The state-

ment in the Rfishtrakbta records that Govinda iii defeated the

Gurjara king Nagabhaia, and that Dharmapsla submitted to the

RKshtrakuta king, perhaps enables us to narrow down the limits of

the date. It was formerly supposed that the two events followed

one another within a short time, and since the defeat of Nagabhata

is mentioned in the Radbanpur Plates dated 27th July, 808 a.d.

(according to Kielhorn, but August 809 a.d. according to Altekar),*

but omitted in the Wani Grant issued in 807 a.d., they must have

taken place sometime between these two dates.* But this theory

must be given up in view of the fact that the defeat of Nagabhata

is mentioned in the Manne Plates,* dated 724 (=802 A.D.),

Nesari Plates dated 6. 727 (805 a.d.),® and Sisavai Grant dated

6. 729 (807 A.D.).* The Manne Plates were formerly regarded as

spurious, but the newly discovered Sisavai Grant makes it probable

that they were genuine. In any case we must hold that the defeat

of Nagabhata by Govinda iii took place certainly before 805 A.D.,

and probably before 802 a.d.’ Unless, therefore, we assume that

Govinda in’s campaign against DharmapSla took place long after

he had defeated Nagabhata.’® which is very unlikely, we must

presume that Dharmapsla was on the throne at the beginning of

the ninth century a.d. ; and as he had already extended his power

up to Kanauj by that time, his accession must be placed considerably

before it.

> SeeM/rap. 187. • AR. 65, f.n. 49.
• GP.44. * Ep. Cam. IX. 55.

• KhSiTC, Sources ofthe Medieval History of the Deccan, Vol. i. p. 13. The
actual date is December 805 (£/. xxm. 216, f.n. 6).

• £/. xxm. 214-217.

' For further discussion cf. El. xxm. 293-297.

' This is the view held by Altekar (D.R. Bhandarkar Volume, pp.l53~5t ;

El. xxm. 293-94), who thinks that Govinda m fought twice with the northern

powers. The first occasion was early in his reign when he merely repulsed a
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3. Gopala ii

On the strength of a passage in the Pala inscriptions,* it was

held that Gopsla ii reigned for a very long period, at least a longer

period than his predecessor. But as the same passage occurs in an

inscription dated in the 6lh year of Gopfila it can only be

regarded as conventional.

The date in a palm-leaf ms. of the Maitreya Vyakarat^a was
read by mm. H. P. fesstri as year 57 of Gopaladeva’s reign.® But
Mr. R. D. Banerji and Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar read the date

respectively as 17 and 11.^ In view of these facts the long reign

formerly assigned to Gopala ii can no longer be upheld.

4. Vigrahapala ii and ill

A manuscript of PaficharakshS was copied in the twenty-sixth

year of Vigrahapala,® who must be identified either with Vigraha-

pBla II or Vigrahapala iii
; for as these two kings ruled within a

Gurjara invasion, presumably under Nsgabhata. Later, some time after 808 or
809 A.D., he planned a grand offensive expedition in Northern India, presumably
against Dharmapsla The main argument of Altekar is based on the omission of

all references to the victory against Dharmapsla in the stereotyped praserf/ of
Govinda iii, which mentions the defeat of even a petty mountain chief like M&ra-
sarva. Altekar holds that as Govinda iii died soon after, “he had not the necessary

leisure to engage the services of a new poet to describe his sensational victories

both in the north and the south. It was left for his son Amoghavarsha to rescue

from oblivion his father's memorable achievements.*’ It is to be noted, however,
that even according to Altckar’s chronology, Govinda iii survived his victories over
Dharmapsla for at least four years, an ample time for composing a new praiasii,

or rather adding to
^
the old one. Further, the specific reference to the names of

king Nsgabhata and Dharmapsla does not occur in the earlier records of Amogha-
varsha, though they refer to victories of Govinda iii over the Gurjaras and Gauda,
but we find it for the first time in a record dated 871 more than sixty years

after the events took place. Professor Mirashi has justly pointed out,that according

to the Sanjsn Plates, Dharmapsla and Chakriyudha submitted to Govinda m before

the latter’s encampment at the capital of Maharaja 8arva who is identified by all

scholars, including Dr. Altekar, with Marasarva, mentioned in the stereotyped

draft. The Dharmapala incident, therefore, must have taken place when that draft

was made (£/. xxin. 297), A consideration of all the facts points to the conclusion

that comparatively unimportant success of Govinda iii against Dharmapala was
magnified beyond all proportion in later times, and glowing imaginary descriptions

were added by later poets.

* chirataram-avaner bharta abhut. (v. 8. of the Ins. No. 31).

• Ins. No. 23. • Sastri-Cof. 1. 13.

• /BOaR5. XIV. 490-91. Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya opposes the views of Mr.
Banerji and Dr. Bhandarkar and agrees with mm. ^astrl that the date is 57 {IHQ»
VI. 152). Mr. Banerji reproduces a micro-photograph of the portion of the MS.
containing the date (op, cit,). The first figure seems undoubtedly to be 1, but the

second is very doubtful.

® PB, 67.
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century, it would be unsafe to rely on palaeography and assign the

MS. definitely to one of them.^ For the same reason, king Vigraha-

psla mentioned in the Kurkibsr Image Ins.* of year 19 should be

taken as either Vigrahap&la ii or VigrahapSla ili. One of these

kings must have, therefore, reigned for at least 26 years. Following

previous writers, I have assumed this king to be VigrahapSla ii.

5. MahtpSla i

The date assigned to MahipSla i is based on the assumption

that the Ssrnsth Ins., dated 1026 a.d., belongs to his reign. This

point has been discussed above {supra p. 140). The initial year,

988 A.D., satisfies the astronomical data contained in a ms. written

in the 6th year of MahlpSla’s reign.*

6. Nayapsla

The date of NayapBla is controlled by the fact that he was a

contemporary of the Kalachuri king Kar^a who ascended the throne

in 1041 A.D.* It is difiScult to assay the exact value of the Tibetan

tradition* in fixing the year of NayapSla’s accession, but the date

suggested is in full agreement with this.

7. RSmapSla

Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya made an attempt to fix the date of

Rsmapsla’s death on the strength of a passage in Seka-Subhodays.

Apart from the fact that this book cannot claim any historical

character, and is merely a collection of fables and legends,* the

^ JASB. N. S. XVI. 301 if. Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya adversely criticised the

general principles formulated in this paper {IHQ. ni. S79), but later himself formu-

lated the same principles {IHQ, vi. ISS).

» Ins. Nos. 27-28.

* This statement is based on the calculation of Mr.D.C. Bhattacharya, IHQ.
in. S84. Mr. J. C. Ghosh, on the other hand, places the accession of Mahlpala in

98t A.D., and supports it on astronomical grounds (/C. i. 291). This only proves

how little we may rely on astronomical data in fixing a definite date. Mr. Ghosh’s

theoiy is based on some details furnished by Tsranatha which are hardly credible.

* This is the general view based on Kielhorn’s calculation, but Mr. J. C
Ghosh places the accession of Karna in 1039 a.d. (IC. i. 289).

* Cf. the remarks made above in connection with the hi^ory of Nayapala.
According to the Tibetan tradition, Nayapala’s coronation took place shortly be-
fore Atisa left for Tibet {IHQ. vi. 159), an event for which various dates have been
proposed between 1038 and 1042 a.d. (v. supra p. 145). D.C. Bhattacharj^has
calculated the date of AtiU’s departure as March, 1041 a.d., but this may be
doubted. The proposed date of Nayapsla’s accession is, therefore, in full agree-

ment with the Tibetan tradition.

* The book Seka-'subhodayU (’Blessed advent of the Shaikh’) is ascribed to

Halayudha Misre, the famous minister of Lakshmapasena,but this is absurd on the
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expression recording the date {S&ke yugma*\€t^n-randhra-gQte) does

not offer any intelligible meaning. By different emendations of the

passage, Mr. Bhattacharya and Dr. N. K. Bhattasali fix the year of

Rsmapfila’s death as 1042 6aka (=1120 a.d.).^ The same date has

been suggested for the end of RSmapsla’s reign according to the

general scheme of chronology adopted by me, and not on the basis

of the above interpretation.

MM. H. P. ^astri^ and Mr. R. D. Banerji® identified Chandra,

mentioned as a friend of MadanapSla in Rnmacharita (iv. 16-21),

with king Chandradeva who founded the Gahadavala dynasty of

Kanauj. They therefore held that as this Chandradeva died before

1104 A.D., Madanapala must have ascended the throne before that.

Dr. R. G. Basak has, however, pointed out two very important

facts mentioned in Ramacharita about Chandra, v/r., (I) that he

was a mahSmar^dalika and the ruler of Anga, and (2) that his father

was Suvar^a. As Dr. Basak has suggested, Suvariia is almost

certainly to be identified with the son. named Suvarna, of Mahana,
the ruler of Anga, and the maternal uncle of Rsmapftla.^ Thus

Chandra was the nephew of Rfimapfila, and cousin of MadanapSla.

He probably succeeded his grandfather Mahaija as ruler of Anga,

and we know that Mahana died shortly before RsmapSla. There

is thus no valid reason for the belief that MadanapSla was a

contemporary of the Gshadavsla king Chandradeva.

8. Gopdla 111

The chronology of the successors of RSmapSla has been based

on the assumption that GopSla iii had a reign of 14 years. The
difficulty of assuming the Ins. No. 44 to be dated in the year 14 of

GopSla III has been discussed above {supra p. 167, f.n. 4), but this

view has been provisionally accepted.

face of it. Dr. S. K. Chatterji rightly declares it to te a forgery, but regards it

as not later than the I6th century (Foreword to the edition of Mr. Sukumar Sen

published in Hn'shlkesa Scries, p. v.). Mr. R. D. Banerji points out that as the

book mentions a Musalman king named Hasan Saha,evidently a mistake for Sultsn

AlEuddin Husain Shah, the only king of that name who ruled over Bengal, it

cannot be earlier than the 16th century (JBORS. xiv. 522). The book cannot by
any means be regarded as a reliable soiiice of historical information, though it le-

fers to some historical figures and events. Mr. Banerji, however, goes too far when
he asserts that the work does not contain a single passage which may be taken to

be historically accurate, (op. cit. pp. 522-23). The statement, for example, tiiat

R&mapgla drowned himself in the Ganges (pp. 60-61) is corroborated by Ramacha-
rita (IV. 9), ancTHalayudha, Dhoyl, Govardhana. and Umspatidhara are correctly

stated to be contemporaries of Lakshmanasena.
» IHQ. m. 583 ;

vi. 160-61 ; xvn. 222.

» 16. • PR. 103. 4 IHQ. V. 35-48.



APPENDIX III

lama TARANATHA*S account of BENGAL"

The Tibetan historian LamS TsranStha was born in 1573 A.D.,

and completed his famous work ^History of Buddhism in India* in

the year 1608 A.rx His main object was to give a detailed account
of the Buddhist teachers, doctrines, and institutions in India during

the different periods. He has, however, always taken care to add
the names of the kings under whose patronage, or during whose
regime, they flourished. In this way he has preserved a considerable

amount of Buddhist traditions regarding the political history of
India. That these traditions cannot be regarded as reliable data for

the political history of India admits of no doubt. At the same time

there is equally little doubt that they contain a nucleus of historical

truths, which neither Indian literature nor Indian tradition has

preserved for us. This fact, which will be illustrated in the following

pages, makes it desirable to give a short summary of the political

history of Bengal which may be gleaned from the pages of Titianfftha.

The only kingdom in the east, of which TSranatha gives the

mames of successive generations of kings, is Bhahgala, which may be

taken to denote, in a general way. Southern and Eastern Bengal.^

According to Taranatha, the Chandra dynasty ruled in Bhahgala

before the Palas, and the names of all the kings mentioned by him
prior to GopSla end in -chandra.

One of these kings was Vrikshachandra, whose descendants,

king Vigamachandra and his son king Kamachandra, ruled in the

east during the time of Sri-Harsha (Lc, the emperor Harshavardhana)

" This Appendix is abridged from an article by the author published in IHQ,
XVI. 219 ff. The account is based on the German translation of Taranatha’s History

of Buddhism by A. Schiefner (TUranaiha's Gcschirhtc des Buddhismus in Indien,

aus dem Tibetischen ubetsetzt von Anton Schiefner, St. Petersburg, 1869). Figures

within brackets icfer to the pages of this book. Portions of this book were trans-

lated into English in Jndian Artiquary (iv. 361 IT }, but the translation is not always
accurate as the following pages will show.

* Attention may be drawn to the following passages
: (1) In Odivisa,

Bhahgala, and Radha (p. 72) ; (2) In the land Pundravardhana, lying between
Magadha and Bhahgala (p. 99) ; (3) In Bhahgala and in Varendra (p. 211) ;

'

(4) Vimalachandra luled over the three provinces, Bhahgala, KamaiTipa, and
Tirahuti (p. 172).

In one passage Gauda is referred to as a part of Bhahgala (p. 82), l!»tit it

is not clear whether it means that Gau^a was included within the kingdom of
Bhahgala, or formed geographically a part of it. The former seems to be the inten-

ded meaning.
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(p. 126). Next we hear of king Siifihachandra, of the Chandra

family (presumably the one founded by Vrikshachandra), who
flourished during the reign of Sila, son of the emperor ^ri-Harsha

(p. 146). Balachandra, son of Siriihachandra. being driven from

Bhangala (presumably by the powerful king Panchama Siriiha of

the Lichchhavi family whose kingdom extended from Tibet to

Trilinga and Benares to the sea) luled in Tlrahuti (/>. Trihut in

North Bihar), (pp. 146, 158). Balachandra’s son Vimalachandra,

however, retrieved the fortunes of his family, and ruled over the

three kingdoms Bhangala, Ksmampa, and Tirahuti. He married the

sister of king Bharthari (Bhartrihari ?) of the Mfllava royal family,

and was succeeded by his son Govichandra about the time when
Dhaimaklrti, the famous Buddhist teacher, died (p. 195). Govi-
chandra was succeeded by Lalitachandra, his relation on the father’s

side, who ruled for many years in peace (p. 197).^ After referring

to the reigns of Govichandra and his successor Lalitachandra, both

of whom attained Siddhi (spiritual salvation), TSianStha remarks :

“Thus Lalitachandra was the last king of the Chandra family. In the five

eastern provinces, Bhangala, Odivisa (Orissa) and the lest, evciy Kshalriya,

Grandee, Brahman a, and merchant was king in his own house (in the neighbour-

hood), but there was no king ruling over the country” (p. 197).*

Then follows a long account of the Buddhist teachers of the

period. Continuing the historiciil narrative in the next chapter,

TaranStha first tells us how a Tree-god begot a son on a young
Kshatriya woman® near Puijdravardhana ; how this son became a

devotee of the goddess Chunda ;
how, directed by the goddess in a

dream, he went to the VihSra of Arya Khasarpana, and, having

Tsranatha's geographical notion is clearly indicated in the following passage ;

“Eastern India consists of three parts ; Bhangala and Odivisa belong *o

Aparsntaka and are called its eastern part. The north-eastern provinces Ksma-
mpa, Tripura and Hasama are called Girivarta, adorned with mountains. Procee-

ding towards the east near the Northern Hills are the provinces Nangafa Pukham
on the sea coast, Balgu etc., Rakhang, Hariisavati and the remaining parts of the

kingdom of Munjang ;
further off are Champa, Kamboja and the rest. All these

are called by the general name Koki*’ (p. 262).

For further discussion of Taranatha*s account of Bhangala ano the light it

throws on the location of the original kingdom of the Pa las cf. IHQ, xvi. 219 ff.

» Rai Bahadur S.C. Das gives a diflferent version of this account 1898,

P’22).
• The translation of this passage as given in IA, iv. 365-66 viz., ‘In Odivisa,

in Bengal, and the other five provinces of the east etc.’ is wrong. This has

been followed in Gaudarajamala (p. 21), and Bungalar Itihasa (p. 162) by R. D,

Banerji. The original German passage . “In den funf ostlichen Landergebieten

Bhangala, Odivisa und den Ubrigen...

• “A shepherdess” according to Buston (p. 156).
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prayed there for a kingdom, was asked to proceed towards the east

(p. 202). Then occurs the following queer story :

**At that time the kingdom of Bhangala had been without a king for many
years, and people were suffering great miseries. The leaders gathered and elected

a king in order that the kingdom might be lawfully ruled. The elected king was^
however, killed that very night by a strong and ugly Nsga woman who assumed

the form of a queen of an earlier king (according to some, Govichandra, according

to others, Lalitachandra). In this way she killed every elected king. But as the

people could not leave the kingdom without a king, they elected one every morning,

only to see that he was killed by her during night and his dead body thrown out

at day-break. Some years passed in this way. the citizens being elected in turn

as king for the day. At this time a devotee of the goddess Chunda came to a

house, where the family was overwhelmed with grief. On enquiry he learnt that

next day the turn of the elected king fell on a son of that house. He, however,

offered to take the place of the son, on receiving some money, and the joy of the

family knew no bounds. He obtained the reward and was elected king in the

morning. When in midnight the Naga woman, in the form of a Rakshasi. approa-

ched towards him, he struck her with the wooden club (which he always carried),

sacred to his tutelary deity, and she died. The people were greatly astonished to

see him alive in the morning. He thereupon offered to take the place of others

whose turn came next to be elected as kings, and he was elected king seven times in

course of seven days. Then, on account of his pre-eminent qualifications, the people

elcctea him as a permanent king and gave him the name Gcpsla** (pp, 293-4).

This story is a fine illustration of historical myths. The anarchy

and turmoil in Bengal, due to the absence of any central political

authority, and the election of GopSla to the throne by the voice of

the people, undoubtedly form the histoiical background against

which the popular nursery-tale of a demoness devouring a king

every night has been cleverly set. Such a story cannot be used

as historical evidence except where, as in the present case, the kernel

of historical fact is proved by independent evidence. By a further

analysis of the story it may be possible to glean a few more facts

about GopSla.

According to the story, GopSla was born near Pu^dravardhana,

ue. in Varendra, although he became king of Bhangala, which un-

doubtedly stands for VangSla or Vafiga. This offers a solution of

what might otherwise have been a little riddle. For whereas in the

Ramacharila, Varcndrl is referred to as janakabhuh (fiither-land)

of the Pfllas, the contemporary inscriptions call them Vangapati or

rulers of Vanga, and refer to Gauda and Vanga as separate kingdoms.

Tfiranfitha also used the name of Varendra, as distinguished from

Bhangala.^ It may thus be assumed that the birth-place of Gopala

was in Varendra, but the throne which was offered to him was that

of VangSla or Vanga.

^ Cf. supra p. 182. f.n. 2. examples (2) and (3).
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TSranRtha says that although Gopsla commenced his career as

a ruler of Bhangala, he conquered Magadha towards the close of
his reign (p. 204). In order to understand this properly, we must
consider Taranatha’s account of the gradual growth of the Pala

empire under the successors of Gopala. According to Taranatha,

Gopala ruled for 45 years, and was succeeded after his death by
Devapffla (p. 208), who conquered Varendra (p. 209). Devapala
died after a reign of 48 years, and was succeeded by bis son Rasapala
who ruled for 12 years (p. 214). The son of the latter was
Dharmapala, who ruled for 64 years and subjugated Kfimarhpa,

Tirahuti, Gauda and other countries, so that his empire extended

from the sea in the east to Delhi in the west, and from Jalandhara in

the north to the Vindhya mountains in the south (pp. 216-17).

Tsranstha’s list of successive Psla kings is obviously wrong, as

we know from the copper-plate grants of the Palas that the true

order of succession was Gopsla, his son DharmapSla, and the latter’s

son Devapsla. Rasapala is otherwise unknown, unless we identify

him with Rsjyapsla who is referred to as the son and heir-apparent

of Devapsla in the Monghyr copper-plate grant of the latter. Bui

even then, according to the copper-plate grants, he never succeeded

his father as king.

As regards the conquests of these kings it is difficult to under-

stand how Gopsla could conquer Magadha, while Gauda and Varendra
were yet unsubdued. Again, the Khalimpur copper-plate clearly

shows that DharmapSla ruled over Varendra, and it must have,

therefore, been conquered before the time of Devapsla.

In spite, however, of these obvious discrepancies, we must hold

that Tsranstha had access to some historical texts, now lost to us,

and did not draw purely upon his imagination. For the election of

Gopsla, the long reign and extensive conquests of DharmapSla, and

the existence of a ruler named Devapsla with a long reign are known
to us today only from the inscriptions of the Palas, to which

Tsranstha had no access. Similarly his account of the Chandra

dynasty may have some foundation of truth as will be shown later.*

1. For the account of (he Chandra dynasty that ruled in Bengal in the tenth

and eleventh centuries a.d., and in Arakan since seventh century a.d., cf, Ch. vn.

Confused traditioixs about the relation between Psia and Chandra kings arc

preserved in Bengal folklore. In the famous song of Msnik Chandra, of which a

critical account has been given by G. A. Grierson [JASB. xlvii (1878), Part i, pp.

135(f]» he is represented as brother of Dharmapala. The following extracts from

Grierson’s article give the substance of the story :

“In the Dimla thana, situated to the north-west of Rangpur and nine or ten

miles to the S. E. of the sub-divisional head-quarters of Begdokara, is the city of

Dhannapsl (Dhannapur). To the west of this city, at a distance of two miles,

24
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Evidently he gathered his information from certain old texts, and

either these were wrong in many details, or he misunderstood them*

Any one of these causes, or both, might account for the distorted

version of the Psla history which we meet with in his book. It is,

therefore, unsafe to rely upon his statements except where they are

corroborated by other evidences, though it would be wiser to have

them in view, in so far at least as they are not unintelligible in

themselves, nor contradicted by more positive testimony.

Tsran&tha gives us some data by which we can approximately

determine the dates of events he relates. Thus he says that Govi-

chandra ascended the throne about the time when the great Buddhist

teacher Dharmakirti died. As Dharmakirti was a disciple of

Dharmapfila (p. 176), who was a Professor in Nslands at the time

when the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited it, Govichandra’s

reign may be placed in the last quarter of the seventh century a.d.

As his successor Lalitachandra ruled for many years, his death and

was the city of Msnik Chandra, now, however, called after his more famous wife

*MaynB-matir Kof.*

‘'Between Dharmapal.and M&nik Chandra a war arose which ended in the

defeat and disappearance of the former, and triumph of the latter.

“After this victory Msnik Chandra took up his residence at Dharmapur,

while his wife Mayns remained at her old home ‘Mayna-matir Kot.*

“After the death of Manik Chandra. Mayna gave birth to a son Oopl-

Chandra. He married Aduna and Paduna. two daughters of Harikhandra (Harig-

chandra Rajar Pat is shown in village Charchara. 7 or 8 miles south of the ruins

of Dharmapur).*'

The rest of the story narrates how the king abdicated the throne, took to

an ascetic life, and left home as disciple of a Guru of low caste called Ha^i

Siddha.

Mr. Bisvesvar Bhatiacharya {JASB. N.S. vi. 131-34) gives a somewhat
different account. He refers to the West Bengal version by Durlabha Mallika

according to which Oopichandra’s capital was at Pstikanagar. and his grandfather

and great-grandfather were named respectively Suvarnachandra and Dharichandra.

Mr. Bhattacharya identifies Patikanagar with Patkapara, which lies close to

Mayna-matir Kof.

Mr. Bhattacharya says that he could not find any trace of the tradition,

among the Jugis, that Dharmapala and Manik Chandra were brothers : on the

other hand, some ballad refers to Manik Chandra as the grandson of Dharmapala.
The story of the fight between Maynamati and Dharmapala is also unknown to

the Jugis.

Many ballads are current in Bengal about Goplchandra and Maynamati. Some
of these have been collected by Dr. D. C. Sen in Goplchandrer Guna, Vols. i. n,

(published by the Calcutta University). Reference may also be made^ the

following: 1. Minachetana, edited by Dr. N. K. Bhattasali (Dacca Sahitya

Parishat) and 2. Gopichander Sannyasa^ by Abdul Sukur Muhammad. Gopl-
chandra is sometimes referred to as a ruler of Mpkula now called Meharkula in

Tippers district. This agrees with the tradition preserved by Taranath,
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the end of the Chandra dynasty may be placed about 725 A.D. Then
followed the period of anarchy during which ‘Bhaitgala was without

a king for good many years* (p. 203). If we assign twenty-five

years to this period, the accession of GopBla may be placed about

the middle of the eighth century a.d. This fairly agrees with the

chronology of the Pfila kings which has been derived from independent

data.

It is unnecessary to dwell any further on the historical account

of Tsrsnstha, as we have sure epigraphic data for the later history

of Bengal.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEVAPALA AND VIGRAHAPALA

Devapsla was succeeded on the throne by VigrahapBla i, also

known as STirapSla. There is a great deal of controversy regarding

the relationship between the two. According to some, VigrahapSla

was the son, and according to others, the nephew, of Dcvapala.^

The confusion is due to the peculiar way in which the genealogy is

described in the copper-plates of NSrftyanapSla and his successors.

The genealogy begins with Gopsla, and after his son DharmapBla,

reference is made to ‘the latter’s younger brother Vakpsla. Then we

are told that from him was born Jayapsla, whose victory over the

enemies enabled his pUrvaja or elder (brother ?) DevapSla to enjoy

the blessings of a paramount sovereignty. The next verse in the

copper-plate of Nsrsyanapsla describes the victorious exploits of

Jayapsla, but it is omitted in subsequent records. The verse that

follows says that “his son was VigrahapSla.”

Now, according to the rules of syntax, a pronoun must refer to

the nearest proper name. Accordingly, Jayapsla must be taken as

the son of Vskpala, and Vigrahapsla, as the son of Jayapsla. As
Devapsla is referred to as 'purvaja' or elder (brother ?) of Jayapsla

he was also regarded as a son of VskpSla.

The discovery of the Monghyr copper-plate showed the

erroneous nature of the last part of the above conclusions, for

Devapsla is therein definitely stated to be the son of DharmapSla.

Further, it led to a difference of opinion among scholars regarding

the genealogy of Jayapsla and VigrahapSla. Some scholars, discard-

ing the old view, held that as Devapsla is described as the elder

(brother) of Jayapala, the latter must have been a son of Dharma-
pSla. They also hold that as in all records, subsequent to the time

of Nsrsyanapsla, the verse containing the expression ‘his son was
VigrahapSla’ follows immediately the one containing reference to

Devapsla, VigrahapSla must be regarded as the son of Devapsla.
“In the Bhagalpur grant (of Nsrsyanapsla),” says Dr. Hoemle,
“this reference is obscured through the interpolation of an inter-

» The former view is upheld by A. K. Maitreya (GL. 67 f.n.) following
Hoemle {Centenary Review, JASB. App.n. 206). The latter view, origioally

propounded by Dr. Kielhortt (El. vm. App. i 17), is supported by R.D.
Banerji (BI. 215-219).
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mediate verse in praise of Jayapsla, which makes it appear as if

VigrahapBla were a son of Jayapsla.*’^

Now, the word ‘interpolation,’ used by Dr. Hocrnie, is very

unfortunate
; for Nsrsyanapsla’s Grant offers the earliest version of

the genealogical portion which was copied in later documents. The

difference between the two must, therefore, be due, not to inter-

polation in the former, but to abridgment or omission in the latter.

As such, our conclusion must be based on the reading of the

Bhagalpur copper-plate, and VigrahapSla should be regarded as the

son of Jayapsla. The latter, again, should be taken as the son of

VskpSla, for "pUrvaja' means an ‘elder,* and may refer to a cousin

as well as a brother.

The most important argument in support of this view is, that

otherwise it is difficult to account for the mention of Vskpsla and

Jayapsla in the records of Narsya^apsla and subsequent kings.

There is no reference to them in the records of either DharmapSla or

Devapsla, for whom they are said to have successfully fought. Why
are their memories suddenly revived in the time of NSrSya^apSla,

and they are given credits for military victories during the reigns

of DharmapSla and Devapsla 7 The most satisfactory answer to

this question is that they were the ancestors of the reigning king.

Reference to their prowess and heroism was intended not merely to

soothe his own vanity, but perhaps also as a diplomatic move, by

way of reminding the people, that although he could not claim a

direct descent from the renowned emperors DharmapSla and Deva-

psla, he could claim a share in their glory through his ancestors.

* Hoernle, op. eli.



APPENDIX V

KING RAJYAPALA of THE KAMBOJA FAMILY

There is a sharp difference of opinion among scholars regarding

the identity of king Rajyapflla of the Irda copper-plate (No. 49)

and the well-known Pala king of that name. Mr. N. G. Majumdar,

who edited the Irda Plate, regarded it as quite unlikely that the

two Rajyapfllas were identical,^ but subsequently changed his opinion^

and held the identity as almost certain.^ Mr. J. C. Ghosh upheld

the identity and suggested the reading *KamboJa~Dhaftgy-atipardh*

for ‘Kamboja-vafiia-tilakal},'^ thus doing away altogethei with the

Ksmboja origin of the family. But this reading is very doubtful,

and has been justly questioned.* Dr. D. C. Sircar also upholds the

identification.®

But although the presumption about the identity is certainly a

reasonable one, the evidence in favour of it cannot be regarded as

convincing or conclusive.® There is a great deal of force in the

argument of Dr, H. C. Ray who rejects the identity.’

The chief argument against the proposed identity is the Kamboja
lineage of Rfijyapala of the Irda copper-plate. But, as Dr. D. C.

Sircar points out, instances are not Wanting where even kings of

well-known dynasties are described as belonging to other families,

probably on account of their mother’s lineage. Thus a Pallava king

is described as ^Kaikeya-varh^-odbhava,'^ and a Chola king as

*Ka4amha-kula-nandana,'*^ In the latter case, at least, we have

reasons to believe that the mother of the Chola king belonged to

Kadamba or Kadamba dynasty.

Besides, we should remember that the Pslas had no uniform

tradition about their lineage, and none of their records, up to the

time of RaJyapSla, refers in any way to the dynasty to which they

belonged. If, therefore, we suppose that Rajyapflla’s mother belonged
to Ksmboja family, we can easily explain the epithet Kamboja-kula-

tilaka (the ornament of the Kamboja family) applied to Rajyapflla

in the Irda copper-plate. It would then follow that the Pala king

Gopala ii, who succeeded Rajyapala on the paternal throne, had a
rival in his brother Narsyajj^apsla ii, who carved out an independent

1 £/. xxii, 152. * September 1937, pp."*523*24.
^ £/.xxrv.43. 4 f.n. 6.
’ JIH.w.llQ ; Kayastha Patrika (Bengali), SrHvn a, 1344, pp. 111-13.
« 1 have discussed the question at length in DUS, i. No u pp 131 ff
» IHQ, XV. 508 ff. ® £/. XXI. 173.

‘

s* /c. i. 7i‘
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kingdom for himself. The Dinajpur Pillar inscription (No. 48)

refers to the ruler of a Gauda king of Kamboja lineage, and on

palaeographic considerations it has to be referred to the tenth

century a.d. Until the discovery of Irdar copper-plate, the

Dinajpur inscription was interpreted to refer to an invasion of

Northern Bengal by the Kamboja tribe. It is more reasonable to

hold now, on the basis of these two inscriptions, that Narayanapala

and NayapSla (and probably their successors) ruled over both

Radha (Irda Plate) and Varendra (Dinajpur Ins.) i.e.. Northern

and Western Bengal. Varendra, or at least a part of it, was in the

possession of GopSla ii up to the sixth year of his reign,^ and must

have been conquered by Nsraya^apSla after that.

Different views have been entertained regaring the original home
of the Kfimbojas. The Kamboja is the name of a well-known tribe

living from time immemorial in North-Western Frontier. It is

reasonable to hold that the Kambojas of Bengal belonged to this

tribe,^ Evidently the great distance of these Kambojas from Bengal

has induced scholars to look for Kambojas nearer that province.

Mr. R. P. Chanda took Kamboja to mean Tibet, and regarded the

Kamboja invader as coming from that or the neighbouring hilly

region.® The late Tibetan chronicle Pag Sam Jon Zang locates a

country called Kam-po-tsa (Kamboja) in the Upper and Eastern

Lushai Hill tracts lying between Burma and Bengal, and Dr. H. C.

Ray is inclined to the view that the Kambojas came to Bengal from

this eastern region.^

On the other hand, N. Vasu identified Kffmboja with Cambay
in the Bombay Presidency® and J. C. Ghosh supported this view.^'^

Dr. B. R. Chatterji hints at the possibility of the Kamboja invaders

coming from KambojadeSa, modern Cambodia in Indo-China.^

» Cf. Ins. No. 23.

2 EL XXII. 153 ; IHQ, xv. 511 ; DHNL i. 311, f.n. I ; DUS. i. No. n. p. 131.

3 GR. 37. The view that Tibet was called Ksmboja is based on a statement

made by Foucher {Icon, 134) on the authority of the Nepalese Pandit of

B. H. Hodgson. But it is supported by two mss. (Nos. 7763 and 7777) described

in the Catalogue ofSanskrit and Prakrit mss. in the Library of India Office^ Vol. ii.

Part n.

4 IHQ. XV. 511 ; DHNL i. 309, f.n. 2. * VJL 172.

® EL XXIV. 45. ’ Indian Cultural Influence in Cambodia, pp. 278-79,



CHAPTER VII

MINOR INDEPENDENT KINGDOMS DURING THE
pAla period

Reference has been made in the last chapter to several

independent and semi-independent powers that flourished in Bengal

and Bihar during the period of the Pala supremacy. Among these

the Chandras and the Varmans require a more detailed treatment.

I. THE CHANDRAS'

LtcmS Taranatha, the Tibetan historian, gives prominence, in

his History of Buddhism, to a long line of kings ruling in Bengal,

whose names end in •chandra and who are specifically referred to

as belonging to the Chandra dynasty. In fact, this is the only

dynasty in Bengal, before the Palas, to which he has referred in his

book. His account of this dynasty has already been given above

(v. supra pp. 182-84) and need not be referred to again.

The existence of a Chandra dynasty in Eastern Bengal from

about the sixth to eighth century a.d., as recorded by Tflranath,

has not yet been corroborated by any reliable evidence. But it

may be noted in this connection that inscriptions, coins, and
Burmese chronicles testify to the rule of a long line of kings, with

names ending in -chandra, in the Arakan region as early as the

seventh century a.d. and perhaps even earlier.®

' The history of the Chandras is known from the following inscriptions

(referred to in the text by number)

:

I. Bhsrella Ins. of Layahachandra, Year 18. EL xvii. 349ff.

n. Rampsl CP. of Srichandra. Edited by Dr. R. G. Basak, first in Sahitya,

a Bengali journal, in 1 320 b.s., and later, in £/. xii. 136-142. Edited by
N. G. Majumdar in IB. pp. I flF.

lu. Kedsrpur CP. of Srichandra. EL xvii. 188-192 . JB, 10 ff.

TV. Dhulis CP. of Srichandra. Year 35. IB. 165-66.

v. Edilpur cp. of srichandra. Dacca Review (October, 1912) ; EL xvii,

189-90 ; IB. 166-67.

Fora detailed discussion of the location of the Chandra kingdom and its

capital, cf. IHQ. xvi. 225 if., and also criticism of this view in BhUratavarsha,

Jyaishfha, 1348, pp. 768ff.

* The traditional account of the nine Chandra kings of Arakan ruling Irbtn

A.D. 788 to 957, as preserved in the later chronicles, is given by Phayre (History

of Burma, p. 45). For the names of these kings and an account of the coins, cf.

Phayre, Coins ofArakan, of Pegu, and of Burma (Numismata Orientalia) pp. 28-29,

43* A brief account of the inscriptions found on the platform of the Shitthaung
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The first historical king in Eastern Bengal, with name ending

in •Chandra^ is Layahachandradeva, mentioned in an inscription

(No. i) incised on the pedestal of a huge image of Natela 6iva dug

out of a tank in a village in the district of Tippera. The inscription

records the consecration of the image by Bhnvudeva, son of

Kusumadeva, in the 18th regnal year of Layahachandra. Dr. N. K,
Bhattasali infers from the expression KarmmantapSla, applied to

Kusumadeva, that the latter was a vassal prince ruling over

KarmmSnta, and he indentiiies this place with modern Badksmts,

about three miles to the south-west of the village where the image

was found. This would definitely locate the kingdom of Layaha-

chandra in the territory round about modern Comilla. But although

doubts may justly be entertained regarding the interpretation of

KarmmSntapflla by Dr. Bhattasali,^ there cannot be any reasonable

doubt that Layahachandra’s kingdom comprised the territory round

modern Comilla, as the huge image is not likely to have been

removed to a long distance. The only clue for the date of Layaha-

chandra is afforded by the alphabets of the inscription which have

been referred to the latter half of the tenth century a.d. It would
perhaps be safe to regard Layahachandra as ruling in the territory

round about modern Comilla some time between 900 and 1000 a.d.

Next we come to know of a dynasty of Chandra kings from four

inscriptions (Nos. ii-v). They give us the following genealogy :

PUrnachandra

I

Suvarnachandra

Maharajadhiraja Trailokyachandra H Srikanchana

,
I

Maharajadhiraja Srichandra

temple at Morahaung is given in ASl. 1925-26, pp. 146-47. The names of eighteen

royal predecessors of Anandachandra are given in one inscription. **The first king

is Balachandra, a name also occurring in Taranatha^s account. According to

Mr. Hirananda Sastrl, the oldest inscription is written in characters resembling

those of the late Gupta script. The inscription recording the names of the Chandra

kings, mentioned above, is said to be ‘many centuries older’ than the temple which

was built in the 16th century a.d. The name Pritichandra is found both on the

coins as well as in the inscriptions. The name read by Phayre on the coin as

‘Vammachandra’ is clearly ‘Dhammachandra.* The other name that can be read

on the coins is Virachandra. The alphabets on these coins arc to be referred to

the seventh or eighth century a.d., if not earlier.

* Dr. Radhagovindra Basak interprets *karmmllnta' as ‘store of grain,* which

is one of its ordinary meanings given in the lexicons, and regards Kusumadeva as

an officer in charge of it (EL xn, 351). The word /rarm/nS/im is probably used

in this sense in Gupta Ins. No. 80 (C//. iii. 289).

25-
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All that we know of the origin and early history of the family is

contained in the following passage in a verse occurring in Ins. Nos. n

and IV.

"In the family of the Chandras, {who were) rulers of Rohitagiri, and {were)

possessed of enormous fortune, Purnachandra, who was like the full moon,

became illustrious in this world.'*

The verse seems to imply that Purnachandra was an indepen-

dent king. His forefathers arc said to be rulers of Rohitagiri,

and the natural presumption is that Purjoiachandra also ruled there.

This presumption is strengthened by the fact that Trailokyachandra,

the grandson of Purnachandra, is said to have become king of

Chandradvipa. It would thus appear that Purnachandra and his

son Suvarnachandra were both kings of Rohitr^giri.

Rohitagiri is generally identified with Rohtasgarh in the

Shahabad district of Bihar. But this identification is by no means

certain, and, as Dr. N. K. Bhattasali has suggested, Rohitagiri may

be a Sanskritised form o[ La/-mat i and refer to the Lalmai Hills

near Comilla.^ In any case, there is not sufficient reason to conclude

that the Chandras came from outside Bengal, and in view of the

traditions of the long line of Chandra kings in Bhangala or Eastern

Bengal, it is more reasonable to hold that Rohitagiri, the seat

of the ancestral dominions of the Chandras, was somewhere in

Eastern Bengal, and probably near Comilla.

According to verse 3 of the Rampal copper-plate (No. ii),

“Suvarnachandra became a follower of the Buddha.’" It is probable,

therefore, that until his time the family followed Brahmanical

religion. But henceforth the family was undoubtedly Buddhist,

as is evidenced by the invocation to the Buddha at the beginning

of all their copper-plate grants, the epithet parama-saugata before

the names of kings, and the emblem of the Wheel of Law in

their seal like that of the Pafla kings.

Both Suvarnachandra and his father were presumably petty

local rulers, but Suvarnachandra’s son Trailokyachandra laid the

* For the controversy about the correct reading of the name Rohitagiri and
its identification cf. ///fi. n. 317-18, 325-27, 655-56 ; iii. 217, 418. The last letter

(r/y of the name does not occur in Ins. No. ii, but is clear in No. iv. The
identification of Rohitagiri with Rohtasgarh is generally accepted, but there is no
definite evidence in support of it, and the correct form of the old name of
Rohtasgarh is Rohiiasvagiri. The Lalmai Hills are about five miles to the west of

Comilla, and extend for about eleven miles with an average height of about
30 feet, though some peaks rise to a height of 100 feet. An account of theTocality

and its antiquities is given by Dr. N. K. Bhattasali (Bhatt. Cat, pp. 9-11). It is

interesting to note that two kings of Orissa, viz,, Gaysdatunga and Vinitatuhga n,

refer in their records to Rohitagiri as the home of their ancestors {JBORS, vi!

238 ; JASB. 1909. p. 347; 1916. p. 291 ; IHQ, u. 655).
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foundations of the greatness of his family. In a verse occurring in

two inscriptions (No. ii and iv), he is said to have become king

of Chandradvipa, and is also described as ^^^dliaro Harikelorrdtjor

kakuda-chchhatra-smitSnarh This phrase has been differ-

ently interpreted. Dr. Basak takes it to mean “the support of the

royal majesty smiling in the royal umbrella of the king ofHarikela.* **

Mr. N. G. Majumdar translates it as “the support of Fortune

Goddesses (of other kings) smiling at (/.e., joyful on account of)

the umbrella which was the royal insignia of the king of Harikela.”

According to the first interpretation, Trailokyachandra was the

de facto, if not de jure, ruler of Harikela, while according to the

second, he was both de facto and de jure king of Harikela, with a

number of other rulers subordinate to him. The latter view seems

to be preferable. Thus Trailokyachandra added Chandradvipa and

Harikela to his paternal dominions, and felt justified in assuming

the title Maharajadhiraja. His son J^richandra who assumed the

full imperial titles Parama-saugata, Parameivara, Paramabhaftaraka,

Maharajadhiraja presumably inherited his father's dominions, and

possibly added to them. Although all the four copper-plate grants

of the family belong to the reign of J^inchandra, practically nothing

is known of his reign beyond the fact that he ruled for thirty-five

years. The history of the family also ends with him, as we have

no definite knowledge either of his successor or of the fate of his

kingdom.

The data furnished by the inscriptions enable us to form a rough

idea of the extent of the kingdom of Srichandra. Chandradvipa

and Harikela, over which he ruled, may be regarded as covering

approximately the whole of Eastern Bengal and the coastal

regions of Southern Bengal.^ All the four copper-plate grants

were issued from Vikramapura, which presumably became the capital

of the family either during the reign of Trailokyachandra or that

of his son Srichandra. In two of the inscriptions (Nos. ii and iv)

of Srichandra, the lands granted were situated in the Paun^ra-

yar&hana-bhukti. This does not necessarily mean that Srichandra’s

supremacy extended over North Bengal. For although originally that

was the connotation of Paundravardhana-Mw/:r/, later (e.g. during the

time of the Senas), it included the whole of Southern Bengal right up
to the sea, and this might have been the case even in the time of

Srichandra. The land granted by Ins. No. v was situated in the

* Supra^ pp. 17-18 ; also supra pp. 134-35. According to some old Bengali

texts, Chandradvipa was bounded by the Padma and the Baleswar rivers on the

north and the west and the sea in the south {Miiri-grantha quoted in BUklU by
R. K, Sen, p, 247).
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Kumaratslaka-mo^^a/a in the Satata-PadmSvSti'V/j'Aaj'a. The latter

seems to refer to the well-known river Padms, and the name of

the mart4ala is perhaps connected with the river Kumsra, and still

preserved in Kumflrakhsli, in Faridpur district, not far from the

old bed of the river PadmtE. Thus the details of the land-grants

confirm the view, mentioned above, about the extent of l§richandra*8

dominions.

As to the date of ^rlchandra, we have to rely entirely upon the

scripts of his inscriptions, which may be assigned to the close of the

tenth or beginning of the eleventh century a.d.^

Another king, with name ending in -chandra, namely Govinda-

chandra of Vangila-deta is known from the accounts of Rsjendra

Chola’s invasion of Bengal.®

As the name of Vangala-deta occurs immediately after Takka^a-

Isdam i.e. Southern Rsdhs, there is no doubt that VangBla-deta

refers to Southern Bengal. That Govindachandra ruled also in

Eastern Bengal is proved by two inscriptions, dated in his 12th and

23rd year,® recently discovered in Vikrampur, within the district

of Dacca. It would thus follow that Govindachandra practically

ruled over the whole of the dominions of l^richandra. As Rajendra

Chola’s invasion took place about 1021 a.d., it is very probable that

Govindachandra immediately succeeded ^richandra. But, as in the

case of Layahachandra, there is no evidence to connect Govinda-

chandra with the family of ^richandra, though it is not unlikely

that either or both of them were members of that royal family.

At all events, the six Chandra kings, known fromi nscriptions, may
be regarded as having ruled in Eastern or Southern Bengal (and

some over both) during the period between 900 and lOSO a.d.

A study of the Kalachuri records shows that the Chandra

kingdom had to bear the brunt of the invasions of thev alorous

Kalachuri kings. Kokkalla® claims to have raided the treasuries of

Vanga,® and his great-grandson Lakshma^araja is credited with the

conquest of Va^gala.* It is doubtful whether the Chandras had

founded their kingdom at the time of Kokkalla’s conquest, but it is

not unlikely that they took advantage of this political catastrophe

*
.
This is the view of Mr. N. G. Majumdar \IB. i). Mr. R. D. Banerji {AJV,

Part 3, pp. 210-22) refers the script to the tenth and Dr. R. O. Basak to the

eleventh and twelfth centuries a.d. (/7/. xii. 137).

* Supra pp. 138-39.
'> The inscription dated in .the 23rd year has been published in Bhurata^

varsha, Jyaisbtha. 1348 b.s. pp. 768 ff. The other inscription, yet unpublished, is

in the Dacca Museum.
* For the date of Kokkalla cf. stgrra p. 128, f.n. 4.

® El. XIX. 75, 78, • El. XI. 142.
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to consolidate their rule in Bengal. The king of the Vangslas,

defeated by Lakshma^jiaraja, seems, however, almost certainly to

have been a Chandra ruler. The great Kalachuri ruler Karija

(1041— c. 1070 A.D.) is also credited with successful military campaign

against Vanga, and is said to have achieved a decisive victory over

the king of the Eastern country^ who probably lost his life in the

fierce fight. In both cases, the reference seems to be to the Chandra

kingdom, and the adversary of Karima was most probably Govinda-

chandra or his successor. It is very likely that the Chandra kingdom
was finally destroyed by the invasions of Karna.* In any case, it

does not appear in the history of Bengal after the middle of the

eleventh century a.d.

II. The Varmans

There is hardly any doubt that the Varman dynasty succeeded

the Chandras in Eastern Bengal. Our information about this

dynasty is derived chiefly from a single inscription, the BelRva

copper-plate of Bhojavarman.^ It begins with the PurRi;^ic genealogy

of Yadu from Brahma through Atri, Chandra, Budha, Puriiravas,

Ayu, Nahusha and Yayati. Reference is then made to Hari, of the

family of Yadu, who appeared as Krishna. The relatives of Hari

were the Varmans who were zealous in their support of the three

Vedas and dominated over Siriihapura.

The Varman kings of Bengal thus claim to be descended from

a branch of the Yadava dynasty ruling over Siriihapura. Various

opinions have been entertained regarding the location of Siriihapura,

and the choice seems to lie between three known cities bearing that

name : one to the north of the Salt Range in the Punjab a second

in Kalifiga, perhaps identical with the modern Singupuram between

Chicacole and Narasannapeta ;* and the third in Radha, generally

identified with Singur in the Hoogly district.® The first is too

far away, and there is no evidence that it existed after the seventh

century a.d. The third is only known from the legendary account

» Bheraghat Ins, v. 12 [EL ii. II, 15j ; Rewa Stone Ins. v. 23 [EL xxiv. 105,

112).

* This point will be further discussed in connection with the history of the

Varmans in the next section.

3 EL xn. 37 ; IB, 14.

^ According to the Lakkhamandal Prasasti [EL i. 10-15), the queen of

Jalandhara (Punjab) was descended from a line of Yadava kings of Simhapura,

and this Simhapura has been identified by Bdhier with Seng-ha-pu-lo in the Punjab

mentioned by Hiuen Tsang (Watters i. 248-49), R. D. Banerji points out that

there were other towns of this name, e.g,, one in Malwa [JASB. N.S. x. 124).

* El. IV. 143.
• Supra p. 30.
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of Vijayasimha, contained in Mah^vathsa, which can hardly be

accepted as sober history. The kingdom of Sirfihapura in Kalinga,

on the other hand, is known to exist as early as the fifth century a.d.,

and as late as the twelfth century a.d.^

The probability, therefore, lies in favour of the kingdom of

Sirtihapura in Kalinga being the original home of the Varman kings

of Bengal.* It may be noted that kings with names ending in

-varman are known to have ruled in this kingdom of Sirfihapura* in

the fifth century a.d., though they never claimed to belong to the

Yadava dynasty.

How the Varmans came to occupy Eastern Bengal is not told

in the BelSva copper-plate. But the way in which it refers to the

conquests of Jatavarman hardly leaves any doubt that it was

during his reign that the foundations were laid of the greatness of

the family. As a matter of fact, he seems to have been the first

independent ruler of the dynasty, as his father, Vajravarman, the

first ancestor named in the grant, is not referred to as a king, though

he is eulogised as a brave warrior, a poet among poets, and a

scholar among scholars.^

The conquests of .Tatavarman are referred to in a poetic way

in the following passage in Belitva Grant :

“He spread his paramount sovereignty, by eclipsing (even) the glory of Pfithu

son of Vena, marrying Vlrasri (daughter) of Karna, by extending his domination

over the Augas, by humiliating the dignity of Ksmarupa, by bringing to disgrace

the strength of the arms of Divya, by damaging the fortune af Govardhana,

and by vesting wealth in Brahmans versed in the Vedas” (v. 8).

Karna, whose daughter Vira§ri was married by Jatavarman,

was undoubtedly the Kalachuri king of that name who ruled from

* Two kings of Kalinga. Maharaja Chandavarman and Maharaja Umavar-

man, ruling between 350 and 550 a.d., issued their Grants from Siihhapura

(DUS, n. No. II. pp. 2, 3, 9-10). According to Simhalcse inscriptions, the two kings

Nissankamalla and Sehasamalla, the second of whom ascended the throne in a.d.

1200, were sons of the Kalinga king Goparaja of Simhapura. According to

Mahavan^sa, Tilokasundarl, queen of Vijayabshu i (acc. c. 1059 a.d.) was a

princess of Kalinga, and three relatives of her came to Ceylon from

Sijhhapura (EL xii. 4).

2 Dr. D. C. Ganguly maintains that Sijiihapura may be located in Eastern

Bengal, and be even regarded as the capital of the Varmans. He contends that

there is nothing in v. 5 of the Belsva Grant to warrant the assertion that

Siihhapura was the original home of the Varmans and lay outside Bengal (IHQ,

XII. 608-9). ^
’ Cf. Chandavarman and Umavarman in f.n, 1 supra.

* Both Mr. R. D. Banerji and Dr. D. C. Ganguly maintain that the Varman

kingdom in Eastern Bengal was founded by Vajravarman. (BL 276
; IHQ. v. 225).

Mr. R. D. Banerji, however, formerly stated that there is nothing to show that

Vajravarman was a king himself (JASB. N.$. x. 124).
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A.D. 1041 to c, 1070 A.D.^ It may be remembered that another

daughter of the same king was married by the Pfila king Vigraha-

psla III, This enables us to place the reign of Jfitavarman, with a

tolerable degree of certainty, in the second half, probably the third

quarter, of the eleventh century a.d.

Of the defeated enemies mentioned in the above passage, we
can easily identify Divya with the great Kaivarta leader who usurped

the throne of the Palas as the result of a successful revolt against

Mahipala It is obvious that Jatavarman took full advantage

of the anarchy and confusion that set in after that revolt, and carved

out a kingdom for himself. As the Ahga country, conquered by

him, was almost certainly under the Palas, it appears that he fought

against both the Pslas and the rebellious chief Divya. It is presum-

ably by his victory over both that he gained the kingdom of

Eastern Bengal, though there is also the possibility that he first

secured the kingdom of Eastern Bengal, and then turned his arms

against them. His struggle with Kamarnpa, evidently leading to no

decisive result, must have taken place after his conquest of Eastern

Bengal. Govardhana, whose fortune is said have been damaged

by him, cannot be identified with certainty.^ Most probably he

was another adventurer like Jatavarman who tried to fish in the

troubled waters of Bengal.

It is difficult to believe that Jatavarman, a petty chief coming

from outside, could have undertaken all these military expeditions

on his own account. It has accordingly been suggested that he

accompanied the Kalachuri king Kar^a in his expedition against

Bengal.^ Perhaps it would be more reasonable to regard him as a

^ The date of the death of Kar^a is not definitely known, but it must have

taken place in or before 1073 a.d., the earliest known date of his successor

(DHNI. II. 777, 782).

^ Perhaps a reminiscence of the fight between Divya and Jatavarman is

preserved in a Nalands Stone Ins. (£/. xxi. 97) It relates about an ascetic of

Somapura (Psharpur in Rajshahi district) that *'when his house was burning,

(being) set on fire by the approaching armies of Vangala, he attached (himself)

to the pair of lotus feet of the Buddha (and) went to heaven,” It would then

follow that Jatavarman invaded Northern Bengal (fC. vi. 55; jupro p. 30.).

* Dr. R. G. Basak’s suggestion that this Govardhana may be the father of

Bhatta Bhavadeva, the prime-minister of Harivarman (El. xii. 38), has been

endorsed by Dr. H. C. Ray (DHNL i. 335) and Mr. R D. Banerji, but the

assumption involves too many difficulties and rests on very slender foundations.

Mr. Banerji has made an alternative suggestion that Govardhana may be the ruler

of KausSmbi, who helped Rsmapsla in his fight against Bhiind. and whose name,

probably through copyist’s mistake occurs as Dvorapavardhana (JASB. N. S.

X. 124).

« R. D. Banerji suggested that Vajravarman accompanied one of the three

foreign conquerors of Bengal viz., Rajendra Chola, Jayasimha n, or Gangeyadeva

(B/. 276 ; JASB. N.S. x. 124.) Mr. P. L. Paul suggests that Jatavarman followed
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follower of both Gsngeyadeva and his son Karna. GSngcya claims

to have defeated the rulers of both Anga and Utkala,' and Karna

is said to have exercised some sort of supremacy over Gauda, VaAga,

and Kalinga.® The Paikor inscription® proves that Karna's con-

quests certainly extended up to the BhftgirathT river, and the

Rewa Stone inscription^ refers to his complete victory over a king of

an eastern country, probably Vanga. If we assume Jatavarman to

have been the ruler of Simhapura in Orissa, he might have joined the

great Kalachuri rulers in their eastern expeditions, and ultimately

carved out an independent kingdom for himself in Eastern Bengal by

supplanting the Chandras. Jatavarman's claim to have conquered

the Angas and defeated Divya might mean no more than that he

took part in the battles of Gahgeya and Kar^a against Anga and

Gauda, and the same may be the case in regard to his defeat of

Govardhana. It must be remembered, however, that all this is pure

conjecture, and we do not possess sufficient data to arrive at a

definite conclusion about the sudden rise of this military adventurer

to fame and power in Bengal.

Immediately after Jatavarman the Belsva copper-plate mentions

his son by Virasri, named SSmalavarmadeva. The natural pre-

sumption, therefore, is that Jatavarman was succeeded by Samala-

varman. A fragment of a copper-plate of Ssmalavarman, recently

discovered at Vajrayogini,® raises, however, some doubts on this

point, and makes it probable that Jatavarman was succeeded by

king Harivarman.

The name of Harivarman was known long ago from colophons

of two Buddhist manuscripts, copied respectively in his 19th* and

Karna into Bengal. He even proposes the identification of Jatavarman with the

*illustrious Jata* who is said in the Rewa Ins. of Malayasiihha to have helped

Karnadeva in vanquishing his foes (IHQ. xii. 473). Professor V, V. Mirashi. while

editing the Rewa Stone Ins. of Karna {Ef. xxiv. 105) remarks in connection with

V. 23 ; “Stripped of its metaphor* the verse means that Karna achieved a decisive

victory over the king of the Eastern country, who lost his life in the fierce fight.”

From this he infers ”that Karna killed the last king of the Chandra dynasty, who
was either Govindachandra or his successor, placed Vajravarman in charge of the

newly acquired territory, and married his daughter to Jstavarman to cement the

political alliance.” If this view is accepted, the Chandras must have been supplan-

ted by the Varmans before 1048-49 a.d., the date of the Rewa Ins.

» DHNL n, 772. « Icid, 778.

3 ASL 1921-22, pp. 78-80. « See rwprfl p. 199, f.n. 4.

‘ An account of this plate is given by Dr, N. K, Bhattasali in the Bengali

journal Bharatavanha (Kartika, 1340, pp. 674 ff). Only a fourth"^tof the

plate—the right lower half—has been recovered; containing last parts of fifteen

lines on the obverse, and first parts of fifteen lines on the reverse.

« PB. 97; IB. 28.
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39th^ regnal years. In the former he is given the titles Mah^^

rSJ^fdhMJa, Parameivara, ParamabhattUraka, He is mentioned in

the Bhuvanei^vara inscription of his minister Bhatta Bhavadeva»*

and is also known from the Ssmantasfira copper-plate grant’ issued

by him from Vikramapura. The plate gives him all the imperial

titles, and refers to his father’s name, which was formerly read by
Mr. N. Vasu as Jyotirvarman, and now doubtfully restored by
Dr. Bhattasali as Jstavarman.^ If this latter reading is correct, he
must be regarded as a brother of Sftmalavarman. This view is

strengthened by the Vajrayoginl fragmentary copf cr-plate, mentioned
above, which contains the names of both Harivarman and Ssmala-
varman. Unfortunately, the portion of the record indicating the

relation between the two is missing. But as the plate seems to

have been issued in the reign of Samalavarmadeva, Harivarman
presumably flourished before him. The view, based on Dr. Bhatta-

sali’s tentative reading of Jfitavarman in the Sflmantassra Plate,

that Harivarman was the elder brother and predecessor of Ssmala-

varman, may be accepted for the present, as a reasonable working

hypothesis, although it cannot be regarded as an established fact.

The only definite information that we possess about Harivarman

1 This MS. is described in sastrl-Gi/. i. 79. The date is given in the post-

colophon as **Maharnjadhiraja Srimat-Harivarmma-deva^padlya samvat 39,** This

is followed by three verses, written in a different hand, according to which 'when

forty-six years of Harivarman had elapsed,* the ms. was five times recited (?) in

seven years on the bank of the Veng river. Although the meaning of the latter part

is not certain, the reference to 46 years is important. The first expression denoting

date may mean 391h regnal year or year 39 of an era founded by Harivarman.

No such era is known, but the absence of any reference to Vijaya-rajya etc, is

striking. If 39 is taken as regnal year, 46 should also be taken as regnal year,

and it would show that Harivarman ruled at least for 46 years.

The river Veng is placed by mm. H. P. Ssstri in Jessore. If true, it probably

indicates that Central Bengal was included in the kingdom of Harivarman.
* IB, 25 ff.

* The Grant was originally edited by late Mr. N. N. Vasu (K//. ii. 215).

Mr. Vasu gave a very indistinct photograph and a tentative reading of the

inscription, according to which the Grant was issued from Vikramapura and
belonged to the reign of Parama-Vaishnava, Paramesvam, Paranut-bhaftankat

Maharajadhiraja Harivarman, son and successor of Jyotirvar-

man. The plate was lost sight of for a long time, but was recently traced in

Ssmantasara, a village in the Faridpur district, and purchased for the Dacca

Museum. The plate was evidently burnt, and has become almost illegibje. Dr.

N. K. Bhattasali has given a short account of it in Bharatararsha (Msgha. 1344, p.

169). The name Harivarman is quite clear, but Dr Bhattasali is definite that the

regnal year 42, read by Mr. Vasu, does not occur in the inscription.

* Dr. Bhattasali remarks that the only letter in the name that can be

distinctly read is -rmma, and ail the other letters are hopelessly indistinct. He adds

that the proposed restoration of the name as 'Jatavarman' should not be regarded

as a definite conclusion (op, cit. p. 171).

26
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is that he ruled over Eastern Bengal with Vikramapura^ as his

capital, and that he had a long reign extending over forty-six years

or even more. It has already been suggested above, that the chief

Hari, to whom great prominence is given in the RSmacharita^ and
who allied himself first with Bhima and then with Rsmapfila, was
probably the Varman ruler Harivarman, and that he is to be
identified with the Varman king who, for his own safety, propitiated

Rsmapsla by gift of chariot and elephants.* Harivarman was
succeeded by his son, but his name is not known.®

A few words may be said of Bhatta Bhavadeva, the great

BrShmaua minister of Harivarman who has left a long account of
himself and seven generations of his family in the stone inscription

referred to above. The family was settled in the village Siddhala in

Rsdha. Adideva, the grandfather of Bhavadeva, was a minister to
his Royal Majesty, the king of Vanga. The name of the king is

not mentioned, but he may be Jatavarman. Bhavadeva’s father

Govardhana was a great scholar and warrior, but does not seem to
have held any high office. Bhavadeva himself was the minister of
peace and war to Harivarman, and probably also to his son. He
was also known as Bsla-Balabhi^bhujafiga, The first part of the

compound is the name of a kingdom, also referred to in R^macharita,
but the exact sense of the expression is difficult to understand.

The inscription gives a detailed account of his profound learning in

various branches of knowledge, and that this is no mere empty
boast is proved by at least two extant Smriti treatises composed
by him. On the whole Bhavadeva must be regarded as a remark-

• This follows from Mr. WsiSU'sieiLding *Uha khalu Vikramapura^samavasita**
in the Sflmantasara copper-plate. Dr. Bhattasali {op, cit,) has accepted this read-
ing, but it appears from what he says on p. 171, that only the words 'pura-

samavasita are now legible on the plate and that the word 'Vik^ama,' preceding it,

cannot be read distinctly.

• See supra pp. 1 59-60.

• The son of Harivarman is referred to in v. 16 of the Bhuvanesvara prasasti,
and perhaps also in the fragmentary Vajrayogini copper-plate. Mr.N.G. Majumdar
concluded from veise 15 of the Bhuvanesvara Ins. of Bhatta Bhavadeva that
cither Harivarman or his son 'made himself master of Utkaia by overthrowing
the Nagavamsi dynasty which ruled over Bastar in Central Provinces in the
eleventh century a.d.’ {IB, 29-30). This point has already been discussed above
(supra p. 161, f.n. 1). He further maintained, on the strength of certain verses
(III. 42-44) of Ramacharita, that 'R&mapsla encountered somewhere in Orissa Hari-
varman of l^ngal or his son’ {IB, 30). The view that Harivarman or his son ruled in
Orissa is primarily based on the stone inscription of his minister Bhatja Bhavadeva.
There is nothing in the record itself to connect Harivarman or Bhavadeva with
Orissa, but the generally accepted view that the inscription was ‘originSJiy fixed

on the temple of Ananta-Vssudeva at Bhuvanesvara in the Puri district, Orissa,*
led scholars to suppose that the pious constructions referred to in the inscription
were situated in the same locality, and Harivai man’s political supremacy
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able personality combining in himself the high qualities of a states*

man, warrior, scholar, and author.^

Hardly anything is known of the son of Harivarman or of the

circumstances under which the kingdom passed to S&malavannan,
the other son of Jatavarman. But Ssmalavarman is one of the
few kings of Bengal who have survived in local traditions. The
Vaidika Brahmans of Bengal c^laim that their ancestors first settled in

Bengal during the reign of Samalavarman, though, according to one
version of the story, the event took place during the reign of Hari-
varman. According to most of the genealogical books of the Vaidika
Brahmans, the first of their line came to Bengal at the invitation of
Samalavarman in Saka 1001 (=1079 a.d.). This date, correct

within half a century, shows that some genuine traditions about
Samalavarman were preserved in Bengal.

We learn from the Bel/tva copper-plate that Samalavarman had
many queens, the chief among them being Malavyadevi.® By her

he had a son called Bhojavarman who issued the Beljiva copper-

plate grant in the fifth year of his reign from his capital city

Vikramapura. He is given the imperial titles and the epithet

*parama-Vaishmya' This, as well as the reference to Vishnu^

chakra-mudra in line 48, proves that the family were Vaish^avas.

extended over this region. To Mr. P. Acharya belongs the credit of removing the

century-old misapprehension about the original situation of the stone inscription.

He has shown by cogent arguments the erroneous character of the belief that the
stone slab containing the inscription was ever fixed on any temple at Bhuvanesvara.
He has also shown the unreliable character of the literary evidence cited by
Mr. N. Vasu in favour of the supposition that Bhavadeva erected temples
and did other pious works in Orissa {Proc Jnd. Hist, Congress^ 3rd Session,

pp. 287 ff). In view of Mr. Acharya’s explanation, wc cannot regard cither

Harivarman or his son as ruler of Orissa, until more positive evidence is forth-

coming than the very doubtful interpretation of verse 15 of Bha^ta 6havadeva*s
inscription. For even if we endorse the view of Mr. N. G. Majumdar that the

verse in question refers to the defeat of the Nagas by Bhavadeva, wc should look
for their territory near Eastern Bengal, and it is more reasonable to identify them
with the Nagas of Assam hills.

‘ For details about Bhavadeva’s scholarship cf. IB, pp. 30-31 ; also Ch. xi infra,

* The verses 9-1 1 of the Belava copper plate are rather difficult to understand.

According to the interpretation of mm. H. P. Sastri and R. D. Banerji {JASB, N. S.

X. 125), Malavyadevi was the daughter of Jagadvijayamalla, son of Udayin.

According to Dr* R. G Basak, Malavyadevi was the daughter of Udayin {EL xo.

42). According to Mr. N. G. Majumdar and Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, Malavyadevi

was the daughter of Jagadvijayamalla, and Udayin was the son of Samalavarman

by another queen {IB. 191),

MM. ^astfr further identifies Udayin and Jagadvijayamalla respectively with

the Paramara king Udayaditya and his son Jagaddeva or Jagdeo and Mr. toerji
is also inclined to take the same view. This view is also endorsed by Dr. D. C.
Ganguly in his History of the Paramaras (p. 141). As Udayaditya ruled during
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They were orthodox supporters of the Vedas, as already mentioned

above, and Ihe replacement of the Buddhist dynasty of the Chandras

by the orthodox Brahmanical dynasty of the Varmans was fully in

keeping with the spirit of the times. It may not be a mere
coincidence that the two Buddhist ruling dynasties in Bengal, v/z„

the Palas and the Chandras, were supplanted by two foreign

dynasties (Senas and Varmans) of orthodox faith within a century.

The land granted by Bhojavarman was situated in the Pauji^dra-

bhukti and Kau^ambi-Ashtagachha-/://au^u/fl. Reference has al-

ready been made to a capital city called Kau^smbi in connection

with the feudatories of RSmapsla. If Kau^gmbi of this inscription

is identical with that, Bhojavarman’s kingdom might have included

a portion of Varendra, the Pau^dravardhana-MuA:// par excellence.

But this is by no means certain.^ For all we know, the kingdom
of the Varmans might have been confined to Eastern Bengal with

Vikramapura as its capital.

As already noted above, Jatavarman must have flourished in

the second-half, and probably in the third-quarter, of the eleventh

century a.d. If he was succeeded by Harivarman who had a long

reign of at least forty-six years, Samalavarman and Bhojavarman
must have ruled in the first-half of the twelfth century a.d. There

is little doubt that the Varmans were ousted from East Bengal by the

Senas during, or shortly after, the reign of Bhojavarman.

the last quartei of the eleventh century a.d., there is no chronological difficulty in

the proposed identification, but the difference between the names Jagaddeva and
Jagadvij»iyamalla cannot be ignored. Besides, the interpretation of mm. Sastri and
Mr. Banerji involves the emendation of the word Uasya" in v. 10 of the Belava
copper-plate as *tatha.' On the whole, it would be safe not to accept definitely

the proposed identification until further evidence is available.

Attention may also be drawn in this connection to the expression *Trailokya^

sundarV in v. II. In all the interpretations referred to above, the word has been
taken as an adjective to Malavyadevi meaning *‘the most beautiful in the three

words.” It is, however, possible to interpret the verse so as to make Trailokya-
sundarl the name of the daughter of Samalavarman and Malavyadevi. Indeed this

was the interpretation originally proposed by Mr. N. G. Majumder (IB. 23). In
this connection he remarked : “The name Trailokyasundari is by no means
uncommon. One of the queens of Vijayabshu i of Ceylon was a princess of
Kalinga named Tilokasundari” (IB, 18). Now, according to the Mahavtnnsa,
Vyayabahu married Tilokasundari of the Kalidga royal race. If we identify

Siiiihapura, the homeland of the Varmans of Bengal, with the royal city of that

name in Kalinga, it would not be unreasonable to identify Trailokyasundari,
daughter of Samalavarman, with the queen of Vijayabahu. Apart from agreement
in dates, it would explain the very queer reference to the calamity billing the
king of Lanka, and a prayer for his welfare in v. 14 of the Bclava cop^-plate of
Bhojavarman. It is difficult to explain this reference to the king of Lanka unless
there was some association between that kingdom and the Varmans,

' SCQ supra p, 158 and f.n. 3.



CHAPTER VIII

THE SENAS

I. THE ORIGIN OF THE SENA KINGS

The Sena family, that ruled in Bengal after the Pfilas,

appears from the official records to have originally belonged to

Karpata in South India. According to the Deopar/t inscription,^

Virasena and others, born in the family of the Moon, were rulers

of the Southern region® whose achievements were sung by Vyasa,

and in that Sena family was born Samantasena* the head-garland

of the Brahma-Kshatriyas. The same account is repeated in the

Madhainagar Grant® in a slightly modified form :

‘Tn the family of Virasena, which has become illustrious through the legends

recorded in the Pursnas, was born Samantascna, the head-garland of the clan of

the Karnata-Kshatriyas.”

The Karjj^ata origin is further supported by the statement in the

DeoparS inscription (v. 8) that Samantasena ‘slaughtered the wicked

despoilers of the LakshmT {i.e, wealth) of Kar^ata’ in battles waged

in Southern India.*

These statements leave no doubt that the original home of the

family was in Karnnja, i.e. the region in modern Mysore and

Hyderabad States where Kanarese is the spoken language, and that

it belonged to the well-known ‘Brahma-Kshatri’ caste.

1 vv. 4-5 {IB. 46, 50 ; El. i. 305).

The original expression is ^^Dakshinatya’kshaiinlndia:' Mr. N. G. Majumdar

ranslates it as ''kings of the Deccan.” I have followed Kiclhorn.

* v.4 {IB. no, 113).

* Dr. D. C Ganguly maintains that v. 8 of the Deopsrfi Ins. “docs not

indicate that the fight between Samantasena and the despoiler of the Lakshmi of

the Karnata country took place in the Karnata country. It simply means that

Samantasena vanquished a king or a freebooter, who had already plundered the

Karnata country.” Later he suggests that possibly Rajendra Choja, who had

already defeated the^Karnsta king, was repulsed by Samantasena somewhenp in

Northern Ra^ha in which the latter’s kingdom was situated {IHQ. xii. 611-12)

Dr. Ganguly overlooks the very significant statement (v. I ) of the poet that

Samantasena slaughtered the hostile soldiers to such an extent that the lord of

goblins did noUeave the southern quarter. This undoubtedly implies that the dead

bodies of the enemy's soldiers lay in the south, and therefore the battle also must

have been waged in that region. The same inference may be made from the other

sutement (v. 5) of the poet that war*ballads were sufig io honour of
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After referring to the martial exploits of Samantasena in South

India, the Deopfira inscription adds that *‘in his last days he

frequented the sacred hermitages situated in forests on the banks

of the Ganges” (v. 9). As Samantasena’s descendants ruled in

Bengal, it is natural to conclude from the above that he was the

first of the Karnata-Sena family to migrate from the south and settle

in Bengal. But this view is opposed to the following statement in

the Naihati copper-plate

**In his {i.e. Moon's) prosperous family were born princes, who adorned

Ra^ha (/.e. Western Bengal) and in their family was bom the mighty

Samantasena.*’

This certainly implies that the Sena family had settled in Western

Bengal before Sflmantasena was born.

The only way to reconcile these contradictory statements is to

suppose that a Sena family from Karnata had settled in Western

Bengal but kept itself in touch with its motherland ; that one of its

members, Samantasena, spent his early life in KaqjSta, distinguishing

himself in various warfares in South India, and betook himself in

old age to the fiimily seat in Bengal. Evidently his exploits made

the family so powerful that his son was able to carve out a kingdom

in Bengal ;
for Hemantasena, the son of Samantasena, is the first of

the family to whom royal epithets are given in the family records.

It is true that Samantasena’s predecessors are referred to as princes

who ruled over the surface of the earth,^ but beyond these vague

general phrases there is nothing to indicate that they really held

the rank of independent kings.

The records of the Senas call them Brahma-Kshatriya,®

Kar^fita-Kshatriya,* and sometimes simply Kshatriya.® The term

Brahma-Kshatriya, applied to the Senas, was first correctly explained

Ssmantasena near Setubandha Rsmeevara. Reference like this indicates a region

near the battlefield (c/. e g., Aphsad Stone Ins. 1. 11. C/f. iii. 203).

Mr. G. M, Sarkar holds a diametrically opposite view to that of Dr. Ganguly.

He maintains “that Samantasena's activity was confined only to the southern

region,** and that he “was in no way connected with any part of Bengal**

(/L. XVI. 6, 8).

* vv. 3-4 (/B. 71-72, 76).

* In Barrackpur cp., v. 3 (IB. 61-62, 64), and Madhainagar cp., v. 3 (IB.

1 10, 113), the predecessors of Samantasena are called kings in a general way. In

Naihati CP. (v. 3) alone (IB 71-72,76), these princes are specifically said to

have adorned Ra^ha. It is, therefore, difficult to conclude definitely, a»JDr. D. C.

Ganguly has done, that the fore-fathers of Samantasena were royal personages in

the Deccan (/^Q. xii. 611).

* Dcopira Ins. v. 5 (IB. 46).

* Barrackpur cp. v. 4 ( JB. 62).

* Madhainagar cp. v. 4 (/B, 110).
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by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar as denoting the well-known caste Brahma-
Kshatri. He has shown that no less than five royal families were
designated Brahma-Kshatri. The nomenclature was given to ‘those

who were BrShma^as first and became Kshatriyas afterwards’ i.e.,

‘those who exchanged their priestly for martial pui suits. There
are broad hints in the Sena records that this was true of the Sena
family. SSmantasena is called Brahma-vSdi,^ a term usually applied

to one who teaches or expounds the Vedas, but the poet uses it to

signify his skill in the extermination of opposing soldiers. In the

Mfidhainagar Grant,® the Sena princes are said to have “made
preparations for sacrifices (Jkratu) befitting a conquest of the three

worlds and thereby checked the priests serving in the Sessional Soma
sacrifices of the gods.”® Here, again, technical Brahtnanical terms
are used to denote the martial exploits. Mr. N. G. Majumdar very

rightly remarked with reference to the word ‘Brahma-vsdi,' that

‘here probably it is indicated that Sfimantasena was as much
BrShma](^a as Kshatriya, thus bringing out the etymological meaning
of Brahma-Kshatriya i.e. Brshmaijia as well as Kshatriya.® The
same remark might apply to the other expression in the Mfidhainagar

Grant.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that a number of

epigraphic records refer to one or more lines of Jaina teachers

belonging to ‘Sena family,’ settled in the Dharwar district in the

heart of the Kar^s^a country. The names of these teachers all end

in -sena, and the family is specifically named SenSnvaya, and in one

case also Chandra^kavatanvaya. About eleven members of this

family are known to us who fiourished between c. 850 and c. 1050 a.d.

One of the earliest of them is Virasena, a name which is recorded

as that of a remote ancestor of the Senas in the Deopfira inscription.

All these make it highly probable that the Senas of Bengal belonged

to this Karnataka family of Jaina teachers, but, in the absence of

any positive evidence, it cannot be regarded as anything more than

a mere hypothesis.®

The brief account of the early history of the Senas recorded

above raises one important question. How could the Kar^s^a

‘ «. 44andf.n.3. App.p. 192. • Deopsrs Ins. v. 5 (/H. 46, 50-51).

» v. 3 (IB. 109-110. 113). /B.51.f.n. 1.

• For a fuller discussion of this matter cf. PTOC. u. Calcutta (1922), pp. 343 If.

For Chandra-kmu^maya, et.El. xvi. 55. Wintemiu refers to a Jaina Kanakasena

(10th cent. Aa>.) as the author of Ya'sodhara-charlta (Hist. Ind. Lit. ii. 338).

Cf. also AS/. 1921-22, p. 114 ; £p. Car. ix. 145, Ins. Nos. 69, 70 ; p. 173, No. 34.

It must be understood that even if this theory be adopted, it leaves open the

question whether the priestly family took to Kshatriya profession before or after

its migiation to Bmgal.
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family of the Senas come to settle and wield royal power in Bengal ?

While it is impossible to give a definite answer to this question, we
may refer to several circumstances which would render such a thing

quite feasible.

It appears from the Pala records that they employed foreigners

who were numerous enough to be specifically mentioned in the

inscriptions. Thus the phrase 'Gau4a-Mslava-Khaha-Hai^a-KuUka-

Karnata-LSta-chaia-bhSta' occurs regularly in the Pala inscriptions

in the list of royal officials from the time of DevapBla down to the

time of Madanapala.* It is not impossible that some Kar^ata

official gradually acquired sufficient power to set up as an independ-

ent king when the central authority became weak. As already noted

above, the Kamboja rule in Bengal in the tenth century a.d. may
be explained in a similar way. The Abyssynian rule in Bengal in

the fifteenth century a.d. is a well-known instance of the same type.

This hypothesis is supported by the statement in the Naihati copper-

plate that the Senas were settled in Radha for a long time before

Samantasena.

The Senas might also have come in the wake of some foreign

invasions, and established independent principalities in conquered

territories in very much the same way as the Mahratta chiefs like

Holkar and Sindhia did in Northern India during the eighteenth

century a.d. As noted above,® the Ka^^^ata prince Vikramaditya

led a victorious expedition against Bengal and Assam some time

about 1068 a.d., and this was preceded and succeeded by others.

Similar expeditions were sent to other parts of Northern India

during his reign. ‘A record of a.d. 1088-89 speaks of Vikram-

aditya VI crossing the Narmada and conquering kings on the other

side of the river.’® His feudatory chief Acha is represented to

have made “the kings of Kalihga, Vanga, Maru, Gtirjara, Malava,

Chera, and Chola subject to his sovereign.’’* As this Acha was

the governor of a province in a.d. 1122-23,® his expedition against

Vahga can hardly refer to that undertaken by his master in

c. 1068 A.D., but probably took place much later, in the last decade

of the eleventh or the first quarter of the twelfth century a.d.

Inscriptions dated 1121 and 1124 a.d. also refer to the conquest of

AAga, Vanga, Kalinga, Gauda, Magadha, and Nepala by Vikram-

aditya.*

> The Khalitnpur cp. of Dharraapala does not contain any such phrase, but

it occurs in the Nalanda cp. of the same king {El. xxin. 290). It is intStesting

to note, however, that Kar^afa is omitted from this list.

* Supra pp. 147, 164. • BG. Vol. i, Part ii. p. 452.

* Ibid. p. 219. ‘ Ibid. p. 452.
* Ins. of Devanagerc Taluq, Nos 2, 3. Ep. Cara. xi.
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Reference may be made in this connection to the boast of
Someivara iii (1127-38 a.d.) that he placed his feet on the heads

of the kings of Andhra, Dravida, Magadha, and Nepala.^ Vijjala

(c. 1145-1167) also claims to have conquered Vanga, Kalihga,

Magadha, and NepSla.^ Even his son Soma is said to have conquered

Nepsla and Kalinga, and received homage of the Gaudas.* From
what we know of these rulers it is hardly likely that they could send

directly any expedition to Vanga, Magadha or Nepiila. Probably

they took the credit of what was done by Karnata chiefs who still

paid a nominal homage to their distant overlord.

It is interesting to note that about the same time when the

Senas were establishing their supremacy in Bengal, another KarjjSta

chief Nanyadeva was doing the same in Bihar and Nepal. It is

also probable that the GahadavSlas, who founded about the same
time a powerful kingdom with Kanauj as capital were of Karnatic

origin.*

The fact seems to be that by storming the capital of the

Paramfira king Bhoja i, and utterly destroying the Kalachuri king

Karj(^a, the Chalukya king Somesvara i paved the way for the

Karnata domination in North Indian politics, and, as a result,

powerful Karnata principalities were established in Northern India.

It is most probable therefore that the Sena chief S/imantasena or

his successor, as well as Nftnyadeva, came to establish powerful

kingdoms in Northern India in the sweeping tide of the military

successes of the Karnata kings of the Chalukya dynasty.

It has been suggested on the other hand that the Karjjtitas in

Bengal and Bihar were the remnants, either of Rajendra Chola’s

army® or of the Karnata allies of Karijia,® the Kalachuri king. The

first view is highly improbable as there is nothing to show that the

Karnatas formed part of Rajendra Chola’s army. Even assuming

that they did, it is very unlikely that the Karj;^ata chiefs would be

preferred to Cholas in the selection of generals or governors who
were left behind by the victorious Chola army to rule over conquered

countries. As regards the latter view, Karla’s alliance with the

Karnatas was of a temporary character.’ Besides, the second part

of the objection applies in his case also. On the whole, the most

reasonable view seems to be to connect the rise of the Senas in

Bengal and of Nanyadeva in Bihar with the Chalukya invasions of

Northern India during the rule of Somesvara i and Vikramaditya vi,

in the second-half of the eleventh century a.d., and the early years

of the next century.

1 JBoBrRAS. xi. 268. • Ablur Ins. 51 {El v. 257).

• Madagihai Ins. vv. 12-16 (£/. xv. 315). * IHQ. vn, 681 ff.

• PB. 99. • JBORS. IX. 306. » Cf. IHQ. xu. 475-76.

27
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n. THE SENA KINGS

The history of the Sena family begins with Ssmantasena. As

noted above, he proved his valour in various wars in Karuflta and

settled in old age on the banks of the Ganges, evidently in some

part of RedhR, or the modern Burdwan Division. No royal title is

given to him, and there is nothing to show that he founded a

kingdom.

Hemantasena, the son of Samantasena, seems to have been a

ruling chief. He lived in the last quarter of the eleventh century a.d.,

and the disruption of the Psla kingdom after the revolt of Divvoka

probably enabled him to carve out an independent principality in

Radha, No record of Hemantasena has come to light, but he is

given the title Maharajadhiraja in the Barrackpur copper-plate^ of

his son Vijayasena, and reference is made to his great queen

Yafeodevi in the Deopara inscription*^ of the same monarch. But

while these references indicate that he probably founded an in-

dependent principality, there is nothing to show that he was either

very powerful or ruled over an extensive kingdom. His position

was probably like that of the many other ruling chiefs of Rfidha

who rallied round Ramap&la in his expedition against Varendra.

Vijayasena

Hemantasena was succeeded by his son Vijayasena of whom
we possess only two records mentioned above. He had probably

a long reign of more than sixty years® (c. 1095-1158 a.d.), and he

married Vilasadev!, a princess of the J^nra family,* probably the

one which was ruling in southern Radha at the time of the

invasion of Rajendra Chola and also during the reign of Ramapala.®

Vijayasena, too, must have begun his career as a chief. But

he laid the foundation of the greatness of his family by conquering

» JB. 62 1, 23. • V. 14. IB. 47.

• The date of the Barrackpur cp. (1. 49) was read by Mr. R. D. Banerji first

as 37 {PB. 105), then as 3i {BL 292) and finally as 32 (£/. xv. 284). Mr, D. C
Bhattacharya proposed the reading 61 {lA.u. 157), on grounds which cannot be
regarded as conclusive. Mr. N. G. Majumdar subsequently read the date as 62
{IB. 65) without giving any reason why he differed from Mr. Banerji. Although
Mr. N. G. Majumdar’s view is now generally accepted, and Vijayasena is

credited with a long reign of at least 62 years, the matter cannot be regarded as
finally settled. Cf. JRaSBL. vii. 217; also App. i infra.

• Barrackpur cp. v, 7 {IB. 62). In Naihati cp. v. 10 {IB. 72-73), VilasadevI

is called PradhUnU-mahisht.

• Ra^asUra is mentioned as ruler of Dakshi^a-Rsdhfi in the Ins. of Rgjendra
Chola {supra p. 138). Lakshmlinra, the ruler of Apara-Mand&ra, was one of the
allied chiefs who joined Ramapsla in bis war against Bhima {supra p. 157).
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nearly the whole of Bengal. The circumstances which enabled him

to defeat the other chiefs of Radhs, and ultimately conquer East

Bengal from the Varmans and at least a part of North Bengal from

the Pslas, are not definitely known to us. But his success in Bengal,

like that of the other Kar^ata chief Nanyadeva (c. 1097-c. 1147 a.d.)^

in Bihar, may not unreasonably be connected with the KarnBta

domination in Northern India referred to above.^

Vijayasena was a contemporary of Nanyadeva, but does not

appear to have scored any great success till the second quarter of

the twelfth century a.d. Assuming that he had ascended the throne

about A.D. 1095,® the part played by him in contemporary politics

during the early years of his reign is extremely obscure. He was

probably on the throne when Ramap^a purchased the help of

independent chiefs of Radha, in his campaign against Bhima, by a

lavish gift of money and territories. It has been suggested that

VijayarBja of Nidravall, one of the allied feudatory chiefs mentioned

in Ramacharita, refers to Vijayasena. This is, however, not certain.

It is probable that his marriage with a daughter of the Strra royal

family which ruled over Apara-Mandara enabled him to attain

political greatness. That he was helped by the invasion of the

Kar^atas under Acha in establishing his supremacy over Vahga

may be guessed on general grounds but, cannot he established by

any positive evidence. He might have entered into an alliance

with Anantavarman Chodaganga and profited by it in establishing

his supremacy in Radha. Such an inference may be drawn from

the expression 'Cho4cigofiga-sakhah' ‘friend of Chodaganga, used

in respect of him in Anandabhatta’s Vallala-chariia (Life of his son

Vallalasena), but the genuineness of the book has been doubted on

good grounds.® All that we can, therefore, say is that he fished

in the troubled waters of Bengal politics and came out successful.

That he had to fight with several independent chiefs is expressly

referred to in the Deopara inscription. Among them specific mention

is made of his victory over Nanya, Vira, Raghava, Vardhana, and

the kings of Cauda, KamarTTpa, and Kalinga. Of these Vardhana

may be identified with Dvorapavardhana, ruler of KauSambi, and

Vira with Vlraguna of Kota^vi, two of the allied chiefs who had

joined Ramapsla. Raghava and the king of Kalinga, mentioned in

different verses, probably refer to the same person. In that case,

we can identify him with the second son of Anantavarman Cho^a*

® JHQ. vn. 679 ff.
* P**’

• This « based on the view that he ruled for 62 yean.

® Cf. App. u tnfira.
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ganga who ruled from 1156 to 1170 a.d.^ This expedition must

then have been undertaken towards the close of his reign.

The most notable of his adversaries were Nanya and the lord

of Gauda. Nsnya is undoubtedly the Kar^sta chief who had

conquered Mithila about 1097 a,d. It is mentioned in the colophon

of a commentary on Bharata’s Ncifyasutra, composed by Nanya,*

that he had broken the powers of Vanga and Gauda. It is reasonable

to hold therefore that Nanyadeva, after he had consolidated his

dominion in North Bihar turned his attention towards Bengal,

which was then in a process of political disintegration. He might

have obtained some successes at first both against the Pflla king of

Gauda and the Sena king Vijayasena of Vanga, but was ultimately

defeated by the latter and fell on his own dominions iu Mithila.

It is, of course, an equally plausible assumption that the two

Kar^fita chiefs Vijayasena and Nsnya at first combined their forces

to break the powers of Vanga and Gauda, but ultimately fell out

and fought over the prize which went to the victor Vijayasena.

The way in which the memory of the Sena king has been kept up

in Mithila and the traditions current at a later date® make it highly

probable that Vijayasena pursued an aggressive campaign against

Nanya in the latter’s dominions and brought Mithila under his own
rule.

The lord of Gauda who, according to Deopara inscription, fled

before Vijayasena, was almost certainly MadanapBla whose dominions

in Bengal were at that time confined to North Bengal. That ins-

cription records the erection by Vijayasena of the magnificent temple

of Pradyumne&vara whose ruins now lie on the bank of an enormous

tank, known as Padumshahr, at Deopara, about seven miles to the

^ For the identifications proposed cf. IB. 45.

For a detailed account cf. IHQ. vii. 679 ff. Dr. K. C. Pandey has pointed

out that as Abhinavagupta refers to Nsrnyadeva and quotes a passage from his

commentary, this Nsnyadeva must have flourished before 1014-15 ad., the date of
one of Abhinavagupta’s works [Abhinavagupta—An Historical and Philosophical

Study (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series) pp. 121-23] This point undoubtedly

requires further investigation, but as no other N3nya king of Mithila, and belong-

ing to the Karnata family, is known to us, we have accepted the identity

of the two and fixed his date on the basis of more reliable data.

* La Sam or Lakshmanasena Era has been current in Mithila. According to

Loghubharata (Part ii, p. 140. JASB. lxv.26), Vallalascna undertook a militaiy

expedition to Mithila. As he is said to have heard on the way the news of the

birth of his son Lakshmanasena, the expedition evidently took place during,^ the
reign of Vijayasena. The Mithila expedition is also referred to in Vallala-charita

(Ch. xxvu. w. 5-8) in which it is distinctly said that Vallala accompanied
his father and obtained victory. According to traditions current in Bengal, Mithlls
was one of the five provinces of the kingdom of Vallslasena {yaUnlorcharita^ L 8).
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west of the town of Rajshahi. This proves the effective conquest,

by Vijayasena, of at least a part of North Bengal. It was perhaps

in connection with this expedition to North Bengal that Vijayasena

came into conflict with Vardhana, king of Kaui^smbi, and defeated

him. It is very probable that Vijayasena’s young grandson,

Lakshmanasena, took part in this expedition to North Bengal.^

In spite of his eminent success, it does not appear that the

final conquest of Gauda was achieved by Vijayasena. His son and
grandson had to continue the struggle, and the latter was perhaps

the first to assume formally the proud title of Gaudekvara. For
although this title is applied to both Vijayasena and Vallfllasena in

the records of the latter’s grandsons, and to Vallfllasena in the

existing manuscripts of his literary works, it is not associated with

these two kings in their own official records or those of Lakshmana-

sena. The title is not also applied to Lakshmanasena in his earlier

records, and appears for the first time in the Bhowal and Mffdhai-

nagar Grants which belong to the latter part of his reign. It is,

therefore, very likely that the long-drawn struggle with the Psla

kings was not finally concluded, and their pretensions to the

sovereignty of Gauda definitely abandoned, till the reign of

Lakshmariasena. But this does not necessarily mean that Vijaya-

sena or Vallalasena had not virtually conquered the greater part,

if not the whole of Gauda, for, as the example of Govindapala

shows, the last Pala kings, who called themselves Gaudeivaras^

could carry on the fight from their base in Southern Bihar.

The original seat of the Sena power, and the base from which

they proceeded to the conquest of the whole province, was Radhsr,

but soon they consolidated their power in Vanga. Their early land-

grants are all issued from Vikramapura, the capital city of Vanga,

and it was there that the queen of Vijayasena performed the

elaborate sacrifice known as Tuldpurusha Mahadana. This shows

that the Varmans who ruled in Vanga with Vikramapura as capital

must have ceased to reign in that region. Whether the Varmans

were ousted by Vijayasena, or lost their kingdom before, there is

no means to determine, but the former view appears more probable.

The statement in the Deopsrs inscription that Vijayasena drove

away the king of Kamarnpa docs not necessarily mean that he

invaded the- province, although that is not improbable. The king

^ It is aaid in the Msdhsinagar and Bhowal c?. that Lakshmanasena suddenly

seized the goddess of fortune of the king of Gauda, while he was a Kumsra, and

sported with the women of Kalinga while he was young. It would thus appear

that Lakshnuunasena undertook an expedition against Gau^a even before he

attained his full youth.
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of Assam, perhaps Vaidyadeva^ (who was appointed as such by

KumSrapAla) or his successor, might have invaded the newly

founded dominions of the Senas and was driven away. According

to the Msdhainagar Grant, this kingdom was subdued by strength

by Lakshmaijasena. Here, again, it may be a reference to the

expedition undertaken by him during the reign of Vijayasena or a

subsequent and separate one. In the latter case, Vijayasena’s defeat

of the king of Ksmarupa was neither final nor decisive.

Similar uncertainty hangs over another episode of the reign of

Vijayasena v/z., the conquest of Kalinga and the victory over its

king Rsghava. For Lakshmanasena is said to have planted pillars

of victory in Puri.^ If he had done so during the reign of his

grandfather,® the claims of Vijayasena that he conquered Kalinga

and defeated its king cannot be regarded as an empty boast. It

was Bengal’s retaliation for Anantavarman Chodagafiga’s conquests

in Southern Radha. But if Lakshmaijasena’s Kalinga expedition is

to be regarded as a separate event, we cannot define the nature and

extent of Vijayasena’s success in this southern expedition. The
defeat of Vira of Kotatavl, assuming that the kingdom formed a

part of Orissa, may be an episode in the great Kalinga expedition

of Vijayasena.

While the DeoparS inscription mentions the victorious expedi-

tions of Vijayasena to the north (Gauda and Mithils), east (Kama-
rupa), and south (Kalinga), it contains merely a vague allusion to

his victory in the west. We are told in verse 22, that ‘his fleet in

its play of conquest of the dominions in the west advanced along

the course of the Ganges.’^ The course of the Ganges flows north

to south from a point to the north of Rajmahal, and east to west

beyond that, and we may infer from the above passage that Vijaya-

sena’s victorious fleet sailed westwards beyond Rsjmahal. But we
are not told anything about the object of the naval expedition and

the extent of its success. The inscription is silent on both these

points. The naval expedition, probably as an auxiliary to a land

force, must have been despatched against a ruling power in Bihar,

though it is uncertain whether the enemy was Nsnyadeva, the

Gshadavsla king Govindachandra, or the Psla king (Madanapgla

or Govindapgla) still ruling in a part of Southern Bihar.® The

» It has been suggested (DHNI. i 259-60) that the adversary was Rsyarideva

who is mentioned in Tezpur Plate as having defeated the force of a king of Vanga
(£/ v. 186). But most probably Rsyarideva fought as a feudatory of th^ing
of Kamarupaf^#:. 197).

* Edilpur CP. v. 13. (IB. 122, 128).

* This appears very probable from the statement referred to supra p. 213, f.D, U
« IB. 54. » Supra p. 170.
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fact that even Umapatidhara, the author of the inscription, who
is noted for his fulsome praise of everything connected with Vijaya-

sena, has not a word to say about the victorious achievements of

Vijayasena’s fleet in the west, would naturally lead to the inference

that the western expedition was not crowned with any conspicuous

success.

The long and prosperous reign of Vijayasena was a momentous
episode in the history of Bengal. The Pala rule came to an end

after four centuries of eventful history, and the troubles and miseries

caused by internal disruption and foreign invasions towards the

close of this period were terminated by the establishment of a strong

monarchy. The achievements of Vijayasena in this respect are

comparable to those of Gopda, though there is one significant

difference. For while the Pflla dynasty was founded on the sacrifices

of the chiefs and the common consent of the people, the Senas

imposed their rule by ruthless wars and conquests. This does not

necessarily cast a slur on Vijayasena’s career, or take away from the

credit that is justly due to him. For the times were changed and

perhaps nothing but a policy of blood and iron could keep up the

political fabric which was crumbling to dust. The self-seeking chiefs

of Bengal had lost all political wisdom, and, guided by motives of

petty self-interest, lost the noble ideal of a strong united motherland

which had inspired their ancestors four hundred years ago. The
policy, imposed by necessity on Ramapala, of securing their alliance

by lavish gifts merely increased their self-importance and whetted

their appetite. They required a strong master to keep them down,

and fortunately for Bengal a sturdy Karnflta chief proved equal to

the task. Vijayasena, possessed of uncommon courage and military

genius, put down these petty chiefs and was fully justified in assum-

ing the imperial titles Parameivara^ Paramabhattaraka^ Mahnr&j^^

dhiretja and the proud epithet ^Ariraja-vfishabha-iankara,''

The long and memorable reign of Vijayasena which restored

peace and prosperity in Bengal made a deep impression upon its

people. This feeling is echoed in the remarkable poetic composition

of Umapatidhara preserved on a slab of stone found at DcopSra.^

In spite of its rhetoric excesses, it is a fine poetic expression of high

tribute willingly paid to a remarkable career. It has also been

suggested on good grounds that the Gaucl-orn^a-kula-praiasti, (eulogy

of the royal family of Gauda) and the Vijaya-pra&asti (eulogy of

Vijaya) of the fa’mous poet l^ri-Harsha were inspired by the career

of Vijayasena.*

» IB. 42 ff.

* Cf. IC. II. 578. Bhandarkar identifies Vijaya of the Prasasti with Vijaya-

chandra, father of Jayachandra of KaQauj(//l. 1913, p. 84). But the *Oauda
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Vijayasena died about 1158 a,d. and was succeeded by his son

Vallfilasena. We possess only a single inscription of his reign.^ It

does not contain any record of victory and only bestows vague

praises upon him for his valour. But there are good grounds for

the belief that Vallfllasena had some positive military successes to

his credit. It has been pointed out above that Govindapala, the

last Pala ruler of Magadha, lost his kingdom in 1162 a.d. As this

date falls in the reign of Vallalasena, the final defeat of the Palas

in Magadha may be ascribed to him. The reference in Adbhuta-

sngara that the arms of Vallalasena were pillars for chaining the

elephant, viz., the lord of Gauda,^ refers to his successful conflict

with the Gauda king, and this may be no other than Govindapala

himself, who assumed the title of Gauefe^vara, though his records

are found only in Magadha.

There is no reliable evidence that Vallalasena ever led a campaign

against Magadha, but there are old traditions to this effect preserved

in Vallala-charita? Tliis work also refers to his expedition against

Mithila during the reign of his father. It is difficult to say how far

these traditions correspond to real facts. But the Sena rule over

Mithila during the reigns of Vallalasena and his successor is indirectly

supported, among other things,^ by the obscurity in the history of

Mithila after Nsnyadeva® and the tenacity with which Mithila of all

provinces used an era associated with the name of Lakshmai^asena.

The epigraphic evidence and tradition, however, leave the im-

pression that Vallalasena’s reign was chiefly marked by peaceful

pursuits. Traditions in Bengal associate his name with important

social reforms and revival of orthodox Hindu rites to which detailed

references will be made in subsequent chapters. He was also a great

scholar and an author of repute, and two of his works Danasagara

and Adblnitasagara have come down to us.® He married Rsmadevl,

the daughter of a Chaluk>a king,’ most probably Jagadckamalla n.

This fact is interesting in more ways than one. It proves the

growing strength and prestige of the Senas as a political power, and

also shows that they had still kept contact with their ancestral

land Karj;^nta. In imitation of his father, Vallalasena assumed the

royal family* almost certainly refers to the Senas, and Srl-Harsha was a con-
temporary of Vijayasena.

» Naihati cp {IB. 68). • ib. 174

:

• Cf. Appendix it infra. * Cf. supra P4212.
• After Nanyadeva. the next king of the Kamsta-jtw/fl, authentically recorded,

is Harasimhadeva ruling in 13)4 a.d. {JASB. N.S. xi. 410-11 ; cf. DHNL h 205-6),
• For a fuller account cf. Ch. xi infra.

» Mffdhsinagar CP, v. 9 {IB, 110),
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epithet Arir^ja-nihiahka-iahkara along with the other imperial titles.

Whether Vallslasena carried on any aggressive military campaign or
not, there is hardly any doubt that he maintained intact the

dominions inherited from his father. This roughly comprised the
whole of the present Bengal Presidency, probably with North Bihar.

According to traditions current in Bengal, the dominions of Vallala-

sena comprised five provinces, viz., Vahga, Varendra, Raclhs, Bsgdi
and Mithila.^ The first three comprise Bengal proper, while the

last corresponds to North Bihar. As regards Bsgdi, it is generally

identified with a portion of the modern Presidency Division in

Bengal* including the Sundarbans, but no satisfactory evidence has

been produced in support of it. It is probably to be identified with

the Mahal Bagdl in north Midnapur* mentioned in Ain-i-Akbari,

and also shown in Rennell’s Atlas,^ and was the borderland between

R&dha and Utkala. As it lay outside the well-known divisions of

Bengal, viz., Radha, Varendra and Vanga, a new name was probably

given to it.

There is no direct epigraphic evidence in support of the

boundaries of the Sena kingdom depicted above. But the campaigns

against Kalifiga and Kamarupa attributed to both Vijayasena and

Lakshmanasena, the successful wars of the former against Nanya

of Mithilg, and the advance of the latter up to Benares and

Allahabad indirectly support the limits of the kingdom of Vallalasena

described above.

A passage® in Adhhutas&gara contains a reference to the end of

the life or reign of Vallalasena, but unfortunately its interpretation is

not free from difficulty. It says that Vallalasena commenced the

composition of Adbhutasagara in i§aka 1090 (or 1089) ;
but before

1 Cf. e.g. Vallala-charita, Ch. i. v. 8. The authenticity of this work is

questionable, and it is difficult to say whether the tradition is old and genuine

(See App. II. infra).

2 The identification proposed by Cunningham {ASC. xv. 145-46) is now

generally accepted. Dr. S. N. Majumdar derived the name from Vy&ghratati

(Cunningham’s Geography, by S. N. Majumder, p. 731). referred to as a

maniala in the Pundravardhana-6/itfA:ri in the Khalimpur cp. of Dharmapsla {Pula

Ins. No. 2) and also mentioned in the Nslanda cp. of Devapsla {Pula Ins. No. 7)

and the Anulis cp. of Lakshmanasena {IB. 87). The derivation, though probable,

is not certain. But Southern Bengal, where BagdI or Vysghratatl is located, was

included in Vanga or Vangala.

3 For a detailed account of Bffgdi-mahal and its later history cf. JASB.

N.S. XU. 49.

^ In .Renneirs Atlas, Plate No. vii. ‘•Bagrec” is shown as a large tract of

country in Vishnupur and Midnapur. between the Rupnarayan and Cossai rivers.

» The verses in Bombay mss. {CB. 63) are somewhat different from those

in Muralidhar Jha’s edition {IB. 174). The general sense, however, is clear.

28
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it was completed he, accompanied by his queen, went to *NirJarapura*

at the confluence of the Ganges and the Yamuna, leaving to his son

Lakshmaijiasena the great tasks of maintaining his empire and

completing his literary work. Now, Nirjarapura means the city of

Gods /.e, heaven^ but may also be the name of a locality. If we
take the first meaning, we must conclude that the old king and

queen voluntarily ended their lives at Triveijil by drowning them-

selves in the holy water of the Ganges, as Rftmapsla did a little

more than half a century before. If we take the latter meaning,

we must conclude that the aged king left the cares of government

to his son, and with his queen spent his last days in retirement on
the bank of the Ganges at a locality near Trive^jl. Whether he

formally abdicated the throne and performed the coronation

ceremony of his son, as has been suggested by some,^ is difficult to

decide, though the expression \samr(ijya-raksha-maha~dtksha~parva*

lends colour to this view. There is, however, no warrant for the

assumption that the abdication took place in Saka 1090.^ The mere

fact that a book, begun in that year, was left unfinished when

Vallalasena died or abdicated, docs not prove that such an incident

took place immediately, or even shortly after that date, for a royal

author might take many years to finish an abstruse astronomical

work. Vallslasena was certainly ruling in 1091 6aka when he

composed DSnasagara, and the assumption that he died or ceased to

rule in 1179 a.d., is not incompatible with the fact that he could not

complete Adbhutasngara in his life-time.

Lakshmar^asem

Lakshmanasena, son of VallSlasena and Rftmadevi, succeeded

his father about 1179 a.d. He must have been fairly old at this

time, being about sixty according to Tabaqai-hNasirt (See App. in).

Eight of his records have come down to us.* He assumed the epithet

Arir^ja-madana^a^kara^ and added Gau4ei\ara to the imperial

titles. There was another significant change. For whereas the title

" 1C, IV. 231. * JRAS, 1930. pp. 5-9.
• 1. Year 2.-~Govindapur cp. .. (IB- 92).

n. Year 2.—Tarpanadighi cp. . . (JB, 99).

ui. Year 2 (or 3).~Bakultala (Sundaroan) CP. (/J9. 169).

IV. Year 3.—AduHs cp. . . .
. {IB. 81).

V. Year 3.—-Dacca Image Ins. .. {IB, 116).

IV. Year 6.~Saktipur cp. .. (EL xxi. 211).
(The date has been read a$ 3 by R. Basu, SPP^ xxxvu. 216].
VII. Year 27.-.Bhowal cp. , , {EL xxvi. I ff).

vui. Madhainagar cp. ,, (/jg. 106).
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Parama-M&heivara is applied to both Vijayasena and Vallfflaseoa in

their own official records, the word *Parama-Vaishr^m* or Parama^

NSrasithha" is substituted for it in the official records of Lakshmana-

sena. What is stranger still, the title Parama-Vaisht^va is also

applied to Vallalascna in the records of his son (Nos. i and vii). This

incidentally proves how titles assumed by later kings are occasionally

applied to their predecessors, though the latter probably never used

them themselves. The title Gau4ehvara applied to Vijayasena and
Vallslasena in the records of Keiiavasena and Visvarnpasena is

perhaps another instance in point.

The sudden change in the imperial title and the commencement
of official records by an invocation to NSrfiyana, instead of to Siva

as before, show that Lakshmanasena became a devout Vaish^iava

although his predecessors were ^aivas.^ This is supported by the

fact that Jayadeva, the most famous Vaish^ava poet of Bengal,

lived in his court. Lakshmanasena’s court was also graced by other

eminent poets such as Dhoyi, l^araija, and probably also Govardhana.

The great scholar Halayudha who served as Chief Minister and

Chief Judge was another distinguished member of the entourage of

the king. The king himself and other members of the royal family

were literary men, and some of their verses are still preserved in the

anthology of Sanskrit verses, called Sadukthkarr^amfUa, compiled

by ^rldharadssa. As noted above, Lakshmanasena also completed

the astronomical work Adbhutasagara begun by his father.

But Lakshmanasena was no less distinguished in military than

in peaceful pursuits. His own copper-plates (Nos. vii-viii) and those

of his sons^ refer to his victories over the neighbouring kings in all

directions. He may also be regarded as the unnamed hero whose

great military triumphs are praised in isolated verses composed by

his court-poets Parana and Umapatidhara.®

^ It is to be noted, however, that the representation of Sad&aiva on the

royal seal was continued.

• IB, 122-23, 135, 144.

* Two stanzas of Umapatidhara refer to the victories against Pr^gjyotisba

(/.c. Kamarupa or Assam) and Kasi {JASB. N.S. ii. 161). A verse of Parana

also mentions the conquest of Oauda, Kalinga, KamarUpa, KasI and Magadha,

and victory against the Chedi king and a MIechha ruler {JASB. N.S. ii. 174).

The name of the victorious king is not mentioned in any of these poems,

but as the authors lived in the court of Lakshmanasena, and the conquest

of Kamarupa, Kasi, Kalinga and Gauda arc ascribed to that king in the ins-

criptions, he may be regarded as the hero lauded by the poets. In that case

the defeat of the Mlechchha king most probably refers to a conflict with

the Muslim, invaders. Mr. J. M. Roy, however, records a tradition that the

Mags of Arakan claimed suzerainty over Bengal during the reign of Galaya

(1133-US3 A.D.) and is of opinion that there was probably a conflict between

Lakshmanasena and the Mags (phnkzr Itihusa, n. 366).
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Particular references are made in his own records to his

victories over the kings of Gauda, KamarQpa, Kalihga, and K&bI.

His success against the last two is emphasised in the records of his

sons. For we are told that he planted pillars commemorating military

victory at Puri, Benares and Allahabad.

As already noted above, Lakshmanasena’s campaign against

Gauda, Ksmarupa, and Kalinga might refer to expeditions which he

led or accompanied during the reign of his grandfather. Otherwise

we have to assume that these provinces, although conquered by

Vijayasena, were not fully subdued or had rebelled, and Lakshmana*

sena had to conquer them afresh. At all events we may regard the

Sena suzerainty as well established over these three regions in the

North, East and South.

It was in the fourth region, on the west, that Lakshma^asena

achieved conspicuous success during his reign. From what has been

said above in connection with the reign of MadanapSla, it may be

assumed that at the time the Senas consolidated their power in

Bengal, the p.ilas were ruling in Central and Eastern Magadha,
while the northern part of that kingdom had passed into the hands
of the Gshadavslas. Vijayasena’s efforts to extend the Sena power
to Magadha were not attended with much success. The extent of
Vallslasena’s success in this direction cannot be exactly determined,

though, as noted above, he might have given the death-blow to the

Pflla power by defeating GovindapRla. But the success of Vallsla-

sena was short-lived and probably indirectly helped the G&hadavalas
by destroying the Pala power in Bihar. For it appears that after

Govindapsla nearly the whole of Magadha passed into the hands of
the Gshadavulas. An inscription found in the neighbourhood of
Sasarara^ shows that the region was included in 1169 a.d. in the
dominions of king Vijayachandra. The Sihvar Plate,* dated 1175 a.d.,

refers to a grant of king Jayachandra, probably in the Patna district,

while another record of the same king, found at Bodh-Gayfi, incised

sometime between 1183 and 1192 a.d.® shows the extension of the
Gltha^avala power in Central Magadha.

The progress of the Gshadavala power in Magadha was a direct
menace to the Senas. So the struggle begun in the time of Vijaya-
sena must have been continued by his successors. Although the

* TsrSchafidi Bock Ins. (JAOS. vj. 547-48 ). Substance given in DHNI.
534. For the date cf. EL v. App. No. 153, p. 22 ; Bhandarkar’s List, No. 340.

* lA. xvirt. 129; DHNI. i. 537-38.
’ IHQ. V. 14. The date of this grant is expressed in words asv.s. 124x,

the word for the unit figure being lost. It might then be any year between
1240 and 1249 v.s. (1183-1192 A4>.)
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details of this struggle are lacking, and the part played by Vallsla-

sena is not definitely known, there is hardly any doubt that

Lakshma^^sena succeeded in driving away the Gshadavslas from

Magadha, and even carried his victorious arms right into the heart

of the Gshadavda dominions.

The king of Kdt mentioned in Lakshma^asena’s records un-

doubtedly refers to the Gshadavsla king, and by defeating him

Lakshmana ousted him from Magadha. The Sena conquest of the

Gaya district is indubitably proved by the two records of Asoka-

challa found in Gays. These are dated in the years SI and 74 of

the 'atita-rSjya' of Lakshmanasena. Although the correct interpre-

tation of the dates is open to doubt, there is a general consensus of

opinion that the expression used in these two records undoubtedly

proves that Gaya was included within the dominions of Lakshma^a-

sena.^ It may be mentioned here, that the laudatory verse of

Umspatidhara, referred to above, includes Magadha among the

conquests of his hero, who is probably no other than Lakshmanasena.

The conquest of the Gays region, if not the whole of Magadha,

was evidently only the first stage in the successful campaign of

Lakshmanasena against Kfi^irSja, i.e. the Gshadavsla king Jaya-

chandra. The planting of the pillars of victory in Benares and

Allahabad, referred to in the records of Lakshmanasena’s sons,

represents the succeeding stages in the same campaign, which led

him into the heart of his adversary’s dominions.

The permanent result of this campaign of Lakshmanasena

against the Gghadavsla king cannot be determined. According to

the interpretation of A£okachalla’s records suggested later, the Gays
district remained in possession of Lakshmanasena till it was con-

quered by the Muslims.* His advance up to Benares and Allahabad

was probably more in the nature of a daring raid than a regular

conquest. But it might have resulted in weakening the power and

prestige of the Gshadavsla ruler, and keeping him busy at a time

when he required peace and his full strength to join the confederacy

against the Muslim invaders.

The victories mentioned by Umspatidhara include one against

the Chedi king. Now Vallabharsja, a feudatory of the Kalachuri

kings of Ratanpur, claims to have reduced the king of Gauda.^

As Vallabharsja flourished in the middle of the twelfth century a.d.,

‘ For B full discussion on this point cf. JASB. N.S. xvii. 8 AT. and

also Appendix C infra,

> JASB, N.S. xvn. 14.

* Kotgarh, now Akaitara Ins. (Cf. Hiralai, Descriptive List ofInscriptions

in Central Provinces and Berar, pp. 109-110).
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it is probable that UmSpatidhara also refers to the same contest.

In any case, Vallabharsja’s reference to a fight with Gauda gives an

historical character to Umfipati’s statement which might otherwise

have been regarded as purely imaginary. The genesis of the

hostility between Gauda and the Kalachuri kingdom and the scene

of conflict are alike unknown to us. Further, since both the parties

claim victory, the result of the struggle must be regarded as

indecisive.

It would thus appear that Lakshma^asena carried on military

expeditions far away from the frontiers of Bengal in all directions.

Since the days of DharmapBla and DevapRla no other ruler in Bengal

had carried on such wide and extensive military campaigns, and so

far as we can judge from extant evidence, his efforts were crowned

with a fair degree of success. Under him Bengal played an

important part in North Indian politics, and nearly six hundred

years were to elapse before she was destined again to play a similar

role under a strange combination of circumstances.

But although Lakshmanasena began with a brilliant career of

conquest, his reign ended in a sea of troubles that overwhelmed him

and his kingdom. Unfortunately sufficient details are not known to

enable us to explain the sudden collapse of his power or give an

intelligent account of it. An inscription, found in Western

Sundarbans, shows that DommaijiapBla had set up as an indepen-

dent chief in the eastern part of Khsdi (in Sundarbans) in 1196 a.d.^

1 IHQ, X. 321 ff. The name of the chief is given as Sri-Ma^ommanapala.

I suggested in a letter to one of the editors that the name should be read as

Srima (d)-pommanapala. The same suggestion has been made by Dr. D. C. Sircar

(/C. I. 679). Dr. Sircar seems to imply (/6/d. p. 680, f.n. 2) that Dommapapala
was a feudal chief of Lakshmanasena, but the whole tenor of the inscription

leaves no doubt that pommanapsla was for all practical purposes an indepen-

dent chief. I agree with Dr. Sircar that the word Maharajadhiraja in 1, 2 is

an epithet of pommanapsla, and should not be construed, as the editors have

done, with vipaksha to indicate that pommanapsla was hostile to the Mah'drH^

jadhirdja i.e, his suzerain ruler. Such an interpretation would be most curious,

to say the least of it.

The inscription tells us that the Pala family to which Dommanapala belonged

migrated from Ayodhya and acquired the possession (uparjjita) of PUrva-khatikir,

whether by conquest or other means, it is not clear. If refers to only two rulers.

The proper name of the first ruler cannot be read in full. It begins with Sri and
ends in -pnladeva, with about thr^ letters missing or indistinct after ^I. The first

of these letters has been read as Sr/, but looks more like GrL The next letter has
been peeled off, and the following one is almost certainly ia This person is styled

Parama-^Mdhesvara, Mahdmdnialika, He was succeeded by Dommatiapala, who
is called Mahasamantadhipati, Maharajadhiraja^ and something else which is

not clearly intelligible.

Whether the family was connected in any way with the Pala rulers of Bengal
it is impossible to say. It is very likely that Dommapapala, son of a provincial
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Khftdi district is mentioned as an integral part of the Sena dominions

in the records of both Vijayasena and Lakshmanasena, and the

revolution of Dommauapsla is an important indication of the

weakness of the authority of Lakshma^asena and the disruption of

his kingdom in his old age. Perhaps the Deva family also set up

an independent kingdom to the east of the Meghnfl river about the

same time.^ During this period of turmoil, some time about 1202 a.d.,

when Lakshma^asena was probably very old, Bengal was invaded

by the Muslims who had by that time conquered nearly the whole

of Northern India. The detailed account of this invasion, led by

Muhammad Bakht>fir Khilji, is given in TabaqaUUN^sifi, The

date and nature of this raid and the reliability of the account in the

TabaqSt are subjects of keen controversy, and the whole question

has been dealt with in detail in Appendix m to this chapter. It

will suffice here to give a short account of the episode as described

in Tabaq&t‘i~Nasin.

Muhammad Bakhtyfir Khilji, a Turkish soldier of fortune, took

advantage of the genera collapse of Hindu kingdoms of Northern

India to make plundering raids in Eastern India on his own account.

In course of one of these he seized the great Buddhist monastery at

Bihar (Patna district), and later he reduced the whole of Magadha.

We do not know what arrangement Lakshma^asena had made to

protect Magadha which belonged to him, or to defend Bengal which

was obviously open to a similar attack and justly apprehended to

be the next objective of Muhammad. It is probable that forces

were posted on the military route that led from Bihar to Bengal

along the Ganges, through the passes of the Rsjmahal Hills.

Muhammad Bakhtygr, however, led a cavalry force through unfre-

quented hills and jungles of Jharkhand, and by forced marches

suddenly appeared before Nadiyfl where Lakshmanasena was staying

at the time. So swift were his movements that when he reached

the city-gate, he was accompanied by only eighteen of his followers.

They were regarded as horse-dealers, and Muh&mmad kept up

the pretension by moving slowly through the city. By the time

he reached the gate of the palace, more of his soldiers had entered

the city, and then a simultaneous attack was made on the palace

and the city. Lakshmanasena was taking his midday meal when a

loud cry -arose from the gate of the palace and the interior of the

Governor or feudal chief under the Senas; assumed independence and founded a

principality in eastern Kbadi which is now represented by the Sundarbans where

the plate was found. The subsequent history of the famUy is unknown.

^ For an account of the Deva family, Ch. nc, § 1 /q/Wi.
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city. When he realised the critical situation, he left the palace and

retired to Eastern Bengal. Muhammad Bakbtyar met with no

opposition, and as soon as his whole army arrived he took possession

of the city and fixed up his quarters there. Later, he left Nadiya

in desolation and removed his capital to Lakhnawati. No mention

is made of any further struggle with the Senas, nor is there any

definite statement about the region that formed the dominions of

Muhammad BakhtySr. The disastrous Tibetan expedition of

Muhammad, followed shortly by his death, must have considerably

weakened the hold of Muslim rule in Bengal. In any case it does

not appear to have taken root anywhere outside North Bengal. The

coins issued by Mughisuddin Yuzbek in 653 A.ii. (1255 a.d.) shows

that probably even Nadiya could not be effectively conquered by

the Muslims during half a century that followed that first raid.

Lakshmanasena certainly continued to rule in Eastern Bengal,

at least for three or four years after the raid on Nadiya. Although

to-day we rightly regard this incident as an epoch-making event

marking the end of independent Hindu rule in Bengal, it does not

appear to have been taken in that light by the contemporaries.

One, if not two, of the land-grants of Lakshmanasena was issued

some years after the conquest of Muhammad Bakhtyar. It gives

the usual high-sounding royal titles to Lakshmanasena and eulogises

his great military achievements. The laudatory verse of UmSpati-

dhara even refers to Lakshmanasena’s victory against a Mlechchha

king, who may be regarded as a Muslim ruler in Bengal. The sons

of Lakshmanasena also claim victory over the Yavanas, and their

records are drawn up in the right old style with all the high-sounding

royal titles. It is difficult to say whether all these arc to be explained

by the false court etiquette that clings to a royal dynasty even after

its downfall, or should be taken to indicate that the Muslim
chroniclers have given an exaggerated account of the extent and

importance of Muhammad’s conquests in Bengal.

Whatever view we might take of the nature and consequences

of the Muslim raid on Nadiya and Lakshma^asena’s responsibility

for the same, his name shoulo go down in history as that of a great

and noble, though unfortunate, ruler. In spite of popular views to

the contrary, based on a superficial knowledge of the account in

TabaqSt-i-NSsirt, he must be regarded as the last great Hindu hero

in Bengal of whom his country might well feel proud. Even a
perusal of TabaqSt-i-Nasin leaves the impression that the aged king

showed far greater courage and patriotism than his consellor^^^and

chieftains. It is not perhaps without significance that while the

author of Tobaqat-i-Nssiri passed over in silence even such a

famous king as Prithvirsja, he went out of his way to bestow
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very high praises upon Lakshmanasena, ‘the great RRe of Bengal,

and even compared him with Sultan Qutbuddin, There must also

be some good reason why the people of GayR region clung fondly

to his name for nearly a century after his death, and his memory
was perpetuated in Mithila (North Bihar) by the naming of an

era after him.

III. THE SUCCESSORS OF LAKSHMANASENA
Lakshmanasena ruled for at least 27 years and died some time

after 1205 a.d.^ His two sons VisvarUpasena and Kc^avasena ruled

in succession^ after him. The latter is known from a single record®

dated in his third regnal year, while we possess two records of the

former, one dated in the 14th regnal year,^ and the other somewhat

later.® Probably Visvarapasena was the elder of the two brothers

and succeeded his father.® Although no details of their reigns are

known to us, it is clear from their records that they ruled at least

over Eastern and Southern Bengal. For the first two inscriptions

referred to above record grants of land in Vikramapura, and the

third in marshy lands of Southern Bengal on the sea-coast.’

Both the kings are given the usual imperial titles while, in

addition, Vi^varupasena is called "ArirQja-vrishabhafika’-karikara-

Gau^eivarOy and Ke^avasena, "AnrSJa-asahya-^aihkaro~Gau4eivara,*

The epithet ^Saurd" applied to these kings seems to indicate that

they were sun-worshippers. Thus the Sena royal family transferred

their allegiance in turn to the three important religious sects, feaiva,

Vaishtiava and Saura.

The records describe the military prowess of both the kings in

vague general terms, but offer no details except a reference to their

^ According to Tabaqat-i-Nasirl, Lakshmanasena died shortly after the raid

on Nadiys (p. 558). But the colophon of SaduktUkarnamriia refers to Lakshmana-

sena as the ruling king in a.d, 1205 (JHQ, in. 188).

* As both of them granted land in Vikramapura they evidently ruled in the

same region, one after the other.

^ Edilpur cp. {IB, 118 ff). ^ Madanapuds cp, (/B. 132ff).

* Madhyapjds (Calcutta Sahitya Parishat) cp. {IB, 140 ff). This is not

dated but in 1. 58 it refers to a grant made in year 14. So it must have been

engraved in year 14 or later.

* Mr. R. D. Banerji came to this conclusion on the ground that the grant of

Kcsavasena contained all the verses found in the Madanapsda Grant of VisvarU-

pasena and some additional verses {JASB, N.S. x. 98). But the Madhyapsda cp,

of Visvartrpasena, which has since been discovered, contains these additional verses

{IB, 140ff). The real ground for regarding VisvarUpasena as the elder brother and
predecessor of Kesavasena is v. 10 Edilpur cp. 1 agree with Mr. N* O. Majumdar's
interpretation of this verse {IB, 127 ; cf. also p. 120), according to which it contains

a reference to king VisvarUpasena, and he must, therefore, have preceded

Keiavasena who issued the Edilpur cp.

» Cf. 11, 42 and 47 (/^. 146).
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victory over the Muslims. Jo a verse, contained in all the three

records,^ the two kings are eulogised as “the day of destruction

to the Yavanas,’* i.e, Muslims. The qualifying epithet applied to

the Yavanas reads ^sagargd" in the record of Viivarnpascna and

^sagandha*^ in that of Kceavascna. The meaning of these terms is

not quite clear,® but there is hardly any doubt that the verse refers

to the struggle between the two Sena kings and the Muslim chiefs

who were ruling over a portion of Northern and Western Bengal.

The inference from these records about the political condition of

Bengal is supported by Tabaq^t-UNasin. It states that the Muslim

chiefs ruled over “the territory of Lakhnawati” which had “two

wings on cither side of the river Gang,’' viz., ‘Ral’ (Radhs) on

the western side, and ‘Barind’ (Varendra) on the eastern (p. 584),

while ‘Bang,’ i.e, (Vahga or Eastern and Southern Bengal) was

ruled by the descendants of Lakshmaijasena even when that work

was composed.^ Regarding the relations of the Muslim kingdom

with Vanga, we have two different statements in the book. With

reference to the Sultan Ghiya^suddin Twaz, we are told that “the

parts round about the state of Lakhnawati such as Jajnagar, the

countries of Bang, K^mrud [Kftmarupa], and Tirhut, all sent tribute

to him
; and the whole of that territory named Gaur passed under

his control” (pp. 587-88). A few pages later we are informed that

when in 624 a.h. (=1226-27 a.d.) Na^siruddin Mahmud Shah, son

of lyaltimish, the Sultan of Delhi, invaded Lakhnawati, this city

was left unprotected as ‘Sultan Ghiyffsuddin had led an army

towards the territory of Kamrud and Bang.’ Nasiruddin easily

captured Lakhnawati, and GhiySsuddin had to return from his

expedition to Kamrud and Bang (pp. 594-95). Thus we may
safely infer from the Hindu and Muslim evidences, that for nearly

half a century Bang could not be subdued by the Muslim rulers of

Lakhnawati, and though they might have occasionally gained some

‘ V. 2t of Edilpur cp. {IB. 123-24) ; v. 17 of MadanapadS CP. {IB, 135).

• This was the reading of James Prinsep in 1838 vii. 43ff). As the

plate is lost and the facsimile published by Prinsep (in which some spots were
retouched by him) is the only available reproduction of the record, it is difficult

to bb sure of the reading. As this verse is reproduced in Madanapsds cp. where
the corresponding word reads clearly as *sagarga,' it is very probable that Prinsep

misread this word as *sagandha.' Mr. N. G. Majiimdar in his edition of Edilpur cp.

accepts the word as 'sagarga' {IB, 124).

^ Mr, Jayaswal took ‘Garga’ to mean *Garjha* i.e. Gharjistan and held that

Ke&avasena defeated Muslim raiders led by Muhammad Ghori {JBORS, 1918,

p. 171). This is, however, a pure guess.

* p. 558, As the author refers to events of 658 a.h. (1260 a.d.), t£e work
must have been finished in or after that year. He visited Lakhnawati between
640 and 643 a.h. (1242-1245 a. d.) and it is just possible that his statement about
taksbmanasena’s deso^dants ruling in Bengal may refer to this period,
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successes against it and levied tribute, they sometimes also met
with failure, and the Sena rulers could justly claim victory against

them*

The known reign-periods of the two brothers Vi^varQpasena and
Ke^avasena exceed seventeen years, and their rule probably covered

at least a quarter of a century. As Lakshmaiiasena was on the throne

in A.D. 1205, his two sons may be regarded as having ruled till at

least A.D. 1230. One of the records of Vi^vampasena refers to

Kumflra Snryasena and KumSra Purushottamasena^ as donors of

lands to BrShmauas. They were evidently members of the royal

family and probably sons of Vifevarupasena, but there is no evidence

to show that they ever ascended the throne. But as we learn

from Tabaqahi-Nasin that the descendants of Lakshmauasena

ruled in Bengal (Bang) at least up to 1245 a.d., and probably up

to 1260 A.D.,^ it is almost certain that Visvarupasena and Kesavasena

were succeeded by other members of the family. Nothing is, how-

ever definitely known about them.®

There is no doubt that the final extinction of the Sena power

is due as much to the pressure of the Muslim invaders as to the

rebellions of feudal chiefs. The rise of an independent chief

DammauapSla in the Khsdi district in or some time before 1196 a.d.

has already been referred to above.* The loss of power and prestige

after the Muslim conquest of Western and Northern Bengal induced

other local chiefs to assert their independence. One such chief was

Rauavankamalla 6rT-Harikaladeva who ruled over the kingdom of

Pattikerain Tippera in a.d. 1221.® About the same time the Deva

family established a powerful kingdom beyond the MeghnB river.

1 Madhyapffdff (Sahitya Parishat) cp. II. 54, 57-58 (IB. 147). mm, Sastrl

read the first name Sadasena (IHQ. u. 77).

‘ Supra p. 226, f. n. 4.

For an account of the Sena kings preserved in Bengali tradiiioas see App.

iv. N. Vasu refers to a king called Madhavasena who issued a Grant in Saka 1145

(b]223 a.d.). He says that a facsimile of the plate is given onp. 516 of

Atkioson*s Kumayun (JASB. lxv. 28). But this book, consisting of only 48 pages,

contains no reference to the king or the cp. Atkinson, however, refers elsewhere

to **an inscription at the great temple of Jageswar beyond Almora which, though

very imperfect, allows the name Madhavasena to be read" (Notes on the History

of the Himalaya of the N, P. Ch. iii 50, iv, 15;. No facsimile of

the inscription is given, and Atkinson assigns the date ri23 a.d. to this king on

the authority of Prinsep. It is difficult to regard Madhavasena as a Sena king

of Bengal on the basis of Atkinson’s statement or the tradition that chiefs of

Sukhet^nd Mandi were descended from Sena kings. A verse of Madhavasena is

quoted in Sadukthkarnamrita (JASB, N.S. ii. 172) and he may belong to the

royal Sena family. But we have as yet no definite evidence of it.

* Supra pp, 222-23.

* For a detailed account with reference to authorities cf . Chap, ix § 2.
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King Dsmodara of this family is known to have ruled over the

districts of Tippera, Noakhali and Chittagong from a.d. 1231 to

1243. A later king, DaSarathadeva, probably of the same family,

also ruled in the Dacca district with Vikramapura as his capital

city, and was probably on the throne in the year a.d. 1283.^

All the while the Senas seem to have maintained a precarious

existence. The name of a king Madhusena is found in the colophon

of a MS. of Paficharaksha} He is styled ^paramasaugata-parama-

r&j&dhirajd' and ^Gaude'svara,^ and the date is given as l§aka 1211.

Whether this Buddhist king Madhusena, ruling in 1289 a.d., belonged

to the well-known royal Sena family, it is difficult to say. The

locality over which he ruled is also difficult to determine. For

Northern and Western Bengal now formed the dominions of the

Muslim rulers of Lakhnawati, and Eastern Bengal had passed into

the hands of the Deva family. It is just possible that he was ruling

in an obscure corner of Southern or Western Bengal, or had seized

Eastern Bengal from DaSarathadeva or his successor. Madhusena,

who flourished in the last quarter of the thirteenth century a.d., is

the last known ruler® of Bengal with the name-ending -sena who

might have inherited the pretensions, if not the power, of the Senas,

and kept up the traditions of their mighty and powerful kingdom.

In any case, the great Sena family passes out of the history of Bengal

with the close of the thirteenth century a.d.

In spite of its ignoble end, the short period of Sena rule in

Bengal constitutes an important landmark in its history. A
succession of three able and vigorous rulers consolidated the whole

province into a united and powerful kingdom such as probably it

had never been since the death of DevapSla three hundred and

fifty years before. By their strong advocacy of the orthodox Hindu

faith, the Senas helped it to attain the position of supremacy in

Bengal which it had long ago secured in the rest of India. The
Sena period also saw the high-water mark of development of Sanskrit

^ For a detailed account ^ith reference to authorities cf. Chap. ix. § 1.

2 The colophon runs thus : "^Paramesvara-parama^saugata-parama-rajadhirUja-

Srmad‘Gaii4elvara-MadhuT.ena-devQkanampravardhamana-vijaywajye yatrankenUpi
Saka-narapateh Sakabdah 1211 Bhadra di 2.” MM. H. P. Ssstri who has given an
account of the mss (Saslri Cat, i. 117 ; Entry No. 77. ms. No. 4078) wrongly read
parama*maharajad/lit aja.' He also read; 'Sr\man-GauielvaraJ* There seems to be
a letter after Madhusena, which mm. Ssstri ignores and I am unable to read.
Perhaps, N. Vasu had this Madhusena in mind when he stated that one Madhusena
is referred to in a manuscript as having ruled in Vikramapura in a.d. 1272 (iS^/.358).

5 The name of a king of Bengal named Chandrasena is said to have been
mentioned in a Sanskrit Tns., which is now broken up and built into a mosque at
Mangalkot in the Katwa sub-division of Burdwan district [AS{E), 1911-12, p. 8,
para 9 ]. No further account of this inscription or of the king has appeared as yet!
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literature in Bengal. Buddhism, in its last phase, was a disintegrat-

ing force in religion and society, and there can be hardly any doubt
that its predominance in Bengal was the main contributing factor

to the phenomenal success of Islam in this region. That Hindu
society, religion, and culture in Bengal even partially succeeded in

surviving the onslaughts of Islam is mainly due to the new vigour

and life infused into them by the sturdy Hindu ruling family of

KarnSta. But in spite of all the good that they had done, their

foreign origin and the short duration of their rule perhaps stood in

the way of the growth of that united national life which alone

could have enabled Bengal to withstand the irresistible advance of

the Muslims in a manner more befitting its past history. The

Muslim conquest of Bengal, after the overthrow of the rest of

Noithern India, was perhaps inevitable in the long run, but the

way in which Bihar and half of Bengal passed into their hands,

almost without any opposition worth the name, has cast a slur on
the courage, the prowess, and the political organisation of the people.

Even the most heroic resistance and successful defence of East Bengal

for nearly a century against the Muslim power ruling over the rest

of Northern India have not succeeded in removing the stain from the

fair name of Bengal. History, in this respect, may be said to have

repeated itself five and a half centuries later. For we mark the

same contrast between the ease with which Bengal was conquered

by the British and the sturdy opposition they received in Upper

and Central India, Deccan, and South Indian Peninsula. Whether

it is a mere chance coincidence or due to some fatal inherent defects

in national character, it is difficult to say. W'e may attribute the

evil to that unknown and unknowable factor called fate or destiny

which sometimes plays no inconsiderable part in the affairs of men,

or it may be that the genius of the people of Bengal, in spite of their

intellectual brilliance and other virtues, is not amenable to even

an elementary sense of discipline and organisation, calling for unity

in the face of a common danger. Facts may be cited in favour of both

the view-points, and in the absence of necessary data for a correct

judgment on these and allied problems of the history of Bengal, it

is a fruitless task to pursue these speculations to any length. There

is, however, no justification for the current view that makes

Lakshmanasena and Siraj-ud-daula scape-goats for all the disasters

that befell Bengal. They were certainly more courageous and

patriotic than most of their counsellors and officials, and were

perhaps more sinned against than sinning. A large share of the

blame must also attach to the people at large, but for whose moral

and political lapse we could hardly expect the development of a

situation like those to which the unfortunate kings succumbed.



appendix I

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SENA KINGS

There are, broadly speaking, two radically different views about

the dates of the Sena kings. One is based on the assumption that

the era current in North Bihar and known as Lakshmar^a Saihvat, or

in its contracted form La Saih, started from 1119-20 a.d. and

commemorates the accession of Lakshmanasena.^ The other is based

on the identification of ‘Rse Lakhmaniah’ of Tahaqat-hNasiri mth
king Lakshmai;iasena, and on certain passages in two literary works

of VallSlasena, viz. Damuagara and Adhhufasagara. These refer to

^^aka 1081 or 1082 (1159 or 1160 a.d.) as the beginning of VallSla-

sena’s reign, &aka 1091 (1169 a.d.) as the date of the composition

of DanasSgara, and 1089 or 1090 (1167 or 1168 A.D.) as the com-

mencement of Adhhutasagara? The two different view-points, with

full references, were summed up in 1921 by the writer of the present

chapter who opposed the first and expounded at length the second

view.^ Since then important arguments have been brought forward

in support of it. Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarti has shown that

according to the correct reading of the colophon of an anthological

work called Sadukthkarqamrita^ it was composed by l^rldharadfisa,

the court-poet of Lakshmanasena, in iSnka 1127 (1205 a.d.) during

the reign of that king.^ Further, Mr. R. D. Banerji’s contention that

the specific dates found in the literary works of Vallslascna arc

spurious, as they are not found in some manuscripts of the texts,

has been considerably weakened. For these dates also occur in a

newly discovered manuscript of one of these works, and are referred

^ This view was propounded by Kicihorn (JA. xi.x. 1 ff). Its staunchest

supporter was Mr. R. D. Banerji (JASB. ix. 271 ff and numerous other articles).

It was followed by Mr, K. P, Jayaswal (JBORS. iv. 267) among others.

The date of the commencement of Adhhutasagara is given as 1090 Saka

(1168 A.D.) in the Bombay mss. of that work (Bhandarkar's Report on the Search

for Sanskrit Mss. during 1887-88, and 1890-91, p. Lxxxv) and as 1089 Saka (1 167 a.d.)

in the text edited by Muralidhar Jha (Prabhakari Co., Benares 1905)*

• JASB, N.S. XVII (1921), pp. 7-16. The passages in the literary works of

VallBlasena, and a detailed discussion of Mr. R. D. Banerji’s views willbe found

there. Some passages were originally noticed by Mr. Manomohan Cnakravarti

(JASB. /906, p. 17) and discussed by Mr. Banerji (7^45’^. N.S. ix. 277). Other

passages were noted and discussed by Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarti (IHQ. in 186 ;

V. 133) and Mr. D. C. Bbattacharya (JHQ. ni. 574ff ; lA, u. l45ff).

4 IHQ,\i\.m.
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to not only in certain introductory or concluding passages which are

omitted in certain manuscripts of the text, but are scattered through-

out the text of Adhhutascigara} These passages were evidently

known to Rffja Todarmall who refers to “the position of the Great

Bear, according to the Adbhutasagara, in the Saka year 1082

(1160-61 A.D.) while Vallalasena was ruling.”^ Some of the passages

containing the dates are also quoted by the famous Smrili writer

iSrinatha AchSrya Chudsma^i who flourished about 1500 a.d.®

On the whole, the first view, maintained by R.D. Banerji, is

hardly supported now by any scholar, and the chronology of the

Sena kings, based on the dates furnished by the literary works for

Vallfllasena and Lakshmaiaasena, is now geneially accepted. The
chronology of the Sena kings may thus be drawn up as follows :

-

Name of

king,

Vijayasena

Vallalasena

Lakshmanasena

Visvarupasena

Kebvasena

Known din ation

of reign.

62 ( ? or 32)

11

27

14

Year oj

accession.

A.D. 1095 (1125)

„ 1158

1179

„ 1206

» 1225

Mr. J. C. Ghosh^ fixes the date of Vijayasena’s accession in

A.D. 1088 on the strength of astronomical data contained in the

Barrackpur Grant. His arguments, particularly as they involve

emendation of the text of the inscription, do not carry much weight.

It may be added that calculating on the same astronomical data,

Mr. C. C. Das Gupta places the accession of Vijayasena in 1095 a.d.^

On the other hand, as already noted above,® there are grave

doubts about the reading of the date in Barrackpur Grant as 62,

and regarding it as his regnal year. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar’s sugges-

tion to refer it to Vikrama-Chfllukya era would give the date

1137-38 A.D. for Vijayasena, and we may place his accession approxi-

mately at 1 125 A.D. The same result is attained if we read the

date as 32, and regard it as his regnal year. On the whole, a date

near about 1125 a.d. appears to be more reasonable than the date

c. 1095 a.d. now generally assumed.

A passage in AdbhutasSgara refers to the year ^bhuja-vasu^-

daia—lOSV as the beginning {rajyadi) of Vall^lasena’s reign.

» IHQ. III. 574ff; v. 133-35 ; JRAS. 1930, 3ff ; M. li. 145ff, 153ff.

P, V, Kane, History ofDharmasastra, Vol. i, p. 300. Todarmairs reference

to Vall&Iasena ruling in 1160-61 a.d, takes away the force of the argument based on

Abul-Fazl’s statement in Akharnamu (ii. 13) that the la 5i7m commemorates the

accession of Lakshmanasena in 1 1 19 a.d.

3 N.S.^xi. 347. /C. iv. 227.

* ABL xnh in, ^ Swpra p. 210, f.n. 3.
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Unfortunately the interpretation of this short passage involves two

difficulties. In the first place, it is uncertain whether the expression

rajyadi should be taken literally to mean the first year of the reign,

^

or, in a general way, to denote the earlier part of the reign.*

Secondly, the date given in words means 1082, while it is given in

figures as 1081. One of these must be wrong. It has been suggested

that the expression Wiayu (=2) is a mistake for bhn (=1).® On
the other hand, it is equally plausible that 1081 in figures is an error

for 1082. It is not possible to arrive at a definite conclusion on any

of these points. Although it is difficult to attach much weight to

the argument based on astronomical grounds by which Mr. J. C.

Ghosh accepts 1081 i§aka current (1158 a.d.) as the year I of

Vallalasena’s reign,^ it may provisionally be accepted on general

grounds.

The exact date of the accession of Lakshmanasena depends upon

the correct interpretation of the colophon of Sadukti-kari^SmTita.

It gives the ^aka year 1127 (1205 a.d.) as corresponding to the

regnal year of Lakshmanasena expressed by the somewhat unusual

and ambiguous chronogram “rasaika-viAiiebde." Mr. Chintaharan

Chakravarti, who arrived at this reading by a collation of different

manuscripts, interpreted it to mean 27 (i.e. rasa=6-{-2\)} Mr.

Girindra Mohan Sarkar emended the expression to rnjyaika-viihkebde^

and took it to mean the 21st year. Both the suggestions are equally

plausible, but the first one is preferred on the ground that according

to Tabaqat-i-Nasin, Lakshmanasena was eighty years old in or about

1200 A.D. and it is less likely that he lived beyond the age of 90.^

Here, again, it is interesting to note that both the dates have been

supported on astronomical grounds.® In view of many instances of

this kind, it is difficult to accept Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya’s view,

based on astronomical grounds, that Vievarirpasena was ruling in

1247 A.D.,® though the date is not an improbable one.

^ This is the view of Mr. Manomohan Chakravarti (o;?. c//.). R. P. Chanda

(CR. 62) and Mr. J. C. Ghosh (/C. iv. 228).

» N.S.xvn. ll.f.n. 6. » /C. iv. 228-29.

* Ibid, It is curious to note that Mr. C. C. Das Gupta gives It 57 a.d. as

the beginning of Vallslasena's reign although like Mr. Ghosh, he bases his argument

on the astronomical data furnished by the Naihati copper-plate and cites the

authority of S. Pillai {ABl. xiii, 21 5-16.)

> IHQ. ni. 188. » JL. xvi. 18-19 ; cf. also IC. iv. 231.

.* For he would be aged 91 in 1211 a.d. which, according to the second view,

would correspond to his 27th regnal year when the Bhswal cp. was issued.

• £7. XXI. 215-16 : /C. IV. 231. • IHQ. m. 576,
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LAKSHMANASENA ERA

In view of the chronology adopted above, the epoch of
Lakshmana Saihvai viz. 1108 or 11 19*20 a.d.,^ cannot be regarded as

the date of the accession of Lakshmanasena. It is, therefore,

necessary to discuss the origin of that Era.

The first point to remember in this connection is that no Sena
king, not even the two sons of Lakshmanasena, even used that era,

and that there is no evidence that it was ever known, far less used,

in Bengal during the Sena period, or within the next three centuries.*

This raises grave doubts about the foundation of the era by
Lakshmanasena or any other Sena ruler of Bengal.

The second point to be noted is the somewhat peculiar

phraseology used in the early inscriptions dated in this era. The
dates of two inscriptions of Aiokachalla at Bodh-Gays and one of

Jayasena, lord of Pithi, at Jsnibighs are expressed as follows ;

1. ^rimal-Lakhvana (kshmana)-sefiasy— atUa-rSjye San 51.*

2. Srimal-Lakhmaiiasena-deva~padanam ziotita-rdj'ye Sant 74.*

3. Lakshmanasenasy zzdtUa-rajye Sam 83.®

Dr. Kielhorn,® and following him Mr. R. D. Banerji,’ held that in the

above expressions the years were counted from the commencement

of the Era of Lakshmanasena, but his reign was a thing of the past.

Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri also accepted this view,® but he rightly

recognised that as Lakshmanasena, king of the Sena dynasty of

Bengal, was ruling after the years 51 and 74 of the Era which

commenced in 1119-20 a.d., king Lakshmanasena, who founded this

Era and died before its 51st year {i.e, 1170 a.d.), must be a different

ruler of that name. The fact that Jayasena, lord of Pithi, issued one

of the three records containing a date in that Era, and his father

® The different views about the epoch of the Era have been discussed later

(See infra pp. 237-39).

^ MM. H. P. SSstrl points out that Bengali mss. dated in La Sam are not met

with in South and East Bengal, and have only been found in Dinajpur. ‘Most of

these MSS. are on palm-leaves and above two hundred years old* {Notices of

Sanskrit mss., Vol. xi. p. 12). He refers to two mss. dated 435 and 372 La Sam

(Cat, Durbar Library^ Nepal, i. 33, 51).

Three mss. of the Dacca University (Nos. 139, 523, and 2589) bear dates in

La Sam> In the first only the hundredth figure 4 is legible. The second give the

date 449. The third is dated in the year 424 of the Gauda king. The Era was

probably introduced into Bengal from Mithils^u course of the fifteenth century

A.D. when there was a close association between/ the two provinces in connection

with studies in Nysya.
5 EL XII. 29. * EL XII. 30. ' xLVin. 47.

® JA, XIX. 2. ’ JASB, N.S. IX. 2. • AJV. Part 2, p. 4.

30
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Buddhasena is mentioned in an inscription as a contemporary of

Atokachalla during whose reign the other two records were issued,

led Dr. Raychaudhuri to conclude that king Laksmai^asena who
founded the Era ‘must have been the founder of the Sena dynasty

of Pithi.’^ The suggestion is, no doubt, a valuable one, but there

is no evidence that the Sena dynasty of Pithi existed as early as

1119-20 A.D.^ far less that its founder was powerful enough to

establish an Era which remained in use for centuries.

The main question, however, is whether we are justified in

interpreting the dates of Both-Gaya and JSnibighS inscriptions in

the manner suggested by Kielhorn. Reference may be made in this

connection to similar expressions for indicating dates used with the

name of GovindapEla, noted above*. On the analogy of the

interpretation adopted by Kielhorn, Banerji, and Raychaudhuri, we
have to assume that an Era was founded by Govindapttla, and that

he died before year 14 of that Era. It would, therefore, follow that

two different Eras were founded within a few years, and both were

current together in Gaya from 1161 to 1199 a.d. Further, if the

Senas of Pithi had set up the Era in 1119 a.d., their rule as well as

the use of their Era must have been in abeyance in Gays during

the period of Govindapala’s rule.

Before we can accept the interpretation suggested by Kielhorn,

it must be satisfactorily explained why the inscription refers to the

atita-rSj'ya of Lakshmar.asena, and ignores altogether the name of

the kings (ViSvarUpasena or Ketavasena, if we accept the view of

Mr. Banerji, and Buddhasena and Jayasena, if we accept the view

of Dr. Raychaudhuri) of the same dy nasty who were reigning at the

time the records were actually drawn up. In the case of the Gupta

records, the date in the Gupta Era is used along with the name of

the reigning king, and not a single record uses an expression like

*'Chandraguptasy=Sttta-rSJye sarh.”

It is difficult on these grounds to accept either the interpretation

of the above dates proposed by Dr. Kielhorn, or the theory of
Dr. Raychaudhuri which is based on it. As regards the latter, it

may be pointed out that we have no evidence of the existence of

a king named Lakshmanasena, other than the Sena ruler of Bengal,

who reigned in MithilR or the Gays district, where the Era associated

with this name is known to have been in use. We should not,

therefore, presume the existence of a new king of that name, until

it proves impossible to give a rational interpretation of the associa-

tion of the well-known king Lakshmanasena with that Era.«J^urther,

AfV. Part 2, p. 5. • a. K.n. 579. • See supra p. 171. fj». 1.
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as early as the fifteenth century a,d., Lakshma^asena of the era is

definitely stated to be the lord of Gauda.^

The only way by which we can reconcile the known facts is to
suppose that the Era was started in Bihar, and though associated

with the name of the Sena king Lakshmanasena of Bengal, it was
not founded by him ; as otherwise it would have been in use also in

his home-province of Bengal.

The exact circumstances under which an Era was set up in

Bihar and associated with the famous king Lakshmanasena of
Bengal are not known to us.^ But some plausible suggestions may
be offered.

It is probable that when the Pfila kingdom in Gaya was finally

destroyed, the people, specially the Buddhists, continued for some
time to count their dates with reference to the last Buddhist Psla

king,— GovindapBla. Again when the Muslim invaders destroyed

the Hindu kingdoms in Bihar and Bengal, the people, unwilling

to refer to the pravardham3na-vijaya-rSjya of the foreign conquerors,

counted the dates with reference to the destruction of the last Hindu
kingdom.* Roughly speaking, therefore, the Era referred to in the

records of Atokachalla and Jayasena may be regarded as having

started about 12C0 a.d.*

It is interesting to note that eras dating from about the same

epoch were current also in Bengal. One of them is known as

Balali San and the other Parganfiti San. The epoch of the former

falls in A.D. 1199 and that of the latter, 1202-3 a.d. Considering

that the known instances of the use of these eras are all of later date,

it may be presumed that both these eras commemorated the destruc-

* JASB. N.S. XWI. 373. See supra p. 233, f.n. 2.

' For the different views on the origin of La Sam cf. V. A. Smith, Early

History of India, 3rd ed., pp. 4l8ff; Bl. 328.

* For a full discussion on this point cf. JASB. N.S. xvn. 9-10. Mr. D. C.

Bhattachaiya accepts this interpretation of gata-rajya {IHQ. vi. 166-67)

* This is corroborated by the fact that Asokachalla is mentioned i.i an ins-

cription found at Gays and dated in the year 1813 of the Buddhist Nirvspa Era

{lA. 1881. pp. 341 ff). It is well-known that the Buddhists of Ceylon have

preserved a reckoning according to which the Nirvspa Era started in 543 b.c.,

and no other Nirvspa Era is known to have been current in twelfth aud thirteenth

centuries a.d. in India. The influence of the Ceylonese monks in Gays at this

time is indicated by the reference to Simkalese community of Buddhist monks at

Bodb-Gays in the inscriptions of Asokachalla. The village granted, by Jayasena

to the Bodfa-Gays temple was for the residence of a Ceylonese monk, and his

father Buddhasena made grants to a number of Ceylonese sthaviras at Bodh-Gays.

It is, therefore, natural to take the year 1813 of the Nirvspa Era as equivalent

to 1270 A.D. This would fit in with the dates 51 and 74 of Asokachalla

referred to an era commencing about 1200 a.d.
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tkm of the Hindu kingdom in Northern and Western Bengal at

about 1200 A.D.^

The view propounded above does not, however, explain the

epoch of the La 5a«n current in MithilB, viz. 1119-20 A.D. But here

too, we may trace the same idea of deliberately setting up an
artificial era associated with the last Hindu ruler ; only, instead of
counting from the end of the reign, which always evokes a painfhl

memory, people of a later age counted from his birth. It has been
stated by Minhsj that at the time of the Muslim raid on Nadiy*
Lakshmauasena was eighty years old.* As the event took place

within a few years of 1200 A.D., we may place the birth of Lakshma*
pasena about 1 120 a.d„ which agrees remarkably well with the epoch
of the La Sam suggested by Kielhom, viz. 1 1 19-20 a.d. It may be
a mere coincidence that the birth of Lakshmanasena falls in a year

with reference to which an era called Lakshmana Samvat is current

in Mithils. But then it must be regarded as a very strange coinci-

dence indeed. On the whole, in the present state of our knowledge,
this seems to be the least objectionable way of explaining the origin

of the La Sam in Mithils. We must, however, reject the view, held

by some, that Vallslasena founded the Era on the occasion of the
birth of his son Lakshmanasena.* For then it is very likely that

the Era would have gained currency also in Bengal.

The artificial character of the Era, set up at a later time with
reference to a past event, perhaps explains the great discrepancy in

the initial years of that era as calculated from the different instances

of its use. Dr. Kielhorn’s conclusion, now generally accepted, that

the first year of this era began in a.d. 1 1 19-20, was based on a study
of six records where the dates could be verified by astronomical

‘ For a detailed account of these eras, cf. Mr. J. Roy. Dhakar Itih&sa, n.

393 ; Dr. N. K. Bhattasali, lA. in. 314 £f. Mr. D. C. Bhattacharya has recently

given an account of some old documents in Noakhali and Tippera districts, dated
in that era. He finds by calculation that the era started from 1201-2 aj).,

but “in Sarail Pargana of the Tippera district, where also the era was in regular
use. it started from 1199 A.d.” A ms , dated in Parganati Era 327 and ^ka 1451

( = 1529 A.D.) shows that it was the current local era in parts of Bengal, before
Bengali 5an came to be introduced in Akbar’s time (WQ. xiv. 741). Sometimes

^ era was named after a particular locality : e,g,, in a Bengali ms , the erg
is referred to as Targane Bhulua SarC 487 (Bengali ms . No. 2025 of the Dacca
University).

* NUsirl. trans. pp. 554-55.

A verse in Loghuhharata says that while Vallala was engaged in warfare in
Mithils, Likhmanasena was born at Vikramapura. Mr. N. Vasu suggsits that
Vallila introduced the La Sam to commemorate the birth of his son (K//,
351-52). The same view is upheld on the same grounds by Mr. P. C. Barat
in JRAS* 1930, p. 8. But this cannot be reconciled with the chronology of
the Psla and Sena kings suggested above.
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cakulatioos. On the other hand, modem reckoning, current In

Mithils, would place the beginning of La Sam in 1108 A.D.*

Mr. P. N. Misra has shown after an elaborate analysis^ that out of

sixteen dates of the Lakshmat^a Samvat hitherto found with data

for verification, only nine dates work out satisfactorily with the

epoch 1119-20 a.d., and only ten with the epoch 1107-8 a.d.* An
analysis of eighteen dates in La Sarh^ occurring along with equivalent

dates in Saka or Samvat or both, gives the following results as to

the initial year.’

Initial year in a.d.

1120

1119

1115

1113

1112

1110

1108

1107

Number of records.

3

2

2

1

1

2

3

4

In order to explain these discrepancies, Mr. K. P. Jayaswal

propounded the view that in the time of of Akbar, beginning with

1556 A.D., the Fasli era- a lunar reckoning—was promulgated under

the name San, and since that time *La Sarh received a lunar

calculation,* and a ‘fixed figure was deducted from the current San
year to obtain La Sarh.* This, in his opinion, explains the varying,

gradually increasing, difference in the eighteen La Sarh year referred

to above. This theory is not, however, borne out by facts as the

following examples will show :

La Sam Year in a.d. as counted by

the equivalent Saka era.

Difference.

(1) 305 1624 1119

(2) 522 1637 1115

(3) 614 1724 1110

(4) 624 1737 1113

(5) 633 1741 1108

(6) 727 1837 1110

It will be seen that in one case (Nos. 1 and 2), within a period of

seventeen years, there was a difference of four years in the reckoning

of La Sofh, whereas in another case (No. 3 and 6) there was no

^ JASB. N.S. xxn 365. On this ground Mr. O. R. Grienon (lA. 1899,

p. 57) regarded 1108-9 a.d. as the intial year of La Sam in opositkm to

the views of Kielhom.

< JASB. N.S. xxn. 385.

> The list wai compiled by Mr. K, P. Jayaswal (JBOMS. xx. 21).
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difference after an interval of 113 years. Again during ten years

(Nos. 3 and 4), the difference was three years, but during the next

nine years (4 and 5) the difference is one of five years. Besides,

the difference is not one of gradual increase or decrease with each

passing year, as Nos. 3-6 would show.

Mr. Jayaswal concluded from an examination of the eighteen

dates mentioned above that up to 1624 a.d. the dating in La Sam
is on the basis of the era commencing in 1119-20 a.d.^ Indeed this

was the most vital part of his theory which soughtt o explain the

discrepancy by the introduction of lunar year in Akbar’s time. But

he ignored a verse ascribed to VidaySpati in which the date of the

death of king Devasirbha of Mithila is given as La Saih 293 and

Saka 1324. This would mean that in the fifteenth century a.d. the

initial year of La Sath was reckoned to be 1109 a.d.

Even if we disregard this solitary verse, it is impossible, on the

grounds mentioned above, to explain the discrepancy in the initial

years of La Sath in the way suggested by Mr. Jayaswal. We must,

therefore, hold that the initial year of the Era, as reckoned at

different times and places, varied between 1 108 and 1 120 a.d. This

can best be explained on the supposition that the La Sath was an

artificial reckoning associated with an event of remote past, the

date of which was not definitely known at the time when people

first began to use the era. Considering that the error was witMn

a limit of twelve years, the birth of Lakshmat^asena may be regarded

as the event.

1 JBORS. XX. 22.

' JASB. N.S. XI. 418- 9. Mr. Chakravarti expressed doubts about the

genuineness of the verse on the ground that the date in La Sam does not

agree with the Baka date, according to the views of Kielhom, which was

then universally accepted. The other objection that, Sivasiiiiha, the successor

of Devasiihha, is referred to as the ruling king in a manuscript dated La Sam

291 is met by himseif when he says that if both the dates be true, it indicates

that Sivasiihha was ruling jointly with his father (op. cii. p. 422),
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vallAla-charita

The text of Vallala-charita was edited by mm. HaraprasSd
^fistn and published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1904, and
an English translation of it by the same scholar was published three

years earlier. The work was composed by Anandabhaua in 1510 a.d.

at the command of the ruler of Navadvipa named Buddhimanta

Khan,^ an influential Raja in Bengal. The author Anandabhatja

claims to be a descendant of one Anantabhatta, a Brahmana belong-

ing to Southern India.®

Another work bearing the same name and edited by Hari^-

Chandra Kaviratna was published in 1889, but it was pronounced

by MM. l5astri to be spurious and unreliable, mm. l^fistn says that

he was not without suspicion that the text edited by him might be

equally spurious. But on a careful examination of the two manus-

cripts copied in 1707 a.d. and the Bengali year 1198 ( r 1790 91 a.d.)

he pronounced them to be genuine.®

MM. l^Sstrl does not say on what grounds he declared the text

edited by Kaviratna [to be referred henceforwad as Text (i) ] as

spurious, but so far as can be judged from the internal evidence,

both the texts stand on the same footing, and have drawn upon a

common source of floating traditions. The Text (i) is divided

into three parts, P^rva-khar^dam, Utiara-khar}(fam and PafiSislifam,

The first two are said to have been composed by Gopalabha{ta, a

teacher of the Vaidya king Vallslasena, at the command of his

royal pupil in Saka 1300^ (Part ii. vv. 163-165). The colophon of

Part I, however, says that it was composed by GopSlabha^a and
corrected by Anandabhatta. The third part was composed by

Anandabhaua, a descendant of Gopalabhatta, in 1500 l^aka at the

command of the ruler of Navadvipa (Part iii. vv. 39-42). Wc are

' This is stated inch, xxvii, second part, w. 15-16. According to the

colophons, chs. xxi-xxni were taken from Vallala-charita, by Saranadatta.

Ch. XXV. is said to have been composed by Kalidasa Nandi. The existing

text is the “ultara^khand^ second part (ch. i. v, 1). Chs. xxvi-xxvii are

said to be khila or additions.

• Cf. colophon of ch. xxvii.

• introduction to English translation, pp. v-vi.

^ This date obviously does not agree with the statement that Gopalabhatfa

was a contemporary of Vallalasena. This is not necessarily a proof of modem
forgery, but of the lateness and unhistorical character of the work. A modem
forgerer would probably have given the correct date for Vallslasena.
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told that Gopslabhatta could not complete the work for fear of

punishment by the king (uu 1). and Anandabhatfa completed

the work after the destruction of the Senas (iii. 40). This text

consists mostly of genealogical topics and the crude accounts of the

origin of various castes, but it also gives in a condensed form the

main story of Vallnla-charita edited by mm. l^fistri.^

This story may be summed up as follows :

**Oiice Vallslasena borrowed a crore of Rupees (nishka) from Vallabhananda,

the richest merchant of his time, for the purpose of conquering the king of

Udantapura ; but repeatedly defeated in battle in the neighbourhood of Mapipur
(or Fapipur), he determined to inake a grand effort and sent a messenger to

Vallabha, who was a resident of Sankakofa, demanding a fresh loan. The demand

was made with the following preamble ; *Because it has become absolutely

necessary for us to march against the country of Klkafa with a grand army

composed of six divisions, Vallabha should immediately send a crore and a half of

Suvarnas.' In reply Vallabha agreed to pay the money only if the revenues of

Harikell were assigned to him in payment of the debts. This enraged Vallslasena

who forcibly took possession of the wealth of a large number of vaniks (merchants)

(Ch. u), and inflicted other hardships on them.

“Later, the vaniks offended the king by refusing to partake of dinner at

the palace as no separate place was assigned to the Vaisyas as distinct from the

Sat-sndras (Ch. xxii). In this connection it was reported to Vallslasena that

'Vallabha, the leader of all the vaniks^ was siding with the Pslas, and he was

highly arrogant because the king of Magadha was his son-in-law.' On hearing

this report the king became furious and declared that henceforth the Suvarpa-

vaniks should be regarded as Stidras, and any Brahmana who ofikiates, in

their ceremonies, teaches them, or accepts gifts from them, will be degraded.

“In retaliation the vaniks got hold of all the slaves by giving twice or thrico

the ordinary price and all the other castes werein great distress for want of

servants. Thereupon Vallslasena raised the social status of the Kaivartas and
ordered that menial service should be their livelihood. Mahesa, the headman of

the Kaivartas, was honoured with the rank and title of Mahamanialika. Similarly,

the Mslsksras (garland-makers), the Kumbhaksras (potters), and the KarmakBras
(blacksmiths) were raised to the status of Sat-SUdras. Finally the king ordered

that the Suvarnavaniks should be deprived of their holy threads. Many
vaniks thereupon migrated to other countries. At the same time, observing great

irregularities in higher ranks of society, Vallsls consulted those versed in the

Vedas, and compelled many Brshmanas and Kshatriyas to pass through purifying

ceremonies. The low Brshmanas, who were traders, were degraded from
Brahmanhood altogether (ch. xxni).“

It will be clear from the above summary, that like many other

rimilar works composed in the 16th and 17th centuries a.d., Vallalo-

charita was written definitely with a view to demonstrating that

Then an some diffennces in detail in the two accounts, but they an not
naterlal for our present purpose (cf. J. M. Roy. piaksr ItlhSsa, n. 446 IT, for

theee dUfttawM). The itoiy in the khila or supplement is given in App, iv.
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the Suvar^ava^iks^ occupied a high status in society and were

unjustly degraded to the present position by the capricious tyranny

of Vallalasena. That Valla la-charitacannotyiherefoTe, beregaided

as an historical text admits of no doubt. On the other hand, there

is no reasonable ground for thinking that “it is a modern forgery

palmed off on the unsuspecting editor,” as Mr. R. D. Banerji says.*

We have definite evidence* that true facts of the history of

Bengal during the Hindu period were not preserved, at least not

available to the general people, in the 16th century a.d., and writers,

mostly on social matters, tried to build up an historial account on

the basis of current traditions, some of which probably had historical

basis. So we may well believe, in the case of VaJlQla^charita, that

it has preserved some genuine traditions, but it is difficult to glean

them out of a mass of legends. The caste (Brahmakshatra) and

genealogy of the Senas are correctly stated.* The description of

VallSlasena as a friend of Chodaganga* may be accepted, because

we know now that the two were contemporaries. The reference to

the war with the Pklas fits in well with the history of the period,

and is partly corroborated by the extinction of the the Pala rule in

Magadha during the reign of Valldasena, Further, as noted above,®

the reference in Vallala-charita to Vallnlasena’s expedition against

Mithils is supported by other traditions and historical facts.

Finally, it must be admitted that the special favour shown by

Vallfflasena towards the Kaivartas, who so recently rebelled against

the Pfllas, and his particular animosity against the Suvar^ava^iks

who were allies of, and related to, the PRlas, furnished an admirable

background to the story in a correct historical setting, and it is

difficult to believe that a modern forgerer was capable of doing this,

specially before the discovery of Rcimacharita, Perhaps the Vall^la-*

charita contains the distorted echo of an internal disruption caused

by the partisans of the Pala dynasty which proved an important

factor in the collapse of the Sena rule in Bengal.

* And also the Yugis, in Text (i) of Vailala-charita,

* EL XV. 281. Mr. J. M. Roy has also expressed similar views after

pointing out the discrepancies between the different texts and the inaccuracies

contained in them (Dhakar Itihasa, 446-454). It is probable that the text was

tampered with in went times. For example, the date assigned to the death of

Vallslasena—1028 Saka (1106 a.d.)—in Ch. xxvn, v. 4 , fits in with the theory

generally held at the time the text was discovered, but is not supported by any

old traditfon, and is now definitely proved to be wrong.

* Cf. An Indigenous History of Bengal {Proc, Ind. Hist. Records Commission,

Sixteenth Session, p. 59).
* Ch. XU. w. 45, 48, 50-54, ^ Ch. xn, v. 52. ® Supra p. 216.
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APPENDIX III

MUSLIM INVASION OF BENGAL DURING THE
REIGN OF LAKSHMANASENA

The only detailed account of the Muslim invasion of Bengal

during the reign of Lakshmauasena is supplied by Tabaqdtui-Nasin^

an historical work composed by Maulang Minh5j-ud-din Abn-Umar-

i-Usman who held various high offices under the Sultans of Delhi.

In 639 A.H, (=1241 a.d.), he was appointed Chief Qazi of the Delhi

kingdom and of the capital (p. xxvi). Next year he resigned the

post and proceeded to Lakhnawati where he remained for two years

(p. xxvii). It was evidently during this period that the author got

his information about the history of Bengal chronicled by him.

The work was actually composed later, and narrates historical

events down to 658 a.h. (=1260 a.d.) (p. xxviii).

After referring to a successful attack on the monastery at the

city of Bihar by Muhammad BakhtySr® (pp. 551-52), the author

narrates a silly anecdote about the birth of Rse Lakhma^iah®

(Lak«hmaj(>asena), whose seat of government was the city of ‘NQdiah/

and who was a very great ‘Rae’ and had been on the throne for

eighty years (p. 554). The author then proceeds to say that after

the final conquest of the province of Bihar^ by Muhammad, his

fame reached the ears of king Lakshmanasena and his subjects.

^ The text was printed in Calcutta in 1864 and translated into English by

Major H. G. Ravcrty in 1881. The following account is based on this English

translation, and references to its pages are given within brackets. A critical

translation of the passage relating to the raid on Nadiya has been published in

JHQ, XVII. 92 ff. The points of difference, for our present purpose, are not very

material.

* Faverty writes ‘Muhammad-i-Bakht-yar,’ but the simpler form has been

used throughout the texr.

’ This is the name given by Minhaj and there is hardly any doubt that it

refers to Lakshmanasena. The anecdote runs thus : “When the birth of Lakshmana
drew near, the astrologers observed that if the child were born then, he would
never become king, but if born two hours later, he would reign for eighty years.

The queen-mother having heard this commanded that she should be suspended

with her head downwards, with her two legs bound together. At the auspicious

hour she was taken down but died after giving birth to the child” (p. 555).
* It appears that Muhammad first captured by assault a large moiwstery in

Bihar which he originally mistook for a fortified city (p. 552). He then visited

Sultan Qutb-ud-Din at Delhi (p. 552). After his return from Delhi, Muhammad
subjugated Bihar (556). Minhaj does not say to whom this province belonged,

nor does he refer to any actual battle waged for its conquest.
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Then a number of astrologers, wise men, and counsellors advised the

king to leave the country as, according to the 6sstras (sacred

scriptures), the country would shortly fall into the hands of the

Turks (p. 556). On enquiry it was learnt that the external

appearance of Muhammad tallied with the description of the Turkish

conqueror as given in the iSastras (p. 557). Thereupon most of the

Brahmans and wealthy merchants fled to Eastern Bengal, Assam

and other places, but Lakshma^asena did not follow their cowardly

advice or example (p. 557). What followed may be best described

in the author’s own words :

‘*The following year after that, Muhammad Bakhtysr caused a force to be

prepared, pressed on from Bihar, and suddenly appeared before the city of Ntldiah,

in such wise that no more than eighteen horsemen could keep up with him, and
the other troops followed after him. On reaching the gate of the city Muhammad
Bakhtyar did not molest any one, and proceeded onwards steadily and sedately,

in such manner that the people of the place imagined that mayhap his party

were merchants and had brought horses for sale, and did not imagine that it was
Muhammad Bakhtyar, until he reached the entrance to the palace of Rae
Lakhmaniah, when he drew his sword and commenced an onslaught on the

unbelievers.” (p. 557).

Lakshmauasena was taking his meals ‘'when a cry arose from

the gateway of the Rse’s palace and the interior of the city”

(p. 557). The cry from the city certainly indicates that the main
army of Muhammad or at least a considerable portion of it had

already entered into the city. By the time Lakshma^iasena realised

the actual state of affairs,

“Muhammad Bakhtyar had dashed forwards through the gateway into the

palace, and had put several persons to the sword. The Rse fled barefooted by

the back part of his palace When the whole of Muhammad Bakhtysr’s

army arrived, and the city and round about had been taken possession of, he

there took up his quarters ; and Rae Lakhmaniah got away towards Sankanat and
Bang, and there the period of his reign shortly afterwards came to a termination.

His descendants, up to this time, are rulers in the country of Bang” (p. 558).

“After Muhammad Bakhtyar possessed himself of that territory [Rae

Lakhmaniah's], he left the city of Nadiyah in desolation, and the place which is

[now] Lakhnawati he made the seat of Government** (p. 559).

It is obvious from the above account that Muhammad Bakbtysr

made a sudden raid upon the city of NadiyS where Lakshma^^asena

was staying. He evidently came by an unexpected route by forced

marches. The story of Minhaj has given rise to the popular myth

of the conquest of Bengal by eighteen Muslims. But even Minhftj

says no such thing. Although only eighteen horsemen, according to

him, formed the party of Muhammad when he entered the city,

the main part of his army followed him at a short distance, and
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had penetrated into the interior of the city before the general

reached the palace and unsheathed his sword. The entire army
was in the city before the raid was over.

The story of the unopposed entry of Muhammad and his eighteen

followers into the city raises grave doubts about the truth of the details

of the campaign. At a time when Nadiys was apprehending an attack

from the Turks, it is difficult to believe that the royal officers would
remain ignorant of the movements of Muhammad even when he

had crossed the frontiers of the Sena kingdom, and would readily

admit a band of foreigners without any question. It would further

appear from Minhsj’s account that there was no military engage-

ment even when the main army arrived. Indeed Minhsj would

have us believe that the capital city of the Senas surrendered without

a blow, and there was neither any army nor a general to defend it.

It is admitted by Minhflj himself, that for nearly half a century

after the raid the descendants of Lakshma^asena continued to rule

in East Bengal. If the Sena political organisation could survive

the occupation of half their kingdom by the Turks, and their army

was strong enough to light for half a century the Turkish power

entrenched at their very door, it is difficult to accept the story of

the fall of Nadiya which presupposes a complete collapse of

civil and military organisation of the Senas. It is very likely that

the Senas were expecting Muhammad to advance from Bihar along

the Ganges through the mountain passes near Rajmahal, and their

main forces were posted there to intercept him when, by following

unfrequented routes through the hills and jungles of Santal Parganas,

Muhammad emerged into the plains of Bengal, and by forced marches

reached Nadiya before the news of his invasion could reach the

main Sena army. But even making due allowance for such a

strategy, and the inefficiency of the intelligence department of the

Sena kings, it is difficult to believe that even the most ordinary

precautions were not taken to defend the capital city, specially when

the king himself was staying there. Minhaj himself tells us that

for about a year Nadiya was fearing a Turkish invasion, and hence

a large number of its inhabitants had left the city. Yet we are to

believe that the old king, who bravely chose to remain in the capital

city, made absolutely no preparation for its defence, and the

enemy had not to unsheathe their swords before they entered

within its gates and began to massacre its inhabitants.

On the other hand, considering the antecedents of Minhsj, and

the general nature of his historical work, it is hard to dismiss his

account as a pure invention. The fact seems to be that he had no

access to the contemporary official records, if there were any, in

respect of Muhammad’s campaign in Bengal and Bihar. The
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absence of such records is easily explained when we remember that

Muhammad was not an agent of the Delhi government, and no
regular account of his expedition was likely to be preserved in the

archives of Delhi. Nor did Muhammad found a royal dynasty in

Bengal which could be expected to keep a systematic account of
the career of that great adventurer. Minhaj was accordingly

obliged to derive his account of the conquest of Bengal and Bihar
from the oral evidence of persons nearly half a century after the

events had taken place. In the case of Bihar, he tells us that he
had the opportunity of meeting two old soldiers who took part in

the expedition (p. 552). In the case of the raid on Nadiya, MinhSj
had evidently no such source, and, as he tells us, he got his

information from ‘trustworthy persons.* The mental calibre of
these ‘trustworthy persons* may be judged from the silly stories

they told him about the birth of Lakshmanasena and the astrologers*

prediction about the impending invasion of the Turks.' The lack

of their historical knowledge is also proved by the statement that

Lakshmai[^asena reigned for eighty years, which is palpably absurd.

More than forty years had passed since the raid of Nadiya and the

establishment of the Muslim rule, and the story of the first Muslim
conquest must have been embellished by popular imagination and
the fire-side tales of old soldiers who naturally distorted the accounts

of the old campaigns in order to paint in glowing colours their own
valour and heroism. That various legends were current about this

expedition is proved by the silly story recorded a century later by

the author of Futuh^us-sSlStiny^ who did not evidently believe the

account of Minhaj. It is probable that similar other stories were

also current. Considering the materials on which Minhaj had to

rely, we can hardly blame him for his account, but cannot certainly

^ A similar story is related in Chach-nama in connection with (he conquest

of Sind by Muhammad-ibn-Kssim. When he was besieging Debal, the famous

sea-port, a Brahman came to him and said **We have learnt from our science of

the stars that the country of Sind will be conquered by the army of Islam

But as long as that flagstaff stands on the dome of the temple, it is impossible for

you to take the fort.” The standard was accordingly removed by throwing stones

from the catapult {Chach-nama, p. 81). It is, however, interesting to note that

the historian Balsdhuri relates this incident but makes no mention of the prophecy

of the Brahman. It would thus appear that the story of the astrologers’ prophecy

about the conquest of India by the Muslims was widely current all over India

for a long time, and the ‘trustworthy persons’ who gave a graphic account of the

raid of Nadiys to Minhaj merely drew upon the usual stock-in-trade of gossip-

mongers. It is to be regretted that Minhaj did not possess the true instincts of

an historian like Baladhuri ;
othewise he would have found out the real character

of his ‘trustworthy persons* and rejected mobt of their stories as popular gossips,

* IHQ. xvn. 95-96.
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accept it in all its details, specially V'hen these are in conflict with

the probable and commonsense view of things. That Nadiys was

the first conquest of Muhammad Bakhtysr may be readily accepted

as a fact, but the details of the campaign must be taken with a

great deal of reserve.

Even if we take the account of Minhsj at its face value, it is

impossible to subscribe to the popular view that Lakshmanasena’s

cowardice was mainly responsible for the Muslim conquest of Bengal.

The old king certainly showed more courage and determination

than his subjects who deserted the city of Nadiya in panic as soon

as they heard of Muhammad’s expedition in Bihar. He displayed

greater wisdom, rationality and statesmanship than his counsellors

who advised him to leave the country on the pretext that it was

ordained in the SSstras that this country would fall into the hands

of the Turks. If he really fled from Nadiya barefooted, it was

only after the invaders had already taken possession of the city

and a hostile force had actually entered into the palace. It is

difflcult to imagine what other course was open to him. If the

story is true in all its details, which there are grave reasons to doubt,

the judgment of posterity must go against the generals and ministers

of state who either betrayed their king and master, or were guilty

of culpable negligence in performing duties entrusted to them. The

incidents of the Nadiya raid, even as described by Minhsj, do not

diminish in any way the credit for bravery and heroism which is

justly due to the king who displayed his courage and military skill

in numerous battlefields in Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Assam, and

had led his victorious army as far as Benares and Allahabad.

Minhaj, obviously echoing the popular notion current even forty

years later, has described Lakshmanasena as a ‘very great Rae
(king)’ (p. 554), and it was reserved for poets, artists^ and

historians of our own time to tarnish the name and fame of this

great king. The author of a thesis approved for the Ph.D. Degree

of London University has even gone so far as to assert, with

reference to Lakshmanasena’s pillars of victories in Benares and

Allahabad, that in view of “Lakshmaiiasena’s craven flight without

offering any resistance to the small force led by Bakhtyar Khiliji,”

we may unhesitatingly say that “the monuments of his greatness

never existed elsewhere than in the poet’s imagination.”^ Such

statements need no comment.

* Poets like Nabin Chandra Sen and D. L. Roy, and artists like Nandalal
Bose have given wide currency to this baseless slander among the people of
Bengal.

• TK. 325.
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It is interesting to quote, in this connection, Ihe following

appreciation of Lakshmanasena by Minhaj

;

“Trustworthy persons have related to this effect, that little or much, never

did any tyranny proceed from his hand The least gift he used to bestow

was a lak of kauris* The Almighty mitigate his punishment (in hell) !” (p. 555-56),

Thus although Minhaj knew better than modern authors of the

details of the “craven flight,” he did not hesitate to bestow high

praises upon Lakshmanasena. He even compared him with the

great Sultan Qutbuddin, and prayed to God to mitigate his punish-

ment in hell, a very unusual concession for the Muslim writer in

respect of a Hindu ruler.

On the whole, in spite of the account of Minhaj, which must' be

regarded as of doubtful value, Lakshmanasena must be regarded as

a great king endowed with manifold virtues. A brave warrior and
a powerful ruler, he was at the same time a poet and a great patron

of arts and letters ;
and his fame for charity and other personal

virtues was long cherished with affection undiminished even by the

grim tragedy which overtook him and his kingdom towards the

close of his life.

The exact date of the raid on Nadiya is a subject of keen
controversy among scholars and cannot be determined with any
degree of certainty. There is, however, a general consensus of opinion

that it took place shortly before or after 1200 a.d.^ Now a verse in

Seka-iubhodaya gives the date of the expedition as 1124 l§aka=

1202 a.d.2 and the same date is given in Pag Sam Jon Zang? We
may, therefore, provisionally accept this date for the Muslim
conquest of Nadiya.

' This will be discussed in detail in Vol. ii, chapter i.

• p. 9 of the text edited by Dr. Sukumar Sen.

* Index, p. X.



APPENDIX IV

TRADITIONAL ACCOUNT OF THE LATER
SENA KINGS OF BENGAL

Traditions have preserved the names of various kings who
succeeded Lakshma^asena. But they possess very little historical

value. This will be evident from the genealogy of the Sena kings

preserved in RSjSvalty^ one of the best texts of this kind. It begins

with Dhlsena, daughter’s son of king JagatpSla of Rscdhs, which

was then subordinate to the empire of Delhi. Dhlsena, having

become king of Radhfl, Vahga, Gauda and Varendra, easily obtained

the throne of Delhi when his suzerain retired to forest. As he

gained the empire without contest he became known as Vijayasena.

Having himself become lord of Delhi, he made his eldest son

Sukasena, ruler of of Rsdha etc, l^ukasena ruled for three years, and

was succeeded by his younger brother Vallalasena, who ruled for

twelve years (presumably at Radhs). Then Vall^asena’s son

Lakshmaijasena became ruler of Delhi and made his younger brother,

KeSava, ruler of Rsdhii etc. Lakshma^asena ruled as suzerain for

ten years, and his successors ruled as suzerains in Delhi and

subordinate rulers in Radha etc.y as shown in the following table :

Suzerains of Delhi.

1. Kesava (16 years)

2. M3dhava ... (11 )

3. Surasena ... (8 „ )

4. Bhimasena

5. Ksrtika

6. Harisena

7. Satrughna

8. Narayanasena

9. Lakshmana ii (36 years)

10. Damodara (11 )

Rulers of Radha etc.

1. Msdhava (son of Kesava)

2. Sadasena (younger brother of

Madhava)

3.

Jayasena (son of Nargyana-

sena, No. 8)

Damodara was dethroned by the Chauhan ruler Dvlpasiihha.

He and his five successors ruled in Delhi for 1 50 years, when the

last of them, Prithuraja was killed by Yavana Shahabuddin who
became ruler of Delhi.

* For an account of Rajavail, cf. *An Indigenous History of Bengal' by

R. C. Majumdar {Proceedings of the Sixteenth Session of the Indian Historical

Records Commission, 1939, pp. 59 ff) ; also SPP. Vol. 46 (1346 B.s.) pp. 233 ff.
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An account like this is a travesty of history, and does not deserve

serious consideration even though it may contain some real historical

names. The account of the Sena kings given in AM-Akbarl^ is

presumably based upon a text like this, for *Madhu Sen and Sada
Sen’ mentioned in it are evidently same as the two kings of Rsdha,
Madhava and Sadssena, mentioned in the above genealogical list,

while ‘Kesu Sen and Raja Naujah (Nsrayan)’ probably represent

Ke^ava and Naraya^asena. Madhusena and Nauja may also refer

to kings Madhusena and Danuja-Madhava-Da^aratha referred to

in Ch. IX, Section i.

The account of Tsranfitha® is equally disappointing. He men-
tions four early Sena kings, Lavasena, Kagasena, Manitasena, and
Rathikasena, who together ruled for about eighty years. They were

followed by the four kings Lavasena, Buddhasena, Haritasena and

PratTtasena, who were minor kings, subordinate to the Turushkas*

None of these can be safely regarded as a member of the Sena

family ruling in Vanga after Lakshmanasena.

An echo of the final conquest of the Sena territory in Eastern

Bengal by the Muslims is perhaps preserved in the tradition about

Vallfllasena’s fight with Vsysdumba. The story is preserved in

various forms, and the one given in Vall^Ia-charita may be regarded

as typical of the rest. It may be summed up as follows

**King Vallalaseoa banished Dhaitnagiri, the Mohant (chief priest) of a

^iva temple at Mahasthana, with all his followers, as the latter had insulted the

royal priest. Bent upon revenge, Dharmagiri approached Vayadumba the lord of

Mlechchhas, and induced him to attack Vikramapura. When Vallala went to fight

he took a couple of pigeons with him. He told the queens and other members of

his family that the return of the pigeons without him would imply his defeat and

death, and then they should save their honour by throwing themselves into fire.

In the fiercely contested battle that followed, Vallala gained a complete victory

and the Mlechchha army was routed. But unfortunately the pigeons flew away

from the cage, and the queens, on seeing them return without the king, threw

themselves into fire. As soon as the king saw the cage empty, he hastened towards

his capital Ramapala, but he was too late. Unable to bear the misery Vallala also

jumped into the fire.'*

Now, such a story cannot be true of Vallalascna, as the Muslims

never approached Vikramapura or RamapSla during his reign. So

it has been taken to refer to Vallfilasena ii, who is mentioned as

having ruled in 1312 a.d. in a text called Viprakalpa-latikQ. But

the account, specially the date and genealogy, contained in this book

can hardly be relied upon. Dr. James Buchanan heard the story

1 Ain. Transl. u. 146. * Tor. p. 252, 255, 256.

* Chs. xxvi-xxvii. These two chapters are described as ^khUa* or supple

meat to VaIlUla<harlta.

32—
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in 1809, but it referred not to Vall&lasena, but to Susena, the last

king of the Sena dynasty. In any case, it is difficult to derive any

historical conclusion from stories of this kind.^ It is not necessary

to refer to similar other stories preserved in old Bengali works.

^ For a fuller account of these stories and their different versions, cf. phskar
n. 438 ff.



APPENDIX V

THE CAPITAL OF THE SENA KINGS

Like the Palas, the Sena kings also seem to have several

capitals in Bengal.^ The most important of them seems to have
been Vikramapura near Dacca in East Bengal. Apart from tradi*

tions, associating local ruins with Vallfilasena, it is a noteworthy fact

that the two known Grants of Vijayasena and Vallalasena, and all

the five Grants of Lakshma^asena dated within the first six years

of his reign, were issued from the royal camp at Vikramapura. It

was again in this city that the chief queen of Vijayasena performed
the elaborate Tulapurusha Mahdddna.^ As Mr. N. G. Majumdar
justly pointed out, it proves that Vikramapura cannot be regarded

as a temporary camp, but Vijayasena had something like a permanent

residence there.^

It is to be noted, however, that the two later Grants of LakshmajgA

sena, and those of his successors, are issued, not from Vikramapura,
but respectively from DhSryagrSma and Phalgugrfima, none of which
can be identified. Whether it is merely accidental, or indicate a

definite abandonment of Vikramapura as the capital, it is difficult

to say. At present an extensive area in the Munshiganj sub-division

( Dacca district ) is known as Vikramapura. A village called

Vikramapura is mentioned in old records, but it has completely

disappeared.

Gauda was another capital city at least from the time of

Lakshmanasena. As already noted above, it was probably named
Lakshmauavati after Lakshmanasena, in imitation of Rsmsvati

founded by RamapSla. The Muslims fixed their capital in this

city.

Nadiya is described in Tabaq^t-i-Nasin as another city of

royal residence, during the reign of Lakshmanasena.* Mr. R. D.

Banerji very emphatically maintained, as one of the grounds of

discrediting the accounts of Tabaq3t, that there was no evidence

that Nadiya was ever the capital of the Sena kings.* But Nadiya

is referred to as one of the capitals of the Sena kings in the

genealogical treatises (kulajis) in Bengal.* It is true that these

» Fa/teto-cteriw, ch. I. w. 9-10. Barrackpur cp. (IB. 63).

IB. 60. * iVar/rf-transl. p. 554. * BI. 357.

• According to some genealogical accounts, Navadvipa was the capital of

Vallfilasena in his old age (Sambandha-nirnaya by Lalmohan Bhattacharya, 3rd

edition, p. 608). Cf. also VuUula-charita, ch. xxvu, second part, v.i. (p. 122).
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accounts cannot be regarded as of great historical value unless

corroborated by other evidence, but the Tabaqat seems to confirm

their statement. In the Pavanaduta of Dhoyl, Vijayapura on the

Ganges is referred to as the capital of Lakshma^asena. Mr. M.
Chakravarti identifies it with NadiyS,^ which agrees well with the

directions contained in the poem. Mr. R. P. Qianda identifies it

with Vijayanagar, about 10 miles to the west of Rampur-Boalia, the

headquarters of the Rajshahi district.* But as Vijayapura is

mentioned immediately after the description of Trive^i-saAgama and

there is no reference to the crossing of the river, its identification

with Nadiys appears to be preferable.*

» N.S. 1. 45. ? Git. 75.

^ A place called Vijayanagara (also written as Vijaysnagara) is referred to

in mediaeval Bengali works such as Goraksha-vijaya (pp. 39. 101, 130).

Mlna-chetana (p. 8), and Padma-purana (p. 437). It was not far from the

Damodar river and to the north of it {GopHehUnder Gana, edited by Dr. D. C. Sen,

Vol. n, p. 478). The identity of Vijayanagara and Vijayapura may be presumed,

but cannot be definitely proved.



CHAPTER IX

MINOR RULING DYNASTIES DURING THE SENA PERIOD

l. THE DEVA DYNASTY

A UNB of kings belonging to the Deva family is known to us
from three copper-plate grants.* Grants Nos. i and ii introduce us
to a dynasty whose genealogical list is given below :

I. Punishottama

I

n. Madhumathana-deva’

I

m. Vasudeva

I

IV. Dsmodara*deva.

The family is said to have descended from the moon and was
follower of the Vaish^ava cult. The founder of the family, Purush-

ottama, is described as the chief of the Deva family {Dev-^nvaya-

grnmoffi) in Grant No. i. Neither Grant gives any royal title to

him, and it may be assumed that the kingdom was founded by his

son Madhumathana-deva who is referred to as a king. No details

are given either of him or of his son Vasudeva. Vftsudeva’s son

Dsmodara, during whose reign both the Grants were issued

ascended the throne in 1153 ^aka or 1231 a.d.,^ and ruled till at

least 1243 A.D. when the Grant No. ii was issued. It may thus be

assumed that Madhumathana-deva, the grandfather ofDamodara,

set up as an independent king shortly before or after the Muslim

raid on Nadiys.

^ 1 . Mehsr cp. of Dsmodara-deva, dated 1156 l^ka. It has not yet been

published, but Dr. B. M. Barua, who is gong to edit it along with

Mr. P. B. Chakravarti, kindly sent me an advance-copy of his

'Introduction.*

II. Chittagong cp. of D&modara, dated ^a 1165 (IB. 158 ff.).

in. Adsvsdi Dasaratha-deva. [IB. 181 ; Pausha,

1332 (B.S.), pp. 78-81.] As the plate is badly corroded, its contents

are but imperfectly known.
^ This is the reading of Grant No. i. In Grant No. ii the name is given

as Madhusndana* But as the original Grant is missing, and we have to depend

upon an artificially prepared facsimile (IB. 158), the reading of Grant No. i may
be accepted.

’ Grant No. i was issued in 1156 ^ka, in the fourth year of his reign.
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So far as we can judge from the probable identification of

localities mentioned in Grants Nos. i and n, Dfimodara’s kingdom

roughly comprised the territory corresponding to the modem
districts of Tippera, Noakhali and Chittagong. DSmodara seems

to have been a powerful ruler. He is described as the suzerain

of kings (sakala-bhupati-chakravartt), and assumed, in imitation of

the Sena kings, the high-sounding epithet ArirSja-ChanUra-MSdhava.

It is not improbable that he took advantage of the decline of the

Sena power, after the death of VUvartipasena, to extend his

dominions. Whether the area of his kingdom, indicated above,

represents the kingdom inherited by him or also includes the

territories added in his reign, is difficult to say. But in view of the

existence of the kingdom of PattikerS, down at least to a.d. 1220,

a portion of the district of Tippera must have been outside the

jurisdiction of the family till that date.

The name of the successor pf Damodara-deva or the history of

the family immediately after him is not known to us. But the

name of another king of a Deva family occurs in Grant No. m.

The copper-plate, recording the Grant, is in a very damaged

condition, and it has not yet been possible to decipher it in full.

We have, therefore, to depend upon the meagre information contained

in those parts which have been satisfactorily read.

The king issuing the grant is called Parameivara, Paramo-

bhaiiSraka, MahSrSjadhiraja, Ariraja-Danuja-Madhava, the illustri-

ous Daiaratha-deva. He is also given other high-sounding titles

which are all faithfully copied from the records of ViSvarQpasena

and Keaavasena. Further, corresponding to the expression Sena-

kula-kamala-vikaia-bhaskara of the records of the two Sena kings,

Daiaratha is called Dev-anvaya-kamala-vika^a-bhBskara. It would

thus follow that Dasaratha belonged to the Deva family and was

a Vaishpava. As the Grant was issued from Vikramapura, and the

lands granted were also situated near it, there is no doubt that

Da^atha came into possession of the Sena kingdom in East Bengal.

We are further told that Daiaratha obtained the kingdom of

Gauda through the grace of NsrSyaqia. What is exactly meant by

Gauda is difficult to say. The Cauda proper, i.e. North and West
Bengal, was in possession of the Muslim rulers, and there is no
evidence to show that the name was used at this time in an extended

sense so as to cover Eastern Bengal. It is, therefore, to be presumed
that Daiaratha claims to have conquered a portion of West or

N<»1h Bengal. This claim need not be regarded as a fa^stic one,

for it is quite likely that an enterprising Hindu ruler of Eastern

Bengal occasionally led successful raids to the Muslim domains in
his neighbourhood.
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Tlic close agreement in the titles shows that Dalaratha was not

probably far removed from the time of Kegavasena. This is in full

agreement with the palaeography of the record. It is, therefore,

reasonable to hold that the Deva family, to which he belonged, is

identical with that mentioned in the records of Dsmodara. As the

latter ruled till at least 1243 a.d., Da^aratha-deva might have been
his immediate or a later successor. If Minhsj is to be believed, the

descendants of Lakshmanasena were ruling in Bang or East Bengal

till 1245 or 1260 a.d., and we have to presume that Daiaratha>deva

conquered Vikramapura after that date.

The title ArirSja-Danuja-Madhava borne by Daiaratha makes
it very probable that he is identical with king Danujamadhava,

mentioned in the genealog cal records of Bengal, and also with

Danuj Rsi, the Rsja of SonSrgSon, near Dacca, who, according to

Ziauddin Barni, entered into an agreement with Ghiyasuddin Balban

that he would guard against the escape of the rebellious Tughril

Khan by water (1283 a.d.).* The date 1283 a.d. would not be

unsuitable for Da^aratha, though in that case we have to presume

the existence of one or more kings between him and Dsmodara.

If we accept the identity, we have to regard SonsrgSon as the

capital of Da^aratha. It is probable, in that case, that SonSrgKon

represents the capital city of Vikramapura mentioned in the records

of the Senas. As is well known, the name Vikramapura is now
applied to a wide area round about the modern town of Munshiganj

in the Dacca district, and the designation originated from a village

called Vikramapura, which undoubtedly existed in the neighbour-

hood of Munshiganj, though its exact location is not known at

present. SonSrgSon is situated on the bank of the Dhaleswari

just opposite Munshiganj, close to the confluence of that river with

the Lakhia, the old Brahmaputra and the MeghnS. SonSrgKon

thus occupied a strategic position, and although it is separated

today by a river from the localities chiefly associated with the

traditions of the Sena kings, the known changes in the courses of

rivers in that region do not make it at all unlikely that in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries a.d., it was contiguous to the

Munshiganj and RSmpSl area. In any event, if we accept the

identity of DaSaratha, whose capital was Vikramapura, with Danuj

Rsi, whose seat of government was SonSrgSon, it is diflicult to

avoid the conclusion that the ruins of SonsrgSon represent at least

a part of the famous capital of Bengal.

^ IB. 182.
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Two copper-plates (i and ii)^ discovered at BhaterS, about

twenty miles from Sylhet, introduce us to a line of kings who may
be represented by the following genealogical table :

In the family of the Moon

I. Kharavsna (Navagirvvsna)* (not mentioned in ii).

I

u. Gokula-deva (Gokulabhumipala in ii).

I

ni. Narsyana (Nsrayapa-deva in n).

^

I

IV. Kesava-deva (Kesava-deva-deva in n, alias Ripu-raja-gopi-Govinda,

Donor of i).

I

V. Isana-deva (Donor of u ; not mentioned in i).

Ke^avadeva is described as a great warrior who performed

Tulapurusha sacrifice.

The second Grant was issued in year 17, evidently the regnal

year of I§2rnadeva. As to the date of first plate, opinions

differ regarding the correct reading of the figures.^ But on

palaeographical grounds the plates can hardly be regarded as

earlier than the 13th century a.d., and may be even somewhat

later.

1 Edited by Dr. R. L. Mitra \nProc, 1880, pp. 141 if. No. iwas
rc-edited by Dr. K. M. Gupta (£/. xix. 277 ff).

2 Dr. Mitra remarks, **The words Navagirvana and Kharavana are so placed

that either of them may pass for a proper name, or both of them may be epithets'*

(op. cit. 145 f.n.). Dr. Gupta takes Kharavana as proper name and reads the

other word as *na (rayglrvvana.'

3 Dr. R. L. Mitra ob^rves as follows : “The date of the record has been

read by Pandit Srinivasa Sastri to be the year 2928 of the era of the first Pan^ava

king: Paniavakuladipalabda sam 2928, But in the original the first figure

is very unlike the third, and has been moreover scratched over and is abundantly

doubtfhl. The second is also open to question I am disposed to take the first

for a 4 and the second fo^ 3,which would make the date 4328»a,d. 1245'* (op, cit.).

Dr. K. M. Gupta (op, c/7.) read the date as 4151 (=1049 a.d.). So far as

can be judged from the facsimile of the plate the reading of both Dr. Mitra and

Dr. Gupta must be regarded as conjectural, as none of the figures is clearly

legible. But the palaeography of the inscription is decidedly against the view of

Dr. Gupta.

According to tradition, the Ula (mound), where the plate was found, is the

place which belonged to Rajs Gauragovinda alias Govinda Simha. Th«4Mrince was

overthrown by Shah Jellal who invaded Sylhet in 1257 Aj>., and brought some of

the independent Rajas under his control.

Dr. R. L. Mitra held that the Govinda of the ^ila is the same with that

of the racord (No. iv), and the date proposed by him fits in well with the story of

Shah lellal*s invasion.
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The names of all the kings of the dynasty, excepting the

doubtful No, I, end in -deva, and in Plate ii we have Ke§avadeva*

deva. It is not impossible, therefore, that they also belong to the

Deva family.

II. THE KINGDOM OF PATTIKERA

The existence of the small principality of PattikerR, in the

district of Tippera, may be traced as far back as the 11th century a.d.

The earliest reference to it occurs in a manuscript of AshtasShasrikH

PrajfiSpdramitS preserved in the library of the Cambridge Univer-

sity. This MS, (Add. 1643), copied in the year 1015 a.d., contains

the picture of a sixteen-armed goddess with the label “Paftikere

Chundsvarabhavane Chunds."^ It proves that early in the 11th

century a.d., the image of the Buddhist goddess Chundfi in

PattikerR was widely known.

The Burmese chronicles contain many references to this

kingdom.* According to Hmatman, the kingdom of Anoratha

(1044-1077 A,D.) was bounded on the west by Patikkara, the

country of Kalas (foreigners). The same text narrates the romantic

story of the prince of Patikkara whose love for Shweinthi, the

daughter of king Kyanzittha (1084-1112 a.d.), cost him his life.

It forms the theme of Burmese poems and two melodramas, one of

which runs up to three volumes, and is acted on the Burmese stage

even up to the present day. Although Shweinthi’s love for the

prince of Patikkara had to be sacrificed to the welfare of the state,

her son Alaungsithu married a princess of Patikkara. According to

Burmese chronicles, Narathu, the son and successor of Alaungsithu,

slew with his own hand this princess of Patikkara, the widow of his

father. The Arakanese chronicles, however, give a different version

of this incident. We are told that ‘a certain king Pateikkara of the

kingdom of Marawa’ sent his two daughters as presents to the

kings respectively of Arakan and Tampadipa. The general of

Arakan sent the latter princess to Pagan with a request to king

Narathu to send her to Tampadipa. Narathu, however, forcibly

detained her in his seraglio. The princess having rebuked Narathu

for his disgraceful conduct, the latter forthwith drew his sword and

killed her.-

* Foucher-/co«. p. 199, pi. vm. 4.

The references in Burmese chronicles are summed up in AS.-—Burma,

1921-22, pp. 61-62; 1922-23, pp, 31-32; cf. also Phayre, /fiJfory 0/ Burma, pp,

49-50, from whidi the account of Narathu is quoted.
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Both the Burmese and the Arakanese chronicles agree about the

sequel to the story. The king of Patikkara,

'*on hearing of the murder of his daughter, disguised as Brahmans eight soldiers

who were sworn to avenge the crime. They arrived at Pagan, and were introduced

into the palace under pretence of blessing the king. They killed him with a sword,

after which they either killed each other or committed suicide, so that all died in

the palace.**!

How far the above stories may be regarded as historical it is

difficult to say. But it is evident that there was an intimate

intercourse between the kingdoms of Burma and Pattikers during

the twelfth century a.d. The existence of the kingdom of PattikerR

in the thirteenth century is proved by an inscription engraved on

a copper-plate found in the neighbourhood of Comilla.^ It records

a grant of land in favour of a Buddhist monastery built in the city

of Pattikera, by Ranavahkamalla Sn-Harikaladeva in a.d. 1220,

in the 17th year of his reign. There is no doubt that this Pattikera

was the capital of the kingdom which has been referred to in the

Burmese chronicles as Patikkara or Pateikkara. Although the city

of Pattikera connot be identified, it must have been situated within

the district of Tippera, for an important pargana of this district

which extends up to the Mainamati Hills, five miles to the west of

Comilla, is still known as Patikara or Paitkara. In older documents

this pargana is called Patikera or Paiikera, which more closely

resembles the old name.

It is difficult to ascertain the status of this kingdom during

the 11th and 12th centuries A.D. vis-a-vis the Pala and Sena kings

of Bengal. The references in the Burmese chronicles imply, but do

not certainly prove, that it was an independent state. Hariksla-

deva Ra^avankamalla, who ascended the throne in 1204 a.d. and

was ruling till 1220 a.d., was undoubtedly an independent king. As

we have seen above, the founder of another royal line, the Deva
family, also set up an independent kingdom about the same time

in the immediate neighourhood. Both of them might have taken

advantage of the decline of the Senas to establish their independence.

The name-ending -deva in HarikSladeva tempts us to regard this

king also as belonging to the same Deva family, though Deva^ in

this case, might be nothing moie than the usual honorific ending

of a royal name. The existence of at least three ruling families in

the 13th century A.D., with name-endings -rfeva, two of whog]^ are

definitely said to belong to the Deva family, is, however, not

! For a similar story about Oau^a, see &upra p. 84.

* Mainsmat; cp. {IHQ. ix. pp. 282 ff.)
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without significance. It is probable that they were all important
feudatory chiefs and attained to high position after the collapse of
the Sena power.

Whether Ranavankamalla belonged to the old royal family of
Pattikers referred to in the Burmese chronicles cannot be determined
with any degree of certainty. In any case, we do not hear of the
kingdom of Pattikera after him. It was most probably absorbed
in the growing kingdom of the Deva family.

III. THE KINGDOM OF PlJHl

A family of kings with names ending in ~sena are known
to have ruled over a kingdom called Pithi. An inscription found at

Janibigha,^ about six miles to the east of Bodh-Gaya, records the

grant af a village to the Vajr8sana {i.e. Mahabodhi temple) by king

Acharya Jayasena, lord of Pithi, and son of Buddhasena. The
latter must be identified with Acharya Buddhasena, lord of Pithi,

who is mentioned in an inscription found at Bodh-Gaya as having

issued some directions to the inhabitants of Mahabodhi in respect

of some grant made to l^ri-Dharmarakshita, the religious preceptor

of A^okachalla, king of Kams.^

The two inscriptions leave no doubt that the kingdom of Pithi,

over which Buddhasena ruled, certainly comprised the Gaya district.*

As already noted above, Bhimayafeas, one of the feudal chiefs who
helped Ramapala in his expedition against Bhima, is called in

RSmacharita* both Plihi-pati, lord of Pithi, and Magadh-adhipati,

suzerain of Magadha. From this Mr. K. P. Jayaswal,* and following

him Mr. N. G. Majumdar,* held that Pithi and Magadha are

practically identical. This does not, however, follow from the

statement in RSmacharita which merely implies that Bhimaya&as,

lord of Pithi, was also overlord of Magadha. On the whole, all

» Edited by H. Panday, JBORS. iv. 273 ff ;
commented on by Jayaswal, Ibid.

266 ff; re-edited by N. G. Majumdar, 7/1. XLvni (1919), 43 ff.

* This is the interpretation of N. G. Majumdar (op. cit. 44-46).

> Panday pointed out that the village Janibigha must have been included

in the dominions of Jayasena. Buddhasena’s Ins. at Bodh-Gaya, containing an

order to the people of Gaya, also confirms the view.

Mr. S. S. Majumdar has discussed at length the identification of Pithi, and

does not agne that it included the Gaya district. He locates Pithi in the region

lying between the modern railway stations Colgong and Sakrigali Junction on

E. I. Ry. Loop line, and identifies it with Pirpainti (IC. v. 379 ff.).

* Commentary to v. 5, Ch. n.

* Mr. Jayaswal writes (op. cIt. p. 267) : “There cannot be any doubt that

in the early Sena times Pithi denoted the whole of the province of Bihar (exc^
Mithila).’*

* Op. cit. p. 44.
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that we can definitely assert is that Pithl included the region

round Ga)^.

The date of the two Sena Icings of Pithi is not free from doubts.

The Jsnibigha inscription is dated in the year 83 of 'Lakshmcf^o-

senasyStltarsjya* The true meaning of this expression has been

discussed above (see supra p. 234). The most reasonable view

seems to be that the year is to be counted from the end of

Lakshmauasena’s rule in the Gaya region i.e. about 1200 A.D., and

hence Jayasena’s reign falls in c. 1283 a.d.^

There is no evidence in support of Mr. Jayaswal’s view that

Buddhasena and Jayasena were scions of the great Sena family in

Bengal.* He identified Buddhasena with the king of that name

mentioned by Tsranstha along with three other Sena kings, as noted

above.* The fact that Tsranstha refers to them as minor kings,

subordinate to the Turushkas, shows that their reigns must be

placed later than 1200 a.d. As such Buddhasena of his list might

not improbably be the Pltht king of that name. For though the

name of the successor of Buddhasena of TicranStha’s list is different

from Jayasena, such errors occur even in TSranstha’s account of

the Pala kings where we have no doubt that names like Gopsla,

DevapBla and DharmapSla were really historical. But even if we
accept the identification, which is at best doubtful, there is nothing

to support the contention that Buddhasena and Jayasena of Pithl

were related in any way to the Senas of Bengal,* though this can

not be regarded as altogether beyond the bounds of probability.*

A special importance has been added to the history of this petty

dynasty of Plthl chiefs on account of the theory propounded by

Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri that the well-known era La sarit, starting

in 1119 A.D., was founded by king Lakshmauasena, the founder of

* See supra pp. 235-236.

* JBOBS. IV. 266.

^ See supra p. 250.

* This view is also maintained by Mr, N. G. Majumdar (op. cit. p. 46).

* The Gays inscription, dated 1813 of the Nirvana Era, records the construc-

tion or restoration of a temple at Gaya by Punishottamasimha, chief of Kami
(Kumaon), and reference is made to the permission or help he received from his

overlord king Asokachalla and ‘here from the Indra-like Chhinda King.* It has

been suggested that the allusion, in the latter case, is to king Buddhasena in

whose kingdom Bodh-Gays was situated. If this view be acc^rted, we have to

regard Buddhasena and his son Jayasena as belonging to the Chhinda family. This

view is held by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar (lA. 1913, p. 84) and N. O. -MAjumdai
(o/r. c/r. p. 46). The Chhinda family is known from two odier records, but thqr

Mong to an earlier date (£4. 1881, p. 345 ; 1880, pp. 143-144). -It appears from
one of these records that the Chhindas were ruling in Gaya region as early as the

10th or 11th century a.d.
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the royal house of Pithi, to which Buddhasena and Jayasena
belonged. This view has been already discussed,^ and docs not
appear to be a very probable one.

IV. THE MINOR GUPTA DYNASTY

The Panchobh copper-plate of Sartigrfima-Gupta^ introduces us
to a line of kings which is represented by the following genealogical
tree

:

I. Yajfiesa-Gupta

I

II. Dsmodara-Gupta

I

III. Deva-Gupta

I

IV. Rsjsditya-Gupta

I

V. Krishna-Gupta

I

VI. Saiiigrama-Gupta

Nos. i-m are simply referred to as kings. No. vi, the donor, is

called paramabhafi^raka, maharajadhirUja, paramehvara, as well as

mah3mai^4cilika. He is said to be the son of the illustrious prince

KrishjQLa-Gupta, meditating on the feet of Rsj^iditya-Gupta,

who is given the same title as Samgrama-Gupta. Both are des-

cribed as parama-mnhe'svara’Vrishabhadhvaja-Somanvayaj-Arjuna-'

yaihhodbhava Jayapura-parameivara, In other words these kings

were ^aivas, had bull as their insignia or emblem, claimed descent

from Arjuna of lunar family, and were lords of Jayapura. This

line of rulers, we are told, became reputed as Gupta (vathho

Gupta%
The inscription may be referred on palaeographical grounds to

the 12th century a.d., its characters resembling those of the grants

of Lakshma^asena of Bengal.

Jayapura, the seat of the family, has been identified with

modern Jayanagar.near Lakhisarai in the Monghyr district.

The use of the title Mahamar^dalika along with the imperial

titles in the case of Nos. iv and vi indicates that the family had

^ See supra pp. 234-236.

* The eopper-plate was found, while digging earth, by one Amiri Chaudhuri
about two and a half miles from Panchobh, situated about five or six miles to the

west of Laheria Sarai, the chief town of the Darbhanga district in Bihar. It was
edited in JBOR8. v. 582 ff.
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at first been feudatories (of tJbe PaJas or Senas or of both)

and assumed independence after the defeat of Lakshmanasena by
Muhammad Bakhtyar Khiiji.

The mention of the word Gupta-vaihSa indicates that

perhaps the dynasty claimed descent from the Imperial or Later

Guptas.

It is interesting to note that the grandfather of the Brshmana
to whom Satbgrama-Gupta granted land was an immigrant from

KolSficha.



CHAPTER X

ADMINISTRATION

I. PRE-GUPTA PERIOD

We have no source of information regarding the political theory

and the administrative system that prevailed in Bengal before it

became a part of the Gupta empire. It is probable that in these

respects it followed, in a general way, the gradual evolution that

took place in the rest of Northern India, with such modifications

as were required by local conditions and suited the genius of the

people.

Only a few isolated facts may be gleaned from a study of the

classical accounts and scattered references in Indian literature. That

monarchy was the prevailing system of government is proved by the

existence of various kingdoms noted above in Chapters ii and in.

The reference to tribal units like the Suhmas, Puudras, etc. seems

to indicate that this monarchical system was evolved out of the

primitive tribal organisations. Perhaps in this respect we have a

close parallel to the evolution that took place in Northern India

between the age of the Rik-sarkhitH and that of the later SarhhitQs

and the Brahmar^s.

The somewhat detailed account of the kingdom of the

Gangaridai, furnished by the classical writers (v. pp. 41-43),

proves that the necessity of settled forms of government was

realised, and powerful monarchies were established in Bengal long

before the fourth century b.c. The strength and efficiency of the

military force of the Gangaridai necessarily indicate a highly

developed from of state-organisation. An advanced stage in the

general political consciousness and state-craft may also be inferred

from the references in the epics to the political alliance of petty

states against a common enemy, the occasional establishment of a

strong monarchy by the combination of a number of smaller

kingdoms, and the diplomatic relations maintained by kings of

Bengal with foreign potentates (v. supra p. 38). If the legends

about prince* Vijaya^ have any historical background, we may
l^itimately infer that in spite of the strength of the king based

^ For the legend cf. Mahsvamsa, tr. by W. Odger, p. S3. See alto

sfq^ra p. 39 and Cb* xvn.
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on a powerful military force, the popular opinion played an impor-

tant part in the system of administration, such as we could

normally expect in a state arising out of tribal organisation, which

was necessarily somewhat democratic in character.

We have no definite or detailed knowledge of the system of

administration in Bengal during the Maurya period. We do not

even know whether it formed a viceroyalty, or was directly

administered by the emperor. The reference to a mahSmatraia.

the MahSsthSn inscription,* the single epigraphic record that we

possess of the period, seems to indicate that both in theory and in

practice the government in Bengal partook of the general character

of the Maurya administration of which we possess an abundant

knowledge from various sources. The inscription records some

beneficent activities of the ruling power and indicates a concern for

the good government and welfare of the people which is so

characteristic of the Maurya emperors, particularly Atoka. The

inscription records the grant of paddy, and probably also of money,

to the people, by way of loan, in order to relieve the distress caused

apparently by famine. The clear indication therein of the Govern-

ment store-house (kothsgSle) being provided with grains for the

relief of the people during flood or famine finds its support from

instruction laid down in the Arthaisstra (ii. xv) to the effect that

the Government store-keeper {koshthSgSradhyaksha) shall keep

apart one-half of the stores of agricultural products for meeting

such emergencies.

If. PERIOD OF GUPTA IMPERIALISM

The epigraphic records of the Gupta period enable us for the

first time to draw an outline of the general framework of administra-

tion. The Gupta emperors did not directly administer the whole of

the territory in Bengal which was formally included within the

empire. There were feudal chiefs, referred to as MahasSmanta,

who even assumed the title maharaja. These were probably the

chiefs of what were formerly independent states. Reference may

be made to the cases of Mahasamanta ^aSahka discussed above (st^prn

p. 59) and of Maharaja Mahasamanta Vijayasena and Maharaja

Rudradatta mentioned in the record of Vainyagupta.* The epithets

applied to Vijayasena show that important state-functions were

entrusted to some of these feudatory chiefs. Of these epithets

Dutaka^ Mahaprafihdra and Mahapilupati are met with in other

r El. XXI. 83. Dr. Barua, however, rejects this reading (IHQ. x. 58).

^ 5«pra pp. 49, 52.
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records and their meaning will be discussed later. In addition to

these, Vijayasena bears the titles Pahch&dhikarat^oparikay PQtyur

parika and Purapsloparika. Uparika here evidently refers to a

superior officer exercising authority over subordinate officials, who
were in this case those of five adhikaranas, pafis, and purap^Ias.

The first probably refers to five district officers and the last the

City Superintendents. The meaning of the second is obscure.

The imperial territory in Bengal directly under the administra-

tion of the emperors was organised into a series of well-defined

administrative units. The biggest division was called bhukti, which

was again sub-divided into vishayas, mar^dalas, vithis and gramas,

occasionally perhaps with other minor sub-divisions. The imperial

records refer specifically to only one bhukti in Bengal named after,

and presumably with its headquarters at, the ancient city of

Pupdravardhana. The records of later periods refer to Vardhamgna-

bhukti which probably existed even under the Imperial Guptas.

The names of the different bhuktis and their sub-divisions, so far

known, have been noted above (v. supra pp. 23 ff.) and need not be

discussed here.

The Governor of a bhukti was appointed directly by the

Emperor and was sometimes selected from members of the

imperial family. The Governor was called simply Uparika in the

time of KumfJragupta i, but later, in the reign of Budhagupta, the

title mahdrdja was added to it. Similarly the officer in charge of a

vishaya was called kumdrdmatya in the earlier and ^yuktaka in

the later period. During the period of the supremacy of the Later

Guptas over North Bengal these two ofl&cials were called respec-

tively uparika-mahardja and vishayapati}

The bhuktis and vishayas may be said to correspond roughly

to the Divisions and Districts of modern Bengal. As a general

rule the Governor of a bhukti appointed the district-officers, but in

some cases the appointment seems to have been made directly by

the Emperor.®

The bhuktU vishaya, and other administrative units such as

vithi, had each an adhikarar^a (office) of its own at its respective

headquarters. As our information is solely derived from inscriptions

recording grant or sale of lands, the work of the adhikarar^s in

1 Supra pp. 49 ff where full references are given.

’ This follows from the Baigram cp. {EL xxi. 81) in which the vishayapatl

of Panchana^ari is described as directly meditating on the feet of the Emperor

(1. 1). In other cases the vishayapatl is said to have been appointed by the

Governor (cf. the land-grants of the Gupta Emperors and independent kings of

Bengal referred to supra pp. 49 ff.). Panchanagarl had another exceptional feature,

viz^ the absence of any Board in the district adhikara^as.
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connection with such transactions alone is known to us. But

there can be hardly any doubt that the description of its composi*

tion and the method of business apply also, with necessary modifica-

tions, to other kinds of work which a state has to perform. In any

case a detailed study of the transactions for the sale of land gives

us a glimpse of the actual working of these adhikarat^as which

formed a unique and very interesting feature of the organisation of

local governments in ancient Bengal.

Four copper-plate incriptions found at Dsmodarpur^ prove

that during the century 444-544 a.d. the adhikaratfa of Kocivarsha-

vishaya, situated in a town presumably bearing the same name,

was composed, in addition to the district officer, of four other

prominent members viz. (1) the nagara-iresh^hin, the president of

the various guilds or corporations of the town or of the rich

bankers
; (2) the prathamo-sSrthavaha (the chief merchant)

representing the various trading associations and other mercantile

professions of the vishaya : (3) the prathamorkulika (the chief

artisan) representing the craft-guilds ; and (4) the prathama-

kSyastha (the chief or senior scribe) either representing the

Ksyasthas as a class, or acting as a state-official in the capacity of

a Secretary of modern days.* It will not be out of place here to

note that the discovery by Bloch of a large number of seals* at BasSrh

(old VahSll) in North Bihar (Tirabhukti) with the legend kreshthi-

sSrthavSha-kulika-nigoma i.e. the corporations of bankers, merchants

and artisans, and of some others by Spooner there with separate

legends such as ireshthi-nigamd^ (with which may also be

compared the legend kulika-nigama in some of Marshall’s finds at

BhifS in Allahabad district),* corroborates the view that similar

corporations existed in the headquarters of Koiivarsha in North

Bengal, and that it is their representatives who served in the

adhikaratfa of the vishayapati.

According to the four inscriptions, referred to above, the

intending purchasers of land approached the adhikaratpi and stated

the nature and amount of land required by them, the purpose for

which it was to be used, and their readiness to pay the price

‘ £/. XV. I30ff.

> The exact meaning of the four designations is difficult to determine.

Or. U. N. Ohoshal interpreted them as ‘guild-president, the leading merchant, the

leading banker and the leading scribe’ (Hindu Rnenue System, p. 202). On the

other hand Dr. Bloch took ireshihin, sSrthm’dha, and kulika tespectiHgly as

banker, trader, and merchant (ASI. 1SI03-4. p. 104).

* ASI. 1903-4. pp. 101-20.

« ASI. 1913-14, pp. 123, 137. ISO, 133.

* ASI. 1911-13, p. 36.
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prescribed by usage. The matter was referred by the aJhikaroiia to

three record-keepers (pustapslas). After a favourable report had
been received from them and the price actually paid, the land was
formally made over to the party. The copper-plates which inform
us of these transactions were the formal deeds ofs ale which were
handed over to the purchasers as documents of their right.

The adkikara^as of the district, as described above, evidently

belong to the type mentioned in the old Sanskrit drama, the

Mrichhakatika. The famous trial-scene in the ninth Act of the

drama refers to the adhikarea^a or court sitting in a ma^dopa or

assembly-hall. The trial is conducted jointly by the adhikarmtika,

a Sreshthin and a kSyastha. This drama shows that the adhikaraiyas,

which included at least two members referred to in the Dsmodarpur
Plates, served as a court of justice for the trial of criminal cases.

This only supports, what has been stated above, that the adhikaratya

formed a general administrative body in charge of many kinds of

administrative work of the district. The sale of land could not

have been its sole business, for then it would be didicult to

explain why bankers, merchants and artisans should form its

constituent parts.^

The constitution of the district adhikaraiyas raises several

interesting problems. First, even assuming that three of the four

additional members represented the trade, industry and banking

corporations, we do not know whether they were nominated by the

Governor or elected by their respective constituencies. The fact

that each of these bodies had a nigama or a corporation of its own,

makes it very likely that the presidents of these corporations became

automatically members of the adhikararyi. But whether these

presidents were elected by the associations or nominated by the

king we have no definite means to determine. It appears, however,

from a study of the Z)Aflr/Mflj«/rfljby NRrada and Brihaspati, which

belong approximately to the same period with which we are dealing,

that the presidents of these associations were elected by their

members.*

The second problem relates to the position of the additional

members vis-d-vis the district-officer. It has been held by some

that the direct responsibility for managing the affairs of the

adhikara^ lay in the hands of the district-officer, but he carried

out his duties in the presence of the additional members.* Other

scholars regard the latter as a Board of Advisers* to the district-

» Dr. U.N. Ghoshal. op. cU. pp. 200-205.

* Cf. R. C. Majumdar, Corporate Life in Ancient India, Ch. i. § (-7.

* IC. VI. 161.

* HNI. 56.
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officei^. This is certainly a more reasonable view than the fonna*.

But the word 'puroga' used after the names and designations of

the additional members would rather seem to indicate that they

formed an integral part of the adhikaraifa and possessed rights

and prerogatives beyond those of mere advisers. Although their

exact constitutional position is difficult to determine, it would not

be unreasonable to assume that they held concurrent authority with

the district-officer in the general administration or at least in certain

specified branches of it.

This democratic principle in the administration of local affairs

is also proved by another copper-plate from Damodarpur issued

during the reign of Budhagupta.^ It describes the sale of a piece

of land, with the same formalities as noted above, including reference

to a record-keeper (only one in this case), but the bodyw hich is

approached by the purchaser and authorises the sale consists

of mahattaras, the ash{akulsdhikarat}a, the grSmikas, and the

kututnbins. Form Palatavrindaka, which was evidently its head-

quarters, this body reports the sale-transactions to the chief

Brahma^as, the prominent subjects and householders of the village

of Chaudagrsma. Moreover, even after reference to the record-

keeper, and a favourable report received from him, the mahattaras,

kutumbins and others measured the land under sale and demarcated

its boundary.

The procedure, here contemplated, is obviously different from

that laid down in the other records. Some of the ‘differences, such

as measurement of land by the mahattaras and others may be

explained by supposing that purely formal details were omitted

in the latter. But there is no doubt that the adhikararpis of

Kotivarsha and Pala^avrindaka, though exercising similar functions,

were differently constituted. It appears from the Dhanaidaha Grant

of KumSragupta i iYaX za adhikaratia like that of PalSiavfindaka

was really an adhikaratja of a village or a group of villages. The
difference in the constitution can be easily explained. The head-

quarters of such an adhikararpi evidently had not sufficient industrial

and commercial importance, and did not possess associations of

bankers, traders or artisans, which were large enough in number
or of sufficient importance to make their power felt in public affairs.

In these rural areas, different types of men, enumerated above,

exercised authority in public affairs. Of these the mahattaras

probably denote the leading men of the locality,* and the grsmikas,

‘ El. XV, 135.

‘ According to Pargiter, “Mahattaras were the men of position in the
villages, the leading men.” He even suggests that the word mcitabbar ox
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the heads of villages.^ The method by which these two categories

were selected, in what respects the former were distinguished from
the kutumbins which mean householders, and the exact significance

of the term ashtakul^dhikarar^a are all unknown to us.* But
although, therefore, we are unable to determine the exact composi-

tion of these rural adikarar^as, there can be hardly any doubt that

they represented the popular elements and were constituted on the

same democratic basis which distinguishes the district or urban

adhikaratfas. This predominance of popular elements in the

administrative machinery is one of the most important side-lights

on the system of government in ancient Bengal that archaeology

has revealed. It may be presumed that the administration of other

territorial units such as vithi^ and bhukd was also organised in the

same spirit.

A vlthi-adhikara^a consisting of mahattaras, agraharins, khadgis^

and at least one vaha~nayaka (superintendent of transport organisa-

tion ?) is referred to in the Mallassrul copper-plate grant of the

time of Gopachandra, who founded an independent kingdom in

Matabar, a common title for the head-man of a village in East Bengal, though

generally derived from Arabic Mu^tabar, “trustworthy, reputable,*’ is more
probably a corruption of Matar^bar^ that is, Mahattara^vara, “the chief of the

leading men’* {IA, xxxix. 213)

^ The status and function of the village head-man are described in detail

in Smriti literature and are also referred to in inscriptions. For a detailed

discussion cf. R. C. Majumdar, li/e, p. 155 and Jolly, Hindu Law and
Custom^ p. 203. According to Manu-samhita (vn. 115-120) the king appointed

a head over each village, as well as heads of ten villages, heads of twenty, heads

of a hundred and heads of a thousand. A head of tea villages {Dat^agramika) is

referred to in Bengal inscriptions, as will be noted below, but how far the

organisation described by Manu was applicable to Bengal at any particular time,

it is difficult to say.

^ For the meaning of these terms cf. Dr. R. O. Basakin n. 491-92.

According to him, ashtakuladhikaranas were probably officers appointed over

eight kulas, a technical term used to denote inhabited country, especially as much
ground as can be cultivated by two ploughs each driven by six bulls. According

to Dr. Basak, kutumbins undoubtedly refer to ordinary householders or family-

men /.e., men having kutumbas, families. He does not agree with Dr. D. R.

Bhandarkar who takes kutumbins to mean only the cultivators (lA. 1919, p. 80).

Dr. U. N Ohoshal interprets kutumbins as heads of households (op. cit.

p. 200, f.n. 2).

Dr. U. N. Ghoshal regards mahattaras, kutumbins, and even prakritis not

as ‘private individuals* but as 'officials* and ’administrative agents' (op. cit.

p. 205). The evidence of the Khslimpur Plate, cited by him, does not support his

contention. For a person concerned with administration is not necessarily an

official, as, for example, we have non-official members of municipalities and

district-boards, and assessors and jurors at present. For criticism of Dr. Ohosbal's

viewef. EHBF. h 127 ; DUS. v. No. n, pp, 1 ff.

’ For the relation of vithi to bhuktl and vishaya, cf. IC. vi. 156.
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Vaiiga immediately after the Guptas.* It is, theisfore, very likely

that such an adhikararta existed under the Imperial Guptas also.

We have reference to an adhikarana of the town of Pup^ra*

vardhana,* presumably the headquarters of the bhukti named
after it. It is natural to regard it as the adhikaratfa of the bhttkti,

corresponding to that of a vishaya, though it is not specifically

referred to as such. The record says that one or more officials

called Syuktakas and the adhikaratfa of the town of Pu^dravardhana,

headed by Arya-mgara-ireshihin, were approached by a BrRhmapa

and his wife for purchase of land. After consulting the chief

iprathama) record-keeper and five others, they sold the land

according to usual procedure. It is clear, therefore, that the

adhikarana of Puudravardhana performed the same function, in

regard to sale of lands, as that of a vishaya. The only difference

is that the Governor of the bhukti is not referred to at all in connec-

tion with this adhikaratfa. It has been suggested that “the head

of the provincial government of Pundravardhana was not directly

connected with his adhikaratfa at least in so far as it concerned

itself with transactions of land-sale.”® This is very unlikely and

we should rather suppose that either the Governor was included in

the adhikaratfa whose composition is only briefly referred to as

‘Arya-nagara kreshthi-purogam.' or that Ayuktaka refers to the

Governor who, along with the other members of the adhikaratfa

headed by nagara-ireshthin, composed the authoritative body.*

The procedure of land-sale described in the Gupta records

referred to above throws some light on the very important, though

somewhat intriguing, problem of the ownership of land. But

radically different views have been entertained on this subject.

Some regard the king as the sole proprietor of lands in ancient

Bengal,® while others look upon the wbole village or individual

cultivator as the real owner.® The procedure of land-sale in Bengal

raises interesting issues in respect of each of these theories. If, for

example, we hold that the land belonged to the king, it is difficult to

explain why his officer could not alienate it without the approval of

the people or their representatives such as the mahattaras and the

kuiutnbins. On the other hand, the fact that the proceeds of sale

went to the royal exchequer goes definitely against the other two

* See supra p. 52.

> Paharpur cp. (£/. xx. 59).

» IC. VI. 159-60. ^
* One of the seals (No. 20) discovered at Bassrh shows that a provincial

Governor had his own adhikaratfa (ASI. 1903-4, p. 109),

® Dr. U.N.Ghoshal, op.cii, 206-7.

* This is the view of Dr. R. O. Basak (AJV. n. 486-91).
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theories. We must, therefore, admit that during the Gupta period

the king was undoubtedly recognised as the sole owner of the soil,

at least in Bengal. At the same time indications are not wanting

that perhaps in more primitive times the villagers, either individually

or through their assemblies, possessed specific rights over the lands

within the jurisdiction of the village. Whether such rights amounted
to ownership, absolute or even modified, it is impossible to say in

the present state of our knowledge.^

ni. PERIOD OF THE INDEPENDENT VA^TGA RULERS BEFORE THE PALAS

The establishment of independent kingdoms in South and East

Bengal in the sixth century a.d. necessarily brought about certain

changes in the administrative system. But the tradition of the

Gupta rule was preserved to a very large extent. The administra*

tive divisions like bhuktis, vishayas and vithis were continued on
the old lines, but there were changes or variations in details. We
have specific mention of the VardhamSna-^litrk/i and there was

probably another bhukti with its headquarters at Navysvakfiriks.*

The Governor of the latter is called uparika, with the additional title

mahSpratlhSra in two earlier records, and antaraftga in a later one.*

Here, again, while the vishayapati or district-officer was generally

appointed by the Governor, in one case he seems to have been

directly appointed by the king.

The administrative organisation of the different territorial

units was also modelled on the old system. We have no definite

information about the adhikarartas of bhukti or grSma, but there are

specific references to the adhikaratfas of vishaya or district* in

several records. Unfortunately their constitution is not as clearly

stated as in the earlier records. Here the authoritative body,

before which the intending purchasers of land present their petition,

consists of the district adhikarmpt, a number of mahattaras and

vyavahSrirfs (or vySpSriifs) and occasionally also other leading

» Cf. DUS. V. No. n. pp. I ff.

* See sig>ra p. 26. The area is not expressly designated at bhukti, but nay
be regarded as such as its Governor was called Uparika.

3 In Dharmiditya’s cp , dated year 3, the Governor Sthsnudatta is simply

called mahsrsja. Thecp. of Gopachandra, dated year 19, seems to apply one or

more additional titles to the Governor, but this portion of the text it illegible

(TA 1910, pp. 195, 204). The unpublished Kurpilg cp. of Samschsradeva refers to

•Pmr^<dctirlka-vySp3rapara-mahSprunh3rtt.’

* The district in the Faridpur Plates it named VsraktMnaniakMidmya. The

use of mapdata as part trf the name of vlduijn is peculiar.
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citizens.^ It has been suggested that the mahattaras represented

the landed gentry and the vyavahsrins, the industrial or commercial

interests of the district.* This is plausible enough, but cannot be

regarded as certain.* As to the adhikarana itself, it is described

as headed by ^Jyeshtha-kdyasthd* in two cases, and ‘the chief

adhikaranika' in another case.^ The other members of the adhi-

karar^a are not specified. It has been inferred from the two

descriptive expressions of adhikarat^a that the vishayapati did not

control the affairs of the adhikarana^ and his functions were

separated from those connected with the adhikarana} It is

difficult to accept this theory, which stands on the same footing

as the view upheld by the same scholar, on similar grounds, that

the provincial Governor had no connection with the adhikaratta of

the headquarters of the bhukiL But whatever might have been the

actual constitution of the adhikarar^a of the district of this period,

its association with the leading men of the district while exercising

its authority shows that the old democratic spirit in local adminis-

tration was still the characteristic feature of the government.

That the same spirit prevailed in the vtfhi-adhikarar^as of this

period has already been mentioned above (v. supra p. 269).

We must naturally expect some changes in the central govern-

ment. Here the independent kings, who took the place of the

distant Gupta overlords, bore the title mahdrnjddhirdja^ which was
less pretentious than the Imperial Gupta titles, parama-daivatOy

parama-bhattdraka and mahdrdjddhirdjay but more dignified than

the simple title maharaja borne by old Vanga king like Vainya-

gupta, Chandravarman, and Simhavarman. But the independent

kings of Bengal issued commands in right Gupta style to a large

number of officials. Only one such list has been preserved in the

Mallasarul Plate referred to above, and the names of the officials

are given in Appendix A. The list is much smaller than that in

the Pala and Sena records, and as most of the terms are obscure,

it does not enable us to form an idea of the general administrative

machinery beyond what has been stated above. It, however,

represents the first stage in the administrative organisation which

was further developed in -the later periods.

^ Dr. U. N. Ghoshal (op» cit, pp. 204*5) regards them all as minor officials

(cf. supra p. 269, f.n. 2).

^ /C. VI. 163. ^
^ Cf. supra p. 269, f.n. 2.

^ The unpublished Kurpsls cp. of Sam^chsradeva refers to *'mahattar-

adhikaranam*'

» /C. VI. 163.
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IV. THE PALA PERIOD

The rule of the PBlas for nearly four centuries established for

the first time a long and stable government in Bengal. The
administrative machinery must have assumed a definite form and
taken deep root in the soil during this period. Unfortunately the

available materials do not enable us to give a comprehensive

picture of it with sufficient clearness, and we have to content

ourselves with mere glimpses into its different aspects.

The organisation of the kingdom into a series of administrative

units called bhuktis, vishayas^ man^alas, and other smaller ones

ending with patakas were continued (v. supra p. 23). The P^as
exercised direct administrative control over Bengal, Bihar, and

Assam and we find mention of Pundravardhana-, Vardhamnna-, and
Dsij^dsi-bhuktis within the limits of Bengal proper, Tiia-bhukti and

&Tin2ig2iT?i‘bliukti in Bihar, and PrCgjyolisha-Wjw^// in Assam. The

inscriptions of the period give us the names of a large number of

vishayas and mar^dalas (v. supra p. 24), and refer to the officers

connected with their administration bearing designations identical

with or very similar to those of the earlier period.^ But they do

not throw any light on the forms of local governments prevailing

at the time. We do not even know for certain whether the

adhikaraftas, constituted on democratic basis, still formed a feature

of the administrative system. These are not referred to in any

record, though it is not unlikely that they survived, perhaps in a

modified form.

The increased royal power was reflected in the assumption of

the titles parameivara, parama-bhattdraka, mabarajadhiraja^ evi-

dently on the model of the Imperial Guptas. The central adminis-

trative machinery was also developed, as the Pslas ruled over a

vast empire. It is during this period that we come across for the

first time an important official of the stale, whose status was like

that of the Prime Minister. He was probably called mantrt or

sachiva.^ The post seems to have been hereditary in the family

1 The Khalimpur cp. (Pala Ins. No. 3) refers to Jyeshtha-kayastha, Maha*
mahattara, Mahattara, and Dalagramika etc. as administrators of vishaya {vishaya^

vyavaharinah). There are also references to Uparika, hdaha-kurnaramatya, Vishaya^

patit Cramapatiy and Brahmanas, Kutumbins etc. The expression Rajasthanxya is

generally added to Uparika (cf. Pala Ins., Nos. 14, 31, 46), though in one case

it seems to be mentioned as a separate official (No. 6). In the former cases

references are apparently to the Governor of a province who lakes the place of

the king i.e. Governor and Viceroy. The official name Dasagramika shows that

the district was divided into groups of ten villages ; cf. supra p. 269, f.n. 1.

’ For the use of the term Sachiva in this sense cf. Pala Ins. No. 50.

*MantrV is referred to in Ins. No. 31, 1. 61 ; No. 39, 1. 49.

35-
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of Brahmana Garga from the time of Dhannapfila to NffrSya^a-

psla. The great power and high pretension of these ministers

described in Badal Pillar inscription (No. 16) have already been

noted above (v. supra p. 116). The statement that the minister

DarbhapBjiji kept the emperor DevapBla waiting at his door may
be an exaggeration, but the inscription leaves no doubt that the

Prime Minister exercised very great authority in the affairs of state.

Another family supplied Prime Ministers to the later Pfila kings.

Yogadeva, the Prime Minister of Vigrahapala iii, is said to have

succeeded to this post on hereditary principles, and members of his

family held the same position up to the reign of Kumarapfila

(Ins. No. 50). Vaidyadeva, the minister of the last named king,

who regarded him as a dear friend, was also an able general and

founded an independent kingdom in KfimarUpa. The Pfilas inherited

the tradition of hereditary ministers from the Imperial Guptas.

It may be said to be a characteristic feature in ancient India, and

even less important offices, both in Gupta and Pflla periods, were

often filled up on hereditary principles.^

The form of government was, of course, monarchical. The

succession to the royal throne seems to have been based on strictly

hereditary principles. The heir-apparent, designated as Yuvar&ja,

is frequently referred to in the records, and was probably entrusted

with important functions, though we have n.o definite evidence of

it. Rajaputra (royal prince) is included in the stereotyped list of

officials, and as in the case of Ramapftla, it is probable that some-

times kings in old age left the cares of government to their

sons.

The establishment of a big kingdom or empire led to the

creation of feudatory chiefs, who are referred to in the Pala records

as rajan, rajanyaka, rajanaka, rar^aka, samanta, and mahas^manta.

Such feudatory chiefs existed also under the older independent

royal dynasties in Bengal. There are references to samantas in the

records of Samschsradeva,^ Devakhadga and JayanBga. In the

last case, the setmanta was a powerful chief, with a mahSpratihSra

ruling over a vishaya or district under him. When l^a^Bhka

established an empire, the independent kings conquered by him
became feudatory chiefs. One such ruler, called maharaja mahs^

samanta, is known to us, but Ihere were probably others. That

this system was also inherited from the Gupta period is proved by

' Cf. R. D. Banerji, The Age of the Imperial Guptas, p.sy, Al MaSlldi
also refers to hereditary offices in India (£. & D. i. 20).

* Unpublished Kurpala copper-plate.
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what has been said above (v. supra pp. 56, 59). Tbe Pala rulers

must have had many such samantas under them, in addition to the

defeated kings, re-instated in their dominions, whose exact relation-

ship with the suzerain power cannot be determined with certainty.

Occasionally the Pala kings held Durbars in which the feudatory

chiefs and subordinate kings assembled at the capital city to

render homage and obedience to the suzerain (v. supra p. 114).

The decline in power of the central authority naturally gave

an opportunity to the feudal chiefs to assume higher prerogatives.

Even where they did not openly declare themselves free, they

often practically exercised independent authority. The chiefs who
rallied to the cause of Rsmapala were de facto sovereign rulers,

even though the Rdmacharita calls them samantas. We possess an

official record^ of at least one such feudal chief viz. Isvaiaghosha

of Dhekkarl. Although he is called Mahamdr^dalika, the grant is

drawn up exactly in the style of independent kings such as those

of the Psla, Varman and Sena dynasties, and, what is most

interesting, the order of the ruler is issued to a host of oflicials,

including rajan,, rdjanyaka, rdjfit, rar^aka etc., the list closely

corresponding to what we meet with in the records of the Guptas,

Pfilas and Senas. There can be hardly any doubt that chiefs like

Isvaraghosha were independent rulers for all practical purposes,

though they did not openly assume royal epithet. Their position

was perhaps similar to the provincial rulers, like the Viziers of Oudh,

during the last days of the Mughal rule. The designations rdjan^

rdjanaka, rajanyaka, rar^aka etc. in the stereotyped list of

officials probably refer to them.

The efficiency and comprehensive character of the administra-

tive organisation of the Pfilas are best evidenced by the long list of

officials given in their land-grants. Although the exact^nature of

the power and functions of many of them is not clearly known, the

list enables us to form a general idea of the wide scope of the

administrative machinery and the different departments through

which it was carried on.

A list of these officials, with such information as we possess

regarding their functions, is given in Appendix B and we may state

here in general terms some of the prominent features of administra-

tion that may be inferred from them and other sources.

It appears that the scope of the government not only embraced

the secular affairs of the kingdom-apolitical, social and economical,

but even extended to moral and religious spheres. It is said, for

1 Rsmgtmi CP. of Uvaraghosfaa (IB. 149).
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example, that Dharmapsla maintained the rules of castes and

religious orders in strict conformity to the holy scriptures.^ In

this respect he merely followed the old traditions, but it is particularly

interesting inasmuch as the ruler was himself a foHower of Buddhism.

This shows that the religious profession of the ruler did not influence

the policy of the stale, which was based on time-honoured precepts

and conventions. The appointment of a long line of Brahmans as

Prime Ministers by the Buddhist Pala kings also constitutes an

important evidence to the same effect.

The fact that Devapflla appointed Viradeva as the head of the

Nalandfi monastery^ also indicates that the authority of the Pala

kings extended to the religious sphere. It has already been noted

above (v. supra p. 115) that the Tibetan traditions ascribe the

foundation of various Buddhist monasteries to Psla kings. There is

epigraphic evidence to show that they endowed both Buddhist and

Brahmanical temples and religious establishments.®

Reference must be made in this connection to the royal agent

for religious grants and endowments called dutaka. This term does

not denote any regular officer, but usually a high official, sometimes

even the crown prince, was selected as dutaka through whom
request for any such grant was conveyed to the king, and later,

the royal approval communicated to the officers concerned for the

due execution of the charter for the grant.

We know from Kautilya’s Arthaiastra and other sources that

administration was carried on by a number of departments of the

government, each organised under an adhyaksha or superintendent.

The list of officials mentioned in the Pfila records points to a

similar organisation,^ though we are unable to define the nature

and scope of the various departments into which the administration

was divided. An analysis of the stereotyped list of officials,®

however, indicates broadly the different departments of administra-

tion and their scope of activities.

I. The main powers and responsibilities of the government must

have been in the hands of a central executive body acting directly

» Ins. No. 6, v. 5. Also cf. No. 39, v. 13.

* Ins. No. 8, V. 10.

^ Ins. Nos. 2, 7, 14. The last one refers to the construction of a &V5
temple by Nsrayanapala.

^ This is more definitely established by the statements in the Irda cp.

referred to infra pp. 282-83. The title maha- prefixed to well-known official

names seems to indicate the organisation, under one head, of a number oflftch

officials.
^

* This is arranged alphabetically in App. B with short notes to which
reference should be made in respect of individual officials mentioned in the text.

It must be added that the interpretation of the terms is mostly coqjectural.
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under the supervision of the king. In addition to the R^japutra

and Prime Minister mentioned above, we have specific references to

other ministers such as Maha-s^ndhivigrahika, Minister in charge

of Peace and War, Raj^matya, probably denoting the junior

ministers in general, Maha^Kum&ramatya, whose exact status is

not known, and Duta, the ambassador
;

the other high executive

officials being collectively referred to as amatyas. An officer, called

Ahgaraksha, was probably the Head of the Royal Body-guard.

Rajasthaniya probably denoted a high official under the king and

possibly had the status of a Regent or a Viceroy.

A class of officers described as adhyakshas or supervisors of

elephants, horses, colts, mules, cows, buffaloes, goats and sheep,

must be distinguished from army officers in charge of some of these,

referred to later.^ They may be regarded as Superintendents of

elephants, horses etc, maintained by state, and their functions

and duties may be similar to those of functionaries of the same

names described in the Kautiliya Arthab^stra!^

II. Revenue Department. There were different classes of officers

for collecting revenues from different sources. Those from agricul-

tural lands must have been mainly collected through the heads of

territorial units, such as Uparika, VishayapatU Daiagramika and

Gramapati, The exact nature of these revenues is not known to

us, but they are referred to in general terms as bliaga, bhoga, kara,

hirat^ya, uparikara etc? in the land-grants. We have a specific

‘ In the Khfflimpur cp. fNo. 2) wc have the compound "hasty-aha-go

mahishy-aj-avik-adhyakshd* as well as haladhyaksha and nakadhyaksha (evidently

a mistake for navadhyaksha or naukadhyakshd). In the Nalanda cp. of Dharma-
pala (No, 3) we have *hasty-a^iv-oshtra-bala-vyupritaka* as well as 'kinora-vadava^

go-mahishy-adhikrita,* The Monghyr cp. of Devapala (No. 6) has *hasty-asv»

oshtro-bala-vyapritaka* eind^kiso-a-va^ava-go mashishy-aj-avik-adhyaksha,* With the

addition of *nau* before 'bala* in the first, these two expressions become
stereotyped in the later Pala Grants. It is obvious that we have to deal with

two sets of officers, referred to respectively as 'vy'upritaka* and either ^adhikrita*

or *adhyaksha,'* The use of the words *nau* and *bala* indicates the military

character of the former. Adhyaksha should then be taken in the sense of a

superintendent in the civil administration.

* Bk. II. Chs. xxix-xxxi.

3 The meaning of these terms is not definitely known, but the following

suggestions may be provisionally accepted :

Land-revenues paid in kind.

BAoga— Periodical supplies of fruits, firewood, flowers and the like which

the villagers had to furnish to the king.

Kara^k general property tax levied periodically.

if/rflnyflt^Tax in cash levied upon certain special kinds of crops as distin-

guished from the tax in kind {bhaga) which was charged upon

the ordinary crops.

Uparlkara=*lmposi levied on temporary tenants.
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reference to an officer called Shashth-sdhikfita, and it is probable

that he collected the sixth part of various articles which

belonged to the king according to Manu-smriti} Another officer,

called Bhogapati probably collected the tax referred to as bhoga.

The other kinds of taxes and revenues may be inferred from the

designations of officials employed to collect them. Tf our interpreta-

tions of these terms are correct, the following taxes were imposed

during the Psla period.

1. Tax payable by the villagers for piotection against

thieves and robbers.^

2. Customs and tolls.

3. Fine for criminal offences.®

4. Ferry-dues.

These taxes were collected respectively by Chauroddharat^ika^

Saulkika, DSiSpar^dhika, and Tarika.

III. The Accounts (and probably also Records) Department

was in charge of Mahakshapatalika, He was probably assisted by

Jyeshfha-kayastha.

IV. Official names like Kshetrapa and Pramstfi seem to refer

to a department of land-survey.

V. The Judicial Department was in charge of Mah&daf^4<i^^yoka

(called Dharmadhik&ra in Ins. No. 50).

VI. The Police Department had several officers such as MahS^

pratthara, Dat^dika, Dcindap^iika and Dar^do&akti, The first was

probably in charge of the palace, but the duties of the others cannot

be defined. Another officer Khola was probably in charge of the

Intelligence Department.

VII. The Military Department was in charge of Sempati or

MahasempatL There were separate officers under him in charge

of infantry, cavalry, elephants, camels and ships which formed the

chief divisions of the army.^ The names of some special officers

are also mentioned such as KotiapTda in charge of forts, and

Prantapala, the Warden of the Marches.

For discussion, with references, cf. U. N. Ghoshal, op. cit. pp. 34, 237, 36,

60, 210. There are, in addition, two kinds of taxes, each men' oned only in a single

record, pin^aka (Ins. No. 2) and ratnatraya^sambhoga (No. 46) the meaning of

which is unknown. Dr. GhoshaPs interpretation {pp. cit, p. 244) of these two
terms is hardly convincing.

» Ch. vn. v. 131.
^

^ For this interpretation of Chauroddimrana, cf. Ghoshal, op. cit. p. 243, f.n. 2.

3 For the different views on the interpretation of the term dasaporadha, ef.

Ghoshal, op* cit* pp. 219-20.

^ See jupm p. 277, f.n. 1.
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The Nslands cp. of DharmapfEla (No. 3) refers to the tradi-

tional five-fold military divisions viz. Elephant, Cavalry, Chariot,

Infantry and Navy but there is no reference to any officer in charge

of Chariots.^

That the navy always played an important part in the military

organisation of Bengal is known from various sources. Apart from
the specific references in XaghuvaMa to the naval force of Bengal

and the general references in foreign inscriptions to Bengal as a

sea-power (jwpra p. 37, f.n. 3 ; p. 55, f.n. 1), ships are freauently

mentioned in the inscriptions of Bengal, and there is probably also

a reference to a ship-building harbour in an inscription of DharmS-
ditya {supra p. 51). We have also references to naval fights in

south Vanga during the reign of Kumfirapfila {supra p. 168) and

a naval expedition to the west sent by Vijayasena {supra pp. 2\4-\S),

The elephant forces of Bengal are also frequently mentioned in

many inscriptions, and their effective strength is indirectly admitted

even in the records of many foreign foes which refer to their

formidable array in glowing terms.

As regards cavalry, we learn from inscription No. 6 that horses

were imported fronr Kflmboja, which has always been noted for

horses of good breed.

The mention in the Pala records of a number of tribal names
along with the officials may be taken as referring to the military

units recruited from those tribes.^ These are Gauefa, Malava^

Khaha, Kulika and Huna in the NJtlanda cp. of Dharmapala (No. 3).

KamSta and Lafa are added in the records of subsequent kings,

while Cho4a occurs in a single inscription (No. 46) of the time of

Madanapttla, the last Pflla king.® The fact that there is no reference

to these tribes in the Khfilimpur cp. of Dharmapala, might lead one

to presume that this military organisation was not fully developed

till towards the close of his reign. The name Gaueja in the list is

certainly very interesting and possibly refers to the soldiers

recruited in the home territory of the Psias. Kulika cannot be

obviously taken as an artisan or merchant and must be regarded as

the name of a people.^ The other tribes are well-known. It is

obvious from this list that the Pf?la kings recruited mercenary

soldiers from all parts of India.

^ For illustrations of chariots and armed warriors, cf. Paharpur, pi. lvii,

2 The words chata-bhata which follow these tribal names mean regular and
irregular troops (C//. ui, 98).

3 The addition of 04ra to this list (E/fBP. 1. 142) is due to the misreading

of Cau4a as Odra (4ra) in EL xvii. 321

.

^ ^Kulika* occurs in the list of peoples and countries in Brahma Parana
It is placed in the Northern Division along with Gsndharas, Yavanas, Ksmbojas,

Kasmiras and Lampakas (Ch. xxvii, vv. 45-50).
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Very little is definitely known about the plannings of campaigns

or method of warfare. But the reference to officers like MahS^
yyuhapati in later records seems to indicate that formation of

\yfihas or different types of battle-arrays, such as are mentioned in

Kautilya’s Arthaiastra, still formed an important part in military

strategy. If we could believe in the poetic descriptions in inscrip-

tions we might conclude that marches of each element ir dense

formations were the general rule in military movements.

The list of officials contained in the Pffla records contains many
names other than those referred to above. But in the absence of

definite knowledge about their meaning we cannot say whether the

officials belonged to any of the Departments noted above or to new
Departments which are yet unknown to ns. For example, Khar^4a-

raksha might have been in charge of a Department of construction of

buildings and their repairs.

V. PERIOD OF THE SENAS AND OTHER MINOR DYNASTIES.

The administrative machinery set up during the Psla period

continued under the Senas, and was also Adopted, as far as local

conditions permitted, by the Kambojas, Chandras, Varmans and
other contemporary minor ruling dynasties. The records of these

dynasties, however, reveal some new developments.

As regards administrative divisions, smaller territorial units

such as patakas, chaturakas^ and avfittis come into prominence

(v. supra p. 23). We have references to Bhuktipati, Mar}4alcipati

and Vishayapati, who were undoubtedly rulers of the three territorial

units. The extent of Pu]jdravardhana-^?//wA/z was vastly increased

under the Senas (v. p. 24) and this single included the

whole of the modern Rajshahi, Dacca and Presidency Divisions,

and a part, at least, of the Chittagong Division. On the other

hand the jurisdiction of the Vardhamana-W/w^'// was curtailed, at

least in the north, and a new bhukti, with Kafikagrama as centre,

was established (v, .yw/7/v? p, 28). The reasons for these changes are

not appaient.

The later Sena kings assumed additional titles such as aSvapati,

gajapati, uarapati, riijatroyadhipaii and these are also applied to

DaSaratha-deva. We also come across the term Mahd-mantrt

denoting the Prime Minister.^

It is interesting to note that the stereotyped list of persons

(App. c) to whom commands are issued In copper-pl^te grants

* The term A/fl/fa-mow/n does not occur in the regular list of officials. But

the grandfather ot Rhatta Bhavadeva is said to have hetn Maha-mantn of Xht

king of Vahga (Belava cp. v. 10, IB, 33).
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includes the queen (ritJIU or mahidH) who does not figure in

similar lists of even a single record of the Plla kings. Whether
the addition signifies any political importance of the queen it is

difficult to say, but as the Chandras, Varmans, Ksmbojas and
Senas, whose records contain the addition, all originally belonged to

territories outside Bengal,* the innovation might be due to foreign

influence.

More significant, however, is the inclusion of Purohita in the

grants of the Kamboja, Varman and Sena kings. It indicates the

great importance attached to religious and social aspects of

administration during the rule of these dynasties which were all

followers of orthodox Hinduism. This view is supported by

traditions current in Bengal in respect of king Ssmalavarman,

Harivarman, VallBlasena and Lakshmanasena to which reference

will be made in Ch. xv infra. It is noteworthy that the designation

Purohita r. changed to Mahn-Purohita in the later Sena records.

Mention is also made of ^Sntyagarika, santyagaradhikfita and

Santivarika who were evidently priests in charge of various religious

rites, though it is not definitely known whether they were regular

officials. Another office of the same type was probably that of

Raja-patyiita.^

The importance of Mahasandhivigrahika seems to have been

considerably increased (see App. c) and we come across two new
high officials, Maha-mudradhikfita and Mciha~sarvadhikrila. The

exact meaning of these terms is not clear, but the first probably was

an officer of the status of Lord Privy Seal. It is interesting to

note that the second name still survives in Bengal in the title

*Sarvadhikari,

The head of the Judiciary is called Maha-dharmadhyaksho,

Similarly we meet with new names in the Military Department,

such as Maha-pilupati, Maha-garpistha, and Maka-vyahapati.

Whether these are new functionaries or merely new names for old

officers, it is difficult to say. The Army Department seems to include,

in addition to infantry, cavalry, elephants and ships, also herds of

cows, buffaloes, goats aud sheep.* It is not unlikely, however,

> CP. of Isvanghosha (IB. 149) and the Sundarban cp. of

Dommaoapsla. (IHQ. x, 321) also contain ‘rajni,' but these may be due to

notation of the prevailing custom. Besides. Dommapapsla was also a foreigner,

bis family having migrated from Ayodtora.

* ‘Bsjapam' in 1. S6 of the Madhyapsds fns. of VilvarUpasena has beea

Uken as an abbreviation of RajapaniUa (IB. 142). The name, however, does

not occur in the stereotyped list of officials.

s The expression used in the grants of the Chandra, Varman and Sena

kings is •nau-bak-hasiy^ira-ga’mahldt-aj-avik-adt-vyivrttaka. The Ramgaid CP of

36.
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that though enumerated along with the four military divisions, they

really refer to the civil departments connected with these animals,

as in the P«la period. Their use during wars probably obliterated

any real distinctions between the two departments for all practical

purposes.

The copper-plate of T&varaghosha^ mentions the names of

twenty-nine officials (App. d) which are not met with in any other

records in Bengal. Among them are five palace officers viz. Mahs-

tantrSdhikritay probably the High-Priest in charge of religious rites,

Mah^-karar^adhyaksha, probably the chief of the Secretariat,

Sirorakshika, probably the chief of royal body-guard, and Antah-

pratth^ra and Ahhyantarika, both evidently connected with the

harem of the king. That the kings maintained a fairly big harem

is definitely proved by the statement in the BelSva cp. of Bhoja-

varman that SRmalavarman’s seraglio was full of the daughters

of many kings.’*

Three of the new names, Maha-balakoshtjiika, Mah^-baladhi-

karat^ika and Vfiddha-dhanushka were important military officials,

though their exact status is not known. The second name seems

to indicate the existence of a regular military office or secretariat

(adhikarana).

In the Revenue Department we meet with a new name
Hattapati, who was presumably the Superintendent of markets

which were undoubtedly great sources of revenues. A similar official,

though not probably connected with revenues, was Pnmyagarika

who most likely supervised the rest-houses where travellers could

get shelter, food and water.

The Sundarban cp. of Dommauapltla refers to Sapt-Smatya'

Its exact significance is unknown, but it is difficult to accept as

valid the inference that the number of ministers in the Sena period

was fixed at seven.*

The Irda copper-plate* of the Ksmboja king NayapSla throws

new light on the organisation of administration. It includes in the

list of officials “the Heads of Departments (adhyakshavargga)

along with the clerks (Korana) ; the Commander-in-Chief (Senapati)

with the heads of military associations (sainika-safigha-mukhya) ;

the Ambassadors (Duta) with the officers of the Secret Service

Uvaraghosha {IB. 149) has *hasty-asv^oshtra-nau^bah-vyapritakd* and* go-mahishy-

aPavika-va<fav~adhyaksha* ; cf. supia p. 277, f.n. 1.

‘ IB. 149.

' Cf. V. 12. {IB. 20).

^ EHBP, 1. 120, where reference is made to Sapta-sacMva, but the expression

actually used in the Ins. is Sapt-anmtya.

Pala Ins. No. 49.
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{gu4ha~purusha)
;

and the political advisers {Mantrapahy* It

thus clearly testifies to the organisation of each Civil Department

under a Head or Superintendent assisted by a number of

subordinates. As regards the Military Department there were

various organised units whose chiefs assisted the Commander-in-

Chief. The Foreign Department seems to have had two distinct

branches, one dealing with general policy regarding external affairs,

and the other corresponding to an Intelligence Department, whose

fields of activity presumably lay in foreign countries. This shows

a striking resemblance to the system described in Kautilya’s

Arthasastra^ and the inclusion among the officials of Pradeshtyis^

a term also used in the same treatise, strengthens the conclusion

that the administrative system in Bengal was largely based on the

framework described in Kaiitilya's Arthaiastra,

It is interesting to note in this connection that the stereotyped

list of officials in the grants of the Chandra, Varman and early Sena

kings concludes with the following words : “...and all those royal

officers, mentioned in adbyaksha-prachdra, but not included in the

above list.” Adhyaksha-prachdra,^ as is well-known, is the name
of a chapter in Kautilya’s Arihaidstra which deals with heads of

departments and other high officials.

The brief outline given above is all that we can glean from

available data regarding the history of the administrative system

in Bengal. But inadequate and unsatisfactory though it is, it

undoubtedly proves the gradual evolution of an organised adminis-

trative machinery and indicates that this province did not lag

behind other parts of India in this respect.



APPENDIX

A

list of officials mentioned in the MallasSruI Copper-plate

of the time of king Gopachandra.

1. Agrahsrika—Supervisor of agrahsra land, i.e. lands offered

as free gifts to Brahma^as for their subsistence or

settlement therein, or for some religious purposes.

2. Audraflgika- -Collector of UdraAga which is probably a tax

on permanent tenants (U. N. Ghoshal—/f/zu/u Revenue

System, 210).

3. Auroasthsnika—Officer in charge of woollen articles (?) (/C.

VI. 160).

4. Avasathika—Probably the supervisor of royal palace and
other government buildings, including temples, rest*

houses etc.

5. Bhogapatika (p. 278)—Kielhorn takes bhoga as equivalent

to bhukii {El. IV. 253, f.n. 6).

6. Chauroddhara^ika (p. 278)—Some regard him as a high

police official (EHBP. 146).

7. Devadroui-sambaddha—Officer entrusted with deva-droifi

(probably temples and sacred tanks).

8. Hiranyasamudsyika—Probably, collector of taxes paid in

cash (p. 277).

9. KartSkritika.

10.

Kumarsmatya—District Officer (p. 265). For other mean-
ings of this term, cf. R. D. Banerji

—

Imperial Guptas,

pp. 71 ff. His contention that some of the KumSrS-
mStyas were equal in rank to the heir-apparent and
even to His Majesty the king is highly improbable.

The word -pSdiya, which Mr. Banerji interprets as

‘equal in rank,’ should rather be taken ds ‘belonging

to the foot of.’ In other words Kun&rOrr^tya was
the general name of a class of officials some of whom
were directly under the king or the crown-prince. It

is difficult to accept the usual interpretatlbn of
Kum3rSm8tya as Prince’s Minister. The term probably
refers to one who has hereditary right to a high office

of state.
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1 1. Pattalaka—Pattals denotes a territorial unit in Gsha^avsla
records (EL xix. 293).

12. Tadayuktaka—This may be a class of officials called

ayuktaka (pp. 265, 270).

13. Uparika—Provincial Governor
; probably also used in the

sense of a superior officer 265).
14. Vshanayaka—(p. 269).

15. Vishayapati—District-Officer (p. 265).

B

List of officials mentioned in the land-grants of Pala
kings (excluding the compound terms noted

stq>ra p. 277, fn. 1.).

1. Abhitvarams^a (also with suffix ‘k<f).

2. Amatya—Probably a general designation of a class of high

officials (p. 277.).

3. Angaraksha—p. 277.

4. Baladhyaksha—Officer in charge of infantry (p. 277. f.n. 1).

5. Bhogapati—p. 278 (Cf. A. 5),

6. Chauroddharapika—p. 278 (Cf. A. 6).

7. DaadapSrika— p. 278.

8. Daudatakti—p. 278.

9. Daudiha—p. 278.

10. Dasagramika—pp. 269. f.n. 1 ; 273, f.n. 1 ; 277.

11. Da^Bparadhika—Probably an officer who collected fines for

ten specified kinds of criminal ofiences (p. 278, f.n. 3).

12. Daussadha-sBdhanika.

13. D&ta—Ambassador.
14. DQta-praishauika—This is written as one name, but as

RsjasthSniya and Uparika are treated as different in

Ins. No. 6, and as one name in other inscriptions,

data-praishai^ika may be really names of two officials,

data and praishanika. As a compound word it literally

means ‘one who sends out a messenger’ (IB. 185).

15. Gamagamika.

16. Gaulmika—Probably an officer in change of a military

squadron called gulma, consisting of 9 elephants,

' 9 chariots, 27 horses and 45 foot-soldiers. Gulma,

however, also means a wood, fort and a police-station.

Dr. Fleet translates gaulmika as ‘superintendent of

woods and forests’ (C//. ui. 52, f.n. 4). Dr. U. N.
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Ghoshal takes gaulmika as collector of customs duties

{op. cit. 246) and refers to ‘gvlmadeya,' used in the

Arthaiasira in the sense of ‘dues paid at the military

or the police stations* (p. 292). His view is evidently

based on the fact that iaulkika is immediately followed

by gaulmika in the Psla records ; but, in Sena records

gaulmika immediately follows the names of military

officials,

17. Grsmapati - Head-man of a village.

18. Jyeshtha-ksyastha—pp. 272, 273, 278 (Cf. prathama-

kayastha p. 266).

19. Khandaraksha - p. 280. The Ardha-Magadht Dictionary

translates it as ‘Customs-Inspector or Superintendent of

Police.’ Dr. U. N. Ghoshal regards it as a military

official {IHQ. XIV. 839).

20. Khola—p. 278. Spy (according to Ardha-Magadht Diction-

ary, on the authority of Pin4a-niryukti attributed to

Bhadrababu).

21. KottapSla (also Kotapala) - Officer in charge of forts

(p. 278).

22. Kshetrapa—p. 278. Probably an officer in charge of lands

under cultivation.

23. Kurnsramatya (Cf. A 10).

24. Maha-dandanayaka -Chief Judge, General, or Magistrate

(p. 278).

25. Maha-daussadha-sedhanika— (cf. No. 12).

26. Maha-kartakritika— (cf. A. 9).

27. Mahakshapaialika—p. 278.

28. Maha-kumaramatya—Higher class of KumSramatya (cf.

A. 10).

29. Maha-prafthara— means a door-keeper. Maha-

pratihara was evidently a high official in the Police or

Military department. The title is applied to both

military and civil administrative officers and feudatories

(pp. .‘^2, f.n. 2 ; 271, 274, 278).

30. MahR-sandhivigrahika -p. 277. Sandhivigrahika occurs in

Ins. No. 46 as the dutaka of the grant, but is not

included in the regular list. Cf. App. c. No. 13.

31. Maha-senapati— p. 278. Commander-in-Chief.

32. Nakadhyaksha (probably a mistake for Nsvadhyaksha or

Naukadhyaksha— Superintendent of ships). ^
33. PramBtri —Probably an officer in charge of land-survey

(p. 278). According to some, he was a judicial officer

in chargie of recording evidence.
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34. PrSntapSla—Warden of Marches (p. 278)..

35. RffjSmfttya—p. 211, AmStya generally denotes high officials

of state. As this name occurs immediately after Raja*

putra, it has been taken by some as denoting a high

minister of state, probably the ‘Prime Minister*

{EHBP. 114).

36. Rajasthftniya—Regent or Viceroy (p. 277).

37. Samsgamika ' It occurs only once in Ins. No. 2 and is

probably a mistake for No. 15,

38. Sa (or Sa'^ rabhafiga.

39. iSaulkika—Collector of tolls and custom dues (p. 278).

40. Saunika—This term occurs only in Ins. No. 46 in the place

where we would expect ^aulkika. So it may be a

mistake for this term. Otherwise it probably denotes

the Superintendent of slaughter-house (cf,

dhyaksha in ArthaiHstra, ii. Ch. xxvi).

41. SenSpati— p. 278. Commander of the army.

42. Shashthridhikrita~p. 278.

43. Tadayuktaka- (cf. A. 12).

44. Tarapati (also Tarapatika)—Probably supervisor of ferries.

45. Tarika—Probably collector of ferry dues.

46. Uparika -Provincial Governor (p. 265). It is preceded by

rnjasthi^nlya (No. 36), probably a separate official, but

some take the two together (p. 273, f.n. 1).

47 Viniyuktaka.

48. Vishayapati—District-Officer.

C

List of officials mentioned in the land-grants of

Chandra, Varman, and Sena kings excluding (7) the

compound term ‘nau-bala-hasty-aiva-go-mahislhcij-^ vik^

adi-vy^pfitaka' {for which see supra p, 277 ) and (2)

the names already noted in App, B {Nos, 6, 7, 13, 16,

21, 27, 29, 31, 35, 39, 48). For notes and interpretations

cf, IB 183 ff. The following notes may 'be regarded as

only supplementary,

1. Antarahga—For various suggestions about its meaning cf. IC,

I. 684 ; EHBP. 118. Cf. supra, p. 271.

2. Brihad-uparika— cf. A.- 13 ; B. 46.
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3. Da^^anSyaka—cf. B. 24.

4. Dau^'SSdhanika (also, Daju^'sadhya>ssdhanika)—cf. B. 12.

3. MahS'bhogika—cf. A, S, B. 5.

6. MahB-dharmfldhyaksha—Chief Justice.

7. Maha>dul;sSdhika (cf. 4).

8. Mahs-ga^astha—Probably a military officer. Gana denotes

a body of troops consisting of 27 chariots, as many ele>

phants, 81 horses, and 135 foot. Mr. N. G. Majumdar
interprets it differently {IB. 186).

9. Mahs-mahattaka—It has been interpreted as Prime Minister

{IB. 131), but this is very doubtful.

10. Mahfi-mudr3dhikrita—p. 281. Some take it as the

MudrSdhyaksha of the ArtfiaSSstra, i.e. the Superin-

tendent of Passports. It does not, however, seem to

have any connection with coins or currency, as the use

of mudrs, in the sense of a coin, belongs to a later

period.

11. Maha-pilupati—Probably the chief trainer of elephants.

12. Maha-purohita— Chief Priest (p. 281).

13. Maha-sBndhivigrahika—This name also occurs in the I^la

records. But the office was one of gieat importance

during this period. Both Bha^ta Bhavadeva and

Adideva, his grandfather, were Ssndhivigrahika and

prime Minister of kings of Vanga. In the Bhawsl cp.

of Lakshmaijiasena, l^ankaradhara, the Mah5~sSndhi-

vigrahika of Gauda, is said to be the chief of a hundred

mantrins {EL xxvi. 10, 13). This officer was also

generally the dataka of Sena grants.

14. Maha-sarvSdhikrita—p. 281.

15. Maha-vyahapati—Military officer in charge of battle-arrays

{vynha).

16- Mandala-pati— Officer in charge of a maiidola.

17. PithikEvitta—Probably an officer concerned with the

arrangement of seats in an assembly or the royal court

according to rank and status of their occupiers.

18. Purohita— Priest (p. 281.)

19. SBndhivigrahika~Cf. No. 13.
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List of officials mentioned in the Rdmganj CP. o/Hvara-
ghosha, and not met with in any other record in BengaL

1. Abhyantarik—-p. 282.

2. Angikarapika— Officer for administering oaths (?)

3. Antah-pratihsra- p. 282.

4. AutthitSsanika—Officer in charge of arranging seats ( 7)

5. Bhuktipati—Head of a Province. But **Uparikd** is also

mentioned separately.

6. Dajgtdapala —Probably the same as C. 3.

7. DfCi^dapSi^ika—Cf. B. 7-9.

8. Ekasaraka.

9. Hauapati—p. 282.

10. Karmakara—Was he an Officer in charge of Labour ?

11. Khadgagraha—Body-guard ?

12. Khandapala—Probably the same as B. 19.

13. Kottapati -Probably the same as B. 21.

1 4. Lekhaka - Scribe.

15. Mahs-baladhikara^ika—p. 282.

16. Mahs-balakoshthika—-p. 282.

17. Maha-bhogapati—Cf. B. 5.

18. Maha-karaijiadhyaksha—p. 282.

19. Maha-kacuka.

20. Maha-kayastha “Chief Scribe or Clerk (Cf. B. 18).

21. Maha-padamulika —Chief Attendant (?)

22. Maha-tantradhikrita—p. 282.

23. Paniyagarika—p. 282.

24. Santakika.

25. .^irorakshika—p. 282.

26. Tadaniyuktaka—Probably the same as B. 43.

27. Thakkura.

28. Vasagarika -Officer in charge of residential buildings (?)

29. Vriddha-dhanushka—p. 282.



CHAPTER XI

SANSKRIT LITERATURE

The early literary history of Bengal, to which or to parts of

which references commence with comparatively late Vedic literature,

is for the most part a matter for conjecture. We have seen^ that

in the period or periods during which the Vedic SamhitSs came into

existence, Bengal had not probably yet characterised itself as a

political and cultural, much less as a literary, unit of the northern

Aryan India. While the Vajasaneyi recension of the Yajurveda, in

which the easterner Yajuavalkya plays a leading part, had its most

probable origin in the east (Videha), it is curious that Magadha

and Ahga still serve tc the Atharva-veda (v. 22. 14) as a symbol

of a distant land, and the more eastern provinces are never

mentioned. We have also seen that the extension of Vedic civilisa-

tion must have been further achieved in what is conventionally

called the Biflhma^a period
;
but one of the latest of the major

Brahmai^as, the Satapatha, which belongs to the Vajasaneyi and

which bears witness to much cultural activity in Videha, describes

(XIII. 8. 5) the people of the east as hostile or demoniac {^surya).

Similarly the eastern land of Pundra receives disapproval in the

Aitareya Brahmar^a (vii. 18) as the home of D.asyus ;
and in a

dubious, but probably not very complimentary, passage in the

Aitareya Aranyaka (ii. 1. 1) the composite tribe of VahgRvagadha^

receives mention in a list of tribes who were guilty of transgression.

This tradition of the association of Vahga, along with Pundra, with

outcast tribes is preserved as late as the Bodh^yana Dharma^sUtra

(i. 2. 14), which prescribes penances to those who visit these

unclean lands. The imperfect Aryan isation of a greater part of

what is known as Bengal is perhaps responsible for this attitude of

frank dislike
; and linguistic and ethnological evidences make the

presence of Kol-Muijda and Dravidian tribes in these regions highly

probable. But it is also possible that Bengal in this period had a

culture which was not only non-Aryan but also non-Vcdic, pre-

sumably fostered by the hypothetical Outer Aryans of Grierson.

The Midland Brahmanic culture must have taken a fairly long
time to strike iis root in the eastern soil ; and the same causes as

rendered Magadha the probable headquarters of the non-Vedic
Vrlitya Aryans also made it, in later history, the starting^ound
of at least two great non-Brahmanical religious systems.

* See supra p. 7. * The question is discussed supra p, 8,
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The racial and political units of Bengal, on the other hand, arc

mentioned as quite prosperous and powerful in the Mah^bhSrata,
in which the eastern tribes of Magadha, Aiiga, Vahga, Puijidra,

Suhma and Kalinga play an important part
; but there is no reference

to any literary activity in these countries. The professional story-

tellers and reciters, known as Sntas and Mrigadhas,^ however, to

whom has been ascribed the preservation of epic tales, were in all

probability, as the latter designation also indicates, people of the

cast. As the man of Magadha is par excellence the designation of

a minstrel, it is not unlikely that Magadha was in epic times

the seat of minstrelsy ; and this conjecture appears to receive

support from a reference in the Vajasaneyi-sothhita (xxx, 5) to

the symbolic sacrifice of the man of Magadha to “loud noise”

(qtikrusht^aya magadham). The man of the east, especially of

Magadha,^ has also been connected with the nomadic Vratya, with

his weird dress, appearance and speech and equally weird rites

and ceremonies, described in the Atliarva-vcda xv and elsewhere

but no mention is made of any kind of literary culture, and all that

we can plausibly infer from the somewhat vague and obscure

references is that the speech of the Vrrtya,^ though Aryan, betrayed

Prakritic habits, indicating a more rapid linguistic change of the

Indo-Aryan in the eastern provinces. That the standard language

was that of the North (Udichya), from which dialects of the

provinces, including the East (Prachya), must have shown devia-

tions, is confirmed by the view of the later Vedic period, which is

expressed in the Kaushltaki Brahmana (vii. 6), that

“in the northern region speech is spoken with greater discernment ; men, therefore,

go to the north to learn speech ; he who comes from there, they like to hearken

unto him.”®

It is no wonder, therefore, that the northerner Pa^^ini should,

in his great and standard grammar, refer to the peculiarities of the

^ E. Washburn Hopkins, Great Epic of India Haven 1920), p. 364 f.

* Latyayana Srauta Sutra, viii, 6. 28 ; Kaiyayana hrauta Sutra, .xxii. 4. 22.

On these passages see J. W. Hauer, Der Vratya (Stuttgart 1927), pp. 6-7, 96-97

and 143 f.

3 The location of the Vratyas is uncertain, but some of them probably

settled in Magadha and the eastern provinces ;
see CHI. i. 123, A full and critical

resume^ of the Vedic texts on the Vrstya problem is given in J. W Hauer, op. cit.

Charpentier (WZKM. xxv. 355-68) finds the Rudra-Siva cult in the Vrstya

practices, but A. B. Keith {JRAS. 1915, p. 155) rejects this hypothesis. See Hauer,

op, cit. p. 297 f. on the religious ideas of the Vratyas.

As described in Tan4y(t Mahabrahmana, xvii. 1, 9. Cf. Weber’s explanation

in his M/dn I/reran#r& (Eng.tr. London 1904), pp. 67, 68. A discussion of this

passage will be found in Hauer, op. cit.^pp. 69, 168-72, 174 f.

® tasmad udlchyam disi prajfiatatara vag udyate, udancha u eva yanti

vuefum iikshitum, yo vs tata agachchhati tasya vS iuims/ianta UL
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eastern speech ; and the earliest indication of some kind of literary

activity in the east is to be presumed from his references to

eastern grammarians. The eastern peculiarities noticed by PSpini

concern the designation of some eastern people (ii. 4. 66 ; iv. 1. 178 ;

iv. 2. 113 ; viii. 3. 75) and of certain parts of the east (i. 1. 75 ;

iv. 2. 76, 120, 123, 139), the formation of the names of certain

eastern cities, villages and their inhabitants (vi. 2. 99 ; vii. 3. 14, 24),

an eastern peculiarity in the name of a game (vi. 2. 74), the

morphology of eastern proper names (ii. 4, 60 ; iv. 1. 17 ; v. 3. 80),

the designation of tributes which may have been rendered by the

north to the east or vice versa (vi. 3. 10), the name of certain

measures of weight which may have been known from eastern

merchants (v. 4. 101) and the eastern mode of the articulation in

greeting a person (viii. 2. 86) ; but much more interesting are the

direct references he makes to the views of eastern grammarians

(iii. 1. 90 ; iii. 4. 18 ; iv. 1. 17, 43, 160 ; v. 3. 80, 94 ;
v. 4. 101 ;

viii. 2. 86) in regard to the morphology, phonetics and syntax of

the eastern dialect. It is clear that in Pacini’s time, as in that of

the Kaushltaki Brahmana, the standard literary language was still

the dialect of the north, to which PS^ini himself belonged but

his reference to the opinion of eastern grammarians also makes

it probable that linguistic speculations in the east must have

acquired such a position in his time that it became necessary for

him to take them into account. Such linguistic speculations

doubtless indicate the existence of a respectable body of literature

on which they based themselves ; but nothing unfortunately has

survived, and this literature is now only a matter of surmise. It

should also be noted that no definite denotation can be attached

to Psnini’s Prafich or Prachya. If it is equivalent to the Prasii of

the Greek writers, it would denote preferably the people of

Magadha
; but in all probability it was a much more extensive

term which included the peoples or provinces east of the Middle

Country (i.e. east, roughly, of Allahabad)* and would not therefore

* There is no reason to doubt the traditional assumption that Pspini was a
northern grammarian. R. Otto Francke’s opioion (GoetUnger gelehrte Anielgen,

1891, pp. 957, 975 f) that “in Psnini’s period the Brahman people had their centres

in the East” is negatived not only by Papini’s manner ofrefemng to the views
of the eastern grammarians, but also, as Paul Thiem has shown (Psifini and the

Veda, Allahabad 1935, p. 73 f), by Pspini's relation to the northern Vedic schools
and by the probability, which Weber had already considered {Indlsche Studten, v.

S0),tbat Pspini scarcely makes any use of the VSjasaneyi-sahthim and itsBraXmapos,
Pspini’s citation of Udichya grammarians does not invalidate this position.

' The Vinays references to Madhyadeia probably fix its limits up to
Pupdtavardhana (see fi0a Ch. xnt).
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possess any particular application to Bengal. It is noteworthy*

however* that the word Gau4a in the sense of a country is already

kpown to Panini’s Ashf^dhySyt (vi. 2. 100),^ and the Gatfa-pStha
(Ixxiv 9) mentions Vanga.

We do not know exactly when the Aryanisation of Bengal
took place. If Magadha received the Aryan culture and language
long before the time of the Buddha, the disparaging references in

the later Vedic literature make it likely that the Aryans of the

east stood apart for some time from those of the west in dialect,

customs and practices. During the domination of the Mauryas,
who were easterners, Bengal was probably linked to the Aryan
India of the north ; but we have no record of literary activity in

Bengal in the first few centuries of its Aryanisation. We have the

earliest mention of Suhma and R^dha in the Jaina Ay^ratiga 5wr/fl**

which tells us that Mahfivlra travelled “in the pathless countries

of the Ladhas in Vajjabhumi and Subbhabhumi”
; but it is curious

that no inscription of Afcoka nor any early Jaina record has been

discovered in Bengal proper. Patahjali, after PSuini, shows himself

familiar with Pfl aliputra and betrays (on Pa® iv. 2. 32)* a

greater knowledge of the political divisions of the east ; for he

mentions together Anga, Vanga, Suhma and Pup^ra. In another

interesting passage,* which he may have borrowed and amplified

from Yfiska (ii. 2), he gives us some dialectological information

regarding the employment of certain verbs in a peculiar sense by

the people of the east.® He refers also (i. 1. 1 )
to the usage* of

/ for r, which became one of the important characteristics of the

later Magadhi Prakrit, but which, in his opinion, is Asura pronun-

^ In this rule Psnini teaches that when the words arish^a and gauia stand

first in a compound, the first member has an acute accent on the final syllable

before the word pura. From the preceding rule, which speaks of compounds

dealing with a city of the eastern people, as well as from the following rule which

also has a similar application, there can be no doubt that the word Gauda here

signifies the name of a country.

> SBE, XXII. 48. Jacobi identifies Lsdha with Rsdha, and SubbhabhUmi

with the country of Suhma. In the KaJpa-sutra the Jaina ascetic orders are

named Kotivarshlya and Tamraliptika ^p. 288, SEE. xxu).

^ Ed. Kielhorn, iii, p. 282.

* Ed. Kielhorn, i, p. 49.

* Viz, dati in the sense *to cut’ and ramhati in the sense ‘to go’ ; in the

former case Patarijali speaks of prachyeshu, in the latter prachyomrnadhyeshiL. He
uses the word prachya (on Pa® iv. 2. 138, ed. Kielhorn, p. 301) in connection with

the Charapas or Vedic schools prevailing in the east. On the passage from Yaska

see Liebich, Zur EinfUrung in die indische einheimische Sprachwissenschaft, il 24 f

and Hannes Skold, Nirukta, p. 80 f and references cited therein.

* On this usage see Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, ii. 517 and Osierson

in ZDMG. utvi. 66, note.
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ciation, the Satapatha Brahmar^a having already described the

Prachya as &surya. While these references to the debased speech

of the east confirm the presumption that modifications of the

standard language occurred early in the eastern provinces, they add

very little to our knowledge of the linguistic and literary activity

in the east, the existence of which should be presumed to explain

the grammarian’s interest.

After several centuries, when the Gupta rulers canje to power,

the only definite evidence of Sanskrit culture^ is afforded by

inscriptionai records, discovered in Bengal, which give us the

earliest instances of actual Sanskrit composition. Leaving aside the

short early Brahmi inscription from MahfSsthitn, and the lithic

record (three lines) of Chandravarman,‘ on the Susunia Hill in

West Bengal, we have eight short copper-plates® which, issued by

the local officers of the Gupta Emperors in North Bengal, cover in

dates one century between 443 and 543 A.n. But these brief prose

specimens are hardly of any literary value. It is not until we come

to the 7th century a.d. that we find the high-flown Krivya-style

in prose and verse employed in the epigraphic records, such, for

instance, as displayed in the Tippera copper-plates of Lokanfltha,^

or the Nidhanpur copper-plates of Bhaskaravarman.® The

testimony of the Chinese pilgrim, Fa-hien, however, who visited

India in the beginning of the 5th century and spent two years at

Tamralipti in studying and copying manuscripts, supplements the

rather scanty evidence of copper-plates and inscriptions.® The

later and much more extensive itinerary, in the 7th century, of

Hiuen Tsang, who visited Punejravardhana, Ksmariipa, Samatata,

and Kar^iasuvarna, is remarkable for its references to the love of

learning of the people, as well as to the existence of more than

seventy Buddhist monasteries in these lands as seats of learning,

hundreds of Deva-temples, and a large number of Nirgrantha

ascetics.’ I-tsing, coming to India a little later, definitely states

that he learned Sanskrit and the science of words (Sabda-vidyS)

in Tamralipti.® These foreign travellers do not refer to any

^ The chauvinistic attempt to appropriate Kalidasa to Bengal hardly needs

any comment. Curiously enough, it ignores the poet’s not very complimentary
refcicnccs to the people of Vadga and Suhma (Ragliu\ iv. 35-36) who abjectly

prostrated themselves before the conqueror Raghu.
* El. xiii. J33. •* Sec. w//?/v? p. 49.
* El. XV. 301 f. Ibid. xu. 65 f.

* J. Legge, Record of the Buddhist Kingdoms, p. 100.

’ Watteis. n. 184-91. For an analysis of Hiuen Tsang's remarks on the

language see Chatterji-Im/^. 78-79.'

® Takakusu-/-/5///^. p. xxxi.
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literary activity, but they furnish definite evidence of the existence

in this period of Sanskrit learning and culture in Bengal

It is necessary in this connection to notice a few works of a

technical iSastric character, which have been credited to Bengal of

the Gupta and post-Gupta periods. The first of these is a work

on elephant-lore, entitled llasty-ayurveda,^ which, after the manner
of the PurSnas and in the form of a dialogue held in Champa
between king Romapada of Anga and the sage Pnlakspya^ (or

®kappa), gives in four sections an elaborate account of the ailments

peculiar to elephants. This Romapftda is mentioned as the mythical

contemporary of Dasaratha famed in the Ramayona ; and the author,

endowed with a fictitious Kapya gotra and possibly with a fictitious

name, is likewise a legendary figure, his father having been a sage

and his mother a she-elephani ! Ini. 1.39 and 101 a reference is

made to the hermitage of Psiakspya, which is placed in the region

where the river Lauhitya (Brahmaputra) flows from the Himfllayas

to the sea. In spile of the obviously legendary character of the

narrator and his hearer, it is surmised that the work was redacted

in some place in Bengal on the banks of the Brahmaputra. Since

the device of a legendary narrator and hearer is common enough
in the PurSnas. from which it is evidently borrowed, it would not

be safe to base merely on it any chonological inference ; but, as

high an antiquity has been claimed for the production as the 5th or

6th century b.c. The first surmise is not unlikely
;
and Hiuen

Tsang^ speaks of wild elephants which ravaged in herds in

Kfimarupa (Western Assam), which he takes to be the confines af

“East India.” The date of the work is certainly earlier than that

of Kshirasvamin, who in the llth century quotes Prdakapya twice

in his commentary on the Amara~kosa (on ii. 38 ;
ill, 3. 148)

and it is probable that it could not have been redacted at a very

late period, inasmuch as the encyclopaedic Agni-purdr^a, some of

whose Sastric sections have to be dated earlier than the 10th

^ Ed. An. SS., No. 26. The work is also called Gaja-chikitsa, Gaja-vidyU,

Gaja-vaidya and Gajdyurveda. Mss. noticed in Auf.-Co/. i. 141 a, 336 b ; ii. 28 a.

See J. Jolly, Medicin, p. 14, sec. 12.

* P. C. Bagchi {IHQ. 1933. p, 261) believes that the name Pala here

signifies elephant, from Dravidian pal (=^elephani), while he connects -kapya with

kapi, which he thinks bad the same sense. It this is correct, the name itself becomes

entirely fictitious, and we need not assume that any such person actually existed.

® Haraprasad Sastri is inclined (JBORS. 1919, p. 313) to assign the work

to the 5th or 6th century b.c. (C/. Ibid, 1924, p. 317),

* Watters, it, 1 86.

* These verses are, however, not traceable in the present text.
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century,^ tells us that its chapter on the Caja-childtsK* is based

upon PslakRpya's narration to King Romapsda of Anga.' It is not

improbable that Kslidssa alludes to P&lakapya* when he makes
Sunanda, during the Svayathvara of Indumatl {Raghtfi vi. 27),

describe the king of Ahga as one “whose elephants are trained by

Sntra-kBras.*’ Palakspya’s present work is written not in the form

of Shtra but in KSrikS with occasional piose exposition, somewhat

in the manner of Bharata’s Natya-iasira ; but since Bharata has

also been called a Muni and SQtra-kfira, a similar allusion to

PRlakSpya is not improbable. If this presumption is acceptable,

then Psiak&pya’s treatise on elephant-science, like Bharata's work
on Dramaturgy, must be taken as embodying a traditional

compendium, which was redacted in Anga or in some place on the

banks of the Brahmaputra, sometime before Kslidssa, in the name
of a legendary sage, who first systematised the science, and in the

from and diction of an ancient iSsstra. The present text is an

extensive compilation of 160 chapters, covering 700 pages in the

printed edition, and is divided (after medical works) into four

Sthsnas or sections, namely, MahSroga (principal diseases, 18

chapters), Kshudra-roga (minor diseases, 72 chapters), !^alya

(Surgery, 34 chapters) and Uttara (Therapy, Bath, Dietics etc,,

36 chapters). The science, to which Kautilya refers when he

speaks of elephant-doctors, and which at one time must have

possessed considerable importance in India, is now nearly lost, and

its technicalities have become obscure ; but PslakSpya’s earliest

authoritative contribution to the subject deserves mention as

presumably an eastern production of great interest.

With regard to the next author, Chandragomin, who is

recognised as the founder of the Chsndra school of Sanskrit

‘ See J3t-Poetics. i. 102-4 ; also for the Smriti chapters see R. C. Hazra in

IHQ. 1936, pp. 683-91. It is noteworthy that the available mss. of the Purapa

are almost entirely in Bengali or Devanagari scripts, suggesting its prevalence in

the Bengali or Devanagari area ; and the fact that the Bengali mss. are by far

the more plentiful might indicate the eastern origin, or at least popularity, of the

Purepa. It is, tnetefore, not surprising that it should cite Palakapya.

» Ed. ^n. W. Ch. 287.

2 Ch. 286, verse 24. Other quotations from Palakapya occur in Hemadri’s

Vrata-khan4a (second half of 12th century), VallBlasena’s Adbhuta-sagara,

Mallinatha’s commentary on Raghu’ xvi. 3 (14th century), Vlra-mitrodaya of

Mitramisra, and Sarngadhara-paddhatl 1533-69, 1594-99; 14th century). See

S. K. De in O. R. Bhandarkar Vol., p. 74, f.n. 3 for references. The passste quoted

by Mallinatha occurs in the present text i. i. 218-19. Palakapya is also referred to

byH<ma£handrainbis46Ai(M3iia-cMnrsfflflpl(in. 517 : 12tb century).

* So explained by Hemadri, Cbaritravardbana and Mallinatha.
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gratnmar, we are perhaps on a firmer ground, both in respect of
approximate date and authorship. In his Vakyapadiya (ii. 489-90)

Bhaitrihari mentions Baiji, Sauva and Haryaksha as grammarians
who went before Chandrsfchsrya and who by their uncritical methods
contributed not a little to the neglect of the Mahcibhashya of

Patafijali. As this observation accords well with Kalha^a's account

of the fate of the Mah^bhctshya, ^ as well as with the curious legend

recorded in a late Tibetan work^ of the censure of Patanjali’s

work by Chandragomin, it has been assumed that this Chandra-

ch&rya is no other than Chandragomin.® B. Liebich who has

recovered and edited the ChSndra-vyakarar^a (Sutra, Unfldi and
Dhatu-pa|ha)/ as well as its Vrittiy^ is of opinion® that Chandra

wrote both the text and the commentary and that he flourished

probably in the period between 465 and 544 a.d. The work is

certainly earlier than the KasikQ of Jayaditya and VSmana ; for this

commentary on Panini appropriates without acknowledgment thirty-

five original Sutras of Chandra’s grammar, which had no parallel

^ It is noteworthy that Kalhana also refers (i. 176) to Chandrschsrya and
his grammar and to his reviving the study of the Mahabhashya, but he places

Chandracharya in Kashmir under Abhimanyu (c. 3rd century a:d.). On this

passage see F. Kielhorn {lA. rv. 1875), pp. 107-8 ; B. Lkbich, Kslra-tarangM,

pp. 270-72.

^ Sumpa, Pag Sam Jon Zang, pt. i pp. 95-96. The story is reproduced in S. C
Vidyabhusan, Hiu. of Ind. Logic, pp. 334-35.

® Sastri-Car. vi {Vyakarana), preface, p. J, docs not accept this identification.

* Ed. from Sanskrit mss., as well as from the Tibetan version, with full

indices. The Gana-patha, as well as the LihgUnuiasana, which is quoted by

Purushottama-deva in his Varna-desana (Egg.-Cuf. ii. No. 1039/ 1 475a, p. 295),

Ujjvaladatta (ed. Aufrecht, iv. 1), Sarvananda (on ii. 6. 62) and Rayamukufa on

Amara (R. G. Bhandarkar-Repor/, 1883-84, p. 468), is missing. But the Chandra

Gana-patha, as well as an Upasarga-vritti, exists in Tibetan. A short

Varna-vritti by Chandragomin is published in Belv.-5y5/e/nj’, p. 117 (App. i) ; c/.

JASB. 1908, pp. 549 ff. A Parayana by Chandra is quoted by Kshirasvamin in

his Ksira-tarangini (ed.Licbich x.82). Liebich has given a bibliography of Chandra-

vyakarana and its accessory literature in Nach, d. Goettingischtn Gessellschaft,

1895, pp. 272-321, summarised in lA, 1896, pp. 103-5).

’ Ed. B. Liebich. In the colophon it is called the work of Dharmadasa but

Liebich takes it as the name of the pupil who wrote down the master’s words.

Liebich has given a detailed study of the Vritti in hisZur Em/u/wz/n^, Pt. iv

(Analyse der Candra-vrtti).

« WZKM. XIII (1899), pp. 308-15 and Das Datum Candragomins and

Kulidusas (Breslau 1903). The chief ground is that the sentence ajayad gupto (ms.

farto or japtoi Hunan in the Vritti (i. 2. 81, p. 43) mentions the victoiy of the Gupta

over the HUnas as an illustration of the use of the Perfect todescribe an event in the

life-time of the author. But the identity of Jarta or Japta, as given by manus-

cript-evidence, is not clear ; and the conjecture that it is a mislcction for Gupta is

38-
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io but which Kayyata distinctly repudiates as un*>P2ri9inian.

All accounts agree that Chandragomin was a Buddhist ;
and this

is supported not only by his honorific Buddhistic title—goww, but

also by the Mangala-eloka of the Vritti which pays homage to

Sarvajpa. The Tibetan tradition does not distinguish the gramm-

arian Chandragomin from the philosopher Chandragomin, who wrote

a work on Logic, entitled NySya-siddhyaloka,^ as well as from the

Tantric writer of the same name,® to whom thirty-six esoteric texts

are ascribed in the Bstan-hgyun According to this account,,^ he

belonged to a Kshatriya family in Varendra,® resided for some time

at Chandradvipa* and met the Msdhyamika commentator Chandra-

problematic. Keith-Drama, p. 168, appears to think that Jarta refers to a Jat

prince 1 Belvalkar {op. cit. p. 58), however,approximates Liebich’s dating further to

470 A.D
, assuming that the victory over the Htinas refers to their defeat by

Skandagupta. S. L^vi (bEFEO. hi. 1903, pp. 38 f.), relying on the mention by

I-tsing (Takakusu. op. cit. pp. 164, 183) of a great man named Chandra kouan

(—official) or ChandradS'sa, who lived, like a Bodhisattva, in his time in Eastern

India and composed a musical play on the Vigvantara, would identify this Chandra
with Chandragomin. As this identification is likely, it would place Chandragomin
some time before I-tsing, although it must be admitted that the reference is not

entirely free from doubt. Minaycff, on the other hand, believes (Liebich, Panini,

p. 11) that Chandragomin lived as early as the beginning of the 5th century.

N. P^ri {BEFEO. 1911, p. 388, f. n. ZX places Chandragomin in the second

half of the 7th century, while S. C. Vidyabhusan ( he. cit. ) is of

opinion that the Tibetan source {Tar. 146), in making Chandra a contemporary

of Sila, son of Harshavardhana. would place him at about 700 a.d. But this late

date conflicts with the accepted date of the Kasika, which makes use of the

Ch&ndra-grammar. For a re-discussion of the whole question see Liebich, Kslrch

tarangint, pp. 264 ff.

• S. C. Vidyabhusan, op. cit. p. 336.

* See below under Buddhist Tantric writers. Taranatha has much that is

legendary to relate of Chandragomin and ascribes to him a large number of hymns
and learned works.

* Tar. 148-58 and Sumpa, he. cit, S. C. Vidyabhusan {loc. cit.) dis-

tinguishes the logician Chandragomin from the grammarian of the name
and assigns a much later date to the former ; but he would assign some of the

Tantric Stotras to the latter, although in his Mediaeval School o/Ind. Logic,

pp. 121-23, he does not draw any such distinction.
‘ Tar. 148 : ‘born in Varendra in the east* ; Cordier-Cnf. ii. 302: *inhabitant

of Barc^idi in Eastern India' ; Sumrff, op. cit. pp. xci, 95, 139 ; ‘born in Varendra
in Bangata. S. K. Chatterji believes that the surname corresponds to the
modern Bengali cognomen gui. A. A. Macdonell (lA. 1903, p. 376) t^ks that
Kashmir was Chandragomin*s native place, but this is perhaps^we to a
misapprehension of Kalha^ia’s reference.

• Sumpa informs us that Chandragomin settled in Chandradvipa after his
mole from Varendra. In a work of Chandra-gomin in Bstan-hgyur (Cordier,
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kirti at Nslanda,^ where he became a pupil of Sthiramati. Apart
from the Tffntric Vajra-yfina Sfidbanas mentioned above, Chandra-
gomin is credited with some Sanskrit Stotras on Tiira and Masjuiri,*

a drama called Loksnandef and an elegant but insipid religious

Kavya entitled Sishya-lekha-dharma^ in the form of a letter to a
pupil. None of these productions, if they really belong to the

granunarian Chandragomin, is of much consequence. The Chsndra-

yyskarai^a, however, is a much more remarkable work, which had
currency at one time in Kashmir, Nepal, Tibet and Ceylon.

Although there is no material divergence nor anything original

(excepting the thirty-five rules mentioned above), it is not a mere
copy but an attempt at a recast and improvement upon the rules

of Panini. As against the eight chapters of Pflnini, it has six

chapters of four sections each, the matter of Panini’s first two
chapters being distributed over the whole book. The SQtras being

derived from Panini, the work is in no sense un-Pa^inian except

in the fact that it rearranges the rules, occasionally simplifies their

wording, reduces and modifies the Pratyfiharas, makes some changes

op. cit. p. 362) he is expressly called Dvaipa.—Tox Chandradvipa, see supra p. 18.

P. C. Bagchi (introd. to Kaula-juana-nirnnya, pp. 29-34) is inclined to think that

Chandradvipa signifies the entire coasMine, but if it is taken to refer to a

particular locality, he would identify it with the island of Sandwip in the district

of Noakhali. There is no philological difficulty in deriving the word Sandwip from

Chandradvipa.
^ Taranfiiha tells us (p. 155) that Chandra’s grammar superseded Chandra-

klrti’s Samantabhadra, a grammar composed in Slokas, and made it disappear.

• The Tara cult, to which Hiuen Tsang refers, must have been prevalent in

the 6th century (see G. de Blonay Materiaux pour servir S Vhistoire de la diesse

Buddhique Tara, p. I7f). Hirananda Sastri in Origin and Cult of Tara (in

Memoirs of the Arch. Survey of India, Calcutta 1925), thinks that the deity does

not date further than the 5th century. On Chandragomin‘s Arys-/arS-

antarvali-vidhi, see S.C. Vidyabhushan, Introd to (Sarvajnamitra’s) Sragdhara-stotra

in Bauddha-stotra-samgraha (Bibl. Ind. Calcutta 1908 ), p. xx f.

^ Wint.-Cre5. id. pp. 183, 399: Kciih-drarna, p. 168. The drama is known

only in the Tibetan version in Bstan^hgyur. It is a Buddhist work dramatising

the story of a certain Manichuda who handed over his wife and children to a

Brahman as an act of supreme generosity. The author of this drama cannot be

the same as the dramatist Chandaka or Chandraka, who is placed by Kalhana

under Tuiljina oFKashmir and who is quoted in the Anthologies.

• Ed. 1. P. Minayeff in Zapiski. iv. pp. 29-52 with the l ibetan text added

by A. Ivanowski. It is said to have been written to a prince Ratnnkirti to

persuade him to forsake the world. The Sanskrit text has 114 verses in different

metres, whose chief theme is the misery of existence, written in the artificial Ksvya

style. It contains a verse which is ascribed to Chandragomin in Vallabhadeva's

Subhnshitavali (No. 3368) : but the verse is missing in the Tibetan version. This

vme Is attribute to Chandra by l-tsing. See H. Wenzel in JRAS. 1889, p. 1 133f
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in the terminology, distributes the SathjsSs and altogether omits, as

most Buddhist writers do, the Vedic rules.^ Its want of any

striking originality or independence, however, must have proved

fatal, and the system almost disappeared in the later history of

Sanskrit grammar.

With regard to the next important work, considerable doubt

has been raised about its authorship, but its place of origin is

generally admitted. This is the philosophical work of 215 memorial

verses, which is known as the Gmiapnda-knrikn^ but which was

probably entitled Agama-iastra, It is ascribed to GaudapSda, who
is said to have been the pupil of l^uka and teacher's teacher

iParama-guru) of the great iSahkara, and whose name or more

probably descriptive title indicates that he belonged to Gauda.

Max Walleser® attempts to destroy the individuality of GaudapU^da

and establish that the Karikn belongs to a Gauda school of Vedanta

by adducing a passage from the Naishkarmya-siddhi (iv. 41 4 )* of

Sure^vara, where two stanzas from the Gau4apSda~karikS and one

from Sankara's Upadeia-sahasrl are respectively mentioned as

uttered by the Gaudas and Dravidas. But since the latter reference

(the plural being honorific) is to an individual author, Sankara,

who was Sure^vara’s own teacher, we should normally expect that

the other reference is also similarly to an individual author. The

consideration of the, problem falls outside our scope ; but we may
state that even if the authenticity of the tradition -which connects

Gaudapada with Sankara is questioned,^ there cannot be much
doubt regarding the personality of the author who, also cited as

^ In the matter of the DhBtu-pstha, Chandra agrees pretty closely with

Panini, classifying the roots similarly into ten groups ; but within the classes he

groups them according to the voices of verbs. Liebich points out the interesting

fact that the Dhatu-patha of the Katantra is in reality that of the Chandra system

as modified by Durgasimha, the genuine Katantra Dhatu-patha being preserved

only in Tibetan and lost in Sanskrit. The Unadi words are disposed of in three

books by Chandra independently of Pap ini, the suffixes being arranged according

to their final letter, and the words being sometimes derived in a different way.
2 Ed. An. SS , No. 10, Poona 1911.
^ In Der altere Vedanta, pp. 1,6, 11. On this question see L. D. Barnett

in IRAS. 1910, p. 1361 f ; L. de la Vallee Poussin in JRAS, 1910, p. 134 ; H. Jacobi
in JAOS. 1913, p. 52 note ; Keith in JRAS. 1916, p. 377 f ; S. K. Belvalkar in

Bhandarkar Comm. Volume (Poona 1917) p. 171 f, in ABORI. v. 133 f, in his

Hist, of Ind. Philosophy, ii. 96-7 and in his Basu Mallik Lectures on Vedanta^
Pt. i, p. I82f.

I

Ed. BSS. (2nd. ed.). pp. 192-93.
^ In {ixs Brahma-suira-bhashya (i. 4. 14siii. 15 ; ii, 1. 9=i, 16), Ankara

quotes the Karika without the mention of Gaudat^fda*s name referring to him
as SampradUya-vid or Vedisirtha-sampradaya-yid Acbsrya. On the other hand, in
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Gau^&chSrya probably belonged to Gauda. It is not necessary here

to enter into the question of the relation of the K&riM to the

M^iukya Vpanishad} nor into its philosophical doctrine,^ which
is a curious blend of pre-l§ankara Vedsnta and Madhyamika Sxrnya-

vflda but since the work is said to have been actually quoted by
some early commentators of the Madhyamika school (c. 750

its comparative antiquity is established. The work consists of four

parts of varying length, called respectively Agama (29 verses),

Vaitathya (38 verses), Advaita (48 verses) and Alata-^snti

(100 verses). It has been shown that the fourth secnon, in

particular, the authorship of which has sometimes been questioned,

is indebted to early Buddhistic philosophical works for its words,

arguments and images ;® and, considering the early prevalence of
Buddhistic schools in Bengal this is not surprising. Gaudapsda is

also credited with the authorship of commentaries, respectively on
Il^varakrishna’s Sctjhkhya-kHrika^ and the Uttara-glta but while

the latter work is of no great merit, the former appears to be

largely based either upon the earlier Mathara-vfitti or upon an

the commentary on the Svetasvatara Upanishad (tA, An, SS. i. 8, p. 30), Ankara's

authorship of which is not beyond question, the commentator cites his predecessor

as Suka-sishya Gaud^padschso'^* SaQkara*s commentary on the Karika itself has

not been accepted as authentic (see V. Bhattacharya, AJV, in. Pt. ii. 102 ff. ;

M, Wallcser, op, cit, p, 55, f. n.).

^ See V. Bhattacharya (who contends that the Upanishad is based on the

Knrika) in PTOC, ii. 439 ff. and in IHQ. 1925. pp. 119 ff. and 295 ff ; A.

Venkatasubbiah (who thinks that the work consisted of more than four sections)

in JA. Lxn 181 ff. and in IHQ. 1935, pp. 783 ff., andS. K. Belvalkar in the

works cited.

2 For which see V. S. Sukthankar in WZKM, xxii (1908), pp, 137 ff

;

H. Jacobi, JAOS. xxxiii (1913), pp. 52-54 ; DG,-Phil, i. 423 ff ; R.-Phil, ii. 452 ff.

^ Radhakrishnan would sum up by saying that the Karika is **an attempt

to combine the whole negative logic of the Madhyamika with the positive idealism

of the Upanishads” {Ibid, p. 465)

* So in Bclv.--PAi7. ii. 96 (no reference) and Be!v.-Iecr. (Sfintarakshitaand

his commentator Kamalasila are mentioned, but no references arc given).

* See L. de la Valine Poussin, he, cit; H. Jacobi, he. cit,; discussed in

detail by V. Bhattacharya in the works cited above. The influence is so great

that DG.-PA//., op, cit, p, 423, thinks that the author “was possibly a Buddhist."

Keith-L/r. d. 476 admits Buddhist influence, but believes that the ideas were

developed independently by an Aupanishada school.

® Ed. B. Tripathi in 55., No. 9 ; trs. H. H. Wilson, OFF., along with

Colebrooke’s tmns. ofthe Karikas ; also trs. Satish Chandra Banerjt, Fasc. i (all

pub.), Calcutta 1898.—This work was probably known to Albcruni (sec Sachau,

AherunCs India, i. 132 ; ii. 266 ff.) as the work of a Gauda hermit,

^ VP. 1910. The Dacca University mss. of the work (Nos. 4504. 55le)

give somewhat difiersnt readings.
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unknown source which Mnthara also utilised.^ The hypothesis of

two Gaudapadas has also been advanced ; but there is nothing in

these two commentaries which militates against their traditional

ascription to the author of the Kariks.

Even though the literary remains of Bengal, described above,

in the centuries preceding the advent of the Pala dynasty, are

insufficient and uncertain, we come, for the first time, in the

beginning of the 7th century, across distinct references to tbe

literary diction of the Gaudas. Banabhatta informs us in a well-

known verse

In the North there is mostly play upon words (Slesha),* in the West it is

only the sense (Artha), in the South it is poetical fancy (Utpreksha), in the

Oau^as there is pomp of syllables (Akshara-dambara).

This apparently disparaging observation regarding the Gaudas is

explained by the suggestion^ that it reflects a partisan spirit on the

part of the court-poet of Harshavardhana, which is also clear from

the feeling which he displays towards his patron’s rival, the unnamed

but much maligned king of Gauda. But the explanation does not

become convincing when we consider that in this verse Banabhatta

is stating that poets of the four quarters of India respectively affect

only a few peculiar literary excellences, and not all, some putting

stress on sound, some on sense, some on both, while others indulge

in a play of fancy
; for in the next verse he regrets that it is difficult

to find in one place all that are, in his opinion, desirable excellences

of the Kavya. The position has been often misunderstood, but the

view we have taken will be clear if we consider the references to

the Gauda Marga or Gaudi Rlti, which are found in the polemic

poetics of Bhamaha and Dandin, and which show that at least in

the 7th and 8th centuries® the Gaud! Rlti in its proper form was

regarded as a distinct and original achievement in the sphere of

literary diction. Along with the Vaidarbhi, the Gaudi figures as

one of the two most important modes of poetic expression, although

the theorists arc not agreed on the question of their relative

superiority. While Bhimaha (i. 31-32) is impatient with the conven-

tional distinction and preference of the Vaidarbhi and declares his

^ R, Garbe, Samkhya Philisophie (2nd ed.) ; Bolvalkar in Bhandarkar Comm»
Volume, p. 171 and Belv.-Lec/. p. l88 ; Keith, Sainkhya System, pp, 69-70.

• HC. introductory verse 7.

See V. Raghavan in Kuppuswami Sastri Comm. Vol., pp. W-90 and
mA. I. 214.

* S. P. Bhattacharya, The Gaudi Rlti in Theory and Practice {IHQ. 1927,
p. 378).

« Oo the dates of Bhamaha and Daptlin see nt-Foetks, t. 48 f, 62 f.
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opinion that in its proper form the Gaudiya diction is even superior,

Datjidin shows a decided partiality for the Vaidarbha Mfirga and
a mild aversion to the Gauda. But taking the Vaidarbhi as the

standard, in which arc to be found the essential poetical excellences

of a good diction, Da^din believes that the Gaudi is an easily

distinguishable (prasphuf^ntara) mode of expression, which, how-
ever, often presents a different aspect,^ the conception of the Gaudas
about the essentials of a diction being apparently different from

that of the Vaidarbhas. The opinion of the theorists, therefore,

seems to be that the ideals of composition differed fundamentally

in these two types of literary production, the Vaidarbhi demanding

the correct and classical manner and the Gaudi preferring the fervid

and the grandiose. Dai;idin makes it clear that the Gaudas thereby

often lose themselves in bombast and prolixity. If BSnabhatta

singles' out verbal bombast (akshara-dambara) in the Gaudas,

Da^din likewise speaks of a kind of ‘mental bombast’ and cumbrous

ornamentation when he uses the terms artha-dambara and alathk^ra-

4ambara in this connexion. Even if their personal preference

betrayed disapproval, they had still to take the mode of the Gaudas
into account, presumably because it had attained a commendable

position and found favour in an equal degree with a class of writers

and readers. It seems, therefore, that even long before Bfii;iabhatta

and Da^din, the Gaudas exhibited a distinctive literary diction of

their own,* which, side by side with the widely accepted Vaidarbhi,

had an established tradition incapable of being completely ignored.

Just as Bengal strove politically in these centuries against the

constant aggression of Magadha, Thanesvar and Kashmir to maintain

its independence, it attempted in the literary sphere to withstand

the domination of the almost universally accepted Vaidarbha mode
of expression and succeeded in establishing its originality.

^ Da^din uses the term viparyaya, which does not mean vaiparitya or

contrariety (as the Hridayahgama commentary takes it), but anyathatva oi

divergence. On this see IHQ. cited above, and Prakash Ch. Lahiri in IHQ, vii.

(1931), p. 59 f.

^ In the absence of proper data it is impossible to determine when the

distinction between Vaidarbha and Gauda modes was first recognised. H. Jacobi

{Jdah&rashtrx, p„ xvi f) suggests that the simpler Vaidarbha style was a reaction

against the older and more elaborate Gauda style and came into existence probably

in the 3rd century a.d. It is possible to argue, on the contrary, that the Gau^a
style, which asserts itself more and more in the later Ksvya, was itself a symbol

of further development, exhibiting a tendency to greater elaboration Both the

standpoints ignore the possibility of the two styles developing concurrently as

rival modes. The controversy of the rhetoricians makes it probable that both the

Ritis developed side by side and entered into a competition for masteiy.—Bharata

in his Nutya-iMra (ed. Grosset, vi, 26) speaks of four dramatic modes or
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These references are important in our literary history because

they supply undeniable evidence that by the 7th and 8th centuries

there must have grown up in Bengal a Sanskrit culture which

attained such importance as necessitated the recognition of its

characteristic method of expression. Apart from the lucubrations

of Bhamaha and Dandin, Vamana in the 9th century expressly

states^ that the discussion is not academic, but that the names of

the recognised literary dictions were derived from the fact that the

particular diction was prevalent in the particular locality.^ It is

probable, therefore, that the theory of diction arose, even before

Dandin and Vsmana who tacitly accept it, from an empirical

analysis of the prevailing peculiarities of literary expression in

different localities. This would furnish enough ground for the

inference of a lost Gauda literature, which received recognition from

the theorists, but over the merits of which they entertained an honest

difference of opinion. In the following centuries, however, the much
criticised Gaudl Riti must have overstepped its geographical limits

;

and, having been found even in non-Gauda v/orks, it became in later

Poetics a generic name for a particular kind of pompous diction,

abounding in alliteration and long compounds : and as such, it

decidedly declined in the favour of the theorists.^

When we come to the lOth and 11th centuries, the evidence

becomes more definite that not only Sanskrit culture but also

Sanskrit literature, both Brahmanical and Buddhistic, flourished in

Bengal, although their contribution is still not sufficiently extensive

nor outstanding. We have a larger number of more elaborate

inscriptional panegyrics in Sanskrit, from the 9th century a.d., which

are creditable compositions ; but they display the ordinary charac-

teristics of north Indian Pra^astis of a similar nature, and do not

Pravdttis, namely, Avanti, Panchila-madhyams.DskshinStys and Odra-Magadhi.

the last of which is expressly stated to have been employed in the eastern provinces,

including Ahga, Vanga, Paun^ra and Nepala (xiv. 45-47), there being no special

Gaudl Pravritti.

^ Kdvyalamkara-sutra-Vfitti i. 2. 10.

^ So also Kuntaka (end of the 10th century) in his Vakrokthjivita

(ed. S. K. Dc), 2nd ed., p. 45,

^ It is curious that at the end of the 10th century Rajaiekhara, who
recognises but does not appear to show much admiration for the composition of

the Gaadas in his Kavya-mlmamsa, makes Magadbl take the place of the

Gau^i in the enumeration of the RItis in his Karpura-manjari (i. 1) ; while Bhoja
in the 11th century follows him in mentioning the Magadhi, along witjj^au^i,

although he regards the former as a Khanda-rlti. But the Mage dhi as a separate

RIti did not have much recognition; it came into existence through the

scholastic zeal for distinctions displayed by later writers, which led to a constant
multiplication of the number of literary modes of expression.
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call for special remarks as literary productions. Some of these

epigraphic records, however, give us interesting glimpses into the

assiduous culture of Sanskrit by persons who were not professional

scholars or men of letters, but highly placed officials and politicians.

The Badlll Pillar inscription of the time of NflrRyaijapala,^ for

instance, gives us a vivid account of the scholarly attainments of

one of the minister families of the Pala kings, which receives special

commendation for its knowledge of Vedic literature. In this family

Darbhapflni, who was the minister of Devapala, and his grandson

Kedaramisra, who also held the same position, are said to have

mastered the four VidySs
;
while KedSra’s son Guravamisra acquired

proficiency in the Vedas, Agamas, Nlti, and Jyotisha, and distin-

guished himself by his exposition of the Vedic works. The BSngarh

copper-plate Grant^ of Mahipflla i mentions the study of Vajasaneyi

Sarhhita, MTmarhsfi, Vyakara^a and Tarka, while proficiency in Veda,

Vedanta and Pramana, and in the Kauthuma recension of the

Samaveda, is referred to in the Monghyr copper-plate^ of DevapMa,

Amgachhi copper-plate of Vigrahapala^ and the Manahali copper-

plate® of MadanapPda. The colophon to the Hari-charita KSvya

of Chaturbhuja mentions the Varendra Brahmans of the time of

Dharmapala as experts in !§ruti, Smriti, Purana, Vyakarana and

Kavya. Similar references occur in other inscriptions of the Palas

and those of contemporary dynasties. The most interesting record,

however, of the political, literary and scholarly attainments of a

striking personality is to be found in the Prasasti® of Bhatta

Bhavadeva of BalavalabliT, who flourished under Harivarman.

These indications of cultural activity, however, are not fully

borne out by the actual literary remains of this period ; for, apart

from Buddhistic Tantric writings, the literature which has survived

is scanty and inadequate. In the sphere of poetical and dramatic

literature, however, some of the well-known classical works have

been claimed for Bengal, but the proofs adduced in support of such

claims are slender and uncertain.^ The assumption,® for instance.

» GL,1\, ^ Ibid, 91. ^ Ibid. 39.

« El. XV. 295.
** GL. 147.

‘ In the Bhuvaneavara inscription, El, vi. 203 ; IB, 32. For other

inscriptional references to Sanskrit studies in Bengal sec HSL. ii. 207-14

(Calcutta B.E. 1339^1932 a.d.).

» Those who put forward such theories, without much justification, often

forget that- the onus of proof lies on them who make these assumptions and

that considerations of personal bias or local patriotism should not prompt or

control the evidence.

• JASB, 1930, pp. 241-45.

39
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that the MudrS-r^kshasa of VisSkhadatta is a Bengal work is purely

gratuitous and hypothetical. A Bengal tradition of doubtful value,

again, would credit Bhatta NarSya^a, author of the Veifi'-sarhhSra^

to Bengal
; for he is alleged to be one of the five Kanauj BrShmanas

brought to Bengal by AdiSQra. Unless corroborated by independent

evidence these traditions of Bengal match-makers and panegyrists

of big families are hardly of much value for historical purposes,

particularly for events of comparatively early times.^ There is no

satisfactory evidence, again, to identify Murari, son of Vardha-

mSnSnka of the Maudgalya-go/rn and Tantumatl, and author of

the Anargha-r^ghava,^ with the Murftri, who is given as one of

the progenitors of the Bengal Vaidika Brahmans. Equally uncertain

is the similar tradition which connects l^riharsha, son of l^rlhlra and

MSmalla-devl and author of the Naishadha-charitay^ with Bengal ;

for iSriharsha of the Bengal genealogists is described as the son of

Medhfitithi or Tithimedha ! This last claim has been argued* at

some length, but the evidence is not conclusive. Some plausibility

is afforded by the reference (vii. 110) to a Pra§asti which the poet

‘ Cf. Ch. XV. Appendix i.

• Of Murffri’s place of origin and activity nothing is known ; but he

mentions Mahishmati as the seat of the Kalachuris. See Keilh-iJrama, pp. 225-26.

• There are numerous editions with the different commentaries ; (1) with

the Prakaso of Narayana (NSP). (2) with the Jivatu of Mallinatha, cd.

Jivananda Vidyasagar, 2 Vol., Calcutta 1875, 1876 ; also ed. in parts, Pts. i-ii

(cantos i-xii), Trichur 1924, 1926. (3) with the commentaries of Narayapa,

Bharatamallika and Vamsivadana (Cantos i-iii), ed. Nityasvarup Brahmachari

Calcutta B.E. 1326 (=1920 A.D.). (4) The Bibl. Ind. ed. (Calcutta 1836, 1855),

is in two parts ; the first contains cantos i-xi with Premachandra Tarkavagisa's

commentary, and the second part, edited by E. Roer, contains cantos xii-xxii,

with Narayana's commentary. The English translation by K. K. Handiqui

(Lahore 1934) gives notes and extracts from several published commentaries.

• SBS. III. pp. 159-94. See also /C. II. 576-79. Sriharsha’s Bengal origin

need not follow, as Narayana in his commentary thinks, from his use (xiv. 51)

of the word ululu as an auspicious sound made by women on festive occasions.

Apart from the fact that the word appears to 1^ as old as the Chhnndogya

Upanishad (iii, 19. 3), K. K. Handiqui (qp. c/r. pp. 541-42) has shown that it is

not an excusively Bengali custom, being found in writers who had no connection

with Bengal, especially in some Jaina writers of Western India. Murfiri uses the

word in connection with Slta's marriage (iii. 55), but his Maithili commentator,

ROchipati Upadhysya, explains it as a South Indian custom. The Southerner

Mallinsiba, on the other hand, believes it to be a Northern custom I Similar

remarks apply to the reference (xv.45) to the custom of wearing conch-bangle which
is also mentioned in the Mahabharata (Virata xi. 1) and the Kadambari. The
argument based on the GaudI RIti does not carry much weight ; but more^i^evant
if not definitely conclusive, is the indiscriminate use in alliteration and chiming
of the three sibilants, the two nasals it, n, ba and va, ya and Ja as sounds of
equivalent value. Rhetoricians, however, permit such interchange in verbal figures.
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is said to have composed for some unnamed king of Gauda, but
we also learn that he was patronised by the king ofKsnyakubja
(xxii. 26) and that his work received the approval of the Kashmirian
scholars (xvi. 131).^ The king of KSnyakubja has been identihed
with Jayachandra of Kanauj, who flourished in the second half of
the 12th century.* Sriharsha claims originality for his work
(viii. 109) as that of “a traveller on a path unseen by the race of
poets”

; but as a poem his work displays more learning than real

poetry. An elaborate and pedantic production of twenty-two cantos,
it spins* out and embellishes only a part of the simple and attrac-

tive epic story of Nala and Damayanti out of all recognition
; but

the concern of the undoubtedly talented master of diction and metre
is not so much with the poetic possibilities of the theme, as with
the display of his own skill and learning so characteristic of later

decadent poets. The work has been regarded as one of the five

• It is curious that this reference to the appreciation by Kashmirian scholars

is found, not in its proper place at the end of the work but at the end of canto xvi.

It is also puzzling that both the poem Naishadha-charita and the philosophical

treatise Khan4ana-khan<jla-khadya appear to refer to each other, leading to the

Curious conclusion of their simultaneous production by the same author. The
genuineness of the brief autobiographical verses, which contain these references and
which are placed, in a scattered way, at the end of each canto, is therefore, open

to considerable doubt ; but it is possible that they embody a tradition the value

of which need not be entirely rejected even on the supposition of their being spuri-

ous. We learn from these verses that Sriharsha was also the author of a ChampH
called Nava-sahasanka-charita (xxii. 22), a Sthairya-prakarana (iv. 123), an

Arnava-varnana (ix. 160), a Siva-sakti-siddhi (xviii. 154), a Chhinda-pranasti

(xvii. 222) and a Sri-vijaya-prasasti *(v. 138). The punning reference to the

Khaniana-khan^a-khadya is apparently justified by the express declaration (x. 137)

of unrivalled labours in the science of logic, as well as by the philosophical

digression in canto xvii. A late (and probably Bengal) commentator, Gopinstha
Acharya, believes (R, L.Mitra, Notices, iv. 212) m his Harsha-hridaya commentary
on the Naishadha° that the Vijaya-prasasti mentioned above is in praise of king

Vijayasena of Bengal ; but Chandu Pandita and other commentators, as well as

Rajasekhara Snri in his Prabandha-chintamani (1348 a.d.), make Sriharsha a

prot^g6 of Jayachandra of Kanauj {Supra, p. 215).

• G. Blihler in JBRAS. 1871, p. 31 f ; 1875, pp. 279-87. This date has

been questioned, see R. P. Chanda in IA. xui 83 f. 286 f. Cf. D. R. Bhandarkar

in lA. 1913, pp. 83-84 ; N N. Dasgupta in IC. p. 576.

• The contents of cantos vi, vii, xv, xix-xxii, as well as the greater portion

of xvii are matters not to be found in the epic. A whole canto of 109 verses is

devoted to a description of the heroine's entire bodily charms, beginning from
the top of the head to the toe of the feet ! The panegyric of the Vaitsliya

occupies jthe whole of canto xix (67 xerses), while Damayanti's Svayamvara
extends over five cantos. The poem ends with the married bliss of Nala and
Damayanti. Poetic merits apart, the w'ork is written for a learned audience, and
its chief interest lies in the fact that it is in many ways a repository of traditional
learning. For an estimate of the work, cf. Dr. S. K. De^History cfSanskrit
Literature (Calcutta Univ.) pp. 325-30.
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traditional MahskSvyas and has been favoured by a section of

learned Indian opinion ^ but it would be an acquisition of dubious

value to Bengal if its Bengal origin were finally proved.

The problem is more difiScult with regard to the Chan4o-

kauSike^ of Kshemiivara on account of the meagreness and

uncertainty of the data for a definite conclusion regarding its place

of origin. The drama deals in five acts with the M3rkai^4eya'

pursna legend of HariSchandra and Visvamitra, but there is hardly

anything distinctive in its style and treatment. The play works

out the effect of the curse of the irascible sage Vi^vSmitra upon the

upright king Harischandra, who unwittingly offended him, and

describes the loss of his kingdom, wife and child, and the ultimate

restoration of everything to the satisfaction of all. There is some

interest in the idea of trial of character by suffering, but the piling

up of disasters as an atonement of what appears to be an innocent

offence unnecessarily prolongs the agony, and the divine interven-

tion at the end is dramatically too flat. The story lacks dramatic

quality and improves very little by the poor execution and mediocre

poetry of Kshemigvara. A verse in the Prologue states that the

work was composed and produced at the court of Mahipala.

Haraprassda l^sstrP is inclined to identify the dramatist’s patron

with Mahipsla of Bengal, chiefly on the ground that the king is

said in the drama to have driven away the Karns^akas, who, in

i^Sstri’s opinion, were the invading armies of Rsjendra Chola l in

1023,* or the Karpatas who came in the train of the Chedi kings

at a later time. If this were so, then Kshemigvara’s place of

activity would be Bengal ; and it is noteworthy in this connection

that the two oldest complete plam-leaf manuscripts of the drama,

* Making allowance for artificiality and dubious literary taste, there are,

however, forceful passages, e g,, the description of the personified vices in canto

xvii, of the moon-rise in canto xxii, of the five Nalas in canto xiii, and the

treatment of Nala's character in its emotional conflict in canto ix.

* Ed. Jaganmohan Tarkalamksr, Calcutta 867 ; also ed. Jivananda Vidya-

sagara, Calcutta 1884 ted. in litho ms. form, by Krishna Sastri, Gurjara Press,

Bombay 1860. Trs. into German under the title Kamikas Zorn by Ludwig Fritze,

Leipzig 1883,—The name of the author is sometimes confused with the Kashmirian
Kshemendra. Kshemisvara, who designates himself as Arya, does not mention the

name of his father, but his grandfather is named Vijayaprakoshtha.
« Sastri-Cnr. vn. No. .4315 ; S. K. Aiyangar in AJV. n. 559ff.; PB. 73; BI.

I. 251-52; J. C. Ghosh in 1C, n. 354-56 ; but see K.A. Nilakanta Sastri in •A3& vi.

191-98 and IC. ii. 797-99.

*.. ^'®. » hy S. K. Aiyangar, op. dt. pp. 559f, to which-R. D.
Baneiji replies in JBORS. xiv. 512 f. See Nilakanta Sastri in the articles cited

above.
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dated respectively in a.d. 1250 and 1387, are preserved in Nepal.^

On the other hand, Pischel believes* KshemUvara's patron to be

the Gurjara-Pratlhsra ruler Mahipsla i of Mahodaya (=K«nya-
kubja) under whom RajaSekhara wrote his Bdla-bhnrata (i, 7) and
whom Fleet* identifies with the Mahlpala of the Asni inscription,

dated in 917 a.d. Kshemisvara’s assertion of his patron’s victory

over the Karnatas is explained as the courtier’s version of the

contest with the Rashtrakuta Indra in, who for his part claims

victory over Mahodaya.^ Kshemisvara was also the author of

another drama, Naishadhananda,^ which deals in seven acts with

the story of Nala.

A similar uncertainty attaches to the Kichaka-vadha^ of

Nitivarman which may have been composed in Bengal or in the

adjoining territory of Kalinga.’ It is a short artificial poem in

five cantos (177 verses), which deals with the well-known episode

of the VirSta-parvan of the Mahabliarata ; but the simple and

vigorous story of the epic is transformed into a pedantic means for

the display of the author’s skill and learning in the manipulation

of the language, for the Ingenious use of double meanings (Slesha)

and clever chimings {Yamaha), The work, however, is singular in

the attempt it makes to include both Slesha (canto iii) and Yamaha

^ Now in the collection of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal,Calcutta (Sastri*

Car.Nos. 5315 and 5316). Other known,but comparatively modem, mss are noticed

in the same Catalogue, as well as in the Descriptive Cat, of the Calcutta Sanskrit

College, VI. nos. 222-23, pp. 134-5 (three mss. in Devansgarl), and in P. P S.

Sastri’s Tanjore Catalogue, vin, Srirangam 1930, pp. 3 390-93= Burnell’s Classified

Index, m. 169 (three mss.) ; Descriptive Cat, of Govt. Collection in Bhandarkar

O. R. Institute xiv pp. 77-82 (five MSS. in Devanagari).

* Goettingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 1883, p. 1217 f.

® lA. XXVI. 175-78. For the identification of Mahipsla cf. supra pp. 143-44.

« See Sten Konow, Indische Drama, p. 87 ; P. Peterson, Second Report, p. 63 ;

R. G. Bhandarkar, Report 1897, p. xi ; Keith-Drama, p. 239.—The only Alaiikara

work which cites the Chan4a-kamika is the S utya-darpana which belongs

probably to Orissa in the first half of the 15th century (See DQ-Poetics, i. 233 f.).

5 MS. dated in 1611 a.d. noticed in Peterson, T/ireg pp. 340-42, with

extracts ; but no personal account of the author is found in the work.

« Ed. S. K. De, with the commentary of Janardanasena and with extracts

from the commentary of Sarv5nanda-na.ga, DOT. 1929.

» In two verses of doubtful interpretation (i 21 ; i. 7). the author refers to

his patron in connection with Kaliiiga either as a ruler or as a conqueror. A coveVt

allusion appears to be made to this patron’s name or designation in the word

vigraha employed in the Yamaka, but considering the date of the work, an allusion

to the VigrahapHlas of Bengal does not seem likely. For a discussion of this

question see-S. K. De’s edition, pp. xii-xiv and 93-94, 98-99. The poem has been

preserved in Bengali mss. only, and all the known commentaries are of Bengal

origin and indicate the currency of the poem in Bengal ; and here is nothing,

excepting the verse i, 21 mentioned above, which 'onnects it with Kalinga.
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(cantos i-ii, iv-v) in its scope
; and it is the only Kavya, so far

known, which fulfils the rhetorician’s dictum about the A^is-preludc.

As an early example of this type of Sanskrit composition, it shows

considerable talent
; and it is no wonder that it is quoted by a

large number of grammarians, rhetoricians and lexicographers. One

of the earliest of such quotations is made by Nami-sadhu, who
wrote his commentary on Rudrata’s K^yyalahkSra in 1069 a.d.^

Nothing is known of the author, Nitivarman, except that he lived

in the court of an otherwise unknown prince who might have ruled

in Bengal or in Kalinga.

The only writer who can be definitely assigned to Bengal is

Gauda Abhinanda, who is known to us from stray quotations of his

verses in the Sanskrit Anthology of Sarfjgadhara but the question

of his date and identity is not free from difficulty. He has been

identified with Abhinanda, son of Jayanta and author of the

Ksdambarhkatha-sara^ on the ground chiefly that the author of

this metrical summary of Bfina’s prose romance describes one of

his ancestors as a Gauda ; but the evidence is obviously not con-

clusive, and none of the anthology verses ascribed to Abhinanda or

Gauda Abhinanda is traceable in this work.^ There is, however, no
chronological obstacle in the way of the proposed identification.

The author of the ""Katha-sara informs us that his fifth ancestor,

^aktisvSmin, flourished under MuktSplda of the Karkota dynasty

of Kashmir towards the end of the 7th and the first half of the

8th century; and as the poet Abhinanda, son of Jayanta, is mentioned

and quoted by the Kashmirian Abhinavagupta® towards the end

' For other early writers who quote this work, see S. K. De, introd. to

the above edition.

* The Sarhgadhara-paddhati (dated about 1363 a.d ) quotes twice (Nos. 1090,

3485, the former verse assigned to Subhahga in the Sadukti-karnamrita iv. 53)

Gauda Abhinanda ; but it also quotes an Abhinanda (Nos. 3763, 3917) without

the descriptive title. An Abhinanda, and not Gauda Abhinanda, is quoted five

times (Nos, 75, 130, 313, 319, 451) in the Kavindra-vachand*, twenty-two times

in the Sadukti'^, six times in the Sukti-muktavall of Jalhana (of which two verses

are traceable in the Rama-chanta ii, 98, 99) and once in the Padyavali (No. 149)

Fragments of Abhinanda's verses are also quoted by Ujjvaladatta (on UnSdi-sUtra

i. 2, 48 ; ii. 103 ; iv. 117), who refers to Abhinanda's description of the Vindhya
Hills, and by Rayamukuta (on Amarai. 1.7 ; ii. 5. 4, 10). For ar^sum6 of

these passages sec F. W. Thomas, Kavindra*vacharuP, pp. 20-22.

» Ed. Kavyamala, 1 ), NSP. 1899.

^ For a discussion of the question see S. K. De, Padyavali, pp. 182-44.
* In the printed text (Kavyamala 25, Bombay 1911, p. 142) of Abhinava-

gupta*s Lochana, the work is ascribed to Bhafta Jayantaka, but the India Office

MS. (No. 1008 E 1135), which we consulted, assigns it to Abhinanda, son of
Bhafta Jayanta. The Kashmirian Kshemendra in the 11th century also quotes

Abhinanda and his ^Katha-sara (in his Suv^itta-tUaka iii. 6-»^Katha-s^ira i. 16).
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of 10th century, his date may be fixed at about the first half of

the 9th century. The Abhinanda of the Anthologies could not have

been of a much later date, having been quoted in the Kav^ndro-

vachana-samuchchaya^ which cannot be assigned to a period later

than the 10th century® ; but it is not clear if this Abhinanda is

identical with Gauda Abhinanda, who is cited (along with Abhinanda
without the descriptive term Gauda) in the S^mgadhara-paddhati}

Perhaps the only Kavya of this period, the Bengal origin of
which is known with certainty, is the Ramacharita^ of Sandhyfikara-

nandin, a curious but important work which belongs to the class

of the so-called historical Kavya. By means of constant play upon
words (^5lesha) and splitting up of word-units in different ways,

sustained throughout in its 220 Arya verses, it gives in four chapters,

after the manner of Kaviraja’s Raghava-pdr^daviya, the story of

the Ramayar^a, on the one hand, and the history of Ramapala of

the Pala dynasty, on the other. Each verse of the text has, there-

fore, a twofold application
; but while the epic application is not

difficult to make out, the local and contemporary allusions to

Ramapala’s exploits require elucidation. The Sanskrit commentary,

which accompanies the text and which is not composed by the

author himself,® explains the historical details, but unfortunately

it ends abruptly with ii- 35. There is a Kavi-pragasli at the end of

the work, which informs us that the author was the son of Prajfipati-

nandin and grandson of PinSka-nandin and belonged to Pu^dra-

vardhana in Varendra. Prajspati was a Sandhivigrahika of the

royal court of Rfimapfila ;
and from the last verse of the text it is

probable that the work was completed in the reign of MadanapSla,

son of RamapSla and third in succession from him. As already

Kshemendra informs us (iii. 29) that Abhinanda was fond of the Anustubh metre,

in which for the most part the ""Katha-sara is composed.

^ F. W. Thomas, loc. cit,, would identify this Abhinanda with the author

of the "^Katha-sara, as well as with Gauda Abhinanda, but no evidence is adduced.

On Abhinanda see Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxvii, 6, 27 ; G. Buhler, lA, ii. 102-6 ;

Peterson, Fourth Report, p. vii.

> These Abhinandas are probably to be distinguished from Abhinanda, the

author of Ramacharita (GOS, no. xLvi) who describes himself as the son of

Satsnanda, and probably also from Abhinava-pandita, also a Gauda, whose

Yogavnsishtha-samkhshepa in six Prakaranas and forty-six Sargas is noticed by

Weber (Berlin Xat., No. 643) and who is described in the colophon to the work

as tarka-vadlhara-sahityacharya-gaudomandolalamkara’-krlmat. The problem of

identity is complicated by the fact that the editor of the Rnmacharita makes a

plausible case of its author having belonged to Gauda ; but the identity of his

patron Yuvarsja Hsravarsha, son of Vikramasila, with Devapala son Dharmapsla,

is, without farther evidence, highly problematic. On this point see supra pp. 122-24

St^ra p, 150, f. n. 1. • RC.* p. vi.
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noted above, the main theme of the poem is an account of a

successful revolution in North Bengal, the murder of Mahipala ii,

occupation of Varendra by the rebels, and the restoration of

Rumapsla, Mahipfila’s youngest brother, to his paternal kingdom ;

but the story is continued even after the death of RffmapRla and

concludes with some allusions to Madanapala’s reign. As a chronicle

of almost contemporary events, of which the author must have

possessed a direct knowledge, it possesses considerable importance for

reconstructing the lost history of this period. The author, calling

himself Kaliksla-Valmiki, tells us that he is not only a poet well

versed in the art of rhetoric but also a great linguist. The skill he

shows, in the manipulation of words in a difficult metre, which,

however, is possible only in an accommodating language like Sanskrit,

is characteristic of later Sanskrit poets
;

but it certainly makes his

work a marvel of verbal jugglery, especially as the author has to

crowd within the limits of some two hundred verses a great deal

of matter concerning simultaneously Raghupati RRma and Gaudfi-

dhipa Rr^mapRla. The author claims that his i^lesha is not distressing

{akleiana)
;

it might not have been so to his contemporaries to

whom the events narrated were probably familiar, but on account

of this very limited and local interest it must have failed in its

appeal to posterity and became forgotten. As an interesting example

of the l^Iesha-Ksvya, which includes both mythical and historical

themes in its scope, it may be accepted as a singular tour de force,

but the very purposive character of the work and its necessarily

artificial form of expression make it a poetical curiosity rather than

a real poem.

In the sphere of the technical l^Sstras, on the other hand, we

possess a fair amount of literature
;
but its total achievement cannot

be regarded as very high. The epigraphic records tell us a great

deal about Vedic* and philosophical studies in Bengal in this period,

but no early work on Vedic literature has survived ; and of the early

philosophical speculations of Bengal we know nothing. The only

philosophical work of this period, of which, however, Bengal may

feel justly proud, is the well known Nyaya-kandall commentary* of

^ridhara Bhatta on PrasastapSda’s Padartlia-dharma-saihgraha

BhSshya on the Vaifleshika-sutra. From the concluding verses of

^ On Vcdic Studies in Bengal, see HSL, ii. 202-226. From the

inscriplional references it appears that all the four Vedas were studied, but the

Vsjas neyi recension of the Yajurveda prevailed.

» KSS. No. 6 ; trs. Ganganath Jha in the Pandit, new Series, voi?^5-34

;

reprinted E. J. Lazarus, Benares 1916. Large sections of Sridhara’s work have

been translated into English by B. Faddegon in his Vaiseiika Systems,

Amsterdam 1918.
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this work we learn that Sridhara was the son of Baladeva and
Abbokfl (v. /. Abhroka, Ambhoks, Achchokfi) and belonged to

Bhurifereshthi in Dakshina-Rfldhff,^ which has been identified with

the village of Bhursut, near Burdwan. The work was written at

the instance of one Psijdudfisa, and is dated in Saka 913 (or 910)*

which is equivalent to 991 (or 988) a.d. From references in the

work itself it appears that Sridhara also wrote Advaya-siddhi

(p. 5), Tattva’sarhvddim (p. 82), Tattva-prahodha (p. 149) and a

Sathgraha~0k^^ (p. 159) ;
but none of these works, which arc

concerned apparently with VedJinta and MimfirtisS, has come down
to us. It falls outside our scope to enter into the philosophical views

of iSndhara, but the work is important for having placed for the

first time a theistic interpretation on the NySva-Vai^^eshika.^ It is

curious, however, that this work found little favour in the country

of its origin, and the two best known commentaries on it are

respectively written by the Maithila Padmanflbha and the Jaina

Rajasekhara.

The tradition of Chandragomin is supposed to have been

maintained in Bengal by two well known Buddhist grammarians,

^ The verse states that in addition to pious and learned Brahmans many
Sreshthins lived there (bhurisreshthi [v.l. srishtiyjana'araya). It is probably the

same as BhTirisreshthika in RjcJhH mentioned by Krishnamisra in his Prabodha-

chandrodaya (ii. 7) as the seat of proud Brahmans.

The printed text reads : tryadhika~dahttara~nava~kata-»dkabde, which is

also the reading of Buhler’s ms. {Kashmir Report, p. 76, and Appendix p. cxliv) ;

6ut adhika-dasottara, which is perhaps a mislection, is found in some mSs,

noticed by R. G. Bhandarkar {Report 1883-84, p. 3i4) and R. L. Mitra {NoticeSf

vni. 45, No. 2589 ; also x. 287. No. 4186).

Kavirsj (iii, 115, note) believes that the Samgraha-tikd was not an

independent work but referred to the Nydya-kar.dalt itself which was a tika on the

Paddrtha-dharma-samgraha of Prasastapsda ; but the reference in the text does not

appear to bear out his conjecture.

^ Sridhara’s famous contemporary. Udayana, who dates his Lakshandvali in

j^aka 906 (=984 a.d) and who is the author also of a sub-commentary, entitled

KiranavaU, on Prasastapada’s Bhdshya, as well as of two independent polemical

works Kusumdniali and Atma-tattva-vivekOf is sometimes connected with Bengal by

a tradition which associates him with the Bhsduri Brahmans of North Bengal. Bat

the unreliability of the tradition is indicated by Udayana*s disparaging remarks

about the Gauda Mlmsmsaka who, in his opinion, lacked a true knowledge of the

Vedic texts. The reference may be to a school or to an individual ; but Varadarsja

in his KusumanjaU-bodhitii commentary (ed. Sarasvatl Bhavana Texts. No. 4,

Benares 1922, p. 123) explains this reference as a pointed allusion io the Panjika-

kara. The identification ofthis Panjika-kara with salikanatha, author of Prakarana-

panjika (ed. Benares 1903-4) and a direct pupil of Prabhakara, is plausible but

unproved. It is noteworthy that much later (c. I3th century) Gangesa Upadhyaya

refers to thfrGauda Mimamsaka in almost identical terms in his Tattva chintamani

(ed. Bibl. Ind., ^abda-Pramana p. 88). Sec Chintaharan Chakravarti in lA. 1929
,

p. 202 f.

40
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Jincndrabuddhi and Maitreya-rakshita
;
but the place of activity

of these two authors cannot be definitely determined.^ Jinendra-

buddhi, who styles himself Bodhisattva-de&iySchsrya, was the author

of an extensive commentary entitled ^Vivarar^a’pafijik^ (comnonly

cited as the Nycisd),^ on the Kahika
;

while Maitreya-rakshita

composed Tantra-pradipa commentary* on Jinendrabuddhi’s work,

as well as Dhatu-pradipa,^ which professes to follow Bhimasena’s

recension of the Dhatu-pd^ha} The conjecture that Vimalamati,

author of the Bhdga-\ritti, belonged to Bengal, is too fanciful to

require serious consideration.® The fact that these grammatical

treatises were popular in Bengal furnishes an argument of uncertain

value ; for Bengal had admittedly been the ultimate place of refuge

of most major and minor systems of Sanskrit grammar, including

the Kntantra, the Mugdha-bodha, the Samkshipta-sara and the

Sarasvata. Of lexical writers, we know nothing about the date and

identity of Subhntichandra, the Tibetan version of whose commentary

(called Kdmadhem) on the Amara-koia exists in Bstan-hgyur^ and

^ D. C. Bhattacharya ( Paninian Studies in Bengal in AJV^ i. Pt. i, p. 189 f )

suspects the Bengal origin of these writers from the fact that all the commentaries

on the Nyssa, for instance, are by Bengal writeis. S. C, Chakravarti in the works

cited below appears to be of the same opinion. The extraordinary argument

(D.C, Bhattacharya, ibid. p. 201), however, that Maitreya was the title and Rakshita

the real name, and that a clan of Varendra Brahmans is called Maitra or

Maitreya today requires no serious consideration ; for one might as well argue

that Rakshita being the cognomen of some Radhiya Ksyasthas at the present

time,, our author was a Bengal Ksyastha ! The argurr ent from modern cognomen
is unwarranted and hasty. As a Buddhist writer, the name Maitreya-rakshita is

quite intelligible by itself.

^ Ed. Srish Chandra Chakravarti, in 3 vols., Rajshahi 1913-25. This work
is to be distinguished, from the Anu-nyasa, a rival commentary by Indu or

Indumitra (JHQ. 1931, p. 41 ?), who is probably earlier than Maitreya-rakshita but

who need not be assumed gratuitously to have belonged to Bengal.
^ On this work sec S. C. Chakravarti in the works cited, and D. C.

Bhattacharya, op. cit. A fragmentary ms. is noticed in Mitra, Notices, vi. 140,

No. 2076. and another incomplete ms. is said to exist in Varenda Research
Society, Rajshahi. It is referred to in the author’s Dhatu-pradipa ; and the

author is quoted by a series of grammarians and lexicographers (Purushottama,
Ujjvaladatta, Rsyamukuta, Bhattoji Dikshita, Sarvananda, Saranadeva, etc.),

Sarvananda (1160 a.d.) being the earliest known writer to cite Maitreya-rakshita.
^ Ed. Srish Chandra Chakravarti, Rajshahi 1919 ;

Egg.-Ca/. 182, No.
687/434a.

^ Referred to in the opening verse.

‘ Assigned to a period between 850 and 1050 a.d. (See IHQ, 1931,

pp, 413-18).

’ Ed. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusan, BibI, Ind., Calcutta 1912, (only oii«^facs.
published of the Tibetan text). Cf. Cordier, op. cit. iii. 465 ; Th. Zachariae,
Die indische Woeterbuecher, GIPA, Strassburg 1897, p. 21. According to Vidya-
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who is sometimes assigned^ to Bengal. He is quoted four times by
Rfiyamukuta and once by iSara^adeva.®

Among exponents of technical iSsstras the medical writers of
Bengal deserve mention. The well known medical authority,

M-Sdhava, son of Indukara^ and author of a learned work on
pathology and diagnosis, entitled Rug~\ini&chaya^ (or simply

Nidana), is assigned® to this period, but whether Bengal can really

claim him is doubtful.’ It is true that mediaeval Bengal developed

bhusan (p. ix). SubhUtichandra is also cited by Lingabha^ta. another commentator
on Amara.

^ IC. II. 261. 2 Ed. Trivandrum 1909, p. 82.
^ In the work itself the name is given as Madhava, and not as Msdhava-

kara, which is found only in some commentaries : and it is doubtful whether -kora

was at all a cognomen ; for his father's name Indukara is intelligible in itself and
need not lead to any supposition of Bengal origin. Cf. the name Bhsnukara,

author of Rasika-jlvana who never belonged to Bengal. The evidence of Arabic

sources (Jolly, Medicm, p. 7) points to the 9th century as the date of Madhava.
^ There is no evidence for presuming that Indukara was a medical writer

and identifying him with Indu (where -kara is dropped) who is cited by

Kshirasvamin in his comment on the Vanaushadhivarga of the Amara~kosa, He
wrote, as the quotations show, on the topic of Vanaushadhi, but the supposition

(/C. 11. 153-54) that his work was named Nighantu is entirely gratuitious. Indu

is by no means an uncommon Indian name, and hazarding of guesses of identity

of authors having similar names is hardly of any use.

* The work has been printed very often in India. Ed. with the Madhukoia-

vyakhya of Vijayarakshita and his pupil Srikanthadatta and with Atahka’darpana-

tika of Vachaspati-vaidya, by J. T. Acharya, NSP, Bombay 1932. Vijaya-rakshita

commented on i-xxxii
;

Srikanthadatta on the rest. Eight commentaries on this

work are listed by Aufrecht.

® IC. HI. 153-55 ; but see S. K. De, ibid. w. 273-76.

’ The Chikitsa (R. L. Mitra, Bikaner Catalogue, No. 1413, pp, 647-48) of

Madhava is not, as suggested in IC. loc. cit., a separate work, but is either identical

with Rug-vinikhaya or represents a version of it. The two opening verses quoted

by Mitra are nothing but verses 3 and 4 of the Rug-vinikhaya, while the only

concluding verse cited, which is too corrupt for identification, deals apparently with

Visha-roga-nidana, which forms the subject-matter ofone of the concluding chapters

of the Rug-vinikhaya. All the available mss of the small work on Dietics, called

Ku^a-mudgara, are in Devanagari, and there is nothing to identify its author Mad-

hava with our Madhava, who wrote Ayurveda-rasa-'sastra {B.GS.~Cat. iv.21 8), Rasa-

kaumudx (Mitra, Notices, iv. p. 178, No. 1 61 G), BhUva-svabhava (Buhler, np cit.

p. 230 ;
see Aufrecht, Catalogus Cat. n. p. 93 ;

iii. p. 89), and Mugdha-bodha

(Eggcling, op. cit., v. p. 943, No. 2683/807). The only other work which can

possibly be assigned to our Madhava, son of Indukara, is the Paryaya-ratnamala,

noticed by R. L. Mitra, Notices, ix. 234, No. 3150; but here, again, there

is a great deal of uncertainty with regard to the work itself. In Mitra’s descrip-

tion (iV<7r/«fj, i. Ill, No. 207) of another ms. of t!ie same work, the name of

the author is given as Rajavallabha. The India Office ms. (Eggcling. op. cit.,

V. 976, no. 2740/1511C) omits the name of the author, and ends diflfcrently. On
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peculiar names, surnames and titles, but arguments based chiefly on

the cognomen -kara, which, however, is not found attached to

Mfidhava’s name in any of his known works, as well as on the

extensive use of his works in Bengal, are hardly conclusive. It is,

however, beyond doubt that Chakrapajgiidatta, the well known

commentator on Charaka and Susruta, belonged to Bengal. In his

compendium of therapy, entitled Chikitsa-saihgraha^ he informs us

that his father NsrSya^a was an officer {Patra) and superintendent of

the culinary department {Rasavatyadhikarin) of the king of Gauda,

that he was a Kulina of the Lodhravali famil>® and that his brother

Bhanu was an Antarahga or a learned physician of good family.®

The commentator i^ivadflsasena YaSodhara, a Bengal writer, who

belonged to the 16th century,^ explains that the king of Gauda was

Nayapfila. If this is so, Chakra pajrxidatta should be placed in the

middle of the 11th century. Besides older authorities the work

professes to draw upon the Siddha-yoga of Vrinda,** which in its

turn follows the order of diseases and treatment of Msdhava’s

xinihehaya. Besides being an authoritative work on the subject, it

possesses importance in the history of Indian medicine for marking

an advance in the direction of metallic preparations® which had

Msdhava see A. F. R. Hoernle, Medicine ofAncient India (Oxford 1907), p. 13f

;

J.Jo\\y,Medicin,G!PA. Strassburg 1901), pp. 6-7, where his relation to Vrinda,

author of the Siddha-yoga, is also briefly discussed. The suggestion that Vrinda

is the true name of the author of the (Hoernle in 1906,

p. 288f ; 1908, p. 998) is groundless and unproved. The Siddha-yoga is sometimes

called Vrinda-madhava probably because Vrinda makes a very large use of Madhava’s

work in v-iting his own. The real names of the work and the author as given in

most MSS are respectively Siddha-yoga and Vrinda (See Eggeling, op. cit, p. 937 ;

Aufrecht, Bod. Cat., p. 315b ;Pcterson. Fourth Report, p. 399. Kiel.-Cu/. p. 222, etc.).

^ Ed. Jivsnanda Vidyssagar, Calcutta 1888 ; but it is printed very often.

* Explained by Sivadasa as the Lodhravali branch of the Datta family.

Tradition locates his birth-place in the district of Birbhum. Haraptassd Ssstri in

his School History of India (Calcutta 1896) gives 1060 a.d. as the definite date

of Chakrapani, which has been repeated by most writers (Jolly, op. cit,, p. 6 and
in ZDMG. lui, 378 ; Hoernle, op. cit. pp. 12, 16) ; but we haye no proof for this

exact date.

® Vidya^kula-sampanno bhiskag antarahga

h

(Sivadssa). On this word
sec 1C. I. 684-86.

* The commentary is entitled Tattva-chandrika and is professedly based
upon a previous Ratna-prabha commentary. From the genealogy and personal

details given in the concluding verses, we learn that Sivadasa was the son of Anauta
and grandson of Uddharana, and that he belonged to Mslanchika in Gau^a
(Pabna district). His’ father Ananta is said (/C. iii. 157) to have been a
court-physician of Barbak Shah in the 16th century.

® Ed. An. SS. No. 27, mih xhQ Vyakhyd-kusumanjali comm^ntnfy^of
Srikap^hadatta. On the sources of Chakrapsnidatta see Jolly in ZDMG. Liu. 377 f,

* P. C. Ray, Hist, ofHindu Chemistry, i. introd. p. liv.
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been introduced from the time of Vagbhata and Vrinda. Chakra-

pfinidatta also wrote a commentary on Charaka, entitled Ayurveda-

dtpikn or Charaka-tatparya-dipika^^ in the introduction to which

he mentions Naradatta as has preceptor. His commentary on

SuSruta is entitled Bhnnumatt} Two other useful works of his are

Sabda-chandrika,^ a vocabulary of vegetable as well as mineral

substances and compounds, and Dravya-gur^a-samgraha*‘ a work on

dietics.

It would be convenient in this connection to notice two other

medical writers of some importance who flourished in Bengal at a

somewhat later date. The first is Suresvara or SurapSla, who wrote

a glossary of medical botany, entitled Sahda-pradipa,^ in w^hich he

gives an account of himself. His grandfather and father were
respectively Devagana, who was a court-physician to king Govinda-

chandra, and Bhadre^vara. who served in a similar capacity to king

Rfimapala (called Vangesvara). He himself was physician to king

Bhimapffla, and should from these accounts be placed in the first

half of the 12th century. He also wrote a Vrikshayurveda^ on a

similar subject, and a Loha-paddhati or Loha-sarvasva^ on the

medical use and preparation of iron. The other writer is Vangasena,

who was very probably an inhabitant of Bengal.® He ^rote Chikitsn-

sara-sarhgraha,^ in which he is described as the son of Gadadhara

ofKfliljika. The lower limit of his date, v/z., the I2th century, is

supplied by HemSdri’s profuse quotations from this work in

^ Ed. Srinath Visarad (Snira-sthsna and Vimsna-sthana), Calcutta 1892.

Also ed. V. K. Datar, NSP. Bombay 1922 ; ed. N. N. Sastri, 2 vols., Lahore 1929.

—

See Mitra, Notices, vi. 223, No. 2160 (incomplete ms.).

* Ed. in parts by Gangaprasad Sen, Vijayaratna Sen and Nishikanta Sen,

Calcutta 1888-93. See Auf. -Cat. i. I75a.

* MSS. in Aufrecht, Bod. Cat, No. 453, pp. 195-96; Eggeling, op. cit. v.

974, No. 2738/987b. Also see Mitra, Notices, ii. 25, No. 562.

* Ed. Jivananda Vidyasagar, 2nd ed., Calcutta 1897 with the commentary

of Sivadasa. See Mitra, Notices, ix, 43-44, Nos. 2931-32. The author quoted as

Vaidya Gadadhara in Sadukti-karnamrita and presumed to be a medical writer is

identified {IC. in. 157 f.) with Gadadhara, a commentator on Susruta ; but the

proofs are slender for the conjectural identification.

® MS. in Eggeling, op. cit. v. 974-77, No. 2739/1 35Ic.

* MS. in Aufrecht, Bod. Cat. No. No. 768, pp. 324-25, where an analysis of

contents is given.

.

’ MS. in V -Car. I. p. 65. « IC. iii. 159.

* Ed. Nandakishor Gosvami, Calcutta 1889. For Mss., see Auf.-C<i/. and

especially Eggeling, op. cit. v. pp. 951-52. The work is also called Vaidya-vdilabha.

The Chikitsa wfl/rarnavo mentioned by R. G. Bhandarkar (Report 1885-1887) is

probably the same work. The Akhyata-vyakarana mentioned by R. L. Mitra

{Descriptive Cat. of Skt. mss. in ASB, Pt. i. Grammar, No. 29, Calcutta 1877) may
or may not be by the same author.
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Ayurveda-ras^yana commentary on Vsgbhata’s Asht&figa-hridaya}

Vangasena relies upon Su^ruta but borrows freely from MSdhava’s

Rug-vini&chaya. It is not certain if the later medical commentators^

Aru^adatta,^ Vijaya-rakshita,® Ni^rchalakara,* and Snka^thadatta*

really belonged to Bengal.® We have no proof for such a conjecture
;

in any case, they are not independent writers of importance, and

also fall chronologically outside our period.

Like the speculative Nyflya-Vaiseshika, the practical Dharma-

^ffstra literature achieved a distinction of its own in mediaeval Bengal,

but of the early history of the latter, like that of the former,

we know very little. That the study of Mimamsfi, allied to

Dharma-Sflstra, was not neglected is apparent from epigraphic

records, as well as from the references, however disparaging, of

Udayana and Gange^a, already mentioned above.’ We also

know that the two important Bengal writers on Dharma-sastra,

Bhavadeva and Aniruddha, were well versed in the teachings of

Bhatta (Kumarila). Halayudha in his Br^hmar^a-sarxasva informs

us that although Bengal® paid little attention to the Vedas, she

studied Mimarhsa
;
and he himself, as we shall see, wrote a Mumths^-

sarvasva which is now lost. But the subject is actually represented

in this period by only one work, namely, the Tautcctita-mata-tilaka,

to be dealt with presently, of Bhavadeva Bhatta, which exists only

in fragments. The study of the Vedic ritual is similarly evidenced

by a single extant work composed by a little known scholiast,

NarJlyana, son of Gona® and grandson of UmSpati. It is a com-
mentary, entitled Praka'sa, on Kesava Misra’s Chhandoga-pari'sishta^^

^ P. K. Code in /C. lu. 535 f. The Cambridge MS., as Eggeling notes, was

copied in the Nepali era 396=1276 a.d.

^ Wrote Sarvahga-sundari on Vsgbhata, His date is variously given as

c. 1220 (Hoernle), I3lh century (Cordierk 15th century (Jolly).

’ W'rote, with his pupil Srikanthadatta, the Madhu-kosa on Madhava's

Nidana. Hoernle dates him at c. 1240 and Jolly at the 14th or 15th century.

Wrote on ChakrapSni's Date not known.

Also wrote Kusumanjali on Vrinda's Siddha-yoga.
^ As claimed without much justification in 1C. in 157-58.

’ See above p. 313, f.n. 4. The mislection nigudhacharya for uvatdeharya in

Halayudha’s Br7ihmana-sarvasva (vv. 20-21) led H. P. SSstri {JBORS. 1919, p. 173)

to the supposition that there was an early author on Vedic ritualism named
Nigudhacar>a ; but ihe reference is undoubtedly to Uvatdeharya, the well-known

author of the Vajasaneyi Mantra-bhdshya {IHQ. 1930, p. 783).

® But the reference may be only to certain sections of the Brahmins of

Bengal (v. infra c h. xv).

** The Bibl. Tnd. ed. reads tasydnujah (^younger brother of Umapati),
with the V. /. tasydtmajah, which last is the reading also of the India Office Mss.

Ed. Bibl. Ind.Pt.'i. (only two facs.)
;

ms. in Egg.-Ca/. i. 92-93, No. 1028

(incomplete).
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which is a compendium of Samavedic Grihya ritual, as described by

Gobhila. The author’s ancestors belonged to Uttara Rsdhs. His

grandfather Umapati is described as flourishing under Jayapala,

while Narayajja is said to have been a contemporary of Devapala.

But the work itself is of little merit.

Of the two earliest Bengal writers on Dharma-^Sstra, Jitendriya

and Balaka, whose works are now lost, our information is scanty,

being derived from citations in later authors. They are quoted and

criticised by the Bengal authors, Jimutavahana, Raghunandana and

i^Ulapaiji, and are therefore conjectured to have flourished in Bengal

before the 12th century a.d. In his Kdla-viveka,^ Jlmutavahana

mentions Jitendriya among writers who dealt with the subject of

auspicious time {kdla) appropriate for ceremonies, and quotes in

several passages his very words.- Jitendriya’s views on Vyavahfira

and Praya^chitta are also quoted in the Ddya-bhdga and the

Vyavahdra-mdtrikd of JimutavShana, as well as in the Ddyatattva

of Raghunandana. It would seem, therefore, that Jitendriya’s lost

work was fairly comprehensive in its scope
;
and as only these Bengal

writers, and no other, quote him, the supposition that he flourished

in Bengal in the first half of the lllh century is not unlikely. The

other forgotten author, Balaka, is known entirely from references by

Jlmtltavahana, Raghunandana and l^ulapani,® who discuss his views

mostly on Vyavahara and Prayaschitta, Jimutavfihana going even

to the length of sometimes punningly ridiculing them as childish

[bdla-yachana)} If the Vsloka mentioned six times® in his

Prdyaichitta-prakarana by Bhavadeva Bhatta, also a Bengal writer,

be the same as our Bfilaka, then his date would be anterior to

1110 A.D. There is also another Dharma-fefistra writer named

Yogloka® who is known similarly from the references made by

Jlmutavflhana and Raghunandana. He appears to have treated the

subject of Vyavahara and composed a long {Bfihat) and a short

(Laghu) treatise on Kala. He is quoted mostly for the purpose of

being refuted, but since JimutavShana refers to old (purStana)

» Ed. Bibl. Ind., p. 380. Sec JASB. 1915, p. 315.

2 For the passages see Kane, Hist, of Dharma’sastra, i. pp. 281-83, where

they are given in full.

3 These passages are quoted in Kane, op. ciU pp. 283-84, which also see on

the question of Bslaka*s identity with Balarupa, pp. 284-86.

^ 1915, p. 320.

» JASB. 1912, p. 336. Vsloka may be a common mislcction of the Bengal

scribe for Bslaka. The printed text (pp. 42, 44, 74, 81, 83, 106) apparently found

the correct form Bglaka, but it does not utilise the mss. of the text mentioned

below (p. 322, f.n. 2).

* See Kane, qp. ciL pp. 286-87.
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manuscripts of Yogloka’s work, he might have been an older

author than Jitendriya and Bslaka.

If not a great writer, Bhavadeva Bhatta was versatile and was

certainly one of the most interesting personalities of his time. A
great deal about him is known from an inscription^ which eulogises

Bhatta Bhavadeva as a politician, scholar and author, and as a

constructor of reservoirs and builder of temples and images, the

identity of the author Bhavadeva with the person eulogised being

established by the unique epithet, Balavalahhi-bhujanga, applied to

both.^ This Pra'sasti of Bhavadeva and his family, composed by

Bhavadeva’s friend Vsehaspati-kavi,^ consists of thirty-three elegant-

ly written verses. Bhavadeva belonged lo the Ssvar^a-gotra (of the

Kauthuma school of the Ssmaveda) and came from the Siddhala-

gri^ma in RJSdhti.^ His ancestors were all learned men, and one

of them received the Sasana of Hastimbhitta from an unnamed king

of Gauda. His grandfather Adideva was likewise a minister of

peace and war to some king of Vanga. His father was Govardhana
;

and his mother Sahgoka was the daughter of a Vandyaghatiya

Brahman. Bhavadeva himself served for a long time under king

Harivarman and probably also under his son, whose name is not

given. Bhavadeva is described as prominent among the exponents

of the Brahmsdvaita system of philosophy, conversant mth the

writings of Bhatta (Kumarila), an antagonist of the Buddhists and

heretic dialecticians, well versed in Artha-sTstra, Ayurveda, Astra-

veda etc., proficient in Siddhanta, Tantra and Ga^ita, and called the

second VarSha because of his special keenness for Astrology and

Astronomy, having himself composed a work on the Horr^-^ftsira.

^ E[. VI. 201-07 ; N. G. Majumdar, IB. 25-4i. On Bhavadeva see M. Chakra-

varti in JASB. 1912, pp. 332-48, which account has been corrected and supplemented

by N. G. Majumdar loc. cit. and Kane, op. cit. pp. 301-06 ;
cf. supra p. 202.

* The epithet has been the subject of much speculation (besides the work
cited above, see R. D Banerji, PB. 99, and Bl. 288, and references cited therein)

;

but Balavalabhi is obviously a place-name, which occurs as such in the commentary
on Sandhyrikara Nandin's Rdmachariio, the exact situation of which, however, is

unknown. A place called Viiddhavalabhi, situated in the Gauda country, is

mentioned in the colophon to a ms. of Sarva deva-pratishtha-paddhati of Trivikrama-

sTiri (Sastii-Cor. iii. 529), which makes the meaning of Bala in Bala-valabhl

intelligiDle. The word Bhujanga means here a lover or a Nagaraka, and not a

se^pen^ as M. Chakravarti and N. G. Majumdar arc inclined to interpret (JASB.
1912, pp. 341-42). CL supra x>. 157, fn. 1,

* R. L. Miira’s conjecture that this is the well known philosophical writer,

Vachaspati Misra, is unfounded. Six verses are ascribed to one VschaspatiTlt the

Bengal anthology Sadukti-karnumrita, but as one of these verses (ii. 33. 2) is

quoted anonymously in Da\o-rupaka (on ii. 29), he is probably a different person.
* The Savarna‘gotra, as well as Sijddhala in Uttara-Rsdhs, is mentioned in

the Belava cp, of Bhojavarman (N. G. Majumdar, op. cit. p. 21).
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He is said to have also composed a work on the Dharma-Sfistra,

which superseded the already existing texts, and, following Bhatta

{bhatiokta-nityS), to have written a guide to MimSmsa in one

thousand ny&yas.

Although exaggeration is usual in such eulogistic enumeration,

we have the means of verifying at least a part of this remarkable

catalogue of accomplishments. No work of Bhavadeva on the

Horfi-^^rstra or Phala-samhita^ has yet been discovered, but a

fragment of his work on MimSmsa is available. This is entitled

Taut^tiia-mata-tilakd^ and is known from a fragmentary manus-

cript in the India Office Library. It discusses the Tantra-varttika

of Tautatita or Kumarila Bhatta, the fragment covering only

Purva-nitmaths^-siitra ii. 1. Bhavadeva’s works on Dharma^;astra,

however, are better known. These are, so far known, three in

number, and respectively embrace the three important branches

of AchSra, VyavahSra and PrSyafechitta. The work on Vyavahsra

or judicial procedure, called Vyavahara-tilaka, is now lost
;
but it is

known from citations in the Vyavahara-tattxa of Raghunandana,®

the Vuamitrodaya of Mitra MijJra^ and Dar}da-viveka of Vardha-

‘ Only one astrological work, viz., SaravaU of Kalysnavarman (ed.

V. Subrahmanya Sastri, NPS. 3rd ed. 1928), is claimed for Bengal. The work or

the author is quoted by Albeiuni, Bhatta Utpala (966 a.d.) and Mallinfftha (on the

Sisupalavcdha). An opening verse in the India Office ms. of the work (i. 5 in the

printed text) describes the author as Vyaghratatllvara (v. I. in other mss.

Vyaghrapadtsvara, Vyaghrabhatesvara) and connects him with Devagrsma. S. C.

Banerji {PHC. m. 1939, p. 577) identifies Vysghratati with the place of the

same name well known from three inscriptional records and thinks that it is

Bagdi in Nadia district Bengal, while Devagrama is taken to be a village of

that name in the same district. A line of Varman chiefs ruled over Vysghratati

during the reigns of Dharmapsla and Devapsla, and Kalysnavarman might have

belonged to this dynasty and ruled about the 8th or 9th century A,r>. The work

itself contains no other indications of its Bengal origin, except a passing reference

to Samatata.
* Egg.-Cnr. IV, No. 2166/1591, p. 690, Another ms., probably of the same

work, is noticed in TCM. 1919-22, p. 5527. The work is mentioned by Hall in

his Index to the Bibliography of Indian Philosophical System, p* 170. Hemsdri

in his Chaturvarga"^ (ed, Bibl. Ind., p. 120) disapproves of Bhavadeva's

explanation of some views of Kumarila. The Sutras actually dealt with in the

India Office ms. are ii. 1. 1, 5, 9, 10, 13, 24, 30-35, 38, 40, 46-49.

® Ed. jfvananda Vidyasagar, ii. 207 ; also p. 208. A ms. entitled Dattaka-

tilaka exists in the Varendra Research Society’s collection (see the Society’s edition

of Bhavadeva’s Pr5y«.sc///r/fl-m>Mpi7na, introd. p. 2). The first Mahgala-sloka of

this work is identical with the opening Mangala-sloka of his Chhandoga-karmanu^

shthana, while the second verse refers to the Vyavahara-tilaka ; but it is apparently

a later fabrication passed off in Bhavadeva’s name inasmuch as it quotes such

later writers as Chandesvara Thakkura (14th century).

^ Ed. CS. p. 85.

41
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mflna.^ The other Dharma-^Sstra work is the Pr&yaichitta*

prakarana^ which deals in six chapters with the modes of expiation

for various sins and offences. The first chapter (Vadha-parichchheda)

concerns itself with the murder of men and women and slaughter of

animals ; the second (Bhakshyabliakshya-p°) treats of forbidden

food and drink
;

the third (Ste3'a“p'') discusses various kinds of

theft
; the fourth (AgamySgamana-p'") is occupied with sexual union

with forbidden persons
; the fifth (Sariisarga-p°) is devoted to such

topics as taking of improper gifts from outcasts, contracting of

forbidden marriages, sale of forbidden food and contact of untouch-

able persons
; while the sixth chapter (Krichchhra-p°) concludes

with the discussion of expiatory rites and penances. It gives a

fairly full treatment of the subject and cites more than sixty

authorities.® The reputation which the work enjoyed is indicated

by the respect with which it is cited by such Smriti-writers as

VedSchflrya,^ Govindananda and Narayana Bhatia.® On the Sama-

vedic rites and ceremonies relating to the Samskaras, Bhavadeva

wrote Chhandoga-karmamishtjiamhpaddhati,^ also variously called

Daia-karma-paddha t /, Daka-kanna-dipika or Samskara-paddhati.

Its contents are devoted to Kushandika, Udichya-karman, Vivaha,

Garbhadhana, Purhsavana, Simantonnayana, i^oshyanfi-homa, Jfita-

karman, Nishkramana, Paushtika, Anna-priTsana, Putra-murdha-

bhighrfiua,Chxida-kara^a,Upanayana, Samr:vartana and Sala-karman.

From literary sources’ Bhavadeva’s date would be earlier than the

first quarter of the 12th and even the last quarter of the lllh

^ Mitra, Notices, i. p. 226, No. 1910. The work (ed. Kamalkrishna

Smrititirtha, COS., Baroda 1931) belongs to the latter half of the 15th century.

* Also called ^nirupana. Ed, Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi 1927.

MSS. in Eggling, iv. p. 554, No. 1725/561 ; Mitra, Notices, ix. 214-15, No. 3138,

where an abstract of contents is given. Also mss. in the Calcutta Sanskrit College

Library, Nos. 183-84. The colophon calls the author Balavalabhi-bhujanga and

S&ndhivigrahika.

® For a list see/y45B. 1912, p. 336; also index of works and authors to

the printed edition.

* For reference see Kane, op. cit, p. 303.
' In his Prayakhitta-samgraha (Eggeling, op. cit. pp. 473, 555).

® So named in the second introductory verse, ms. in Eggeling, op. cit. p, 94,

No. 452/5a (cf. No. 394) ;
in the Calcutta Sanskrit College Library, No. 52

;

Bhandarkar Institute mss. No. 9 of 1895-98 and No. 263 of 1887-91. Thsafi is

also a ms, in the Dacca University Library ; see infra Ch. xv. The epithet

Balavalabhi-bhujanga occurs in the colophon.
’ On this question see M. Chakravarti in JASB. 1912; pp. 342-45 ; Kane,

op, cit. pp. 305-06.
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century
; and this is supported by the palaeography and internal

evidence of the Bhuvanesvar inscription^ concerning Bhavadeva.^

To this period probably belongs Jimntavfihana who is indeed

the first of the three leading authorities of the Bengal school of

Dharma-sHStra, the other two being Raghunandana and Sulapa^i

who came later. Extremely divergent opinions, however, have been

held on the question of his date, and he has been variously assigned

to periods ranging from the 11th to the 16th century.^ It is clear,

however, that he could not have been earlier than the last quarter

of the 11th century because he lefers to Saka year 1014 and mentions

Bhoja and Govindarnja
;
and since he is himself quoted by SulapRni,

Vachaspati Misra and Raghunandana, he could not have been later

than the middle of the 15th century. Relying on astronomical as well

as literary evidence, Monmohan Chakra\ arti would place him tenta-

tively in the beginning of the 12th century, while P. V. Kane would

approximate the date still further to a period between 1090 and

1130 A.D. Of Jimutav^hana’s personal history not much is known.

In the colophons of his works he is described as Paribhadrlya

Mahamahopadhyfiya, while at the conclusion of his Vyavahara^

m&tfika and Daya-bhaga, he informs us that he was born of the

Paribhadra family (kula). It is said that this name belongs to a

section of Rndhiya Brahmans, still called Pa;ihftl or Pari-g5mi.^ An
astronomical reference in his Kakhviveka (p. 290) appears to

support the inference that Jimutavahana belonged to Radhs.

Of Jimutavahana’s three works,® all of which have been

printed, the most well known and important is his Daya-bhaga^

which is the basis and paramount authority on the Hindu law of

^ N. G. Majumdar, op. cit. p. 32. Cf. supra pp. 200 ff.

** Our Bhavadeva should be distinguished from several other later Bhavadevas

who also wrote on Dharma-sSstra, viz, Bhavadeva, author of Dana-dharma-prakriya

(middle of the 17th century), Bhavadeva, author oi SrtirUi-chandrfka {fixsxhiil

of the 18lh century ) and Bhavadeva, author of Sambandha-viveka (on Sapin^a

relationship). These works do not mention either the epithet Biilavalabhl-bhujanga

or the official designation Sandhivigrahika of Bhavadeva.

3 For an examination of the various dates, see Monmohan Chakravarti in

JASB. 1915, pp, 321-27 ; Panchanan Ghosh in 26 Calcutta Law Journal, pp, \1{

(journal portion) and Kane, op. cit. pp. 325-21.

See M. Chakravarti in JASB, 1915, pp. 320-21. SSstrT {Cat iii, xv)

argues that since the P&rihals were reduced in status by Vallalasena, Jimutavahana

could not have paraded his being a Paribhadrlya unless he flourished before

Vallalasena.
5 It a^ears that these three treatises were meant to form a part of an

ambitious work on Dharma sSstra called Dharrna^ratna ; hence the colophons read

iti dharma-ratna daya bhagah (or kala-vivekah as the case may be). The ignoring

of this fact has led to inaccuracies in the description of JimUtavnhana’s works in

some catalogues of manuscripts. Thus, the Dharma^ratnas mentioned in Mitra,
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inheritance, partition and Stn-dhana in Bengal, except in cases

where the Mitakshar^, from which it differs in some fundamental

points,^ is applicable. The work is widely known through

Colebrooke’s English translation and has been often printed in

Bengal.® Its popularity and importance are indicated by the large

number of commentaries® which exist, including one by Raghu-

nandana who has utilised it also in his own authoritative works.

The work defines and discusses the general principles of Dsya or

inheritance and proceeds to the exposition of father’s power over

ancestral property, partition of father’s and grandfather’s property

and division among sons after father’s death. It then deals with

the definition, classification and devolution of woman’s property (Strl-

dhana), after which it treats of persons excluded from partition and

inheritance on grounds of disability, of property which is impartible,

of the order of succession to sonless persons, of reunion, of partition

of coparcenery property concealed but subsequently discovered, and

of settlement of partition disputes by the court. It is a work of

great learning and acuteness, and freely criticises a large number

of authorities,^ ancient and modern, some of whom are not known
otherwise.

His Vyaxahara-matfika^^ as its very name implies, deals with

judicial procedure. Its importance is evidenced by references to it

by Raghunandana and Vsehaspati Misra.® It divides the subject

into four Psdas, with an introductory exposition (Vyavahfira-mukha)

dealing with the eighteen titles of law, the function and qualification

of the judge (PrSdvivaka), the different grades of court and the

duties of the Sabhyas. Of the four stages of VyavahSra, the first

(Bhasha-pada) deals with the plaint (Purva-paksha) of the plaintiff

I^otkes^ V. 297-98, No. 1974 and in M. Cat. vi. 2385-88, Nos. 3172-74 are

respectively the Kala-viveka and the Daya-bhUga.
^ See Kane, op. cii. p. 323 for a summary of these distinctive doctrines.

Jimutavshana does not quote or mention the Mitakshara of Vijnanegvara, but

he appears to know the doctrines of the school,

Reprinted, Calcutta 1910.

* The work was edited by Bharat Chandra Siromani with seven commen-
taries, 2 vols., Calcutta 3863-66. In some editions, as for instance in that of

Jivananda Vidyasagar, the work is divided into sections, but there is no such

division in tne mss.

* For a discussion of these citations, see M. Chakravarti, op. cit. pp. 319-

20 ; Kane, op. cit. pp. 323f.

* Ed. Asutosh Mookerjee in Memoirs ofASB. ii, No. 5 Calcutta 19IQ-14.
This name of the work is given in the first introductory verse, and is found in

later citations ; but colophons name it variously as Nyaya-matrika or Nyaya*
ratna*malika*

* For references, see M. Chakravarti and Kane in the works cited.
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(Artfain) and with surety (PratibhQ)
;

the second (Uttara-pada)

treats of the four kinds of reply (Uttara) by the defendant

(Pratyarthin)
; the third (Kriys-pada) is devoted to proof or

burden of proof (Kriya) and various kinds of evidence, human
(Manushi) and divine (Daivi), the author purposely omitting the

divine which consists of trial by ordeal
;
and the fourth (Nirnaya-

pada) concludes with the topic of the decision and order of the

court. The work abounds in quotations,^ calculated as about six

hundred in number, and proves the learning and dialectic abilities

of the author. JlmntavShana’s third work, KBla~viveka,^ declares

in its second introductory verse its object of elucidating the topic of

Kala or appropriate time for particular ceremonies, which has not

been properly understood and treated by previous writers, seven of

whom are directly mentioned in one verse.® It deals accordingly

with the question of appropriate season, month, day and hour for

the performance of religious duties and ceremonies, the determina-

tion of intercalary months, the suitability of lunar and solar months,

and the auspicious time for various festivals, including the KojSgara

and the Durgotsava. The work shows the same skill and learning

of the author and abounds in quotations, references and criticisms

of previous authors, while its reputation is indicated by its wide

recognition by such later writers as Raghunandana, l^ulapflni,

VSichaspati Misra and Govindfinanda.

By far the most extensive literature of this period, which has

also an importance and interest of its own, concerns itself with the

large number of Buddhist writers, whose works, however, are mostly

lost in Sanskrit but are preserved in Tibetan translation in the

Bstan-hgyur* They flourished in Bengal under the Buddhist Psia

kings in the 10th and 11th centuries or perhaps a little earlier. The

works belong to the different Yanas which developed out of the

1 Discussed by M. Chakravarti and Kane, as above.

• Ed. Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1905.

® p. 308. They are Jitendriya, sshkhadhara, Andhuka, Sariibhrama

Harivaih.sa, Dhavala and Yoglauka.
* Our account is chiefly based on Cordier- Cn/ {Bsfan- hgyur i-L\x), Part 2

{Rgyud Section), Paris 1908. It is not known if the originals were all written

in Sanskrit ; some of them were obviously in the vernacular, and some are

described obscurely as written in the Indian Language. The locality of the author

and the place of translation are not always given. A good index (barring a few

slips) of this volume of the Catalogue is given in BCD. Appendix~We have also

made use of the works of Tsranatha (1608a.d.) and Pag Sam Zon Jang (1747a.d.).

cited below. Other authorities are cited below.— In matters of Tibetan sources we
have received cordial assistance from Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, whose chapter

on Religious History (infra Ch. xiu) in this volume forms a supplement in matters

relating to Tantric Buddhism.
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MahffySna, and are loosely called Buddhist Tantra (Rgyud), as

opposed lo the Buddhist Sutra (Mdo),^ inasmuch as they teach

esoteric doctrines, rites and practices in a highly obscure, and perhaps

symbolic, language. Bengal, as will be shown below {infra Ch. xiii),

had been pre-eminently a land of Buddhism even before the

7th century but neither Hiuen Tsang nor I-tsing makes any

reference to Buddhist Tantrism which could not have developed so

early.® Tiiranatha tells us^ that duiing the reign of the Psla

kings there were many masters of magic, Mantra-VajrSchflryas, who
being possessed of various Siddhis, performed miraculous feats ;

and

his testimony of the prevalence of Buddhist Tiintric culture is borne

out by the hundreds of works produced on this subject, not a small

part of which presumably belongs to Bengal. It was during this

time that the monasteries of Nslandfl, Vikramasila, Jagaddala,

Somapun and P^i;i(jubhumi were renowned seats of Buddhist learn-

ing, with which the composition or translation of many of these

Tantric works are associated. The second of the Vihfiras named
above, which is said to have been situated on the banks of the

Ganges, most probably had its location, like that of Nfilands, in

Magadha
; but the other Viharas, no less distinguished, were situated

in Varendra and other parts of Bengal, although their exact situation

is a matter for speculation.

Many of these Vajray5nist writers and thaumaturgic Siddha-

chSryas of mediaeval cults, whether directly Buddhist or indirectly

of Buddhistic origin, belonged undoubtedly to the east and most

probably to Bengal in these centuries. Some of them travelled

beyond Bengal and were so transformed into deified or legendary

^ See L. de la Vallce Poussin, Tantrism (Buddhist) in ERE, 195-96.

^ The Tantra itself was probably of foreign origin (H. P. Sastri, Nepal

Caialogiw, ii. preface p. xviii ; P. C. Bagchi in ///g. 1931, pp. 1 f) and appears

to have found a luxuriant soil in the northern, southern and eastern frontiers of

India, the Madhyadesa having been the seat of orthodox Brahmanical culture from

a very early period.

3 The high antiquity claimed for the Buddhist Tantra by Benoytosh

Bhatlacharya in his various writings can hardly be substantiated. No serious

student of early Buddhism will agree that the Buddha gave instructions on Mudrs
and Mandala, and incorporated Tuntric practices into his system of religion. The
T&ntric works are found in late Tibetan translations which assign some of them
definitely to the Pala period ; this is confirmed by the two chroniclers of Tibetan

tradition Taranstha and Sumps ; and no such work was translated into Chinese
at an early period (see M. Winternitz in IHQ, 1933, pp. 8f, and Prabodh Chandra
Bagchi in IHQ. 1930, pp. S16-11).

* Tar, 20i, Tsranatha’s other work (trans. A. GrUnwedel) is citeJTjelow

as Edelsteinmine {Edelst.)

* See infra Ch. xui.
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figures that all trace of their place of origin and activity was
obliterated. Although the descriptions are often insufficient or

obscure, the Tibetan sources sometimes definitely mention the

locality of some of these works and authors
;
and of them alone we

can be reasonably certain that they belonged to Bengal. The ques-

tion of chronology and provenance is further complicated by a

curious conflict and confusion of traditions, both Indian and Tibetan.

The chronology can in most cases be settled only roughly or rela-

tively and with regard to the problem of authorship or the identity

of particular authors still greater uncertainty prevails. As most of

these cults overlap in point of time as well as of doctrine and

practice, there has been a tendency towards an appropriation, and

sometimes a mulual assimilation, of teachers and their teaching^

through a curious syncretism of beliefs characteristic of mediaeval

popular faiths. Into these diflicult problems our limited scope

precludes us from entering in detail, but in the midst of such

uncertainty and meagreness of decisive material it is necessary to

present the question with a proper regard to the available data and

avoid hasty conclusions and speculations on insufficient basis.

‘ A systematic chronology has been attempted by B. Bhattacharya in JBORS,

1928, pp. 341 flf., in Tattva samgraha, p. xv f, and in Sadhana-maluy ii, xlii f ; but

the available evidence is slender, and there is no agreement of the traditions

concerning spiritual succession of these teachers, or their relationship to one

another. Rahula Ssnkrityayana {JA, ccxxv. 1934, pp. 209 ff.) gives an account

of the origin of Vajrayana and the succession of the eighty-four Siddhas, in which

he traces their spiritual descent from Sarana (placed before 750 a.d. as a disciple

of Haribhadra and contemporary of Dharmapala), whose disciple was Sabar-pfi,

the master of Lui-ps; the other great Siddhas (VirtJpa, Goraksha, Bhusuku,

Jalaiiidhara, etc.) arc all placed in the reign of Devapala at the Vikramasila vihara

constructed by the king. Rahula Sahkrityayana would distinguish (op. cit. p, 211)

Mantra-yana and Vajra-yana periods chronologically into 400-700 a d. and 700-

1200 A D. respectively, and believes that Tantric Buddhism originated in Southern

India at about the 6th century a.d. and became wide-spread in Northern India

through the influence of the eighty-four Siddhas. But in his list {op. cit. pp, 220-25)

only Vlna-pa belongs to Gauda, Kanha-pa to Somapuri and Vajra (Ghanta-pa) to

Varendra, the remaining Siddhas being assigned to provinces outside Bengal

(mostly Magadha, Orissa and Kamarnpa). It is not known how far his Tibetan

source (Chaturasiti-siddha-pravritti in Bstan-hgyur) embodies reliable tradition ; at

least, it does not agree in all details with our information from other sources and

traditions.

* This is true not only between the Mahsysna and Vajraysna (or Mantra-

ysna) but also" between Vajra-yana and Sahaja-siddhi. As Mantra-ysna and

Vajra-yana grew out of Mahayfina, the line of demarcation between a Mahayanist

and a Vajrayanist work is not fixed ; for the former often contains Tantric

ideas and 4)ractlces of Vajra-yana, while the latter includes topics essentially

Mahayanist. Thus, Santideva’s SikshU-sanmchchaya, an undoubtedly Mahayanist

work, contains unreserved praise of the use of the dh^anls (see ed. Bendall, p. 140)
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Apart from these handicaps, the available data are unfortunately

too scanty for a full and systematic account of this literature. A
glance at the catalogue of the Rgyud in Bstan-hgyur will show not

only the variety but also the very large number of texts that were

composed. But preserved in Tibetan, they have been, so far, little

studied, while even the very few which are available in Sanskrit have

not all been published. Our knowledge of Vajra-ySna, as of other

later YSnas, with which these works are concerned, is extremely

limited.^ To realise and restore these works from Tibetan, therefore,

had been found to be neither an easy nor always a safe task. They

were meant, again, for a limited sectarian purpose and possess little

that is of general or literary interest. Apart from their technical or

esoteric terminology, they are often written with an entire disregard

for grammatical or elegant expression. They never pretend to be

academic, but declare^ that their object is to be intelligible without

much grammatical or literary preparation. Most of these works

consist either of Stotras of varying lengths to Tfirft, Avalokite^vara,

Manju^ri and other personages of later Buddhist pantheon, or of

theurgic texts, called Sfidhanas and Vidhis, of esoteric devotion,

doctrine and practice. Some of them are also texts of magical ritual

or completely dedicated to magic, even to black magic. Nevertheless,

with their characteristic deities, Stotras and Sangi'tis, their Mantra,

and traces of other Tsntric id^as (See Winternitz, op. cit. ii. 380, 387 f). The

Tibetan canon, no doubt, distinguishes the Sutra (Mdo) and the Tantra {Rgyud)

and classifies texts under these heads ; but the Mdo and Rgyud often overlap.

At the same time, it is generally certain that works properly Tsntric are hardly

to be found outside Rgyud. We have in our account here proceeded on this

assumption, especially with reference to the question of identity of the authors. On
Sahaja-siddhi and Nstha cult, see below.

^ An account of the different Tantras (Buddhist) is scattered throughout in

Tsranstha’s two works. For modern exposition, see H.P. Sastrl, introd, to hised.

of Advaychvajra-saingraha, COS. xl, Baroda 1927 ; B. Bhaltacharyya, introd. to his

editions of Sadhana-mala

y

Vol.n, COS. xli,Baroda 1928 and of Guhya-samajay GOS,
liii, Baroda 1931, and also Origin and Development of Vajrayana in IHQ. 1927, pp.

733-46 and Glimpses of Vajra-yana in PTOC. iii. 133 f ;
M. Shahidullah, Les Chants

mystiquCy Pans 1928, pp, 10 ff ;
for a more critical interpretation see Wint.-Z-//.

(Revised Eng. Trs.), it. 375-400 ; L. de la VaJlee Poussin, Tantrism (Buddhist) in

ERE, XII. 193 f (where some of the terms Sadhana, Vajra etc. are discussed), also

his other works cited theiein ; P. C. Bagchi in WQ, 1930, pp. 577 f and in his ed,

of Kaula-jnana-nirnaya, C alcutta 1934, pp. 33-59.

* An interesting passage, quoted in Sastri-Cizf. i. No. 67 from the

Vimaia-prabha commentary on the Kalachakra-yana, tells us that Buddhist writers

deliberately laid aside all rules and conventions of Sanskrit grammar and prosody

and wrote only with a view to the sense ; and this is certainly true in the case of

most of these 1 rsntric writings in Sanskrit. The authors seem to take a-pfide in

writing ungrammatical Sanskrit and ridicule those who arc fastidious about

grammatical accuracy.
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MudrS and Mandala, and their Dhsra^i, Yoga and Samsdhi, they

present a phase of Buddhist Tantra, closely allied to the Brahmanical,

which possesses considerable interest and importance in the history

of mediaeval religious cults. As such, they have not yet received

as much recognition as they fully deserve in the history, at least, of

the mediaeval culture of Bengal.

It is necessary to point out in this connexion that our extremely

inadequate knowledge of the Buddhist Tantra should not give us

freedom in elucidating its doctrines or pronouncing hasty judgments

on its spirit and outlook. Rajendra Lai Mitra^ in the last century

spoke of the Buddhist Tantra as reeking of “pestilent dogmas and

practices”; and the opinion has ever since been repeated in various

form.® It is not our intention to enter into the question here, but

it must be said that, whatever may have been the state of affairs

in later times and in certain writers of the decadent schools, there

is nothing to support the view that the Vajra-ySna doctrines in their

origin encouraged sexual rites and obscenities.® Magic, mysticism

and theurgy were undoubtedly at their basis, but it should be

recognised that all Tantric works of the higher class, whether

Buddhistic or Brahmanical, present their mystical doctrines in an

equally mystical language, of which a literal understanding would

be unwarranted and misleading. They speak of unknown methods

and ideas of spiritual realities. The symbolical language is some-

times called saihdha-bhasha, which being intentional {dbhiprayika)^

is meant to convey something different from what is actually

» Sanskrit Buddhist Literature ofNepai, Calcutta 1882, p. 261.

Haraprasad sastrl, for instance, declares (Sastri-Car. i, preface) that the

Tantra works discard asceticism and teach enjoyment of the senses ; Benoytosh

Bhattacharya (Sadhana-mala^ ii. xxii, and also in other writings) uses stronger

language and stigmatises them as specimens of ‘Hhe worst immorality and sin**

;

while Moriz Winternitz iJHQ, 1933, pp. 3-4; more guardedly in Hist, ofInd. Lit.;

n. 398-99) is frankly puzzled at what appears to him to be an “unsavoury

mixture of mysticism, occult pseudo-science, magic and erotics** couched in

**strange and often filthy language.*’ While conceding that Buddhist Tantrism is

more than a pagan system of rites and sorcery, even a discerning and well-infor-

med critic like L. de la Vallee Poussin would attribute to it “disgusting practices

both obscene and criminal**. Grlinwedel’s attitude that the Buddhist Tantra is

all necromancy is similarly one-sided.

• P. C. Bagchi in IHQ, 1930, pp. 577-80; G. Tucci in JRAS 1935, p. 681.

One requires scarcely to be reminded that Hiuen Tsang (Watters, ii. 165) refers

to the high^tone and austere lives of the N&lands monks, which account is

confirmed also by 1-tsing who spent ten years at Nslands. Morever, the older

traditions of Tantra literature in general hardly permit us to attribute obscenities

to its practices.

42
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expressed.^ There is also an apparent sex-symbolism here, as in

other mediaeval religious systems, which expresses fervent spiritual

longings or strange theological fancies in the intimate language and
imagery of earthly passion. This mode of thought and expression,

no doubt, borders dangerously upon sense-devotion and sexual

emotionalism, but it is only an aspect of that erotic mysticism which

is often inseparable from mediaeval belief, and need not be taken

as implying sexual licence.

A consideration of all this, however, belongs to the sphere of

religious history and falls outside our province. On the other hand,

some of these Buddhist writers were also regular logicians and

philosophers, whose works deserve notice in the general literary

history of Mahaysna Buddhism. As very few of these writings,

however, are preserved independently in Sanskrit and possess little

literary interest, it will not be necessary for us to enter into details.

We shall give here a general survey of the more important writers

who in all probability belonged to Bengal and contributed materially

in Sanskrit to the growth of the Buddhist literature both in its

general and esoteric aspects.

We have already spoken of Chandragomin the grammarian.

The Tibetan tradition does not distinguish him definitely from the

Tantric Chandragomin who is credited with thirty-six miscellaneous

texts in the Bstan-hgyur, They include not only mystic Stotras in

praise of Tara, Manjusri and other personalities of later Buddhist

hagiology, but also works on Tantric Abhichara (such as Abhich^ra-

karman, Cliamit-dfivarhsopaya, Bhaya-trai}opaya, Vighna-nirasaka^

pramathampnya) as well as a few magical tracts apparently of a
medical character (such as Jvara-raksha-\idhi, Kushtha^chikits-

opaya ) ! The logician Chandragomin, whose Nyaya-siddhyaloka
also exists in Tibetan, is probably a different person.

The next important personage is the Mahayanist scholar Sila-

bhadra, the friend and teacher of Hiuen Tsang, who mentions him^
as one of the great monks who rendered good service to Buddhism
by their lucid commentaries. Originally a Brahman, he belonged
to the royal family of Samatata and became a pupil of DharmapRla
at Nalanda, of which he subsequently became the head. None of

» V. Bhatlacharya in IHQ. 1928, p. 287 f ; P. C. Bagchi in IHQ. 1930, pp. 389 f
for a whole chapter on Syihdha-bhjshs in Hevajra-tantra ; also M. Shahidullah,

PP- in IHQ. 1931, pp 9 f . Edgerton {JAOS. 1937,
p. 185 0 IS of opinion that the Buddhist word Samdha or Samdhi implies “com-
plete, comprehensive (and so) fundamental, essential meaning.”

* See Watters, ii. 165, 169, also pp. 109, 227 ; Takakusu— pp. xlv, 181.
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his works, except Arya-buddha-bMmi-vydtkhy&na preserved in

Tibetan,^ has survived.

Of l^antideva the problem of identity and provenance^ is more
difficult. The Tantric ^antideva to whom three Vajra-yana texts

are assigned in the Bstan-hgyur^ is probably not identical with the

well kno,wn MahSyanist J^antideva who was the author of Sikshei-

samuchchaya* and Bodhicharyamtara^ This earlier MahSysnist

teacher, Santideva, who probably belonged to the 7th century, came,

according to Taranatha,® from the royal family of Saurashtra, was
for a time a minister of king Pafichamasimha and became a pupil of

Jayadeva, the successor of Dharmapala at Nalanda. The Tantric

l§5ntideva, on the other hand, belonged, according to the Bstan^

bgyur Zahor, the identity of which place is obscure but which

is sometimes located in Bengal.® According to another tradition,^

i^antideva had another name Bhusuku (called also Rautu), but

* Cordier, op, cit. ni 365.

* Discussed briefly in BGD 23-24 and JBORS. 1919. pp. 501-05.

’ Cordier, op, cit, n. 140, 230, 241. They are : Srhguhyasamaja-mahayoga^

tantra'-vaJi-vidhi, Sahaja-glti and Chitta-chaitanya-samanopUya,
^ Ed. C. Bendall Bibl. Buddhica, St. Petersburg 1902, and translated by

Bendall and W. H. D. Rouse, London 1922. According to Bendall, the work was

translated into Tibetan between 816 and 838 a.d.. but was probably written as

early as the middle of the 7th century.

^ Ed.I. P. Minayeff in Zapiski. iv (1889) JBTS. 1894. Prajnakaramati’s

commentary (with the text), ed. La Valine Poussin, Bibl. Ind., 1901-14. The text

is translated by Poussin (Paris 1907), and in an abridged form by L. D. Barnett,

London 1909 (Wisdom of the East). A Suira-samuchchaya is also ascribed to

Santideva by Taranatha; on this work see Wint.-L/Y. ii. 366, note, and reference

therein cited.

* Tar. 162 f. Sumpa agrees with this account and states that Santideva was

known in his boyhood as Santivarman, son of Kalyanavarman, and that he became

a minister of Panchasiihha, king of Magadha. The fragment of a biography

mentioned by H. P. Sastrl ( Sastri-Car i. 52, No. 9990/52; fora summary see

//i. 1913, pp. 49-52, BCD. 9-11 and 1919, pp. 501-05) ;
the ms. (c. 14th

century) is apparently the work of a late Tantric writer and is of doubtful value ;

it mentions Manjuvarmao as Santideva’s father.

’ Cordier, he. cit.

* This place Zahor is conjectured in turns to be Lahore and Jessore in

South Bengal (Waddell and Sarat Chandra Das) and Sabhar in East Bengal

(H. P. Sastri). The suggestion (IHQ. 1935, pp 143-44) that Zahor is in Radha

is hardly convincing. A. H. Francke (Indian Tibet, ii. 65, 89-90) would with

great probability identify it with Mandi in North-Western India (see Bagchi in

IHQ. 1930, pp, 581-82).

» Pag Sam Jon Zang, Pt. i, pp. cxlvii. 120. The tradition is given also in

Sastri’s fragmentary biography mentioned above. But Tar. 249 believes that

Bhusuka (sic), whom he docs not identify with Santideva, was a contemporary of

Dlpamkara 4rijiiana and therefore a much later teacher.
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tradition is uncertain as to which l^antideva is meant. It arises

probably from a confusion with Bhusuku who is known as a Buddhist

Tsntric writer of Dohas in the vernacular,' following the Bahgall

sub-sect of the Sahaja-siddhi,^ and who could not be, if he is a

disciple of Dlpaihkara-Srljnfina, earlier than the 11th century. He

may or may not be identical with j^snti-ps or l^anti-pada,* to whom
also some vernacular Dohas are ascribed^ and who is described as

a disciple of both Krishnacharya and Jalamdhara.^

Evidence is equally inconclusive with regard to the identity and

place of origin of l$anti-(or Santa-) rakshita, who is placed by the

Tibetan tradition in the 8th century. According to Sumpa,® he

belonged to the royal family of Zahor, which, as we have noted,

some scholars are inclined to locate, on dubious grounds, in Bengal ;

but the Bstan-hgyur. which gives three Tantric works under the

name ^antirakshita,’ is silent about his place of origin. The Tibetan

^ The eight dohas assigned to Bhusuku in the Charyacharya-vinischaya

(BC?Z).)are Nos. 6, 21, 23, 27, 30, 41, 43, and 49. To him probably also belongs

the Vajra-yana work called C/ifltMra6/iflranfl (Sastri-Cat. i. 82; ms. dated in 1295

A. D.) which deals with some of the occupation of Tantric Buddhists and contains

some vernacu^r dohas,—On the language of the twenty-two authors included

in Charyacharya^t see S. K. Chatterji, op, cit. pp. 112-17
;
M. Shahidullah, op. ciU

pp. 33 f. Cf. infra, xn.

* BGD, introd., p; 12. This reference is said to indicate his Bengal origin.

The also appear to be written in proto-Bengali. According to Grunwedel

(Geschtchten d, Mahasiddhas, p. 184) Bhusuku belonged to the Kshatriya caste,

flourished in Nalanda, in the time of Devapala, and was known by the name of

Santideva. In Rahula Sahkrityayana*s list (op. cit. p. 222), Bhusuku occurs as a

prince who flourished in the reign of Devapala (809-849 a.d.) at Nalanda.
* Sumpa, op. cit, p. cxix. In Rahula’s list, santipa occurs separately as a

Brahman of Magadha who flourised in Mahipala’s time (c. 988-1038 a.d.).

* Iht dohas in Charyacharya^ are : Nos. 15 and 26.
^ To Santipada,who is also calledRatnakara-Banti,is ascribed Sukha-duhkha,

dvaya-parityuga-drishtj
^

in Bstan-hgyur (Cordier, ii. 2^4). A Sanskrit Dvibhuja-

heruka-sadhana of his is published in Sddhana-mala, ii. 474-76. Taranatha (EdeU
steinmine, pp. 105-06) describes Ratnakara-santi or Santi as a Brahman of Maga-
dha who became an Acharya of VikramaBila and preached for seven years in

Simhala. See Grtlnwedel, op. cit. 156-58. To Ratnakara* santi eighteen Tantric
works are ascribed in Bstan-hgyur. A Chhando-ratnakara by Ratnakara-santi is

noticed in 1908. p. 595, as existing in the Tibetan version. (Sanskrit text,

with the Tibetan version ed. Georg Huth, Berlin 1890).

* Op. cit. pp xeix, 49. Sarat Chandra Das is here (see p. ci) uncertain
about the location of Zahor, but in JBTS. i(1893), p. if, he believes that

Santirakshita was a native of Gau^a, which opinion has been repeated by Benoy-
tosh Bhattacharya and others.

’ Viz., Ashta-Lathagata-stotra, Vajradhara-sahg\ta-bhagavat'’Stord^d and
Hevajrodbhava-kurukullydyah Pancha-niahopadeka at Cordier, pp. II, 12, 93. He
is also known as Achsrya Bodhisattva, to whom also four works, mostly on Sapta>
tathagata, are ascribed in Cordier, pp. 298, 368, 369.
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tradition, however, appears to centre round the Mahaysnist logician

and scholar iSsntarakshita; but he docs not appear to be definitely

distinguished from the VajraySnist Tantric author, j^Jintirakshita,

who is connected with Padmasambhava of Uddiyflna^ as his

brother-in-law and collaborator, but who may or may not be the

same person. The logician Sfintarakshita was a high priest and

teacher at Nfllands and followed the Svatantra Msdhyamika school.

From this standpoint he reviewed with great acuteness and scholar-

ship the earlier philosophical systems, both Buddhist and non-

Buddhist, in his Tattva-sathgraha,^ which exists both in Sanskrit*

and Tibetan, and on which his pupil Kamalasila® wrote a

commentary. He also wrote V^da-nyaya-vritti-vipafichit9rtfu^

and Madhyamakalaink^ra-karik^ (the latter with his own com-

mentary),® which are a\ailable only in the Tibetan version. His

reputation must have travelled beyond the limits of India, and he is

said to have visited Tibet at the invitation of king Khri-sron-lde-bstan

and assisted him in building the first regular Buddhist monastery of

Bsflm-ye on the model of the Odantapur> Vihsra of Magadha.® He
is said to have worked for thirteen years in Tibet, and, along with

Padmasambhava and his own disciple Kamala^lla, laid the founda-

tion of Buddhism in that country.

‘ Waddell, Lamaim (London 1895), p. 379 f. The name of the place

Is ^Iso given in the forms Od^iysna, O^ysna, O^iysna and sometimes as

0-rgyan or U-rgyana ; but it has not yet been definitely located. B. Bhattacharya,

following H. P. Sastrl, would identify it with Orissa, and draw far-reaching conclu-

sions about Buddhist Tantric centres in Orissa, But this is only a conjecture ;

and Orissa is often mentioned as Odivisa in the Tibetan works. In JBORS. 1928,

p. 34, however, B. Bhattacharya believes that the place was in Assam ! There is

great probability in the identification proposed by Sylvain L^vi {JA. 1915, p. 105 f ;

see F. W. Thomas in JRAS. 1906, p. 461 note) with the Swat valley in North-

western India, the people of which, even in Hiuen Tsang’s time (Watters, i. 225),

made “the acquaintance of magical formulas their occupation.” See the question

discussed by P. C. Bagchi and N. Das Gupta in IHQ. v. 580-83, xi. 142-44.

Ed. GOS. No xxx-xxxi, Baroda, 1926, with Kamalasila’s commentary Cf.

M. Winternitz in Indologia Pragensia, i. 1929, pp. 73 f. A Vajra-yfina work
Taitva-siddhi /s also mentioned by B. Bhattacharya, but this may by the other

Santarakshita or Santirakshita.

* There is no definite evidence that Kamalasila belonged to Bengal ; but he is

described as a contemporary of Lui-pa.

• See S. C. Vidyabhusan, Indian Logic (Calcutta 1921), pp. 323-27.

» Tar, 204-5, 2l3. Sec Wint.-IiV. ii. 375.

« Sarat Chandra Das (/BTS. 1 . 1-31) gives an account of Santirakshita’s

activities in Tibet. He is said to have visited Tibet in 743 a.d., erected the

monastery of Bsam-ye in 749 and died in 762 a d. This has been accepted by

B. Bhattacharya (introd. to Tattva samgraha, p. xivf) and Phanindranath Bose

{Indian Teachers of Buddhist Universities, Madras 1923, p. 124). Cf. infra

Ch. xvu.
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With regard to JetSri, the next important writer, the Tibetan

tradition^ appears to distinguish a senior and junior sage of that

name. The senior or Mah5-Jet5ri belonged to Varendra, where his

father Garbhapsrda lived at the court of king Sanatana.^ He is

said to have received from MahSpKla the diploma of the Pa^dita of

Vikramasila Vihara, and instructed Dipaitikara Srljni'na in the

Buddhist lore. The younger JetlirP was a Buddhist Tflntric sage

of Bengal, who initiated Bodhibhjigya and gave him the name

LfJva^yavajra. It is possible that the three learned works on

Buddhist logic, preserved in Tibetan,^ belonged to the senior Jetn:ri,

while the junior Jetirri was responsible for eleven Vajrayanist

SfF.dhanas also preserved in Tibetan.^

Dlparnkara l^rijnS-na, the alleged pupil of Jetari, appears to have

been a very industrious and prolific writer, to whom \\\t Bstan-hgyur

assigns about one hundred and sixty-eight works,® of which a large

number consists of translations. They are mostly Vajrayfmist works,

known as Sffdhanas’ (Rgyud)^ but Sutra {Mdo) works, also listed

in the Bstan-hgyur under his name, presumably deals with the

general doctrines of the MahSyana. HaraprasSd Sfislrl is probably

right® in distinguishing two Dipainkaras, but there might have been

more Diparhkaras than two.® Of these, Diparhkara l&rljnana, who

* Tar, 230 ; Sumps, op, cit, pp. xcviii, 116.

* Tdr. 230-33. Sumps, however, believes that Jetsri was born of a YoginI

whom Sanstana kept for Tantric practices !

^ Sumps, op. cit. pp, xcviii, 112.

* Hetu-tattva-upadeha, Dhatma-dharmi-vinT^chaya and Bdldvotdra-tarka. See

S. C. Vidyabhusan, op. cit, pp. 337-38. There are also two other Sutra works of

Jetsri in Bstan-hgyur, viz., Bodhi-pratidesana-vritti and Sugata-mahavibhanga

karika (see Tar 327).

Cordier,<7p.ci7.pp. 84, 101,289, 299, 319, 357 366,367.

The Rgyud section, according to M. Shahidullah’s calculation, contains 96

Rgyud-hgrel 36 and Mdo-hgrel 36. ssstri’s index of Cordier’s summary of Rgyud-

hgrel i LXX gives over 100 Tsntric works, of which about 40 are translations.

^ On the characteristics of the Ssdhana and of Vajra-ySna literature in

general see L. de la Valine Poussin in ERE. he. cit. ; Wint.-Li7. ii. 387-92. Most

of the published Ssdhanas, as in B. Bhattacharya, Sadhana-mdld, 2 vols., GOS.
Nos. xxvi, xli (1925, 1928) and elsewhere, are very short, but some are fairly

long; they arc generally written in indifferent Sanskrit prose, with verse Mantras,

some being entirely in verse. On Dhsranis see Winternitz, op, cit. pp. 380 f.

The Sahgitis introduce the Buddha in an assembly of the faithful.

* BCD. inirod,, p. 22.

’ Besides Dipaiiikara Srijnsna, the Bstan-hgyur has preserved numerous

works under the nanries Dipaihkara. Dipailikara-chandra, Dipamkara-bhadra, and
Dipaiiikara-rakshita, who were probably not all identical. Dipaihkara-bhadra is

mentioned also by Taranatha {Ccichichte, pp. 257, 264 ; Edelst. p. 95) as belonging

to Western India, To Dipaiiikara Srijnsna Atisa is also ascribed a Charya-gUi

(Cordier, p. 46).
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is also designated by the Tibetan title of Atiia, certainly belonged,

according to the Tibetan tradition/ to Bengal. Sumpa informs

us® that Dipariikara was a high priest both at Vilcramasila and
Odantapuri, and that he was known also by the honorific epithet of

Jovo (=Prabhu). He visited Tibet, lived, travelled, and worked
there for some time,® and the large bulk of his original and tran-

slated writings testify to the assistance he rendered not only in

propagating Tantric Buddhism but also in rendering Indian works

accessible in Tibetan.

Jnfina^ri-mitra, described^ as a central pillar of the Vikrama-

sila vihara at the time of Chanaka of Magadha, was born in Gauda.

He first joined the SrSvaka school, but afterwards became a Mahf:-

yanist and came to Vikrama^^ila about the time when Dipariikara

^rijiiana left for Tibet. He wrote a work on Buddhist logic, called

Karya-kara^a-bhava-siddhi, which exists in Tibetan, and must have

attained considerable reputation to be mentioned by Mndhava in

the 14th century in his Sarva-darkana-safhgraha} He should be

distinguished from JiianaBri, of whom ten Vajraynna works exist in

Tibetan.

Of the minor Buddhist writers, mostly Tantric, who in all

probability flourished in Bengal during these centuries, it is not

necessary to give a detailed account here; for their writings appear

to be of the same character and possess no distinctive interest.

Among these may be mentioned Abhaygkaragupta, who has more
than twenty Vajraynnist works preserved in Tibetan, but four® of

these are also available in Sanskrit. He is described^ as a Buddhist

^ See Cordier, op. cit. pp. 46, 88.

^ Op. cit. p. xlvi. 118; also xxxvi, 95 ; Tar. 243. Dipariikara SrijSana

appears also to have been connected with the Somapurl-v/Zrara where he translated

Madhyamaka-ratna-pradipa of Bhsvaviveka (Cordier, op. cit. iii. 299)

3 a. supra pp. 144-45; /n/ro Ch. xvn.

^ Tar. 214 f ; Sumps op. cit. pp. xcviii, 1 18, 120.

* S. C, Vidyabhusan, op. cit. p. 341.

® These are: Kala-chakravatara {SastTi’Cat. 1.161 ;ms. dated 1125 a.d.),

Paddhati commentary on Buddha-kapala-tantra (ibid, pp, 163-64, ms. finished at

Vikramasila in the 25th year ofJtsmapsla's reign
;
Cordier, in, p. 212), Vajravali^

nama-mandolopayika (ibid. p. 153-61) and Uchchhushma-jambhah-sadhana (SBStrl,

Nepal Catalogue

f

ii, p. 205==No. 152, in the Sadhana-samuchchaya)

’ Sumps, op. cit. pp. pp. xccxviii, 63, 112,120,121 ; Tar.lSQ U Edelst. p. 109 f.

Tsranstha believes that his father was a Kshatriya, his mother a Brahmani.

He was well versed in Hindu Ssstras of the Tantras of the Tirthikas before he was

converted, but studied the Buddhist Tantras in Bengal later on. S. C. Das in

JASB. 1882, pp. 16-18, gives a slightly different account of Abhayskaragupta

from Tibetan sources. He states that Abhayskaragupta was born in the middle

of the 9th century in Eastern India near the city of Gauda, went to Magadha,

became a priest to king Rsmapsla and, by bis learning and other accomplishment
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monk of “Bangala” born in a Kshatriya family at Jhsrikhaj^da

in Orissa; he flourished in the reign of Rs^mapSla as Pandita of

Vajrffsana and NalandR, becoming a high priest of Vikramaslla,

according to Sumps Mkhan-po,at the time of Yakshapsla’s dethrone-

ment by his minister Lavasena.^ DivSkarachandra, described as

belonging to Bengal in the Bstan-hgyur^ which includes one Heruka-

sadhana and two translations of his, was according to Sumpa

Mkhan-po* a disciple of Maitrl-ps, and lived in the reign of Naya-

psla, but was driven away from Vikramaslla by Dlpariikara.^

KumSrachandra, described® as “an avadhuta of the Vikramapurl

VihSra of Bengal in Eastern Magadha,” is responsible for three

Tsntric PanjikSs (commentaries) preserved in Tibetan; KuiiiSra-

vajra, also described as belonging to Bengal,® was mostly a translator,

who has only one independent work on the Heruka-sSdhana. Dana-

Mla, similarly described as belonging to Bhagala in Eastern India’

and to the Jagaddala viltara in the east,® is mentioned as a translator

by Sumps.® He has about sixty Tsntric translations in Tibetan

to his credit, but there is also a brief Pustaka~pat,hopaya,^^ translated

by himself into Tibetan, on the mode of beginning the reading of a

came to preside over the Vikramasila vihara. He died before Rsmapala abdicated

in favour of his son Yakshapsla, and was succeeded by Ratnakarassnti at Vikrama-

sila.—In the Bstan-hgyur Abhayskaragupla is described as an inhabitant of Mag-

adha (Cordier, ii. 71, 255). See IC. m. 369-72.

' He appears to be different from Abhaya-pandita, to whom about 108

Tsntric works are assigned in the Bstan-hgyur.

• Cordier. op. cit. p. 319 ; also pp. 83, 92 for the works.

• Op. cit pp. xlvii, 119, where the name is given as Devakara-chandra.

See Tar. 244.

• A Paka-vidhi by Pandita-ari-Divskarachandra is noticed in Sastri, Nepal

Cat. II. 43-44
;
cf. P. C. Bagchi, Dohakosa, p. 8. (colophon), where the ms. is dated

in 1101 A.D. He may be identical with Devakara chandra, also chiefly a translator

(5 works m Tibetan), or Devakara (two translated works, Cordier, p. 181), both

of whom are described as Indian Upadhyayas (Cordier, pp. 176,181,217,277),

but he may be different from Divakara-vajra (4 works, Cordier pp. 47, 48, 328,

329), who is described as Mababrahmana.
^ Cordier, op. cit. p. 160 ;

for the works see pp. 73, 169.

• Ibid. p. 33.

’ Ibid. p. 188, also, p. 63, Has Bhagala any connexion, as Rahula Sankritya-

yana suggests, with modern Bhagalpur ? Or is it another form of Bahgala or

Bhangala by which Taranatha and Sumpa mean Bengal ? Taranatha believes

(Geschichtc, pp. 204, 226) that Danasila was a Kashmirian, and lived in the time

of Mahipala of Bengal. ^
• Cordier, op. cit.p. 33.

• Op. dt. pp. xlvi, 115,

w SceS.C. Vidyabhusan, op. ci7.pp. 340-41
;
also /ffg. 1927, pp. 856-68

for a description of the work.
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book. Putali (or Putuli, Puttali), mentioned' as a Buddhist

Tantric sage of Bengal, wrote a Vajrayanist work on Bodhichitta

but Nflgabodhi (or Nngabuddhi ?), who is said» to have been born
“in l§ib^era in Bahgala” and who served the later NrrgSrjuna as a

disciple when he was working alchemy in Puijdravardhana, left

thirteen Tsntric works now preserved in Bsum-hgyur. It is not clear

if Tahkadrisa (or Dangadasa)^ was a native of Bengal, but he is

described as a Vriddha-k^yastha and contemporary of Dharmap^ila

of Bengal
;
he wrote at the PaiidubhUmi vihara a commentary, called

SuviSada-sarhputa, on the Hevajra-tantra. But PrajriJ^varman, who
is credited with two commentaries and two translations of Tantric

texts, is distinctly assigned to Bengal.® There arc, however, some

Buddhist Tstntric writers who worked in Viharas situated in Eastern

India, but there is no direct evidence that they were natives of

Bengal. They are : Bodhibhadra of the Somapuri vihara,^

Mokshakaragupta, Vibhutichandra of Jagaddala vihara, and Subhii-

kara’ also of the Jagaddala vihara. Of these Mokshakaragupta

wrote a work on Logic called Tarka-hhasha,^ and may be identical

with the commentator of the same name on the Doha-koia in

Apabhrarhsa.® Vibhutichandra has a total of twenty-three Tc'tntric

works,'® of which seventeen are translations, including translations

of two works of Lui-pa. Similarly, Vanaratna, who is mostly a

translator, is vaguely described in the Bstan-hgyur^^ as belonging to

^ Sumps, op, cit. pt). Ixxiii. 130. He is regarded as one of the 84 Mahasiddhas ;

he was a Sudra of “Bhangala” (Grunwedel, c?/?. c/?. p. 216), with which Rahula
Sankrityayana’s description (p. 225) agrees.

* Cordier, op. cit. p 245 {Bodhhchitta-vayu-charana-bhavanopaya).

* Sumps, op. cit. pp. xii, 90 ; Tar. 86 f, 105. The Siddhachsrya Nagabodhi

(GrUnwedel, op. cit. p. 214), a Brahmana of Western India and disciple of

Nagsrjuna, is probably the same person (Rahiila Ssnkritynyana’s description

agrees). For his works see Cordier, pp. 137, 13'<. 142, 143, 167, 207, 209, 245.

* Sumps, op. cit. pp. v 144 ; Tsranstba, Eclelst. p. 100.

* Cordier, op. cit. pp. 3, 4, 298. He hailed from Kspatya in Bengal

(Cordier. m. 399).

* Ibid. p. 98 ; two works. He may be the same as Bodhibhadra of Vikrama-

sila vihara mentioned by Tsransiha (Geschichte pp. 259 f).

^ Ibid. p. 293. He should be distinguished from Subhskaragupta of Magadha,

pupil of Abhayakaragupta and high priest of VikramasHa, who flourished in the

reign of Rsmapsla (Sumps, op. cit. pp. cxxii, 120 ; Tar. 252, 261 ; S. C. Vidyab-

husan, op. cit. p. 346).

* S. C. Vidyabhusan, op. cit. p. 346.

* Cordier, op, cit. p. 219.

Cordier, op. cit. pp. 19, 21. 23, 49, 50, 126, 142, 178,302, 365. SSstri,

Nepal Cat, n. 244, notices an Anwita-karnika commentary of Vibhutichandra, in

Sanskrit, on Nsma-saugiti according to Kslachakra-ysna. On Vibhutichandra see

N. N. Dasgupta in IC. v. 21 S-17.

“ /Wrf.pp. 17,77.

43
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Eastern India, but Sumps Mkhan-po^ informs us that he visited

Tibet from the monasteries of Koki land.^ Of some writers, again,

we can infer their place of origin only indirectly from their works.

Thus Kambala or Kambalambara-psda, to whom six works chiefly

on Heruka-sadhana are credited in Tibetan, wrote also a collection

of Dohas, called apparently in proto-Bengali; and

one such Doha (No. 8) occurs also in the Charyacharya''

?

To this

class belong several writers, but about some of them we have more

definite information. These are Kukkuri-pada, iSavari- (or i^avara) -

pSda, Lui-pada, Krishna-pitda and others
;
but since these writers, to

whom Vajrayftnist works are credited in the Bstan-hgyur, are also

counted among the eighty-four Siddhas and connected with popular

Tantric cults, especially the Mahamr.ylt, the Yogini-kaula and the

Natha cult, all of which possibly developed further out of Vajra-yflna

and Mantra-yana,® it would be belter to take them up separately.

With these so-called Siddhacharyas we enter upon a somewhat

new phase of Bengal Tfintrism, although most of these thaumaturgists

present a medley of doctrines, which had probably not yet crystall-

ised themselves into well defined or sharply distinguished cults. The

Vajra-yfina and Mantra-ySna as offshoots of MahaySna, were never

at any stage separated by any clear line of demarcation. The same

remarks would apply also to the various closely allied, perhaps con-

currently existing, and presumably popular cults,® which became

associated with the names of the SiddhachSryas and the Nstha-gurus,

and which (whatever might have been their origin) show a clear

» Op, cit, p. Ixix ; Tar, 263.

* For Buddhist Tantra in eastern Koki land, sec Tar. 267.

BCD. introd., p, 27. On the legends of Kambala, who is counted as one

of the Siddhas, see Grlinwedcl, in the work cited, pp. 175-76.

« BCD, Taranatha (Gesch. 188, 191 f, 275, 324 .
Edtlst. 53 ff) connects

Kambala with U^diyana and associates him with Lalitavajra and Indrabhuti in

the 'exposition of Hevajra. Sumpa (pp. x, 90, 94), believes that Kambala was

a contemporary of Aryadeva. Rahula Sankptyayana makes Kambala a disciple

of Vajraghanta of Varendra (flourishing under Dcvapala, c. 810-50 a.d.), but

belonging to Orissa.

^ On the distinction, which however is not sharp, between Mantraysna and
Vajra-yana, see Wint.-Ii7. ii. 387-88. Also P. C. Bagchi in Ch xiii infra.

® With onr present available mateiials the exact relationship of these

various cults cannot be determined, but there can be no doubt that whether

Buddhistic or Brahmanical, they were intimately related, and their teachers figure

indiscriminately in more cults than one.—In addition to the authorities cited above,

all the Tibetan legends about the Siddhacharyas will be found in Die deSthichte

der vierundachtzig Zauherer {Mahasiddhas\ aus dem Tibetischen Ubersetzt von

A. GrUnwedel, in BaessJer-Archiv, Band v (Leipzig and Berlin 1916), pp. 137-228

hereafter cited as GrUnwedel) ; in Taranatha’s Edelsteinmine, aus dem Tibetischen
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admixture of Buddhist ideas^ and claim as their teachers recognised

expounders of Vajra-ysna and Mantra-ySna. We have in conse-

quence a curious confusion, in the various traditions, between the

early teachers of the different but closely related cults. We have, for

instance, the traditions of more than one feavara, Lui-ps, Saraha and

Krishna, just in the same way as we have traditions of more than

one ^fintideva, Santirakshita or Dipamkara ;
while Lui-pa has been

equated with Minanatha or Matsyendranatha, who is one of the

acknowledged founders of both Yoginl-kaula and Nsihism. The

difficulty is here perhaps greater than that of distinguishing between

MahSyana and Vajra-yfina writers, where they might have been

confused by similarity of names, and where, since the one system

developed out of the other, it was not inherently impossible for a

Mahayfinist to be a VajraySnist. But in this case, as also sometimes

in the other, it is not always possible to assume two or more sets of

teachers having a common name or a common belief. To explain

this confusion, therefore, one should presume a syncretic tendency,

not unusual of the histOiy of religious cults, to assimilate and identify

the teachers of the different groups. This tendency must have been

facilitated by the fact that these cults, collectively called Sahaja-

siddhi in their origin were not probably sharply differentiated, having

developed under the same conditions and possibly out of the same

source or sources. In the case of Nathism especially, which was
perhaps more popular than academic, this tendency of assimilating

the recognised teachers of Buddhist Tantrism is not unintelligible.

Whether Nathism in its origin was a form of Tantric Buddhism

which transformed itself into Tantric Saivism or whether the process

was otherwise, need not be discussed here ; but it is clear that it

assimilated rites and tenets from various sources, its curious legends

belonging to no regular order.^ In the same way it appropriated,

or rather assimilated, its own Gurus to Vajrayanist teachers of

repute, on the one hand, and to J^iva and his disciples, on the other.

One of the characteristics of Sahaja-siddhi is that it repudiates

Mantra, Ma^dala and other external means and modes of Vajra-yana

and Mantra-ySna, puts emphasis on Yogic practices and cultivation

of mental powers, and, accepting their terminology, places different

interpretations on such fundamental concepts as Vajra, Mudr® etc.

The lands where this phase of Tfintrism was the most wide-spread,

and perhaps where it originated, were Bengal and Assam. Most of

Ubersetzt von A. Grtinwedel, Petrograd, 1914 (Bibl. Buddhica xviii) ; and in Rshula

Sshkptyayana in JA. ccxxv, 1934, pp. 218-228 (hereafter cited as Rshula).

^ See infra Ch. xiu.

* Sec Oopai Haidar, Goplchund Legend, in PTOC, vi (1933), p. 277,
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the teachers, therefore, belong to these countries, from which their

teachings must have spread in divergent forms to Nepal and Tibet

;

but the traditions concerning them became overlaid, obscure and

confusing, and their works present a medley of Buddhism and

Hinduism. The religious aspect of the question is not our concern

here, but we shall give a brief survey of the important works and

authors connected with these cults.

Kukkuri-pnda (or °pa), one of the eighty-four Siddhas, is

mentioned by Tibetan tradition^ as a Brahman of Bengal who intro-

duced Mantra-yana (Heruka-sadhana) and other Tantras from the

land of Dakin 1. This somewhat obscure account probably refers to

the introduction of the cult of MahSmaya, with which his name is

traditionally associated,^ and which, judging from the titles of the

works,® appears to form the theme of at least three out of his six

Tantric works in the Bstan-hgyur. He is also credited with two

vernacular Dohas in the Charyacharya'' (Nos. 2, 20).^ Another

early Siddhacharya is l^avari- (or l^abara) -pRda, of whom it is

recorded by Sumpa Mkhan-po® that he was a huntsman of the hills

of “Bahgala,” who with his two wives, Loki and Guni, was con-

verted by Nagarjuna during the latter’s residence in that country.

The Tibetan sources,® again, place him as a contemporary of Lui-pa,

^ Sumpa. op. cii, pp. vi. 113, 135, 145; Taranatha {Edelsteinmine, pp. 104 f)

adds that he taught the Tantras to Padmavajra, from whom they were handed

down in succession to Tilii, Naro and Santi ! The strange name Kukkuri-pa is

explained by Sumpa by the legend that Kukkuri-pada united in Yoga in the

Lumini grove with a woman who was formerly a bitch. The same work (Sumpa

Mkhan-po, pp. vi. 108, 145) speaks of a Kukuradasa (=Kukuraraja ?) also called

Kukuracharya as a Buddhist Taniric sage, adept in Yoga and a great preacher,

who was a lover of dogs !

* Tar, 215. According to Grunwedel. op. c//. p. 176, Kukhuri was a Brah-

man of the eastern land of Kapilasakru
;

according to Rahula, a Brahman of

Kapilavastu and Guru of Mlna-pada.
* One of these, Mahamaya-sdcifiafiopayika, is available in Sanskrit in

Sadhana^mala. n 466-68 (No. 240).

* He is probably identical, as Cordier suggests (p. 109), with Kukura-ps

or Kukura-raja of whom eight Tsntiic texts on various deities (Vajrasattva,

Vairochana, Heruka etc.) are given in the Bstan-hgyur, This perhaps confirms

Sumpa Mkhan-po’s statement that he introduced various kinds of Tantra. Sec

Tar. 188-89

® Op. cit. pp. exxi, 90. Elsewhere (pp. exxi, 124) it is said that ^avari

belonged to the hill tribe called savara. In Taranatha the name is given as

Savari. The legends of savari who is regarded as one of the 84 Mahaai(^dhas
are given in Grunwedel, op. cit, pp. 149-50.

* See P. C. Bagchi. introd. lo Kaida-jnana^

,

p. 27. Rahula makes ^bara-p&
disciple of Saralm and Guru of Lui-pa, his place of activity being given as
Vikramasila.
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making him^ even a preceptor of Lui-pa in Tantrism, Two verna-

cular Dohfis of Savari are also found in the Choryiichoryd'^ (Nos.

28, 50). It is probable, therefore, that he was connected with the

new cults, although ten VajraySnist works are assigned to him in the

Bstan-hgyur.^ He appears to be the same as Jsavansvara,^ some of

whose works in the Bstan-hgyur are concerned with Vajra-yogint

Sadhana, which king Indrabhuti of Odyfin and his sister Lakshirh-

kara made popular.^

But the most important name of this group is perhaps that of

Lui-pa. He is credited with four Vajrayfinist works in the Bstan-

hgyur, of which one called Abhisamaya-ribhanga is said to have

been revealed by him directly to Diparhkara SrljuSna in order that

(according to the colophon to the text)^ the latter might help its

Tibetan translation. He was, therefore, in all probability an older

contemporary of Diparhkara and belonged to the end of the 10th

and beginning of the 11th century.® Two of his vernacular Dohas

^ Sumpa, 0/^. c/7, pp. 124, 135 ; Taranatha, pp. 20, 23. The

relationship of the earlier Sidcihas to one another in spiritual lineage is differently

given in different traditional accounts. Their chronology, therefore, depending on

their mutual relationship, is equally uncertain. On the question of the confusion

of Savari, MahSsavara and Saraha, see below under Saraha.

• Cordier, op. cit, pp, 57, 58, 128, 198, 235, 296, 326, 335. Some are

available in Sanskrit also, in Sadhana-mald, ii. 384-8S (Siddha-bvara), 456 (ibid.).

® But he is probably different from Mahabvara, by which name Saraha

(Rshulabhadra) is also known (Cordier, op. cit. p. 221, 248, also p. 39). See below.

* Advayavajra, who belonged to Savara-sampradsya (Cordier, p. 45) has

about 22 works translated in the Bstan-hgyur^ but some of his works arc also

available in Sanskrit. Twenty-two small Vajraysnist tracts of his are edited by

H. P. Sastrl in the Advayavajra-samgraha. Also in Sddhana-mdld, i. 47 ;
ii. 424,

490. His other name or title, Avadhtiti-pa, probably indicates his connexion with

the Avadhuti sect of Sahaja-siddhi, and this appears to be supported by his

commentaries on the Dohd-kosa (ed. P. C. Bagchi, JL. xxvin). Excepting his

connexion with the Savara-sampradaya, there is no direct evidence that he belonged

to Bengal. One Advayavajra, however, without the title Avadhuti, but called a

Brahmana, appears to have come from Bengal (Cordier, p. 250).—Rahula makes

AvadhUti-pa a disciple of santi-pa.

* M. Shahidullah, op. c/r. p. 19, would explain the colophon differently,

while H. P. Sastri thinks that DIpamkara helped Lui-pa in writing this work.

But see P. C. Bagchi, Kaula-jndna^, introd., p. 28.

• M. Shahidullah (op. cit. p. 22), following Sylvain L^vi and Taranatha,

would place him much earlier in the 7th century. From Marathi sources Matsyend-

ranatha’s date would be the end of the 12th century (S. K. Chatterji, op. cit. p. 122;

D. R. Bhandarkar in 1C. i. 123-24). But see P. C. Bagchi, he. cit. for a criticism

of these views. The approximate dates assigned by B. A. Salciore to Adinatha,

Gorakshanatha and others from South Indian tradition (Poona Orientalist, i. 16-22)

do not conflict with our tentative chronology.
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are given in the Charyacharya9 (Nos. 1, 29) but HaraprasSd

speaks of an entire collection called Luipada-gttik^. It is

through these vernacular DohSs that he probably became one of the

earliest founders of the Tantric religion found in the Doh^-koias. The

Tibetan tradition mentions him as ihe Adi-siddha, thus making him

occupy the same position as the Indian tradition would ascribe to

Minanatha or Matsyendranatha. It has been pointed out that the

Tibetan translation of the name Lui-pa means Malsyodara or

MatsySnlrada and Sumpa Mkhan-po^ makes him, as the Indian

tradition makes Matsyendranatha, a sage of the fisherman caste.®

The Tibetan sources, again, place Lui-pada in Bengal,® while all

the Indian legends of Matsyendranatha arc connected with the sea-

board of Eastern India. The published Sanskrit texts of the school

claim Matsyendranatha as the founder of the Yogini-kaula system,

while Tflranatha believes {Geschichte, p. 275 f) that Lui-pS introduced

the Yogini cult. On these, among other, grounds Lui-pfl has been

equated’ with Matsyendranatha, the legendary fisherman of

Chandradvipa, who is the starting point of a new system of TKntric

thought and practice, connected with the Yogini-kaula, Hatha-yoga

^ His Tattva-svabhava-dohakosa-gitika-drishti (Cordier, p. 230) is the same

as Doha No. 29 ;
sec IHQ. 1927, pp. 676 ff.

2 BCD. introd., p. 21.

3 Cordier, op. cit. p. 37 ;
also P. C. Bagchi, op. cit. pp. 22-23 ; Tar. 106

(Schiefi er’s note)
;
GrUnwcdcl, op. cit. p. 143, f. n. 2.

Op. cit. pp. 124, 135.

5 But according to Raluila, Lui-pa belonged to Magadha and was in his

youth a scribe or Kayastha to king Dharmapala (769-80^ a.d.) ; he was a disciple

of ^bara-pa, who in his turn was a disciple of Saraha. That some of the teachers

of these cults belonged to lower castes (probably an indication of their Buddhistic

origin) is suggested by (he nrinies as well as the legends. Cf. the names Jalaindhara

(fisherman), Tanti-pa (weaver), Hu di-p3 (sweeper), Tilipa or Telipa (oilman), etc.

But the names need not always imply caste, for Jalamdhara and Tilopa are

described as Brahmans, Domi-pa as a Kshatriya.

^ Cordier, op. cit. p. 33, But Sumpa makes him (p. cxli) an employee of

the king of Uddiyana; Taranatha {Edclst.20) makes him a scribe of Samantasubha,

king of Udy?ina in the west ; Rahula describes him as a scribe of Dharmapsla
and gives his place of activity as N^agadha ! See on this point P. C. Bagchi, IHQ.
1930, p. 583. H. P. Sustri (/5(9/?5. 1919, p. 509) informs us that Lui-pa is even

now worshipped in Rudhu and Mymensing. Wassilijev (note to Tdr. 319) states

that Lui-pa was born in Ujjayini, while in Grlinwedel, loc. cit. he is said to have
lived under Indrapala at saliputra (near Pataliputra). In Taranatha's opinion,

Lui-pa was a contemporary of Asanga.
’ The equation was first suggested by Grlinwedel. op. cit. Cordief*^p. 33)

hesitates to accept the identification. See also LM-Nepal, i. 353, note 4.

Taranatha (Edels. pp. 120 f) distinguishes Lui-pa from Mina, but he also

distinguishes between Mina and Machchhindra.
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and Natha cults of East Bengal and Kamarupa. Even If the identi-

fication is not accepted, it will certainly strengthen the suggestion,

made above, of the tendency towards syncretic assimilation of the

teachers of the various cults.

The homage paid by the Kashmirian Abhinavagupta in his

Tantrnloka^ would place MatsyendranStha earlier than the begin-

ning of the 11 th century; and if he is identical with Lui-pada, his

probable date would be the end of the lOlh or the beginning of the

11th century. As the reputed founder of the new school of Sahaja-

siddhi, he is connected with a series of teachers, whose writings are

preserved mostly in the Apabhraiti^a and the vernacular, and who,

as such, properly falls outside our province. But in its earlier

stages the Sahaja-siddhi represented by these teachers starts

apparently as a deviation from the Vajra-yfina and Mantra-yfina
;

while in these cults are to be found the sources of the Nfttha cult,

which calls itself Sivaite but which shows greater affinity with the

Buddhist than with the Brahmanical Tantra. All the reputed

Siddhfleharyas are, therefore, found credited with Vajrayfinist works

in the Bstan-hgyur. The only exception is perhaps Matsyendra-

nstha, if he is not the same person as Lui-pRda
;
but we have a work

on the Bodhichitta by Mlna-pada,^ who is described as an ancestor

of Matsyendranatha, The cult must have been introduced early

into Tibet and Nepal, where Matsyendranatha came to be identified

with Avalokite^vara, while in India his apotheosis occurred by his

assimilation to l^iva.® There are some works, however, which

profess to have been revealed (avatarita) by Matsyendranatha.

Five of these texts, written in Sanskrit have been published* from

old Nepali manuscripts ;
and if the manuscript of the principal

longest text, entitled Kaula-jivana-nirr^aya, belongs to the 11th

century (as its editor maintains), it must be taken as the earliest

known work of the school. According to this work, Matsyendra-

natha belonged to the Siddha or Siddhamrita sect, primarily con-

^ Ed. KS, I. 7 (vol. 1
, p. 25). In spite of conflict in the legendary

account, the names Mlnanatha and Matsyendranatha belong probably to the

same person.

* Cordier, op. cit, p. 237 ; the work is named Buhyantara-bodhichUta-

bandhopade'sa.

^ For a r^surt^ of the legends of Matsyendranatha see Chintaharan Chakra-

varti in ///fi. 1930, pp. 178-81. The Yogim-kaula cult must have been closely

connected with Hatha-yoga ; for some of the Asanas and Mudras in Hatha-yoga

are expressly named after Matsyendranatha, and its tradition claims him as the

first teacher of Hatha-yoga after Adinatha {i.e. Siva). In the Tantra-sara of

KyishnSnanda, Mlnanatha or Matsyendranatha is connected with the worship

of Tara.
^ Ed. P. C. Bagchi. CSS. 3, 1934.
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ncctcd with the Yogini-kaula, the chief seat of which was Kamampa.
Although the word Kula in Brahmanical Tantra is often synoiiymous

with .^akti, it is undoubtedly related here to the five Kulas of the

Buddhist Tantra, representing the five DhySni-Buddhas
;
while the

word Sahaja is equated with Vajra as a state to be attained by a

method of Yoga called Vajra-yoga. There is thus, a very consider-

able admixture of Buddhist Tsntric ideas and practices with those

of the Brahmanical Tantra.

The next great Siddha of the school is Gorakshanatha who is

described in most of the accounts as a disciple of MatsyendranStha.

The legends, which must have originated in Bengal and spread in

divergent forms to Nepal, Tibet, Hindustan, the Punjab, Gujarat

and Maharashtra, connect him and other Nstha-gurus with the

Goplchand legend,^ with the Yogi sect of the Punjab, and the

Natha-yogls of Bengal. Perhaps he did not, as some of the legends

suggest, strictly conform to the traditions of the Mantra-ySna
;
and

it is no v/onder that in Nepal and Tibet he is considered to be a

renegade,^ whose Yogis passed from Buddhism to J^aivisim simply

to please their heretic rulers and gain political favours. Of Goraksha-

natha no work® has been found, unless he is identical with the

Goraksha of the Bstan-hgyur is responsible for one Buddhist

Tftntric work.^ If his alleged disciple® Jalandhari-pSda, who

' For an able treatment of the legend in its various forms, see Gopal Haider

in the work already cited. On Gorakshansiha as a deified protector of cattle,

see JL. XIX. 16 f.

* Livi-NepaL i- 355 11; Tar. 255; BCD. \6. Goraksha has been identified

(sec note to Tar. 323) with Anangavajra, but this may bean instance of the

attempt to assimilate him to the well known VajraySnist writer Anangavajra, who
was a disciple of Padmavajra and preceptor of Indrabhmi ofUddiysna. This

Goraksha may be the Goraksha mentioned in Bstan-hgyur.

® A Sanskrit Jnana-karika, in three Patalas, said to have been revealed by

Gorakshanatha, is mentioned in sastrl, Nepal Cat. i 79-90 ; this has been included

'

by P. C. Bagchi in the work cited above, where the name of the teacher occurs

as (p. 122) Maha-machchhindra-pada and not as Gorakshanatha. A Sanskrit

Goraksha-samhita of late quasi-Hindu origin is supposed to embody his teachings.

Also a Goraksha-siddhanta (ed. Gopinath Kaviraj, Part i, SBS). The vernacular

productions of the Goraksha school are of veiy late origin, and it would not be

critical to assign any of them to the teacher.

* Called Vayu-tattva-bhavanopadcfta (Cordier, op. cit, p. 237). To his

alleged discipie Chaurangin also is ascribed a work of the same name.
* Jalandhai^ (variant Jslandhara) is sometimes mentioned as a disciple of

Indrabhiiti of Uddiyaflia, while some popular legends identify him with Hadi-pfi of

the Goplchund story. According to GrUnwedel, (op. cit. p. 189), JBlandlltri was

a Brahman of Thata land, while Tar. 195, makes him a contemporary and Guru
of Kyishnacharya, and connects him (Edelst. 62 flf.) with the Gopichand legend of

Bengal as Hadi-pa. According to the accounts of Taraoatha and Sumpa, his real

name was Siddha Balapada, but he was called the sage of Jalandhara, a place
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figures in the legends as the Guru of Gopichfind, is the same person

as Mahspandita Mahscharya Jalandhara, Acharya Jalandhari, or

Siddhacharya Jalandhari-pada of the Bstan-hgynr,^ then he might

be taken as the author of four Vajra-yana works, including a

commentary, called Suddhi-vajra-pradtpa, on Hevajra-sndhana^ the

original being assigned to Saroruhavajra.^

To the other Siddhacharyas of the Sahaja-siddhi, some of whom
are also Gurus of the Natha cult, numerous Buddhist Tiintric works
are assigned in the Bstan-hgynr, Both Indian and Tibetan* tradi-

tions make Virupa (or Viru-pa) a disciple of Jalandhara ;
but the

latter tradition also appears to mention more than one Buddhist

Tantric sage of that name, of whom a junior and a senior Virupa

are distinguished.* One of these Virtfpas was born in the cast

at “Tripura”® (Tippera ?) during the reign of DevapSla. The
distinction, however, is not clear in the Bstan-ligyur, but it ascribes

ten Vajra-ySna works to Acharya or MahSchurya Virupa, and two

collections of apparently vernacular DohRs and Padas (F/r«pu-pada-

chaturaSiti and Doka-koia) to MahSyogjn or Yogifevara Virupa.®

Tilopa or Tailika-pSda,^ another SiddhSchSrya, is made by Tibetan

between Nepal and Kashmir, where he lived for some time. Tne Nagara Thata

was in Sindhu, where Jalandhara was bom in a family of SUdra merchants. He
visited Udysna, Nepal, AvantI and Chstigrsma in Bengal where Goplchsnd.son of

Vimalachandra, was the king. Sec JASB, 1898, p. 22. In Rahula’s account

Jalandhara is described as a Brahman whose disciples were Kanha-pa and

Mastsyendra ! His Guru is called Ktirma-pa.
* Cordier, op, cit, pp. 39, 60, 78,241.
* Ibid, pp. 75, 78.

* Sumpa, op. cit. pp. Ixxii, 109.

^ Ibid pp. Ixxii, 102 104, 109, 112. Tar. 162 ff. makes the senior Virtlpa

a disciple of Jayadeva pandita (the successor of Dharmapala) and a fellow-student

of Santideva. He mentions (p. 205) the junior Virupa as a Siddhacharya.

ViiUpa is connected with various forms of Vajra-yana and mentioned as

the preceptor of the Mahasiddha Dombi-Heruka. Elsewhere (Edeht, 31) Taranatha

believes that VirUpa appeared thrice in this world ! According to Cordier (op. cit,

p. 30), and GrUnwcdcl {op. cit. 147-48), Dombi-Heruka was a Kshatriya king

of Magadha and exponent of Hevajra-siddhi (8 works in Bstan-hgyur). Sec

Edeht. 34-35.

* Sumpa, he. cit. ; GrUnwcdcl, op. cit.^ p. 145.

^ Cordier, op. cit. p. 223. H. P. sastrl {BCD. introd., p. 28) adds two

others, viz.. Virupa ^itika and Virupa-vajra-gxtika. But are these Pada-collections

or Sangitis ? One Doha of Virtlpa occurs in the Charyacharya^ (No. 3). For his

Vajra-yana works, see Cordier, op. cit. ii. 57, 125, 176, 177, 182, 223, 224, 230.

’ The name is given in various forms : Tilipa, Tillipa, Tillapa, Tilapa,

Tillopa, TailoparTellipa, Telopa, Teli-yogl. It is explained by Sumpa, fancifully,

by the legend of his having joined in Yoga with a Yogini who used to subsist in

her early life by pounding sesame {tila) ! Did he belong to the Teli caste ?

44
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sources a contemporary of Mahipsla of Bengal and one of these

traditions makes him a Brahman of Tsh'tigson (Chittagong ?), who

was converted under the name of Prajfisbhadra.^ Besides four

Vajra-yana works, a Dohs-ko&a of his is preserved in Tibetan.*

Tilo-pS’s disciple NSro-pa or Nsdo-pa is also assimilated to well

known Buddhist Vajra-y5na teachers. He is said* to have succeed-

ed Jetsri as the north-door Pandit of VikramaUla as an adept in the

Buddhist Agama, and left the monastery in the charge of Dipariikara

in his seventieth year to become the high priest of Vajrasana (Bodh-

Gaya). One account makes him son of king i^akya l^ubhasBnti-

varraan of the east (PrSchya), while another believes that he was

the son of a Kashmirian Brahman, and became a Brahmanical

Tirthika Pandha and then a Buddhist Siddha under the religious

name of JnSnasiddhi or YaSobhadra. As he appears to be identical

with Nada. described in the Bstan-hgyur as ^irl-mahamudrScharya,

and with Nada-psda, described in the same work as Mahschsrya

and Mahsyogin, he should be credited with nine Vajra-ySna

Ssdhanas,® some of which concern Heruka and Hevajra, as well as

two Vajra-gltis* and a Paajika on Vajra-pada-s3ra-sarhgraha,

which last work, it may be noted, was undertaken at the request of

‘ Tar. 226 ; SumpB, op. cit. pp. xli, 128

.

‘ Cordier, op. cit. p. 43, assigns a Sahaja work alternately to Tailakapada

alias Prajnsbhadra. It is possible that all these teachers had a popular name, as

well as a Buddhist devotional name. There is another SiddhQchsrya Tailika-psda

(Cordier, p. 79) who hailed from Odyana. According to GrUnwedel (pp, cit.

p. 170), Tilopa lived in Vishnunagara and attained Mahamudra-siddhi. In Rahula's

list Telopa is described as a Brahman disciple of Padmavajra and master of

Naro-pa.

* Cordier, op. cit. p. 223. Ed. P. C. Bagchi (Sanskrit text in DoAs-kalo, /L.

XXVIII. 41-52, also pp. 1-4). The Vajra-yana works are mentioned in Cordier,

op. cit. pp. 43, 79, 223, 224, 239, 244.

* Sumpa, op. cit. pp. Iv, 18, 45, 115, 117 (called Narota-pa). On pp. Ixvii,

118 the name of the place where Naropa practised Tantra is given as Phullahari

to the west of Magadha. According to GrUnwedel (op, cit. p. 168), Nara was
by caste a wine-seller, and lived in Salaputra in East India. Taranatha, however,

believes that he was a Kashmirian Brahman and agrees with Sumpa’s account in

his Edelst. 74 ff. ; see also his Geschichte, pp. 239 If, 244 if, 249, 328.

‘ Cordier, op. cit. pp. 16, 68, 70, 87, 92, 97, 125, 130, 132, 238, G. Tucci

(JRAS. 1935, p. 677) speaks of another work of Naropa which he discovered in
Nepal. It is a Sanskrit text, called Sekoddesa-tikU on initiation according to Kala-
chakra. In Giunwedel, (op. cit. p. 168), Naro, Naro-pa, Narota-pa, Nada.
Nada-pada appear to be the same person who was also known as Jfiana-siddbi or
Yasobhadra. >-)

* Cordier, pp. 220, 224. BGD. introd., p. 33 assigns to him a Ns4a-pandltih
iltiks.
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ViaayaSn-mitra, a Bhikshu of Kanaka-stQpa Mahavihara of Patti-

keraka in Kashmir.^

Another important Siddhschsrya is Krishna or Krish^a-p&da,
known also by the Prakrit form of the name as Kaijhu-pff. There
must have been, as Haraprasad iSastri rightly conjectures, several

Kfish^^as or Ks^hus. The Bstan-hgytir mentions a senior Krishna,*

a Krishna from Orissa who was a translator,® as well as a KrishnS-
charya and a Krishna-vajra,^ One Indian Krishna, again, wrote

at Somapurl v/A5rn,® which was situated in Bengal. It is difficult

to say which of these authors® should be (if at all) identified with

KrishnachSrya or Ka^hapa of the Sahaja-siddhi and the Nfttha cult,

who is regarded as a disciple of Jalandhara-p5. According to

TSranatha, however, Krishnacharya, disciple of Jfllandhari, belonged

to PRdyanagara or Vidyanagara in the southern country of Karna f
but another Tibetan account informs us that his birthplace, as well

as place of conversion, was Somapun.® Eleven vernacular Dohas
are given in the Charyacharya under the names Ka^^hu, Krishi^tt-

chflrya-pada, Krish^a-pada and Krish^a-vajra,® as well as cited

‘ Cordicr, op. ci7. p. 68 TBis might refer to the Nsda-psda of Kashmirian

origin.

> Ibid, p. 159, called Mahsmahopadhysya ; the junior Krishna is mentioned

at p. 82.

‘ Ibid, p. 82. He may be the same Kanha as is mentioned by Sumpa

(pp. V, 1 10) as a Buddhist Tantric sage who was born in a Brahman family of

Orissa (Odyana ?) and was initiated by Jalandhara ; see also pp. Ivii, 135, where

the name is given as Kanha or Kanhaya
* Ibid, p. 227, where he is called a Mahayogin^ and a Doha-kosa is assigned

to him. He may be the same as our author. Alsopp. 94, 101. Altogether three

works are mentioned under his name by Cordier.

» Ibid,p.\66.

* To them altogether sixty-nine Buddhist Tantric works are ascribed in

Bstan-hgyur, Some of these have been preserved also in Sanskrit in Nepal, e. g.

Vasatita-tilaka (Cordier, p. 38 ; Krishna) = the same in Sastri’s Nepal Cat,, ii. 199

(incomplete) ; Kurukulla-sadhana (Cordier, p. 94; Krishnavajra)=the same in

Sadhana-samuthchaya {Nepal Cat. ii. 201)^Sadhana-mala^pp. 372-78 ; Yoga^ratna*

mala Panjika on Hevajra, (Cordier, p. 67 ; Krishna or KsnhupSda)»JVepa/ Cat, ii.

44 ; Sastri-Cflt. 1 . 114,

^ Edeht, 69. M. Shahidullah takes it to be Orissa. Tsranstha (pp. 195,

197) distinguishes between a senior and a junior {Tar, 211,234,258, 275, 244)

Krishnacharya. The junior, in his opinion, was responsible for Tantra works on

Sambara, Hevajra and Jamantaka ; he belonged to the Brahman caste and was also

a writer of Dohas.
* GrUnwedel, op, cit. p. 163. The Indian legend of Kanups in connection

with Goplchand is given by M. Shahidullah, op, cit, pp, 26-27.

® Ksphu. Nos. 7, 9. 40, 42, 45; Kp’shpBcharya-pada, Nos. 11, 36 ;

Krishpapada, Nos. 12, 13, (?), Krisbnavajra, No. 18. In No. 36, Jalandhar! is

mentioned with respect as a master. In RahuJa's list, Kapha-pfi appears as a

disciple of Jalandhaia, a Kayastha living at Somapuri during Devapala’s reigo
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under .one or other of these names in its Sanskrit commentary. A
DohS-ko&a in Apabhraitta by Kris^schttrya also exists in the

original and has b^n published.^

The problem of the identiy of Saraha or Saraha-psda, the next

important teacher, whose other name is given as Rahula-bhadra, is

equally difficult. Sumps Mkhan-po^ describes him as a ‘Brahman

Buddhist sage’, born of a Brahman and a Dskini in the city of

Rajai in the eastern conntry. He was well versed in both Brahma*

nical and Buddhistic learning and flourished in the reign of Chandana-

psla. He is said to have converted Ratnapsla and his ministers

and Brahman's, and to have become the high priest of Nalands.

He learned the Mantra-ysna from Chove Sukalpa of Odivisa

(Orissa), but afterwards visited MahBrssh|ra where he united in

Yoga with a Yoginl who approached him in the guise of an archer’s

daughter. After having performed the Mahsmudrs with her, he

became a Siddha and went by the name of Saraha. It is also recorded

that he used to sing Dohss of Buddhism as a means of conversion.

In the Bstan-hgyur there are about twenty-five TSntric works

assigned to him* including more than half a dozen concerned with

DohSko^a-glti and Charya-glti.* An Apabhraihta Doha-kokfi

(with a Sanskrit commentary*) connected with his name has been

(c. 900-950 A,D.) S. K. Chatterji (op. cit. pp. 120-22) identifies Kjishnacharya with

Kaphu-pada.
* BGD. 123-32 (Kjishnacharya-pada) ; in M. Shahidullah, op. cit., with the

Tibetan version, pp, 72-122 ; in P. C. Bagchi, Doha-ko'sa, cited above, pp. 121-136,

also pp. 24-28. S. K. Chatterji {infra, p. 386) would place the Doha-writer
Kpshnacharya at the end of the 12th century, on the ground that the Cambridge
University Library ms. of the Hevajra-panjika by PanditBchaiya Sri-kpshna-pada
is dated in the 39th year of Govindapala (=c. 1 199 a.d.), presuming our author’s

identity with this K|ishna-pada.
' Op. cit. pp. xxvii, 84, 85 ; Grunwedel, op. cit. pp. 150-51, as one of the

84 Siddhas.

’ One Vajrayanist Sanskrit text of Sarah-pada’s given in Sadhana-mala, i.

79. Another in Sadhana-santuchchaya, 176.

*. Cordier, op. f/f.pp. 212, 220. 221, 222, 231,232, 247.
’ BGD. 77-132 (called Sarojavajra ; 32 Dohas ) ; in M. Shahidullah, op. cit.

pp. 123-234 : P. C. Bagchi, op. cit. pp. 52-120, also pp. p 5-9, 28-32.
‘ The commentator Advayavajra calls his author Sarojavajra, Saroruha and

Saroruhayajra. This Advayavajra is probably a later writer, different from the
Vajrayanist author of the same name, who is also called AvadhUti-pada (see supra
p. 341, f.n. 4). He belonged to SarideU in Bengal (Cordier, op. cit. pp. 232, 250)

—

aroruha is distinguished from Saraha by Taranatha in both his works. In Rahula’a
wt, Saraha occurs as the Adi-Siddha, having three disciples Buddto-jSina,
NBgarjuna and Sabara-pa, which sabra-pa in his turn is mentioned as wGnni
of Lui-pa. Saraha further figures as a Brahman of Nalanda, flourishing in the
reign of Dharmapala (c. 770-810 a.d).
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published
; and four of his Dohas occur in Chary&charya ® (Nos. 22,

32, 38, 39), where he is called Saraha-pflda. Cordier is probably

right^ in his suggestion that there were several Sarahas, who are

described in the Bstan-hgyur variously as MahSbrahma^a, Maha-
charya, Mahayogin or YoglSvara, as belonging to Oddiyana* and

also as Maha§avara and once as a descendant of Krishna,’ but it is

difficult to distinguish them. Taranatha, however, distinguishes

two Sarahas, one of whom, the junior, was otherwise called Ssbari,^

while the other was named Rahulabhadra.^ It is likely that the

SiddhScharya Saraha, to whom the Dohas can be legitimately

ascribed, was a different person from Saraha-Rahulabhadra,* the

Vajrayanist author of the Sadhanas, and that both are to be dis-

tinguished from Saroruhavajra, also called Padmavajra, who is known
in the history of Buddhist Tantrism as one of the pioneers of

Hevajra-tantra and as the Guru and Paramaguru respectively of

Anangavajra and Indrabhuti of OddiySna.

Of those minor personalities of this group, who probably belonged

to the east, only a brief mention may be made here. It is not clear

if all of them belonged to Bengal. Garbharl-pa or Garbha-pada,

popularly called Gabhur Siddha,^ wrote a work on Hevajra and a

Vajra-yana commentary ; Kila-pada,® described as a descendant of

Lui-pada, is credited with a Dohachary^-gttika-dfishii ; Amitfibha®

commented upon the Dohn-ko'sa of Krishnavajra
;
Karmari, Karmara

or Kamari, a descendant of VirUpa, was the author of one Vajra-

yffna work Viji^Spada, also a descendant of Virupa, but dcs-

1 0/7 . c// p. 232.

> Ibid. p. 375. Tsranstha (Edelst. 10) believes that Rahulabhadra, with

whom he identifies the younger Saraha, was born in Odivik. He makes Lui-p8 a

disciple of this sage.

3 Cordier, op, cit. pp. 107,212,220.222,247,248. Sec M. Shahidullah,

op. cit. pp. 29-30.

Cordier, op. cit. p. 232. Cf. Tar. 66. The SiddhachBrya Rahula, according

to Grunwedel (op. cit. p. 189) was a Sudra of Kamarupa.
» Edelst.2Q\d.Tdr.m,
^ Tar. 66, 73, 105. Rahulabliadra is given as an alias of Saraha in Cordier,

op, cit. p. 64 (Vajrayoginx-sddhana).

’ Cordier, op. cit. p 225 ; he is probably the same as Garvari-pada, p. 78 ;

one work each in Cordier. His place of activity is given as Bodhinagara, by

Rahula.
‘ Ibid. p. 234. Called also Kila-pa or Kirava. According to Grunwedel

(op. cit. pp. 208 ff.), he belonged to the royal family of Grahara, with which

description Rahula appears to agree.

’ Cordier, op. cit. p 277.

Ibid. p. 241. Grunwedel, p/7. cf7. p, 188, informs us that Karmara was

a blacksmith of Saliputra in Magadha, and was also known as Kampari. In

Rahula's list Karmara-pa also appears as a blacksmith of Saliputra.
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cribed^ as a Kshatriya prince of Gahura who was fond of the Vln5»^

wrote works on Vajra^skinl and Guhyasamsja, as well as one Dohs

(No. 17) given in the Chary^charya° ;
Kahka^a, a descendant of

Kambala-pff, composed one DohS to be found in the Chary^charyd"

(No. 44) and a Charya-dohctkota-gtUkd DSrika or D5ri-p3da/

also a MahSsiddha, variously described as a disciple of Lui*p5 and

Nfirops, was responsible for twelve Vajra-ySna works in the Bstan-

hgyuf* and one Doha in the Charydcharya"^ (No. 34) ; and

Dharmapada (also called Gu^^darlpada),^ a descendant of Krishna,

has twelve Vajra-y8na works in the Bstan-hgyur and two Dohas

in the Charydcharya'', None of their v/orks, except the Apabhrarfe^a

Dohas mentioned, is available in print, and exists only in Tibetan.

It will be seen that Bengal had a very large share in the cultiva-

tion and spread of this peculiar and prolific Buddhist and allied

Tantric literature, which in all probability received encouragement

from the Buddhist kings of the Pala dynasty. But it is remarkable

that with the advent of the Sena kings, who had Vaishuavite leanings,

this literature and culture went underground for all time."^ We hear

of no suppression or persecution of Buddhism under the overlordship

of the Senas, but it was probably a part of their policy to encourage

Brahmanical studies as a reaction against the Buddhistic tendencies

of the Pala kings. There cannot be any doubt that under the new

regime of the Sena kings, non>Buddhistic Sanskrit literature and

culture in Bengal received a fresh impetus. This might have partly

been also a result of the general revival of Sanskrit learning, probably

under similar circumstances, in Kashmir, Kanauj, DhSrS, KalySna,

Mithils and Kalihga. But the entire literary output of Bengal in

this period covers practically the reigns of two kings only, Vallalasena

^ Cordicr, op. cit. 238. In Rsbula's list VIna>pa is a disciple of Bhadra-pS

and a prince of Gaud a.

Sumps, op. cit. pp. cxviii, 125.

• Op. cit. p. 231, He is counted as one of the eighty-four Mahssiddhas.

On the legends of Kahkana see Grunwedel, op. cit. p^ 174-75.

* Tar. 127, 177, 249, 278 ; Gilinwedel, op. cit. p. 215. He is said to belong

to Salipuira in the time of Indrapala. See also BCD. 30.

«. Cordier, op. cit. pp. 17, 33. 34. 59, 212, 219, 237.
® Ibid. p. 241. BCD. introd., p. 250. He is probably different from

Dharmadssa mentioned by Sumps (op. cit. pp. xxxiv, 99), >\ho was born in

many countries and erected a temple to Manjughosha. In Rahula’s list Dharm-ps
and Gundari-ps arc distinguished. Dharma-ps according to GrUnwedel (op. cit,

p. 190), was a Brahman of Bodhinagara.
’ The labours of Haraprasad sastri and others have made it cIeai*Hhat

Buddhism did not entirely disappear but lived, and is still living, in a disguised
form in Bengal. Theory of its being persecuted out of the land; therefore,
is hardly maintainable.
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and Lakshma^asena, and it confines itself chiefly to Brahmanical

ritualism and poetry ; the New Logic, Brahmanical Tantra and
sectarian Vaishnavism emerging about three centuries later with the

consolidation of the Muhammadan rule. In the meantime the

Bengali language and literature, which were concerned in this period

possibly with lost songs, hymns, and ballads on the themes of Radhs-
kfishua, Gopichand, Lausena, Lakshindhara, ^rimantaand Kslaketu,

were perhaps slowly characterising themselves, so that from the

uncertain beginnings of the CharyScharya°

,

they were transformed

in the 14th century into the definite articulation of the Sn-kfisht^-

klrttana. This story belongs to another chapter, and we shall see

that, even in its beginnings, the vernacular literature did not fail to

exercise some influence on the theme, temper, and expression of the

contemporary Sanskrit literature.

One of the objects of the Brahmanical ritualistic writings, which
was meant to regulate the daily life of the people and in which the

authors of this period and their royal patrons took undoubted
interest, might have been to counteract the social and religious

disturbances with which Buddhism might have threatened the very

basis of the Hindu society. During the reign of the Psla kings

whose official religion might have been Buddhism but who do not

appear to have been intolerant of other faiths, we hear of only one
well known person, Bhavadeva Bhatta, who was an antagonist of
Buddhism and heretic dialecticians and composed works on Brahinan-

ical ritualism. In the Sena period such protective works were
multiplied, but we hear of no avowed hostility towards non-orthodox

systems. The attitude is intelligible when we consider the possibility

of an accommodating spirit which in course of time appropriated

reversed the process. Even in the Pala period, we have seen, the

Buddhist gods into the Hindu pantheon and which also sometimes
Buddhist and Sivaitc Tantras attempted to assimilate instead of being
hostile to each other. As on the one hand, Matsyendranstha was
equated with the Buddhist Lui-psda and transformed into Avalokite§-

vara, while the Buddha himself was honoured by Jayadeva with a
place in the list of the Avatsras of Krishna, we find, on the other hand,
Mahflksla and Ganapati worshipped and awarded several ^adhanas*
by Buddhist writers, and the Linga cult and ^ivaite gods re-

commended’in the Buddhistic Sahvarodaya Tantra.*

The Dharma-iBstra works of this period are, therefore, written
more from the practical than the academic point of view, and consist

of rituaifistic manuals prescribing the various pious duties and

S9dhamhmls,n Nos. 300-06, and 307. * Wint.>£fr.n.400.
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ceremonies. The earliest of these appear to be the HSralatn and

the Pitfi-dayita of Aniruddha, both of which have been considerably

used as authoritative by Raghunandana. The first work^ deals with

the observance of impurity (ASaucha) consequent upon birth and

death, its duties and prohibitions, the period for which it is to be

observed, the person who are exempted from observing it and other

relevant topics. The second work,^ intended for the Samavcdic

follower of Gobhila, is concerned chiefly with rites and observances

connected with 6rfiddha or funeral ceremony ; but it includes a

treatment of general duties like Mouth-washing (Achamana), Teeth-

cleansing (Danta-dhflvana), Ablution (SnSna), daily prayers

(Sandhya), Offering to Pitris and Vi^.ve-dcv5h (Tarpaij^a and

Vahvadeva), the periodical Parvatia-srllddha, as well as an eulogy

of gifts. Both the works are in prose and contain a large number

of passages quoted from old and new writers. The closing verse of

the Hdralatd tells us that Aniruddha was a resident of Viharapataka

on the bank of the Ganges and that he was versed in the doctrines

of Bhatta (Kumflrila). The colophons to the two works supply

the further information that he was Dharmadhyaksha or Dharma-

dhikaratjLika (Judge), as well as a great teacher (Mahsmaho-

psdhyfiya) of Champahatti, from which place^ a section of Varendra

Brahmans derive their designation. Besides the Pur5];^as and older

Dharma-Sastra authors Aniruddha quotes more recent authorities,

among whom he mentions Bhojadeva and Govindarsja in his

Haralata, This would fix the upper limit of his date at 1100 a.d. ;

and the lower limit is supplied by the citations of Raghunandana

(mentioning both the works and the author) and GovindSTnanda

(calling the author Gauda) at about the beginning of the 16th

century. Since the Haralata is named as an authority in the Suddhi-

viveka of Rudradhara, the lower limit may be pushed back to the

second quarter of the 15th century: while three quotations from the

^ Ed. Kamalkrishna Smiititirtha, Bib]. Ind., Calcutta 1900. The work is

sometimes also called SuddhUviveka (Miira, Notices, ii. No. 949, p. 338, also

No. 1001, p, 372), but this is only a portion of the work, also noticed in Sastri-Co/.

III. 337, No. 2266.

* Ed. SPS. No. 6. Calcutta (no date), It may ' or may not be the same
work as the Karmopadeiini Paddhati (sec Eggeling, op, cit, iii. 474, No. 1553/481),

for only a portion of this text is found in the printed edition. The colophon of
this India Office ms. styles the author Dharmsdhikaranika or Judge, while the

colophon to the printed text of the Haralata describes him as Dharmsdh^sha,
which has apparently the same meaning. The colophons to both the works designate

him as Champshiti- (or Champshatiya, Champehatfiya-) mahsmahopadbysya,
’ That the place was In Varendra appears from its mention in the Manahali

c?. of Madanapala {CL., 147 f, at p. 1 54)
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H^rahta having now been identified^ in a manuscript of the

Suddhhratnakara of Chande^vara preserved at the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal, it is claimed that the lower limit should come
up to the middle of the 14th century. All this makes it likely that

he was identical with the Aniruddha who is extolled by Vallnbsena

in his D^no’S^gara not only as a scholar far-famed in the Varendrl

land for his piety and knowledge of the Veda and Smriti but also

as his own Guru from whom he learnt the Purana and Smyiti, and at

whose instance his own work itself was written. This would place

Aniruddha’s literary activity about the middle of the 12th

century,®

Aniruddha’s royal disciple, VallJtlasena, appears to have composed
four works, of which two are known to exist. His Achara-sHgara

and Pratishtjid-sagara^ are mentioned as already composed in

verses 56 and 55 respectively of his Dana-sagara
;
and the former

work is also known from citations in the Smriti-ratnakara of

VedflchHrya and in the Madana-panjata^ of Vifeve^vara Bhatta.

But these two works of Vallalasena have not yet been recovered.

His Dana-sagaray according to the author’s own statement, was

written under the instruction {guroh iikshaya) of his Guru
Aniruddha, but Raghunandana believes^ that it was the work of

Aniruddha Bhatta himself. The work is, as its name implies, an

extensive digest, in seventy sections,* of matters relating to gifts,

the author himself informing us (v. 53) that he has dealt with 1375

kinds of gift. It deals with the merits, nature, objects, utility, times

and places of gift, bad gifts and prohibited gifts, rites and procedure

^ By Bhavatosh Bhattacharya in JBORS. xxxni. 138-42.

® In Proc. ASB. 1 869, p. 1 37, a ChaturmUshya-paddhati by Aniruddha is

noted, while Mitra {Notices, viii. 175, No. 2700) mentions a Bhagavat-tattva-

manjart on Vaishnava theology. No personal details of the author are given, and

it is doubtful if they are to be credited to our Aniruddha.

^ From the author’s own remarks it appears that the topic of gifts made in

different parts of the year is dealt with in the first work, while the second work

treats of the dedication of reservoirs and temples.

See Kane, op, cit. p. 340

* Ekadak-tattva, ed. Jivananda Vidyasagar, Vol. ii, p. 44. That Vallslasena

himself was a man of letters need not be doubted, for one of his verses is quoted

in the Sadukti-karnantrita of SridharadSsa.

® MSS. "in Eggeling, op. cit. iii. 542, No. 1704-05/719-20 (Bengali ms.) ;

Mitra, Notices, i. 191. No. 278; H. P. SSstri, Notices, 2od Series, i,p. 170 (extracts

in all these), There is a post-colophon statement in the India Office ms. which

says that^ the work was completed in Saka 1091 (==116^ a.d.). R. L. Mitra makes

out the date to be Saka 1019, which Aufrccht xu. 329) accepts,

correcting the India Office ms. date ; but see R. G. Bhandarkar, Report 1887-91,

pp. Ixxxii-xci. The work is quoted five times by the Maithila Chan^esvara in his

Kritythratft^kara (ed. Kamalkrishna Smrititirtha, Bibl. Ind., p.64] ; cf. JASB. 1915,

p. 382), and several times by Raghunandana {ibid. p. 363).

45
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connected with the making and accepting of gifts, the sixteen kinds

of great gifts (mahsdfina) and the large number of lesser gifts,

together with an enumeration of the Purltnas and their extent. It

gives valuable information regarding the texts of many works as

they existed in the author's time. His Adbhuta-sagara^ which has

been printed,^ is an equally extensive work on omens and portents,

their effects, and means of averting them. It is divided into three

parts according as the protents are celestial (appertaining to stars

and planets), atmospheric (such as rainbow, thunder, lightning and

storm) and terrestrial (such as earthquake). As in the case of the

D^na-s^gara it attempts to cover, with copious quotations drawn

from a very large number of authors and works, the varied aspects

of the subject and bears evidence to the industry and learning of

the compiler. It was probably left unfinished by the author and

completed by his son Lakshmanasena.® Although not a Brahman
himself, Vallfllasena received as much recognition of his work in

Bengal and outside as any professional Brahman writer of this

period.

Both Bengal and MithilfC claim Gunavishigiu, son of Dsmuka
and author of a work on Vedic ritual entitled Chhandogya-mantra-

bhnshya? The Bengali editor of his text makes out a good case

for Bengal’s claim
; but the evidence adduced cannot be regarded as

completely decisive. It is probable that he flourished some time

before Halffyudha who makes considerable use of this work in

his own similarly planned Brahmavci-sar\asva,^ but Gu^^avish^u

need not be much earlier. Guii^avishijiu’s work is a commentary

* Ed. Muralidhar Jha, Prabhakari and Co., Benares 1905. The work is

quoted twice by Raghunandana (JASB. 1915, p. 363).

* We are told in the opening verses of the work itself that it was begun
in Saka 1089 ( = 1168 a.d.), but was left unfinished and completed after his death

by his son Lakshmanasena, whom he had raised to his throne and from whom he

had extracted a promise to finish the work. Tlie India Office ms. of the work
(Eggeling, op, cit. v. 1197, No. 3104/712— Bengali ms.) is incomplete at the beginning

and at the end, but the two Deccan College mss. (Nos. 801 of 1884-87 and 231 of

1887-91) give the verse (see R. G. Bhandarkar, he. c/r.), and so do the printed text

and the two Dacca Univ. mss. No. 1246 (Bengali ms. dated Saka 1737). 2314
(DevansgarJ, dated Sariivat 1793). In the text of the Adbhiita-s'dgara there

is mention of Saka 1082 and 1090 in the sections on the portents of the Saptarshi

and of the planets Ravi and Brihaspati respectively (see M. Chakravarti, JASB.
1912, pp, 343-44). Cf. supra, pp. 230 ff.

* Ed. Durgamohan Bhattacharya, SPS, No. 19, Calcutta 1930. Also cd.

Paramesvar Sarma in the Maithila GranthamSlx, Darbhanga.Saka 1828nl90^ a.d.

See description of its ms. in Eggeling op. cit. i. 47, No. 280/2321 a.
* HalSyudha and Gunavishnu are mentioned together in the same verse in

an anonymous Bengal commentary on the Rudnrdhyaya (Yajurveda), noticed In

introd., p. viii. Gupavishnu is quoted by Raghunandana. For other
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in eight parts on selected Vcdic Mantras (about 400) used

in the SSmavedic Grihya rites. It consists of eight sections,

dealing first of all with the sacrament of marriage and with all the

rites connected with the child from its conception (Garbhfidhlna)

to the end of the period of Vedic study (Samavartana), exactly in

the same order and with the same nomenclature as those of Bhava-

deva’s Chhandoga-karmanushthana-padcihati mentioned above

but it also includes, after Aniruddha’s Piiri-dayita, a treatment of

daily Prayers (Sandhya), Ablution {Smnd), VaiAvadeva, offering

to the Pitris (SrUddlia), as well as a commentary on the Purusha-

sukta and its application to human sacrifice. It is probable that the

commentator found the Mantras already embodied and handed down

by a traditional Mantra-pStha, which Aniruddha might have also

used
;

for all the Mantras commented upon cannot be traced in the

ChhSndogya-brahmar^a or Mantra-hrahmarui, on which also Gu^ja-

vishnu appears to have written a commentary,^ but of which the

arrangement is different. It is noteworthy that Ssyana undoubtedly

shows his acquaintance with GunaVishnu’s ^Mantra-bh^shya^ which

must have, therefore, attained wide popularity by the 14th century.

The most important writer of this group is undoubtedly

HalSyudha, but unfortunately all his works have not survived.^

The few facts known of him arc given in the opening verses of his

Brnhmana-sarvasxa, His father Dhananjaya, of the Vatsa-gotra,

married Ujjvala and became a Dhannsdhyaksha or Judge. Halfi-

yudha had two elder brothers, IsSna and Pasupati. The former wrote

a Paddhati on the rites relating to the Ahnika or daily devotional

observances of Brahmans {hi. 24) ;
while the latter wrote also a

Paddhati on kraddha and kindred topics (s/, 24 ;
also Benares cd.

p. 124), as well as another on Paka-yajfia {hi 43). In his early

years Halayudha was appointed a R5ja-paj;i(iita
;

in youth he was

raised by king Lakshmaijasena to the position of Mahfimfltya, and

in mature years he was confirmed as a DharmJ^hikSrin or DharmS-

dhyksha (S/. 10, 12, 14).^ The Paddhati of IsSna is lost, as well as

references see Durganiohan Bhaltacharya's edition cited above. The learned editor

places Gunavishnu in the reign of Vallslasena fintrod. pp. xxiii, xxxv),

^ See supra p. 322.

* BCL.’Caf. p, 112, No. 9807a. Gunavishnu also appears (Darbhangacd.

p 174) to have written a commentary on Paraskara Grihya-sutra.

* Sayana does not mention Gunavishnu, but cites him as kechit. The citations

closely correspond.

* For an account of Halayudha, see M. Chakravarti in JASB. 1915, pp. 327-

336 ; Kane, op. cit. pp. 296-301.

® In the colophons he is also called Avaslhika, Mahfidharmadhyaksha,

Mahadharmadbilcrita and Dharmagaradhikarin See 1C. i. 502-5 where Halayudha
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those of PaSupati/ but a Daki-karma~paddhati on the Grihya

ceremonies according to the Ks^va-^akhfl of the »^ukla-Yajurveda is

found ascribed to a Raja-pai^dita Pasupati in some manuscripts of

the work.®

HalSyudha informs us (S/. 19) that besides the Br^hmana-

sarvasva, he wrote Mm^rhsa-sarvasva,^ Vaishr^ava-sarvasva, Saibor

sarvasm and Par^dita-sarvasva^ The last two works are quoted

by Raghunandana,® but none of these works appears to have come

is made out to be a V^rendra Brahman and distinguished from Halayudha of

Dakshina Radhs.
* One Pasupati is cited several times by Raghunandana (JASB, 1915.

pp. 367-68), but his works are not mentioned. In the Sadukti-kaniamrita, a verse

(ii. 10. 5) is attributed to Pasupatidhara, but there is no reason to hold that he

is identical with our Pasupati. On verses quoted from Halayudha in this anthology

see below.

^ Mitra, Notices^ ii. 5, No. 528 {Dana-karma-paddhati)^ the opening verse

of which names the author as Pasupati and describes him as Bhupati-pandita. This

may or may not be the same work as Nos. 257 and 491 (beginning lost) of the

Calcutta Sanskrit College (Z)wcn>/iVe Car., pp. 230-32, 441), called iJasu-kur/wo-

paddhati, in which the opening verse is missing, but the author's name is given in

the colophon as Raja-pandita Pasupati. But there is no ground, except that of

similarity of names, for identifying the authors of these two works with our

Pasupati. Mitra’s ms. No. 742 in the same volume of the Notices, called Vivaha-

paddhati, may be an abstract of his ms. No. 528 mentioned above ; it is also

ascribed to Pasupati. The anonymous Calcutta Sanskrit College ms. No. 244

(p. 220) may be a version of this latter work, while the incomplete ms. No. 304

(p. 280), entitled a, which has no colophon and 'gives no name
of the author, deals only with Marriage and Chaturthi-homa. A ms. of Pasupati’s

Sraddha-paddhati is mentioned in JASB. 1906, p. 170, but of this nothing is known
^ Mitra {Notices, iv. 102, No. 1507), as well as M. Chakravarti {JASB.

1915, pp. 337-38), describes a fragmentary Mtmdmsa~sarvasva, which is a commen-
tary on the Mlmsmss-sutra (going up to iii 4); Mitra ascribes it to Halayudha. But

there is no colophon and no indication of authorship in the work. A Mimavisa-
kastra-sarvasva, ascribed to Halayudha, is edited by Umesh Misra \nJBORS.
XVII. (1931), pp. 227, 413 ; xviii (1932), p. 129. It is a running commentary on

the Adhikarana-stitras up to the end of iii. 4. From an account of the work given

by the editor {JBORS. xx. 26-32), it appears that the edition is based on a

corrupt and modern Maithili ms, belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

;

but the editor expresses his “grave doubts” about Halayudha's authorship, and in

the MS, itself the name of the author is missing. In the editor's opinion, the work
inakes use of Psrthasarathi Misra’s Sdstra-dipika ; it is thus a fairly late compila-
tion. (Index to the work in the same journal, App. 1-17).

* A MS. of a Pandita-sarvasva is noticed in TCM. 1919-22, p. 5162,
No. 3458 ; also M.-Cat. iv. Pt. i (B), Madras 1928. The work deals miscellaneously
with the usage of Varnas and Asramas, Tithi, Suddhi, time for Sr&ddha 2̂ other
ceremonies, and so forth ; but it gives no name of the authoi'. From the extracts
given in the Catalogue the question of authorship cannot be determined.

* JASB. 1915, p. 329, 367, 372 ; see Raghunandana's ed. Jivananda
Vidyasagar, 1. 389, 531.
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down to us. The Br^hmar^a-sarvasva, which has been printed,* is

a work of great repute in Bengal. Halflyudha informs us that he

wrote this work because he found that the Brahmans of Radh5 and

Varendra did not study the Veda and therefore did not know the

Vedic rites properly. Its main object is to supply a guide, meant for

the ^ukla-Yajurvedic Brahmans of the Ksnva-sSkhR, to a knowledge

of the meanings of the Vedic Mantras employed in the daily

{Ahnika) rites and the periodical domestic {Grihya) ceremonies

known as Samskfiras. Accordingly it deals in forty sections with

the various daily duties, such as the morning ablution, prayers,

hospitality, the study of the Veda, and daily offerings to the Pitris,

and then proceeds to the treatment of the periodical Acharas in-

cluding the ten sacraments of a Brahman's life. As every such rite

involves recitation of the Vedic Mantras, their explanation (Mantra-

bhSTshya) forms the chief feature of the work. He acknowledges

handsomely his indebtedness to Uvata and Guijavishnu, but he

appears to have made considerable use also of the Chhandoga-^

parisishta of KatyRyana and the Grihya-sutra of Paraskara. Our
Halayudha should be distinguished from several Hahiyudhas who
also wrote on Dharmafeastra,* as well as from the lexicographer,

grammarian and prosodist Halayudha, who wrote the Abhidhana-

ratna-maln and the Kavi-rahasya?

^ Ed. Benares, SaiiiVat 1935; also Tejaschandra Vidyananda, Calcutta

B.E. 1331 (=1924 AD.). We have used mss. Nos. 791, 4236, K. 554 of the

Dacca University Library.—mss. also in Eggeling, op.cit. in. 519-20; Dacca College

collection (now in the Bhandarkar Oriental Reseaich Institute) No. 9 of A 1883-84.

* E.g
,
Halayudha quoted in the Kalpa-iwu of Lakshmidhara (Kane, op. cit,

pp. 296, 301;y/45B. 1915, p. 335) ;
Halayudha, son of Sankarshana, and author

of Prakasa commentary on Katyayana’s SrucUha-kalpasutra (Kane, p. 301) ;

Halayudha, author of Puruna-sarvasva (written in 1474 A.D.)and son of a Varendra

Brahman Purushottama (Aufrecht, Bod Cat. pp 84-87, Nos. 143-44
; Eggeling,

op. cit. IV. 1410) ; the Mahakavi Halayudha, author of Dhamm-vivekaiH. P. Sastri.

Notices, i 195-96) ; Halayudha, author of Dvija-nayana (Mlira, Notices, n. 66-67,

No. 633) which is an astronomical work on the determination of auspicious time

for ceremonies
; Halayudha, author of a Sraddha-bh'ashya {B.GS. Cat. Facs. iii.

p. 130) or Sraddha~paddhati~tika (JASB. 1915, p 331) ; and Mahamahopadhyaya
Halayudha, author of Karmopade^im, who was later than the 15th century (ibid.

p. 335). Mitra (Notices, ii. 79, No 652) assigns to cur Halayudha a miscellaneous

Tantric compilation called in twelve Patalas on food, purifi-

cation, Vrata etc. ;
but a fragment of the same work noticed by him in the same

catalogue (No. 608) as well as in other catalogues (Auf.-CVi/ i 422; u. 97; in. 91),

is anonymous (a ms. of the Matsya-sukta in the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal

has Halayudha's name in the colophon).

® L 'Heller, Kavi-rahasya {D\ss.),Got{i\r)%cn 1 894, following R. G Bhandarkar

(Report 1883-84, pp. 8-9), shows that the lexicographer Halayudha lived in the

10th century, writing first the Abhidhana-rutna~ma1a, then the grammatical poem

Kan-rahasya (a.d. 950), then the bfrita-sanjivani on the Pihgala-chchhondah-sutra
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The contribution of Bengal to other technical ^sstras in this

period is almost negligible. To philosophy it contributed nothing,

although there was perhaps much scope in this direction for discredit-

ing Buddhistic thought and ideas
;

but Bengal obviously preferred

practical ritualistic regulation to abstract speculative thought. To
the grammatical literature, again, its contribution is meagre and un-

certain. The only grammarian who has been seriously claimed^

is the Buddhist Purushottamadeva, author of the Bhasha-yritti on

Pfinini, but his affiliation to Bengal is extremely problematic. The
only direct evidence is the statement occurring in the Artha-vivriti

commentary on the Bhaslm-vritti by Srishtidhara, a late Bengal

commentator of the 17th century,^ who tells us that Purushottama

wrote his work under the direction of Lakshmanasena, who wanted

him to omit the Vedic rules.^ That this statement is fanciful is

rendered likely by the fact that in omitting the Vcdic rules Purush-

ottama, himself a Buddhist,^ was following the usual tradition of

Buddhist writers,® and there is no reason why Lakshmanasena,

under Munja Vakpatiraja. See also Zachariae, Die indischen Woerterbucher,^it2L^^-

burg 1897, p. 26 and Preface to Aufrecht’s ed. of Abhidhana-ratna°, London 1861,

pp. iv-vi. Hal2yudha*s Kavi-raJiasya was edited by Saurindra Mohan Tagore, Cal-

cutta 1876; also by L. Heller, in two recensions, Grcifwald 1900. Ilis commentary

on Pingala has been printed very often in India (Bibl. Tnd. 1874; NSP, Bombay
1908); also in Roman transliteration, with translation, in Weber’s Indische Studien

{Ueber die Metnk der Inder) viii (1863).

^ S. C. Chakravarti in the Preface to his ed. of the Bhasha-vritti,

VRS. 1918 , D. C. Bhattacharya in AJV. in. Pt. i. pp. 203-04. Various

other grammatical works aie found under the name Purushottama or

Purushottamadeva
;
and the tendency has been to ascribe them all to this well

known grammarian. He is said to have written a Paribhasha-vritti, called Lalita-

paribhdsha (Mitra, Notices, vii. 166, No. 2402 ; ms. in the Varendra Research

Society, Rajshahi), Unudi-uitti quoted by Ujjvaladatta, a Gana-vutti and a

Da^a-bala-kdrika, Other works aic : Kdmka-chakra Notices, vii. 116,

No. 2345 ; the author also a Buddhist) on the use of cases ;
Jndpaka-samuchchaya

(Aufrccht, Bodleian Cat., pp. 160-61, No. 353) which cites Bhlisha-vritti

;

and even

a BArtj/irt.vY//// commentary on the grammatical Bhatti-kdvya (Mitra, vi. 216-17

No. 2155)
* So S. C Chakravarti, op. cii. introd. p. 10 ; but D. C. Bhattacharya,

/«c. d/. assigns him tor. 1500 a.d. H. P. SSstri (Preface to Descriptive Cat of

ASB, MSS. IV ) speaks rightly of the unreliable character of Srishpdhara’s state-

ment. The authority of this commentator is also questioned by D.C. Bhattacharya,

op, cii, p. 198.

® yoidika-ptayogunarthino Lakshmanasenasya rdjna djnaya,

^ As his invocation to the Buddha and references to the Bauddha Jina

(iii. 3. 173), Bauddha-darsana and Bauddha-mata (ii. 1. 9, iv 2. 114) and Suggta
Tayin (i. 4. 32) would indicate.

• E,g. Chandragomin whom he mentions in vii. 2. 69. He professes also to

base his commentary on the Bhaga- vritti, which admittedly makes the unorthodox

division of Vcdic and Sanskrit rules. The exact date of Purushottamadeva of the
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whose interest in Vedic ritualistic writings cannot he doubted,^

should make this extraordinary request when such an omission is

clearly disapproved by orthodox Hindu tradition.^ The facts that

the grammar had circulation in North Bengal and Mithila® and that

Purushottama refers (ii, 4. 7) to Varcndrl are not conclusive.^ If

SarvBnanda quotes from the Bh^sha-vfiiti^ as early as 1159 a.d.,

the position becomes still more uncertain. The identity, again, of

the grammarian Purushottama with the lexicographer of that name
is plausible but unproved

;
and the latter’s belonging to Bengal cannot

be confidently asserted.® The only grounds of identity are that

both bore the same, but not an uncommon, name, and that both were

Bhashd-vriiti is not known. As he refers to a difference of opinion between

Srutapsla and Kayyata (c lOlh century ad.) and as he quotes (ii. 4. 23)

anonymously from the A' of Niiivarman (ed S. K. De, Dacca 1929,

ii. 25d), which work cannot be placed later than the middle of the 11th century,

we can provisionally take the 10th century as the upper limit of his date ; the

lower limit is given by the reference of Sarvananda in 1159 a.d., which is

discussed below.

‘ Lakshmanasena’s coppcr-platcs refer to his gifts to Brahmanas, proficient

in Vedic lore, and to his performance of orthodox ritualistic ceremonies.

This tradition is mentioned by S. C. Chakravarti, op. cit. introd. p. 7

;

D. C. Bhattacharya, op. cU. p. 198.

•HP. Sastrl, Nepal Cat. i. p, vi. More relevant, but not conclusive, is

the one instance (S. C. Chakravarti, introd. p. 8) of Purushottama’s reference to

the Bengali pronunciation of 6andv. Ihe other argument that he quotes the

apologetic phrase of Bengal scribes hkhako ndsti^doshakah (ii. 2. 24) proves

nothing. All these arguments do not exclude the other traditions of his belonging

to Mithils and Orissa.

• The Govardhana cited by Purushottama in the illustration upagovardhanam

sdbdikah (i. 4. 87) is certainly not the poet Achsrya Govardhana mentioned by

Jayadeva.but a sabdika who is cited by Ujjvaladatta, Sarvananda and Rgyamukuta

as the author of a Unddi-vriiti. There is no ground for thinking that this

Govardhana, as well as Kesava cited by Purushottama, belonged to Bengal.

• The two references to Purushottamadeva arc doubtful. On Amara
ii. 6. 22. Sarvananda says : pimishottamadevena gurvinityasya durgate'sddhutyam

uktam^ but no gurviul form is discussed by Purushottama (sec iv, 1.44). Nor
does it refer to Parana’s Durghata-vritti. Apparently it is a reference to another

Purushottama who was the author of a Durghata. Sarvananda s other reference

(on Amara ii. 7. 23) is to a Unadi commentary. The remaining citations appear

to be from the lexicographer Purushottama. The Purushottama tlkd (on Amara ii.

91) however may be a reference to the Bhashu-vritti, but Bh.-witti iii. 1. 135 does

not discuss the form in question. The explicit mention of Bhdshd-vritti itself i"

ii. 8. 16 is the only undoubted reference to Bh.-vrilki v. i. 124, where the formation

of daut:^ referit^ to is discuss^. It is clear, therefore, that Sarvananda refers

to more than one Purushottama. Saranadeva’s quotations from Purushottamadeva

cannot be located in the Bhdsha-wiiiL

® As in /C. lu 262.
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Buddhists; but there is also a tradition^ that the lexicographer

belonged to Kalihga. All the four lexical works of the author arc

quoted by Sarvflnanda and must, therefore, be earlier than 1159 a.d.

The Tnkan4a-iesha of Purushottama^ is, as its name implies,® a

supplement in three parts (1050 verses) io Amara-koka^ the pro-

fessed object being to supply those words which Amara left out.*

The //am Vi?//,® a smalle. work of 278 verses, is in two parts, which

deal respectively with synonymous and homonymous words not in

common use. The Varqa-dekana,^ in prose, treats of orthographical

variations, giving a collection of differently spelt words, and mentions

such cases of confusion as between ksh and kh, which, he says, is due
to the similarity of the characters employed, among others by the

Gaudas {gaudadi-lipi-sadhUrarfit). The Dvirtipa-koka^ is a brief

work of seventy-five verses, dealing with words which are spelt in

two different ways.® These are useful compilations but in no way

very remarkable works.®

KshirasvSmin in the latter half of the 1 1th century quotes and

criticises as erroneous a Gauda author more than fifteen times in his

commentary on the Amara-koka, and also gives more than five

further references where the word Gauda in the citation is used in

the plural, apparently meaning a school rather than an individual.

But unfortunately we know nothing of any early lexical writers of

^ Introd. to cd. of Trikan^a^'t mentioned below.

2 VP, 1915. The author calls himself Purushottama (also in Haravali),

and not Purushottama-deva as in Bhasha-vrittL
^ The Amara-kosa being in three Ksndas. It has nothing to do with the

lexicon Trikanda of Bhsguri mentioned in Bhasna-witti iv. 4. 113.

* It gives, for instance, 37 more names of the Buddha than Amara's 17,

and mentions the Sravaka. the Pratyekabuddhas, and the Buddhist work

Prajnaparamita,
^ Ed. in AbhidhUna-saiiigraha i, Bombay 1889.
* MS. in Eggeling, op, cit. ii. 295, No. 1039/1475a.

’ Ed. in Abhidhana-samgraha i, Bombay 1889. mss. in Eggeling, cp. cit,

11 . 294, No. 1037 ; Aufrecht, Bod. Cat., No. 449-50 (anon.).

* Other works ascribed are : the Ekakshara-kosa, which is a homonymous
vocabulary of syllabic signs or monosyllables used as words (mss. in Eggeling,

op, cit, II. 296, No. I042/I475a ; Aufrecht, Bod, Cat,p, 189, Nos. 431-32); but

the Bodleian ms. calls the author Purushottama-dcva-.W/Mfl/i ; Uahma-bheda
(Mitra, hotices, vi. 231, No, 2170), which consists of three separate vocabularies

on the three sibilants; Jakara-bheda (Mitra, ii. 31 1, No. 915), a vocabulary of

words having/, as distinguished from y (also includes the three sibilants and the

nasals /I and n) ; on words differently spelt (Mitra, vi. 298,

No. 2235 ; but see i. 118, No. 223, where the work is assigned to Siva^ it is

different from the Dvirupa^kosa,

’ On these works see, Th. Zachariae, Ind, WoerterbUcher, pp. 23 f, 38 f

;

Ramavatara Sarma, Introd. to Kalpadru-kom {GOS, 1928), pp. xxi xxiv.
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Gauda to whom he might be refening. The only early lexicographer^

whose Bengal origin admits of little doubt, comes after Kshirasvsmin.

This is Vandyaghatiya Sarvananda, son of Artihara,^ and author

of a commentary, entitled Ttkn^sarvasva,^ on Amara’s lexicon. The
Vandyaghati is well known as the name of a place in Rajhff from
which Vandya or Vandyaghatiya Brahmans take their name but

it is curious that Sarvsnanda’s name is missing in the list of Bengal

genealogical writers, and that manuscripts of his commentary have
not as yet been found in Bengal,^ but have been discovered in

Southern India. Sarvfinanda himself gives a clue to his date® when
he says (on Amara i. 4. 21) that the Saka year 1081 and the Kali

year 4260 had just passed at the moment he was writing ; a state-

ment which gives us the date 1 159-60 a. d. He was acquainted with

a commentary called Daia^tlka (da'sa-tlka-vid) ;® and in his pains-

taking work not only earlier commentaries but nearly two hundred

works and authors are cited. It is in no way inferior to the

commentary of Kshirasvamin, and is interesting for the number of

Desl (mostly Bengali)’ words cited in it. That the work was not

forgotten is shown by its citation by Brihaspati Rsyamukuta, the

next important Bengal commentator on the Amara-koia, who wrote

his Padachandrika in 1431 a.d.

If Bengal's contribution to the technical l^Sstras, with the

exception perhaps of ritualistic writings, had been poor and almost

insignificant, it was more than made up by the respectable body of

poetical literature it produced in this period, which excelled that of

any other period in its history, and which contributed at least one

remarkable poem of enduring fame and quality. The available

references, though scanty, sufficiently indicate the literary taste and

liberality of the later Sena kings, Vallalasena, Lakshma^asena and

^ We need not take the explanation of Haraprasad Sastrl (Note to Sesagiri

Sastri’s Report, n) that Artihara denotes a person who has married a girl of

superior status, and there is no reason to doubt that it was the actual name of

his father (see S. K. De. JRAS, 1927, p. 472, note 3j. Cf. infra, Ch. xv.

* Ed. TSS. in four parts, 1914-17.

^ Raghunandana similarly calls himself Vandyaghatiya Hariharatmaja.

^ An Odiya ms. of the work is noticed by H. P. SBstri in Notices, 2nd Series,

IV. No. 101
’

pp, 76-77.

* See the question discussed in JRAS. 1928, pp. 135-36, 900 f.

‘ The phrase, dasa~t\ka does not probably mean ten commentaries, but

gi«(es the name of a commentary on Amara, which is cited by this name by

Lihgabhatta, another commentator on Amara (see S. C. Vidyabhusan’s ed. of

Subhutichandra's Kamodhenu-uka on Amara, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta. 1912, p. ix).

’ For a tliscussicn of these words, see the two articles respectively of Togesh

Chandra Ray and Basanta Ranjan Ray in VSP. (b.s 1336=1929 a.d.), Pt. 2. The

number of words is over 300.

46
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Keiavasena. They were not only generous patrons of learning and

themselves men of learning, but they were also poets and friends of

poets. We have a poetical anthology, entitled Sadukti-karnSinritcP^

and compiled in Bengal towards the end of the period, on the 20th

Phalguna, 6aka 1127 (=lhh February, 1206 a. d.),® which furnishes

important material for the study of the poetical literature.

Its compiler l^ridharadasa was the son of Vatudasa, who is described

as the chief feudatory (MahasSmanta-chudsma^i)* and close

friend of Lakshmanasena. The work, bearing ample testimony

to the compiler's taste and industry by its fine and varied collection,

in five parts, of 2370 verses of 585 authors/ gives us some excellent

detached stanzas of poets, who are otherwise unknown and some of

whom probably belonged to Bengal/ It is difficult, however, to

single out. from mere names of the authors or subject-matter of the

verses, the poets who actually belonged to Bengal, but there are some

who are known to us from other sources/ Among these may be

‘ The work is also called Sukti-karnamrUa in some mss. Only two faes. cf

the work containing 184 pages, ed. Ramavatara Sarma, was published in Bibl. Ind.

(tU1192t); but the complete work was edited by the same, and printed with

introd. and additional readings by Haradatta Sarma, Lahore 1933. The edition

professes to utilise but giveg no account of two mss, including the one (imperfectly

collated) existing in the Serampore College Library; but since two very important

MSS. of the work, viz., those in the AiiB. and Calcutta Sanskrit College Library

do not appear to have been utilised, its value is considerably impaired ; and the

method of editing is hardly critical. The work itself was noticed by Aufrecht in

ZDMG. XXXVI. 361 f, 509 f; by Pischcl in his Hofdichter des Laksmanasena,

Goettingen 1893; and by Monomohan Chakravarti in JASB. 1906, pp. 174-176.

^ Cf. supra p. 232.

• Whose high praise is recorded in five verses (v. 76. 1-5) respectively of

five contemporary poets, Mathu, Ssnehadhara, Vetsla, Umapatidhara and Kavi-

i^ja Vyasa. The colophon speaks of Sndharadasa as Mahaman^alika.
‘ The five parts, called Pravahas, are entitled respectively Deva, Bringara,

Chatu, Apadesa and Uchchavaeba, aud contain 95, 179, 54, 7Z and 76 sections

(called Vichis). As each Vichi is arranged to contain symmeirically five verses,

the total number of verses should have been 2380, but as several verses appear

10 be lost, the actual number in the printed text i$ 2370.

^ The compile, of the anthology, however, did not confine himself to Bengal

nor even to his own time, but selected his materials widely from old and new,

known and unknown sources. His Vaishnavite leanings made biin give a large

number of verses on Krishna, some of which have been freely utilised by RUpa
GosvSmin in his Padyavall^

^ As the Sanskrit anthologies will be cited several times hereafter, the

following abbreviations will be employed ; Bkm.^SaduktUkarnatnrita^ od.

RaiTAvatara Sarma Lahoie 1933 ; Sp.^SarAgadharo-ptiddhati. ed. P. l^tersoo,

Bombay 1888; Sbhv.r^SMashitavah o£ Vallabha-dcva, ed, P. Petenon.

Bombay 1886; Pdv.-Pudyavfl/i, ed. S-K.^c, Dacca 1934 ; SrnL^Simniukmv-
ah of of Jahla^a,ed. Ember Krishnamacharya,COiS. 1938; Kvs,^Kavlndra-vachan(h

samuchehaya, ed, F. W. Thomas, Bibl. Ind. 1912.
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mentioned the royal poets, VallSlasena (one verse),^ Lakshma^a-
sena (II verses)^ and Ke&avasena (six verses),* as weU as Dhoyl^

Umspatidhara, Govardhana, Parana and Jayadeva.

There is in this anthology a self-landatory verse of Dhoyi
(v. 29. 2)* which extols, not undeservedly, Lakshma^asena as the

Vikramaditya of Bengal. A traditional verse* speaks of five,

if not nine, gems of his court, and they are enumerated as Govar-
dhana, Parana, Jayadeva, Umapati and KavirSja.* Of this KavirSja»

which is obviously a title’ borne by many a poet, we know nothing.

He cannot be identified with the well known Kaviraja, author of the

R^ghava~par^4nvtya^ whose patron was Kamadeva of the Kadamba
dynasty (i. 13).® It has been suggested with greater probability

that the Kaviraja refers to Dhoyi,® who is described by Jayadeva
as Kavi-kshmapati^® and who styles himself similarly in his own
Pavana-dtita^^ (verses 101, 103). Jayadeva describes him also as

l^rutidhara, an epithet over the interpretation of which as an intended

compliment there has been much diversity of opinion.^® The Pavana-

^ Skm. IV. 6 3 No. 763.

* A verse of Lakshma^asena is given also in Sp, No. 923.

* A Msdhava is quoted six times in the printed text, but no Madhavasena,

as Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxxvi. 540-41 found in his ms. M. Ctiakravarti, op,cii.

p. 172 gives only one verse {Skm. iv. 48, 3) as quoted from Madhavasena on the

authority of his three mss. (Madhava in the printed text). From Hal&yudha
three verses are quoted in Skm. ; but as one of these (i. 63. 4) occurs in the much
earlier anthology Kvs. No. 48 (Malsyudbasya), it is doubtful if the contemporary

Halsyudha is meant.

^ The first half of this verse agrees with the first half of Pavana-dUta lOl,

but the last half is given differently. Sridhara certainly knew this poem for he

quotes verse 104=5A:m. v. 61. 5,

‘ It runs thus (Sbhv., introd. p. 38 ; Pischel, op. cU. p. 5) : Govarcffianai cha

Sarano Jayadeva Umapatihl Kavirajas cha ratnani samitau Lakshmanasya cha/ /, a

most pedestrian couplet, which however probably preserves an old tradition.

* This is confirmed by Kumbha (14th century) in his comment on Jayadeva

1 . 4, but Kumbha mentiones six, adding Dhoyi and substituting srutidhara for

Kavirsja.

’ A much coveted title if we are to believe Rajaickhara.

* This poet, whose real name was perhaps Madhava Bhatta. would be

almost contemporaneous. See Pischel, op, cit, p. 37.

* The name is given also as Dboi, Dhoylka or Dhuyi.

Which is equivalent to Kaviraja as explained by all scholiasts (see Pischel,

op. cit. pp. 33-34).

“ Kavi-kshmabhritUfit chakravarti. The colophon describes him as Dhoyi'-

kaviraja. Cf. Skm. v. 29. 2,

Visrutah srutidharo Dhoyi kavi-kshma-patih. Kumbha in his commentaiy

on the Gita-^ovinda is inclined to find a reference to a scholar named Srutidhara

;

but most other scholiasts agree that it is an epithet of Dhoyi. They explain the

word as**one who can remember what he hears once.**/.e, a personofstrong memofy,

which may imply that Jayadeva means by this phrase to convey Dhoyrs power
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duta,^ as its name implies, is one of the earliest Duta-kfivyas written

in imitation of Kalidasa’s famous poem, and consists of 104 stanzas

in the Mandakrfintfi metre. The poem is remarkable for its taking

up, without its being a Charita, an historical personage for its hero,

and furnishes interesting historical and geographical information.

With the object of eulogising hii» patron the poet makes Kuvalaya-

vati, a Gandharva maiden of the Malaya hills, fall in love with

Lakshmanasena, king of Gauda, during the latter’s alleged career of

conquest in the South ;
and the elegant, if somewhat conventional,

poem describes with considerable poetic talent the route to be

followed by the north-easterly spring wind in carrying the message

of the love-sick heroine to the royal hero. Dhoyi refers to several

other unnamed works composed by himself. This is rendered likely

by the fact that more than twenty verses, not traceable in the poem,

are ascribed to him in the anthologies.^

To the other court-poets of Lakshmanasena also we have a

reference by Jayadeva in the opening verse (i. 4) of his Gtta-govinda

mentioned above. We are told that Umspatidhara could make the

words sprout {vachah pallavayati).^ The Sadukti-kan^amrita,

which quotes about ninety verses of Umapatidhara, as well as of

of memory and imitativeness, and consequent want of originality as evinced by his

Pavana^luta, But Pischel rightly observes, as against Lassen (ed. Gita-govinda,

Bonn 1836, p. 73) that this and other phrases of Jayadeva in this verse are not

meant as a disparagement of his estimable contemporaries, but to indicate their

particular literary quality. The variant reading is Srutadhara. Might not the

phrase mean “well versed in the Veda”? (See Wilson, Sansk.-Eng. Diet., Calcutta

1832, j. V.). Ajsoet Srutadhara, however, is quoted in Sp. Nos. 1144, 3910, in Sbhv.

Nos. 625, 931, 1680, and Sml., 32, 10, p. 105 ; but these verses do not occur in the

Pavana-duta.
^ The poem was first brought to notice by H. P. Sastri (in Notices,

2nd Series, i. Pt. 2, pp. 221-22, No. 225), who gave an abstract of its contents in

Proc. ASB. July 1898. It was edited from a single ms. by Monomohan Chakra-

varti m JASB. 1905, pp. 53-71 ; re-edited by Chintaharan Chakravarti in SPS.,

No. 13, Calcutta 1926.

' Besides 20 in Skm., we have two in Sml. (mentioned as Goyidhoyi-
kaviraja)

; but one of these verses (p. 246 ; nija-nayana-pratibimbair=Sahitya-

darpana ad viii. 15. anon.) is assigned to Dharanidhara in Kvs. 153 and
(II. 70. 2.), and one in Sp. No. 1161 {=Skm. iv. 2. 2, Umapatidharasya),

• The interpretation of the phrase has been fully discussed by Pischel,

op, cit. pp. 14-17. It has been variously taken to imply verbosity, love of
recondite words, floridity,bombast, superficiality, as well as mastery of lexicography.
In this connexion Pischel examines the Deopara inscription composed by Umapati-
dhara and concludes that the poet's mastery over verbal expression tk**manifest
even in this short composition of 36 verses. On this poet see also Aufrecht
ZDAiG. XL. 142 f.
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one Umspati (i. 11. 3 ; ii. 17. 4 ; v. 29. 1, 61. 3, 3, 73. 3).^ mentions

under the latter name (v. 29. 1) a poem, Chandra-chi!4a-charita,

composed under a prince named ChSpakyachandra, who is otherwise

unknown but who is conjectured by Pischel to have been a vassal of
Lakshmapasena. Some of these anthology verses arc remarkable,

•but they are of unequal merit. The name of Umfipatidhara occurs

also as that of the author of the PraSasti in the DeopSra inscription*

of Vijayasena, father of Vallalasena. Beginning witli an invocation

to Siva, it commemorates the erection by the king of the temple of
Pradyumnesvara, who is described as a combination of Siva and
Vishnu, and records the genealogy and career of the king in thirty-

six verses composed in a variety of classical metres. Four of these

verses (Nos. 7, 23, 24, 30) occur in the Saduktr (in. 49, 4 ; ni. 17. 5 ;

HI. 5. 5 ; III. 17. 4) with Umspatidhara’s name ; while one verse

ascribed to Umfipatidhara in the anthology (i. 72. 4) is found in

the Madhainagar copper-plate* of Lakshmapasena (V. 2), the

authorship of which, on this ground, has sometimes been credited to

him. The Deopflra inscription informs us that Umapatidhara lived

during the reign of Vijayasena of the Sena dynasty (senanvaya) and

refers to the author’s “understanding purified by the study of words

and their meanings”. If any reliance can be placed on the tradition

recorded by Merutunga in his Prabandha-chintamaqi^ that Umfi-

patidhara was a minister of Lakshmanasena, then he lived in the

successive reigns of Vijayasena, his son and his grandson.®

^ The two names often occur side by side under verses consecutively

quoted in Skm ; this would probably imply that a distinction was meant. The

four verses of Umapatidhara in iVi-. (Nos. 148, 259,371, 372,) occur under the

same namein5^m. gives two verses (Nos. 755, 34W), but the first of these

occurs in 5Ar/n. (iv. 5. 4) with the name Ramadasa. Sp* No. 1161 ascribed to

Dhoyi is credited, probably more correctly, to Umapatidhara in Skm. (iv. 2. 2).

Sml, has fifteen verses, of which one {tenakhdm, p, 375) is assigned to Umapati-

dhara (V. 13. 2) and four others (pp, 121, 89, 346, 150) are ascribed respectively to

Saila-sarvajna (iv. 2. 3), Acharya Gopika (iv. 39. 2), Dhananjaya (iii. 43, 3) and

Dhoyika (ii. 137. .3) \n Skm. Three verses of Umapatidhara in Skm. (iii 20. 4;

in. 26. 4; v. 18. 3) refer to Pragjyotisha, Kasi-janapada and Mlechha-narcndra in

connexion with an unknown king. Cf. supra, p. 219, f.n. 3.

* El. I. 305-15
;
re-edited, IB. 43.

’ IB. 109.

4 Ed. Ramchandra Dinanath, Bombay 1888, p. 289 ; see Tawney’s transla-

tion. Bibl. Tnd., Calcutta 1901, pp. 181 f.

* An anonymous commentary on the Gita-govinda (cited by Lassen op cit.

p, 72 and Pischel, op. cit. p. 17) not only makes Umapatidhara a member

(Samajika) of Lakshmanasena’s court but also a Vaidya by caste ! Our author

is certainly to be distinguished from the much later Umipati Upadhyaya, author

of Parijata^harana^natoka (cd. Grierson in JBORS. ni. 20-98), who flourished un-

dor Hindupati Harihara Deva (of Mithila) reigning ' after the Yavana rule” * this

Malthila poet appears to be familiar with Jayadeva's poem.
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The high tribute paid by Jayadeva to AchSrya Govardhana that

he had no rival in the composition of faultless erotic verse^ enables

us to identify him with GovardhanRchSrya, author of Arya-sapta-

a punning verse (No, 39) of which refers to an illustrious king

of the Sena dynasty (sena-kula-tilaka-bhirpati). In verse 38 the

poet speaks of his learned father Nilambara who appears to have

composed a work on Dharma*sfistra, while in one of the concluding

verses he mentions his brothers and pupils, Udayana® and Bala-

bhadra/ who helped him in revising and publishing his poem. The

honorific AchSrya, mentioned by Jayadeva as W'ell as by the poem

itself (verses 5 1, ,702), perhaps indicates his high rank as a scholar

and poet. The poem, as its name indicates, is a collection of a little

over 700 detached verses* in the Aryfi metre, alphabetically arranged

in sections, most of which have a predominantly erotic theme. In

following the tradition of the love-poem in the stanza-form, in which

the aim is to depict, within the restricted scope of a self-standing and

daintily finished verse, some definite erotic situation or a definite

phase of the emotion, Govardhana has obviously taken (verse 52)

the Prakrit Sattasal of Hala as his model ;• but he was at the same

time attempting to achieve a task of no small difficulty. Such

miniature painting involves the perfect expression of a pregnant idea

or intense emotion by means of a few precise and elegant touches.

In this Govardhana has, no doubt, attained a measure of success, but

very often his verses, moving haltingly in the somewhat unsuitable

medium of the Arya metre, arc more clever than poetical, and lack

the inimitable flavour, wit and heartiness of Hsla’s miniature word-

pictures. It achieved however the distinction of having inspired

‘ As against Jayadeva’s reference to the irihgarottara-sat-prameya-rachana

of Acbsrya Govardhana, we have verse 47 of the Arya-sapta'sati, where Govard-

hana praises composition which are sotkarsha-Wingara.

* Ed. Ksvyamsis 1, Bombay 1886 (reprinted 1895), with Vyahgyartha-

commentary of Ananta-pandita; also cd. Somanath Samia, Dacca Samvat

1921 (text only, in Bengali characters). Aufrecht mentions four othercommentaries.
Our references arc to the Bombay ed.

^ M. Chdkravarti believes {JASB. 1906, p. 159) that this Udayana may
be identical with the Udayana-kavi who composed the Praiasti of the Mcghcgvara
temple at Bhuvanesvara in Orissa (£/. vi. 202).

* Under the name Baiabhadra, Skm, ouoies four verses (ii. 15. J ; u. 28 I;

IV. 19. 5; IV. 50. 3)

* The Dacca edition gives a total of 731 consecutively numbered verses
;

but the Bombay edition and M. Chakravarii, foe. cj7. agree that there are 54
introductory stanzas, 696 stanzas in the main body of the text and 6 concluding
Stanzas, giving a iota! of 756 verses.

* The imitation of the Prakrit model is carried to the extent not only of
using the moric Aryi metre, but also of calling the sections VrajySs. It is

interesting that the last Vrajya is called Ksha-k&ra VrajyS.

!
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the Hindi Satsal of Viharilsl which holds a high rank in Hindi

poetry.^

Jayadeva also refers to another poetical contemporary, named
iSara^a, who, in his opinion, was praiseworthy in quick and difficult

composition.® On this testimony of reconditeness, an attempt has

been made to identify him with the grammarian ^ara^^adeva author

of the Durghata-vfitti,^ a work in which difficult usages of doubtful

grammatical accuracy, culled from classical authors, arc justified with

nicety. There is no chronological difficulty, as the Durghata-vfitti

is expressly dated in ^aka 1095 (==•1173 a. d.)
;
and the fact that its

author, according to the Namaskriya verses, was probably a

Buddhist, need not seriously affect the question. But there is no

evidence to justify the identification, which is only a conjecture. A
verse of iSaranadeva quoted in the Sadukitr (iii. 54. 5) tells us that

he jflourished under some illustrious king of the Sena dynasty {sena-

vafhSa-tilaka)
;
and another verse (iii. 15. 4) of his, deprecating the

neighbouring kings of Kalinga, Chedi, Kamartlpa and the

Mlechchhas, makes a reference to Gau^a-Lashmi. But the antho-

logy quotes not only l^ara^adeva four limes (i. 69. 5 ; ii. 135. 2 and

the two references given above), but also l$arai;^a (extensively, fifteen

times), i^aratiiadatta (in 2. 5) and Chirantana-^artina (iv. 1. 2).

There is nothing very recondite in the verses quoted, and it is difficult

to say if all the authors are identical.^

But the greatest among these poets is undoubtedly Jayadeva

himself. The fame of his Gita-govindcfi has never been confined

^ It is noteworthy that none of the stanzas of Xrya-saptasatl is quoted in

Skm. A poet Govardhana is quoted six times, but these verses cannot be traced

in the poem. The Sp, (No. 466) and Sml (p. 304) quote one verse each of

Govardhaoschsrya in Arya, both of which are found in the poem ; but another

verse credited to Govardhana in Sp^ (No. 3400) is noi traceable in either edition.

Three verses of Govardhanachsrya quoted in Pdv. occur in the poem, but the

fourth verse (No. 374) similarly cited is untraceable and is given anonymously in

Skm, (I. 58. 4).

• haranah slaghyo duruha-drute (v. 1. °druteh^ ^adbute). For interpreta-

tion see Pischel, op. cit. pp. 24-29. S. C. Chakravarti (introd. to Bhnshn^vrittt,

p. 7) explains : “Sarana is praiseworthy in dealing with (liquefying) the stiff”!

• TSS. No. 6, 1909*.

* The two verses assigned to Sarana in Pdv. (Nos. 369. 370) occur under

the same namein Skm. (i. 61. 2, 5). Only these two Bengal anthologies quote

lUrapa.

* Very often printed in India. The earliest edition is by Lassen, Bonn 1836.

Other editions : With the Rasika-priyn of Kumbha and the Rasa-rmStjan of

^kara-misra, NSP, Bombay 1317, 1923 ; with the Balabodhirii of Chaitanyadasa

(first printed, Calcutta 1881), ed. Haiekrishna Mukherji (in Bengali

characters), Calcutta 1929. For an account of the commentaries, see Lassen,

Prolegomena to the work cited and Pischel, d/. The work has been translated
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within the limits of Bengal. It has claimed more than forty

commentators from different provinces and more than a dozen

imitations;^ it has been cited extensively in the anthologies;* and

it has been regarded not only as a great poem but also as a great

religious work of mediaeval Vaish^avism. It is no wonder, therefore,

that the work should be claimed also by Mithila: and Orissa.* Of
the author himself, however, our information is scanty, although we
have a large number of legends/ which are matters of pious belief

rather than positive historical facts. In a verse occuning in the

work itself (xii. 11), which however is not commented upon by

Kumbha® in the middle of the 15th century, we are informed that

he was the son of Bhojadeva and Ramadevi (variants Radh?i®,

Varna®). The name of his wife was probably Padmftvati,® and his

home was Kendubilva (ni. 10)/ which has been identified with

into English by Sir William Jones (Collected Works, London 1 807) and Edwin

Arnold (The Indian Song of Songs, London 1875, free verse-rendering); into

German by F. Ruckert in ZKM. i ( 1837 ), pp. 129-173 (Berlin : Karl Schnabel 1920)

and into French by G. Courtillier, Paris 1904.

‘ Some of which take for their theme Rama-Sita and Hara-Gauri.

^ Besides 31 verses quoted in Skm,, of which only two (i. 59. 4 ; ii. 37. 4) are

traceable in the poem, we have 24 quotations in the hp. and 4 in Sbhv, The SmL
assigns nine verses to Jayadeva, six of which occur in the Prasanna-raghava of his

namesake, Jayadeva, who describes himself as the son of Sumitra and Mabadeva of

the Kaundinya-gotra, but with whom he is often confounded. One of the SmI,

verses (p. 314) of Jayadeva occurs in the Mahanataka (iv. 22) !

• The question is discussed by M. Chakravarti in JASB. 1906, pp. 163-65.

^ The Hindi Bhakta-mal of Nabhadasa (edited and rewritten by Narsyana-

dasa in the middle of the 17th century), as well as the Sanskrit Bhakta-mala by

Chandradatta based on it, records some of these legends. See Pischel, op, cit.

pp. 19, 23, and Grierson, Vernacular Lit, of India (Calcutta 1889), Sec. 51. These

legends, however, show in what light Jayadeva was glorified in the eyes of the

later Vaisbnava devotee.

^ But it is accepted by other commentators and is found in Buhler*s

Kashmir ms. (Kashmir Report^ p. 64), as well as in the Nepal ms. dated 1494

(yy4SB. 1906. p. 166).

^ The implied personal reference to Padmsvatl in i. 2 is disputed expressly

by Kumbha, who would interpret the word padmavati as the goddess Lakshml.

In X. 8 we have : padmavati ramana-jayadeva-kavP, but there is a variant reading :

jayati jayadeva-kavr, which omits this word ; while the third reference in xi. 8

is interpreted by Kumbha also in the same way. But Chaitanyadssa, ^nkaia-
mika and other commentators take these passages as implying a reference to the

proper name of Jayadeva’s wife. The legend that Padm&vati was a dancing girl,

and Jayadeva supplied the musical accompaniment to her dancing is said to be

implied by means of punning in Jayadeva*s self-description as padmUrati^chararta-

charana-chakravartin in i. 2.

^ The name is given variously as Kindu*^, Tindu®, or Sindhu®. Kumbha takes

it as the name of the village where the poet resided or as his i§ssana ; Chaitaoya*

disa believes it to be the name of his Orsma and family (Kula) ; Ankara thinks it

to be the Vptti-grsma of Jayadeva*s family.
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Kcnduli on the bank of the river Ajaya in the district of Birbhum,

where an annual fair is still held in his memory on the last day of

Mfigha. The various songs in the poem indicate that the poet had

also a knowledge of music. Jayadeva himself does not give any

independent clue to his date
;
but the traditional accounts' agree

in placing him in the court of king Lakshmanasena ; and apart from

the poet’s own refeiences to Dhoyi and Achfirya Govardhana, which

point to the period of Sena rule, a verse from the Glta-govinda (i. 16)

is said to occur in an inscription dated 1292 a.d.,- while two verses

(i. 59. 4 and n. 37. 4) given by Sadukti"" as Jayadeva’s are found in

the poem (xi. 11 and vi. 11).

The Gita^govinda, with its erotic emotionalism, has been claimed

by the Chaitanya sect as one of its sources of religious inspiration ;

and Bengal Vaishnavism would regard the work not so much as a

poetical composition of great beauty as an authoritative religious

text, illustrating the refined subtleties of its theology and Rasa-^rtstra.

The theme as well as inspiration of Jayadeva's poem, like those of

the Maithili Rfidhft-Krishna songs of Vidyapati,® would doubtless

lend themselves to such interpretation, but the attitude has some-

what seriously affected the proper appreciation of Jayadeva’s work.

It should not be forgotten that Jayadeva flourished at least three

centuries before the promulgation of the Rasa-Lustra of Rupa
Gosvffmin ; and the Krishnaism, which emerges in a finished literary

from in his poem, as in the Maithili songs of Vidyflpati, should not

be equalised with that presented by the dogmas and doctrines of

later scholastic theologians.^ As a poet of undoubted gifts, it

^ For references see Pischei, op. cit. pp. 5-6.

• See JASB. 1906, pp. 168-69. This is the stone-inscription (facsimile

published by M. R. Majumdar, Journ. University ofBombay, vi. part 6,126), dated

Saihvat 1348 (==1292 A.D.), of the time of Sarhgadeva Vaghcls of Gujarat, which

reproduces the Dasavatsra-stuti verse {Glta-govinda i. 16 : veddn uddharate) as

a benedictory stanza. Two poems, ascribed to Jayadeva, in praise of Hari-Govinda,

are preserved in the Sikh Adi-Granth, but in their present form they arc in Western

Apabhraihsa.

3 As his works testify, Vidyapati, also a court-poet, was undoubtedly a

Smarta PaHchopasaka, but the followers of Chaitanya have attempted to transform

him also into a Vaishnava devotee. The question has been discussed by H. P.

^Bstri in his edition of Vidyapati*s Kirti-lata,

^ For a discussion of this question, as well as on the sources of Jayadeva’s

poem, cf. S. K. De, Pre-Caitanya Vaisnavism In Bengal (Festschrift M. Winternitz,

pp. 196 f) and in Early History of the VaU nava Faith and Movement in Bengal,

pp. 7-10. There are parallelisms between the treatment by Jayadeva, on the one
Imd, and the Brahma-vaivarta-pur^T^a on the other, of the Rsdhs-Kpshpa legend

god its erotico-religious possibilities in a vivid background of sensuous charm ; but

there is no conclusive proof of Jayadeva’s indebtedness to the Furipa. Nor b it

probable that the source of Jayadeva’s inspiration was the Ktisbpa-Gopt legend of

47-
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could not have been his concern to compose a religious treatise

according to any particular Vaislu^ava dogmatics;^ he claims merit

as a poet, and his religious inspiration should not be allowed to

obscure this proper claim. If he selected the love-story of Rsdhs
and Krishna, fascinating to mediaeval India, the divine love that he

depicts is considerably humanised in an atmosphere of passionate

poetic appeal.

There cannot be any doubt that the Gtta-govinda, both in its

cmotinal and literary aspects, occupies a distinctive place in the

history of Sanskrit poetry. Jayadeva emphasises the praise and
worship of Krish3;^a and claims religious merit, but he prides himself

upon the elegance, clarity and music of his diction, as well as upon
the felicity and richness of his sentiments. The claims are in no
way extravagant. Even if there is nothing new in it, the theme
must have been a living reality to the poet as well as to his audience.

But the literary form in which this theme is presented is extremely

original. The work calls itself a KSvya and conforms to the formal

division into cantos, but in reality it goes much beyond the stereo-

typed Kavya prescribed by the rhetoricians; and modern critics

have found in it a lyric drama (Lassen), a pastoral (Jones), an

opera (L^vi), a melodrama (Pischel) and a refined YatrB (von

Schroeder). As a creative work of art it has a form of its own, but

it defies conventional classification. Though cast in a semi- dramatic

mould, the spirit is entirely lyrical; though modelled perhaps on the

prototype of the popular Krish^a-yatrR in its choral and melodrama-

tic peculiarities, it is yet far removed from the old Yatra by its want

of improvisation and mimetic qualities ; though imbued with religious

feeling, the attitude is yet eminently secular; though intended and
still used for popular festival where simplicity and directness count,

it yet prossesses all the distinctive characteristics of a deliberate work
of art. Except the introductory descriptive and narrative verses

composed in the orthodox metres of classical poetry, we have inter-

locutions consisting of melodious Padavalis, which are meant to be

the Srlmad-bhugavata, which avoids all direct mention of Radhs and describes the

autumnal, and not the vernal (as in Jayadeva), Rssa-lila. There must have been
other wide-spread tendencies of a similar kind from which Jayadeva, like Vidyffpati

of later times, derived bis inspiration. Even in Chaitanya’s time, when Sr^mad'•

bhagavata emotionalism was fully established (the work being the almost exclusive
scripture of the Chaitanya sect), we have evidence of other currents of Vaishnava
devotionalism.

^ That Jayadeva had no sectarian purpose is also shown by thetitbt that
the Sahajiys sect also regards him as its Adi-guru and one of its nine Rasikas.
The Vallabhschsri sect also recognises the CMa-govinda, in direct imitation of
which Vallabhscharya*8 son Vitthale&vara wrote his Srihgara-rasa-tnai^4^^*
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sung but to which moric metres are skilfully suited
;
while the use

of the refrain with these songs not only intensifies their haunting

melody but also combines the detached stanzas into a perfect whole.

We have thus narration, description and speech finely interwoven

with recitation and song, a combination which creates a type un-

known in Sanskrit. Again, the erotic mysticism, which expresses

fervent religious longings in the intimate language and imagery of

earthly passion, and of which Jayadeva’s work is one of the earliest

and best literary examples,^ supplies the picturesque and emotional

inllatus, in a novel yet familiar form, by transforming the mighty

sex-impulse into an ecstatic devotional sentiment. All the conven-

tions and the traditions of Sanskrit love-poetry have been skilfully

utilised, and the whole effect is heightened by blending it harmoni-

ously with the surrounding beauty of nature. All this, again, is

enveloped in a fine excess of pictorial richness, verbal harmony and
lyrical splendour, of which it is difficult to find a parallel. Jayadeva

makes a wonderful use indeed of the sheer beauty of words and their

inherent melody, of which Sanskrit is so capable
;
and like all artistic

masterpieces, his work becomes almost untranslatable. No doubt,

in all this there is deliberate workmanship, but all effort is successfully

concealed in an effective simplicity and clarity, in a series of passion-

ate and extremely musical word-pictures.

In its novelty and completenesss of effect, Jayadeva's work,

therefore, is unique in Sanskrit, and can be regarded as almost

creating a new literary genre. It does not strictly follow the

Sanskrit tradition, but bears closer resemblance to the spirit and

style of Apabhranifla or vernacular poetry. The musical Padfivalis,

which form the staple of the poem, are indeed composed in Sanskrit

but really conform to the vernacular manner of expression and

employ rhymed and melodious moric metres which are hardly akin

to older Sanskrit metres.^ The verses are not isolated, but rhyme

and refrain wind them up into compact stanzas, which, again, is a

well known characteristic of vernacular song and lyric. The very

term Pad&vali which became so familiar in later Bengali song, is

not found in this sense in Sanskrit, but is obviously taken from

popular poetry. A consideration of these peculiarities makes Pischel

^ With the notable exception of the Krishna-karnnmrita of LilSBuka, of which«

however, no influence is traceable in Jayadeva’s poem. See Kriskna^karnamrita,

ed. S. K. De, Introd., pp. xxvi-xxvii.

' On the use of rhyme in Sanskrit and Apabhraihk poetry, see Keith-L/;.,

197-98. The rhyme in Sanskrit is not Antya-yamaka, as Keith seems to think,

but Antyanuprssa (see Sahitya-darpana, x. 6) ; but its regular use, like that of

refrain, chiefly in religious poems and Stotras, is late, and is probably due to the

influence of Apabhramsa poetry.
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suggest^ that Jayadeva's poem goes back to an Apabhrariifea original ;

but, apart from the fact that no such tradition exists, literary and

historical considerations will entirely rule out the theory. It should

not be forgotten that the Gtta-govinda was composed in an epoch

when the classical Sanskrit literature was already on the decline, and

when it was possible for such apparently irregular types to come

into existence, presumably through the choral and melodramatic

tendencies of vernacular literature, which was by this time gradually

coming into prominence. It is conceivable that popular festive

performances, like the religious Yatrs, with their mythological theme,

quasi-dramatic presentation and preference for song and melodrama,

must have reacted upon the stereotyped Sanskrit literature and

influenced its spirit and form to such an extent as to produce irregular

and apparently nondescript types, which approximated more dis-

tinctly to the vernacular tradition, but which, being meant for a more

cultivated audience, possessed a highly stylised form. Jayadeva’s

Gzta-govinda appears to be a remarkable example of such a type,

indicating, as it does, an attempt to renew and remodel older forms

of composition by absorbing the newer characteristics of vernacular

language and literature. That this was not an isolated attempt but

an expression of a widespread literary tendency is indicated by the

existence of a small but significant body of literature which exhibits

similar peculiarities.^ In these cases, the veinacular literature,

developing side by side, reacted upon Sanskrit, as it was often

reacted upon by Sanskrit ;
and the question of re-translation docs

not arise. It should also be noted that although the PadSvalls

follow the spirit and manner of vernacular songs, yet they accept

the literary tradition of Sanskrit in their highly ornamental and

stylistic mode of expression. The profusion of verbal figures, like

chiming and alliteration, which are not adventitious but form an

^ Op. cit. p. 27 ; repeated in Chattcrji-Lc/i^. 125-26. The fact that

none of the Padavalis is quoted in the Sanskrit anthologies proves nothing

;

it only shows that the anthology-makers did not think that these songs strictly

followed the Sanskrit tradition.

^ The editor of the Gopala^keli-chandrika (of Ramakpsbna of Gujarat, ed.
Caland), which contains Padsvalis of the same kind, rightly draws attention to its

quasi-dramatic and choral peculiarities, and touches upon its similarity to the
Swang of North-western India, as well as to the Yatra. The Parijata-haram
(ed. Grierson in JBORS.m. 20-98) of Umapati Upadhyaya, who probably preceded
Vidyapati, is written in Sanskrit but contains Maithili songs, whick..fire not
translated into Sanskrit. The Mahanataka is another example of a so-called drama,
which was undoubtedly influenced in form and spirit by popular literature ; see

Problem of the Mah^d^akatJLHQ. 1931, pp. 553, 568-69), where this

question is discussed.
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integral part of its literary expression, is hardly possible in Prakrit

or Apabhramsa Which involves diphihongisation, compensatory

lengthening or epenthetic intrusion of vowels, as well as elision

of intervocalic consonants. It is scarcely believable that these

verbal figures did not exist in the original but were added or

re-composed in the presumed Sanskrit version. It is difficult, there-

fore, to admit that the Gita-go\inda was prepared in this factitious

manner ; and the theory of translation becomes unbelievable when

one considers that Jayadeva’s achievement lies more in the direction

of its verbally finished from, which is inseparable fiom its poetic

expression.



CHAPTER XII

RISE OF VERNACULAR LITERATURE

I. ORIGIN

Anthropology tells us that the people of Bengal are composed

of diverse racial elements—North Indian
(
‘Aryan’ ) Longheads^

‘Alpine’ Shortheads, Dravido-Munds Longheads, and Mongolian

Shortheads. The presence of a Negroid element (like the one found

in some coastlands of India, and in South India) has been traced

among the Nagas in he hills of Assam, but not so far in the

Bengali people. Ihere is a great deal of speculation about the

langu^^ges spoken by these races, particulaily by the Alpine Short-

heads. Without connecting language with race, we find speeches

of the following families spoken within Bengal fiom very ancient

times : the Austric (Mon-Khmer and Kol), the Dravidian, the

Sino-Tibetan or Tibeto-Chinese, and lastly the Indo-European

(Aryan). If a Negroid people ever existed at all in Bengal (which

is not unlikely), then there must have been current in very

ancient times a special language among this people, which was

possibly related to Andamanese. But in all likelihood this Negroid

speech became extinct with the problematic Negroid inhabitants of

Bengal, although we may assume that a few vocables may have

survived in Austric and its successors in Dengal.^

Speakers of Austric we do not know to what race or races

they belonged anthropologically- are beiicved by some to have first

entered Bengal through Assam from Northern Indo-China, their

area of characterization
; and it would seem that their dialects

agreed with the Mon-Khmer group of Austric rather than with the

Kol ^Munda) group. The latter may have been a diflferentiation

of the original Austric in Central India or Upper Gangetic India.^

' See !n(10‘Aryan and Hindi by S. K. Chatterji, Ahmcdabad 1W2, pp. 32-34.

‘ It should be mentioned in passing that the Hungarian scholar Hevesy Vilmos
(Wilhelm von Hevesy, Guillaume de Hevesy) has tried to establish that the Kols

(Mundss) were distinct from the Mon-Khmers, linguistically as well as racially.

According to him, the Kol speech is related to the Finno-Ugrian family, and does

not belong to the Austric. A prehistoric migration of Finno-Ugrians is thus postu-
lated as furnishing one of the racial and cultural elements in India. Accoadiog to
Ibis view,the Kols would be the result ofa fusion of Finoo-Ugrians with earlier peo-
ples living in India—the Austric or Austro-Asiatic Mon-Khmers and the primitive

Negroids. This view has not yet received wide or general acceptance. For a resume
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The Austrics were succeeded by the Dravidian-speakers, who
would appear to have grouped themselves in the west of Bengal*

and also to have penetrated into the heart of Bengal ; but we know
nothing of even the main lines of their settlement (much less the

details) except what vague hints we can wring from the toponomy
of Bengal, itself an obscure subject for lack of authentic old records.

Western India, the Deccan and South India received the greatest

impress from the Dravidians, and Northern India was only less

influenced by them, the later Aryan impact forcing the Dravidian

basis to retire into the background.

Then came the Tibeto-Chinese or Sino-Tibetan tribes belonging

mainly to the Tibcto-Burman group—the Bodos and others -who
overlaid the earlier Austric settlers in North and East Bengal. The
linguistic situation, as a result of these migrations and mixtures of

peoples which began centuries before the Christian era, must
consequently have been very complex, and we have no definite or

positive information about it.

Finally, the Aryans came into the scene. The advent or the

Aryan speakers made the formation of the Bengali people and the

rise of the Bengali language a possibility. The Aryan speech—

a

variety of the Prachya or Ancient Eastern Prakrit which was
current in Magadha— overflowed into Bengal ; first into West and
North Bengal, and then into Central and East Bengal, with the

infiltration of Magadhan settlers : merchants, soldiers, officials and
agriculturists

; and Brahmans, iSramajpias and Yatis, to minister to the

religious need of the Brahmanists, iBuddhists and Jains and also to

bring within the fold of Aryan or Upper Indian religion and culture

the non-Aryan tribes of the land. In all likelihood, this infiltration

or peaceful penetration of Aryan speakers started long before the

political annexation of a non-Aryan Bengal (West and North Bengal)

to Magadha and Upper Gangetic India in Maurya times. The

speakers of non-Aryan gradually fell under the spell of the Aryan

speech as they adopted the faith of the Brahman. Buddhist or Jain,

and with it their common cultural milieu. Political connection with

Mauryan Magadha only helped the movement which had begun

earlier. The official language of Magadha was used in Bengal , as

in the Mauryan Brahmi inscription discovered at Mahffsthan^ in

the Bogra district of North-Central Bengal, which is the oldest con-

temporary “document we have of history and culture in Bengal,

The Maurya government undoubtedly helped the peaceful spread of

of Hcvesy’s views, see “Traces of Ugrian Occupation in India” by Dr. Biren Bon

nerjea, IC. April, 1937.

' Supra p. 44.
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the Aryan speech of Magadha in Bengal and other eastern parts of

India.

In this way, the Aryanization of Bengal may be said to have

commenced in right earnest from the closing centuries of the first

millennium b c. The non-Aryan speeches inevitably gave way. The
process is not yet complete in Bengal, as in some other parts of

India, and will go on until the Kol, Dravidian and Tibeto-Burman

dialects of Northern India ultimately disappears. The greater

prestige of the Aryan speech, as the language of a better organized

civilization and religion and as the language of the administration,

was its great ally, before which the tribal dialects of the non-Aryans

as vehicles of a primitive village culture had no chance.

The Bengali language, however, was not born before 900 a.d.

The Aryan soeech was still in the Middle Indo-Aryan {^Pr^kfit')

stage. It is convenient to divide the history of the Aryan language

in India into three periods
: (1) the Old Indo-Aryan period, from the

time that the Aryans entered India and settled in the Punjab, and

spread eastward, down to the time of Buddha (roughly from 1500 b.c.

to 600 B.C.), Vedic and Early Sanskrit representing this period
;

(2) the Middle Indo-Aryan period, which appears to have manifested

itself in the Aryan language earlier in Eastern India than in North-

Western India and which continued roughly from the time of

Buddha down to 1000 a.d.— P^//, Asokan and other inscriptional

Pr^kfits, and the later Prakrits and Apabharamia of literature

representing the Aryan speech during this period
; and (3) the

New Indo-Aryan period, which commenced roughly about 1000 a.d.,

when the Modern Indo-Aryan languages (‘Vernaculars’) emerged

out of the Apabhrajhias. Middle Indo-Aryan {^PrakriP) presents

a number of strata : Early or First Middle Indo-Aryan, typified by

the oldest Prakrits, as in the Asokan inscriptions, and by Pali ;

Transitional Middle Indo-Aryan, typified by the inscriptions from

c. 200 B.c. to 200 A.D., and to some extent by the §aurasem Prakrit ;

Second Middle Indo-Aryan, 200 600 a.d., when the literary Prakrits

like Maharashtrt were in use ; and Third Middle Indo-Aryan or

Apabhrajh'sa, 600-1000 A d., in which the Prakrits die and out of

which the Bhashas or ‘Vernaculars’ or New Indo-Aryan speeches

are born.

If the speech of Magadha came to Bengal during the Maurya

period, it came during the close of the first stage of Middle Indo-

Aryan ; and then it developed on the soil of Bengal, at first as a

transplanted colonists’ speech with constant strengthening by

streams of fresh emigrants during the following centuries when the

language passed from the First (through the Transitional) to the

Second Middle Indo-Aryan stage. It would have been very helpful
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if we had specimens of the actual spoken language of Bengal and

Bihar during all this period. But barring the eastern inscriptions

of Asoka, and a few Brahmi seals from Bihar, and one or two

inscriptions (like the l^utanuka inscription^ at Rsmgarh Hill in

Southern Bihar), we have no authentic specimens. In the Sanskrit

drama beginning from A^vaghosha (2nd century a.d.), we have

passages in a dialect Magadht which possesses some noteworthy

peculiarities (e.g. no r and only /, and only i and no other sibilant ;

and in the later texts, ch, j changed into ych^ yl ;
kk, chch, tU

pp changed into Sc/7 , S/, it and ip ;
stops and aspirates in the

interior always occurring as sonant stops and aspirates
; and the use

of the affix -e for the nominative singular of masculine and neuter

nouns in -a ; etc,). But we can hardly look upon this Msgadht of

the drama as a genuine spoken vernacular - it is rather a kind of

North Indian dramatist’s conception of what the backward

provincials of the extreme east of Aryfivarta spoke like. We can

thus use the specimens of the Magadht Prakrit of the* dramas as

a sort of imitation dialect rather than the real article, like a great

deal of the so-called Bc'ihgal or East Bengal dialect in Bengali dramas

of the 19th and 20th centuries written by Calcutta or West Bengal

writers who had never been to East Bengal.

We get a full-fledged Middle Bengali literature from that

finished work, the earliest in Middle Bengali, the Srtkrishr^a-ktrttana

of Ananta Badu ChandidSsa, which in its present form dates from

the fifteenth century and may even go back to the fourteenth.

Before that, we have a few fragments of poems in whai may be

called Old Bengali, which undoubtedly belongs to the pre-

Muhammadan period, before 1200 a.d., but which in my opinion

cannot be attributed to any century earlier than the tenth. From,

say, 950 a.d. on, with a gap for the century of the Turki conquest

of Bengal and the century after (1200-1400 a.d.), we have a fairly

continuous line of Bengali literature, with extensive enough specimens.

But the history of the Bengali language when it was being evolved

out of forms of the late Magadht Prakrit or Magadht Apabhrarhia as

spoken during the period 600-1000 a.d. in the five Bengals (RffdhS,

Varendra, Vanga, Chattala and Samatata, i.e. West Bengal, North-

Central Bengal, East Bengal, South-East Bengal and the Delta) —
to which ^Cflmarnpa or Western Assam should be added -cannot be

satisfactorily established or worked out for lack of actual remains.

Doubtless, during these long centuries from the first settlement of

Aryan -speakers in Bengal down to the final transformation into

Old Bengali, c. 1000 a.d., certain tendencies inherited from the Old

* ASL 1903-4, p. 128 ; for other references cf. Llidcrs* List, No. 921.

48
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Eastern Prnkfit became i-ccentuated, certain innovations came in,

and in addition a certain amount of non-Aryan influence (in sounds

and sound attributes of vocal length and intonation, in words, and,

above all, in syntax) was absorbed, when the masses in Bengal

speaking their Mon-Khmer, Kol, Dravidian and Tibeto-Bunnan

dialects adopted the Aryan Prakrit. But much of it will remain a

matter of linguistic speculation, although a great deal can

be legitimately inferred from linguistic and anthropological

investigation.

Connected specimens of the language of Magadha aud Bengal

(except the artificial M^gadht Prakrit passages in the Sanskrit

drama mentioned above) are thus lacking from after the Maurya

period (2nd cent, b.c.) to the tenth century a.d. It was during this

period of over a millennium that Bengali and its sister-speeches of

the Magadhan family evolved (Assamese, which is intimately

connected, almost identical, with Bengali
;

Oriya, almost equally

close to Bengali
;

Maithili of North Bihar and Magahi of South

Bihar, which may be looked upon as twin speeches
;
and BhojpuriyS

of West Bihar and the Eastern United Provinces) ;
and it is

towards its close that a vernacular Bengali literature came into

being. But although we lack connected specimens, individual words

have been preserved for Bengali in contemporary oopper-plate and

other inscriptions in the form of place-names (which are often

made up of common words of the language) and personal names,

and in that of vernacular glosses to Sanskrit words in a commentary

on the Sanskrit lexicon Amara-koia by Vandyaghatiya SarvSnanda

(this last is rather late, dating from the second half of the twelfth

century, c. 1159 a.d.—when the nucleus of an Old Bengali literature

had already come into being). These single words in the inscriptions

and the glosses are important : they indicate that the New Indo-Aryan

stage is not yet established—at least in the formal or official style

favoured in documents like the inscriptional grants : only in a few

late inscriptions from the tenth century do we find any sign that

the simplification of the double consonants of Middle Indo-Aryan
(with a compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel) has

already set in.

The extent of vernacular literature composed in Bengal during

pre-Muhammadan times is not large ; and it is the fortunate preserva-

tion of some old mss. in Nepal that has enabled us to know
something of it. A great deal of the vernacular literature composed
in Eastern India in general and Bengal in particular on the l^aja
School of later MaLfiySna Buddhism is preserved in Tibetan transla-
tion in the Tanjur (Bstan-ligyur). The Indo-Aryan- ApabhramSa
and Old Bengali— originals of most of this are lost.
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We have no means of ascertaining whether there was any
vernacular literature in the Aryan tongue of Bengal prior to the

Pala period. Before the establishment of the Aryan speech and
during the time it was spreading in the province, we may quite

reasonably expect that the different Austric, Dravidian and Tibeto-

Burman tribes had songs and tales, all preserved orally, in their

Mon-Khmer, Kol, Dravidian, Bodo and other dialects. The Aryan
speakers similarly brought their traditional tales and legends, love

songs and ballads (some of them possibly in mss.) in their Eastern

Prakrit from Bihar and Upper India, which were duly adopted by

the people with the Aryan language and Upper Gangetic leligion

and culture, as part of the Aryan tradition. But no trace of it

remains. New Indo-Aryan (Bengali) forms of names like Kdnha
(Kdnu or Kdndi)^ Rdht (Rdi), Karh^a, Nanda, Aihar^a (Aimana,

Ayan) are based on Middle Indo-Aryan {Prakrit) folk forms like

Karelia, Rain'd, Kaihsa, Nanda^ Ahivai}qu or Aliimunnu
(
— Old

Indo-Aryan or Sanskrit Krishrya^ Rddhika, Karhsa, Nanda, Ahhi-

manyu) : and this fact goes to prove that the stories of Krishna’s

early life and of the love of Krishna and Radha at Vrindavana

were, at least in their primitive form, known to some of 'the people

of Bengal in the Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan, i.c. pre-Muham-

madan, period. There is evidence, though it only goes back to the

end of the pre-Muhammadan age, that vernacular poetry was

composed on the Radha-Krishna story. We can similarly surmise

that vernaculai poetry on 6iva and Durga and other Puianic or

Brahmanical deitier already existed in Prakrit and ApabhrathSa-

speaking Bengal.

When a vernacular speech current over a wide tract in the

form of dialects has not taken a definite form, and does not possess

any prestige as a patois^ particulany among those groups which in a

way set the fashion in these matters, there cannot be much deliberate

and sustained literary effort in it. The educated classes in Bengal,

whether Brabm ns, or Kshtriya chiefs and landlords from Northern

India, or Buddhist monks, or local people trained in North Indian

traditions, cultivated Sanskrit, and would not dream of writing any

serious work in a vernacular dialect. All the higher intellectual

output of Bengal from after the settlement of Aryan speakers down

to post-Chaitanya times and even later, whether in philosophy or

letters or science (e.g. medicine), was through the medium of Sanskrit.

The Buddhist Sanskrit of the early centuries after Christ, which is

the result of an attempt to make PraAf// look like Sanskrit, was no

longer cultivated by the Buddhists, for they as much as the

Brahmans took to writing correct or grammatical Sanskrit. But

a tradition of a loose Sanskritized vernacular (or vernacularized
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Sanskrit), as a later development of Buddhist Sanskrit, continued

in Bengal^ down to post-Muhammadan times, and we see it

in use even among the semi-Islamized people of North-Central

Bengal in the sixteenth century (e,g, the Sekarkubhodaya)^ The

Brahmanical and Buddhist writers of Sanskrit who flourished in

Bengal (and Magadha) in the pre-Muslim period added lustre to

Sanskrit philosophy and literature, and afforded a brilliant testimony

to the greatness of the intellect and the poetic genius of Bengal

during the formative period of her vernacular. In studying the

origins of Bengali literature, we have got to take note (as furnishing

partly the cultural background) of the literary texts in Sanskrit

produced in Bengal during the Pftla and Sena periods, in both litera-

ture proper and in the inscriptions in Sanskrit.

It has already been remarked that when a vernaculai is not

yet well established in a definite form, and when it has not acquired

sufficient prestige, the people speaking it will not take up its cultiva-

tion with any great enthusiasm . Often they will take up another

speech which is more advanced, a sister-speech with a higher literary,

cultural or political prestige. This is what has helped Hindustani

or Hindustharii (Hindi and Urdu) to establish its position as the

literary language par excellence among speakers of Hindki (Lahnda).

Punjabi, the various Rajasthani dialects, Garhwali and Kumaoni,

Kosali (Eastern Hindi), and Bhojpuriyfc, Maithili and Magadhi. A
similar thing happened in Bengal a thousand to twelve hundred years

ago. Western ApabhraiHia, or haurasem Apabhramia, which develop-

ed out of kaurasenl, the Prakrit of the Midland (with elements from

the vernaculars of Rajputana and the Punjab) into a great literary

language, succeeded Pali and Maharashtri as a Middle Indo-Aryan

speech of high cultural significance. It came into being some time

after 600 a.d., and its prestige and influence grew and spread south,

west, east, and north, with the growth and spread of Rajput power
from the Midland and Rajputana to Gujarat and the Deccan, the

Punjab, Central India, the Gangetic Doab and Eastern India
;
and

even later, after the Turki conquest, when the New Indo-Aryan
vernaculars were well established, this Apabhramia speech continued

its tradition as a language for poetical composition, gradually

merging into New Indo-Aryan literary languages. The Western
Apobhramsa came to Magadha and Bengal as an advanced speech,

a ready-made literary medium, which had a wide currency as a sort

* The Sel^a-^ubhcdaya, or ‘The Holy Advent of the ShaikhJ^ is a
16th ceritury work in a baibarous Sanskrit-Bengali jargon,of Muhammadan author-
ship or inspration, which gi\cs an account of a miracle-working Moslem saint who
came from Noiihern India to the court of Lakshmaiiasena, the last Hindu King of
Bengal in the 12th century. Cf. supra, p. 180, f .n, 6,
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of polished lingua franca all over Aryan India, and possessed a high

prestige with a growing literature
; morever, it was near enough

to the local vernacular to be understood without any difficulty, and
this enabled it to be employed by the poets and other writers in

Bihar and Bengal for literary composition. The result was that,

almost as much as in Gujarat, Rsjputana and Upper Gangetic India,

Hauraserii Apabhraihia became established in Bengal and Bihar, and

local writers began to cultivate it, and in course of time built up
quite a literature in it. Sauraseni Apabhrathia was a sort of

hindi or Hindustani for Aryan India during the period 600-1000 a.d.

In the hands of the Easterners in Bengal and Bihar, it took up, as

was natural, some Eastern words and forms and some Eastern

idioms ; and its pronunciation (which is reflected in the spelling)

was also modified to suit Eastern habits. The Sauraseni Apabhrarhia

literature of the East, which has been recovered from Nepal, is

Buddhistic in inspiration, and consists of distichs (dohas) and

songs in couplets (padas) dealing with the philosophy and mysticism

of the Sahaja-ySna treated in an allegorical way. The oldest of

these would not appear to be older than the ninth century.

The Sauraseni Apabhrathia as employed in Bengal developed

some Bengali or Eastern Indian traits ; and, as the language of some

later groups of North Indian settlers into Eastern India, it also

influenced the old vernaculars of the Hast -Bengali and Bihari.

In Old Bengali, as used in the Charya poems which are discussed

below, a few Sauraseni Apabhrarh^a traits occur, at least as literary

impositions {e,g.y pronominal forms like 70 , so instead ofye, Se
;
past

participial forms in -w, -iu, in place of -/7a). And in Early Maithili,

already some Sauraseni forms were introduced and adopted into the

language as early as the beginning of the fourteenth century (e.g.,

chain, dekhu, from Sauraseni chaliu, dekkhiu=proptx Early Maithili

chalala, dekhala, ‘gone, seen’).

11. DEVELOPMENT

The establishment of the Psla empire in the eighth century is

unquestionably an epoch-making event in the evolution of the

Bengali people and their language and culture. The i^ernacular of

Bengal, although still in the Middle Indo-Ar>an stage, took a

definite form, which may be described as ‘proto-Bengali,’ by 800 a.d.

Vhen Dharmapsla reigned. The foundation of the Pala empire

synchronized with the birth of the Bengali people as a distinct and

important group in the comity of the peoples of mediaeval and

modern India. The final welding of the Magadht Prakrit and

dialects current in Bengal into a uniform proto- Bengali
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type, giving the basis of a national language to the province and

thus providing a strong bond of union among its various and

diversely derived peoples (already culturally unified by Buddhism

and Brahmanism), was completed by the time that the Pala

dynasty was established. From 800 a.d. the people of Bengal had

a new birth, and entered into a new career of literary and artistic

endeavour, which, on the one hand, added fresh glory to the Sanskrit

literature of India, and, on the other, developed the Pala style of

sculpture which was adopted in Nepal and Tibet and which also

influenced the art of Burma, of Indo-China and of Indonesia.

Emulating the ‘Vernacular’ literature in Western Apabhramha

which had doubtless already established itself in Bengal as a literary

language for mass appeal, and taking note of such meagre folk-

literature as may have existed oriilly in the vernacular dialects of

Bengal, Buddhist preachers of the Sahaja school were probably the

first to begin to compose padas or short poems of four to half-a-dozen

rimed couplets in the Proto-Bengali vernacular. This became a

literary tradition, and was adopted by a number of Bengali Buddhist

religious poets in the following centuries.

The vernacular literature of Bengal would thus appear to have

started in the following way. Abcnt a thousand years ago, two

kinds of speech were in use : the Saurasehi ApabhraMa, a sort of

Hindi of a thousand years ago, which had a wide currency ; and the

native speech of Bengal, Proto-Bengali, which became Old Bengali

by 1000 A.D. The same group of poets composed in both—in the

Western (Saurasent) Apabhraihha as representing an older and pan-

Aryan tradition in India, and in Proto- or Old Bengali as representing

the rising local vernacular. The situation was to some extent

repeated in Bengal half a millennium later, when the Bengali Vaish-

nava lyricists writing padas on the love of RsdhR and Krishna used

two kinds of speech -their own native Bengali, and an artificial

literary language, the which was Early Maithili consider-

ably modified by Bengali and showing a number of Western

Apabhramha and Early Western Hindi works and forms.

The literary output in the vernacular of Bengal during the

period of its rise may now be discussed under two main heads :

Buddhist and Brahmanical. Apart from this religious poetry of a

two-fold inspiration, there are also a few indications of what may
be called a secular literature in Bengali, which, however, was not

very extensive. There is no trace of a Jaina literature in Old
Bengali, although the Jaina cult was at one time in great vogue

in the province, though not as much as in Western India and
it the Kannada country. Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina—all

three forms of the Hindu religion flourished in Bengal as in other
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parts of India, but Jainism appears to have gradually died out, or

become restricted in Bengal.

{a) Buddhist Literature

Before 1916, scholars were not aware of any genuine remains

of Bengali language and literature before 1500 a. d. But two mss.,

which were discovered by two scholars and published from the

Vaftgiya Sshitya Parished in 1916 and 1919, provide us with

materials which enable us to trace the History of Bengali back to

the fourteenth and even beyond the thirteenth century. These two

works were (i) the ms. of tbe &rikfislir^a-kirttana, by Ananta Badu

Cha^didflsa, the oldest Middle Bengali work, which was discovered

in a village in Bankura district and was ably edited by the

discoverer himself, Mr. Basanta Ranjan Rfty, Vidyavallabha (in its

third edition last year, 1942); and (ii) the ms. of the 47 Chary&-

padas, composed by some 22 different poets, in Old Bengali, with a

Sanskrit commentary, which was discovered in Nepal by the late

MahffmahopadhySya Dr. Haraprasad iSsstrl, who, along with this

Charya ms. discovered three other mss. (the Dohas or distichs of

Saraha, the Dohas of Kinha, and the Dakar^ava),— and these three

give specimens of Saurasem Apabhrarh&a literature, with Sanskrit

commentaries on the Dohss.

The four mss. as edited by mm. Dr. Haraprasad J^astrl and

published from the Vahglya Sahitya Parishad, have opened up a

new horizon in the history of Bengali language and literature.

They have established the great fact that, before the Turki conquest

of Bengal some seven hundred years ago, there was a vernacular

literature in Bengal, in what may be described as Old Bengali,

of which the Charya-padas form an important fragment. The date

of the Charyapada MS. and the nature of the subject of the poems

as well as their language need not be discussed in detail. Suffice il

to say here that in these 47 Charyas we have the oldest specimens

of Bengali. In the Dohas of Saraha and of Ks^ha, we have

specimens of the Saurasenl Apabhrafhia as used by the Buddhists

of Eastern India. In the Dakarnava, we have a later and debased

form of the same Sourasem ApabhrathSa, Subsequently, other

Dohets and Padas composed in the same Western or Saurasem

ApabhrathSa discovered in Nepal by Dr. Haraprasffd i^ffstrl,

both in late mss. and in actual use as devotional songs in Nepalese

Buddhist monasteries. And Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi has

similarly^found more of these ApabhraMa poems in mss. preserved

in Nepal.

The character of the language of the Charya songs is dear

enough. It is a New Indo-Aryan speech, as it shows the charac*
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teristic New Indo-Aryan simplification of the Middle Indo-Aryan

double consonants, with accompanying compensatory lengthening

of the preceding vowel (e.g., vriksha;> rukkha> rukha, hhakta>

bhatfa>bhata, varna>\Qnno>bana, etc,) It is Old Bengali, and

not Old Magahi, Old Maithili, Old Bhojpuriyfi, or Old OriyS,

because of its specific Bengali grammatical forms (e.g. genitive in

•era, dative in -ke, dative post-positions like antarep^ tare in Middle

and New Bengali, locative affix ta in dialectal New Bengali,

locative posi-posii\on majhe <niajjhahi< rnadhya-; post and future

tense bases in -/7- and and not -^/-and -ab- as in the Bihari

dialects Magaha, Maithili and Bhojpuriya : conjunctives in -ia and

-/7e; etc.) Its idioms are Bengali, and in the there occur

Bengali proverbs which have continued to our days. The local

colour of the poem -with frequent reference to river traffic— is

also Bengali. Some of the roots and forms in the language are

specially Bengali. The poems, however, in spite of the care their

authors took to compose them in their vernacular, show a number
of Western Apabhrarhha forme. This is only natural when we
consider the importance of the latter language, and the chances of

contamination or influence; besides, the ms. was copied in Nepal,

where the introduction of better known or more familiar ApabhraMa
forms by the Newari scribes could very well be expected. Maithili

is spoken in a tract contiguous to Nepal; hence one or two Maithili

forms have found their way into the text of these Old Bengali
poems as copied in Nepal.

The subject-matter of these Old Bengali Charya-padas is highly

mystical, centring round the esoteric doctrines and erotic and Yogic
theories and practices of the SahajiyS school of Buddhism.* The
Sanskrit commentary on the Chary^s, being itself in a highly

technical jargon, does not help to make the sense of the text wholly
clear to modern readers, though it quotes extensively from a similar
literature which is mostly in Sanskrit. The poems in the Doha-
koshas, or collections of dohas hy Saraha and Ks^^ha, are not so
mystical, although abstruse enough; but a consideration of these,
as well as of the Dakarnaxa, is not directy to our purpose, as these
are not in Bengali.

The date of the twenty-two authors of the 47 Charyas (theit
original number of the collection was 50, but as the ms. lacks a
few pages, this is their actual number) is not known with any
certainty and is still a matter of speculation and controversy. The
present writer regards them as belonging to 950-1200 A.D.^The autfaors
of the Charyas are among the 84 Siddhas or miracle-working saints

‘ Cf. Ch. xni. infra. » Chattcrji-I<?/f^. 1. 110-124 .
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and teachers who are honoured by the MahSyflna Buddhists of

Nepal and Tibet, and some of them are still venerated ir Northern

India as great (iSivaite) Yogis, Their compositions in both Old

Bengali and Saurasem Apabhraihia were translated into Tibetan, and
form part of the Tibetan Tanjur (Bstan-hgyur), in which work the

equivalent of one of the Charya poems was found by me in 1922,

and Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi has since found the equivalents of

the remaining 49 as in the original compilation. Tibetan equivalents

of the doh^s of Saraha and Kanha have already been utilised by

Dr. Muhammad Shahid ullah in establishing the text of these

kaurasem Apabhraihsa verses.^

Among these Siddha poets of the Charyay, the most important

names for establishing the chronology are those of Lui-p5, also written

as Luyi-pS (author of two poems), and Kr-ijiha-pS or Kfish^a-pffda

(12 poems). In one of his poems Kftuha-pa mentions Jttlandhari-pfida

as if he were his guru {Charya 36). Now, Jslandhari-pfida, alias

HSdi-pa, is an important personage in the legend-cycle of Raja Gopl-

chfinda which is widely current throughout Aryan India, from Assam
and Chittagong to the Punjab and the Maratha country. I'his legend-

cycle centres round the unwilling renunciation of his kingdom and his

wives (Adunfi and Paduna) by a Rajs Gopichanda (or Govinda-

chandra) of Bengal, when he was quite a young man, at the instiga-

tion or insistence of his mother, Queen MadanSvati, or Maynamatl,

who had come to know by her yoga powers that that was the only

way to save her son from a premature death. Queen MaynSmatl
was a disciple of Gorakh-nath (or Goraksha-nstha), the great

Sivaite Yogi and Siddha who is venerated both by Nepalese and

Tibetan Buddhists and by North-lndian Brahmanists and whose

sect of Kfln-phata Yogis still flourishes in Hindustan, the Punjab and

RajputSna. Jalandhari-pfida, mentioned by Kaj^ha in the Charya,

was also a disciple of Gorakh-nfith. Gorakh-nath’s master was Mina-

natha, or Matsyendra-natha, who is said to have obtained his esoteric

knowledge from Siva himself in an island in the ocean. In the

Indian tradition, Matsyendra-natha is described as the Adi-siddha,

the first of the Siddhas. The succession from him in the line of the

Siddhas, so far as the Siddhas figuring in the Gopichanda legend

are concerned, is : (1) Matsyendra-natha or Mina-nStha, (2)

Gorakh-nath, (3) Jfilandhari-pada or Hadi-pa, and (4) Ka^ha-pS,

Ksnu-pa or Kfishtia-pada. The Ka^ha-p5 of the CharyUs, who
speaks of Jfllandhari-pfida in one of his poems as one would speak of

one’s guru, must be identified with the person of the same name in the

legend, v/hose guru was also JSlandhari ; and I have further identified

^ Les Chants mystiques de Saraha et de Kanha

t

Paris 1927.
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Kft^a-pa, the Charya poet and the Siddha of the legend (he seems

to refer to himself in CharyS 36 as p3n4iSchSye or Par^4it3ch3rya)

with Pan4it3charya SrhKar^ha-pSda, the author of the Hevajra^

pafijika-yoga-ratna~m3la, a MS. of which, dated ‘the 39th year of

King Govindapflla,* the last Pala rSjS of Magadha (
= 1199 or

1200 A.D.), has been found. This would mean that the lower limit

for Kflnha-pfi and also for his group is this date, which is, in round

numbers, 1200 a.d., or roughly the end of the twelfth century.

According to the account given in the oldest Marathi work,

the Jfianeivan of Jnflnadeva (c. 1290), which is a translation with

commentary of the Bhagavad-glta^ Gorakh-nftth could not have lived

before the twelfth century, since JnSnadeva, the author of this genuine

work, declares himself to be the disciple of his own elder brother

Nivritti-nstha (born 1273 a.d.), who was the disciple of Goya^i-

nfitha or Gaini-nfltha, whose guru was Gorakh-n5th, the disciple

of Matsyendra-natha
; and assuming that Goya^ii-nstha, was a very

old man when he initiated Nivritti-nstha as a boy, his guru Gorakh-

nath, also the teacher of Kanha-pa’s master, Jalandhari, can be

taken back not earlier than the second half of the twelfth century.

But it is also likely that the guru^parampar^y or chain of master and

pupil, given in the Jtianebvari is at fault, some names having been

omitted between Goya^il-nfitha and Gorakh-nath. But in any case,

in the absence of other evidence, the dates 1 199 a.d. (for the author

of the ^evfly>i3:-/7afiy7A:a-yoga-mfna-/M<J/5=Kft^ha“p5, a younger con-

temporary of Gorakh-nfith and third in line of spiritual succession

from him) and 1290 a.d. (for Jnfinadeva, fourth in line from Gorakh-

nsth) can very well be taken to point to the second half of the

twelfth century for Gorakh-nfith,

Dr. Muhammad Shahidullah, however, relying too much on

certain traditional accounts preserved in Nepal, takes Matsyendra-

nfitha to the seventh century a.d. ;
and, with the very doubtful

chronology of the Tibetan author Tfiranfitha (c. 1500), he pushes

back the date of the extant Charya poems to some three centuries

anterior to that proposed by the present writer. But Dr. Prabodh

Chandra Bagchi has rightly questioned the value of the Nepalese

tradition, which he regards as spurious and concocted after the

thirteenth century a.d. An old ms. of the Kaula-jfisna-nin^aya

attributed to Matsyendra-nfitha, which Dr. Bagchi found in Nepal

and edited, belongs on epigraphic grounds to the middle of the

eleventh century. This would be the lower limit for Matsyendra-

nfitha. Dr. Bagchi takes note of a certain guru-parampar3 oegirring

in the Tibetan version of the Chakra-sambara Tantra, and suggests

a date after 900 a.d. for Jfflandhari-pfida and Kfi^ha-pfida. The
above work gives the following line of teachers and pupils

:
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Jslandhari-pada > Krishna (=Kfinha-pfl) > Guhya > Vijaya-pff >
Tilo-pa,contemporaryof King Mahipalaof Bengal (978-1030)> Naro-

pfi of Vikrama^lla monastery (the teacher of DTpankara ^rijsana who
went to Tibet about 1035 a.d.). This date, however, docs not accord

with what we are warranted in deducing from the guru-parampar^ in

the Jhaneivarh Dr. Bagchi further identifies Luyl-pR, one of the

Charya poets mentioned above, with Matsyendra-nStha, following

Tibetan authority ; Luyi-pa is known as the first of the Siddhas {Adi-

siddha) in the Tibetan texts, and his name is given in various Indian

forms and in their Tibetan translations, which are = Sanskrit

Matsyodara (referring to the story that Matsyendra-nRtha hid

himself in the udara or belly of a matsya or fish, when he heard

l^iva discoursing on the great knowledge to UmR in the midst of the

ocean), and fiahl-rgya-tna-za-ba and fiahi-rgyu-lto-gsol-ba, which

are equivalent to MatsySntrada (‘the eater of the entrails of a

fish’)— which would appear to be two sobriquets of the Siddha, like

Machchaghna-nfltha {'the fish-killing master’) and Matsyendra, or

Machchendra (‘the master of the fish’).

The Indian as well as the Nepalese and Tibetan sources

for the dates of Matsyendra-n5tha(--Luyt-p5?), Gorakh-nRth,

jRlandhari-pada, KRnha-pa and other Siddhas, who were the poets

of the Charyos, disagree, and the indirect evidences from the

colophons of the Hevajra-parijika-yoga-ratna-mala ms. from Nepal

and of the Old Marathi work the Jfiane'svan are also at variance.

All that we can say is that the language can hardly be dated before

900 A.D. It is only when all these sources are reconciled and

harmonized by the establishment of the date of Gorakh-nRth that the

chronology of the Charya poets can be satisfactorily settled.^ We
may, however, remark in passing that it is very likely that a

legendary Matsyendra-nfltha was created as the guru of Gorakh-nRth,

the great saint and preacher of the twelfth century, and that Luyl-pR

may after all have been a different person from the mythical

Matsyendra-natha.

The Charyn-padas stand at the head of Bengali literature.

They are in a way the prototypes or precursors of the later Bengali

SahajiyR songs, the Vaishnava padas, the ^Rkta hymns, the BRul

songs, and even the ‘MRrfatl’ songs of Muhammadan (Snfi) inspira-

tion. The Charyns canhot be described as literature proper—their

appeal and intention are primarily religious. They lack literary beauty

in the true sense of the word. Their importance is primarily linguistic

and doctrinal. Yet here and there we find couplets which breathe

true poetry, in spite of the atmosphere not being particularly poetical,

^ For a fuller discussion on this point, cf. supra pp. 331 ff.
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several metres are used, and the poems are true lyrics which

were meant to be, and undoubtedly were, sung— the ms. gives the

names of the ragos to which they were sung. The metres are all

matra-vfitta or moric metres of Apabhrarhia and New Indo-Aryan,

the commonest being the Padakulaka, which is a rimed distich

with 16 morce in each line. The mediaeval Bengali, Assamese and

Oriya metre Payara ( <; padakara ) or Lachadt ( < rathya- ? ),

which is found also in Bhojpuriy^, originated out of this Padakulaka,

The CharySs arc by their very nature obscure, and this obscurity

has been very much strengthened by the text as we have it being

very corrupt. It is hoped that by collating this corrupt and

often mutilated text with the Tibetan translations found by

Dr. Bagchi, it will be possible to establish the Old Bengali in

something like its original form, and to clear up the obscurities.

Dr. M. Shahidullah of Dacca University has published valuable

studies in this connexion. As samples of these oldest specimens

of Bengali writing, two of the Charya poems are given below, the

original in Roman transliteration (wiih the orthography as given in

Haraprasfid feastrfs Bengali edition emended in the light of the

commentary and of Bengali linguistics) and a literal English

translation.^

^ In the two transcribed Churyd-padas given below, v in the middle of a word

has been transcribed w, following ^ily New Indo-Aryan phonology.

(0 Chary'd 5 : Author, Chatila; Mode Guhjarl (Gujari).

bhawa-nai gahana, gambhira begem baht ;

dudnte chlkhila^mdjhe na thdki.

dh'dmdrthe Chatila sdhkcmwa gaglhat,

pdra-gami ha nibhara iaral,

phdtjlia moha-taru phtt jotfai :

adaa didhi tahgi nlbane kohai.

sdhkamwL'ta cha^ile ddhina bdmwa ntd hohi

:

niaii bohi dura ma jahi.

jai tumhey loa he, hoiba para-ganii,

puchha-tu Chatila aniiitard-sdmi,

‘The Ocean of Being is deep, and it flows with mighty force :

On two sides, mire—in the middle, no bottom.

For the sake of dharma, Chatila builds a bridge ;

People who go across pass on in full reliance.

Splitting the tree of ignorance, he joins the planks :

With the strong axe of Advaya (Monism) he strikes at Nirvana.

Do not turn right or left on mounting the bridge :

Bodhi (Supreme Wisdom) is near—do not go far.

O ye men, if ye will be goers-across.

Ask of Chatila, the master without a peer.*

(//) Charyd 35 : Author, Bhade or Bhadra-pada ; mode, Mallari.

eta kdla haum dchhila sva-mohtm

:

ebe maim bujhiia sad^guru-bohem.
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The analogous Western Apabhrarhka composition of these

Buddhist teachers need not detain us. Their extent is not very

large in the specimens so far published; but some more distichs and

padas of the same type have been promised. They present an

interlude in early Bengali literature, and their language is a standing

testimony to the cultural influence of Upper India in Bengal.

(b) Brahmanical Literature

That Brahmanical Hindus also composed religious poems and

songs, dealing with the deeds and the glory of the various Gods
and Goddesses or forms of the Divinity, and inculcating faith in

them, has been suggested before. Actual specimens of such poems

in the vernaculars (Old Bengali and Western Apabhrofhsa) are not

available in Bengal, but specimens are not wholly lacking and

there is also some indiicct evidence of this. The Sanskrit encyclo-

paedia Manasollasa or Abhilashartha-chintamarn, compiled in Saka

1051 = 1129 A.D. under the auspices of king Some^vara in Bhnloka-

malla of the later Chftlukya dynasty of Maharashtra (1127-1138 a.d.),

contains in its section on Music and Songs (Olta-vinoda) some

songs in the difterent vernaculars, among which are fragments in

Old Bengali relating to some of the incarnations of Vishijiu and to

the sports of Krishna with the gopij or milk-maids of Vrindavana.^

These songs were composed in Bengal, and probably took some

time to travel to Maharashira.

The Gita-govinda of Jayadeva (end of the 12th century) has

a number of padas or songs, set in the Sanskrit framework of the

poem, which used to be, and still are, sung to music. Except in

ebe ch\a-raa ma-ku iiatha .

gaana-samude talia paitita.

Fekhamwi daha-diha, sarba hi kuna .

chia-bih'uyie papa na puna.

Bajule dila moha-kakhit bhaniUy

maetn aharila gaanada pania,

Bhade blianai—abhdge latia :

chia-rha maim ahara kaila.

‘For such a (long) time 1 remained in my ignorance :

Now by me it has been understood through the teaching of thv Good Master.

Now mind, the king {chitta-rajd)^ for me is destroyed ;

It has leant towards and entered the Ocean of the Sky.

1 behold the ten quaiteis : all is Void.

Without the Mind, no sin nor merit.

Bsjula (my gm^u) has described it to me :

By me the water has been drunk in the sky.

Bbfide says : llMuck has been taken (by me) .

Mind, the king, has been eaten up by me.'

1 Chattcrji-Lfl/i^. ii. 1063-1065.
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the outward form of the language— in grammar and in the

forms of words —these padas of the Glta-gorinda appears to be

more in the Prakrit or Vernacular spirit than in Sanskrit : in their

metre, their style ano execution, and in their general feel, they arc

vernacular, i.e. Western Apabhrathia or Old Bengali. It has been

suggested by some scholars - and the suggestion is worth considera-

tion -that these were originally composed in the Old Bengali

vernacular or in Western Apabhram^a, and then Sanskritized by

slightly tinkering with the words.^ We have in this way some

disguised vernacular poems in this Sanskrit lyrical gem. The tradi-

tion of composing Vaishnava pada in the style of the Gita-govinda

never died out in Bengal; and after the revival of the Krishna cult

under Chaitanya, it was taken up with redoubled enthusiasm in the

sixteenth century, giving rise to the brilliant literature of Vaishnava

lyrics in Bengali. Whether the padas of the Gita-govinda were

originally in the vernacular or not, there is no doubt that Jayadeva

was a great, perhaps the greatest, poet of pre-Muhammadan Bengal,

whose equal did not appear until after two centuries, when Badu
Chajjidjdasa is believed to have flourished.

The Prakfita-paingalay an anonymous work on 'Prakrit* versi-

fication, with poems illustrating the various metres described forming

a valuable Apabhramsa anthology, which was compiled towards the

end of the fifteenth century, has some verses ( in Sauraseni

Apabhrath^a) which possess Bengali affinities in their vocabulary

and in general spirit.. These verses are both religious, invoking or

praising the Brahmanical gods, and secular. Some of these have

a family resemblance to the padas in the Gtta-govinda of Jayadeva

1 poems on pp. 207, 570, 576, 586, in the edition of the

Prcikrito-poifjgaJa published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Calcutta 1902), and may ha^'e been composed in Bengal.

Two Apudtfnimsa poems ascribed to Jayadeva, in a very

mutilated form, are quoted in the l^ikh Adi-Granthay under R&g
Gujari and Maru.

All these are good indications of the presence of a Brahmanical

religious literature - mostly lyrical— in pre-Muhammadan Bengal, in

either Western Apuhlnarhsa, or Old Bengali, or in both.

(r) Secular Poetry

Echoes of love poetry and other general poetry from Bengal

describing the seasons, or conditions of men), not conorocted

with any cult or philosophy, are found in post-Muhammadan works,

‘ See supra p. 372.
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Poems like those on pp. 9, 10, 304, 403, 408, 453, 470, 496, 513, 541,

545, 550, 563 in the Asiatic Society of Bengal . edition of the

Pr&kjita-paifigala present some Bengali features in words and forms

and frequently in style and spirit, and might well have been composed

in pre-Muhammadan Bengal. But as they stand, they cannot be

fully claimed for Early Bengal : their Bengal origin can only be

conjectured. In the Seka-'subhodaya,^ Chapter xix, a love-poem is

quoted which from its style and metre (the language has been

modified to Middle Bengali) can be referred to the twelfth century.

The Middle Bengali couplets and short poems ascribed to pfik, a

person of proverbial, almost uncanny, wisdom, and to KhanR, who
is looked upon as a woman matiiemalician and astronomer of

Ancient India (round whose name a number of legends have

gathered, connecting her with Varahamihira, the well-known

astronomer of Early Medieval India), may be based on pre-

Muhammadan Old Bengali Spruche poetry of popular origin.

These are about all we possess to demonstrate the rise and

development of a vernacular literature in pre-Muhammadan Bengal.

As for the rest, we may make some legitimate conjectures. With the

Gtta-govinda before us, the existence of a vernacular lyrical drama,*

on the story of RadhR and Krishna, may be postulated as the basis or

model for Jayadeva’s work : certainly, Ananta Badu ChandidSsa

followed an old pre-Muhammadan tradition in his Snkrishna-ktrttana^

in which we have narrative combined with dialogue, both in verse, and

both intended to be recited or sung. The Rcimayana, the Maha-
hhSrata and the Puranas usefl to be read and explained by learned

Brahmans, as much as in later times in Bengal, for the benefit of

the masses who could not read Sanskrit. The vernacular translation

and commentary, combined with religious and moral exhortation

and philosophical discussion, and highly dramatic narrative with

humour and with characterization, could not but have its influence

in the creation of a vernacular literature. All the learning of the

Sanskrit scholar was in this way brought to bear upon the vernacular

and lead to its enrichment— at first orally, and then by means of

written compositions. The way in which a vernacular Indo-Aryan

speech was enriched with learned words from the Sanskrit can be

seen from the Varr^a-ratnakarOy^ the oldest work in Maithili

^ See supra p. 380, f.n. 1.

» Something like the Pala-gariy or narrative poems chanted, with dialogues

in between, which were so common in mediaeval Bengal, or even something

approaching the Yatra-gan. or regular musical drama, with as much dialogue by

characters in costume as singing by achorus,which became prominent in later times.

' Edited by K. Chatterji and Babua Misra, in the Bibliotheca IndicOy

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta 1941.
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{c. 1325 A.D.), which is a sort of handbook for Kathakas or

Brahman story-tellers from the PurSjjas and the epics, giving pattern

descriptions and enumerations of things which are brought in as

embellishments within the narrative.

We cannot, however, assert that Old Bengali adaptations or

versions of the Sanskrit epics and Pursnas actually existed before

1200 A.D., though their existence is highly probable. The stories of

Chand the merchant and his son Lakhindar and daughter-in-law

Behula, of the merchant Dhanapati, his wives Lahans and

KhuIlanS, and his son Srimanta, and their trading expeditions to

Ceylon, of the hunter Kftlaketu and his wife Phullara, which we find

in a series of long narrative poems in Middle Bengali from the

fifteenth century onwards and which were intended to glorify the

goddesses PadmS oi ManasR and DurgS or Chandi, may have had

their prototypes in pre-Muhammadan times. And the epic or

romantic tales of partially Buddhist inspiration with a possible

historical basis, viz,, the story of the young King Gopichand renounc-

ing his realm, the story of Prince LRu Son (the son of Princess

Rafijavatl, sister-in-law of the Ptila king of Bengal), the devotee of

the God Dharma, who fought and killed the redoubtable chief,

Ichhai Ghosh of Dheku-gadh, and performed other, romantic feats

of valour, certainly took shape in some form or other, possibly as

narrative ballads, during the Sena period. The stories of L?tu Sen

and of GoplchRnd, of Kalaketu and of Srimanla and of Lakhindar

and Behula, form the distinctive romantip legends of Bengal- a sort

of veritable ‘matter of Bengal,’ as differentiated from what may be

described as the ‘matter of the Sanskrit (or Ancient Hindu) world’

in the Ramayana and the Mahahhurata and in the PurSj^ias.

To sum up : it would appear that the non-Aryan-speaking

tribes of Bengal began to receive among them Aryan-speaking

settlers from Magadha and Upper India from the closing centuries

of the first millennium b.c., gradually became Ai^anized in speech

by the middle of the first millennium a.d., and were thus welded into

an impoitant Aryan-speaking people, which, with an intellectual

aristocracy of Brahmans and Buddhist Sramanas (the former to a

large extent of Upper Indian origin) and a political aristocracy of

local Aryanized chiefs and domiciled North Indian courtiers, officials

and soldiers, soon made great progress both in organization and in

learning and the arts. The foundation of the Pdla empire almost

went hand in hand with the formation of a Proto-Bcngali^speech

cut of the Magadhx Prakrit and Magadhl Apablirarh&a dialects

which had come to Bengal. Western Apabhratii'sa^ a sort of Hindi or

Hindustani of Aryan India from c. 600 to 1200 a.d., came to Bengal,
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and was also cultivated by Bengali writers, Buddhist and Brahman-

ical
;
and it would appear that almost simultaneously with the

formation of an Old Bengali speech (with some of the distinct

characteristics of Bengali as distinguished from its sisters and

immediate cousins, Oriya, Maithili, Magahi and Bhojpuriya), a

vernacular literature arose in the tenth century, some authentic

fragments of which have fortunately been recovered, notably in the

Buddhist Charya-padas preserved in Nepal.

SO



CHAPTER XIII

RELIGION

I. DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS

1. INTRODUCTION OF ARYAN CULTURE

It has been noted above (v. supra pp. 7 ff.) that the Vedic SaAir

hitss completely ignore the lands now comprised within the province

of Bengal, and that a single Brahmar^a text, and probably also an

Arar^yaka, that refer to its peoples, do so in disparaging terms. Even

the later work Bodhfiyana Dharmasutra regards the country as

altogether outside the pale of Vedic culture.^

This is all the more striking since we know that the Vedic

culture had extended up to Mithila (North Bihar) at a very early

period, and there was no natural barrier to stop its penetration into

North Bengal up to the Brahmaputra river. Further, some Sutra

texts indirectly admit that spiritual culture, even as understood by

the Vedic Aryans, was not altogether wanting in Bengal. Thus it

is said in the Vasishtha Dharmasutra (i. 13-15) that according to

the Bhftllavins spiritual pre-eminence is found wherever the black

antelope grazes, the boundary being, in the west the Indus, and in

the cast, the region where the sun rises.^

It is, therefore, urged by some scholars that we must not place

too much reliance on the conventional statements in Bodhsyana

Dharmasutra and accept its evidence as historically accurate for the

period represented by this class of literature.® But whatever force

there may be in this contention, we cannot admit, in the absence of

positive evidence, that Aryan culture made much headway in Bengal,

even in the period represented by the Sutras, The linguistic and

ethnological evidence render it highly probable that Bengal was till

then mostly peopled by non-Aryan races. It may, at best, be

presumed that they had a developed culture of their own even though

it was non-Vedic and non-Aryan.

* Supra pp 8. 290 ff. Hiranyakesin in his Srautasutra (xvii. 6 ) makes a
similar statement. See S. L^vi, Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India (tr P. C.
Bagchi), pp. 73-74.

“ It IS to be noted, however, that the opinion of the BhSllavins is also
quoted by Bodh yana immediately before the passage referred to above. ITvidently

he did not put much weight on it (SBE, xiv. 147-48).
^ H. C. Chakladar, Presidential Address, Anthropological Section (P5C*

xxiu) ; and “Contribution of Bihar to Vedic Culture” (PTOC. vj. 507).
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The Great Epic and the Buddhist and Jaina literature show
that the people of Bengal were gradually brought under the influence

of Aryan culture by the monks and warriors of the Middle Country.

It is diflicult to assign precise dates, but Bengal must have come into

intimate contact with the culture of the Middle Land by the fourth

century b.c. when the sovereign of the dual monarchy of Bengal and

South Bihar ruled over an extensive empire stretching from the

upper Jumna to the mouths of the Ganges. Since that period Bengal

came under the influence of all the three principal religions viz.

Vedic, Buddhist and Jaina. As always happens, the primitive culture

of Bengal was profoundly affected by the impact of a superior

civilisation, and we possess very little knowledge of the old religious

faiths and beliefs of her people. These must have influenced the

forms of their adopted religion in many ways, and may lurk in

folk-religions and popular superstitions even now ; but it is not

possible to draw any definite picture, save in very broad outline,

of the pre-Aryan culture in Bengal (cf. infra^ Ch. xv. § i.).

So far as it is possible to judge from the scanty evidence at our

disposal, the evolution of Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina religions

in Bengal seems to have followed the same broad lines as in the rest

of India during the early centuries of the Christian era. It is not till

we come to the Gupta age, when contemporary epigrai)hic evidence

is available, that we are in a position to trace the detailed history

of any of them.

11. BRAHMANICAL RELIGION

1. Vedic culture

The diffusion of Vedic culture, not only in Eastern India but

also in other regions which were outside the pale of Vedic civilisation

according to the DharmasUtras, is abundantly proved by epigraphic

evidence since the Gupta period.^

The copper-plate grants, referred to above in Chapters iv and v

(supra pp. 49-51), contain the names of a large number of

Brahmaj(^as settled in Bengal, some of whom are specified as belong-

ing to the Rigvedic, Yajurvedic (Vsjasaneya) and Sfimavedic schools,

and to Bliaradvsja, Ks^jiva, Bhsrgava, Kflsyapa, Agastya, Vfitsya

and Kaundinya gotras. Most of these inscriptions refer to grant

of lands to-BrShmaflias which was considered an act of piety leading

to the increase of the religious merit (put^ya) of the donor and his

^ Cf. Gupta inscriptions in CII, lu.
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parents. The objects of these grants were to enable the Brshmaj(^as

to perform the Agnihotra and the five Mah^yajfias (great sacrifice)/

to build the temples of various Brahmanical gods, and make endow-

ments for defraying expenses of daily worship, repair of temples,

continuance of bali, charu^ satra^ the supply of cow’s milk, incense,

and flowers, and the maintenance of madhuparka, lamp, etc. Villagers

also purchased lands with the object of settling some prominent

Brfthmaj^as for the enhancement of merits (pur^ya) of themselves

and their parents. Reference is made in one of these records^ to

settlement of Brahma^as, versed in the four Vedas, even in the

easternmost regions of Ber gal, full of dense forest, where tigers and

other wild animals roamed at large. The most interesting account

of such settlements is furnished by the Nidhanpur cp.® which

refers to the settlement in Sylhet of 205 BrShmanas belonging to

various gotras and such Vedic hakhas as Vajasaneyi, Charakya and

Taittiriya of the Yajurveda, Chhandoga of the Samaveda and

Vahvfichya of the Rigveda. The inscriptions of the 5th, 6th and 7th

centuries a.d. thus fully demonstrate the influx of the Vedic culture

in Bengal.

The Vedic culture gather further strength in Bengal in the Pfila

period. Inscriptions of this period contain abundant references to

grants made to Brahmaij^as versed in the study of Vedas^ VedahgaSy

Mlmaihsa and Vyakaraqa, and capable of performing Vedic sacri-

fices.^ The author .of a work called Haricharita^ refers to grants

made by Dharmapfila to Brahmins adept in Vedic studies. In the

Badal Pillar inscription (No. 16) there is mention of a Brahmin

family attached to the study of the Vedas and of the “sacrificial fire

properly maintained by them.” A member of the same family is

referred to in the Bhagalpur Plate of Nsrayanapfila (No. 14) as a

Brahmin well versed in the Vedas and Vedangas and an adept in the

performance of sacrifices.

^ For the meaning of the five great sacrifices cf. Manu-samhita, in. 69-71. A
Gurjara inscription, dated a.d. 736, refers to bali, charu, vaisvadeva, agnihotra, and
atithi as the Pancha-mahayajna (£/. xxiii. 152 155).

* Tippera cp. (El. xv. 307. 311), II. 24-5.

^ Kam. Sas. 1 ff. The original settlement goes back to the sixth century a.d.
*

Cf. Pala Inscriptions (v. supra pp. 173 ff) specially Nos. 6, 16, 31. ; D.M.
Bhattacharyya in HSL. ii. 202 ff.

•* The author of the Haricharita, Chaturbhuja, says that his ancestors had

received the village of Karartja in Varendra from Dharmapala, and that the

Brahmins of that village were versed in the Vedas, Smritis and other branches of

study (H.P. Sastri, AVpa/ Cfl/. i. 134 ; D.M. Bhatiacharya, op. ci7. 208p^ But
we do not know whether this Dharmapala was the famous Pala emperor. Some
regard him as the king who was defeated by Rajendra Chola (supra p. 138). C/.

J. M. Roy, Dhakar Itihasa, ll. 107.
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In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the Vedic culture made

a great headway in Bengal under the patronage of the ^^arman and

Sena kings. The inscription of Bhatta Bhavadeva refers to hundred

villages inhabited by Ssvarna gotra Brfihmanas versed in the Vedic

lore.^ The Belffva cp. of Bhojavarman'-* refers to grant of land in

the province of Pujjdravardhana to Brahmins who were attached

to the studies of the Vedas, and who came from Uttara-Rtidhfl. The

same plate refers to the zeal of the Varman family for the three Vedas

which are described as the only protection of men (/f7. covering the

nakedness of men). The names of Vedic sdkiids like Kauthuml,

Asvalflyana, Kaj^va, and Paippalsda are still mentioned in the

inscriptions of the Sena kings, and Samantasena, who is called a

Brahmavsdl, retires in his old age to a hermitage on the Ganges

“which is fragrant with the sacrificial smoke, and where the young

deer sucks the breast of the kind-hearted wives of the hermits and the

parrots recite the Vedas.”^

The inscriptions contain references to immigrations of Brahmanas

to Bengal from Madhyadesa (Middle Country), as well as emigration

of Bengali Brahma;?.as to other provinces. Such migrations were

evidently not uncommon and must be the basis of stoiies like that

of AdisUra who is said to have imported five Brrihmanas from Kanauj

because there was none in Bengal who knew Vedic sacrifices.

Similar stories are told of other kings and there is no justification in

regarding these anecdotes as historical. For in view of the epigraphic

evidence, referred to above, it is difficult to believe that Brahmins

proficient in performance of Vedic sacrifices were conspicuous by

their absence in Bengal at any particular period. The question will

be further discussed in connection with social history (v. infra

Ch. XV App. i).

We have, therefore, every reason to suppose that the revival of

the Vedic culture in the Midlands under the Imperial Guptas led to

an influx of the orthodox Vedic culture to Bengal. This culture

began to be carried by Brahmins from the Midlands already in the

5th century a.d., and with the extension of patronage tq such

Brahmins by the kings of Bengal, the movement received a great

impetus from the middle of the 7th till the 12th century a.d.*

i V. 3. (IB. 33. 36). ^ IB. 19.

> IB. Si. It is to be noted, however, that HalSyudba, the great scholar at

the court of Lakshmanasena laments the general decline in Vedic scholarship in

Bengal in hi$ days (see irfra Ch. xv.)

^ The ancient Sanskrit literature of Bengal also bears ample testimony to

the activity of Vedic scholars (cf. supra Ch. xi)
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2. Introduction ofPur^o^c Mythology and Religion

But although the Vcdic culture never ceased to be a living force,

the Brahmanical religion, as is well known, underwent great modihea-

tions in the early centuries of the Christian era. During the Gupta
period the new forms of Brahmanism had already taken deep loots in

the minds of the people. The Vedic gods had mostly disappeared and

their places taken by new divinities whom we call “PurS^ic.” Even
in the early Gupta inscriptions we meet with gods who, although

Vedic in name, have no real connection with ihe Vedic ritual.^ They
belong to the mythology of the epics and the Puranas. This mytho-

logy had begun to captivate the minds of the people already in the

Kushfin period‘s and with the establishment of new cults the

mythology went on developing throughout the Gupta period. Bengal

was not isolated from this wave of popular religion and the inscrip-

tions of the Guptas, Palas, Senas and other dynasties discovered in

Bengal bear ample testimony to it.

Indra in these inscriptions^ appears as the lord of the gods

whose consort is Paulomi,a model of fidelity. He is also called

Purandara who suffers defeat at the hands of the Daityas led by

their king Bali.^ Lakshmi, although restless by nature, is a faithful

consort of Hari or Kshmapati who is born from the Ocean. She is

a co-wife of Vasudhara or earth and often rides on Garuda with her

lord Mursn.® Vishnu is no longer the old God of the BhSgavatas,

but Krishna with his numerous names ^ripati, KshmSpati, Murari,

Janfirdana® etc, which speak of his various exploits described

in the epics and the Purn^as, He also appears as Gopsla, the child-

god who, though born of Devaki, was carried to Yasoda and brought

up by her.’ But his worshippers in Bengal do not forget that this

child-god is only an avatarifi of Vishjju, as he is spoken of as the

lord of Lakshmi. The other avatdras^* of Vishnu are also known.

The Dwarf (Ysmana) incarnation is invoked to show how Vish^^u

subdued Bali, the lord of the Daityas, who had ousted Indra from

the heavens, and also to illustrate the magnitude of the sacrifice

raadety Bali. The incarnations of Krishna, Narasimha and Parasu-

^ For reference to the various aspects of these gods, v/z. Vishnu, Kpsh^a
Siva, Indra, Varuna, Yama, Kuvera, Kartikcya etc, see Fleet, CII, m. Index

(under the various names where precise references are given).

^ CJ. R. P. Chanda, Archaeology and Vaishnava Tradition

;

R. G. Bhandar-

kar, Vaishnavimi, Saivism and Minor Religious Systems, pp. 119, 150, 154.

^ Plains. Nos. 2. 14. 19. * Nos. 6, 14. ® Nos. 2, 6, 14^ 16.

* Nos. 6, 14. 16. 36, 37, ’ No, 16. • No, 16.

’ Nos. 6, 14. Belava and Tarpandighi cp. (IB, 19, 101)
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rSma are also known, and the amorous dalliances of Krishna with

one hundred Gopis are also not forgotten.^

The Sun-god (driving in the chariot drawn by seven horses) is

described as the right eye of Hari^ and giver of fruit [d&ta), and

reference is made to his humbling the Vindhya through the sage

Agastya.® The Moon-god Chandra who bears the mark of a hare

(Saiadhara) is born from the ocean. He is also called SuartiSu,

and Rohinl and Kflnti (?) are his wives. In another place, Chandra
is said to have been a descendant of Atri.^ The sea is the abode of

Varuna or Ambupati.

Among other PurS^ic myths there are allusions to those of

Hutabhuja and Svahff, Dhanapati (Guhyakapati, Kuvera) and his

consort Bhadrfl, Brahmn born from the lotus that sprang from the

navel of Vishnu and his consort Sarasvat?,* etc,

Prithu, Sagara, and other PurS^ic heroes became objects of

veneration.® As models of donors arc invoked Bali, the king of the

Daityas of the Satya-yuga, Bhargava of the Trets, and Karna, the

king of Champfi of the Dvapara.’ Brihaspati, the preceptor of gods

is the model of wisdom.® The myths of Agastya’s drinking the

ocean® and Para^urSma’s campaign^® against the Kshatriyas are

well known. The heroic exploits of Rflma who bridged the sea at

Rflme^vara'^ and the examples of Prithu, Dhananjaya, Nala, Yayati.

Ambarlsha, Sagara etc,, inspired the kings of Bengal.*®

Many of the myths connected with Siva and his consort are

known. Sarvfi^l is a model of fidelity, and so also is Uma. Satl

dies at an early age in the sacrifice of Daksha before giving a child

to Siva.*® He is known as Sadasiva and ArdhanfirUvara, DhQrjati

and Mahesvara are only his different names, and Kfirtikeya and

Gaii^e^a are his two sons.*^

These gods and goddesses did not belong to the world of myth

only; the cult of many of them had been definitely established in

Bengal as early as the Gupta period. This is proved not only by

references to them in inscriptions, but also by the numerous images

discovered in Bengal. In the absence of written texts the nature

and importance of the different cults can best be studied from their

iconographical representation, and these have been dealt with in

» Belava-Plate (/B. 19). No. 50, Deopara Ins. (/B. 55).

« Nos, 2, 16 ; Belava cp. {IB. 19). ^ No. 2. * No. 6.

» No. 6. * Nos. 16, 50. » No. 16. IbiB,

« No. 6.

Nos. 1, 6 ; also Faridpur plates (lA, 1910, pp. 193 ff.).

w No. 16.

Barrackpur and Naihati plates (IB, 50, 64).
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the second part of this chapter. Here we shall only briefly indicate

the main outline of the development of the various cults, beginning

with the most important ones associated with gods Vishnu and l^iva.

3. Vaishf^avism

The earliest definite reference to the worship of Vishnu in

Bengal occurs in the Susunia inscription. Ii is engraved, along with

a chakra (discus), on the back wall of a cave, now destroyed, on the

Susunia Hill, about 12 miles to the north-west of the town of

Bankura. It mentions king Chandravarman {supra p. 48) as a

devotee of Chakrasvflmin^ (wielder of discus), a well-known name

of Vishnu. The representation of the discus on the wall probably

indicates that the cave was originally intended to be a temple of

Vish^u. A temple of Govindasvsmin was founded in the first part of

the 5th century a.d. in the Bogra district,- and two temples of feveta-

VarShasvSmin and Kokamukhasvamin were set up, towards the close

of that century, in the Himalaya (//7. on the summit of the Himalaya

mountains) in North Bengal.^ About the same time, or early in

the 6th century a.d., a temple of Pradyumnesvara was set up in

Tippera district.^ All these gods were presumably forms of Vishnu

whose cult thus seems to have established itself all over Bengal by

the 5th century a.d. It is interesting to note that a record of the

7th century a.d.® refers to the worship of Bhagavfin Ananta

NSrayaija even in the eastern extremity of Bengal, “in the forest

region, having a thick network of bush and creepers where deer,

buffaloes, boars, tigers, serpents e/c. enjoy pleasures of home life”.

' According lo the interpretation of the record by mm. Haraprasad sasiri

king Chadravarman is referred to as “chief of the slaves of ChakrasYSmi” (£/.

xui. 133). Mr. K. N. Dikshit, however, takes the record to mean that “the

village Dhosagrnmu was made over to Chakrasvamin*’ by king Chandravarman

MS/. 1927-28. p. 188).

^ Baigram CP. (£/. xxi. 78).

^ Damodarpur c.p. Nos. iv, v (£/. xv. 137 ff.). According to yaraha Purana
(Ch. MO), Kokamukha in the Himalayas was the most favourite residence of
Vishnu (v. 10) and contained his best image. The reference to the Kausikl and
Tribota rivers in the neighbourhood (vv, 72, 75) seems to locate the place in

North Bengal, and it is probable that the temple and image of Koksmukhasvsmin,
referred to in the Dsmodarpur Plate No. iv, were set up in that sacred place. If

this assumption be true, we must hold that a spot in the Himslayas in North
Bengal had come to be recognised as a sacred place to the Vaishnavas as early
as the 5th century a.d. Dr. D. C. Sircar takes Koksmukhasvamin as a form of
Siva (/C. V. 432-33).

* Gunaighar cp, (IHQ, vi. 40). * Tippera cp, {supra p. 88).
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The Krishna-lcgend seems to have formed an essential element

of Vaishnavism in Bengal as early at least as the 6th ot 7th century

A.D. The most important archaeological evidence is supplied by the

sculptures at PrdiSrpur,^ the oldest of which probably belongs to

the 6th and 7th centuries a.d., and the latest to the Mi. In the

oldest group there are representations of ^arious incidents from the

life of Krishna, such as his uprooting the twin Arjuna trees, killing

the demon Kesin etc. Balaiama is also represented ;ind also the

fight of Krishna and Balaraina with ChSntira and Mushtika, the

wrestlers of Karhsa. Incidents of the early life of Krishna at

Gokula are also depicted. There are representations of Vfisudeva’s

carrying the new born Krishna to Gokula, Krishna and BalarSma

with the cowherd boys, Krishna’s holding up the mount
Govardhana, amorous scenes with the Gopis etc. Special interest

attaches to one of these sculptured panels in which Kiishna is

represented as engaged in amorous activities with a lady. Mr. K.

N. Dikshit has taken the latter to be Rsdhs, but this may be justly

doubted. She is more probably to be identified with Rukmini or

Satyabhama. While these sculptured representations undoubtedly

testify to the popularity of Krishna, and it is diilicult to dissociate

him from Vaishnavism of the period as some have attempted to do,

we must remember that the Pshurpur reliefs are not so many cult

objects proper, but arc mainly used for decorative purposes in a

monument avowedly Buddhist in character. But they leave no

doubt that the Krishna-legend was highly popular and the Krishna

cult had a special hold in Bengal by the 7th cenlury a.d.

From the 8th century onwards the development of Vaishi;^avism

in Bengal is proved by a large number of cpigraphic records. The

KhSlimpur of Dharmapala speaks of a devakuJa of the god

Nanna-Narsyana and a Garuda pillar is erected during the reign of

Nflir^lya^apala.* Lakshmanasena and his successors, Ke^»ava and

Vi^vartipa, show special leaning to the Vaishiiavite cult and their

inscriptions begin with the invocation of Narayana,^ while the god

Damodara is invoked in a contemporary insciiption discovered at

Chittagong.^ Although the predecessors of Lakshmanasena were

devoted to the god SadaUva, Vijayasena made a gift to a temple

of Pradyumnesvara (special form of Harihara).^ A large number

* These have been discussed in detail in Ch. xiv infra.

^ Ins. No. 2. Mns. No, 16.

« IB 85,94, 101, 109. 121. 133, 143.

5 Ibid. 161. ® Ibid. 46.

51
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of Vishnu images of the P5la and Sena periods discovered in various

parts of Bengal corroborate the evidence of the inscriptions.^

For want of sufficient materials it is difficult to define the nature

of early Vaish^avism in Bengal. It is not necessary to attach any

great importance to the false Vssudeva, the king of the Pundras,

mentioned in the MaJuibharata (iii. 14. 8), for it does not speak

of him as preaching any new religion in the country of the

Puijdras.2

Coming to more positive evidence of the inscriptions we find six

special forms of Vishiju, v/r., Govindasvtimin, iSveta-Varahasvamin,

KokamukhasvJimin, Pradyumnesvara, Ananta-Nfirayaijia and Nanna-

NfirSyaija.^ These names however do not suggest any speciality

in their cults. Nor is there any trace of the Chaturvyuha-vada in

the Vaish^avite inscriptions of Bengal which would betray the in-

fluence of the Pancharntra system. The name Pradyumnesvara, we

have seen, was given to a totally different god, Harihara, and

Pradyumna there has nothing to do with the Pradyumna of the

Chaturvyuha.

The Bhagavatism, whatever connection it might have had with

the Pancharfitra at the beginning, was completely different from it

in the Gupta period.^ The vyfiha-vada which was the central idea

in the Pancharfitra is absent from the Bhagavatism of the Guptas

which appears as a syncretism of various Vaishnavitc beliefs which

had come to stay in the country. Vishnu of Vedic Bhahmanism,

Narayaija of the Paficharatras, Krishiia-Vfisudeva of the Satvants,

Gopala of a pastoral people etc., all had been put in the melting pot

from which originated the Bhagavatism of the Gupta period. It is

' Cf. Part II {Iconography) of this chapter. ^ Supra p. 38.

Govindasvsmi is evidently formed by the addition of the word svanii to the

name Govinda. There are similar examples in Gupta inscriptions. Cf. Chitrakuta-

svUmin(ei name of Vishnu), C//. iii. 268; Svami-Mahasena {ndime of Ksrtikeya),

ibid. pp. 43, 44; Svami-MUhabhaitava (name of Siva), ibid. pp. 241, 248.

Nanna-Narayana was probably a name given to the god either according to the

name of the locality or the name of the founder. For similar names, Cf. Chadgu-
Nsrayana, Ichangu-, Chayaju-, Sesha-Nsrayana etc. (L6\i-Nepa!, i. 366.)

* This has not been quite clearly recognised by many writers. Thus for

example, Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri (Early History of the Vaishnava Sect* p. 176)

thinks that vyuha-vTida disappears with the rise of the worship of Avatara. The
ideological basis of the vyuha-vada is completely different from that of the

avatara-vada, and the growth of the latter had nothing to do with the disappearance

of the former. The Puncharatra, with its vyuha-vada, did not merge the

Bhagavatism, but lived long as a distinct form of religion. Even the Gaudlya
Vaishnavas dM not confuse vyuha-vada with the avataravada (Cf. Chaitanya^

charitdnirita, Adi, Ch. 5).
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this Vaish^avism which had found its way to Bengal in the Gupta
period and had been firmly established in the Plla period.^

Vaish^avism in Bengal probably made a contribution to the

systematisation of the theory of Avatttra. It is true that some of

the AvatSras like Varfiha, Vamana, etc,, are mentioned in the

inscriptions of the Gupta period.^ It is also true that in the

Mahabharata and in some of the PurSnas a number of AvatSras is

mentioned, but an attempt at systematisation is first met with in

the Bhagavata Purar^a where there are three lists of amtaras of

twenty-two, twenty-three and sixteen respectively.^ In the inscrip-

tions of the Psla period we come across names of several avataras

like Varaha, Narasimha, Vamana and Parasurrmia. But it is

Jayadeva, of the court of Lakshmauasena, who gives a list of ten

avataras : Matsya, Knrma, VarSha, Narasimha, Vftmana, Para^u-

rfima, Rama, Balarama, Buddha, and Kalkin.^ This has since been

the standard list of avataras and has been widely accepted.

Another special feature of Bengal Vaishj^iavism is the Rfldha-

Krishna cult. It was well established in the time of Jayadeva (end

of the 12th century), but it is not known how early it was started.

It is highly improbable, as we have already seen, that the amorous

scenes at Piihr^rpur contain a representation ofRadhS.^ The

reference to Rsdhfi in a verse of the Sapta'satt of Hsla is of an

uncertain date.® Even in the Belava cp. of the 12th century, al-

though there is mention of the amorous acts of Krishna with hundred

^ Mention ought lobe made of the theory ofMr. R.P. Chanda that the

Pancharatra developed in the outlying provinces (of which Bengal is one) as it

contains un-Vedic elements. In order to establish the un-Vedic character of the

system, he depends firstly on the iradaion that the Panchaiaira was a kind of

Tanlra (Fancharatravi hhiigavotam taninivi)^ and secondly, on the denunciation

of the system by Kumarila as un-Vedic {Indo-Aryan RaceSy pp. 99 ff). There is

no doubt that the Pancharatra was a kind of Tanlra, but Kumarila denounces it

along with Samkhya, YogOy and Palupaia simply because they had developed

traditions which were widely separated from those of the Mimaiiisa.

® H. C. Raychaudhun, op, cit. p. 174-75.

^ R. G. Bhandarkar, op. cit. p. 42.

* Mahabharata din<M\\c Viiyii Parana contain the same list by the side

of earlier ones. Sir R. G Bhandarkar is, however, of opinion that the verses which

contain this list must have been interpolated later when the number had come to

be fixed at ten {op, cit, p. 42). Two of the ten avataras are borrowed from the

Buddhists. These are Buddha and Kalkin.

5 Mr. S. K. Saraswati {Sculpture. 44 if.) gives good grounds for not

accepting the identification of the group at Pdhsrpur with Radhs-Krisna. He
suggests identification either with Krishna-Rukmini or with Krishna-Satyabhama,

on the basis of certain passages in Vishnii-dharmottara and Brihat-samhita,

« For references to Radha in literature see Dr. Sukumar Sen, A, Hitory of

Brajabuli Literature, pp. 11.
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Gopis, there is no reference to Radhs.^ Radhl was probably a

Bengali innovation made shortly before the time of Jayadeva and

represented only a Vaishijiavite phase of the growing !§aktism,

Krishna, like Siva, being the Supreme Reality, and Radha being the

^akti which alone could make it attainable.*

4^ Saivism

No great importance need be attached to the theory that

Saivism originated in Eastern India among the Vrfltyas or outcastes

who did not conform to the rules of orthodox Vedic religion. This

theory is based on a questionable interpretation of the Vratya hymn

of the Atharvavcda (xv. 2), in which Mahsdeva (also called Bhava,

Isfina, Sarva) is not only represented as the protector of the Vratyas,

but is also identified with the Vratya. But it should not be forgotten

that this VrStya roams not only in the Eastern but also in all other

directions. It is, however, not impossible that the Vratya hymn
records a particular religious practice in which Yoga plays the most

important part, but its origin had nothing specially eastern. As a

matter of fact, the worship of Siva is now traced by some scholars

to pre-historic period in the Indus Valley civilisation.*

Saivism, as represented in the inscriptions of the Guptas, is a

fully developed religion which had combined in itself the various

cults of Rudra, Siva and the phallus (both in its cruder and more

developed mukhaUfiga forms). The Purfi^ic mythology represents

the God in a colourful way, and he is invoked under various names
which probably had significance in earlier times, but represented only

the various aspects of the same god. We have definite evidence of

the installation of the god and his phallus symbol in different places

^ IB. 19. The legend of Krishna’s amorous acts with the Gopis is found

in the Brahma-, Vishnu-, and Bhagavata-Pz/rgnaj, and also in Bhssa’s Balacharita,

See Sen, op. cit.

* The idea was already popular in the 6th and 7th centuries a.d. that the

earth is Vaislmavi or a Sakti of Vishnu. (C//. iii. 195, 200, 299). Mr. B. K.
Goswami Sastrl (The Bhakti Cult in Ancient Indian pp. 106 ff) contends that the

word Radhs is old and may be traced to the Vedas where it occurs as aouepithet

of /ra “plenty, wealth.” But it came to symbolise the ^kti of Vish^iu only when
a realistic creed had been fully developed by the Bhsgavatas.

* Marshall, Mohenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilization^ U 52 ff.
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of Northern India in the Gupta period.^ Bengal was surely not

outside the pale of the influence of this growing faith. We learn

from an inscription, found at Damodarpur, that before the end of

the 5th century a.d., 6iva was worshipped in lifi^a form even in the

most inaccessible parts of Northern Bengal. ^ The cult had also

secured royal patronage in Eastern Bengal, for the Gunaighar Grant

(506 A.D.) represents Maharaja Vainyagupta {supra p. 49) as

Mahadeva-padanudhya ta.

Two kings of Eastern India, J^asSfika of Karnasuvarna and

Bhaskaravarman of Kamarnpa, both of whom lived in the first part

of the 7th century, were great protagonists of the J^aiva religion.®

The sculptures at Prih^irpur bear evidence of the popularity of the

Sivaite cult, as there are several images of Siva both of earlier and

later periods.

The Pala and Sena inscriptions also contain reference to the

worship of Siva. There is mention of the iiislallation of a four-faced

image of MahSdeva (probably a mukhalinga) during the reign of

Dharmapala. In the Bhflgalpur Plate of NajSyai,iap»ala there is

record of a gift made by the king to the Siva-bhattfiraka and his

worshippers, the Ptihupatas.^ Vijayasena invokes l^iva under the

name Sambhu and Vallalasena, under the name ofDharjauand
ArdhanSrisvara.^ Although Lakshmanasena and his successors

begin their inscriptions by invoking NnrSya^ia, they do not forget

to pay their homage to Saddbiva, the family deity.

As is evident from the Bhagalpur Grant of Narayaijapfila,

Saivism in Bengal was of the Pfisupala sect. The Pasupata doctrines

were flrst preached, according to a tradition recorded in the Malia^

bharata, by biva-Srikaintha. Bhandarkar has suggested that this

Srikantha was probably a human teacher.® His view seems to be

confirmed by a passage of the PinguWmata’^ uhich says that

BhagavSn Jsnka^^ihanatha was the author of that work. LfSkulisa

was probably his disciple, and these two were responsible for the

foundation of the Pasupata religion. Lskulisa had four disciples,

Kusika, Garga, Maitri and Kaurushya
;
and they lived about ten

^ C/. The Mathura Pillar Ins. of Chandragupta ii, g.e. 61. (£7.xxi. 4),

where there is mention of the establishment of two images called Kapilesvara and

Upamite&’vara (most probably lingas).

2 Damodarpur cp. No. 4 (£/, xv. 140 ; /C. v. 432-33).

3 For Sasaaka see supra p. 67. The Nidhanpur grant of Bhaskaravarman

begins with an invocation to Siva {Kam. Sas, 1 ff.).

< Nos. 2,14.

5 IB. 46, 61, 71, 85, 95, 101, 109, 116, 121, 133.

^ R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism etc. p. 116.

^ Tantras. 106.
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generations before the time of Chandragupta ii of the Gupta dynasty.

This would place Sakulisa almost in the time of Patanjali who for

the first time speaks of the Siva-bhagavaias. In fact Patafijali is

looked upon by the Siva worshippers of Indonesia along with the four

disciples of Lakulisa as five devatas?

The Pfliupata was thus the oldest form of Saivism prevalent

in North India, and fully represented what we call the Agamanta
Saivism. The Agamas were originally eighteen in number, and they

had come into existence without doubt in the Gupta period.^ A
slightly later phase of the canonical literature of the school is

represented by the eight Yamalas and a very important work called

Pifjgalamata^ a sort of appendix to the Bnihma-yamala, There is

evidence to prove that these texts declare ArySvarta (the country

to the south of ihe Hinirdaya, to the north of the Vindhya, to the

cast of PanchaJa and to the west of Magadha) as the fittest place

for Siva-sfldhana, yet it really excludes, as unfit, Ksmarupa, Kosala,

Kfismira, Kaliuga, Kaukaj^ia, Ka-nchi and » Ksveri-rashira. The

people of Gauda are admitted, but the gurus of that country are

considered to be inferior to the gurus of ArySvarta. This bar,

however, was not quite effective, as competent teachers from Mid-

India were migrating to the outlying provinces to propagate the

religion of the Pusupatas.

A close examination of the Agamas does not lend any weight to

the view that JSaktisni originated in the outlying provinces.^

^ Cf. Mathura Pillar Ins. of Chandragupta ii. (£/. xxi, 1 ff). The editor.

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, has suggested that Lakulisa, on the basis of his calculation

(25 years to each generation), belonged to the 1st century a.d. The close

association of Patanjali with the four disciples of Lakulisa suggests that the latter

might have flouiished about the same period. For the references to five devatas,

see Kein, Venpreide Geschnflen, vi 308.

•* Tanttas, 4 IT.

^ Mr. R. P. C\\dLT\&s {IndO‘Aryan Races, pp. 122 ff.) is responsible for the

theory that S ktism oiiginated in the outer Aryan belt (Bengal, North Bihar,

Gujarat, etc.). He is of opinion (p. 153) that conception of Sakti arose in a

society where matnarchate or niotherkin was prevalent. The anthropologists can

say how far he has succeeded in establishing the existence of a substratum of

matriarchate in the social organisation of the outer Indo-Aryan belt. The history

of S ktism, however, does not lend any support to his theory. There is no

difficulty in admitting that theie were mountain goodesses like Vindhyavsslni,

vegetation deities like sakambhari e/c., but these dit not give rise to saktism. The

basis of saktism was a well established system of philosophy like the S liikhya in

which Prakiiti and Purusha play the same role as that of the Sakti ant^iva.

Once this philosophy was accepted, the affiliation of various local or tiibal goddesses

to Prakriti became a matter of course. Mr. Chanda, {op, cit.) quotes a verse of

unknown origin according to which the Sakti cult ‘*was revealed in Gau^a,

popularised by the Maithilas, here and there prevails in Maharashtra and has
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^Sktism might have developed certain special features in contact

with local culture, but its origin can be traced directly from the

orthodox Saiva canon which has been already referred to. Thus

at the beginning of the Brahma-yamala, it is said :

“The supreme energy of the ultimate being, the liiva, assumed the form of

desire {ichchha). The bindu was energised by this desire and from it pure spiritual

knowledge emanated. SadSsiva represents this knowledge in its plenitude and from

him the creation starts-”^

The Jayadratha-yamah^ gives the details of the sudhana of a

large number of aspects of Knli like JsSnakali, Rakshfikah, Virya-

ksli, Prajnrikali Saptarnakflli etc. Chakresvari, Ghoratarri, Yogini-

chakra etc. also occur in the same text and, as wc have already seen,

this was one of those texts which originated in Mid-India.

It seems probable that these orthodox traditions of Sfiktism

were prevalent in Bengal in the later Gupta and the Prila periods.®

These traditions were largely elaborated in the innumerable Tantras

that were written in subsequent times, and Bengal had a large share

in it. None of these Tantras, however, seems to be older than the

twelfth century. There are no definite traces of l^aktism in the

inscriptions of the Pslas and Senas. There is perhaps a veiled

reference to a definite TSntric divinity, v/j., Mahan ila-Sarasvati^

in an inscription of Nayapala found at Gaya (No. 37). The

paucity of reference to Tantric mysticism in inscriptions need not

surprise us, as TSntrism represents a particular phase of personal

religion. It had thus no connection with any public religious

establishment. It had this important difference with the Agamriiita

feaivism which required institutions, community of votaries and pious

gifts for the maintenance of those establishments.

5. Other Sects

A survey of Brahmanism would remain incomplete without a

reference to other PurSjjic or pseudo-Purs^ic gods and goddesses

disappeared in Gujarat.” I do not believe, for reasons already staled, that Saktism

originated in Bengal. The Kaula form of sakism had been developed and preserved

much more in Bengal than elswhcre, but I have tried to show later that it was

derived from Buddhist mysticism of which Bengal was the last stronghold.

1 Tantras, 102. * Ibid. 112 ff.

^ According to the Devi Parana, composed about the end of the seventh

or the beginning of the eighth century a.d. (NIA, v. 2 ff.), the Devi was

worshipped in her different forms, after the manner of the Left-hand Saktas

{vamacharena) in different places in Radhs, Varendra, Kamartipa, Ksmskhya,

Bhottadesa, etc. (39. 14-15, 42. 9).

^ The actual expression is ^uru-mla-padma.*
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whose sculptural representations are found in Bengal. We get

images of such gods as Ksrtikeya, Ga^esa, Indra, Agni, Kuvera,

Brihaspati etc^ in Bengal^ from the 6th century onwards, but we
have no detailed knowledge of their cults. Ga]le^la was the object

of separate worship in other parts of India, but there is no evidence

to prove the existence of the Gajjapatyas in Bengal. KSrtikeya, a

popular deity in modern Bengal, seems to have attained popularity

in India since the Kushfln times, and was a favourite deity with

some of the Gupta emperors. According to Rajatarangim (iv. 420 ff).,

there was a temple of Kfirlikeya at Pundravardhana in the 8th

century a.d., and this presupposes his worship in early times. Among
the goddesses there are representations of Gahga and YamunfC, and

the images of the Mfltrikas are also met with. But they do not

seem to have any special cult although the worship of Gangs is still

current in Bengal in the folk religion.

Two other gods, Surya and his son Revanta, how^ever, enjoyed

a special favour in ancient Bengal. The Surya of the Sun-

worshippers, as is well known, had nothing to do with the Vedic

solar deity of that name, and was most probably a Scythic importa-

tion to India,® The oldest image of Surya from North Bengal is

that from Niyflmalpur® which has strong affinities with the art of

the KushSn period. Although it is not improbable that the sun-

worship had been first introduced in the Kiishan period, no positive

evidence of the dedication of any temple to the Sun is available

before the Gupta period,^ References to the woi ship of the god in

the inscriptions of the 5th, 6th and 7th centuries A.D.
,
are numerous®

and it is probable that the influence of the cult had extended to

Bengal very early in the Gupta period. The number of images of

the Sun-god, dating from the P^rla and Sena periods, is very large.

But the Sun-god, probably like the people that brought him to

India, was ultimately assimilated into the Brahmanical religion

without losing its special features. Keiavasena and his brother

adore the Sun who is described as “the friend of lotus beds, the

source of deliverance of the three worlds withheld in the prison of

^ These have been dealt with in Part ii of this chapter.

* R. G. Bhandarkar, op, clt. pp. 153 ff ; J. N. Banerjea,’“Tlie Representation

of Stirya in Brahmanical Art” (M. 1925, pp. 161, 171) ; J. Przylusld, **Uq dieu

i ranien dans ITnde” (Roeznik Orjentalistyczny, vii. 1-19).

Sec infra p. 455-56.

^ R. G. Bhandarkar, op. cit. 154.

5 C//. III. 28n, 71,218.
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darkness, and the wonderful bird of the tree of the Vedas.”^ The
Sun-god had by this time lost his identity in the Brahmanical solar

deity. But kings Visvarlfpasena and Ke^avasena call themselves

Parama-saura, indicating the existence of a separate sect of Sun-

worshippers.*

We possess a number of images of Revanta, who is described

in some of the PurSi^as as the son of the Sun-god begotten on Surenu.

Although an elaborate description of the worship of the god is given

in the Agni Pur^r^a, he does not seem to have had any popularity

in the orthodox Brahmanical circle, and belonged to the folk-religion,

his cult being an adjunct of the sun-worship.

III. JAINISM

Jainism, like Buddhism, originated in Eastern India, as Mahavira

was born in the neighbourhood of Vai^fili and passed a part of his

religious career in Magadha and Champa. Parsva, the immediate

predecessor of MahSvira in the lineage of Tirthahkaras, is associated

with Champa, and in fact the most important Jaina locality connect-

ed with the memory of Par§va, the PareshnSth Hill, is in Eastern

India.

According to traditions recorded in Jaina literature, MahSvlra

personally visited Western Bengal, but was not favourably received

(v. supra p. 36). There is no evidence to show that he ever crossed

the Ganges and went eastward to the country of the Puu^ras,

although there are frequent references to Vanga in the Jaina canon.*

The earlier name of Jainism was Nirgrantha, and it was by this

name that the Jaina community was known till the Gupta period.

According to tradition recorded in the DivyavadSna^ the Nirgrantha

religion was established in Pu^dravardhana in the time of A§oka.^

It is said that the Nirgranthas in Pupejravardhana had drawn

pictures representing Buddha as falling to the feet of the Nirgrantha.

The news was carried to ASoka who, being enraged, ordered a whole-

sale massacre of the Nirgranthaputras in the city of Pgtaliputra. It

is difficult to put much faith in this story.

» IB. 126. - * Ibid. 145.

^ SeeMvi, Pre-Aryan and Pre^Dravidian in India (Eng. translation by

P. C. Bagchi), pp. 73 if.

* Divyavadana (ed. Cowell and Neil) xxviii, Vttaioksvadsna, p. 427 ; the

name of the Nfrgranthas and Ajivikas arc mixed up, but in the Chinese translation,

the name of Nirgrantha is given all through ; Cf. Pfzyluski, U iegende di

PEmpereur Asoka, p. 278.

52
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Fortunately we have another set of Jaina traditions which show

that North Bengal and a portion of lower Bengal had contributed

to the establishment of the Jaina religion already before the second

century b,c. The KalpasUfra^ is said to have been compiled by

Bhadrabfihu who was contemporaneous with Chandragupta Maurya.

Although this attribution may be disputed, there is no doubt that

the work contains very old traditions. It is certain that there was

a split in the Jaina church after Bhadrabahu, and this led to the

foundation of a number of schools all having a general affiliation to

the main church. According to this tradition,* Godasa, a disciple

of Bhadrabahu, was responsible for the foundation of a school called

Godasa-gana which had in course of time four iakhas, three of which

are called Tflmraliptika, Kotlvarshiya and Pundravardhamya.

These refer to three well known plaees in Bengal, the first in lower

Bengal and the last two in North Bengal.* Inscriptions of the end

of the first century b.c. and of the first century a.d.^ contain a large

number of names of the schools mentioned in the Kalpasutra^ and

thus show that the tradition had been well established in that period.

A Mathura inscription, probably belonging to the 2nd century a.d.,

records the erection of a Jaina image at the request of a Jaina monk
who was an inhabitant of Kara, a name that can be easily equated

with Radha.®

In a number of inscriptions* of the Gupta period we hear of

erection of images of Parsva and other Tirthankaras, but none of

them belongs to Bengal. The solitary exception is the recently

discovered Paharpur copper-plate of the year 159 (478-79 a.d.).

It testifies to the existence of a Jaina vih^ra at Vata-Gohali “which

was presided over by the disciples and the disciples of disciples of

the'Nirgranthanatha ^charya Guhanandin belonging to the Pascha-

sthpa section of Benares.”’ The vih^ra which was thus probably

established in the 4th century a.d., if not earlier still, occupied the

site of the Great Temple and Monastery recently unearthed at

Paharpur.

It appears from the statement of Hiuen Tsang that the

Nirgranthas formed a dominant religious sect in Northern, Southern,

^ Wint.-Li/. 11, 462 : the Kalpasutra is the 8th section of the Ayaradasao,
' Jaina Sutras (translation of Jacobi), SBE. xxn. 288.
* The fourth sakhu, called DashKharvatika, may be associated with Khar-

vata in West Bengal.

* Ou^rinot, Epigraphic JainOt pp. 36 ff, 71 fl.

» PB.12.
* C//. m. 68. 259.

» £;.xx.59ff.
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and Eastern Bengal in the 7th century a.d. Referring to ihe heretics

in Pui^dravardhana and Samata^a the pilgrim observes that *'the

Digambara Nirgranthas were very numerous.”^

The Nirgranthas, however, seem to have almost disappeared from

Bengal in the subsequent period, and the numerous inscriptions of

the PSias and the Senas contain no reference to them. It is only

the immigrants from Western India who re-established the old

religion in its new form, henceforth called Jainism, in different parts

of North Bengal in the Muhammadan period.® The naked

Nirgrantha ascetics had in the meantime probably merged in such

religious communities as that of the Avadhutas which had been well

established in Bengal towards the end of the Pala period.®

IV. BUDDHISM

There is no definite evidence as to the time when Buddhism

first gained influence in Bengal. The Vinaya-pUaka, which defines

the limits of ArySvartafor the purpose of ordination, places its

eastern frontier at Kajangala near Rajmahal. In the corresponding

passage in the Sanskrit Vinaya, the eastern limit is stated to be the

kingdom of Pundravardhana.® As Vinaya texts are generally

believed to have preserved traditions of pre-A^okan days, these

passages may be taken to indicate that Buddhism had probably

^ Watters, ii. 184, 187. BeaPs translation (Records, ii. 195, 199) as “the most

numerous*’ is not exact. Watters’ translation, quoted in the text, gives the sense

of the original which literally means “really numerous”.
* In fact, we do not get Jaina inscriptions in Northern India before the

11th century a.d.; the oldest inscription at Abu is dated 1031 A.D.(Gu^rinot, op.cit,

p. 24). P. C. Nahar in his Jaina Inscriptions (i. I) describes an inscription on the

back of an image of Parsvanatha found at Ajimganj (Murshidabad district, Bengal)

which is dated Sam. 1110. The reading of the date is, however, doubtful and there

is no estampage to check it
;
and in Nahar’s list there is no other inscription

discovered in Bengal which is earlier than the i5th century a.d.

’ The Ajivika sect, as is well known, was an important religious organisation

of early times. It had many points of similarity in matters of doctrine with the

Nirgranthas. Asoka attaches great importance to them by mentioning them along

with the Nirgranthas in Pillar Edict vii, and also by dedicating caves to them in

the Barabar Hills. In the Divyavadana (xxviii) the names of the Ajivikas and

Nirgranthas alternate in an indiscriminate way. It is, therefore, not impossible that

the Ajivika sect had, by the time of Hiuen Tsang, merged into the community of

the Nirgranthas who were then numerous in Bengal. In any case, there is no

evidence to prove the separate existence of the Ajivikas in Bengal.

^ For a complete discussion of the texts on this point see Pelliot, BEFEO,

IV. 379 ff.
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obtained a footing in North Bengal even before Anoka’s time. The

great missionary activity of A§oka, and the traditions about him

recorded in Divy^vndana, and also by Hiuen Tsang, make it highly

probable that Buddhism was not unknown in Bengal during the

reign of that great emperor.^ The existence of Buddhism in North

Bengal in the 2nd century b.c. may also be inferred from two votive

inscriptions at Sfinchi recording the gifts of two inhabitants of

Pufiavadhana, which undoubtedly stands for Puijidravardhana.* It

must be noted, however, that Bengal is not included in the various

centres of Theravada Buddhism in India from which, according to

Mah&vaihsa, the leading Theras went over to Ceylon to attend the

ceremony of consecration of the Mahastxipa erected by king Duttha-

gSmai^ii in the first century b.c.® The first definite reference to

Vafiga as an important centre of Buddhism occurs in a NffgSrjuni-

konda inscription which may be dated in the 2nd or 3rd century

A.D.* It includes Vanga in a long list of well-known countries which

were converted to Buddhism by the masters and fraternities of

Ceylonese monks.

Paucity of archaeological evidence from Bengal proper makes it

diflBcult to say anything on the condition of Buddhism in Bengal

during the early centuries of the Christian era. But the flourishing

state of Buddhism in Bengal at the beginning of the Gupta period

presupposes that the religion had been prospering in different cities

of Bengal during the early period.

Fa-hien was in Ipdia at the beginning of the 5th century a.d.

The pilgrim did not cross the Ganges to see North Bengal, but as

he descended eastwards along the course of the Ganges, he found

on the southern bank of the river the great kingdom of Champs,

with' reared at the places associated with the memory of the

Gautama Buddha and his predecessors, and monks residing at all

^ Dr. Bhandarkar’s suggestion {Asoka* p. 37) that Puli (de) shu of Rock
Edict xiv is Parimda (and not Pulinda) which he identifies with Varendri, is of no
great value. Varendri does not occur in early records and we have Pundra in Ssnchi

inss., Divyavadana, etc. As North Bengal probably formed an integral part of

Asokan empire there was no need of its separate mention. For the passage in

Divyavadana see supra p. 409. For references by Hiuen Tsang, see Watters, ii. 185,

187. 190. 191.

* EL 11 . 108, 380, Nos. 102, 217. There is no doubt that Punyavardhana
is only another name of Pundi'avardhana (cf. Watters, ii. 185). It must be
remembered, however, that donorsof gifts to a Buddhhist stupa need not necessarily

be Buddhists. The Pahsipur cp., for example, records gifts to a Jaina vMra by
a Brshmana and his wife (£/. xx. 60).

’ Geiger, Mahavamsa^ pp. 193-94. The list, however, contains much that is

fanciful.

^ EL XX. 23.
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these localities. In Tamralipti there were in his times twenty-two

•monasteries, all of which were inhabited by monks, and the law of

Buddha was flourishing.^ Fa-hien stayed at TSmralipti for two

years “writing out his sutras, and drawing pictures of images.”

The information supplied by Fa-hien is amply corroborated by

the archaeological evidence of the Gupta period. The Gunaighar*

Grant bearing the date 188 of the Gupta Era (506 or 507 a.d.), of

the reign of Vainyagupta, records grants of land in favour of

the Buddhist Avaivarttika Sahgha^ of the Mah^ytina sect. The
Sahgha, founded by one AchSrya ^Sntideva, was residing in a

monastery called Airama-vihara, which was dedicated to Arya-

AvalokiteSvara, and had been established by one Rudradatta. The
plate also refers to other Buddhist viharas in the neighbourhood,

one of them being styled *Raja~vih2ra* or royal vihara. The record

clearly shows that Buddhism had been firmly established, even in

the remote south-eastern corner of Bengal, already by the beginning

of the 6th century a.d.

A number of Chinese records of the 7th century contain inform-

ation on the condition of Buddhism in Bengal. Amongst all these

records the account of Hiuen Tsang is, of course, the most impor-

tant.^ He saw with his own eyes almost all the chief centres of

Buddhism which existed in his time in Bengal. At Kajangala

(Kankjol) near Rajmahal he saw six or seven Buddhist monasteries

which contained over three hundred brethren ;
and

“in the northern part of the country, not far from the Ganges, was a lofty

belvedere built of stone and brick ;
its base was broad and high, and its artistic

ornamenUtion was exquisite ; on each of its sides were carved images of holy

beings, the Buddhas and the devas being made different in appearance.

“

At Pundravardhana there were twenty Buddhist monasteries

and above 3000 brethren who followed the MahSyana and HlnayBna,

The biggest establishment, about three miles to the west of the

capital-city of Pundravardhana, was the magnificent Po-shi-po^

monastery “which had spacious halls and tall storeyed chambers.”

There were in this establishment over 700 brethren and many

distinguished monks of Eastern India. Not far from this place there

^ 108. IHQ.vi. 55 ff.

* For the correct name and its meaning cf. IHQ. vi, 572.

* Watters, ii. 182-193. Beals-Record^, ii. ii 193-204.

^ The name of this monastery is spelt in three different ways in the sources

Po-ship'Oy Po-ki-p"o and Po-ki-sha (Watters, ii. 184). Cunningham accepted the

first reading and identified it with a site called Bhisu-vibsra near Mahgsthan

(/C I. 228).
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was a temple with an image of Bodhisattva Avalokite^vara which

was visited by people from far and near.

The condition of Buddhism in Samata^a, Kar^asuvarjj^a and

Tamralipti was not less flourishing. In Samataja there were more

than thirty Buddhist monasteries with above 2000 brethren of the

Sthavira school
;

in Karijiasuvar^a, more than ten monasteries with

above 2000 brethren of the Sammatiya school
;
and in Tamralipti,

more than ten monasteries with above 1000 brethren. Near the

capital of Kari^asuvarna the pilgrim saw the Lo-to-mo-chi (Rakta-

mrittiks ?) monastery, which was a magnificent and famous

establishment, and a resort of illustrious brethren. According to

tradition recorded by the pilgrim, the monastery had been erected

by a king of the country, before the entire country was converted

to Buddhism, to honour a Buddhist iramar^a from South India.

So far as Tamralipti is concerned, we have more corroborative

evidence of the same period from other Chinese records. Ta

Ch’eng-teng stayed at Tamralipti for twelve years and acquired an

extensive knowledge of Sanskrit Buddhist text. It was he who, on

his return to China, explained the Niddnasastra of Ullanga (Nj.

1227). Tao-lin stayed there for three years, learnt Sanskrit and got

himself initiated to the Sarvfistivada School.^

I-tsing^ came to TSmralipti in 673 a.d. and met Ta Ch’eng-teng

there in a vihdra called Po-Mio (Varaha ?) ; he stayed there for

some time, learnt Sanskrit and the ^abdavidyfl, and translated at

least one Sanskrit text into Chinese, the Ndgdrjuna-bodhisattva^

suhrillekha?

Sheng-Chi (v. supra p. 87), who was in India about the time of

1-tsing, has recorded a valuable piece of evidence on the condition

of Buddhism in Samatata. The king of the country at this time

was Rajabhata, who was a fervent worshipper of the triratm and

played the part of a great UpSsaka. He used to make every day

hundred thousand statues of Buddha with earth, and read hundred

thousand hlokas of the Mahdprajfidpdramitd^sutra, He also used

to take out processions in honour of Buddha, with an image of

Avalokite^vara at the front, and make pious gifts. In the city there

were more than 4000 monks and nuns in bis time.^ It has been

suggested above (v. supra p. 87) that Rajabhata belonged to the

Khadga dynasty. Even if this be not true, it is important to note

that a line of Buddhist kings, belonging to this dynasty, ruled in

^ Chavannes, Religieux Eminents, 94.

* Takaku8U-7-rsiM^. xxx, Ch. x.

* Bagchi, Le Canon Bouddhique en Chine, ii. 539.

* Chavaones, op. cit, 128.
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East Bengal towards the close of the 7th century a.d. It is clear

from all these that Buddhism was in a very flourishing condition in

Bengal in the seventh century a.d.

The great monastery of Nslanda probably came into prominence
towards the close of the fifth century a.d. Although situated in

Magadha, it was not isolated from the religious life of Bengal. The
Buddhist scholars and kings of Bengal in the 6th and 7th centuries

A.D., as in later times, largely contributed to the development of that

institution. The great ^tlabhadra, who was the abbot of NalandS

when Hiuen Tsang went there, was a scion of the Brahmanical royal

family of Samatata. After travelling in various parts of India, he

settled down in Nslands and studied under Dharmapala. He soon

“rose to be eminent for his profound comprehension of the principles

and subtleties of Buddhism and his fame extended to foreign

countries.”^ As l^ilabhadra was the teacher of Hiuen Tsang at

Nslands, the latter’s information about his teacher may be relied

upon. We have, besides, seen from the account of Sheng-Chi that

the royal family of Samatata was specially devoted to Buddhism.

It will not be out of place to mention here that the two schismatic

sects of the Buddhists, v/z., the Chhavaggiyas {lit. the Band of Six

Men) and the followers of Devadatta, had probably their establish-

ments in Bengal. According to the interpretation of the Mah&sthSn

inscription by Dr. B. M. Barua* the former community was settled

in Pundranagara as early as the Maurya period. As regards the

latter, Hiuen Tsang definitely states that there were three saftgha-

rSmas in Karijasuvarna, ‘in which they do not use thickened milk,

following the directions of Devadatta.’*

As regards the schools of Buddhism, Hiuen Tsang tells us that

in PuQdravardhana there were both HinayKna and MahSyana, in

Karnasuvarna the Sammatiya school, in Tamralipti the Sarvttstivflda,

and in Samatata the MahSySna. The Sammatiya school was a

branch of the Sarvastivsda. Although I-tsing tells us that all the

four schools, viz., the MahSsSnghika, Sthavira, Sarvastivada and

Sammatiya, were found in Eastern India side by side with other

schools, there is no further positive evidence about it. There is no

doubt that the only form of Buddhism known in Samatata was

Mahttyttna, which had been established there already in the beginning

of the 6th century, as is proved by the Gunaighar inscription of the

time of Vainyagupta.

In fact, the difference between HinaySna and MahSySna did

not present itself to the Buddhist monks of those days in the same

Watters, ii. 109.
I JHQ. X. 57 ff. ^ Be9t\^Rwrds. II. 201.
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way as it does now. Hiuen Tsang, while speaking of the Buddhists

of KaliAga, says that there were 500 Brethren “students of Maha-

yanist Sthavira school.*’^ From an analysis of the ancient Vinaya

texts it has appeared to Professor Przyluski^ that there were

Mahayanists of the various HinaySna schools like Sarvastivflda.,

Dharmaguptaka, MahSsShghika, etc. The Chinese and Japanese

Buddhists have always regarded the HlnaySna and MahSyflna as

two complementary forms of the same old Buddhism, the first meant

for the less advanced (iSrfivakas and Arhats), the latter for the

more advanced (the Bodhisattvas). In many places of Sanskrit

Buddhist texts we are told that the iSrSvakayfina (or Hinayflna)

is simply a lower step in the ladder leading to the higher which is

the Mahayflna.®

Reference has been made above {supra p. 67) to Hiuen Tsang’s

account of the persecution of Buddhism by Sa^ahka which is difficult

to regard as historical. In any case, the condition of Buddhism in

Bengal and Bihar, as depicted by the pilgrim, does not allow us to

believe that any serious persecution had taken place shortly before

his time, and Buddhism in the very capital of ^aSRhka in Kangia-

suvarna was in a flourishing state.

As a matter of fact the religious life in India is marked about

this time by a spirit of catholicity and mutual respect and under-

standing which is hardly compatible with a deliberate persecution

on sectarian grounds. The barriers between the different religious

sects were fast coming down, and Buddhism, as represented in the

documents of the Pala period, exhibits the new tendency of eclecticism

such as we find so strikingly illustrated in the career of Harsha-

vardhana. The Pflla rulers, although great devotees of Buddha, and

promoters of the cause of Buddhism both in Bengal and in Bihar,

were also patrons of Brahmanism.*

The PSla kings call themselves Parama-saugata, and the Buddha
is regularly invoked at the beginning of their ofiScial records. This

invocation sums up the new ideology of Buddha and Bodhisattvas

in the most developed MahsySna form. During the four centuries

of their rule, Bengal and Bihar remained the last stronghold of

Buddhism which gradually lost hold in India. But it was precisely

during this period that Mah&yRna Buddhism, under the patronage

of the Palas, became a powerful international force, and exercised

* Watters, n. 198.

‘ Przyluski, Le Concile de Rajagrha, p. 362.

See P. C. Bagchi, Bauddha Dharma O Sahitya (in Bengal), pp. 77 ff.

^ This point has been further dicussed infra pp. 426-27.
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dominant influence from Tibet in the north to the islands of the

Malay Archipelago in the south.^

Many instances of active patronage of Buddhism by various

Psla rulers have already been given in connection with their political

history {supra Ch. vi), and reference has been made to the foundation

of many important Buddhist monasteries (Odantapuri, Somapura and

Vikramasila viharas) by the early Pflla kings (v. p. 115). The
famous monastery of Vikramasila*̂ was situated on a hill on the

south and right bank of the Ganges to the north of Magadha.

The institution included 107 temples and six colleges, and outshone

Nalandff by attracting a laige number of Buddhist students from

Tibet. In fact the list of Tibetan translations of Sanskrit texts

prepared at Vikramasila is not insignificant.^ The site of this

famous monastery has been located at Pstharghsta in the Bhagalpur

district,^ but this is by no means certain. The monastery of

Odantapuri which served as model for the great Bsam-ya monastery

in Tibet,® was in the neighbourhood of Nalandfi, and has been

located near the modern town of Bihar.® The monastery of Somapura,

which can be definitely located at Pahffrpur (v. supra p. 115), became

an important centre of Buddhist learning.^

Amongst other famous viharas of the PSla period may be

mentioned the Traikxrtaka, Devikota, Pa^dita, Sannagara, Phullahari,

Patpkeraka, Vikramapuri and Jagaddala. The Traikntaka vih^ra

was the place where Haribhadra composed his famous commentary

on the Abhisamayalafikara under the patronage of DharmapRla,®

It was situated probably somewhere in West Bengal as there is

mention of a Traikutaka Devfilaya being unearthed in the Radha
country.® Devikota was in North Bengal (v. supra p. 25), and the

Pa^dita-v/Zirtra in Chittagong.^® Phullahari and its hermitage are

frequently referred to as a place where several famous Buddhist

AchBryas lived, and Sanskrit texts were translated into Tibetan in

collaboration with Tibetan scholars.^^ It was situated in western

* For a fuller discussion cf. Ch. xvii infra,

^ Sumpa, Iviii, Ixxi, Ixxv, Ixxxvi.

^ See Cordier-Cor. ii. 113, 115, 175, 227, 370; iii. 186.

* JASB» N. S. 1909, pp. 1-13 ;
Sumpa, op, cit. Ixxi.

® T. 1-31. ^ Sumpa, o;?. n7.

® Sumpa, op, cit. Ixxx ; The monastery was called SrhDharmapaladeva-tmha-

vihara {Paharpur, pp. 20, 90). An inscription {El, xxi. 97 ff.) of the first half

of the 12th century refers to the burning of the monastery of Somapura by an
army of Vangala {supra p. 199, f.n. 2).

* RC,^ 5 ; Sumpa, op, cit. xciv.

Ibid. Ixii. Cordier-Cfl/, ii. p. 27.

** Sumpa, op, cit, Ixviii ; Cordier-Ca/. ii. 102, 162.

53

® Sumpa, op, cit, Ixvi.
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Magadha probably somewhere near Monghyr. Sannagara in Eastern

India is mentioned as an important seat of Buddhist learning, and

a Buddhist scholar named Vanaratna, who was responsible for a

large number of Tibetan translations, hailed from that place.^ The

site of Pattikera has already been discussed above (supra p. 258).

Vikramapuri was in Vikramapura in Dacca and flourished mostly

under the patronage of the Chandras and Senas.^ The Jagaddala

Mahflvihflra, according to the Mfmcharita (nr. 7), was in Varendri.*

A number of scholars, famous in Tibet, like Vibhutichandra, Dana-

Mla, Mokshffkaragupta, and !$ubhakaragupta, belonged to this

monastery, and there is evidence of Tibetan translations of Sanskrit

texts being actually prepared at Jagaddala. The presiding Buddhist

deity at Jagaddala was Avalokite^^vara.*

These are only the famous institutions of the period whose

names have been preserved in literature, but throughout eastern

Magadha and Bengal, which had attained a sort of cultural and

political unity, there were many other smaller institutions whose

names have been lost.®

As noted above, some minor royal dynasties, ruling in Bengal

during the Pala period, were followers of Buddhism. Reference may

be made in particular to Knntideva and the Chandra kings (v. supra

pp. 134-35). The Tibetan sources tell us that Trntric Buddhism

flourished in Vangala under the Chandras, and that king Gopl-

chandra, who is associated by tradition with a particular form of

mysticism, belonged to this dynasty.® The famous Buddhist scholar

of Vikramapura, AtUa Dipankara, is said to have been born in the

royal house of that place.’ It is, therefore, not improbable that he

was related to the Chandras,

The Sena kings do not seem to have had any special leaning

towards Buddhism, and Buddhism does not seem to have had any

patronage from them.® The Buddhist institutions soon disappeared

for want of royal support, and those which lingered on did not

appear to have long survived the invasion of Muhammad Bakhtyor.®

' Cordier-Cfl/. i. 78, 79. 121, 226, 303 ;
ii. 105, 116. 126.

* Sumpa op. cit, ii. xvVi.

• Tl was not in Rsmavati, as H. P, Sastrl held xxxi).

* Cordier-C/?/. i. 19. 20. 21.23, 24, 33, 40. 49. 50, 122, 142, 293, 302.

365 ; !i. 78. 85. 227.

* For an account of the Buddhist viharas of Bengal, Cf. /C. l. 227 ff.

® Sumpa, op. cit. » Ibid, i. xvii ; n. xviii.

• But cf. the case of Madhusena, supra p. 228.
• For definite evidence regarding the existence of Buddhism in Bengal after

A.D. 1200, see supra pp. 228, 258. The Sabhar Ins. of Harifchandra (DR, 1920-21,

pp, 175 ff
; D. C. Sen, Brihat-Vanga, i. 277) of the end of the 14th century A.D.,
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Buddhism under the Palas appears to have been completely

different from the Buddhism which even Hiuen Tsang describes in

the middle of the 7th century a.d. The ancient schools, like

Sarvflstivada, Sammatiya etc., are no longer spoken of in Eastern

India, and the trace of pure MahSyflna that we discover in the

invocations used by kings in their inscriptions does not give a correct

picture of the Buddhism of the period. The MahRyCna had deve-

loped forms of mysticism which are known as Vajrayflna and

TantraySna, and these by their very nature dealt with certain deeper

metaphysical problems which had greater attraction for the

religious man.

The leaders of this new movement have been all celebrated in

Buddhist tradition as Siddhas, and their number is traditionally

reckoned as eighty-four. This number had, however, nothing but

a symbolical value, as an examination of the eighty-four names shows

that some of them are simply repetitions of the same names in

different forms. But there is no doubt that many of the names

were real, as we have works, mostly preserved in Tibetan translations,

of some of the Siddhas.^

The rise of this mysticism was somehow connected with Bengal

which played a great r6le in its dissemination throughout India.

Although it is difficult to discuss the chronology of the Siddhas

here,^ we have strong reason to believe that they lived some time

between the 1 0th and 12th centuries From the number of works

attributed to them, it appears that the principal amongst the Siddhas

were Saraha, N[igarjuna, TillopSda, Nsro-psda, Advayavajra and

Kahiju-pada. Writings of Lui-pJlda, i^abara, Bhusuku, Kukkuri, etc.,

also have been preserved. According to some Buddhist tradition Saraha

was born in the city of Rajni in Eastern India, and was a con-

temporary of king Ratnapfila. He was initiated to Tantric Buddhism

by a king of Orissa, and later succeeded to a chair at NfllandS.

Nagfirjuna is said to have been the disciple of Saraha and is some-

times supposed to be identical with Nfigabodhi. These two, however,

of which the authenticity is disputed, contains a Buddhist invocation and says

that the ancestors of Harikhandra were worshippers of the Daaabala Buddha. It

is probable that small Buddhist communities still continued to exist in the 14th

century in inaccessible corners of Eastern Bengal. It is also likely that Buddhism

in various modified forms lingered in Bengal for many centuries. Cf. H. P. SSStrl,

Discovery of Living Buddhism in Bengal {\^96) ; also an article entitled **Buddhists

in Bengal'* {Jagannath Intermediate College Magazine, Dacca, Vol. x, No. n,

pp. 35 ff).

^ See Bagchi, Kaulajnana-nirnaya, Introd. pp. 21-22.

2 Ibid. pp. 27-28 ; also supra pp. 325 ff.
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appear to be two distinct personages. The two met at Pu^^ra-

vardhana, and it was there that NSgarjuna formed a part of his

mystic career. Nsgsrjuna was initiated to Buddhist mysticism and

alchemy at Naland^ by Saraha and his assistants. • One of his

disciples, Negahava, became a professor at Nslands. Tillo-pfida was

a Brahmin of Chittagong, associated with the Pa^dita-v/7i5m of that

place, and a contemporary of king Mahipala. N5ro-pada belonged

to Varendra, was a disciple of the famous logician of that country,

Jetfiri, and a contemporary of king NayapSla (c. 1038-55 a.d.).

The great Atisa Dlpahkara also flourished in this period.^ Nflro-pSda

at first was at Phullahari and then at Vikramaslla monastery.

Many of the other Siddha writers belonged to Bengal, and wrote

mystic poems in old Bengali.^

So far as can be gathered from the texts composed in this period

the mystic Buddhism had assumed three important forms : Vajra-

yana, Sahajayfina, and KslachakraySna. The ancient philosophical

schools like Yogschsra and Mfldhyamika existed only in name, and

in texts which were studied by a few scholars. The ancient Vinaya

schools like SarvSstivada, Mahflsanghika, etc,y had only a limited

scope for giving initiation to the novices ; but the more complicated

domain of Mahttyfina practices was reserved for those who had

special initiation in Vajraysrna, Sahajay/ina and KslachakrayPna.*

Vajrayana and Sahajayfina represented two aspects of the same

mysticism ; the first laid stress on ceremonials which had only mystic

implications, whereas the latter dealt with the more advanced stage

of that mysticism in which ceremonials had no place. The Siddha

writers have treated this aspect of mysticism in their texts. Great

importance is attached to the practice of mantra, mudra and

mar^dala in the Vajrayfina and hence a great mystic value is attached

to the various manifestations of sound, which, according to these

teachers, could be visualised in the forms of gods and goddesses.

When these divinities appear before the mystic, they form a mar^dala

in which they take their proper seat according to various dispositions,

and the mystic, who is now speechless, carries on his worship with

the help of the mudra which is now his only language. Hence the

^ For Atisa Dipamkar cf. supra pp. 334 ff. and also infra Ch. xvir.

* Supra pp. 383 ff. and Sumpa, op. cit. Index; Kaula jnana-nirnaya, Introd ;

Dohako'io, Part i; “Materials for a Critical Edition of the Old Bengali Caryspadas”
(/L.xxx. 1-156).

* For this and for a systematic treatment of the doctrines of these schools
see Tantras. pp. 174 ff.; “Some Aspects of the Buddhist Mysticism of BengaP* in

Cultural Heritage of India, i. 310 ; and Baudha DJianna 0 Sahitya (in Bengali) pp.
63 ff. (chapter on Vajrayana and Sahajaysna).
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utility of the multitude of gods and goddesses, represented in the

literature and iconography of this period. Vajra is defined as the

Prajiia of which the essence is the Bodhichitta, and hence it is the

iakti in the Brahmanical language of the Tantras.

This display af J^akti is associated with the practice of Yoga
which required the help of the Guru. Thus the Guru came to be

given an exalted position in these systems. It was, however, not an

easy task for the Guru to lead the disciple to the goal. He had to

find out the special spiritual aptitude of the disciple and suggest to

him the path most suitable for him. In his analysis of the spiritual

aptitudes of the disciple, he seems to have arrived at novel classifica-

tion called kula. There are five such kulas technically called l)ombi,

Natl, Rajaki, Chaudali and Brahmaial. The nature of these kulas

is determined by the five skandhas or the essence of the five basic

elements constituting the material existence of the being. These

five kulas are the five aspects of the prajfia. The task of the Guru
was to find out which of these five aspects was predominant in his

disciple, and lead him along the path determined by it.

The practice of Yoga required a knowledge of the whole physio-

logical system, including the inumerable within the body, and

the different stations or the meeting places of various systems of

ncidts, the three principal uacits being lalanfiy rasana and avadhutly

of which the avadhutl extended up to the topmost station. The
inner manifestations of the bodhichitta or the during its

upward march along the mdls through its various stations, correspond

to similar transformations of the objective field of vision. These

transformations have a great importance in Vajrayffna but none in

the Sahajayana. The goal of the two, however, seems to be the

same, viz. mah&sukha or perfect bliss.

The Tibetan sources tell us that the KfilachakraySna was

specially developed outside India, in a country called Sambhala, but

was introduced into Bengal in the Psla period. One of the great

teachers of this school, Abhayakaragupta, wrote a number of works

on this school. He was a contemporary of Rfimap5la(v. supra p. 155).

KfilachakraySna attached a great importance, in the practice of

Yoga, to the time factor, the muharta, the tithi, the constellation

etc. Hence astronomy and astrology came to play an important

part in this system. But so far as the goal is concerned it was

the same as that of the other systems.

On account of this great emphasis on the esoteric aspects of

the religion, although these had their root in Yog^chfira and Mfidhya-

mika. Buddhism was soon unhinged. As time passed on, less and

less importance was attached to the ceremonial aspect which still

retained a faint stamp of Buddhism. The ceremonial being once
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completely eliminated, it was not long before what remained of

Buddhism was absorbed in the Brahmanicai Tfintric system of

Bengal, which by an inevitable process bad attained a similar form.

This assimilation had surely begun before the end of the Pala period

and was completed before the I4rh century.^

We have seen that in the hands of the Siddhacharyas, Buddhism

in Bengal had attained a stage where its assimilation to ^fiktism was

an easy matter. The idea of Buddha had been dispensed with both

in his laukika and lokoiiara forms : the VajraySna deities were no

longer necessary, as they belonged to a lower plane
;

the pravrajy^

and the consequent observance of the rules of monastic discipline

had no importance, as monasticism was dead : and the formal aspect

of the religion was completely discredited. The fundamental basis

of this new Buddhism was that form of Yoga which we call Hatha-

yoga. This Hathayoga, again, is a general designation of a variety

of practices of which the distinciive features can now be hardly

recognised. The followers of Saktism do not as yet seem to have

discovered the advantages of the Hathayogic methods, and had been

pursuing the earlier orthodox ways.

The fusion of .^aktism^ with this type of Buddhist mysticism

gave rise to new schools of Saktism on the one hand, and certain

forms of popular religion on the other, both of which have survived

till our times. This new school of iSsktism is called Kaula, of which

the fundamental doctrines are found in a number of texts, recently

discovered from Nepal, which trace their origin to the teachings of

MatsyendranStha. The doctrine of kula (from which the word

kaula is derived), as we have already seen, is a special feature of

Buddhist mysticism. Kula is used there to mean ^akti which is of

five kinds, and these are presided over by the five TathSgatas. The

sacred lore of the Kaula school is called Kulagama, Kula^gstra etc,,

and the followers of its methods are called Kaula, Kulaputra or

Kulina. Kula is defined as the ^akti, and Akula is iSiva. The

dormant divine energy within the body is called Kulaku^dalin!. An
analysis of the Kaula texts clearly shows that many of their leading

ideas had been derived from the Buddhist mystic schools. Some of

^ Buddhist images discovered in Bengal mostly belong to the 9th, 1 0th, and

1 1th centuries, and only a few of them belong to the 12th century. These have been

discussed in Part n of this chapter. Professor Foucher in his Iconographic

Bouddhique has discussed an illuminated manuscript of the Ashtasahasrika

Prajnaparamita of the 11th century a.d. It contains the illustrations of a number
of Mahayana deities worshipped in different parts of Bengal. These include

(1) Bhagavatl Tara of Chandradvipa, (2) Champita Lokanatha. Jayatunga
Lokanatha and Buddhardhi Tara of Samatata, (3) ChuodS of Paftikeraka and
(4) Lokanatha of Harikela.
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the ancient texts of the Kaula school show that it had many sub-

divisions, the most important of them probably being the Yoginl-

kaula, which is said to have been founded by Matsyendranatha and
was connected with Ksmarnpa.^

The Kaula school which identified itself with Brahmanical

^Sktism could not be ousted in spite of the vehement attacks of its

orthodox critics, as its great strength lay in the acceptance of

the VarnfiSrama. The other movements which did not accept the

VarnSerama and in which Buddhist mysticism survived, were the

Nathism, Avadhuta, Sahajiya, Baul efc. It is at present impossible

to trace the history of the rise of these movements, and it is probable

that they were indistinguishable from each other in the transitional

stage. They gradually developed their distinctive character, and

the transition seems to have been over by the 13th century. The
followers of Nfithism, in course of time, lost their monastic character

and were affiliated to the Hindu society as a separate caste.

Nathism originated from the religion of the Siddhttchsryas, as

its reputed founder Matsyendranatha seems to have been the same

as Siddha Lui-pSda. The great teachers of this religion are called

Nsthas, and the most famous amongst them were Gorakshanfftha,

MlnanStha, Chaurahginstha, eic. Mlnanatha was probably the same

as Malsyendra, of whom Goraksha was the disciple. Their teachings

exercised such a considerable influence, particularly in Northern and

Eastern Bengal, that their miraculous tales became the subject of

popular songs in Bengali which are of great importance for the early

history of Bengali literature.^

The Avadhutas, who were all sanyexsinsy also drew their inspira-

tion from the teachings of the Siddhas. Advayavajra, we know, was

known as Avadhuti-pixda.^ The very name of the sect indicates

that it followed the Buddhist method of Yoga in which an exact

knowledge of the m4% called Avadhuti is essential. It should not,

however, be forgotten that this sect had a distant connection with

a particular form of religious exercise which is very old in Buddhism,

and probably also in Jainism,

The twelve Dhntahgas, although mentioned in old Buddhist

texts, were never practised by the orthodox Buddhists. The most

important of these consisted of living on begging, dwelling under

trees in forests far away from human habitations, wearing torn

1

*

Kauh-lnana-nirnaya, p. 55.

Jbfd, pp. 8 ff. : PTOC, VI, 265 ff., 643 ff. ; supra pp. 385 ff,

H. P. ^sstrl, AdvayavjrorsCtmgraha, p. vi.
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clothes etc.^ The Jaina AchUranga-sntra has a chapter (i. 6) on

the DhTitas. It enjoins on the mendicants to live far away from

human habitations, to live on begging, not to mind torn clothes, not

to do injury to one’s self or to anybody else etc. These are exactly

the rules which Devadatta wanted to introduce in the code of

monastic discipline, but on account of strong opposition was himself

excommunicated.^ The Ajivikas also, we know, insisted on such

privations. The Avadhntas seem to have revived that old tradition

of the followers of Dhuta-discipline, and this supposition is amply

confirmed by the Goraksha-sichlhanta-smhgraha which was partly a

code for their use. According to this text the Var^ilSrama is of no

importance to the Avadhnta. Neither the .sastras nor the places of

pilgrimage can lead him to emancipation. He is without any

attachment to any object and behaves like a mad man.® Nityfi-

nanda, the famous associate of Chaitanya, was an avadhuta, and the

description which we get of his manners in the Chaitanya-bhagavata

contains a vivid picture of the religious life of the followers of this

sect.^

The Sahajiya was well established in Bengal before the time of

Chaitanya, and its progress could not be checked by the protagonists

of the Chaitanya movement, although they tried their best to do so.

On the other hand, it was the Chaitanya movement which, in course

of time, became deeply influenced by the Sahajiys. The oldest

reference to Sahajiya is found in an inscription of the 13th century,

the Mainamati Plate, which speaks of “a superior officer of the royal

groom” (?) as practising the Sahajadharma in Pattikeraka in Tippera

{-Sahajadharmasu karmasu).^ Chaijdidflsa was the earliest Bengali

writer on Sahajiys, and lived most probably in the 14th century a.d.

The writings of Cha^jididafsa have come down to us in a much altered

form, and the Krishnchklrtana, which has probably been preserved

in its original form, contains very little of the inner doctrines of

the Sahajiya. We have, unfortunately, no other early texts of

Sahajiyaf, but it is possible to trace in the altered songs of Cha^dldasa

and his Kfishr^a-kirtana some of the fundamental doctrines of

the Buddhist Sahajayana. Although Rsdhs is the l^akti and Krishna,

the supreme reality, the Hathayoga is not dispensed with, and the

much discussed Rajaki of Chaijididcsa reminds us of one of the five

For the Buddhist Dhtuahgas see Bapat, Vimuttimagga and Visuddhimagga,
pp. 16 ff.

" IHQ,x.60,
* Goraksha-siddhanta-samgraha, ed, Gopinath Kaviraj, pp. 1, 10 etc,
* Chaitanya^bhagavata^ Madhya iii ; Anta vn,
^ IHQ, IX. 282 ff.
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kulas spoken of in the VajrayRna. The later writings of the

Sahajiyfls also attach great importance to the inner the various

chakras of the stations, and the lotus with thousand petals. They
do not lose sight of the fact that Krishna is the Supreme Reality, and
Rsdhs, only the l§akti that makes him attainable.

As only fragments of the literature of the B^uls have been

made accessible, it is not possible to say to what extent they have
preserved the ancient traditions of the Buddhist Sahajayftna. From
the few songs already collected, it appears that they have preserved

that tradition more faithfully than the SahajiySs, as they have not

allowed themselves to be influenced by Vaishnavism. Rsdha and

Krishna have no meaning to them, but the the chakras, the

iakti etc,, are regarded by them as of the greatest importance. The

Sahaja bliss is the ultimate goal with all of them.

Buddhism, which was once a great religion, could not have

survived only in some debased forms of popular cults like the Dharma-

thfikur pujn. It transformed itself into those living forces which

inspired and guided the religious and literary lif; in Bengal for

centuries even after the disappearance of its distinctive features.

V. GENERAL REVIEW*

Before concluding this short sketch of the different religious

systems, it is necessary to review some general features of the reli-

gious life in Bengal as a whole. We may begin with the comparative

influence of the different sects or cults. On this point the testimony

of Hiuen Tsang, the only direct evidence that we possess, leaves no

doubt that the Buddhists and the Jainas were far outnumbered by the

followers of Brahmanical religion in the 7th century a.d. Save for

the gradual decline of the Jainas, the state of things described by

Hiuen Tsang seems to have been true also of the subsequent period.

The patronage of the Palas no doubt gave an impetus to Buddhism

and saved that religion from the fate which overtook it in the rest

of India, but does not seem to have materially affected the dominant

position of the Brahmanical religion. For it is worthy of note that

by far the large majority of images and inscriptions which may be

assigned to the period between 750 and 1200 a.d. are Brahmanical,

and not Buddhist.

Among the non-Buddhist sects, the Nirgranthas, who later

came to be called Jainas, were very numerous in the days of Hiuen

* Authorities for most of the statements made in this section are cited above.

54
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Tsang. For reasons, not known to us, this sect must have lost its

influence to a considerable extent in Bengal during the subsequent

ages, as very few Jaina images and inscriptions have come to light

so far. Of the two great sects in the Brahmanical religion, Vaish^av-

ism seems to have been more popular than l^aivism, at least during

the last two or three centuries of the Hindu rule, if we are to judge

by the number of cult-images which mostly belong to this period.

The royal patronage of a religion is not a bad index of its general

influence and popularity. In Bengal the Khadgas, the Chandras,

and the Pslas, and individual rulers like Krintideva and Ra^avahka-

malla were followers of Buddhism. Vainyagupta, Jia^Sjjka,Lokanfrtha,

Domma^apsla and the early Sena rulers like Vijayasena and VallSla-

sena were Saivas. The Varmans, the later Sena kings and the Deva

family were Vaishijavas. No royal Jaina family is known, nor even

any individual ruler of that faith.

But in spite of the existence of different religious sects side by

side there was no sectarian jealousy or exclusiveness. This is proved

by references in contemporary epigraphs whose value cannot be

ignored. The catholic attitude of the Buddhist Psla kings has

already been referred to above. Dharmapfila and *Vigrahap5la iiP

are given credit in official records for maintaining the orthodox social

order of castes ;
NsrSyaijiapala himself built and endowed a temple

of l$iva, and not only attended sacrificial ceremony of his Brahman

ministers, but also reverently put the sacrificial water on his head ;

Chitramatika, the chief queen of Madanapfila, regarded it as meritori-

ous to hear the recital of Mahabharata^ Similarly PrabhSvati, the

queen of Devakhadga, set up an image of Cha^di. On the other hand

the feaiva king Vainyagupta endowed a Buddhist monastery, while a

Brahmajja and his wife made pious gift of land to a Jaina vihara?

While these instances show respect and reverence for others’

creed, certain facts indicate even a more intimate association between

different religious sects. Thus the Buddhist Dhanadatta marries a

devout Saiva princess, and takes credit for his knowledge of the

Ramayar^a, the MaMbharata and the PurSj^as, Their son Ksntideva,

although a Buddhist, adopts a royal seal which seems to combine
the religious emblems of his parents, viz. the lion and snake.^

Still more interesting are the cases in which a king openly declares

his devotion to more than one religious faith. Thus Vaidyadeva®

‘ Psla Ins. No. 39. * No. 46.
• Psharpur cp. (El, xx. 61).

• The Chittagong cp. of Kintideva will shortly be published in £/. where
this point has been distussed.

• Psla Ins No. 50.
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styles himself both Parama^mUheSvara and Parama-vaishi^ava and

Dommanapala,^ although a Parama-mdheivara, pays his respect to

Bhagavfln Nfirayajja. The copperplate grants of Vi^varnpasena dnd

Ke^avasena are perhaps the most instructive on this point. The

royal seal attached to the plates bears the representation of Sadfi^iva»

and is actually called Sads^iva-mudrii in the body of the inscriptions ;

they open with adorations to Nfirayana, followed by an invocation

addressed to Snrya ; and finally the kings themselves are given

the title Parama-saura. It seems the kings not only professed the

two great faiths followed by their fore-fathers, but added a new one.

These two Hindu kings of Bengal seem to typify the true spirit of

the age. For even to-day the same spirit characterises the religious

life of Bengal, where every orthodox Hindu performs the worship of

Nsrayana, Lakshmi, 6iva, DurgS, Ksrtika, Snrya and other gods

and goddesses with equal zeal and veneration. Although some

families are labelled Vaishijava and others l^skta, they have faith in,

and reverence for, all the gods.
^

While both Vaishjjavism and Saivism derived their strength and

inspiration from the magnificent temples and the great community

of Brnhmai;^as distinguished for their religious zeal, learning, and

scholarship, the main strongholds of the Buddhists were the

numerous vihdras or monasteries. Hiuen Tsang records that

there were seventy Buddhist vihdras^ accommodating eight thousand

monks, and no less than 300 Deva temples in Bengal proper. So far

as we can judge from archaeological evidence and the accounts of

Tibetan writers, the number of viharas, monks, and temples increased

in subsequent times. We can easily visualise ancient Bengal studded

with temples and viharas, the name and fame of some of which had

spread far beyond the frontiers of India. Bengal was then the home

of a body of learned Brahma^as and Buddhist bhikshus (monks)

whose livelihood was made easy and secure by private or royal

charity, and who dedicated their lives to the highest ideals laid down

for them in the holy scriptures. The most notable evidence in this

respect is furnished by the detailed account of a monastery at

Tamralipti by 1-tsing, who himself lived there for some time.* In

1 IHQ.x. 321,

* I-tsing. pp. 62-64. After describing how the monks lived *‘their just life,

avoiding wordly affairs, and free from the faults of destroying lives , 1-tsing refers

to the strictness ot procedure observed when the monks and nuns met. The nuns

walked together in a company of two, but to a layman’s house they went in a

company of four. A minor teacher sent a small quantity of rice to a tenant’s wife

through a boy. It was brought to the notice of the Assembly, and the teacher,

being ashamed, retired from the monastery for ever. A Bhikshu named Rahulamitra
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view of the general moral lapse in later phases of both Buddhist and

Brabmanical religions, we should take note of the high moral standard

of monastic life recorded by an eye-witness. That the BrShma^as

were also inspired by an equally high ideal is abundantly proved by

the works of Bhavadeva Bhatta, Halayudha and Vallslasena to which

reference has already been made {supra Ch. xi).

In conclusion, we must emphasise the intense religiosity which

characterised the people at large. This is proved by the nature,

scope and volume of the extensive religious literature, both in

Sanskrit and Vernacular {supra Chs. xi-xn), which grew up during

the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries a.d. As already noted

above, we have to trace to this formative period the beginnings of

many of those folk religions which exercised considerable influence

over the mass of people in Bengal during the mediaeval period.

never “spoke with women face to face, except when his mother or sister came to

him, whom he saw outside his room."



li. Iconography

I. INTRODUCTION

The time when images first formed objects of worship in Bengal

cannot be determined with certainty. It is in a way bound up with

the larger problem of the antiquity of image-worship in India on

which widely divergent views have been entertained by scholars.^

It is not necessary for our present purpose to discuss the question

at length. But it does not seem likely that image-worship occupied

an acknowledged and important place in the religious life of Bengal,

till the introduction of various sectarian religions in which bhaktiy

or loving adoration of the one personal god by his devotees, formed

the fundamental element.

There can be hardly any doubt that images were at first made
mostly of perishable materials like wood or clay. Mention may be

made in this connection of the interesting practice, chiefly current

in modern Bengal, of making kshar^ika images of clay, worshipping

these with pomp and ceremony on particular parvan days, and

immersing them afterwards in tanks or rivers, - a practice which

probably existed from very early times.

These factors, together with deliberate acts of vandalism,

specially by foreign invaders, explain, to a large extent, the paucity

of early examples of images in Bengal. As a matter of fact, not a

single image, discovered so far in Bengal, can be definitely placed

before the Gupta period, and very few can confidently be dated

even in this period. Stone images came to be made in large numbers

from the time of the Pfila rulers of Bengal. The stone which was

utilised for the construction of these images generally belonged to

the hornblende schist variety usually quarried from the Rsjmahal

Hills, and this as well as its variants remained the usual media for

these purposes in Bengal. Another durable material which was

less frequently used for making images in Bengal was bronze or octo-

alloy, sometimes gold-plated, precious metals like silver being very

rarely used. Some metal images associated with different creeds have

been discovered in various localities of Bengal, and they testify to

the high state of excellence which the art of casting metals attained

here. It must be observed, however, that even when principal icons

^ For a full discussion on this point cf. J. N. Baneijea, Development of

Hindu Iconography, Ch. n.
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and accessory figures were being made of such durable materials, the

potter’s and carpenter’s sei^'ices were also being requisitioned

for the same purpose. The Pahsrpur and Mahfisthan excavations

have brought to light numerous terracotta plaques illustrating

various themes, religious and mythological in character.

With these few preliminary remarks we may now proceed to

study the iconography of Bengal by classifying the images, discovered

within the boundaries of this province, according to the respective

creeds to which they belong, and describing some of the outstanding

specimens selected from each group.

It is necessary to add, however, that the identification of the

images cannot always be regarded as certain. As is well-known,

correct identification of an icon is possible only when we can find

a text describing the image to be worshipped, exactly corresponding

in all details to the image in question. There are many images which

do not fit in with any iconographic text known so far, and. what is

more surprising, many icons found in Bengal, with definite names

given in inscribed labels, do not exactly conform to iheir dhyanas

given in current Tantra texts. It is evident, therefore, that either

there were other texts not yet discovered, or the iconoplaslic art in

Bengal did not always scrupulously follow them. The former suppo-

sition is, however, more probable.

Further, it is to be noted that it is always difficult to assign even

an approximate date to an image, unless it contains an inscription,

which is very rarely the case ; for the ^est dates have occasionally

been suggested on grounds of style.

Finally, a word may be said about the method of describing the

different hands of an image which has more than two hands. These

hands either hold some object or show a certain pose For the

sake of brevity these have been enumerated together, beginning,

unless otherwise stated, from the lowest hand on the right, and

proceeding clockwise to that on the left. The meaning of the

technical terms is given in a glossary (v. m/ra pp. 475-79).

li. BRAHMANICAL ICONS ASSOCIATED WITH VISHNU CULT

The Vishuuite groups of images are the commonest among those

discovered in Bengal proper. The four-handed images of Vjsh^u,

which are commonly met with, generally depict either one or other

of the vyuhas, of which, according to the fully developed PSIicha-

r^tra theology, there are twenty-four, or some of the vibhavas

(incarnatory forms), especially several of the celestial ones. The
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human incarnations of Vishnu are usually endowed with two hands,

while his Vi^vartrpa variety is multi-handed. The twenty-four forms

of four-handed Vishnu images are differentiated^ by the varying

order in which the four hands hold the usual attributes, kankha

(conch-shell), chakra (wheel), gada (mace), and padma (lotus).

Sometimes the last two arc personified as Chakra-purusha and Gada-
devi. The types referred to above are mainly cult images. A large

number of reliefs, on the other hand, mostly decorative in character

and datable in the late Gupta period, such as those of Pahrirpur,

illustrate legends of Krishi;^a, an incarnation of Vishjj^u.

The commonest form of Vishnu images in Bengal belongs to the

variety known as Trivikrama. The attributes in its lower and upper

left and upper and lower right hands are respectively conch-shell,

wheel, mace and lotus.

The earliest Vishnu image* is the relief-like free-standing

sculpture of Vishnu from HankrSil (Maldah) and now in Rajshahi

Museum (PI. xlv. 110). It is a four-armed figure, its upper right

and lower left hands as well as the legs being partially broken.

Its lower right and upper left hands hold a lutus-bud and a conch-

shell respectively, and its sparse ornaments consist of a low kirtta^

kur^dalas^ h^ra, afigada and yajfiopavlta.

The elegantly carved huge image of Vishji^u, in greyish black

stone, about 6' 4'' in height, found near Lakshmankati (Bakarganj),

is one of the most interesting varieties of such images ever dis-

covered anywhere in India, both from the point of view of its

artistic excellence and its iconographic importance (PI. lxi. 149),

Vishnu is seated in lalitasana on the out-stretched wings of a three-

eyed Garuda who is shown as about to soar upwards. The back

right and back left hands hold two lotus flowers by their stalks, on

the pericarps of which arc depicted, respectively, miniature seated

figures of Kamalfi (Gaja-Laksmi) and Sarasvatl, the latter playing

on an antique-shaped harp. The right and left front hands of the

deity hold chakra (with Chakra-purusha inside it) and the miniature

figure of Gads-devi. On a high hexagonal kinta-mukuta is shown a

four-haned deity seated with its hands in the dhyana-mudrH and

the back hands carrying some indistinct objects, possibly two of the

attributes of Vishnu (if this surmise is correct then this would stand

for YogSsana Vishnu) On the top and bottom sections of the

Stella appear the flying Vidyadharas and the donor couple respect-

ively, and the central figure is tastefully decorated with \man0la

^ For full discussion cf. Vishnu-mXirti*parichaya by Vinod Vihsri Vidyabinod.

* The date of this image has been discussed U^ra p. 521.
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and other usual ornaments. The severe simplicty of the whole

composition, the shape of the harp and the plainness of the

all indicate a comparatively early date, and the image

can, with some amount of confidence, be referred to the early Pflla

period.^ Its unique iconograpbic features cannot be explained with

the help of any known text. It is an uncommon thing in Vishnu

images to place and Pushti in the back hands of the central

figure ; again, the manner of its holding them reminds us of the

GhiyasabSd and Sonnirang Buddhist reliefs to the noticed below ;

while the Dhyani-Buddha-like presentation of the miniature four-

handed figure on its head-dress is reminiscent of the Kalandarpur

standing Vishnu.* These Vishi^uite reliefs seem to show distinct

traces of absorption of Mah^yfina features, and this is against the

early date assigned to the image by N. K. Bhattasali.

The black basalt standing image of four-armed Vishnu, from

Chaitanpur (Burdwan) and now in the Indian Museum, is a unique

piece of sculpture, and is perhaps the only known specimen of this

type (PL I. 1). The central figure is almost fully in the round, its

head and shoulders resting on the background of a iiraichakra

partially preserved, and its right and left back hands connected with

the knob of the (shown also as Gada-devi with a staff in her

left hand ), and the rim of the chakra (also depicted as Chakra-

piirusha with a staff) respectively ; its front right hand holds a lotus-

bud, the front left carrying a conch-sheel. The figure is very sparsely

ornamented, a curious string of amulets round the neck replacing

the usual hara and vanamala. The loin cloth devoid of any artistic

arrangement is treated in a very uncouth manner. These and some

other features, viz. the extremely elongated face, the big protruding

eyes, the projecting muscles and bones, and the partially emaciated

belly, seem to indicate that this is an *abhichSrika-sthanaka^ Vishnu

image which the Vaikhamsagama describes as follows :

abhIcharikasthUnakavi devam dvibhujam chaturbhujam va dhumravarnavi syama*

vastradharam sushkavaktram suskangam iamogunanvitam-iirdhvaneiram BrahmTi-

dtdeva vivarjitam karayet.

T. A. Gopinatha Rao has described these types of Vish;]LU images on
the basis of this text, but he could not refer to any known specimen.*

R. P. Chanda described it as an inferior specimen of the Gupta

^ Bhatt..Cfl/. 86-87, PI. xxxii.

* VBS-Rfp. 1928-29, pp. 15-17, and plate. K. C, Sarkar suggested^at this

type really represented a Bodhisattva in his paper published in KRS. M., No. 4,

pp, 19-23 and PL This suggestion is hardly acceptable.

Rao-/coif. I (I). 84-85. This peculiarity of the Chaitanpur image was
first recognised by the present writer (JISOA. vm. 159-61).
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period.^ But the iconographic features as well as its seemingly

southern style justify us in assigning it to about the 8th century a.d.

An image of Vishnu discovered at Bsghsura (Tippera) is dated

in year 3 of king Mah'ipSla i and thus belongs to the latter part of

the 10th century a.d. (Pi. lixx. 168).® Another beautiful image
with similar iconographic details is in the Indian Museum*
(PI. Lxviii. 165). The pedestal inscription of the former tells us that

it is an image of Narflya^ia (Narilyana-bha^arak-dkhya)
; but the

arrangement of attributes in its four hands {pachna, gada, chakra,

iafikha) follows the order suited to Trivikrama Vishnu as laid down
in the AgniPurdnay Padma and the Rnpa-man4ana, Thus

it seems there was no strict conformity in naming the twenty-four

variant types of Vishnu associated with the VyuhavSda of the

Pdfichardtra system. But that there existed the practice of

differentiating these types is proved by the discovery in Bengal of

stone and bronze Vishiju images which show different modes of

placing these attributes in the hands of the central figure.

The partially damaged stone Vishnu from Burdwan, now in the

VSP. Museum, Calcutta, belongs to the sub-order Hrishikefea accord-

ing to Padma Parana or a variant of Sndhara according to Agni°.

The unique seated four-handed bronze figure of Vishij^u (Hrishlkc^a

or ^ridhara), originally hailing from Sagardighi and now in the

VSP. Museum, shows padma, chakra, gadd and 'sahkha in the four

hands
;
with the exception of the first, all the other attributes are

placed on full blown lotuses springing from stalks held by the deity,

as is the case with some Buddhist icons to be noted later (PI. Lxxr.

173).* The standing stone figure of Vishtju (Trivikrama) from

Surohor (Dinajpur) datable in the I2th century a.d., and now in

the Rajshahi Museum, is of unique iconographic interest (PI. i. 4).

Like the Ghiyassbsd, Sonfrang and Sagardighi figures of multi-

handed Lokesvara Vishnu images, noticed later in the section of

Buddhist Mahsyi^na icons, the figure is made to stand under a

canopy of seven serpent hoods ; the gadd and chakra shown in the

back hands are placed on full-blown lotus flowers in the manner in

^ ASI, 1925-26, p. 163. R. P. Chanda missed the real significance of this

icon. What he thought crude workmanship was really a studied effort on the part

of the artist to depict the peculiar features enjoined by the text.

^ EISMS. 36-37, 100, 134. PI. iv {dy
» ASI. 1934-35, p. 79. PI. xxiv (e).

^ VSP-Cat. 138-39, PI. xxv. R. D. Baoerji observes : ‘This peculiar arrange-

ment (of the attributes) seems to have been common in the northern part of

Rsdbs** (£:/5Af5. 96). The Lakshmafiaksti and Surohor Vishnu figures show that

this mode was also known in Vaiiga and Varendra«

53
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which the attributes are shown in the composite images just noticed ;

instead of l$r'i and Pushti on either side of the central figure, arc

placed two male figures, as in the same reliefs, but here definitely

identifiable as Chakra-purusha and iSankha-purusha on account of

chakra and iafikha shown on mlotpalas held by the respective figures.

But what is of outstanding importance here is the fact that an

Amitabha-like figure is placed just above the central snake-hood,

and a six-handed dancing figure of l^iva is carved in the middle of

the pedestal below.^ The Kalandarpur stone image of Vishnu, refer-

red to above (v. 5 . p. 432) shows these identical traits. The dancing

l§iva below would tempt one to describe the miniature figure on the

top as Brahma,the whole relief thus presenting the Brahmanical triad,

Brahma-Vish](^u-I$iva, and the snake-hoods may be explained as those

of Adifeesha, Vishnu’s attendant. But Brahma is rarely represented

with two hands and one foce, and it is better to describe these

sculptures as Vishjgiu images absorbing MahaySna features {cf, the

mode of placing the attributes on lotus flowers in case of MahSySna

images of MaSjufirf and Simhanada-Loke^vara). A beautiful stand-

ing bronze figure of Trivikrama Vishnu found at Rangpur, and now

in the Indian Museum, is of iconographic interest on account of the

presence of Vasumati, in place of the usual Pushti or Sarasvatl on

its proper left (PI. Lxxin. 176).^ The partially damaged Sarangarh

(Bankura) life-size Vishnu image made of calcareous talc chlorite

schist, now in the Indian Museum, is a remarkable piece, and bears

a close resemblance to the sculptures found at Khiching, Mayurbhanj

(PI. I. 3). The iconographic interest attaching to this late mediaeval

image is that it does not belong to the usual Trivikrama sub-order,

as its upper right hand holds a chakra (on account of its other arms

being broken, it cannot be determined to which particular sub-order

it belongs) and that it bears on its back-slab, shown in the form of

a shrine, the miniature figures of the ten incarnations. The Purat^as

{Skanda and others) lay down in connection with the mudrU-

that a person whose body (vigraha) is decorated

with Vishi;iu’s avatdra-chihnas is the lord’s own self (mam-^vatSra^

chilmdrii driiyante yasya vigrahe^ martyair-martyo na vijfieyah sa

nnnam mdmaki ta?mh) ; this may have a distant allusion to such

images as the present one and others found all over India.

The dsana (seated) and iayana (reclining) images of Vishnu arc

rare in Bengal, the sthdnaka or standing images being the most
numerous. The Lakshmaij: kati stone Vishnu and the SagafOlghi

bronze Hrishike^a noticed above can be said to belong to the

* JASB. N. S. xxvm, 193-94, PI. ix, fig, i.

• ASL 191 1-12, pp. 152-58 and plate.
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asana variety. The 12th century a .d . image of Vishj^u seated in

lalitasana on the back of Garuda, found at Deora (Bogra) and now
in the Rajshahi Museum, shows the abnormal pose of the deity on

the back of Garuda
; Vishnu and his mount, though carved out of the

same slab of stone, appear as two separate images combined together.

In such Garudssana images in India the deity is usually shown

seated astride on his mount.^ The Lakshmi-Nsrfiyana relief at

Bfista (Dacca) is one of the rarest images in Bengal. It is a very

late specimen showing the god seated in the abnormal pose with

Lakshmi on his left thigh, and one leg of each of the couple resting

on the back hands of Garuda whose front hands are shown in the

GgyaJi pose} Another image of Lakshmi-NftrSyaua, but this time

seated on a vi'svapadma pedestal, discovered at Eshnail (Dinajpur)

and now in the Rajshahi Museum, is interesting. These groups of

seated Vishnu images bear a strong similarity to the Umfi-Mahc^vara

sculptures, numbers of which arc found in Eastern India and Bengal.*

A black basalt pedestal of an image found by S. K. Saraswati at

Itshsr (Dinajpur) contains the lower portion of a seated divinity,

identifiable as Yogasana Vishnu from its front hands being shown

in the dhyma pose and the presence of Garuda below ;
this is a

very little known variety of Vishnu image not only in Bengal but

also in the whole of Northern India.^

A fine large bracket capital of wood found at SonSrang (Dacca)

contains a representation of the same variety of Vishnu* (PI. XLiv,

106). Another bronze Vishnu, seated in YogSsana and holding

conch-shell, lotus, a garuda-dlivaja (or a GadS-purusha ?) and the

discus in the four hands, is now in the Boston Museum.*

Images illustrating some of the ten incarnatory forms of Vishnu

have been discovered in large numbers from different parts of Bengal.

The figures of the ten avatdras, stereotyped in Bengal and other

parts of Northern India, are usually carved in a row on stone slabs

originally decorating some part of Vaisbnava shrines, and are also

» EISMS. 128. PI. XLIV (6). • Bbatt.-Cfl/. 88, PI. XXXIV.

* VRS.-Rep. 1932-33. p. 16, Pi. ii. 4.

* JRASBL.il 10-11. PI. 1, fig. 1. This 12ih century ornate pedestal is

interesting as it bears not only the figure of Garuda but also an elephant and a

fat squat figure \ a rtaga and a nagl (Adieesha and his consort) support with their

raised hands the lower set of petals of the mahambuja, reminding us of the nUga
pair raising the lotus of Buddha in the scene of the Great Miracle.

* EISMS. 109, 124, PI. XLv (a). Bhatt. Cat. 228, PI. Lxxiv, On one of
the terracotta plaques of the main shrine at Pahsrpur we find another representa-

tion of the seated Vishnu [Paharpur. 59. PI. xui(d-5) ]. Dikshit’s remarks about the

uniqueness of this seated Vishpu type require modification.

* Coomaraswamy, Portfoih ofIndian Art, PI. xxv (b).
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often represented on the reverse sides of the square stone or metal

slabs (Vishnu-pattas) which are frequently found in different parts

of Bengal. Varsha, NarSsithha and Vsmana are the only three

among them who are very frequently represented as separate figures.

The reliefs depicting two other avaiSras viz., Matsya and Para^urSroa,

hailing respectively from Vajrayogini and RSnihsti (Dacca) are,

therefore, of great iconographic interest. Matsya (PI. ii. 7) appears

as a four-armed hybrid figure, its upper half being human and lower

half like a fish. In the front right hand of ParaiurAma (PI. ii. 9)

is placed a battle-axe while the three other hands carry the other

attributes of Vishnu.* The reliefs belong to the late mediaeval

period.

The best specimens of the VarSha incarnation are preserved in

the VSP. and Rajshahi Museums. The Jhilli and ChsndpSrfi

(Murshidabad) specimens in the former and the Silimpur one in

the latter are among the best discovered so far. In these early

and late mediaeval icons the head alone is that of a boar, while

the other portion of the body is human. The Central Indian artists

of the Gupta period, on the other hand, used to depict the god not

only in this hybrid form, but also in a purely theriomorphic manner.

The boar-head in the former mode is sometimes shown like a conch-

shell placed sideways on the neck of the deity. The Silimpur

(Bogra) Varsha datable in the 10th century a.i>. (PI. lxvii. 162),

shows this peculiar form of the head ; and the earth goddess is placed

on the left shoulder of the god, an unusual mode. The Rajshahi

Museum Varsha (No. 799) shows just below the leg of the figure

the demon Hira^ySksha being chased by the deity in his therio-

morphic form.

The Narasirtiha images, though not as numerous as tiie VarSha

ones, are depicted in the manner usually adopted in other parts of

India. The PSikor (Birbhum) figure shows the head of the demon
placed on the left thigh of Narasirtiha, while the rest of its body

seems to hang on to the nails of the deity. Many other such figures

follow this mode of representation
; but there are some reliefs found

in Vikrampur (Dacca) which show the main figure as six-handed,

its front pair of hands thrust into the entrails of the demon, the

middle pair taking hold of its head and legs and the back pair

shown in two poses (abhaya and tarjaniy (PI. lit. 11). In the

Paikor image and in a four-handed figure found at RampSl we find

the artists illustrating various scenes of the mythology qgpnected

with this form on the back slab.

BhaU.-Car. 105-7, PI, xxxoc. ' Ibid. 104-5, PI. PI. XXXVII.
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The same mode of carving additional scenes on the stela is

followed in the illustration of the Dwarf incarnation of Vishnu. The
central figure is shown with one foot raised heavenwards, above

which is seated BrahmfE
; just to the proper left of its right leg

planted firmly on the lotus pedestal is carved the scene of the grant

by the demon king Bali to the Dwarf God, and on the pedestal below
are placed the worshipping couple The JorlT-deul specimen in the

Dacca Museum follows these particulars (PI. ii. 8). Separate

sculptures showing a normal but dwarfish figure of Vishi^u are ex-

tremely rare, and so the Purapflrfl specimen of the four-armed

Vsmana accompanied on either side by Sri and Pushii is of great

iconographic interest (PI. in. 10).^

Of Haladhara or Balarsma, the eighth avatdra of Vishijiu, only

a few images are known so far. One was discovered at Baghra

(Dacca) and is now in a private house at Dacca.. This well-executed

image is almost a replica of an ordinary image of Vishnu ; only the

lower right hand carries a plough (the distinguishing attribute of

Balarsma) in place of the lotus. There is an umbrella in place of

the usual canopy of snake-hoods over the head of the image*

(PI. IV. 13). Two other images, one at PJthsrpur (PI. lviii. 143)*

and another at Rajshahi Museum,^ are similar, but they differ in

essential respects from the one just described. Each of them has a

canopy of snake’s hoods, and holds a bowl, a club, and a plough in

three hands, the fourth resting on thigh. The ornament of the

right ear differs from that of the left in all cases, as prescribed in

the canonical texts.

Having noticed a good many specimens of Vishnu images, we

may now refer to ceriain Bengal sculptures of Vish^iuite association

which are iconographically interesting. The Rajshahi Museum
figure of a twenty-handed deity standing in samapada-sthanaka pose,

accompanied by two seated pot-bellied figures, one on either side,

with their right hands raised and left hands in tarjam pose held close

to their breasts, is of great iconographic importance (PI. iii. 12)

Some of the objects distinguishable in the right and left hands are

gads, ankuia, khadga, mudgara, &ula, 'sara, lotus mark, etc. (r) and

chakra, khefaka, dhanu, tarjam, paia and hankha (/). The central

deity is decorated with vonamala and other usual ornaments. B. B.

Vidyavinod refers to four-faced and twenty-handed images of Hari-

^ankara in his Vishnu-mnrti-parichaya : the same type, with slight

* £/5MiS. 105, PI. XLVu(tf). * Ann. Rep, Dacca Museum, 1940-4, p. 4.

^ Paharpur. PJ. xxvu(b). Saraswali-^ci///?////-?. 48-49.
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differences in the placing of attributes, is described as Visvarupa in

Riipa-mar^tjana {vimhatya hastakair-yukto viSvarupai-chaturmukhah),

Visvarupa is a variety of Vishj^^u image, and the sculpture in question,

though one-faced, may depict a local variety of the same.

A very interesting figure of Kamadeva recognisable as such

from the disproportionately long and heavy sugarcane bow and

arrow in his hands and his flower garland is shown standing in a

tribhafiga pose on a double-petalled lotus and the artist has cleverly

depicted the coquettish smile on his lips. Two female figures, per-

haps his consorts Rati and Trisha, stand in graceful pose, one on

either side and the partially pointed stela is tastefully carved. The

piece of sculpture (PI. v. 14), which was found in North Bengal,

closely resembles the Dcop^ra one now in the Rajshahi Museum (PI.

V. 16).^ The latter relief shows the richly decorated central figure

in a similar position, holding the long sugarcane bow and the tip of

a three-pronged s<ira-l\kc object with his left and right hands, and

accompanied by a female figure carrying a watcr-pot, and a male

with a quiver full of arrows on its proper right and left respectively.

Just below the paficharatha pedestal is a rat (?)couchant. Stella

Kramrisch describes the latter sculpture as a f^ivaite deity
;
but the

two sculptures, when studied side by side, leave little doubt that both

represent the same god, though the couchant animal in the case of

the latter can not be satisfactorily explained. The Rajshahi Museum
specimen is to be dated in the end of the 12th century a.d.

A crudely executed sculpture in the collection of the Indian

Museum, originally found in North Bengal, shows a composite deity

viz, BrahmfE-Visnnu (PI. i, 2), and is unique from the iconographic

point of view. Of the four faces of Brahma only three are shown,

his attributes sruk, sruva, akshamaUi and kamat^daju being present

in the four hands. Vishnu’s attendant goddesses Sr! and Pushji, as

also the ayudha-puriisha - Semkha and Chakra- clumsily executed

with their respective emblems on the head, stand on two sides of the

central figure, who is also decorated by the ranamala. On the

pedestal are depicted the respective mounts of the gods - goose in

the centre and the Garuda in the right.^ This composite sculpture

is reminiscent of the Dattstreya or Hari-Hara Pitamaha reliefs of

both Northern and Southern India, materially differing from them,

however, by the omission of some features of Hara in it.

Brahma alone is generally depicted in Bengal as a three-headed

(the fourth head is not shown as the sculptures are seldom fully in

the round), pot-bellied and four-handed deity with his usual attri-

’ ASl 1934-35, p.79;i?upflm,No.40, p. in.fig. 38.

‘ ASJ. 1934-35, pp. 79-80,
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butes, seated in the lalMsam pose with his vahana carved on the

pedestal , the Ghfitnagar (Dinajpur) sculpture, in the Rajshahi

Museum collection is a representati\ e specimen of the usual type

(PI. V. 15).

The account of Vish^uite icons will be incomplete, if the

characteristic mode of depicting Garuda, the mount of Vish^iu, is

left unnoticed. We have already refeired to coniposite icons where

Vishnu is represented as riding on his bird-vehicle. There are also

a fev/ independent figures of Garuda serving as capitals of columns

which were usually erected in front of Vaishijava shrines.

He is depicted with the face and limbs of a man, stylised locks of

hair rising from his head, and with the beak, wings and claws of a

bird ; shown as a capital piece, he is sometimes janiform and is

usually endowed with two hands in the afijali post. The fine speci-

men in the collection of the Rajshahi Museum, belonging to the 10th

century a.d., is typically representative of this type : it has three

eyes and snake ornaments (PI. lxv. 157).

Of the goddesses associated with Vishi;iLU-Krishna cult, Lakshmi

and Sarasvatl (Sri and Pushtij are the most important ones. They

are very often depicted as chief attendants of Vasudcva-Visbi^u in

the sthamka images of the god noticed above. But separate

images of both are known in Bengal, as also in other parts of India,

and the cpigraphic reference to a temple of Sarasvatl shows that

the latter, and probably both, were worshipped as independent cult

images.^ Lakshmi, when depicted alone, is generally shown as

Gaja-Lakshmi, i.e. the goddess in the act of being bathed by two

elephants a motif known to Indian artists from the pre-Christian

period. An eleventh., century bronze figure discovered in Bogra

and now in the Rajshahi Museum (PI. lxxi. 174) is a very good

representative specimen of the four-handed variety of this icon.

The goddess stands in graceful tribhafjga pose holding in three of her

hands, matulunga, anku'sa, and Jhanp'i ( a peculiar kind of basket

generally placed in the hands of the clay images of Lakshmi,

annually worshipped during autumn in Bengal), while the fourth is

broken. She is attended on either side by two chowry-bearing

female attendants standing in the same pose. A beautiful lotus

aureole decorates the head of the goddess who is being bathed by

two elephants with upturned pitchers. The modelling of the whole

piece is very artistic. The Rajshahi Museum has also a very beauti-

ful bronze figure of two-handed Lakshmi without the aureole and

the elephants.^ •

1 Pala Ins. No. 2. 1. 32, refers to *K^dambarhdevakulika'

• VRS-Rep. 1926-27, Museum Notes by N. G. Majumdar, p. 5, fig. 3.
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Separate images of Sarasvati found in Bengal are usually four-

armed, playing on a harp with the natural hand, while the back right

and left hands carry akshaniala and pustaka (book) respectively.

Curiously enough, the vdhana of the goddess carved on the pedestal

is in some cases a swan, her usual mount in other parts of India, but

in others, a frisking ram. The explanation of the second vehicle is

perhaps afforded by a mythological story in the Satapatha Brahmarpa

(xn. 7. I. 3 and 14 : xir. 7. 2. 3. and 7) closely associating rams and
ewes with Sarasvati.^ The ChhatingrSm (Bogra) image of Sarasvati

in the collection of Rajshahi Museum is the finest specimen so far

known (PI. lxxii. 175).

111. SAIVA IMAGES

It has been rightly observed by Mr. R. D. Banerji that

“representations of the standing four-armed Vishnu and the phallic

emblem of j^iva were more popular than any other image, whether

of the orthodox or of the heterodox pantheons” in the dominions of

the Palas.^ It is a well known fact that in all the J^aiva shrines,

ancient or modern, throughout the length and breadth of India, the

central object of worship enshrined in the main sanctum is invariab-

ly the phallic emblem of Siva. It is no wonder then that these phalli

will be discovered in such large numbers in Bengal. But unlike the

extant early specimens such as the pre-historic //nga-form at

Mohenjo-daro, the Gudimallam lifiga of the pre-Christian period, or

many others of the Kushan and early Gupta period, the Bengal

specimens do not depict any realistic features. •Almost all of them

bear the usual conventional shape of the later period where it is

difficult to ascertain the real nature of the object, though the

brahmasutra marks on some of them are dimly reminiscent of early

realism. Among the Fahsrpur terracottas are to be found two

certaitf representations of Siva-lingas, the first an ordinary one, and

the second, a mukhalinga piece (chaturmukha type, of which three

faces only are discernible on account of its being a relievo representa-

tion) it is noteworthy that both these specimens show signs of

brahmasutras, though these have been misunderstood as shallow

incision in imitation of a vertical section of a linga? It is curious

> Cf. Bhatt.-Cfl/. 188-190, PI. Lxni where reference is made to ram-fight

and ram-sacrifice on the occasion of the Sarasvati-^iZya.

» E/SM5. 101.

^ Paharpur, 59, PI. xxxix (/-I), and LVi (c). What Diksh it describes a

stupa in PI. Lvi(c) may also stand for another Uhga with lotus decoration at its

top ; its surface seems to bear the brahmasutra marks.
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that no 5iva-//h^n has been discovered among the stone sculptures

in the main mound of PEhflrpur, though several anthropomorphic
figures of Siva have been found. Of the stone mukhalifigas discovered

in Bengal, the ekamukha variety is the commonest one. The
Rajshahi Museum specimen discovered at MadEriganj is a good and
representative example of this variety (PI. vi. 18). The stone Hfiga

discovered at Unakoti (Tripura State) is of great iconographic

interest as it bears four well-carved human busts shown up to the

waist on the four sides of its Reference may be made
in this connection to the sand-stone lihga with four seated l^aktis

on its four sides (c. 9th century A.D.), several examples of which have

been discovered from North Bengal (PI. vi. 17).* A bronze

chaturmukha linga of a fairly early period (c. 10th or 11th century

A.D.) recently acquired from Murshidabad district for the Asutosh

Museum, Calcutta (PI. Lix. 145) is extremely interesting from

iconographic point of view. The arghya and nala bear wavy inci-

sions indicating the water usually poured on the top of the liftga

passing along the surface of the four busts on the linga. One of these

bears a characteristically severe face, depicting the Virtrpaksha or the

extremely terrific aspect of Siva.

Among the various anthropomorphic figures of ^iva, both single

and composite, found in Bengal, mention may be made of such

varieties as Chandrasekhara, Nriiyamurti, Sadssiva, Alingana

Chandrasekhara or UmR-Mahe§vara, ArdhanErUvara, KalyRna*

sundara or J§iva-vivfiha and Aghora-Rudra, all of which except the

last one belong to his Saumya or placid aspect. There are several

representations of ^iva-Chandraiekhara among the basement reliefs

of the main mound of Fshsrpur. Three of them, all two-handed,

are reproduced in K. N. DikshiFs monograph on PRharpur,

PI. XXXI (a), (b) and (rf). The third eye, the urcldhva-linga

feature and ja(^-mukuta arc all common to them, and though the

attributes held by them differ, they comprise those usually found in

l5iva images, viz. triSiila, rosary and vase. In one case i^iva’s v^hana

Nandi (Bull) is present.® These PRhflrpur specimens were pre-

cursors of the later elaborate ones of the early and late mediaeval

1 £;5AfS. Ill, PI. LI (6)and(^f).

* JASB. N. S. xxvjii i 89.

3 Paharpur. 39, 49, 50. Dikshit’s identificaiion of some other figures such

as Nos. 60, 62'^and 63 (PI. xxx) as Siva is probably wrong. S. K. Saraswati has

given good reasons for identifying the first two as Chandra and Bhavishya Manu

(Saraswati-5cM(prwre. 66-69). None of these figures bears the urddhva-Unga and

t he third eye, the peculiar signs of Siva.

56
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period. Reference may, however, be made to a comparatively early

bronze l^iva (c. 7th century a.d.) that was collected by K. D. Dutt

near Jayanagar (24-Parganas)^ (PI. vii. 20).

The two'handed image of the Hsna aspect of ^iva standing in

the samapsdasthsmka pose, found ac Chowrskasbs (Rajshahi) and

now in the Indian Museum, is iconographically interesting as it is

decorated with a long hanging garland reminding us of the mnamSlS

of Vishnu® (PI. VII. 22). The other more elaborate figure from

Ganespur (Rajshahi), and now in the Rajshahi Museum (PI. vii.

21), though bearing the characteristic mark noted above, differs

from the Chowrskasba specimen in some material respects. It is a

four-handed specimen with its front hands broken, its back right and

left hands carrying a lotus flower with long petals and a Snla or

khaivSfiga with its upper part broken. It stands in tribhafiga pose

on a vihvapadma placed on the central section of a saptaratha

pedestal, attended by a couple of male and female figures on either

side (the male figures carry kapSla and in their hands, while

the female ones carry chowries ; the male figure on the proper right

is fierce-looking). On the left corner of the pedestal are shown five

figures in a row with their hands in afijali pose, perhaps the donors

of the image. The whole relief is tastefully carved and is one of the

finest specimens of such icons of the late mediaeval period. Along

with these sculptures may be noticed the four-armed standing ^iva,

still being worshipped as VirupSksha at Kssipur near Barisal which

has been identified as Nilakaotha by N. K. Bhattasali on the basis

of the ^radatilaka-iantra. The image, though without the five

beads enjoined by the text, closely follows it with regard to its

attributes which are rosary, triiula, khaivaitga and kapala. The

additional features noticeable in the sculpture are : the umbrella in

place of kirtimukha, GaneSa and Kartikeya on the top right and left

sections of the prabhavali, the lotus carrying figures of GaqgB and
PBrvatl, recognisable as such from their respective vahanas (a

dolphin and a lion) on the proper right and left of the central figure,

below whom is shown his mount Nandi.®

Bengal seems to have evolved a peculiar ten- or twelve-handed

type of i^iva NatarBja dancing on the back of his mount. Though
it will be hazardous to say that this type is only to be met with

> JISOA. a. 147^. * its/. 1930-34, p. 262, M. cxxxnfd).
* Bhatt.>CSa(. 116-17, Pl.XLVi. The unique bronze §iva with a Dhysfi-Buddhia

like figure at the top centre of the stela, recenly acquired for the Asutosh Museum,
Calcutta University, is another early type of this deity of outstanding iconographic
importance.
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Bengal and nowhere else, it can still be confidently remarked that

it is the principal Nrityamvrti of ^iva in this region. Such images

endowed with ten hands closely follow the description of the dancing

^iva given in the Matsya Purar^a^ which lays down that kha4go,

Sakti, dantfa, and tri'sula should be placed in the right hands, while

khefaka, kapSla, nSga and khafvSfiga in the left hands of the god

shown on the back of his bull (vai&skha-sthanaka), one of the two

remaining hands being in the varada pose and the other holding a

rosary. The typical South Indian bronze Natartsja figures are shown

dancing on the back of the apsmara-purusha, and all such images

are usually four-handed. In Bengal, especially in its south-eastern

districts, on the other hand, images of the former description are

common. Bhattasali refers to the name ‘Narte§vara’ given to one

such type in the pedestal inscription, and notes that “in the suburbs

of ancient Rsmpal several images of Nataraja i^iva have been dis*

covered, and a village in the vicinity is still called Nateivara.” He
divides such sculptures found in the Dacca and Tippera districts

into two classes—one ten-armed and the other twelve-armed, the

former following the Matsya PurSrpt description noted above. Three

pairs of hands of the second class of images are characteristically

depicted in the reliefs ; the first pair, which consists of the normal

hands of the deity, holds a across the breast ; the second pair

holds a serpent as canopy, while the third pair is shown marking

time {karatala--not folded in the onjali pose as suggested by

Bhattasali) over the jaiS crest of the god. In this second variety

the god is really shown as an adept both in music and dancing, and

the South Indian Vii^adharS Dakshinamurti of ^iva should be noted

in this connection. Bhattasali refers to several images of both the

classes in his work, some among which are fragmentary. The
Sankarbandhs (Dacca) image in the Dacca Museum (PI. viii. 23),

one of the best pieces in its collection, not only closely follows the

Matsya Parana description noted above, but also introduces a

number of miniature figures, thus heightening the action of the

whole scene. The nagas, naginis and gaiyis are carved on the

pedestal, some dancing in an ecstatic pose, and on the right and left

of the main figure are carved the two principal attendants, Gahgs
and Gaurl on their respective mounts. All the principal deities with

some other figures are shown round the central figure. The bull

wistfully looking upwards at its lord, with two of its legs raised in

the action of dance, has added a tense atmosphere to the whole

composition. The intense activity, accompanied with rhythmic

* VaugavasI ed., Cb. 259, Verses 4*11.
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grace, has been very skilfully portrayed in the piece by the anonym-
ous artist who flourished in the Psia times.*

SadsHva images have been discovered form different parts of
Bengal, and each of the principal museums possesses a few specimens.

Sadsiiva appears also on the seals of the copper-plate grants of the

Sena kings who seem to have worshipped him as their family deity.

According to the Rudra-yamala, he is one of the six l^ivas viz.,

Brahmii, Vishnu, Rudra, l4vara, SadaSiva and Parasiva. Descrip-

tions of this variety of ^ivaimage are to be found in the MahSnirva^a-
tantra (xiv. 32-5), the Vttara-kamikagama (Ch. 43) and the Garu4a
PurStfa. The last two texts, which are followed in Bengal more
closely than the first one, lay down that the five-faced and ten-

handed god should be seated in the vaddha-padmSsana pose showing
in his right hands, abhaya- and varada-mudras, iakti, triSala, and
khatvBftga, and in his left ones, sarpa, akshamala, (famaru, nllotpala,

and viJapura ; and he should be accompanied by Manonmam. The
sculpture in the collection of the Indian Museum, Calcutta (PI.

Lxxv. 178), bearing an inscription of the time of Gopala ni (v. supra

p. 167), is a fine representative one of this type and closely follows

the above description, especially with regard to the arrangement ol

the attributes in its ten hands. There is no Manonmam by its side,

but on the central section of the paticharatha pedestal, are gracefully

carved two male attendants of Siva, carrying islas in their left

bands, the left one being that of a pot-bellied corpulent figure. On
the extreme right corner is shown Nandi looking upwards, and on
the corresponding corner on the other side is the donor couple.

The sculpture is a finely carved specimen of early 12th century a.d.

This close agreement of the plastic representations with South

Indian texts, as well as their main association with the Senas who
hailed from KarpSta country in South India, has led some scholars

to suggest that the Senas brought the cult of SadaUva from the

south where it was much in vogue.* But there is no doubt that

the cult belongs to Agamfinta ^aivism and was of North Indian
origin.®

The next type of composite ^iva icons which are common in

Bengal and other parts of Eastern India is the Alihgana or UmS-
MabeSvara-mnrti. The extreme frequency of such images in this

province as well as in Eastern India in general can be explained if we
remember that these are the regions where Tantric cult originated and

‘ Bhat.-CiiM 12-13, PI. XLii ) N. S. xxix. Hill.
* Tamras. 102. The two views can be reconciled by suggesting that the

particular SadJsiva cult, prevalent in Bengal from the Sena period, was derived
.rom the southernised version of the original cult of North India.
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developed to a great extent. One of the three-fold vows under^

taken by Tantric worshippers of Tripurasundari is to concentrate

the mind on the Devi as sitting on the lap of 6iva in the mahspadma-
vana (Saundarya-lahart, v. 40 ff.), and it is no wonder that initiates

into the Sakti cult will have requistioned these images as aids to

concentration of mind {dhyana-yogasya sarhsiddbai). A North
Bengal sculpture of the late mediaeval period (c. 12th century a.d,).

in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (PI. x. 25), is one of the typical

specimens belonging to this group. The goddess, with a mirror in

her left hand and her right hand placed on the right shoulder of her

consort, is seated in the sukhasana pose on the left thigh of Siva.

The latter closely embraces the Devi with front left hand, his

front right one holding a mlotpala is placed in jfi^na-mudrn against

his breast, while his back right and left hands carry respectively a

rosary and a trident. The deities are seated on a mah^padma on
a navaratha pedestal along which the right leg of i^iva hangs down,

and their respective mounts, with a dancing female between them,

and the donor, are carved between the top and bottom layers of

the pedestal. Such reliefs, with slight variations in sitting postures

of the central figures, in the number of accessory figures on the stela,

or in the nature of the attributes in the hands of l^iva, are to be

found in the collection of the different museums of Bengal.

In the above types of ^iva images, the bodies of ^iva and

^akti arc shown separate, though in a very close embrace. But

there is another variety where both arc merged into one body, the

right half being male and the left female. This is the Arddha-

narUvara form of biva which is comparatively rare in Bengal. The

Purfiparfi image now in the Rajshahi Museum (PI. ix, 24) is fully

in the round. It has two arms, and the Sivaite characteristic of

the urddhva-lifiga. The left half of the image bears all the features

peculiar to Uma, and the right half, the traits of her consort. It

is a fine piece of sculpture and can be included among the best

specimens of the late Psla sculptures of Bengal. There are a few

stories explaining this variety of iSaiva icon, but there is no doubt

that all these are after-thoughts explaining, byway of mythology,

one of the interesting old Indian concepts regarding the primeval

cause at the root of the whole creation.^

The Vaivshika or Kalya^a-sundara types of composite ^aiva

icons were long regarded as specially South Indian in character, for

very few such images were discovered from any part of Northern

India. But during the last decade Bengal iconography has been

1 KsHkaPutana, Ch. 45. Rao-/fo/i. ll(i). 321-22.
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enriched by the discovery of a few specimens of this type in Bogra

(PI. X, 27) and Dacca districts.^ They compare unfavourably

with the well-known specimen at Elephanta near Bombay ;
but they

are interesting inasmuch as they portray some of the local marriage

customs such as pacing of the seven steps, the carrying of kartfi in

the hand of the bridegroom, etc. In such respects they form a

class by themselves and differ materially from the South Indian

examples. There is no. doubt that whatever particular text might

have supplied the northern artists with the theme, they certainly did

not follow such manuals as Athiumad-bhedagama ox iht PUrva-k^rans-

gama adopted by the southern ones. The Vanglya Sahitya Parishat

(Calcutta) sculpture is the most elaborate of all the known Bengal

specimens. Here 6iva stands erect facing front with PUrvatl before him,

and is surrounded by a number of spirits and deities. The Navagrahas

are shown in two groups, on each side of Siva’s head, and there are

several other deities, sages, and spirits carved on either side of the

central figures.

So long we have been discussing the placid forms of Sivaite

icons. But as Siva was originally Rudra, the terrific god, so his

itgra (terrible) aspects are also illustrated by icons. Many images

of this variety are found throughout India, and specially in South

India, illustrating particular stories about ^iva. Such icons have

seldom been discovered so far in Bengal. But there are a few

sculptures revealing the terrific aspect of ^iva though they do not

seem to illustrate any particular mythology. These have been

identified as Aghora-Rudra and Vatuka-Bhairava. A miniature

burnt clay image of Vatuka-Bhairava in the Dacca Museum collec-

tion partially resembles the four-armed Bhairava image in the Indian

Museum. The latter specimen is shown without garments, wears

wooden sandals, and is accompanied by a dog. All these features

are absent in the former which depicts the god with a flabby belly,

and a long skull-garland. Flames issue out of its head, 'the eyes

are round and rolling, and the lips are parted in a horrible smile.*

Of the four hands, the front right is broken, the back right holds a
sword, the back left a khatvanga or kula, and the front left a
kapSla.* The four-armed image of Bhairava descovered in the

Dinajpur district (now in P. C. Nahar collection) stands in the

praiyslidba posture on a severed human head.^

The other ugra type of Siva, though described by R. D. Baneiji
as ‘Virtipsksha,’* is correctly denominated by N. K. Bhattasali on

* For further details cf. EJSMS. 112-13, 126, PI. uv and Bhatt.-Ca/. 120-23.
* Bhatt-Car. 133-34, PI. Lui(a)

* EJSMS. 110, PI. Lv(c). « Ibid. UO.
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the basis of the PrapafichasSra-tantra (27. 8) as the Aghora aspect

of 6iva (PI. XI. 29). The god is standing in the sli4ha posture with

his legs planted on nude human and demoniacal figures, on a

pedestal composed of nine skulls each, arranged pyramidally in groups

of three. To the right and left of this pedestal a jackal and a vulture

are shown feasting on carrion. The bull, carved between the legs

of the deity, is looking up towards him. The eight hands of the

god hold 4(tmaru, 'suh (piercing the breast of one of the prostrate

figures), hara (being drawn from the quiver at his back), kha4ga,

khetaka, dham, kapsla and ghatt(S. Two attendants holding kartfi

and kapnla in their hands are shown, one on either side of the deity,

the fierce look of whose face has been heightened by the teeth

protruding from the lips parted in a weird smile. Though the whole

image seems to have ‘a curious unfinished look about it,* still it is

an admirable piece of sculpture belonging to c. 1 1th century a.d.^

Another specimen of the same type of image, and of approximately

the same date, was acquired for the Rajshahi Museum from Ghat*
nagar (Dinajpur). The central figure in it resembles the Dacca

Museum specimen, just described, in most of its details, though it

is interesting to note that the torso of this piece seems to be

adorned with a chhannavua. The difference lies in the treatment

of the pedestal on which is carved some of the upacharas in place

of the pyramid of skull, and the bull is shown goring the prostrate

figure underneath the left leg of the deity. Though the images of

Aghora are comparatively rare, literary evidence proves that this

terrific form of Rudra-.Siva claimed a vast number of devotees

throughout India from ancient times. In the ^aiva theology

Aghora is one of the five-foid aspects of ^iva, collectively known as

the PaScha-BrahmSs (Vamadeva, Tatpurusha, Sadyojsta, Aghora

and I^ttna), and a particular sect of ^aivism, which had this form

of l^iva as its exclusive object of worship, came to be known as

Aghora-pantB.^

The images of Gat^apati and Ksrtikeya ought to be studied

along with the i^aiva icons, because both these gods had intimate

mythological associations with ^iva. The former had no doubt a

special class of worshippers of his own in India known by the name
of the Gspapatyas, but there is very little evidence that this sect

ever prevailed in Bengal. The extreme frequency of the Ga^apati

images here, however, can be explained by the fact that as he was

regarded as the remover of all obstacles and bestower of success, he

* Bliatt.-C<». 118*20, PI. XLVII (o).

» VRS. M. No. 5, pp. 30-34, Fig. 9.
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had an assured position not only among the various Brahmanical

sectaries, but also, to a lesser extent, even among the followers of

gome heterodox creeds. There arc various types of Ganapaci images

such as seated, standing and dancing. In seated and standing types

the god is usually shown as four-handed, but in the dancing ones

he is usually endowed with more hands. All these varieties arc

quite common in Bengal and several representations of this deity

in stone, metal and terracotta were found at Paharpur. One of the

two seated stone images of GaijeSa is of great iconographic interest.

It is a four-armed grey sandstone image, and a rosary, a small

radish with plenty of leaves, tfliula, and the end of a snake coiled

round its body like a sacred thread are placed in its four hands.

On the pedestal is a crude linear representation of a mouse, his

peculiar mount, and the third eye of the deity is suggested by the

logenze-shaped mark on the middle of his forehead. The terracotta

figure of the four-armed standing or dancing Ganesa, with his rat on

the foreground looking up at its master, is a naive and popular

representation of the deity (PI. xn. 31).^ It will be instructive to

compare with these early specimens the 11th century stone Ga^apati

in the dancing pose found at Bangarh (Dinajpur ; wrongly described

by R. D. Banerji as hailing from Bihar) and now in the Indian

Museum.* Another specimen of about the same date hailing from

North Bengal, and now in the Indian Museum* (PI. xii. 30), shows

the god dancing on the back of the rat, accompanied by two figures,

one on each side, who are dancing as well as playing on musical

instruments. Of the six hands of the god, the right ones hold the

tusk, axe and rosary, while the left ones bear assurance pose (palm

defaced), blue lotus and a pot of sweetmeat into which the trunk of

the god is placed. Just in the top centre of the pointed stela hangs

a bunch of mangoes with leaves attached to the stalk. This fine

sculpture does considerable credit to the artist who so successfully

treated this grotespue thcm.e with such balance and sense of propor-

tion. The fruits to be found on so many Ganesa images of Bengal

are most probably symbolical of the fruit or success in any

enterprise which is the result of the proper propitiation of the god

named ‘the bestower of success’ [siddhi-data).

It has already been noted that there is little evidence with

regard to the prevalence of the O^^^apatya sect in Bengal. But

there is one unique five-faced and ten-handed image of Gat^e§a

Paharpur, 42-43, PI. xxxn {d) and p. 60, PI. XLiv (</).

EISMS, PI. LX (6) ; ASI, 1934-35, p. 79.

ASL 1934-35. p. 79, PI, xxiv(fl).
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seated on a roaring lion, dug up from among the ruins of RampRl,

and now being worshipped at a Vaish^ava monastery at Munshiganj,

which was perhaps the icon of such a sectary. N. K. Bhattasali

thinks that it entirely follows the dhynna of Heramba Ga^apati as

given in S^radatilaka-tantara (vii, p. 38) ; but though this text

refers to the faces of this type, it does not specify the number as

five, whereas some South Indian texts noticed by T. A. Gopinatha

Rao definitely do so. It is very likely that this image owed its

origin to the religious need of a southerner, and this suggestion is

corroborated by the presence of the six miniature figures of this god

on the top section of the prahhaxalu Bhattasali has not noticed the

significance of the number six ; it has an evident allusion to the six

sub-divisions of the Gs^apatya sect, namely, the worshippers of the

six forms of the deity such as Mah5, Haridrs, Uchchhishta,Navanlta,

Svarna and Santflna.^

Single stone* images of Kartikeya are very rare in Bengal. The
elaborate stone sculpture depicting this god, found in North Bengal

and now in the Indian Museum (PI. xii. 32), is, therefore, of great

interest. The god sits in the malulraja^^HIa or sukhasana pose ( an

unusual one
; of, the abnormal pose in some Garudfisana Vishpu

figures) on the back of h\s yahana peacock -- the Sikhi ParavSijil—

standing with its outspread wings and plumes on a double-petalled

lotus on a sapiaratha pedestal. Two female figures with chowries

(possibly his two consorts Devasena and Valli) stand in graceful

pose, on his two sides. The back right hapd holds his characteristic

emblem, the iakti (spear), and the front right one, a vijapuraka ;

the pedestal and the stela are tastefully decorated with ornamental

carvings usual in sculptures of this period. ‘The graceful attitude

and feeling of calm repose, as well as the dreamy eye, mark it out

as a remarkable specimen among the products of the Bengal school

of ait’; it is assignable on grounds of style to the 12th century a.d.*

IV. SAKTI IMAGES

The wide prevalence of the worship of Sakti, the encrgic principle,

in Bengal and Eastern India in general was responible for the

evolution of so many varieties of the Devi images. Mythologically

these are principally connected with Siva, but there are some which

have Vishnuite associations or show some Vaish^ava features. There

is little doubt, however, that in spite of these mythological connec-

tions, many of these images were the actual cult emblems of the

devout 2!^aktas.

» Bhatt.-Cj/. 146-47,P1. Lvi (6).
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1 ASl^ 1934-35, 79, PI. XWV (d).
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One of the most interesting early finds of this character is the

inscribed Deulbadi (Tippera) bronze or octo-alloy image of SarvR^^l

(v. supra p. 86) of the 7th century a.d. (PL lx, 147), It is an eight-

armed deity, standing in samapSda-sthamka pose on the back of a

lion couchant on a double lotus and a triratha pedestal, accompanied

by two chowry-hQdxing female figures; the hands carry conch-shell,

arrow, sword, discus, shield, trident, bell and bow. The image,

though described as SarvRni in the inscription (SarvSnl is the

feminine form of Sarva, one of the eight names given to Rudra

\nX\\t Alharva Veda), c\o^t\y follows the description of the goddess

with such names as Bhadra-Durgs, Bhadra-Ksli, Ambiks, Kshemah-

karl and Vedagarbh?c, given in the Sdradaiilaka-tantra^ a work

compiled much later than the period of the image.^ A four-handed

stone image of the goddess, found at Mangalbnri (Dinajpur) (PL

LXii. 151), stands erect on a pedestal on which is carved the figure of

a lion with one of its paws raised. Her front hands are broken, but

the back right and left hands carry a trVsrila and an afikuSa

respectively. The simplicity of the whole composition and the

elegance of its carving mark it out as one of the fine specimens of

the early Pala art.^ The four-armed stone image in the Indian

Museum (I. M. No. ms. 10), hailing from North Bengal and

datable in the 12th century a.d., is iconographically interesting, not

only on account of the attributes (lotus and mirror) held in its

hands, but also on account of the attendant divinities, Ga^e6a on

the right, and a female holding a lotus bud on the left. There

appears to be the figure of an iguana® (godhika) looking upwards

on the proper left corner of the pedestal. Another recent acquisition

by the same museum is the unique two-handed image of DurgR

(PL X, 28) standing on a vi'svapadma on a paficharatha pedestal,

hailing from Dakshin-Muhammadpur (Tippera). Figures of Ga^a-

pati, Brahma, iSiva, Vishijiu, and Kartikeya are carved in a row on

the top of the pointed stela. The right hand of the goddess is in

varada pose and her left hand holds a full blossomed blue lotus by

a long stalk. This rare image is a good example of the Bengal

school of sculpture of the early 12th or late 11th century a.d.*.

The commonest variety of the standing four-armed Devi images

in Bengal, however, is that which has been described as Cha^^li by
some writers, and as Gauri-Psrvati by others. This variety is

characterised by the erect pose of the central figure, the presence

» Bhatt-Cflf. 203-.^. PI. lxx. « EISMS. 115, PI, LVi («).
• R. D. Banerji, [EISMS, 115 and Pl.Lvn(6),J is inclined to take it as a boar«
* ASI. 1935-36, pp. 120-21, PL xxxv (3).
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of an iguana on the pedestal, and such attributes as litigant with
rosary on the upper right, a tridai^cfi or a trident on the upper left,

boon or pomegranate on the lower right, and vase on the lower left

hands. The attendants differ in individual specimens, some of which
are shown without any of them at all, and in a few of them we
find miniature figures of lions and spotted deer just below the

attendants. Such images have not only been discovered from

various parts of Bengal, but also from the distant region of Java,

showing the widely diffused cult of this goddess which probably

migrated there from Bengal.‘ The large stone figure of the Devi

from Mandoil (Rajshahi) is a good specimen (PI. lxxvii, 181).

Ksrtikeya, with two lions beneath him, and Gapapati, with two
antelopes, are on the right and left of the central figure. There are

plantain trees on either side, and the miniature figures of the

Navagrahas and of the donors. The iguana is missing in the relief.

The sculpture is in the best tradition of the Bengal school and can

be dated in the 11th century a.d.* Another such Devi image, with

much more elaborate details and belonging to a later date, was

discovered at MaheSvarpfishn (Khulna). Two seated goddesses

(Lakshmi and Sarasvati ?) are standing, one on each of the extreme

faces of the navaratha pedestal, and on the top of the conical

section of the rectangular stela are carved the Brahmanical triad

seated inside miniature shrines, i^iva occupying the honoured central

position just above the head of the goddess. We miss in this

elaborate relief the figures of Ktirtikeya and Ganesa and the plantain

tree.* The unique Dacca stone image of Chandi (PI. lxxvii, 180),

with an inscription dated in the year 3 of the reign of Lakshma^asena

(v. supra p. 218), has couchant lion for her vehicle, and holds vara,

aitkula, padma and kamattdalu in the four hands. Like Gaja*

Lakshmi the goddess is being bathed as it were by two elephants,

with their trunks holding upturned pitchers, carved on the top part

of the pointed stela. No iconographic text is known which describes

such an image, denominated Chandi in the inscription. Bhattasali

tentatively identifies it as Bhuvaneivari on the basis of certain texts

in the SSradStilaka-tantra (Ch. 8).*

Seated varieties of Devi images, endowed with four or more

hands, are comparatively rare in Bengal. The beautifully carved

> F. M. Schnitger wrongly identified such an image from Java. For its

correct identification, cf. JGIS. 1937, pp. 122-24, 137-44, and Pis. xii-xv.

* EISMS. 116,Pl.Lvn(o).

* Ibid. PI. Lvn (c). The godhika on the pedestal of many of these leliefe

shows that the subject represented in them bad particular association with the story

of Giapdi sod Kalaketu, current in different parts of Bengal.

* Bhatt.-Cat. 202-3, PI. lxk.
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four-armed figure of such a type (PI. x, 26), found in Bogra and
now in the Indian Museum (No. 4818), is seated in lalitSsana pose

with her right leg dangling down double-petalled lotus-seat and
resting on the back of the lion carved below. Her four bands hold

a fruit (pomegranate), sword, shield and water-vessel, and she is

tastefully decorated with a jats-mukuta, hara, keyrtrd and other

ornaments. A four-armed goddess from Nowgong (Rajshahi),

seated in an identical manner, and holding in her hands vara,

padma, triiala and bhfifigSra, is flanked by miniature figures of

Kfirtikeya and GaiieSa on either side.* She may be identified

as the Sarvamangala aspect of Durgs. The NiySmatpur sand-

stone image of the goddess, seated in a similar pose, and holding

in her four hands vara, sword (broken away), shield, and

trident, probably belongs to the 9th century a.d., and closely follows

the description of Aparsjita as given in the Devi PurSt^a.^ A six-

handed Devi image, similarly seated, with her right hands showing

vara, akshamSla and padma, and her left hands abhaya, bhrihgSra

and irda, is still being worshipped at Shekhsti (Jessore) as Bhuvane^-

varT.® A twenty-armed image of the goddess, seated in an identical

manner on a double-petalled lotus placed on the back of her mount,

and bearing such attributes and poses as a fruit (pomegranate),

boon, protection, discus, sword, pestle, arrow etc. in the right and

conch-shell, water-vessel, bows, trident, mirror etc. in the left hands,

with a miniature liftga on her head among the ja^as, may be

tentatively identified as MahBlakshmf, the supreme goddess.* This

unique relief, which is now lost, was discovered at Simla (Rajshahi)

and may be dated in the 10th century a.d. (PI. xiii. 34.)

The unique composite sculpture discovered at KttgajipSrS,

among the ruins of ancient Vikrampur, depicts a stone liiiga, out

of which emerges the half length figure of a four-armed goddess,

with her front bands in the dhyana-mudra, and the back right and

left hands holding a rosary and a manuscript respectively. The
goddess has been identified as the MahBmflya or Tripura-Bhairavi

(PI. VI, 19).‘

All the different varieties of the Durga images so far described

by us belong to her placid or saumya aspect
; but the goddess, like

her consort Siva, had her terrific or tigra form. A good many images

depicting the latter have been discovered. Mythologically, the most

* VRS. Museum Exhibit No. 1549.

* VRS-Rep. 1936-38. p. 26. fig. 3. ’ EISMS. 123, PI. LVii(«)

< RAO-Icon. I (II). App. C. p. 136: VRS. M. No. 6.

» ASl. 1924-25, p. 155, Pi. xt (c); Bhatt.-Cal. 192-94, PI. Lxiv.
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important among such icons is the Mahishamardin; type which

with certain elaboration came to be the accepted iconic model of the

composite clay image in the annual autumnal Durgfi worship in

Bengal. The Mahishamardini image of the goddess has been one of

the most popular modes of representing her, not only throughout

the length and breadth of India, from the early centuries of the

Christain era, but also in Indonesian countries like Java. The
underlying theme is carefully delineated in the Durga-sapta'satl or

the Chat}4i section - most sacred to the ^akti worshippers - of the

MSrkancleya PurSr^a. The history of the evolution of this type of

images cannot be attempted here. It will be sufficient to say that

in the earliest specimens discovered in Bengal, we already meet with

the developed type of eight- or ten-armed Devi fighting vigorously

with the demon issuing out of the decapitated trunk of a buffalo. A
very interesting stone sculpture depicting the ten-armed goddess

slaying the demon in the above manner was discovered at Dulmi in

the district of Manbhum, and is now in the Indian Museum, Cal-

cutta (PI. xiti, 33). The goddess is shown in pratyalulha pose with

her right and left legs planted firmly on the lion and buffalo

respectively. She carries in her ten hands trisnla (piercing the neck

of the demon), khetaka, tanka, 'Sara, khadga, dhanii, paraiu, ankv&a,

nSgapS&a and sucinmudrft. There are two chowry-bearing male

figures on her either side and the whole composition is shown as if

it were enshrined in a rekha deal with cimalaka and kalasa on the

top. The black-stone ten-armed image of Mahishamardini dis-

covered at Sakta (Dacca), with a pedestal inscription describing it

as 'kirl-MSsika-ChandV in characters of the 12th century A.D., is

similar in its composition to the above relief, differing only in minor

details.^ The relief of Nava-Durgs from Porsha (Dinajpur) is an

extremely rare type (PI. xiii. 35) consisting of nine figures of

Mahishamardini, one represented as the central piece, with eight

other miniatures grouped round it— five in the top part of the

stela, two on either side, and one on the middle face of the saptaratha

pedestal—all in the usual manner. The central figure is eighteen-

armed, while the rest are endowed with sixteen arms
; the head and

the trident-bearing right hand of the former are broken away ; the

remaining right hands have elephant-goad, thunderbolt, chisel, stick,

mace, discus, arrow and sword, while the left ones hold the tarjanl-

mudrS, the tuft of hair of the demon, shield, bow, flag, kettle-drum,

mirror, bell and nrtgapd^. The whole composition corresponds

fairly well "to the description of the noddess Nava-DurgS given in

’ The Dulmi sculpture is reproduced in ASI. 1928-29, PI. uv (a) and the

Sakta one in Bha.>.-Car. PI. lxvi.
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the Bhavishya Purina} The central figure is named Ugrachao<ISi

the surrounding ones being Rudracha^dfi, Prachaudit, Cha^dogrS,

ChaQ^anSyikS, Cha^ds, Cha^davati, Chan^arupfl, and Atichai^dikS.

The whole composition, in spite of the multiplicity of the hands and

the vigorous action of the figures, shows a dignified balance.’ The

unique stone image of a thirty-two-handed goddess fighting with

demons (PI. i. 5), found at Betna (Dinajpur), is of great icono-

graphic importance, as no such image or its corresponding text is

known to us. It can not be described as a new type of Mahisha-

mardini, because some of the essential features of the latter are

wanting in it, though its general pose is somewhat similar. Its face

and some of the hands are unfortunately broken. A female figure

holding an umbrella over its head is carved on the proper right, while

the opposite side is occupied with the figures of four pot-be’'ied wide-

eyed dwarfish demons ; on the top part of the stela are

carved the miniature figures of Ga^apati, Surya, .^iva, Vishnu and

Brahma ; on the pedestal are carved several miniature figures in

different poses, other than the donor couple.® The unique image

of Ugra-TarS, still being worshipped at Sikarpur (Bakarganj), holds

knife, sword, blue lotus and skull in its four hands. The goddess

stands with legs spread apart on a corpse, and has the five divinities

—Ksrtikeya, Brahmtt, Siva, Vishfliu and Gajjapati—on the conical

top section of the rectangular stela.® The presence of the five

miniature figures on the top of the back slabs of so many l^akti

images, a few of which have been noticed above, is iconographically

interesting, for it shows undoubted Mahityana influence. Again, the

way in which miniature replicas of the central divinity are repeated

in the different sections of the Nava-DurgB relief described above,

distinctly reminds us of the Arapachana Manju^rl.

An interesting group of Sakti icons consists of MstrikB

images. The MstfikSs are usually seven in number, and they really

represent the personified energy of several of the well-known

Brahmanical deities. Their names are BrahmRnt, Mahesvarl,

KaumSrl, Indrffni, Vaishpavi, Varshi and Chamupdi. Their worship

is very old, and their images, flanked on either side by the figures

of Virabhadra and Gane^a, and generally carved in a row on a single

slab of stone, are found all over India. Seve al such composite reliefs

have been discovered in Bengal. One of the Matfikas, viz. Chamunds,
seems to have been very popular, for several images, typifying some

® Rao-/co/(. 1 (II), App. C. U4-15.
^

• VRS.-Rep. 1936-38, pp. 24-26, fig. 2.

• JASB. N. S. xxviH. 194-95 ; P . 9, fig. 2.

• Bhatt.-Car. 205-6 PI. lxxi (a).
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of her various forms such as RupavidyS, Siddha-yoge§varT and

Danturs, have been found in different parts of Bengal. A ten-

banded image at Betna (Dinajpur) probably represents the Rnpa-
vidyfi form of Chsmu^da, and very effectively portrays the weird

and the terrible.^ The Dacca Museum specimen, originally found

among the ruins of RsmpSl, is one of the best preserved images of

this class. The goddess dances on a gar^a holding in her six right

hands boon, knife, kettle-drum, one end of elephant skin, arrow and

sword, while of the corresponding ones on the left, the small finger

of the front one is raised to the lips, the rest carrying bow, the other

end of the elephant skin, skull, corpse and trident.^ These twelve-

armed standing or dancing images of Chamuuda may represent her

Siddha-yogeSvarl aspect as mentioned in the Agni Purar^a. An
image of the two-handed ChJimu^clR sitting on her haunches,

originally hailing fron Attahasa (Burdwan), one of the fifty-one

Sakti-pithas in India, represents the DanturS aspect of this goddess

(PI. XIV. 36). The figure, with its bare canine teeth, rounded

eyes, ghastly smile, emaciated body, lean and pendulous breasts,

sunken belly, and peculiar sitting posture, portrays in a remarkable

manner the weird and the uncanny.* Two stone sculptures in the

Rajshahi Museum represent two other varieties of seated Chftmu^dff :

one seated on an ass is described as "pisitSsana' in the

pedestal inscription, while the other seated on a corpse underneath

a tree is labelled ^Charchika\ The VSP. Museum possesses a unique

rectangular stone slab in the shape of a miniature shrine, having

carved in its centre a four-armed standing figure of Brahmtfut,

flanked by a swan below her left hand and a lion below her right.

This sculpture was found at Devagrsm (Nadia).^ This, the several

Vfirshl images, and one Indrani in the collection of the Rajshahi

Museum (PI. lxvii, 163) are the only separate sculptures of the

Mstrikfis, other than the varieties of ChSmunda noticed above, so

far discovered in Bengal.

V. IMAGES OF SURYA

Among the different types of cult images discovered in Bengal,

» JASB. N. S. XXVIII. 194, PI. 9, fig. 3.

* Bhatt.-Ca/. 207-12, PI. lxxi(6). For the twelve-armed seated and dancing

specimens in the Rajshahi Museum, cf. VRS.-Rep, 1936-38, pp. 27-28, fig. 4. Refer-

ence may be made in this connection to the Jemoksndi figure of the four-armed

dancing Chsmupds In VSP. Museum, Calcutta.

* F5P-Cd/. 84, PI. XX. A few other Dantura images are known, most of

them being in the collection of the Rajshahi Museum,
* pp. 84-85, PI, XIX,
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those of Snrya occupy a very important position. Numerous icons

of the divinity have been procured from various parts of this

province which has also the distinction of evolving some unique

varieties so far unknown in any other part of India. As has already

been noted above (p. 408), the cult to which these images belong

was introduced into India by the Iranian sun-worshippers—the Magi

—in the early centuries of the Christian era. The very great

popularity of this cult in Bengal can be explained by the fact, that

the worship of this god was regarded as specially efficacious, not

only for attainment of welfare and desire, but also for removal of

all diseases. An inscription of llth-12th century a.d., on the pedestal

of a seated Surya image hailing from Bsirhatts (Dinajpur) noted

below, refers to Surya as samasta-rogamth hartta (healer of all

diseases).

The earliest Surya images go back to the Gupta period, and two

reliefs from Kumarpur and NiySmatpur (Rajshahi) show distinct

traces of Kushnn features.^ In the Kumarpur relief the deity, clad in

long tunic and flat and low head-dress, stands between two attendants

on a high pedestal containing seven horses,with his two hands holding

lotuses with stalks. The NiySmatpur sculpture, executed in a

coarse-grained sandstone, presents a more or less similar type, but

the horses and the chariot are absent.^ The bluish basalt image

of Surya found at Deorfi (Bogra) presents some development in the

treatment of the iconic type. The number of attendants has in-

creased, for besides Dandl and Pihgala on either side of the

charioteer Aru^a, the two arrow-shooting goddesses UshR and

Pratyusha appear as accessories. The seven horses with the one

wheel are schematically carved on the iriratha chariot pedestal,

in which the god’s legs are partly inserted as we find in the later

Surya relief from Ellora. The Kushan dress has no doubt dis-

appeared, but the sacred thread on the body of the central deity,

and his additional attendants in the persons of MahR^vetS and the

two queens viz. Sangfl and ChliRyR— features almost invariably

present in the Surya reliefs of the PRla period- have not yet made

their appearance. The treatment of the curls, the trivall marks on

the front of the neck, the plain circular halo with beaded border,

the long sword fastened with a slanting strap on the left side—all

these as well as the very refined treatment of the whole theme specify

^ For a fuller account sec infra p. 521.

^ Saraswati-5cM(p/i/re. 12-15, PI. i. Saraswati is inclined to date thcMi two

sculptures os well as the Hsnkrsil Vishnu as pre-Gupta on stylistic grounds. But the

NiySniatpur SUrya is closely similar to the Bhumara one which is certainly datable

in the 6th century a.d.
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it as a fine specimen of Gupta art in Bengal.^ The standing Surya

found at Ka^ipur (24-Parganas), now in the Asutosh Museum, is

similar to the above specimen (PI. xlvii. 115). The Dacca Museum
bronze miniature Surya, originally found along with the inscribed

image of SarvUi^i, noticed above, closely follows the Deora composi-
tion, though it depicts the main figures as seated ones. *Thc
miniature is undoubtedly a remarkable sample of the East Indian
art of the 7th-8th century a.d.’^

The next stage in the evolution of this type is very

beautifully illustrated by the remarkable sculpture in the collec-

tion of the South Kensington Museum, London. All the attendants

appear in a body by the side of the main figure, almost in

a line, with the arrow-shooting figures of Dshfl and PratyUsha

placed just above their heads : unlike the Deora and KaMpur
specimens all the figures are shown standing out of the chariot

pedestal with their legs heavily booted. But the treatment of

the lotus bunch in the hands of the central figure as well as the

long sword attached by a strap to its left side is reminiscent of the

two specimens noticed above. The eleventh century stone figure of

Surya found at Kotalipadfi (Faridpur), and now in the VSP.

Museum,^ is characteristically representative of the fully developed

type of such icons in Bengal, though it contains some additional

iconographic features like the swan below the charioteer Aruna, the

vanamala and a cord tied in the middle of the chest into knots like

a chhannavira in place of the sacred thread. UshR and PratyushR

arc carved along with three kneeling devotees, and from agni-kur}4os

on the saptaratka pedestal issue lotus-flowers whereon the god and

his principal attendants are made to stand. The BairhRtta Surya,

with the pedestal inscription noticed above, is a seated variety of

the same deity, which is comparatively rare (PI. xv. 39).* The

eleventh century a.d. stone Sarya, acquired from Mahendra (Dinaj-

pur), presents an entirely new iconographic type of the divinity (PI.

I, 6). Though the composition is somewhat similar to the usual

two-armed Surya figures of the 11th century a.d., its uniqueness lies

in the number of hands of the main figure. Four-armed standing

and seated Surya images, though rare, are known from parts of

Central and Eastern India ; but this one is endowed with six hands,

its natural hands holding the usual full blossomed lotus flowers,

while the four additional hands show vara (with lotus mark on the

^ Saraswati, op. cit. pp. 21-22, PI. v ; infra p. 523.

^ Bhatt.-Cfl/. 172, PI. ux. ’ PSP-Cat. 76-77, PI, xvn

* ASI 1930-34, Pt. II, pp. 256-57, PI. cxxvii (c).
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palm), akshamSlS, abhaya (with padmSfika) and kamaifdalu. The

nearest textual approximation to this type is the description given

of Dh^itri, the first Aditya, in the Viivakarma-iastra sls quoted by

T. A.GopinsLlhsiRno (Pratim^-lakshat^aniypp. 86-87); but this also

does not fully tally with the specimen in question, for there the

Aditya is four-armed and carries, besides the usual lotus-flowers, the

kamanefalu eii\d aksliamala. The sculpture is remarkable, not only

from the iconographic point of view, but also from the aitistic one.'

This type may be regarded as a composite representation of Brahmfi

and Surya, and iconographically compared with the three-headed

and eight-armed Chidambaram figure, probably combining in Surya

the members of the orthodox Brahmanical triad, according to H.

Krishna Sastri,^ or with the so-called Trimurtis found in Bundel-

khand region noticed by Hiralal.® The unique three-headed and

ten-armed sculpture discovered from Manda (Rajshahi), datable in

the 12th century a.d. (PI. xvf. 40), contains the usual accessories

present in Surya icons of this period; but the three heads of the

central figure, the flanking ones being of terrific type, and its ten

hands with attributes like iakti, khatvafiga, mlotpala and damaru^

besides the two usual lotuses, mark it out as of special iconographic

importance. The description of the god Mfirtaij^da-Bhairava a

combination of Surya and Bhairava given in Saraddtilaka-tantra

(patala xiv), closely tallies with this sculpture, though the text

refers to four heads and eight hands of the deity (this being a

relievo-sculpture, the fourth head could not be shown).^ All the

above types of Surya images are depicted with booted legs accord-

ing to the accepted North Indian tradition; but the Niyflmatpur

image and two 9th century a.d. reliefs in the collection of the

Maldah Museum portray the South Indian varieties of bootless

Surya (PI. xvi. 41).

Revanta and Navagrahas are intimately associated with the

solar cult, and several reliefs representing them have been discovered

from different parts of Bengal. Revanta, according to the Pura^iic

mythology, was the son of Surya, and iconographic texts lay down
that he should be depicted as hunting on horse-back accompanied by

followers. The late mediaeval Ghtitnagar (Dinajpur) basalt image

of Revanta, now in the Rajshahi Museum (PI. xvi. 42), presents

the god in a novel manner. The booted deity no doubt appears on

^ //IM. N. S. xxviii. 191, PI. 8, fig. 3. The image is now in the Rajshahi

Museum.
' Somh Indian Gods and Goddesses, p. 236 ; fig. 144.

* M. 1918, pp. 136 ff.

1929-30. pp. 9-10, fig. 2.
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horse-back, with a lash in the right hand and the reins of the horse

in his left with an attendant holding an umbrella over his head,

but he is shown here in the midst of two robbers, one ready to attack

him from the front, the other on a tree-top from behind. The
pedestal shows a woman standing, a devotee, and a man with a

sword and shield about to assault a woman cutting a hsh with a

fish-knife, and just above the horse’s head on the right corner of

the partially broken stela is a dwelling house with a couple within

it.^ In a sadly mutilated image of this god, found in an old tank

at Badksmta (Tippera), and now in the collection of the Dacca

Museum, he is depicted on horse back with a bowl in his right hand,

followed by dogs, musicians, and other male and female attendants.*

This and several other specimens hailing from Bihar in the collection

of the Indian Museum were wrongly identified as Kalki; but they

follow the textual description of Revanta as given in the Bfihat^

sQfhhita and other works {RevafUo^vdrudho mfigayd-knclddi^

parivdrah, Ch. 57, v. 56),® while the unique GhlTtnagar relief

appears to be based on Mdrkarpdeya Purdr^a (Ch. 108, w. 22-3).

The Navagrahas are usually carved in a row, either on a single

slab of stone serving as an architectural piece (c.g. as lintels over

the doorway of the main sanctum), or on sculptures of other deities

(c/. the Bengal reliefs representing Siva’s marriage, and the Mother

and the Child) The fine Navagraha slab procured by K. D. Dutt

from Kfinkandighi, Khari (24-Parganas), is a very good representa-

tive specimen of the group-presentation (PI. xvii, 43). The Nava-

grahas are elegantly carved standing in a row on lotus pedestals,

holding their respective attributes in their hands, with Ga^c^a in

the front of the row, and their respective Idfichhanas below. The

beautifully decorative long rectangular slab, with the main figures

inset in high relief, seems to show that the whole composition was

itself a cult-object, perhaps utilised for grahaydga or svastyayam

purposes.* Separate representations of these deilies arc extremely

rare, and so the basement reliefs Nos. 60 and 61 on the main mound
of Pahsrpur, correctly identified by S. K. Saraswati as Chandra and

Brihaspati, are of unique iconographic interest. These stone sculp-

tures were wrongly identified as I^iva and Brahms respectively.®

» VRS,-Rep, 1927-28, p. 1 . fig. 2.

2 Bliatt.-CflM74.77,Pl.LXii(fl). » 1909, p, 391.

* Appendices to the VRS,-Rep, 1928-29, p. 6, fig. 5.

® Saraswati, op cit. pp. 65-67, fig. 17 ; Paharpur, 53-54, PI. xxx (6) and (c).
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS DIVINITIES

We may now note a few Bengal sculptures which represent

goddesses loosely associated with principal religious cults. These

were pre-eminently folk divinities raised gi adually to some recognised

position in the orthodox pantheon. The snake-goddess Manas?, the

mythological account of whose recognition by the higher orders of

people in Bengal is well-known, is a typical case of this kind. HSritl,

originally conceived as an ogress symbolising the diseases of small-

pox and measles, and thus an object of popular worship and pro-

pitiation., came to be acknowledged by the Buddhists of India and,

after some modifications and adaptations, became the prototype of

Vitals, the goddess of small-pox in Bengal.^ Stone images of

ManasS present her as seated on a lotus in the lalitasana pose, with

hoods of seven snakes spread over her head, her left hand holding

the eighth one (mythologically, eight mgas are associated with the

goddess). Her right hand in the \arada pose holds a fruit, and she

is attended on either side by a seated emaciated figure and a crowned

male person. The Dacca Museum specimen procured from the Dinaj-

pur district tallies with the description given above
;
other specimens

corresponding to the same were found by S. K. Saraswati at Bansi-

hari and Marail in the Dinajpur district. The Marsil figure of

Manasa has a pedestal inscription in characters of the lOth-llth

century A.d. which reads ^Bhattiryi{ni) Mattuva,^^ The Rajshahi

Museum four-handed specimen found at KhidrSpalli, NandigrSm

(PI. Lxvii. 161), is another variety of the same image, where the

goddess is depicted seated in vaddha-padmasaua on a double petalled

lotus issuing out of a jewelled bhadraghata, flanked on either side

by rows of five nagas with their hands in the afijali pose. A naga

couple is carved on either side of the ghatOy and the usual canopy

of seven snake-hoods is present. Her hands hold a rosary, a snake,

a pitcher and a manuscript. One other variety of the goddess is pre-

sented by the bronze specimen procured from the Rajshahi district

and now in the Indian Museum. Calcutta (PI. lxvi, 159). It shows
the goddess seated under the usual snake-hoods in the lalitdsana

pose, with a child on her left lap and her right hand holding a long

leafy branch. It has been rightly remarked that ‘in artistic qualities

this figure of Manasa far surpasses the stone representation dis-

covered, up till now, and it probably belongs to the early Pala

period.’® This two-armed bronze figure can be compared with two

^ Cf,/HQ. 1938, pp. 101-9.

* JASB, No. XXVIII. 178, 181, PI. 6, fig. 3.

* i45/. 1934-35, p. 80, PI. xxiv (6).
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stone images of four-armed ManasS with a child in her lap— one

found at Pahfirpur and the other in the collection of the Rangpur

Sfihitya Parishat.^

The four-armed unique stone figure from PaikpSiA, now in the

Dacca Museum (i, b. vii), with a child in her two front hands clasped

on her lap, and a fish and a bowl placed on her back right and left

hands, has been tentatively identified by N. K. Bhattasali with the

goddess Hariti.^ Recently an image of Haritt has been found in

the Sundarbans.*

A unique but unfortunately extremely mutilated sculpture in

the Rajshahi Museum, originally found at Mirpur (Rajshahi),

presents us with a new iconographic type of a goddess with a child

on her lap (PI. xiv. 38). The figure was originally four-armed, all

of which are now broken, but her upper right hand holding a leafy

branch is partially preserved
;
a cat looking upwards, on which the

dangling right leg ot the goddess is made to rest, is carved by the

side of the bhadra-ghata on the pedestal. This particular animal

justifies us in identifying the goddess as Shashthi, and thus the

relief may be described as an early specimen of such an icon.‘

A few icons of goddesses Yamuna and Ganga have been found

in Bengal. They are usually represented as door-jamb figures in

shrines dedicated to the important cult deities like Vishtu and l^iva
;

but separate sculptures of these deities, though rare, are not un-

known. The basement sculpture No. 23 in the main mound at

Pahsrpur depicts the goddess Yamuna (PI. Lvm. 144) standing on

her vehicle, the tortoise, with her right hand touching a lotus on

which a pair of geese are shown, and her left hand holding a branch

of a flower or lotus. To her left a male attendant stands on a crab

and holds an umbrella over her head, while to her right, a female

one, also on a crab, holds a casket of flowers. All the figures are

elegantly and gracefully carved.® We can compare this late Gupta

* Paharpur, 23, 88, PI. xxxviii(^). F/?5Af. No. 4, p. 30 and plate. Both

these figures hold a long leafy branch in their upper right hands and a child in

their lower left ; the Pahsrpur one holds a snake in her right, while the Rangpur

S&hitya Parishat one, a fruit.

* Bhatt.*Ca/. 63, PI. xxv. R. D. Banerji described it wrongly [EISMS.

PL Lxni (</)].

* The sculpture was brought to my notice by my pupil R. P. Mitra, in

whose zemindari in the Sundarbans it is still being worship!^ under another name

by the local people.

* S. K. Saraswati informs me about an almost similar representation of the

goddess, but with a vajra in her upper right hand, lying in the village of Santa

in Bogra district.

* Paharpur, 44-45, PL xxvii (u).
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sculpture of the river goddess with the tenth century representation

of her sister divinity Gangs hailing from Ifevaripur Gcssore). The

goddess stands on her vehicle Makara, as if walking to right, and

carries a garland of pearls with both hands. She is accompanied on

either side by a mga and mgim^ the former holding an umbrella

over her head, while the latter, shown in the same pose as the

goddess, holds a pitcher in her raised left hand. This relief compares

very favourably with the sensuous representation of the same

goddess, fished out of the Deopfirs tank and now in the Rajshahi

Museum, belonging to the late Sena period (PI. lxxvi. 179). An
elegantly carved image of Gahga in the village of Bhadrasila

(Dinajpur) is being worshipped by the people of the locality as

Dakshina-KslikS. This is a good specimen of Bengal art of the

1 2th century a.d.^ A different type of Gangs, found by S. K.

Saraswati at Trivern (Hooghly), is a four-armed variety and can be

dated in the 12th century a.d. (PI. xviii. 46).

Numerous reliefs depicting a goodcss lying on a bed with a male

child lying by her side, attended to by females and with the minia-

tuie figures of ^iva-linga, Kflrtikeya, Gai.c^a, and the Navagrahas,

have been discovered in Bengal and other parts of Eastern India.

Various suggestions have been made with regard to the identity of

the Mother and Child represented in them, the most recent one

being that of N. K. Bhattasali who thinks that they represent the

Sadyojata as[)ect of v^iva. But this identification has been justly

challenged, and in the absence of any better or more acceptable one,

it is better to stick to the view of Alexander Cunningham that these

reliefs represent the scene of Krishna’s nativity^ (PI. xvni. fig. 45).

A number of separate reliefs representing the Dikpulas have

been discovcicd in Bengal. Most of these were orginally Vedic

di\initics who weic relegated to the comparatively insignificant posi-

tion of guardians of the quarters, after the rise to importance of

the various sectarian gods and goddesses. The earliest of them
arc found in the basement reliefs on the main mound at PfihSrpur,

among which images of Indra, Agni, Yama or Varuna, and Kuvera

can be recognised. The last-mentioned one is also represented in

three other sculptures, tw'o in stone and one in bronze, found in

course of the excavation of the Pshsrpur site. The relief No. 29,

in coarse grey sandstone, shows Indra with his mount (elephant),

having his third eye placed horizontally on his forehead. The third

eye is one of the cognisances of Indra, as the Brihat-sathhUa and

' JRASBl II. B-14. PI. I, fig. 2.

^ Bha(t.-Cor. 134-42, PI. Liii Liv. App. to the VRS-Rep. 1928-29, pp. 19-22.
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Vishnu-dharmottara texts inform us. The sculpture faces cast, of

which quarter Indra was the guardian. The relief No. 34 in greyish

buff sandstone on the south-eastern wall represents Agni as a flabby

person standing erect and holding a kmnawfafu and an akshamnln

in his two hands, flames of fire being depicted on the background.

The standstone sculpture No. 39infthe south basement wall shows

a deity standing erect, holding a pa§a (noose) in his hands which

passes round the head like an aureole, and a male and a female

attendant with pa'sa in their hands stand on either side of the god.

The noose is no doubt one of the attributes of Yama, but it is the

characteristic symbol of Varuija, as dar^eja is of Yama; so the relief

may as well be described as Varuna, though its particular position

on the basement, if it originally occupied this site, would support

the former identification. A defaced figure of Kuvera, the guardian

of the northern quarter, appears on the back of the sculpture No. 59l

K. N. Dikshit suggests that the relief showing Kuvera being damaged

in course of time, the stone was utilised for a fresh figure on its other

face, and then reset at the time of restoration.^ Of the three loose

sculptures depicting the god found at PRhfirpur, one^ is iconogra-

phically interesting. The god is seated in lalitasana on a settee

below which a kankha and a padma (two of the ashfanidhis of

Kuvera) are shown. The god holds a long purse in his left hand

and its right one is broken. 1 wo female c/iUHTj- bearers stand on

either side of him, and there are the usual flying Vidyfldharas. The

sculpture is a fairly good specimen of early Fala art. The Rajshahi

Museum possesses several sculptures of the mediaeval period depict-

ing some of the Dikpfdas, a few of which deserve notice. The

beautiful Varuna figure from Dhuroil (Rajshahi) is one of the best

pieces in the collection (PI. xvii, 44). The tastefully decorated god

sits in lalitasana on a lotus seat on a triratha pedestal on which his

much mutilated mount {makara) is discernibe. He holds a snake

(really a noose in the shape of a snake - nagapaka) in his right hand

and his left hand, now broken, must have held a water-pot. The

sculpture is a fine specimen of Bengal art of the 11th century a.d.

The late mediaeval sculpture showing Nirriti riding on the back of

a man {naravdhana)^ and holding in his two hands a sword and a

shield, represents one of the rarest motifs
;

it was collected from

North Bengal. A figure of Yama, showing in his two hands dand^

and tarjam, and standing astride with a buffalo in relief on the

‘ Paharpur, PI. xxvii (</)—Indra ; PI. xxxii (a) and (ii)—Yama and Agni ;

PI. xxxvi(6)—defaced Kuvera ; PI. xxxviii(6)—seated Kuvera ; PI. lvi!i(c)—bronze

Kuvera. Saraswati, op. cit, pp. 60-65.

* Ibid. PI. xxxii (c).
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pedestal, is another interesting exhibit in the VRS. collection. The

sculpture in the Rajshahi Museum, which shows a male figure hold-

ing a balance, and which bears usual eleventh century decoration,

is an iconographic enigma; the balance in its hand may tempt one

to suggest that it represents Dharma weighing impartial justice.

Vil. JAINA IMAGES

As already noted above, Jainism flourished in Bengal long before

the Christian era, and continued to be a dominant creed at least

up to the 7th century a.d. Nevertheless Jaina images found in

Bengal are few in number. This is evidently due to the fact that

Jainism was a spent force in Bengal from the eighth century onwards,

the period to which by far the large majority of Bengal images

belong.

Of the different groups of Jaina images, those of the twenty-four

Tlrthankaras and of their attendants, the numerous Yakshas and

Yakshinis, are the most important. The unique image of Rishabha-

nfitha discovered at Surohor (Dinajpur) is a remarkable piece

of sculpture of approximately the lOtb century a.d. (PI. xix, 47).

Shaped in the form of a miniature shrine, it contains the central

figure of the Jina, with his characteristic laftchhana (bull) below

the pedestal on which he is seated in the vaddha-padmasana with

his hands in the dhyana-mudra^ and the miniature figures of twenty-

three other Jinas with their peculiar marks, seated inside small

shrines in similar attitude as the central figure. These are arranged

in tiers, seven on either side of the main image, and nine in three

parallel rows of three on the top. These last three rows are made

to project a little forward, thus serving as a sort of canopy to the

principal figure. Two chowry-behrmg attendants stand in graceful

pose, one on either side of it, and at a level with its jata-^mukuta are

shown garland-bearing vidyadhara couples flying among the conven-

tional representation of the clouds. The whole composition is carved

with minute skill and refined delicacy, and probably belongs to the

early Pfila period.^ Tn another image of the same Tirthankara,

discovered at Barabhum (Midnapur) and now in the Indian Museum,
the miniature figures of the twenty-four Jinas are arranged in four

rows of three each on either side of the main image, all standing

in kayotsarga pose as the latter. The artist sticks to the number
twenty-four for the sake of symmetry, though properly speakings* the

number should have been twenty-three as in the Surohor sculpture.

VRS-Rep. 1932-34, pp. 17-19. PI. m.
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The workmanship is good and the figure may be dated not later than

the 1 1th century a.d.^

The Indian Museum possesses a figure of Jina Pari^vanatha

found at Deulbhira (Bankura) and probably belonging to the 10th

century a.d. The deity is shown seated in the usual Yoga i)osture,

with the seven hoods of a snake spread over his head, and his

characteristic lafichhana beneath the lotus seat
;

the c/inwTv-bearing

figures on either side are present, but no other Jinas are represented

by his side. An image of the same deity standing in the kayotsarga

posture with his usual characteristics and attendants (PI. xix. 49),

having the miniature figures of twenty-three other Jinas seated in

rows of two each, eleven on its right and twelve on its left, is now
at Kantnbenifi (24-Parganas). The execution of the image is good

and its date is probably 1 1th century a.d.‘^

The VSP. Museum, Calcutta, contains a rare specimen of Jina

^Untinatha standing in usual pose between two c/;ovi7*j-bearing

attendants (PI. xix, 48). On the back slab are carved the mva-
grahas, five on one side and four on the other, and the pedestal

shows his lafichhana, an antelope. The sculpture which originally

hailed from Ujani (Burdwan) is a heavy one and can be roughly

dated in the 12tli century a.d.^

There arc several reliefs in the collection of the Rajshahi

Museum which depict a seated couple with children in their laps,

and a tree (kalpa-vriksho) spieading its branches above them.

Miniature figures in yoga posture are invJiriably placed above the

branches. These have been usually described as tutelary Yaksha

couple generally associated with the Jaina cult, but there can be

very little doubt that they are somewhat elaborate adaptations of

the Kuvera-HSrilT figures, often associated with Mahfiyana Buddhism.

Peculiar interest attaches to a unique bronze miniature found at

Nalgora (24-Parganas).^ The statuette (PI. LXlv. 153) represents

a female deity standing on a lotus underneath the bent bow of a

tree, clasping a child on her waist with her left hand, and holding

some flower in her right, with another nude child standing close to

her on her right. Just near the bottom of the tree is the miniature

figure of a lion which seems to be her cognisance. It most probably

represents KushmS^dinT or Ambika, the Yaksh^l of Neminfltha, her

cognisances being a lion and two children.

1 ASL 1929-30, p. 195.

2 There is a similar image inside the Siddhesvara temple at Bahulara.
• VSP'Cat. 47-48, PI. x. « VRS. M. No. 4.

59
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vm. BUDDHISTIC IMAGES

The earliest among the extant Buddhist images in Bengal is the

standing Buddha from Bihnrail (Rajshahi), now in the Rajshahi

Museum,^ datable in early fifth century a.d. (PI. xlvi. 112).

Another very interesting Buddhist icon of the Gupta period

(c. 6th century a.d.), found in the BalaidhRp mound near MahSsthsn

( ancient Puijdravardhana ), is the gold-plated bronze figure of

ManjuSri now in the collection of the Rajshahi Museum (PI.

XLVI, 111 and 113). The figure is fully in the round, and is depicted

standing in a dvibhaftga pose. A figure of the Dhyanl-Buddha

Akshobhya, the spiritual father of Manjusri, is placed among the

clusters of jata on its head. Of its arms, the right fore-arm is broken,

and the left is shown in the vyakhyam or the vitarka pose, one

quite suitable for a god of wisdom, the Buddhist counterpart of

Brahma. The upper jjart of the body is only covered by a scarf

worn in the vpavlti fashion, the lower half being clad in a dhoti

fastened to the waist by means of a two-stringed girdle. The sacred

thread, the urt^a, the distended ear-lobes, the irivalt marks on the

front neck etc, arc all present in the cast bronze figure. It is

undoubtedly one of the finest pieces of bronze icons discovered in

Northern and Eastern India.

A stone figure of Buddha is now being worshipped as iSiva at

l§ivvfitl (Khulna) (PI, lxx. 170). It is in the bhu-spa/sa pose

(thus typifying the Enlightenment scene), with the three other

Great Miracles v/r., the birth, preaching of the first sermon, and

mahaparinirvar^a, and the four added ones of Buddha’s taming of

NalSgiri at Rajagriha, the descent of the Master from the Trayas-

trimsa Heaven at .^^Snknsya, his performance of the miracles at

Sravasti, and the monkey’s offering of honey to him at Vai^Sli,

carved on the of the principal figure in the centre of the

composition. Although many images of this type have been found

in Bihar, this is the only specimen discovered so far in Bengal.^

Some detached sculptures, showing not only the four Great Miracles

but also some added ones, were found at Kirtail (Rajshahi). These

are now in the Rajshahi Museum, and may be dated in the 11th

century a.d. The figure of Vajrssana Buddha with the right hand

in the bhrtspa/sa-miidra, hailing from the village of Ujani (Faridpur)

and now in the Dacca Museum (PI. Lxviii. 164), is interesting, for

it represents the miracle of Enlightenment. The depictionM>f a

^ The date and details of the image have been discussed infra p, 522*
* EISMS. .61-62. PI. XIX (c).
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yajra and the seven jewels on the pedestal are worth nothing. Its

date is c. 11th century a.d.^

That during the time of the P5la and the early Sena rulers,

MahaySna and Vajrayfina forms of Buddhism had a wide prevalence

in Bengal, specially Eastern and Northern Bengal, is fully sub-

stantiated by the discovery of numerous images of various types of

divinities associated with these cults.

The Mahayana pantheon is based on a conception of the Adi-

Buddha and Adi-Prajri3^, also called Prajlifi-Pnramita, the universal

father and universal mother. From this pair emanate the five

Dhyani-Buddhas (Pancha-TathSgatas) v/r., Vairochana, Akshobhya,

Ratna-sambhava, Amitabha, and Amoghasiddhi, to which is some-

times added a sixth, the Vajrasattva. 7 hey are absorbed in

but each of them has an active counterpart called Bodhisatt\a, and

a human {mamisJn) Buddha. We are now living in the age of

Dhyfinl-Buddha Amititbha, the corresponding Bodhisattva and

Buddha being Avalokitesvara (LokanStha) and Gautama. In

addition to Avalokitesvara two other Bodhisattvas, Manjusri and

Maitreya, occupy a prominent position in the Mahaynna pantheon.

Of the goddesses the most important are the Tarns of five different

colours.

The Sukhabflspur (Dacca) specimen of Vajrasaltva, with the

Buddhist creed inscribed on its back in the Bengali script of the

10th century a.d., shows that the concept of the sixth Dhyani-

Buddha, in addition to the Paiicha-Tathagatas, had already been

introduced in Bengal Buddhism. Vajrasattva, also known as Vajra-

dhara, is seated in the vlrasam \ his right hand balancing a

yajra on his breast, while his left hand, holding a gha7i(a, is placed

on his thigh. The figure is comparatively rare in Bengal and thus

has a great deal of iconographic interest.'^

Numerous images of Avalokitesvara of different varieties, such

as Khasarpana (both standing and seated), Sugati-sandar§ana,

Shadaksharl etc, are known in Bengal, of whicli a few alone can be

noted here. The seated image of Khasarpa^^a, inscribed with the

Buddhist creed in characters of the 11th century a.d., found at

Mahakall (Dacca) is one of the finest specimens of such figures

discovered in Northern India (PI. xx. 50). The god is seated in

lalit^sana, underneath a trefoil arch on a double-petalled lotus carved

on a saptaratha pedestal, on which are shown various accessory

^ Bhatt.-Cflr. 30-31, PI. viii.

* Ibid, 22-23, PI. m (a). A separate image of the Dhyani-Buddha

Ratnasambhava is in the collection of the Rajshahi Museum. This unique image

bails from Vikrampur.
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figures like SuchTmiikha, the donor coupie, some of the upacMras

and ratnas, a female figure dancing to the tune of musical instruments

played by others, etc. The tastefully decorated central figure,

holding a full-blossomed lotus flower by its stalk in its left hand

(its right hand is broken), looks down with compassionate eyes (c/.

the epithets parama-kanir^a and avalokiia). The usual attendants

of the lord, v/z. Sudhanakumsra and TarS on the right, and

Hayagriva and BhrikuU on the left, are artistically placed on

subsidiary lotuses by his side, while on the top sections of the

prabhavall are carved the images of the Pancha-TathSgatas, each

shown in his characteristic pose enshrined in miniature temples, and

other accessories. The artist had poured his whole soul into his

work and turned out one of the noblest objects of religious art in

Bengal.^ The standing figure of the same variety of Loke^vara

(PI. XX. 51), with most of the accessory figures noticed above

present in its prabhavall, hailing from ChowrSp^ra (Rajshahi), is

somewhat later in date (r. 12th century a.d.).- There is a rare

variety of Loke^vara image, probably to be identified as Sugati-sandar-

§ana Loke^vara, of(hel2thor I3th century a.d., in the Rajshahi

Museum. The image is a six-handed one, five of its hands holding

manuscript, pa'sa, trUlar^dt (or tri'snla), akshamalQ, and kamar^^alu^

the remaining hand showing the varada pose. Another interesting

variety of Avalokitesvara, correctly to be designated as Shadakshari

Loke^vara on account of its iconographic features, hailing from

RSnipur (Maldah) is now in the Maldah Museum (PI. xxii. 56).

The central figure is that of a four-handed Avalokitesvara seated

in the vajra-paryafika asona with his front hands in the 07^7̂ 7/1 pose

the back right and left hands holding respectively a rosary and a

lotus. The image is tastefully deco^-ated with a joia~mnku(a and

usual ornaments, and has the miniature figure of Ma^idhara on its

right and that of Shadakshari MahavidyS on its left. The relief

may be dated in the latter part of the 11th century A.D. Such types

of Lokcsxara figures arc comparatively rare, only a few specimens

having been discovered in Bengal.

A very sadly mutilated image from GhiySsabSd (Murshidabad),

now in the Indian Museum^ (PI. xxi. 55), possesses great iconographic

interest. The top part of the prabhavali (with practically the

whole of the head of the figure) and the pedestal are gone, but

whatever is left of the image enables us to be describe it as follows.

The figuie standing in the samapada-sthanaka pose, with reEjnants

* Bhatt.-Cfl/. 27-28, PI. vu (a).

* ASl, 1930-34, p. 262-63, PI. cxxxi ifi).

* EISMS. 94-95, PI. xxxviii (r).
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of snake-hoods behind its head, is endowed with twelve hands the

discernible attributes of which are : a Gariida, a rat, a ploughshare,

a conch-shell (on the left hand), a manuscript (?), a bull, and a

cup (7) (on the right ones), all placed on double-petalled lotuses

or ntlotpalas which are held by their stalks in the respective hands.

It is decorated with the usual ornaments, a loin cloth, and a long

garland (like vanamnia or xaijayantl of Vishnu images) reaching

below the knee. One hand on either side is placed on two attendant

figures, just as two of the four-handed Vishnu images are placed on

the attendant though the figures on this relief can

not be identified as such. The above description shows some

Vishi^uite affinities of the sculpture. The reason for placing it

among the Lokesvara group of MahftySna icons of Bengal is the

fact that an exactly similar piece, now in ihc Rajshahi Museum,
shows the preta Snchimukha, one of the almost invariable attendants

of Avalokite.Wara, on its pedestal. Unfortunately, the top sections

of the prabhaxali of both these sculptures are broken, and so we
are not in a position to determine whether there were the miniatures

of Amitc^bha or all the five Dhyani-Buddhas above. Even if the

image be some form of Lokesvara, it shows clear Vislujiuite tendencies.

As already noted above {supra pp. 433-34) some Vaishijava icons of

Bengal show undoubted Mahayana influence.'

The gold-plated Manju^rl of MahftsthJln has already been

referred to above {supra p. 466). We shall now briefly describe one

or two other varieties of this Mahflyfina divinity, the emanation of

TathSgata Akshobhya. A beautiful figure of two-handed Manjuvara

found at Talanda (Rajshahi), one among a few such icons in the

Rajshahi Museum (PI. xxii. 57), is shown seated in the lalitasana

on the back of a conventional lion which is roaring with its upturned

‘ A very interesting comparison can be made between these two twelve-armed

figures with a similar one hailing from Sonarang and now in the VSP. Museum,
Calcutta [cf. 95, PI. xxxviii (t/) ; VSP-Cat, 32-33. PI. vii]. The latter is

well preserved and bears a great deal of similarity to the former ; besides the figure

of Amitsbha is distinct over the snake-hood canopy. All these figures thus

represent the same deity, v/z. Avalokitcsvara, with Vishnuite affinities. The six-

handed Sffgardighi bronze figure in the VSP. Museum (KSP-Co/. 139, PI. xxvi ;

EISMS, 96, PI. xxxviii-ft) represents a male deity standing under a canopy of

seven three-headed nagas ; it is endowed with one head and six hands. Though

the figure of Amitsbha is absent on the top, still it is very similar to the Sonarang

relief in respect to the attributes in its hands, as well as the attending male figures.

The date of this sculpture can be fixed on the basis of an inscription on its back,

as well as on stylistic grounds, in the llth century a.d. R. D. Banerji observes,

**This particular class of specimens, therefore, indicates a blending of the older

Bhagavata class of Vaishnava images and the Lokesvaras of the later Mahayana
school of Buddhism’* (EISMS. 96).
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face. The central figure is tastefully decorated with the usual

ornaments, the nwktifa being of the karat^^o variety. The hands

are shown in the dharmachakra-mudra against the breast, and a

book is placed on a full-blossomed lotus flower which is held by its

stalk in its left arm. A part of the top section of the prabhdvalt is

broken, but we can discern the miniature figure of Amitabha on the

left, and evidently one of Akshobhya was in the centre, It is a

well-carved piece of sculpture and can be dated in the llth or 12th

century a.d. Another variety of the same deity, found at JAlku^di

(Dacca), portrays his Arapachana form (PI. xxii. 58) which is not

so widely represented. The god is seated in the vajra-paryanka

pose on a double-petalled lotus supported by two Nftgas
;
he is

two-handed, the right forearm, carrying the sword, is missing, and

his left hand, holding a manuscript, is placed against his breast.

Four miniature replicas of him, known as Jalini, Upakefeim, Surya-

prabhs and Chandraprabha are shown, one on the top centre, and

three others below and on the two sides of the seat. There are four

miniature figures of Vairochana, Akshobhya, Amitsbha and Ratna-

sambhava on the top section of the prabhavall. The figure may be

dated approximately in the first half of the 12th century a.d.^

The Vangiya Sahitya Parishat image of Sthirachakra, discovered at

Maldah, is another unique variety of this deity. His right hand

is shown in the varada pose, while his left holds the stalk of a lotus

on which rest a book and a sword.

Among the other subsidiary Mahayana and VajraySna divinities,

mention may be made of Jambhala, usually associated with Ratna-

sambhava and Heruka, an emanation of Akshobhya. Jambhala is

the Buddhist counterpart of Brahmanical Kuvera, the god of riches

and the king of the Yakshas. Kuvera and his consort HSriti, both

typifying wealth and abundance, were venerated in India from a

very early period, and their figures with Buddhist association have

been discoverered, in large numbers, specially in the north-western

part of India, among GandhSra sculptures. One composite relief

of the 12th centuiy a.d., hailing from Deopara (Rajshahi) and

now in the Rajshahi Museum, shows a male and a female figure in

lalitdsana on a vi'svapadma, their right hands holding vJjapurakas,

and the left, a seated child in each case. In the middle of the

paficliaratha pedestal squat four children, and a pair of donors, one

being on each side. These two figures have been described by
Stella Kramrisch as Hariti and VaiJ^rava^a (Kuvera), though she is

* Bhalt.-Ctf/. 28-29, PI. vii (6).
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doubtful about her suggestion.' Neither is the male figure charac-

terised by a pot-belly and squat dwarfish features vhich are the

peculiarities of Jambhala, nor are upturned coin-jars shown below

the leg hanging down the seat. The Jambhala figures found in

Bengal show all these characteristics, and are invariably depicted

as pressing with their left hands the neck of a miingoose vomitting

jewels, while their right hands hold a vijapuraka in almost the same

fashion as the male figure in the composite relief, just noticed, does.

We can refer to two typically representative specimens of Jam-

bhala, one (11th century A. D.) found at Vikrampur (PI. Lxv 158),

and the other ( 12th century a.d. ) in the Rajshahi Museum,
originally found at Dhurail (Rajshahi). Both these are very fine

pieces of sculpture and are similar as regards their main iconographic

details. These deities had a popular appeal and their worshippers

were large in number. Compared with the frequent discoveries of

these figures in Bengal and Eastern India, the ext» erne paucity of

the other subsidiary deity, viz. Heruka is remarkable. A unique

specimen in black chlorite, hailing from Bad-kr.mta, (Tippera) and

now in the Dacca Museum, is one of the few found in this province

(PI. xxiii. 59). It is vigorously carved on a plain stela with flames

issuing out of its border. The figure is shown dancing in an

ecstatic pose, and decorated with a long garland of skulls and other

ornaments. Its two hands are broken, but enough remains to show

that it held a kapala in its left and a vajra in its right. There is a

long kha(vahga placed along its left shoulder, and it bears an effigy

of Akshobhya among its flaming jatas arranged in tiers. This

I'antric Buddhist icon can be dated in the 1 1th century a.d.* A
very rare specimen of a variety of Heruka, hailing from North

Bengal, is now in the Indian Museum. Its elaborate iconographic

details justify its identification as Sambara, and it probably belongs

to the 12th century a.d. (PI. xxi. 55).*

Another deity, Hevajra, was evolved during the latest phase of

Buddhism, and occupies an important position in the Tibetan

Buddhist pantheon. A fine and well-preserved image of this god

in yab-yum attitude with its ^akti, found at Murshidabad, is now
in possession of Mr, P. S- Nahar of Calcutta (PI. xxi. 54). A similar

image, partly damaged, was found at PshSrpur. The deity has

eight heads, and sixteen hands, which hold skull-caps containing

^ Kramrisch, '‘Pala and Sena Sculpture,” Rupam, No. 40, fig. 52.

* Bhatt -Car. 37, PI. xii. An interesting sculpture in the collection of the

Bajshahi Museum, hailing from Vikrampur, represents the less known Vajraysna

deity Krishna-YamSri.

2 ^5/. 1934-35, p. 79, PI. XXIV (c).
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different animals and deities. Miniature dancing figures are carved

round the central pair and beneath them are a number of corpses.

A similar image of Hevajra, without the l^akti, has been discovered

in the Dharmanagar Sub-division of the Tripura State.^

As Bengal is the homeland of the l^akti cult, it is not surprising

that so many female deities associated with Mahsyana and Vajrayftna

would be discovered heic. Figures of Taiil of different varieties,

PrajHapftramita, MaachT, Pari^iaSavarl, Chuiida, Hariti etc, are

well represented in the collections of the different local museums.

It is possible here to take note only of a very few of them. One of

the most interesting iconographic types is the goddess Mfirichi, an

emanation of the Dhyani-Buddha Vairochana. She is usually

depicted with three faces, the left one being that of a sow, eight hands

holding xajya, afiktisa, Sara, asoka leaf, sHclil, dhanu and pa'sa (the

other hand being in the taijanl pose), with the figure of her

spiritual father in her head-dress, and riding in pratyalldha pose on a

chariot drawn by seven pigs, driven by the charioteer Rfthu. She

is also generally accompanied by four other subsidiary goddesses, v/z.

Varttfilt, Vadfili, VarSli and Vari^hanuikhi. Her Brahmanical counter-

part, though in male aspect, is Surya. The, details of the Dacca

Museum specimen, hailing from Ujani (Faridpur) and datable

in the 11th or 12th century a.d., correspond to most of those

noticed above (PI. xxvii. 65).- Icons of PrajnipnramitS, typifying

the spirit of divine wisdom, are rarely found in Bengal (cf. Maldah

Museum specimen, PI. xxvi. 62). Very often this goddess is painted

in bright and variegated colours on the covers of the PrajnapSramita

manuscripts locally procured. She is shown seated in padmasana in

deep tranquillity of wisdom, both of her hands placed against her

breast, the right in the vyakhyana, and the left in the jfidna-mudra

holding the book Ashfasdhasrikd Prajfidpdramitd,

Of the several varieties of Tar5, emanations of different Dhyflnl-

Buddhas, well represented in the local museums, mention may be

made of Khadiravanl-TarS, Vajra-TRrfl and Bhrikuti-Tara, respec-

tive emanations of Amoghasiddhi, Ratnasambhava and Amitsbha.

Khadiravani known also as f5y5ma-TSra on account of her green

colour, is one of the commonest varieties of such images (PI. Lxv.

156 ;
Pi. Lxvi, 160), She may be depicted seated or standing,

holding a blue lotus in her hand, and usually accompanied by A^oka-

kfinta (ManchJ) and Ekajats. An elaborately carved image of

this variety of Tfira, datable in the 12th century a.d., and found at

* PaharpuT, 55, PI. xxxviii (c)
; AS!, 1927-28, p. 185, PI. XLix (a,f).

* Bhatt.-Cflf. 43-44. PI xiii {b).
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Sompsrs (Dacca) is now in the Dacca Museum. It is in a fairly

well-preserved condition and has the additional iconographic interest

of having eight miniature figures of Tars on Hit prabhavall (four

on each side), and the figures of Vajrasattva on the extreme right

corner of the pedestal.^ A partially preserved metal image of

Vajra-TffrS (Tara of the yellow colour) in the same Museum,
originally hailing from Majvadi (Faridpur) is of unique importance

(PI. xxiv-xxv 60-61); for, so far as it is preserved, it closely

resembles the metal images of the same deity in the shape of an

eight-petalled lotus flower, enclosing within its petals the goddess

with the figures of the eight attendants carved on the insides of the

petals, originally found at Chandipur (Bhagalpur) and now in the

Indian Museum.^ The image of a three-headed and eight-handed

goddess seated in the virasam pose, with Gape^^a carved on the

pedestal and Amitfibha in its crown, discovered at Bhavanipur

(Dacca) and now in the Dacca Sahitya Parishat (PI. xxvt. 63), is

a very interesting piece of sculpture both from the artistic and

iconographic points of view. Bhattasali thinks that it may represent

a hitherto unknown form of Bhrikuti-Tfira, but no sadhana des-

cribing this variety of Tsrs fits in with the details of this figure

which can be dated in the 10th century a.d. There is a great deal

of resemblance between this figure and the unique image of a

goddess tentatively identified as Mabspratisarti, a goddess of the

Pctncharakshii-mandala, in the Dacca Museum. Both these sculptures

are beautiful specimens of Piila art in Bengal, and the latter may
be approximately dated in the 11th century a.d.’ The metal

image of an eight-handed goddess, described as Sitatapatrs on

insufficient data, originally found in Tippera and now in the Dacca

Museum, is an extremely rare icon (LXiii. 152). It is a very

beautiful work of art and may be dated in the 9th century a.d.*

The recent acquisition by the Rajshahi Museum of an eighteen-

armed female deity (PI. xxvt. 64), representing in all probability

the rare Buddhist goddess ChupdS, from Niyamatpur (Rajshahi),

and datable in the 9th century a.d., is of great importance to

students of Bengal iconography. A. Foucher* refers to a sixteen-

armed figure of Chupda installed in the Chupda-vara-bhavana at

Pattikera (Tippera). This new find proves further that the

* Bhatt.-C«r. 56-57, PI . xxi.

* Ibid, 45-53, PI. xv-xvii.

* Ibid. 45-56, PI. XIX and pp. 61-62, PI. xxiv. B. T. Bhattacharya des-

cribes both these figures as Mahapratisara in his Indian Buddhist Iconography,

pp. 116-17, PI. TfXXMib) and (c).

« Bhatt.-Ca/. 53-54, PI. xviii.

» Fouchcr-/can. 145, 1S9 (No. 51), fig. 25 ; PI. vin. 4.
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worship of this goddess was also in vogue in North Bengal.^ The

two figures of three-headed and six-handed Par^atavari from

Vikrampur (Dacca) are identical with each other in every respect

from the iconographic point of view (PI. xxvii. 67). The attributes

held in the hands {vajra, paraiu and iara in the right, and larjani,

dham and parnapichchhika in the left ones), the number of faces,

the leaf-garment etc. all closely correspond to the description of this

goddess given in the texts.^ Of the miniature figures of the five

DhySni-Buddbas on the top section of the prabhsvalt, the central

one just above the head of the goddess is that of Amoghasiddhi,

thus emphasising its association with Parji^ai^avarl. Her name, some

of the iconographic features such as the leaf-garment, and the

characteristic epithet piiachi applied to her in the dhyctm-mantra

indicate the Savara tribe as the source from which she was adopted

in the later Buddhist pantheon. The Vajrayana goddess VaglSvarl

is well represented in Bengal, both in stone and bronze ; there are

several varieties known of which a good specimen is illustrated in

PI. XXVII. 66.

Such is in brief the history of the development of the iconoplastic

art in Bengal. The skill and energy of the local artists were mostly

employed in fashioning the bewildering varieties of hieratic images

and their accessories, religion thus playing a dominant part in their

activities. It might have cramped, to a certain extent, the free

grace and naive simplicity of their earlier efforts, but the task in

which the artists were engaged was seldom done in a half-hearted

manner. Some of these works, in spite of their being hide-bound

by the canonical rules, were exceedingly good specimens of art, and

the ideas underlying many of them were portrayed with a great deal

of earnestness and emphasis. The iconoplastic art, like other

branches of art, has to be judged from the standpoint of its motive.

It should never be said to the detriment of many of the long

forgotten anonymous artists of Bengal, that they did not under-

stand the nature of the work which was expected from them, or

that they were not alive to the real and primary purpose of their

work, which was not to create so many museum specimens to be

judged chiefly for their artistic merits or demerits by the modem
art connoisseurs, but to serve as definite concrete aids to the

religious efforts {sSdhanas) of the innumerable devotees (bhaktas)

of ancient times. At the same time no impartial art-critic could

fail to recognise among the numerous images of Bengal many noble

and strikingly artistic pieces of sculpture. ^
* VRS.Rep. 1936-38, pp. 29-30, fig. 6.
• Bhatt..Co/. 58-61, PI. xxni (o) and (6).



GLOSSARY

[For a full discussion of iconograpic terminologies cf. Rao-/co/t.

and Banerjea-/con. Ch. vn].

Abhanga-a standing pose with a slight bend in the figure.

Abhaya-mudrs —The different poses of the hands of the deities

indicating different ideas or attitude of mind are technically

known as mudra. The more important of these mudr^s

are :

—

(1) Abhaya (assurance)— in which the hand, with

fingers raised upwards, is turned to front.

(2) Bhnsparsa (touching the earth) in which the

left hand rests on the lap with palm outward, and the right

touches the seat below. (For the significance of this mudr^^

cf. Banerjea-Zenn. 286).

(3) Dharmachakra - in which Buddha’s hands are

depicted as preaching the law. It is a combination of

jfiana- and vyakhyatia-mudras, the left hand being in the

former and the right in the latter poses (For full significance

cf. Banerjea-Zcon. 279).

(4) Dhyrma (meditation)—in which the palm of the

right hand is put in that of the left hand, and both arc

placed together on the crossed legs of the seated image.

(5) Jfiana (knowledge)— in which ‘the tips of the

middle finger and of the thumb are joined together and

held near the heart, with the palm of the hand turned

towards the heart’ (Rao).

(6) Such!— in which the index-finger is stretched out,

the other fingers being bent, and the hand is usually held

down.

(7) Varada (conferring boon)—in which the hand is

held down with palm outwards.

(8) Vitarka (discussion) or Vyakhygna (explanation)

—in which ‘the lips of the thumb and the fore-finger are

made to touch each other. The palm of the hand is made
to face the front’ (Rao).

Akshamala—rosary.

Al'idha—a mode of standing, in which the right knee is thrown

to front and the leg retracted, while the left leg is firmly planted

behind, in a slanting position.
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A^ada—Armlet.
Ankuia—Elephant-goad.

ApsmBra-purusha—the evil demon trampled on by ^iva especially

in his Na(ar&ja aspect ; the demon’s other name is Muyalaka.

Arghya—the piitha or the circular base into which the 6iva-/iAga

is inserted.

AtibhaAga—an emphasised form of fribhaftga, the sweep of the

curve being considerably enhanced.

Bhadraghata— auspicious pitcher.

Bhringsra narrow-necked water-pot with a spout.

Bbtisparsa—See Abhaya.

Chakra—discus held by Vishnu and sometimes by divinities

associated with him.

Chhannavira—a kind of jewelled disc worn in front of the

breast
; it is kept ih position by two chains or pearl strings placed

crosswise on the torso.

Damaru—‘a kettle-drum sounded by moving- it in the hand.

Dau^a—a staff or cudgel.

Dhanu—bow,

DhyJina-mudra—Abhaya.

Dvibhanga—a standing pose in which the body has one bend

in the middle.

Gads—mace, club.

Gapa—An impish attendant of Siva.

Ghauts—bell.

Hara—necklace.

Jats —matted locks of hair.

Jats-mukuta —a sort of crown made up by arranging the matted

locks of hair in a particular manner.

Ji'iSna-mudrS—See Abhaya.

Kamandaln a water-pot of a peculiar shape, with a handle and
a spout.

Kapsla—upper part of the skull shown as a cup in the hands

of deities of terrific aspect.

Karanda a particular kind of conical crown, placed usually on
the head of subordinate deities.

Karatsla- clapping of the hands marking time with music.

Kartri - a short chopper, a big knife.
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KSyotsarga—a standing pose usually shown in Jina images, in

which the hands hang down straight along the side of the stiffly

erect body.

Keynra—an armlet, an ornament of the upper-arm.

Khadga—a sword.

KhatvSnga —‘a curious sort of club, made up of the bone of the

fore-arm or the leg, to the end of which a human skull is attached

through its foramen’ (Rao).

Kirlta—jewelled head-gear.

Kintamukuta—a conical crown.

Klrtimukha—the grinning lion-face shown usually on the top

centre of the stela.

KuQdala—ear-ring.

LalitSsana—a sitting posture, in which one leg, usually the left

leg, is tucked up on the seat, while the right one dangles down

along it.

LSnchhana—cognisance, mark.

Mah3raja-lllfl;—a silting posture, also known asSukh3sa»a,v/h6n

one leg(generally the left one) rests on the seat, while the right knee

IS raised upwards on the seat and the right arm rests on the raised

knee.

Mfitulunga—a citron.

Mudgara— a pestle.

Mudr&—hand-pose (see Abhaya).

Nfiga— snake, also a peculiar hybrid figure made up of human

and serpentine forms.

NsgapK^a— a snake in its real shape used as a noose.

Nsginl—female snake.

Nsla—the projecting part of the base of ^iva-linga for draining

the water poured on its top.

Navaratha—a type of pedestal with nine facets.

Nllotpala— blue lotus

Padma—lotus.

PadmSsana—(1) lotus seat
; (2) a sitting posture in which ‘the

two legs are kept crossed so that the feet are brought to rest on

the thighs’ (Rao).

Parasu—a battle-axe.

PaRcharatha—a type of pedestal with five facets.
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Par^apicbchhiks—the feathers of a peacock’s tail tied in a

bunch.

Pasa— a noose.

Prabhfivali—the stela or background of an image.

Pratyalidha—standing pose, just the reverse of a^li4ha (see

Sliejha).

Pnjabhaga—the top section of the linga which is shown out of

its base.

Ratna—jewel.

^akti— (1) consort
; (2) a spear.

Samapfida-sthanaka—a standing posture, in which the body,

without any bend in it, faces front.

iSankha— (1) a conch-shell ; (2) one of the ttidhis or treasures

of Kuvera-Vaisrava^a.

Saptaratha—a type of pedestal with seven facets.

I^ara—an arrow.

Sarpa—a snake.

^iraschakra—the halo or nimbus behind the head of an image.

Sruk- sacrificial ladle for taking outclarified butter from the pot.

Snchi—needle.

Sirchl-mudrfl—see Abhaya.

Sruva—a sacrificial ladle for pouring clarified butter on the fire.

Sukhfisana—a comfortable sitting posture, same as mahSrSja-tilS

(see Mahar3ja-lila).

Taiika—a stone-mason’s chisel.

^Ula—trident.

Tarjani—(1) index-finger
; (2) a kind of hand-pose, in which

the index-finger of the upraised band is stretched out upwards, while

the other fingers are bent.

Tribhanga—a standing pose with two bends in the body.

Tridandl—a wooden staff with three prong-like projections.

Triratha—a type of pedestal with three facets.

Triitila—trident.

Upachsra—offerings necessary in worshipping a deity.

Upavlti (fashion)—running across the chest from above ttle left

shoulder below the right arm-pit, as the sacred thread is usually

worn.
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Ur^R—the hairy mole between the two eye-brows, usually shown

on the heads of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.

Vaijayantl—a long flower garland usually shown on Vishnu

images.

Vai&Skha-sthRnaka—standing on the back of the bull.

Vajra —thunder-bolt.

Vanamals— a long flower-garland usually shown on Vishnu

figures.

Varada-mudrs—see Abhaya.

Vijapura- a citron.

Vi^R—a stringed musical instrument of the type of lyre.

VlrSsana— a sitting posture in which the left foot rests upon

the right thigh and the left thigh on the right foot.

Vi^vapadma—a double-petalled lotus, the upper set of petals

usually pointing upwards and the lower set drooping down.

Vitarka-mudrR—See Abhaya.

VyBkhyRna-mudrR—See Abhaya.

YajaopavUa—sacred thread worn by Brahmins.



CHAPTER XIV

ARCHITECTURE, SCULPTURE, PAINTING

1. ARCHITECTURE

I. INTRODUCTION

In dealing with the architecture of Bengal before a.d. 1200, one

is at the very outset confronted with an utter scarcity of material

all through the period. The fact is rather intriguing, as abundant

evidences, both internal and external, testify to the existence in

Bengal of every kind of edifice, characteristic of other parts of

ancient India. Numerous inscriptions of the province, dating from

the Gupta period, refer to temples and monasteries, while flourishing

cities, with mgniheent palaces, temples, and monasteries are

referred to in literary works. Fa-hien in the 5th century a.d,* and

Hiuen Tsang in the Tth’’ saw a large number of monasteries,

temples and stupas in different parts of Bengal. Later, inscriptions

often describe a temple as ‘ornament of the earth’ {bha-bhashaifoh),*

as ‘high as mountain peaks,’ or as ‘obstructing the very course of the

sun with its lofty and imposing towers capped by golden kalasas’.*

That some of the sanctuaries in Bengal had attained special celebrity

as early as the 10th century a.d. is also known from their illustra-

tions in two Buddhist manuscripts (ms. Add. 1643, Cambridge, and

MS. A. 15, Calcutta) of Nepal copied respectively in 1015 and

1071 A.D.®

But not one of these early monuments now exists, and the

only memorials of ancient times consist of jungle-clad mounds

scattered throughout the province and a few stray temples in West

Bengal, belonging to a comparatively late period, which have for-

tunately escaped utter dilapidation. A cause for this almost total

obliteration may be sought for not only in the soft alluvial formation

of the land and its damp climate, but also in the building materials.

These last were usually mud, bamboo, reeds, wood and such other

fragile but indigenous products. Even in the more pretentious

» Fa-hien, p. 100. • Watters, n. 184-85, 187, 190, 191.

JASB. N. S. vin. 615-19.

* IB. 48-49, Cf. the verses describing the achievements of Rijyapgla

inGI.97.
Fouchcr-Zcort. 16-17, 28,
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buildings the usual medium was brick, certainly a much less durable

material than stone which is not easily available in the province.

A brick structure, not to speak of the buildings in more perishable

materials, cannot be expected to resist for long the effects of damp
and relaxing climate, the excessive rainfall, and the luxuriant vegeta-

tion of the country. Along with this natural cause there was also

the human element, and many monuments that might have escaped

decay because of the more durable nature of their materials were

deliberately razed to the ground by foreign invaders, either on

account of their iconoclastic zeal or for securing building materials,

with which to construct or decorate their own structures. Instances

are not rare where earlier structures were thus utilised, with but

little transformations, as we have an example in the tomb of Jafar

Khftn Ghszi at Trivein in Hooghly.

It is thus evident that the historian of the architecture of

Bengal has but very little material at his disposal. The few standing

edifices and the ruined vestiges, brought to light in recent explora-

tions, are too fragmentary to be of much real use for a history of

architecture, properly so called. All that is possible to do is to piece

together every bit of information from other sources, such for

example as sculpture, manuscript-painting and extant monuments
elsewhere, in order to reconstruct the forms and features of the

lost monuments of the province. These materials are not, however,

adequate for the purpose of writing a complete and systematic history,

with a thorough treatment of the origin and evolution of the different

architectural types and forms. It should further be noted that the

little knowledge that we possess relates almost entirely to religious

buildings and we have no knowledge of the secular architecture of the

province. In Bengal, as in the rest of India, there was always a

tendency to use more permanent materials for religious edifices, and

thus the early monuments that have survived, or of which we have

got vestiges now, almost exclusively belong to religious establish-

ments of one or other denomination.

II. STUPA ARCHITECTURE

The most important of early Indian architectural forms is the

swpa. The custom of rearing up stupas appears to be pre-

Buddhistic, and probably it had its analogue in the Vedic practice

of raising earthen funeral mounds {ima's^na), in which were

deposited the bones of the dead. But it is the Buddhists who
particularly selected and adapted it to their own use. They utilised

it at first for enshrining the relics (dhatu) of the Master or of his

61
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chief disciples. The relics were of three Vmi^ -S^rira^dhntu

(corporeal relics), Paribhogika^dhntu (relics used by the Master)

and Niddesika^dh^tu (indicative relics). The stvfpa had also a

commemorative character, being erected as memorials in places,

specially sacred in the life of the Buddha or in his legend. Ultimately,

as enshrining the relic and as symbolising the Master Himself the

sWpa itself came to be regarded as an object of veneration and

worship. In later times stupas were erected in sacred Buddhist sites

as a pious work, the gift of a stupa being reckoned as meritorious

as that of an image, if not more.^

Wherever Buddhism has flourished it has left its visible traces

in the form of such structural monuments, which, though varying

in details and elaboration in different countries, may be traced to

have evolved out of a simple hemispherical dome on a circular base,

characteristic of the early stupas, now extant. Such a stUpa con-

sisted of a solid domical structure, placed on a low circular base. On
the top of the dome there was a square capital in the form of a box

{harmika), which was surmounted by a round disc (literally chhatra,

umbrella, the emblem of universal dignity). Soon there grew up

a tendency towards elongation and height, and, as we proceed, we
find that the circular base is transformed into a solid cylinder

(literally known as the ‘drum,’ medhi, in distinction to the hemis-

pherical dome known as the aneja), which gradually increases in

height. Later on, the whole structure is raised on a square plinth,

sometimes with a projection or two on each face. The crowning

member, literally the chhatra (parasol), originally one, gradually

increases in number in a tapering row of flat discs, the topmost one

usually ending in a point. Side by side with such additions of

different elements there was also a corresponding elevation of each

component part. The whole composiiion thus attains a spirelike

shape, in which the original hemispherical dome loses its dominating

importance, being cramped into an insignilicant element in between

the lofty basement and the drum and the series of chhatra valt, that

has already been transformed into a high and conical architectural

Originally as sheltering the corporeal remains of the Buddha, the stupa

in early Buddhist art stood for his parinirvana or even for the Master Himself,

like so many other symbols, as the Footprints, the Bodhi Tree, the Wheel, the

VajrSsana, etc. As such it was held in great veneration, and we have frequent

representations at Bhsrhut, Sfinchi, Amarfivati, etc, of devotees coming to worship,

or actually worshipping, the stupa. The chaitya-haW is nothing but the shrine-

chamber where the votive stupa or chaitya occupied the place of the altar^The
worship of the stupa does not appear to have died out with the evolution and
introduction of the image of the deified teacher, and the subsequent offerings of
such edifices are quite frequent and common in flourishing Buddhist establishments.
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motif. The few remains of stfipa monuments in Bengal belong to

this late stage of evolution.

The stupas, it has already been observed, may be divided into

three classes with reference to the objects for which they were raised :

(1) the Relic stirpa, (2) the Commemorative or the Memorial

sitipa and (3) the Votive stupa. We have as yet no evidence that

the first kind, the relic stupa, existed in Bengal. As regards the

second, Hiuen Tsang tells us that he saw several in different parts

of Bengal, said to have been built by the great A^oka himself to

commemorate the holy sites where Gautama Buddha was reported

to have preached his doctrine in person.^ The tradition of the Bud-

dha’s visit to Bengal is also preserved in the story of Sumagadhfi in

the Avadana-kalpalatci of Kshemendra (11th century a.d.).^ But both

the traditions arc comparatively late and, true to the legend that

Asoka built 84,000 stupas, it was almost a convention to connect

him with a stupa, whatever its date and location might be. It is,

therefore, difficult to believe that the stupas, noticed by Hiuen

Tsang, in different parts of Bengal, were built by A^okarfija, until

we get more definite evidence. His accounts only prove that there

were several memorial stupas in Bengal in his time. But none of

them can now be traced with certainty.

The third class, the votive stupa, though not so prolific as in

the adjoining province of Bihar, was not a rare feature in Bengal,

and several examples in bronze and stone and numerous specimens

in brick are known. Though the first two kinds do not strictly fall

within the province of architecture, they are important as supplying

us with the form and features of such structural edifices and hence

cannot be left out of account. A detailed study of the available

examples shows that there is but little difference in their form and

composition, and a close agreement with the mediaeval stone proto-

types in Bihar may be recognised. A bronze votive stupa, found at

Ashrafpur (Dacca) along with two copper-plates of king Devakhadga,

(7th century A.D.;~jz/p/'a p. 87), appears to be the earliest in this

group, while the latest, so far as style is concerned, is a stone

specimen, now enshrined at Jogi-gopha in the Dinajpur district.

The bronze votive stupa from Ashrafpur (PI xxviii, 68)® is a

fairly preserved specimen and consists of a cylindrical drum and

hemispherical dome supported on a lotus over a high and slightly

sloping basement, which is square with one offset projection on each

face. The dome bulges a little towards the top—a peculiarity that

» Watters, ii. 185. 187, 190, 191,

* Avadnna^kalpalata (Sanskrit Sshitya Parishat ed.), p. 94*

» Proc. ASB. 1891, pp. 119-120, PI. ui ; EISMS. PI. lxxv, 6.
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endows the form with a contour not unlike that of the ‘bell-shaped*

stnpas of Burma. Above the square harmiks rises the shaft of

chhatr^mlV of which only one disc now remains. Like the stone

prototypes in Bihar the basement and the drum are adorned with

figures. What is, however, unique in this specimen is that the square

turret of the harmiks has each of its sides adorned with a figure of

the Buddha, a peculiarity which, so far as

our knowledge goes, is not met with else-

where. At least two other bronze stnpas are

known from Bengal—one from Pttharpur

(Rajshahi)* and the other from Jhewari

(Chittagong).* Each of these two consists

of a bulging dome on a cruciform basement,

as in the mediaeval stone examples from

Bihar. The P/rharpur specimen exhibits four

concentric rings just below the dome in the

section usually occupied by the drum {cf.

three similar rings in ihe stnpas of Ceylon).

Streamers in ornamental design are also

attached to the shaft of the chhatras. Relief

representations of stnpas of exactly similar

design may also be found in the stelae of

Buddhist images found in Bengal {cf. Tflrtt

from Dhondai ;
PI. lxvi, 160).

The only stone specimen of a votive

stnpa, so far known in Bengal, is now
enshrined at Jogi-gophs and looks at first

sight quite unlike a stupa^ (See sketch). A
close examination, however, reveals that it

was probably an ultimate transformation of

a hemispherical structure due to an excess-

ive tendency towards elevation and elonga-

tion. Along with the multiplication of the

different elements there was also a corres-

ponding elevation of each component part,

and here, even without the basement that is

lost, we find that the drum and the dome
each represents a high cylinder, their total height being more than

three times the diameter at the bottom. The drum, as usual, is orna'

mented with four figiiies in niches, while the plain dome is sur-

mounted by the harmiks, not square but circular and ribbed on

‘ Patmpur. PI. LViu (d),

“ S. K. Saraswati, JL, xxix. 4, PI. u.

= ASI 1927-28, p. 184.
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edge, just like the Smalaka-iila of a temple. This is a peculiarity

which is noticed here for the first time in case of a stupa monument.

Next we have the range of chhatra discs, gradually diminishing in

size as they go up. The sense of accentuated height is strongly

manifest in the whole composition, which gives to this particular

specimen almost the appearance of a miniature obelisk, though

with a round contour.

There is not a single structural example of a stupa in Bengal

with its upper members intact, but there are representations of at

least three well-known stupa monuments in Bengal in the Buddhist

manuscripts referred to above (supra p. 480). The earliest in

point of date is the

Mrigasth{ipana-fri7pa in

Varendra illustrated in

MS. Add. 1643, Cam-
bridge ( dated lOlS

A.D. y which, as noted

above
( supra p. 69 ),

existed as early as the

7th century a.d., and is

referred to by I-tsing.

It shows a low circular

drum over a basement

consisting of six terraces,

each of which is in the

form of a lotus. The
semi-circular dome, with

four niches on four

sides containing Buddha
figures, is decorated

with garlands at the

top and surmounted by

a square h a r m i k S.

Above it rises a taper-

ing row of chhatras,

the topmost one of

which is adorned by

fiying streamers.

The second stupa

is labelled as ‘ TulS-

kshetre Vardhamam-stupa' VardhamSna, which, as a place name,

occurs rather early in Indian literature, has been identified

‘ Foucher, Icon. PI. i. 4 ; Saraswati, op. cit, PI. i. a.
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with modern Burdwan. Tulflkshetra, with its locative case-ending

appears also to be a topographical name, and is placed, in the same
manuscript, in Varendra. It is thus likely that Vardhamflna in this

descriptive label might refer to the last Jaina tirthahkara, and the

stupa represents a Jaina shrine dedicated in his honour. But such

an inference is obviobsly inconsistent with the fact that the name of

the stupa occurs in a Buddhist manuscript purporting to illustrate

the famous shrines of the Buddhist faith. Under the circumstances,

the problem of the interpretation and nature of the shrine cannot

but be left open. What we are concerned with is the architectural

feature of the monument,^ which exhibits two stnpa§ of exactly

similar design and elevation, placed side by side. The basement,

square in plan with one projection on each side, consists of four

elaborately carved stages separated by receding mouldings. The

drum is designed in the shape of a double^petalled lotus, and over

it is placed the dome, similar to the preceding example but without

the niches, along with its upper component members.

I'he basement of the third stupd^ consists of a double row of

petals, separated by two plain mouldings, and supports a square

terrace with two rectangular niches on each side. The drum has the

shape of a lotus with drooping petals and over it rises an almost

cylindrical dome with a cinque-foil niche on each side. The harmika

has a concave outline and streamers are attached to the shaft of the

conical chhatrCivalh

Remains of several brick stupas have been laid bare at PahSrpur

(Rajshahi)® and Bahulara (Bankura).^ Some of them are quite

plain but others are more ornamented. By far the largest number

of such votive offerings have come to light from the site of Satyaplr-

bliita at Pflhfirpur. As a rule such votive structures stand isolated

from one another, occasionally in a row, though sometimes a group

of them has been found situated on a bigger common platform.

Again an important votive stupa may be found to be surrounded by

four miniature ones rising from the same plinth. They belong mostly

to a comparatively late period in the history of the PahSrpur shrine

and none of them can be said to have been erected earlier than the

10th century a.d.

These brick structures, however, have only their basements pre-

served. They exhibit varied designs in planning -square, cruciform

and circular. The first and the last, however, are very scarce, while

the second, i,e., the cruciform plan, obtained by one, two or even

three offset projections on each face of the square, may bcTfoticcd

* Foucher, Icon. PI. i. 3. ® Ibid. p. 54, Fig. 4.

• AiAdrpwr. 22, 84 ; Pis. XX (c), Lxvi-Lxvm. < ASI. 1922-23. p. 112,
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in the majority of cases. The number of such projections in usually

greater in the later structures. As in the mediaeval examples, the

basements are always high and exhibit successive tiers of elaborate

mouldings, including the ‘torus’ and the ‘dentil’. Both in plan as

well as in designs of the mouldings they very nearly correspond to

their stone prototypes in Bihar. Like them, too, the basements

were sometimes decorated with rows of Buddha figures, as is

indicated by the moulded terracotta plaques, exhibiting friezes of

Buddha figures in the attitudes of enlightenment and preaching,

discovered while laying bare such votive offerings round the central

shrine at Satyapir-W;/^7. There is thus no fundamental disagree-

ment between the basements of these brick structures and those of

the stone votive stvpas from the adjoining province of Bihar. They

also tally essentially with those of the illustrated Vardham5na-A7?7/?^i

and the bronze specimens from Bengal noted alx)ve (supta p. 484). On
the analogy of these, therefore, the composition of the missing upper

elements of these brick structuies may be reconstructed as consisting

of an elaborate drum, probably with Buddha figures in ornamental

niches, the plain hemispherical dome, the square or the cruciform

harmikn and the conical finial of the chhatnivall, rising in

succession one above the other from the basement upwards. The

form of the dome might have been the same as shown in one of the

terracotta plaques from Paharpur (PI. xxviii. 69). The chhatrs-

vali appears to have been made up of terracotta plano-convex discs

(a large number of which has been found during the excavations),

each with a central hole, placed in graded size.

Occasionally, these structures enshrined miniature clay sWpas
encasing minute round sealings impressed with the Buddhist creed.

This custom also appears to have been in vogue in other famous

Buddhist sites like Nfilandfl, Bodh-Ga>a, Sfirnath, Mirpur Khns etc.

I-tsing informs us that the sacred formula was placed inside the

stupas as a substitute for the corporeal relic.^ The sacred formula,

as the essence of the Buddha’s teaching, was looked upon as the

embodiment of the faith (dharma-ianra), and the stupas that

enshrined them may be said to have had a twofold character-

relic and votive.

Besides the basements described above, there is one of a very

novel design in the courtyard of the monastic area.^ It consists of

a circular base over which rises a high plinth with sixteen projected

angles (and sixteen corresponding recessed angles), each projection

just touching the outline of the circular base (PI. xxix, 70). It is

J^tsing. 1*51. t Patiarpur. PI. xv, d.
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well-decorated with elaborate mouldings, in which the bold ‘torus*

is prominent. The provision of so many projecting and re-entrant

angles may be regarded as a logical culmination of the desire for

elaboration of the original ground-plan, which was first manifest in

the addition of a number of projections on each face of a square

structure. Seen from the top, the whole structure looks like a sixteen-

sided star evenly arranged inside a circle. This novel plan and

arrangement of the basement suggest a novel shape and appearance

of the super-structure
;

but unfortunately the upper members are

irretrievably lost.

From an examination of the extant specimens the characteristic

features of the stfipa architecture in Bengal may be summed up as

follows : Votive stupas, plainly square or circular in shape, have

been known to exist at Pfiharpur and BahVilfira. But such simple

structures are rather rare and the prevailing style shows a high

basement, square with one, two, or three projections on each face,

variegated still more with numerous lines of horizontal mouldings.

The number and depth of the projections as well as of the mouldings

offer a rough standard in stylistic evolution. The Ashrafpur speci-

men shows niches with sculptured figures on the basement, and such

a decorative scheme may also be found to actuate at least some of

the brick examples at Satyapir-M/^^? (Pfthnrpur). Next comes the

drum, plain or ornamented, and sometimes with four figures in niches

round its body. The dome originally the principal element in the

swpa, now a mere finish or capping to a series of elaborate mouldings

forming a lofty base is either hemispherical or cylindrical, and

though generally plain, is sometimes decorated with garlands at the

top and niches containing figures at the bottom. It supports the

square or cruciform harmikn, and the rows of diminishing chhatras

ending in a pointed finial, sometimes with streamers flying from

it. The stone example of Jogi-gopha exhibits an extremely elongated

type and may be said to represent the final transformation of a

hemispherical shape into a spire-like one through successive stages

of heightening, achieved by adding to, and elevating the different

parts.

III. MONASTIC ARCHITECTURE

The monasteries {sa/hgharama, vihara) in India were designed

as a square block formed by four rows of cells along the fojjr sides

of an inner courtyard. In the earlier period they were usually built

of wood on a stylobate of stone or brick. As the monastic organisa-

tion developed, they became elaborate brick structures with many
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adjuncts. Often they consisted of severe! storeys and along the inner

courtyard there usually ran a verandah supported on pillars. Prom
a simple dwelling house for the monks, the yihdra often ultimately

came to be transformed into an important centre of learning, some-

thing in the form of a modern residential university.

Ancient Bengal had also her monastic organisations and

establishments, and there are inscriptions and other evidences,

testifying to the existence of many such institutions from the

5th century a.d. down to the late Pala epoch, as already noted above

[siq>ra p. 417).

An idea of the magnificence of some of these establishments may
be had from Hiuen Tsang’s description of the Po-shih-po monastery

in Pundravardhana and the Lo-to-mo-chih in Karnasuvaroa,’ which

had spacious and roomy halls and courts and lofty and storeyed

towers and pavilions. But they have all perished and no trace

remains above ground of their ancient fame and prosperity. The

great Po-shih-po vihcira of Hiuen Tsang has been identified with the

ruins of Bhasus Vihsr near Mahasthan (ancient Pu^dravardhana),

where a gigantic mound (approximately 800' x 750' x 40') seems to

be all that remains of that once magnificent vihdra.*

One of the earliest vihdras in the province may be located at

Biharail (Rajshahi), where trial excavations of a mound, locally

known as Rajbadi, exposed the remains of a structure constructed

“on the familiar ancient plan of a row of cells round a central court-

yard.”® From the finds and from the fairly large size of bricks

the structure should be ascribed to a date not later than the Gupta
period. Perhaps another monastery of about the 6th or 7th century

A.D. may be recognised in the Rskshasl-dRnga mound at RangSmfftl

(Murshidabad), the reputed site of Karpasuvarpa.* No definite

evidence has, however, been discovered yet to connect it with the

celebrated Lo-to-mo-chih vihara of Hiuen Tsang.

The wealth of materials laid bare at Pah&rpur is likely to prove

of the greatest help in ascertaining the form and features of a monas-
tery in ancient Bengal. Two inscriptions— one on a copper-plate

and the other on a set of sealings—prove the existence of two vihdras

at the site in two different periods. First we have the Jaina vihdra

of Guhanandl at Vatagohali, mentioned in the copper-plate grant of

the (Gupta) year 159 (479 a.d.).* From the latter part of the

8th century, however, the site was well known as the great Buddhist

yihffra of Dharmapttla at Somapura (modern Ompur, a mile to the

‘ ^taX’Recordi. n. 195, 202,

’ ASI. 1922-23, p. 108.

» ASI. 1927-28, p. 107,

62

‘ VRSM. No. 2, p. 14.

* /Md. 1928-29, p. 99.
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south of the ruins), as is proved by reference, in a set of sealings,

to the community of monks residing at the monastery of Dharma-

psladeva at Somapura (iri-Somapure irUDharmapsladeva-mahS-

vihOny-Sryya-bhikshursaAighasya)} The name and fame of this

vihSra spread far and wide (supra p. 417) and it is mentioned in

inscriptions from Bodh-Gayn^ and Nalands’ and in Tibetan transla-

tions of certain Sanskrit Buddhist works *

It is difficult to ascertain the plan of the earlier Jaina vihsra.

It is, however, reasonable to assume that, as elsewhere, it followed

the usual plan having the monks* chambers set round a quadrangular

court. The Psia vihSra, which followed the same plan, was conceived

on a much grander scale as the ruins unearthed at Pfiharpur clearly

show. The entire establishment, occupying a quadrangle measuring

more than 900 feet externally on each side,® has high enclosure walls

lined on the inside with nearly 177 cells, excluding the cells of the

central block in each direction. The wallings, though not preserved

to a very great height, envisage, from their thickness and massive-

ness, a storeyed structure, exactly commensurate with the terraced

form of the main temple in the centre of the enclosure. As K. N.

Dikshit has justly remarked :

“no single monastery of such dimensions has come to light in India and the

appellation, mahavihsra, ‘the great monastery', as designating the place, can be

considered entirely appropriate.”*

Considerations of space forbid a detailed description of this

gigantic vihsra, Otily the general plan and the principal features

may be briefly set forth here. The main portal was towards the

north, where a flight of steps leads up to a large pillared hall, open to

the north, i,e., on the outside, but enclosed with massive walls on

the other three sides, access to a smaller hall in the interior being

obtained through a single doorway at the back, i.e. the south wall.

This smaller hall is open to the south, with its roof supported, as in

the outer hall, on pillars. 1 his inner hall leads the visitor across

the main verandah to the ruined flight of steps descending to the

inner courtyard which stands in front of the main temple.

Branching off on left and right from the top of this flight of

steps there ran along the inner side of each of the four enclosure

walls a single (sometimes double) row of cells (each approximately

» ASI 1927-28, p. 105.

• Ibid. 1908-9, p. 158. • El. XXI. 101.

« Cordler-Cai. ii. 98, 116, 120, 250 : m. 5, 299.

' In Ai&arpur (p. 18), the dimensions are wrongly given as 82Z' externally

on each side. The plan provided (PI. i ) gives the correct measurement which is

922' north to south and 919' east to west.

• -4S7. 1927-28, p. 106.
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13' 6" io length)—all connected by a sjpacious corridor (approxi*

mately 8' to 9' wide), running continuously all round, and

approached from the inner courtyard by flights of steps provided

in the middle of each of the four sides. It should be pointed

out in this connection that the monastery, renovated by the

monk Vipulatrlmitra, has been described as a four-fold one, which

probably refers to the four lines of cells along the four sides of the

quadrangle. The cells are approached by doorways with an inward

splay. The masonry is all laid in ashlar courses, but at a certain
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height the walls, where preserved, show one course of brick-on>edge

rivetment to relieve the monotony of the plain ashlar courses. While

the centre of the northern side was occupied by the two entrance

halls noted above, the central block on the other three sides is

marked by a projection in the exterior wall and is occupied by a

group of three cells, with a passage all round, and the landing stage

to the inner courtyard in front. Besides the main gateway to the

north, access to the quadrangle might also be had by a subsidiary

entrance through the northern enclosure near its eastern end. There

was no arrangement for ingress on the southern and western sides,

but possibly a small passage in the middle of the eastern block was

provided for private entrance. The roof the corridor seems, as

elsewhere, to have been supported on pillars and there were probably

railings fencing off the corridor except at the approaches,Jt The

plinth of the corridor was adorned with a single line of terracotta

plaques. But this scheme of decoration appears to belong to a late

period in the history of the establishment.

Excavations have revealed several strata in the remains of the

monastery. The lowest i. e. the earliest dates back to the period of

the original construction of the monastery in the time of Dharmapala.

It continued to exist down to the Muhammadan conquest, through

various vicissitudes, which necessitated renovations and repairs at

different periods. But barring minor additions and alterations, the

general arrangement, described above, is the result of a well-thought-

out plan and belongs to a single period of construction. The
numerous cells of the monastery were certainly originally meant as

residences for monks, who thronged the monastery at that time.

But in later stages of occupation, as is apparent from the occurrence

of ornate pedestals in the majority of the cells, they were devoted

to purposes more ceremonial than residential. A sheltered room by

the side of the main gateway has been identified as the office of this

huge establishment,^and from fragmentary evidences one can envisage

an elaborate drainage arrangement from room to room, from higher to

lower terrace, from yard to yard, leading finally perhaps to a masonry

tank or pool inside the enclosure. In between the lines of cells along

the four sides and the main temple in the centre there were open
courts, shrines and votive stupas, walls, bathing platforms, refectory

establishments, etc.— all parapharnelia of a prosperous monastic

* Compare the rectangular brick basements of the early period wCa lower

stratum in front of rooms Nos. 12-IS. Apparently a railing, which was possibly of

wood, was supported on pillars resting on these brick bases (JPaharpur, 21).

* >15/. 1927.28,.p. 104.
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establishment. They, however, exhibit various periods of construc-

tion. But it must be stressed that in spite of different periods in

the history of the monastery there was no material alteration of the

original plan.

In reconstructing the monastic architecture of Bengal, we have

now before us the biggest monastery in India, though in ruins. It

has been described in the Nfliands inscription of Vipuia§rlmitra as

“a singular feast to the eyes of the world,”* a praise that appears

to be justified even from what is preserved today. The general form

and features and the whole lay-out, so far as can be gathered, show
but little difference from those of similar establishments in famous

sites elsewhere. But it excels others in its gigantic dimensions and

in its well-planned arrangement. It is hoped that further explora-

tions will unearth similar establishments, which may not equal

Pfihsrpur in extent, but will not, perhaps, vary materially from it in

plan and general features.

IV. TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE

Temples were constructed in Bengal in large numbers {supra

p. 480), but save a few structures, belonging mostly to the 1 1th and

12th centuries a.d., they have all perished, leaving no trace behind.

The magnificence of some of these temples is referred to in inscrip-

tions and literature, and some of them, which were presumably more
reputed than others, are mentioned and illustrated in the two
Buddhist manuscripts referred to above {supra p. 480). These include

the temples of the Buddha at Puodravardhana and Rsdhs, of TSra

in Varendra, and of LokanStha in Samatata, Varendra, Radhft,

Nslendra and Da^dabhukti.

Although no temples of great antiquity exist in Bengal, we get

some idea about their general features from the illustrated re-

presentations in MSS. as well as from several stone reliefs, for

in many cases the deity is shown as installed in temples whose out-

lines are carved round the divine figure. By a close study and

analysis of these, the temples of ancient Bengal, which all naturally

belonged to the northern style of Indian architecture, may be divided

into three or four distinct types according to the form of the roof

over the sanctum.

The first type, which might be regarded as the earliest, exhibits

a roof consisting of a number of horiiantal tiers,gradually diminishing

» JE/.XXI.97.
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in size as they go up, with a recess between each stage. The

earliest representations of such a temple may be found on some

sculptures from Sarnaty and the type may thus go back to the

Gupta period. The type is widely distributed over different parts

of Northern India. In a developed form, with the horizontal tiered

stages compressed in a pyramidal shape, it appears in Orissa,

exclusively as the roof of the jagamohana, and is known as the

bhadra- or plda-deul in distinction to the rekha- which has a high

curvilinear hikhara surmounting the sanctum. The earliest form of

this tiered type in Bengal occurs on the Ashrafpur bronze chaitya

(c. 7th century a.d.) and the gradual evolution may be studied with

the help of several images represented as seated within temples of

this type. The early form, with its pillais reminiscent of earlier

construction in bamboo or wood, and peculiar finial the like of which

may be found in modern wooden and corrugated structures, appears

to be nearer to the thatched hut construction, from which the type

seems to have originated.

Side by side with this tiered type, more or less of stunted

appearance, there also existed the rekha one, distinguished by a

lofty tower over the cube of the sanctum. The rekha temple

exhibits what is known as the ndgara style in the Indian

hilpaiUstras, The distinctive cognisances of this style, as revealed

by extant monuments, are a cruciform ground-plan (square with

a number of offset projections on each face) and curvilinear tower

{iukanasa-hikhara), which characterise every mediaeval temple of

Northern India. The simplest arche-type of the style may be found

in a group of temples that may be dated about the 6th century a.d.,*

but as a result of evolution through the ages and in different locali-

ties, the style undergoes varied transformations. Of all the different

regional manifestations of the ndgara temple style, that of Orissa

(Kalinga) is one of the most remarkable. The innumerable temples

erected in Orissa represent, to quote Fergusson,® “one of the most

compact and homogeneous architectural groups in India.” The

rekha temples of Bengal had much in common with those of Orissa

and very closely resemble the specimens in some early sculptures

from Bihar.*

Over and above these two types, which recur more or less

frequently, one or two rare and curious ones may also be recognised

^ D. R. Sahni, Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at Sarndth,

pp. 233-34, Pis. xxv-xxix. ^
* //SO^.viu. 156-57.

• Fergussonand Burgess, Hist, of Indian and Eastern Architecture, ii. 92,
‘ For Bihar specimens see EISMS. PI. xc (a), xciv (6), xix (6).
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to have existed in Bengal. These types appear to be amplifications

and elaborations of the first, i, e. the tiered type mentioned above.

The amplification consists in the provision of a superstructure over

the tiered roof. This superstructure took the shape either of a stapa

or of a iikhara, and both the varieties might have been in vogue

simultaneously. The type with the Ukhara over the tiered roof, how-

ever, appears to have been the more favoured of the two, and may
be regarded as a combination of the bhadra and the rekha elements.

Further elaborations of these two types may be noticed in the provi-

sion of miniature replicas of the crowning superstructure at the

comers of the tiered stages and in front. These types are found
outlined in a series of miniature paintings in the manuscripts men-
tioned above.* They characterise several famous shrines in such

widely scattered sites as Pundravardhana, Nttlendra (in Bengal),

Tfrabhukti, Odra-deta, and UddiySna, all situated in Eastern India,

except the last, the location of which is not yet definitely settled.*

At least four stone images, of which three come from Bengal and

the fourth from Bihar, exhibit representations of the last variety,

/. e. of the type consisting of a iikhara over the tiered roof. Similar

temple types may also be found represented in terracotta votive

tablets from Pagan (PI. xxxi, 78) and a stone sculpture from

Hmawza (old Prome), both in Burma.*

The above analysis leads to a classification of the ancient temples

of Bengal into four distinct types, namely :

I. The bhadra, pi4a or tiered type, in which the roof over

the sanctum consists of a series of gradually receding

tiered stages crowned by the usual finials including the

amalaka.

II. The rekha or the ^ikhara type, characterised by a high

curvilinear tower and the usual crowning elements.

III. The tiered type surmounted by a stnpa.

IV. The tiered type surmounted by a iikhara.

It should be noted, however, that structural examples of these

different types, except those of the second, are very rare, if not

unknown, specially so far as the last two are concerned.

Before proceeding further with the description of these different

types, we should note the existence of similar temples in Further

India and Indonesia, not merely to indicate the great influence

exercised by Eastern Indian architecture in these regions, but also

* Poacher, Icon. Pli. ni. 4 ; v. 1 ; vi. 5 ; vn. I.

* a. wrap.333,f.n.l. • JGJ5.ix.3-2S.
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to give an idea of what the Bengal temples looked like when they

were intact. It is not difficult to trace in the first, i. e., the tiered

type, the beginning of the elaborate pyatthats of Burma, with its

many tiered roofs.* The plain earlier specimens of the pyatthats,

as seen in the tiered palaces of Prince

Siddhartha in the sculptures of the

Ananda temple at Pagan,* closely

correspond to the tiered temples that

may be found widely distributed over

India, and as the Indian examples are

earlier in date, the possibility that

architecturally they were also the

antecedents is clearly suggested. A
somewhat similar type may be seen

in the miniature monolithic shrines

inside the premises of the ChaQdi

Panataran in Java, and it still survives

in the modern architecture of Bali.*

The origin of the square temples of

Pagan,* which present remarkable

dissimilarity with anything standing

on the continent of India, has led to

much speculation. In elevation they

consist of a roof of several tiered stages crowned by a superstruc-

ture, either a stapa or a hikhara, each complete with its common

and distinctive elements. There are quite a large number of

such temples at Pagan, and though there may be recognised

several varieties, all of them appear to be actuated by a common

architectural tradition. A tiered roof surmounted by a crowning

superstructure, a stupa or a kikhara, represents the prominent charac-

teristics of types HI and iv of Bengal temples mentioned above,

which may be said to have been fairly prolific in Eastern India.

The AbeyadKna (PI. xxxii. 90) and the Patothamya, each with a

stupa over the tiered roof, are closely akin to the temples of type in,

while those with the iikhara, of which the Ananda, the Thatbyinnyu,

the Thitswada (PI. xxxvii. 91), the Tilominlo, etc. are the most

well-known, particularly conform to the temples of type iv. Sculp-

tural representations of the Pagan type of temples may also be found

on a number of terracotta votive tablets (PI. xxxi, 78) from Pagan

and stone sculpture from Prome, and these reliefs furnish exact

‘ JISOA.n.m. * its/. 1912-13. Lxxxm
' A. K. Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, Fig. 351.

* JGIS, IX. 5-28 and plates.
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parallels of similar representations of temples in sculptures and paint*
ings on the basis of which we have reconstructed the types iii and iv.

The structural examples at Pagan may exhibit distinctive character*
istics in plan and general arrangement, but it cannot be doubted
that the shape and elevation of the monuments of Eastern India* as

represented by types in and iv, exercised considerable influence in

determining the form and appearance of the Pagan monuments*
A solitary example of type in may further be found in Java in

Cha^di Pavon,^ a small sanctuary with a roof of two tiered stages*

surmounted by a sWpa at the top, and surrounded by eight smaller
ones in the next lower stage.

We may now proceed with the description of the first type of
temples. As already observed, its tower presents the shape of a

fairly high stepped pyramid rising

from the top of the straight and

perpendicular walls of the garbha-

gfiha. It is made up of horizontal

tiers of stone (Plcfas, as they are

known in Orissa), gradually dimi-

nishing as they rise, with a recess

between each course. Over the last

course rests the huge nmalaka-iila^

on a narrow cylindrical neck, ulti-

mately capped by the usual finials.

The frequency of this type of

temples in Bengal may be surmised

from the rather large numbqr of such

representations on the sculptures

of the province. The Ashrafpur

bronze stnpa dated about the 7th

century a.d. gives us in relief what

was probably the earliest form.

Here we find a simple roof composed of two receding courses of

sloping tiers with a recessed space in between and crowned by a

peculiar finial® (see sketch).

The gradual evolution and elaboration of the type may be

noticed in the multiplication of the tiered course and in the introduc-

tion of the usual decorative elements. The image of KalyRpa-

sundara from Hili, now in the Dacca SRhitya Parishat, exhibits

three tiered courses, capped by a round coping stone (not yet a

' R. C. Majumdar, Suvarnadvipa Pt. ii* PI. iv.

» JISOA. n. 132 ; EISMS\ PI. lxxv (b).

63
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true nmalaka as the edges are not indented) above a narrow neck,

topped further by a conical iinial. The type may be seen as fully

evolved in several images, where we find temples with trefoil arches

supported on richly decorated pillars, the roofs being composed of

an odd number of pi4as (here sloping tiers), three or five, and the

whole surmounted by the Smalaka and the usual finials. The last

tier (what is known in Orissa as the ghsdachakra, Le., the tier just

below the neck) occasionally shows rampant lions at the corners, as

we distinctly see in the representation of the temple on the image of

of UmS-Maheivara from Birol (Rajshahi ; PI xxx, 74).

For illustration, we refer to the images of Surya from Kuldift

(24-Parganas), Surya from Baris (Rajshahi ; PI, xxx. 76), Ratna-

sambhava from Vikrampur (Dacca ; PI. xxx, 7.^), Buddha from

Madhyapflrs (Dacca) with the inscription of dSnapati Nirupama

(PI. XXXI, 77), UmH-MaheSvara from Birol (PI. xxx, 74), etc., and

a fragment of a door-jamb with Gane^a in a niche, the door-

jamb with ItSna in a niche from Mandoil (Rajshahi ; PI. xuii.

105), and a huge architectural stone from Kumarpur (Rajshahi ;

PI. xxxH, 79).

The ground-plan occasionally exhibits a temple of the ratha, i.e.

the cruciform, type (as evidenced on the twin temples on the

architectural stone from Kumitrpur and corroborated by the Surya

image from Baris, both in the Rajshahi Museum), the rathas being

obtained by the addition of one or two projections on each side of the

square sanctum. The type appears to be still surviving in the large

number of simple brick temples in Bengal, the roof of which rises in

two receding tiers. Such examples also occur in relief in the

terracotta decorations of the 16th and 17th century temples, ruins

of which arc found throughout the province. The similarity with

the temple carved in relief on the Ashrafpur votive stupa is striking,

only the outline of the tiers in these late examples has grown curvili-

near instead of the straight slope in the earlier form. This curvilinear

form may be said to be an imitation of thatched huts in which the

bamboos are lashed together at the apex and tied in near the lower

end, thus forming a singularly strong frame-work of arched form.

The Nandi pavilion (PI. xxxii, 80) within the premises of a

temple at Ekte^war (Bankura) provides us with a structural example

of this type.^ The date of this structure is uncertain. There is

every possibility that it belonged to a period outside our scope.

Yet, as presenting an archaic form, a brief description of it may
not be out of place here. It is a simple square shrine ’'With a

pyramidal roof, composed of three receding tiers, resting on fonr

> JlSOA.n.Vil.
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square pillars. Though divested of the nmalaka and the usual

finials, its importance lies in the fact that it gives us an idea of what
this type of temples looked like, as distinguished from the relief

outline of the painted illustrations or sculptured images, which are

at present our only basis for the reconstruction of the lost

temple-forms.

The next important type is the rekha deal, i.e., the temple with

curvilinear kikhara (tower), of which we are fortunate enough to

possess several standing structures and at least three votive minia-

tures, two of them being in the round. The former comprise three

stone specimens -one at Barakar (Burdwan) and two at DehSr
(Bankura), and some brick examples,—all in West Bengal. A more
durable quality of the material used was perhaps responsible for the

preservation of the stone specimens, while a comparative inaccessi-

bility of the brick ones saved them from wilful destruction. Two of

the miniatures are carved in stone and come respectively from

Dinajpur (PI. xuii, 104) and Nimdighi (Rajshahi ; PI. xxxiv, 82),

while the third, made of bronze (PI. xxdiv, 84), has been acquired

from JhewSri (Chittagong). The origin of the rekha tower from

bamboo construction is now generally accepted and need not be

discussed here in detail.

The earliest example of the rekha type of temples in Bengal

appears to be the temple No. tv. at BarSkar (PI. xxxiii. 81).* It

consists of a high garbhagfiha (cella, sanctum) on a low basement

and is surmounted by a short and stunted Siikhara (tower), gradually

curving inwards from its very beginning, and ultimately capped by

a huge and archaic amalaka-'sila. Both the garbhagfiha and the

iikhara are square in cross-section ail through and the sharp edges

ofthe corners and of the ratha-paga projections are rigidly maintained.

In these respects and in the arrangement of the rathas and niches of

the garbhagfiha and pagas of the kikhara, the temple closely corres-

ponds to the earliest group in Orissa, represented by the Paratu-

rSme^vara temple at BhuvaneSvara,* which has been ascribed to the

8th century a.d. The Barflkar temple may, therefore, be dated about

the same period or only a little later.

Next, at least as an architectonic type, come the three votive

miniatures, which, SO far as their general characteristics are concerned,

are almost all alike and not far removed from one another in date.

Each of them consists of a perpendicular garbhagfiha with a sculp-

tured trefoil niche on each face, raised over a cruciform basement

» JISOA. 1 . 125-27, PI. XXXVI, Fig. 216.

' Coomaraswamy op. cli. Fig. 216.
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with several mouldings, and capped by the curvilinear hikhara,

gradually sloping inwards, over which rests the Smalaka on a narrow

neck. There is not yet any attempt at the rounding of the corners,

and the sharp edges are rigidly maintained. The “cAa/rya-window”

motif appears as a decorative pattern on the body of the hkhara, and

a line of continuous scroll on the Dinajpur specimen presupposes a

decoration that forms an important element in the later group

of temples. In the two stone examples, a cornice of two or three

courses demarcates the Sikhara from the cella of the garbhagrifia

(PI. xuii, 104 ;
PI. xxxiv, 82),^ but this feature is entirely absent

in the bronze specimen. The empty niches of the latter (PI. xxxiv,

84)* are approached by flights of steps on each side. The Smalaka

of the monolith at Dinajpur is somewhat disproportionate and heavy,

but the bronze templet presents a graceful contour of the iikhara,

gradually inclining inwards, with a pleasingly proportionate Smalaka

and stapa finial. In spite of the narrow neck, the unbroken contour

is maintained by the provision of rampant lions at the corners on

the top of the iikhara.

The next group is represented by five other standing structures,

one in the district of Burdwan, three in Bankura and the fifth in

the damp forests of the Sundarbans. The structures are much

damaged and recent conservation has completely transformed the

shape of the fifth. But from what are preserved we are in a position

to form a general idea of their architectonic shape and style, from

the standpoint of which this group appears to be posterior to that

of the miniature shrines, Just described. The ground-plan, elevation

and the general style of decoration resemble those of the earlier

group ; but they have grown more elaborate and a distinct develop-

ment of the architectonic type is to be found in the chamfering of

the edges of the corners of the iikhara so as to give the tower a

more rounded shape, in the repetitions of the miniature iikharas on

the body of the main one, and also to the provision of the approach

vestibule in the thickness of the front wall.

The brick temple, recently discovered at Deuliya (Burdwan ;

PI. XXXV, 85)* exhibits a straight and perpendicular garbhagfiha

topped by a curvilinear iikhara the crowning members of which, now
missing, probably consisted of an Smalaka and the usual finials. A
singular feature, worth noticing, is that towards the top the cella of

the garbhagfiha has several inverted offsets forming a projected

cornice, on the top of which the iikhara is placed. The fa^des of

‘ JIS04.n.ns
> Ibid. 1934-35, Pi. XIX, a.

* .45/. 1927-28, Pi. Lvu. a.
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both the sanctum and the iikhara are divided into sharp ridges, an

arrangement that must have resulted from the division of the facades

into rathas and pagas. The body of the sanctum is otherwise plain,

but the iikhara is profusely decorated with scroll work and **chaitya->

window” pattern. The corners are slightly chamfered, in contrast

to the rigid corners of the earlier group, but the sharp edges of the

ridges are retained. From this stand-point this temple appears to

be anterior to the finest of this group, namely the Siddhesvara temple

at BahularS (Bankura), which exhibits a more developed type

(PI. XXXV, 85).^ In this specimen, made of brick, besides the

division into rathas the plainness of the sanctum is relied by niches,

capped by miniature iikharas in the central rathas, and by three

horizontal bands (bandhana) passing all around just in the centre.

The last is peculiarly a feature of the typical Orissan temple, not

usually met with elsewhere. Not only were the corners of the tower

rounded, but there was also a corresponding rounding off of the

different pagas. The ornamentations, too, have grown more elaborate

and cover up the whole exterior face of the temple from the basement

to the top of the spire. Unfortunately the top, consisting of the

^malaka and the finials,has tumbled down, giving the temple a rather

bald appearance, and the hand of time has been heavy on the brick

mouldings and decorations. But, considered as a whole, the graceful

proportions and the chaste and elegant style of decorations make

the temple one of the best specimens of Indian temple architecture.

A. K. Coomaraswamy assigns'^ the temple to the 10th century a.d.

K. N. Dikshit thinks^ this date a century or two too early. From

general architectonic shape and decorative style a date in the lllh cen-

tury may not be unreasonable. Of the stone temples, the Sare^vara

and the SalleSvara (PI. xxxvi, 88)^ at Debar (Bankura), the sancta

alone are now preserved, and as they closely resemble that of the

Siddhesvara temple, all the three may be regarded as belonging to

the same period. To this or somewhat later period probably also

belongs the Jatflr DeuI in the Sundarbans (PI. xxxvi, 87),® tradi-

tionally connected with an inscription (not traced) of one Raja

Jayantachandra, purported to have been issued in 975 a.d. Modern

conservation, carried out in hopelessly indiscreet manner has obli-

terated its original shape and features (PI. xxxvi, 89). It is evident,

however, from an earlier photograph, that the temple had considerable

architectural merit, and closely resembled the Siddhesvara in plan,

^ JISOA. II. 139. * Coomaraswamy op. cit, p. 108, Fig. 213.

’ AS 1. 1927-28, p. 41. * JISOA. ii. 139-40, xlv. 6

» Ibid, 140, PI. XLV. 7.
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elevation and decoration, save that the latter showed a more
curvilinear outline of the iikhara.

It appears from a study of rekha temples of Bengal that they

were related to the earlier group of Orissan temples like the Para&u-

rffme^vara, the Mukte§vara, etc. It is interesting to point out that

this early group in Orissa was nearer to the older archc-types of the

Gupta and the post-Gupta periods and cannot be said to have deve-

loped as yet into the typical Orissan form, as is to be found in the

famous Lihgaraja at Bhuvanesvara, The temples of Bengal, again,

consist of a single elemenf, the dcul proper, there being no trace of

the typical Orissan adjunct of the jagamohana. Instead, Bengal acco-

mmodated an approach vestibule in the thickness of the front wall.

Further, the temples of Bengal do not show such extreme variation

of the ground plan and section as is to be found in the later temples of

Orissa. In these respects Bengali architects displayed a better sense

of reserve and restraint than their Orissan contemporaries. The

ornamentations in the Bengali temples are also chaste and elegant,

the chief decorative motifs consisting of the “r/?fl/r>'n-window,” the

running scroll-work and the miniature replica of the tower arranged

in rows. The rekha temples in Bengal may not have the grandeur

of the stupendous stone monuments of the sister province of Orissa,

but they exhibit better taste, and the brick examples in particular,

though in ruins, represent a fine and mature skill in the science and

art of architecture.

The temples described above are all that remain of the ancient

/Y'fc/jflf-architeclure of the province. R. D. Banerji includes several

others^ within the mediaeval Eastern Indian school, but none of them

appears to be earlier than 1200 a.d. The temples Nos. 1, 11, and HI

at BarSkar can hardly be assigned to a period before the 15th

century a.d.- The Ichhsi Ghosh temple at GaurSngapur (Burdwan)

seems to be still later in date. But these examples are important

as survivals of the ancient rekha type in a period when it appears

to have been forgotten and replaced by a different style of temple-

architecture, the most varied examples of which are to be found at

Vishijiupur (Bankiira).

As an example of the third type of temples in Bengal may
be mentioned the temple of Lokanfitha in Nfflendra, illustrated in

MS. Add. 1643 at Cambridge.® Here the the roof, rising in gradually

receding tiers, is surmounted by a fairly big stupa, complete with

^ EISMS. Pis. LXXX (i ), LXXXil, LXX\III(£?. c).

* JISOA. 1. 128 ; JR.LSUL. n. 21 * Fouchcr, icon. PI. v. 1.
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all its component elements. The corners at each stage arc farther

decorated with miniature replicas of the ttupa, and as such
the temple represents a fair elaboration of the type which may be
found in its simpler and apparently earlier form at Uddiyflna and Tira-
bhukti^ where the corner elements have not made their appearance.
No structural example of the type has been found to exist in Bengal
or Eastern India, but possible analogues may be found in the
Abeyadana (PI. xxxvri, 90) and the Patothamya at Pagan in Burma.

The fourth type may be seen in its early form in the manuscript
illustration of the temple of the Buddha ^t Pundravardhana (sketch)*

‘"md in an image of the

Buddha from Mahakitli
(PI. XXXIV. 83).* The
temple represented in each
ofthese specimens exhibits

a roof composed of a suc-

cession of sloping tiers in

gradually diminishing

stages with a curvilinear

hikhara placed over the

last stage. In the top

section the iikhara ends

with the usual amalaka-

hila over which is raised a

miniature stupa as the

hnial to indicate the Bud-

dhist character of such a

monument. The temple

over Arapachana Mahju-

itl, found somewhere in Bengal.^ with its more elongated and

slender outline of the 'sikhara and corner-towers, shaped like

chaityas, surrounding the main spire at each tiered stage, may
represent a further elaboration of this rare form. The two images of

the Buddha, one from l^ib-ba^ti (Khulna
;
PI. lxx. 170)* and the other

from Bihar, closely resemble each other, and the temple over each

of them, though partly obliterated by the crowds of figures required

to portray the different events in the life of the Master, does not

appear to differ much from that over the god Mailju^ri. Sculptural

representations of similar temples and possible structural analogues

0

^ Fouchcr, Icon, PI. vi. 5, vif. 1.

• EISMS, PI. Lxxxvi (6)

* EISMS^ Pi. XIX (b, c).

• Ibid. PI III. 4.

Coomaraswamy, op, cit. Fig. 229.
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reproducing the main characteristics of the shape and elevation of

the type have been found at Pagan in Burma.

The exacavations at Pnhftrpur’ are singularly important as

exhuming a temple, which some scholars declare to be of a type

entirely unknown to Indian archaeology. The colossal structure,

measuring 356' 6" from north to south and 314' 3" from east to

west, occupies nearly the centre of the immense quadrangle forming

the monastery. The ground-plan {infra p. 505)* consists of a gigantic

square cross with angles of projection between the arms. The
temple (PI. xxxviii. 93) ro?e in several terraces, with a circum-

ambulatory walk, enclosed on the outer side by a parapet wall around

the monument, in each of the two upper terraces. Access to the first

and second terraces was obtained by the extensive staircase provided

on the north.

This apparently complex plan, however, becomes very simple

when the monument is examined and studied from the top down-

wards. 'Dikshit appears to be right in observing that ;

“the plan of the Pahsrpur temple was the result of a premeditated development

of a single central unit, in which future expansion was in a sense predetermined

in a vertical direction, that is, in the setting up of new floors, etc. but not

laterally.”’

A hollow square pile in the centre, shooting high up above the

terraces, provides the pivot round which the whole plan of the stu-

pendous monument is conceived. The walls of this lofty central unit

form a sharp square, and in order, most probably, to relieve this mo-

notony, provision was made in the second upper terrace for a projec-

tion, consisting of an ante-chamber and a mart^apa, on each face,

leaving out a portion of the whole length of the square at each of the

four corners. This arrangement resulted in a cruciform shape with one

projecting angle between the arms of the cross. The circumambula-

tory passage with the parapet wall was made to run parallel to the

outline of this plan. A similar rectangular projection on each side

was also added on the first terrace thus variegating the plan still

more. The basement conformed to the alignment of the first terrace

structure with the result that the angular projections in the plan of

the first terrace and that of the basement were three each between

the arms of the cross, to which an additional projection was added

by the staircase landing just in the middle of the northern arm. An

‘ /4S/. 1922-23, pp. 116-23; 1925-26, pp. 107-13,141 ; 1926-27, pp. 140-49,

119 ; 1927-28, pp. 38-39, lOt-f I, 144-45 ; 1928-29, pp. 97-98 ; 1930-3#? Pt. i.

pp. 113-18 ; Paharpur.

’ ASI, 1930-34, PI. XLvn ; Paharpur. PI. i.

’ Paharpur. 7.
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enclosure wall strictly conforming to the basement plan, with only

a slight deviation near the main staircase, runs round the monument.
There are reasons to believe that this complete plan, from the base*

ment to the top, along with the different component elements,

belonged to a single period of construction, and the evidences of later

repairs, additions, and alterations did not fundamentally affect the

general arrangement and plan. An earlier prototype of the PnhEr-

pur temple has been reported to have been discovered at Lauriyfi

Nandangarh in North Bihar.^ But so far as can be gathered from

published reports and reproductions, the angles of the Nandangarh

monument appear to be purely decorative and to have originated

from an entirely different conception. The disposition of the angles

is different at Nandangarh, and every re-entrant angle has been

strengthened with a buttress. The peculiar anangement of the

projections of rectangular structures round the monument at each

lower level, which resulted in the projecting and re-entrant angles

that we see at PshSrpur, is found to be absent at Lauriys Nandan-

garh. The PshSrpur monument may be said to have its own
distinctive characteristics and no exact parallel has so far been found

elsewhere in India. It should be noted that the existing basement

of a later structure within the monastic quadrangle^ at PshSrpur

seems to be a close replica of that of the main temple. Here the plan

is more perfect and symmetrical with the provision of approach-steps

in all directions, instead of in the north only, as we have in the main

temple.

It has been suggested by Oikshit* that the main shrine of this

colossal edifice was situated at the top, i.e., on the third terrace, and

consisted of a square cella with a circumambulatory verandah all

around. The evidence, now before us, is, however, against any such

inference, and in view of the extremely mutilated condition of the

monument at the top it is difficult to follow Dikshit’s line of

argument on this point. Naturally and logically, the sanctuary and

what are described as its ante-chambers and maq^apas should have

been placed at the same level. The hollow square pile, forming the

central unit of this stupendous structure, exhibits a brick-paved floor

inside “roughly at the level” of the ante-chambers and matj.4apas

that surround it. But no access to this inner square from the ante-

chambers has been found, nor is there any evidence that there was

such an access which had been blocked at a later period. Under
the circumstances, the paved platform in the centre of thS^hoUow

* ASl. 1935-36, pp. 55-66, PI. xw-xxi
; 1936-37, pp,47-50. PI. xffl.

* Pstoiwr. 25. PI. XX (6). » nUd, p.8.
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square, which had been strengthened by a deep soling of bricks and

several courses of offsets, does not appear to have served any function,

except to add to the solidity of the foundation of the lofty walls of

the central square. So far as the arrangement of the temple goes,

the sanctuary could have neither been situated at the top nor inside

the central square pile. Regarding the plan of the temple Dikshit

has made one plausible suggestion that a four-faced {Chaiurmukha,

Chaumukha) Jaina temple, which existed very likely at the site,

might have furnished the barest model* of the present structure.

This is a pertinent suggestion, which is woi th more serious consider-

ation than has been given to it. In this connection, we should also

take into account a particular type of temples at Pagan in Burma,®

which may be described as an adaptation of Ckauimikha shrines of

the Jainas. The type represents a square temple with four figures

of the Buddha, set in recessed niches, on the four faces of a solid

masonry pile standing in the centre of a surrounding corridor which

is approached through entrance vestibules on one or more of its

faces. Later on, we shall have occasion to notice several other points

of resemblance and affinity between the PahSrpur monument and

the Pagan temples. The Pagan temples seem to offer a striking

analogy to the temple at Pshsrpur and may be compared with

profit for the many problems that surround this unique Indian

monument. The walls of the central square pile at PJihJtrpur do not

exhibit any evidence of their being provided with niches, but, bearing

in mind the analogy of the Pagan temples and of Chaumukha shrines,

a suggestion that images were installed, either in what are described

as the ante-chambers or in the man4apa halls which stand projecting

from the four walls of the central square block in the second terrace,

may not appear to be quite improbable.

The walls of the temple were built of well-burnt bricks, laid in

mud mortar, and considering the materials used, it is remarkable

that after a lapse of so many centuries parts of it are still standing

to a height of about 70 feet above the ground level. 1 he plainness

of the walls is relieved on the outer face by projecting cornices of

ornamental bricks (‘twisted rope’, ‘stepped pyramid’ and ‘lotus

petal’ patterns) and bands of terracotta plaques, set in recessed

V Dikshit uses the word ‘outline’ (p. 7) which pre-supposes an earlier

structure that served as the nucleus for additions and amplification at different

times. As it stands now, the temple belongs wholesale to a single period of

constroction and if any earlier structure existed it served as a model for the present

monument, which was conceived on a much grander scale, and not as a nucleus for

later additions and accretions.

I JGJS. w. 5-28.
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panels, which run in a single row all around the basement and in

double rows around the circumambulatory passages in the upper

terraces. Similar cornice patterns and bands of terracotta plaques

of approximately the same date have also been laid bare at Gokul
and at Govinda-Mt(^ in MahfisthSn.' In contrast with these terra-

cotta plaques, the lower part of the basement is embellished with a

number of stone sculptures in alto-relievo, which are almost wholly

Brahmanical, but extraordinarily varied in style.

As already stated, the main fabric of the temple belong to a

single period of construction, most likely to the time of Dharmapsla,

who was responsible for the foundation of the monastery around it in

the latter part of the 8th century a.d. But the presence of not a few

sculptures of definitely late Gupta style led scholars to refer the

scheme of embellishment of the basement walls, and consequently

also the construction of the temple, to the late Gupta epoch.*

Dikshit has recently revised his opinion and attributes the construct-

tion of the temple to the time of Dharmapfila,* but he has not

tried to explain the enigma of the occurrence of earlier and

professedly Brahmanical sculptures in a later Buddhist temple.

There are as many as sixty-three stone sculj^tures decorating

the basement, and a glance at the sketch-plan of the distribution of

these sculptures around the basement walls is enough to show that

they occupy niches, placed at irregular intervals, that cannot in anys

way reflect the original scheme of decoration, which must have been

conceived according to a logical and ordered plan. As for example, the

northern half of the basement has only twenty-two niches filled in

with sculptures, while the southern half has as many as forty-one.

Such irregularities are also clear in the disposition of the sculptures

between each arm of the cross, viz. seven in the north-west sector,

eleven in the north-east, twenty in the south-east and fourteen in

the south-west. Such is also the case with regard to the main walls

at the three cardinal points, viz. four in the eastern and the western

walls and six in the southern, it is only the projecting angles that are

invariably provided with sculptured niches on both faces (except at

the southern end of the main western wall, where there is no corres-

ponding sculpture facing south). But the niches, intermediate

between the projecting angles, are most unequally distributed, there

being no intermediate niche in the north-western sector and only

four each in the north-eastern and south-western, while they occur

most frequently in the south-eastern. Dikshit has tried to-49(plain

* ASl. 1935-36, pp. 67 fl', PI. xxvi
; 1936-37, pp. 51 ff, PI. xv-xvti.

* Ibid, 1927-28, p. 39. » Paharpur, 37.
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this clear irregularity by attributing the comparative absence of the

intermediate niches in the northern half of the monument to the

absence of direct sun light in the north and to the limited number
of available stone reliefs.^ But none of the explanations seems to

be satisfactory, and the foregoing analysis leads us to the evident con-

clusions that the intermediate niches and sculptures, whether on the

main walls or between the projecting angles, did not form part of

the original plan, which admits of stone sculptures only at the

angular projections, one on each face, as pieces de accent. Such an

inference gains further strength when we find that the sculptures in

these projections are almost always of approximately the same size,

executed in the same kind of material, pertain to the popular

narrative themes (having hardly any cult significance at all), and

belong to a popular idiom of art, quite distinguished from the

hierarchic and the classical, but intimately related to the vast number

of terracottas—undoubtedly part of the original decorative scheme—
stylistically as well as iconographically. These sculptures, as binding

the corners of the stupendous monument, come in the logic of a

planned decorative arrangement, and the construction of the main

temple in all its essential features during the period of Dharmapflla

in the latter part of the eighth century A.n. may safely be inferred.

The intermediate niches, mostly fitted in with sculptures of

Brahmanical deities of the late Gupta epoch, appear to have been

provided for in later times to accommodate sculptures, as gathered

from the earlier monuments at the site or in the neighbourhood.

During the long life of the buildings at Psharpur, necessitating

successive periods of repairs and renovations, it is only reasonable

to assume that the existing niches were more than once disturbed,

which account for some, but only a few, sculptures of the second

group now appearing in the corners, pieces that can be definitely

recognised as belonging to the corners filling up intermediate niches,

or reliefs belonging to the basement decoration being picked up from

the upper stratum in the monastic cells.

The superstructure, the method of roofing, and other details

of the main temple are difficult to ascertain now. Sir John

Marshall assumes the temple to have been a ‘garbha-chaitya’ or

a hollow pagoda.^ Such was also the view of R. D. Banerji, who

described the main shrine of the temple as consisting of a “hollow-

roofed chamber.^ But hollow-roofed temples are extremely rare,

and it is quite reasonable to infer that the temple was capped by

* Paharpur p. 9.

* Ubatd. London News, January 29, 1927, p. 160.

3 1925-26, p. 109.
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some sort of superstructure. The arrangement of the structure at

the lower terraces would appropriately suggest a roof rising in

receding tiers over the vaults spanning the different corridors. The
sauare masonry pile in the centre, on the analogy of the Pagan

temples, may be said to have supported a curvilinear iikhara as the

crowning element of this colossal edifice. At Pagan the central pile

is solidly designed and constructed. But at Pflhsrpur, probably to

reduce the weight of the stupendous building and to guard against

resultant sinking, it was left hollow, though sufficient stability for

the accumulating weight as the monument rose up has been ensured

in the enormous girth of each of the four walls. The above sugges-

tion gains further strength from the analogy of the temples that may
be found outlined in several of the images and paintings of Eastern

India, noticed above {supra p. 503).

The temple-type at Pahurpur has been frequently described as en-

tirely unknown to Indian archaeology. The Indian literature on archi-

tecture,’ however, often refers to a type of temple, known as sarmto-

bhadra, which should be a square shrine with four entrances at the

cardinal points, and with an ante-chamber on each side {cliotuhsald-

gfiha). It should have uninterrupted galleries all around, should

have five storeys and sixteen corners and many beautiful turrets

and spires. The temple at Psharpur, as now excavated, approxi-

mates in general to the .sarvatobhacbci type as described in Indian

texts on architecture. It is a many-storc>cd temple, consisting

perhaps of a /otive shrine in each of its four projected faces and

surrounded by a conliniious circumambulatory passage, with further

projections and passages at the next lowei terrace, to extend the

building proporiionte to its height, a measure which results in so

many projecting and re-entrant angles of the ground plan. Thus,

in Indian temple architecture the type does not appear to be quite

unknown. It is only the disappearance of the other examples that

has been responsible for the view that, the Pahiirpur type is a novel

one iu Indian archiiecture. Presumably it was not very much
developed on Indian soil and was ultimately forgotten. The 'sdstras

enjoin such a type for the kings and gods, and most of the mounds

in Bengal, that can still be traced as rising in terraces, may perhaps

re\ea!, on excavation, such a type of temple. The ruins of a

temple, exactly similar to the Paharpur plan of much smaller

dimensions, have accidentally been laid bare at BirSt (Rangpur).*

^ BrUtat-saMita. Lit. 36 aod also the relevant commentary ; Matsya PurBi^a.

Ch. 269; 34-35 , JISOA, ii. 137.

* i4S/. 1925-26, p. 113.
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From such remains and from representations of almost similar

temples in the sculptures and paintings, this type may be taken to

have been characteristic of Eastern India.

The importance of the type of temple laid bare at PtthSrpur in

the history of Indian colonial art and architecture in the Far East is

immense. Unfortunately our space is limited and a detailed discussion

of this point with reference to every important feature cannot be

attempted here. Suffice it to say, that this type of temple from

Bengal profoundly influenced the architectural efforts of Further

India, especially of Burma and Java, the origins and associations of

which had been taxing the archaeologists since the time of James
Fergusson. The square temples at Pagan in Burma present remark*

able points of similarity with the Psharpur temple, and these have

been discussed in detail elsewhere.^ The points of divergence

between the two are also many, and though the shape of the Pahsrpur

monument might have afforded a possible scope for imitation by the

Burmese architects, there must be recognised a fundamental difference

in the general conception and arrangement of the Pagan temple as

a whole. Dikshit refers to Chandi Loro Jongrang (PI. xxxix, 94)

and the Chapdi Sewu (PI. xxxix, 95) in Central Java, which offer

the nearest approximation to the plan and superstructure of the

PShfirpur temple. “The general view of the former,” Dikshit

writes,

“with its angular projections, truncated pyramid shape and horizontal lines of

decoration reproduces the prominent characteristics of the Indian monument. The

inner plan of the Chan^i Sewu strikingly resembles the plan of the central shrine

and the second terrace at Psharpur.’'

The Psharpur temple belongs clearly to an earlier period
; the

close connection between Eastern India and the Archipelago is an

established fact, and

•*in view of the closer similarity between the two examples, the possibility is clearly

suggested of the Indian monument being the prototype.’’*

The Study of temple architecture will remain incomplete without

a brief notice of a few fragments of brick buildings, not strictly falling

within the groups mentioned above, that have been laid bare in

recent explorations. Very few details have, however, survived and

it is difiicult, in most cases, to form any idea about the respective

plan and elevation. The remains of the temple at Baigrtlm

(Dinajpur), may, in all likelihood, be identified with the temple of

Sivanandl, mentioned in the copper-plate grant, dated 128 g.e.

(447-48 A.p.), that had been found at the site. Originally, it appears

* JGIS.vk, 3-28 and plates. • ASI. 1927-28, p. 39.
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to have consisted of a square sanctum, surrounded by a cfrcumam*

bulatory passage enclosed by a wall.^ There is only one enhance

door-way towards the west. In plan it is identical with a particular

group of Gupta temples, represented by a flat-roofed square shrine

within an outer hall of circumambulation,* but in the case of this

contemporary Bengal example the method followed in roofing the

inner sanctum and the outer hall is not known.

Several extremely mutilated structures have been unearthed in

excavations carried on from time to time in and around the ancient

city of Pundravardhana, centring round present Mahitsthsn (Bogra).

At Bair8gir-M/f3 inside the garh proper the trial excavations of

1928-29 exposed fragmentary structures at two different levels,

assigned to the early and late Psla epochs.® In both cases only the

plinths are now preserved, the earlier structure being partially

buried under the later, and all that can be known is that the former

appears to have been of a cruciform plan with re-entrant angles.

The Govinda-h/i/Vrt, a high mound just abutting on the river

Karatoya outside the fortress walls of Mahssthsn, have exposed

buildings of different periods, beginning from the late Gupta epoch,

each successive structure partially enveloping and obliterating, to

some extent, the one lying underneath.* As a result it is very

difficult to obtain an idea of the plan and other features of a building

of any particular period, unless each stratum and structures thereon

have been systematically cleared and extricated. It is possible,

however, to recognise among the different structures buildings of

terraced elevation. The decoration of the walls with dados of

terracotta plaques was also a characteristic mode of ornamentation

in the early periods of construction. Some of the best pieces of

terracotta art, whether loose or in situ, have been discovered at

this site.

By far the most interesting structure in and around Mahasthfln

appears to have been one that once stood on the site of the

gigantic Medh mound at Gokul. The mound was approximately

43 feet high, and, when excavated, presented, the appearance of a

cobweb of blind cells without any apparent plan or arrangement

(PI. xxxviii, 92).‘ A closer study, however, reveals the fact that

these apparently meaningless cells served an important purpose by
providing a high and solid foundation for an imposing shrine at

the top. Unfortunately only the plinth of the shrine has been

* i45/. 1934-35, p. 42. PI. XIX. A, e. </. a JISOA. ynn. 151.
’ /4S/. 1928-29, pp. 90-91 « lAM. pp. 94-97 ; 1936-37, 51 If.

» Ibid. 1934-35, p. 41 ; 1935-36, pp. 67-68.
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preserved to us. In plan it is a polygon of twenty*four sides

having in its centre a circular structure, which had a gold leaf,

bearing the figure of a bull in repous$6, deposited below. The shrine

is placed more than thirty feet above the ground level on a solid

foundation raised by means of four massive walls forming a

iiViiiV

quadrangular platform, the intervening spaces of which were made
compact by erecting cross-walls and by filling up the cell- like enclo-

sures, thus, formed, with earth. Subsidiary smaller quadrangles were

also added on four sides to lend further strength to the high and
solid foundation supporting the shrine. These subsidiary quadr-

65
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angles were also rivettcd on the outside by additional rows of walls

and cells, they being shallower and of less height as they reach

the ground level. The western quadrangle is longer than those on

the other three sides, and from the remains of a wide flight of steps

it may be assumed that the main approach was from the west.

This novel arrangement of buttress quadrangles not only lent

stability to the whole monument but also added to the grandeur

and imposing character of the building that once stood on it. Un-

fortunately no evidence is available at present for ascertaing the

form and appearance of the superstructure over this rather interest-

ing shrine. Nevertheless, from the diflerent levels of the successive

quadrangles it may be assumed that the whole structure rose in

graded terraces until the shrine at the top was reached.

V. ARCHITECTURAL MEMBERS

Various architectural members, specially pillars and door-frames,

lie scattered throughout the ancient sites of the province. It was

usually the custom to fashion such members either in wood or in

stone, and the artists, especially those of the Pala period, spared no

pains to cover these up with elaborate decorations. Wooden
members, because of their fragility, have mostly perished, but

several specimens, recovered from East Bengal, may be seen in the

Dacca Museum. Stone specimens, because of their durability, are

more commonly found, and these members, lying about here and

there in shapeless ruins, testify to the grandeur and grace of the

edifices to which they once belonged. Pillars with decorations of the

late Gupta period are known, but they are very rare. Mention

should particularly be made of the tall pillars, which had been

utilished to form a drain in a later structure at BairSglr-6/i/^^ in

Mahssthfin.' The richly ornamented fragments of basements for

pillars in the tnaui^apa halls of the main temple at PSharpur are

also worth noticing.* The characteristic motifs of lotus, kirtimukha,

etc. are boldly designed and elegantly c.\ecuted, and illustrate the

best traditions of Gupta art. There is no dearth, however, of pillars

belonging to the Pala period. The commonest and the simplest type

is divided into three sections, - the base, the shaft, and the capital,

the first and the last being square in shape while the second is octa-

gonal. There is no decoration on them except a triangular and a
rectangular device, carved alternately in low relief on each face, at

» A8I. 1928-29. p. 90, PI. xxxvi. ASJ. 1 927-28, XLVi,d.
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the bottom and the top of the shaft. Sometimes, again, a **chaitya*

window” motif on each face appears as the sole decorative pattern

of this plain type. Quite a large number of such pillars have been

found, and a good collection is preserved in the Rajshahi Museum.
A richly decorated type, belonging originally to a iSivaite edifice

built by a ‘lord of Gauda’ of Ksmboja lineage, may be seen in the

Dinajpur Raj Palace garden^ (PI. xl, 96). The base and the top

are square, but the shaft is dodecagonal. The base consists of a

square section enclosing a richly ornamented vase out of which

issues a luxuriant foliage that adorns the lower part of the base. At
the bottom of the base are two gjnr/ figures, seated back to back, at

each corner. The bottom of the shaft on each face shows a lotus

stem, alternated by a vertical creeper design, issuing out of the

foliated ornament of the vase. Almost near the top, the shaft is

encircled by a band consisting of a series of klrtimukhas, from the

mouths of which hang down elegant beaded loops with intervening

tasselled beaded cords supporting a bell. The capital is made up
of a ‘compressed vase,* indented like an amalaka-^ild, the base of

which shows rich arabesque work on each side. By the richness of

its decoration and on account of its association with an historical

inscription, this pillar stands out as a prominent landmark. The

decorative patterns may be said to be characteristic of the period

(approximately 10th century a.d., supra p. 133) and may be seen,

with slight modifications and variations, on other contemporary

examples.

A remarkable wooden pillar, discovered from a tank at Arial in

the district of Dacca, is a fine example of wood-carver’s art in

ancient Bengal.^ This, along with two more wooden pillars and

other examples of wooden sculptures now in the Dacca Museum,

amply testifies to the prolific use of this material in the structural

and plastic arts of the province. Actual specimens are, however,

very rare on account of the fragile nature of the mateTial. The

Arial pillar (PI. xl, 97) is about ten feet in height with a diameter

of about two feet. Of pleasing proportions, it represents a type

slightly different from that of the Ksmboja pillar, though it is as

richly decorated as the latter. The base, as usual, is square in

section, but the shaft and the capital are respectively hexagonal

and round. The base section (PI. xli, 99) consists of the usual

ornamental vase with a prominent kirtitmikha on each face of the

top square section. From the mouths of the klrtimukhas hang

^ EISMS. 157 ; PI. lxxxdc (e).

* Journal ofArts and Crofts^ m. 5 and plates.
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down beaded strings, decorating the sides of the ornamental vase.

The bottom section of the shaft shows a triangular design on each

face containing circular loops with figures of animals and birds, a

pattern that is repeated inversely at the top section. The middle

section (PI. xli, 100), which is usually left bare, is, however, pro*

fusely decorated in this particular pillar and consists of a central

moulding with bands of designs on either side. The lower one

exhibits a kirtimukha at each corner of the hexagonal section with

hanging strings of beads accommodating within each loop the figure

of a gandharva. 1 he upper band consists of human and animal

figures in various attitudes and poses. The top of the shaft (PI.

XU, 101), above the inverse triangular motifs, is carved with foliage

patterns. The capital section (PI. xu, 101) is circular and consists

of two parts with a recessed moulding in between, the lower one

indented exactly in the fashion of an Umalaka-iilff, while the upper

shows an encircling band of lotus petal design. A notch has been

morticed across the capital section to hold a bracket or an architrave,

which, however, is missing. In point of well-planned design and

bold execution this wooden pillar has no parallel, and it is fortunate

that the hand of time, though heavy, has not been able to obliterate

it completely.

In connection with this pillar it is interesting to refer to a wooden
bracket recovered from SonSrang and now preserved in the Dacca

Museum^ (PI. xliv, 106). It is divided into three sections, the

central one of which consists of a square panel depicting a figure of

Vishpu, seated in yogSsana. The two sections at either end have

been cut away at an angle of 45° and the ends have been

rolled up. It appears that similar wooden brackets fixed on tops of

pillars were in use to support the architraves or lintels in a building

made either of brick or stone.

The four stone pillars, originally from HsndiRl in the district

of Pabna, and now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta* (PI. xxix. 72),

represent a rather rare type that is not usually met with.

Stylistically they may be dated towards the end of the 12th century

A.D. The square base is quite plain except for a decorated niche

on each face containing the figure of a deity. The shaft is do*

decagonal up to about the three-fourths of its height, the rest being

circular. The bottom is decorated with a raised band, bearing in

relief twelve dancing female figures. This feature may also be

inferred to have characterised an extremely mutilated example from

* Bhatt.*Ci>r. 228. PI. ixxiv ; EISMS. PI. xlv (a).

• EISMS. 157-58, PI. xciv(d).
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Bsngarh (Dinajpur), now in the Rajshahi Museum. From a

mass of arabesque at the top of the dodecagonal portion hangs a

chain with a bell on each of its four facets. The circular portion bears

three encircling bands set up one above the other.

Apart from architectural supports, independent free-standing

pillars, crowned by some sort of hnials, usually the figure of Garuda,

the carrier of Vishpu, were also Installed in front of temples. These

pillars, too, mostly belonged to the usual decorative pattern, described

above. For example, we may mention the Garuda pillar, now in

the Dinajpur Rnj palace garden,* and the fragmentary pillar from
Psikore (Birbhum), bearing the inscription of Raja Karija.* A plain

round shape may be seen in the famous Garuda pillar of Bhatta

GuravamiSra at Bsd&l (Dinajpur), of which the top and the finial

are now missing, and in the upper part of a monolith bearing an

image of Manastt found at Pttikore.® The so-called Kaivartta pillar,

standing in the middle of a tank (Dhlvar-dight) in Dinajpur (PI. XL,

98), presents a plain hexagonal shape all through, with a peculiar

cap-like ornament at the top.

The mediaeval Orissan temple usually shows the figure of a lion,

either singly or rampant upon an elephant, projecting from each

face of the tower. The rekha temples of ancient Bengal, now extant,

do nowhere exhibit such a feature, though some of the later temples

of the type usually belonging to the 14th or 15th centuries a.d. {e.g.

the Barttkar temples Nos. 1, 2 and 3) follow the Orissan practice of

providing a projecting figure of a lion about the middle height of the

tower on each face. That such a custom might also have existed in

ancient Bengal may be inferred from a huge architectural stone,

discovered from Maldah and now preserved in the Rajshahi Museum

(PI. XLiii. 103).* At one extremity there has been carved the

fore-part of a rampant lion, no doubt as a projecting bracket on the

body of the tower. The major portion of the stone has been left

undressed, apparently because this part, being encased in masonry,

was not meant to be seen.

The next important architectural member executed in stone was

the door-frame of temples, consisting of a pair of upright jambs

capped by a lintel. A number of such jambs and lintels have come
down to us from different parts of Bengal, but complete sets are

comparatively rare and can only be seen in the immense door-frames

recovered from Brmgarh (Dinajpur) and re-erected in the Dinajpur

Raj palage. The jambs exhibit several vertical bands, usually

‘ VRS.M. No. 4, p. 29, Figs. 2-3.

* atd.

‘ ASL 1921-22, p. 79.

* EISMS. PI. Lxxmfc).
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decorated with different patterns, and this scheme of decoration is

continued horizontally on the lintel, which moreover contains a niche

in the centre occupied by the figure of the deity, installed in the

sanctum, or of Ga^esa, the bestower of success. The bottom of the

jamb sometimes shows the figure of an attendant deity or of the

river-goddess, each in a sculptured niche, over which the usual

decorations begin. The simple and common type of the door-frames

exhibits a division of the surface into several vertical bands, in the

form of running offsets, such bands being cairied over to the lintel.

The huge black basalt jamb from Raotal GandhasSil in the Rajshahi

district, and now in the Rajshahi Museum, represents such a plain

type, but with a serpent carved in relief on the outer band. A.

slightly decorated and more developed type may be seen in a group

of door-frames, where the plainness of the band on the outer edge

is relieved by division into different parts effected by simple mould-

ings, each part being carved in very low relief with what looks like

two elephants, face to face, with the trunks intertwined. The

vertical bands provided enough scope for the artists and gradually

the whole surface came to be covered with profuse ornamentations.

A very elegant specimen of a jamb, hailing from M^ndoil (Rajshahi)

and now in the Rajshahi Museum, may be regarded as characteristic

of the group (PL xLiii. 105).^ At the bottom towards the inner

edge is an ornamental niche with a trefoil arch containing the figure

of l^ivagana. Over this niche run three vertical bands with two

others on the outer edge. These bands, from the inner edge, consist

of an arabesque, a row of lotus peUils, a row of female figures one

above the other, a row of round and diamond-shaped rosettes and

finally a twisted bead-rope pattern with a bearded dwarf at the

bottom. The lintel corresponding to this jamb shows the above

decorations horizontally with the figure of a linga within a trefoil

niche in the centre, signifying thereby that the temple, to which it

belonged, was dedicated to the worship of ^iva. The fine execution

and the chaste decorative patterns make the piece one of the best

specimens of door-frames in the province. A rather over-

ornamented type may be seen in the huge N5ga-darwfizfl, “the

serpent gate-way,” in the Dinajpur Rsj palace (PI. xui, 102). A
lintel from Gaur, now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta (PL XLiv,

107),® is of particular interest as not conforming to the usually

known decorative scheme. There is division of the surface into

receding bands, but a graceful decorative design may be fouttd in

the arched panel with triangular spandrels at the corners. The left

» EISM8. 160, PI. Lxxxix{c).

• £/5A/5.p.l61,Pl.xc(6).
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spandrel accommodates a gandharva couple, and the right a pair

of kinnara and kinnarl with musical instruments. Inside the arch

there are three niches, each accommodating a figure. The central

niche shows the standing figure of Brahms^ with four hands

testifying to the fact that it belonged to a shrine of BrahmS, rather

a rare thing in the period. The beautiful scroll-work on the arched

face, remarkable for its perfect drawing and elegant execution, and

the group below, arranged in different niches, with graceful and

rythmic dance-poses at the extremities, exhibit the artist's skill and

sense of composition, and give us an idea of the grace and magni-

ficence of the temple, of which it once formed a part.

Along with the door-frames should also be mentioned the several

niche-pilasters that have been discovered from the Sundarbans (PI.

XXIX. 71 and 73).* Niches, it should be observed, formed a

distinctive element in Indian temple architecture. They had also

an important place in the temples of ancient Bengal. At PahSrpur

they appear as regular sunken panels, flanked by decorative stone

pilasters. Sometimes when the supply of stone fell short the decora-

tive patterns of the stone pilasters were copied in terracotta and not

infrequently an arched frame was provided for at the top. Subse-

quently, niches usually consisted of a trefoil shaped frame with two

pilasters supporting the arch overhead. The Sundarban pilasters

appear to belong to this group and exhibit the decorative motifs

usually seen on the stelae of contemporary images -Gajasirhha,

hathsa, etc. The bold draughtsmanship and elegant execution speak

eloquently for the skill of the artist and for the richness of the

buildings to which they belonged.

' Mr. R. D. Banerji takes it as Vishnu {ElSMS. 161, PI. xc.b).

» VRSM. No. 3, Fig. 2.



II. SCULPTURE

I. INTRODUCTION

In Ancient India architecture and sculpture almost inevitably

went hand in hand. In view^ therefore, of what has been said

above in respect of the antiquity of religious buildings, the art of

sculpture must have been fairly developed during or even before the

Gupta period. Unfortunately, specimens of sculpture, that can be

definitely dated before the 6th or 7th century a.d., are very few.

Apart from the influence of the damp climate of Bengal upon
terracotta and brick, which were presumably the chief materials

available to sculptors in the early period, an important reason for

the comparative paucity of early specimens* of art in our province

has to be sought for in the lack of proper scientific and systematic

excavation of ancient sites in Bengal. Most of the specimens of

Bengal sculpture, besides those in modern temples or found lying

above ground, are mere chance finds from tanks and ditches, or

excavated from the upper stratum of the soil. That is one reason

why we have so many specimens of the latest periods of art, and

so few of the earlier.

II. EARLY TERRACOTTAS : SUNGA AFFILIATION

The oldest specimen, yet known, of Bengal sculptures, is a

couple of stray terracotta picked up from PokharnS (Bankura)

the ancient Pushkara^ft {supra p. 48), and Tamluk (Midnapur)

the ancient Tamralipti. The Pokharna find, now housed in the

Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, Calcutta University (PL xlv, 109),

exhibits definite Sunga characteristics so familiar to us from the

Bhirhut railings. With its lower part broken, it represents a

standing female figure (6") perhaps a Yakshii^i, with a head-dress

fashioned exactly on the HhSrhut model. Her right hand lifts a

portion of the skirt in an angle, and the left, resting in akimbo,

holds a &uka bird. Her heavy neck-ornament, arranged in two

stages and composed in heavy square units modelled as if in separate

plastic volumes, her rounded and stiff pair of breasts similarly

modelled, and arrangement of the folds and hangings of the upper

and lower garments, all unmistakably reveal her intimate relation-

ship with the Sunga idiom of art. The Tamluk piece conforms

almost to the same description and exhibits the same characteristics,

but it seems to belong to a later date, and is perhaps more closely

related with the slightly later Mathurs sculptures.
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A burnt clay figure of a female deity, belonging to the &uagi^

or Maurya period, was found at MahasthSn.^ Another terracotta

figure of the Sunga period was also found at the same place.* But
these arc too indistinct to give us any clear idea of the characteristics

of the sculpture of the period.

III. KUSHAN AFFILIATION

Next in point of time are three sculptures* which may be said

to exhibit some affinities with the art of the Kushan period. Not
executed in the red sandstone of MathurS, they appear to have
been the work of local artists. All of them hail from North Bengal,

roughly Puiidra of ancient times, and are now housed in the

Rajshahi Museum. Of these two are representations of Surya, one

from Kum&rpur and the other from NiySmatpur, both in the

Rajshahi district
;

the third one is of Vishpu from Hankrfiil in

Maldah (PI. xlv, 110). All these figures arc in low flat relief;

their sharp and rigid angles and lines help to confine the main

effect to the surface. All of them maintain a stern frontality ; the

accents are always placed on linear effect and not the slightest

attempt is made at the rounding of the contours. The features are

broad and heavy, with broad shoulders almost in a straight line,

and the elbows, making sharp angles, placed at some distance from

the bodies. All these features are characteristic of the secular art

of the Mathura school represented by the portrait statues of

Kanishka, Huvishka and Chashta^a. The main point of Kushan

affinity of the Surya figures is the distinctly Kushsn dress, a long

tunic covering the body from the neck to the knees, as is to be

found on the royal portraits on KushSn coins as well as in the

portrait statues of the Kushan and Saka kings. In the Vishnu

image from Hffnkrjiil, the upper part of the body is bare, but the

lower part of the loin-cloth is treated in a fashion which is strongly

reminiscent of the lower part of the typical Kushsn dress. It is,

of course, difficult to label these sculptures as KushSn, but at the

same time it is to be admitted that they present favourable points

of affinities for assigning them to a period contemporaneous with the

Kushlin sculptures of MathurS. The peculiar features noticed above

have no parallel in any other school or period of Indian art. It is

evident also that these sculptures were the works of local artists

* ASL 1930-34, p. 128, PI. Lxii-g

> Ibid.

* Supra pp. 431, 456*
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who were only distantly touched by the Mathurfi tradition. This

is evident from the material used, a kind of buff-coloared sandstone,

as well as from the crude, coagulated and unsophisticated appearance

and treatment of sculptures themselves.

More distantly related in time with Kushsn-MathurS, but

inwardly connected more closely with the consciously sensuous and

sophisticated female figures on the railings from Mathurii, are the

terracotta pieces recently collected from the ruins of Bsngarh

(Dinajpur) and now housed in the Asutosh Museum (PI. xlv, 108).

Three pieces are noteworthy, of which the two smaller ones

(3" X 21") seem to have been cast from the same mould, and the

third (5i"x3J), preserved up to the knees, though from a

different mould, exhibits the same motif in a remarkably similar

formula. Standing in slight abhaftga, a young lady, with regular

features, fully ornamented, and a pleasing face, lifts her right hand

on a level with her heavy hair-dress, and keeps her left in what

seems to have been in akimbo. She has lost the heaviness of the

girdle as well as the fullness and roundness of the breasts of her

MathurK sisters, but retains the characteristically Mathuraesque

elaborate girdle-ornament and the general sensuousness of the physio-

gnomical form, though in a subdued manner. But the slightly

drooping breasts, regularity of features, softness of the modelling of

contours, and the subdued sensuousness of form seem to indicate

the evolution of the Bengal school towards the common Gupta

idiom of art.

IV. THE GUPTA IDIOM

The Kush&n art of Mathurtt had its logical culmination in the

Gupta art whose main centre was at Sarnsth, though, it sent out

its radiations almost all over Northern India. The heavy, solidly

built, earthly and stolid Buddha-Bodhisattva type of Mathura
gradually transformed itself into the delicate, reposeful and highly

spiritual Buddha type of the Gupta school. The intensely human
gestures and features of the MathurA type, expressive of enormous
energy, gives way to a type of human representation, absorbed in

meditation and fully expressive of inner spiritualisation. The
Gupta type “is characterised by a dignity in which metaphysical

knowledge and spiritual charm equally contribute to the mature
freedom and disciplined mastery of form.”*

The influence of Sarnsth travelled eastwards as far as Te^r
in Assam. Of the sculptures of the Gupta period found in Bengal

* Knunrisch, No. 40. p. 108.
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the standing image of Buddha from Biharail* (PI. xlvi, 112) may
be regarded as the best, and stylistically the earliest, being datable
not later than the early 5th century a.d. Executed in Chunar
SMdrtone, the type closely resembles the contemporary images from
Sarnath,* In spite of its sad mutilations, one can easily notice the
soft poise and balance, and the smooth and subdued modelling of
the whole figure, A mood of calm and peaceful contemplation, the
spirit of and a refined delicacy of the fleshliness of the
human form and a fiowing linearism find a graceful expression within
a disciplined outline. The affiliation with Sttrniith is more than
evident even in the sublimation of the emotional traits that

differentiate a typical Sarnath Buddha from the standing image of
the Buddha in copper from Sultanganj in Bhagalpur or from the

stucco figures of Maniy^r Math at Rajgir.

The Deori (Bogra) image of SQrya {supra p. 456) in bluish

basalt seems to belong to the “eastern version” of the Gupta
tradition. In point of style and execution this image can be dated

in the 6th century a.d., having general resemblance with those of

the panels in the Gupta temple at Deogarh, or with the recently

discovered image of Vishpu from Mathurfi. The prominent trhall

marks, the paucity of ornaments, and strict simplicity of design,

coupled with the circular halo with only a beaded border, and the

long wigs falling on the shoulders, are strongly reminiscent of the

typically Gupta tradition and tendency, but at the same time one

cannot fail to notice that there is a warm sensuousness in the

fieshliness of the torso. The sublimations of Ssrnttth seem to have

been endowed with an emotional and sensuous touch which is

equally noticeable in the deep shadows below the eyes and round

the lips.

A higher aesthetic and spiritual consciousness pervades the

sublime Stirya figure that hails from Katipur in the Sundarbans,

now in the Asutosh Museum (PI. xlvii, IIS). The soft but

restrained emotionalism of the eastern version of the Gupta tradition

is nowhere, in known specimens from Bengal, more evident than

in this image. A little earlier in date, the Katipur Sirrya shows

almost the same iconographic, stylistic and physiognomical form as

that of the DeorS Snrya referred to above, but the modelling here

is of a more sensitive quality, execution more refined, and the

inwardness of conception more evident.

* Supra p. 466.

2 In view of this lesemblanoe and the material used, viz., Oiunar sandstone,

the possibility of the image being imported ftomSamtth isnot altosetner excluded.
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This emotionalism and warm sensuousness of the modelling are

equally noticeable in the gold-plated bronze image of MaSjutri

(PI. XLVi, 111 and 113) picked up from the Balsidhsp mound,
(siq/ra p. 466). The eastern version of the Gupta tradition has left

its trace in the fleshy rounded face and the thick lower lip, in the

pointed tips of fingers bent backward, and in the soft sensuous

modelling of the entire frame controlled within a slim well-defined

form. The close-fitting drapery and the general style of work, the

paucity of ornaments coupled with a simplicity of design, are all

characteristic of early Gupta workmanship indicating a date not

later than the 6th century a.d.

The general tendencies of art specimens of Bengal belonging to

the Sth and 6th centuries are, therefore, clear
; they belong to the

common denominator of contemporary Indian art, and exhibit the

well-known characteristics of the Sarnsth school combined with the

emotionalism of its eastern version in a more or less degree. It is

interesting to note that almost all the art specimens of this period

that we know of from Bengal hail from the ancient Puqdravardhana-

bhukti^ which was in continuous possession of the Guptas for a
much longer period than any other part of Bengal {supra Ch. iv).

V. PERIOD OF TRANSITION

The 6th century saw the culmination of the classical Gupta
tradition in India, but already in the succeeding century inertia sets

in and a drowsy heaviness of form overtakes the art. New energy
seems to seek expression which must have been due to contacts with
diflerent local traditions that gradually began asserting themselves.

In Bengal we have a few specimens of this stage of Indian plastic

art, of which three are worth mentioning. Of these, two octo-alloy

images were unearthed together from Deulbsdi (Tippera) viz. an
eight-handed gilt image of the goddess SarvSni (PI. lx, 147) bearing

an inscription of queen Prabhsvati, wife of king Devakha^ga
{supra pp. 86-87), and a miniature, about six inches in height, repre-

senting the Sun-god Sfirya, seated cross-legged in his car drawn by
seven horses {supra p. 457). The third, a bronze Siva (PI. vn, 20), was
found at ManirhHt, Jayanagar (24-Parganas). The first image was
stolen,* the second is exhibited in the Dacca Museum, and the third

* A miniature image of Simhavahini at Pokharna has been referred by some
to the Gupta period on grounds of style. But the image is so hopelessly mutilated
that it hardly lends itself to a correct stylistic analysis.

' The thief has recently been caught with the image.
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is now in the collection of Mr. Ajit Ghosh of Calcutta. The change

that Gupta classical tradition had undergone in the meanwhile is

clearly visible in all these images. The stiff and the erect Sarvd^i is

but a forerunner of the conventional Pfila image, and the surrounding

rim, to which the goddess's hands and other decorative designs

serve as struts, anticipates the Psia stele composition. This is

equally true of the entire composition of the miniature Snrya image.

Tlie approach towards Psla art is evident ; equally evident is the

slowing down of the high-tide of Gupta tradition, and very litttle

remains in these images of the latter’s refined sensuousness and

sensitive abstractions.

A few specimens of this phase of Indian plastic art and its

derivations are to be found at PahSrpur
;
but PahSrpur provides

much more than this. It presents a much fuller expression of the

culture-complex of Bengal for at least two centuries, and therefore

demands a fuller and more elaborate treatment.

VI. paharpur

The stupendous shrine at Pshsrpur (supra pp. 504 If.) was built

in the 8th century a.d. Apart from the numerous terracottas which

decorate the faces of the walls in regular rows, there are as many
as sixty-three stone sculptures all around the basement wall of the

main temple. The general disposition of these sculptures, and the

great probability that they belong to different periods, have been

discussed above (p. 509). While there may be difference of opinion

regarding the last point,^ one cannot but distinguish in these

sculptures three district groups with marked difference in style and

artistic excellence.

The first group containing the large majority of sculptures,

mostly in the niches at the projecting corners, but not unoften also

in some of the intermediate niches, of almost the same size and

executed in greyish or white or spotted sandstone, was undoubtedly

executed synchronously with the building of the monument itself.

They tell a large variety of tales. A considerable number depicts

scenes from the life of Krishna—not the Krishna of the Brahmanical

* Mr. Dikshit (Paharpur, 37-38) seems to refer all the sculptures to a single

period, though he is somewhat doubtful. Dr. Kramrisch was originally in favour

of grouping them into two or three different periods (Jtupom, No. 40, 108), but

later changed her opinion and attributed the divergence in style to different trends

or traditions (Indian Sculpture, p. 216) Mr. S. K. toaswati (Sculpture.

Chs. iv-vu) has fully discussed this question and maintains that the sculptures

belong to three or at least two different periods.
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hierarchy, but Krishna of every Bengali house*hoId,—the eternal

lover, the eternal pet child of the mother,—and some of his exploits

as the divine hero. There are some other panels again which can

be recognised as having connection with several themes of the

MMbhSrata and the RsmSyar)a (PI. XLvii, 116), themes that

have the most popular appeal to the ordinary men and women even

to this day. Besides, there is quite a good number that represents

women in graceful dancing poses, dvarapslas with curly wigs resting

on their staffs (PI. XLVii, 114)> men and women making love to

each other (PI. xlviii, 117), and various other incidents from daily

life of the humble village folk. The people that take part in these

scenes seldom use fine girdles and ornaments, but wear plain and

scanty clothes ;
they exhibit no inwardness of thought or expression,

nor do they show any trace of refined sensitiveness or cultured

sophistication. Their features and appearances are exceptionally

heavy and perhaps sometimes crude, without any proportion or

definition of form. When standing they carry a rather stiff and

weighty bust on two column-like legs tapering towards the ankles.

Their sharply defined features hardly exhibit any modelling that

gives a plastic effect. Their heavy drapery hangs down, covering

completely the body underneath, and is indicated by parallel lines

at. the hangings ; in majority of instances a close-fitting tunic

(PI. xlviii, 118) reaching above the knee, clings fast to the waist

and thighs. Big and bulging eyes, coupled with a perfectly crescent-

shaped mouth carved on a full roundface,produce an unsophisticated,

almost naive, expression lit up with the simple joy that was theirs.

They tell us whatever they have to, fully and frankly.

A very deep artistic significance attaches to these sculptures

so full of lively action, free and dynamic movement, and simple but

complete and superb expressiveness. Free from the trammels of

religious and iconographic tradition gathered in the Silpa&cistras and

Pratim&lakshar^a texts, the art of these sculptures derives its inspira-

tion directly from the life around through keen observation, and it

is the immediate experience and dynamism of daily life itself that

is imparted into them with all its joys and sorrows, mirth and

humour. The realities of the daily life of the common people form

the social content of this art, technically so crude and imperfect but

so intensely human, so highly expressive of life, and artistically so

significant.

Very intimately connected with this group of stone sculptures

is the very large number of terracotta plaques (PI. xlix-lii,

Liv-LV) that decorate the faces of the walls or have b^n pi^ed up
loose from the site. Even when they are in their original position, it

is difficult to establish any sequence of subjects that might originally
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have been intended. But even as they are, they exhibit the same

character as the stone sculptures described above. Exuberant in

the richness of their subject-matter, the terracotta artists at PfihBrpur

were fully responsive to their environment. Their fancy and
imagination seem to revel in the joy, mirth and sorrow of men and

nature around. No subject was too small or unworthy of attention

for them. Scenes from the Ramsyai^a and the Kjishiia legend

abound, Krishna taken as a member of every-day life. Well-known

stories from the Palhchatantra (PI. uv, 133) or from the Bfihatkatha

are represented with evident humour and picturesque expressiveness.

Men and women of primitive tribes (Pis. lii, 127 ; lv, 137) inhabit-

ing outlying regions of Bengal are represented with all their local

and ethnical characteristics. Composite animals and semi-divine and

semi-human figures (PI. xlix, 120) and gandharvas are depicted

with as much interest as is evident in the various movements

associated with different occupations of daily life ; men seated on

their haunches ; acrobats balancing their body on their hands or

attempting difficult feats
;
women with children in arms or drawing

water from a well or carrying pitchers and entering their hamlets
;

warriors both male and female (Pis. lii, 127 ; liii, 12S ;

LV, 136) ; archers mounted on four-wheeled chariots ; travelling

mendicants with long beards and bent bodies, reduced to skeleton,

carrying staff in their hands, their belongings hanging from either

ends of a pole carried on their shoulders (PI. l, 122) ; Brtlhmauas

practising rituals ; cultivators carrying ploughs ;
musicians, both

men and women, with their instruments (Pis. li, 124 ; lii, 126 ;

LV, 134, 135) and so on. In fact, every conceivable subject of

ordinary human life finds its plabe on these plaques. They also

represent the entire animal world and the flora of the country,

lion, tiger, buffalo (PI. liv, 131), antelope (PI. liv, 130), jackal,

elephant, bear, monkey (Pis. lii, 125 ; liv, 132), mongoose, cobra,

lizard, hare etc., are all very naturalistically depicted in their peculiar

movements and characteristics required by the subject-matter.

Similarly we find ducks and geese, fish and tortoise in their typical

actions and movements. Gods and goddesses abound* ^iva in

those manifestations that are still popular in Bengal villages, Bhahmi,

Vishnu and GaneSa. Buddhist deities, mostly of the MahaySna

school of Buddhism, including Bodhisattva PadmapBiii, Mailjufrl

and Tara also appear here and there. But such representations of

divinities of hierarchical religion are few and far between.

The essential nature of the terracotta art of Paharpur is wholly

popular, and it derives its inspiration from the mind and imagina-

* These have been dealt with in Oi. xni.. Fart ii (Iconography).
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tion of the simple village folk. That it draws directly from the

daily life of the people is evident from the intense human interest

taken by the artists of these plaques in all created objects of nature,

in all stages of rest and movement, in all expressions of emotion and

in all possible and impossible situations. Their mind seems to roam

from one to the other end of their daily world of emotional and

intellectual experience. It is impossible to find in the hieratic

religious art of India at any given period such a large social content,

such variety of human feelings, such intimacy of contact with the

events and experiences of daily life, such spontaneous actions and

movements, depicted with such powerful effect and purposeful

rhythm. These artists, simple village-folk, living on the patronage

of their poor village, with simple tools and the easily available material

of mud and clay from the village tank or river at their disposal,

do not and cannot lay claim to any technical perfection, or higher

emotional or intellectual experience, but no one can deny that they

had a very keen observation of nature in its widest sense, and an

absorbing interest in life. More than any other tradition or school

in Indian art, these plaques give us a true insight into the real

social life of the people of Bengal in those days. We can visualise

through them how the common people lived their lives away from

the courts and aristocratic environments, and we can catch a glimpse

of the social and thought-content of the ordinary men.

The majority of these terracotta plaques are contemporaneous

with the building of the monument itself and must be dated not

later than the last half of the 8th century a.d. Men and women
represented on them bear a well-defined physiognomical form with

a bust gradually attenuating fowards the waist. The modelling

shows little flexibility except at the waist and abdomen, but their

plasticity is revealed in their variegated movements and actions.

Their fingers and toes are, as it were, only indicated, not modelled ;

big eyes with almost bulging eye-lids are set in an almost full face

with an open mouth defined bv two full rounded lips. Breasts of

women are full and round, and the garments are almost invariably

heavy and treated as separate plastic volumes, though not unoften

the artist reveals an understanding of the anatomy of human and

ammal form.

As already noted, these terracotta plaques belong to the same

trend of art as the stone sculptures themselves discussed above.

Both undoubtedly are the art of the common people and both reveal

the same characteristics not only in their quality of dyogmism,

actions and movements but in their subject-matter, their technique

and general appearance as well. The fact that the craftsmanship

of the stone sculptures seems to be more crude and heavy than
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that of the terracottas has to be explained by the diflPerencc in

materials. These folk artists who usually practised their skill in

the easily pliable material of soft clay could not evidently exercise

their tools with the same ease on stone ; but even then there is

hardly any essential difference. It is, however, curious how the

simple village artists were given so wide a scope to exercise their

skill on a monument directly patronised by the king and the upper

gentry and evidently controlled by a hierarchical religious order.

All the more curious it is when we place this fact against the

background of our knowledge of other phases and periods of Indian

art, where we find an art which is not the direct product of the

common people, but of the court, the cult and the merchant guilds

who happened to be the usual patrons of art.

It is evident that this art of the people must have existed in

Bengal in the earlier periods as well, but it could hardly assert

itself against the hieratic art of the earlier periods and of the upper

classes. The people’s art practised by the people themselves was

almost invariably obliged to confine itself in the villages where it

was generally practised in mud and straw, in terracotta or scroll

paintings and other simple village decorations. It is by sheer chance

that at Psharpur we meet with this art coming to the fore and

finding scope to exhibit itself on a monument brought into existence

by the king and the court. But this happened only for once so far

as we know, and then again it goes back to its own fold, and for

many centuries we have no more glimpse of it. Nevertheless it

seems that the idea travelled further ea.st, in the Indian cultural

colonies, for example in Burma, where in the two Petleik Pagodas,

in the Ananda and some other monuments of Pagan we meet with

terracotta plaques decorating the outer walls, revealing the same

dynamic movement and expressive of popular fancy and imagination.

In Bengal itself the Pala and Sena school of art, definitely a hieratic

school, gave this art of the people very little scope for coming to

the fore. Centuries later, when politically Bengal was only very

loosely connected with a king and a court or with any hierarchic

religious order, we find the art again asserting itself in the 16th, 17th,

and 18th centuries. There was hardly any strong local central

authority in the province, and whatever there was, was more or less

of a popular character. Members of alien faith and tradition, who
had come to exercise political power, allied themselves more with the

culture of the common folk than with that of the gentry and the mer*

chant class. It is during these centuries that a vernacular literature

fully expressive of the emotions and experiences of the ordinary people

came into existence, and left its rich legacy in our rich ballad litera*

ture, in the Mangala>Xsvyas, in the verses of the seasons, in the
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popular versions of the epics, and so on. Parallel with this growth

of popular vernacular literature we find also the revival of the people’s

art. In a number of- post-Muhammadan temples in Faridpur,

Jessore, Burdwan, Birbhum, 24-Parganas and other districts of

Bengal, we find a wealth of terracotta decorations in which all the

characteristics of the people’s art are in view, and the same charac-

teristics can be traced as late as the 19th century in the scroll*

paintings and book-covers recovered from various places of the

province. Almost untouched by the hieratic art of the court and

the cult this art of the people retained its genuineness and undiluted

character.

Coming back to a consideration of the other two groups of stone

sculptures at Pitharpur one is struck by the world of difference in

attitude, subject-matter, temperament and general technique between

these two groups and the one just discussed above. Most of the

sculptures of these two groups (groups 2 and 3) depict cult

divinities, not always strictly according to canonical texts, but on
the whole conforming to the dictates of the Brahmanical hierarchy.

Artistically, too, their attitude is much more sophisticated, and they

attempt to achieve a standard of dignity, grace and refinement which

are definite characteristics of a people of higher breed and of the

upper classes of society.

The third group, which is best represented by the so-called

Radha-Kris^a (?) group (PI. Lvn, 142), the YamunS (PI, Lvill,

144), Siva (PI. Lvii, 141), and Balarama (PI. lvih, 143) reliefs,

shows the soft and tender modelling and the refinement and delicacy

of features which we generally associate with Gupta classicism.

Besides a soft sensuous modelling, which gives an impression of

elasticity and pliability, we find a pleasing physiognomical form

exhibiting broad chest smoothly gliding to a narrow waist, a

diaphanous drapery clinging fast to the body in spite of parallel

folds, and an elegant taste in ornamentation and a soft flowing line

in individual as well as in general features. All these help to accen-

tuate an attitude of intense grace and dignified expression. It is in

this small group again that the inner spiritualism of the SflrnSth

school is still apparent, and may be felt in combination with the

warm sensuousness and emotionalism of its eastern version. In this

respect, and in point of general execution and treatment, this group

of sculptures at Pahsrpur is not very much unlike the stucco reliefs

of Ma^iySr Math of Rajgir or the Manjutrl of MahSsthfin, and

cannot be far removed from them in date. Most probably they are

earlier in date than the stone sculptures of the first group Slid the

terracottas, and their positions in the basement walls of the monu*

ment can be best explained by the theory of later insertions
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p. 509) of materials gathered from the remains of earlier monvments.
Otherwise we are bound to presume the existence, side by sii^e, of

an indigenous folk-art, and a developed hieratic art deriving its

inspiration from the classic art of the Gupta period.

The second group of sculptures at Pahsrpur, of which there are

about one and a half dozen specimens (PI. lvi, 138-40), is marked

by a general heaviness all through, including the drapery and the

ornaments which appear to be rather coarse. One or two panels

ate marked by lively action and movement, but in the case of single

standing figures, in spite of their slight abhangas, there is a dull

rigidity, and due to the stiffening of the pose, the legs, with slight

or no modelling at all, look more like posts supporting a

rather heavy torso. The refinement and delicacy of the third

group is lost in the flabby and distended physiognomical form which

hardly reveals any plasticity of modelling. The soft gliding linearism

of the Gupta tradition that one notices in the so-called Rsdhs-

Krishtta group appears at times to be sharply broken. The mouth

is a perfect crescent even on a specimen that retains much of the

Gupta heritage in physiognomical features and plastic effect. While

the fingers in certain cases are so modelled as to give an effect of

soft sensitiveness, the toes are almost invariably only indicated by

incisions and are heavy and crude at the extreme. The eye-brows

set on a broad and not unoften heavy face are more strongly curved,

and in a majority of cases the incised line above gives them a

modelled effect.

We have already noticed that the third group of sculptures

which have but few specimens to offer, may be taken to represent

the eastern version of the classical Gupta tradition. The second

group, however, seems to have drawn part of its inspiration from

eastern Gupta tradition, but basically it seems to have been evolved

from the sculptures of the first group. This second group then

represents a compromise between the tradition of Gupta sculptures

and indigenous Bengali form as represented by the first group. It

is quite possible that the second and the third groups belong to the

same period, say, the 7th century a.d., and the distinction in style

and workmanship between the two groups can be explained if we
assume the third as an eastern version of the Gupta trend and the

second as the result of the indigenous trend of the first group

coming into contact with that of the third and evolving a new form.

In this process of evolution the trend represented by the second

group lost the lively action and spontaneous expression of the

indigenous tradition, but gained from the East Indian Gupta tradi>

tion a certain technical perfection and a more or less still and

conventionalised physiognomical form. It is from this trend repre-
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sented by the second group that we may trace the beginnings of the

stiff, erect, some what sophisticated and conventionalised cult images

df the Psla and Sena periods, one of the earliest versions of which

one can see in the stone Vishnu image from Kikadighi (Dinajpur 1

PI. LXi, 148). The new tendency thus evolved sacrificed the

movement, action and expression of indigenous tradition to ad

Unsatisfactory imitation of physical form and comparative perfeo*

tion of technique of the Gupta art. This new tendency, which

dominates the artistic expression of the hieratic art of Bengal in

subsequent centuries, threw the indigenous tradition into the back-

ground. The tendency of the first group, however, did not altogether

die out and continued its influence, though in a less degree.

Vll. RISE OF THE EASTERN INDIAN SCHOOL OF ART

For a whole millennium, from the 3rd century b.c. to roughly

about the 7th century a.d., Indian art admits of a common
denominator of the stages in its development. In political history

as well, the ideal of an all-India suzerainty looms large throughout

the millennium. The local spirit and regional characteristics no

doubt influenced both political and cultural ideals ;• nevertheless an

all-India character may be discerned in emotional, intellectual and

spiritual expressions, of which Gupta classicism in the literature of

Kslidssa, the sculptures of Sarnfith, and the paintings of Ajanta were

superb climaxes. Towards the end of the 7th and beginning of the

8th century a.d., the history of India begins to take a swerve in

another direction. For one or two centuries more the ideal of an

all-India sovereignty still lingers, but the regional spirit gradually got

the better of the Indian in all spheres of life. In the political sphere

difierent kingdoms begin slowly to evolve a consciousness of their

respective frontiers, and this regional outlook gradually reacts on

different aspects of culture as well. The local scripts and dialects

begin to take definite shapes during the next two centuries, and it

is in this formative period that we have to seek for the genesis of

all major languages and alphabets of mediaeval and modern India.

The same thing is true of Indian art as well, and in Bengal the Psla

period ushered in a local school which developed its own charac-

teristics and continued till the end of the Hindu period. It is not

necessary for our present purpose to dwell on the various factors

that led to this important change. Our task is only to indicate the

changes that reflected themselves in the sphere of art as practised

in Bengal, which, together with Bihar and Assam, evolved, during

800-1200 A.D., what may be called the Eastern Indian School of
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mediaeval art. As already noted above, the Palas ruled in Bengal

and Bihar during nearly the whole of this period, and occasionally

exercised suzerainty over Assam.

VIII. SOCIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF PALA AND SENA SCULPTURE

The Psla kings were professedly Buddhists, and though Buddhist

establishments seem to have received their direct patronage, the

majority of the people remained within the fold of Brahmanism.

Psla art and culture seem to have thrived not so much on the

patronage of the court as on that of the rich individuals, and derived

its strength and inspiration chiefly from the private wealth and

exigencies of religious cults.

There was a change in the attitude of the court during the

reign of the Senas. They seem to have developed a rather pompous

and luxurious court-life and with it a highly sophisticated and high-

brow aesthetic taste, that delighted in over-sensitiveness of form and

gestures, a sensuous worldliness and meticulous details of ornamenta-

tion. This is reflected in the high-flown and rich ornamental

Sanskrit that developed in the Sena court as well as in the art of

the period.

The art of Bengal during these four centuries is essentially

religious, and inevitably reflects the religious experience of past

centuries ; not the religious experience of any individual, but the

integrated experience of the cults themselves. Gods and goddesses,

whether Buddhist or Brahmanical or Jain, have all well-established

monographic types which are never transformed, except in minor

details, by any peculiar personal artistic experience.

It is obvious that only those who could afford to pay the artist,

and defray the expenses of materials for the making of the image

and its installation for purposes of worship, had the privilege of

enjoying the luxury of earning religious merit. This presupposes a

prosperous lay community that obeyed the requirements of the cult

or cults they belonged to.

The individual donors of images were simple earners of religious

merit, in which alone they were interested. As to the making of the

image itself they left it to the artist who was guided by the living

tradition, the iconographic canon, and a common heritage of artistic

conception. Within these limitations the artist and his pupils

exercised their skill and craftsmanship, aad translated their personal

religious experience into objects of aft to the best of their ability.

The artists ordinarily belonged to a professional class occupying the

lower strata of society, and their craft was generally considered low
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and not sufficiently respectable.^ Taranstha preserves the names of

two artists of this period, Dhimfin and his son Bitpalo, who are said

to have flourished in the 9th century and founded a school of

sculpture, bronze-casting and painting. The name or memory of no

other individual artist has been preserved in any record or popular

tradition.®

The chief factors that created this art of Bengal for four

centuries are thus (I) the court
; (2) and (3) the cults and their

votaries who belonged to prosperous communities with evidently a

comparatively higher standard of living ; and (4) the artists who in

groups and guilds® formed a section of the people not generally

^ Bhatta Bhavadva, in his Prayaschitta-prakarana quotes (p. 60), with

approval, a passage which gives a list of low castes whose food and profession were

forbidden to Brahman as. The list includes nata^ nartaka, takshaka, chitropajlvi

sUph rahgopajlvt^ svarnakara and karmakara On the other hand, reference to the

chief of the iilpxs in Varendra as a RanakaM theDeopara inscription of Vijayasena

indicates that they sometimes held important office or position in the state.

• For Dhiman and Bittpalo, Cf. IB, 45-46. We possess names of several

sculptors who engraved inscriptions on stones and copper-plates. Some of them

have the designation iilp\> In view of the very beautiful engraving and the care

taken to mention their names, often along with those of their father and grand-

father, in the records, it is legitimate to infer that their activities were not confined

to engraving of inscriptions, and they, perhaps, also made stone and metal images.

This inference is strikingly confirmed by the reference to the engraver of the

Silimpur stone-slab inscription {El, xiii. 283 ff.) in the concluding verse which

runs as follows

:

**Just as a lover (paints) with rapt attention his own mistress by means of

colour-decorations, so also did Somesvara, the Magadha artist {silpavin=Magad~

hah, where Msgadha seems to be the name of a caste, cf. infra p. 568), incise (with

rapt attention) this prasasti by means of a division of letters.**

The poet has here defined very briefly, but in almost inimitable language,

the spirit of true art which animated Somesvara, and it is impossible to regard

him as a mere craftsman and not an artist of a high order. The names of a few

other artists, known from Bengal inscriptions, are noted below

^ Tatafa, son of Subhata, grandson of Bhogafa (Pala Jos. No. 2).

* Mankha (?) dasa, son of Subhadasa, an inhabitant of Sat-Samatafa,

{Ibid, No. 17).

» Vimaladasa, son of No. 2 (Ibid, No. 23).

* Vishnubhadra, the sUtradhara (Ibid. No. 16).

» Mahidhara, the silpl, son of Vikramaditya (Ibid. No. 31).

* Sasideva, the Ulpi, son of No. 5, who is here referred to as Mahldhara-
deva (Ibid. No. 39).

’ Silpl Karnabhadra (Ibid. No. 50).

* &ilpi Tathagatasara (Ibid. No. 46).

* SUiapani, a Ra^aka, chief of the guild (goshthl) of iilpls of ITarendra,

son of B|ibaspati, grandson of Manadasa, and great-grandson of

Dharma (Deopara Ins. of Vijayasena).

* Cf. No. 9 in the preceding footnote (IB. 46, 49, 56).
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considered sufficiently respectable. Evidently enough, these chief

factors have hardly any room for the people at large. This art,

then, was the art of the higher classes, of the dominant groups of

the contemporary socio-economic order, and we have hardly any

evidence during these centuries of the art of the common people.

IX. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE PALA AND SENA SCULPTURES

Oenerally speaking, the sculptures of the Psla and Sena epochs

are carved out of black-stone ( kastj-p^thar ), either fine or coarse-

grained. The metal images are, however, cast in brass or in octo-

alloy (ashfa-dhStu). One or two images of gold and silver have

also come down to us, and wood carvings also are not unknown.

Usually stone and metal images of this period are all stelae

carved in relief, though some figures are modelled in the round. As

we march with time during these centuries, the relief becomes more

and more independent from stelae background, so much so that

sometimes single metal figures modelled in the rouild are connected

only by struts with the back slab, and in stone stelae the back slab

is cut along the edges of the central figures in order to give them

an appearance of images in the round. But in spite of its growing

independence from the background the figure is bound by two-

dimensional restrictions, and the general effect remains flat and

compressed into the surface. It is only towards the closing years

of the period, in the 12th century, that we come to notice a three-

dimensional effect in specimens worked fully in the round and

self-assuring in general appearance.

The pivot of Pala and Sena sculptures is the human figure which

combines in itself both spiritual and mundane suggestiveness. This

is fully in keeping with canonical injunctions. In any sddhana, for

example, of a female divinity as laid down in the Sddhanamallt, we
find beauty, almost to the point of sensuousness, go hand in hand.

This is reflected in iconoplastic representation of the various

goddesses as charming female figures. It is true of male divinities

as well, whose features have the same full fleshly and graceful

roundness of the female body. If heavy round breasts and bulging

hips overemphasise the femininity of female figures, full of sensuous

suggestiveness, the broad shoulders gradually attenuating to a narrow

lion-waist {siAdia-kati) accentuate the masculinity of male figures as

well, equally suggestive of sensuousness in their fleshly plasticity or

in their poses and attitudes. It is not unlikely that this sensuous

suggestiveness of a really spiritual mood was due at the bottom to

an inner experience of erotic nature, derived from sexual yoga or
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from Tsntric inspirations. But this inner experience loses its import

when it is lifted from the experience itself to the plane of abstraction

in a formula enunciated by the authors of the dhySnas. With the

artists themselves in most cases it was nothing more. Based on

actual experience, this tendency towards abstraction is canonised

from time to time by respective cults into mathematical precision

of proportion, symmetry, balance, repetition and even composition

which the average artist followed most scrupulously. Within this

canonical framework, the more gifted artist sometimes reveals a

grasp of the inner experience, and through his works transfers the

same to his less gifted colleagues. This is most perceptible in the

rendering of soft heshliness of different limbs in their fulness, and

in the soft and tender roundnesc of their outlines. As a rule, there

is no evidence of a realistic approach to anatomical details, but this

is in striking contrast to the attitude revealed in the treatment of

ornaments which are always and invariably chiselled with utmost

care and almost metallic precision, with all their intricate

workmanship.

The attitudes and movements of individual figures are also

nothing but translations of inner experience, but again canonised by

the respective cults. Such poses and attitudes, bhangas and mudrSs,

as we find in Psla and Sena art were handed down directly from

the Gupta tradition that had already evolved the essential art-forms,

but it was given to these four centuries of art-activity to exhaust

all their latent aesthetic possibilities. Two statical attitudes, that

of samapSda-sthSnaka where two trunk-like, stiff, weighty and

massive legs carry a strictly erect bust, and another of vajra-

pafyafika,~i seated posture with soles turned upwards and resting

on thighs, seem to have been directly derived from a high spiritual

experience, that of unshakability in the face of extremes of tempta-

tion or anger, happiness or misery, peace or storm, and unchangeability

in the midst of the everchanging world outside. On the other hand,

male or female associates or counterparts, gods and goddesses that

accompany the figure of the main deity in playful bhaftgas, or

vegetal designs in luxurious and sensuous curves that decorate the

stelae, the gandharvas that fly above in apparently carefree and

playful manner, are all in deep contrast, in composition and in

perception, to the main deity that stands or is seated calm and

contemplative with all their weight on earth,— unshakable, immut-

able, and unchangeable. In the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries,

the accompanying elements, in spite of their seeming exu)>erance

and sensuous luxuriousness, maintain a balance, but in the twelfth,

not unoften they simply overwhelm the main figures by their

overgrowth,
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Of other standing attitudes we know of slight sbhahgc and
tribhatigUj of sitting attitudes the asana known as mahSrSjchtild or

hlitSsana. All these are more or less positions of easy and self-

conscious gracefulness. There are animated attitudes and those of

violent and active movements as well, for example, the alttfha and

pratyaR4ha positions, the positions of three-stride Vishnu or VarSha-

Vishnu or those of flying gandharvas. But all such attitudes,

whether in rest or in movement, easy or animated, are the outcome
of an experience of perfect composure and restfulness. The animated

motion of the Var&ha-Vishnu or a flying gandharva is but an aspect

of the conception of that god or demi-god experienced in imagina-

tion
; and what seemingly is the movement of a moment is but an

inner attitude translated as if it were in a state of movement. That

explains why even in an image of violent movement and action as

in Mahishamardini-Durga or Varfiha-Vishnu, there is no correspond-

ing agitation or animation in their facial expression which is always

one of calmness, happiness and bliss, the seeming movement and

animation being only in the display of their limbs and in their

formal poses and gestures. Not only are these attitudes of divinities

dictated by tradition and canonised by the cults, but even the

metaphysical interpretation thereof is furnished by them, so that

the canons and the images provide for each other their own
commentaries.

As already noted above, most of the sculptures are carved on

the stelae. In the image of Sarvfln! from DeulbiTdl (PI. lx, 147)

as well as in the stone-reliefs at PahSrpur, we have already seen the

beginnings of stelae formation. By about the 8th century it came

to take its full shape. The middle of the entire composition is

always occupied by the figure of the main deity in high relief on a

plane with the accompanying lotus-throne. In specimens of the

9th and 10th centuries, the figure forms an integral part of the back

slab, but with the progress of time it becomes almost independent of

the stelae. On either side the attendant divinities (parivSra-devatSs)

and other accompanying figures are placed on separate lotus pedestals,

smaller in size and in lower grades of relief. Below the central

figure is the lotus-throne placed on the pedestal which shows on its

face and sides vahanas of the divinity represented, or vegetal and

ornamental decorations, or simply worshippers with folded hands.

Above the main deity is the prabhavali, particularly in the earlier

sculptures where the back of the stelae suggests nothing but the

surrounding halo with its border of flames. Later the back of the

throne is richly decorated ; the leogryph motives on either side of

the posts of the throne, the harhsa motives above the throne lintel,

makara devices and, in later specimens, ktrtimukhas play the most

68
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prominent part. Above, to the right and left, gandharvas By in

the midst of cloud-motifs in care-free and playful manner. The linear

scheme is thus well-determined and whatever freedom there is, can

only be found within the rigid outline. In specimens where the

main figure stands in samapada-sthSnaka or is seated in lalitssana

or in padmssana, there is hardly any allowance for strong curves.

But even within such strict and rigid linear scheme and severe

composition, fluttering scarves and garments, upavitas and garlands

following the line of the body, the curves of the accompanying

figures, the flying gandharvas and the vegetal and cloud motifs

introduce a certain element of liveliness in the otherwise severe

composition. Strong curves in the composition are also noticed

when the main figure is one in atibhafiga or tribhahga, but the

main effect of solemn luxuriousness is produced not so much by the

main figures, but by the curly exuberance of various decorative

motifs, the elaborate jewelleries and the smooth and softly modelled

surfaces of the bodies of the attendant deities, all worked out in

various grades of reliefs. Different elements forming the composition

are knit into one as a single plastic group which is set against the

back slab. The decorations at the top in quick succession of surface

and depth allow the fullest display of light and shade which are in

deep contrast with the large span of surface occupied by the main

deity, always kept separate from the rest by a cutting of the back

of the slab that follows the outline of the main figure. In specimens

where no cutting is resorted to, the main figure fully modelled in

the round leaves an open space between itself and the background,

offering a depth that heightens the sharpness of its own outline.

Sometimes the parivara-devatas are treated in the same way though

in a much lesser degree. This allows a considerable display of light

and shade which is not a little responsible for the liveliness of the

otherwise rigid composition.

X. EVOLUTION OF STYLE ; 700-1200 a. d.

Few images that can stylistically be dated in the 8th century

are known to us. An important group is comprised by four stone

images, one from Boram (Manbhum), two female divinities from

Barakar (Burdwan), and an image of Vishnu from Kskadighi

(Dinajpur ; PI. lxi, 148). Stylistically all of them belong to the last

jdiase of Gupta sculpture which is evident from the tender TBodelling

of heavy bodily forms. A boldness of composition in solid masses

is particularly noticeable in the stone sculptures. The compositional

accents are distributed all over the surface, on the main as well as
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on subsidiary figures, and the facial and physiognomical type is

also clearly a Gupta survival. The somewhat clumsy scroll decora-

tions on the BarSkar examples and the simple jewellery of the

divinities point to the early date of the sculptures. The figures are

so modelled as to suggest the soft texture of flesh and skin. They are

full and heavy and the facial features are more directly connected

with contemporary Magadhan specimens.

The somewhat heavy bodily form is also noticeable in the

metal images that stylistically belong to the same century. The
SUrya from Deulbsdi, referred to above, and the Visli^u from

Kumarpur (PI. lix,146), both exhibit a heaviness of form, though in

the latter the modelling shows a petrified tendency. The same

boldness of composition in solid masses is evident, but there is in

the Vishnu specimen an accentuation of crude angles in the linear

composition. The DeulbSdl example is in the best tradition of

the last phase of Gupta sculpture and the tender modelling of the

heavy bodily form is more than evident. The beaded decorations,

the longitudinal aureoles and the simple ornaments bespeak of an

early date for these specimens.

Images definitely dated in the epochs of the Pnlas and Senas

are rather very rare in Bengal. So far we have only five such

specimens : one image of Vishnu from Bsghaura (Tippera) dated

in the third year of the reign of Mflhlpsla' (PI. lxix, 168); two

images -one of Vishnu (PI. Lxx, 171) and the other of Surya

(PI. LXX, 169) -dated in the reign of Govindachandra ; an image of

Sada^iva from Rajibpur (PI. lxxv, 178) now in the Indian

Museum and dated in the reign of Gopala iii {supra p. 167.

f.n. 4) ; and lastly an image of Chandi fron Dalbazar, Dacca, dated

in the third year of Lakshmanasena (PI. lxxvii, 180). These

furnish us with five milestones from about 990 a.d. to 1180 a.d. and

help us to determine the stylistic trend with more or less certainty

which is further reinforced by dated images from Bihar. For the

two preceding centuries, however, Bengal furnishes us with no image

definitely datable, and here also we have to turn to Bihar to find

out the general denominator of the Eastern School during this

period, for Bihar provides us with a considerable number of images

dated in the regnal years of Pala kings. But we must remember

that the stylistic evolution in Bihar does not exactly correspond to

that in Bengal. In Bihar the Gupta tide and tradition persist for

a longer period than in Bengal proper, where the regional element

asserts itself with power and strength earlier than was the case in

Bihar. There is also a considerable difference in facial features,

emotional characteristics and decorative details. But, nevertheless,

a common stylistic denominator is admissible which helps to a
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certain extent to group specimens found in different places in Bengal

in an uninterrupted chronological sequence. To this we are further

helped by palaeographic evidence afforded by inscribed images of

the period. Moreover, already by the 9th century a.d., the Eastern

School in Bengal establishes its standard and evolves its own

principles which proceed from stage to stage according to natural

laws of evolution.

These stages in the natural process of evolution were sought

to be traced for the first time by Dr. Stella Kramrisch, who has

gone more deeply into the study of the subject than anybody else.

The history of the process, as outlined in details by her, has here

been taken fully into consideration, and it is gratifying to find that

the natural laws of sculptural evolution as applied by Dr.

Kramrisch fit in so well with the indications offered by the few

dated sculptures available in Bengal, as well as with those deriv>

able from the dated sculptures of the Mediaeval Eastern School,

mainly from Bihar. Indeed these dated sculptures serve as chro*

nological milestones in the history of plastic art in Bengal during

these centuries. In outlining this history, therefore, this chrono-

logical setting has constantly been kept in mind. The charater-

istics indicated at each successive stage may not all be applicable

in every case to the particular periods to which the sculptures are

assigned, but the chronological setting as indicated below is the

best than can be offered in the present state of our knowledge,

especially as it would at least serve to give an idea of the essential

and characteristic changes of the Pala and Sena sculptures. The

following setting should not, therefore, be treated as anything more

than a working hypothesis, which is mainly intended to focus the

attention upon the essential features of the art of this period, and
by bringing the isolated specimens into an ordered scheme, indi-

cate in broad outline the main tendencies that were at the back

of this creation in each successive centuries, beginning from the

ninth.

Ninth Century A.D.

The 9th century bequeathes to us a number of images, of both

stone and metal, dated in the regnal years of Devapsla, iSnrapala,

NSrSyanapala, and the Gurjara-Pratthsra emperor Mahendrapsla, all,

however, from Bihar. Throughout the century the formal appear-
ance of specimens, whether in stone or metal, is one of fieriness,

and even in more or less abstract types a relative softness is attained.

The figures (figs. 149, 154, 156) are modelled so as to suggest the

soft texture of the flesh and skin. The general tendency is one of
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the fulness of modelling. In some, however, this fulness becomes
somewhat stiff and coagulated. It is difficult to say whether this

denotes the work of a later generation or not. A calm contempla-

tion is on every face, but the modelling of the fleshly body
invariaby reveals a contented sensuousness. Boldness of plastic

conception persists, and the swelling of plastic masses is more evident

in the metal images than in the stone ones. The ideal art-form is

one of soft fleshliness within definite outlines which is still in the

tradition of the late Eastern Gupta version. Very few specimens

show an exalted state of mind, though the mild calmness on every

face is accentuated by half-closed eyes invariably looking downwards.

The plastic conception always favours a rounded modelling which

is equally evident in the borders of the stelae. These are in a

few instances rendered in bold flat or round mass. The shape of

the stelae is generally half-round at the top, occasionally with slight

suggestions of a pointed end. The folds of garments cling to the

body like a wet sheet, and their folds are indicated by schematic and

parallel scratches or ridges with a diaper pattern of rosettes or of

lozenge-shapes. The standing position is either one of strict

samapada-sthsmka, or one where the weight is placed on one side

only, or one of slightest tribhahga. The sitting position, however,

is one of lalitSsana, a position of ease, but this shows little pliability

and flexion. The positions of hands, legs and fingers etc, are dictated

by iconographic tradition, while the decorative sensitiveness given

to the fingers, and slenderness or plumpness of limbs depend upon

individual achievement of the artist. The legs have their knees

very carefully modelled and give an impression of elasticity and

pliablity even when they are erect and upright. The curly locks

of hair are spread on both sides of the shoulder in a rounded and

orderly manner, and the ornaments are simple and heavy. Scarves

flutter on both sides but in a rigid and regular manner in separate

and plastic masses. The accessory figures sometimes show flexions

of attitudes, but they are always steady and balanced. The back

slabs are comparatively free from decorative embellishments, and

these are indicated more in scratches than in rounded volumes.

Tenth Century

Out of the soft fleshliness controlled within definite outlines the

10th century evolves a powerfully massive form of the body which

is shaped with a disciplined vigour, and shows a conscious strength

that seems to swell the outline from within (figs. 155, 157-164). In

some instances this is controlled by a strict discipline even to the
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extent of petrification of the flesh, but in most cases it is a soft and

tender discipline and the vigour is spread out into the surface. This

vigour transformed the softness of the fleshly form into mighty

majestic roundness. Almost all specimens are moulded into high

relief and the trunk and limbs are all pregnant with the subdued

vigour'of a mighty form. Throughout the century Pala art retains

this quality. This is most evident in the stone figures, for example,

in the images of Rishabhanfitha from Surohar, Dinajpur (PI. xix, 47),

the Buddha fom Ujflni, Faridpur (PI. Lxviit, 164) and Varfiha-

Avatsra from Silimpur, Bogra (PI. Lxvii, 162). Even in feminine

deities the ideal of physical form expressing a peculiar strength is

equally noticeable, though at times it is subdued by the sensuous

flexion of their body. The modelling still retains its sensuousness,

though expressed within a disciplined form.

In other respects the 10th century retains, to a large extent,

the quality of the 9th. The facial type is the same, equally full,

but sometimes a bit longish. The flexions of the body are slightly

on the increase, so that we have increasing curves in the outlines

of figures ; the lalitSsana or ardhaparyahk^sana pose is spread out

in the surface, making itself wider and giving increasing opportunities

for more slim curves ; but legs tend to grow stiffer, gradually losing

elasticity. The shape of the stelae remains more or less unchanged

and the decorations of the background sparse. The borders of the

stelae, however, tend to become elaborate and fully modelled,

worked out in bead and flame designs, and further decorated

by lotus or some other decorative designs at the top. Details of

jewellery also are more elaborately worked out, and the delicately

chiselled and fluttering scarves begin to show their folds as well as

their wavy undulations. The treatment of the paridhsna (drapery)

remains the same as in the preceding century, with the ends plain

or straight, frizzled or with large undulations, according to the

individual taste of the artist or craftsman.

Eleventh Century

The end of the lOth and beginning of 11th century transform

the vigour and strength of bodily form into one of gracefulness and

elegant mannerism, while a slender bodily type comes to be

favoured (figs. 165-176). This is already evident in the Vishnu

stela from Baghitura (Tippera) inscribed in the third year of
Mahtpsla i (PI. lxix, 168). This particular image may be tdfetn as

stylistic index of specimens for the next three or four generations.

The deep broad outlook of the lOth century becomes somewhat thin
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and circumscribed, and the elegance of the slender bodily type

gradually becomes more evident. The legs have stiffened to a great

extent and given up all elasticity, even in postures that suggest

movement ; the knees are still modelled but not so perfectly as in

the 9th century specimens ; they tend to be indicated by an in^ed
curved line. The upper trunk, with its liveliness of gradillled

modelling and a face with a blissful happy expression, is however,

in striking contrast with the lower part of the body. Accessories,

namely, the attendant divinities, the architectonic decorations, the

flying gandharvaSf the motives on the slab, and the ornaments

decorating the main and accompanying figures become more

independent, and they have all an equal share in the general effect

of the stelae. They introduce a sort of liveliness which is still kept

in balance, but iff already on its way to overwhelm the main figure

by their sumptuousness. The emphasis on the decorative aspect is

clear, which, with the progress of time, gradually tends to be almost

playful, and later on, voluptuous in its formal treatment and

appearance. Curls of hair and fluttering scarves are on their way

to increase, and deep perpendicular and oblique cuts introduce a full

display of light and shade. Independence of ornaments, the flexions

of the accompanying figures and playfulness of the rich decorations

keep on increasing round iconographic conventions. The bodily form

becomes stereotyped, but the elegance of the modelling is retained

throughout the century ; the facial type is fully expressive of

sensitiveness, and, whatever its shape, is enlivened by a down-

ward stroke of the chin, full round lips and heavily-laden eyes. The

garments are set as within ridges against the modelling of the body,

and in some specimens the hem of the robe is modelled with

tenderness and with wavy curves. In some specimens one also

notices eye-brows that have double curves, bending once more

towards their outer ends ; this accentuates the sensitiveness of the

eyes which in the images of the next century becomes more and

more effective. The stela is either rounded or pointed at the top,

but already its division into three or four architectonic parts becomes

clear% The pedestal forms a definite unit ; the main figure rises up

from the pedestal in one plastic mass : but the back slab with its

accompanying figures and accessory decorations is treated in separate

masses controlled within different architectonic units. The com-

positional scheme is thus well-determined, and within this scheme

there is an ever-growing attempt at introducing liveliness with the

help of flexions of the body, decorations of ornaments which gradually

dissolve into single items very delicately chiselled, and elaborate

display of light and shade with the help of deep cuts, either oblique

or perpendicular or both,
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The stylistic index of the 12th century is supplied by two images,

one of Sada&iva from Rsjibpur (PI. lxxv, 178) inscribed in

the reign of GopRla {supra, p. 167 f.n. 4) and another of Cha^d^

fr<A Dalbazar, Dacca, inscribed in the third year of Lakshmaj^asena

(PI. Lxxvii, 180). The slender bodily type and the formal treat-

ment of the preceding century are retained, but the modelling

becomes a bit more petrified (PI. lxxiv). The sensitiveness of

the facial expression disappears and is replaced by a serious heaviness;

the modelled eye-brows seem to exist without any significance,

merely for decoration ;
the legs have become almost column-like

without any elasticity, and are decorated by an incised round line

to indicate the knee. The relief in three or four architectonic units

is covered by dense and heavy multitudes of accompanying figures

and decorative details which grow more and more sumptuous and

elaborate, and ultimately cover the compositional scheme altogether.

Mot only the modelling but also the volume becomes petrified and

gradually loses its plastic significance. Ornaments are inordinately

lavish and sumptuous, and do not seem to be connected organically

with the figures. The accessories and ornaments, independent by

themselves, are exaggerated to the utmost. They lose their signi-

ficance and degenerate into decorations. The flexions of the body

become extended to their utmost limit ; bends to their last possib-

lities are employed
;
but the expression of movement is only that of

pattern without any suggestiveness. The garments are bordered by

small waves and the ends of the drapery are arranged in rounded

zig-zags ; not unoften the hem of the utlartya is bordered with a

narrow flounce. Scarves flutter in wavy undulations so as to accen-

tuate the playful movements which are in consonance with the spirit

of the entire stela. This display of spontaneously playful movement

is evident in the postures of some of the minor figures, as for example,

the gandharvas and some of the attendant divinities, as well as in

the increasing linear movements of the drapery and frivolous

exuberance of jewellery, garments and fashion of wearing the hair.

This is equally evident in the clumsy and crowded scrolls treated

in deep contrast of light and shade. But in spite of over-exaggera-

tion ofmovements of accompanying figures and decorative accessories,

there is a stifiening of the facial and physiognomical features. The
plastic volume grows, as we have said, more and more petrified.

The facial features, in spite of voluptuous and full curly lips and
doubly-curved eye-brows and smiling expression, become •'pointed,

almost to a triangle, and rigid, without any deep spiritual significance.

Hie blissfully happy and glowing expression of meditation that had
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been attained in the preceding centuries is now laden with a moist
expression of heavy enjoyment of deep pleasure of a past moment
(cf. the Chandi Image of the 3rd year of Lakshmanasena). One,
however, notices here and there signs of a new artistic inspiration,

of new creativeness amid a degenerate system that was already on its

way to suffocation by worldly exuberance. A spontaneous power
of modelling in a completely round form inspires a tough and vigorous

artistic form in some rare specimens, and in spite of sumptuousness

of ornaments and a precise outline it reveals a conscious dignity and
strength, a freshness of elementary experience that could yet save

the art from final stagnation (PI. lxxvi, 179 ). But that was not

to be. Left to itself, the art could peihaps yet find out new channels

or new experiences, but all chances were set at rest by the rapid

rush of Islam.

XI. General Conclusions

The art of 12th century represents mainly that of the Senas, and

a cross-section of the literature and culture patronised at the Sena

court reveals the attitude of worldly exuberance that one notices in

Sena sculptures. Even religious themes—both in art and literature-

are endowed with a worldly consciousness and almost physical charm

and grace (figs. 177-181). The poem of Jayadeva, for example, may be

regarded as a literary counter-part of the voluptuous sensuousness

of the Sena art. In its origin it had no doubt a religious inspiration,

but there is also no doubt that what was basically a spiritual

experience came to be overshadowed by a worldly trend developed

in the Sena court. Sensuousness and grace were properties of

earlier periods of Bengali art as well, but it was left to the Senas to

allow them to degenerate into mere worldly lavishness.

It is not impossible that the explanation for this worldly lavish-

ness of Sena sculptures is to be found in the strain of their foreign

blood. Contemporary South Indian sculpture is equally lavish in its

worldliness, though lacking in the grace, sensuousness, and anima-

tion of Sena images which were direct legacies from earlier PSla

sculptures.

The four centuries of Psla and Sena rule have bequeathed

to us a very large number of images now sheltered in the different

museums of the province, or scattered in villages, temples, tree-shades,

markets and private houses. Every year stray explorations, diggings

of tanks or at mounds, are incessantly yielding new specimens.

It remains to be seen whether all of them would fit in with the

process of evolution just outlined. For reasons stated above this out-

line has necessarily to be tentative and can only be roughly sketched.

69
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One stage gradually merges into another, sometimes anticipating the

next, sometimes continuing the past through the next. No clear-cut

demarcation between different stages is, therefore, possible. Besides,

living art is not susceptible to dead uniformity, and we must always

expect exceptions to the general process ; for example, we find

different types of facial features as also of compositional arrangements

during the same period, and even in the short space of a single

reign (cf. PI. lxx, 169, 171). As to facial features it is certain that

there are stamps of various ethnical elements that composed the

people of contemporary Bengal. In some specimens there is a

marked Mongoloid element which must have been due to ethnic

infiltrations through the north-east. The Senas themselves were a

foreign element and how much they contributed to the facial type

is yet to be determined. Local variations and trends are an important

factor to be taken into account, and individual craftsmanship must

have played its part ; and finally the indigenous art of the people also

probably existed side by side, only worked out in poorer materials.

It is only too likely that unconsciously the art of the court, the

cult, and prosperous lay communities came into contact with the art

of the people, and was influenced by it, but on the whole it guarded

itself by a carefully followed hieratic tradition. This is exemplified

by a stone image of Parvati, dated in 1579 ^aka Era, now in the

VRS. Museum (PI. lxxvii, 182) which still retains in general the

PSla and Sena idiom of art, though in a very wooden and schematic

fashion.

The art-form during these four long centuries proceeds in a

wavering line ; sometimes favouring a fleshly form frankly sensuous,

sometimes an abstract form equally sensuous, not frankly but

suggestively, both tendencies working within the strict rigours of

canonical tradition. The art seems to have derived its charm and
peculiar character from an oscillation between the reality of the

flesh and the reality of abstraction, perhaps between two minds, one

deeply imbued with the sSdhatvS of the Tantra that knows this

physical body to be abode of heavenly bliss, and the other aspiring

to abstract the godliness in man out of his material body itself,

—

the ideal {s3dhan8) of Brahmanical Hinduism. In striking contrast

to this ideological oscillation between two tendencies, is the gradual

evolution of the composition. It begins with quiet simple flexions

and altitudes of the body and simple decorations and ornamenta-
tions ; but with the progress of time the flexions and attitudes of
the body become excited and agitated, decorations and ornamenta-
tions, playful and frivolous. This tendency from simple and (Joiet

to agitated and frivolous general appearance, proceeds in a steady

straight course. In any case this tendency seems to have worked
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itself to such exaggerations that it came to sit heavily on the art

itself, and when finally Islam came and with it came also a change

in the Court, and for a time in the socio-religious institutions and
establishments, the art was suffocated, if not to immediate death,

at least to immediate stagnation.

The paucity of art-specimens datable in the 13th and the

two following centuries, compared with those of the preceding three

hundred years, reveals in a striking manner almost a complete

break with the tradition of the past, such as we can only dimly

perceive also in the other spheres of culture and civilisation ot

Bengal. It indicates the organic relation between political condi-

tion and development of culture on the one hand, and the exhaus-

tion of an art-tradition from inside, on the other. The domination

of an alien race seems to have hastened the stagnation of Hindu art

in Bengal, at least for the time being.

This sudden end is to be regretted all the more, as Bengal

permanently enriched, and made a notable contribution to, the art-

tradition of India, specially at a time when it was gradually losing

its vitality in many regions. Even the few specimens that have

survived the ravages of man and nature to tell the tale of the

evolution of sculpture in Bengal leave no doubt about its high

qualities and inherent possibilities. Judged by any standard, it

easily holds a high position in Medieval India. Apart from its

special characteristics and technical excellence described above, the

sculptures of Bengal often display a high aesthetic quality which

must ever remain the ultimate basis of the proper valuation of art.

A detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of the present

chapter. Nevertheless attention may be drawn to a few specimens

selected at random from the accompanying illustrations which

would give a fair idea of the aesthetic merits of the Bengal

sculptures ('c.g. Figs. 21,24,26, 32, 111, 112, 114, 115, 122, 144,

151, 152, 154, 160, 163, 173, 175, 181). These are not necessarily

the very best—and, of course, opinions would differ greatly on their

relative aesthetic merits as compared with others— but they are

cited merely as illustrative of the high qualities that distinguish the

plastic art of Bengal and ensure it a high place in any classifica-

tion of the medieval art of India.



III. PAINTING

Specimens of painting datable earlier than the Psia period have

not Iritherto been traced anywhere in Bengal. But a casuSi remark

in Fa-hien’s account* indicates that painting as a creative art was

known and practised in the country as early as the fourth century a.d.

According to the ^ilpa-^Sstra texts of later times it is almost a

canonical injunction to decorate temple-walls with paintings. There

is thus every reason to assume that temples and other religious

establishments had their walls decorated with mural or fresco

paintings in Bengal as elsewhere in India. But these are all

irrevocably lost.

Extant specimens of early paintings in Eastern India are illu-

minations on palm-leaves of manuscripts, ranging from approximately

the beginning of the 1 1th century a.d. to the end of the 12th.

All of them refer to the Pfila culture-period, and among the more

important ones, so far known, may be enumerated the following :

—

1-2. Two AshfasShasrikS PrajhapSramitS MSS. dated in the

5th and the 6th year respectively of Mahlpsla (Cam-

bridge, Add. 1464* and Royal Asiatic Society of

Bengal No. 4713)® which are probably the earliest.

3. Ashtas3hasrikS PrajfiSpSramits MS. dated in the 39th

year of Rsmapala, formerly of the Vredenburg

Collection.®

4-5. Two Ashtas3hasrik3 PraiHap3ramit3 mss. belonging to

the Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi, one dated in

the 19th year of king Harivarman (supra pp. 200 ff.),

and another belonging to about the 12th century.*

6. The AshfasShasrikS Praj1i3p3ramit3 ms. of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Bengal (A. 15) dated in n.e. 191,

i.e. 1071 A.D.®

‘ Fa-hien stayed two years at Tsmralipti, “writiag out his SUtras, and drawing

pictuRs of images" (F<i-A<en. 100).

’ Foucher-/con. 31, PI. x, figs. 1, 3-5 ; Bendall, Cambridge Cat. 101.

’ Pwc.4SB.1899,p. 69.

* Vredenburg, "Continuity of Pictorial Tradition in India.” {RSpam, 1920,
No. 1, figs. 1-11, pp. 7-11),

* Unpublished.

* Best half-tone and coloured representations of these illuminations can be
seen in JISOA. m, No. i, Pl». ix, x, and xi. Cf. also Foucher-/c<7». 27 ff.
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7-8. Two MSS. one of the K^raiyiavyaha, and the other of

the Bod/iicharySvatSra, both belonging to about the

12th century (Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi)*

9.

The MS. No. 20589 of the Boston Museum, dated in the

4th year of Gop&Ia (hi. ?).*

10. The Sawamura ms.*

11. The British Museum ms. of Ash(asahasriks PrajViSpara-

mitct dated in the 15th year of Gop&la (or. 6902).*

12-13. The PcOicharakshS ms. of the 14th year of Nayapala,*

and another ms. (Add. No. 1643),* dated 1015 a.d.,

both now preserved in the library of the Cambridge

University.

14. The Ashtasahasrika Prajfiaparamita ms., A. S. B. No.

4203, dated n.e. 268 i.e. 1 148 a.d.’

15. The MS. of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal No, 9789

A, dated the 18th year after Govindapala* (c. 1180 a.d.,

supra p. 171. f.n. 1), which is perhaps the latest in

date.

16. A MS., for some time in the possession of Mr. Ajit Ghosh

of Calcutta.*

It will be seen that such illuminated manuscripts are few in

number, and in point of time they occupy only two centuries, but

it is possible to draw inferences from the large number of stone and

metal images prior to and contemporaneous with these miniatures.

Besides tliese miniatures, we have at our disposal three engraved

drawings on copper-plates that may be said to belong to about the

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries respectively, detailing

Brahmanical subjects.

Iconographically, almost all these paintings belong to the

Vajraysna-Tantraysna pantheon {supra p. 467), and represent, accord-

^ Unpublished.

* Coomaraswamy, Portfolio of Indian Art, Pis, xxxii-xxxv.

5 OZ. 1926, Pis. ix-x.

« JRAS, 1910, pp. 150-51.

* PB, PL xxxvii, fig. 3 ;
also Sastri-Car. i. 6.

« Bhatt.-Ca/* PI- 1- figs, a-d ;
also Toucher-Icon, Vol. i. pp. 16-17.

* A reproduction of one of the illuminationsof this may be seen in JISOA, l.

PI. xxxn, fig. 2.

* PB- PI. xxxvif, fig. 2.

’ Ghosb, '‘Miniatures of a newly-discovered Buddhist Palm-leaf Manuscript

from BengaP’ (Rupam, 1929, p. 78). It is understood that the Royal Asiatic

Society of Bengal have in their possession another illuminated manuscript of the

Ashiasnhasrika PrdJnUpnramita, not yet brought to light or even largely known to

the sdiolarly world.
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ing to prescribed sctdhanas, gods and goddesses of the cults such as

Tara, Lokanatha, Chujgida, Mahaksla, Amitabha, Avalokita, Maitreya,

Vajrapani, Akai^agarbha etc. with their attendant divinities. Some
of these miniatures are iconographically very important^ inasmuch

as they help to identify gods and goddesses of the Vajrayana-

Tantrayana pantheon mentioned in their respective s^dhanas, but not

met with in contemporary plastic art. More often than not, those

illuminations represent the full mat^dcila of the main divinities for

which there is obviously the space and scope available in painting,

but not in plastic art. A few miniatures depict stories from the

Jatakas or from the life of the Buddha as well. They were executed

under the patronage and direction of the members of the ruling, the

priestly and prosperous lay classes of the existing social order. The

sociological background of this art was therefore the same as that

of contemporary sculptural and monumental ar>t.

It will be readily seen that geographically these manuscripts

were not all written within the modern language area of the Bengali-

speaking people ; some of them come from Bihar and some from

Nepal. But as there is hardly any appreciable stylistical difference

in the pictures due to geographical limitations during the period

under review, they can conveniently be studied as belonging to one

and the same group, specially when we find that definitely known
Bengal production (e.g, the one written in the 19th year of Hari-

varman) have the same artistic character as those produced in Bihar,

and also resemble to a great extent those produced in Nepal.

It must be pointed out at the very outset that these miniatures

do not represent a separate style of book-illustration ; they are in

fact mural paintings in reduced dimension, and can in no way be

compared with a truly characteristic phase of book-illustration which

constitutes a fascinating chapter in the history of art in Persia,

China, mediaeval West or in mediaeval India. This is evident from

the fact that the miniatures mostly represent gods and goddesses

belonging to different temples and monastic establishments of the

period and are not illustrative of the subject-matter of the mss. in

which they find place. In fact, they have hardly any relation

whatsoever with the subject of the texts they embellish.

The colours used in these paintings are orpiment yellow, white,

indigo-blue, Indian ink-black, cinnabar red, and green. The last

appears to be a mixture of orpiment and indigo, unlike the green of

AJants. All these are used in different shades. But on the ]^ole,

the general colour arrangement of the divinities is mostly determined

by iconographical requirements. Neither Indian red or any ochres,

nor ultramarine is used. Tonality of colours is practically unknown.

The outline is either drawn in black or in red, and as usual in Indian
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painting, seems to have been sketched out first, and later on filled

in with colour.

Usually, the composition of these illuminations follows some

well-known schematic principles of balance. In most of them, the

main divinity, always of larger size, stands or is seated in the centre

against the background either of an architectural design or of an

elongated or semi-round aureole, or inside a terraced temple-represen-

tation, flanked evenly on two sides by lesser divinities of the mar^dala,

in single or double, straight or circular, rows as their number may

require. When the main divinity occupies one side, the lesser ones of

the man4ala occupy another. The law of perspective is the same as

in contemporary plastic art ;
ii is invariably linear. The ‘horror

vacui’ is equally noticed and the vacant space is filled by flying

divinities, vegetal or ornamental decorations, architectural motifs or

similar other devices. The whole painted surface is framed on two

sides by upright panels.

With the help of the dated manuscripts it is possible to arrange

these miniature paintings in a chronological sequence, but it hardly

shows any appreciable stylistic evolution ;
in fact, the trend and

tendencies, so far as painting is concerned, seem to have remained

fixed, more or less, during the two centuries referred to above.

These miniature paintings reveal an already developed form and

technique so that they must not be considered as isolated examples ;

rather their form indicates that they were intimately linked with an

art practice and tradition that must have existed in the form of large

wall-paintings or manuscript-illuminations that carried the earlier

tradition of Aja^ts and Ellora in an uninterrupted sequence. This

will be clearer from an analysis of the paintings themselves.

Consider, for instance, two miniatures from the two earliest dated

MSS. of the 5th and the 6th year of Mahipala mentioned above. The

illumination representing the story of the birth of the Buddha in

theA. S. B. MS. No. 4713.^ shows clearly that the artist depends

for his effect as much on the modelling in colour as on the modelling

capacity of the line, sinuous and flowing,—lines increasing and

decreasing in thickness in accordance with the degree of the surging

roundness of the contour that they accompany or outline. Look at

the left arm of MSyadevrs sister, or at the lower abdomen of both

Mayadevi and her sister, where both those qualities are equally in

evidence. Modelling in colour is also particularly noticeable in the

i PI. Lxxviii, fig. 184. An enlarged reproduction is given in JISOA. i.

Pl. xxxvii, fig. 1, with discussion of its artistic qualities by Dr, Stella Kramrisch,
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use of high lights distributed in a summary manner in those

places of the body and face which are meant to come forth to higher

planes. These high lights, as is usual in Indian painting, are achieved

by laying on white in various shades. The treatment is no doubt

rigid, but subtler transition in the modelling is not unknown ; this

is clearly noticeable in the treatment of the face and torso of

MfiySdevl. But compare the treatment of the face of Mayfidcv!

with that of the face of her sister ;
the subtler transitions are absent

in the latter case, the plastically modelled treatment is practically

on the stagnating point, and the facial features are completely

linearised.

The Cambridge ms. Add. 1464 is older by one year. In the

A. S. B. MS. illumination (dated in the 6th year of MahipSla), as

noted above, the plastic quality is potent in the modelling capacity

of the line as well as in the colour-modelling ; but in the slightly

earlier illuminations of this ms. the colour modelling is faint and

stereotyped ;
whatever amount of modelling in colour is in evidence

is distributed in an otherwise flat and tight surface. Whatever

remains of it is held tightly by the skin in firm grip ; the attitudes

of the figures are pale-like erect whatever their actual postures or

positions ;
an impression of flexibility is, however, imparted into

them by their linear inflexions. This faint and stereotyped colour-

modelling, however, leaves the modelling capacity of the line almost

untouched ; indeed it is still valid and always in flowing curves

along with the broad expanse of almost a flat and thinned surface.

In the Boston and Sawamura mss., in some of the miniatures

of the MS formerly in the Vredenburg collection, in some again of

the MS. for some time in the possession of Mr. Ajit Ghosh of Calcutta,

as well as in the majority of the illuminations of the mss. in the

collection of the Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi, one can see

a similar treatment in its fullest expression. For instance, in a majority

of the illuminations of the Vredenburg MS. the colour modelling is

faint so that the surface controlled within the lines has thinned to

a considerable extent, but the lines themselves not only sway in

elegance and sensitiveness but are also perfect in execution. The
main outline or the torso of the main figure in three-quarter profile

is bent in a concave curve. The linear inflexions of the outlines

as well as of the garlands and upavttas have a stereotyped setting,

and have hardly any meaning against the background of a thinned
surface ; they are nevertheless of the same degree of elegance^^d
refinement as some of the contemporary Psla sculptures.

But consider again a miniature from the same Vredenburg
manuscript representing the Green Tara accompanied by two atten-

dant goddesses, one of which coloured yellow may be A6oka-kfintV
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Here, however, the plastically modelled treatment with the help of

colour shows itself on its way to thinning, but is still quite in

evidence. This can be best seen in the torsos of all the three figures.

The modelling quality of the sinuous and flowing line retains its full

vitality. It is thus evident that both the treatments, namely, the

plastically modelled treatment and the modelled treatment of the

flowing and sinuous line appear side by side in the same manuscript.

In fact, both treatments are synchronous and both can be seen

side by side in, for example, the miniatures of the Vredenburg ms.

which may be regarded as the finest specimens of Bengali painting

so far known to us (cf. Frontispiece),

The illuminations in the A. S. B. ms. No. A. IS are of a higher

standard. The modelling quality of colour is flat and thin, but

whatever there is, is distributed intelligently all over the surface in

graceful modulations. Occasionally, there are also touches of high

lights,^ specially in the transitions of the face. But the line fully

retains its flowing largeness and tough flux (Pis. lxxix, lxxx.)

But even this line, which is the main pivot of these paintings,

is weak, brisk and faltering in some of the miniatures. Cambridge

MS. Add. 1643 is dated early in the eleventh century. Consider the

lines of the illuminations of this MS. and see how weak and faltering

they are ; they appear to be broken and clipped and have lost their

flowing and uninterrupted flux ; in some examples they are even

sharp and somewhat hectic. Also, whatever modelling in colour is

evident, is desiccated and disintegrated. But in the same ms.

lignin^ there are some illuminations, e.g. the one with the label

*‘Samatate JayatuAga LokanStha," where the line is not so short-

featured and crisp : it has a continuous flux no doubt, but is

unrefined by any grace or sentiment. Modelling in colour is faint

and is responsible for the thin surface of the contour that is

characterised by an upward stiffening, even where the figures are

seated or standing in graceful tribhahga, a posture so fondly and

widely cherished in Psla and Sena plastic art.

The same tendency is more clearly noticeable in, for example,

the illumination representing the Buddha discoursing to Maitreya

and Subhuti in the A.S.B. ms. No. 4203, dated n.e, 268 i.e. 1148 a.d.

Though affiliated to the East Indian tradition, the illuminations of

these seem to have a distinctly Nepalese flavour and idiom which

can be seen in the absence of any trace of modelling in the coloured

surface, in the upward stiffening of the pale-like erect bodies, and

^ See, e.g., the face of Mabilri Tara in PI. lxxx, 190.
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in the curt and broken and almost stagnant quality of the line.

Compositionally, too, the miniatures are divided into single and

separate units which are not inherently related to one whole by

one single rhythm.

A. S. B. MS. No. 9789 A, dated in the 18th year after Govindap

plla’s reign, is perhaps the latest in date of Psla miniatures which are

hitherto known. Stylistically speaking, the illuminations of this ms.

are but painted equivalents of contemporary plastic art of Bengal

which is altogether given to modelled mass, in varying degree, and

the flowing curve. These miniatures are also distinguished by their

plastically modelled treatment in line and colour, but the modelling

in colour is somewhat rigid and almost on the verge of stagnation,

and, though belonging to a later date, are thus more closely related

to the earlier miniatures of the Vredenburg ms. or the A. S. B. ms.

No. A 15, etc.

Several conclusions follow from the analysis made above. It is

now evdinet that East Indian paintings, with the tendencies noticed

above are, stylistically speaking, painted equivalents of contemporary

plastic art of the PSias and Senas, both in outer form and inner

quality. In the plastically modelled treatment in colour as well as

of the linear inflexions, there are indeed, as we have seen above,

variations in degree and quality, but in most cases this is perhaps

the outcome of the time factor or of the individual quality of the

artist. As in sculptures and bronzes of the period, so in this class

of paintings as well, one easily notices the modelled mass controlled

within definite but sinuous lines, and the flowing curve in the contour

of the body and the lower abdomen as well as in the sensitive lines

of the fingers. So far as the modelled mass goes what the sculptor

achieves by gradations in the three dimensions at his disposal the

painter does with his colours. A careful analysis of the facial

features or poses and attitudes of the different parts of the body, as

well as of the ornaments of the examples referred to above, would
at once establish the family likeness of these paintings with the

plastic art of the period.

It is equally evident that these miniatures are basically and
fundamentally related to and derived from the Indian pictorial

traditions so well-known in Ajants and Ellora. These traditions

belong to two types—“classical” and “mediaeval.” The implica-

tions of both the terms have been fully brought out by Dr. Stella

Kramrisch^ and are now almost universally accepted. The purest
Ajants type has been labelled “classically Indian” and the other

Kramrisch, in JISOA, i. No. 2, p. 132, where other references are given.
1
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type noticeable in Ajanta Ellora, and also in Eastern India
«mediacvally Indian.’* The classical type is of a thoroughly plastic
conception whereas the mediaeval is linear. Both the types,as we have
seen above, appear simultaneously and side by side, bot sometimes
they are also fused together as in some of the Ellorff paintings as
well as in a good number of East Indian illuminations. “One of
the results of this fusion is the concave curve as outline of the body,
arrested and full of tension, as well as the zigzag pattern of such
poses which originally have been swaying in ample curves in an
uninterrupted flux.”^

The beginning of the linear conception can be traced back no
doubt to Ellora painting

; but it is perhaps in Western India that
this conception found its widest expression, though in a few 12th
and 1 3th century examples of drawings on copper-plates found in

localities ranging from the Sunderbans to Chittagong, we have
some of its earlier versions, even earlier than those in certain Pfila

miniatures already noticed above. An illumination reproduced on PL
xxxrn (right, topmost panel) of Coomaraswamy’s Portfolio of Indian

Arty illustrates very well the “mediaevar* type within PSla painting.

It now appears that this linear conception, wherever it might have
originated, must have become an all-India property of art conception,

more or less in a developed form, already by about the 1 1th or 12th

century. Pala and Sena sculpture, however, kept itself almost

untouched by this tendency, but Psla painting could not, painting

being itself two-dimensional. Eastern India transferred this tendency

to Nepal* and Burma.*

The fruition of the “mediaeval” tendency, that is of the linear

conception, in Bengal, can best be seen in the drawings on copper-
plates referred to above.^ The Sunderban Plate (PI. lxxviii. 183)

has a representation of Vishnu and Garuda, while an unpublished

engraving from Mehar (Chittagong) represents a pair of figures

engaged in a deathly struggle. The former belongs to the closing years

of the 12th century [supra p. 222) while the latter to the 13th {supra

p. 2S3). In both these drawings the modelling quality of the line

is fully valid ; still flowing, alert and sweeping. It continues

to retain its large sweep and undisturbed flux, though wherever

» //50i4.i.No.2,p.l32.
• Ibid, pp. 129-47 and Plates.

» Cf moA, VI. 137-44 and Plates.

* Three such engrav/ngs are known : (1) An eleventh century copper^

plate with engravings of a bull and tail-piece, referred to by Coomaraswamy in

OZ. 1926, p. 3; (2) The engravings on the Sunderban Copper-plate of Dommana-
P5la (5i(pra p. 222) discussed by D. P. Ghosh in J/50^ n. No. 2, pp, 127-29, and
Plate ; (3) The Mehar Copper-plate (supra p, 253), now in the Asutosh Museum.
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there is the slightest pretext, it loves to indulge in brisk curves.

It has morever an exuberance, a vivacity that seems to be out of

all proportion to the subject-matter, and is born of no inner know-

ledge or significance ; and it is perhaps an outcome of these vivacity

and exuberance that the lines of the face, when shown in profile or

three quarters, from angles or sharp curves in a beak-like nose, or

in an almost angular chin, and the bow-like curves of the brows

or rims of the upper lips are extended as far as they would permit.

The artist seems to have been carried away by his lines which are

with him the only means of establishing his identity with his subject

matter
;

this is especially marked in his delight in drawing brisk or

extended curves. Even in the delineation of frontal positions the

face becomes completely linearised, and where there is little scope

for accentuation of sharpness, the curves are as brisk and as much

repeated as possible. The Mehar engraving is of a higher artistic

standard ; the line is more powerful and shows modelling capacity;

but the “mediaeval’! tendency is potent in this as well.

It is easy to discover a superficial resemblance between this

tradition of painting and that of Western India, mainly Gujarati,

examples of which are abundant from the fourteenth century

onwards. Both these traditions belong to the same tendency, to

the same “mediaeval” conception, but there is yet a striking

difference. The quality of the line in the two traditions differs to

a very large extent. The line in “Western” tradition is flaming

and pointed, angles are sharp almost to a geometrical point, and

though there is the same predilection for brisk and extended curves,

they are drawn almost without any emotion, and not unoften

broken. They have hardly anything to compare with the sensitive,

emotional and uninterrupted sweep of the line replete with a

melodious lyricism as one sees in the examples cited above. The

“Western” line has nothing but flat and hardened surfaces to

control within its limits, but the Bengal line with its sensitiveness,

tempered lyricism and short or extended curves as the case may be,

shows off the roundness of the mass that is confined within its

boundaries. Not only did this tradition impart itself to Nepal and

Burma, but it continued with vigour in Bengal, Assam and Orissa

up to comparatively late mediaeval times^ side by side with the

pure Ajanta tradition of the modelled treatment of the line which

can be traced down to modern times in the pafas from Kslighat,

Calcutta. Here also Bengali painting is not an isolated chapter, but

is rather a local version of the contemporary all-India tendency in

painting.

^ Some Bengal miniatures from the 15th century onwards show this mediaeval
tendency in full swing.



CHAPTER XV

SOCIETY

I. ETHNOUKjICAL BACKGROlfND

It has been noted above^ that deprecatory references in Vedic

literature indicate that the primitive people in Bengal were different

in race and culture from the Vedic Aryans. This conclusion is borne
out by the evidence of language and anthropology, and reference

has already been made {supra pp. 374-75) to the diverse racial and
linguistic elements which can be traced in the composition of the

Bengali people and language.

The history of the different races that settled in Bengal in

primitive times belongs to the domain of anthropology, and cannot

be treated here in details. But in order to understand properly the

background of social conditions in Bengal, it is necessary to state

briefly some of the important ethnological deductions made by the

anthropologists in respect of the people of Bengal.

Broadly speaking, we can distinguish two elements in the people

of Bengal : one consisting of the primitive tribes like the Kols,

Sabaras, Pulindas, Dorn, Chandala and others designated as

the Mlechchhas ; and the other consisting of the higher classes of

people which come within the framework of the caste system (see

infra pp. 567 ff.). The former groups are representatives of the

earliest inhabitants of Bengal, and the majority, if not the whole,

of them were probably descended from the non-Aryan people of the

Rigvedic age, referred to as Nishsdas in Vedic literature. The ethnic

name Nishada, proposed by the late Rai Bahadur Ramaprasad

Chanda for this primitive non-Aryan people, is now generally

accepted, though some would call them “Austro-Asiatic”or ‘‘Austric'’

according to the family to which their language belonged. These

NishSdas, with a neolithic culture, formed the substratum of the

population of Bengal, as of most other parts of India, but were

submerged by new waves of people with a high culture and

civilisation, so tliat ultimately they touch^ed only the outer fringe

of society, while the latter formed its very basis and foundation.

The racial composition of this latter group is, therefore, a question

of primary importance in any study of the social conditions

of Bengal.

^ Svprn pp. 7-8 ; 35
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Although no reliable evidence is available in respect of ancient

times, Professor P. C. Mahalanobis has thrown interesting light on

this question by a detailed analysis of the anthropometric data

regarding thirty modern typical castes of Northern India, including

seven from Bengal, viz. Brshmapa, Ksyastha, Sadgopa, Kaivarta,

RsjbanM, Pod and Bsgdi. Some of his general conclusions may be

stated as follows

1. The Bengal Brahmans resemble the other Bengal castes far

more closely than they (the Brahmans) resemble castes outside

Bengal, including the Brahmans.

2. There is a close association between resemblance with the

Brahmans and social status of a caste in Bengal. In other words,

the proposition “the higher the social status the greater is the

resemblance with the Bengal Brahmans” is almost literally true.

3. The KSyasthas, Sadgopas and Kaivartas are typical

indigenous castes of Bengal'.

4. The Ksyasthas show great resemblance with all the Bengal

castes, particularly with the “middle castes” (Sadgopas, Kaivartas

and Pods) of Bengal. There is very little difference between the

Sadgopas and the KSyasthas on the whole.

5. The Kaivartas show as much intermixture within Bengal as

Ksyasthas and Sadgopas, but less affinity with upper castes and

greater resemblance with lower castes.

The Bengal Brahmans stand out prominently as the only

caste in Bengal which shows definite evidence of resemblance with

the Punjab and also a substantial amount of resemblance with

“upper castes” outside Bengal. They do not appear to have

intermixed appreciably with eastern tribes and are practically free

from racial contact with the aboriginal tribes of Chota Nagpur.

7. The Ksyasthas, the Sadgopas and the Kaivartas show the

same amount of moderate resemblance with Bihar, but do not show

any resemblance with the Punjab. Resemblance with the aboriginal

tribes of Chota Nagpur is not appreciable. Indications of such

intermixture increase as we go down the social scale, being very

large, for example, in the cases of the Bsgdis and the Pods.

It is unfortunate that Professor Mahalanobis, in making the

analysis of race-mixtuie in Bengal, could take into consideration

only a limited number of castes. In view of this and the insufficiency

of accurate anthropometric data available in this country, it would

not perhaps be safe to admit, without reserve, the truth of all the

general observations made by him. But if, subject to this

caution, we provisionally accept them as working hypotheses, we

' JASB. N. S. xxm. 301-33.
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may draw some important inferences and find corroboration for

Others.^

The information concerning the Brfihmaj^as is of great interest.

Their resemblance with upper castes outside Bengal is easily ex-

plained by the constant immigration of the latter into Bengal

(v. infra p. 579), and their growing dislike of inter*marriage and

inter-dining noted below (pp. 575-77). At the same time the fact that

these Brahmans resemble the other castes of Bengal far more closely

than they (the Brahmans) resemble the castes, including Brahmans,

of other parts of India, proves that they were also mainly indigenous

people of Bengal, were never isolated from the other castes, and

did not strictly observe the rules against inter-dining and inter-

marriage, which were evidently of slow growth and never fully

operative in ancient times.

But by far the most interesting result of the analysis of Professor

Mahalanobis is that it demonstrates the homogeneity of the upper

castes of Bengal, who formed a distinct entity among the peoples of

India. Their moderate resemblance with the Biharis is the inevitable

consequence of close association between Bengal and Bihar due to

political reasons and geographical contiguity. It may, therefore, be

presumed from the result of the analysis, that the upper classes of

Bengal formed a distinct racial unit, which underwent only very

slight changes in historic times by contact with the aboriginal tribes

surrounding them and the immigrants from Upper India. This is

true also of the Brahmans, subject to what has been said above.

For according to anthropometric rests the Brahmans of Bengal “are

more closely related to their non-Brahman neighbours than to the

Brahmans of Midland”®

We may thus postulate an ethnically distinct race in Bengal

which formed the background of a social and political entity in

historic times. As to the o gin of this race, opinions, as usual, widely

differ. Without entering into minute anthropological discussions,

it will suffice to state here the more important views on this subject.

Anthropologists generally agree that the Bengalis “originally came

of an ethnic stock that was different from the stock from which the

^ More anthropometric data regarding the Bishmanas and other castes in

Bengal have been collected since Prof. Mahalanobis wrote. They are, however,

very meagre, and generally support his conclusions.

« R. P. Chanda, Indo-Aryan Races, p. 162. As noted above, the same view

is maintained by Prof. Mahalanobis. It is also supported by Mr. H. C. Chakladar*s

analysis of the anthropometric data regarding the Brahmanas and the Muchis of

Bengal (Presidential Address, Anthropological Section. PSC. xxni. 359-90), ro«i-

tioned later,
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Vedic Aryans originated/* This view rests upon a comparative

study of the shape of the skulls. For while ^*long heads** pre-

ponderate in all ranks of society in the provinces that now represent

the ancient Vedic Aryandom, there is a preponderance of “medium

and round heads*’ in Bengal/ Sir Herbert Risley, to whom belongs

the credit for the first scientific investigation of the origin of the

Indian peoples, traced the round-headed element among the

Bengalis to Dravidian and Mongoloid admixture/ The late Rai

Bahadur R. P. Chanda, who was the first to oppose Risley’s theory

of the Mongolo-Dravidian origin of the Bengalis, derived them from

the Homo Alpims type, a very brachy-cephalic population of Aryan

or Indo-European speech living in the pre-historic period in the

Pamirs and the Taklamakan desert. Mr. Chanda was of opinion

that when immigrants of the-7/omo Alpims type entered India, they

found the middle portion of the Gangetic plain in possession of the

Vedic Aryas, and therefore found their way to the lower Gangetic

plain across the tableland of Central India.

Risley’s view that the Bengali was an alloy of the Mongolian

and Dravidian races held the ground for a long time, but does not

now find favour among the anthropologists who have pointed out

serious defects in his classification of Indian races, methods of

collecting data and deriving inferences from them/ But while

Mr. Chanda’s view about the non-Mongolic character of the Bengalis

is now generally accepted, his theory that the brachy-cephalic

(broad-headed) people of Bengal originated from the Homo Alpims

' There is also difference of language among these two groups. Chanda,

op. cit. 59 ; Chakladar, op. cit. 374.

* Risley, (i) The People of India ; (ii) The Tribes and Castes ofBengal
^ Chanda, op. cit. 74-75 Hoernle first started the theory of two distinct

Aryan immigrations, the Vedic Aryans inhabiting the Eastern Punjab, North Raj-

putsna and western part of U.P., while the second group formed a ring round them

in Gujarat, Central India, South Bihar, Bengal etc. (for a detailed exposition of

the theory of two distinct waves of Aryan immigration into India, on which

Chanda's theory is based, cf . ibid. 37 ff.) But according to Hoernle*s theory,

adopted by Grierson, Giuffrida-Ruggeri, Dixon, Hutton and others, the Indo-

Aryans of the Outer countries came earlier, and the inhabitants of the Midland
represent the latest wave of immigration. Mr. Chakladar not only endorses this

view but maintains further that the Outer group of Aryans, who came first, origin-

ated the early Vedic culture represented in the SamhitSs. Later, he says, the long-

headed branch of the Indo-Europeans drove the more cultured round-heads tow-
ards the south and east, and gradually absorbed the Vedic culture of the earlier

settlers. They wrote the Brshmana texts, and subsequent Vedic culture developed
and flourished in their hands (op. cit. 375).

* B. S. Ouha, Peporf on the Census of India, 1931, Vol. i. Part ni. pp.'^XXMX,

Ixiii : Porter, ibid. Vol. v, Part i, pp.432 ff*
; Chakladar, op. cit. 362.
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type is not accepted by all. Dr. B. S. Guha, one of the latest

writers on the subject, has criticised it and put forward a new theory

of his own. Referring to the views of Mr. Chanda, Dr. Guha
observes :

“The presence of broad-headed skulls in the early strata of Mohenjo*daro
and Harappa would seem however to militate against this supposition. Recent
discoveries have definitely shown the existence of brachy-cephalic types

in South Arabia, of which the “Omani” displayed Armenoid affinities which
according to Keith must have come from Persia and Baluchistan. There seems no
reason to think that the Indian Brachy-cephals with definite Armenoid affinities

resembling the “Omani** had a different origin. That it was not Mongoloid would
seem to be quite clear from both the character of the Indus Valley skulls and the

values of the C. R. L.*s (Coefficient of Racial Likeness) discussed before.’**

Mr. H. C. Chakladar personally measured a large number of

Rsdhlya Brahmanas of Calcutta and Muchis of Birbhum. From an

analysis of the anthropometric data thus collected by him he finds

that beside the Alpine element which is strong in both, and more
so in the Brahmin than in the Muchi, the Mediterranean element

is present in both, but more prominent in the Muchi than in the

Brahmin. From this he infers the existence of a predominant

Alpine type and of an appreciable Mediterranean or Brown Race

type among the Bengalis.^

The scope of the present work does not allow us to pursue the

subject any further. Nor is it necessary to do so. For the sole

foundation of these bold and far-reaching conclusions is the anthropo-

morphic test the scientific basis of which has not yet been generally

conceded.® We must, therefore, admit that we cannot yet satis-

* B. S. Guha, op. cit. pp. Ixx-Ixxi.

* Chakladar, op. cit. pp. 367-68. The Alpine and the Mediterranean arc

two racial components of what was formerly called Dravidian, the use of which

as an ethnic name is now generally discarded by anthropologists. The two earlier

racial elements of the so-called Dravidians are named Veddaic and MundR, and

the presence of both in Bengal is admitted by Chakladar (op. cit. 365).

* Eminent authorities have expressed the view that physical type depends

far more on environment than on race’, and that ‘neither cephalic nor nasal index

is of much use in determining race’. Further difficulty is caused by the fact “that

physical anthropologists cannot agree upon any principles of skull measurement**

(cf. Chanda, op. cit. 62-63). As an example of this difficulty, we may mention

that while Porter (op. cit. p 459) and Chanda (op. cit. 163) find wide divergence

between the Brshmanas of Bengal and Mithils, Chakladar (op. cit. 368) finds

considerable affinity between them, though all of them base their conclusions on

anthropometric data . It must further be pointed out that the amount of anthro-

pometric work that has been done in Bengal is disappointing both in extent and

scientific value. Besides, in Bengal at any rate, considerable allowance must be

made for differences caused by local factors the nature of which is yet unknown.

This clearly follows from the observations made by Mr. Chakladar. He points

71
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factorily solve the problem of the origin of the Bengalis. But there

has been a rude shock to our complacent belief, held without question

for a long time, that the Brahmans and other high castes of Bengal

were descended from the Aryan invaders who imposed their culture

and political rule upon primitive barbarian tribes.^

We know very little of the degree and the nature of the

civilisation possessed by the pre-Aryan population of Bengal, and

much less of the contribution of each of the racial elements to the

common stock of the civilisation developed on the soil of Bengal.

But in this respect wc may postulate for Bengal what has generally

been accepted for the rest of India. It is now generally held that

the foundations of civilisation of India— its village life based on

agriculture- were laid by the Nishfidas or Austric-speaking peoples,

and the same was also probably true of Bengal.

The available information regarding the culture of these peoples

is thus summed up by Dr. S. K. Chatterji :

“The Auslric tribes of India appear to have belonged to more than one group

of the AustrO'Asiatic section—to the Kol, to the Khasi, and to the Mon-Khmer

groups. They were in the neolithic stage of culture and perhaps in India they

learned the use of copper and iron. They brought with them a primitive aystem

of agriculture in which a digging stick (*/ag, /ong'. various forms of an old

word *Iak) was employed to till the hill-side. Terrace cultivation of rice on hills

and plains cultivation of the same grain were in all likelihood introduced by them.

They brought, as the names from their language would suggest, the cultivation of

the coconut {ndtrikela), the plantain (kadala), the betel vine {tambuld), the

betel-nut {guvUka), probably also turmeric {haridrTi) and ginger (yingavera), and

some vegetables like the brinjal {yatihgana) and the pumpkin \alnbu). They

appear not to have been cattle-breeders—they had no use for milk, but they were

probably the first people to tame the elephant, and to domesticate the fowl The
habit of counting by twenties in some parts of North India (cf. Hindi ko4i,

Bengali Awrfi, ‘score, twenty ’ from the Austric) appears to be the relic of an

Austro-Asiatic habit. The later Hindu practice of computing time by days of the

moon {tithis) seems also to be Austric in origin.”®

The Alpine race which succeecred the Nishsdas and forms the

main element in the composition of the present Bengalis, other than

the tribes mentioned above, possessed a higher degree of civilisation.

out that the Rsdhiya Brahmanas of the Birbhum district wure not quite like those

of East Bengal and Calcutta, and that the diflerence between the Brahmans and
Muchis of Birbhum itself would not be so striking as the difference discovered

between the Radhiya Brahmanas of Calcutta and the Miichis of Birbhum He
further mentions that the cephalic indices obtained from a measurement of the

bead of over ten thousand college students in Calcutta showed a great range

of variation inside the same caste unit in different districts {op, cit, 377). ^
^ S. K. Chatterji, Indo-Aryan and Hindi, pp. 30 ff.

^
*Jbid, p. 35 ; for further references cf ibid, pp. 251-52.
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Without being dogmatic in a matter for the investigation of which

sufficient reliable data are not available, we may regard the following

as a fairly reasonable statement of the nature and degree of
civilisation possessed by the Bengalis before they came into contact

with the Vedic Aryans.

“The ideas of karma and transmigration, the practice of yoga, the religious

and philosophical ideas centring round the conception of the divinity as Siva and
Devi and as Vishnu, the Hindu ritual oipuja as opposed to the Vcdic ritual of
honta,—Si\\ these and much more in Hindu religion and thought would appear to

be non-Aryan in origin ; a great deal of Pursnic and epic myth, legend and semi-

history is pre-Aryan ; much of our material culture and social and other usages, e,g,

the cultivation of some of our most important plants like rice and some vegetables

and fruits like the tamarind and the coconut, etc., the use of the betel-leaf in

Hindu life and Hindu ritual, most of our popular religion, most of our folk crafts,

our nautical crafts, our distinctive Hindu dress (the dhoti and the satfi), our

marriage ritual in some parts of India with the use of the vermilion and turmeric

—

and many other things—would appear to be legacy from our pi-e-Aryan ancestors.*^

II. ARYANISATION OF BENGAL

As noted above, it was not till a comparatively late period

represented by the Epics and the Manu’smritiy that the people of

Bengal first began to imbibe the social and religious ideas of the

Aryans. The gradual stages in the progress of the Aryanisation of

Bengal are unknown to us. It is certain, however, that one of the

earliest steps was an attempt to bring the indigenous people into

the framework of Aryan society.^ This is indicated by the fact that

indigenous tribes like the Vangas, the Suhmas, the l^abaras, the

Pulindas, the Kiratas, and the Put^dras are classed as Kshatriyas in

early literature. That some classes of the people of Bengal were

raised to the rank of BrShmanas wc have no reason to doubt, and

the story of Dirghatamas seems to indicate, what even otherwise

appears probable, that there was inter-marriage between the immi-

grant BrJshma^as and the native people. The majority of these

people were ultimately classed as Sudras.* It is interesting to note

* Chatterji, Indo-Aryan and Hindi, p. 31. An exhaustive bibliography of the

subject (**Non-Aryan Elements in the Civilisation and Languages of India*’) is

given in BEFEO, xxxiv. 433-566.

• For an interesting account of this process of the ‘gradual Brahmanizing

of the aboriginal non-Aryan tribes/ cf. Risley, The Tribes and Castes of Bengal,

I. xvjff.

» Mbh, I. 104, II. 51, XIV. 29 ; Vishnu P. iv. 8. 1 ; Matsya P. 48.24ff ;

ManUfX. 44.

^ For the ethnological significance of this cf. R. P. Chanda, lndo*Aryan

Race;, p. 43.
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that according to Manu-smriti (x. 44) the Pau^drakas and KirStas,

who were originally Kshatriyas, were degraded to the rank of Sndras

because they did not come into contact with the Brshma^as and

forsook the Brahmanical rites and customs. This was probably the

case with other tribes also. The Kaivartas, for example, are referred

to as mixed catle in Manu, but are described as abrahmattya in the

Vishffu Purs^a. These show that the caste-divisions in the early

Aryanised society of Bengal were yet in a state of flux, and further

that the adoption of Aryan manners and customs by the indigenous

tribes of Bengal was a long and tedious process. It must have

required many years, perhaps centuries, before the Aryan immigrants

from the Midland and the people of Bengal could be fused together

in a rigid framework of Aryan society.

We can hardly doubt that a gradually increasing number of high

class Aryans poured into Bengal in the early centuries of the Chris-

tian era,' either in the wake of military campaigns or for more

peaceful pursuits. These included, as already noted above, followers

of the different religious sects, Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina.

The establishment of the political power of the Guptas in Bengal

must have not only quickened the pace of these immigrations, but

also given an ascendancy to the orthodox followers of Brahmanical

religion. In any case, the inscriptions of the Gupta period, which

for the first time give us a definite glimpse of the religion and

society in Bengal, refer to orthodox BrShma^as performing smUrta

and irauta rites and Purajl^ic worship all over Bengal {supra

pp. 395-96). The growing importance of Bengal as an Aryan settle-

ment is indicated by the fact that even a nobleman from Ayodhyfi

makes pilgrimage to Bengal and endows a temple in the Himalayan

region in the northern outskirts of the province.®

The inscriptions of the fifth and sixth centuries a.d. have

preserved the personal names of a few officials and a large number

of leading men in different parts of Bengal. A perusal of these

names shows the complete domination of Aryan influence in all

classes of society, both urban and rural. It is interesting to note

the prevalence, even at this early period, of certain name-endings

which are used as surnames in Bengal even today ; viz., chafta,

varman, psla, mitra, daita, nandin, dssa, bhadra, deva, sena, ghosha

and kmpia. It is to be noted, however, that personal names in those

* In the Mahabhsrata (i. 216) Arjuna is said to have visited the holy places

in Ahga, Vanga and Kalinga, and made gifts to the Brahmanas of those places.

Vgtsyiyana, in his KlUimlUra, (v. 6. 38, 41), refers to Brahmapas of Cauda and
VaAga.

' Damodarpur CP. No. 5. (£/. xv. 141)
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days consisted generally of a single word, such as Durlabha, Garuda,
Kalasakha etc. It is diihcuU to say whether the name-endings in

some cases such as Bandhumitra, Dhritipala, Chirfitadatta, etc. were

surnames or parts of names.

An analysis of the place-names mentioned in the early inscrip-

tions of Bengal also shows the strong Aryanisation of the land.

Names like Pujjdravardhana, Kotlvarsha, PaRchanagarl, Cha^^da-

grsma, Karmanta-vBsaka, Svachchhanda-psjaka, Srlakuuda, Navys-
vakSSikS, PalSsavrindaka are purely Aryan. But as in later days,

old non-Aryan names persisted, as is evidenced by DongS (-grsma),

Nagiratta, Kutkuta, and Kana-motik5. An attempt at Aryanisation

of non-Aryan names is also manifest in Prishthima-pottaka, Goshata-

puiljaka, Trivritft, Khads(ta)para, Trighattika, Rolla-vRyika, and

Vakhata-sumfilika.^ Sanskrit technical terms are also used to denote

measurements of land.

So far, therefore, as available evidence goes, we may regard the

essential features of Aryan society to have been present in Bengal

as early as the fifth century a.d. The literary and epigraphic

evidences of the subsequent period enable us to postulate a continu-

ous progress of the Aryan features in Bengal society without let or

hindrance ; and we may presume that the social development took

place more or less on the same lines as in the rest of Northern India.

It is worthy of note that even during the long rule of the Buddhist

P&la dynasty the orthodox system of caste was upheld as an ideal

by the kings (rupra p. 426).

III. THE CASTES AND SUB-CASTES

The most characteristic feature of the society was the existence

of innumerable castes and sub-castes. It is a well-known fact that

the division of the people into four vart^as, viz. Brahmanas, Kshatriyas

VaByas and ^udras, was merely a theory, except perhaps in the

most ancient period with which we are not concerned. By the

time Bengal adopted the Aryan culture, numerous castes and sub-

castes had been evolved, mainly by the development of different arts,

crafts and professions, but partly also for other reasons, and tribal,

racial and religious factors were at work in gradually adding to their

number.* There can be hardly any doubt that the numerous castes

mentioned in' the Smritis did actually exist in society, and the

differences in the various Smritis in their enumerations reflect the

* For a philological discussion of the place-names cf. Chatterji-iUvv. 179-188

* Risley, op. at. i. xvff.
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actual conditions which varied in different localities and at different

periods. The authors of the Dharmastitras and Smritis regarded

the Vedas as eternal and infallible, and therefore strove hard to

bring the actual state of society of their days within the framework

of the four vari}as. Hence they started with the theory that the

numerous castes (and even tribes and races), actually existing in

the country, arose from the unions of males with females belonging

to varnas differing from their own.* This theory, originally applied

to the males and females of the four primitive vari^as, had to be

extended to those of the subsidiary or mixed castes, arising out of

their union ; for, otherwise it was not possible to account for the

numerous castes and sub castes which continually went on increasing.

Even then the Smritikaras could not follow this process logically ad

infinitum. According to the Viaht^u Dharma-iastra (16.7), which

belongs to the early centuries of the Christian era, ‘the further

mixed castes arising from the unions of mixed castes are numberless.’

This shows that the society had been divided into quite a large

number of castes and sub-castes even before the beginning of the

Christian era, and “the writers on DharmaStSstras practically gave

up in despair the task of deriving them, even though mediately,

from the primary varrtas,"^

It is needless to point out that while the different castes,

mentioned in the Smritis, undoubtedly represent the actual state of

things, not the least hisorical value can be attached to the puerile

fiction of their derivation from specified union of males and females

belonging to different vartfas.^ Yet it must be admitted that

throughout the mediaeval period, and down to modern times, much
importance has been attached to these theories for ascertaining the

position and importance of each caste, even though the different

Smriti texts often give conflicting accounts of the derivation and

status of one and the same caste. There can be hardly any doubt

that the people generally believed in this theory of mixed caste, and

it exercised a great influence in determining the status of the different

castes and sub-castes in the society.

* This is the Sankara theory. The other explanation is afforded by the

Vratya theory which explains (he origin of a number of castes from the sons of
the twice-bom who became vratyas (fallen from their caste) for not fulfilling the

sacred duties (Cf. Mann x. 20 ff). For an account of the ‘Vratya and Safikara

theories of caste* cf. JASB. 1902, p. 149. A detailed exposition of the system is

given by Kane in his History ofDhammSstra, Vol. n. Ch. ii.

* Kane, op. cit. 58.

* Inter-caste marriages may, of course, give rise to additional castes, in a

general way (Risley, op. cit. p. xxxvu).
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As already noted above, the names and number of the castes and
sub-castes varied according to time and localities. The lists of such

castes in the different Smritis were largely influenced by the local

conditions at the time in which they were composed. In order,

therefore, to understand the condition in Bengal in this respect we
must have access to a text which belongs to Bengal or represents

conditions of that region. Although it is difficult to be quite sure

or dogmatic in this matter, the Briha&dharma PurS^a and the

Brahma-vaivarta Purflija may be regarded as such texts, composed
not later than the 13th or 14th^ century a.d.

The Bfihad^dharma PurSna- is not \’ery widely known,® and

is evidently of late origin. It is perhaps later than the 12th

century a.d., but there arc indications that it reflects the peculiar

conditions in Bengal. It authorises, for example, the Brahmaijas to

eat fish and meat,* and divides the non-Brfthmana population into

thirty-six castes (the conventional number of castes in Bengal even

today), all described as Sudras.® These are characteristic features

of society in Bengal as distinguished from the rest of North India.

The special emphasis on the sacredness of the river Gangs® and the

reference to the rivers Padms and Yamuns (in Bengal)’ also support

the close association of the text with this province.

The text describes® how king Vena, bent upon violating the

rules of varr^airama (caste and order), deliberately created a number

of mixed castes by forcing the unions of males and females belonging

to different castes which included not only the original four castes,

but also the mixed castes resulting from their union. It differs from

the general body of the Smritis in deriving the mixed castes, not

from the marriage of males and females of different castes, but from

their promiscuous union at the bidding of, or under the compulsion

exercised by the king. Whether this contains any veiled allusion to

any actual historical fact, and refers to forced abolition of strict

caste rules about marriage by an unorthodox or heretical king with

zeal for reforms, we cannot say. It must be noted, however, thgt

although Vejja is represented as an opponent to orthodox Brahmanical

1 For a discussion on these points cf. Bharatavarsha, 13.^6-37 b.s.. Part ii,

pp. 673 flf.; 1337-38 b.s , Part i, pp. 94 ff.

* Edited in Bibliotheca Indica Series. Its Uttara-khanda will be referred to

as Part n, and the other portion as Part. i.

• For example Kane, who has dealt exhaustively with this kind of literature,

does not refer to it.

* I, V. 45-46. * Set infra, • i. xlii-lvi. » i. Lii. 38-41.

• II. xm-xiv. All the subsequent references to the mixed castes are to be

found in these two chapters.
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cults in epics, Smritis and Purs^as, no other text ascribes to him

the origin of mixed castes as we find in the Brihad-dharma Pursna.*

The castes that arose out of these promiscuous unions are classified

as uttama, madhyama and adhama saftkaras, all having the status

of l^Qdra.

The names of these castes and their vocations as settled by the

BrBhmanas during the reign of Vela’s successor may be enumerated

as follows :

1.

Uttama (High) Saftkaras

1. The Karaijas, who were good scribes .and efficient in office-

work, were to continue the same vocations and became sat-Sndras.

2. The Ambashthas were asked to study Ayurveda and

practise as physician ; and hence they were called Vaidyas. They

were to follow the vocation of Vaidyas in respect of manufacturing

medicines and that of ^udras in respect of religious ceremonies.

3. The Ugras were to follow the vocations of Kshatriyas and

practise military arts.

4. The Magadha, being unwilling to practise arms as it

involves hi/hsu (slaughter), which is unrighteous, was made the

court-bard and carrier of messages.

5. Tantravflya—weaver.

6. Gsndhika-vapik^- dealer in spices, scents and incense.

7. Napita -barber.

8. Gopa— writer.

9. Karmakara—blacksmith.

10. Taulika®- dealer in guvSka (betelnut).

1 1 . Kumbhaksra-- potter.

* The reference to Vena as having caused a confUsion of thecasteiin

Manu IX. 67, is explained in a different way by the commentators.
* In Ch. xHi the name ‘Gandhika-vanik’ occurs in the list of Uttama

Sankaras ; but in Ch. xiv, in which the vocations of some of the mixed castes

are given, we find simply ‘Vanik,’ and its profession is mentioned as 'gandha-

vfkr<iya’ (sale of spices, scents and incense). Hence no question can be raised

against their identity. As the name ‘Candhika-vapik’ is more expressive and helps

us to distinguish the members of this caste from the Svarpa-vapiks we have
preferred this name to the simple title ‘Vapik.’

’ The reading ‘Taulika’ occurs in ii xm, 39 ; but in n. xiv. 64 the
reading ’Tailika' is found. Even in the latter case ms. C reads ‘Taulika,* as

the footnote shows. In the Vahgavssi edition the reading ‘Tailika* occurs i»4)oth
the diapters.

The words ‘Tailika and ‘Tallaksraka* (No. 26 in the list) being synonymous,
we have preferred the reading ‘Taulika,’
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12. KatiisakSra— worker in copper and brass. Brazier.

13. ^Sibkhika (SathkbakRra)—conch-shell worker.

14. Dasa— cultivator.

15. VSrajlvl— betel-vine growers.

16. Modaka—sweetmeat-maker.
17. Malskara— florist.

The vocations of the following are not definitely stated but

may, in most cases, be gathered from their names.

18. Siita* (bard or carpenter ?)

19. Rsjaputra (Rajputs ?).

20. Tambuh*— Betel-leaf sellers.

2. Madhyama (Intermediate) Satikaras

21. Takshan (carpenter).

22. Rajaka (washerman).

23. Svarjjiaksra (goldsmith).

24. Svarna-vanik* (trader in bullion).

25. Abhtra (cowherd or milkman ?).

26. TailakSraka (oilman).

27. Dhlvara (fisherman).

28. ^auijdika (vintner).

29. Nata (dancer, acrobat or juggler).

30. iSfivflka, Baraka or Savara* (Sarnk ?).

31. ^ekhara.

32. Jalika (fisherman).

> The vocation of Suta is not clearly specified but is stated simply t n the

liM 'dase tu krishi-karmani sute tad-upayogitam.' Hence SDta here means most

probably a carpenter (who helps the cultivator by manufacturing the implements

of cultivation) rather than a charioteer or a bard. So SHta seems to be the same

as StitradhEra (carpenter) mentioned in the Brahma-vaivarta PurSna (i. x. 33).

The mention of Dhivara and Jalika (both fishermen) as two distinct castes

us to suppose that the Suta and TaKshan (No. 21 in the list) also were

distinct castes amog the carpenters.

* The line stating the profession of Tambnli is missing in the Bibl. Ind.

edition of the Brihad-dharma PurSna but occurs in the Vangavasi edition.

s ‘Ksnaka-vapik,’ mentioned in n. xiv. 68 where the vocations of sonae of

the castes already mentioned inch, xiii have been given, must be regarded to be

the same as ‘Svama-vanik,* the word ‘kamdia' being an adjective formed from

«Aaiio*a’(gold)and‘there‘beingno mention of 'Svarpa-vapik’ in Ch. xiv. The

Vangavssi edition wrongly reads 'kalika' for 'kSnaka.'

* The Vangav si edition reads Ssvaka.’

72
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3. Adhama {Low) Safikaras or Antyajas, outside the pale of

caste (var^S^rama’-vahishkrita)

33. Malegrahi* (7) (a branch of Mai caste ?)

34. Ku^ava (Korwa-boatman 7)

35. Ch8o(}ala (ChSth^sl)

36. Varuda (Baori 7)

37. Taksha (carpenter ?)

38. Charmaksra (leather-worker)

39. GhaptajivT or Ghattajlvi* (modern Patni caste)

40. DolBvSbl (palanquin-bearer)

41. Malla* (modern Malo 7)

The above division into three classes is said to be based on a

definite principle viz. (I) those whose father and mother both

belong to the four primitive castes are regarded as class i
; (2) those

whose mothers alone belong to one of these primitive castes but

fathers belong to class i form class it
; (3) those whose father and

mother both belong to any mixed caste are relegated to class iii.*

The total number of these mixed castes is said to be thirty-six,

though actually forty-one are enumerated. Five of the above must

therefore be regarded as later additions. It is interesting to note

that even today the conventional number of castes in Bengal

is thirty-six.

The ^rolriya Br&hmai^as are permitted to function as priests

only of the twenty mixed castes belonging to class i {uttama).

The priests of the other castes are said to be degraded (patita)

Brshmanas, who attain the status of the castes they serve. Reference

is also made to BiRhmaqas called Devala, brought from Sskadvtpa

by Suparpa (Garuda) and hence called l^skadvipt BrRhmanas.

* The Vahgavasi edition has ‘Gtibi' for ‘Malegrahi.’

‘ The reading ‘Ghantajivi’ (for ‘Ghattajiva’), which occurs in the Bibl.

Ind. edition, is supported by only one ms., viz. ms. A. The Vangavasi edition reads

Ghattajivi.*

^he 'Mala' caste, mentioned in ii. xni. 51, seems to be the same as

Malta’ (which is one of the antyaja castes), because ‘Mala’ has been mentioited

there as an instance of antyajas along with Chapd^l^ [sach&t^4ila-malidayak).

The Vangavasi edition reads ‘Malta’ for ‘Malla. Malta may refer to Male
(Mai, Maler, Mai Paharia), a tribe of the Rajmahal Hills. Russell regards it as

an isolated branch of the &va.ras. (7%e Trtttes and Castes of the Central

Provinces ofIndia, w. 153).

* But practically these principles have not been strictly followed iirmaking
the classification. For example, the ChapdRki, bom of a SQdra father and
Brahmap a mother, has been classed with the antyajas, and among the antyajas

there an some, bom of Madhyama Sankara males and Vai&ya or §udra females.
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The issues of a Devala father and Vai^yS mother were Oa^aka
(astrologer, also called Graha-vipra) and Vadak.^ From the body

of Ve^a sprang a son called Mlechchha whose sons were Pulinda,

Pukka^a, Kha^a, Yavana, Suhma, Kamboja, ^avara, Khara

and others.

Most of the castes enumerated above as belonging to Class i

and II are well-known in Bengal,^ and we may reasonably presume

that many, if not all, of these must have developed as distinct

castes before the close of the Hindu period. The gradual dis*

appearance of a distinct Kshatriya caste^ the progressive assimilation

of the Vai^ya with the ^Qdra, and the division of the last into ^saV

and *asat^ (higher and lower) may also be regarded as applicable

to Bengal during the Hindu period.®

As regards the status of the different castes, the Karanas and

the Ambashthas are given the positions of pre-eminence. The

Ambashthas are equated with the Vaidyas, and the Karanas, as

will be shown later, were identical with or fore-runners of the

Ksyasthas. The predominance of Kayasthas and Vaidyas, among

the castes other than the Brahmai^as, forms a distinctive and charac-

teristic feature of the social life in Bengal even today. Such castes as

^aiiikhakara, Dflsa (cultivator), Tantuvaya, Modaka, Karmakara, and

Suvarna-vaoik are well-known in Bengal, but are not generally met

with in other parts of India. These considerations support the view

that the Bfihadrdharma Parana reflects the condition of Bengal.

The list of Sankara or mixed castes given in the Brahma^vaivarta

Pura^a^ closely resembles that of the BTihad-dharma Pur^ua,

though there are certain diflcrences in detail. It first mentions

Gopa, Napita, Bhilla, Modaka, Ku vara, Tambuli, Svari^akara and

the different classes of Vaniks as sat-ifidras^ It next mentions

Karana and Ambashtha, and enumerates nine castes as born of a

iSudra woman by ViSvakarman born as a Brahmin architect. Of

these nine, six, viz, MRlfikara, Karmaksra, ^amkhakara, Kubindaka

{i.e. TantuvSya), Kumbhakfira and Kamsakara are regarded as good

artisans, but the other three, viz. Sntradhara, Chitrakara and

» No mention of Vadaka is found in the VahgayasI edition.

* For an account of the castes in Bengal cf. Risley, op. cit , ; J. N. Bhatta-

ebarya, Hindu Castes and Sects (1896).
. . -

* The same phenomena are observed in the evolution of the caste-system

all over India. Cf. O. S. Ghurye, Caste and Race In India (1932), 91 ff.

* Edited by Jivananda Vidyssagara, Part i, Brahma-kharida Ch. x. vv. 16*21,

90-137.

That the list of Sat 'Udras in the B/'uA/wfl-vmVflr/a Purflfia is not exhaus-

tive seems to follow from I. x. 18«
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SvarnakXra were degraded by the curse of the Brahmaaas, the first

two for neglect of duty, and the third for theft of gold.^ A class

of Vadiks, associated with Svar^aksra (/.e. probably Suvarna-

vanik), was similarly degraded. It then gives a long list of degraded

(patita) mixed castes, which includes AUSlik8-kara (mason),

Ko(aka (builder of houses), Tlvara, Tailakfira, Le^, Malla, Charma*

ksra, l$uadi> Paundraka (Pod?), Msthsachcbheda (butcher). Raja*

putra, Kaivarta (Dhivara in Kaliyuga), Rajaka, Kauyali, GangB*

putra, YuAgi (Jugi) and Agarl (Ugra-kshatriya?).*

The Brahma-vaivarta PurBna mentions a majority of the castes of

classes i and ii mentioned in the Bfihad-dhama Puraqia (exceptions

are Nos. 4, 6, 10, 14, 15, 18, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32) including five out

of the six castes, characteristic of Bengal, referred to above. All the

castes in the common list which the Brahma-vaivarta Purana regards

as high or clean mixed castes are included in class i of the latter.

Corresponding to the castes of class in and Mlechchha castes of the

Brihad-dharma, the Brahma-vaivarta mentions Vyadha, Bha^a, Kola,

Koscha, Haddi (HSdi), Dom, Jol5, Bagattta (Bagdi?), Vyalagrahl

(Vedia?) and Cha^dalas, all of which are met with in Bengal.

A somewhat detailed account is given of the origin of the Vaidya

caste. A&vinlkumara, the son of Sun-god, forcibly ravished the

wife of a Brahmana while she was on a pilgrimage, and a son was

immediately born. She returned with the child to her husband and

reported everything to him. The angry Brahmana drove her out

with her son. By her yoga powers she transformed herself into the

Godavari river, while the son was brought up by A^vinlkumara who
taught him the medical science and other arts. This son became

the progenitor of the Vaidyas.*

In conclusion, reference is made to the Brahmaijias who were

degraded as Ga^akas for their negligence to the Vedic Dharma as

evidenced by their constant study of astrology and astronomy and
acceptance of fees for their calculations. These Ganakas (most

probably a section among them) came to be known as Agradani for

having accepted, first of all, gifts from ^Cidras, as well as funeral

* The origin of the ‘Nava-ssyakas,’ a caste-group peculiar to Bengal, may
perhaps be traced to these nine castes with a common traditional origin.

* Some of the mixed castes mentioned in the Brahma-vaivarta Purspa ate

not included here. But even the long list in the Purana is not exhaustive, for
after the enumeration of the names of mixed castes the Purina states ; “The
mixed castes are innumerable; who can mention their names or number 7”

(I. X. 122).

* It is to be noted that, unlike the Brihad-dharma PurSpa, the Sfahma-
vahwM Purapa distinguishes Vaidya from Ambashtha, who is separately men-
tioned as born of a Vaisya mother by a twice born (i.e. Brahmin father).
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gifts. Mention is also made of Bhatta, born of Suta father and

VaiSya mother, who recited the praises of others, and is probably

represented by the Bhatas of the present day.

The number, designation and the relative status of the different

castes in any society must have varied at times. Reference has

already been made above (v. supra p. 240) to the story recorded in

the Vallala^charita how Vall/ilasena raised the status of some castes

and degarded others. Whatever we might think of this story, it

undoubtedly proves that such things were regarded as possible. On
the other hand, reference to the Pala kings as having maintained the

system of caste (v. jwprn p. 116) indirectly implies the right and
duty of the royal authority to maintain the status quo in the sphere

of social life. Besides, the innate conscivatism of the people renders

major social changes a matter of extreme difficulty.

In view of the probability of the change in status and designa-

tion of the various castes in course of time, the very close agreement

in this respect between the present society in Bengal and that

described in the two PurSijas, mentioned above, must be regarded

as very remarkable.

The various castes in Bengal in the nineteenth century a.d. may
be broadly classified in four well-defined strata which may be

enumerated as follows

I. Brahmaijas, Vaidyas and Kayasthas.

II. Sat-lSudras or Clean Sndras whose touch does not pollute

drinking water of the upper classes, and in whose

religious functions the Brahmajjias can act as priest without

degrading themselves. These arc : Gandha-vanik, Tantu-

vaya, Modaka (Mayarfl), KumbhakSra, Kamsakflra, Teli,

Gopa, Barui, Mnlsksra, Nspita, Karmaksra, J§ankha-va^ik,

ChSsT-Kaivarta, Sadgopa, TSmbnli. The Svarnaksra, Sutra-

dhara. Goals (including Abhira), Koch and Agari (Ugra-

Kshatriyas) are also regarded as clean, though not

universally.

III. {a) Sndras, who are not regarded as clean ;

(6) the Brahmanas serving as priests of certain unclean

castes ;
and

(c) other degraded Brahraati^as.

1 Views on the relative superiority of the existing castes vary widely, and

it is not our intention to express any opinion on the present social condition. Our

object is merely to give a very broad review of the present for the sake of com-

parison with the past. Lest any one’s susceptibilities arc wounded, it may be

added that the description of the present condition is based on Dr. J. N. Bhatta-

charya’s Hindu Castes and Sects, and wc do not hold ourselves responsible for

any opinion expressed by him.
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The following are illustrative examples

(0 Suvar^a-vauik, ^aup<lika, Kalu (oilman), Mslo, JsliB

Kaivarta, Tiyara, Jugl.

(/{) The priests of Suvar];ia-va9iks, GoSlss, Kalus, Rajakas,

BSgdis and Kaivartas.

(f/i) AgradSnts, Ga^akas.

IV. Low castes and aboriginal tribes included in the Hindu

society, such as Chamar, Dorn, Baiti, Bsgdi, Bsori, Pod,

Ha(Ji, Vedia,

A comparison of the above with the accounts of castes given in

the Brihad-dharma and Brahma-vaivarta PurB^as would show a

striking agreement not only in the general scheme but also in the

details. The agreement in respect of the absence of pure Ksbatriyas

and Vaityas, and the composition of group i has already been noted

above. Almost all the castes in group ii are mentioned in the

PurSpas as urtoma-Sankaras. Some of the differences are more

apparent than real. For example, the Telis derive their name from

Tula and we have Taulika in the Pura^a list. The Bsrui and the

Tfimbhlis may both be included in the latter. The castes included

in group iii are all found in the list of marZ/tynma-Sahkaras of the

Brihad-dharma and patiia Sankaras and Brahmanas of the Brahma-

vaivarta Pur&na.

The castes in group iv except Baiti are also found in the list

of adtoma-Sankaras, or degraded mixed castes referred to in the

two PurSflas.

A detailed comparison leads to the conclusion that the system

of caste as we find in Bengal today does not, in essential features,

differ from that depicted in the Brihad-dhaima and the Brahma-

vaivarta Purflijas. Unfortunately the date of none of these works

can be fixed with certainty. They are not, however, possibly much
later than the 13th century a.d., and as such may be regarded as

preserving a picture of the state of society as it existed in Bengal

towards the close of the Hindu Period. We may, therefore,

legitimately conclude that the framework of caste*system in its

final evolution in Bengal during the Hindu period already reached

the stage in which we find it today.

Although arts, crafts and professions were generally hereditary

and the different castes normally followed the vocations assigned to

them, it is now generally recognised that there was never any

absolute rigidity or exclusiveness in actual practice. That the same

laxity prevailed in ancient Bengal is positively proved by epigraphic

and literary references. Even the Brfihmanas, for example, became
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soldiers, rulers, administrators and counsellors, and followed other

vocations.^ Literary and epigraphic evidences prove that a Kaivarta
served as high royal official (v. supra p. 152). The Karapas practised

medicine and military arts, the Vaidyas became ministers,* and the

D&sas served as officials and court-poets.*

The mutual relations between the different castes in ancient

Bengal cannot be precisely defined, but they bad not developed into

the strictly rigid system such as prevailed in the nineteenth

century a.d. Although marriage among members of the same caste

was the ordinary rule, inter-marriage between a male of a higher

and the female of a lower caste was regarded as valid down to the

last days of the Hindu period.* That it was followed in actual

practice in Bengal, as elsewhere in India, is proved by isolated

references such as occur in the Tippera copper-plate of Lokanstha

(v. supra p. 88). It mentions that the ancestors of LokanStha,

both on the father’s and mother’s side, were Brtthma^as. His

mother’s father Ke^ava is, however, called a Psrasava, which shows

that Ke&ava’s Brahmana father married a ^ndra lady. The facts,

that Ke§ava was placed in charge of the army, that he was in touch

with the king, and that he was held in high esteem by the good,

prove that the marriage of a Brahmana male and l^adra female was

not always even condemned, and the issue of the marriage did not

occupy a low status. Lokanntha himself is referred to as a Karana

though it is not quite certain whether he was degraded to this caste

on account of his mother, or whether Karana is used here as an

official designation and not a caste-name. That such marriage

between a Brshma^^a and a l^ndra continued down to the end of the

Hindu period is proved by the writings of Bhavadeva and Jlmuta-

vahana {supra pp. 320 ff.), the two leading expositors of the sacred

law and usage in Bengal.

Jimtrtavshana says in his DayabhSga^ that marriage is allowed

between a male of a higher vart^a with a woman of the lower

vartta, including the iSndra, and quotes Manu (in. 12-13) as his

authority. He adds, however, that both Manu and Vishnu have

strongly censured the union of a twice-born with a ^ndra woman

(and quotes Manu ni. 15-17), and therefore Sankha (Smriti) omits

the iSudra in describing a wife eligible for a twice-born man. This

contradiction has been a puzzling one both in ancient and modern

» See infra, p. 584.

* These have been discussed later in connection with Karanas and Vaidyas.

> Cf. Bhsters cp. No. n. of Uanadeva (supra p. 256).

* Kane, op. cit, 52 ff. 447 ff.

* Ch. IX. 1-11. COlebrookc’s tfanslation (1858), pp. 159-61.
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times, but the solution offered by the great Bengal jurist is

certainly not complimentary, either to his scholarship and intelligence,

or to the moral ideas of his countrymen. “Hence these evils,"

says he, “do not ensue on the procreation of offspring upon a i^Qdra

woman not married to (the Brahmai^a) himself
; but a venial offence

is committed, and a slight penance is requisite.” In other words,

though marriage with a l^ndra woman involves degradation and loss

of caste, illicit union with her is reckoned as a trivial offence. The
commentator ^nkris^a still further improves upon this legalised

moral depravity by explaining the words “not married to himself”

as “married to another man." In other words, adultery with a

married ^Tldra woman is much less heinous than marriage with her.

All these definitely prove the existence of inter-caste marriages,

though they show a growing desire to put a stop to the marriage

of a BrShmana with a ^adra girl. But there is no doubt that such

marriage was regarded as valid, and did actually take place. This

follows not only from the reference to the “accomplished &ndra wife

of a Brshmaqa" in Bhavadeva’s Bhatta’s Prayaichitta-prakarana,^

and the rules of inheritance laid down by Jimntavflhana regarding

the ^udra wife of a BrShmana and her son, but also from the

injunctions by the latter* regarding the competence of a wife to

assist in the performance of sacrifices and other sacred rites. JimQta*

vBhana, after citing Manu (ix. 86-87) to the effect that only a wife

of the same varna is so competent, observes that ‘on failure of a

wife of the same caste, one of the castes immediately following may
be employed in such duties.’ So, on the failure of a BrShma^t, the

Kshatriya wife of a BrShmana may perform these duties, “but not

a Vai&ya nor a §udrs though married to him." This involved the

fiction that a woman may be espoused but may not rank as wife,

as this rank only belongs to one who is competent to assist in the

performance of religious rites. This fiction is hardly supported by

the authority quoted by Jimatavfihana, but he applies it in expound-

ing the law of inheritance laid down by NSrada (xm. 25-26,51-52).

Although no distinction is made by Nsrada among the wives of

different castes, JimfitavShana takes these passages to refer only to

‘women actually espoused but not having the rank of wives.’

The above passages confirm the view noted above, that down
to the close of the Hindu period inter-caste marriage was in vogue

in Bengal, but the marriage of the upper castes with ^ndra girls

* PRP. 90. It is to be observed also that marriage with a lower caste

(including ^ndra) is not included in the list of forbidden marriages, entailing a
penance, given by Bhavadeva on p. 117.

* DB, Ch. XI. 47-48
; Colebrooke’s tr. 197-99.
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was gradually coming into disfavour. They further indicate a

growing distinction in the status of wives of different castes. In

particular, the l^udra wife of a Brahmana, Kshatriya and Vai^ya

was being subjected to special disabilities, insults and indignities, not

contemplated in the Dharma-sSstras, though the valid it v of her

marriage and her right to maintenance after the husband’s death

were not yet questioned.

Restrictions about inter-dining, like those about inter-marriage,

were also evolved through stages of slow growth. The older Smritis

do not impose any restriction about drinking water and taking food

except upon the Brfchma^as, and these restrictions, applied only

against the l^ndras and the very low castes, were not very rigid in

character.^ A fair idea of the position in this respect towards the

close of the Hindu period, may be obtained from the writings of

Bhavadeva Bhatta.

As regards drinking water, Bhavadeva prescribes^ penances for

all the four castes only for drinking water touched by, or kept

in the vessel of a Cha^drda or antyaja. Lighter penance is prescribed

for drinking water of a Sudra. The antyaja is defined as a group of

seven low castes viz. Rajaka, Charmakara, Nata, Varuda, Kaivarta,

Meda and Bhilla.^

As regards food,^ Bhavadeva quotes older authorities prescrib-

ing penances for a Brshmaij^a eating food touched by a Chandala or

cooked {ama) by antyajas, Cha^dslas, Pukkasas, KapRlikas and a

number of specified low castes such as Nata, Nartaka, Takshana,

CharmakSra, Suvar^akitra, ^aundika, Rajaka, Kaivarta, and

BrShmanas following forbidden vocations. He also quotes a passage

from Apastamba prescribing a krichchhra penance for a Brahmana

who takes food cooked by a Sudra. In commenting on this he says :

-It is to be inferred that the penance would be reduced by a quarter and half

for a Brahmana eating the food respectively of a Vaisya and a Kshatriya, and a

Kshatriya eating the food respectively of a Sudra and a Vaisya,, and half the

penance is prescribed for a Vaisya eating the food of a Stldra.”

As no authority is cited for this, it is to be inferred that there

existed none, and Bhavadeva merely legalised a practice that was

slowly growing in Bengal. Bhavadeva further quotes Apastamba

and Hanta to show that certain kinds of food of a Sudra, including

those cooked with oil or parched (grain), and pnyasa, may be eaten

with immunity. Further, he quotes Parflsara to the effect that if

in times of distress (apat-kdla) a Brahmana takes food in a ^adra’s

house, he becomes pure by feeling sorry for it (manastnpena).

» Cf. Kane, op. ciU pp. 789 ff.

3 Ibid. 118.

73

2 PRP, 51 ff.

^ Ibid. 58 ff.
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It would be quite clear from the above analysis of the views of

the foremost Smsrta leader in Bengal in the twelfth century A.D.,

that restrictions about food and drink between the different castes

were far from being as rigid as we see it now. The restrictions about

drink affected the Brshmanas alone, and only in respect of l^tidras

and a few low castes definitely specified. The restrictions of food

were also at first confined to the BrShma^as and only in respect of

food cooked by the l^udras and certain low castes. Later, these

were gradually extended to other castes. But even then the

Brahmanas, far less members of any other caste, were not degraded

and did not lose caste by taking food from another caste, and only

penances were prescribed for even the worst transgression, such as

taking food of a Chai^^dsla.

A review of the available data, cited above, leaves no doubt that

both as regards inter-dining and inter-marriage, the restrictions

originally concerned only the relations between a Brahmana and low

castes. It is probable that these gradually came to be regarded as

marks of aristocracy or orthodoxy, and were extended not only

among other castes, but also among the various branches of the

same caste. In the final stage marriage was absolutely confined

within the narrow fold of one of the numerous sub-castes, branches,

or clans into which a caste was sub-divided, and inter-dining was

similarly restricted and forbidden with a caste or sub-caste regarded

as occupying an inferior status. But it is certain that this stage

was far from being reached by the end of the twelfth century a.d.^

An important factor in the evolution of this final stage is the

growing fiction that almost all non-Br.nhmapas were !>lldras. The

origin of this fiction is perhaps to be traced to the extended signi-

ficance given to the term Srtdra in the Puraijas, where it denotes

not only the members of the fourth caste, but also those members

of the three higher castes who accepted any of the heretical religions

or were influenced by Tantric rites. The predominance of Buddhism

and TSntric ^aktism in Bengal, as compared with other parts of

India, since the eighth century a.u. perhaps explains why all the

notable castes in Bengal were regarded in the Bfihad-dharma PurB^a

and other later texts as Madras, and the story of Ve^a and

Prithu might be mere echo of a large-scale reconversion of the

Buddhists and TBntric elements of the population into the orthodox

Br&hmanical fold.

It would, perhaps, be wrong to conclude that there were no
Kshatriyas or Vaisyas in Bengal. The fact, however, remains that

we have no reliable reference to any Kshatriya or Vai&ya family.

* Cf. Ghurye, op. cit. 91-93.
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The Senas, who called themselves Kshatriyas, were immigrants from
Kar^ata, and the Palas are not designated as Kshatriyas till three

hundred years had elapsed after their accession to power. But
negative evidence of this kind cannot be regarded as conclusive,

particularly as constant reference to Kshatriyas and VaiSyas is

found in the writings of Jimutavahana, Bhavadeva Bhatta and other

writers on sacred laws and usages in Bengal.

iv. THE BPAHMANAS

While the Kshatriyas and the Vaisyas were all but unknown in

Bengal, the BrShmaijas played a dominant part in its history. It

has already been mentioned above {supra pp. 395-96) that BrJihmaigLas,

belonging to various gotras^ pravaras and branches of Vcdic school

and performing Srauta rites, had settled in large number all over

Bengal by the sixth and seventh centuries a.d. I'heir number was

constantly increased by fresh immigrations from Upper India for

which there is abundant epigraphic evidence. A large number of

inscriptions from the eighth to the twelfth century a.d. refer to the

settlement in Bengal of Brahma^as hailing from Lata (Gujarat),

Madhyadesa, and such individual localities as KioHanchi or Krodanja

(Kolancha), Tarkfiri (in Srflvasti), Muktflvastu, Haslipada, Matsyfl-

vfisa, Kui(]inra and Chandavara.^

' Pala Ins. Nos. 2, 23, 31, 39, 49 ; £/. xm. 292 ; IB. 24, 67. 157. Kolancha

and Krodanchi or Krodanja may be identical. U is frequently mentioned in

i nscriptions and genealogical works (cf. supra p. 262: IC. ii. 358). Chandavara

may be identified with Chandwar near Etawa in U.P., well-known in Muham*
madan history {IB. 151). Muktavastu is referred to in three grants of the Para-

mara king Arjunavarman, and the Mandhata Plates of his successor Devapala

dated 1225 a.d. (£/ ix. 107 ; D. C. Ganguly, History of the Paramara Dynasty,

201) as the home of the Brahmana donees, but cannot be identified. Hastipada

may be identified with the village of the same name, mentioned in the Kudopali

Grant of the SomavaiiisI ruler of Ko.sala as the place from which one of the donees

had immigrated (£/. iv. 254 ff.).

There is great controversy about the location of ‘Tarksri, within the limits

of Sravasti,’ the Brahmai^as from which place, according to Silimpur Ins. (£/.

xm. 283), settled in the village of Balagrama in Varendri. Tarkari was a famous

settlement of the Bi^hmanas and Karanas, and is referred to as Tarkari, Tarkarika

Tarkara, Takkara, Takari, Takkarika, etc. in a large number of inscriptions (El.

I. 336, III. 348, 353, ix. 107 ; lA. xvii. 1 18, xvi. 204, 208). Dr. R. G. Basak, while

editing the Silimpur inscription, concluded from the txpTt&s\on Sakafi-vyavadh^

anavan that Balagrama was separated from Tarkari by the (river) Sakati. This places

Sravasti in North Bengal. In support of his suggestion Dr. Basak points out that

some of the Purapas locate Sravastipura in Gauda. Mr. J. C. Ghosh (lA. 1931,

pp. 14 ff. and IC. n 358*59) and Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit (El. xxin. 103)

agree with Dr. Basak*s view. They point out in support of it that two inscrip*
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In course of time the BrShmatias in Bengal were divided into

various sub-castes or branches such as RSdhiya, Vfirendra, Vaidika,^

and ^skadvipii. Towards the close of the Hindu period the

Brahma][^as were also classified according to their gnrhi, a title

derived from the name of the village endowed to the family by the

king or a private donor. These gVxikis are referred to in books and

inscriptions of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and the

titles derived from them are still in use.® Detailed account of the

origin of these classes forms the subject-matter of an extensive

literature known as Kulajis, The nature and historical value of

these comparatively modern works will be discussed in App. i. to

this chapter, and it will suffice here to give a very brief outline of

the story recorded by them.

(a) Raclhlya and Varendra Brahmat^as

AdiSQra, king of Gauda, invited five Brshmaiias from Kanauj

to perform some sacrifices, as the Brshmaj^ias of Bengal were ignorant

of Vedas. These Brahmat^as were ultimately settled in Bengal and

were granted villages for maintenance. They derived their surnames

(gSrfi/) from these villages, and were the forefathers of the entire

BrShmana community of modern Bengal with the exception of a

few minor groups like the Vaidikas, who came at a later period. The

Sapta^atis, consisting of the remnants of the original Brahmai^as,

tions from Assam place Krodancha and Vaigrsma in Ssvathi or SrSvasti, and

Vaigrama is identical with the village of Baigram in the Bogra district. Mr. N. O.

Majumdar {JA, 19 19, pp. 208 fif.) opposes this view and identifies Srsvasti with the

well-known city in Oudh. He thinks that Sakafi-vyavadhanavan,..may be taken

to mean that Bslagrama was bounded by Sakatl. Monicr-Williams gives the mean-

ing of vyavadhana as “separate”, “divide” etc. In our opinion the verse in ques-

tion means that Balagrama was divided by the (river) Sakafi. Attention may be

drawn to the verse 6 of the Silimpur inscription, which mentions about the

eastern division {purva-khayiia) of Balagrama. An inscription from Orissa {lA, xvii.

121) places the village Takkarika in the MadhyadeU. More than three quarters of

a century intervened between the two inscriptions from Assam, referred to above.

Sravasti, in which the village Krodancha was situated, as has been mentioned in

one of these inscriptions, may be referring to the famous Sravasti in Madhyadesa.

On the whole, it is more reasonable to place Tarkarik^ in Sravasti in Oudh.
* The existence of the Radhiya, Varendra and Vaidika Brahmanas in Bengal

before the close of the Hindu period is proved by a passage in Halayudha's
Brahmana-sarvasva (infra, p. 582). Classification, according to localities, into

RSdblya,Varendra, Vangaja etc, is found also among other castes such as Kayastba,

Vaidya, Barui etc.

* AdavSdl CP. of Dasarathadeva (supra pp. 253-54). 181-82. Sec also

App. II.
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seven hundred in number, were degraded to a lower rank and
have disappeared without leaving any trace.

In the time of king Vall.'ilasena the Brahmanas came to be

known as Varendra and Radhiya according lo the localities in which

they settled, and were classified in several grades of honour and
distinction {kultna) according to personal qualifications. These

grades were revised from time to time, and more than hundred such

revisions took place before the fifteenth century a.d., when they

became hereditary and were organised on the lines which have

continued till today.

Even apart from the numerous discrepancies in details in the

different versions, we can hardly legard the main story as historical

in character.^ As already noted above, a few particulars, depicting

social features which were present in the late age when the Kftlajis

were composed, such as the classification of the Bn'ihmanas into

Radhiya and Varendra and their organisation into saihis, were true

of the Hindu period and may, therefore, be regarded as having some

historical basis. But this can hardly be said of the central theme

on which the whole story is based. In the light of the epigraphic

evidence that we possess, it is difTiciilt to believe that there was a

dearth of Veda-knowing Brahmanas in Bengal in the time of

Adi^ura, even if we accept the earliest date proposed for him viz.

654 Saka (=732 A.D.). Nor is it possible to accept the view that

the Brahmanas who settled in Bengal before the time of AdisHra were

only seven hundred in number and almost entirely vanished from

Bengal, whereas the descendants of five Brahmanas multiplied to

millions in course of a thousand or twelve hundred years. Our doubt

is increased by the complete absence of any reference to the story

of the five Kanauj BrShma^as or to Kulinas in the large number of

inscriptions later than the eighth century a.d., some of which record

the history of important Brshma^a families for several generations.

Further, in judging of the historical character of the Kulaji

story, we should not attach too much importance to the fact that

several BrBhmana families did actually migrate from MadhyadeSa to

Bengal, for Brahmana families from Madhyadesa are also found

to have settled in Mc'ilava, Dakshi^^a Kosala, Odra-vishaya and in

many other countries.^ There was a large settlement of Brahmanas

from Magadha in the Pajjdya kingdom in the Far South.^ Indeed,

the migration of BrShma^as from one province to another was a

^ For full discussion cf. App. i. The same view is maintained by R, P.

Chanda after elaborate discussion {Indo^Aryan Races, Ch. v),

* JASB. N.S. XII. 295 ; EL xxui. 105 ; xxii. 137, 165.

> Madras Museum Plates of Jatilavarman {lA, 1893, p. 74)
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common affair in those days. Nor can we regard such migrations

into Bengal as indicating in any way either the dearth of Brahma^as

in that province or their inferiority in status and knowledge- For

a good number of Brshma^a families from Bengal, well versed in

the Vedas, settled in Orissa, Malava, and the Deccan, and received

grants of lands from the ruling chiefs.*

(h) The Vaidika Brahmar^as

According to the tradition preserved in the Kulajis, Syamala-

varman of Gauda, probably the Varman king Ssmalavarman {supra

p. 203), had five BrShmanas brought from Kttnyakubja (or Benares)

in ^aka 1001 and settled them in Bengal, as the Bengal Brahmins

did not maintain sacrificial fire and were not well versed in the

Vedas*. According to another version, the Vaidika Brahmaqas,

settled on the banks of the SarasvatT river, left their homes for safer

regions when they came to know, by their astrological calculation,

of the impending invasion of the Yavanas. Some of them came to

Bengal and settled in Kotalipads (Faridpur) under the patronage of

king Harivarman.

These Vaidika Brahma^as, who came from Upper India, came

to be known as PaJehRtya (Western). Another section of Vaidika

Brahmanas, known as Dakshii^aiya, is said to have come from

Dravida country (South India) and Utkala (Orissa).

Halayudha {supra pp. 355 ff.) observes in his Brithmana-sarvasm

that the Radhlya and Virendra Brahmai^as have no knowledge of

the Vedic texts which arc studied only by the Utkalas and the

Paichatyas. These possibly refer to the two branches of the Vaidika

Brahma^as, who must have thus settled in Bengal before the close

of the twelfth century a.d. The words might, however, mean in a

general way the Brahmai^as of Utkala and Paschatya without any

reference to the Vaidika Brahmujgias of Bengal. Save this doubtful

reference we have no sure testimony to the existence of the Vaidika

Brahma^as in Bengal before the end of the Hindu period. The
reference to the two kings Samalavarman and Harivarman in the

Kulajis together with an approximately correct date for their reigns

‘ Two Brahman families from Varendrt settled in the Deccan, and received

grants of lands from the Rsshtraktita kings Govinda iv (a.d. 933) and Khottiga
(A.D. 968) (lA XII. 248 ; El. xxi. 265). The Paramara Munja (a.d. 972-997)

granted lands in Mslava to a Brahman emigrant from Vilvagavasa in Dakshina
Ra^ht (£/. xxiii. 105). The Ganga Devendravarman (c. a.d. 808), and some
Tunga kings (1 1th century) donated lands in Orissa to Brahmans emigrate^Trom
RS^bB and Varendri {EL xxm. 77 ; JASB. N. S. xn. 295 ; Arek. Survey of
MayurblunJ, p. 156.)
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invests their account with an historical character, and we may
provisionally accept as true, that a few Brahma^as, wilh a special

knowledge of Vedic texts, migrated to Bengal during the rule of the

Varmans. The details of the story, conflicting in themselves, are

hardly worthy of credence.

(r) Other classes of BrUhmor^as

Of the classes of Brahmanas other than those mentioned above,

the Ssrasvatas arc mentioned by Vallalascna in his Ddna-sagara and
the l^ftkadvipls in an inscription dated a.d. 1137^ as well as in the

Bfihad-dharma Purana. According to the Kulajis the former came
from the banks of the Sarasvati river at the invitation of the Andhra
king Sudraka, and the ancestors of the latter, also called Graha-vipra,

were brought by l^a^anka, king of Gauda, in order to perform some

ceremonies for curing himself of a disease. Several other classes such

as Vyasa, Para^ara, Kaundinya and Saptasati Brahraa^as are referred

to in Kitlaji texts, but there is no reliable evidence of the existence

of any of these classes, under these names, before the close of the

Hindu period.

The main functions of the BrShmanas, as laid down in the

Smritis, were to perform religious rites, to serve as priests at those

of others, and to study and teach the sacred texts. There can be

no question that many of them devoted themselves to these orthodox

duties, and we have reference to many famous scholars and priests.

They generally led simple and unostentatious lives, and the ideal of

plain living and high thinking was actually realised by many of them.

Some were fortunate enough to gain wealth by officiating as priests

in the sacrifices or religious rites performed by kings {supra p. 281)

and members of the royal family^ and the rich aristocracy. But

apart from sacrificial fees, donations, large or small, were made to

Brffhmai^ias by kings and private persons, as such gifts were considered

* An inscription {EL ii. 330) from Govindapur, in the Gaya distrkt

Bihar, dated S. 1059=a.d. 1137, states that the Maga Brahmanas, who sprang from

the sun’s own body, were brought to India from Sukadvlpa by Samba. The first of

these Maga Brahmanas was Bharadvsja, whose family had a hundred branches.

In one of them were bom two brothers Manoralha and Dasaratha, who were

induced to accept service under Varnam^na, king of Magadha. Manoratha’s son

Oangsdhara, counsellor and friend of the king Rudramsna of Magadha, composed

this record. Gangadhara married a daughter of Jayapani, an official of the king

of Oau^a. It proves that a family in Bengal was socially related to the l^akadvlpa

Brahmanas in the first half of the twelfth century a.d.

IB. 8-9 ; 67.
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to confer spiritual merits (punya) on the donors. Many such

examples are found in contemporary records.^ The DeopSrS inscrip-

tion of Vijayasena^ informs us how the king made rich gifts of

silver, gold, pearls, emeralds and jewels to the BrShma^as versed

in the Vedas, and the wives of these poor fellows had to be taught

to recognise and distinguish the precious articles by their similarity

with objects well-known to them. In spite of obvious exaggeration

of such statements we may well believe that many learned Brahmapas

gained wealth and affluence, and others secured their means of

livelihood, by the generous gifts of the king and the public, so that

they could pursue their high vocations in life without being troubled

with cares for the maintenance of their families.

On the other hand, as already noted above, the Brfihmanas

followed many other vocations, both high and low. We hear of two

Brflhmaoa royal dynasties in Samatata in the 7th century a.d.^ Two
important Brahmai;ia families, renowned for their scholarship and

knowledge of sacred Vedic rites and sacrifices, served the Psla and

Varman kings as counsellors and generals fv. pp. 116, 202),

maintaining at the same time their high position in the Brahmanical

society. Apart from these actual examples, the Smritis and Niban-

dhas refer to various other vocations followed by Brfihmanas, some

of which, like agriculture, were approved, and others, covering

almost all walks of common life, were disapproved. These con-

demned vocations, of which a long list is given by Bhavadeva/

include teaching the Sudras, and officiating at their sacrificial rites.

Nothing perhaps more strikingly illustrates the moral and intellec-

tual perversion of the age brought about by the caste system. While

no blame attached to the Brfihmanas who served as ministers and

generals - and Bhavadeva himself belonged to this category^—one

following the sacred vocation of teaching and officiating at religious

rites, which are enjoined upon him by the Smritis from time

immemorial, was degraded to the lowest rank of society, simply

because the object of his care was a person of the lowest caste and

who, for that very reason, required all the more the ministrations of

the Brfihmanas, who were repositories of the sacred learning and

practices.

^ Anulia cr
, v. 10 (IB, 86, 89-90) refers to gift of myriads of excellent

villages consisting of lands excessively growing paddy. Cf. also Bhowal CP. of

Lakshmanasena and other inscriptions of the Senas.

2 V. 23 (IB. 48, 54^.
^

^
These arc the dynasties to which Silabhadra and Lokanltha belonged

(supra pp, 85,88).

^ PRP. 60. * IB, 29,
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The result of this policy was the ereation of new classes of
BrShmanas, for the idea gradually grew that the Brshuianas serving

these castes attained their rank.^ Even today we have a number
of such castes, called Vari^a-Brahmanas, who serve as priests to
Suvarna-vaniks, Goslfls, Kalus, Rajakas, Bagdis and Kaivartas.

These priests form practically independent castes. “The good
BrShma^as will not take even a drink of water from their hands,

and inter-marriage between them is quite out of the question.”*

This final stage was not reached before the end of the Hindu period,

for Bhavadeva prescribes only penance for ‘removing the sins of

eating the food of these Brahmanas,’ but the system was in the

making. It is interesting to note that ‘the practice of medicine’

and painting and other arts were some of the condemned vocations,

and the Devala Brshmapas were degraded for cultivating the stu(^

of ‘astrology.* It is evident that in the opinion of the orthodox

Brshmanas, the pursuit of these arts and sciences was more re-

prehensible on the part of a Brahmana than to accept the high post

of minister or lead armies in battles. This attitude is mainly

responsible for the fact that a decline in secular studies in various

arts and sciences set in towards the close of the Hindu period, and

has continued ever since.

V. NON-BRAHMAN CASTES

1. Kararta—Kayastha

Next to the Brahmanas the Kara^as appear to have been the

most important caste in ancient Bengal. This not only follows from

the passage in Brihad-dharma Purana quoted above, but also from

the high offices and position actually occupied by members of this

caste. Reference has already been made to the powerful chief Loka-

natha who is described as a Kara^a (v. supra pp. 88, 575), and a

Karana-Kayastha is referred to in the Gunaighar cp.* as the

Minister in charge of Peace and War, The author of a medical

treatise, called Sabda-pradtpa, describes himself as belonging to a

Kara^a family {Karan~3»vaya).* He was a court-physician himself,

and his father and great-grandfather served in the same capacity

two well-known kings—RSmapaltt (v. supra p. 155) and Govinda-

chandra (v. supra p. 196) of Bengal. SandhySkara Nandi, the

famous poet and author of Ramacharita (v. supra p. 150), describes

Cf. the pwsffaB" hom Brihad-Mama Pursna (ii. xiv 75) referred to abov

* J. N. Bhattacharya, op. cii. 125.

IHQ. VI. 55, 58. ‘ Egg-Col. v. 974 «.

74
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his father as ‘the foremost amongst the Kara^as {karanan3m=

ograiff) and Minister of Peace and War.^

Kara^a occurs as the name of a caste in the old Sutras and

Smritis, and perhaps also in the MahsbhSrata} But according to

Kshlrasvsmin’s commentary on Amarakosha, Karapa also denotes a

group of officers like Kayastha.® The lexicographer Vaijayanti

(11th century a.d.) seems to take Ksyastha and Karapa as synonym*

ous* and explains it as scribe. This agrees with the view of

Bfihad-dharma Purftpa noted above, and the identity of Karapa

and Ksyastha is also proved by epigraphic evidence,® It is worthy

of note, that the Karapa caste, whose members performed the same

vocations as the KSyasthas, gradually disappears in Bengal, after

the close of the Hindu period, wheras the Kiiyastha caste does not

come into prominence before the same period. It would not,

therefore, be unreasonable to conclude that the Karapa merged itself

into the Kayastha, and these two castes were ultimately amalgamated

in Bengal as in other parts of India.*

The Ksyastha is mentioned as a royal official in the Vishi)U and

YSjfiavalkya Smritis. According to the former he wrote the public

documents, and the commentary to the latter explains his office as

that of an accountant and scribe. The term is used in the same

sense in the inscriptions from the eighth to the eleventh century a.d.,

and even later. The Rajatarafigitfi refers to the BrSbmapa ^ivaratha

as a roguish Kayastha in the twelfth century a.d. The term Karapa

is also used in the same way.^

^ RC,, Kavi~pra§a5ti,\, • Cf. Kane, op. cfr. 74.

• The Karan ika and Ksyastha are distinguished in the Gurmha cp. dated

870 A.D. (Bhandarkar's List of Inscriptions, No. 34) where the Mahsmantrin is

called Karanika and the Mahakshapatalika, a Ksyastha.

• Kayasthah syaUlipikorah Karano—kshara-jivanah lekhako=kshara»

chunchus=cha.

5 Jalhana who wrote two copper-plate grants of GShadavsla king Govinda-

chandra describes himself as Kayastha in one {El iv. 104) and Karanik-odgato in

another (El. viii. 153). In the AjaygarhRock inscription of the Chandclla king

Bhojavarman (El. i. 330) Karan a and KSlyastha are used as interchangeable terms

(e.g. the descendants of Vsstu are called Karana in v. 4 and Ksyastha in v. 7)*

• According to Dr. J. N. Bhattacharya, there is a Karana clan of Kayasthas

in North Bihar, and the Uttara-Radhiya K&yasthas of Bengal claim to be Kara^as
(op. cit. 188-89). Cf. Russell, op cit. m. 418. The Karana caste in C.P. and
Orissa traces its descent from Chitragupta like the Kayasthas in Bengal (ibid, 343).

’ Kane. op. cit. 76-77. A Karanika Brahmapa is referred to in the Dhod
(Udaipur State, Rajput na) insciiption, dated a.d, 1171 (Bhandarkar’s List, No.
350). A Brahmana donee of the Nidhanpur cp. of Bhaskaravarman (7th cent a.d.)

tsMeA*nydya-Karanika' (El. xii. 74). Two Brahmana donees in an inscription

at Madura, dated 1586 a.d., arc called Karapikya and Karanika (E/. xii. 167j

donees Nos, 119, 120).
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It is evident, however, from a record of Amoghavarsha^ that

there was a KSyastha caste in Western India {yalabha-Ksyastha-

vathSS) as early as the 9th century a.d. The existence of KSyastha
as a caste in Northern India is also indicated by reference to Gau4a-
kSyastha-vafnia^ Kayastha-vaAi&a? Mathur-Qnvaya-kayastha,* and
K3yastha-ka(SriySnvavriya, migrated from Mathura,® in inscrip-

tions dated respectively a.d. 999, v.s. 124x (1183 to 1193 A.D.),

A.D. 1328, and a.d. 1288. Several inscriptions indicate that a

Kayastha race, descended from Vastu and hence called Vastavya

KSyastha, lived near Kalanjara in or before the eleventh century a.d.

One of these inscriptions* specifically states that the Vsstavya

KSyasthas followed the profession of a Karai^a, and it refers to the

caste both as Karapa and Kayastha. Two later Smritis Vsanas and

VedavySsa, refer to KSyastha as a caste. The U&anas says that the

word KSyastha is “compounded of the first letters of kaka (crow),

Yama, and sthapati to convey the three attributes of greed, cruelty

and the spoliation (or paring) characteristic of the three. The

Vedavy3sa Smriti includes the Kayastha among l^Qdras along with

barbers, potters and others.”’

Mythical accounts of the origin of the Ksyasthas are supplied

by some early records. Soddhala, who flourished in the middle of

the 11th century, states that he was born in the race of the Ksyastha,

named Valabha (V3labho nama kayasthanafh vath&a). He traces

his descent from Kaladitya, the brother of king ^iladitya. Kalsditya

was an incarnation of the gana called Ksyastha, and was an ornament

of the Kshatriyas {Kayastha-narmo Mahe&vara-ganasy—avatSrah

kshatriya^ylbhilshar^ath Kaladitya...).* The king Silsditya, referred

to, was in all probability a king of the Maitraka dynasty of Valabhl,

which was Kshatriya by caste.* According to this statement the

KSyastbas were descendants of the Kshatriyas. The Rewa inscrip-

tion of a minister of the Kalachuri king Karna, dated 1049 a.d.,

® EL xvm. 251. The writer of the Gurraha cp, (Bhandarkar’s List, tto. 34),

dated 870 a.d., is called Mahakshapatalika Kayastha. But whether the KSyastba

here refers to a caste cannot be definitely settled. ' El. xii. 61.

* Proc, ASB. 1880 (p. 78). The inscription was found at Bodh-Gaya and

refers to the guru of the king of Kasi.

‘ EL xn. 46. ‘ Ibid. xix. 50. • Ibid. i. 332.

’ Kane, op. cit. 76
• Vdayasundari‘katha,GOS.,y. \\. • Beal-l?ecor<ft. u. 267.

EL XXIV. 101 ff. The portion containing the account is mutilated, and so

the account cannot be fully understood. The editor of the inscription has summa-

rised all the important points in his introductory remarks (pp. 108-109). As he has

pointed out, v. 34 seems to refer to the Kayasthas as 'dvijas,' though, on account

of the mutilation of the record, it is not clear how this was reconciled with theiT

sndra origin stated in w. 36-38.
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however, gives a different account of the origin of the Kayastha caste

to which he himself belonged. We are told that a great sage named

Kschara bom of ^iva, gave a boon to l^is l^ndra (tunya-JanmO)

servant that he would have a son of well-known and righteous deeds

whose caste would thereafter be known by the name of Kayastha,

since he had innumerable merits in his kaya (body). We are

next told that in the Ksyastha race, sprung from this son, were born

wise and meritorious diplomats, the last one being the minister of

KangA. According to this account the Kayasthas would seem to be

of SQdra origin. It may be noted that the derivation of the word

KSyastha in this record agrees with that in Naishadha~charita

(xrv. 66), but is diametrically opposed to that given in Uianas

Smnhita Smriti quoted above. The Ajaygarh inscription of Nana,

a minister of the Chandella king Bhojavarman, traces the origin of

the Kayasthas to the ^age Katyapa.^

The reference to prathama-ksyastha (or jyeshtha-ksyastha) in

the records of the fifth, sixth and eighth centuries a.d. in Bengal

(v. stqtra pp. 266, 272, 273) shows that it had not yet come to

denote a caste. The Tibetan work Pag Sam Jon Zang mentions

Dahgadasa as a Kayastha (writer or ministerial officer) of Dharma-

pala.* If true, this would also push the rise of the Kayastha caste

in Bengal to a date later than the eighth century a.d. The mention

of Gawfa-Kayastha-vait^, as noted above, shows that the Kayasthas

were recognised as a caste in Bengal by the tenth century ad.*

It is, however, very surprising that the Kayastha is not mentioned

either in the Bjihad-dharma or in the Brahma-vaivarta PurBna.

According to the Kulajis the Kayasthas of Bengal, at least

their upper classes, are descended from the five attendants of the

five Brabma^as who came to Bengal at the invitation of king

Aditlira. The historical value of this story has been discussed in

Appendix i. According to Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar and others* the

» JASB. vi. 882.

‘ Pag Sam Jon Zang, ed. S. C. Das, Introd.. p. ui. On p. v there is reference

o a Kgyastha-vpddha.

' ^ridhara wrote NySya-kandali, a commentary on PaOSrtha-dharma^^
graha by PratspadSsa. He states that he was a resident of BhUrispshti, in Dakshipa
•Rsdhs, and wrote this book at the request of Psp^udasa, foremost of the KSya-
stha race, in ^ka 913=a.d. 991 (Kasi ed. p. 269), Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, in order

to establish the existence of Kayastha clan in Bengal in the pre-Muslim period
refers to the above passage of NySya-kandall (lA, 1932,p. 50). It does not, however,
necessarily follow from the statement in Nysya-kandali that Pap^udasa of the
Kayastha race was an inhabitant of Bengal, or that the book was written in BengA,
though this appears to be the most plausible view,

** lA. Lxi. 48 ; N. Vasu, Kttyasiher Vamamlrnaya, p. 148 ; J. C. Ohoahi n
/AQ. VI. 60ff.
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Kffyasthas were descended from Nsgara Brshma^^as who had a
large settlement in Bengal long before the eighth century a.d. These
are supposed to have originally migrated from Nagarkot in the

Punjab to various parts of Gujarat and Kathiawar Peninsula,

Anandapur (also called Nagar) in Lata being one of their chief

settlements. That some Brahma^as came to Bengal from LB^a, as

from other parts of India, has already been mentioned above

(v. supra p. 579). But the evidence in support of a large-scale

immigration of Nsgara Brshma^as is hardly convincing. The
Nsgara BrShmai^as in Vahga, mentioned in the Kamasutra of

Vatsyayana, may refer to the BrShmanas of the city {nagara). The
.fact that the surnames of NSgara Brshma^as such as datta, ghosha,

varman, nSga and mitra .also occur in the names of the Ksyastbas

of Bengal does not signify much, as these surnames or name-endings

were commonly used all over India about that period. The existence

in Panchakhanda (Sylhet) of a lifiga called HatakeSvara, which is

said to have been the tutelary deity of the Nsgara Brshmanas,

hardly justifies the assumption of a large settlement, for even

individual settlers might introduce their own peculiar cult. Besides,

there is nothing to show that the worship of Hstake&vara was

exclusively confined to the Nagara Brshmanas.

2. Vaidya—Ambashtha

The Vaidya, like the KSyastha, does not appear to have formed

an important caste in ancient Bengal. Like Ksyastha, the term

Vaidya originally denoted an important profession viz. that of the

physician. It is difficult to say when this professional group was

developed into a caste. The earliest reference to Vaidya as a distinct

social group occurs in three South Indian inscriptions of the eighth

centurry a.d.* The members of this group occupied .very high

* These inscriptions are :

I. The Velvikudi Grant of Nedunjadaiyap, Years (£/. XVII. 291-309).

n. The Madras Museum Plates of Jatilavarman (Neduifiadaiyau) (lA.

1893, pp. 57 ff),

in. Annamalai inscriptions of MiraHjadaiyap, dated in Kali Era 3871

(=769-70 A.D.) (£/.vin. 317-321).

Th^ all belong to the reign of one and the same Pgpdya king (for the identity,

cf. El. xvn. 295) and refer to several Vaidya chiefs who occupied high offices in

the state. One of them, referred to as the crest-jewel of the Vaidyakas {VaUfyaka-

flkks-ma^O in No. i, and simply as Vaidya in No. ni, was a great general, the

prime minister (uttara-mantrln), and great favourite of the king. At regards

another great feudal chief, who was probably the younger brother of the first

(El. XVII. 296), it is said (No. u.) that bis birth bad conferred splendour on the
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positions in state and society, and according to Dr. H. Krishna

Sastri’s interpretation, one of them at any rate was regarded as a

Brahma^a. But there is no definite reference to Vaidya as a caste

in Bengal before the 12th century a.d. The Bhatera copper-plate

Grant of king I^Snadeva {supra p. 256) refers to his minister

(pa(tanika) Vanamah Kara as Vaidya-varhSa-pradtpa (brilliant

light in the race of Vaidyas). This, as well as the fact that a Karaijia

family aerved as hereditary royal physicians in Vanga during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries a.d., goes against the assumption that

the Vaidya, as a caste of physicians, was definitely recognised as a

distinct social unit in Vanga long before the close of the Hindu

period.

The Vaidya as a caste-name does not occur in the old and

genuine Smritis. The U&anas Smriti^ refers to a caste called

Bhishak (physician) born of illicit union between Brahma^^a male

and Kshatriya female, and designates it as Vaidyaka. A mythical

account of the origin of the Vaidya caste is given in Brahma-vaivarta

Pur&^a, as noted above, and also in a passage, which is said to be

a quotation from Skanda Purn^a, but does not actually occur in the

printed text.^ The former distinguishes Vaidya from Ambashtha,®

but the latter identifies the two, as is the case also in Bfihad-dharma

Purs^a. Ambashtha as the name of a mixed caste, born of a

BrSbma^a father and Vaidya mother, is well known, and occurs in

Vaidya race (Vaidya-kuh) of Vangalandai which was famous for (skill in playing)

musical instruments, singing and music. Another chief, Mangalaraja Madhuratara

(perhaps identical with the first), an ajiiapti of one of the grants, is called a

Vaidyaka, and a master of the Ssstras, a poet and orator. The expression

Vaidyn-kula undoubtedly indicates a social group whose members are also referred

to as simply Vaidya or Vaidyaka. \^e are indebted for these references to

Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri.

' An. 5., V. 26.

* At least we have not been able to trace it. The passage is quoted in

Jati'tattva^vUridhi and Viivakosha, It may be summarised as follows : **Once a

Vaisya girl offered a drink to sage Gslava who was very thirsty. The sage gave

her a boon that she would have a son who would purify the family. The girl then

told the sage that she was unmarried. The sage took her to the hermitage. The

other sages held that the words of Gslava must be honoured, and Dhanvantari,

the divine physician, would be born of her. So they put a child made of Kusa

grass on the lap of the girl with the recitation of Vedic mantras, and infused life

into it. Thus a boy was created. He was called Vaidya, as he was bom from

Veda, and also Ambashtha because he was bom on the lap or fixed the family

of amba (mother). He was taught medical sciences by the sage and was called

AmptSchSrya (Umesh Chandra Gupta, JatHattva-varidhi, i. 36 ; Viivakosha, j.v,

Vaidya-jatO*
• -r. rt» .. . from Vaidyaka.
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early Dharmasntras and Smritis. Manu prescribes the art of healing

as his vocation (x. 8, 47). The identity of Vaidya and Ambashtha
has been generally assumed throughout the post-Hindu period.' It

is not unlikely, therefore, that the Vaidya was an offshoot of the

Ambashtha caste. But there is no definite evidence of the prior exist-

ence of the Ambashtha caste in Bengal and, in view of what has been

said above, it is not likely to have evolved from the professional

group of physicians. On the other hand, some Kftyasthas in Bihar

and U. P. call themselves Ambashthas,^ and the Suta-sathhitil

identifies the Ambashihas with the Mnhishyas.^

The Kulajis refer to Adi^ura both as Ambashtha and Vaidya,

and also regard the Sena kings as Vaidyas. But the texts in which

these views are expressed can hardly claim much historical value, and

the utmost that can be said is that they preserve the belief and

the tradition current in the sixteenth and following centuries.

3 The Kaivarta-- Mahishya

The revolt in Northern Bengal during the reign of Rsmapala

{v. supra pp. 150 ff) and rule of Divya and his two successors

indicate the importance of the Kaivarta caste to which they

belonged.

The Kaivarta is referred to in Manu (x. 34) as an alterna-

tive name, current in Aryavarta, of Margava or Dasa, who is born

of a Nishada father and an Ayogava mother, and subsists by working

as a boatman. The Jatakas refer to the fishermen as Kevattas

(=Kaivartas).^ According to the Brahma-mivarta Pura^a, Kaivarta

is born of Kshatriya father and Vaisya mother, but it seems to

imply that the Kaivarta was degraded in Kali-yuga by his associa-

tion with the Tivara and was known as, or adopted the vocation of,

a dhtvara or fisherman. Bhavadeva Bhatta also refers to the

Kaivarta as one of the seven antyaja or low castes, as noted above.

According to ancient Smritis the offspring of a Kshatriya father and

a Vaisya mother is known as Mnhishya,^ whose origin is thus

^ Bharata Mallika, the famous Vaidya author of Chandra-prabha and Bhatti-

tlka, who lived in the 17th century a.d., calls himself a Vaidya and Ambashtha,

and has quoted in the former work three passages from Vyasa, Agniveia, and

SankhaSmptisto prove the identity of the two. Whether these passages are

genuine or not (the passage from Sankha, e.g. does not occur in the printed text),

they indicate the view current in his age.

* J. N. Bhattacharya, op. nV. 188. Russell, op cfr. m. 417.

• Kane, op. ci7, 91 {s. v. Mahishya).

• Pick, Sociak Gliederung. 302.

* Gautama (iv. 20) ; Yajilavalkya (i. 92) ; Kane, op. cit, 91.
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identical with that of Kaivarta as given in the Brahma-vaivarta.

These ancient accounts serve to explain the present state of things

in Bengal.^ The MShishyas of Eastern Bengal, also known as

Hfilika Dasa and Paraiara Dssa, are now regarded to be the same

as Chsshi Kaivartas of Midnapore and other districts of Western

Bengal. Both of these form important sections of the Hindu
community. There are many zamindars and substantial land-holders

among them, and in Midnapore they may be regarded among the

local aristocracy. This position is fully in keeping with the part

played by them during the Pala rule. On the other hand, the

Dhlvaras or fishermen in East Bengal are known as Kaivarta.

According to Amara~kosha, the Kaivartas include both Dflsa and

Dhivara. This, added to the evidence of the Brahma-vaivarta

Purs^a, Manu and the Jstakas, referred to above, indicates that the

Kaivartas were from ancient times divided into two sections, the

cultivators and fishermen.^ The tradition recorded in the Vallsia-

charita (v. supra p. 240) that Vallslasena improved the status of

the Kaivartas, and made them a clean caste so that they might

serve as menials to upper castes, evidently refers to this lower

section. On the whole, it would not be unreasonable to infer that

the Kaivartas who are referred to in Vishnu Pura^a (iv. 24. 8) as

abrahmanya, were an old aboriginal tribe who, like many others,

were merged into the Aryan society and affiliated to the mixed

caste known as Mshishya.

4. Low castes

Regarding the many other castes mentioned above that existed

during the pre-Muslim period our knowledge is very meagre. But

attention should be drawn to some of them who were regarded as

almost beyond the pale of society. A number of these castes or

tribes are mentioned in Brihad-dharma and Brahma-vaivata PurS^as

^ The account of the present condition of the Kaivartas or Mahishyas is

based on Dr. J. N. Bhattacharya’s Hindu Castes and Sects (pp. 279-281) and the

Report submitted by Mr. J. S. Sen, a Deputy Magistrate, dated Dacca, 13th July,

1907, to the Government of Bengal. Both of these are quoted with approval in

Mahishya-fhrlti by Basanta Kumar Ray (4th Edition, Dacca 1322 b.s.), a book

written with a view to explain the origin and importance of the htthishya

community. We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions quoted.

> The Brihad-dharma Pursna, as noted above, includes the caste *DBsa*

(cultivator) as an ullama-sahkara and Dhivara (fisherman) as madhyanutnihkara.

These two might refer to the two sections of the Mahishyas or Kaivartas who are

not otherwise mentioned in the text. (Cf. Halgyudha’s lexicography on the

Kaivartas.)
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and have been noted above. A few of them are referred to as

antyajas by Bhavadeva, and reference has already been made above

to their status and designation in connection with the impurity

attached to their food and drink (v. supra p. 577). Ihe early

Charyci-padas^ of Bengal refer to Doma, Chandsla and l^avara.

The first two are still well-known in Bengal and occupy the lowest

stratum in society. The ^avaras are frequently referred to in

literature associated with Bengal, and probably figure in Pfiharpur

sculptures. Their primitive and even indecent practices influenced

the higher classes, as will be seen later. The Domas lived outside

the town and were regarded as untouchable. They built baskets

and looms (tant). The Doma women were of loose character and

moved about singing and dancing.^ The l^avaras lived in hills.

Their women folk wore ear-rings and decorated themselves with

peacock-tail, and garlands of gtdija seeds.® The Chandfilas are

said to have occasionally abducted married women from their homes.*

It appears from the Naihati cp.® of Vallfilasena that the Pulindas

lived in forests in or near the border of Bengal, and their women,

too, like the iSavaris, were fond of garlands of gufija seeds. The

terracotta plaques at Pshsrpur illustrate the habits and physical

appearance of aboriginal tribes of this class. A string of leaves

round the waist forms the only clothing of both males and females.

The latter neatly dress the hair, and wear ornaments of jungle

leaves and flowers, and necklaces of beads and gufija seeds. The

men gometimes wear boots, and have a cuirass for the breast, bows,

and quivers containing arrows. Even the women used bows and

daggers, and in one case, a woman carries a deer or other wild animal

which was presumably hunted by her and formed their staple food.®

VI. SOCIO-RELIGIOUS RITES, CEREMONIES AND FESTIVALS

A distinctive feature of the orthodox Hindu society is the scries

of semi-religious rites (sarhskaras) concerning almost every stage of

a man’s life, from conception in the mother’s womb to death, or

» These have been discussed above (supra pp. 383-388). Their language

represents the oldest specimen of Bengali. They were probably composed between

950 and 1200 a.O. (supra p. 384.)

* BGD. 19. 32. * Ibid. 43.

^ Ibid. 60,12. 5 V.8 (13.12,11)

® Paharpur, 64-65, PI. XLix. Dikshit takes the figures to be ^baras, but

it is better to regard them as representatives of wild tribes like Savaras, Pulindas,

Bhillas, Kirstas etc. who are known, from literature, to have lived in the forest

regions in Bengal or on its border. For illustrations cf. PI. lii. 127 ;
lv. 137.
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even beyond it. We know in a general way that these hrauta and

smSrta rites were performed since the fifth and sixth centuries A.D.

(v. supra p. 395), when Brahmanas, learned in the Vedas, began to

settle in Bengal in large numbers. But we have no definite

knowledge of how these sathsksras were performed in Bengal till

towards the close of the Hindu period. It is only as late as the llth

and 12th centuries a.d., when Vedic studies made great headway in

Bengal (v. supra p. 396), that we have the works of Bha{ta Bhava-

deva, Jimtitavahana, Aniruddha Bhatta, VallSlasena and others

{supra pp. 320 ff. 351 ff.) which throw light on the Brahmanical

society of those days. From these sources we learn that the life

of the orthodox Hindus, specially the BrShmapas, in Bengal was

characterised by the various purificatory rites and ceremonies

prevalent in other parts of India, viz., Garbhadhana (the ceremony

of impregnation), Pwhsavana (the ceremony to ensure the birth

of male progeny), Simant-onnayana (the ceremony of parting of the

hair), Soshyantl-homa (performance of a homa which was meant

for easy delivery on the part of the wife), Jata-karman (the ceremony

performed at the birth of a child), Nislikramaifa (the ceremony of

taking out a child for the first time into open air), Nama-karar^a

(the ceremony of naming the child), Paush(ika~karman (the

ceremony for the nutrition of the child), AmaprSiana (the ceremony

of giving a new-born child solid food to eat for the first time),

NaimUlika-putra-mUrdhabhighraiia (the ceremony of occasional smel-

ing of the son’s head by the father), Chifclakarar^a (the ceremony

of tonsure), Upanayaua (the ceremony of investing the boy with

the sacread thread), Savitra-charu-homa (the ceremony of offering

oblations with charu to Savitri), Samiivartam (the ceremony on

the student’s return from his teacher's house), Vivitha (marriage),

and Sala-karman (the ceremony on the occasion of entrance into

a newly built house). In almost all these ceremonies the domestic

fire was first to be consecrated with the performance of a rite

called kukrndika, and homas such as the Mahavyahriti, SdfyByana

etc. were, to be performed with the citation of relevant Vedic

mqntras. The usual procedure of the main homa connected with

the principal function was as follows. At first sacrificial fuel, soaked

with clarified butter, was silently thrown into the fire ; then the

MahSvyShfiti-homa was performed with the citation of relevant

Vedic mantras ; next the main homa was conducted with the use of

necessary Vedic verses ; then the Maksvyahriti-homa, followed by

the silent offer of fuel, soaked with clarified butter, into tho^fire, was

repeated. The ^(yayana-homa and some other operations ending

With the chanting of the Vamadevya-sdman were performed at the

end of the whole function to allay the sins that might have arisen
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out of mistakes committed consciously or unconsciously. Finally

proper fees were paid to the Brahmin priest.

A short description of these ceremonies, especially as they were
observed by the Sttinavcdins, is given below in order to show their

distinctive features,’

The ceremony of impregnation {Curhluidlnina) used to be

performed after dusk on the sixth or eighth day from first menstrua-

tion. In this ceremony the husband was to wear clean clothes,

smear his body with scents, and take his scat by the side of his

wife (already seated on blades of kida grass) with his face turned

towards the east. He was then to touch a ccitain part of his wife’s

body with his right hand, and mutter relevant Vedic versos invoking

the gods for impregnation. After giving to the wife a mixture of

the five products of the cow (i.c. pafteJuh^avyu), the husband was
to accept, in the hem of his cloth, various fruits offered by his wife

after tying them in a piece of yellow cloth, and to return them to his

wife. Such acceptance and return were repeated thrice.

The ceremony of which was to be celebrated on an

auspicious day at the beginning of the third month of pregnancy,

might be performed in two ways. According to the first method,

the husband was to take his bath in the morning, kindle a fire

named Chandra^ perform kusar^dika ending with the muttering of

the Virupaksha hymn, seat his wife on blades of kuia on

his right to the western side of the fire with her face turned towards

the east, and after silently offering fuel, soaked with clarified butter,

into the fire perform the MaAavjvr/yr/r/V/owt?. He was then to take

his stand at the back of his wife, touch her navel with his right

hand after touching her right shoulder, and mutter mantras to

ensure the birth of a male child. According to the second method,

a defcctless sheath of a fresh va(a bud {vata-iufigd), furnished with

two fruits, was collected, with the citation of mantras, from a north-

eastern branch of a vata tree, after besmearing the sheath seven

times with the powders of barley (yava) and pulse {masha). This

sheath was then pounded with a piece of stone by a Brahmachnrin

or an unmarried girl or a pregnant woman or a Brahmin who was

well versed in, and regularly studied, the Vedas. While being thus

pounded the sheath was to be soaked with dew-water according to

the local custom. The husband then tied this herb in a piece of

^ The description of these ceremonies as well as of the is b^d
upon the ms. of Bhafta Bhavadeva’s KarmanushUiana-paddhati in the Dacca Univer-

sity Library (ms. No. 502). The perfomiance of the homos etc. and the payment

of fees to priests, being constant features in these ceremonies, will not be repeated

in the descriptions.
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cloth and pressed its juice into the right nostril of his wife, seated

by the side of the sacred fire, with his face turned towards the west.

While thus pouring the juice, the husband was to pronounce a

Vedic verse for a male progeny.

In the ceremony of Simantormayana, which was performed in

the fourth, sixth or eighth month from pregnancy, the husband was

to take his bath in the morning, perform Vfiddhi-Srsddha, kindle a

fire called Maftgah, consecrate it with ku&atfdik^, and seat his wife

on blades of kuSa to his right on the western side of the fire with

her face turned towards the east. He was then to take his stand

behind his wife with his face turned towards the east, and tie round

his wife’s neck a pair of ripe figs having a common stem, after

stringing these fruits with a piece of thread of silk and adding to

them nimba, white mustard, bhallataka etc. for the sake of protec-

tion. According to the local custom a pair of Vssudeva’s feet were

made with gold or some other metal and tied to the wife’s neck

with the same purpose along with natural grains of barley. Next

the husband was to part his wife’s hair, first with darbha-pifijalis^

for a number of times, and then with a reed (Sara), a spindle filled

with yarn, a white quill of a porcupine, etc. He was then to show

her the kri&ara (a kind of food) prepared with sesamum, rice and

mSsha, and finish the main function with the performance of the

homas etc. Next, some Brahmin women, who had sons and whose

husbands were living, were to take the wife to the altar, bathe here

with the water contained in the pitcher, and perform all other rites

which were conducive to her welfare {mafigala-kritya). The wife

then ate up the kfiiara with a quantity of ghee poured on it.

In iloshyanti-homa the wife was to play no part at all, although

this rite was meant for her easy delivery and was performed at a time

when she was in the mature stage of pregnancy. In this ceremony

the husband was to take his bath, consecrate the fire with kuiatyfiks,

silently offer fuel, soaked with ghee, into the fire, and perform the

Soshyantl-homa by offering oblations with the mention of the

intended name of his future son.

The Jata-karman ceremony did not require any fire. As soon

as a son was born, the father said . “Don’t sever the artery, don’t

allow the child to suck the mother’s breast.’’ Thus prohibiting (the

nurse), he took his bath, performed Vriddhi-sraddha, and rubbed the

child’s tongue, first with the powder of rrihi and yava taken with

the thumb and the ring-finger of his right hand, and then twice with

> A darbah-pmiali is formed when two blades of kuia, each of the length

of a pradesa, are tied in the middle with another piece of kusa blade of the same
length.
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gftee and gold. It should be mentioned here that this powder of

vrihi and yava was to be prepared on a piece of stone by a brahma-

chSHn, or a virgin girl, -or a pregnant woman, or a Brahmin who
was well versed in, and regularly studied, the Vedas. Next, giving

his permission with the words ‘Sever the artery, allow the child to

sucic the mother’s milk,* the father again took his bath.

It should be mentioned here that in those days no temporary

hut was constructed for child-birth ; one of the permanent living

rooms was used for the purpose, and this room was deemed pure

as soon as the period of impurity due to child-birth was over.

In the ceremony of Nishkramana, which was celebrated on the

third day of the third bright half of a lunar month from the date

of the child’s birth, the child was bathed in the morning. After

dusk the father stood with his face towards the moon. The mother

wrapped the child in clean and sanctified clothes, went with it to

the left side of the father, stood with her face towards the north,

and handed over the child to the father with its head turned

towards the north. Then the mother went to the father's right

side and stood with her face turned towards the west. The father

then showed the child the moon, offered argliya to the moon, and

handed over the child to its mother with its head turned towards

the north. He next performed the purificatory rites and entered

the house. In this way the child was to be shown the moon on

three other third days of the bright halves of lunar months, and

libation of water was to be offered to the moon on these occasions.

The ceremony of NSma-karai^a was, according to the local

custom, celebrated after the expiry of twelve or hundred-and-one

nights, or on the birth-day, though the Grihya-sutras ordain that

this ceremony was to be performed after the expiry of ten nights,

hundred nights, six months, or a year. In this ceremony the father

took his bath in the morning, performed the YTiddhi-irsddha, and

consecrated the fire named Fsrthiva with kuSatfdikS. The mother

then handed over the child (covered with clean clothes) to the

fhther, and took her seat on the left side of her husband. The

father next performed homa for the pleasure of the presiding deities

of the child’s birth-day and star, whispered the child’s name first

into the mother’s ear and then into that of the child, and handing

over the child to the mother, performed MahSvyShriti-homa etc.

The ceremony of paushiika-karman, which was meant for

ensuring the vitality of the child, was performed on every janma-tithi

or purnlmS of every month in the first year. In this ceremony a

fire called Balada was required, and the father was to perform the

different homos almost in the same way as in Nama-karatia.

In Anm-praiana, which was celebrated on an auspicious day
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of the sixth month, the father was to take his bath in the morning,

perform Vfiddhi-ir^ddha^ consecrate the fire named kuchi with

kuf:ai)dikdy silently offer fuel, soaked with ghee, into it, perform the

Mahavyahriti-lwma, offer oblations to Hunger, Thirst and give

food into the mouth of the child with citations of mantras.

It is to be noted that the present custom of placing a pen, an

ink-pot, a gold or silver coin, a piece of earth, and the like for

examining the leanings of the child was not in vogue, at least

among the Brahmins, in those days, and that the ceremonies of

NSma-karar}a and Anna^prasana were celebrated at different times.

The ceremony of Naimittika-mnrdhd-bhig/irar^a (i.e. the

occasional smelling of the son’s head by the father) seems to have

been peculiar with the Bengal Brahmins. It was performed

especially when the father returned home after a long sojourn. In

this ceremony the father touched the heads of his sons in order

of age with both his hands, muttered three mantras for their long

life, smelt their heads with the citation of a maptra, and chanted the

Vcimade vya-saman.

The ceremony of tonsure (Clnldd’karana) might be celebrated

in the first or third year according to the custom of the family. It

required the performance of Vriddhi-sraddha, consecration of a fire

called Satya, and performance of Iwmas etc. During Clmda-karai^a,

a cup of bell-metal containing hot water and a razor made of copper

(or a mirror in its stead) were placed to the south of the fire, and a

barber took his stand there with an iron razor in his hand ; on the

north, bull’s dung, sesamum, rice, beans (niasha), kidney-beans

{mud^a), kfisara etc., were placed ; and on the east, three pots

filled with vrl/ii, yava, tila masha etc. were kept. The shaving

was done with the iron razor ; the copper one (or the mirror) was

meant only for touching the head with. First the father shaved

certain parts of the child’s head after seasoning the hair with hot

water and touching it with the copper razor (or its substitute, the

mirror), and then the barber, who was adorned with flowers e^c.,

was to give the finishing touch. The hair, thus severally collected,

was first to be placed, according to the local custom, on bull’s dung

contained in an earthen pot held by a young friend of the child,

and then the whole was to be thrown into the forest. Some hung

it to the branch of a bamboo-tree.

Upanayana (or investiture with the sacred thread) is one of

the most important sacraments for a twice-born. For a Brahmin

boy. the proper age for Upanayana was the eighth year from

conception or birth. In case the boy failed to undergo Upartayana

at that age, the time could be extended up to his sixteenth year ;

but after that he was deemed S&vitrhpatita, and therefore unworthy
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of Upanayana. The procedure of this ceremony was briefly as

follows. The father of the boy was to take his bath in ihe morning

and perform Vriddhi-itaddha, Then he himself, or an Achfirya

selected by him, or a religious student {bmhmaclnlrin, in case no
Acharya was available), was to kindle a fire called Samudhhaya and
consecrate it with the performance of kusaryUka, He then conducted

the boy, who was to take his meal in the morning, to the northern

side of the fire, had his head shaved along with the iikha {i.e,

the tuft of hair that was left on the crown of his head), bathed him,

made him put on a silken garment or a piece of white and untorn

cloth made of cotton, adorned him with ornaments such as car-rings,

and seated him on his right side. The Acharya then offered fuel,

soaked with ghee, into the fire, performed Mahavyahrithhoma,

offered oblations several times into the fire, and performed the

function of Anjali-purar^a. The boy then asked the Acharya for

Upanayana, whereupon the latter asked the former his name, and

when he knew it from the boy, held the boy's right hand by

the thumb in his own right hand and went round the fire. The

Achfirya next touched, with his right hand, first the boy's right

shoulder and then his navel, breast etc, and muttered Vedic mantras.

Then, after touching the boy’s left shoulder with his left hand, he

instructed the boy to collect sacrificial fuel, to work, to avoid sleep

by day, to be a brabnach^rin, and so on. After the boy had

consented to abide by his instructions, the Acharya made the boy

wear a three-fold girdle of mafija grass, a sacred thread {upavlta)

and the skin of a black-antelope, taught the Sdbitrt first by fourth

parts, then by halves and then with ihe Mahaxydbritis (viz ,bhiih,

bhuvah and svah), and gave him a staff made of vilva ox paldia wood.

The length of the staff was to be determined by the height of the

boy’s body. After taking this staff the boy collected alms first

from his mother and sister, and then from others including his

father, and offered these to the Acharya, who then performed the

Samid-dhoma^ Mahavyahriti-Uoma, Sclfyciyana-homa etc. Priestly fee

was then offered to the Acharya or, if the father himself was the

Acharya, to the Brahmin who conducted the function. The boy

had to pass the whole day at that place. At dusk he finished his

evening prayers, offered oblations to the fire and saluted it. He
then silently ate the food collected by begging, after mixing it with

clarified butter only. While eating he used only the three fingers,

viz,, the middle finger, the ring-finger and the thumb, and held the

dish with his left hand. He then sipped water. In this way the

boy had'^to worship fire daily in the morning and evening till the

ceremony of Samdvartana ; but the method of taking food was to

be followed by bini till his death.
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On the fourth day from Vpanayana, Ssvilii-charu-homa was to

be performed, in the fire called Samudbhava, by the father, or his

substitute or a religious student or an Achsrya appointed by the

father. For the preparation of the chant, a mortar, a pestle, a

vessel (chamasa) - all made of vanttpt wood—, a winnowing-basket

made of bamboo, and vrlhi etc. were required. After the function

was over, a cow was to be given to the Acharya, or, if the father

himself performed the duties of the Achsrya, to the Brahmin who
conducted the ceremony.

Being thus invested with the sacred thre^ the students began

their studies in right earnest under the supervision of their fathers

or some other teachers selected by their guardians. The subjects

studied by them were generally the ibllowing ;—Vedas, Dharmaiastra,

PurS^a, the Epics, ArthaSastra, Capita, Mlmarhstt, JyotibtRstra,

Kavya, Tarka, Vyakarapa, Alaihkara and Chhandas but from

Halayudha’s statement in his Brshmana-sarvasva that he wrote this

work because he found that the Brahmins of Rttdhtt and Varendra

did not study the Vedas, and therefore did not know the Vedic

rites properly, it seems that though the Brahmins always claimed

to have been versed in the Vedas, in reality they did not usually

study these ancient works with much interest and earnestness. As

a matter of fact, there were many among the Brahmins who did not

care to study the Vedas at all.* However, besides the above-

mentioned subjects, the Brahmins sometimes also read Ayurveda,

Astra-veda, Agama (i.c. Tantra)® etc. Higher education was, how-

ever, by no means confined to the Brfthmapas, and the examples of

Vallslasena (v. supra pp. 353 S') and Ksntideva’s father* prove

that kings and nobles also were noted for learning and scholarship.

The ceremony of Samavartana was performed when the student

finished his studies and returned home with the permission of his

teacher. In this ceremony the father of the student took his bath

and performed Vriddhi-iraddha. Then be himself, or an Achsrya

selected by him, or a brahmach&rin (if an Acharya be not available)

kindled a fire named Tejas, consecrated it with the performance of

1. For an idea of the branches of knowledge regarded as important in ancient

times one might compare the list of subjects in which Bhavadeva is said to have

been efiRcient (IB. 34, 39) and also the list of works drawn upon by Sarvananda in

his Jiks-saaasva. Ihe Brahmanas r^erred to in the Pala records are said to

be proficient in Vedas, Vedanta, Pada-vafcya, Pramana, Mirnsmsa, Tarka, and

Vyakarapa.
* AAiraddha Bhatta also refers to the lack of Vedic study (Pitrl-dmitti. p. 8).

» a. CL. 83.

* For KSntideva, cf. supra pp. 134-35. His father is said to have been

efficient in subhsMta, Rsmyatfa, MalabhBrata and the Puranas.
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kiiianifik^f and performed Samid-dhoma and Mahctvyahfithhoma,
He then seated the boy on his right side and offered oblations to

the fire. When the sacrifices connected with the ceremony of
Samovartana were over, the student {brahmaclUrin) fed the

Brahmins, took his meal, had his head and beards shaved with only

a tuft of hair [hikha) left on his head, put on defectlcss clothes

and ornaments, wore a garland on his head and a pair of leathern

shoes, had a bamboo stick (his former staff being thrown into the

fire), mounted a cart drawn by two bulls {go-yuga) and came to

the AchSrya, first going to the east or north, and then turning to

the south. The Achnrya honoured him with*" the offer of arghya

and received dakshina (fees).

Next comes the most important sacrament in a Hindu’s life, v/z.,

that of marriage.

Regarding the proper age of marriage JimTltavflhana in his

D^yabhaga quotes, with approval, the injunction of Vishnu and
Paithinasi that dire consequences would follow if a girl is married

after puberty, and the statement of Manu that “the nubile age is

twelve years for a girl to be married to a man aged thirty, and

eight years for one to be espoused by a man aged twenty-four
; and

the age prescribed for entry into another order is fifty years.”^

Jimtitavahana quotes a line® from Vishnu Puraija (in. 10, 16) to

show that the marriageable ages for the bride and bridegroom

should be in the ratio of 1 to 3. In his Safhbandha-vivekd^

Bhdvadeva quotes, from earlier authorities, a few verses which say

that if a girl attained puberty in her father’s house her father

became guilty of killing an embryo (bhrur^a-hatya), and the girl

was deemed to be a vfishall ; that if any one married such a girl out

of greed or infatuation, he became airaddfieya (luiworthly of iraddha)

and apankteya (unfit for sitting in the same line), and was regarded

as a yfishall-pati (husband of a vrisha/t) ;
and that if a girl attained

1 DB. p. 21.

= KV. 427.

9 Dacca University ms. No. M lllAOjlB (number in valuation list). This is a

complete but undated ms. consisting of fois. 1-3, and written in Bengali characters.

It begins with the words **atha Bhavadevlya-Sambandha-vivekahy and ends with

the colophon “/// Kala-va4dbh\ {T Bala’valabhihhhujanga-irhBhavadeva-Bhatta-

virachitah Sambandha-vivekah samaptahy Though both in the beginning and in

the colophon the work is called Sambandha-viveka, aud its authorship is clearly

ascribed to Bhavadeva, the fact that some of the references, made in the later

Smfiti Nibandhas, to Bhavadeva’s Sambandha-viveka are not found in the above

mentioned ms., tends to show that our ms. contains only a summary of the

original work.
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puberty during the time of her marriage, a special homa was to be

performed before the commencement of the actual rites of marriage.^

It appears from these prescriptions that people were generally in

favour of early marriage of girls, and did not like that men should

marry after the age of fifty. It is, however, not known how far

these prescriptions were actually followed in practice by the different

grades of people.

The Saihbandha-viveka further informs us that in matters of

marriage great importance was attached to the sapirfda, sagotra and

samSm-pravara relationship between the bride and the bridegroom.

No marriage was permitted in the first four forms (viz. Brahma,

Daiva, Arsha and Prajspatya), if the bride was within the fifth

generation on the mother's side of the bridegroom, or within the

seventh generation on his father’s side, or if the bride and bridegroom

were of the same gotra (through their fathers or mothers) or of the

same pravara. In the last four forms (viz., Asura, GSndharva,

Rakshasa and Paiiacha), however, a bridegroom might marry a

bride who was not within the third generation on his mother’s side,

or the fifth generation on his father’s side ; but those who contract*

ed such maniages were deemed as degraded to the position of

^Vdras. Nor was marriage permissible with one’s own maternal

uncle’s daughter or with the daughter of one’s step-brother’s

maternal uncle ; because such a girl was as good as a sister to the

bridegroom. Among uterine brothers or sisters, marriage was per-

mitted in order of seniority in age. But if the elder brother became

a sannyasin, or was afflicted with a dangerous disease (such as

insanity, phthisis etc.), or lived in a distant country, or had a savage

temperament, or was guilty of any of the mahapatakas, the younger

brother was allowed to supersede him in marriage without incuning

any social stigma. If anybody married a girl whose elder uterine

sister, though free from any serious defect, remained unmarried, he

was to forsake that girl, perform the Prajapatya penance, and main-

tain her with food and raiments.’’

Though monogamy was the ideal, and probably also the rule,

at least among the members of the Brahmanical fold, people were

allowed to have more wives than one but when a person wanted

to have a second wife, he was to gratify the first one with sufficient

wealth in order to have her assent.* Whatever might be the

» See Sambandha'Vivtka, fol. 3a. ^
For similar injunction Cf. PRP. 117.

• King Ssmalavarman had quite a large numbtr of wives (IB. 23) : Bhava-
deva's father had two wives {IB. 37).

* DB. 83.
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number of the wives of a person, first (of the same
caste) wife enjoyed the highest position in social and religious

functions {supra p. 576).

Of the different forms of marriage the Brahma seems to have

been the most popular with the Brshma^as, the last four

forms «being rare but not quite unknown to ihem.^ The procedure

of this Brahma form, as followed by the Samavedins, has been given

by Bhatta Bhavadeva in his Karmamishth^na-paddhati^ Accord-

ing to Bhavadeva the marriage rites began with Jfiati-karman (or

preliminaries done by the bride’s blood relations on her father’s

side) in which the bride’s body was besmeared with a mixture of

powders of masura, yava and masha by her father’s sapir^cja or

suhfit, and she was bathed with the water poured on her head and pro-

fusely on her lap, with the citation of relevant Vedic mantras.

Then the guardian (sampraddta) of the bride was to receive the

bridegroom, honour him with padya, arghya^ achamamya, scented

flowers, clothes, sacred thread, finger-ring etc., and intimate his in-

tention of giving his ward in marriage to him. The bridegroom

having given his consent, mukha-chandrika followed. A cow was

tied on the northern side of the marriage-pandal, and vishfaras (Le,

seats made with kuia in a particular manner) and other requisite

articles were placed in their proper places. The sampraddtd stood

with his face towards the west, and the bridegroom sat on a scat

with his face towards the east. The samprad&tn then offered to

the bridegroom two vishtaras, a vessel containing water {Le.p&dya)t

arghya (consisting of akshata and twigs of diirya grass—all placed

on a dish made of conch-shell or some other material), achamamya

(i,e, water for sipping), and madhu-parka {i,e, a mixture of ghee^

curd and honey). The bridegroom duly received all these things,

and after sipping water, he besmeared his right palm with auspicious

herbs and placed on it the right hand of the bride. Then either a

woman, who was fortunate and whose husband and sons were liv-

ing, or a Brahmin tied these two hands with kuSa along with a

fruit, after performing certain auspicious rites (according to custom).

Next followed the ^giving of the girl to the bridegroom’ {kanya*

sampradsna) after adorning her properly ; the offer of dowries,*—

a pair of cows, food, water, beds, a maid-servant and five kinds of

grains ; the tying of the ends of the bride’s and bridegroom’s clothes

by a Brahmin woman whose husband and sons were living, with

• Cf. Sambandha^viveka, fol. 2b ; also DB. 79, 98.

• Fols* 10a-27b.

• The dowry of the bridegroom is referred to in the Charya-padas {BCD, 33).
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the performance of various auspicious customary rites ; the guardian’s

untying the knot made with kuha ; and his removal of the piece of

cloth, so that the bride and the bridegroom might see each other’s

face. The barber, who stood near the marriage-pandal, exclaimed

‘a cow, a cow,’ and the bridegroom cited a mantra. The barber

then let loose the cow. Next the bridegroom performed kuiait4ikS

in front of the main house. A friend of the bridegroom covered his

body with clothes, took a pitcher full of water collected from a

water-reservoir which never dried up, went to the south of the fire

by the east, and stood there silently with his fabe towards the north.

Another friend of the bridegroom took a doll in his hand, went

in the same way to the south of the fire, and stood there on the

east of the former friend. On the western side of the fire, some

mixture of fried grains (laja) and jjmMeaves were to be placed

on a winnowing-basket ; and near it a flat piece of stone, furnished

with a smaller piece {soputra iila), and a mat, made of viro^o-leaves

and surrounded by a piece of cloth (pata-veshtita), weie placed.

The bridegroom then entered the house, made the bride put on two

pieces of defectless cloth (the uttarlya or upper garment being a

substitute for the yajfiopavtta), painted her forehead with a mark

of vermilion, and brought her to the side of the fire. The bride first

touched a side of the mat with her right foot and then sat on its

eastern part to the sbuth of her husband. She touched the right

shoulder of her husband with her right band ; and the bridegroom

offered oblations six times into the fire, and then performed the

MabSvyShriti-homa. Next came the bride’s hilakrSmaiia {i.e. the

placing of her right foot on a flat piece of stone furnished with a

smaller piece), L3ja-homa (performance of homa with fried grains

for a specified number of times), Agni-pradakshina (going round

the fire with the' bridegroom), and Saptapadl-gamana (taking

seven steps in seven small circles along with the bride-

groom). After these functions were over, the bridegroom’s friend,

who held the pitcher full of water, came forward and bathed the

bridegroom and the bride. The bridegroom then muttered six

mantras after taking the bride’s hands into his, came to the fire with

the bride, performed the homas and gave fees to the priest. The
bridegroom next kindled a fire called Yojaka, performed kuSai^dikS*

and remained there until the stars were visible (in case the marriage

took place in day time). When the stars became visible, he stretched

a dry red-furred hide of a bull, seated the bride on the side

furnished with fur, performed the MahSvyahriti-homa, and;. oBcred

oblations of ghee six times into the fire. He then showed the Dltruva

and ArundJiati stars to the bride, and the bride saluted the bride-

groom. Then in accordance with the local custom, women, who had
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their husbands living, placed the bride and the bridegroom on the

altar, bathed them with water sanctified with mango-twigs, and

performed other auspicious rites. The bridegroom then entered the

house, took rice mixed with ghee (havishynwia) but without salt,

and gave the remnants of his food to the bride. For three consecu-

tive nights the newly married couple were to live on food taken

without salt, abstain from all kinds of sexual enjoyment, and sleep

on the ground on a bed furnished with ku'sn. The bride was then

seated in a cart made of kiihSuka, isintan or some other wood, and
led to the bridegroom’s house.* On the way, all the cross-ways

(chatushpatha) were invoked (for allaying the impediments of the

journey). When the bridegroom’s house was reached, the bride was
taken down and led into the house. Brahmin women, whose sons

and husbands were living, performed various auspicious popular

rites and then seated the bride on a red bull’s hide. They placed a

beautiful Brahmin boy on her lap and gave a white-lotus-bulb or

some fruits in his hand. The bridegroom then kindled a fire named
Dhfiti, performed kuicn>'4ika and the homos, and made the bride

bow down to her father-in-law and others.*

On the fourth day from the date of marriage, the Chaturthi-homa

was performed. The wife took her seat on the southern side of

the sacred fire, where a vessel of water furnished with kuha was

also placed. The husband offered oblations twenty times into the

fire with the mention of the mantras of Agni, Vayu, Cjiandra and

SQrya—severally and collectively, and each lime the ladle, with the

remaining ghee sticking to it, was dipped into the water. The wife

was then taken to the northern side of the fire and bathed with

this water.

From the descriptions of the Vcdic rites and sacraments given

above, it is evident that the contributions of local customs, family

traditions, and superstitions, especially of women, to the procedures

of these rites and sacraments were not at all negligible. But in this

there was nothing peculiar to Bengal. For, in connexion with

marriage, the ASvalSyana-Grihya-sittra (1, 7,1-2) says: “Various

indeed are the observances of the (different) countries and villages ;

and one should follow those in marriages and the Apastamba-

Grihya-sutra (2, 15) declares : “People should understand from

women (and others) what procedure is (to be observed according

to custom).” Various festivities and amusements were held in

» Gifts were made to the bude in this bridal procession (DB. 80).

' Unimportant details have been left out of the account of the marriage

ceremony given in the text.
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connection with the marriage ceremony, and the procession of the

bridegroom to the bride's house was accompanied by music.^

Besides the Vedic rites and sacraments mentioned above there

were other ceremonies which were regularly performed, and many of

them served as occasions of mirth and festivities to the people of

Bengal. As typical examples, the worship of Durgs in her different

forms, and of Ga^esa, Sarasvati, Indra, Stirya, ManasS^ and

Kflma or Madana (Cupid), the spring festival Holdkci (the present

Holi), the Sukha-rairi-vrata, the Dytita-pratipad, the PSshdr^a-

chaturdaSi, etc. may be mentioned. Regarding the merry-makings

of the people on the occasion of worship of Durgs and her other

forms, Sandhyskara Nandi says in his Rdmacharita that Varendri

became 'full of festivities on account of the excellent worship of the

goddess UmR.’® In the autumnal worship of DurgR, a peculiar

kind of merry-making, called invaroisava, was observed by the

people on the Da'saml tithi} During this merry-making, those

taking part in it had to cover their bodies with leaves etc. and bes-

mear themselves with mud and other things to resemble the l^avaras.

They had to jump and dance at random, sing, and beat drums inco-

herently. A couple of verses occurring both in. the Kdlikn Pura^a

and the Kdla-viveka show that the programme of this Sdvarotsava

included not only topics on, and songs about, sexual intercourse,

but also the requisite movements of the body, and thal the violation

of this practice incurred the rage and curse of Bhagavati.^ The

Brihad-dkarma PurS^a (II, VI, 81-83) introduces certain restrictions

in this merry-making, saying :

“People should not utter before others words which arc expressive of the

male and female organs, etc . ; they should utter these during the great worship

(of the goddess Durgaj in the month of A.wina. But (even on that occasion)

they should never pronounce (such words) before their mothers or daughters, or

those female disciples who have not been initiated to Sakti-worship.* **

But it supports by arguments, which cannot be reproduced

without using indecent language, that “one, who is worthy of

* The Charya-padas refer to various musical instruments which were played

when the bridegroom proceeded to the bride’s house. These were pataha, mEdal,

karando, kasala and dundubhi (BCD. 33 ; DUS, iv. No. ii. 28-29 ; JL. xxx. 41-42).

»’g:K412, 102. 294, 417,413.

* RC. m. 35.

^ KV. 514; also Kalika Parana (Venkatesvara Press ed.) 61, 21-22. For

KV. cf. supra p. 325. Regarding the date and provenance of the present Kuliku

PuTBpa, cf. Hazra, ABORl xxii. 1-23.

* SeeJTK 514; Jira//A:3 Purana 61, 21-22. It is difficult to believe that the

action hinted by the line ^bhaga-lingadcriyabhis 9cha kri^aytyur^alam Jarisy was
actually practised by the people on this occasion.
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worshipping her, should utter (such expressions) with a view to

creating her pleasure.’’

The use of objectionable expressions was not peculiar to Durga^

pujs only. In the Kama^mahotsava also, the people used such

objectionable expressions (jngvpsiuokti) to the accompaniment of

music, because they believed that by such practices Kama was

pleased to confer wealth and progeny on the worshippers.^ It

should be mentioned here that this Kama-mahotsova, or the great

festival of the Cupid, was celebrated in the month of Chaitra. The
worship of Indra, called Sakrottbana^ consisted in erecting a

flagstaff dedicated to the god, and the ceremony was attended by

kings, citizens, ministers and Brahmans in festive dress. The most

important spring festival of the people of the east was the Holaka^

which must have been greatly enjoyed by all people without distinc-

tion of caste or sex. In the Sukha-ratri-vrata (the vow of a happy

night) which was performed in the month of Kartika, the poor were

fed in the evening, and people, whether mutually related or not, were

to greet one another with sweet words in the morning following the

Sukha-ratri (happy night).^ In the Pasbaria-chaturdaiu which was

observed in the month of Agrahsyat^a, big cakes were eaten at

night.® More interesting was the festival called Dyfita-pratipad

which was observed on the 'sukla-pratipad in the month of

Kartika.® In this festival the morning was spent in playing dice

or gambling, because people believed that success in the game indi-

cated a happy year. They then put on ornaments, smeared their

bodies with scents, attended to vocal as well as instrumental music,

and dined in the company of intimate friends. At night they decorated

their beds and bed-rooms, and enjoyed the company of women they

loved. On this occasion, they also gave new clothes to their friends

and relatives as well as to Brahmins. In the Kojagara also, which

was observed on the full-moon day of Alvina, the night was

passed in playing at dice, and friends and relatives were gratified

with food consisting chiefly of pressed rice (called chipitaka) and

preparations of cocoanuts.’ In the Bhratfudvitlyct which was

celebrated in the month of Kartika, sisters fed their brothers who,

in their turn, gave ornaments, clothes, etc. to their sisters.® There

> KK470. • XF.294ff. • DB.43, 127.

• KV. 403-4. For a more detailed description of this festival, see Srlostha-

chirya-chudsmani*s Kritya-tattvarnava (Dacca University ms. 4630),

fols. 70a, 7Ib.

• KV. 470.

• Krityihtattvari^ava, fols. 71b-72b.

’ KV. 403. Sec also Kritya-tattvSrnava, fol. 68a-b.

• KV. 405-6.
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are many other rites, ceremonies and festivals, referred to in

KUh-viveka, with which we are familiar today, such as DlpanvitS,

(illumination of houses) and AksSa-pradipa (burning a lamp high

in the sky) in the month of Kartika, JanmSshtarm^ Akshaya-tfitiyn,

ASokSshfami, Agasfya-arghya, holy bathing in the Ganges (known

as DaiaharS) and the Brahmaputra (known as AsItiami-snSm),

bathing on the Maghi Saptami day, etc. There are also long

lists of food and action forbidden on particular litliis ; and the

proper days for fasting and appropriate time for study, pilgrimage,

journey, etc. are laid down with punctilious care.^ Detailed regula*

tions were also laid down for the disposal of dead bodies and a short

account of the funeral rites is given in Appendix in. In short, life

was subjected to a series of injunctions and prohibitions, controlling

even the minutest details of daily life to an extent which it is diffi-

cult for us to realise. How far all these were actually observed in

practice it is, of course, difficult to say. But a perusal of the

Smriti literature in Bengal presents a picture of life tightly bound

within a narrow framework of ^tistric rules. On the other hand,

the rites and festivals mentioned above must have made family and

social life highly enjoyable, and afforded opportunities to people to

come into close and intimate touch with one another.

VII LIFE OF THE PEOPLE

Sufficient data are not available for reconstructing a compre-

hensive picture of the life lived by people in ancient Bengal. All

that we can do is to throw some light on its important phases

with ihe help of foreign accounts, sculpture, literature and inscrip-

tions, The literary works of Bengal, which supply most of the

particulars, belong to the twelfth century a.d. with the single excep-

tion of the CharyS-padas,* which were probably one or two

centuries earlier. On account of the paucity of data no attempt

has been made to trace the evolution of social life, according to

distinct chronological periods. The sources of information range

between the fourth and twelfth century a.d. and the picture drawn
in the following pages may be regarded as broadly true of this

period.

‘ O'. 325, 494-95. 409, 106, 292-93,400,422,418,333,265,278,351. See
also KriiythtattvSrifina, fols. 72b-73a.

.
* Tte meaning of the Charya-padas (supra pp. 383-88) is not always clear.

Dr. M. Shidiidullah published an article in Natarola fa Benpali ioimt^[j minting

many passages referred to in this chapter with an indication as to their meaning,
and subsequently published the texts with translations (DUS. iv. No. u. 1-87). Dr
P. C. Bagehi’s intapretation is occasionally different (JL, xxx. 1-15Q.
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The Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang has recorded a few general

observations on the nature of the people in different parts of Bengal

visited by him. The people of Samatata, nccording to him, were

“hardy by nature,’* and those of Tsmralipti, both ‘ hardy and brave.”

The manners of the people of Karijasuvarna were “honest and
amiable,” but those of Tsmralipti, “quick and hasty.” An excessive

love of learning and earnest application to it characterised the

people of Pundravardhana, Samatata and Karjjasuvar^a.^ I-tsing*s

testimony to the high moral standard of the Buddhists of a vihara

in Tsmralipti has already been referred to above {supra p. 427).

Fondness for learning, to which Hiuen Tsang bears testimony,

and which characterises the people of Bengal even today, induced

them to visit distant parts of India, even up to Kashmir, for study.

But they were not always noted for good behaviour. In his satirical

poem DaSopadeia, Kshemendra, observes that the students of Gauda
who came to Kashmir with frail bodies which seemed to break even

at the touch of people, soon acquired overbearing manners under

the bracing climate of this country, so much so that they refused

to pay the shop-keepers and drew out knife at the slightest provo-

cation. This aspect of the Bengali character is also emphasised by

the remark of VijnSneSvara that the people of Gauda were quarrel-

some.^ The Brahmanical writers of Bengal always insisted on a

high moral standard of the people. They decried all kinds of vices and

sensualities, and the killing of BrShmaj;Las, drinking of wine, theft

and adultery were regarded as heinous crimes for which the heaviest

penalties and expiations were prescribed.^ At the same time

they encouraged the culture of all kinds of virtue such as truth,

charity, purity, kindness and continence.

2. Position of women

We know from VatsySyana’s Kitmasutra that the women of

Gau^a had the reputation of being soft and timid, sweet-speaking

and graceful.^ It appears from Dhoyi’s descriptions (in Pavana^

duta)^ of the women of Vijayapura, the capital city of Lakshma^a-

sena, that the Purdah system was not much in vogue. But certain

* Beal-Hfcor n. 194-204.

* Mitakshara, Nirnayasagara edition, p. 257,

* This will be evident from PRP,
® K&masutra, vi, 5. 33.

77

Supra pp. 363-64.
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remarks of Vatsyayana indicate that the women of the royal harem
of Vanga were not accustomed to move out freely, and spoke with

outsiders from behind a curtain.^ Women were educated, and
probably many of them were literate.^ In ancient Bengal, as in

the rest of India, a wom^n had hardly any independent legal or

social status, except as a member of the family of her father and
husband. It is interesting to note, however, that the great Bengal
jurist Jimutavshana asserts the right of a widow to inherit her hus-

band’s entire property in the absence of any male issue. JlmUtavf^hana

notes the conflicting views on this subject, and refutes in an elabo-

rate argument the opinion of those who held that the brother and
other relations of the deceased should have preference over his

widow, or that the latter would be entitled only to maintenance.

He adds, however, that the widow shall have no right to the sale,

mortgage, or gift of the property, and her enjoyment should be

consistent with the life of a chaste widow, solely devoted to the

memory of her husband. She should live in her husband’s family

with his parents, abstain from luxury (such as wearing fine clothes),

and spend just enough to keep herself alive in order that she might

do all acts and rites beneficial to her dead husband. Besides, she

had to be fully subsServient to her husband’s family, even in respect

of the disposal of her property. In the absence of any male relation

of husband, down to a sapir^da, she must live under the guardian-

ship of her father’s family.

Women enjoyed few legal rights and privileges even in respect

of their person and property, aitd had to rely mostly upon the natural

instinct of love, affection and sense of duty possessed by their

husbands, sons and other relatives. The prevalence of polygamy
must have made their lives at home somewhat irksome. In spite of

strong insistence of physical chastity of women,contemporary evidence

indicates that there was a certain amount of laxity in this respect,®

Mention may, however, be made in this connection of one redeeming

feature in society which offers a striking contrast to modern ideas.

It is laid down in the Brahma- vaivarta Purfina* that a woman,
forcibly ravished against her will, is not degraded or excommunicated
thereby, but becomes pure on performing a penance (prctyaichitta).

Married women sometimes helped their husbands by earning

money by means of spinning, weaving or some other mechanical

' * KSmasutrav. C, M,
Love-letters written by women are referred to in Pavana-duta (v. 40).

» Cf. infra pp. 617-20 and also Brahma-vaivarta Purfina (Brahii^khanda
X, 166-70).

Prakriti-khap^a, lxi, 79.
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art.^ Sometimes employers offered bribes to the wives of labourers

in order to induce them to send their husbands or some other mem-
bers of their families to work.^ After the death of their husbands,

the wives had to live in complete chastity and to avoid all kinds of

luxury and exiciting food such as meat, fish, etc} The position

of the widows in society was not at all enviable. They were often

looked upon as inauspicious, and were very seldom allowed to take

part in the different rites and ceremonies. They seem to have been

encouraged by the people to immolate themselves in the funeral

pyres of their husbands. The Brihad-dhanna PuriTna (u. 8. 3-10)

says ;

“A devoted wife, who follows her husband in death, saves him from great

sins. Oh twice-born, there is no greater exploit for women, because (by this)

she enjoys in heaven the company of her husband for a mamantara. Even when

a widow dies by entering into fire with a favourite thing of her husband, who died

long ago, and with her mind absorbed in him, she attains the same state (as men-
tioned above).”

So, it appears that the custom of the burning of Suttee came

into vogue in Bengal from fairly early times.

3. Food and drink

Rice, fish, meat, fruits, vegetables and milk (in various forms)

constituted the chief articles of diet. Fish and meal were not

usually eaten by Brahmanas outside Bengal, but the practice was so

common in Bengal that Bhatta Bhavadeva had to defend it by a

lengthy argument. He quotes the opinion of previous authorities

like Chhagaleya, Yajnavalkya, Manu and Vyasa, and observes :

*‘A11 this (prohibition) is meant for the prohibited (days) like Chaturdasi

etc. ... so it is understood that there is no crime (dosha) in eating fish and

meat.”*

As regards fish the Bfihad-dharma PurSji^a (ii. 5. 44-4(5) recom-

mends that a BrShmana should eat rohitOy sakula, iaphara and other

fishes which are white and have scales. It was due to this con-

sumption of fish by all classes of people in Bengal, that ^rinfith-

ifchSrya also allowed the people to eat fish and meat except on some

parvan days enumerated in two verses of the Vishrpi PurSna which

he quoted.® Jimtitavahana's inclusion of the fat {taila) of illisa

‘ DB. p. 85. • ibid. i05.

PRF. 69 ; Brihad^dharma n. 8. 11. • PRP* 67-68.

• Govindananda, in his VarshadcmmiM (p. 216) condemns the view of

^io&thacl^rya.
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(Hilsa) fish* among the different kinds of vegetable and animal fat

tends to show that this fish was largely consumed in Bengal, and the

people used its fat for various purposes. But the people, especially

the Brahmins, were not allowed to take any kind of fish they liked.

They had to avoid those fishes which had ugly forms, or had heads

like snakes, or lived in holes.* Though people were asked to

avoid rotten fish,* some of them took dried fish. Sarvsnanda says

in his TlkS’Sarvasva that the people of Vahgala were fond of

taking dried fish.* As regards meat, the flesh of deer* and goat

was most popular. Among the animals whose flesh was not recom-

mended to the people by the Smriti works, were snails, crabs, fowls

(both domestic and wild), cranes, ducks, dstyaha birds, camels,

boars, cows, etc. Among the five-nailed animals, the hare, the

godhS, the porcupine and tortoise might be eaten.* But in no case

was the taking of raw or dried meat permissible.* Among vegetables,

mushrooms, onions, garlics etc. were always to be avoided.*

Betels were taken with karpara (camphor).*

Milk and its various preparations were very popular items of

diet, but Bhavadeva prohibits various kinds of milk, chiefly on

hygienic grounds.**

As regards intoxicating drink those in common use were spiritu-

ous liquor made by distillation of rice, molasses, flour and honey.

But there were many other kinds of wine.** The early CharyS-

padas refer to drinking at liquor shops where ^aundika’s wife

sold the liquor after fermenting it by means of the fine powder of the

root of a tree.*®

Bhavadeva vehemently disapproves the taking of intoxicating

drinks by the people, be they twice-born or not.*® But to what
extent it stopped this evil practice it is difficult to say. The Bfihad-

dharma PurSua (ii. 6, 98) says : “In times forbidden by the

scriptures, a Brahmin should not worship Jsiva with gold, blood, wine,

human sacrifice, fish and meat,” thus indicating that wine was used

by the Tsntric Devi-worshippeis.

* KV. 379. = PRP. 67. * Ibid. 66.

« SPP. 1326, pp. 86 f.n., 103. ’ BCD. 12. * PRP. 66 ff.

’ Ibid. 59, 66. • Ibid. 65. * BGD. 44.
»• PRP. 66 ff. md, 40.
** BGD. 7 : JL, XXX. 6. According to Dr. Shahidullah's interpretation {op. eil,

5) the wine was fermented by a thin bark.

M PRP. 40 ff.
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4, Dress and Ornaments

Literary evidence indicates that men and women in ancient

Bengal generally wore a single piece of cloth as under-garment, and

occasionally also an upper garment {uttarlya and odna). They also

used various ornaments such as ring, ear-ring or ear-pendants

(Jkuf^4oia)y necklace (hSra), armlet (keynra) and bracelet (valaya)^

that made of conch-shell (kankha-valaya) being a speciality for

women (cf. infra pp. 657-58).

A more precise idea of the dresses and ornaments and the mode
of wearing them may be formed by a study of the sculptures, chiefly

those of Paharpur.

Men wore dhoti which was generally shorter and narrower than

that worn by the Bengalis of the present day (PI. lvii. 142 ;
lvi. 140).

Ordinarily it hardly reached below the knee, and in many cases it

was even shorter than that. The cases where the dhoti reached up

to the ankle may be regarded as exceptional. The usual mode of

wearing the dhoti was different from the present fashionable mode.

The central part of the dhoti having covered the lower part of the

body below the navel, both the ends of the cloth were drawn in

and tucked up behind. It was held tight round the waist by a

girdle, consisting of three or more bands, fastened together by means

of a knob in the centre, just below the navel. Sometimes only the

left end of the dhoti was tucked up behind, and the right end was

allowed to hang in graceful folds in front. This mode of wearing

dhoti exposes the contour of the legs as the cloth fits them closely,

and the folds are often marked by incisions both vertical and

horizontal.

The women also wore iadis in the same way, though they were

much longer and generally reached the ankle. This mode appears,

however, to have come into fashion during the Pflla period, for in

earlier sculptures at Pahfirpur, the went lound the lower part

of the body, one end falling vertically behind the left leg in graceful

folds.^ This resembles the way in which modern Bengali ladies put

on Sacp to cover the lower part of the body. In ancient Bengal the

like the dhoti, never covered the upper part of the body which

generally remained exposed, though sometimes it was partially covered

by a long narrow scarf {uttarlya or odna).^ In addition, in the

cases of women, the breast was occasionally covered by a chauli or

» Cf. PI. LVI, 140 ; LVU. 142 ; lviii. 144.

^ The upper scarf of the women was worn in different fashions; Cf.

Pava/ia^duta, v. 35 ; Arya-saptasati, u. 5. 1 ; Bhatt.-Ca/. PJ. u, xxv. lxu (a).
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stanapatia, and in a few cases by a bodice/ which covered the body
above the navel and a portion of the upper arm. The i34ts of the

women and even the dhoti of the men were embroidered with various

designs, composed of lines or floral and ornamental devices of various

patterns.

The above may be regarded as the normal dress. There must
have been special dresses for special occasions, and Jimutavahana
refers to the dress for assemblies.^ Although we have no definite

idea of such a dress, some exceptional modes of dress are represented

in the sculptures. Sometimes men dressed in something like shorts or

kngats which covered only a small portion of the thigh, and women
in a close-fitting tunic or pyjama reaching up to the ankle,^ This

was undoubtedly the case with the dancing girls who wore in addition

a long odr^a^ which was loosely thrown over the shoulder behind

the head and passed under the arms so that its ends fluttered during

a dance.^ The scanty Icngti^ worn by an ascetic as well as by a

drummer ( ?) is curious
; so are the short dresses put on by warriors.*

The dress and ornaments of the boy Krishna in Pshsrpur
reliefs’ probably represent those generally used by the children.

The chief points of interest are the three tufts of hair on the crown,

called kaka-pakslia in literature, the torque with medallions round
the neck which is in use even today, and the upper scarf tied round
the middle of the body between the chest and the abdomen. The
lower garment consisted either of a short dhoti or shorts.

The ornaments worn by men and women, like their dresses, were
very similar. The amorous couple in Paharpur relief (PI. lvi, 140)

have each large ear-pendants, two lines of necklaces,® armlets,

bracelets, elaborate girdles and anklet. These may be regarded as

the ornaments generally used. Sometimes a woman put on too

many bracelets like the up-country ladies.®

Neither men nor women used any covering for the head, but the

sculptures of Paharpur show that they elaborately dressed their hair.

^ PI. XXVI. 63 ;
cf also Bhatta.-Ca/. PI. xiv.

• DB. 148.

• PI. xiviii. 117-118 ; cf. also Paharpur^ PI. xxix o, d,
• Ibid. PI, xxxiv (a).

“ PI. l. 122. Cf. Q.\so Paharpur. Li (b). The Charya-padas refer to naked
K^pllis. I'hcy besmeared their body with ashes, held khatvahga in one hand and
4amaru on the other, wore garlands, kuntfalas and anklets, and tied a bell

on their l:g (BCD, 19, 21).

• PI. XLVu. 114, 116 ; XLix. 119 ; uii. 128. Cf. Paharpur. PI. lvu.
^

' Paharpur. PL xxviii. xxix (a.)

• For bead-necklaces, Cf. /b/</. PI. Lxii.

• Ibid. PI. xxxiv (a).
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“Men wote their hair long with thick tresses falling on the shoulder, tied a knot

on the top and had curls or ringlets on the forehead kept in place by a neat fillet.

Women had their hair gathered in a bunch at the back or arranged it fan-wise

behind the head.”*

The ascetics had their braided hair arranged in two piles one

abovb the other.*

The literary evidence indicates that men used leather shoes and

wooden foot-wears, and carried umbrellas and bamboo-sticks.* No
figure in PshSrpur sculptures, except warriors, is, however, represented

with any footwear, and it was probably not in common use. It

appears, however, that the warriors were also often without shoes.*

The umbrella is represented in sculptures (PI. i. 5 ;
xvi. 42, lxx. 169).

Married women painted their forehead with a mark ol vermilion,

a custom that prevails even today. They also reddened their lower

lips with vermilion, used saffron as a cosmetic, and painted their

feet with lac.*

As regards furniture we know little of the different articles in

use. The bedstead, mirror, and lock with key are referred to in

early CharyS-padas.* Various kinds of household furniture, made

of gold with fine artistic designs, are mentioned in Ramacharita

(HI. 33-34). Terracotta toys, bedsteads, flower-stands, caskets,

and domestic utensils such as bowls, vases and pitchers, of which

there are large number of varieties, and earthenware, of all kinds

and of various types, are represented in sculptures.’

5, Games and Pastimes

Among the indoor games dice and chess seem to have been very

popular. The first was current in India since the earliest Vedic

period and formed a part of certain religious ceremonies in Bengal

(v. supra p. 607). We do not know for certain when the second

came into use, but as details of the chess, such as sixty-four squares

on a piece of cloth, and the pieces known as raja, maniri,, gaja and

vadia are referred to in early Charya-padas, the game must have

been well-known before the tenth century a.d.»

The Charya-padas refer to music, both vocal and instrumental,

dancing and theatrical performances. They also mention (lyre)

with thirty-two strings which was constructed and played upon as

» Ibid.p. 67. Cf. Pis. xLvn—Lvm. • Ibid. PI. xxxv (c).

• KarmZnushthSna-paddhati, fol. 53a ; cf. also Pilri-dayits, p. 4.

« Paharpur. PI tvu. ‘ Pavana-dula, vv. 40, 42, 43, 44.

• BGD. 44, 49. 9.

• Paharpur. Pis. lx, i.xi, lxiv. Bhatt-Cor. pp. xxxv-xxxvi.

• BGD. 22.
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in modern timcs.^ Each region had probably some specialities in

these matters, and the R&macharita (in. 29) refers to various kinds

of tabor {muraja) ‘which were specially practised in Varendrl.*

Music and dancing weie cultivated as high classes of arts by both

men and women, and specially by the public women and devadasts

in temples who strictly followed the directions given in Bharata’s

Natyasfitra and other texts on the subject.^ There are frequent

references in literature® and inscriptions* to music and dancing,

and several representations at Paharpur,® of men and girls in the

dancing posture, and musicians playing upon cymbals, gong, lyre

and even earthen pots, and holding drum and lute.

Among outdoor pastimes of women may be mentioned gardening

and watei -sports.® Men favoured wrestling and acrobatics.’

6. Conveyances

The conveyances in ancient Bengal consisted of bullock cart,®

horse, carriage,® elephants and boats. The bullock cart was used

even for bridal procession (v. supra p. 605) and its shape did not

materially vary from the modern type. Horses, carriages and

elephants were obviously meant for the rich and the aristocrat.

Commenting on the injunctions of Manu and Vishnu that clothes,

vehicles, etc, were not liable to partition, Jlmntavflhana explains

vehicles as “carriages or horses and the like,”^® indicating that these

two were the usual vehicles of the well-to-do classes in Bengal.-^

Elephants, both as a fighting element and an aristocratic

^ BCD. 30.

‘ According to Rajatarahgim (iv. 422) the dancing and music in the

K^rtikeya temple at Pundravardhana, which followed the rules of Bharata, were

enjoyed by Jayanta who himself knew the literature on this subject (Bharatanugam^

a lakshya nritya-gxtadi-msirav'ity

® /tC. ' III. 35-37.

« Bhatta Bhavadeva’s Ins., v. 30 {IB. 35, 41).

* PI. Lii. 126; PL Lv. 134 135. Further, for dancing, Cf. Paharpur. PI.

XXXIV (a), XXXIX (r), xl (c), xliii {d) ; for musical instrument, cf. ibid. PI. li.

• Pavana-duta, vv. 33, 38.

» Paharpur, PI, xxviii (6), xlii (e)

.

Cf. go^rathya in the second Grant of Dharmaditya (supra p. 41, f.n. 2),

’ Cf. classical accounts of four-horsed chariots maintained by'^ king

of the Prasioi and the Gangaridai {supra, Ch. m).

DB. 148.

A caparisoned horse is represented in Paharpur. PI. un (/).
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conveyance, were known in Bengal from a very early period.^ The

Bengali CharyS-padas refer to the capture of camels* by means of

snares. A camel is represented in the PShflrpur sculptures, and a

rare image of a goddess riding a camel has been discovered in

N. Bengal.*

In a country covered with a network of rivers, boats must have

been the principal means of conveyance.* The early Bengali

CharyS-padas frequently refer to boats, including sea-going vessels,

and mention their component parts viz., helms and oars, instrument

for baling out water, ropes both for towing and fixing it to a wooden

post on the land, sails, mast and wheels. For short journeys rafts

were used. Ferry-boats were in use, and had to be paid for by

means of cowries.^

7. Luxury and immorality

Bengal was primarily a rural country and a beautiful descrip-

tion of its countryside is given in RSmacharita* But even in

ancient times there were a number of towns and important commer-

cial centres which were abodes of wealth and luxury (infra, p.

644). The description of Ramttvatt’ and Vijayapura,* the capital

cities of the Palas and Senas, by two contemporary poets, in spite

of obvious poetic exaggerations, gives us a vivid
^

picture of the

wealthy cities of ancient Bengal. Such towns contained wide roads

and symmetrical rows of palatial buildings, towering high and sur-

mounted by golden pitchers on the top. The temples, monasteries,

pubUc parks and large tanks, bordered by rockery and tall palm-

trees, added to the beauty and amenities of town life.

These towns, as in all ages and countries, were the homes of all

shades of peoples ;
the plain, simple, virtuous and religious, as weU

1 Elephants as a military force in Bengal are referred to m dwical accoonU

of the Oangaridae. and in Indian literature and inscriptions. For literature on ele-

pLnts written in Bengal cf. supra p. 295. For sculptural representations cf. Pahar-

33. The original text has karaha which Dr. Shahidullab translates

as camel tpUS. iv. No. ii. 26). But karaha {^kanU>ha) may mean a young

« Cf. EaghwofuSa. iv. 36 where the Vangas are referred to us nau-saOxan-

odyarSB which indicates the skill of the people in the use of boats for all purposes

»-=0. ™ ~
(ctekro) is not quite apparent. For further references to boats and harbours cf.

In/w, p.^659
yy 5.28 , » RC.* Hi. vv. 29-31. AwHW-dlitot vv, 16 fu

78
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as the vicioiis and the luxurious. Luxuries were chiefly manifested

in fine clothes, jewellery, palatial buildings, costly furniture, and

sumptuous feasts. Abundant supply of food, far ^yond the needs

and even capacity of invited guests, was characteristic of these

feasts in ancient, as in modern Bengal.*

Wealth, luxury and extravagance are hardly compatible with a

strict code of morality. Evidences, both literary and epigraphic,

testify to the immorality and sensual excesses in ancient Bengal.

An idea of the moral laxity of the fashionable young men and

women of Gauda may be formed from the vivid description of their

amorous activities in KamasWtra (vi. 49) and Pavana-data (v. 42).

The language of Dhoyl seems to imply that these were not merely

tolerated but regarded as part of normal social life. The same con-

clusion follows from the very slight penalty imposed upon a

BrShmana for illicit union with a l^udra girl to which reference

has been made above (supra, p. 576). Courtesans were familiar,

and presumably not unwelcome, features of city-life, for appreciative

references are made to them not only in the Pavana-duta and Riima-

charita, but also in official records of the Sena kings.^ Vatsyfi-

yana’s references to the most disgraceful amorous intrigues of the

members of the royal harem in Gauda and Vanga with BrShmapas,

officers, slaves and servants,^ seem to indicate that people outside

Bengal held a very low opinion of the moral standard of her

aristocratic class. Similarly, Btihaspati, describing the manners and

customs of the people of different parts of India, remarks that the

twice-born people of the east are fish-eaters and their women are

notoriously immoral.*

The low standard of sexual morality was the cause of, or at least

mainly responsible for, the growth of certain evil customs. The first

was the general practice of keeping female slaves, referred to by
Jimntavahana, and these, as the commentator MaheSvara informs

us, mean ‘women kept for enjoyment.’*

' I-tsing, 40.

® Edilpur CP., v. 9 {IB. 122, 127), which is lepealcd in the records of
Visvarupasena.

’ Kumasutra, v. 6. 38, 51.

’^Tbe verses of Brihaspati are quoted in Smriti-chandrika of Deva^abhafta
(Mysore ed.) i. p. 25, and of Bhatta Nilakantha (ed. P. V.

Kane), p. 7.

^ DB. 149* The institution of slavery can be traced in Bengal from a very

early period. It is referred to in Vjitsysyana’s Kamasutra (v. 6. 38). The slaves

were regarcled as absolute property of a person and were inherited by his succes-

sors. It is laid down in the DB. (p. 7) that if there is a single ftmale slave

inherited by more than one, she must serve, in turn, the different owners, during

specific periods, according to number of shares held by each.
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The second was the system of dedicating girls (popularly known
as deva^dUst) for service in temples. Whatever might have been
the primary nature and object of this very ancient institution in

India, there is no doubt of its degradation in Bengal towards the

close of the Hindu period. Contemporary records refer in raptur-

ous terms to the personal beauty and charm of the hundred women
whom Vijayasena and Bhatta Bhavadeva assigned to the temples

erected by them.' Dhoyi also refers to such women in a temple

erected by the Sena king (Lakshmanasena ?) in Suhma,* That

this practice was in vogue even in earlier periods is indicated by the

reference in Rajatarangirjii (iv. 421 ff.) to the courtesan Kamala,

who was a dancing girl in a temple in Pundravardhana in the eighth

century a.d. These girls were well versed in dance and music, and
sometimes in other arts, and though dedicated to the service of gods,

or associated with ceremonies in temples, were often no better than

common courtesans.^ The long and detailed account of the very

rich and accomplished courtesan Kamaln throws an interesting light

on the lives of the higher classes of these women and the moral

standard of society in those days.

It may be suggested that this low standard of sexual morality

was an inevitable consequence of the Tfintric doctrines and the

religious tenets and practices of the last phase of both Brahmanical

and Buddhist religions in the eleventh and twelfth centuries a.d., to

which reference has been made above {supra

,

pp. 329-30). Whether

these were the effects or causes of laxity in sexual morality in

society it is difficult to say with any degree of certainty, but perhaps

each reacted on the other. Certain it is that the literature of the

Sena period and the religious texts and practices of the later phases

of both Hinduism and Buddhism occasionally betray a degradation

in ideas of decency and sexual morality which could not but scri-

* Deopirs Ins., v. 30 (IB, 49, 55). Bhavadeva's Ins., v. 30 (IB, 35, 41).

* Pavana-duta, v. 28, The ^deva-vara-vanita" of Ramavati, capital of

Ramapala, mentioned in the Raniacharita (iii. 37) probably also refers to

Deva^dasis,

3 Nothing more strikingly illustrates the very low standard of sexual morality

of the time than the description of these courtesans. Dhoyi calls them vara*ramah,

but does not hesitate to add that they made one feel as if the goddess Laksbml had

come down on earth (to attend her lord, the god Murari). According to the Ins.

of Bhavadeva, ‘the hundred damsels (given to Vishnu) restored to life, as it were,

the god of love., and were the prison-houses of the passionate, and the meeting-hall

of Music, Dalliance and Beauty.” These leave no doubt that the sensual

dominated the religious aspect of the institution of Deva-dasls,
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ously affect the healthy development of moral and social life.^ It

is obviously a dangerous ground to tread upon, in view of the

religious susceptibilities of our people, but it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that religious influences were responsible to a large extent

for the two great evils which were sapping the strength and vitality

of society : the disintegrating and pernicious system of rigid caste-

divisions with its elaborate code of purity and untouchability ; and

the low standard of morality that governed the relations between

men and women.

VIII. A NATION IN THE MAKING

The Bengalis of to-day, numbering over sixty millions, are fully

conscious and even proud of their distinct entity among the peoples

of India. But apart from geographical contiguity, this consciousness

is now based upon linguistic rather than social or racial affinity.

The feeling of nationality, based on a common language, is, how-

ever of recent growth, and could not have developed much in

pre-Muslim period when the modern vernaculars had not yet taken

shape, and were in the unformed and almost fluid state. The

Vernacular literature, as we have seen above, was then in its infancy,

and '‘without a literature there cannot be the pride in a language

which is needed to make it one of the bases of nationalism in the

modem sense of the term.”^ The facts known so far do not

encourage the belief that there was enough social solidarity or

cultural homogeneity to foster a feeling of national unity in ancient

Bengal. Socially and culturally India, in ancient and mediaeval

period, was divided horizontally rather than vertically, and a

Brahman of Bengal felt and consciously maintained greater affinity

with a Brahman of Upper India than with a member of lower caste

in his own province. Besides, social solidarity was rendered diffi-

* The following remarks of Dr. R. L. Mitra about a certain Tantric text,

though perhaps not quite accurate or just, are very relevant to this question.

"The professed object is devotion of the highest kind, but in working it out,

theories are indulged in and practices enjoined which are at once the most revolting

and horrible that human depravity could think of. The work is reckoned to be

the sacred scripture of millions of intelligent beings." {Nepalese Buddhist Litera-

ture, p. 261). In spite of all that can be reasonably said in extenuation of

Tantric literature ood practices (v. supra pp. 329-30), its degrading effect on society

can hardly be doubted. Even in important and widely popular Hindu religious

festivals such as Durgotsava, KSma-mahotsava, etc, (supra pp. 606-07) the sacred

texts emphasise certain features which cannot be uttered or written witb9St violate

ing rules of deooicy according to modern ideas.

* Dr. S, K. Cbatleiji in New Rmiew, 1937, p. S46.
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cult, if not impossible, by the evolution of the elaborate structure

of caste, which made a permanent cleavage between the Brahmans
and the remaining elements of people, almost all of which were

degraded to the level of Sudras. Even the latter were divided into

numerous isolated and rigid groups by the creation of innumerable

castes and sub-castes to which detailed reference has been made
above.

There remained, therefore, only two elements which might

constitute a nation in Bengal, viz, racial and geographical unity.

As regards the first, we have already seen above that the main bulk

of the people formed a homogeneous ethnic group. To what extent

a full realisation of this was prevented by the social divisions we
cannot say, but herein undoubtedly lay an important basis for a

truly national feeling.

The geographical unity of Bengal, too, was not evidently fully

realised in ancient times. No common name for the whole province

was evolved,^ although the number ol old regional names was

gradually being reduced. Even up to the very end of the Hindu
rule, Gauda and Vanga denoted not only two distinct geographical

divisions but, to a certain extent, also two political entities.

The absence of a common designation for the country or the

people as a whole seems to show that in spite of the political unity

for a long period under the Palas, and for shorter periods under

other dynasties, a united Bengali nation, as we understand it, had

not yet probably come into existence, and there was a broad demar-

cation between Eastern and Western Bengal, traces of which

persist evep to-day.

But both the Gaudas and the Vangas had attained a definite

status, and references in inscriptions and literature of other parts of

India leave no doubt that they were recognised as two distinguished

and important political units. Proud of their past history and

achievements, and flourishing in a compact territory with well

defined areas, they had each developed a national life which has left

its impress even upon posterity. But signs were not wanting that

these two component parts would> at no distant date, be welded

together into a united nation.

The geographical contiguity, the community of language, and

political unity were the forces at work which were destined to bring

Gauda and Vahga closer together, and ultimately evolve a national

life among the people living in the region now known as Bengal.

^ For the origin of the common name Vahgala (from which are derived

the modern Vangla, Vahgdlx, and European Bengala, Bengal, Bengali), see supra

p. 19 and /tfQ. xvi. 225 ff.
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In the domain of art and literature they had already developed a

common trait which characterised them as distinct from the rest of

India, and this may be regarded as the beginning of that cultural

unity which helped the growth of a national feeling. There were

many other common elements in the culture and civilisation of

Gauda and Vahga in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries which

differentiated them from the rest of India, and imparted a distinct

individuality to the Bengalis. Reference may be made, for example,

to the evolution of Proto-Bengali dialect and alphabet, the special

preference for the goddesses representing female energy culminating

in the worship of DurgA as a national festival, the growth of Tsntri-

sm, the absence of any head-dress, the use of fish and meat as

articles of food, and lastly, the peculiar laws of inheritance codified

by JimQtavfihana which differed in essential respects from those in

force in other parts of India. These characteristics were sure to

stamp the Bengalis as a separate entity among the Indian peoples.

To sum up, so far as available evidence goes, we cannot say that

there was a united Bengali nation by the end of the 12th century

A.D., but everything indicates that such a nation was in the making.



APPENDIX I.

THE KULAJI OR GENEALOGICAL IITERATURE

I. THE KULAJI TEXTS

There is an extensive literature in Bengal known as Kulaji or

Kula-i^stra. It deals with the history of the BrahmajQLas and some
other principal castes in Bengal in a general way, and also gives a

detailed genealogical account of the notable families belonging to the

different castes. We are not concerned here with the latter, except

in so far as it throws light on the former, and shall confine our

discussion to the general account of the different castes preserved

in the Kulajis, As might be expected, the Kulajis, treating of the

Brahmauas, form the major and more important part of this litera-

ture, and the rest, so far at least as the general history is concerned,

forms an insignificant and almost a subsidiary part.

Certain preliminary remarks on the available Kulaji texts are

necessary in order to estimate their value and historical importance.

The more well-known Brshma^a Kulaji texts arc

1. Mah^vafhiavaH or Miira-grantha by Dhruvnnanda

MiSra.

2. Goshthi-katha by Nulo Panchanana.

3. KularSma by Viichaspati Mii^ra.

4. VSrendra-kula-paftJika, a general name for a number of

heterogeneous texts.

5. Mda-paryaya-ganam,

6. Kula-pradtpa by DhanaHjaya.

7. Kula-dipika by Ramfinanda Sarma.

8. Kula~chandrika,

9. Sagara-prak^sa.

10. Kulart^ava.

11. Nirdosha^kula-panjika by MaheSa.

12. Kcirika by Hari Misra.

13. K^rika by Edu Misra.

14. Kula-tativnrr^ava by SarvRnanda Mi^ra.

Among these No. 1 is printed, and there are good grounds to

refer its composition to the latter part of the fifteenth century a.d.

The authors of Nos. 2 and 3 were certainly later, and have generally

been assumed to be junior contemporaries of Dhruvananda, the
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author of No. 1, though there is no definite evidence in support of

it. They may, therefore, be referred to the 16th or 17th century a.d.

Genuine manuscripts of texts Nos. 4 to 10 are difficult to

obtain. Modem authors have quoted from these books without

giving any account of the manuscripts used by them. No oefinite

idea of their age can be formed and the authorship of some of them
is in dispute. The authorofNo.il is said to be a contemporary

of Lakshmapasena, but there is nothing to support this view, and to

judge from the ms. of the work in the Dacca University Library,

it cannot be regarded as a very old work.

No texts of Nos. 12, 1 3 and 14 were known until recent times.

N. Vasu, who possessed the only known copies of Nos. 12 and 13,

and used the former as the main authority in his voluminous work
Vttfiger JStiya ItihSsa (“Social History of Bengal”), proclaimed

No. 13 to belong to the twelfth century a.d., and regarded No. 12

as next in date, but the most authentic genealogical work composed
in the thirteenth century a.d. The manuscripts of both were,

however, very carefully guarded by him, and in spite of repeated

demands, both private and public, were never produced for inspection

by scholars. The manuscript of No. 12, however, was found along

with others purchased by the Dacca University after his death, and
even a casual inspection is enough to convince anybody that it has no
claim to be regarded as either an ancient text or a work of Hari

MUra.^ The foundation on which the huge superstructure of

social history was constructed by N. Vasu has thus been considerably

weakened, if not totally shattered.

No. 14 is printed, but no definite account is given of the

manuscript on which it is based. There are very good grounds for

the general belief that the book is a modern compilation, palmed
on to an ancient author, with a view to improving the status of

certain classes of BrBhmapas. Definite instances are known of
deliberate interpolation, omission and distortion of passages in

Kulaji texts in order to remove the social stigma of some families

or provide others with a superior status. Indeed these motives are

naturally so strong in human beings, and in the absence of old

genuine mss. or printed Kulaji texts, the means of achieving the ends
comparatively is so easy, that there is nothing to be surprised at the

fabrication of new texts and tampering with the old ones.

The facts stated above lead to the following general conclusions :

1 . That there are no genuine and authentic Kulaji texts that

can be dated before the latter half of the fifteenth ceSfury a.d.

‘ This has been fully discussed by Dr. R. C. Majutndar (BhSratavarsha,

Jyaishtha 1348 b.s., p. 698),
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2. That with one or two exceptions, the literature exists only

in manuscripts, copies of which are difficult to secure.

3. That Kuhji texts have been tampered with in various ways,

and there are good grounds to doubt the genuineness of

many current texts which are attributed to ancient authors.

II. KING ADISDRA and ORIGIN OF BENGALI

BRAHMANAS AND KAYASTHAS.

There is one central theme in almost all the Kulajis which

forms the pivot round which moves their entire conception of the

social history of Bengal. It touches upon the origin of the Rsdhiya

and VKrendra BrShmauas who form the bulk of the Brahmin com-

munity in Bengal. All the Kulaji texts maintain that they were

descended from five BrShma^as who came to Bengal at the invita-

tion of king Adittrra. The outline of the story is given below.

King Adittira of Bengal requested the king of Kanauj (or

KolSncha) to send him five BrShma^as, versed in the Vedas and

Vedic sacrifices, for there were no such Brshmaijas in Bengal. As
the latter refused, AdiSQra declared war against him. To win an

easy victory he decided to send to the battle seven hundred

BrShma^as of Bengal, seated on bulls, for an orthodox Brfthma]gia,

like the king of Kanauj, full of devotion to cows and Brahmaoas,

would not kill them. The Brshma^as of Bengal at first refused to

ride on bulls as it violated the injunctions of the SSstras. But

Adi§tira promised to free them from guilt when they returned from

their expedition. As expected, the king of Kanauj desisted from

fighting these Brahma^a soldiers, and sent the five Brshmaqias

asked for by Adi^ura. These five Brnhmauas, equipped with bows

and arrows, came on horseback to Bengal, accompanied by five

attendants. Adi^ura did not show proper respect to them on

account of their military dress, whereupon the BrGhmanas threw

the flower and herbs, with which they wanted to bless Adiitlra, on

a stump of wood, which immediatety blossomed into a living tree.

AdiiVra, deeply impressed by this, begged for their pardon and gave

them a proper reception. The BrGhmanas performed a sacrifice

and returned to Kanauj. But their kinsmen at home treated them

as degraded on account of journey to Bengal, and asked them

to perform penances. Thereupon the five BrGhmanas, with their

wives and servants returned to Bengal, and Adi^nra granted them

five villages to live in.

Such is the story in brief outline, but the details vary in the

79
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different kulajis. As regards Adisura, different genealogies of his

family are given in different texts ; he is referred to as the grand-

father (mother’s father) of Vallalasena in some, and that of a remote

ancestor of VallSlasena in others. He is said to be the ruler of

Bengal and Orissa, but some authorities add Anga, Kalihga,

Karuata, Kerala, Kfimarnpa, Saursshtra, Magadha, Mfflava and
Gurjara to his dominions. Some say that the whole affair was
peaceful, as AdisUra had married the daughter of the Kanauj king,

while according to others he fought with him
;
and his capital, where

he received the Brf^hmauas, is placed by some at Gauda, and by
others at Vikramapura. The reasons why the five Brfihmaflia^ were

brought by him are variously stated. Six different authorities put
forward names of different religious ceremonies for the performance
of which the Brahmanas were requisitioned. According to a seventh

account, the king of Ka^i (not Kanauj, as we have in the other

texts), being asked by Adisura to pay tribute refused to do so, and
in reply tauntingly referred to Adi^ura’s dominions as bereft of

Brahmanas and Vedic sacrifices, whereupon AdiBUra defeated him
in a battle and brought the five Brahmanas. The date of this event

is also variously put down as Saka 654, 675, 804, 854, 864, 914, 954,

994 and 999, while three sets of names are given as those of the

five Brahmanas.

III. DIVISION OF THE BRAHMANAS INTO
DIFFERENT SECTS

The seven hundred Brahmanas who went to fight for AdiSUra
came to be known as SaptaSati or Sat^ati. According to some they

were descendants of Brahma];^as living on the bank of the Sarasvatl

river, who were brought to Bengal by the Andhra king Sndraka for

performing a sacrifice, and settled in this country which till then

had no Brahmanas. According to others, these were people of low
castes, but were recognised as Brahmanas by Adifeura as a reward

for their services. According to a third version, VallSilasena got a
boon from the goddess ChandT that within two praharas (six hours)

he could make anybody he liked to be a Brfihma^a, and the king

thereupon created seven hundred Brahma](^as who came to be known
as Saptai^atl (seven hundred).

Some genealogical texts hold that all the Brahmanas in^engaJ,
other than the Sapta^ati, were descended from the five Brahmanas,
brought by king Adisura, and according to Nirdosha-kulorpahjik^,

the five sons of one of the five Brahmanas were the progenitors of
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RSdhlya, Vsrcndra, and Vaidika PSschatya and DakshinStya

sections of Bengal Brahm anas. Other texts, however, give different

accounts of the origin of these sections and we may next proceed

to consider them.

1, Radhlya and Van ndra

There is a general agreement among the Kulajis that all the

Radhlya and V5rendra Br^thmanas were descended from the five

BrShmajjas brought by AdisUra. But there are two main versions

of the events that led to their division into these two sections.

According to the version current among the Raclhiyas, the des-

cendants of the five Brahma^ias, settled in Bengal by Adi&ura, moved
in course of time to various parts, either on account of internal

dissensions or under royal orders. Ultimately they were definitely

classified by Vallfllasena into Radhlya or Vnrendra according as

they lived in Rsdhft or Varendra at that time.

The version of the Varendra Brflhmauas is quite different.

Adi^nra, we are told, thought that if the Saplasati Brahmanas of

RadhS gave their daughters in marriage to the five Brahmanas

settled in Gauda, the latter would have no inducement to return to

Kanauj. The SaptaSatis, under royal command, married their

daughters to these Brahmaijas who thereupon lived in RadhS.

When they died, their sons (by previous marriages), who were still

in Kanauj, performed their Sraddha ceremony, but the other

Brahmanas refused to take part in it. Humiliated at this they came

to Adi^ura with their family. Not liking to live with their step-

brothers in RadhR they settled in Varendra, and came to be known

as Vsrendra, while the former were called Radhlya.

2. Vaidika Br&hmat^as

Though small in number, the Vaidika Brahmanas occupy an

important position in Bengal, as the spiritual leaders {guru) of

many Rsdhiya and Varendra BrahmaiH^R families belong to this

section.

The Vaidika BrRhmajjias are divided into two classes, Dakshi-

Qfitya and PSachatya. It is said that on account of Muhammadan
invasions, the study of Vedas declined in Northern India, but

continued to flourish in the South. Hence some Brflhmanas versed

in the Vedas came from the South and were welcomed by the

BrSbma^as of Bengal. They settled here and came to be known as

Dakshinatya Vaidika.
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The origia of the Patchstya Yaidika Brahma^as is described as

follows in their Kulajis : ^yamalavarman, king of Gauda, married

the daughter of the king of Kanyakubja (or Ka&i, according to some
version), and being desirous of performing some Vedic rites brought

five Brahmail^as from his father-in-law’s dominions, as there was no

Veda-knowing Brahmapas in Bengal. After the performance of the

rites, these Brahmaijias were granted villages and settled in

Bengal.

Nobody can fail to detect in the above the chief elements in the

Aditura story, and the parallelism extends even to the wide diver-

sity of details in respect of each element. Thus we have different

ancestries of l^yamalavarman, different reasons for bringing the

Brahma^as from Kanauj or Ks^l, different names of the original

Brahma^as, the miracle of dead tree coming to life in similar cir-

cumstances, and lastly, the humiliation of the Brshma^as on their

return to Kanauj (or Kbm) as the cause of their return and final

settlement in Bengal. To make matters worse, opinions differ in

this case even as to the number of the BrShma^as who originally

came to Bengal. On the other hand, there is a fair agreement about

the date of the event, v/r., 1001 Saka (=1079 a.d.) which enables

us to identify the king in question with Sflmalavarman (v. s^pra

p. 203)

It may be mentioned here that a different account of the origin

of the Vaidika Brfihmapas, alleged to be written in 1582 Saka

(=1660 A.D.) by one R&ghavendra, has been quoted by N. Vasu.

According to this the Vaidika BrShmanas were originally settled on

the Sarasvati river. Having learnt by astrological calculations of

the impending invasions by the Yavanas, they dispersed in different

directions, and one Gangsgati came to Bengal and settled in

Kotalipada. His patron was king Harivarman. Other Vaidika

Brahma^as followed Gangagati to Bengal and thus grew the Vaidika

community.

3. SSkadvipi BrShmattas

There is a class of BrShmaigias in Bengal known as Graha-vipra,

who are said to have migrated from iSakadvipa. There are two
sections among them known as Rsdhiya and Nadiya Vahga SamRja.

According to Sctkala-dvlpika, a Kulaji of the Radhlyau^ss, as

quoted by N. Vasu, there were eight sages in ^akadvipa whose

descendants made a special study of the planets (graha) and were

known as Graha-vipra. The mythical bird Garuda brought eight

of them to India who settled in Madhyadeta. Ten descendants of
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these eight came to Gauda and were known as Gaudiya Graha-
vipra. Judging from the number of generations mentioned in the

Kulajis, the migration into Bengal appears to have taken place not

more than five centuries ago.

According to Kulajis of Nadiya Vanga Samsja, twelve BrShmapas
living on the bank of the Sarayu river were brought by king ^atshka

to Gauda in order to cure himself of a disease by offering sacrifices

to the planets (graha-yajlia). At the request of the king they

settled in Gauda and were known as Graha-vipra. They were
settled in Rsdha and Vahga and were divided into several sections

according to their places of residence.

The Kulajis of the Varendra ^akadvipi Bunbrna^as repeat the

above account. It is probable, therefore, that the Varendra and the

NadlyS BrShmanas of the Graha-vipra class had a common origin.

IV. KULINISM

According to the Radhiya Kulajis, the descendants of the five

Brahmanas brought by Adiiura numbered fifty-nine during the

reign of his grandson KshitUura. To each of them this king gave a

village for residence, and hence originated the gSthi of the Radhiya

Brahma^as. In other words, each Brahmana and his descendants

were known by the name of the village in which they lived- which

became their gSihi (belonging to a village) and later developed

into surname. For example, the residents of Mukhati village had

Mukha(i gSthi, and had the surname Mukhati or Mukh-op&dhyaya,

by the addition of Upadhyaya (teacher) to the village name. The

other well-known titles Bandy-opSdhyHya and Cha(t-opadhy3ya

originated in the same way. The Varendra Brshmanas also had one

hundred gSihis. As usual, the Kulajis differ about the number of

these gathis and their names. A list of all the gSthis is given in

App. II. King DharSSura, the son of Kshitifitira, made further innova-

tion by dividing the Rsdhiya Brahma^as of fifty-nine gadiis into

three grades, viz. Mukhya-kulina, Gauna-kulina and ^rotriya.

The Vfirendra Kulajis, on the other hand, regard VallBlasena

as the founder of Kulinism. According to Vachaspati Miira the

king laid down nine virtues as the criterion, and assigned the rank

of Kulina to those Brshma^as who possessed all of them. Those

who possessed eight or seven of them were called respectively

Siddha-irotriya and Ssdhya-irotriya, and the remaining Brlhmai^

were called Kashfa-irotriya.

There is, Jiowever, nottiing in older Kulajis to indicate that

Kulinism was based on such a test. Various silly stories are told
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about the motive of Valldlasena in creating the Kulinas, and the

rough and ready method he adopted in selecting them. The

Ku/ajis are, however, unanimous —rather a rare thing—that the rank

of KulTna was personal and the distinction was conferred on only. 16

(or 19). Besides, Vallfila placed all these Kulinas in the same grade

and they could marry daughters of non-Kulinas. It was Lakshmajgia-

sena who deviated from both these practices, and made the system

a complex one, by introducing, among the Radhiya BrRhma^as,

restrictions of marriage and classification of the Kulinas into different

grades according to their faithful observance of the marriage rules.

This process of periodical classification is known as samikarar^a, the

first two of which are said to have taken place during the reign of

Lakshmanasena, and the next four in that of DanujamSdhava

(v. supra pp. 245-55). Dhruvananda refers to 117 samikarar^as up

to his time. Abstruse philosophical ideas were also introduced into

the system of Kuhnism during the reign of Lakshmanasena. But

there was still one saving grace. Kulinism had not yet become a

hereditary rank.

V. GENERAL CONCLUSION

King Adi^ura is the pivot round which the genealogical accounts

move. No positive evidence has yet been obtained of his existence,

but we have undoubted references to a &ura family ruling in Western

Bengal in the eleventh century (v. supra pp. 139, 157, 210). Adi^ura

may or may not be an historical person, but it is wrong to assert

dogmatically that he was a myth, and to reject the whole testimony

of the Kulajis on that ground alone.

On the other hand, if we consider the date and the unreliable

nature of the modern Kulaji texts, we can hardly accept their

accounts as historical without corroborative evidence. Such evidence

is available in respect of the existence of as well as of the

broad divisions of the Brilhmai^as into Radhiyas and VSrendras,^

* The existence of garni does not necessarily mean a corroboration of the

Kulaji story, as a whole, about its origin. The fact that Saptasati Brahmanas

have also their gathi goes against the assumption in the Kulajis that the system

originated with the grant of villages to the hve Brahmanas and their descendants

That the details of this garni system as given in the have been proved

to be wrong in specific instances will be shown later. For a detailed account of

the gmis Stic u,

2 Epigraphic evidence shows that these Brshmanas also settl^ in Vanga

outside the limits of Ra^hs and Varendra even during the Hindu period (EL xvn.

356).
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and possibly also Vaidikas and Graha-vipras, in the Hindu period*

as already noted above. Further, in several instances,^ the genea*

logies of particular families as given in the Kulajis seem to be

corroborated by literary and epigraphic evidence.

As against all these there is a volume of evidence of both

positive and negative character, which discredits the story of the

Kulajis, The accounts of the two great Br^hmana families mentioned

in the Bsdsl Pillar inscription {supra p. 116) and that of Bhatta

Bhavadeva {supra p. 202) prove the existence of Brnhmaijas in

Bengal in the eighth, ninth and tenth centuries a.d. who, according

to the Kulajis, must have been descended from the Brflhmauas

brought by Adi&ura. This becomes impossible if Adisura lived in

the eleventh century a.d., as is rendered probable both by the dates

supplied by most of the Kulajis and the fact that all the epigraphic

evidences refer the royal J^ura family in Bengal to that century.

On the other hand, if Adi^ura lived at the beginning of the eighth

century a.d., the earliest date assigned to him in the Kulajis, it is

not a little surprising that the two families are not mentioned in the

Kulajis^ though the founder of one of them could not have been

removed by more than one or two generations from the five

* According to Kulajis, Narayana, grandson of Chhandada {S, 654) of

Vatsya gotra, flourished in R^'dhi in the latter half of the eighth century a.d.

{VJL 142). An inscription from Or'ssa relates that GovindaHarman, son of

Bhatta-Narayana of the Vatsya an emigrant from Uttara- Rad ha, received

grant of land in (Gahga Era) 308 =f. ad. 808 (Ei. xxiii 74). One may be

inclined to identify Narayana of the Kulajis with Narayana of the inscription.

The Kulajis mention the name of Atihara of the Vandyaghatiya gathi^ who
was a contemporary of Vallalasena (VJI, 40). Sarvananda, who wrote TlArg-

sarvasva in 1159 a.d., states that his father was A rtihara of Vandyaghati. It is

very likely that Atihara is identical with Artihara of the Tika-sarvasva

The Kulajis further relate that Atihara’s father was Pitho, and his grand-

father was Aniruddha. His brother Dharmamsu’s sons were Devala, Vamana,

and Kuvera, who were contemporaries of Lakshmanasena. All of them belonged

to the Sandilya gotra. The donee of the Saktipur Grant of Lakshmanasena is

Kuvera of the sandilya gotra, whose father was Anania, grandfather was Ppthvi-

dhara, and great-grandfather was Aniruddha {El, xxi. 215). Kuvera of the

Kulajis may be identified with Kuvera of the inscription, if wc regard Dharmaihsu

as the second name of Ananta, and Pitho, a contracted form of Prilhvidhara.

Govardhanacharya. the author of the A flourished in the court

of the Senas (v, 39). His father was NiUmbara and his brother was Batabhadra.

It is known from the Kulajis that Utslba*s sons Govardhanachfirya and Bala were

contemporaries of Lakshmanasena. {VJl. i, 142. 154). Pandit Lai Mohan Vidya-

nidhi in hts Sambandha-nirnaya (p. 504) takes Nllambara as the other name of

Utsaha. He does not, however, give the source of this information. It may be

argued that Govardhanacharya of the Aryu-saptaSati is identical with Oovardhana-

charya of the Kulajis,
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BrShmapas of Kanauj, or that these families do not refer to their

exalted Kanauj origin. That the account of the origin of certain

gSihis, as given in the Kulajis, is incompatible with what the author

of Chhsndoga-pariiishta-praksia says of his own family, has been

admitted by N. Vasu Mmself, the great champion of Kulajis. Rai

Bahadur R. P. Chanda has demonstrated that the Kulaji account

of the Vsrendra Brahmanas and the origin of the Karanja-gdrh/ was

unknown up to the end of the fifteenth century a.d.^ Besides,

although we have references to a large number of BrShmajjas in the

Sena land-grants of the period after Vallalasena, not one of them

has been referred to as Kullna. If the rank were really bestowed

in consideration of personal merits on a very few, it is not a little

surprising that eminent Brahma^as like Aniruddha Bhatta, Vallsla’s

own guru, and HalRyudha, (and also Bhavadeva, his grandfather,

and KedfCrami^ra, assuming that Kullnism was introduced in the

ninth century by Adiinra’s great-grandson), ^ere not thought fit for

an honour which was only reserved for persons whose names are not

known outside the pages of the Kulajis.

But the most potent argument against the Kulaji story is that

it involves the absurd assumption that while the descendants of five

BrShma^as multiplied to millions in course of less than thousand

years, the large number of Brshmanas, originally settled in Bengal

before the 8th century a.d., and the hosts of immigrants to whom
reference is made in inscriptions {supra p. S79) practically vanished

from the soil without leaving any trace.

While, therefore, we may freely admit that the Kulajis contain

a kernel of historical truth about the social c<)ndition of the

BrShmai^as in the closing centuries of the Hindu period, their story

with all its details can by no means be regarded as of any historical

value. The close similarity in the general theme, viz. the origin of

different classes of Brshmaijas from one or more individuals imported

from outside by a king, bears on it the stamp of popular fancy,

which is evident also in many other details.

The same conclusion may be drawn from the Kulaji accounts of

the Vaidyas, Knyasthas and other castes which belong to the same
type as those of the Brrhmanas and cannot certainly be regarded as

of greater historical value. Two of the well-known Kulajis of the

Vaidyas, viz. Kavi-kar^thahara by RsmakBnta and Chandraprabhn

by Bharata Mallika are dated respectively in 1653 and 1675 a.d.

No authentic Kulaji of the other castes of a prior date is known.

The Vaidya Kulajis claim Adithra and Vallslasena to be Vaidyas.

This view is supported by some Brahma^a Kulajis, but opposed by

* In^Aryan Racts,p^. 173-75.
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those of the Ksyasthas. The general view in all the Kulajis is that

the five attendants of the five BrShmaijias brought by Aditvra weie
the progenitors of the high-class Ksyasthas in Bengal. The Vaidyas
and Ksyasthas (and some other castes) have also similar stories of
the origin of Kulinism among them. How far these can be regarded

as historical may be gi^thered from what has been said above about
the Kulajis in general and the origin of the Vaidyas and Ksyasthas
in particular.

A consideration of all the available facts leads to the conclusion

that the Kulaji story owes its origin to an attempt in the fifteenth

or sixteenth century a.d. to trace the beginnings of the social

divisions which existed at that time to the early period to which
the Hindus naturally looked back as their golden age. The attempt

was a sign as well as a symptom of the national reawakening that

we notice in other spheres of life among the Hindus in the fifteenth

century, and may be compared, and regarded as a supplement, to

the work of Raghunandana in respect of social usages, manners

and customs.

The very poor knowledge that the Bengalis of the ISth and
16th centuries possessed about the political history of their country

in pre-Muhammadan times' does not encourage the belief that they

had any correct idea of the social history of the same period. Of
course, some individual families might have preserved more or less

genuine accounts of their ancestors reaching back to the Hindu period,

but the accuracy of these could not be tested, and they would touch

only incidentally upon the general history of society in old times.

For a general view of the social history they had to rely partly on

these family stories without discrimination, and partly on the current

traditions about social and political history, readjusting the two and

filling in the gaps by means of an imaginative reconstruction. This

seems to be the genesis of the elaborate but varying accounts of

the Kulaji literature discussed above.*

* Cf. R. C. Majuffldar, "An Indigenous History of Bengal” (Pfoe. of tht

Indian Historical Records Commission, xvi. 59 ff.).

> It would be a tedious task to give detailed reference to the statements

made in this Appendix. In addition to the Kulaji texts the following works in

Bengali may be consulted for supplying the necessary data.

(a) Lai Mohan Vidyanidhi Bhattacharya, Sambondha-nlnyaya (first

published in 1874, 3rd ed., 1909).

(b) Mahimgphandra Maiumdcr. Gaude Brshmana (1st, ed. I889,2ad,ed.

1900).

(c) Nagendra Nath Vasu, Vanger lifiya Itihasa.

(d) Kalipada BhattachSrya, Rsif^ya BrShma^a kulaiaitva (1934).

«)
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In conclusion, it may be mentioned that anthropometric

tests are definitely against the view that the fir&hma^as or KSyasthas

of Bengal are descended from those of Kanyakubja.^

(tf) Umosh Chandra Qupta, Jati-tattva^vMdhi, the second part being also

known as VallUla^moha^mudgara.

For criticism of the historical value of the Kulajis, cf. Chanda, IntkhAryan

JUtces, Ch. V and a series of five articles entitled *VangJya Kulassstrer Altihasik

MQlya*' by Dr. R. C. Majumdar (published in Bhnratavarsha, in 1346 b.s. Ksrtika-

Philguna). The authorities for most of the statements made in tbis Appendix and

a hiller discussion of many points briefly treated here will be found in these

articles.

^ This will be evident from what has been said above on pp. 558-59.



APPENDIX II

GAMIS OF THE RADHIYA AND VARENDRA BRAHMANAS

The Kulajis mention fifty-six gSAiis of the Rfidhiya BrshmaBas
and one hundred gtfAiis of the Vurendra Brshmanas under five

gotras.

RADHIYA GAMIS

^apdilya gotra (16)— Vandyaghati, Gadagadi, KeSarakuni,

Kusumakull, Parihsla, Kulabhi, Ghoshali, Seyu, Mssachaiaka,
Vatavysla, VasuyBrl, Kayarsla, KuSari, Kulakuli, Ak«ia, Dirghshgi.

BhSradvSja gotra (4)—Mukhaiti, Dindisayi, Ssharika, RSyi.

KSIyapa gotra (16)—Guda, AmvulT, BhfirigrSmi, TailavSti,

KoySri, Parkkat], SimaiSyi.Poshali, PalasSyi, Hada, PodSri, Psladhi,

PitamuQdl, Chatta, BhattagrSmi, Mtilagrsmi.

Savarpa gotra (12)—GSnguil, Ku^da, Siddhala, Dsyi, Nandi,

Vali, Ghaiiteivarl, Pfill, Putfisika, Siyan, Sh&ndesvari, Nsysn.
Vstsya gotra (II)—Mahintyfl, Ghoshiila, Pfititu^da* PnrvagrSmi,

PippalSi, Cbautkhaudi, KSnjilala, Dighala, Simbulala, Ksgjsn,

VBpuli.*

VARENDRA GAMIS

l^Spdilya gotra (14)—RudravKgchi, Lahedi, SadhuvBgchi,

Champati, NandanavBsI, Ksmendra, Siharl, TBdoyalaviti, Matsy&tl,

Champa, Suvarna, Totaka, Pushs^a, Beludi.

BharadvBja gotra (22)—Bhsdada, LBduli, Jhimsla (Jhampaii),

Aturthi, Rai, RatnBvali, Uchharakhi, GochchhBsi, BBla, ^skti, Sim-

bivahBla, SariyBla, Kshetragrami, DadhiyBla, Puti, KBchati, Nandi-

grBml, Gogr&mi, Nikha(i, Pippali, SringakhorjBra, GosvBlambi.

KsSyapa gotra (18)—Maitra, BhBdudi, Karahja, Balayashtbi,

ModhBgrBmi, BalihBrl, Moyfili, Kirala, BijakuSja, SaragrBmi, Saha-

* VJI. Pt. I. 116, 126 ; Pt. n. 21. TheRadhiya Brahmaoas had originally

fifty-six gSdUf. Later on three more were added to them. The list given above,

which follows Vichaspatimisra, contains the names of fifty-nine gHAls. The so-called

Kttrika of Hari Misra gives us the list of fifty-six gSdUr. Bokatyala and

JhikrSdi of the SS^dilya go/ra, and Hijjala of the Vstsya gotra. as mentioned hy

the xirtJts do not find place in the list of Vachaspati. Kulakuli. Kayadi or

Koywi, Bhatta, Pumsika, Dighala, and Akasa gSifi/r, referred to by Vachaspati-

misra, are not mentioned in the Karika. According to some Dighala, Pumsika.

and I^tta an the three new gsMs, which were added to the list of fifty-six.
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grSmi, Katigrsmi, Madbyagrsmi, Matbagrimi, GangSgrlml, Bela*

gtlmi, Cbamagrsmi, A&rukoti.

Ssvaroa gorra (19)—Siibdiya^a, Pska^l, Dadfai, ^ribgi, Meda*
Undbu^i, Dbundbu^i, Tatoysra, Setu, NalgrBml, Nedbu^i,

Kapali, Tutfari, PaScbavati Nikadj, Samudra, Ketugrami, Yaio*

grami, iSitali.

Vltsya gotra (24)—Ssnnyala, Bbimakali, Bbatta&ail, Kama-
kali, Kudamudi, Bba^iyala, Laksba, Jamanikbl, Simali, Dhosali,

Tanuri, Vatsagrami, Debli, Nidrali, Kukku(i, Bodbagrami, l^ruta*

vati Aksbagrami, Sabari, Kaligrami, KaUbaya, Pau^drakali, KaUndi,

Cbaturavandi.^

Names of some of these gSMs are found in the records of tbe

pre-Muslim period. Artihara’s sou SarvEnanda, tbe author of

TikS-sofvasva, describes bimself as Vandyaghatiya.* The Kulajis

mention Atihara as belonging to Vandyaghatiya gSAtis.* Bhatta

Bhavadeva’s mother was the ‘daughter of a Vandyaghatiya

BrShmana’.* Bhavadeva and the donee of the Belava copper plate,

both belonging to the Ssvarna gotra, were residents of the village

Siddhala in Uttara-Rsdhs.* A Brshmana of Tataka in Varendri

settled in Vikramapura in the Dacca district.* HalSyudha, the

chief judge in the court of Lakshma^asena, connects bis mother

with Gochchhashandi*^ The Sadukti-kartfSmfita of ^rldharadssa

mentions KaraSja, Tailapati, Bhatta§Sli, Makati and RatnSmali

(Ratnsvall ?).* The AdavSdi copper-plate refers to Dindi gsAi,

Psll gdrhi, SeQ gaihi, Mfisachataka, Mula, Sehand^yi, Puti, MahSnti*

yfi(lfl, and Karanja-grsmi.* Names of the villages Matsysvfisa,

in North Bengal, and BhQri^reshthl and PnrvagrSma in R&dhS are

known from early records,*® Nstrayana, in his Chhsndogya-pari~

Sishfa-praksSa mentions that Kanjivilll, TslavSti, in Uttara-RS^bS,

Chaturthakhanda, VSpadalfl and Hijjalavana were seats of his

family {kulasthana)}^ Srinivasa, the court-poet of Lakshmanasena,

belonged to MahintBpanl-vaihta.** Aniruddha-bha((a, the preceptor

• yji. Pt. II. 21.

• TSS. ^ VJl PL I. 140.

• iB. in, 33,

‘ Ibid. 33,21.
• El. XVII, 356. Cf. Totaka gaiBi.

' Brahtnai}(Marvttsya. IC. i. 505. Cf. Gocbchhasi gaiht.
• Ed. Ramavat'fti Sarms, Introd. 43, 47, 58, 71, 81. Cf. TailavstI gSM.
' Bhiratmarsha, Pausha 1332 p. 78 ; IB. 181.

EL XV. 301. Cf. MatsySs! gaihi : ^ridbaia’s IfySya-kandali. JAHRS. iv.

158-162

** Mia Office Cal. (Vol. i, Pt. i. No. 450) ; Dacca University ms. No.
4092). Cf. Cbautkbandt Bapula or Bapuli gSihis.

** AAhula.Migara ; lA. 1922, p. 47. ef. Mabintya gUAi.
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of VallsIaseDa, was Chsmpshiti or Chsmpaha^tiya.* IimQtav&bana

calls himself Paribbadriya.*

All these names of places in their usual or abbreviated forms are

referred to as g^hnis of the Rsdhiya and Vsrendra Brfthma^as in

the Kulajis.

^ JASB^ 1912, 343. Cf. Cbamp&ti The donee of the Manahali Grant

ofMadaoapSla is Vatcsvara, son of ^unaka, grandson of Frajapati, and greaN

grandson of Vatsa. They belonged to Kautsa gotra, and they had the pravaras

of Asita, and Devala. Vatesvara was Champchittiya and a resident of

ChampShifti (Champuhi^iyayaChampahiuhvastavyaya.,.)(GL. 15i).

The Kautsa gotra has the pravaras of Ahgirasa or MSndhata, Ambarisha,

and Yauvanssva {VJl, Pt. i. 46), and not Sandilya, Asita, and Devala, which arc

the pravaras of the Sandilya gotra {Ibid. 47). This anomaly cannot be explained.

Champati is a gaBii of the Sandilya gotra of the Varendra Brahmapas. Vatesvara

was outside the society of the Radhiya and Varendra Brahmans, as he belonged

to Kautsa But that he was closely related to Sandilya gotra admits of no

doubt. Some SaptasatJ Brahman as are found belonging to Kautsa gotra {Ibid.

p. 88). The Saptasatis have forty-two gaihis, some of which are identical with

those of Radhiyas and Varendras. But Champa ti is not mentioned as one of

them. It is obvious that Champahitt? was more than a place of residence to

Vatesvara. It was his gafhi or the seat of his family {kula-sthana).

* Cf. colophons of KV. Paribhadra has been taken as equivalent to

P. ri (hsla), which has given the name to a gafhi of the Rsdhiye Brflhmapas {KV.

Introduction, p. viii).



APPENDIX III

FUNERAL RITES AND CEREMONIES

After death the dead body was cremated, unless the age of the

deceased was less than two years. An idea of the method of

cremation can be had from a perusal of Aniruddha-bhatta’s PitfU

dayim (pp. 74-84) and Haralata (pp. 119-192). In these works

the method of cremation, as prevalent among the Sfimavedi

Brahmapas of those days, is described as follows

When the dying person’s condition became hopeless, and he

exhibited signs of the approach of death, he was taken out of the

house in which he was lying, and laid down on the ground, with

his head turned towards the south. The place, at which he was

laid, was already besmeared with cow-dung and strewn over with

blades of ku%a^ the tips of which were turned towards the south.

In this position he was made to give to a BrShma^a a piece of gold,

a piece of silver, a piece of land of the measurement of a go-charma

(cow-hide), a lamp, a copper vessel filled with sesamum and covered

with two pieces of cloth and a black cow, of which the horns were

covered with gold, the hoofs with silver, and the back with copper,

and which was furnished with a milking vessel of bell-metal covered

with two pieces of cloth. All these gifts, except the last one, were

made with the object of getting rid of sins committed in this life

and attaining heaven, but the last one was intended to enable him,

after death, to cross the river Vaitaraui which is supposed to run

by the dreadful gate of Yama’s residence. The Brshmaija recipient

had to mutter the Savitrt before receiving the gifts which were

followed by the oflfer of dakshina (fee).

After death, the dead body was besmeared with clarified butter

and bathed with water. While thus bathing, the person, who bathed

it, had to think of holy places, mountains, rivers and seas. The dead

body was then stripped of all its garments and dressed with a piece

of sacred cloth, an upper garment and a sacred thread, besmeared

with sandal-paste and other scents, and adorned with flowers. A
piece of gold was placed in each of the seven places, v/j., two ears,

two nostrils, two eyes and the mouth. The dead body was then

covered with a sacred cloth and taken by the deceased person’s sons,

or blood-relations on his father’s side, or kinsmen, or^by other

Brahma^as, to the burning ground which wa^ generally situated on

the bank of a river, or near water. While the dead body was thus

carried, one of the accompanying persons carried the fire with which
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the dead body was to be cremated. This fire was Srauia, smaria or
ladcika (common) according as the deceased maintained the irouta

or the bnSrta fire, or maintained no fire at all. Anothn person took
some rice in an unannealed vessel. Half of this rice was poured out
on the way, and the remaining half was taken to the burning ground.
After reaching the burning ground they selected a suitable place,

besmeared it with cow-dung, drew a line there, and placed on this

line some blades of kuSa, on which the agni-dats {i.e. the person

entitled to set fire to the dead body) ofiiered to the deceased, after the

method of offering piryias, the rice brought there with the dead

body. Then the agni-data took his bath and made, with the help

of others, a large pile of wood, on which the dead body was placed

on its back with its head turned towards the south. The implements

of sacrifice, such as the ladle, the winnowing-basket, two pieces of

fire-producing wood (orai}i), the mortar and the pestle, etc., which

the deceased used in life were also placed on different parts of the

body. In placing the dead body on the funeral pile care was taken

to see that it was furnished with cloths and a sacred thread and

was not naked. Next, the agni-data took the fire in his hand,

turned round the dead body by keeping it to the right, placed his

right knee on the ground near the bead of the dead body, and, after

citing the mantra “ asmat tvam=abhijato=si" (thou art botn from

him) etc„ set fire to the pile, without tears or fear, at the place

where there was the head. When the body was mostly consumed

by fire and only a very small part of it remained, it was covered with

burning charcoals and buried underground. After the burning was

over, the members of the party gave the clothes of the deceased to

the Chapdalas and others who lived in the cemetery, took their

bath, and offered libations of water to the deceased. They then

changed their clothes, sipped water, and sat on a grassy spot outside

the village. Those, who were older or more venerable among them,

were to allay grief {hkapanodana) by referring to the transitoriness

of all things on earth and the inevitability of death, and by pointing

out, with examples, bow the tears shed in grief by the deceased

person's relations and others cause great distress to him and bring

him down from heaven. If the dead body was burnt out by day-time,

they were not to enter the village before the night-fall, and if it was

burnt at night, they were to wait till day dawned. After entering

the village, they sat outside the house until the agni-data, being

followed by one of the members of the party with a club in his hand,

brought water from a neighbouring pool, cooked rice with it and

offered the balls of rice in the prescribed manner to the deceased

at the gate of the house. They then bit three leaves of nimba, and,

after washing their feet and sipping water, touched the thtrvB-
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sprouts, a sami tree, fire, water, cow>dung, a bull, a be-goat.

liiey touched their own heads and all other limbs with ghee and

grains of white mustard, stepped on pieces of stone and iron, and

entered their bouses.

If a person died when away from home, his body was brought

home and burnt in the above manner. If his body was not available,

bis bones were brought, soaked with ghee, covered with wool, and

burnt in the same way along with his implements of sacrifice. In the

absence of bones, an effigy was made with leaves of Sara (reed) and

palsis, covered with an antelope-skin, tied with a woolen thread,

besmeared with water mixed with finely powdered barley, and

burnt.

Death was followed by a period of impurity, which was deter-

mined by various factors, such as the nature of relation of the

persons with the deceased, their occupation, their caste, their per-

formance or non-performance of irauta or smarta rites, the caste,

age, or character of the deceased, etc. During this period the persons

undergoing impurity were required to avoid all kinds of physical

comfort such as sitting on fashionable seats, use of bedsteads, etc.,

and become strict vegetarians. The sons of the deceased were to

avoid salt for ten or twelve days according to capacity. They were

not allowed to use any metallic utensil, and had to bear in their

hands a piece of iron or a small weapon of the same metal for three

days. During the period of impurity, or, in case of incapacity, on

the first, third, seventh and ninth days, the sons of the deceased

invited, for the benefit of the departed soul, their blood-relations on

their father’s side to bathe and dine with them. From the second

day they offered balls of rice, or barley-meal (saktu), or fruits, to

the deceased according to the prescriptions of the Smfitis. On the

fourth day, water for bath and cow’s milk for drink were offered to

the deceased in the evening in two earthen pots which were then

suspended in the air during the night and thrown into water in the

morning. This practice might be repeated for nine nights more for

greater benefit to the departed soul.

On the second or third day the bones of the deceased were

collected from the burning ground, placed in an earthen pot which

was furnished with a cover and tied round with a piece of thread,

and buried underground in a sacred place. These bones were taken

out and thrown into the BbSgirathi in opportune times.

In case of death of children aged less than two years, the dead

body was adorned by the relatives with ornaments, flowersTicents,

garlands etc., placed in an earthen pot, and buried underground in

a sacred place outside the village. No fire, no libations of water, and
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no collection of bones was necessary in such cases, and the relatives

were advised not to entertain any grief.

Persons eligible for setting fire to the dead body were the

following the eldest of the living sons, or wife, or daughter, or

younger brother, or elder brother, or father, or paternal uncle, or

grandfather, or maternal uncle, or mother's father, etc — in the case

of males ; and son, or daughter, or co-wife's son, or husband, or

son’s wife, or brother, etc.— in the case of females.

The method of cremation, followed by the Higvedi and

Agnihotrl Yajurvedl Brahmanas, differed from the above methods

in a few minor points only.

Sirdras were allowed to touch neither the dead bodies of

BrBhmaqias nor the fire with which these bodies were to be cremated.

But if none of the higher castes was available to carry the dead

body of a BrShma^a to the cremation ground, the ^udras might take

it there. In case of incapacity of BrShma^as, the Madras might carry

fuel to the burning ground, but they were not allowed to prepare

the funeral pile.

In the case of l^udras no removal from the house was compulsory

even at the time of death. They might be kept indoors even when

they breathed their last. But, as in the case of the other higher

castes, all the earthen wares of the house were to be thrown away,

after the dead body had been removed to the burning ground. As

the Stidras had no trauta fire to maintain, the method of cremation

was necessarily simpler in their case.

81



CHAPTER XVI

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

I. SOURCES

The materials available for the reconstruction of the economic

history of Bengal in ancient times are extremely meagre. There are

no such documents as the Domesday Book, the court rolls, the guild

rolls, the pipe rolls and the craft ordnances and statutes, on which

a student of the early economic history of England depends for his

study. Yet it will be wrong to suggest that nothing like these ever

existed in ancient Bengal. A large number of inscriptions, belong-

ing to the Gupta and post-Gupta periods, reveal that during the Sth

and 6th centuries a.d. there existed in this province a class of officers

called pustapslas or record-keepers, who were attached both to the

villages and district head-quarters, and whose obvious business was

to maintain records of lands with their boundaries, demarcations and

titles. It is a misfortune that not a fragment of these valuable

records, written perhaps on palmyra-leaves, has come down to us.

But this may not be the only loss that posterity has suffered. A
careful study of the inscriptions of the Sena kings seems to suggest

that by the beginning of the twelfth century a.d. Bengal had some-

thing like authoritative field-to-iield, or cadastral, surveys and their

accompanying record of holdings and rentals. There are reasons for

believing that these surveys were not confined merely to lands and

villages gifted away in pious endowments and thus rendered revenue-

free, but extended to others from which the kings continued to derive

the bulk of their revenue. What a wealth of materials we would have

had to work upon, if the records of the pustapSlas and the land-

surveys of the Sena kings had been preserved I In their absence,

all that we can do is to glean a few isolated facts concerning the

economic condition of the people from such fragmentary sources of

information as archaeology, occasional notices contained in literature,

and the accounts of foreign travellers and historians.

II. RURAL SETTLEMENTS

The most noteworthy fact concerning the economy life of

ancient Bengal is the preponderance of rural settlements. From the

commencement of the historical period, these seem to have always
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dominated the landscape of this province. The people established

themselves in villages, and organised their lands -the fields,

meadow and wood-lands -to serve their essential needs. A large

number of these villages (grSmas) are mentioned in contemporary

inscriptions, and although they varied considerably in size,* they

seem to have been all alike in their close dependence on the utiliza-

tion of the soil on which they stood . Broadly speaking, they appear

also to have been of one uniform pattern. For, as far as available

evidence indicates, they were usually of the ‘nucleated,’ not of the

‘single farm’ type. That is to say, the rural population lived in

compact groups, and not in widely scattered habitations. Why it

was so, it is difficult to say. It may be suggested, however, that

the nucleated village is best adapted to an agrarian system in which

cultivation prominently figures, whereas scattered settlements have

their raison d'etre in an economic scheme where the emphasis is on

pasture.

Inscriptions further reveal that the villages usually consisted of

certain well defined parts, viz., village settlement or habitat (vSs/u),

arable land (kshetra), and natural meadow-land {go-chard), which

provided pasture for live-stock. The expression tri^a-puti-go-chartt'

paryantah, mentioned in most of the Pttla and Sena land-grants,

suggests that the pasture-ground produced various kinds of grass,

and was usually located in a corner of the villages or along the village

boundaries. Apart from these, most of the villages also contained

pits and canals {garta and nsla), which might have served the pur-

pose of drainage, barren tracts {ushara), tanks, reservoirs and

temples, besides cattle-tracts (go-palha or go-marga) and ordinary

roads and paths. A few villages are also stated to have been in

possession of woodlands or jungles,* where the common folk prob-

ably went to gather their fire-wood and litter. It is thus clear that

the various types of land, attached to the village, were not only

distinguishhed and classified from the point of view of their usefulness

to man, but were organised for exploitation according to certain

systems and customary practices so as best to satisfy human needs.

^ C/. the areas of the villages in the Naihsti Plate of Valialasena and the

Oovindapur and Tarpandighi Plates of Lakshroanasena {IB. 78. 97, 100).

Particularly small villages appear to have borne the appellation ofp5(aka, from

which perhaps the modem term pads has been derived. Cf. the MIdhainagar

Plate of Lakshmapsena, which mentions two such patakas, viz. ChadaspMS-pspika

and Gupdisthira-pStoito (iWd. 115). SimilarJy the MadhyapSda Grant of Visva-

nipasena refers to Ajikula-pSinka and GhSghara-katti-pafoko (ihitf. 178-79).

* El u. 357 ; IB. 63 (so-voim), 74, 87 {sa-Jh3{thvl(apa).
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in. URBAN SETTLEMENTS OR TOWNS

Although Bengal was primarily a land of villages, towns or urban

settlements were by no means rare. Reference has already been

made to a large number of these towns as known from epigraphic

and literary evidence.^ The factors which contributed to the growth

of these towns were various. It is possible, for instance, to trace

the growth of Puadravardhna to three principal causes : first, it

was a place of pilgrimage ; secondly, it was the seat of a court

or the capital of a province ; and finally, it was advantageously

situated along the main trade-route of North Bengal. T&mra-

lipti, again, seems to have owed its long-continued prosperity to its

strategical location in relation to the contemporary routes of trade,*

and the accessibility of a productive hinterland. It is not impossible

that few towns might have been primarily brought into being by

administrative or political rea.sons ; but contemporary evidence

proves that they were often emporiums of trade besides being

political centres. Further, an analysis of the sites and positions

occupied by the ancient towns of Bengal shows that they were of

such a geographical character that they could be utilised as ‘ nodes
’

or ‘centres of routes’ by land or by water.

The chief features which distinguished urban from rural settle-

ments seem to have been much the same in Bengal as elsewhere in

the ancient or mediaeval world. Both literary and epigraphic

evidences make it clear that whereas the rural population was

mainly dependent on the soil and its produce, the towns, although

not perhaps wholly divorced from agricultural activity, tended to

serve some or all of a wide variety of functions, commercial,

industrial, political, judicial and military. But in contemporary

estimation the most distinctive characteristic of the towns was their

comparative richness and luxury. The RSmacharita (iii. 31-32)

refers to Ramsvati, founded by Rsmapala, as “a city of rows of

palaces” and as possessing ‘‘an immense mass of gems.” The
RsjatarafigiV'l (iv. 422) speaks of the ‘‘wealth of citizens” of

Pund^uvardhana. The DeopSra inscription of Vijayasena draws
pointed attention to the simplicity of the (village-dwelling) BrShma^as
in contradistinction to the luxury of the townsfolk. ‘‘Through

the grace of Vijayasena,” runs the epigraph, ‘‘the Brffhmanas
versed in the Vedas have become the possessors of so much wealth

that their wives have to be trained by the wives of the towspeople

> Si^rapp. 29 ff.

* Hiuen Tsang, who visited this town, says that itlay near an inlet of the
sea, *Vheie land and water communicatioDS mer’ (Watters, ii. 189-90).
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(to recognise) pearls, pieces of emerald, silver coins,^ jewels and gold

from their similarity respectively with seeds of cotton, leaves of

SskOf bottle-gourd flowers, the developed seeds of pomegranates and
the blooming flowers of the creepers of pumpkin-gourd.”

IV. LAND TENURES

Land was the bed-rock of ancient Bengal’s political economy.

It was the main source of wealth and the chief support of life.

Even so, our knowledge of the system or systems of land-tenure, as

they obtained in this province in ancient times is extremely vague

and incomplete. Most of the early copper-plate grants refer to the

sale or gift of waste lands for pious purposes. The right of the

state over these lands and the procedure by which they were sold

or alienated to private individuals have been discussed in a preced-

ing chapter.^ It may be added here that the estates thus created

either by sale or by gift were marked off from the neighbouring

holdings. The copper-plate Grants often give us the details of

these boundary-marks. Where, however, no natural boundary-

marks existed, the new holdings were delimited by such

artificial devices as chaff and charcol {cliira-kdla-sthcfyi*(ush^

diigSr^3dinarh chihnalhf or pegs (ktlakd) ‘bearing the impress of a

string of lotus seeds’ {kamal-aksha-mal-afikita),^ The holdings

themselves were governed by a law described in contemporary

documents as ntvhdharma (Dfimodarpur Plate, No. 1),* akshaya^

nm-dharma (BaigrSm and Damodarpur Plates)® or aprada-dharma

(Damodarpur Plate, No. 5).^ It was a peculiar kind of tenure by

which the purchaser, or the person or institution on whose behalf

the land was transferred after purchase, obtained the right of perpe-

tual enjoyment,® but not of further alienation by sale or mortgage.

In other words, the state, although it sold away plots of land out of

the unappropriated waste, still reserved to itself certain rights over

' The word here in the original is rupya. N. G. Majumder translates it as

‘silver coins’ {IB. 54). But as rupya is contrasted with the white flower of

bottle-gourd, I presume the author meant no coin, but plain silver.

Supra pp. 266-71.

• Baigramcp. (E/. xxi. 82).

^ Mallassrul CP. (£/. xxiii. 160).

• E/.xv. 130.

• Ibid. XXI. 82 ; xx. 63,

» Ibid. XV. 143.

• This is clearly indicated by the expressions **putra-pauttr£hkramena'* and

*^ehandra-tUr~Erkka^sthiti*kaia-sambkogyanC* used in the copper-plates of Gopa-

chaodia and Dharmsditya {lA. xxxix. 204, 196).
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the property, and the purchaser or the donee was allowed only the

usufructuary right over the land. Whether all holdings in the

country were regulated by the law of mvl-dharma, we have no

means to ascertain ; the probability, however, is that it applied only

to estates created for pious purposes.* It is also not definitely known

whether lands alienated by sale or gift under this form of tenure

were rent-free, or “became liable,” as Dr. Ghoshal suggests, “to a

progressive enhancement of the revenue till the normal rate was

reached.”* There are good reasons to think, however, that immunity

from taxation was one of the privileges enjoyed by the assignee in

such cases. It is necessary to emphasise that the holdings under

discussion were, without exception, created for pious purposes ; and

the age-old tradition of this country has been to regard pious endow-

ments as rent-free.® The BaigrSm Plate definitely states that the

alienation of three and a half kiilyavSpas of fallow field (khila-kshetra)

and homestead land (v3stu) was effected “in accordance with the

principle of perpetual endowment (akshaya-nlvl) ... free from (the

liability of payment oO any kind of taxes” (a-kifichit-pratikarStiSm).

The Nidhanpur Plate of Bhaskaravarman® shows that rent-free

pious endowments were not unknown in Bengal in the sixth and

seventh centuries a.d. It further proves that the loss of the copper-

plate, which registered such an endowment, involved the loss of this

immunity from taxation, unless, of course, a fresh charter was granted

renewing the privilege.

Inscriptions ranging from the eighth to the twelfth century, and

belonging to Pala, Sena, and other contemporary dynasties, introduce

us to pious endowments of a somewhat different character. These

were, with rare exceptions, made by kings in favour of temples and

religious foundations, of individuals like priests and learned Brahmauas

and sometimes of institutions and persons combined. The condi-

tions and immunities attaching to these grants are found enumerated

in the copper-plate charters which registered them. For • instance,

the Khalimpur Plate of DharmapSla, the earliest of these charters,

records the grant of four villages ‘with the (immunity from) penal-

ties for the ten offences’ {so’daispacfiSrSh), ‘with the immunity

* That the law of nivi-dharma applied not merdy to states created out of

waste lands, but extended to pious grants of settled villages, is shown by the

Vappaghoshavata Grant of Jayanaga, which records how an entire village was
given away by a Samanata to a Brahmapa under the conditions of tAshayu-nM
(£f. xviu. 63).

* M.n. QYio»\)»\,Agrarim System in Amint India 41.

* Cf. KmtlUya ArtkasSstra—Bk, n,Ch. i; Ysjfiavalkya Smriti,i. 318.

* Kam. Sas. 17.
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from all burdens* {parihfita-sar\a-pi4^y, ‘with the immunity

from all taxes* (akifichit-pragrShysh), 'according to the maxim of

the uncultivable land* (bhUmUchchhidra-nyUyena^ and 'to last as

long as the sun, moon and earth shall endure* {^-chandr-arka-ksMti-

sama-kSlam). In addition, the donee was to receive all those taxes

in kind and in cash which the cultivators in the alienated villages

had hitherto paid to the sovereign.^ In some of the subsequent

grants this list of immunities and privileges is further supplemented

by the^ addition of other concessions such as ‘the rent of temporary

tenants* (? s-oparikarah) and 'the prohibition of entrance by regular

and irregular troops’ (a-chS(a-bhata-prave&ah : infra p. 648).

It is obvious that these were grants in perpetuity, rent-free, and

accompanied with the assignment of all revenues (praty^yah)

accruing to the crown. What is not obvious, however, is whether

they made over to the donee merely the state-share of the produce

and other state-rights in the land alienated, or conveyed to him the

proprietorship of the land as well, that is, an out and out gift of

soil and revenue both.* If the latter was the case, it would involve

either of the two assumptions— that the king was regarded as the

ultimate owner of the soil or that he made the grants out of what

may be called the royal demesne. It is probable, however, that the

bulk of these grants transferred to the grantees merely the right

to receive the royal share of the produce ; they were not intended

to deprive any existing land-holder of his right
;

in other words,

they did not convey a title to the land itself. Sometimes the land

donated already belonged by right of purchase to the donee, for

whose support revenue charges were remitted. In such cases, the

land became what may be described as “frce-hold.”*

It should be noted that these beneficial tenures, called iHsanas

and agrahnras in contemporary documents, never covered more than

a fraction of the agricultural land ; they did not touch the mass of

the cultivators in the country. What rights the bulk of the culti-

vators possessed in the soil they tilled we do not know. That some

^ 1 have followed Dr. U. N. Ghoshal's translation of these technical terms.

See Ghoshal, Hindu Revenue System (1929), pp. 244-46.

* Cf supra pp.

> That some of the grants belonged to this category may be inferred from

the statement in the Edilpur Plate of Keiavasena that the grantee was to enjoy

the land ‘‘having (thereon) erected temples, excavated tanks and so on, and planted

betelnut, cocoanut and other trees'* {IB, 130). The same clause occurs in the

MadhyapsdX Plate of VisvarUpasena {IB, 147). but in this instance a portion of

the land donated had been previously purchased by the donee.

* Two instances of this kind arc mentioned in the Madhyapads Plate of

Viavarupasena (/B. 140 ff.).
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of them, at any rate, were non-proprietary or exproprietary tenants

may be inferred from the copper-plate charters.* That all or most

of them had to pay various kinds of taxes and local cesses is also

certain. But besides the payment of taxes and cesses, the holding

of land seems to have entailed various other obligations. This is

shown by the express provision in the land-grants exempting reli-

gious endowments from certain burdens, enumerated in general

terms as ‘sana-pi4S' What these consisted of is nowhere clearly

explained, but specific mention is made of the right of entry of

‘chSfa and bhafa.' The latter seems to refer to certain services

which the cultivators had occasionally to render to an army such

as provision of quarters and supply of provisions or labour. The

exact purport of the other term is not known, but it was evidently

of the same nature and might have included the provision of food

on the occasion of a king or high official visiting the locality and

*milk*money’ i.e. the perquisite paid on the occasion of the birth

of a prince, marriage of a princess, etc. These were not regular

taxes, but customary dues paid on specific occasions. On the other

hand, the land-grants indicate that the possession of land carried

with it certain inherent privileges. These included the right to

everything under the ground and above it, such as mines, salt, wood,

bush and trees including fruits. The right may have extended to

the use of adjoining water, i.e. tanks or rivers and fishing therein.

V. AGRICULTURE

The beginnings of agriculture in Bengal, as in the rest of India,

have to be traced back to the pre-historic past {supra p. 562). Even

so, it seems very probable that in the initial stage both settlement

and agriculture followed the courses of the great river-systems of the

province, which acted as powerful fertilising agents of the soil in

their neighbourhood. With the growth of population, however,

(owing partly perhaps to an increase in birth-rate, partly to immi-

gration) there came about a steady increase in the cultivated area.

One can discern indication of this extension of cultivation in the

copper-plate inscriptions of the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries.

As stated above (p. 265), most of these interesting documents

{stgtra pp. 49, 51) relate to the purchase of land. Curiously enough,

however, the character of the land purchased is, in most cases, des-

cribed as aprada, aprahata and khila (unsettled, uncultivated and

* For iostaooe, the Ashrafpur Plate of Devakha^ga(5ii/rra pp. 86
mentions a pSfoka of land which was *enjo

3^ by SarvSintara but cultivated by
Mahattara Sikhara and others* (AfASB, i. 88, 90).
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fkllow). One particular plate (Gunaighar Grant of Vainyagupta)^
describes five plots of land donated to a Buddhist monastery as

Si^nya~pratikara‘hajjika~khila-bhumi (water-logged, waste land, paying
no requital or tax). Another (Tippera Plate) records how a com*
munity of BrShmanas were settled and given lands for cultivation

within a forest region, “where deer, buffaloes, boars, tigers, serpents,

etc., enjoy, according to their will, all pleasures of home life.***

These instances suggest the inference that the three centuries, to

which these inscriptions relate, witnessed a steady extension of

cultivation and rural settlement. It is possible, though we have no
positive evidence to prove it, that this movement of agricultural

extension commenced much earlier, and continued with intermittent

force and varying effect from century to century, and from region

to region. The pressure of a growing population, the growing

desire of priests for material prosperity, and the religious zeal of

kings, all served in various ways to organise a widespread attack

on some of the ‘negative’ lands of the province, which settlement

and agriculture had at first avoided.

But whatever might have been the cause of this extension of

cultivation, there is no doubt that by the seventh century a.d. the

bulk of the people had taken to it as the chief means of livelihood.

The Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang bears testimony to the fact that

in all parts of the province the countryside was regularly and assidu-

ously cultivated, and produced grains, flowers and fruits in

abundance.^ The description of Varcndri in the Ramacharita

(hi. 2 ff) confirms the testimony of the Chinese pilgrim. And so do

the copper-plate inscriptions ranging from the 8th to the 13th

century, which, moreover, mention the cultivators [kshetva-karnh

or karshakah) as an important class apart from the officials,

BrShmauas and others, and in various ways convey an idea of the

important r61e they played in the economic life of the community.

Concerning agricultural practice as it obtained in ancient

Bengal, it is not possible to draw any comprehensive picture. It

seems certain, however, that paddy (dhanya) was cultivated from

a remote antiquity as the staple food-crop of the people. The

Mahssthan Brflhmi insciiption probably refers to a rice granary

located at Pudanagala (Pur^efranagara).^ The Rnmacharita (ill.

17) mentions “paddy plants of various kinds” grown in Varcndri.

The inscriptions of the Sena kings mention “smooth fields growing

» IHQ. VI. 56, 59-60.

* EL XV. 307, 311.

9 BtdX-Records. ii. 191, 194. 199, 200-201#

« For different interpretations, cf, EL xxi. 83ff ; IHQ. x. 57 ff.

82
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excellent paddy, and “myriads of villages, consisting of land

growing paddy in excessive quantities.*’^ Kslidssa’s RaghuvaAt&a

(IV. 37) affords us a glimpse into the method of rice cultivation.

Describing Raghu’s conquest of the Vangas, the poet remarks that

Raghu uprooted and replanted them (utkhsta-pratiropita) like rice

plants. Rice, as is well known, is sown in three different ways

—

broadcast, by drill, and by transplantation from a seed-bed where it

has been broadcast sown. Of these the third method is, as a rule,

the least risky and the most profitable. That it was known and

practised in this province at least as early as the fifth century A.D.

seems clear from the aforesaid statement of the great Sanskrit poet.

The different ptucesses of reaping and threshing also appear to have

been similar to tnose prevailing at present.®

Another food-crop cultivated was probably sugar-cane. The

classical author, Aelian, speaks of a kind of honey expressed from

reeds which grew among the Prasioi. Lucan says that the Indians

near the Ganges used to quaff sweet juices from tender reeds.®

Su&ruta (45, 138-40) mentions a variety of sugar-cane called

paun4raka
;
and most commentators of Sanskrit lexicons agree that

it was so named because it was grown in the Pauadra country

(North Bengal). These statements, taken together, naturally sug-

gest the inference that certain species of sugar-cane were cultivated

in Bengal from very early times. It is not improbable, as a recent

writer has pointed out, that from the term paut)(iraka have been

derived such modern vernacular names as paurt4i^, paurtds, pun4i,

etc.—

a

celebrated variety of sugar-cane cultivated in almost all

parts of India.®

Besides the above, contemporary records mention a variety of

other crops grown in different parts of Bengal. These include

malabathrum and spikenard, mentioned in the Periplus of the

Erythraean Sea among the exports of this province.® T hese were

obviously of an excellent quality, and were grown on an extensive

scale in the Eastern Himalayas. Another cultivated crop appears

to have been mustard. The VappaghoshavSta Grant of Jayanttga

• IB. 129,

> /b/d. 89-90.

® JtC.’ (Kdvl-prasasii, V. 13) refers to the threshing floor where the reaped

crops were spread out and threshed by means of bullocks which went round and

ound over them.

< McCrindle, Ancient India, p. 122, f.n. 3.

® JBORS. IV. 437. The Rsmocharlta (ill. 17) also seems to refer to the

oultivation of “sugar-cane plants'* in Varendri.

® Schoff Periplus. p. 47.
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(7th century a.d.) mentions the existence of a sarshapa-yUnaka

(mustard-channeb in the Audambarika-wVtova of Kar^asuvarga.^

Further, epigraphic records, ranging from the eighth to the thirteenth

century, tell us that betel-nut palm {guvaka) and cocoanut (nSrikela)

were extensively grown up and down the land.® Betel-vines were

also cultivated in the form of plantations (harajas) and formed,

under the Sena kings, a source of revenue to the state.* Cotton

was also cultivated to feed an important industry of the province.*

Fruits like mango (amra), bread-fruit (panasa\ pomegranate

(4dlimva\ plantain, bassia lat{folia (macllmka), date {kharjura),

citron (vtja) and figs {parkati) were also widely cultivated.*

VI. Measurfs of Land

We have no knowledge regarding the measures of land as used

in Bengal earlier than the 5th century a.d. The land-grants of the

Gupta period usually mentioned two technical terms, viz. kulyav^pa

and drof^avapa in connection with land measurement
;
but in the

absence of adequate data, their equivalents in modern measures

cannot be determined.* A kulyavapa is usually taken to mean an

area of land hich could be sown with a kulya measure of seed ;

* For references cf. supra p. 80 f.n. 1.

* The Ashrafpur Grant of Devakhadga {supra pp. 86 ff.)^ specifically slates

that the donee should enjoy the donated land by the cultivation of betel-nut

palms and cocoaouts {MASB, i. 90). The Rantacharita (in. 19) refers to VarendrI

as **the congenial soil for cocoanut trees in the world.**

» IB. 141, 178, 180, etc.

« Kautilya (Bk. ii. Ch. 11) mentions karpaslka or cotton fabrics manufac-

tured in Vanga. According to the inscription of Vijayasena (v. 23), ordinary

rural folk were familiar with seeds of cotton. The early Charya-padas also refer to

cotton cultivation (BCD. 41). Referring to the people of Bengal, Marco Polo

says, “They grow cotton, in which they derive a great trade (Yule, Marco

PolOtTl.WS).
. 1

* The cultivation of mango and bread-fruit is mentioned in a large number

of Pala and Sena inscriptions. Hiuen Tseng refers to the abundant growth of

panasa in Pupdravardhana and gives a detailed account of this fruit which was

•highly esteemed’ {^\-Records. ii. 194). The Govindapur Plate refers to an

••orchard of pomegranates” {(jlaiimva^kshetra) {IB. 97). The plantain tree is

frequently depicted in the PshSrpur terra-cotta plaques {Faharpur. 70). It also

occurs among the sculptures, for instance, in the Cbandi images of the Rajsh^

Museum (swpru p. 451). Fyo (citron) and AAnrywro (date) are mentioned in the

Khalimpur Plate of Dharmap5la,.pjr^a|/ (fig) in the^Kotalipada Plate m

Dharmaditya, and bassia latifolia {madhuka) in the Ramganj Plate of Isvaraghosha

(IB, 154» 156). and probably also in the Rantacharita (m. 21).

* For a full discussion of this point cf. Bharatavarshaf 1349-1350 b.s. Part i

pp. 263 ff,, 384.
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while a ifOtiavSpa, according to various ancient exicons, was equi<

valent to one-eighth of a kulyavSpa in area. This equation of 1 :8

between a kulyavapa and dro^avspa is confirmed by the Pshsrpur

Plate, according to which four plots of land measuring respectively

4, 4. 2i and 11- (=12) droifavapas corresponded to an area measuring

li kuIyavSpas.

The actual wotk of measurement during the Gupta period

was done by means of nalas (reeds). In some of the Gupta copper-

plates, however, the term nala is qualified by the figures 8 and 9

(ash(aka-navaka-nalena or ashtaka-navaka-mlabhyam. KotalipSdS

Plates and Baigram Plate). Mr. F. E. Pargiter has taken the view

that these figures relate to the number of reeds used in measuring

the breadth and length respectively of a kulyavSpa, and on the

basis
^
of this supposition has calculated the area of a. kulyavapa as

” a little larger than an ace.”* But two considerations seem to

militate against this hypothesis : The PshSrpur Plate, instead of

giving two different figures (8 and 9), mentions only one figure,

viz. 6 {shatka-na4air~apavitlcbchhya). This can only mean that in

measuring the land alienated by this particular deed a nala measur-

ing six. cubits was used. Secondly, in some of the inscriptions where

the figures 8 and 9 ate given, we gel the additional information that

the nala used was measured by the hand of a particular individual

{e.g, Darvvikarma-hastena, BaigrSm Plate ; kivaehandra-hastena,

Kotslipsds Plates). These facts seem to lead to two conclusions—

first, that the figures 6, 8 and 9 “stood for the corresponding num-

bers of cubits representing the measurements ” of the nalas : and

second, that nalas of different measurements in cubits were used in

different regions of the province. The simultaneous mention of the

two figures 8 and 9 in the Faridpur and BaigrBm Plates is not easy

to explain. It is probable, however, that two different nalas were

employed, one for measuring the length and the other for measuring

the width, of the area disposed of.^ Mr. Pargiter’s view about the

area of a kulyavapa cannot, therefore, be accepted.’

As time passed, the word kulyavapa fell out of use, and other

technical terms of land-measure gradually came into vogue. Of
these tne one denoting the largest unit of measure was the term

’ lA. 1910, pp. 214-16. Dr. R. C. Basak also interprets the expressbn
ashtaka-navaka in the same way as Pargiter (C/. AJV. ii. 494).

» IC. VI. 176.

* Kulyavapa seems to be equivalent to sevetal acres. Accord!^ to some,
k ulyaVSpa still survives in the modified form kulyavaya in Cachar district, and as

the latter is equivalent to 14 bighss, the same must also be the area of the former

(RASmtavariAia, 1349, Part I, p. 384). But this is hardly convincing.
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p<tfaka or bhu-pntaka, which is frequently mentioned in the inscrip-

tions of the Khadga, Chandra, Varman and Sena kings. Its earliest

mention, however, occurs in the Gunaighar Grant of Vainyagupta

(dated 507 a.d.). The same plate also contains conclusive evidence

to prove that a pataka was equivalent to forty dremas or dronav^pas

in area. Assuming that a dror^a of the early sixth century (Gunai-

ghar Plate) was the same as the dro^a of the fifth (Baigrfim and

Pfiharpur Plates), one must conclude that the pa(aka was five times

as big as the kulyavapa. Besides pStaka and dtona, other terms

used in post-Gupta records to indicate measurement of land, are

Sdhaka or rtdhavapa, unm^na, or udana, knka or kskinika, all these

being inter-linked by an unknown equation.'

As in the earlier Gupta, so in the later Sena period, the actual

work of measurement was done by means of mlas or reeds, varying

in length from region to region. The land-grants of Sena kings

reveal that there were at least four varieties of nalas in use within

their kingdom. These were the Samataftya-nah, which was used as

a standard of land-measure not merely in Samatata but also in the

Khadl-v/sAaya of the Pundravardhana-fc/?wkf/ (Barrackpur Plate of

Vijayasena) ; the vrishabha-iafikara-nala, probably introduced by

king Vijayasena {Vrishabha-^ankara being one of his appellations),

and employed to measure land in Uttara-RRdhff of the VardhamSna-

bhukti (Naihati Plate of Vallalascna) and Vyflghratatt situated

within Puijdravardhana-6/?M^n' (Anulia Plate of Lakshmaj^asena)
;

the nala current in Varendri {tatratya-deia-vyavah^ra-nalena, Tar-

pandighi Plate of Lakshmajjasena) ;
and lastly the nala of 56 cubits

said to have been in vogue at YcX^^d^i-chaturaka in Paichima-

khatika belonging to the Vardhamlna-Mi/fc// (Govindapur Plate of

Lakshmanasena),"

Besides the above, a few other technical names of land-measure

are available from later land records such as bha-khsfu kh&d'ikd,^

* The only information we get in contemporary inscriptions is that 12 angulas

(digits) were equivalent to I cubit, and 32 cubits were equivalent to I unmana

(Sundarban Plate of Lakshmanasena). The relationship of unmana with aihako

is not clear, but most ancient texts agree that 4 a(jlhakas or u^havapas were equiva-

lent to I drona [C/. L. D. Barnett, Antiquities of India, p. 208 ; Kautitya*s Artha*

iustra, tr. by R. Shamasastri (1923), p. 126], and this is supported by the Pahfirpur

Plate, where 2i dronovapas (I. 9) are again referred to as 2 dronwnpasand

2 3rf^5pflJ(l - 15)*

‘ The Bhowal cp. of Lakshmanasena seems to refer to the use of t nak

measuring 22 hastas (cubits) in the north-eastern parts of Dacca district

(E/.xxvi. 13).

• C/. M&dhsinagar Plate of Lakshmanasena {IB. 112).
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hala, drona^ bha-hala, kedsra or bhu-ked3ra.* Neither the equa*

tion between bha^khStfi smd khsdika, nor that between hala and

droiia is, however, kndwn. But in some districts of Eastern Bengal

(e.g. Sylhet) hala and kedSra are still used as units of land-measure,

and the relation between, the two is 12 ked3ras=l hala. In all

probability a hala originally meant the extent of land that could be

turned with a plough. According to Buchanan, “the usual extent

which can be cultivated by one plough is 10 large bighss, or IS

Calcutta bigUSs, or 5 acres.”* In the district of Sylhet, however, a

hala or hsla corresponds to about 10^ bighas, or about 3} acres.*

Here we may notice a significant fact about some of the units

of land-measure mentioned above. As already suggested, the term

hala or hala originally meant an area of land which could be culti-

vated by one plough. It has also been suggested that the term

kulyavSpa originally signified an extent of land which could be sown

with seeds contained in a kulya (winnowing basket). Other terms

such as droi^avSpa (or its shorter form, droi}a) and sdhavapa (or

94haka) may be etymologically explained along similar lines. These

terms of land-measure, therefore, seem to originate from the practical

methods used in cultivation, and bear witness to the important fact

that the rural economy of ancient Bengal was essentially agricul-

tural, not pastoral.

vn. CRAFTS AND INDUSTRIES

Although agriculture formed the predominant feature of Bengal’s

economy, a number of crafts and industries were developed at a very

early age and played important parts in the life of the people. The
most noteworthy among these seem to have been textiles, sugar,

metal-work, stone-work, wood-work and pottery.

The history of textile manufacture in Bengal goes back to the

remotest antiquity. At the time when the ArthabSstra of Kautilya

was composed, it was already a well-established industry with a

wide reputation in the country.* The author mentions four varieties

of textile commodities which were produced in Bengal in his time.

* Cf. DhullB Plate of ^richandra (IB. S66).
* Cf. Bhitera Plate of Qoviodake4ava (El. xix. 285). The Wtttd vSfl in

this inscription, taken to mean ‘house,’ probably alto denotes a measure of land.
* Buduman, DMjpur (1832), p. 234.

« £f.XlX.279.

* ifrfhfliBMKi, Bk. u. Cb. n.
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viz, kshauma, dukula patror^ and ksrpssika. Kshawna^ was linen

but of a coarse variety, being mixed with cotton. Its chief seats

of manufacture were Pundravardhana (North Bengal) and Benares.

A pure and finer form of linen was called dukula. It was of three

varieties ; the first, produced in Lower Bengal {Vafigaka), was
white and soft ; the second, produced, in North Bengal

was black and “ as soft as the surface of a gem while the third,

manufactured at Suvarnakudya in Kamarupa, had the “ colour of

rising sun.” Patrortfa appears to have been wild silk, Amara (ii.

vi, 3, 14) defines it as “a bleached or white kausheya," while the

commentator says that it was a fibre prouced by the saliva of a

worm on the leaves of certain trees. According to Kautilya, nSga

tree, likucha (artocarpus lakoocha), vakula {mimusops clengi) and

vafa {ficus bengalensis) were the sources of these fibres. The
author adds that patror^a was produced in three regions, viz,

Magadha, Pundra and Suvarnakudya. It is significant that wild silk

of the best quality is still produced in these districts. KarpSsika

obviously meant cotton fabrics. These were manufactured in various

parts of India, but Vanga and six other regions, as Kautilya affirms,

produced the best variety.

It is thus evident that as early as the time of Kautilya Bengal

had attained to great eminence as a seat of textile manufacture.

The records of the succeeding ages tend to show that she retained

this eminence down almost to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

It may be noted that the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, written

in the first century a.d., includes “muslins of the finest sorts”

among the exports of Bengal.* Referring to Ruhmi (which Elliot

identifies with Bengal),® the Arab merchant Sulaiman wrote in the

ninth century a.d. that there was “a stuflf made in this country

which is not to be found elsewhere ; so fine and delicate is this

material that a dress made of it may be passed through a signet-

ring.” Sulaiman adds that it was made of cotton, and that he was

not speaking from hearsay, but had himself seen a piece ofit.‘

Marco Polo, who visited India in the thirteenth century, states that

in his time Bengal still plied a lucrative trade in cotton goods. In

‘ KshicasvSmin, commenting on Amara-koia (ii. 6. 1 i 3), explains ArsAaiumr

as made of the fibre of ksAwmo. This is explained as Atari both in Amara-koia

(n. 9. 20) and the commentary on Manu (ii. 41) by Nandana. AtasHorAiasO

is a synonym for common flax, hemp, linseed etc.

^ Schoff, Peri>fiiS. p. 47, ’ EAD.i. 361.

» Ibtd, I. 5. Another Arab writer, Ibn Khurdadba (lOth centno' a.o.) says

that the country produced “cotton cloths and aloe wood" (ibid. i. 14).

* Yule, Marta Poto, ii. IIS. Marco Polo mentions cotton, but obviously be

meant cotton goods.
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the fifteenth century Ma Huan, the Chinese traveller, witnessed five

or six varieties of textile goods being manufactured in this province.^

"

Another industry which seems to have made considerable

headway in our period was sugar. We have already (supra p.650)

cited evidence to show that Bengal was probably one of the earliest

homes of sugar-cane cultivation. SuSruta mentions that the pau^
4raka cane (which grew in the Paundra country) were noted for

the large quantity of sugar which they yielded. In the thirteenth

century Marco Polo noticed that sugar was one of the important

commodities of export from Bengal.^ Early in the sixteenth century

the Portuguese traveller, Barbosa, found Bengal competing with

South India in the supply of sugar to different parts of India, Ceylon,

Arabia and Persia.®

The manufacture of salt by means of evaporation either from

infillrated sea-water or from subsoil brine was also probably known

and practised in certain areas. The Irda Plate (supra p. 133) of

the tenth century a.d. records the grant of a village in the Danda-

hhvkii'tnar^ala (supra p. 27) of the Vardhamum-bhukti, along with

its salt pits (lavawfkarah)} Similarly, the RBmapSl Plate of J^rl-

chandra® (eleventh century a.d.) and the BelRva Plate of Bhoja-

varman* (twelfth century a.d.) mention the grant of villages,

located in the Pauudra-MwAt/, ‘'along with salt” (sa-lavanah).

On the other hand, it should be noted that salt is not mentioned

in any of the land-grants of the Psla and Sena kings. It is, there-

fore, permissible to infer that although the manufacture of salt was

known and practised in certain places, at any rate from the tenth

century onwards, it had not developed into any considerable industry.

The dampness of the climate and the large amount of fresh water

discharged into the sea by the Ganges and the Bahmaputra might

have hampered the growth of any large-scale salt manufacture.

Among other crafts, pottery appears to have been practised on

an extensive scale. A large number of specimens of the pottery

used by the monks of Pahfirpur, and dating back probably to the

eighth or ninth century a.d., have been recovered in recent years.

These include large storage jars, spotted vases or lotss, cooking uten-

sils, dishes, saucers, inkpots and lamps of various designs The

potter’s art is also exemplified by the immense variety of terracotta

plaques discovered at MahasthSn (Bogra), SSbhSr (Dacca), PshSrpur

and other places. Some contemporary inscriptions refer to potters

> JRAS. 1895, pp. 531-32. • Yu]t, Marco Poh, a. 115.

' The book of Duarte Barboso (Hakluyt Society, London), ti. 112, 146.

« Er. xxu. 155,158.

» IB. 5.
‘ Ibid. 21.
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{kumbhak3ray and potter’s ditch {kumbhakara-garta)^ ; and the

tontext in which these are mentioned seems to show that pottery

as an industry was conducted from rural settlements for the most

part.

Along with pottery, metal-work of various kinds must have

been known from very early times. No settled agricultural com-
munity could get on without blacksmiths, whose services were

required in the manufacture and repair of agricultural implements
;

and contemporary evidence proves that apart from agricultural

implements, the blacksmiths manufactured other articles of general

use like water-vessels of iron,* and weapons of war such as arrow-

heads, spear-heads and swords^ Besides working in iron, the metal-

workers practised the art of bronze-casting with considerable skill.

This is shown by the discovery in different parts of Bengal of a

large number of bronze or octo-alloy images, dating from the Gupta
period onwards (c/. Chs. xni, x*v). Jewellery, too, provided occupa-

tion to a considerable group of metal-workers, for it was the fashion

of the rich to use gold and silver dishes and ornaments made of

pearls and precious stones and metals {supra pp. 613, 618) for

personal adornment. The Deopflrs inscription of Vijayasena mentions

“flowers made of precious stones, necklaces, ear-rings, anklets,

garlands and golden bracelets,” worn by the wives of the king’s

servants,* The same epigraph speaks of temple girls “the charms

of whose body were enhanced by (the wearing of) jewellery.”*

The NaihSti Plate of Vall^^lasena refers to necklaces of pearls worn

by ladies of royal blood.’ The Ramacharita (in. 33-34) mentions

“jewelled anklet-bells,” “charming ornaments set with diamonds,

lapis lazuli, pear’s, emeralds, rubies and sapphires,” and “necklaces

with central gems and pure pearls of round and big shape.” The

TabaqShhNasirt casually alludes to the use of “golden and silver

dishes” in the palace of Lakshma^asena.®

* Kamauli cp. (GL. 135).

® Nidhanpurcp. {Kam, Sas, 26).

The Edilpur Plate of Kesavasena mentions “water-vessels of iron” (IB, 128).

* Some arrow-heads and spear-heads have been discovered at Paharpur. The

Agni Purana (245, 21 ff.) refers to Ahga and Vanga as important centres of sword-

manufacture^ The swords manufactured in Vanga, we are assured, “were charac-

terised both by keenness and their power of standing blows'* (C/. P. C. Chakra-

varti. The Art of War in Ancient India, pp. 163-64),

» IB, 52.

‘ Ibid. 55.

’ Ibid.n.
* E Sl D. 11. 309. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea mentions the existence

of a gold mine near the mojth of the Ganges {supra p. 45).
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Two other categories of craftsmen were the workers in stone

and wood. The numerous pre-Muhammadan stone images dis-

covered in Bengal (c/. Chs. xiii, xiv) and the beautifully engraved

inscriptions on stone slabs bear eloquent testimony both to the

volume and skill of the stone-carvers’ profession. It has been sug-

gested that the black chlorite stone, out of which most of these

images were carved, was probably obtained from the Rajmahal Hills

and carried in boats to the different centres of the sculptor’s art in

the province.* Incidentally, this throws light on an important article

of internal trade. Alongside stone-carving, wood-carving and car-

pentry also appear to have been practised on an extensive scale,

although owing to the perishable nature of wood only a few architec-

tural specimens of wood-carving of the pre-Muhammadan period

have come down to us (rupro p. 515). It seems evident, however,

that the wood-workers built houses and temples and also manufac-

tured house-hold furniture,^ boats, ships, and wheeled carriages

{supra pp. 615-16).

Another important industry was ivory-carving. The BhfiterS

Plate of Govinda-KeSava mentions an ivory-worker {dantaksra) by

name,’ while the Edilpur Plate of Kesavasena refers to “palanquins

supported by staffs made of elephant’s tusk.’’* Among minor arts,

crafts, professions and industries may be mentioned those of scribes,

florists, garland-makers, conchshell-workers, braziers, goldsmiths,

painters, masons, oilmen, fishermen, washermen, barbers, butchers,

distillers of wine etc. who formed so many distinct castes (c/. Ch. xv).

As regards fishery, we get additional evidence from the land-grants,

some of which refer to the right of fishing as included in the grant.’

Concerning the nature and organisation of industrial labour,

we hardly know anything definite. There are certain statements,

however, occurring here and there in the inscriptions, which suggest

the inference that the workers in various trades and industries were

organised in some kind of corporate groups. Reference has already

been made above {supra p. 266) to the trade and craft-guilds in

Bengal in the fifth and sixth centuries a.d., and the important

position occupied by the nagara-iresh(hi (guild-president), prathama-

sSrthavaha (chief merchant) and prathama-kulika (the chief

artisan) in the local administration. Similarly, the DeopSrS inscrip-

tion of Vijayasena refers to Rs^aka ^ulapSui, who engraved the

stone, as Varendra-iilpi-goshthi-chii43mani (“crest-jewel of the guild

of VRrendra artists”). The exact meaning of goshfhi may be a

* Bbatt-Car. xviii,

* £f.xn(, 286.

’ Ibid. pp. xxxv-xxxvi. CT. also sHpra p. 615.
* IB. 127. • Pita Ins. No. 6.
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matter of doubt,^ but the possibility of its connoting a guild can

never be altogether ruled out.

VIII. TRADE-INLAND AND FOREIGN

The high antiquity of Bengal’s inland and foreign trade is

proved by the J^taka stories, the accounts of Strabo and Pliny, and

ihtPeriplus of the Erythraean Sea. Two factors seem to have

promoted this early growth of commerce,— first, the qualitative and

quantitative development of Bengal's industries, and secondly, the

unrivalled facilities for movement afforded by the sea-coast and

river-systems of the province.

1, Internal Trade

Oddly enough, we know much less about the inland commerce

of ancient Bengal than about her foreign trade. The reason for this

is that inscriptions, which form the most important source of our

information concerning the early economic life of the people, do not,

and cannot by their nature be expected to deal with internal traffic.

Nor do foreign travellers and historians help us in the matter, for

their chief interest lay in the foreign trade of the province.^ Yet

the early development of a considerable foreign trade, to which

reference will be made later, presupposes the existence of a certain

amount of internal commerce. Occasional references in later inscrip-

tions also conhrm this view. The mention of ha((a-pati {supra

p. 282), haulkika (p. 278) and tarika (p. 278) (officers in charge of

markets, customs, tolls and ferries; in the land-grants indirectly

testifies to the brisk nature of internal trade, and shows that the

state derived from it a considerable revenue. The principal centres

of inland trade were oviously the towns. The Kotalipftda Plates

(supra p. 51) bear witness to the fact that NavySvakfigikS was a

rendezvous of merchants and businessmen.* The Damodarpur

Plates (supra p. 49) tell the same tale in regard to Kotlvarsha.

1 /H. 45-46.

‘ Compare, for instance, the accounts contained in the Periplus of the

Erythraean Sea and Marco Polo’s Travels,

^ We have references to ships and dock-yards and to customs-officers called

vyupUradthrai^i^ya or vyUparaniya in the two grants of the time of Dharmiditya»

and vyUpdU^a^vMyukta in the Grant of Oopachandra. These were, as Paigiter

points out, obviously officials ’’charged with the duty of looking after trade** (lA.

t910.p. 212).
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We learn from the Kathn-sarit-s^gara} that Pundravardhana had

a great market-place and streets lined with shops. Besides the

towns, a certain amount of business was probably done in the

villages also. The Damodarpur Plate No. 2 mentions a hatta or

market in connection with the purchase of a plot of land.* The

Khalimpur Plate of Dharmapsla records the grant of four villages

along with their ha{iika^ which, according to Kielhorn, means

‘‘market dues.”* The Irda Plate similarly mentions the grant of

a village “along with its market-place” {sa-hatto)^ while the

Bhatera Plate speaks of shops (ha(tiya-griha) and big markets

(hafia^vara) in some of the donated villages.*

The chief routes of internal trade were probably the water-

ways of the province, in proximity to which stood the principal

towns. The role of the rivers in the economic geography of Bengal

cannot be over-estimated. They fertilised the soil by the silt which

they carried
;
they eliminated, to a large extent, the need for arti-

ficial irrigation : and being navigable far inland throughout the

year, they served as ‘corridors’ or ‘natural routes’ for long-distance

traffic. It is probable enough, although statistical data are lacking,

that throughout the ancient and mediaeval periods they bore the

greater part of the inland traffic of the province. Apart from the

rivers, a certain amount of trade probably passed along land-routes.

The itineraries of Fa-hien and Hiuen Tsang point to the existence

of such land-routes connecting some of the important cities of the

province. The Chittagong Plate of Dsmodara {supra p. 253)

mentions a public road {raja-patha\ passing by the side of a village.

In recent years Mr. K. N. Dikshit has discovered the remains of

two ancient embanked roads in the neighbourhood of Dhanora.*

2. Foreign Trade

The history of Bengal's foreign trade may be traced back to at

least four or five centuries before the birth of Christ. Strabo refers

to the “ascent of vessels from the sea by the Ganges to Pali-

bothra,”’ and his information is probably derived from Megasthenes’

account. Conversely, a number of Jataka stories mention merchants

‘ Tawney’s tr., ii. 86.

* iS/.xv. 133-44.

« Ibid. xxn. 155, 158.

• >4S/. 1922-23, p. 109.

^ MaCrindle, Ancient India (1901), p. 16.

® Ibid. IV. 254.
^ Ibid. XIX. 282.
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and businessmen taking ships at Benares,^ or lower down at

Champa (modern Bhagalpur),^ and then either coasting to Ceylon
or adventuring many days without sight of land to Suvar^iabhumi.*

The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea proves that Bengal maintained

an active overseas trade with South India and Ceylon in the first

century a.d. The commodities exported are said lo have consisted of

malabathrum, Gangetic spikenard, pearls, and muslins of the finest

sorts. They were all shipped from a ‘market-town’ called Gange
(probably the same as Tamralipti), and carried in vessels described

in the Periplus as ‘colandia.’*

In later centuries the overseas trade of Bengal seems to have

increased both in volume and extent. This is probably the chief

reason of the phenomenal growth of Tamralipti as a port of first-

rate importance.® It is hardly necessary lo stress the fact that in

all periods the city which controlled the mouth of the Ganges was

commercially the most important in Eastern India, just as the city

which controlled the gates of the Euxine was commercially the most

important in Hellas. We can trace a succession of such dominant

cities : Tamralipti down almost to the end of the Hindu period
;

later, Saptagrsma till the close of the sixteenth century
;

then

Hoo^hly, and finally Calcutta.

Taking Tamralipti as the centre, we find radiating from it

three principal routes of ovciseas trade. The first led in a south-

easterly direction past the coast of Arakan to Burma and beyond.

Most of the early voyages from Tamralipti to SuvanjabhUmi Were

probably made along this route. But there was a second line of

overseas trade with the Malaya Peninsula and the Far Fast. Ships

came along the coast up to Paloura, near modern Chicacolc, and

then proceeded right across the Bay of Bengal. This was known

^ Cf. Samudeia-vanija -Jatakaand Sankha-Ja^aka {Jataka,iw, 159, No. 166;

15-17, No. 422).

• Maha-janaka-Jdtaka (Jdtaka, vi. 34. No. 539).

• R. K. Mukherji, A History of Indian Shipping (I9J2), pp. 31, I6l,e/c.;

R. C. Majumdar, Champa^ p. xi.

• Periplus, 47. The Milinda-pahha, composed about the first century a.d.,

also refers to the oversea trade between Vahga and different parts of the world

(CHI. p. 212).

• The fame of Tamralipti as an emporium of trade spread all over India

and even far 'outside its boundaries. Hiuen Tsang notes that “wonderful articles

of value and gems are collected here in abundance, and therefore the people of the

country are in general very rich” (Peal-Records, ii. 200-201 ). According to the

Kathd-sarilrsagara, TSmralipti was pre-eminently the home of rich merchants, who

carried on overseas trade with such distant countries as Lanka (Tawncy’s tr. vi.

211) and Suvarnadvipa (ibid. ni. 175), and used to propitiate the sea with jewels

and other valuable articles to ensure safe voyages across (ibid. n. 72).
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to Ptolemy in the second century a.d. By the seventh century

ships sailed directly from Tsmralipti to the Malay Peninsula. An
interesting account of this route is preserved by I-tsing in his bio-

graphy of Hiuen-ta, who made a direct voyage from Keddah to

Tflmralipti.^

A third line of trade led in a south-westerly direction past the

coasts of Kalihga and Coromandel to South India and Ceylon. As
already said, use of this route is mentioned in the Jataka

stories and the Periplus of the JE!rythraean Sea, Pliny also refers to

it adding that whereas in former days the island of Ceylon was

thought to be twenty days’ sail “from the country of the Prasioi,”

the distance “came afterwards to be reckoned at a seven days’ sail,

according to the rate of speed of our ships.”^ In the early years

of the fifth century a.d., the Chinese pilgrim, Fa-hien, embarked at

Tttmralipti on board a great merchant vessel and sailed to Ceylon

en route to China, the voyage taking “fourteen days and nighfs.”

From the itinerary of I-tsing we learn that in the latter part of

the seventh century numerous other Chinese pilgrims travelled

along the same route in their voyages to and from India.

Besides the sea-routes, there seem to have been a number of

land-routes by which Bengal’s foreign trade was carried. One of

these was the route which connected Puj^dravardhana with Ksma-

rUpa. It was along this route that Hiuen Tsang journeyed to the

latter kingdom in the se' 'nth century a.d.® From very ancient

times Kamarnpa was noted for her textiles, sandal and agaruy^ and

it seems likely that these were taken to the main centres of business

in Northern India along this highway of traffic. But Kfimarllpa

was not the terminus of this route, for it seems to have extended

eastwards to South China through the hills of Assam or Manipur

and Upper Burma. This is testified to by the famous report which

Chang-kien, the Chinese ambassador to the Yue-chi country, sub-

mitted in 126 D.c. When he was in Bactria he was surprised to find

silk and bamboo which came from the Chinese provinces of Yunnan
and Szechwan. On enquiry he was told of the rich and powerful

country of India across which the caravans carried these products

from southern China to Afghanistan. This route evidently conti-

nued in use till the ninth century a.d., and was joined by another

from Annam. For the itinerary of Kia Tan (785-805 a.d.) describes

the land-route from Tonkin to Kamarnpa, which crossed the

* R. C. Majumdar, Suvarnadvipa, i. 7 ; n. 350 ;
I-tsing, pp. xxvTlbixiv.

* McCfindle, Ancient IndiOy p. 103.

^ Beal-Recordf. u. 195.

* ArthaiWra,'Bk, ii. Ch. 11.
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Karatoys river, passed by Puijdravardhana, then ran across the

Ganges to Kajahgal, and finally reached Magadha.*

More celebrated and frequented, however, was the line of trade

which led westwards from various points in Bengal and joined the

network of highways which converged at Benares. The Kalhn-sarit-

sSgara mentions merchants travelling from Punclravardhana to Patali-

putra. I-tsing, who landed at TSmralipti in 673 a.p., says that

when he left the sea-poit, “taking the road which goes straight to

the west,” many hundreds of merchants accompanied him in his

journey to Bodh*Gaya.* A rock inscription of a chief named
Udayamtlna, which has been assigned on paleographical grounds to

the 8th century a.d., reveals that merchants from such distant places

as Ayodhya used to frequent the port of TSmralipti for purposes

of trade.® These western routes formed the principal means of

communication and also the grand military routes between Bengal

and Northern India.

A third line of overland trade seems to have led through the

passes of the Himalayas, past Sikkim and Chumbi Valley, to Tibet and

China. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea bears testimony to the

fact that as early as the 1st century a.d. “raw silk, silk yarn and
silk cloth” came into Bengal from China and were re-exported to

"Damirica by way of the river Ganges.”® It is not impossible that

much of this stuff came in along this line of trade. In later

period ^his route became the great highway of Buddhist pilgrim-

travel between Magadha and Tibet. Towards the end of our

period horses in large number appear to have been imported into

Bengal along this track. Referring to a town variously named as

Karbattan, Kar-pattan or Karambatan, which has not yet been

satisfactorily identified, but which was obviously located somewhere

at the foot of the Himalayan range, the Tabaqst-i-Nssirt says ;

“Every morning in the market of the city, about fifteen hundred horses

are sold. All the saddle horses which come into the territory of L akhnauti are

brought from the country. Their roads pass through the ravines of the mountains,

as is quite common in that part of the country. Between Kamrup and Tibet

there are thirty-five mountain passes through which horses are brought to

Lakhnauti.”®

A fourth overland route ran southwards, along the Kainga

coast, to the South Indian peninsula.®

» R. C. Majumdar, Champs, pp. xiiiff; BEFEO. tv. 131 ff, 142-43.

* l-tsbig. xxxi. * El. It. 345. * Periplus. 48. * E AD. ii. 311-12

* This was followed by Hiuen Tsang (Bcal-Recortfa'. it. 204 ff.) and presum-

ably also by the Klas, Senas, Cholas Ad the Eastern Cahgas in their military

campaigns.
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IX. MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE

The use of minted metallic coins as the medium of exchange

marks a big forward step in civilisation, especially in its economic

aspect. The question as to when metallic coins were first introduced

in Bengal is involved in obscurity. It is certain, however, that they

were known and used several centuries before the commencement
of the Christian era. This is proved by three concurrent pieces of

evidence. In the first place, the MahSsthfin BrShmi inscription

mentions coins called gan4oka, and probably also kakar^ika. The
former has been explained as a small piece of coin of the value of

four cowries, while the latter is referred to in the Arthaiastra of

Kautilya as a sub-multiple of the copper karshapar^a} Secondly,

the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea records that a gold coin, known

as caltiSj was in vogue in the market-town of Gange (Tsmra-

lipti?) at about the first century a.d.^ But by far the most

valuable evidence in this regard ia furnished by the discovery of.a

large number of silver and copper punch-marked and cast coins,

most of them dating back to the pre-Christian epoch. These have

been found, sometimes in large number, in various localities of the

province- in the neighbourhood of Berfichnmps (24-Parganas),®

near Manda (Rajshahi),^ in the highland close to the river-bed at

Tamluk,® and at Wari-Bator (Dacca).* There are good reasons to

think that these punch-marked pieces represent the earliest coifiage

of Bengal, as perhaps also of many other provinces of India, and

served for centuries the commercial needs of the people. The sym-

bols punched on these coins are often similar to those found in other

parts of India -a fact which shows that from very early times

Bengal followed the main currents of general Indian economic life.

A few gold coins of the Kushgn kings have been discovered in

Bengal but there is nothing to show that they were used as

medium of exchange within the province. They might have come

by way of trade, along with pilgrims, or in the trail of an invading

army. In the territory under the direct rule of the KushSn emperors

gold was linked up with copper, and it is significant that not a

single copper coin, struck by any Kushan kings, has been discovered

in Bengal.

* AfthasSstra, tr. p. 95. For its relative place in the currency scheme of

ICautilya ef S. K. Chakraboni, Ancient Indian Numismatics,

* Periplus. 47. » ASJ. 1922-23, p. 109.

* Ibid. 1930-34, p. 255. « Ibid. 1921-22. p. 74.

* Annual Report of the Dacca Museum, 1935-36, p. 5,

* Supra p* 45.
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With the establishment of the Gupta empire, Bengal shared in

the currency system introduced and maintained by that dynasty.

The coinage of the Gupta monarchs was based essentially on gold

and silver, though copper was not unknown. The discovery of a
large number of Gupta coins, both of gold and silver, in almost

every part of Bengal, shows that they came into fairly wide circu*

lation within the province. Extant specimens prove that the earlier

gold coins of the dynasty followed the standard of their KushBn
prototypes, weighing about 122 grains ; but from the time of Skanda*

gupta onwards a deliberate attempt seems to have been made to

revert to the old Hindu suvanta standard of 146.4 grains.* The
silver coins of the Gupta monarchs show considerable variations in

weight ; but those circulating in the central and eastern provinces of

the empire appear to have approximated the standard weight of

silver kSrshSpattas, i.e. 36 grains.*

Epigraphic records belonging to the Gupta period mention two
varieties of coins, viz. the dinSra and the rnpaka, as media of

exchange in purchasing land. It is generally held that the former

(derived from the Latin denarius aureus) denotes the gold, and the

latter, the silver coins of the Gupta monarchs. Concerning the rate

of exchange between the two, we get valuable information from the

BaigrKm Plate {supra p. 49). The epigraph records purchase of

land at the price of 6 dlnaras for 3 kulyavSpas and 8 rspakas for

2 drof^avapas in area, the customary price in that locality being

2 dlnaras for each kulyavSpa, As already stated, one kulya-

vSpa was equivalent to 8 drotfavSpas in area. It is thus clear that

the rate of exchange between the dinSra and the rapaka coins was

1 : 16.

But this raises an intricate problem as to the rate of exchange

between gold and silver in Eastern India about the middle of the

5th century a.d. It is not difficult to estimate the ratio of the two

metals, if the weight of the gold and silver coins is definitely known.

Extant specimens of the gold and silver coins of Kumsragupta, to

whose reign the Baigram Plate has to be assigned, show that the

former varied in weight from 117.8 to 127. 3 grains and the latter

from 23.8 to 36.2 grains. Taking the mean in each case, say 122

grains as the average weight of gold coins and 30 grains as the

average weight of silver coins, and leaving out of consideration the

percentage of alloy used in either case (of which there is no definite

* This is only a general statement, and must not be taken too literally. For

a detailed study of the metrology of the Gupta coins, see Allan, Catalogue of the

Coins of the Gupta Dynasties (1914), Introd. pp. cxxxi-cxxxv.

* Ibid. p. cxxxiv.
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information), we have the formula of 480 grains of silver as equi-

valent to 122 of gold, and the relation between these numbers is

approximately 4 to 1. Even if we take the view that the silver

coins, which circulated in Eastern India, weighed 36 grains, the

ratio of gold and silver would work out at 1:4.6.

This is, however, an extremely disconcerting position. From
the NSsik inscription of Bishabhadatta, dated 120 a.d., it has been

estimated that in the second century a.d. the relative value of gold

and silver in Western India was 1:10.^ It is very probable that

even in ancient times the rate of exchange between gold and silver

did not vary greatly in different parts of India. If that were so,

the question arises as to the cause of this tremendous fall in the

value of gold in relation to silver in course of the next three cen-

turies. Was it due to a sudden stoppage in the importation of

silver, India having had to depend on foreign countries for the

supply of that metal ? Was this stoppage in any way connected

with the break-up of the Roman empire in the fifth century a.d. 7

Or are we to infer that the term dinara, as used in contemporary

documents, did not refer to the ordinary gold coins of the Gupta

monarchs, but rather to those light-weight, debased gold coins,

which are usually described as “Imitation Gupta’’ coins, and which

have been found in such profuse number in different parts of

Bengal ?* These are problems which, in the present state of our

knowledge, we are scarcely able to solve.

Whatever may be the correct explanation of the relative value

of gold and silver in the Sth century A.D., the immediate successors

of the Gupta monarchs in Bengal, while adhering to the traditions

of Gupta gold coinage, seem to have altogether given up the practice

of minting silver coins. This is shown by the fact that while not a

single silver coin of any of these rulers has yet been discovered, *a

number of gold coins bearing the legends of i§aisnka, Jaya (-nEga ?),

Samschs (radeva) and other kings^ have been found in different

* 1 have here followed Professor Rapson (CCBM. clxxxv) in preference to

Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar (Lectures on Ancient Indian Numismatics, p. 192).

The latter has worked out the ratio as 1 : 14 ; but his calculation is based on the

theoretical standard of the Sanskrit classical works, not on the actual standard of
coins in circulation.

* Cf. supra pp. S2-S3. The extant specimens of these coins vary in weight

from 7Sto92.S grains.andDr. N. K. Bhattasaliisprobablyrightwhenhesays that

they were “struck on the 50 rati or half-surarano standard, of a rati of about 1.

9

grains, 1. e. an original weight of about 95 grains" (JASB. N. S. I923?*p. 61). If

we then allow for the very large percentage of alloy used in these coins, the rate

of exchange between gold and silver may approximately work out at 1 :8 or 1 :9,

Supra pp. 53-54.
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parts of Bengal. These coins, however, although conforming to the

weight of the later Gupta gold coins (and consequently to that of
Manu’s suvarr^), are in most cases debased in metal content, and
inferior in style and execution to those of their prototypes. The
times were difficult ; the forces of disruption were rampant on all

sides
; and the kings seem to have resorted to debasing their cur-

rency with a view to retaining as much gold in their own hands as

possible. The process thus started seems to have been continued

for several generations' till, by the operation of what is called the

Gresham’s Law, gold coins wholly went out of circulation in Bengal.

It was probably during this period of monetary anarchy that

cowries^ which might have been in circulation even in earlier times,®

established themselves as the only dependable medium of exchange

in the province. A people, who had for centuries been accustomed to

minted currency, could not be suddenly expected to revert to

barter : and as the State failed to discharge its normal functions in

the matter of coinage, and as the traditions of private coinage were

long forgotten, there was hardly any alternative to the use of cowrie

shells, which were known to have been in circulation about the same

time in some other parts of Indian When political stability was

re-established in Bengal under the Pnia kings, an attempt appears

to have been made to re-introduce minted currency. This is shown

by the discovery of a few copper and silver coins, belonging to the

Pflla period. Three copper coins of a ‘ unique type showing a

rather clumsily depicted bull on the obverse and three fish on the

reverse”, have been found at Pfiharpur, and these have been

tentatively assigned to the early Pala empire. Numbers of silver and

copper coins of a second type have been found in Bengal and Bihar.

From the legend “Sri Vigra” on the obverse these are attributed

to king Vigrahapsla, and are generally called Vigrahapala-dra/w/w,

the terra dramma, as a designation of coins, occurring in the Bodh-

Gaytt inscription of Dharmapflla (Pflla Ins. No. I). V. A. Smith

attributed the finer specimens of this type to Vigrahapsla i, and the

debased ones to the second or third king of that name. K. N.

Dikshit, however, thinks that the debased coins “may have been

issued after the original by other rulers, not necessarily even of the

Psla dynasty.*’® But whatever view we might take of this, it seems

The unattributed '^Imitation Gupta*' gold coins are usually assigned to

this period (JASB. N. S. 1925, pp. 1-6 ; supra pp. 52-53). Dr. N. K. Bhattasali

says that among the coins of this type, discovered at Sabhar (near Dacca), at

least three stages in the process of debasement can be easily discerned.

* Cf, Fa-hien, p. 43.

» For the Pala coins, cf. CCIM, i. 233. 239 PI. xxv. 10 ; SupplementaryCCIM
56-57 ; ASl 1927-28, pp. 104-5, PI. XLViu (e) ; Paharpur, 19, 86, PI. LViii(g).
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from the extreme scarcity and the generally debased character of these

coins that the attempt of the Pala rulers to introduce a currency

of their own was a faint-hearted one and was soon abandoned.

When we think of the long rule of the Psia dynasty and the extent

of its kingdom, its lack of currency becomes an intriguing problem,

almost a mystery, which cannot be solved at present. The mystery

is still more deepened by the fact that gold coins seem to have

been profusely used in the neighbouring province of Ksmampa
(Assam) even during the Pfila period. For, according to the

Silimpur inscription, assigned to the eleventh century A.D., a

BrShmaoa of Varendri was offered nine hundred gold coins by

Jayapala, a king of Kamarvpa.*

The copper-plate grants of the Sena kings refer to two coin-

denominations, viz. purSiya and kapardaka-purana. They are usually

mentioned in connection with the income from particular plots of

land donated by kings. A comparative study of the grants would

tend to show that the purStfO and kapardaka-pursna were inter-

changeable terms, and not, as is usually supposed, the denominations

of two different coins. It seems probable that the term kapardaka

was prefixed to purSvpi so as to leave no room for doubt as to the

identity of the coin specified, more or less in the same way as

bha was sometimes prefixed to pSfaka and droipi in order to make
it clear that they were measures of space and not measures of

weight.

Two different considerations prove the validity of the above

hypothesis. Fust, in some land-grants the income derived from

particular plots of land is described in figures (e.g. 200 in the Edilpur

Plate of Ke&avasena ; 500 in the l^aktipur Plate of Lakshmapasena ;

627 in the MadanapSdS Plate of Vitvampasena
; 100, 60, 140,50,

25, 25, SO, 50 in the MadhyapSds Plate of Vi^varnpasena, etc.)

without reference to any coin-denomination. If there were two

different coins circulating side by side, it is certain that one or the

other would have been mentioned in connection with these figures.

Secondly, it is well known that the purStjO was a silver coin, weigh-

ing 32 ratis or 58 grains. Had the Sena kings minted silver coins

of this or of any other weight, it is very probable that at least a

few specimens would have come down to us. Curiously, however,

not a single coin, which may be attributed to any Sena king, has

yet been discovered. On the other hand, the testimony of Minhsj

\supro p. 242) indicates that the Muhammadans, when they first

* Dr. Basak who edited the inscription explains 'henm^m satuni nwa* as

nine hundred gold coins (£/. xm. 292, 29S), and this seems to be the natural

interpretation.
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came to Bengal, noticed no silver currency in the country but found

the people using cowrie shells in economic transactions. When the

king intended to make monetary gift, says the Muslim historian,

“the least gift he used to confer was a lak of kauris.”^

It is clear, therefore, that under the Sena kings cowrie shells

served as the medium of exchange in Bengal. What, then, is the

meaning of the puraria or kapardaka-puratf,a so often mentioned in

the Sena land-grants? Dr. Bhandarkar has suggested that it was

a silver coin shaped like a kapardaka or cowrie} The strongest

argument against this view is that not a single coin of this type has

been discovered here or elsewhere in India. The fabrication of

such a coin was also difficult and would mark a sudden “retrogres-

sion in the evolution of coinage” in the country.* More plausible

is the hypothesis, set forth by Dr. S. K. Chakrabortti, that the

kapardaka-puram was not an actual coin, but a mere abstract unit

of account ; that is to say, it was the value of a purana counted

out in cowrie shells. In other words, “payments were made in

cowries and a certain number of them came to be equated to the

silver coin, the purai^a, thus linking up all exchange transactions

ultimately to silver, just as at present the rupee, the silver coin,

is linked up to gold at a certain ratio.”*

* Nasirl. transl. p. 356. The Bengali Charya-padas (supra pp. 383 ff.) refer

to the use of kavail (cowrie) and vo4i (bu^i) (BCD. 26). 1'bere is nothing to

be surprised at in the use of cowrie even in a commercially developed community,

for, even as late as 1750 a.d., duties were collected in Calcutta in cowries and

many bazar transactions were also in cowries (Wheeler, Early Records ofBritish

India, p. 223).

* Lectures on Ancient Indian Nmlsmatics,pp. 139,176.

’ IHQ. vin 597.

« Ibid. 599.



CHAPTER XVII

BENGALIS OUTSIDE BENGAL

No survey of the history and civilisation of the people of

Bengal can be regarded as complete without some account of their

activities outside the boundaries of their own province, both in and

outside India. From very early times many sons of Bengal distin-

guished themselves in various spheres of life both in India and

abroad. Apart from these individual instances, we must presume

that Bengal, as an integral part of India, must have taken her due

share in the various activities of the Indians, and contributed her

quota to the general influence exercised by them, in the outside

world. But it is not always easy to distinguish the part played in

these respects by Bengal or any other region comprised within the

great sub-continent of India. We propose, therefore, to touch

briefly upon those incidents or episodes alone in which the Bengalis

are specifically known to have taken the leading part.

I. ACTIVITIES OF BENGALIS OUTSIDE INDIA

The chief activities of the Bengalis outside India lay in religi-

ous and commercial spheres. The port of Tsmralipti was the great

emporium of trade between Northern India and the Eastern world

across the sea. Being situated in the eastern extremity of India,

Bengal also served as the connecting link, by way of land, between

the great sub-continent and the extensive regions in the east, from

South China to Burma and thence to Malay Peninsula and Indo-

China. The Chinese evidence leaves no doubt that there was an

active intercourse by both the land and sea-routes, and streams of

traders, merchants, pilgrims and other classes of people followed

them in their journey between India and the Far East {supra

pp. 659 fF).' Apart from being an intermediary in trade and

commerce, Bengal must, therefore, have played an important part in

the great cultural association between the diverse civilisations of

Eastern and South-Eastern Asia which forms such a distinguished

feature in the history of this great continent for nearly one thousand

and five hundred years.

^ R. C. Majumder,^C^fi^a, pp. xni-xxiv ; Suvarnadvlpay Part i , Bk. i,

specially Ch. w.
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Fortunately, this view, mainly based on general grounds, is cor-

roborated by some specific instances.

As regards maritime and colonial activity, an inscription in

Malay Peninsula, of the fourth or fifth century a.d., records the gift

of a MahQnSvika (great captain) Buddhagupta, who was probably
a native of Bengal.^ Tradition also connects Bengal with the

Indian settlement in the island of Ceylon (v. supra p, 39). The
truth of the story of prince Vijaya may, however, be doubted, and
no final conclusion is possible until fresh evidence is available.

But we are on surer grounds when we come to missionary

activities. It is now admitted on all hands that Bengal
exercised great influence on the development of later Buddism
in Java and neighbouring regions during the Pala period.*

An inscription in Java* definitely mentions that the guru (precep-

tor) of the .^ailendra emperors w’as an inhabitant of Cauda (Gaucli-

dvtpa-guru). This royal preceptor, named Kumaragbosha, set up
an image of Mafiju^ri in the year 782 a.d., and was probably also

the guru for whose worship the famous temple of Tfirfi at Kalasan

had been built four years earlief. We are told that at the com-

mand of the guru some officers of the king built a temple, an image

of goddess Tffrs, and a residence for monks proficient in Vinaya-

Mahffyfina. Reference has already been made above (pp. 121-22)

to the grant of five villages by Devapnla, at the request of king

Balaputradeva of SuvarnadvTpa, for maintaining the monastery that

the latter had built at Nfllandff. The intimate intercourse between

the Pfila and the ^ailendra kingdoms explains the great influence

exercised by the Pala art upon that of Java.* It has already been
noted above (pp. 496-97), that such influence was by no means
confined to Java, but also extended to the mainland, and the

peculiar architectural style of a group of temples in Burma was
probably derived from that of Bengal and neighbouring regions.

As a further evidence of the close contact between Java and Bengal,

reference may be made to the affinity between the scripts used on
certain Javanese sculptures and the proto-Bengali alphabet.® This

contact continued till at least the 14ih century a.d.®

^ R.‘C. Majumder, Suvarnadvipa, i. 82-83.

* /Wd. n. 121ff. ^ /Wd. 1. 151-52. ^ i!>id. ii. 304*

* H. B. Sarkar in IHQ. xiii. 597. Several other instances of cultural contact,

noted by him in the same article, are neither definite nor conclusive.

* A Javanese text, composed in 1365 a.d,, includes Gauda in a list of

countries whose people came to the Javanese capital “unceasingly in large numbers
They came in ships with merchandise. Monks and distinguished Brahmapas

also came from these lands and were entertained*’ (SuvarnaMpa, i. 336).
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The influence of Bengal upon the development of art and reli-

gion in the Far East must thus be regarded as considerable, although

sufficient data are not available to trace in details the relationship

between them. We are, however, more fortunate in this respect in

regard to Tibet, the other region where Bengal exercised a deep

influence on the evolution of culture.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the form of Buddhist

religion and monastic order in Tibet was largely shaped by a

number of famous Buddhist teachers from Bengal. Fortunately,

the Tibetan chronicles have preserved a detailed account of a large

number of Indian from the PBla kingdom who visited the

Land of Snow, and not only preached the Buddhist religion and

translated Indian texts, but transmitted to that inaccessible region

the various elements of Indian culture and civilisation. Their

literary and religious activities have been treated in a general way

in Chs. XI and xiii. Here we would refer to only a few distinguished

persons among them who may be regarded, on reasonable grounds,

to be inhabitants of Bengal. The detailed accounts of their lives are

culled from Tibetan sources, and though much of them may be

merely traditional, unsupported by positive testimony, they are still

of great value, at least in so far as they hold out before us a general

picture of the honour and respect accorded to the Bengali scholars

and religious teachers in Tibet.

The native religion of Tibet was Bon-po. It advocated demon-
worship and other sacrifices. During the reign of Srong-tsan Gam-
po, as noted above (p. 91), Buddhism was introduced in Tibet.

Bon, however, remained the predominant religion in Tibet till the

accession of Khri-srong-lde-btsan {supra p. 124), a descendant of

Srong-tsan Gampo, in the middle of the eighth century a.d. Khri-

srong-lde-btsan was a great devotee of Buddha. He invited Santi-

rakshita {supra pp. 332-33),^ who was at that time living in Nepal,

' For the account of ssntirakshita and Padmasambhava that followi, </.

L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism, 20. 24, 25 ; IP. 49 ; JASB. U. Pwt
1, 7-8 ; Pag Sam Jon Zang, Part ii, 170 ft. (see table of contents, pp. x ff.) ; A. H.
Franck, Antiquities of Indian Tibet, u. 87-88. SButirakshiU, also known as
^antaraksbita, whose Tibetan name was Zi-ba-htsbo, became the high priest of
Nslands monastery in the first half of the eighth century a.d. S. C. Das
out from the Tibetan authority that Bsntirakshita was a native of Gaufla. The
Pag Sam Jon Zang, a work compiled in 1747 a,d., states (p. 112) that Bantimir«hin^

wis bom in the royal family of Zohar during the reign of Oopala, and fligd when
Dharmapala was ruling. The identification of Zohar has been discussed above
(p. 331, f.n. 8). Dr. B. Bhattacharya remarks that Zohar is a regular phonetic
equivalent of SabhBr, a well-to-do village in the Dacca district,, Bengal.- It is

legitimate to infer, from all available evidences that ^ « native
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to Tibet in order to strengthen the cause of Buddhism there. S§nti«

rakshita went to Tibet. He had hardly preached there the Buddhist

doctrine for four months when, we are told, the demi-gods of Tibet

grew indignant and caused many phenomenal disturbances, ^flnti-

rakshita was sent back to Nepal. Sometime afterwards he, on the

request of the Tibetan king, went for a second time to Tibet. He
introduced there the observance of the ‘ten virtues* and Dharma.
But the local gods, demi-gods, genii, and female spirits, finding the

people inclined to Buddhism, became very violent again. They were

evidently the adherents of the Bon religion. .^Sntirakshita was not

strong enough to cope with them. He advised the king to invite

Padmasambhava, who knew mystic charms for combating the evil

spirits. Padmasambhava, at the invitation of the king, went to

Tibet, and within a very short period brought all the evil genii

under his control. The king was highly pleased with Padmasam*
bhava and l^flntirakshita and built Bsam-ya, a monastery after the

model of that at Odantapuri in Magadha (.vwpra p. 115). Both the

Indian teachers established there the order of the Lamas. Lama,

in the true sense, means the head of the monastery, though in

modern times the title is given to all the monks and priests in Tibet

connected with the Buddhist order. The religion of the Lama is

simply called “The Religion” or “Buddha’s Religion.” Its followers

are called ‘Nan-pa,’ that is ‘within the fold.’ Padmasambhava and

I^Sntirakshita trained some Tibetans as monks, who carrried on their

mission assiduously, and translated many Buddhist texts into

Tibetan. Padmasambhava, after a residence of a short period, left

Tibet in order to preach Buddhism in other lands. Santirakshita

was made the first abbot of the monastery at Bsam-ya. He occupied

that position for thirteen years. Shortly before his death Hoshang

MahaySna, a Chinese missionary, visited 1 ibet. He started preach-

ing Buddhism of an order which differed from that advocated by

l^antirakshita. Santirakshita, failing to meet his opponent in contro-

of Bengal (supra p. 332). His sister was Mandaravs. The tradition runs that

Indrabhtiti, a king of U^diyana, had a son named Padmasambhava (Waddell,

op. cit. 380-82). Padmasambhava in his early age was tyrannical. The king, in

order to please his subjects, banished the prince. jPadmasambhava in course of

his travel jeached Zahor, and married the sister of Santirakshita. Waddell identi-

fies Uddiyana with Udyana in the Swat Valley (op. cit. p. 26). According to

Pag Sam Jon Zang, the first Siddhacharya Sui pa belonged to the fisherman caste

of Uddiy&tia, and was in the service of the king of Uddiy&na as a writer. He
is referred to in the as a Bengali (Cordier-Car. ii. 33). He composed

some Bengali songs (BGO. 21). On this and other grounds it has been suggested

that Uddiysna min^t have been situated in Bengal (IHQ, xi. 142-44). For other

views r/. supra p. 333, f.n. 1.
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vcrsy, requested the king to invite his disciple, KamalaMla to Tibet.

Karoala was residing in Magadha. But l^fEntirakshita, shortly be-

fore Kamalai^lla’s arrival in Tibet, died of an accident. KamalaMla
defeated the Chinese missionary in a debate, and established the

soundness of the doctrine preached by Sfintirakshita.

The Tibetan literature closely connects another Bengali teacher

named Dipahkara l§rijnfl:na. also known as AtUa,^ with the religious

movement in Tibet. Dipahkara was born in 980 a.d. in the royal

family of Gauda at Vikramai;iipura in Bangala. He was known as

Chandragarbha in his early age. His father was KalyaiiaSri and*his

mother was Prabhavati. While young, he learned five minor sciences

under the guidance of the great teacher .tctsri. He studied the im-

portant literature of the Hinayana and MahaySna schools. Rahula-

gupta taught him the meditative science of the Buddhists in the

Krishijagiri monastery. Krishjjagiri, modern Kanheri, in the Bom-

bay Presidency, was an important centre of the Buddhists.

Chandragarbha received there the name of GuhyajnSna-vajra. At

the age of nineteen he took the sacred vows in the Odantapurl-

vih^ra from the Mahasanghika Achfirya Silarakshita, who gave him

the name Dipankara I55rijnana. Twelve years later, at the age of

thirty-one, he was ordained as a Bhikshu. He received the vow of

a Bodhisattva from Dharmarakshita. He intended to study Bud-

dhism under the guidance of Chandrakirti, the High Priest of

Suvarnadvlpa. Suvarnadvlpa, which was a general name for Java

and other islands in Eastern Archipelago, was at that time an im-

portant centre of Buddhism in the Easi. A merchant vessel, after

several months’ strenuous journey, brought him to that island.

He studied there for twelve >cars, and relumed to Magadha, visiting

Tamradvipa (Ceylon) on his way. He was invited lo the Vikrama-

Hla monastery {supra 115) by the king Mahipala. Dipankara

assumed the post of the. High Priest of the Vikramas ila monastery

at the request of king Nayapsla, son of Mahipfila. Sthavira Ratnn-

kara was at that time the chief of the monastery.

About the middle of the eleventh century a.d. Lha Lama
Ye-^es-hod was the king of Tibet. He was a pious Buddhist. He
intended to reform Buddhism in Tibet, which was debased

by Tantric and Bon mysticism. He sent Rinchhen Zan-po,

the great Lochava, and Legs-pahi Serab to India in order to

^Cf. st^ra pp. 334-35. Dipankara is mentioned as Phul-byun in an inscrip-

tion in Tibet (Francke, op, cit. ir. 169). For the account that follows Cf, IP,

50-76 : Pag Sam Jon Zang, ii. 183 ff. {Cf. table of contents, xviii ff.) ; Francke,

op. cit. 167, 169, 170.
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invite some Indian scholars to Tibet.* Those two officers of the

Tibetan king, in course of their sojourn, went to the VikramaMla
monastery. They came to learn there that Dipankara was the best

of the Buddhist scholars in Magadha. But realising that there was
no chance of their request being complied \\ ith

,
they did not dare

extend him their invitation to Tibet. They went back to their

country and communicated to the king e\ery thing they knew about
the great Bengali teacher. The king despatched a Tibetan mission

under Rgya-tson-gru Sengs, a native of Tag-tshal, in Tsang, to

Vikrama^lla with rich presents to invite DipaAkara to his country.

Dipankara, on receipt of the invitation, replied to the Tibetan

mission :

“Then it seems to me that my going to Tibet would be due to two causes :

first, the desire of amassing gold, and second, the wish of gaining sainthood by the

loving of others ; but 1 must say that I have no necessity for gold nor any anxiety

for the second at present."

The Tibetans, thus having failed to achieve Ihcir end, went back to

their country. About this time a great calamity befell the king of

Tibet. He was taken prisoner by the king of Garlog in the frontier

of Nepal. The king, shortly before his death in the enemy’s prison,

sent through his nephew and successor Chaii Chub the following

message to Dipankara :

“Lha Lama, the king of Tibet, has fallen into ilie hands of the Raja of

Garlog while endeavouring to collect gold for diffusing the religion of Buddha,

and for the himself. The should therefore vouchsafe his blessings

and mercy unto him in all his transformed existences. The chief aim of the king’s

life has been to take' him to Tibet to reform Buddhism, but, alas that did not

come to pass ! With a longing look to the time when he could behold the Pantfit^s

saintly face, he resigned himself absolutely to the mercy of the three Holies.’

After the death of the king, Chan Chub sent a Tibetan mission in

charge of Tshul Khrim-gyalwa to Dipankara at Vikrama&ila with

the deceased king’s letter. It was also instructed, in case Dipankara

refused to come, to invite a scholar next to him to Tibet.

Tshul Khrim-gyalwa, also known as Vinayadhara, formerly

studied Buddhist literature in India for two years. He proceeded

to VikramaUla with the mission, and met there unexpectedly his

preceptor Gya-tson Senge. The preceptor told him that the Tibetans

had no influence there, and advised him not to disclose at once the

object of his visit. Both of them saw Dipankara from time to time.

Dipankara was very much moved when he heard the news of the

* F^ancke (op. cit. 169-71) points out that Ye-ses-hod was a king of Gu-ge

(Goggadesa, in Western Tibet) which included parts of Kunawar and Spyi-ti, and

that it was not he, but ooe of his desceudants, that invited Atiaa to his country.
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king’s death under tragic circumstance. He consented to pay a visit

to Tibet after finishing his work in hand, to which he would have

to devote a period of eighteen months. He advised the Tibetan

monks to keep the matter secret. Once Vinayadhara and Gya-tson

made an attmpt to know the opinion of RatnSkara on the matter

of Dipabkara’s visit to Tibet. RatnSkara discarded the idea with

the remark,

“in the absence of Atisa, no other would be able to preserve tbe moral

discipline of the monks here. He holds the key to many a monastery of Magadha.
Por these reasons we can ill afford to lose his venerable presence.”

The day of Dipankara’s departure for Tibet was drawing near.

It was not, however, possible for him to leave the Vikramatila

monastery without the permission of his chief, RatnSkara. Once he

sought the permission of RatnSkara for leave to accompany Vinaya*

dhara to many places of pilgrimages including Nepal. RatnSkara

could, however, discover that Dlpankara cherished an idea of visiting

Tibet on that occasion. He eventually agreed to the proposal of

Vinayadhara about Dipankara’s visit to Tibet on condition that the

vener-able teacher should return to Vikrama&ila within three years.

He remarked ;

“without AtiU India will be in darkness. He holds the key to many institutions.

In his absence many monasteries will be empty. Tbe looming signs prognosticate

evil for India. Numerous Turushkas (Muhammadans) are invading India, and I

am much concerned at heart. May you proceed to your country with your com-

panions and with Atisa to work for tbe good of all living beings there.”

Dlpankara started for Tibet, accompanied by Vinayadhara,

Gya-tson, Pandit Bhtimigarbha, and the Maharsja Bhnmisangha,

the king of Western India, who was his disciple. Some ^aivas,

Vaishqiavas, and Kapilas, who did not like that Dlpankara should

preach Buddhism in Tibet, engaged some robbers to take his life

as soon as he passed the border of India. The robbers, when they

saw the saintly appearance of the teacher, could not raise their hands

against him, and went away. As soon as Dlpankara entered Nepal

a local chief took fancy to a beautiful little table made of sandal-

wood, which was being carried by the venerable teacher. He set

some brigands to rob him of it. But Dipaffkara, it is reported,

averted the danger by some mystic charms. After this he paid his

reverence to the temple of Arya Svayambhtl. Gya-tson unfortu-

nately died there of fever. Dlpankara was much moved by this

calamity, as Gya-tson was his close companion, and was to SStve him
in Tibet as an interpreter (/oc/rava). At this time he wrote a note

to king Nayapsla. He met Ananta-kirti, king of Nepal, at Palpa,

then called Palpoi-thah. He presented the king with an elephant, and
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the latter in gratitude laid the foundation of a monastery called

Tha.irvihSra. His son Padmaprabha was ordained as monk by

Dipahkara. Padmaprabha accompanied the Bengal Pantfii to

Tibet.

Dipahkara was received by the officers and the army of the

king Chan Chub in the frontier of Tibet. He stopped on the bank
of Msnasa-sarovara for a week. Finally he reached the monastery

at Tholing^ with his party. He was given grand ovation by the

king, in the capital. He moved from province to province and
preached Mahsyana doctrine. Brom>ton, founder of the first great

hierarchy of Tibet, became his disciple. Dipahkara succeeded there

in eliminating Tantric and foreign elements from the Buddhist creed.

He wrote several books on Buddhism during his stay in Tibet.

Bodhipatha-pradtpa is the most prominent among them.* The
authorship of about two hundred books is ascribed to him.* He
lived in Tibet for thirteen years and died there c. 105 3 a.d. at the

age of seventy-three. His memory is still cherished by the people

of the country.

II ACTIVITIES OF BENGALIS IN INDIA OUTSIDE BENGAL

We have many references to Bengalis playing an important part,

both in secular and religious affairs, in different parts of India out-

side Bengal. A short account of some of these persons is given

below to indicate the nature and scope of these activities.

We may begin with Gadfldhara who founded a principality in

the Far South. Gadadhara was born in the village of Tads, in

Varendrl. He is described as the crest-jewel of Gauda. and the illu-

minator of Varendrl. He proceeded to Southern India, and became

the chief of the territory called Ksrtikeya-tapovana. The seat of

his government was Kolagala, the modern village of Kolagallu, in

the Bellary district, Madras Presidency. He was a subordinate of

the RKshtrakma king Krishija iii. (a.d. 939-957) and Khottiga

(967-c. 972 A.D.). He installed the images of Surya, Brahma

Vishnu, MaheSvara, Psrvati, VinSyaka, and KSrtikeya, and founded

a monastery at Kolagallu.*

» It is identified with Tolling mafh in Western Tibet (PHC. Lahore 1940,

P. 179).

* Cordier-Caf. ii. 45 If : IP. 76.

* P. N. Bose, Indian Teachers of Buddhist Universities, pp. 73-79 ; IP. 76.

* Kolagallu inscription (El. xxi. 260-64) ; IMP. i. 265, No. 82 ; 266,

Bellary No. 91. The name is wrongly read here as Gajadhara and Gandadhara.
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The Gopeswar inscription of Anekamalla, dated ^aka 1113

(=1191 A.D.), refers to the king as sprung from the family of Gau4a.‘

He was a king of the Garhwal district where the inscription was

discovered, and is said to have conquered Kedara^bhumi, no doubt

the holy city of Kedflra and the adjoining territory.

Another son of Gauda distinguished himself in the same region

about the same time. He is Udayaraja, of the Gauda family, who
was appointed commander of the ChithamSna army by PrithvirSja

III. (1182-1192 A.O.). Prithviraja in defeated Muhammad Ghurl in

1190-91 A.D., but lost his life in a battle with the same Muslim

general at Tarttorl, near Karnal, in 1192 a.d. These informations

are supplied by the Muhammadan historians. The Hammira-mahS~

kSvya gives a somewhat different account of the conflict. It records

that Prithviraja fought successfully with Sahabadina (Shihab-ud-

din Muhammad Ghnn) many times. On the last occasion the

Muslim general, referred to as the king of the Sakas, invaded the

kingdom of Prithviraja, and captured Dilli (Delhi). Prithviraja,

commanding Udayarsja to follow him, hurried to oppose the enemy

with a small army. He suffered defeat at the hand of Muhammad
GhUrl, and was taken prisoner, before Udayaraja could come to his

assistance. Muhammad Ghun, after the arrival of Udayaraja in

the battle-field, being dubious about his ultimate success, withdrew

to the city of Delhi with the captive Prithviraja. The pride of his

being a member of the Gauda family prevented Udayarsja from

retracing his steps, leaving his master in that perilous condition.

He made an onslaught on the city, and fought bravely with the

enemy for a month without interval. A Muslim oflicer, apprehend-

ing grave danger, advised Muhammad Ghun to ease the situation

by releasing Prithvirfija. But Muhammad Ghun, in his rage, ordered

the execution of the Chshamana king. Udayarsja, after the death

of Prithviraja, in his despair made a desperate attempt to capture

the city, and fell fighting in the battle.’’

A Brahmana named l^akti, belonging to the BharadVSja family

of Gauda, obtained DarvSbhisSra, which is now represented by the

tract of the lower and the middle hills between the rivers Chandra-

bhsgB and Vitasts. His son was Mitra. Mitra’s son was ^aktisvaml.

^aktisvsmi became the minister of king Muktspida, also known as

* Atkinson, Notes on the History of the Himalaya of the North-Western

Province of India, Ch. iv. 16. TLc name of the king may also be read as Bhaneka
Maila. There is a second inscription of the king on an iron trident in front of

Gopesvara Temple 17-18).

* Hammlra-mohUkavya of Nayachandra Stlri, Canto lu. vv. 65-73. (C/.

IBQ. XVI. 349),

* K9damharhkathu-sura by Abhinanda (Ksvyamala, No. n), p. 2.
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LalitSditya, who ruled Kashmir from r. a.d. 725 to 760 {supra

pp. 83-84).

Gad^idhara, son of Lakshmidhara, an ornament of the Gauda
family, attained to the position of the great minister of peace and

war under the Chandella king Paramardi (r. 1167-1202 a.d).

This was another personage named Lakshmidhara, who was born

in the Gauda family, and who was an ornament in the kingdom of

the Chandella Kirtivarman (c, a.d. 1098). Lakshmidhara's son was

Ya^alipf^la, who was a minister under the next Chandella king Sal-

laksha^avarman. Ya^>a]jptila’s son Sndhara was an oHiccr of the

Chandella king Jayavarman (a.d. 1117). Sndhara’s son Gokula

was a minister of the Chandella Prithvivarman. Gokula’s son

Bhoja(?) flourished during the reign of the Chandella Madanavarman
(a.d. 1129-1163). Bhoja’s son MahipSla was an oflicer under

the Chandella Paramardj. Mahipala’s son Gahgiidhara became a

favourite of the Chandella Trailokyavarman (a.d. 1205 c, 1247).

Gangfsdhara’s son Jagaddhara was a minister of the Chandella Vira-

varman (a.d. 1261-1286).^

An inscription of the fifth century a.d. mentions that a Kshatriya

family from Gaura, founded a kingdom in the Upper State,

Rffjaputsna.^ Gaura appears to be the same as Gauda, though

this cannot be definitely proved.

The Bengalis in foreign land showed more zeal in religious and

missionary activities than in any other sphere of life. Both Buddhist

and Brahmanical teachers went far and near, and propagated their

respective tenets.

The earliest Bengali Buddhist teacher to achieve distinction out-

side Bengal is J^ilabhadra {supra pp. 330-31), a member of the

Brahmanical royal family of Samatata.® We are fortunate in

getting a detailed account of his life from the contemporary Chinese

traveller Hiuen Tsang. i^tlabhadra, in his young age, travelled

throughout India for acquiring special knowledge in Buddhist philo-

sophy. He met Dharmapa:la at Nalanda and received religious

instruction from him. DharmapJlla, finding in him the qualities of a

great man, ordained him as a monk, Silabhadra mastered the

principles of Buddhism, and attained high efficiency in explaining the

subtleties of the Sc'istra. His fame as a great Buddhist scholar

spread to foreign lands. A Brahman from South India, who was

^ El. I. 207, 214; ASl 1935-36, p. 91. For the date and history of the

Chandella kings, see DHNI. vol. ii, Ch. xi.

* ASL 1929-30, p. 187.

* Watters, ii.. 109-110
; pp. 85-86. Hiuen Tsang has recorded various

interesting anecdotes about Silabhadra (cf, Beal-I//e. 106-112,121,153,160, 165).
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proud of his learning, came to Magadha and challenged Dharmapsla

for a religious discourse. Dharmapsla engaged ^ilabhadra, who was

then only thirty years old, for initiating discussion with the Brahman,

^llabhadra thoroughly outwitted his opponent, and succeeded in

proving the soundness of his faith. The king of Magadha was

highly pleased with l^llabhadra for his achievement, and expressed

his willingness to endow him with the revenue of a city. iSllabbadra

first refused the offer on the ground that a monk should not have

any attraction for such a thing. But he had ultimately to accept

the' gift at the king’s earnest request. He built a monastery and

donated the above endowment for its maintenance.

In course of time ^llabhadra became the chief minister of the

community of NalandB. At this time ‘the priests, belonging to the

convent, or strangers (residing therein) always reached to the

number of 10,000.’ They ail studied Mahttysna, the doctrines

belonging to eighteen schools, the Vedas, Hetu-vidyJt, ^abda-vidyfl,

ChikitsS-vidyS, Atharva-^'eda aiid the Safikhya (Sankhya). !^lla-

bhadra was the only scholar who mastered all the collections of the

Sutras and the ^flstras. Hiuen Tsang reports that the members of

the convent, from their great reverence to l^llabhadra, did not

venture to call him by his name, but gave him the appellation

Ching-fa-tsong (“Treasurer of the good Law’’).

When Hiuen Tsang arrived at Nfliands in 637 a.d. ^ilabhadra

was the chief of the monastery. The pilgrim submitted to the

teacher that he came from the country of China in order to learn

the principles of Yoga-sSstra under his guidance. Stlabhadra received

Hiuen Tsang with great respect. Hiuen Tsang attended a series

of lectures, delivered by the venerable teacher, on Yoga-^Sstra.

About this time Harsha l^llnditya, at the request of ^ilabhadra,

granted the revenues of three villages to a Brahman, who attended

the above lectures along with the Chinese pilgrim.

Hiuen Tsang prepared a work entitled *T/jc Destruction of

Heresy," and handed it over to ^llabhadra. ^ilabhadra received a

letter from Kumr.ra, king of Ksmarupa, requesting him to send the

Chinese pilgrim to his kingdom. I^tlabhadra did not comply with this

request, as he expected a similar invitation from ^tladitya about the

same time. Kumttra ultimately sent n threatening letter to j^llabhadra.

“If necessary,” said he, “I will equip my army and elephants, and

like the clouds sweep down on and trample to the very dust that

monastery of Nslands.” ^ilabhadra, probably to get out of the un«

pleasant situation, sent Hiuen Tsang to Kttmartlpa. This haj^ned
about the beginning of 643 a.d.

We hear nothing more of l^ilabhadra. He was the greatest

Buddhist teacher of his age. He commanded respect from every-
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body. One of his works is known to us. It is entitled JLryih

BudMa-bhUmi-vydkhySna, which was translated into Tibetan.
ollabhadra and ^antirakshita, referred to above, were both

teachers of the Nolands monastery. Another Bengali teacher,

whose name was Chandragomin (supra pp. 296-300, 330),‘ is

known to have been connected with that institution. Chandra-
gomin was born in a Kshatriya family in the east in Varendra. He
studied Sutra-^ and Abhidharma^pitakas under the guidance of
Acharya Sthiramati. He mastered literature, grammar, logic, astro*

nomy, music, fine arts, and the science of medicine. He was initiated

into the Buddhist faith by Achsrya Asoka, and became a great

devotee of Avalokite^vara and T5ra.

Chandragomin proceeded to Ceylon and Southern India. While
residing in Southern India he wrote a grammar entitled Chandra-

vyakarar^Qy which was an improvement on Nigasesha’s (PataSjali’s)

BhSshya on Pajjini’s grammar. Next he proceeded to NalandS

where he met Chandrakirti, who was at that time the High Priest

of the monastery there. The priests of Nftlandfi did not give him

a warm reception as he was only a lay disciple. But Chandrakirti

found in Chandragomin a great scholar, and succeeded in removing

that unfriendly feeling from the minds of the host of priests. He
arranged a procession of priests, which was headed by three chariots.

He placed Chandragomin in one of them, an image of Mailju^ri in

the second, and himself in the third. After this event the priests

paid great reverence to Chandragomin. Chandragomin, who was a

follower of the YogachSra system, carried on philosophical discus-

sions in the monastery. The story runs that he once threw ofif the

grammar, which he wrote in South India, into a well, considering

that it was inferior in merit to one prepared by Chandrakirti. But

at the instance of Tsra, who told him in dream about the superior

quality of his work, he recovered the book from the well.

Chandragomin wrote a book on logic known as NySya^siddhy-

Sloka, the Tibetan translation of which is now available. His

Tibetan name is Zla-wa-dge-bsnen.

The Bengali Pandit, most highly esteemed in Tibet, is Abhaya-

karagupta (supra pp. 334-35).® He is worshipped there as one of

the Panchhen-Rinpochhes i.e. Lamas possessing royal dignities. He

was born at a place near the city of Gauda, in Eastern India. In his

young age he went to Magadha, in MadhyadeSa, and learnt there

» The account of the Buddhist teachers, given below, is based on Tibetan

tradition. For Chandragomin cf, S. C. Vidyabhusana. Hist, Ind, Logic. 121-23,

;

Tar, 145-158 ;
Pag Sam Jon Zang, 95-96 ; JASB, N. S. in. No. 2 ; lA, ix. 178.

2 JASB. u. Pan i. pp. 16-18 ; Sodhana-mUla, n. Introd. pp. xx>xa.
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five sciences. Within a very short time he earned renown as a great

Buddhist scholar. He became a priest in the palace of Rsmapffla,

who is described as the king of Magadha in the Tibetan literature.

It is reported that he wrote l^sstras during the first two watches of

the day, explained Dharma in the third watch, worshipped his gods

tir midnight in the Himavana cemetery, and retired to bed after

that. He gave relief to many hungerstricken beggars in the city of

Sukhavati. It was due to his intervention that a Chapdala king

of the city of Charasiiiiha gave up the project of sacrificing one

hundred men. He furthered the cause of Buddhism. In bis later

life he became the High Priest of the VikramaHla monastery, which

accommodated three thousand monks. He was the head of the

Mahsysna sect in the Odantapuri monastery. It is reported that

when Abhayakara was residing in the VikramaSila monastery under

the protection of the son of king ^ubhatn of Eastern India, a

Turuskha war took place. Abhayskara performed many religious

rites as the result of which it is said, the Turuskbas were forced to

leave India. He died before Rsmapnia’s abdication of the throne.

He is said to have been succeeded to the position of the High Priest

of Vikrama&lla monastery by Ratnakara-tanti. It is, however,

known from another Tibetan source that Ratnakara-tsnti preceded

him to that post. 'Abhayskara was a great writer. He translated

many books into the Tibetan language. It is not known whether he

ever visited Tibet.

Other Bengali scholars, who were closely connected with the

Vikramatlla monastery, were Jetsri and JnSnatrt-mitra. They were

senior contemporaries of Dlpankara ^rijnSna.

JetKrP {st^ra p. 334) was a resident of Varendra. His father

GarbhapSda, a Brahman achSrya, was the religious teacher of Sana-

tana, who is described as the king of Varendra by TBranstha.

Sanatana was probably a vassal of king Mahipala i. In his young

age Jetari was expelled by his relations. This incident turned the

course of his life. He became a devotee of Buddha. He studied the

Buddhist doctrine, and became thoroughly conversant with Abhi-

dharmorpUaka. King Mah8-(i)p&la conferred on him the diploma

of *Fatf4ita’ of the Vikrama^ila monastery. He served there as a

professor for a long time. Ratnskara-tsnti and Dlpankara ^rlj&Sna,

who became High Priests of VikramaMla monastery, were his puf^s.

He wrote many books on Tantra and Sutra. TSranstha reports

that he was the author of one hundred books. Many of his works

have been translated into Tibetan. He was known ig^ Tibet as

Dgra-las-rgyal-wa.

> Tar. 230-33 ; Pag Sam Jon Zang, 116 ; S. C. VidyabbusanS, op. cU. 136
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Ja3na§ri‘ {supra p. 335), who was also known as as JKSnajrl-

mitra, was a native of Gauda. According to Dr. S. C. Vidya-

bhusana, he is probably the same as Jnana^ri-bhadra, who
carried on activities in Kashmir. He was one of the gate-keepers

(guardians) of the VikramasTla monastery. Ratnavajra and Ratna-

kara-§ftnti were his colleagues. Dipahkara, in his early age, studied

Buddhism under his guidance. He was a contemporary of king

Chanaka (Sanfitana ?), He has written many books on logic and
other subjects. Most of them have been translated into Tibetan

language. He is known in Tibet as Yeses-dpal-bases-gncn.

With the decline of Buddhism in the twelfth century a.d.

I^aivism became predominant in Bengal. During this period some
Bengali Saiva teachers went to North and South India, and exercised

considerable influence over the kings and the people there. The
earliest known among them is Umfipatideva,® who bore another

name Jnfina-^ivadeva. He was a native of Dakshi^a-Rsdha, in

Gauda-de^a. He settled in the Chola country, and acquired great

renown for his divine qualities. He was known there as Svamidevan

He was a contemporary of Rsjsdhirfija ii (a.d. 1163-1190), successor

of Rfljarflja ii on the Chola throne. In the third quarter of the

twelfth century a.d. the Ceylonese army, under their generals Jaya-

dratha, Lahkffpurl and others, conquered the Prt^idya country, and

forced the Pandya Kulasekhara to flee away from Madura. There-

after they attacked the feudatories of Rajadhiraja, and threatened

to invade the districts of Tondi and Pafei. The people in the Chola

country got panic-stricken. Edirili-)§ola-^ambuvarayan a feuda-

tory of Rajadhiraja, prayed to Umapatideva for offering oblation and

worship to the great god for their safely. Umapatideva worshipped

l§iva for a period of twenty-eight days, as the result of which, it is

said, the Ceylonese army with Us generals fled away from the Chola

country. Edirili-l§ola-SambuvarSyan, as a token of gratitude, grant-

ed the village of Arpakkam to Umapatideva. Umapatideva distri-

buted the income of that village among his relations.

The 6aiva teacher ViSveSvara-Sambhu* exercised still greater

influence on the thought and culture of the people of the Deccan.

He was a resident of PQrvagrama, in Dakshiij^a-RadhR, in Gauda.

» Tar. 235-42 ; Pag &am Jon Zang, 117-20 ; Vidyabhusana, op. cU. 137.

Tiruvalisvara Temple iweription at the village of Arpakkam. in the Con-

jeeverano taiuh of the Chingicput district, Madras {IMP, i. 353, CXS. No, 24S ,

D. C. Ganguly, Eastern Calukyas, p, 140).

• Malkapuram Stone Pillar ins. The pillar stands in front of the ruined

temple of Visvesvaia, at Malkapuram. Guntur mluk in the Guntur district, Madras

(JAHRS. IV. 158-62 ; IMP. n. 938, No. 316).
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He rose to the position of the chief teacher in the famous Golakl

maiha, in the Dshala-moij^a/a, situated between the Narmads and

Bhsgiratht. PRhala-maijdfl^^ was the country round the modern

town of Jubbulpore in the Central Provinces. This Golakt maiha

was founded by DurvJisas. Sadbhsva-feambhu, a remote successor

of Durvasas to the position of the High Priest of that maiha, received

three lakhs of villages as a gift from the Kalachuri king Yuvaraja i

(c. A.D. 925), and dedicated it to the maiha for its maintenance.

In the line of SadbhBva-tambhuflourijhed theteachers Soma-tambhu,

Vimala>ftambhu, Sakti-iambhu, Kirti-tambhu, Vimala-4iva of the

Kerala country, and Dharma-tambhu. Dharma-tambhu’s successor

was Visvekvara-tambhu of Bengal, who flourished in the middle of

the thirteenth century a.d. ViSvetvara-tambhu was a great Vedic

scholar. The Chola and Mslava kings were his disciples. He was

the diksh^~guru (preceptor for initiation) of the Kskatlya king

Gapapati (a.d. 1213-1249) of Warangal, and of a king of the Kala-

chury dynasty of Tripuri. Ganapati is stated to have been his

(spiritual) son. Vitvfetvara-tambhu lived in the court of Ganapati.

It offered a pleasing sight when he, with his gold-coloured matted

hair, pendent ear-ornaments, and brilliant face, took his seat in the

open Hall of Learning of Ganapati. Ganapati expressed his desire

to grant the village of Mandara, situated in the Ka^dravSti, in the

Velinnda-vis/iaya, on the south bank of the Krishnavenl (Krishna)

river, to his preceptor. His daughter and successor RudrSmba

granted, in $aka 1183 (=1261 a.d.) that village along with the

village of Velahgapu^di, and the laiikd, lands, in the Krishnaveni

river, to the ^aiva teacher. ViSvetvara-tambhu amalgamated the

two villages, thus granted to him, into one, and named it Vitvetvara-

Golaki. He founded there a temple, a monastery, a college, a

choultry for distribution of food, a maternity home, and a hospital.

He settled there sixty families of Drsvida Brahmapas, and granted

them altogether 120 puttis of lands for their maintenance. They

were given full power to dispose of these lands in any way they

liked. The remaining lands were divided into three parts. The

income of one part was granted for the maintenance of the temple

of Siva, the income of the second was alloted for meeting the expen-

diture of the college and the Saiva monastery, and that of the third

was reserved for meeting the expenditure of the maternity home,

the hospital, and the feeding-house. Altogether eight professors,—

three for teaching Vedas, viz., Kig, Yajur, and S&ma, and five for

teaching logic, literature, and Agama- were appointej^ for the

college. One very able physician and one expert clerk were appoint-

ed, apparently for the hospitals. Ten dancing-women, eight drum-

mers including two pipers, one Kashmirian (music teacher?).
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fourteen songstresses and Karats drummers were employed for the

temple. Two Brahman cooks, four servants, and six Brahman
attendants were engaged for the monastery and the feeding-house.

Ten village-guards, belonging to the Chola country, and known as

.Virabhadras, whose duty was to cut the scrotums, the heads and

stomach, were employed. The duty of the Virabhadras, mentioned

above, cannot be properly explained. There were twenty Vira-

mushtis, who were bhatas or police-oflBccrs. The village was

provided with a goldsmith, a coppersmith, a stone-cutter, a bamboo*

worker, a potter, a blacksmith, an architect, a carpenter, a barber,

and an artisan. Some Brahmans of the ferivatsa-gorra and

yeda^ who were natives of PUrvagrama in Dakshiji^a-Rsdha of Gauda,

were appointed to supervise the income and expenditure of the

village, and to keep an account of them in writing.

All the employees, referred to above, were granted lands for

their maintenance. Their sons and grandsons etc, were given the

right of ownership of these lands. Some lands were granted for

meeting the expenses of the food and clothing of the Saiva ascetics,

Kfilanana (Kfflamukha), Pfifeupatas, and the students, and also for

meeting the cost of supplying food to all, irrespective of caste, who

came to the village. Visve§vara-§ambhu laid down that the Golaki

line would be appointing an Achnrya, who would be in charge of all

the charitable establishments of the village v/z., the temple, the

feeding-house, and the monastery. The Acharya must possess the

required qualifications, v/z. he must be a virtuous and a learned

Brahman, well conversant with Saivism and its mysteries. He

would be drawing in return for his service one hundred nishkas as

his fee. The whole Saiva community of the village was given the

power of appointing a new Achifrya if the existing one was found

negligent in his duty or was guilty of misbehaviour.

Some other benevolent activities of Visvesvara-feambhu are

known to us besides those mentioned above. He founded a monas-

tery known as Upala in the city of Kftli^/ara, and making the

village of Ponna an agrahera^ granted it for the maintenance of the

monastery. He installed a Hnga, and founded a monastery after his

own name in the city of Mandrakuta, and donated Mancpalli and

Uttupilia for their maintenance. He installed a lifiga in the city of

ChandravaUi, and having extended the boundary of a pond, gave

half of it to the deity. He founded a city called Vi&ve&vara in

Anandapada, and having installed Ananda(Siva) and a monastery,

granted the city for the maintenance of the god. He set up a Hnga

after his own name, and donated the village of Kommu for its

maintenance. In TSvarapuri on the north-east of SrUaila, he erected

a monastery with sixteen surrounding walls, for the maintenance of
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the feeding-house of which his disciple king Ganapati donated a

village. This disciple granted him Kandrakota in Pallinsda as a fee

to his preceptor. The latter installed a lifiga in Nivritta, and gave it

the dry land adjacent to Vellflla, part of the forest of the village

DudySla, and the whole village of PQnliru. He set up a lifiga in

the northern Soma^lla, and donated it the village of Aitaprol. In

6aka 1172— A.D. 1250, he made some gift of gold to the temple of

Tripurtlntake§vara, in the Markupura taluk of the Karnul district,

Madras Presidency. Three years later, the central shrine of this

temple was erected by his son ^Snta-^ambhu, under orders of king

Ganapati.*

Vi§ve6vara-tambhu’s activities in the Andhra country reveal to

us the nature of the cultural and civic conceptions of the Bengalis

in the early times. And we know of a few more Bengalis who
carried on similar activities in other parts of India.

Avighnakara, an inhabitant of Gauda, visited Western India in

the middle of the ninth century a.d. Krishnagiri, modern Kanheri,

in the Bombay Presidency, was, at that time, under Kapardin, a

chief of Konkan,who was a subordinate of the Rash^raktita Amogha-
varsha i. Avighnskara excavated in the hill there a great monastery

for the residence of monks. In ^aka 77S=a.d. 853, he made a

gift of one hundred drammas, from the interest of which the monks
residing there were to be provided with clothes after his death.*

A Bengali also perhaps made some contribution to the famous

Kailssa temple at Ellora.*

YasSvapa, a famous Brahman of the Vatsa-bhsrgava gotra

from Gauda, settled at Sirtihapalli, in the HariySna country (modern

HariySna in the Hissar district, Punjab). His eldest son Itanaiiva

forsook the world, proceeded to VodSmayQts (modern Badfiun,

United Provinces), and lived in a well-known $aiva monastery

there. He received initiation from Mhrtiga^a, the chief of the

monastery. In course of time T^snaHva himself became the chief

of that monastery. He was a contemporary of the local RsshtrakQta

ruler Amritapsla. He founded a temple of l^iva and donated for its

maintenance the revenues of Bhadanauliks.*

> IMP. n. KL. No. 262.

* lA. xni. 133.—Inscription, found on the architrave of the verandah

of the Darbar of Mahlrsjs's Cave (No. 10) at Kanheri.

* A rock-cut inscription from Kailtsa at Ellora runs :
—“(The« gift) of

Lakshn i sporting in water and Udadhichapda (a goita of Siva) by Bhadrsnkura

of the Rsdhe family {Rsihe-kula)" (Burgess, Ins. Cme Temples offV. India,

p. 97). Rsdbe may be taken as identical with RsdhS.

* £f.l.61.63.
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Bengalis are also known to have achieved high distinction out-

side Bengal in the domain of literary art. It has been mentioned
above (p. 678) that a Bengali, named l^aktisvSmi, became the

minister of Lalitsditya of Kashmir. His son was KalySj^asvaml,

who has been compared with Ysjnavalkya. Kalyfijjasvflrni’s son
was Kantaichandra, whose son was Jayanta. Jayanta is identified

with Jayantabhatta, the author of Nyaya-mafijan. Jayanta was a

poet and had also the gift of eloquence. He acquired thorough
knowledge in Veda, VedSnga, and all other Sastras. His son was
Abhinanda, who is Xht author ot Kadamhaii-kathasHra. The book
gives in verse the brief outline of the prose composition, named
KSdambarl, by Btinabhatta.^

Lakshmtdbara, a native of the village of Bhatta-Kosala, in

Gau(^a, was a well-known poet. He went to Mslava, and lived in

the court of the Paramsra king Bhoja (a.d. 1000-1055). He is the

author of a Mahakavya entitled Chakrapat^i-vijaya}

Halayudha, a resident of Navagrama, m Dakshiua-Radhi(a),

seems to have settled in Malava. He composed sixty-four verses,

in V. s. 1120=a.d. 1063, which arc found engraved in the temple of

Amare&vara in Mandhata (Nimar district. Central Provinces).*

Madana, who was born of a family of Gauda, was a poet of

outstanding merit. In his early years he went to Mnlava, and learnt

the art of poetry from the great Jaina scholar A^Itdhara. He obtain-

ed the title of BSlo-sarasvati in recognition of his poetic genius.

He rose to the position of the preceptor of the ParamSra king

Arjunavarman (a.d. 1210-1218), a remote successor of'Bhoja. He

wrote a drama entitled (also called Pi/ayair?) com-

memorating the victory of Arjunavarman over Jayasiihha, king of

Gujarat. He also composed three inscriptions, belonging to Arjuna-

varman’s reign.*

Gadadhara, mentioned above (p. 679), and his two sons

Devadhara and Dharmadhara were poets in the court of the

Chandella king Paramardi.*

Ramachandra Kavibharatl was a native of the village Vlravatl,

in Gauda. In his early age he became thoroughly conversant with

* JCsdowbori-kath&sUi’o, Kivyaios\s. HOt ll, sargo,i,w, 7-13.

» /C. I. 703-704.

• Descriptive List of Inscriptions in the C.P. and Berar by Rai Babadur

piniiai First Ed., p. 72 ;
Bhandarkat’s Ito/, No. 138. Hiralal refers the date to

VikraniaSajhvat. Mr.J. C. Ghosh thinks that it is in Saka era and identifies

NavagiSma with a village of the wme name in Hooghly district (/C. i. 502).

• D. C. Ganguly, Hist, of the Paramara Dynasty, 295 ; JAOS. vu. 25. JS !

JASB. v 378 ; El viii. 101 IT.

ei I. 207, 214.
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Tarka, Vyskara^a, $ruti, Smriti, Mahffksvya, Agama, Alanksra,

Cbhanda, Jyotisba, and NStaka. He went to Ceylon during the

reign of king ParSkramabahu ii (c. 1225-60 a.d).^ He became a

pupil of Rahula, the well-known Buddhist scholar of Ceylon, and
through the influence of the latter embraced Buddhism. The king

Parakramabahu ii conferred on him the title of BauddhSgamor

chakra varti. Ramachandra wrote three books in Ceylon, viz.,

Bhakti-Sataka, Vritta-mSls, and Vritta-ratnakara-pofichika. VTitia-

ratnakara-poflchika was completed in the Buddha Era 1799=ad.
1245.»

The Gauda Karaij^a-Kayasthas {supra pp. 585-85) were proficient

in Sanskrit language and were expert scribes. They lent their

services to various ruling dynasties for writing praiastis. The
Aphsad inscription® of Adityasena {a.d. 672), king of Magadha, was

written by Sukshma-iiva, a native of Gauda. An inscription* of

the time of Chandellas from Khajur&ho (a.d. 954) was written in

pleasing letters by the Karanika Jaddha, the Gauda. Jaddha is

said to have attained proficiency in Sanskrit language. The Dewal

praiasii (a.d. 992),* in the Pilibhit district (United Provinces),

was written by Takshflditya, a Karaijika from Gauda, who knew

the Kutila alphabet. The KiijsarikR inscription (a.d. 999)* of the

time of the Ch&hamana Durlabharsja of Sskambhari was written

by Mahndeva, a native of Gauda. The Nadol inscription (a.d.

1141)’ of the Chahamana Rayaprda was written by the Thakura

Petha^a, a Kayastha of the Gauda lineage. The Delhi-Siwalik

Pillar inscription (a.d. 1163)* of the Chahamana Visaladeva was

written by i^npati, a Kayastha of Gauda descent. The Pe^drabandh

Plates of the Kalachuri king Pratapamalla (1214 a.d.) were engraved

by PratirBja of the Gauda family who is described as the ocean of

learning and the light {i.e. chief) of Karana (office or caste).*

This brief outline, based only on what is definitely known of

the activities of some of the glorious sons of Bengal outside the land

of their birth, throws interesting light on the part they played in

the bigger cultural life of the Indians, both in and outside India.

* For the date cf. Smarriadvipa. i. 198, f.n. 1.

* lA. 1930, p. 27. The date is given here as Buddha Era 1999, dWriously

a misprint for 1799.

* CIL III. 208. * El. I. 122. » Ibid. 81.

* Ibid. XII. 61. ’ Ibid. xii. 41, • lA. xix. 218,

> El. XXUI.6, 8,
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We have seen them holding prominent positions, political and spiri-

tual, establishing monasteries and temples, reforming religions and

writing sacred and secular texts, founding educational institutions

and hospitals, and contributing in various ways to the lustre of the

courts of different kings by their intellectual pursuits. Everywhere

they held their position with honour and dignity, and gave practical

demonstration of the ideal and vision of the cultural unity of India.
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[ Exigencies of space have necessitated omission in the Index of such broad
geographical expressions recurring frequently in the text as Gauda,
Magadha, Pundravardhana, Radha, Vanga, and Varendra.—Abbreviations
used arc a. (author), amb. (ambassador), art, (artist), br. (Brahmin), cap,
(capital), cerm. (ceremony), ch, (chief), co. (country), comm.
(commentary, commentator), dyn, (dynasty), (emperor), ejtcvs.

(excavations), /. (female), /ei/. (festival), (feudatory), ge/i. (general),

illustn. (illustration), isl. (island), k, (king), leg, (legendary), lex. (lexicon,

lexicographer), he, (locality), m, (male), min, (minister), myth, (mythical),

P- (poet), peo. (people), pcM. (person), pAyr. (physician), pres, (princess),

q. (queen), sac. (sacrifice), sch. (scholar), suz. (suzerain), t. (teacher),

to. (town), trvlr. (traveller), vill. (village) ]

Abboka (A b h r o k a, Achchokff, Advaya-siddhi of Sridhara Bhaf^a, 313
AmbhokS), /., 313 Advayavajra, a. 341; br, 341; comm.
Abdul Sukur Muhammad, a., 187 348 ; Siddha /. 419, 423
Abeyadsna temple. Pagan, 406, 503 Advayavajra-samgraha, 328
Abhavakaragupta, t., 335-37. 421, 681-82 Aelian, a., 650
Abhidhana-chintaman /ofHemachandra,
15,30. 134,296

Abhidhana^ratna-mala of Halsyudha,
357-8

Abhidharma^pitaka, 682
Ablulashariha<hintamani of Some.wara
m. 389
Abhimanyu, A., 297
Abhinanda. o.. 123-4, 310, 678, 687
Abhinavagupta, a., 212, 310, 3 3
Abhinava-pandita, a , 31

1

Abhiras, peo., 36
Abhisamayahhkara, comm, of Hari-
bhadra, 417

Abhisamaya-vibhahga of Lui-pa, 341
Ablur Ins , 209

Afzal Khan, 95
Agamanta ^ivism, 406, 444
Agama-kastrai—GaudoptdaALUrlkli), 300
Aghora-oanthi sect, 447
Aghora-siva image, Ghstnagar, 447
Agnihotra, sac., 396
Agni image, PShSrpur, 402
Agni Pttrana, 295, 409, 433. 455, 657
Agnivkka Smritif 591

Axrammcs, A., 43
Aih-hAkbar\, 9, 12-3, 18. 28, 31-2, 80,

156-8, 217, 249
Aitaprol. v///., 686
Aitareva Aranyaka, 1. 35, 290—Brahmana, !

,

35 290
Aiyangar, S. Krishnaswami, 47, 121,

Abul-Fazl.a., 12. 19. 101. 231

Acha./ei///., 147, 164, 208, 211

Acharahga-sutra, 9, 36, 293, 424
Achara-sagara of Vallalasena. 353

Acharya, 3. T., 315

—Paramananda, 203

Adavfidi CP. of Dakratha-deva, 253,

580, 6*36 •

Adbhnta-sagara of Vallalasena, 216-19,

230-31, 296, 354, 636
Adhahpattana-/ifan{f<r/ii, 25

adhaka (adAflVflpn),land-measure,653-4

Adideva, w., 202, 320

Adi-Giingt (Tolly’s Nulla), 4

Adi-Grantha, §ikb, 369, 3^

0^5-33

Adityasena, A., 81-2, o88

Aduna,/, 186, 385

138-9, 308
Ajanta piintings, 532
Ajaygarh Rock Ins. of Nana, 586, 588

Ajikula-paraArn, 643
Ajivika, sect, 409, 411, 424
Akaltara Ins, 221

AkSsa-pradipa, eerm., 608
Akbar, emp., 1, 19, 32,91, 236-8

Aklmr-nama, 231
Akhyata-vyokarana (of Vangasena ?), 317
Akmahal, pargana, 1

Akshaya-tfitiyS cerm., 608

A1 BerunJ. /rv/r., 301, 321

AI MasTidi, trvlr , 122, 274
Alsuddin Husain Shah, k., 181

Alaungsitu, k., 257
Alexander, 11, 35, 41-4

Allahabad Pillar Ins. of Samudragupta,
17

Allan, John, 52, 54. 59, 67, 69-70, 79, 665

88
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Altekar, A.S.p 120, 178-9 Arapachana image, Jalkundi, 470
Amara, lex,, 297, 359-61, 655 Afattas, peo., 8,

295, 310, 314-5, 360-61,378, Architectural stones; Kumarpur 498;
586, 592, 655 R.M. 517

Amaresvara temple Ins. of Msndhsts, Ardhanarisvara image, Purapara, 445

Ambarisha, irtyM. perj., 399 Arjuna, m. 261;
Ambashtha, 568, 571-72, 589-91 Arjunavarman, k„
AtngSchi cp. of Vigrahapala, 305 Arnava^varnana of
Amitabha, comm,, 349 Arnold, Edwin, 3<

Amoda cp. 128 Arpakkam, vill, (

Amoghavarsha i, k„ 13-4, 112, 120, 127, Arrian, trvlr., 41

Ardhanarisvara temple, Suhma, 10
Arjuna, m. 261 ; min, 92
Arjunavarman, k„ 579, 687
Arnava^varnana ot Sriharsha, 307
Arnold, Edwin, 368
Arpakkam, vill, 683

179, 587, 686
Amoghavarsha ii, k., 129, 131

AmrashandikB-man^aJh, 24

Artemidoros, a., 42
Arthasastra of Kautilya, 276-7,

283. 288, 646, 653-4; 662, 664
Amritachai^a a/iWDhaovantarI,pAyj., Artha-vivriti, comm., of Srishtidhara,

Am^ita-karnikS, comm, of VibhUli-

chandra, 337
Amiitapala, k., 686
Arnsumad^bhedigoma, 446
Anahiiapataka, co., 143

Ananda temple. Pagan, 496, 529

Anandabhatta, a„ 211, 239-40

Anandachandra, m., 163

Afiandapada, cq„ 685,

Anahgavajra, fl., 344

Anama, m., 316, 631

Ananta Ba^u {See ChandIdSsa)

Anantabhaita, t„ 239
Anantakirti, k,, 676
Ananta-pandita, cumm., 366

Anantavarman Chodagadga, k,, 162-3.

168-9.211.214, 24i

Artihara, m,, 361, 631, 636
Aru^adatta, comm., 318
Arya-Buddha^bhumi-vvakhyano of Slla-

_bhadra, 331, 681

Aryadcva, a., 338

Arya Khasarpana, 183

Arya-manjufri-mTiiakaJpa, 18, 63-4, 79-80,

101
,
103

^

Arya-sapta^ati of Govardhanichsrya,
„366-7. 613, 631

Arya Svayambhu temple, 676
Arya-tara^antarvalhvidhi of Chandra-

_ gomin, 299
Arysvarta co., 8, 48, 377, 406, 411, 591
Akdhara, sch„ 687

Anantavarman Chodagadga, k,, 162-3. Asadga, 342

168-9.211,214, 24i Asrafpur bronze 483-4, 494. 497
Ananta-Vasudcva temple, Bhuvaneavara. Ashrafpur cp. of Devakhadga, 17, 31, 86.

202 648, 651

Anargha*raghava o( 13, 31, 306 Asht^dhyayt of Pan ini, 293
Andhra, co., 5^, 110

Andhras,peo., 36, 56

Andhtika, a., 325

Anekamalla, k,, 678

Adga CO., 38, 54, 59, 126-7, 131-2, 134,

13^ 141, 143, 181, 199-200.208,

290-91, 293, 295-6, 304, 564, 626
Adgas, peo, 198, 200

Aniruddha Bhatta.n., 318, 352-3, 355,

594, 600, 631-2, 636, 638 Asoka-kants; ms. illustn.,

Annamalai Ins. of Maranjadaiyan, 589 Agokashtaml, cer/n., 608

Ashfaml-snana, cerm., 608
AshtUnga-hridaya of VSgbhata. 318
Ashiasahasrika-prajnnparamita, 23. 98.
257, 422, 548 ff

Asni Ins. of MahlpBla, 309
Asoka, emp., 78, 264, 291, 377, 409

411-2,483
Asoka, 681

Asokachalla, k., 226, *233-5, 259-60

Asoka-kants; MS. illustn., 552

Anna-prasana, term., 597-8 Asrama-vihara monastery, 413

Anoratha, k,, 257 Asvaghosha, a., ytl

Antibole, mouth of Ganges, 1 1 -2 A^vatayana Grihyasutra, 605
Anulii cp. of Lakshmanasena, 217, 584, Asvamedha, sac., 81, 130

653 Asvinlkumsra, divine pew., 572
Anu^nyasa, comm,, of Indu (®mitra), 314 Atahka~darpana-t\ka of Vffchaspati-
Apadana, 10 vaidya. 315’

Apara-MandSra, loc„ 21, 157, 210-11, Atharva-veda, 290-91, 404, 450
Aparantgka, co,, 183 Atilutra (= Artihara), w., 631
Apastamba, a., 577 Atisa, see Dlpadkara srljUffna,;

-^rihyasUtra, €05 Atkinson, 227, 678

Apliad Ins. of Adityasena, 55, 57, 206, A/mn-rattva-v/veCa of Udayana, 313
688 Atri, myth, pm., 197
Appadorai, A.. 107 Auiambar, pargana 80 ; sarkar, 28
Aramya^ to,, 168 Andambarika-r/j^nya, 28, 80, 651
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Aurangzeb, emp,, 14
Avadana’kalpalatu of Kshemendra, 483
Avadhnta sect. 411, 423-4
Avadhuti-pada alias Advayavajra, Siddha

341, 348, 423
Avaivartika Sangha, 413
Avanti, city, 107-08, 143, 345
Avanlf-pravritii (mode), 304
Avantivarman, k., 57-9, 61, 65-6
Avatara-vada, 403
Avighnakara, r.. 686
Ayuradasao, 41()

A^odhya, city. 8, 38, 222, 281, 564,

Ayu, myth, pers., 197
Ayurveda-dipika, comm., of Chakrapani-
_datta, 317

Ayurveda^rasa-idstra of Madhava, 315
Ayurveda-rasdYona, comm., of Hemadri,
318

Babylon, co., *44

Badal Pillar Ins. of Narayanapala, 31,

102, 116-9, 126-7. 274. 305,*396. 631

Bagchi, Prabodh Chandra, 36. 295, 299,
325-6. 328-31, 333, 340-44, 346. 348.

383, 385-8, 394, 409, 414, 416, 608 I

Banabhatta, a., 28. 60, 62-3, 65-6, 71-5,

302-3. 310. 687
Bancrjca, Jitendra Naib. 408, 429, 475
Banerji. Nanigopal, 150
-R. D., 10. 48. 51-2, 57. 59, 67. 73,

I 98-100. 102. 117. 131, 136. 143. 148,
155. 157-8. 161. 167. 169, 171. 176,
179-81. 183, 188.196.9.203-4, 210,
225. 230-1. 233-4. 241, 251, 274. 284,
308. 320. 433, 440. 446, 448, 450, 461,
502, 509, 519

-S. C, 321
—Satish Chandra. 301
Banapura (=Kotivarsha), city, 25
Bang., ca., 226-7, 243, 255 ; subah, 19
Bangala. co., 298. 336-7, 340, 674
Bangalabada, /or., 18

Bangarhcp. of Mahipala i, 23, 136-7,

305

Bangka (= Sumatra), isl., 10
Bapat, P. V.. 424
Barah cp. of Bhoja i. 119
Barskar temples, 499, 502, 517
Barat, P. C., 236
Barbak Shah, k., 316
Barendi (= Varendri), co., 298
Bargson Grant of Ratnapfila. 149

BJiiind (-Varcndra), co., 20, 226
Barmhattar(=Brahmottara). CO.. 33

Bsgdi-mah l,co., 217

Blgtiaural Vishnu Image Ins. of the

time of Mahipila, 17, 137

Bagitf (BakiS) pargana and sarkar, 18

Bahar, co. 1

Bdhydniara-bodhichitia’bandhopadem

of Minapada, 343
Baigram cp, (g.e, 128), 30, 49, 265,

400, 645-6, 652-3, 665

Baigram temple ruins, 511

Baihaqui, a., 141

Baiji. lex., 297
Bairagir-bhita (Mahaslhan) excvx., 512

Bala,6r.,63i

Bala-Balabhi, co., 157, 202, 305, 320

Balabhadra, br., 631 ; m., 366

Bdla-bhdrata of Rsjasckhara, 309

Bdlabodhinl comm ,
Chaitanyadasa,

367
Balachandra. k., 183, 193

Baladeva. br., 313

Baladhuri. a., 245
Balagrama, vil! , 20, 579-80

Balaka.o.. 319-20

Balls li San. 235
, ^

Bsla-pada (=Jalandhari-p3 ?) Siddha,

t., 344 ’

Bslaputradcva, A:., 121, 671 ^ ^
Balarama images ; Baghrs 437 ; Pahar-

pur 437^ 530 ;
R. M. 437

Balarupa (=B5laka?). o., 319

Bdlavatdra~tarkti of Jctari, 334

Balgu, province. 183

Bsillmyth. ^..398-9

Bainett. L. D., 300, 331

Baroda cp. of KarkarSja, 14

Barrackpur cp. of Vijayascna, 23, 25,

206,210, 231, 251.399, 653
Barua.B. M.. 11, 250. 264, 415
Basak, Radhagovinda, 26. 47, 56, 64.

73-5, 77-8,80-1. 87. 150. 181, 193,

195-6, 199, 203, 269-70. 579. 652,

668
Basarh .seals, 266

Ball, 15/., 19

Bauka, ch.. Ill

Bauls. sect, 425

Baul songs, 387

Beal, Samuel, 65-6, 69, 72. 76-8, 87, 411,

413,415,489,587,609,649. 651.

661-3, 679
Bekmes, [56-8

Behula./.,392
Belahishti, /or., 20

Bel&va cp. of Bhojavarman. 21. 82, 154.

168,170, 197-8,200,203-4, 280, 282,

320, 397-9, 403, 636. 656
Bclvalkar.S. K., 298.300-2

Benares cp. ofKarna, 128

Bcndall, C.. 331. 548
Bengala, co., 19

Berry. J. W. E., 7
Betadda-r/in/urnA:n. 28
Beveridge. H.. 18. 60
Bhadapauliks, v///., 686
Bh5de‘(=Bhadra-pada), Siddha r., 388
Bhadra, dyn., 60. 86, 99
Bhadrabahu, a., 410
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Bhadra-pa, Siddha t*, 350
Bhadresvara, 317

Bhagadatta, myth, pers., 85
Bhagala, co., 336
Bhagalpurcp. of Narayanapala, 106,

117, 127, 188-9, 396, 405
Bhagavad-GUU^ 386
BhUgavata Purina, 36, 403-4

Bhagavall-Tars/Ms, Utustn., 422
Bhagavatism, 402
Bhagavat-tatm^manjarx (of Ani-

ruddha ?). 353
B/iapa-vr/n/of Vimalamati, 314, 358

Bhaguri; a., 360
Bha^adev!,^., 131, 133
Bhairava images : I. M. 446 ; Dinajpuf
446

BAoJIc/a-ma/orNabhadasa, 368

Bhakta-mald of Chandradatta, 368

Bhakti-iaiaka of Ramachandra, 688

Bhatlavins, peo., 394
Bhamaha, o., 302, 304
Bhandarkar, D. R.. 11, 88, 146, 179,

203.207,215, 231, 260,269. 307. 341,

406. 412, 586-8, 666, 669, 687

^SirR. G., 297, 309, 313, 353-4. 357,

398, 403,405, 408
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute.

Poona. 322, 357
Bhandi.^en., 62-3, 71-2, 74
Bhangala, co., 102. 182-5, 187, 194,

336-7

Bhgnu, p/ryr., 316
Bhanukara, 0., 315

Bhanumat\, comm., of ChakrapSnidatta,
317

Bharadvaja, Maga br., 583
Bhsraiiva dyn., 79
Bharata, o., 212, 296, 303, 616

Bharata Mallika, comm., 22, 306, 591,

632
Bhargava, myth k., 399
Bharhut railings, 520
Bhartrihari, 183

Bhasa,a., 404
BhUshd-vritti, comm., of Purushottama,
358-9
Bhaskara, A:., 157
Bhaskaravarman. k., 31. 63-4, 77-8, 80-1,

85-6, 92, 294, 405, 586, 645
Bhatera cp. of Uinadcva, 256, 575.590
Bhatera cp. orKcsavadeva, 256, 631,

658, 660
Bhati. loc

,

19

Bhatta Jayantaka, a., 310

Bhaiia-Kogala, vill., 687

Bhatfa {see Kumsrila)
Bhatja Narjyana, a., 30 'i; br., 631

Bhatta Nilakapfha. a., 618

Bhatfa Utpala, a.. 321

Bhattacharya, Bcnoyiosh, 326-7, 329,

332-4,473.672
^Bhavatosh, 353

—Bisvesvar, 186

-Dinesh Chandra, 177, 179-81, 210, 230.

232, 235-6, 314, 385-9

—Durgamohan, 354-5, 396
—J. N-., 571, 573, 585-6. 591-2

—Kalipada, 633
—Lalmohan, 251

—Sivaprasad, 302
—Vidhusckhara, 301, 330
Bhattasali, Nalini Kanta, 7, 51, 168,

181, 193-4, 200, 202, 236, 432, 442-3,

446, 451.461-2, 473, 666-7

Bhatthkdvya, 358
Bhati'hiikd of Bharata Mallika, 591
Bhaftoji Dikshita, lex., 314
Bhavadeva Bhatta. a., 199, 201-3, 280,

305.318-22, 351, 355, 397, 428, 534,

576-7, 579, 584, 591, 593-5, 600-3.

611-2, 616,619. 631-2,636
Bhavagrsma, vill

,

20
Bhdva-svabhdvu of Msdhava, 315
Bhavavivcka. a . 335

Dhavishya Parana, 13, 15, 454
Bhavudeva, donor, 193

Bheraghat Ins. of Karna, 144, 197

Bhima, epic hero, 8, 38

Bhima, Kaivarta ch.. 154*6, 158-60, 162,

166. 199, 202.210-11, 259
Bhimapaia, A:.. 317

Bhimasena, a., 314 ; suz., 248
Bhimayasas, ch., 156, 158, 259
Bhimer Jsngal, /or.. 155

Bhogadevarasa, gen . , 147

BhogSli, Naga kingdom, 161

Bhogata, m

,

534
Bhogavali (Bliogali), cap, city. 161

Bhogavatipura. city. 161

Bhojadava, a., 304, 352
Bhoja, br., 368, 679 ; co.. 107-8

Bhoja, Parmara Ar., 209, 687
Bhoja I, Pratibara k., 13, 112, 118-9,

121. 128, 323 : II, 128-9

Phojakata, Ac., 108

Bhojavarman, Chandclla A: , 586 ;

VarmanJt.,154, 168. 197. 203-4, 282.
320 397, 656

Bhottadesa, co., 407
Bhowal (Bhswal) cp. ofLakshmanasena

213, 232 288,584
Bhrstri-dvitiys. cerm,, 607
bhu-hala, land-measure, 654
bhu-khdix, land-measure. 653-4

Bhumigarbha, 676
Bhamisangha. k., 676
Bhurisreshthi C’sreshthika, ^nrishfi),

vill. 14.21, 313, 588, 636
Bhusuku, Siddha / , 327, 331-2, 419
Bhuvane^a. co., 14

Bhuvanesvara Ins. of Bhavadeva
Bhatta, 201-3, 305, 323

Bijanagar, 158
Bilhana.o.. 147

Bilhafi Ins. of Yuvar2ja l, 128, 132-3
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Birat temple ruins, 510
Bitpalo. art., 534
Bloch. Theodor, 51, 266
Blochmann. H., 157
Bodhsyana. a., 394
Bodhayana Dharma^utra, 36, 290, 394
Bodh-Gayfi Ins. of Asokachalla 221,
233-4
Bodh- Gay5 Ins. of Buddhasena, 259
Bodh- Gaya Ins. of Dharmapala, 667
Bodh- Gaya Ins. of Jayachandra, 220
Bodhi tree, 66-7

Bodhibhudra. fl., 337,
Bodhicharyamiara ofSanlideva, 331
Bodhhchitta-vayu<haranabh‘a vanoptiya
of Putali, 337
Bodhinagara, city, 349-50
Bpdhjpatha-pradipa of Dipaiiikara
Srijn na, 677

Bodhi-pratidekam-vritti of Jetari, 334

Bodhisat*va, Acharya(=Sanlirakshita),
r.. 332

Bon-po religion, 672
Bonnerjea, Biren, 375
Bose, Nandalal, 246
—Phanindra Nath, 333. 677
Boston Museum, 549, 552
Brahma, co., 33
Brahma image, Ghatnagar, 439
Brahmachari, Nityasvarup. 306
Brahmakshatriya, caste, 205-7, 241
Brahma Parana, 13, 279, 404

Brahma-sutra-bhashya of Sahkgra, 300
Brahma-vaivarta Parana 369, 567-9,

571-2, 574, 588, 590-2,610
Brahma-Vishnu image, I. M ,

438
Brahma-yamala, 406-7

Brahmana-sarvasva of Halavudha, 318,

354-7,580,582,600,636
'

Brahman i image, V.S.P.M
,
455

Brahmani-grama-manJu/a, 24
Bruhmottara, ct? , 33

’

Draja-buli, speech, 182

Brihad-dharma Parana 567-9, 571-2,

574, 578, 583, 585-6. 588, 590, 592.

606, 611-2

Brihaspati, a., 267, 618 ; w., 534

Brihaspati relief, Paharpur, 459
Brihai-katha of Gunadhya, 527

Brihat-stahhita of Varahamihira, 13, 15,

Kirtail 466 ; MadhyapSra 498 ; Mahi-
kali ^03 ; Mai(iiyar Math (stucco)
523 ; Bivvlti 466, 503 ; Sultanganj
(copper) 523 ; Ujani 466, 542

Buddha temple, ms. illusin., 503
Buddha-jnana, sch., 348

Buddha-kapala-tantrOt 335
Buddharaja, 58
Buddhardhi Tara, ms. illustn.. 422
Buddhascna, Sena k., 249
Buddhasena, k. of Pithi, 234, 259-61
Buddhimanta Khan, k., 239
Biihler, Georg, 197, 307, 311, 313, 315,
368

Burgess, James, 404, 686
Burnell, A. C., 309
Busion, lOO-l, 115, 183
Butior, /or., 28

Caland, W.. 372

Calcutta Sanskrit College Library, 322,
356

caltis. gold coin, 45, 664
Cambridge University Library, 348, 549
Chach-nama, 68, 245
Chadaspasa-pato^a, 643
Chaitanya, 369-70, 390, 424
Chaitanya-bhdgavata, 424
Chaitanyadasa, comm., 367-8
Chakladar, H. C., 394, 559-61

Chakrabortti, S. K., 664, 669
Chakrapanidatta, a., 316-8

Chakrapanhvijaya of Lakshmidhara, 687
Chakra-sdmvara'iantra, 386
Chakrasvamin (Vishnu), 400
Chakravarti. Chi’nlaharan, 10, 230, 232,

238. 313, 343, 364
—Manomohan, 60, 230, 232. 252, 320,

322-4. 354, 356, 362-4, 366, 368
—P. B., 253

—P. C., 657
—Srish Chandra. 314. 358-9, 367
Chakrayudha,/ettd. 106-7, 109. 111-2, 179
Champa, cap. city, 13, 17, 31

Champa, co., 183, 295, 399, 409, 412,
661

Champahatti (’hitti). W//., 352, 637
Champ&nagari, city, 13, 31

Champita Lokanatha, ms. illustn,, 422

Chamunda images : Attahssa (Dantura)

17,403,459,462, 510

British Museum, London, 549
Brom-ton, t., 677
Bsam-ya monastery, 333, 417, 673

Bstan-hgyur, 298-9. 314, 324, 327-8.

330-S2. 334, 336-38, 340-1, 343-50.

378. 385, 673
Buchanan, James, 249, 654

Budha, myth, pers., 197

Budhagupta, k., 49, 50, 265, 268

Buddha Era, 688

Buddhagupta, Mahannvika, 671

Buddha images : Bihsrail 466, 523 ;

455 ; Betna (Rtlpavidya) 455 ; Dacca

455 ; Jemokandi (dancing) 45S ; R.M.
(Pisitasana and Charchika) 455

Chanaka. k., 335, 683
Chaoakyachandra, prince, 365
ChUnakya-kataka, 99
Chan Chub, k., 675, 677
Chand, merchant. 392
Chanda, Ramaprasad, 67, 73, 153, 162,

191, 233, 252, 307, 398, 403,406,432-3,

557, 559-61, 563, 581, 632, 634

Chandagrama, vil!., 268^565

Chandaka (Chandraka), a., 299
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C/m4a-km',lka of Kshemiivara. 143-4,

3®^® u
Cha^^alas, tribe, 593

Chandanapala, k., 348

Chaodaijuna, Ar., 158

Oandavira, he., 579

Cbandavarmao, A., 198

Chandeivara, a., 321

Chaodesw™ Ttokltura, o., 353

CAMnd<-21 _ ...
Chandidasa, Ananta Badu, 377 ,

383 ,

390-91 424

Chendi'io'**®* • Dalbwar (inscribed)

45l',539, 544-5 ;
Maheavarpasha 451 .

MaiidoiMSl
Chandi Lof® Jongrang, 511

Chandi Panaiaran, 496

Chapd' PavoD, 497

Chandi Sewu, 511

Charyacharya-vinUchaya, 332, 338, 340-2,

345, 347 ,
349-50, 351

Cfuuya“doh(ikosii'gttika of KankanA, 350

Charya^glti of DIpamkara Srijilsns, 334

Charya~padas, 383-4, 593, 603, 606, 608,

612.614-5,617, 651,669

Chashtana, 521

Chatigrama, loc., 33, 345

Chat'iia, fl., 388

Chatsu Ins. of Baladitya, 129

Chattala, co., 377

Chatterji, Bijan Raj, 191

—Suniti Kumar, 181, 294, 298,

341. 348. 372. 374, 384, 389,

562-3, 564, 620
Ckatur-abharana of Bhusuku, 332

Chaturbhuja, a., 305, 396

Chaturtnasya-paddhati of Aniruddna, 353

332,
391,

Ch^diiMU Image Ids. of Ramapala. 166 Chaturthakhaoda^ vi7/.. 636

Chandra. A:., 15,47-8

Chandra, wy/A-pw., 197

Chandra image. Paharpui ,
459

Chandra, lex,, 300

Chandracharya (=-Chandragomin), lex,

297
Chandrachuia^charita of Umapati, 365

Chandradasa, a.. 298

Chandradatta, fl., 368

Chaturvarga-chintamani of Hcmadri, 321

Chaturvyuha-vfida, 402

Chaudhuri, Amirs, 261

Chauranginaiha (Chaurangin), 344, 423

Chaurasicp. of Sivakara, 85, 117

Chavannes. Eduard, 69-70, 87, 414

Chayaju-Narayana (Vishnu), 402

Chedi, CO., J43, 367

Chcra, co., 208
Chess, game, 615

rhan’dragarbha (=Dipamkara kijnana), Chhando-ratnakara of Ratnakara-santi,

a 674
Chandragomin, lex., 296-9, 313, 330,

358.681 ,

Chandragupta, Maurya emp., 44, 143,

Ctodragupu i, Gupta k. , 47-8. 69

Chandragupta ii. Gupta 47-8. 405-6

Chandrakirti, a., 298-9, 681

Chandrakirti, 674

Chandra kouan, a., 298

Chandramia, k. , 48

Chandra^prabhU of Bharata Mallika, 22,

ChandrJrdhamauli (city of). 10, 32

Chandratena, prince, 38

ChandraMna, k., 228

Chandravalli, city, 685

Chandravarman^k., 30,4.', 48, 27i,

294,400
Chandravarma-Kota, 30, 45

ChUndra-vykarana of Chandragomin.

297.299.681
'

Chgp^u Pan^ita, comm., 307

Chang-Kieo, amb. .
662

Chaigu-Nirgytna (Vishnu). 402

Charm, a.> 316-7

Chiutdca*t^lpary4hdtpikn, comm., oi

Chakrapapldaua, 317

Charasiipha, city, 682

Chsritravardhana, comm., 296

332
Chhandoga-karmanushthana-paddhat

i

of
Bhavadeva Bhatta, 321-2, 355

ChhandogQ’parUishta of K^tysyana, 357

ChhdndogO’parisishta of Kesava Migra,

318
Chhandoga-porifishta-prakdaa, 632
Chhandogya-hrahmana, 355

Chhandogya-tnanira-bhdshya of Guna-
Vishnu, 354-5

^ ^

Chhdndogya-pansishta-prakdsa of Narg-

yana, 636
Chhindogya Upanishad, 306

Chhavaggiyas, sect, 415

Chhinda-prasasti of Srlharsha, 307

Chhiltarfija, k., 124

Chikitsd of Madhava, 315

Chikitsd-maharnava (of Vaugasena ?1,317

Chikitsd-sajngraha of Chakrapgnidatta,

510 , .

Chlkiisd-sard-sami^aha of Vangasena, 317

ChiDg-fa-tsong(— Silabhadra), 680

Ching-Kiwan period, 79
Chirantana-krapa.p., 367

Chittagong cp. of Damodara, 253, 660

Chittagong cp. of Kgntideva, 29,31

134, 426
Ghiuagupta, myl/r. pers., 586

Chitraki!tasvgmin(Vi$h(iu)i 402
Chitramatikg, g., 426
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Chitta<haitcmya-§amanopiiya of Ssnti-
deva, ?31

Choja, C(7.» 208
Cholas,peo., 120, 279
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, 212
Chuda-karana, cem.y S98
ChudSmani' port, 31

Chunds image, Niyamatpur, 473
Chunda, ms. iUustn., 422
Chunda-vara-bhavana, Pattikerl, 473
Cobbaduk (=»Kapotaksha),' river, 11

COlandiat^-going vesel, 661
Colebrooke, H., 301, 324, 575-6

Collins, Mark, 109
Coomaraswamy, A, K., 435, 499, 501,

503, 539, 555

Copper-plate engravings : Coomara-
swamy 555 ; Mehar cp. 555 ; Sundar-
bancp. 555

Cordier, H., 115, 298, 318, 325, 331-2,

334-7, 340-50, 417-8, 490, 673, 677
Courtillier, G., 368

Cowell, E. B., 409
Cunningham, Sir Alexander, 86. 217, 462
Curtius, Quintus, o., 41, 43

Dacca (Dalbazar) Chandi Image Ins.

of Lakshmanasena, 45

1

Dacca Sahitya Parishat, 473, 497

Dihala, co., 127

Danm Rai, k,, 255
Darbhapapi, /nw.. 116, 119, 274, 305
Darika(Dan-pada), Siddba/., 350
Darvabhisara, co., 678
Das,Sarat Chandra, 91, 144-5, 183*

331-3, 588, 672
Das Gupta, Charu Chandra, 231-2
—Nalini Nath, 110, 112, 162, 307,

333, 337

Da^a^bala^karikd of Purushottama, 358
Dakhars, cerm., 608
Da§a karma-dipikUt 356
Dasa-karma-dipika

, °paddhatiy { «r CMS/r-
doga-karmcLnushlha na-paddhati) of
Bhavadeva Bhatta, 322

Daia-karma-paddhati of Pasupati, 356

Darnkumara-cluirila, oi 10, 22,

29, 109
Dakaratha, Maga 6#*.. 583
Da^aratha. epic k., 295
Dasaratha-deva, A:., 33, 228, 253-5, 280,

580
Daka-rupaka, 320,

Dosa-tika, comm., 361

D&si-kharvatika, sect, 410
Daiopadena of Kshemendra, 609
dasyus, tribe, 7, 36 ; 290
Datar, V.K.,317
Dattaka-tilaka of Bhavadeva Bhatta,

321

Dshala-man^a/a, 684 Daulatpur cp. of Bhoja, 119

pak,p,, 391 Daya-bhaga of JimUtavabana, 319, 323-4

Dakarnava, 25, 383-4 575, 601

Dakshina-Kosala, co., 581 Ddya-tattva af Raghunandana, 319
Dakshina-Radha, 16, 20-1, 27-8, 210, Dayitavishnu, hr., 98-9

313, 356,582,588,683,685,687 Dc, S. K., 296, 307-8, 310, 315, 359,
DakshinStya-pravritti, dramatic mode, 362, 369, 371-2

304 ' Debal, city, 245

Damalipta (=Tamralipla), port, 10, Dc Barro. a,, 157

22, 30 Deccan College, Poona, 354, 357

Damayanti, epic q., 307 Deddadevi, q., 99
Damirica, co.. 663 Debar temples, Bankura, 499, 501

Damodara, suz , 248 de Hevesy ,
Guillaume, 374

Damodara-deva. k,, 17, 29, 228, 253-5, Dco-Baranark Ins. of Jivitagupta ii,

660 57, 59

Damodaragupta, Later Gupta k,. 57 Deogarh Gupta temple, 523

Damodara-Gupta, k., of Jayapura, 261 Deoli cp. of Kfishna in, 131

Damodarpur cp., 49, 55, 2^-8, 400, 405, denarius aureus, coins, 665

564,645,659-60 Dcopara Ins. of Vijayasena, 170, 205-7,

Damuka, m., 354 210-15, 364-5, 399, 534, 584, 619, 644,

Da/ta-dAuirma-prakr/ya of Bhavadeva, 323 657-8

Dana sagara of Vallalascna, 216, 218, Desaka (Setaka), to,, 10

230, 353-4 583 Deulbadi Sarvapi Image Ins., 86

Danaiila, a., 336, 418
Danda-bhukti, co,, 23, 32, 138-9, 157,

273,493
Danda-bhukti-manfln/o, 23, 27, 656

Dania^viveka of Vardhamana, 321

Danditnahadevi, q., 117

Dan din, a., 29, 302-4

Dangadasa, Kayastha, 588

Danujamadhava, Ariraja, k,, 33, 249,

255, 630

Deuliya brick temple, Burdwan, 500
deva^dasis, 619
Devadatta, /.,415, 424

Devadhara, p,, 687
Oevagana, phys„ 317
Devagrama, v///., 321

Deva-Gupta, k,, of Jayapura, 261

Devagupta, Later Gupta k., 81. 87

Devagupta, k., of Malava, 58, 61-2,65,72

Devakarachandra (Divikara'’), a,, 336
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Devakha^ga, /r.» 8 -8, 99, 274, 483, 324,

648, 651
Devakofa (Devi'*), loc., 25
Devala, 631
Devanabhaua,4i., 618

Devanagere Taluq Ins., 147

Dcvapala. k., 13, 31. 100, 102-3, 107,

109, 112, 114-30, 135, 142-3, 156, 17J,

185. 188-9, 208, 217, 222, 228, 260,

274. 276-7, 305, 311, 319, 321, 332,

338, 345, 347, 540, 671

Devapala, Paramara 579
Devasimha, k., 28
DevavarmB, A:., 87
Devendravarman, k,, 21, 161, 163, 582
Devi images : l.M. 452 ; Kagajipara

452 ; Niyamaipur 452 ; Shekhati 452

;

Simla 452
Devikoia, (Devakota) Joe,, 25
Devikofa monastery. 4.7

Devi FurSiia, 407, 452
Dewal praiasti (Ins.), 688
Dgra-las-rgyal-wa(sJetari), 682
Dhammachandra, k., 193
Dhanadatta, m., 426
Dhanaidha cp. of Kumaragupta i, 49,

268
DhanaSjaya, n., 523
Dbanaftjaya, br., 355
Dhanafl]aya, m , 365

Dhanaiijaya, myth, pers., 399
Dhanapati, merchant, 392

Dbanga, k , 120, 132, 134

Dhara.city 350
Dhara^idhara; p , 364

Dharainra, k., 629
Dhirkhandra. leg. k.. 186

Dharma (»Dharmapala), k., 111-2

Dharmapsla-deva-mahavibSTa (»Soina-
pura), 417

Dharmapur (Dharampur), city, 185-6

Dharmarakshita, 259, 674
Dharma-ratna of Jlmutavahana, 323

Dharma-sambhu, r., 684

Dharma-Tbslcur, cult, 425

Dharma-viveka of Mahakavi Halayudha,
357

Dharyagrima, vi7/., 251

D/iam-paf/ra of Bhimaseoa, 314
Dhatu-pradlpa of Maitreyarakshita, 314
Dhavafa, a , 325
Dhckkari (Dhekkarlya), loc., 146-7,

•

157, 275
‘

Dhekur-gadh, Joe , 392

Dhimsn, art., 534
Dhlsena (Vijayasena), Jeg. k., 248
Dhod Ins., 585
Dhosagrama, vilJ , 400

Dhoyi (Dhoi, Dhoyika, Dhuyl), p., 10,

32-3, 181, 219, 252, 363-5, 369, 609,
618-9

Dhruva,A:,l3, 104 6.110.120
Dhruvananda Miara, a., 623, 630
Dhruvilati v///., 26

Dhulia CP. of Srichandra. 654
Digvijaya^prakaia, 10, 14-5, 21
Dikshit, K. N. 58, 115, 400-1, 435, 440-1,

463, 490, 501, 506-8, 511, 525, 579,

593, 660, 667
DilU, city, 678
Di^pur miniature stone temple, 199,

Dinajpur Pillar Ins. of Kunjaraghats-

varsha. 133, 167, 191

Dinanaih, Ramchandra, 365
dinara, coins, 665-6

Dharma, m., 634 Dinniga, a., 15

Dharmadisa, a., 350 Diodorus, a , 41-3

DharmadBsa, lex., 297 Dipamkara, a., 334
Dharmadhara, p., 687 Dipaihkara.-bhadra. a., 334
DJmrma-dharmMniaehaya of Jetfiri, 334 Dipamkara-chandra, a., 334
DharmBditya, k., 51, 53-4, 90, 271, 616, Dipamkara rakshita, a,, 334

645, 651, 659 Dipamkara Srijiiaoa Atiia, f., 144-5, 180,
Dharma-dpal («DhannapsJa), A., 124 331-2, 334-6, 339, 341, 346, 387,
Dharmagiri, priest, 249 418-20, 674-7, 682-3
Dharmakirti, 183, 186 DipBnvitB./ej/., 608
Dharma-mahgala of Obanargma, 100 Dirghasi Ins., 162
DharmBmsu hr. 631 Dirghatamas, sage, 563
Dharmapsda (**<-pB, Cundari-pB, Divakarachandra (DevSkara*’), a., 336
Gup^aripfida), Siddha 350 Divakara-vajra, a., 336
Dharmapsl, city, 185 Divya (Divoks, Divvoka), Kaivarta ch.,
DharmapBla.k , 13-4.23, 31,97-101, 150-54, 156, 170, 198-200, 210, 591
101-16, li8, 122-3, 125-6, 129, 138-9, Divya-smrithutsava, 153-4
156, 171, 176-9, 185’^, 188-9, 208, DivyUvadsna, 409, 41 1*2

217.222,260,274,276-7,279, 305, Diw-kot (Devakota, Devikota), he., 25
311, 321, 327, 330, 337, 342, 348, 381. Dixon, R. B., 469
396, 401, 405, 426, 489-90, 492, 508-9, DohScharyg-gltika^drishtLQf Kila-pfida,
588,646,651.660,667,672,679-80 349

^

‘ ^
Dohi-kosa, Mokshskaragupta's enmm-

Dbarmapala. k. of KBmampa, 160-1 on. 337
Dharmapala, 331, 345, 415 DohS-koia of KrishnBcharya, 348
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Doha^kosa of Krishnavajra, 347
Doha-koka of Saraha-pada, 348

of Tilopa, 346
^ha^koia of Virupa, 345
Pombi-Heruka, Siddha r., 345
pombi-pa, Siddha t. ,342

Dommanapala, cA., 222-3, 226, 281-2,
‘ 426-7*

ponga (grama), v///
, 565

Drahu, m., 124

Drahu-dpun, fc., 124

Draksharama Ins., 163-4

drammOi coins, 667. 686

Dravlda, co, 116, 120-21

Dravidas \Dravidas), 117, 120, 300

Dravya-guna-sa^hgraha of Chakrapani-

datta, 317-8

drona (dronavapa), land-measure, 651-4,

665
Duarte Barbosa, trvlr., 656
Dudhpani Rock Ins. of Udayamana, 30

Dudyala, vi7/., 686

Durga images : Betna 454 ; Dakshin-

Muhammadpur 450 : Dulmi 453 ;

Sakia 453
Durga-saptakat}, {Markandeya Purdna),

453.
Durgasimha, lex,t 300

Durghata-vritti of Sarana, 359,367

Durgotsava./w/., 620

Durlabha, k., 143

Durlabhadcvi, q,, 143

Durlabha Mallika, a., 186

Durlabharsja, 105, 688

Durvasas, 684
Duryodhana, epic A:., 38

Dutr, Kalidas, 459

Fa-hien. /r/vr., 29, 294, 412-3, 480.548.
660, 662, 667

Fanipur (Mapipur), /<7c., 240
Faridpur cp., 16, 30, 51, 271, 399
Fasli era, 237
Fcrgusson, James, 86, 494
Pick, R.,591
Five Indias, co., 65
Find of coins : Bcrischampa 664

;

Manda b64 ; Tamluk 664 ; Wari-
Bator 664

Fleet, J. F., 15, 47, 57, 69, 81, 99, 114,
162, 285, 309, 398

Fort William, Calcutta, 19
Foucher, A, 17-8, 69, 191,422,473.
480, 485-6, 495, 502-3. 548-9

Francke, A. H., 91, 93. 124,-5, 331,
672, 674-5

—R. O., 292
Frcdericke. a., 12, 28
Fritrc, Ludwig, 308
Futuh-us-sdidtin, 245

Gadadhara Vaidya, a., 317
Gadadhara, comm., 317
Gadadhara, 677
Gadadhara, min., 679, 687

Gaekwad Oriental Series, 100, 108, 123
Gahura, co., 353

Gala-chikitsd {Gaja-vaidya, Goja^vidyUt
Gajdyurveda, Hasty-Uyurveda) of
Palakapya, 295

Gaja-Lakshml image, R.M., 439
Galava, sage, 590
Galaya, Mag ch., 219
Gana-pdtha, 293, 297

Dutthagamani, k., 412
Dvaraka, city, 108

Dvibhuja-heruka-sddhana of Bhusuku,

332
Dvija-nayana of Halayudha. 3^7

Dvipasimha, k, 248

Dvirupa-koka of Purushottama, 360

Dvorapavardhana, k., 158, 199, 211

Dyiita-pratipada, fest., 606-7

Edessa, city, 76
Edgerton, F., 330

Ediipur CP. of Kesavasena, 214. 225-6,

618, 647, 657-8, 668

Edirili-^la-&imbuvarayan, feud., 683

Edu Misra, a., 623

Eggcling, 315-8, 322. 352-4, 357, 360

Ekadakx-tattva of Raghunandana, 353

Ganapati, k., 684, 686
Ganapalyas, sect,, 408, 447-9
Gana-vritti of Purushottama, 358
gan(jlaka, coins. 44, 664
Ga’ndaridae (Gandaridai. Gangaridae,

Gangaradai). peo., 41-3

Gandhsra. co., 107-8, 118
Gandharas, pcA

, 279
Ganeb images : Bfingarh (dancing)
448 ; l.M. (dancing) 448 ; Paharpur
448 ; Rampal 449

Gang (=Bhg5girathi), river, 226
Gang (=^Guageyadeva), 141
Ganga, CA., 131

Gahgg images ; Bhadrastia 462 ; Deo-
psrfi 462 ; lavan'pur 462 ; Trivcni 462

Gangadeva, A:.. 141, 170
Gangsdhara, br., 679
GangBdhara, Maga 6r., 583

Eknkshara-kosa of Purushottama, 360 Gangagati, br, 628

EktCBvar temple. Bankura. 498 Gangaridae (Gangaridai), peo., 2, 35,

Elliot. H. M . 655 41-4, 263, 616-7

Eran Stone Ins. of Samudragupta, 99 Gangas, peo„ 120

Euxine, port, 661 Gangasggara, 107, 125

Gange, city. 11, 30, 42, 44. 661, 664
Gangesa Up&dhyaya, a., 313, 318Faddegon. B., 312

89
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Gangeyadeva (=Gangadeva), Gauda-
dhvaja» k., 170

Gangeyedeva, Kalachuri 140-1, 144-5

199 200
Ganguly, D. C, 57-9. 61, 69, 73, 75,

78. 110, 123, 126, 137, 142, 198, 203,
205-6, 579, 683, 687

Ganjam cp. of sasanka, 60
Gaonri cp. of Vakpati Munja, 21

Garbe, R., 302
Garbhadhana, 595
Garbhapada. 334, 682
Garbhari-pa (Garbha-pada, Gabhur

Siddha, Garvari-pada), Siddha r, 349
Garga, 405
Garga, min,, 115-6,274
Garlog, CO,, 675
Garuda image, R M., 439
Garuda Pillar, Badal, 401, 517
Garuda PurSna, 444
Gastaldi, a.', 19
Gauda, cflp., city 251, 626
Gaudas, peo,, 37. 84, 131, 279, 300,

302-4, 621
Gauda Abhinanda, a,, 310-1
Gaudacharya (=Gaudapjida), a., 301
Gauda-jana, peo., 14
Gaudaka. co

, 13, 27
Gauda-mari^<i/a, 14, 83, 311

Cauda Marga (Rjti), 302-3

Gau4^orvUa^kula-pra,<'asti of srI-Harsha,
215

Gaudapada, a,, 300-1

Gmutjlapada-karika of Gaudapada, 300-2

Gaudapura, city, 10, 12, 29

Gauda-raj/ztra, 14

Gauda-tantra, 79

‘Gau^a trouble,' 71-2

Gauia-vaho of Vakpatirgja, 82-3, 89,

94-5

Gauda-vishaya, 12-3

Gaudl Riti, 302-4, 306
Gaula (—Gauda), co., 1

4

Gaur (—Gauda), co., 226

Gaura (—Gauda), co., 679

Gauragovinda (alias Govindasiiiiha), k
,

256
Gautama Smriti, 591
Gaya Kt;ishnadv&nkS. Temple Ins. of

NavapSla, 407
Gaya Ins. of Asokachalla, 260
Gayadatunga, k , 20, 194
Gcigci, Wilhelm, 263, 412
GhSgharakattI-pamA:a, 18, 643
Ghanarama, a,, 100
Ghapia-pS (=Vajra), Siddha /., 327
Ghatotkacha, epic hero, 38
Ghiyasuddin Balban, 255

Ghiyssuddin 'Iwaz, Sultan 226

Ghosh, Ajit, 525, 549, 552

—Devaprasad, 555

—Jogendra Chandra, 16, 98-100, 143,

145, 180, 190-1. 231-2, 308, 579,

588, 687
—Panchanan, 323
Ghoshal U., N., 153-4 , 266-7. 269-70,

272, 278, 284, 286, 646-7

Ghoshrswan Ins. of Devapsla, 122

Ghugrahati cp. of Samacharadeva, 26, 51

Ghurye.G.S., 571, 578
Girivarta, co. 183

Glta-govinda of Jayadeva, 363-4, 367,

369-70, 372-3. 389-91
Gobhila.a., 319, 352
Gochchhashandi, vilL, 636
Godasa, 410
Godasa-gana, sect., 410
Code, P. K., 318
Goggadeaa, co., 675
Gonarwa CP.. 132, 141

Gokalika-mflMdn/fl, 23-4

Gokarna, he., 106-7

Cokul ejcm., 508
Gokula, min., 619
Gokula-deva Cbhumipalaj, k., 256
Goiaki-matha. monastery, 684
Gomatikottaka, he., 81
Gona. br., 318
Gopachandra, k., 51-6, 85, 90. 269, 271,

64 >, 659
Gopsla I, k., 97-103, 1 15, 117, 153, 177,

182. 184-5, 187-8, 215, 260, 549, 672

Gopalaii,^.. 26, 32, 125, 131-2, 134-5,

140, 167, 179, 190-1

Gopala III, k. 167-8. 131,444, 539,

544, 549
Gopalabhatta, a., 239-40

Gopala-keVhchandnka of Ramakrishna,
372

Goparaja, it., 198

Gopcsvar Ins. of Anckamalla, 678

Gopichand (Gopichandra, Govinda-
chandra), leg. k., 186, 344-5, 347,
351, 385, 392, 418

Gopichander Sannyasa of Abdul Sukur
Muhammad, 186

Gopika, Acharya.p., 365

Gopinatha Acharya, comm., 307
Gorakshanatha (Gorakh-nath). r.. 327,

341, 344, 385-7. 423
Goraksha-samhita, 344
Goraksha’Siddhanta, 344
Goraksha-siddhania savigraha, 424
Goraksha-vijaya, 252
Gosha ta-punjaka, lac., 565
Goshthi-katha of Nulo Panchanan, 623
Goswami, B. K., 404
—Nandakishor, 317
Govardhana, br , 202, 320
Govardhana, ,it., 170, 198-200
Govardhana. Sabdika, lex., 359
Govardhana, p., 181, 219, 363-4, 366-7,

369
Govardhanachffrya, a., 631
Govichandra, k.. 89, 177, 183-4, 186
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Govinda ni, A:., 13,104,110-12,114. Hadi-ps («Jalandharr-pada), Siddha
120, 176-7, 179 342. 344, 385

Govinda iv, A:., 582 Hadi Siddha, r., 186
Govinda-bhita (Mahasthan) excvs,, 508, Haihaya, myth, pers.^ 127

512 Haiyungthal CP., 1 30
Govindachandra, Chandra A:., 135, 138-9, Haklyut Society, London, 656

196-7, 200, 317, 539, 585 hala, land-revenue, 654
Govindachandra, Gahadavala A:., 165, Hala, p„ 366, 403

169, 214, 586 Halavarta-man(^<?/j, 24
Govindgnanda,fl.. 322, 324,352, 611 Halayudha, a., 180-1, 219. 318, 354-8,

Govindapala, k., 171, 176-7, 213-4, 216, 363, 397, 428, 580, 582, 592, 600, 632.

220, 234-5, 348, 386, 549, 554 636. 687

Govindapur Ins. of Samba, 583 Haidar, Gopal, 339, 344
Gpvindapur CP. of Lakshmanasena,26-7, Hall, 321

643,651,653 Hamilton, Buchanan, 32

Govindaraja, 352 Hammlra-mahakavya of Nayachandra
Govindaraja, Ac., 323 Siiri, 678

Govindagarman, hr., 631 Hamsavati, rn., 183

Govindasiiiiha (=Gaurgovinda). k.y 256 Handiqui, K. K., 306
Govindasvamin (Vishnu), 400, 402 Haradhama, loc.y yi

Goyanl-natha (Gaini®), 386 Haraha Ins. of Isanavarman, 12, 37. 56-7

Grahara, co.y 349 Haralatu of Aniruddha, 352-3, 638
Grahavarman, A:., 58-9, 61, 65-6, 71-2 Haravaii of Purushottama, 360
Gresham’s Law, 667 Haravarsha. prince, 122-4, 126, 311

Grierson, Sir G A., 185, 237, 290, 293, Hari, myth, pers., 197

365, 368, 560

Grosset, J., 303
Grlmwedel, A., 326, 332, 337-40, 342,

344-50
Gudimallam Hhga, 440
Gu^rinot, A., 410-11

Gu-je (Goggadesa), co., 675

Guha, B. S., 560-1

Guhanandin. 410, 489

Guhila II, k., 129
Guhya, r., 387
Guhyajnana-vajra (=Dipailikara sri-

jfiana), r., 674

Guiifrida-Ruggeri, 560

Giijari (Gunjari), Ruga, 388, 390

Gunaighar cp. of Vainyagupta, 29, 49,

52-3, 400, 405, 413, 415. 585, 648, 653

Gunsmbhodhideva, A:., 128

Gunavishnu, a., 354-5, 357

Hari, ch., 159-60, 202
Haribhadra, u., 98, 115, 327,417
Hari-charita of Chaturbhuja, 305, 396
Harihara, 6r., 361
Harihara, Hindupati, A, 365
Harikaladeva, Ranavankamalla, A:., 29,

227. 258-9, 426
‘

Hankela (Harikeli). co., 16-8, 25,31,
55, 134-5, 195, 240, 422

Harikela-/win^/a/a. 29, 31

Harikola (=Harikcla?), cp.. 18

Hari Mika, a., 623-4, 635
Haripaia, comm,, 94

Harikhandra, At., (Sabhgr Ins.),418-9

Harikhaodra, leg. k., 186

Harikhandra, myth, k,, 308
Harisena, suz., 248
Harisimhadeva, A:., 216
Haritesena, A., 249
Hanti images : Paikpara 461 ; Sundar-

Gundari-pada(Gundari-pa, Dharmapada, ban 461

Dharma-pa). Siddha r., 350
Gu^^Isthira-pS^tzAii, 643

Guni,/, 340
Gunikagrahara, he . 49
Gupta, K. M.,256
—Umesh Chandra, 590, 634

Gupta, k., 71-2

Gupta, Maharaja, 69
Guravamisra, min., 127, 305, 517

Gurgi Ins. of Prabodhasiva, 55. 141

Guriara, cp., 8^ 116, 208, 626
Gurjaras, peo., 117-8

Gurjaratra-bhnmi, cp., 110, 119

Gurmha cp., 586-7

Gwalior Ins. of Bhoja i, 13, 102

Hariti-Vaikavana image, DeoparS, 470
Hanvamk, p., 325

Harivamna of Jinasena, 106
Harivarman, Varman A., 160, 199-204,

281, 305, 320, 548, 550, 582, 628
Harivarman, A. of Utkala, 161

Hariyana, cp., 686
Harjaia, A., 117, 130
Harsha, A., of Bhagadatta d[yn., 85
Harsha<harita of Banabhatta, 60, 65,

71, 74
Harsha Era, 81, 85, 88
Harsha-krjdaya, comm., of Gopinatha

Acharya, 307
Harsharaja, A., 129
Harshavardhana, emp., 60-68, 7M, 77-82,

Gya-tsoo Scng6, 675-6 92, 298, 416
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Harsha 8ii9ditya, k,, 680
Haryaksha, lex . 297
Hasama, co,, 183
Hasan Saba, k,, 181

Hastinlbhat^a, he., 320
Hastipada, loc., 579
Hasty-ayurveda of Palakspya, see Gaja^

chiki tsa

Hatakcsvara lihga, Panchakhanda, 589
Hauer, J W., 291
Haug, M,,35
Hazra, Rajendra Chandra., 296, 606
Heller, L.. 357-8

Hemachandra. n.. 15-7. 23, 44, 134, 143,

161, 296
Hemadri, a., 296, 3J7. 321

Hemantasena, k., 206, 210
Heruka images: Bad-kamta 471 ; I.M.

471
Hetu-taltva-upadeki of Jetari, 334
Hevajra ima^s : Murshidabad. 471 ;

P5h5rpur471 ; Tripura State 472

Hevajra-panjika of Kp'shnapSda, 348

Hevajra-panjika*yoga-rama~mUla of

Kanha-pada, 386-7

Hevajra-sadhana, 345
Hevajra-siddhi, 345
Hevajra-tantra, 337
Hijjalavana, v///., 636

Hijra era, 91

Himavana cemetery, 682

Hiralal, 21,221,458,687

Ibn Khurdadba, n., 655
Ichangu-Narsyana (Vishnu), 402
Ichhai Ghosh, ch., 392
Ichhai Ghosh temple, Gauraagapur, 502
1kkad3sr-v/j/rn>'n, 25
Ikshvaku dyn., 12-3

Imsdpur (bronze) Image Ins. of Mahi-
pala 1

,
141

“Imitation Gupta” coins, 53-4, 666-7
India OflRce Library, London, 310,315,

318, 321, 352-4

Indian Museum cp. of Devendravarman,
21

Indra image, Pahsrpur, 462
Indra 111

, L, 131. 144,309
Jndrayudha (=^Indraraja ?), feud, k.,

106, 109
Indrabhuti, k . 338, 341, 344, 349, 673
[I]ndradvipa, co,, 18

indradyumnnpdla, k., 172
Indragupta, 6r., 122

Indrani image, R.M., 455

Indrapala, k., 342, 350

Indu, £/., 315
Indu Cmitra), comm.^ 314
Indukara, br., 315
Indumatl, pres

, 296
Irda CP. of Nayapsla, 23-4, 26-7, 133,

190-1, 282, 660

Uana, br,, 355

Uana-deva, k
, 256, 575, 590

l.sanasiva, br., 686

Hiranyakesin, a., 394

Hiuen-ta, trvlr., 662

Hiuen-Ta’i, trvlr., 87

Hiuen Tsang, trvlr., 17, 22, 28-9, 60.

62-6, 68. 71-8, 85-6. 1 17, 134 186,

197, 294-5, 299, 326, 329-30, 333,

410-13, 415-6, 425, 427, 483, 480, 609,

644, 649, 651, 660-61, 663, 679-80,

Hmannan, chronicle, 257
Hodgson, B. H.. 191

Hodivala.S. H., 122, 141

Hoernie, A.F.R., 47, 160, 188, 316, 318.
560

Holaka,/e5/., 606-7

Holkar, 208
Hopjeins, E. W., 291

Hornell, James, 37

Hoshang Mahayana, missionary, 673
Hridayangama, cn/nm.,303
HiilUsch, E,. 138-9

Huniayun, k„ 32
HTipas, peo., 36, 51, 116-8, 279, 297-8

H\Xpa-^e,sti, eOf, 143

Huna-mandu^, 118

Hunter, W. W.. 7. 9, 11-3, 16, 19, 25-6,

32. 39, 158
Huih, Georg, 332

Hutton, J.H., 560
Huvishka, k , 521

Hydaspes, river, 44

Hyphases, river, 35. 42

Jsanavarman, At., 56-7

Isvaraghosha, ch., 146, 275, 281-2, 651

Uvarakrishna, a., 301

Isvarapuri, loc., 685
I-tsing, trvlr, 17, 29, 69-70, 87, 134
294. 298-9. 326. 329, 414-5, 427. 485
487, 609, 618, 662-3
Ivanowski, A., 299
lyalimish, k., 226

Jacobi, Hermann. 293. 300-01, 303,410
Jaddha, scribe, 688
Jafar Khan Ghszi tomb, TrivenI, 481
Jagaddala monastery, 326, 336-7, 417-8
Jagaddhara, m/n., 679
Jagaddeva, k., 203-04
Jagadekamalla ii, k., 216
Jagadvijayamalla, k., 203-4
Jagatpala, k

, 248
Jagattunga (^Tiinga), Jr., 131
Jahangir, emp., 9
Jaiiugi I, Jr., 14
Jajja, k., 84
Jajnagar, city, 226
Jakara-bheda ot Purushottaina9<360
Jalandhara, co., 183, 197, 344
Jalandhara-psda (Jslandhari°), Siddha

327, 332, 342, 344-5, 347, 385-7
Jalauka, Jr., 98
Jalhapa, a., 310
Jalhana, scribe, 586
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Jambhala images : Dhurail 471 ; Vikram-
pur, 471

Jambudvipa, C0., 124
Jaualca, myth, k., 37
Janamejaya, myth, k.^ 37
JaDSrdaDasena, cc’mm., 309

JsDibjghs Ins. of Jayasena, 233*4. 259-60

Jann^shtaml, fest.^ 608

Jannatabffd, city, 32

JaiSsandha, myth.pers,, 38

Jats (==Jatavarman), k., 200

Jata-karman, cerm., 596

Jinasena, a,, 106
Jinendrabuddhi, lex., 314
Jitcndriya, a., 319-20, 325
Jlvadharana, Ar.. 88
Jivatu, comm, of Mallinstha, 306
JIvitagupta u, Ar., 57, 81, 83

Jnanadeva, a., 386
Jnana-karika of Gorakshanaiha, 344

JHanasiddhi (—Naro-pa), Siddha r., 346

Jnanasivadeva (Umapatideva), 683

Jnanasri, a., 335

JHanasri-mitra (°bhadra), /., 335, 682-3

Jatakhadga, k., 86, 88

JatarDeul, Sundarbans, 15, 501

Jatavarman, k., 154, 170, 198-204

Jathara (==Jatar Deul), temple, IS

Jatilavarman (s=Nedunjadaiyan), k..

589
Jaya[naga?], Ar., 666
Jayachandra, Ac., 215, 220-21, 307

Jayadeva, p , 219, 351, 359, 363-72

389-91,403-4, 545

Jayadeva, t., 331, 345

Jayadeva ii, Ac., 85

Jnanekvan of Jnanadeva, 386-7

Jn'dpaka^samuchchaya of Purushottama,

358
Jodhpur Ins. of Bauka, 111

581, Jogigopha votive stupa, 483-4

Jogimara Cave Ins. of Sutanuka, 377

Jolly, Julius, 269, 295, 315-6, 318

Jones,Sir William, 368, 370

Julicn, St., 72, 134
Jyeshthabhadra, ch., 85
Jyotifvarman, Ac., 201

Jyotisha-tattvam, 14

Jayaditya, lex., 297
Jayadratha, gen., 683
Jayadratha^ydmala, 407
Jayakarmenta-vasaka, loc., 31

Jayamahgald of Yasodhara, 15

Jayanaga, k., 28, 31. 79-80, 86, 274

646, 650
Jayanta, Ac., 84, 616
Jayanta, p., 310
Jayantabhatta, a., 687

Jayantachandra, k., 501

Jayapala, gen,, 116-7, 126, 188-9,319

Jayapala, k., ot K&marnpa, 658

'Jayapani, official, 583

Jayapida, Ac., 84
Jayapura, he., 261

Jayasena, leg. k., 248

Jayasena, Ac. of Pithi, 234-5, 259-61

Jayasimha, Ac. of Dapdabhukli, 157. 162

Jayasimha, k. of Gujarat, 687

Jayasimhaii, Ac., 199

Jayaswal, K. P., 63-4, 79,85,91,226,

230, 237-8, 259 ^
.

Jayatuttga Lokanatha, ms. illustn., 422

Jayatungavarsha, suz., 88

Jayavardhana, Ac., 82

Jayavarman, Ac.,679

Jaynagar Image Ins. ofPaiapaia, 3i,

169-70, 172

Jejakabhukti, CO., 129

Jetari,fl., 334,346,420,674,682
Jha,Ganganath,312
—Muialidhar, 217, 230, 354

Jharikhap^a, co., 336

Jhewari bronze votive stuM, 484

Jhewgri miniature (brpnsj) temple, 499

JImtitavahana, a., M9, 323-5, 575-i. 579,

594, 601, 610-11, 614, 616, 618.

622, 637

KSchara, sage, 588
Ka-chu-wen-ki-lo, co, 28

Kadamban of BSnabhatta, 306, 687

Kadambari-devakulika. 439
Kddambarhkathd'Sara of Abhinanda,

310-11.678. 687

Kahlacp. of Gunambhodhideva, 128

Kahnaradeva, cfi., 156

Kahnu-pada, Siddha 419

Kailasa temple, Ellora, 686

Kaivartas, peo,, 564

ICaiahgala, co., 64-5, 77-9,411, 413, 663

Kajahgala-mfln^fl/a, 28

kdka (kdkinika), land-mcasurc. 653

kdkanika, coins, 44,064

Kakka, ch.. Ill
, .

Kdla-chakravatara of Abhayakaragupta.

335
Kalachakra-yana, 328, 421

Kaladitya, m.. 587

Kalaketu./cg. perj. 351, 392

Kalanana (Kalamukha) ascetics, o85

Kalanjara, he., 132, 587

Kalanjara-monda/o, 119

Xato-v/vcAcflof Jimmavahana,319, 323-5,

606, 608
Kalhapa, a., 83-4, 297-9

Kali Era. 589, 591 ^
Kalidasa, p., 2. 11, 15, 42, 294. 296.

364, 532, 650
Kalidasa Nandi, a., 239

KalikU Purdno, 445, 606

Kalindi, river, 170

Kaliaga, co., 54, 83, 85, 110, 197-8 204,

208!9: 211, 214. 217, 219-20, 291,

309-10, 350, 360, 367, 406, 416, 494,

564, 626, 662-3
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Kalingas,pe0.» 8, 120

Kalihgaitupparanl, 163-4

KsJisvara, city. 685
KaJpa-sutra, Jaina, 293
Kafpa-sjitra of Bhadrablhu, 410
Kaipa-taru of Lalcshmidhara, 3S7
Kalysna, city, 350

Kalyfinasrl, br,, 674
Kalyana-sundara images: Hili 497 ;

V. S. P. 446

Kalysnasvsmin, sch., 687
Kalysnavarrran, a., 321, 331

Kama, co., 259-60
Ksmachandra, /r., 182

Kfimadeva image, Deopara, 438
Ksmadeva, k,, 363
Knmadhenu-\\ka, comm.^ of Subhuii-

chandra, 314, 361

Ksmakhys, he. 407

Kamala. courtesan, 619
Kamalaslla, t., 301, 333, 674
Kama<mahotsava, fest., 607, 620
KsmaiUpa, co., 17, 57-8, 63-4, 66, 77-8,

85, 88. 92. 103, 117, 182-3. 185, 198-9,

211, 213-4, 217,219-20. 274.294-5,

327, 343-4, 349, 367, 377, 405-7, 423,

626, 655, 662, 668, 680
KSmarupa-man{la/a, 117, 168

KUmasutra of Vatsyayana, 12-4, 564,

589,609-10, 618
Kamauli cp. of Vaidyadeva, 16, 100,

Kintapur, he., 20

Kantakhandra, br., 687

Kantideva, k., 29, 31, 134, 418, 426, 600
Kanupa, 347
Kanyakubja, city, 14, 71, 107,165, 307,

309, 582, 628, 634
kapardaka purana, coins, 668-9

Kapardin, ch., 686
Kapatya, he., 337
Kapila, he.. 31

Kapilakkru, eo., 340
Kapilavastu, he., 107, 340

Kapilesvara (Siva), 405
Karaka-chakra of Purusbottoma, 358
Karanbel ins. I4t
Karanja, v/7/.. 396
Karatoya’mahatmya, 5
Karbattan (Kar-pattan, Karambatan),

city, 663

Knrika of Edu Mika, 623
Karika ofHari Mika, 623, 635
Karkaraja, 14
Karkota, dyn., 310
Karmanta, co., 17, 193
Karmanta-vasaka, he., 86, 565
Karmanushthana-paddhati of Bhavadeva
Bhatta, 595, 603, 615

Karmari (Karmsra, Karmari, Karmsra-
ps, Kampari), Siddha r., 349

Kannopadesinl of Mahsmahopsdhysya
Halayudha, 357

117, 168,657, Karmopadedri%‘paddhati {^Pitrhdayitd)
Kambah-gitika of Kambala, 338 of Aniruddha, 352
Kambala-pa (Kambalambara-pa), Siddha Karna, eo., 347

338, 350
Kamberikhon, mouth of Ganges, 1 1 , 45
K8mboja,co., 116, 118,126, 134, 183,

191,279,
Karobojas, pro., 32, 191, 279-81

Kambyson, mouth of Ganges, 11

Kam-po-tsa, co., 191

Kimrud co., 22 ^

Kanakasena a

,

207
Kanaka-stilpa-mahsvihara, 347
Kapa-motika, he., 565
Kanchl, co., 406
[Ka]Ddradv?pa, loc., 18

Kapdrakota, vill„ 686
Kapdravati, he., 684

Karna, epic 38
Karna, myth, k., 399
Karna, Kalachuri k., 145-7, 176, 180,

197-200, 209, 517,587-8
Karpabhadra, art., 534
Karnakesarl, k., 162
Karnasuvama, he., 13, 28, 31,60,67,
77-8, 80. 294. 405, 414-6, 489, 609, 651,

Karpata, co., 147, 205-6, 208-12, 215-6,

229, 444, 579. 626
Karnatas, peo., 143, 279
Karpatakas peo., 308-9
Karpcta-A'{//a, 216
Karpsta-kshatriyas, peo., 205-6
Karnya, Tirthika k., 144

Kane, P. V., 231,319-20. 322-4,353.

357, 566-7. 575, 577, 586-7, 591, 618

Ksnha-pa, (Kanhu-pa, Kan ha, Kan hays
Siddha (., 327. 345, 347-8, 383-7

Kapheri Cave Ins. of Amoghavarsha i,

13, 686
Kanishka, emp., 45, 521

Karijika, he,, 317
KaSjivilir, V///., 636
Kankagrfiina-bhukti, 22-4, 27-8, 280

Kaokapa, CO., 406

Karpura-manjari of Rajasekhara, 17,304
karshapana, coins, 664-5
Kartika, 248
Kffriikeya image, I.M., 449
Kartikeya temole, Pupdravardhana, 408,

616
Kariikeya-tapovana, he., 677
Karvalas, peo., 9
Karya-karana-bhava-siddhi of Jnaoaki-

mitra, 335
Kaksena, k., 249,

Kankapa, t., 350 Knk\ co., 82, 143, 165, 219-21, 587,

Kan-phata Yogis, 385 626 628
Kantanagara, he., 20 Ksk-janapada, co., 365
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Kasika, lex., 298

Kasmira, co,, 406

Kasmiras, peo., 273

KSsyapa, sage, 588
Kataha, co,, 30
Katantra, lex., 300. 314
Katha-sarit-sagara, 30, 55, 660-61, 663
Kaiyayana, a., 357

Katyayana Srauta-sutra, 291
Kaula-jnana- nirnaya (of Matsyendra-
natha ?), 343, 3*86

K'durushya, 405

khaiika, land-measure, 653-4

Khajuraho Ins. of Dhanga, 119, 132

Khalimpur CP. of Dharmapala, 23, 89,

97. 99, 107-8, 113-4, 185, 208. 217,

269, 273, 277, 279, *101. 646. 651, 660
Khan, M. Abid Ali, 32
Khana.p.
Khandana-khan^a-khadya (of Srl-

harsha ?), 307
Kharavana (Navagirvvuna), k., 256
Khare.G. H., 178

Kharvata, co., 410

Kaukmbi, he., 25, 158, 199, 204, 211, Khasarpana image, Mahnkali, 467

213 Khasas.peo., 36, 279
Kausambl-Ashtagachchha-khandala./oc., Khatika (=KhadI), co., 26. 28

25, 204
Kaushitakx Brdhmana, 291-2

Khcdiravalli-v/jr/fflj'O, 24
Khottiga k., 582, 677

Kauthuma, ^aAf/id of 305,320 Khri-srong-lde-blsan, k., 124-5,333, 672
Kautilya. a., 12. 276-7, 280, 283, 651.

653-5, 664
Kaveri-rashtra, co., 406
Kavi-kanthahdra of Ramakanta, 632
Kavindrd- vachana-samuchchaya, 310-11,

362
Kavi-rahasya of Halayudha, 357-8

KaviraJ, Gopinath, 313, 344, 424

Kaviraja, ^7., 311, 363
Kaviraja-Vyasa,p., 362
Kaviratna, Harikhandra, 239
KU^yalahkdra of Rudrafa, 310

Kavydlahkdra-sutra-vritti of Vamana,
304

Khuilana,/., 392
KiaTan, /rv/r., 662
Kichaka-vadha of Nitivarman, 309, 359
Kielhorn, R, 10. 97, 99. 106-7, 138,

180.188, 205.230. 233-4, 236-8, 284,
293. 298, 660

Kikata, co., 240
Kila-pada (Kila-p5, Kirava), Siddha

349
Ki-li-pa-pu, k., 92
Kinsiriya Ins. of Durlabharaja, 688
Kira, co,, 107-8

AVrunav^/t of Udayana, 313
Kiratas, peo.^ 6, 36, 563-4

Kdvya-nitmamsa of Rajasekhara, 33, 304 Kirti-lata of Vidyapati, 369

Kayangala-/7707}<fa/a, 157 Kinisambhu. 684

Kayyata, a., 298, 359 Kirtivarman. Chalukya k., 54, 59

Kedara (,bhu°), land-measure, 654 Kirtivarman, Chandclla k., 679
Kedara. he., 106, 109, 125 KojBgara,/e^/.. 607

Kedara-bhumi- he., 678 Kokamukha, he., 400

Kedaramisra, , 632 Kokamukiiasvgmin (Vishnu), 400, 402

Kedaramisra, min., 1 16, 1 19, 126-7, 305 Koki, co., 183, 338

Keith, A. B.. 7, 13-4, 37, 291, 293, Kokkalla i, A., 128, 130, 196

298-300, 302, 306. 309, 371

Kelawadi Ins., 147

Kendubilva (Kindu®, Tindu®, Sindhu’),

vilL, 368
Kendupatna CP., 163, 168

Kerala, co., 626, 684
Kern, H., 406
Kesava, a., 359

Kebva, m , 575

Keaava-deva, k., 256, 658

Kesavaseoa, k., 219, 225-7, 231, 243,

254-5, 362-3, 401, 408-9, 427, 647.

657-8. 668
Kesu Sen (=*KeBavasena), k., 249
Kevattas («Kaivartas), peo., 591

Khada (ta) para, he., 565

Khadgodyama. k., 86, 88

Khadi, CO., 12. 24-5

Kokkalla ii. k., 141

Kolagala, he., 677
Kolahcha, co., 20, 625
Kommu. vill., 685
Koogoda, co., 60, 65-6, 78-9

Konow, Sten. 17, 309
Korni cp. of Anantavarman Choda-

ganga, 162

KoUla, CO., 85, 406, 579

Kosaiai-nadu, co., 138

Kosalas. peo.. 13

Kofalipara cp. of Dharmaditya, 651-2,

659
Kotatavi, he., 156, 211, 214

Kot-des, Mahal, 156
Kotgarh (Akaltara) Ins. of Vallabha-

raja, 221
Kotivarsha, adhikarana, 268

Khadiravani Tara image, Sompara,472-3 Kofivarsha (Kodivarisa), co., 9, 22, 30,

Khndhmandah, 7, 23, 25 565, 659

Khadi-vlsAVfl, 7, 23, 25, 28, 222-3 Kotivarsha-v/sAayn. 24-5, 266

226 653 Kotivarshiya, Jaina ascetic order, 293
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Kramrisch, Stella, 470.71, S22. 525, 540
551,554

iCripura, he., 31, 49*50
Kfishpa, m., 350
Krishna 1, A;., 120
Krishna II, 131

Kfishria 111, A., 677
Krishnachsrya, a,, 332
Krishnaebnrya, r., 344, 347-8

Krishn&ch&rya-pada, a., 347-8

Kfishnagiri, loc,, 686
Krishnagiri monastery, 674
Krishna-gupta, k, of Jayapura, 261
Krishna-karT^amrita ol LllSsuka, 371

Krishbamacharya, E., 362

Krishna Misra, a., 14, 21, 313

Krishpananda, a., 343
Kfishna-pada, Siddha i., 338-9, 347
385

Krishna-prema-larangini of Bhagavat-

acharya, 158

Krishna-vajra. a., 347, 349
Kfisbnavepi, river, 684
Krishpa-Yamari image, R.M., 471

Kritya-ratnakara of Chandesvara, 353

Kritya-tattyarnava of Srinathacharya,
607-8
Krodafija (Krodarichi, Kolancha), co.,

20,579-80
Kshemendra. a., 308, 310-11, 483, 609

Kshemisvara, a., 143, 308-9

Kshifasvamin. a., 297
Ksbirasvamin, comm., 295, 315, 360-61

586, 655
Kshira-tarangint of Kshlrasvsmin, 297

KahitisOra. k., 629
Kuddalakhata-v/5AA>'A, 24

Kudoi^i CP., 579

Kujavati, he., 157

Kukhuri, br., 340
KukurScharya, a., 340
Kukuradisa (^rsja), a., 340
Kukkuri-psda, Siddha 338, 340, 419
Kulihchandrika, 623
Kuh-di£ika of Ram&nanda 6arm9, 623
Kuhpanjt of R&madeva, 67
Kula-pr^\pa of Dhananjaya, 623
Kularama of Vachaspati Misra, 623
KulUrnava, 623

Kulasckhara, 683
Kuh-tattvUrnava of Sarvananda Misra,
623

kulika-nigama, guild, 266
Kulikas.peA., 279
Kulottunga, k%, 163-4

kulyavSpOj land-measure, 651-4, 665
Kumar, S., 230
KumBra, 680
Kumirachandra,a., 336
KumitadevI, g., 165

KumBfaghosha, 671

fCumsragupta i, k., 30, 49-50, 57,265,

268, 665

I, Kumsiagupta, Later Gupta k,, 61
Kumarapfila, k,, 16. 167-9, 214, 274, 279
Kumaratalaka-mAn^iA^A, 25, 196
Kumsravajra, a., 336
Kumsrila Bhatta, A., 318, 320-21, 352,
403

Kumbha, comm., 363, 367-8

Kuntaka, a., 304
Kuntira, he., 579
Kufkihar Image Ins. of Vigrabapsla ii,

180
Kurma-pl, Siddha 345
Kurpals CP. of Samacharadeva, 51,

271-2, 274
Kuru, CO., 107-8 143

Kurus, peo., 37-8

Kutukuild-sadhana of Krishnavajra, 347
Kushan terracotta, Babgarh, 522
Kushmandini (AmbikB) image, Nalgora,

465
'

Kusika, 405

Kusinagara, city, 67
Kusumadeva, m., l93
Kusumdnjati, comm., of Srikanthadatta,

318

Kusumdnjali of Udayana
,
313

Kusumdnjali-bodhini, comm., of Varada-
raja, 3.3

Kusumbi tAppa, 25
Kuta^mudgara of MBdhava, 315

Kutila alphabet, 688
Kutku^a, he,, 565
Kuvalayavail , , 364

,

Kuvera, 6r., 631

Kuvera images, Pahsrpur (bronze and

stucco), 462
Kuvera-HaritI image, R.M., 465
Kyanzittba, k., 257

Ladha (=:Radha), co., 36, 293
Ladhas,peA.' 9, 36-7, 293
LaghU’bhdrata, 212, 236
Lahana,/, 392
Lahiri, P. C., 303
Lajja,^., 127
lakhan-or, city, 22
Lakhindar (Lakshindhara), merchant,

351, 392
Lakbnauti, city, 32, 663

Lakhnawati, CAP. city, 3, 20,^224, 226,
228,242-4

Lakkhamapdal prasasti (Ins.) 108, 197
Lokshanavafi of Udayana, 313
Lakshmadeva, k.,\56
Lakshmana ii, suz., 248
Lakshmanaraja, A:., 132-3, 196-7

Lakshmanasena, At., 24-5, 27-8^33, 171,

180-81/212-4, 216-27, 229, 231^, 236,
238, 242-8, 251-2, 255, 260-62, 281,

288, 351, 354-5 358-9, 361-5, 369,
380. 397, 401, 403, 405, 451, 539,

544-5, 584, 609, 619, 630-31, 636, 643,

653, 657, 668
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Lakshma^jvati, cap, city, 14, 22,
32-3, 251

Lakshmi image, R.M., 439
Lakshmidhara, a., 357
Lakshmjdhara, br,, 679
Lakshmidhara, /»., 687
Lakshmimkara,/?rM., 341
Lakshmi-Nsrayana images : Bffsta 435

;

Eshnail 435
Lakshmisura, A:., 157, 210
Lakulisa, /., 405-6

LBla(==Radha).fo„ 30, 39
La!a(=Kadha), co , 14

Ulitachandra, 89. 177, 183-4, 186
Lalitaditya Muktapida. k„ 83-4, 89. 93,

104,124,310, 678-9, 687
Lalita-panbhasha of Purushottama, 358
Lalitavajra, a., 338
Lampakas, peo., 279
Langobardi, w., 19

Lanka, co., 39, 204, 661

Lankapurl, gen., 683
Lanman, Charles, 17

Lar CP. of Govindachandra, 169

La Sam (Lakshmana Saihvat), 212,

230-31,233-8, 260
Lassen, Charles, 364-5, 367, 370

Lata, CO., 39. 579, 589

Latas, peo., 279
Laiesvara-moM<fo/<i, 106

Latyctyana Srauta-sutra, 291

lauhitya, rwer, 9, 55, 57, 295

Lauriya-Nandangarh temple, Bihar, 506

Lausena, leg. pers . 351, 392

Lavasena* k., 249
Lavasena ii. A'., 249
Lavasena, min., 336
Layahacl^ndra, A., 135, 193, 196

Lazarus E. J., 312

Legge, J.,. 294

Legs-pahi Serab, official, 674

L^vi. Sylvain,, 36-7
. 81, 85, 91-3, 117.

298. 333. 341-2, 344, 370, 394, 402. 409

Lha Lama Ye-ses hod, A., 674-5

Lhasa, city, 91

Liebich, B . 293, 297-8, 300

Lilaguka, p., 371

Liiigacult 351

Lingabhatta, comm , 315, 361

LihganuS'asana. 297
^

Lingaraja temple, Rhuvancsvara, 502

Lochana of Abhinavagupta, 310

Lodhravali family, 316
,

Loha-paddhati {^sarmsva) of Surcsvara,

317
Lokananda of Chandragomin, 299

Lokanatha, cA., 29, 88, 294, 426, 575,

584-5

Lokanatha, ms. illustn., 422, 553

Lokanatha temple, Nalanda (ms.

illustn.), 502
Lokcsvara images : Chowrapara 468 ;

90

GhiyasSbad 468 ; R.M. 468-9 ; Rani-
pur 468 ; Sagardighi (bronze) 469 ;

Sonarang 469
Loki,/., 340
Lo-to-oia-chi monastery, 414, 489
Lucan, a., 650
Luders, Heinrich, 377

: Lui-pa (Luyi-pa), Siddha f., 327, 333,
337-43. 348-51, 385, 387, 419, 423, 673

Liiipada-gUikS, 342
Lumbini grove, 340

Macdonell, A.A., 293, 298
Machchhindra, a., 342
Madagihal Ins , 209
Madana, p.,687
Madanapada cp. of Vjgvariipasena, 225-6,
668

Madanapala. Pala A., 32, 150, 155. 167-

71, 181, 208, 212,214,220,279, 305.
311-2, 352, 426, 637

Madanapala, GahadavSIa A., 165
Madana-parijUta of Visvegvara Bhafia,

Madanavarman, Chandella A., 679
Madanavati (Mayaoamati), g., 385
Madaran, sarknr, 9, 13, 31

Madhainagar cp. of Lakihmanasena* 20,

205-7.213-4,216,365,643, 653
Madhava, A., 248

Madhava, logician, 335
Madhava Bhaita, medical writer, 315*6,

318
Madhavagupta, Later Gupta A., 61

Madhava^na, A., 227
Madhukosa-vyUkhyana, comm,, of Vijaya-

rakshita, 315, 318
Madhumathana-deva, k ,253
Madhu Sen, A., 249
Madhusena. A., 228, 418
MadhusUdana (>^ Madhumathana-deva),

A„ 253
MadhyadeU, co., 292-3, 681

MadhyamakaMkJira4cUrika of Kamalt-
;na, 333

Madhyamaka-ratna-pradtpa of Bhava-
viveka, 335

Madhyapada cp. of Vigvarupasena, 16,

18, 24, 225, 227, 281, 643. 647. 668
Madlu’pahjl, 162
Madra,r(7., 107-8

Madras Museum cp. of Jalilavarman,

581, 589
Maga Brahmanas, 583
Magadha-AAuAr/, 23-4

Magadha-v/5Anya, 23

Magadhas, 120, 131

Magadhas, story-tellers. 291

Magadhi ApabhrarhU, 392
Magadhi Prakrit, 377-8, 381, 392

Magadhi Riti, ’304

Magi, peo., 456
Mahrihhnrata, 9, 13 , 20, 22, 36-8, 291,
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306, 309, 391-2, 402-3, 403, 426, 326,

S63-4, 386, 600
Mahnbhushya of Patailjall, 297
Mahsbhavagupta i, k., 148
Mah&bodhi temple, Okys, 87
Mahsdeva, scribe, 688
Mahadeva kUrikU, 67
MahajanakaJataka,m
Mana-Jetari, sch , 334
Mahakuta Pillar Ids. of Klrtivarman,

15, 54
Mahalanobis, P. C., 558-9

Maha-Machchhindra-pada, 344
Mahamaya cult, 338, 340
MahamUya-sadhanopayika of Kukkuri-
pada, 340
Mahamudra-siddhi, 346, 348
Mahana, ch., 165-6, 169

Mahahataka, 372
Mahdniddeaa^ 10
Mahanirvana-tantrat 444
MahaDtaprakaBa-m/uiya, 23-4

Mahapala,Jr., 334
Maha-prajnapdramitd-sutra, AM
Mahapratisara image, Bhavanipur, 473

Maharash^n speech, 380
Mahasenagupta, 55-60

Maha^vagupta Yayati, 148, 161

Mahastban Brahmi Ins., 44, 264, 294,

375, 415, 649, 664

Mahasthan Siva temple, 249

Mahdvamsa, 198, 204, 263, 412

MahSvamsavali (Misra-grantha) of

—Ramesh Chandra, 7, 150, 153, 248,
267, 269, 497, 624, 633-4, 661-3, 670-71

—S. C., 7
—S. N., 217
—S. S.. 259
Malalasekera, G.P., 9-10

Malanchika, loc., 316
Malava, co., 57-8, 62, 72, 104, 110-11,

208, 581-2, 626, 687
Malavas, peo,, 279
Malavyadevi, q., 203-4
Malaya Mountain, 83, 136, 364
Malayasiihha, ch., 200
Malkapuram Stone Pillar Ins., 683
Mailai,c/t., 131

Mallarl, mode (Raga), 388
Mallasarul cp. of Vijayasena, 26, 51-3,

81, 269, 272, 645
Mallinatha, comm.t 296, 321

Malliya cp. of Jayanaga, 80
MamalladevJ, /., 306
Manadasa, m., 534
Manahali cp. of Madanapala, 32, 154-5,

166-7, 170, 305, 352, 637
Managoii Ins . of Jaitugi i, 14

Manasa images : Bamsihari 460 ; Dacca
Mus. 460 ; I.M. (bronze) 460 ;

Khidrapalli 460 ; Marail 460 ; Pahar-
pur 461 ;

Paikor 517; Rangpur
Sahiiya Parishat 46>

Manasa-sarovara, lake, 677
Mdnasollasa^Abhiiashitdrtha-chintnmani)

of Somesvara iii, 389

Dhruvananda Misra, 623 Manava Dharma^astra^ 37

Mahavlra, f., 36, 293, 409 Mandalai, peo., 29, 42
Mahendrapala, 129-31, 137, 140, 540 Mandara, v///., 684

MaheU, u., 623 Mandara, co., 8

Mahcaa, c/r., 240 Mandara, co., 163, 168

Mahegvara, conmi , 618 Mandarava, /, 673
Mahldhara, art,, 534 Mandasor Ins. of Yasodharman, 48, 50
Mahipala i, k., 17, 32, 136-45, 164, 176, Mandhata, w., 21

180, 305, 308, 332, 336, 346, 420, 433, Mandhata, myth. k„ 100
539, 542, 548, 55 1-2, 674, 682 Mandhata cp. of Devapala. 579
Mahipala ii, k , 149-52, 154-5, 199, 312 Mandrakiita, city, 685
Mahipala i, Pratihara k„ 130, 137, 309 Mdnt/ukya Upanishad, 301
Mahipala, official, 679 Manepalli, v///., 685
Mahishmati, city, 306 Maner cp . 169

Mahmud. Sultan of Ghazni, 141-2 Mangalaraja Madhuratara, ch., 590
Mahodaya, city, 106, 309 Mangalkot Ins. of Chandrasena, 228
Ma Huan, U vlr., 656 Manichuda, m., 299
Maitreya. Akshaya Kumar, 99, 136, 147, Msnik Chandra, leg. k„ 185-6
188 Manipur (Fanipur), city, 240

Mailrcya-rakshita, lex., 314 Maiiilasena, k , 249

Maitreya-\ydkarana, 179 Manjusri image, Balaidhso Mound
Maitri, t., 405 (gold-plated bronze), 466, 524, 530
Maitri-pff, Siddha 336 Manjuvara image, Talanda, 469

Majumdar, B. C , 148 MaHjuvarman, m,, 331—Mahim Chandra, 633 Mankhadasa. art., 534—M. R., 369 Manne cp., 178
—Nani Gopal, 134, 136, 146-7, 157, 161, Manoratha, Maga , 583
163,167,190,195-6,202 5, 207, 210, Manoratha-purant, \0
225-6, 230, 251, 259-60, 288, 320, 323, Mantra-bhashya of Vvat^ch^rya, 318
439, 580, 645 Mantra Brahmana, 355
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Manu, fl., 568, 575-6, 591-2, 601, 611,
616, 667

Manu-samhita, 655
ManuSmritiy 278, 563-4
Maranjaciaiyan (=:Ne^unja°). A:., 598
Mfirasarva, ch., 179
Marawa, co.^ 257
Marco Polo, trvK (i5\, 655-6, 659
‘Mfirfati* songs, 387

Msnchl image, Uj&ni, 472
Markandeya Purana^ 308, 453, 459

Marshall, Sir John. 404, 509
Maru, co,t 208
Maru, Raga, 390
Mathana (Mahana), c/r., 156, 158

M&thara, a.. 302*

Mathara-vritti of Msfhara, 301

Mathava, Videgha, 35

Mathu,/’., 362

Mathura, city, 108, 143, 587

Mathura Pillar Ins. of Chandragupta ii

405-6

Mathura railings, 522

Matri-Vishnu, m. 99

Matsya, cn.‘, 107-8

Matsya PuranOt 12, 36, 443, 510, 563
Afatsya-sukta^tantra of Halayudha, 357
Matsyavasa, loc., 579, 636

Matsyendranatha 339, 341-5, 351,

386-7, 422-3

Ma-Twan-Lin, trvir., 65, 79
Mayadevi.MS. iUustn.,55\

Mayagalasiihha («Bhaskara), A'., 157

Mayna,/, 186

Maynamati (Madanavatl) q,, 385

Maynamaii cp. of Harikaladeva Rana-

vaakamalla, 29, 258, 424

Maynamatl-Gopichand legend, 1

9

Maynamatir-kot, loe., 186

McCrindle, J. W., 41 660, 662

Me^h Mound, Ookul, excvs ,512
Medhatithi (rithimcdha), w., 305,

Mega, mouth of Ganges, 1 1, 45

Megaslhenes, trvir., 41, 660

Meghesvara temple Ins., Bhuvanesvara,

366
Mcharcp. ot Damodara-deva, 17, 24,

29, 253, 555

Mehurakula (Mjikula), he ,
32

Meherauli Iron Pillar Ins. of Chandra,
47-8

Mela-paryaya^ganana, 623
Merutunga, a., 365

Midhunapura, city, 163

Mi-li-kia-si-kia-po-no, he., 69
niilikkhas (Mlechchhas),pro., 37

Milinda^panha, 10-12, 661

MintHmsasarvasva of Halayudha, 318,

356

Mtwamsa-fiastra-sarvasva of Halsyudha,

356
Mina-chetana, 186, 252

Minanatha, a., 339, 342-3, 385, 423

Mlna-psda, a., 340, 342-3

Minayeff, 1. P., 298-9, 331
Minhaj-ud-dln Abu Umsr-i-Usmsn a.,

236, 242-7, 255, 668
Mirashi, V. V.. 179

Misra, Babua, 391
—P. N., 237
—Umesh, 356
—Vinayak, 117

Misra-grantha (Mahavamsgvali) of
Dhruvfinanda Misra, 623

Misri-grantha, 195
Mitakshara of Vijnsnesvara, 324* 609
Mithilff, CO., 14, 164-5.212, 214, 216-7,

225, 233-4, 236-8, 241, 259. 350, 354,

359, 365, 368, 394, 561
Mitra, hr

,
678

Mitra.G-, 157

^Rajendra Lala, 115, 131, 256, 307,
313-5, 317, 320, 322, 329, 352-3, 356-8,

, 360, 620
—R. P.. 461

—S., 10, 15

Mitra Misra, a., 296, 321

Mlethchhas. peo., 36, 249, 367, 557
Modagiri, he., 8
Mo-kie-tho, he., 8
Monahan, F. J., 42
Moikshakaragupta, a., 337, 418
Monghyr cp. of Dcvapala, 102-3, 106-7,

109, 113-4, 121-2, 126, 185, 188,

277, 305
Mooier-WilJiams, 580
Mookerjee, Sir Asutosh, 324
—Radhakamal, 7, 19

Radhakumud, 57, 661

Mrichchhaka^ika of sndraka, 267

Miigasikhavana, he., 69
Mrigasthapana-stlipa, Varendra, MS.

iUustn., 69, 485
Mrikula (Meharakula), he., 19, 32, 186
M/ita-sanjham, comm., of Halayudha,
357

Mudgagiri, he., 31, 111

Mudra-rakshasa of Visakhadalla, 306
Mugdha-bodha, lex.,314
Mugdha-bodha of Msdhava, 315
Mughisuddin Yuzbek, A., 224
Muhammad Bakhiyar Khiiji, 223-4,

242-6, 262, 418

Muhammad Ghuri, Sultan, 226
Muhammad-ibn-Kasim, 245
Mukhalinga images : Asutosh Mus.

441 ; Msdsriganj 441 ; Unskoti 441
Mukhati, vi//., 629
Mukherji, Harekrishna, 367
Mukhopadhyaya H., K., 146

Mukt&vastu, he., 579
Muktaveni (Triveni), hc„ 33

,
Muktesvara temple, Bhuvaneavara. 502

Mukundarama, Kavikankana, 21

Mummuniraja, eh,, 124

Munja, Vrtkpati, A., 358, 582
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Muojaog, co,y 183
Mursri, a., 13, 31, 306

Murari (Vish^iu) temple, 10

MUrtigapa, 686
Mntibas.pe^., 36
Mu-tig Btsan-po, A:., 124, 178

Nabhadasa, o., 368
Nada-pada, Siddha 347

N'dia-paniita-gUika, 346
Nadiya, ‘cap. city, 223-5, 236, 242-7,

251-3

Nadiya Vadga Samaja, 628-9

Nadol Ins. of Rayapflla, 688
Na fa-ti (=Tirabhllkti ?), co., 92
Nagas, peo., 203
Nagabhaia ii, k., 13, 102, 105, 110-12,

118, 123.178-9
Nagabodhi ("buddhi), ic/r., 337, 419
Nagahava, r., 420
Nagara Brahmanas, 589
Nagarahara, loc. l 122

Nag^rjuna, sch., 337, 340, 348, 419-20

Nagarjuna-bodhisattva-suhrillekha, 41

4

Nagarjunikonda Ins., 11-2, 39

Nagasesha (=Patanjali), lex., 681

Nagavaloka, A;., 112

Nagiratta, he., 565
Nagna caste, 64, 75,

Nanar, Prithwi Singh, 471

—Puran Chand, 411

Nahusha, myth k , 197

Naihati cp. of Vallalasena, 21 , 26, 206,
208,* 210, 216, 232, 399, 593, 643,

653, 657
Naimittika-murddha-abhighrdna, cerm,

598
Naishadha<harila of Sriharsha, 306-7,

588
Naishadhananda of Kshemisvara, 309

Naishkarmya-siddhi of Suresvara 300
Halo, land-measure. 25, 652-3

Nala. myth. Ar,. 307-8, 399
Nalagiri, leg. elephant, 466
Nalanda monastery, 60. 69, 86-7, 101

,

122, 142, 186, 276, 299, 326, 329-33.

336, 348,415 419-20, 671-2.679-81
Nalanda cp. of Elevapala, 121, 217
Nalanda cp. of Dharmapala, 208, 277,

279
Nalanda cp. of Samudragupta, 31

Nalanda Seal Ins. of Uanavarman, 23,

65-6

Nalanda Seal Ins. of Vinyagupta

Nandana, C0mm., 655
Nangata Pukhan, province, 183
Nanna-Narayapa (Vishpu), 401-2
Nanyadeva, Ac., 141, 164-5, 170, 209,
211-2,214, 216-7

Nanya-man^u/tf, 16, 24
Napoleon, emp., 75
Narada. p.. 267, 576
Naradatta, t., 317
Narasimha images: Paikor 436 ; Rampal

436 ; Vikrampur 436
Narasimha ii, Ar., 163
Narasimha iv, Ar., 163
Narasiiiiharjuna, Ar., 157
Narathu. k., 257
Narayana, a., 636
Narayana, br., 631
Narayana, comm , 306
Narayana, officer, 316
Narayana, scholiast, 3IS-9
Narayanabhadra, ch., 80, 86
Narayapa Bhatta, a., 322
Narayapadasa, a , 368
Narayana-deva, 256
Narayanapala, Kamboja A:., 131-4

Narayaiiapala, Pala A., 26, 31,102,120,
125-8, 130-32. 140, 188-9, 191, 274,
276, 305. 396, 401 . 405, 426, 540.

Narayanapala ii, 190

Narayapasena 5uz.,2\%

Narendragupta (=Sasanka ?), A:., 59
Naro-pa (Na^o-pa, Na^a, Nada-pada,
Naro, Narota-pa, Nada), Siddha r,
340, 346, 419-20

Nasik Ins. of Rishabhadatta, 666
, Nasiruddin Muhammad Shah, Sultan,

226
,

Nat^sa Siva image (inscribed), Bharella,
1 92-3

Natha cult, 338-9, 343, 345, 347, 423

Natha-yogis, 344
Ndtya-^dstra of Bharata, 296, 303
Nntya-sutra of Bharata, 212, 616
Naujah, Ar. 249
Navadurga image, Porsha, 453
Navadvipi, cap. city, 239, 251
Navagirvv pa (Kharavana ?), k., 256
Navagraha relief, Kankaiidlghi, 459
Navagrama, v///., 21 , 687
Nava-sdhasdhka-charita of Sriharsha.

307

Navya, CO., 16, 25

Navyavaka§ik5. co., 16, 23, 26, 30, 51,
271.565, 659

Dvadasaditya, 50 Nayapala, Kamboja k., 133-4, 139, 282
Nalanda Stone Ins. of Vipulasrlmitra, Nayapala, Pala A., 144-6, 148-9. 176, 189

199, 493 191, 316, 336, 407. 420, 549, 674, 676
'

Nalendra, /oe.. 493, 495, 502 Nedunjadaiyan (==:Jatilavarman3Ht.. 589
Nama-karana, cerm., 597-8 Nchakashthi, he., 16’

Nami-sadhu, comm. ,310 Neil, R. A.’, 409
Nsna, mm.; 588 Nemlnatha, Tlrthankara, 465

Nanda dyn., 44 Nepala . co., 125, 208-9, 304
Nandas, peo., 143 Nesari cp., 178
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Nidana (=Rug~vinischaya) of Msdhava,
315, 318

Nidana-sasira of Ullanga, 414
Nidhanpur cp. of Bhaskaravarman, 78
294, 396, 405. 5S6, 646, 657

Nidravali, loc., 158, 211
Nllakantha, comm.^ 10
Npambara, br,, 366, 631
Nilgund Ins. of Amoghavarsha i, 14
Ninidighi miniature stone temple, 499
Nirdosha-kiila panjika of MaheU, 623,
626

Nirgranthas, sect, 294, 409, 41 1, 425
Nirjarapura, loc , 218
Nirriti image, R.M., 463
Nirupama, donor, 498
Nirvana Era, 235, 260

Nikhalakara, conwu, 318
Nishadas, tribe, 557, 562

Nishkramana, ccr/?/., 597

Nissankamalla, 1^8

Nitivarman, a., 309 10, 359
Nityananda, 424
Nivrittinatha, r., 386
Niyal Tigin, Ahmad, ch.y 141

Nripura, loc,y 31

Nndiah, cap, city, 242-3

Nulo Panchanana, a , 623

,

Nyaya kandatl, comm,, of sridharadasa,

21,312-3,588, 636
Nyayamianjan of Jayantabhatta, 687
Nyaya-matrika {—Vyavah'ara")of
Jimutavahana, 324

Nyaya-ratna malika (“ Vyavahara-

mdirika) of Jimutavahana, 324

Nydya-siddhydloka of Chandragomin,
298,330, 681

Obcrmiller, E., 100

Odantapuri monastery, 115, 333,335,
417, 673-4.682
OddSi-vIshaya, 138

Oddiyana (Uddiyana,Odiyana,Odyana),
fo!, 333, 341, 346-7, 34*9

Odivisa,^ co,, 182-3, 333, 348-9

0<i:!i-de'»a, co., 495
OirsL-vishaya, 581

Odra-Magadhi Pravritti, 304

O-lo-na-shuen, min.l 92
Omani, tribe, 561

O-rgyan (=Uddiyana), co,. 333

Paddrtha-dharma-samgraha of Praksta-

pada, 312-3, 588
Padmanabha, comm., 313

Padmaprabha, prince, 677

Padma Parana, 252, 433

Padmasambhava, t., 333, 672-3

Padmavajra, t,, 340, 344, 346, 349
Padmavati,/., 368
Paduna,/,, 186, 385
Paduvanva, he., 20, 158

Padyanagara (Vidya°), city, 347

Padydvali of Rnpa Gosvamin, 310, 362
Pag Sam Jon Zang of Sumpa Mkhan-Po,

100, 191, 247. 325, 331, 588,672-4.
681-3

Paharpur cp. (ge. 159), 49, 270,410,
412, 426, 644, 652-3

Paharpur exevs,, 504
Paharpur temple, 525
Paikor Pillar ins. of Lakshmlkar^a, 146,

200
Painting, mss. : Ashtasahasrikd^PraJnH-
pdramita 548-9 ; Bodhicharyavatara
549 ; Karai^davyuha 549 ; Ptmeha^
rakshd 549 ; Sawamura 549 ; 552

Paithinasi, a,, 601
Paka-vidhi of Divakarachandra, 336
Palaesimundu, co., 39

Palakapya (°kappa), a., 295-6
Palapala,it.,31, 172

PalaUvtindaka, loc., 268, 565

Palibothra, city, 42, 660
Pallavas, peo., 120
Paliinada, vilL, 686
Paloura, loc,, ^1
Palpa (Palpoi-than) loc., 676
Paucha-Gauda, co,, 14, 108
Panchakhan^a co., 589

Panchala, co., 406
Panchala-madhyamfi Pravritti, 304

Pancha-mahayajna, Joc , 396
Panchama Siihha, Lichchhavi k,, 183
Panchamasiihha, k. of Saursshtra, 331

Panchanagari, co., 30, 265, 565
Pancharakshd, 228
Panchard fra, 402-3, 430, 433

Panchasimha, k., 331
Pancha-stupa, sect, 410
Panchatantra, 527
PanJhavasa-man^a/a, 25
Panchobh cp. of Samgrsma-Gupta, 261
P&ndava>kuladi-psil-fibda, 256
Pahday, H., 259
Pandey, K.C. 212
Pandit, Sankar Pandurang, 82, 94
Pandita-sarvasva of Halsyudha, 356
Pandita-vihara, monastery, 34, 417, 420
Papdus, 38
Pandubhumi monastery, 326, 337
Pandudasa, m.,313, 588
Panini, lex., 10, 12, 29, 291-3, 297-300
Panitabhumi, cap. city, 9
Panjara, sarkar, 158

Paodumba, vill., 158

Parabala, k., 114, 123

Parakramabahu ii, k., 68
Paramardi, k., 679, 687
Paranayi-v/.v/rflyfl, 29

Paraskara, a., 355, 357

Pdraskara Grihya^sutra, 355, 357

Para§urame§vara temple, Bhuvaoefivam,
499 502

Pdrdyana of Chandra, 297
Parganati San, 235-6
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Pargane Bhulus San, 236
Paraitcr, F.E., 51, 53. 70. 268, 652, 659
Panbhadra. family, 323
Paribhadra (®h5la), vi7/., 637
PUriJata-harana-nataka of Umapati

UpBdhySya, 365, 372
PSriJata^numJarl of Madana, 687
Parisish^parvan of Hemachandra, 44
Paritosha, m., 148
Parivrsjaka kings, 55
Parpasavari image, Vikrampur, 474

Pariva, r., 409-10
Pargvanatha images : Ajimgaoj 411

;

Bahulara 465 ; Deulbhira 465 ; Kanta-
beoia 465

Parthasarathi Misra, a., 356
Parvatl image, R.M., 546
Paryaya-ratm-mala of Madhava, 315

Paschima-khatika, co., 26-8, 653

Pasha](ia-chaturdaal, cer/n., 606-7

Pasi, district, 683

Pasupatas, sect, 405, 685

Paaupati, 6r., 355-6

Pasupatidhara, a., 356

Pasupati Ins. of Jayadeva ii, 85
pataka (bhu"*), land-measure. 653
Patalipulra, city, 31, 43, 67, 69, 113,

293, 342, 409, 663
Patanjali, lex., 293, 297, 406
Pateikkara (Pattikera), co., 257-8
Pathari Pillar liis of Parabala, 114
Patikanagara, cap. city, 186
Patikkara (Pat^ikera), co., 257-8
Patothamya temple, Pagan, 496, 503
PattikerS tPaitikeraka), co., 19, 32, 147,

227, 254, 257-9, 347, 422, 424, 473
Paftikeraka monastery, 417-8

Paul, Pramode Lai, 199
Paupdras,peir., 37-8

Pau9dra-6/rM^//, 24, 204, 656
paun^raka linen, 655
paun4raka sugar-cane, 650, 656
Pau’pd>^a^a-V5sudeva. k., 38
Paundrakas.peo., 564
Paundravardhana-6Aw/:/i. 195, 204
l^undravardhana, city, 84
Paundravardhanapura, city, 20
Paushtika-karmao, cerm ,

5^1

Pavana-duta of Dhoyi, 10, 32-3, 252,

363-4,609-10, 613, 6l5, 617-9

Pelliot, Paul, 411

Pendr&btindh cp. of Prat&pamalla, 688

Peri. N., 2 8

Feriplus of the Erythraean Sea, 11, 30,

39, 43-5, 655, 659, 661-4

Petech, Luepiano, 91-2, 124-5

Peterson, Paul, 309, 311, 316.362
Pethada, scribe, 688
Petleik Pagodas, 529
Phalgugrsma, v/7/., 251

Phayre. AP..193.257
, _

Phul-byun (^Dlpankara srljnsna), 674

PhuUahari monastery, 346. 417, 420

Phullara,/., 392
Phulla§ri, loc., 18

Pillai, Swamikannu, 232
Pinskanandin, m., 311

Pihgala-chchhandah-sutra, 357-8

Pihgalamata of Srikantha, 405-6

Pischel, R.O., 309, 362-5, 367-71

Pithapuram Ins. of Malla i, 131

Pithi, CO., 156, 165, 233-4, 259-61

Pilho, br., 631

Pitrhdayita of Aniruddha, 352, 355, 600,

615, 638
Pliny, a., 2, 10, 42, 659, 662
Plutarch, a , 41, 43
Po-lo-ho monastery, 414
Ponna, viiL, 685
Poros, k., 43
Porter, 560

Po-sb»-po (Po-ki-p*o, Po-ki-sha) monas-

tery, 413, 489

Prabandha-chintamani of Mcrutunga,365

Prabandha-chintamani of Rsja§ekhara,

307

Prabha, comm., of Nikhalakara, 318

Prabhakara, t., 313
Prabhakaravardhana, k., 58, 61, 71

Prabhavaka-charita, 112

Prabhuvati,/, 674
Prabhavati, q., 86, 426, 524
Prabodha^chandrodaya of Krishnamisra,

14,21, 313
Pradyumnesvara ^(Vishnu), 400-2

Pradyumnesvara (Siva) temple, Deopara,

212, 365
Pragjyotisha, co., 116-7, 219, 365
Pragjyotishas, peo., 117

Pragjyotisha-^yzMAr//, 23-4, 117, 168, 273
Prajapati, br., 637
Prajapatiuandin, m., 311

Prajnnbhadra (=Tilopa), S i d d h a

346
Prajhakaramati, comm ,331
Prajnapana, 15, 22, 25, 37

Prajnapciramita, 360
Prajnaparamita image, Maldah Mus.,
472

Prajnavarman, a., 337
,

Prakarana-pmjika of Salikanatha, 313

Prakal>a, comm., of Haiayudha, 357

Praka^a, comm., of Narayana, 306, 318
Prakrita-paihgala 169, 390-91

Pralambha, k., 117
Prapanchasara-tantra , 447

Prasamia-raghava of Jayadeva, 368
PraUstapada, a., 312-3

Prasioi (Prasii), peo., 35, 41-4, 292,

616,650, 662
Pratspadasa, a., 588
Pratspsditya, k., 10
Pratapamalla, k., 688
Praiapasirhha, k., 157
Pratiraja, scribe, 688
Pratishtha’Sagara of Vallalasena, 353
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Pratitasena, A:., 249
Prayaga, loc., 70
Prayaichitta^nirupanQ of Bhavadeva

Bhatta, 321

Prciyaichitta^prakarana of Bhavadeva
Bhatfa, 319. 322, 543, 576

Pnnsep, James, 226-7
Pyishthima-pottaka, he., 565
Pfilhu, myth. k„ 198, 399
Pfithuraja, k., 248
Pfithuvira (“javira, ®vlraja), k., 59
PfithYldhara, br., 631
Prithvipaia (=Haravarsha ?), 123
Pfithviraja iii, k., 224, 678
PrithvtrajaMjaya, 105
Pfitichandra, k„ 193
Priyahgu, cap. city, 32, 133-4

Przyluski, Jean, 408-9, 416
Pseudostomon, mouth of Ganges, 1

1

Ptolemy, a., 2, 10-1, 22, 29, 39, 42-3, 66
Pukkasas, tribe, 36
Pulindas, tribe, 36, 557, 563, 593
Pumsavana, cerm., 595

Rsdhaka, 14
R&dhff-Kpshpa cult, 403
Radhs-Kfishna (?) relief, Plhirpur,
530-31

Radhakrishnan, Sir Sarvapalli, 301
Radhanpur CP., 178
Rsdhapur, city, 14
Radhe (»RBdhs), co., 686
‘Rae Lakhmapiah,’ it.. 33, 230, 242-3
Raghava, k., 211, 214
Raghavan, V., 302
Ragkava-paniwfiya of Kaviraja, 311, 363
Raghavendra, a. 628
Ragholi CP. of Jayavardhana, 82
Raghu, leg. k , 294, 650
Raghukulaguru (Surya) temple, Suhma,

10
Raghunandana, a., 319, 321,323-4, 352-4»
356. 361, 633

Raghu-vam^a of Kalidasa, 15, 42, 109,

279. 617, 650
Rahan cp. of Madanapala, 165
Rahma (Ruhmi), co., 122

Punavadhana (=Pundravardhana), city, Rahula, JcA., 688
29, 412 Rahula, Siddhacharya, 349

Pundras, peo., 7-8, 20, 29, 36-8, 263, Rahulabhadra. Siddha r., 341, 348-8

291, 402. 563 Rahulagupta. r., 674
Pun^ranagara, city, 7. 9, 11, 20, 29, 44,

64, 415, 649
Pundravardhana, city, 5, 44, 102, 188-4,

2‘7b

Pundravardhana-6A'i/A://, 9, 11, 23-6, 31,

49, 217, 280, 524. 653
Pundravardhaniya, Jaina ascetic order,

49*3

Piinliru, vi//., 686
Punyavardhana (—Pundravardhana),

CO., 412
purdna, coins, 668
Purdna’Sarvasva of Halayudha, 357

Puri,’city, 214
Purnachandra, A., 193-4

Purnavarman, A., 78

Purnravas, myth. A., 197

Purushoitama, br., 357

Purushottoma, lex.. 314, 358-9

Purushottama, of Deva family, 253

Purushottamadeva, a. 297
Purushotlamasena, Kumara. 227

Purushottamasimha, ch., 260

Rahulamitra, Bhikshu, 427,
Rajabhata, A., 98-9, 414
Rajadhiraja II, Chola A., 683
Rajaditya-Gupta, A., of Jayapura, 261
Rajagriha, city, 466
Rajaraja (°bhata), A., 17, 86-7, 89, 99
Rajaraja n, Chola A., 683
Rajasekhara, a., 124, 304, 307, 309

Rajasekhara, comm., 313
Rdjatarahgini of Kaihana, 14, 98, 408,

586. 616. 619, 644
Rajavalt, 248
Rsjavallabha, a., 315
Rajavallabha, A., 4
Raja-vihara, monastery, 413
Rajcndra Choja. A., 133, 137. 139. 141.

143, 148, 176, 196. 199, 205, 209-10,

308, 396
Rajanagar, city, 4
Rnjni.city, 348, 419
Rajyapala, Kamboja A., 133-4, 190

Rajyapala, Pala A., 125-6, 131-2, 140,

160, 167, 185, 480

Purushottama<ika, comm., 359
Purvagrama, vi7/., 636, 683, 685

Putva-kdrandgama. 446,

Purva-khatika, co., 26, 222

Pnrvaraja, A., 121

Pushkarana, loc., 30, 45, 48, 520

Pushyabhntis, peo., 51,61
^

Pustaka-pdthopdya of Danaslla, 336

Putali (Putuli, PuttalO.^cA., 337

Rajyasri, q , 58, 61-3, 71-2, 74
Rajyavardhana, A., 61-3, 71-6

Rakhang, co., 183

Ral («=Radha), co., 22, 226
Ral-pa-can,'A., 124-5

Rama, epic hero, 114, 119, 121, 312, 399
Ramabhadra, A., 118

Ramachandra Kivibharati.p., 687

Rdma~charita of Abhinanda, 123-4,

310-11

Qutb Minar, Delhi, 47 Rdma<harita of Sandhyakara Nandi, 20,

gutb-ud-Din, Sultan, 225, 242, 247 27, 32, 37, 100-2, 146, 150-54, 156,

162-4, 166-7, 181, 184, 202, 211, 141,
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259, 275, 311, 320, 418, 585, 606,

615-9, 644, 649-51, 657
Rsmad&sa, p., 365
Ramadeva, a., 67
RsmadevI, q., 216, 218
Rsmsdevi (Rsdha% 368

Rsmakanta, a.» 632

Rsm&nanda ^rma, ii.,623

Rsmapala, cap, city» 249
Ramapala, k,, 23, 32,1 01. 149-51, 154-69.

180-81, 199, 202, 204, 210-11, 215,

218, 251, 259, 274-5, 311-2, 317, 335-7,

548, 585. 591,619. 644, 682
Ramasiddhi-p5taA:a, 16, 18

Ramauti (^Ramavati), cap. city, 32
Ramavati, cap, city, 32-3, 160, 251,

418, 617, 619, 644
RamSyana, 140, 150, 166, 295, 311,

391-2, 426, 526-7, 600

Ramesvara, he,, 399

Raychaudhuri, Hem Chandra, 13. 19, 48,

57, 61, 81, 121, 233-4, 260. 402-3, 590
Rennell, Major!., 1, 11, 32, 217

Revanta images : Badksmta 459 ; Ghat-
nagar 458-9 ; I.M.i59

Rewa Ins., of Malayasiihha, 200
Rewa Stone Ins. of the time of Karna,

144, 197, 200, 587
Rgya-tson-gru Senge, amb,, 675
Rigveda, 396
Rik-samhita, 25, 263
Rinchhen Zah-po, 674
Rishabhadatta (^Ushavadata), ch., 666
Rishabhanatha images : Barabhum 464 ;

‘ Surohor 464, 542
Risely, Sir Herbert, 560, 563, 565, 571

Roer, E., 306
Rohitagiri, loc., 32, 194

RohitBsvagiri, loc,, 194

Rohtasgarh seal-matrix Ins., of Sasanka,

Ramganj cp. of Isvaraghosha, 146, 275, 59

281, 651
,

Rolla-vayika. loc., 565

Rampal cp. of Srichandra, 16, 18, Romapada, k ,
295-6

194, 656 Rouse. W H. D., 331

Rapastambha, k,, 128 Roy, Dwijendra Lai, 246

Ranasilra. k., 138-9, 210 -J. M., 219, 236, 240-41,396

Rangpur Sahitya Parishat, 461 Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal,

RanjavatL pres,, 392 Calcutta, 239, 309, 353, 356-7, 362,

Rannadevi, q., 114 390-91. 548-9

Rao,* R. Subba, 162 Ruchipati Upadhyaya, comm., 306

—T. A. Gopinatha, 432, 445, 449, 452, Ruckert, F., 368

454, 458, 475, 477 Kudoka, ch„ 154
Rapson, E. J., 666 Rudra cult, 404
Rara (=Hadha), cr>., 410 Rudradatta, donor, 413
Rasa-kaumudi of Madhava, 315 Rudradatta, Maharaja, 49, 264

Rasa-manJarl, comm , of Sankaramisra, Rudradhara. a,, 352
367 Rudramana, /r., 583

Rasapala, k., 185 Rudramba, q., 684
Rasika-jivana of Bhanukara, 315 Rudrasikhara, A:., 157

Rasika-priya, comm. , of Kumbha, 367 Rudra-Siva cult, 291
Rathikasena, k,, 249

,
Rudrata, a., 310

Ratnakara-santi (=Santi-pa), u., 332 Rndra-yamala,
Ratnakara-santi. r., 336, 674, 676, 682-3

Ratnakirti, prince, 299
Ratnapala, k„ 149, 160, 348, 419
Ratnaprabha, comm. 316
Ratnasambhava images: R.M., 497 ;

Vikrampur 498
Ratnavajra, 683
Rattamattika monastery, 31

Rautu (Bhusuku, santideva), a , 331

Rug-viniichaya {Nidana) of Madhava,
315, 318

Ruhmi (Rahma\ce;., 12’, 655
Ruins of monasteries : Paharpur 490

;

Rajbadi 489 ; Rakshasidanga 489
RJipa Gosvamin, p,, 362, 369
rupaka, coins, 665
Rupa-maniana, 433, 438

Russel, 5*70, 586
Raverty, H. Q , 242
Ray, Basanta Kumar, 592

—Basanta Ranjan, 361, 383
—Hem Chandra. 83. 110, 119, 137, 142,

149, 190-91, 199
—Jogesh Chandra, 361
—Sir Praphulla Chandra, 316

Rayamukuta. comm., 297, 310, 361

Rayamukuta, /ejf., 314-5, 359
Rayapala, Ac., 688
Rayarideva, k., 214

Sahara, Siddha 419

Sabara-pa (Sabara-pa), Siddha 327,

,
348

Sabaras (Savaras), tribe, 36, 474, 557,

. 563, 593
Subari (:=Saraha), Siddha /., 349

Sabda-bheda-praka^a of Purushottama,
,
360

Hat^-chandrika of Chakrapap idatta

,

Sabdorkalpadntma, 14-5
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Sa^-pr^ipa of Suresvara, 317, 585
Sabhar Ins. of Harischandra, 418
Sachau. E. C, 301
Sadachandra. k., 48
Sada Sena, k., 249
Sadasena, k„ 227, 248-9
Sadasiva image, 444, 544
Sadasiva Image Ins. of Gopjla iii,

167, 444
Sadasiva-mudra, 427
Sadbhava-sambhu, /. 684

Sadukthkarnamrita of srldharadasa, 219

225, 227, 230. 232, 310, 317. 320, 353,
356, 362, 364-5, 367, 369, 636

Sagara, myth, k., 100, 399
Sagarapala, Nagaraja, 100
S'dgara-praka&a 623
Sahabadin (=Shihab-ud-din Muham-
mad Ghuri), Sultan, 678

Sahaja-dharma, 424
Sahaja-giti of SJintideva, 331
Sahaja-siddha. 339, 341, 343, 345, 347
Sahajiys sect. 370, 384, 24
Sjshasamalla, A,, 198
Sdhitya-darpana, 309, 364, 37

1

Sahni, Dayaram, 494

Saila dyn.^ 82
Saila-sarvajna, p., 365
Sailendra dym, 121

Sainyabhlta III, A., 130

^ailodbhava dyn., 60, 78. 130

Haiva-sarvasva of Malay udha, 356
Sdkadvipa, co., 570, 628

Sakala-dvipika, 628
Sakambhari he., 688
Sakati, river. 20, 579-80
Sakeia. he., 70
Sakot. pargandj 158
Sakrotthana, cerm., 607

kti. br. . 678
ktipur CP. of Lakshmanasena,

, 631,668
Sakti-sambhu, 684
Saktisangama-tantm, 14

Saktisvami. min , 310, 678, 687
Salai . peo., 39
Sala putra, loc., 346
^aletore, B. A., 341

Ssiikanatha, a., 313
Salike, CO., 39
Saliputra, he., 342, 349-50

321. 330, 377, 411. 414, 422, 584,

609, 653, 679
Samatata-/nan^ai!(7, 25, 29
Samavai tana.'cerm. 600
Ssmaveda, 305, 396

Samba, k., 583
Sombandha-ttirnaya of L^lmohan VidyS-

mdhi, 251
Sambandha-vlveka of Bhavadcva

Bhatta, 323, 601-3

Saiubhfama, a., 325

,
Saiiidha-bhasha, 329-30

Samgraha-tlka of Sridhara Bhatta, 313
Sjiigrama-Gupla, k., 261-2

Saiiikakota (Sankakota), city, 158, 240
SdMhva-karika of Isvarak^ishna, 301
Samkshipta-sara, system of grammar, 314
Samskara-paddhati (

=

Chhandoga-karmd-
nushthdna°) of Bhavadeva Bhatta, 322

Samudda-^vdnija-Jdtaka, 661
Samudra, rriyth.pers., 100
Samudragupta, emp„ 17, 31, 45, 47-9

Samudra kula, 103
Samudrasena, piince, 38
Saihv7idaka, m., 71-2

Savivarodaya-tantra, 351

Sawyutta Nikdya, 9
San, Bengali, 91

Sanatana, k , 334, 682-3

Sanchadhara,p., 362

Sanchi Stupa Ins. mentioning Punava-

dhana, 29
Sandhyskara Nandi, p., 20, 27-9, 32.

37. 100, 150, 166, 311, 320, 585, 606
Sangoka,/., 320
Sangu, gen., 139
Sanjan cp. of Amoghavarsha i,

1 '2, 179
Sankanat, city, 158, 243
Sankara, a., 300-01

Ankara, comm., 74
^nkaradhara, official, 288
Sahkaragai>a,/ew</, 111

^nkaramisra, comm., 367-8

Sankarshana, m., 357
Sankasya,’city, ^66
Sankatagrama, he. 158

Sankhadhara, a., 325
Sankha Jdtaka, 661

Sahkha Smriti, 591
Saakrityayana, Rahula, 327, 332, 336-42,

345-50
Sallakshanavarman, k., 679 Sannagara monastery, 417-8
Samacharadeva, k., 26, 51-4, 90, 271-2, Sanskrit Sahitya Parishat, Calcutta, 483
274,666 Santa-sambhu, 686

Samalavarman. ^.,200-201,203-4, 281-2, §anti (°-paj, Siddha r., 332, 340-41

602, 628 &ntideva, a . 327, 331, 339, 345

Samantabhadra of Chandrakirti, 299 Santideva (Bhusuku), t., 332
Samantasara cp. of Harivarman, 201-2 §antideva, t. of Asrama-vihara, 413

Samantasena, k., 205-10, 397 image, Ujani, 465

SamamaJubha. k , 342 ^339®6724
Samatata, co , 2, 17-8, 24-6, 31, 45, 47, snntivarman ^.=§iintideva), 331

49-55, 77, 85-6, 99, 134, 137, 294, Saptagrama, port city, 4. 6, 33, 661
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HUradcLtilaka~tantra,AM,AA9-5\,A5^ —P. P. S., 309
SaptaSati {Sattasai) of Hala, 403 ^Sesagiri, 361

Saraha (°-pI)p Siddha /.^327, 339-42, —Srinivasa, 256

,
348-9, 383-5 419-20 —T. Ganapati, 63

Sarana,p., 219, 363, 367 —V. Subrahmanya, 321

l^rapadatta, a . , 239, 367 Satananda, m., 3 1

1

Sara^adeva, lex,, 314-5, 359, 367 Satapatha Brahmana, 35, 290, 294
Sarasvaia. co., 14 Saiata-Padmavaii-V/jAflya, 25, 196

Sarasvata, system of grammar, 314 Satgaon, sarkar, 158

Sarasvati image, Chhstingrama, 440 ^trughna, suz., 248
Saraswati, Sarasi Kumar. 403, 437, 441, Satsai of Viharllal, 367

456-7, 459-63, 484-5, 525 Sat-Samatata, co., 534
Saravall of Kalyanavarman, 321 Saftasal (Saptabtl) of Hala, 366
SarayTl river, 629 Satvants, sect, 402
Saridesa, co,, 348 Satyaplr-bhita shrine, 486-7

Sarkar, Girindra Mohan, 10, 206, 232 Saunaka, br., 637
—Himansu Bhusan, 671 Saundarya-lahan, AAS

—Sir Jadunath, 153

—Kshitish Chandra, 432
Sarma, Haradatta, 362
—Paramesvar, 354

—Ramavatara, 360, 362, 636

—Somnath, 366
—Umesh Chandra, 67
Sarnfith Image Ins. of Mahipnla i, 140,

, 142, 176, 180

Sarogadeva, Vaghela, k,, 369
Sarngadhara, p., 310
Sarngadhara-paddhati, 296, 310-11, 362
Saroruha (Sarojavajra, Saroruhavajra),

Siddha f., 345, 347-9

Sarva, Maharaja, 179

Sarva-darsana-samgraha of Madhava,
335

Sarva-deva’praiishtha-paddhati of Tri-

vikrama-sHri. 320
SarvajHamitra, a,, 299
Sarvananda, lex,, 297, 314, 359-61, 378,

600,612,631,636
Sarvananda Mika, a , 623
Sarvananda-naga, comm,, 309
Sarvanga-sundan, comm,, of Aruna-

datta, 318

SarvanI (Durga) images : Deulbndl

, (inscribed) 86, 450, 524, 537

Sarvsntara, donee, 648

.Wvavarman k., 57-8

Sasnnka, k , 31 52-4, 56, 58 68, 71-80,

85,90. 113, 264, 405,416, 426, 583.

,
629,666

Sasideva, art,, 534

^urasenl Apabhramk, 380-82, 385, 390
Saurashtra, co., 331, 626
Sauva, lex,, 297
Savara-saihpradaya, sect, 341

Savari-pada (Savara°), Siddha l., 338-41

Savarlsvara. (=Savara-pa), 341

Savarotsava, fest . , 606
Sayana, comm , 355
Schiefner, Anton. 182, 342
Schritger, F. M., 451
Schoff. W H., 650, 655
SekaAubhodaya, 180, 247, 380, 391

Sekodde^'iQ-ttka of Nsro-pa, 346
Sen, Dinesli Chandra, 186, 252, 418

—Gangaprasad, 3l7
—J S., 592
—Nabin Chandra, 246
—Nishikanta, 317

—P. C, 11

—Prabhash Chandra, 100
—Sukumar, 181, 247, 403-4
—Vijayrat na, 317

Scng-ha-pu-lo, loc., 197
Seramporc College Library, 362
Scsha-Nurayana (Vishnu), 402
Setaka (Desaka), r(7.,*10

Shahabuddin, Sultan. 248
Shahidullah, Muhammad, 177, 328, 330,

332,334, 341, 347-9, 38 >-6, 388, 608,

612, 617
Shah Jellal, pp/f., 256
Shriins-i Siraj ‘Afif, a., 19

Shapur, 76
ShashthI images : Mirpur 461 ; Santa

SastrO’dlpika of Psrthasnrathi Mika, 356 461

Sastri, H. Krishna, 458, 590 Shsyista Khan, feud., 14

—H'araprasad, 48, 98-9, 143, 147, 150-51, Sheng-Chi, trvlr., 87, 99, 414-5

155, 157-6J, 179. 181, 203-4, 227-8. 233, Shergharh. pargana, 157
239, 295, 308, 316, 323, 328-9, 331, Shihab-ud-din Muhammad Ghtiri, Sultan,

333-4, 341-2, 344-5. 347, 350, 352-3, 678 ^
357-9, 361, 364. 369, 383. 388,396, Shivaji, ch., 15

400, 419, 549 5bweinthi, pres., 257
—Hirananda, 193, 299 Sibsera, loc., 337
—K. A. Nilakania, 137-9, 143, 308 Siddhas, Buddhist, 419
—Krishna, 30S Siddhala-grama, vilL, 22, 202, 330, 636
—N. N,, 317 Siddhamyita (Siddha), sect, 343
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Siddhsrtha, prince, 496
Siddha^yoga of Vjinda, 316, 318
Siddhcsvara temple, Bahulsrs, 4655*501
Sihabahu, k., 39
Sihalas, peo., 39
Sihapura, city, 39
Sihvar cp. of Jayachchandra, 220
Sikhara, m., 648
Sikragully (Sikrigali) pass, 3

Siksha-samuchchaya of ^antideva, 327,

331

Sila.it., 183.298
Silabhadra, r., 60, 85-6, 330, 415, 584,

,679-81
5iladitya, k., 64-5. 79. 587

pilakunda, loc,, 565
Silarakshita. 674
Silimpur Stone Slab Ins., 20, 161, 534,

579-80, 668

Silua Image Ins. (Brahmll, 44
Simantonnayana, cerm., 596
Siihhachandra, k , 183

Siiiihala. hi , 332
Simhapalli, v/7/., 686

Siihhapura, city, 30, 32, 39, 108, 147,

197-8, 200, 204

Siihhavahini (Durga) image, PokharnB,

524
Siihhavarman, A:,, 45, 48, 272

Simoundou, /s/., 39

Siodhia,/<7Wi/., 208

Sindhu, co., 110

Sindburaja, A:., 118,

Sinnamanur cp.of Sri-Mara Sri-Vallabha,

120

Siva^saktMddhi of Sriharsha, 307
Sivasiihha, k,, 238
Skandagupta, k,, 298, 665
Skanda Purdna, 14, 434, 590
Skold, Hannes, 293
Smith, Vincent A., 35. 48, 52, 235, 667
Sinrithchandrika of Bhavadcva, 323
Smrithchandrika of Devanabhafta, 618
Smrithralnakara of Vcdschsrya, 353

Smrititirtha, Kamalkrishna, 322, 352
Soddhala, p., 100, 108, 123-4. 587

Solinus, a., 41

Soma, i., 158
Soma, Kajachuri 209
Soma (=Sa§anka), A:., 63-4, 79
Somapura (Somapuri) monastery, 30,

115, 129, 199. 326-7, 335, 337, 347,
417, 489-90

Soma-Sambhu, r., 684
Somagila, /oc., 686
SomCflvara, art., 534
Someavara i, Chalukya k., 147, 209
SomCflvaradeva, Nsgavailial A:., 161
Sonsrgaon, cap. city, 26, 255
Sonitapura, city, 25
Sonpur CP. of Mahasivagupta, 148
Soshyantl-homa, crrm., 596
Spooner, Charles, 266
Hraddha^bhashya of Halayudha, 357
^rhddha-kalpasutra of Katysyana, 357

Sraddha-paddhati of Pasupali, 356

^raddha-paddhati of Halsyudha,
357

$rauiasutra of Hiranyakesin, 394
Sravasti, co., 13. 20. 579-80

Siraj-ud-daula, Nawab, 75, 229 Sravasti, city, 466

Sircar, Dines Chandra, 190, 222, 400 Srfivastipura, city, 579

giromani, Bharat Chandra, 324 ^reshthi-nigama. 266

Sirur liis. of Amoghavarsha i, 127 Srichandra, k., 135, 193, 195-6, 654, 656

Sisavai cp., 178 gridhara Bhatta, comm., 21, 312-3, 588,

Sishya^lekha-dharma of Chandragomin, Sridhara, br
, 679

299 Srldharadssa, a.. 219, 230, 353, 362-3,

%i*^upd1a-vadha, 321 ^636
SIta, epic /, 306 Srl-gukyasarpaja-mahayoga-ta ntr a-va/i-

Sitatapatra image, Dacca Mus. (metal), ,
vidhi of Ssntideva, 331

473 grl-Gupta, k., 69-70, 87

Siva-Bhsgavatas, sect, 406 Sriharsha, p., 215-6, 306-7

giva cult, 404 Sri-Harsha (=Harshavardhana). ewip.,

givachandra, official, 53 ^ 182-3

giva-Chandra§ekhara image, Pahsrpur, Srihim, m., 306

441 Srlkanchana, 193

givadssasena Yasodhara, comm., 316-7 grikantha, a., 405

giva images : Asutosh Mus. (bronze) grikanthadatta, 315, 318

442; Chowrakasba 442; GaneSpur 442; srikrishna, comm., 576

Jaynagar (bronze) 442 ; Ks§ipur 442 ; Srikrishna-kirtana of A n a n t a Badu
Manirtat (bronze) 524 ; Paharpur 530 CKandidasa, 351, 377, 383, 391, 424

givakara, k., 85,117-8 Sri-Kurmam Ins. of Anantavarman

giva linga (terracotta), Paharpur, 440

givanandin, donor, 511

giva Nataraja image, Sankarbsndha, 443

givanatha, ch., 88
givarajadeva, cA., 156, 158

Sivaratha, 586

Chodaganga, 162

^rlmad-bhagavata, 370

grl-Madhavaraja in, k., 60

grimadommapapala(pomma9apala),cA,»

c.

Srimanta, merchant, 351, 392
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§ri-Mara Sri*Vallabha, k,, 120-21 Siikshma§iva, scribe, 688

Srlnagara-Mtt^//, 23-4, 273 Sukthankar, V. S., 301

Srlnsthachsrya Chndsmani, <i., 231 , 607, SuktUkarnamrita (Saduktt^) of §ridhara-
611 dasa, 362

Sringara-rasa~man4<^na of Vitthale^vara, Sukthtnuktavali of Jahlana, 310, 362
'370 ' Sulaiman. /rv/r.. 122. 655’

Srinivasa, a,, 636
Srinivasacharya, L., 8

§npati, scribe, 688

SrlSaila. mountain, 685
Srishtidhara, comm., 358

Sri-Sudhanyaditya, k., 54
Srhvijaya-prasasti of Sriharsha, 215, 307
Srong-tsan Gampo, 58, 81. 91-3, 672

Srutadhara.p., 364
Srutapala, a., 359
Stambapura (s=Tamralipta), port, 30
Sthairya-vichara^prakarami of Sriharsha,

307
Sthalikkata-v/jAflyfl, 24
Sthanudatta, official, 271

Sthanvi§vara, city, 51

Sthirachakra image, V.SP.M., 470
Sthiramati, r., 299, 681

Sthirap&la, m , 140

Stone jambs, lintels; Bangarh 517;

Gaur 518 ; Msndoil 518 ; Naga-
darwaza 518 ; Raotal Gandhasail 518

Stone niche-pilasters: Paharpur519;
Sundarban 519

Stone Pillars : Badal (inscribed) 517 ;

Bangarh 517 ; Dinajpur Palace (ins-

cribed) 517 ; Dhivar-dighi 517 ;

Handial 516; Paikor (inscribed) 517

Strabo, 42. 659-60

Stupas : Bahulara 486. 488 ; Paharpur

486, 488 ; SatyapIr-6/i/fa 486. 488

SubbhabhUmi, co., 9, 21, 36, 293

Subhadasa, m

,

534
Subhakara, k., 117
Subhakaragupta, a., 337, 418

Subhanga, p., 310
Subhaiantivarman, k , 346

Subhashitavah of Vallabha, 299, 362

Subha§rl, 682
Subha^a m., 534
SubhUtichandra, comm., 314-5, 361

Sudas, k.j 37

Snlapani, a., 319, 323, 325
Sillapani, Kanaka, art., 534, 658

Sumagadha,/., 483
Sumbhas (=Suhmas).peo, 10
Sumpa Mkhan-po, a., 297-8, 326, 331-2,

. 334-8, 340-2, 344-8, 350, 417-8, 420
Sunahiepa, m., ?5

Sunanda, /., 296
Sundarban cp. of Dommanapala, 27,

281-2, 555
Sundarban cp. of Lakshmanasena, 25
SuQga terracotta ; Mahasth'an 44, 521

, Pokharna 520 ; Tamluk 520
gtinya-vada, 301

Sura 21, 210-11 , 630-631
Surapala (=Surc§vara), fl., 317

^lirapala, ruler of Kujavati, 157
surapala i. Pa la A:., 1?5, 127. 540
Surapala ii, Pala k., 149-51, 154-5
Surasena, suz., 248
Suiegvara, a., 300, 317
Strrya images : Bairhatta 456-7; Baria
498 ; Chidambaram 458 ;

Dacca Mus.
(bronze) 457 ; Deora 456-7, 523 ;

Deulbadi (miniature) 524, 539

;

KaSipur 457, 523 : Kofalipada 457 ;

Kuldia 498 ; Kumarpur 456* 5^ ;Mabend ra 457 ; Maldah Mus. 458 ;

Manda 458 ; Niyamatpur 408, 456,
458, 521 : South Kensigton Mus. 457

Suryasena, Kumar, 227
Su§ruta,r2 , 316-8, 650, 656

Susthitavarman, k., 55, 57
Susunia Rock Ins. of Chandravarman.
, 30.48. 294,400
Sutanuka, devadasi, 377
Stitas, story-tellers, 291

Sutra-samuchchaya of ^antideva, 331
suvarnO, coins, 665, 667
Suvafna, m , 156, 169, 181

Suvarnabhumi, co.,661
Suvarnachandra. k., 193-4

fiuddhi-ratnakara of ChandeSvara, 353
^ddhi‘vajra-pradipa of Jala’ndhari-pada,

/:345
SuddhMveka of Rudradhara, 352
SudLIns., 147

SUdraka, k. 533
Sudraka, m., 148

Suhma.C(?.. 32,291. 293-4. 619

Suhmas, /9PP., 9, 36, 38, 263, 563

Suja, Shah, 32

Suka, 300-01

Sukalpa, Chove, 348

Sukasena, leg. k , 248
Sukha-ratri-vrata./fr/.. 606-7

Sukhavatf, city, 682

Suvarnachandra, Itg. A:., 186
Suvarnadvipa. co., 661. 671, 674
Suvarpagrama, loc

, 26, 33, 45
Suvarnake§ari, 162
Suvar'nakudya, loc., 655
Suvarna-vithi, loc,, 23, 26, 45, 51

Suvisada-sampina,comm . , of Tankadnsa

,

337
Suvvunga-virAroya, 29
Svachchhanda-patpka, loc,, 565

Svsmidevar (=Umapatideva), 683
Svnmi-Mahasena (Kartikeya), 402
Svami-Mahsbhairava (Siva), 402
Svayambhu Parana, 1 06, 109
SvetakBdhishtha’na, loc,, 10
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^vetamtara Upanishad, 301
Sveta-Varshasvamin (Vishnu), 400, 402
Sysmalavarman. A:., 582, 628

Tabaqdt‘hNasiri, 20, 22, 158. 218, 223-7
230, 232,242, 251-2, 657, 663
Ta Cheng-leng, trvir., 414
Tadff, vilL, 677
Tag-tshal, loo., 675
Taiiakampa, loc., 157
Takakusu, J., 87, 294, 298, 330, 414
Takkanaladam (=Dakshina-Radha), co.,

21,138,196
Takshadilya, scribe, 688
Talavatl, W//., 636
Talcher cp. of Gayadatunga. 20
Tamalika (=T5mralipti), port city, 30
Tamalini (=T3mralipii), 30
Tamalipta (—Tamralipta), 30
Tamalites (=Tamiallpti), 11,22,29-30,
42. 44

Tambapanni, loc , 39
Tampadipa, co., 257
Tararadvipa, /.?/., 674
Tamralipti (Tamralipta). port city, 6
8-9, 15, 18. 22, 29-31, 43. 45, 77. 86-7,

294, 413-4, 520, 548, C09, 644, 661-4

Tamraliptika, co
, 13, 27

Tamra^iptika, Jaina ascetic order, 293
Tanda, cap. city, 3, 32
Tandabutii (Dandabhukii), fo,27, 138

Tdndya Mahabrahmana, 291

Taikadasa (Danga®), 'comm , 337

tanti-pa, fl., 342
Tantrdloka of Abhinavagupta, 343

Tantra-pradipa, comm., of Maitreya-

rakshita, 314
Tantrasdra of Kfishpsnanda, 343

rfl«/rfl-v5rr/A:a of Tauiatita, 321

Tantumati, f., 306
Tao-lin, irvlr , 414
Taprobane, isl

,
39

Tara cult, 299
Tarachandi Rock Ins,, 220

Tara images : Chandradvipa (ms,

illustn.) 18, 422; Dhondai 484

Tara temple, Kalasan (Java), 671

Taranatha, a., 19, 89,98,1(10-3,114 5,

117, 149, 166, 177-8. 180, 182-7, 192-3,

249. 260. 298-9, 325-^ 328, 331-2,

334-8. 340-42, 344-5, 347-9, 386, 534

Taraori, battle of, 678

Tarikh-i-Firiizshdhi of Shams-i-Siraj

‘Afif, 19

Tarka-bhashu of Mokshakaragupia, 337

Tarkalankar, Jaganmohan, 308

Tarkari (Tarkarika, Tarkcra, Takkara,

Takari, Takkarika), 20, 579-80

Tarkavagi^a, Premachandra, 306

Tarpanadighi CP of Lakshmanasena, 20,

398, 643, 653

Tataka, loc., 636

Tniata, art., 534

Tathagatasara, art., 534
Tattva-chandrika, comm., of Sivadasa-

sena Yasodhara, 316

Tattm-chintdmani of GangeSa Upa-
dhyaya, 313 ’

,

Tativa-prabodha of Sridhara Bhatta, 313
Tottva-samgraha of Santirakshita, 333

Tatrva-samvddini of Sridhara Bhatta,
313

Taftva-siddhi (of Santa” or Santi-

rakshiia ?), 333
Tattva-syabhcivadohakoLa'gitika-drishti

of Lui-pada, 342
Tautatita, (Kumarila), n., 321
Taututita-mata-tilaka of Bhavadeva
Bhatta, 318, 321

Tawney, C. H., 55, 365, 660-61

Tclapatta .fdtaka, 10
Teliagarhi pass, 1-2

Temple, Sir R. C., 93
‘Temple of China,* 69
Temple illustns. in mss. : Buddha
(Pundravardhana, Radha) 493 ; Loka-
natlia (Danda-bhukti, Nalendta,
Badha, Samatata, Varendra) 493 ;

Tara (Varendra) 493
Te-tsong, k., 117

Tezpur cp. of Vanamala, 85, 130, 214
Than-vihara, monastery, 677
Tha^a, co., 344-5

Thatbyinnyu temple, Pagan, 496
Thiem, Paul, 292
Thitswada temple, Pagan, 496
Tholing monastery, 677
Thomas, F. W.. 93, 124, 311, 333, 362
Tikd-sarvasva of SarvKnanda, 361, 600,
*
612, 631,636

Tilokasundari, q., 198, 204
lilo-pa (Tillo-pada, Teli-p&, Till-®,

Tilli-®, Tailopa, Tiliaps, Tilapa,

Tiilopa, Telli-ps, TelopG,Tailaka*pBda
Teli-yogi, Tila-yogi), Siddha f., 34,

340, 342, 345-6, 387, 419-20
Tiiominlo temple, 496
Timgyadeva, k., 161

Ti-na-fu-ti, (=Tirabhukii), co., 92
Tippera cp. of Lokanatha, 29, 88, 294,

396, 400, 575, 649
Tipu, Sultan, 75

Tirabhukti, co., 23-4, 92, 266, 273, 495,
503

Tirahuti, co., 182-3, 185

Tirthikas, sect, 335
Tiruvalangadu cp. of Rsjendra Chola,

139
Tiruvalisvara temple Ins*, 683

Tithimedhs (Medhstithi), m.,306

Todarmall, RQjs, 231

Tolly’s Nulla, 4

Tondi. district, 683

Traikutaka Devalaya, 417

Traikutaka-v//;arn, monastery, 417

Trailokyachandra, k., 17-8, 135, 193-5
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Traiiokyasundari, prcs»y 204
Trailokyavarman, k.y 679

Tribhuvanapsla, Yuvaraja, 114, 126
Trighattika,/(7r., 565

Trigrsmt, loc.^ 84
Trik'dntjla of Bhsguri, 360

Trikantjla-sesha of Purushottama, 15,

360
Trilliaga, co,, 183
Tripathi, B , 301

—Rani Sankar, 77, 112

Tripura, co., 183, 345

Tripuri, co., 127, 684
Tiiisus, peo., 37
Triveda, D., 91

Triveni, he., 218
Trivcni-sangama, he., 252
Trivikrama-suri, a., 320
Trivrits, he., 565

Tsang, CO., 675
Tsatigaon, he., 346
Tshul Khrim-gyalwa, amb., 675
Tucci, Giuseppe, 329, 345

Tughril Khan, ch., 255
Tulakshetra, eo., 485-6

Tulapurusha Mahadana, sac., 2\3,25\
256
Tunga, k., 131

Tunga-dharmavaloka, A:., 131

Turushkas, pea., 249, 260, 676, 682

Uchchhala, co., 157
Uchchhushm a-Jambhala-sudhana o

Abhayakaragupta, 335

Udantapura city, 240
Udayaditya, k , 203
Udayamana, ch., 30, 663

Udayana, a., 313. 318

Udayana.p., 366
Udayaraja, ch., 678
Udayasundari^katha of Soddhala, 100,

108, 122-4, 587

Udayin, k., 203
Uddharana, m., 316
Uddiyana. 338, 342. 344. 495, 503.

Udra, CO., 85
Udragrama-man<fa/a, 24

Udyana, co., 342, 345

Udyotake§ari k., 148, I6l

Ugra-Tara image, Sikarpur, 454

Ujjayini,, city, 58, 342

Ujjvala,/., 355
Ujjvaladatta, lex., 297, 310, 314, 358-9

UiUnga, a., 414
Uma-Mahefivara images : Birol 498 ;

I. M. 445
Umapati, m., 318-9

Umapatideva, t., 683

Umgpatidhara.p., 181,215,219, 221-2,

224, 362-5

Umapati Upadhyaya, a., 365, 372

Uma (Usha ?) vana, city, 25

Umavarman, k., 198
(/padi-vf/r/f of Purushottama, 358

Unadi-vfitti of ^abdika Govardhana,359
unmdna' (udana), land-measure, 653

Upadesa-sahasri of Sankara, 300
Upala monastery, 685

I, Upamite§vara (Sivd) image, 405
Upanayana, cerm., 5'-‘8

Upasarga-vritti of Chandragomin, 297
Upavanga, CO., 15

U-rgyana, co

,

333

Usanas Smriti, 587-8, 590
Ushma-bhe’da of Purushottama, 360
Utgikar, N. B., 95
Ulkala.cP., 14, 65-6. 116-7, 120,200,
202, 217

Utkalas, peo., 116-8

Utsahj, br., 63

1

Uttara-gUci of l^varakrishnd, 301
Uttara-kamikdgama, 444
Uttara-man^fl/a, 29
UttarapatHa 81-2, 108, 118
Ultara Radha, co., 16, 20-22, 27-8, 319,

397, 636,* 653
Uttara-Rudha-mAn(ia/a, 22, 27
Uttiraladam. co ,21, 138

Uttupilla, vill., 685
Uvafa (Uvatacharya), a , 318, 357

Vachaspaii-kavi, p., 320
Vachaspati Misra, a., 320, 323-5, 623,

629, 635
Vachaspati-vaidya, comm., 315
V a dam V a y a-vritlhvipanchilartha of

Kamala§ila, 333
Vagbhata, u , 317 8
Vahukadhavala, ch.. Ill

Vaidarbhas. peo., 303
Vaidarbhi Riti (Marga), 302-3

Vaidya, C. V., 57
Vaidyadeva, min., 16, 168, 214, 274, 426
Vaidyanatha Temple Ins., 81-2

Vaidyo-vallabha of Vahgasena, 317
Vaigrama, v/7/., 317
Vaijayanii, lex., 586
Vainyagupta Dvadasaditya, /c., 29,31,

49-50. 52-4, 264, 272, 405.413,415,
426, 649, 653

Vaisali, city, 266, 409, 466
Valshnava-sarvasva of Halayudha, 356

Vajapeya, sac., 130
Vajasaneyi-samhita, 291-2, 305
Vajjabhumi, co., 9, 21, 36, 293
Vajra, a

,

327
Vajraghanta, t., 338
Vaira-pada-sdra-samgraha of Naro-pa,
346

Vajrasana, he., 259, 336, 346

Vajrasattva image, Sukhabaspur, 467

Vajra-Tara images : I.M. 473 ; Majvadi
473

Vajrava I imdma-mantjlalopdyika of

Abhayakaragupta, 335
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Vajravarman, k,, 198-200
Vajrayogini cult, 381

VajrayoginI cp. of Sumalavarman. 200-02

Vakhata-sumalikj, loc., 565
V3lcp3ia,gew., 115, 126, 188-9

Vakpati, 118-20

Vakpati Munja, A:., 21

Vakpatiraja, a., 82
Vakrokti-jxvita of Kuntaka, 304
Vakyfipadlya of Bhartrihari, 297
Valerian, emp,, 76
Vallabhachari sect. 370

Vallabhscharya, 370

Vallabhadeva, a , 299, 362

Vallabhadevi, <?., lOO

Vallabhsnanda, merchant, 240
Vallabhaiaja, f/*., 221-2

Vallahittha, vi//., 22, 27

Vardhamana, city, 30, 485-6

Vardhamana-6/rMA://, 2, 15, 22-4, 26-8,

51-2, 133, 265, 271. 273, 280, 653. 656
VardhamanSoka, 6r., 306
Vardhamanapura, city, 31, 134
Vardhamana-jriZpa, Tulakshetra, 485-7

Vardhana,^., 2n.213
Varendra-kula-panjikd, 623
Varendra-mflnrffl/fl, 25
Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi,

150,314. 321-2, 358, 548-9, 552
Varciidn-/?wn^fl/t?, 70, 25

Varna-de^ianh of Purushottamu, 297, 360
Varnamana, k ,

583
Varna-ratiUikara^ 391
Var'na-xfitti of Chandragomin, 297
ywsha-kaiimudi of Govindananda, 611

Varuna images : Dhuroil 463 ;
Paharpur

462Vallala-charita of Anandabhatta, 158.

211-2, 216-7, 239-42, 249, 251, 573, 592 Vasanlapala, of Pala dyn., 140

Valialasena, k., 10, 212-3, 216-21, 230-32, Vasanta-tiUika of Krishna, 347

236. 239-42, 248-51, 281, :^96, 323,

350. 353, 355, 361, 363. 365, 405 426,

428, 573, 581, 592-4, 600. 626-7.

629-32. 637, 643, 653, 657

Valialasena ii, A*., 429
Vallee Poussin, Louis de la, 300-01, 326,

328-9, 331,334
VallJmunda-wwn^/fl/fl, 24

Valoka (Balaka), a ,
319

Valm“iki,p., 124

Vamana, a., 297, 304
Vamana, 6r., 631

Vam^ivadana, comm., 306
Vanamala, A., 130

Vanainali Kara, min., 590

Vanaratna, a., 337, 418

Vandyaghati, viii, 361, 681

Vaagas.peo., 2. 7-10, 15, 36-8, 131, 563,

617, 621.650
vangaka, linen, 655

Vaagslas, peo , 197

Vangdla, ro.. 18-9, 25, 132-3, 135, 199,

417-8, 612, 621

Vahgala-desa, 18, 138, 196

Vangalandai, co., 590
Vaiigana'gara, city 30

Vahgantaputia, 10

Vahgasena, a., 317-8

Vahgavagadha, pfo., 290

Vangisa, 10

Vangiya Sahitya Parishat, Calcutta. 225, Vellala, fo., 686

Vasavana, br., 686
Vasishtha Dharmasutra, 394
VdStu, 'myth, pers., 586-7

Vasu, NagendraNath, 127, 131, 147, 157,

191, 201-3, 227-8. 236, 588, 624, 628,
632-33

Vasudeva, of Deva </yn., 253
Vasudeva, epic A., 402
Vatagohsli monastery, 410, 489
Vataparvatika, he,, 32
Vatapi, city, 15

Vatesvaia, br., 637

Vatsa, 637
Vatsaraja, A , 104-6, 110-11

Vatsyayana,fl.,l2, i4, 564, 589, 609-10,

618
Valudssa, m., 362
Vatuka-Bhairava (Siva) image, Dacca

Mus. 446
Vayadumba, Mlechchha ch., 249
Vayu Purana, 13, 25, 36, 403
Vnyu-iattvd-bhavanopadeSa of Goraksha,

344

Vcdacharya, a., 322, 353

Vedavyasa Smriti, 587, 591

Veja-AAflndfl. 29
Velakula (—Tamralipti), 30

Vclanandu, co., 131

Velangapundi, vi7/., 684

Velinada-v/^Aaya, 684

383
Vapadala, viU., 636
Vappaghoshavata cp of Jayanaga, 28,

80, 646, 650

Vapyata, br., 98-9

Varadaraja, comm., 313

Varahamihira, a., 13, 15, 27-8, 391

Varahl images, R.M., 455

\^Xdk9^-man4aia, 26

Varaka-mandala-v/jAflya, 271

Vardhamana, a., 321

Velvikodi cp. of Nedunjadaiyap, 120-21

589
Vena, myth. A., 198, 567-8, 571

Venbai, battle of, 120

Venhsavihara of Bhat(a Narayana, 306

Vengi, CO., 127

Vcokatasubbiah, A., 301

Vetadda-cAafMraAa, 653

Vetala, p., 362

Vibhutichandra, a., 337, 418

Vidarbha, CO., 110
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Videha, co.^ 290,

Videhas, peo ,
37

Vidyabhusana, Satish Chandra, 297-9

314, 333-7, 361.681-3

Vidyanagara (Padya®), city, 347

Vidyananda, Tejaschandra, 357

Vidyanidhi (Bhaliacharya), Lai Mohan,
63 J, 633

Vidyapati,p., 238, 369-70, 372
Vidyasagara, Jivananda, 306, 308, 316-7

321, 324, 353, 356, 571

Vidyavinoda, Binod Bihari, 431, 437

Vigamachandra, teg. k, 182

Vigrahapala i, 4., 125-8, 130, 188-9, 66'

Vimalachandra, k,, 182-3

Vimalachandra, leg, w?., 345
Vimaladssa, art,, 534
Vimalamati, a., 314

Vimala-Kambhu, r., 684

Vimala-siva, 684
VinS-pa, Siddha, /., 327
VJnupada, Siddha r., 349-50

Vinayadhara (=TshuI Khrim-gyalwa),
amb,, 675-6

Vinaya-pitaka, 411

Vinayasrmiitra, Bhikshu, 347
Vindhya, fo., 143
Vindurati, <7., 135

Vigrahapala 11, A:., 125, 132-6, 140, 177,

179-80

Vigrahapsla iii, k,, 32, 100, 136, 146-9,

170, 179-80, 199, 274, 305, 426

Vigrahapala dramma, coins, 667

Viharapataka, he,, 352
Viharilal,p., 367

Vijaya, Chandella k., 1 19-21

Vijaya, leg, prince 30, 39, 263, 671

Vijayabahu i, k„ 198, 204

Vijayachandra, k., 215, 220

Vijayagupta, p., 18

Vijayanagara (Vijaya*"), city, 252

Vijaya-pa, Siddha r,, 387

Vijayaprakoshtha, /?/., 308

Vijaya-prasasti of ^riharsha, 215

Vijayapura, city, 32-3, 252, 609, 617

Vijayaraja, c/r., 158. 211

Vijayarakshita, comm., 315, 318

Vinitatunga II, A'., 194
Vipiakalpadatika, 249
Vipulasrimilra, monk, 491, 493
Vira, (Viragiina), c/r., 211 , 214
Virabhadras, guards, 685
Viradeva, /., 276
Viraguna, c/i., 156, 211

Vira-mitrodaya of Mitra Misra, 296, 321
Virasena, of Sena dyn., 205, 207
Virasri, q., 198, 200
VIravarman, k., 679
Viravati, v///., 687

Virtipa, Siddha /., 327, 345, 349
Virupd^gUikUt 345
Virupa-pada’Chatura^x ti, 345

Virupa-vajra-gltika, 345
Vikkhadatta, a., 306
Visaladeva, k , 688
Visarad, Srinath, 317

Vijayasena, MahasSmanla, 50, 52-4, 264-5 Vishnu, a., 601, 616

Vijayasena, leg,, 248

Vijayasena, Sena k„ 25, 165, 170, 210-17,

219-20, 223, 231, 251, 279, 307, 365,

401, 405, 426. 534, 584, 619, 644, 651,

653, 657-8

Vijayasimha, leg„ k., 198^

Vishnubhadra, ait., 534

Vishnu Dharmasdstra, 566, 575
VUhnu-dharmottam, 403, 463
Vishnugriha (= ramralipti), 30
Vishiiugupta, k., 49, 81

Vishpu images : Baghaura 433, 539,

Vijayakn (^PUrijdia-mdnJari) of Madana, 542 ; Boston Mus. 435 ; Chaitanpur

687
Vijjala, k., 209

Vijnancflvara, a,, 324, 609

Vikari, Vikrama Saihvat, 171

Vikrama-Chalukya era, 231

Vikramaditya,7n., 534

Vikramaditya vi. k., \M, 164, 208-9

Vikramahkadeva-cliarita of Bilhana 147

Vikramapura, cap. city, 32-3, 45, 160,

168, 195, 201-4, 213,225, 228, 236,

249, 251,254-5. 418, 626, 636, 674

Vikramapura-6/i«^fl, 16, 25, 33

Vikramapuri monastery, 336, 417-8

Vikrama raja, k., 157

Vikramasila (^Dharmapala), 115,

123,311
Vikramairia monastery, 115, 123,326-7.

332, 334-7, 340, 346, 387, 417, 420,

674-6, 682-3

Vtlasadcvi, q., 210
Vilasapiira, city, 32

Vilvagrnma, v///.. 582

432 ;
Deora 435 ; Hankrail 431. 456,

521 ;
I.M. 433 ; Itahar 435 ; Kakdjghi

532, 538 ; Kalandarpur 432, 434

;

Kumarpur 539 ; Lakshmankati 431,
433-4 ;Mathur3 523 ; Pahurpur (terra-

cotta) 435 ; Rangpur 434 ; Sagardigh
433-4 ;

Sarangarh 4^4 ; Sonarang 535;
Surohor 433 ;

V.S.P M. 433

Vishnu avatdra, images : Matsya (Vajra-
yogini) 436 ; Parasiirama (Ranihati)
436 ; Vamana (Joradcul) 437, (Purb-
para) 437 ; Varaha (Chandpara) 436,
(Jhilli) 436, (Silimpur) 542

Vishnunagara, city, 346

vrshnupur temples, Bankura, 502
Vishnu Purdna, 404, 563-4, 586, 592,

60*1,611

Viivadiiya (Visvarnpa), ///., 148

VUvakarma-^dstra, 458
Visvn mitra, sage, 35, 308
Visvartipasena. k., 16, 18, 24, 219, 225-7,
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231-2, 234, 254, 281, 401, 409, 427,

618, 643, 647, 668

Visvesvara, city, 685

VisveSvara Bhatja, a,., 353

Visvesvara-GolakI, v///., 684

Visvesvara sambhu, 683-6

Vitasok-Uvadana, 409
Vittapala, of Pala dyn., 167

Vitthalesvara, a., 370 Xandrames, A .. 43

Vivaha-paddhati ot Pasupati, 356

VWarana-panjika {"^-nyasa)^ comm,, oi

Jinehdrabuddiii, 314
Vizagapatam cp. of Anantavarman

Cho^agadga, 162

Vodamayuts, loc,, 686

Vitthalesvara, a., 370
Votive tablets (terracotta) : Hniawra

495; Pagan 495-6

Vrata-khania of Hemadri, 296

Vratyas, sect, 291, 404, 566
Vredenburg, 548, 552-3

Vriddha-Valabhi, loc., 320

Vfikshachandra, leg. k ,182-3

Vrikshayurveda of ^uresvara, 317

Vfinda, a., 316-7

Vrinda-madhava (-Siddha-yoga) of

Vrinda, 316

Vfiridavana, loc., 379, 389

Vritta-mala of Ramachandra Kavi-

bharati, 688

Vritta-ratnakara panchika of Kama-
chandra Kavibharati, 688

Vyaghfatati, co , 321, 653

Vyaghratati-ww?!^^/^, 23-5, 2l7

Vyakhyafia-kusumanjali, comm, of Sri-

kanthadatta, 316

Vyangyartha-dipana, comm., of Ananta-

pandita, 366

Vy5sa,'fl.,6ll
, _ .

Vyavahara~matrika of Jimutavanana,

319, 323-4

Vyovokara-mctyukha of Bhatta Nila-

kantha, 618
, .....

Vyavahara-tattva of Raghunandana, 321

Vyavahdra-tilaka of Bhatta Bhavadeva,

321
VyTiha-vada, 402

Wheeler, J. T., 669

Wilson. C,R., 7

—H. H., 301, 364

Winternitz, Moritz, 207, 326, 328-9, 333-4

Wooden bracket, Sonsrang, 516

Wooden pillars, Arial, 515

Wu-cha, CO., 117

Waddell, L. A., 91, 331, 333, 672-p

Walleser, Max, 300-01

Wang-hiuen-tse, k., 78, 92

Wani CP , 178

Wassilijev, 342

Watterq, Thomas, 13, 60; 63-7, 77, 86,

197, 294-5, 329-30. 333, 411-3, 415-6,

480, 483. 644, 679

Weber. A., 291-2, 311, 358

Wenzel; H., 299

Yadu, myth, pers., 197

Yadu, 107-8

Yadus (Yadavas) p 'o , 108

Ysjnivalkya, tf., 290, 611, 687

Ydjnavalkya Smriti, 586, 591, 646

Yajncsa-Gupta. A., of Jayapura, 261

Yajur-veda, 290, 312, 396
Yakshapala, A., 149, 336

Yama images : Paharpur 462 ; R.M.
464

Yamuns image, Paharpur, 461, 530

Yasahpala, min., 679

Yaska, a., 293

Yasobhadra (=Naro-pa), Siddha f., 346

Yasodevi, q , 210
Yasodhara, comm., 15

Yasodhara<harita of Kanakasena, 207

Ya§odharman, A., 50-51,56,82

Ya§ovarman, Chandella A., 132

Yasovarman, A., of Kanyakubja, 82-3,

89,94-5, 104

YauvanaSri, q , 146

Yavana, co., 107-8

Yavanas, tribe 30, 36, 226, 279, 628

Yayati, myth. A., 197, 399 ^ ^

Ycscs-dpal-bases-gnen (=Jnanasriroitra),

r.,683

Yogadeva, min., 274

Yoga-ratnamdld of Kjishna, 347
^

Yogavdsishtha-sainkshepa of Abhinava-

pan^ita, 311

Yogi sect, 344
Yogini-kaula cult, 338-9, 342-4, 423

Yoglauka (Yogloka), a., 319-20, 32^

Yols-mfln^ifl/fl, 25

Yue-chi, co., 662
Yudhishthira, epic A., 38

Yuktaveni (Prayaga), 33

Yule, H:. 651, 655-6

Yuvaraja I, A,, 132, 684

Zachariae, Th , 314, 358, 360

lAhor, CO., 331-2, 672-3

Ziauddio Barni, a,, 2SS

Zi-ba-htsho (»santiraksbita), r., 672

Zla-wa-dge-bsnen (^Chaodragomin),
681

Zosimus, a., 76





ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

Page49,f.n. 1. Add: Kulaikuri cp. (c.e. 120), (Kaifairi, VaiSskha, 1350 a.s.,

pp. 415-21).

Page49,f.n, 5. Add \ The equivalent of the Gupta Year 118 current has been
assumed to be 507-8 a.d. But, according to the theory of K. B. Pathak,
the equivalent would be 506-7 a.d. {IHQ. vi. 47)

Page 60. Two Copper-plate Grants of SaSsnka were discovered, somewhere in the

Midnapore district, about six years ago, and a short account of them with

photographs and a tentative reading were published in a local paper
{Madha\'\y Ashadha 1345 b.s., pp. 3-6). They remained, however, unknown
to scholars till the editor of this volume happened to see them in course

of a recent visit to Midnapore (April 23, 1943) and brought them down
to Calcutta. They have not yet been cleaned and properly studied, but

the portion already deciphered by Dr. D. C. Sircar and the editor shows

that both of them record grants of land during the reign of Saasiika.

One of these Grants was made by the samanta-maharaja Somadaita who
was the governor of Oandabhukti to which administrative unit Vikala-deSa

was also attached. The second Grant was made by mahupratihara

Subhakirti.whJ also was the governor of Dandabhukti-dtf.sn under sakihka.

Both the Grants were issued from the of Tsvira. One of the

inscriptions contains a date which is probably samvat 230 or 330, but

the numerical symbol for hundreds, used in this record, has not been met

with before, and the interpietation is, therefore, doubtful. The date of

the record, when finally fixed, is likely to throw new light on the history

of Saknka
Page rJ7^para 2. The conclusion drawn from the Bsghsura Image Ins. is supported

by a new inscription, engraved on an image of Ganesa, recently discovered

in the village of Nsrayanpur, in the Tippera district. A paper-rubbing of

the inscription was brought to Dr. D. C. Sircar on April 25, 1943, and

he has been able to read the whole of it without much difficulty. The

inscription records that the image was set up in the 4th tcgnal year af

Maharajddhiraja Mahipaladcva,byihemcrchantDuddhamitra,aninhabitant

of Vilikandhaka in Saniataca. Dr. Sircar is inclined to iJeniify this village

with Vilakindaka mentioned in the Baghaura Image Ins,

Page 148, //. 4-5. The epithet ‘ full moon in the clear sky of Vanga” is the result

of a wrong reading of the text by the editor of this inscription. The

correct reading is litdmsu-vamm and not siwiga-xanga. 1 he new reading,

originally suggested by Paramananda Acharya in Mayurbhanja Chronicle,

April 1942, has been verified by the editor of this volume.

Page 196. Add at end of footnote : For a critical discussion on the legend of

Gopichand c/. PTOC, vi.^265 if.

Page 670. Add at end of para 1

:

Two specific cases may be cited by way of

illustrating the part played by the Bengalis in the ancient Indian colonisa-

tion in the Far East, In the first place, it appears from the Kalytini Ins.

that the settlement in Suvarnabhuiiii (Lower Bfirma) was apparently

colonised from Bengal by the Golas (Gau^as). Their name has become

the Mon and Burmese appellation for all foreigners from the west {lA.

1894, p. 256 ; Epigraphia Birmanica, ni. Part i, p. 185, f.n, 12). Secondly,

two Sanskrit inscriptions found in Cambodia exhibit so completely all the

peculiarities of the Gauda style, as defined by Dandin and other rhetoricians

{infra p. 302), that the great French scholar Georges Coed<5s, who edited

them, has expressed the view that the records were composed by a Pandit

who cither belonged to Bengal or was trained there {Melanges Syhain

Uvi, p. 213).
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